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INTRODUCTION. 

The data presented in this bulletin are based upon 371! farm esti- 
mates? obtained from representative sugar-beet growers in four 
counties in Colorado, viz, Otero, Morgan, Larimer, and Weld (fig. 1). 
These estimates are for the crop years 1914 and 1915. Agricultural 
conditions were approximately normal during this period. 

While four counties were included in this survey, the records have 
been worked out in three distinct groups. The agricultural condi- 
tions in Weld and Larimer Counties were found .to be very similar, 
hence it was thought that in this study these two areas could be 
combined to advantage (referred to in this bulletin as the Greeley 
district). Conditions prevailing in Morgan and Otero Counties were 
such, however, that it seemed desirable to work out the reports for 
these districts separately (referred to, respectively, as the Fort Mor- 
gan and Rocky Ford districts).* 

1 Some of the tables that are presented in this bulletin apply only to the ercp year 1915. Four farm 
records, within the total number, contained complete notes and data on field practice, but they did not 
afford full information concerning all of the cost factors. Several of the summary tables are, therefore, 
based upon 367 records. 

2 This is the second of a series of bulletins giving the results of an investigation relative to the practice 

and cost of growing sugar beets in four of the most important sugar-beet areas in the United States. The 
practice and cost of growing beets in California and Michigan will be treated in later pubiications. 

8 The Office of Farm Management and the Office of Sugar Plant Investigations, Bureau of Plant Indus- 
try, cooperated in taking the farm records. ‘The latter office was interested in securing a detailed account 

of the farmer’s method of growing thiscrop. It was thought that these data would be of very great value 
in planning agronomic experiments for the purpose of solving some of the urgent problems that have arisen 
in areas where the sugar beet 1s cultivated. Acknowledgment is due to the farmers in these districts who 
gave willingly of their time in order to provide complete information concerning their field methods and 
also the details of their farm business, so that certain economic phases might be studied thoroughly. 
Acknowledgment is also due Dr. A. L. Thomson, expert, Joe G. Lill, assistant, and James W. Jones, agri- 
culturist, who assisted in collecting field data. 
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During the years 1916-17, labor costs advanced appreciably in this 
region, and there was a corresponding increase in the cost of materials 
used in growing the sugar beet. This upward trend was also re- 
flected in some of the other costs considered in this bulletin. In’ 
view of these changes, since the dollar is a fluctuating measure, special 
attention has been given in this study to values that are known to be 
much more stable than money values. The hours of man and horse 
labor do not vary greatly from year to year; the quantity of seed 
used remains about the same; the application of manure or fertilizer 
is not likely to increase or decrease perceptibly under a given type of 

© Location of factories operating 1914-15 @® Location of factories idle 1914-15 
@ Location of factories operating 1915 ®@ Location of factory cdismantled 1915 

Location of area studied. 

Fig. 1.—Map showing the threo districts included in this survey, and location of the sugar factories of 
Colorado. : 

farming, and the quantity of other necessary supplies used will un- 
doubtedly remain fairly constant, though the cost in money may 
not. Throughout this bulletin the emphasis has been placed upon 
these items, and money costs are referred to only incidentally.' 

1 Farm practice studies were begun in the sugar-beet sections of Colorado during the summer of 1910. 
Prior to this date reports had been received from several areas to the effect that difficulties were being met 

in securing satisfactory yields, and requests for assistance were brought to the attention of the Secretary 

of Agriculture. The problems under consideration involved not only the production of sugar beets but 
were also related to other important enterprises on thesefarms. It was felt, therefore, that a review of the 
practices on several of the successful as well as a similar number of the less remunerative farms in these 
areas would develop suggestions that might be helpfulin this connection. This project was expanded in 
1915 and arrangements were made to secure detailed records on the various items of cost that enter into 

the production ofsugar beets. In order to get these data, it was necessary to make a careful analysis of the 
cultural treatment followed by individual growers in the three areas. While the primary object was to 
obtain cost figures, the development of the investigation has been such that it has been impossible to treat 

of costs without laying emphasis upon farm practice, 



GROWING SUGAR BEETS IN COLORADO. B 

Field practice and related costs are controlled by several factors, 
some of the more important of which are: (1) season or climatic 

conditions; (2) soil type; (3) manurial practice; (4) methods of pre- 

paring the seed bed; (5) intertillage of the crop; (6) irrigation; (7) 
distance from market; (8) the efficiency of man and horse labor; 
and (9) crop yield. 
By comparing the methods of field treatment in the Arkansas 

Valley with the methods that prevail in the Greeley area, it is found 
that in Otero County it is a common practice to irrigate land imme- 
diately after planting, while in Weld County the rainfall is usually 
sufficient to germinate the seed promptly, so that early spring 
irrigation is omitted. Season or climatic conditions in this particular 
case impose additional work upon the operator who is producing 
beets in the Arkansas Valley. Again, the soil type influences the 
amount of work required to bring the land into first-class condition 
for seeding. A heavy clay soil is much more difficult to handle than 
a type like the Colorado sandy loam, and additional field work means 
an increased cost. The same feature may be illustrated in methods 
of fertilizing the soil, or in the preparation of the seed bed, or in the 
cultivation of the crop. Investigations in other areas have empha- 
sized the fact that the crop yields have a very important bearing 
upon cost. 

Thus it will be seen that there is necessarily considerable variation 
in the practice of growing sugar beets, and this, in turn, enters into 
cost of production. A figure that may be applied to a given farm in 
a typical beet area may not be applicable to the adjoining farm. 
Likewise, a district average may be higher or lower than the cost of 
growing this crop in an adjacent district or in a bordering State. It 
is certain that a cost figure can not be used which will answer for the 
country as a whole. The best that can be accomplished in making 
these calculations will be found in a discussion of figures that can be 
used in a relative way. Having full information concerning the 
practice under which these costs were ascertained, the grower will 
be able to see wherein his methods coincide and wherein they differ 
from the record which has been compiled. By weighing each opera- 
tion carefully, it will be possible for him to reach an estimate which 
should cover the requirements of his farm. 

SUMMARY. 

1. A review of the farm practice outlined in this study shows that 
the acre costs for all tillage operations for sugar beets performed by 
the operators, with the exception of plowing, rolling beets, irrigating, 
hoeing, and topping, were lower for the farms studied in the Greeley 
and Fort Morgan areas than for those at Rocky Ford. This was 
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due mainly to the heavier soil types at Rocky Ford, which necessitated 
a greater amount of tillage. 

2. Labor, including man, horse, and contract labor, was the most 

important charge. It varied from 54.3 per cent to 59.1 per cent of | 
the total cost. 

3. Charges for materials, such as seed, manure, and water, varied 
from 8.6 per cent to 10.7 per cent of the total cost of production. 

4. Other costs, such as interest on land for owners and land 
rental for tenants, insurance, taxes, and machinery, made up 32.3 
per cent to 35 per cent of the total cost of raising this crop. 

5. The total cost of production per acre in 1914 and 1915 was 
$72.53 in Greeley, $65 at Fort Morgan, and $64.87 at Rocky Ford. 
The total receipts per acre, including tops, amounted to $92.44 at 
Greeley, $81.66 at Fort Morgan, and $67.36 at Rocky Ford. The 
average yield for the Greeley area was 15.57 tons per acre, for Fort 
Morgan 13.65 tons, and for Rocky Ford 12.99 tons. 

6. Farm owners produced beets at a lower cost per acre and per 
ton than tenant operators, with the exception of the Rocky Ford 
area, where the owners had the higher acre cost and a higher cost 
per ton. That it was possible for owners in the Greeley area to 
produce beets at a lower cost than the tenants was due chiefly to the 
fact that the interest charge on beet land in the owner group in 1914 
and 1915 was much less than the corresponding rental charge on 
tenant farms. 

7. Seventy-four per cent of the farmers fed beet tops directly to 
their own stock, 12 per cent fed a portion and sold the remainder, 
and 14 per cent sold all tops. The estimated farm value, $3.35 per 
acre, for beet tops was 28 cents per acre greater than the actual sell- 
ing value in the districts under observation. 

8. Since the cost of production per ton of sugar beets decreased 
as the yield increased, any change in the methods of sugar-beet grow- 
ing which does not violate the principles of good farm management, 
and which will increase the tonnage per acre without materially 
increasing the cost of production, should receive the attention of 
sugar-beet operators in these areas. 

METHOD. 

The tables that are presented in this bulletin were not taken from 
systematic records kept on farms, but are based upon a large number — 
of detailed reports given by beet growers on the 1914 and 1915 crops. 
The results represent the best judgment and experience of men who 
have been producing this crop for several years. During the year 1914 
the field records were confined entirely to cost studies. In other 
words, the schedules, which were filled out by well-trained enumer- 
ators, contained only the items necessary to the compilation of cost 
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data. In 1915 a combination survey and enterprise blank was used. 
This record form not only provided complete information pertaining 
to farm practice and farm costs in the production of sugar beets, but 
it also furnished data showing the outcome of the entire farm business 

for the crop year. The latter additions made it possible to compare 
the sugar-beet enterprise with other important farm enterprises.! 

DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRY. 

The building of a factory at Grand Junction in 1899 marked the 
beginning of the beet industry in Colorado. The Twelfth Census, 
taken that year, shows that 169 farms in Colorado reported on sugar- 
beet acreage. The total acreage grown was 1,094, producing a total 
of 6,656 tons, with a yield of 6.1 tons per acre. These estimates indi- 
cate an average of approximately 6.5 acres per farm. This acreage 
was produced largely in Mesa County, on the western slope. 

Ten years later (Thirteenth Census) the acreage devoted to beets 

had increased to 108,082, with a total production of 1,231,712 tons, 
an average yield of 11.4 tons of beets per acre. Weld County occupied 
the first place in beet acreage in 1909, Larimer County second, Otero 
County third, and Morgan County fourth. Government estimates for 
1915 indicated that this acreage had been increased to 160,800 for the 
State, with a prospective return of 1,706,300 tons, or an average of 
10.6 tons per acre. a 

_ The beet-sugar factory at Rocky Ford was erected in 1900. This 
was the first plant to be installed in the Arkansas Valley. Five other 
factories have been added since 1900. In the northern part of the 
State the first sugar factory was erected at Loveland in 1901. By the 
year 1906, eight other factories had been built in northeastern Colo- 
rado (fig. 2). 

The acreage and yield per acre for the sugar-beet crop in the areas 
surveyed will be found in Table I. While these figures cover only 
five seasons, they indicate that some increases in acreage have been 
made within the last few years. 

1 Studies which have been made by the Office of Farm Management indicate that the survey method 

of securing information used in this study furnishes very reliable results when enough records have been 

tabulated. This point is illustrated in the following table. 

A comparison of farmers’ estimates with factory records, crop year 1915, average 

per farm. 

| 
Acres in beets. Tons per acre. Total receipts. 

ee Number Sire lees ted District. arene. 

; Estimate. Factory. |Estimate.| Factory. |Estimate.| Factory. 

Kar eelevaeteansos fee he Wai 90 26. 1 25. 5 15. 5 14.6 $2, 355 $2, 236 
Oni MOUCAM seen asso 5552 ee 66 37.1 36. 0 13.5 13.2 2, 897 2, 754 
HVOCKy aM OL Gia oes oe es aces pio 37 22.3 21.8 11.7 11.2 1, 429 1,335 

This report is based on the records that were taken for the crop year 1915. The previous year’s work 
was checked in a similar manner, though in one of the districts studied several growers sold to more than 
one company, so that complete reports were not secured for all farms. Taking the above groups as a whole, 
there was a tendency to report the acreage and yield a little above the actual acreage and returns. 
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TasLeE I.—Acreage and yield of pugiar hecks as reported by factories for five Colorado 
istricts. 

[Data provided by Colorado beet sugar companies.] 

Rocky Ford. Fort Collins. Greeley. Eaton. Fort Morgan. 

Year. | 
Acre- Tons Acre- Tons Acre Tons Acre- Tons Acre- Tons aoa per = per age per age per age per 

Heiress acre. S acre acre acre. : acre. 

CT, EE eee St eee OF | 7,213 10.74 | 8,087 10.90 | 6,340 | 13.33 4,501 13.76 | 3,283 12.25 
OT ees eee ee | 10,925 11.89 | 12,348 10.09 | 10,089 12.07 | 10,451 15.40 | 5,155 12.24 
LL ane oe See 8 SS | 13,879 10.63 | 14,289 11.07 | 11,411 12.05 | 16,597 13.13 6, 969 10.21 
Ts 1: a Se Pa | 11, 208 12.39 | 11,900 | 13.02] 8,892) 12.74 | 11,547} 13.22) 6,575 13.01 
gE NG ee eee) oe 13,560 | 11.59 | 13,529 12.15 | 15,232 | 12.35 | 12,081 | 12.55 | 9,450 10. 68 

Average....... 11,356 | 11.45 | 12,031 | 11.89 | 10,393 | 12.42 | 11,035 | 13.50]. 6,286] 11.48 

Fic. 2.—One of the beet-sugar factories in northeastern Colorado. This plant, constructed in 1905, has 

arated capacity of practically 1,000 tons daily. : 

The lowest average yield for the five-year period was recorded in 
the Rocky Ford district, although there is little variation in the aver- 
age yields for the Fort Collins, Fort Morgan, and Rocky Ford areas. 
The average yield for the Rocky Ford area durimg the years 1914 
and 1915, when the enterprise records were obtained, exceeded the 
normal yield. The maximum average yield was obtained in the 
Eaton district. A large number of the enterprise records for Weld 
County came from the Eaton area. Fort Collins and Fort Morgan 
were considerably above the normal for the year 1914. The latter 
was slightly below normal in 1915. On the whole, there were no 
wide differences in yield within the groups. The slight fluctuations 
that may be observed were undoubtedly due to climatic conditions. 
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CLIMATIC CONDITIONS. 

The climate of Colorado is semiarid. To obtain maximum yields 
under semiarid conditions irrigation must be practiced. While it is 
possible to grow certain crops under dry-farming methods, some im- 
portant staples, such as the sugar beet, are confined entirely to the 
irrigated valleys (fig. 3). 

The three distinct areas in Colorado where farmers give consider- 
able attention to beet culture are in three more or less extensive 
drainage basins, namely, the South Platte River and its tributaries, 
the Arkansas Valley, and the western slope. This bulletin is con- 
cerned with the first two areas. Rocky Ford was selected as a typical 
area in the Arkansas Valley. Fort Collins, Greeley, and Fort Morgan 
are important beet-growing centers adjacent to and in the valley of 
the South Platte. 

TasBLeE II.—Average annual rainfall for three districts in northeastern Colorado and one 
district in the Arkansas ( Valley in inches). 

Rocky Ford, | Fort Collins, Greeley, | Fort Morgan, 
1889-1908. 1873-1908. 1888-1908. 1889-1908. 

Mean. Mean. " Mean. Mean. 
RUA TYPE estate too ace ool eee el estos + 0.32 0.49 0.34 0.26 
LGISTDEINY | Sabah a Sae ee Coa E Se See eee ee Sane 34 +02 -37 31 
ICMR Sie oo bs en ae re Na ecales - 68 -98 81 69 

PANG Ie eM oe eaten es ih Ce Mate oo bie 1.66 2.23 1.82 US 
WER occ SODA SS DO SOM ae ee eer a 1.92 3.06 2.61 2.42 
ANNO 5 sic ob oo eS ee Ge sae Dae eee 1.35 1.59 1.33 U7) 
Ugh. 2 ose. ace ee 2.76 1.90 1.80 2.41 
JNO FRES eo de Se eee Es ae ea 1.37 1.21 -97 1.56 
PSG TONS) TOY OTS si Se er a ea -78 1 16 82 -70 
WTO Det mete ck ee oe eles be aceite 5 -90 1.02 82 -80 
INMGMemMb ener 82 io eRe hoe eck 46: -33 -33 -30 
IDE CEIMDCIA se ee ae lan ae ee ee 44 Bey] 25 29 

Total annual precipitation. ...-.......-.- 12.98 14.81 12.27 13.26 
Elevation........- BeOS Oe e cu eae feet. 4,177 4,985 4, 639 4,338 

Precipitation and seasonal distribution of rainfall are much the 
same for the four counties. The major portion of the annual rainfall 
occurs during the growing season. Generally speaking, the rainfall 
for April, May, and June is somewhat lower at Rocky Ford than at 
the other points, which accounts partially for the fact that it is cus- 
tomary there to irrigate immediately after planting, whereas in 
northern Colorado the grower invariably counts upon starting the 
crop with the spring precipitation. 

The light rains which fall during July, August, and September do 
not benefit the crops greatly. In fact, they may do serious damage 
either by crust formation or by simply sprouting the seed without 
furnishing moisture enough for a satisfactory subsequent growth. 
The late fall and winter months are marked by few light rain or snow 
storms. ‘The water which falls from November to March is probably 
sufficient one season in four to provide some moisture for crop 
production. When the winter rains are light, the fields remain hard 
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and dry and are in poor condition in the spring unless urigated 
thoroughly during the late fall or early winter. 

The Greeley district lies close to the mountain range and the mean 
annual temperature there is 47° as compared with 51° at Fort 
Morgan. The range between extremes is wide, 100° being frequently. 
reached in the summer season. The nights, however, are cool. 
The summer temperatures for the Rocky Ford district are somewhat 
higher than those recorded for the other districts included in this 
survey. Throughout the entire territory cloudy days are the 
exception. 

Fic. 3.—Irrigation canal No. 2 in the Greeley district. 

High winds are a characteristic feature of the region, and they 
usually blow with greatest persistence in the spring, when the fields 
are without vegetation. Thus it is a common occurrence for loose 
soil to be picked up and carried along with each strong current of air. 
If the young beet plants are still small and tender when the winds 
are high, considerable damage may be done to the crop by the moving 
soil. It is sometimes necessary to reseed large areas, owing to the 
fact that the plants from the first seeding have been destroyed by a 
wind storm. Only in some of the older districts has this difficulty 
been reduced by the growing of windbreaks. 
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SIZE OF FARMS. 

The latest information available on size of farms in these districts is 
found in the report of the census for 1909. These figures have been 
incorporated in Table III, together with a distribution of the farms 
covered by this survey. 

TasLe III.— Number and size of farms in Larimer, Weld, Morgan, and Otero Counties; 
also number and classification of farms giving records.4 , 

Larimer County. Weld County. Morgan County. Otero County. 

Size of farm. Thir- Thir- Thir- Thir- 
teenth | SUTV€Y | teenth |.SUFVCY | teenth | SUtVeY | teenth | Survey 
Ganene records. Gencne *records. Generel records. Census. | 1&¢® ds. 

Seis. sole Wee |S ee SS 

Under 3 acres.......-. 11 None. 6 None. 0 None. 16 None. 
3 to 9 acres........--.- 121 None. 72 None. 28 None. 85 None. 
10 to 19 acres........- 111 1 64 None. 23 None. 102 2 
20 to 49 acres........- 204 12 181 9 42 4 326 33 
50 to 99 acres......... 294 12 715 44 140 20 311 40 
100 to 174 acres....... 559 26 1,846 49 450 29 438 27 
175 to 259 acres......- 159 13 344 16 83 9 id 5 
260 to 499 acres....... 204 9 626 4 255 3 105 3 
500 to 999 acres.....-- 73 None. 81 None. 36 1 20 None. 
1,000 acres and over. - 94 None. 46 None. 18 None. 18 None. 

a The figures reported under Thirteenth Census were obtained by the Census Bureau and are applicable 
tothe year 1909. The numbers that areincluded under “‘Survey records” apply to the farms used in this 
survey. 

In all districts studied, according to census figures, the largest 
number of farms in any of the size groups falls between 100 and 174 
acres, including 160-acre, or ‘‘quarter-section’’ farms. While it is 
customary to think of irrigation farming as more or less intensive, 
nevertheless it is a fact that there are comparatively few small farms 
in these districts... In Morgan, Otero, and Weld Counties there is 
found a fair proportion of farms containing 80 acres. 
When irrigated farms of this type are placed in contrast with farms 

of similar size in the humid belt, assuming that the groups are similar 
in every other respect, it will be found that much more labor is re- 
quired to carry on the operations under irrigation than without. 

Each of these counties has an extensive area devoted to dry farming, 
as may be inferred from the number of very large farms. Under this 
system these larger farms can be utilized to advantage. Small grain 
growing is the most important industry on this particular type of 
farm. Some corn is grown. A portion of this land is known as 
open range, and is devoted to pasture. 

1 It will be seen that each of the counties included in this study has a certain number of farms containing 
Qacres orless. Sugar beets are grown on these tracts, but in making this investigation it was thought that 

the very small farms ought not be considered in making up the estimates. Usually, the acreage devoted 

to beets in these small units is much less than 5 acres. The man who produces less than 5 acres of sugar 
beets does not have enough work on such major operations as harrowing, disking, floating, planting, or 

cultivating to keep the horses employed for any.considerable length of time, and it is therefore a difficult 
matter for him to estimate a day’s work for such operations. 

69805°—18—Bull. 726 2 
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RELATION OF BEET ACREAGE TO IRRIGATED AREA. 

It is a question whether the ideal rotation area for sugar beets can 
be given. There is no doubt a theoretically correct relationship be- 
tween the areas devoted to the important staples in a given district, 
and this balance may be approximated on some farms each year. 
In a district where the various enterprises are well established the 
ideal cropping system may be more nearly approached than in sec- 
tions where there is considerable change in the selected list from year 
to year, This study does not attempt to answer the point at issue, 
but it does show the average conditions that existed on these farms 
at the time of the survey. 

Under the system of general farming that prevails in the Fort 
Morgan and Rocky Ford districts it appears that the list of leading 
crops is smaller than in the Greeley area. The Fort Morgan records 
indicated three staples, namely, alfalfa, beets, and barley, whereas 
in the Greeley section the list included alfalfa, ‘potatoes, sugar beets, 
and spring wheat or barley. This brief discussion may therefore 
explain, in part, the difference of 10.6 per cent between the per- 
centage of irrigated land in beets at Greeley and the parceniege at 
Fort Morgan (Table IV). 

TasLe 1V.—Average farm area, tillable area, irrigated area, acres in beets, and per cent 
of irrigated land in sugar beets. 

2 ay Per cent of 
District | Number of| Acres per | Acres till- | Acresirri-| Acresin | irrigated 

TSE Wc farms. farm. able. gated. beets. land in 
beets. 

Groglayy = 300. ae ee 195 136. 40 112. 39 107. 40 25.72 24.0 
Ort MORPan se soe 66 143. 40 113. 59 107. 55 37. 20 34.6 
Rovkyattord:... 23 ee | 106 92. 33 70. 72 65.77 22. 91 34.9 

| 

SOIL TYPES. 

The counties included in the beet-growing districts afford a large 
number of soil types for comparison. Two surveys have been made 
in these districts by the Bureau of Soils of the United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture.t In the Rocky Ford area there are two impor- 
tant soil types, namely, Maricopa sandy loam and Fresno fine sandy 
loam. These two constitute approximately 70 per cent of the area 
mapped in the Arkansas Valley. The Fresno fine sandy loam has a 
fine sandy or silty texture, is yellowish in color, and extends to a 
depth of 6 feet. It is comparatively rich in plant food, but is some- 
times deficient in organic matter. It is well adapted to such staples 
as alfalfa, sugar beets, melons, and grain, is easily tilled and can be 
maintained in first-class condition without an undue amount of 
work. The Maricopa sandy loam has a much more open texture 

1 Soil Survey of the Lower Arkansas Valley, C j= ido, by H. Lapham and party, 1902. Soil Survey of 

the Greeley area, Colorado, by J. Garnett Holmes and N. P. Neill. 
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than the former type, and it absorbs moisture readily. The compact 
structure of the subsoil has a tendency to retard the movement of 
seepage water from canals and ditches. This soil is well suited to the 
production of the staple crops that are grown in the valley. 

The prevailing soil type in the Greeley area is the Colorado fine 
sandy loam. It consists of a fine sandy loam, with a depth of 3 feet 
and is underlain by a heavier fine sandy loam. As the depth increases 
the proportion of silt and clay becomes greater. This formation has 
good drainage and the type is therefore quite free from seepage 
water. It is a good potato soil and is well suited to such crops as 
alfalfa, sugar beets, peas, beans, and grain. A review Of the soils in 
this region will show that they grade from the more open type, 
known as the Colorado sand, to the exceedingly heavy type desig- 
nated as Colorado adobe. While the agricultural methods which are 
followed on the different types may correspond in some respects, it 
will be entirely correct to say that considerable work 1s usually required 
to bring these types into the proper condition for planting seed, and 

greater care must be exercised in connection with intertillage and 
irrigation. These precautions with the extra work necessarily involve 
additional expense in the production of sugar bects. 

CROP ROTATIONS. 

Crop rotations in the irrigated districts of Colorado have been 
improved and strengthened very materially within the past 20 years. 
The evolution of these systems has taken place during the past 50 
years or more. The race for gold brought a large number of settlers 
into Colorado in the early sixties. A few of these men were successful, 
others were less fortunate, and still others failed. There was prac- 

tically no farming population at that time, and provisions had to be 
brought in from the outside. High prices prevailed. Men who had 
come from the farms of the East or Central West and who were dis- 
appointed in the results of their mining operations turned to farming 
for a living. The valleys to the east and north of the gold fields 
attracted them. They discovered that vegetables of good quality 
could be grown on these lands. The wild hay along the streams 
furnished roughage for farm stock. The salable products brought 
remunerative prices. Flour wasindemand. Wheat growing became 
therefore one of the important enterprises of the farm during that 
early period. 

Tt will be seen that a complete cropping system could not have been 
developed immediately, nor was it possible to determine at once the 

type of farming that would give the best returns. The grower did 
not have information concerning the adaptability of various crops, 

and special types of farming to meet the new conditions had not yet 
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been evolved. Field experience had to be accumulated before any 
advanced steps could be taken. 

Prior to the year 1885 comparatively few men had set aside part of 
their land for alfalfa, though the continued culture of wheat had 
reduced the supply of organic matter in the surface soil and a change 
in the method of cropping appeared to be essential. During this 
early period it was not thought that alfalfa could be used in a regular 
rotation. This plant possessed a long tap root and farmers had the 
opinion that the-crop could not be subdued readily. However, the 
pioneer in this field soon demonstrated that alfalfa had many advan- 
tages, and before many years had passed it was recognized as a basic 
crop in the rotation. In all of the counties which were included in 
this study a considerable acreage is devoted to this legume. Alfalfa 
is the initial crop in the typical rotations that have been adopted in 
these regions, as will be seen from the following outline of cropping 
systems for four sugar-beet districts: 

No. 1.—Rocky Ford. No. 2.—Greeley. No. 3.—Fort Collins. No. 4.—Fort Morgan. 

Alfalfa, 3 to 5 years. Alfalfa, 3 to 4 years. Alfalfa, 4 years. Alfalfa, 4 years. 
Cantaloupes, 1 year. Potatoes, 1 year. Grain, 1 year. Beets, 3 years. 
Beets, 2 years. Beets, 2 years. Beets, 3 years. Grain, 1 year. 
Cucumbers,1 year. Beans or peas, 1 year. Grain, 1 year. 
Grain, 1 year. Grain, 1 year. 

The rotation given for the Rocky Ford district (No. 1) serves 
merely as a type. Many of the estimates obtained in this district 
did not provide any information on rotations. The form given has 
been adopted on several farms and has proved to be a very satis- 
factory system. The alfalfa is broken out early in the spring, after 
which either cantaloupes or cucumbers are planted. A crop of grain 
sometimes follows the alfalfa. In some cases beets are planted on the 
newly broken alfalfa field. A few men stated that the alfalfa was 
allowed to remain down for an indefinite period, the remaining crops 
being rotated on the land under cultivation. 

In the Greeley area (rotation No. 2) 75 per cent of the reports show 
that potatoes were planted as the first crop immediately after break- 
ing alfalfa. A few men put in potatoes two years on the same land. 
In a few cases peas or beans followed potatoes, then beets were grown 
for one to two years, grain. being sown the fourth year after breaking, 
and the field reseeded to alfalfa. Farm practice studies show that 
potatoes serve as a better crop to follow alfalfa than sugar beets. 
The alfalfa roots interfere too much with the early cultivation of the 
latter crop. Approximately 15 per cent of the farms used the sugar 
beet as the first crop after breaking. On some farms grain, cabbage, 
beans, peas, or corn is used to fill this place in the cropping series. 
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In the Fort Collins district the alfalfa is followed by a crop of grain, 
which assists in getting rid of the alfalfa roots and stems, so that 
beets can be grown to advantage the second year. This system 

_ (No. 3) is very popular outside of the potato district proper. 
Rotation No. 4, the standard for the Fort Morgan district, differs 

slightly from No. 3 in that sugar beets follow alfalfa immediately 
after breaking. It should be stated, however, that approximately 
15 per cent of these farms used a grain crop after breaking. 

There are farms in all these areas where the sugar beet has been 
erown for a period of 1 to 10 years upon the same piece of land. 
It is, however, quite a general practice to employ a systematic 
rotation. © 

MAN AND HORSE LABOR. 

Complete data were secured in each district with reference to the 
cost of man and horse labor. The man-labor rate was based on the 
average man-labor cost throughout the working season. Farm labor 
here can be divided into three classes, namely, regular labor, extra 
labor, and contract labor. The regular labor includes those who 
are given continuous employment; extra labor, those who are hired 
at certain busy periods during the sprmg and summer. On farms 

_ where a large percentage of the land is devoted to hoed crops, extra 
labor may be required to care for these fields. Then, too, the harvest 
season frequently demands additional help. Contract labor includes 
the men who are paid a stipulated amount to do certain tasks, such 
as the hand work on beets. As a rule, the rates for special labor are 
somewhat higher than the rates paid the regular labor. 

The man and horse rates which are given in Table V are based 
upon records obtained during the years 1914 and 1915: 

TasLe V.—Average cost per hour of man and horse labor (1914-15). 

Rocky Greeley | Fort Mor- 
Ford area | area (195 gan area 

(110farms).| farms). | (66 farms). 

Cents. Cents. Cents. 
IMIR. 5 3 Seskye eee Se See i eve. re 18 19 20 

 LEUCIRD 5 6 hg qb Genie Cotes PEA Oe am ne 7 8 es eS ae Maa 10 11 10 

In working out costs, the operators in the respective districts have 
been given an arbitrary allowance of 18, 19, and 20 cents per hour 
for their work (see Table V), no charge being made to cover the 
general management of the farm. 

The variation in labor rates was so slight that a uniform rate of 
20 cents per hour for man iabor and 10 cents per hour for horse labor 
might have been used to advantage in all of these sections. Labor 
rates may fluctuate greatly, but if the sugar-beet grower wishes to 
determine the cost of producing sugar-beets under new conditions it 
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will only be necessary to calculate on the basis of actual time required 
to do the work. 

The rates for horse labor were established in precisely the same 
manner as for the regular labor. It often happens that the operator 
is obliged to hire an extra team for rush work. The price which is 
paid is based usually upon the prevailing rate in the district. This 
furnished a very reliable guide for our calculations. 

Contract labor takes care of such items as blocking and thinning, 
first and second hoeing, pulling weeds, and topping. On a few of 
these farms this work was done by the operator and his family. 
For the remaining farms, hands (often entire families) were engaged 
for the season. Fairly uniform acre rates have been established, 
though some variation may be found in comparing one district with 
another. In sections where a flat rate prevailed, the blockmg and 
thinning rate was usually $6 per acre. The first hoeing cost $2 per 
acre, second hoeing $1 per acre, and the pulling and topping, together, 
amounted to $9 per acre, making a total charge of $18 per acre for 
the contract work or hand labor. 

FARM PRACTICE. 

REMOVING TRASH. 

Some preliminary work is occasionally necessary, particularly on 
fields where vine crops have been grown or where potatoes with 
luxuriant tops have been produced. It may not be possible to 
incorporate the residue with the soil; consequently this material may 
either be placed in a composite heap to decay, or burned. There 
were only two records reporting work of this character. On one 
farm, at Greeley, removing a very small amount of residue cost but 
12 cents per acre. On another, at Rocky Ford, where there was a 
heavy growth of vines to be removed, the cost was considerably 
ereater than this. The true average labor requirement for this 
operation could not be determined with the limited number of records 
available. 

SCRAPING THE LAND. 

When new fields are brought under cultivation, some work is usually 
done with a scraper for the purpose of creating a level surface, thereby 
facilitating irrigation. Indeed, some scraping may be done occa- 
sionally on old fields in order to reduce knolls and perhaps to fill in 
low places. In this study scraping is considered as improvement 
work. Two records on scraping were obtained, in Weld County. 
The operation was performed on one of these farms by one man and 
two horses, at a cost of $1.03 per acre, and on the other by one man 
and four horses, at $1.26 per acre. 
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FARM MANURE. 

The value of farm manure should not be based entirely upon the 
percentage of fertilizing constituents found therem. Hspecially 
is this true in the West, where with many soils the addition of humus 
is highly desirable. Indeed humus may be more beneficial to some 
of these soils than commercial plant food. Occasionally a Colorado 
beet grower is found who hauls manure to some out-of-the-way 
place instead of scattering it over his fields, but, as a rule, the value 
of this by-product is appreciated and a systematic effort is made to 
treat various portions of the farm in regular order. Invariably 
better yields are harvested after farm manure is applied, though it 
may not always be possible to determine the exact benefit that should 
be credited to the manure. Instances are on record where the 
yield of sugar beets has been raised from 9 or 10 tons per acre up to 
16 or 18 tons per acre, apparently entirely through the application 
of manure. ‘The nature of the subsoil is important in this connection. 

Some of the farms, however, do not have a large supply of manure, 
and on such farms it is impossible to give each field a liberal applica- 
tion. Under such circumstances it may be advisable to supplement 
farm manure with green manure. The plan of turning under a sub- 
stantial growth of alfalfa at least once in the rotation is a feature of 
farm management which deserves more than passing attention. 
The farmer who has followed this practice knows that better yields 
result, and he therefore has sufficient reason for maintaining the prac- 
tice. To raise the standard of agricultural methods on the average 
farm in these districts the adoption of this plan is needed. There are 
several other crops which may be used for green manure. Sweet 
clover may be mentioned in this connection. 

Ninety-two per cent of the men interviewed applied manure. 
They reported, not only on the time consumed in doing the work, 
but also on the fertilizing value of this by-product. In the majority 
of cases the manure was scattered on beet land. There were 310 
growers who followed this practice. On 22 farms the manure was 
applied to potato land, on 5 to grain, and on 1 each to tomatoes, 
cabbage, and cantaloupes (Table VI). 

~ In working out the labor cost for manure, a 50 per cent charge 
was made where the crop received direct benefit. If sugar beets 
were removed one crop year after the application of manure, 30 
per cent of the labor was charged against the crop. When two sea- 
sons intervened between the manuring of the soil and the production 
of sugar beets 20 per cent of the labor cost was charged to beets. 

Some hauled manure in the autumn, others throughout the winter, 
and still others in early spring, the work being done partly with 
spreaders and partly with wagons. The implements used in the 
Rocky Ford district were not indicated on every record; hence it 
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was not possible to determine the number of men using manure 
spreaders there. Fifty-eight per cent of the Fort Morgan growers 
and 77 per cent of the Greeley farmers used spreaders. 

Taste VI.—Data on use of manure for three Colorado districts. 

Crew. Hours per acre. | Total 
* cost 
per 

Horse. | Man. | Horse. | acre. 

oe Num- |. Acres | Tons 
District. Year. | ber of | ma- per 

farms. | nured. | acre, AMER 

RockyeR ordi sss ees 1914-15 99 9.12 | 11.82 1.5 2.56 | 17.67] 34.60 $6. 64 
Hort Morgan-tee-. 2 seeeeeee 1915 64] 17.90] 14.34 1.6 3.20] 15.10] 30.80 6. 26 
Greeleye. 2.53. asassee eee 1914-15 180 | 12.80] 18.60 1.6 3.30 | 13.50 | 27.70 5.61 

There was a decided lack of uniformity in all districts with reference 
to size of crew used in handling manure. One hundred and thirty- 
five growers, or approximately 40 per cent of the farms reporting, 
used one man and two horses. Rocky Ford had the largest propor- 
tion of this group. Taking all districts into consideration, there were 
51 men who used a crew of one man and three horses to haul the 
manure, and 25 who hauled with a crew of one man and four horses. 

On 105 farms an extra man was used to assist with the loading. 
The horse power was about equally divided between two, three, and 

four horse crews on these farms. 
About 41 per cent of the land devoted to beets was manured in the 

Rocky Ford district, 47 per cent in the Fort Morgan district, and 49 
per cent in the Greeley district. Rocky Ford had the lowest average 
application per acre, while Greeley had the highest. There was a 
difference of $1.03 per acre in the cost of putting on manure between 
these two districts. The advantage for Greeley was. undoubtedly 
due to the use of larger crews. 

CROWNING ALFALFA. 

It has been pointed out that the sugar beet is not grown very 
generally after alfalfa. When this plan is followed two plowings are 
frequently necessary. The first operation is commonly known as 
“crowning alfalfa.” This study contains 53 records which deal with 
crowning. On these farms only part of the beet crop followed 
alfalfa. ‘‘Crowning” is shallow plowing. In two districts this 
operation is known as “scalping the land.” ‘The average depth 
which was reported on these farms was about 3 inches. It will be 
seen that the plow was run deep enough to cut the alfalfa crowns 
from the long tap root. The beet growers in the Fort Morgan and 
Greeley districts, where the largest amount of this work was done, 
used a two-way plow almost exclusively. The two-way plow consists 
of two plows, only one plow being available for use at a time. It is 
possible with this type to eliminate back furrows and dead furrows, 
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and the land is left with a smooth, even surface for subsequent tillage. 
The labor requirements and the cost of this operation in 1915 are 
shown in Table VII. 

TaBLeE VII.—Data on crowning alfalfa in three Colorado districts. 

Crew. Hours per acre. 
Number | .Acres P Total , 

District. Year. of ClOWHEGE Eee aa = |, Cost per 
arms 3 farms. |perfarm-| yran |- Horse, | Man. | Horse. 

Rocky laGiiGl. Leese aoe ee 1915 7 7.2 1 3.57 7.3 26.2 $3.94 
Bore Morgan --.....2.-.-.- 1915 28 14.6 1 3.50 4.6 16.2 2.65 
Greeley oso sees se 5 1915 18 12.8 1 3.30 4.87 15.8 2.67 

The crowning was done partly in the fall of 1914 and partly in the 
: spring of 1915. The major portion of this work occurred during the 

early spring months. There were 32 operators who used a crew of 
one man and three horses to do the crowning. On 16 farms a crew 
of one man and four horses was used. It cost $1.29 per acre more 
to do the work of crowning in the Rocky Ford district than in north- 
ern Colorado. The Greeley and Fort Morgan records did not differ 
materially in total cost for crowning. 

PLOWING. 

A limited area in these three districts was plowed during the 
autumn and early winter months. The heavier types of soil are 
benefited by exposure to the frosts of winter, and much less work 
is required to brmg them into a mellow condition when fall and 
winter plowing can be done. Furthermore, the water-holding capac- 
ity of the soil is thus increased and more moisture is stored for the. 
crop the following season. The rough broken surface also has a 
chance to become partially pulverized by the repeated freezing and 
thawing which occurs throughout the winter and early spring. If 
the work is postponed until late in the season the other farm oper- 
ations will be delayed. 
No implement has been devised that will take the place of the 

plow in the preparation of the seed bed for sugar beets. This tillage 
implement not only loosens the upper layer of soil and in turning the 
furrow slice pulverizes the particles of which it is composed, but it 
also covers and incorporates with this layer any manure that may 

- have been scattered upon the field or any residue that may have been 
present at the time of plowing. 

In the three districts studied the greater part of the aan was 
done in the early spring. Five growers in northern Colorado stated 
that this work was performed in the autumn, seven men did part of 
the plowing in the fall and completed this operation in the spring, 
while the remaining records indicated spring poe. Usually the 

69805°—18—Bull. 726 3 
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marketing of beets continues late into the autumn months, and this 
interferes with fall plowing. More attention would undoubtedly be 
given to the latter if there were no interference with other work, such 
as digging potatoes or taking out and hauling beets from the farm. 

There are some soil types which can be penetrated very readily by 
plant roots, and such soils may not require deep plowing. However, 
there are other types which are exceedingly close in texture and do 
not afford a suitable feeding area for crops like sugar beets unless 
plowed deep. Frequently the soil carries a fair proportion of cement- 
ing material which has a tendency to hold the particles together. 
Consequently the roots do not develop rapidly and a short, stunted 
beet is the result. The ideal crop can not be produced on soil that 

Fic. 4.—Fall plowing with a two way plow in the Arkansas Valley. 

has an impervious subsurface. Deep tillage will open this layer and 
permit the plant roots to enter. An average depth of 5.8 inches was 
reached on the 104 farms reporting from the Rocky Ford district, 
183 Greeley growers averaged 8.7 inches, while the 66 Fort Morgan 
operators plowed an average depth of 8.9 inches. 

The two-way plow was used almost exclusively in northern Colo- 
rado, and it was mentioned in 41 per cent of the records from the 
Rocky Ford district (fig. 4). Sixty out of sixty-six farmers at Fort 
Morgan plowed with this type. For the Greeley area data on type 
of plow are incomplete. However, 53 per cent of all farms used the 
two-way type. The sulky plow with 14-inch or 16-inch bottom came 
second (fig. 5). Thirty-seven per cent of the Rocky Ford growers 
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did the plowing with a sulky. Other types, such as the 14-inch 
walking plow and the two-furrow gang, appeared in scattered records. 

TaBLe VIII.—Plowing data for three Colorado districts. 

Crew. Hours per acre. 
5 ohn r Number} Acres Total 

District. Year. | of farms. | plowed cost per 
perfarm| Man. | Horse. | Man. | Horse. acre. 

RoeksyeHord... i928 ta. 1914-15 - - 104 22.33 1 3.41 5.70 18.3 $2.86 
Fort Morgan............-- 1915 66 36.06 1 3.84 4.87 18.67 2.98 
Greeley ees. 2. 25- A4sac: 4 1914-15 183 26.30 I 3.80 5.30 19.80 3.19 

The crews for the respective districts varied somewhat in size. 
Sixty-three per cent of the Rocky Ford growers did this work with a 
crew consisting of one man and three horses, whereas 27 per cent 

Fic. 5.—Breaking alfalfa with an ordinary sulky plow. This type in point of numbers stood second. 
On the above farm a considerable growth of alfalfa is being incorporated with the soil. 

plowed with one man and four horses. Fort Morgan reported 22 
-erews with one man and three horses, 32 crews with one man and 
four horses, and 12 crews with one man and five horses. In the 
Greeley district the crews were distributed as follows: Sixty-six 
crews of one man and three horses; 80 crews of one man and four 

horses; 32 crews of one man and five horses. There were a few crews 
of odd sizes. By taking the crews according to size and combining 
these for the three districts 1t was found that in 1914 and 1915 154 
farmers with 1-3 crews plowed at an average cost of $2.60 per acre; 
141 with 1-4 crews at an average cost of $3.30, and 45 with 1-5 crews 
at an average cost of $3.63. 

This does not necessarily mean that the large crews were less effi- 
cient than the crew consisting of one man and three horses. When the 

* 
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operator of a farm plans to increase the depth of his plowing, it is 
usually necessary to make provision for more horsepower. With 
the four- and five-horse crews it is altogether probable that the 
plowing was done somewhat deeper than on the group of farms 
using three horses per crew. An average day’s work plowing varied 
from 1.7 acres to 2 acres for the different crews. 

DISKING. 

Occasionally some disking is done preparatory to plowing. Again, 
it is sometimes necessary to do the plowing when the soil is very dry. 
Consequently the surface may be left inalumpy condition. The disk 
harrow can be run to advantage over such fields. This plan not only 
reduces the rough surface, but it also has a tendency to bring the 

Mary Ware 

Fic, 6.—Disking land after plowing. 

soil back to the proper tilth. The disk stands second to the plow in 
effectiveness. 

The field records show that much more disking was done in the 
Rocky Ford district than in either of the other sections under study. 
This may have been due to a heavier soil and climatic differences. 
(This feature will be discussed more fully under irrigation practice.) 

Disking was done at the same time as plowing, or ited The average 
width of disk used varied from 6.5 to 8.6 feet (fig. 6). 

The prevailing crew for disking consisted of one man and four 
horses. Forty-three growers in Rocky Ford, 15 at Fort Morgan, and 
15 at Greeley did the disking with a 1-4 crew. There were 15 farms 
at Rocky Ford that utilized a crew of one man and three horses. It 
cost 54 cents more per acre to do the disking at Rocky Ford than at 
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Fort Morgan (Table IX). The higher acre cost for the former area 
has undoubtedly been due to the fact that the disk was used more 
often there than at Fort Morgan. 

Tasie [X.—Disking data for three Colorado districts. 

Num. | Acres. | Num- Crew. Hours per acre. | Tota] 

District. Year. | ber of disked aber ee eee) 
cine per imes per 

farm. |disked.| Man. Horse. Man. Horse. acre. 

Rocky 10(0) 3 ioe ee 1914-15 61 20.24 2.3 1 3.65 2.52 9.20 $1.37 
Fort Morgan. .-.:._-. 1915 19 31.3 1.6 1 3.80 1.40 5.18 83 

1.16 1 3.85 1.55 6.15 98 Greeleye-ene 3-25 3. - 2% 1914-15 19 22.8 

Occasionally extra work is done on plowed land in order to accom- 
plish some of the objects which have been referred to under disking. 
On all fall-plowed land weeds may appear early in the spring and some 
cultivation must be given in order to keep the field clean. In this 
study three farms were found that reported tillage operations not 
common to other farms. Two growers in the Rocky Ford district 
used the cultivator, followed by a clod masher. The operation was 
done in 1914 and 1915 with a crew of one man and three horses at a 
cost of 95 cents per acre. One farm in Weld County reported some 
special cultivation with a crew of one man and two horses, at a cost of 
28 cents per acre. 

LEVELING. 

‘To insure a uniform distribution of water, the surface of the field 

must be smooth and free from depressions. The land leveler (fig. 7) 
accomplishes this result. It takes the soil from the tops of small 
knolls and deposits the material in any slight depress‘ons that may 

exist. Some operators make a practice of leveling diagonally across 
the field, and if this process is repeated at right angles the surface is 
usually left without any serious inequalities. However, leveling also 
serves the purpose of a float, in that it crushes many ot the small clods 
that are frequently present on the recently plowed field. Ninety- 
eight per cent of the growers who are referred to in this study reported 
on leveling, hence it will be seen that this practice was almost uni- 
versal on these farms. 

TaBLE X.—Leveling data for three Colorado districts 

Num-| Acres | Num- Crew. Hours per acre. | Total | 
Fare r ber leveled ber cost District. Year. me per Aiares = l per 

farms.| farm. leveled | Man. | Horse. | Man. | Horse. | acre. 

Rocky Ford ...-.--..-- 1914-15 109 22. 60 2.12 
1915 65 ‘ 

1 Sal 2. 07 7.6 $1.13 
Fort Morgan.......-.- 5 f 37.3 1.76 1 4.08 1233 5.4 . 84 
Greeleye sek 1914-15 188 25. 54 tol 1 3. 87 1. 23 4.7 75 
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‘The leveling was done exclusively in the spring, the operation 
preceding planting at least ten days or two weeks. The implement 
varied in width from 8 to 10 feet. To do efficient work, the leveler 
must be of suitable length and should be heavy. In the Rocky Ford 
district the leveling was done with a crew of one man and four horses 
on 84 farms; 21 farms used a crew of one man and three horses. 
One man and four horses constituted the most important crew size 
at Fort Morgan. This was also true for the Greeley area, where 146 
growers used this combination. There were 34 operators in the 
Greeley region with crews of one man and three horses. A few men 
in each of these areas used odd crews. It will be seen that the 1-4 
crew was employed on more farms than any other, indicating that 

Fic. 7.—Leveling subsequent to plowing. This operation leaves the surface of the field in a smooth 

condition, and a uniform distribution of water is thereby made possible. 

leveling is heavy work, demanding a strong team. Under average 
conditions an. ordinary crew will level from 10 to 13 acres in a 10- 
hour day. . 

HARROWING. 

Ninety-nine per cent of the growers included in this study used 
the spike-tooth harrow. The spike tooth not only has a pulverizing 
action on the soil, but it also has a slight leveling effect. On many 
farms it is customary to plow and harrow alternately from the 
beginning of the work until the entire field has been completed, 
harrowing ‘‘up to the plow” each night. Afterwards the beet land 
may be harrowed two, three, or more times at intervals of a week or 
10 days. The harrowing season extended from March to May. 
The harrows used varied in width from 9 to 16 feet (fig. 8). 
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TaBLeE XI.—S'pike-tooth harrowing data for three Colorado districts. 

SI Crew. Hours per acre. 
Num- ree Ben © “| Total 

District. Year. per rowed | times Cost 

farms een ey Man. | Horse Man. | Horse acre, 

Rocky Ford........-. 1914-15 109 22. 93 3. 52 1 3.54 2.74 9.7 $1. 46 
Fort Morgan...-...-..-.- 1915 66 36.8 3.7 1 Bhd 2.3 8.4 1.36 

2.76 1 3.57 1.8 6.17 1.02 (Cnieel C\jLeSeoRneeoep ese 1914-15 191 25.9 

For all districts nearly all harrowing was done either by one man 
and four horses or one man and three horses. In the Rocky Ford 
district 58 per cent of the growers reporting on this operation used a 

Fic. 8.—Harrowing with the spike tooth is one of the common operations in fitting the land for sugar beets. 

1-4 crew. At Fort Morgan the percentage for this crew was 71, 
while in the Greeley district it was 56. The 1-3 crew was used by 
37 per cent at Rocky Ford, 30 per cent at Fort Morgan, and 39 per 
cent at Greeley. There were a few crews smaller and a few larger 
than these two. The Fort Morgan group did more harrowing than 
the Rocky Ford group and the average cost per acre was 10 cents 
lower in the former in 1915 than in the latter in 1914 and 1915. 

Greeley farmers had the lowest cost per acre for spike-tooth harrowing, 
but went over the beet land fewer times than did the men of either 
of the other areas. A day’s work with the spike-tooth harrow with 
an average crew varied from 12.8 to 15 acres. 
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SPRING-TOOTH HARROWING. 

The spring-tooth harrow was operated on relatively few farms in 
the Rocky Ford and Fort Morgan districts, but enough growers at. 
Greeley used this implement to afford reliable data. The spring- 
tooth is an excellent implement with which to loosen up fall-plowed 
land. Land plowed in early spring, which has been partially worked 
and has been packed with a few heavy rains, can also be brought 
into proper condition with a spring tooth. Inasmuch as only a 
small amount of plowimg is done here in the autumn, it is highly 
probable that the sprmg-tooth was operated for the latter purpose. 
According to these records the season for spring-tooth harrowing 
extended from March to May. The average implement was 6 feet 
in width (Table XII). 

TaBLE XII.—Spring-tooth harrowing data for three Colorado districts. 

Num- Crew. Hours per acre. 
a4 Num-}| Acres | ber Pa eee, Toes 

District. Year. | ber of |harrowed| times per 

farms. | per farm. a ae Man. | Horse. | Man. | Horse. | acre, 

Rocky, Wordas- o.oo 4 1914-15 5 13.7 2 1 3.4 3. 42 11.4 $1. 76 
Fort Morgan.......... 1915 10 17.0 1.8 i 4.2 2.3 9.8 W52 
Greeley: 2-5 1914-15 - 62 21.05 1. 56 1 4.0 TC 7.0 1.11 

On the Rocky Ford and Fort Morgan farms the beet land was 
spring-tooth harrowed approximately twice. Greeley farmers aver- 
aged one and one-half times. In the latter region 54 growers used a 
crew of one man and four horses. It will be observed that the cost 
per acre for spring-tooth harrowing was slightly more than the cost 
for similar work with the spike-tooth. Since the number of farms 
reporting from the Rocky Ford and Fort Morgan areas is small, it 
would be unfair to make a direct comparison with the Greeley group 
where the larger number obtains. Under average conditions 8 acres 
appears to be about the usual area covered per day with the spring- ~ 
tooth. 

ROLLING. 

The roller not only serves a useful purpose in reducing clods or 
1umps in a dry soil, but also is valuable in packing the loose surface 
soul and in restoring connection with the supply of moisture in the 
subsoil. Only 17 per cent of the growers did rolling in the prepara- 
tion of the seed bed. The majority of these were found in the 
Greeley district. . At times the roller may be serviceable in producing 
a smooth surface tor the drill. 
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The corrugated roller was used principally by Greeley growers. 
This implement varied in width from 8 to 9 feet and was operated 
on 29 Greeley farms by crews of one man and two horses, and on 16 
farms by crews of one man and four horses. One man used a 1-3 
crew. From 11 to 16 acres constituted a day’s work with a roller 
(Table XIII). 

TaBLe XIII.—Rolling data for three Colorado districts. 

Num-| ,, iSite Crew. Hours per acre. | Total 
7 res 

District. care Per et | rolled pee SSeS 
farms. | PF farm.) roned. | Man. | Horse. | Man. | Horse. | acre. 

Rocky Ford........-- 1914-15 14 24.2 1.46 1 2.92 1. 26 a ff $0.60 
©) -Hort:Morgan:.....--.- 1915 2 10.0 1.00 1 2.00 - 60 1.3 - 26 

Grecleyat ea sla ie 3. 1914-15 46 24.05 1.10 1 2.70 77 2.15 -39 
| 

CLEANING DITCHES. 

Cleaning the laterals that connect the fields on the farm with the 
main canal is usually considered a special task, otherwise this work 
might be included under irrigation. During the irrigation season silt 
is deposited in the main laterals as well as in the distributing ditches. 
Dust and dead weeds may accumulate in the distributing canals 
during the wimter months. Frequently also, weeds make such 
vigorous growth in the ditches that cutting them with a scythe and 
clearmg them away becomes necessary. In order, therefore, to 
insure rapid delivery of water when the crop requires it, some work 
must be devoted to cleaning ditches prior to the first run in the canal. 
On many farms the cleaning is done with man and horse labor, while 
im some cases man labor only is expended. 

Fifty-four per cent of all farms reporting on the field operations 
did the cleaning by hand (Table XIV). For the majority of the 

farms in this group cleaning was done once during the season, although 
afew men cleaned twice. Consequently, the averages which are given 
for the respective districts indicate slightly more than once over. 
This operation began early in the spring and extended almost to the 
end of the irrigation season. The greater part of the cleaning was 
done during the month of May or early in June.. There were special 
instances where it was expedient to do some cleaning throughout the 
summer months. Rocky Ford growers put much more time on the 
cleaning than was expended at Greeley or Fort Morgan. The highest 
acre cost was reported from the former area. Considerable -varia- 
tion was found in the number of acres cleaned per day. ‘The average 
area covered per day for the Rocky Ford area was 5.1 acres, for 
Greeley 9 acres, and for Fort Morgan 12 acres (fig. 9). 

69805°—18—Bull, 726——4 
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TaBLeE XIV.—Cleaning data for three Colorado districts (work done by hand). 

Acres | Number ages = Number Number} Hours | Cost per 
District. Year. . | cleaned } times of farms. perfarm.| cleaned. of men, | per acre. acre. 

Rocky: Ford *S55-5 sae eee 1934-15 52 22.75 1.21 i 2.37 $0. 43 
Wort Moran...) osc | 1915 42 37.97 1.09 1 91 = 
Greeley... .o.2., eee | 1914-15 107| 25.6 1.06 1 1.12 193 

TaBLE XV.—Cleaning data for three ee districts (work done by man and horse 
labor). 

Tum- Crew. Hours per acre. 
Num- |} Acres a a : 

District. Year. | ber of | cleaned tim Galea | led (COs Del 

farms. | perfarm.|(jeaned.| Man. | Horse. | Man. | Horse. 

Rocky: Hords-= 2-5-2 1914-15 55 25.2 1.44 1.6 2.49 1.73 2.90 $0. 60 
Fort Morgan.---..--- 1915 56 37.53 1.44 1.62 3.12 - 94 2.07 41 

28.9 1.04 1.34 3.24 -3 -63) «18 Greeley 2ns oso. cee 1914-15 53 

Fic. 9.—Removing silt from an irrigation ditch. In order to insure rapid delivery of water when the 

crop requires it, some work must be devoted to cleaning ditches a few weeks prior to the first run in 
the canal. 

On farms where the canal and distributing laterals are accessible 
to horses, silt and other débris that have been deposited can be 
loosened with a plow and the accumulated material can be removed 
with a home-made V ditcher (fig. 10). By using horses much more 
work usually can be done within a limited period than by hand, 
though it does not necessarily follow that the work can be accom- 
plished at a lower cost. Where equal amounts of work are involved, 
the combined crew will undoubtedly have the advantage. The 
three districts were represented by approximately equal numbers of 
men who did cleaning with a combined crew. Cleaning was done 
practically 14 times at Rocky Ford and Fort Morgan. Greeley 
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growers averaged slightly more than once over. In this practice 
there was also a marked difference in the area ditched per day— 
from 8.3 acres in the Rocky Ford district to 34.6 in the Greeley area. 
Manifestly, the cost per acre for each district is directly related to 
the amount of work done per day. It should be noted that during 
certain seasons much more ditch-cleaning work is necessary in some 
districts than in others. Out of 164 growers reporting, 44 used crews 
made up of one man and, two horses, 40 employed‘crews of two men 
and, three horses, 22 indicated the use of one man and, three horses, 
and 19 had crews of two men and two horses. The records do not 
indicate that the crew size increased or decreased the cost per acre 

Fic. 10.—Removing silt and other débris with a homemade V ditcher. It will be seen that the deposit 

of silt was first loosened with a plow. 

for cleaning. Where high costs are shown it simply means that more 
work was necessary there to place the ditches in good condition. 
In comparing hand labor with hand and horse labor in ditch cleaning, 
it must not be assumed that the lower cost for the former justifies 
a recommendation that the work always be done by hand. It is 
probably true that effective work with a plow and V ditcher one season 
will enable the grower to handle the situation by hand the succeeding 
season. 

PLANTING. 

Planting practice was uniform throughout the three districts. 
As a matter of fact this operation does not vary much, no matter 
what the conditions. The four-row beet drill is an implement 
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common to all beet-growing areas of this country, and it is everywhere 
used in about the same way. To insure good work with the planter, 
the surface of the field should be smooth and free from any large 
clods, and the soil ought to be firm enough to enable the operator to 
manipulate the drill readily, otherwise the drill wheels will sink and 
the seed can not be planted at an even depth. If these essentials 
are obtained, straight rows can be made, which are not only pleasing 
to the eye and give the owner a sense of gratification as the season 
advances, but also make it easier for the driver to operate the culti- 
vator, especially while the plants are small. Thus the stand is not 
impaired by having some of the beets cut out with the cultivator 
knives. The rows averaged 20 inches apart in the Fort Morgan 
district, approximately the same in the Greeley district, and at 
Rocky Ford 19 inches. Some of the Greeley farmers made a practice 

Fig. 11.—Planting beet seed with a four-row beet drill. The marker to the right makes a line that serves 
as a guide for the driver. Furrowing-out shovels are also attached to this beet drill. 

of planting wide and narrow rows in pairs. The usual distance apart 
for these pairs was 16 and 24 inches. Such an arrangement not only 
provided a set of wide rows in which to drive the horses when culti- 
vating, but also furnished more space for irrigation ditches (fig. 11). 

The dates of planting in the Rocky Ford district varied from April 1 
to June 15, at Fort Morgan from May 10 to June 22, and at Greeley 
from April 1 to June 20. These dates included the very early and 
very late planting. There was a little replanting in each district, 
which undoubtedly had a tendency to carry the latest date of planting 
somewhat beyond the customary limits. Under normal conditions 
planting in all of these areas is quite general during the latter part of 
April and early in May (Table XVI). 
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Taste XVI.—Planting data for three Colorado districts. 

Crew. Hours per acre. 
Num- Acres P Total 

District. Year. | ber of | planted = cost 

farms. )perfarm.| yan | Horse. | Man. | Horse. |PeT@cte- 

IRI 0) AA 1914-15 109 23. 02 1 2 1.14 2. 30 $0. 44 
Fort Morgan....-..--.---.---- 1915 66 37.2 Was 2 1.03 2. 09 jd 
(CUGOI GY AGE Sa eeeee eee 1914-15 195 25. 66 1 2 1. 06 2.13 43 

It has been customary in these areas to use approximately 20 
pounds of seed per acre. Recently, owing to the scarcity of beet 
seed the amount used has been reduced considerably. It has been 
found that a seeding of 10 to 12 pounds per acre gives very satisfactory 
results, provided soil conditions are right. Planting was done 
universally by one man and two horses. Growers in these three 
districts averaged nine to ten acres per day. The cost for planting 
in 1914 and 1915 was practically identical for the three districts. 

ROLLING BEETS. 

The practice of rolling has been discussed in part in connection 
with the preparation of the seed bed. However, the practice of 
rolling beets was considered important enough to be considered 
separately. This operation is performed after the seed had been 
planted and many of the young plants have begun to appear. Light 
showers occur frequently at this season of the year and the soil has a 
tendency to become baked. When this condition is pronounced, the 

- young plants may be prevented from coming through and a poor 
_ stand will be the result. Some growers make a practice of harrowing 
in order to restore the surface mulch, but if the field is rolled, the 
crust can be broken and the beet plants will not be checked in their 
growth. Rolling at this period may also put the soil in better condi- 
tion for bunching and thinning. Furthermore, rolling promotes 
capillary action, which is very essential to rapid growth. In these 
three districts the rolling after planting was done almost exclusively 
with a corrugated roller (fig. 12). 

On some farms this work was done before thinning, on others 
after thinning and blocking. Rolling packs the soil about the beet 
and facilitates recovery of the plant after being disturbed with the 
hoe or by hand. Moreover, bunching with a hoe creates a small 
ridge between the rows, and if this is made smooth with a roller, the 
cultivator can be guided more readily. The Fort Morgan and Greeley 
erowers averaged a little more than once over; the Rocky Ford growers 
one and one-fifth times over. The rolling was done almost entirely 
with crews of one man and two horses. The cost for this operation 

~ in 1914 and 1915 was somewhat lower than that for rolling in seed bed 
preparation (Table XVII). 
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TasBLeE XVII.—Rolling beet data for three Colorado areas. 

Num-| Acres | Num- Crew. Hours peracre. | Tota] 

District. Year. | berot| Tolled | | ber |——______|_______| cost 
ant per imes per 

farm. | rolled.| Man. | Horse. | Man. | Horse. | acre. 

Rocky Ford........-.- 1914-15 74 22.4 1.21 1 2:1 0. 97 2.1 $0. 38 
Fort Morgan.-.-....-.- 1915 20 16.9 1.05 1 2.1 .75 1. 56 sol 
Greeley :.22.2-.=--2s52 1914-15 96 24. 28 1.18 1 2.26 1.01 2.2 43 

CONTRACT LABOR. 

The hand work on sugar beets includes blocking and thinning, 
two regular hoeings, occasionally a third hoeing with some weeding, 
and pulling and topping. These operations, taken collectively, are 

etme | | 
hhiors £ 

/ er 4 Sf- 2 

Fic. 12, Rolling sugar beets. Rolling not only breaks any crust that may exist, but it also firms the 
soil and thereby facilitates blocking and thinning. 

known as contract labor. The blocking is done with a hoe. The 
beet seed is drilled in a continuous row and after germination takes 
place more plants are usually present than are necessary to insure 
a good stand. By blocking or chopping out the surplus plants with 
a hoe, small bunches containing three or more beets are left 10 to 
12 inches apart in the row. The thinning of the bunches which 
follows is done by hand. In addition to blocking, the operator cuts 
off any weeds left by the cultivator. The manner of performing these 
operations is described in the following rules and regulations govern- 
ing hand work, from sample contract, 1915: 

Bunching and thinning.—This work must be commenced by the contractor just as 
soon as the beets show four leaves and the grower has them cultivated, and must 
be completed as rapidly as possible in the following manner, to wit: Beets to be 
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thinned from 7 to 10 inches apart, leaving only one plant in each place; no double 

beets shall be left. This work must be done so that the land will be entirely free 
from weeds. 

Second hoeing.—This work must be commenced by the contractor as soon as the 
thinning is completed and the grower has finished the second cultivation by hoeing 
a little deeper than the first hoeing, killing and removing all weeds, and removing 
any double plants that may have been overlooked in the thinning. The grower 
must keep the crop cultivated so that at least 10 inches of the center of the row remains 
clear of all weeds and foul growth up to the time of the third hoeing. 

Third hoeing.—A third hoeing must be given the beets by the contractor, and in 

addition to such third hoeing any and all further hoeing necessary to keep the beets 
free from weeds until harvest of the beets is commenced must be done by the con- 

tractor, and in the event of the beets having grown so large that a third or further 
hoeing would injure them, then all weeds that grow up to the time of the com- 
mencement of harvest must be removed by hand, as the beets must be kept free 
from weeds at all times until harvested. 

Blocking and thinning.—For the early plantings, the blocking and 
thinning may. begin in the latter part of April. Under normal con- 

Fic. 13.—Bunghing and thinning. 

ditions the contract labor should be well under way by the middle 
of May. For the late plantings, or fields that may require replanting, 
the time for blocking and thinning may extend to the middle of 
June. This work was done in the Rocky Ford district almost entirely 
on a contract basis. There were but two men in this region who 
did their own hand work. The blocking and thinning on these 
farms required 30.8 hours per acre and cost $5.54. There were 23 
growers at Fort Morgan who handled either a part or all of their 
own. blocking and thinning, while the Greeley list afforded only 28 
records on this operation. The Fort Morgan growers spent 28.6 

hours per acre in blocking and thinning, involving a cost of $5.44 
per acre, in 1915, while the Greeley growers had an average labor 
requirement of 25.4 hours per acre, with a cost of $4.83 per acre, in 
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1914 and 1915. The usual contract price for the blocking and thin- 
ning in northern Colorado during 1914-15 was $6 per acre (fig. 18). 
It will be seen that the estimated cost for those farms where the 
operator did this work himself was somewhat lower than the con- 
tract price. This was also true of hoeing. 

Hoeing.—There were 28 farms in the Rocky Ford section, 23 at 
Fort Morgan, and 32 at Greeley that reported on hoeing practice. 
Practically two hoeimgs were given in addition to the blocking. It 
required 10.2 man-hours per acre. to do the hoeing on the Rocky 
Ford farms in 1914 and 1915, and the cost was $1.84 per acre. The 
Fort Morgan growers spent 12.2 hours per acre in 1915, involving a 
cost of $2.33, while at Greeley, in 1914 and 1915, 10.9 hours per 

acre were consumed in doing the hoeing, and the cost was $2.07. 

Fic. 14.—Hoeing beets. This work must be commenced by the contractor as soon as the thinning is com- 

pleted and the grower has finished the second cultivation. 

The contract acre rate for the second and third hoeings at Greeley 
and Fort Morgan was $2 and $1, respectively. It will be observed 
that the estimated cost for hoemg was much less than the contract 
labor rate. The time for hoeing extended from May to August 
(fig. 14). 

CULTIVATION. 

As soon as the plants show four leaves, before blocking and thin- 
ning, the first cultivation is given (Table XVIII). The cultivator is 
equipped with L-shaped knives for cutting a small amount of earth 
away from the row (fig. 15). A small duck foot is used to stir the 
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TasLe XVIII.—Cultivating data for three Colorado districts. 

Acres | Num- Crew. Hours per acre. Total 

Num- culti- ber aOst 
District. Year. | ber of | vated | times a 

farms. es culti- | tan. | Horse. | Man. | Horse. | acre. 

Rocky Ford .-...---.--- 1914-15 110 22. 90 5. 54 1 1.96 6. 54 12.8 $2, 46 
Fort Morgan......--.- 1915 66 36.9 5.09 1 2.00 4.94 9.89 2.03 
Greeley......-..----.- 1914-15 195 26.09 4.31 1 2.00 4.85 9.35 1.95 

soil between the rows. AI of the small weeds outside of the row 

are cut off at the first cultivation. The object usually is to make a 
mulch of granular soil, which checks the upward movement of 

Fig. 15.—Giving the first cultivation. This work is done as soon as the plants show four leaves. 

moisture, but does not blow readily. On some farms the disk 
cultivator is used for the preliminary work. The dates of cultiva- 
tion varied for the majority of operators from May to July. On 
some farms work on late beets ran into August. It is customary in 
these three areas to give from three to five cultivations per season. 
The Greeley growers averaged slightly more than four times in 
cultivating the beet crop in 1914-15 (fig. 16). ‘ 

All of the farmers reported on this operation. The common-field 
crew required in handling the ordinary 4-row cultivator consisted of 
one man and two horses. There were a few operators who culti- 
vated with a one-man-one-horse crew on small tracts. The cost per 
acre was approximately $2 for the Fort Morgan and Greeley areas, 
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while in the Rocky Ford region it was about $2.50. A day’s work 
with a cultivator varied on the average from 8.4 acres in the Rocky 
Ford district to 8.8 acres in the Greeley district. 

TaBLE XIX.—Furrowing data for three Colorado districts. 

Acres | Num- Crew. Hours per acre. 
Num- fur- ber 

District. Year, | ber of | rowed | times 
farms. per fur- Man 

Total 
cost 
per 

Horse. | Man. Horse. acre. 

SS 

Rocky Ford ......-.-. 1914-15 66 20. 73 2.75 1 1.93 2.93 5.80 $1.11 
Fort Morgan.........-. 1915 66 36.9 1.08 1 2.00 -99 2.08 -42 

1 1.98 1.51 2.94 61 Greeley. -2oc52--24e5ee 1914-15 195 25. 76 1.42 

Fic. 16.—Cultivating sugar beets. 

Eighty-eight per cent of the growers reported on furrowing, or 
preparation for irrigation. In the Rocky Ford district the operators 
furrowed approximately three times, one furrowing coming early, 
immediately after planting. There was an intermediate furrowing 
and a third after cultivation had ceased. Cultivating the land after 
‘an irrigation necessitates a repetition of the furrowing. In northern 
Colorado furrowing was done almost entirely after the last cultiva- 
tion. This operation required, in general, a crew of one man and 
two horses. The variation in cost in 1914 and 1915 shown in Table 
XIX is mainly due to variation in the number of times the fields 
were furrowed. <A day’s work furrowing ranged from 9.4 acres to 
10 acres as averages for these groups. | 
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SLEDDING. 

Sledding is an operation which was common in the Arkansas 
Valley only. The operation was performed with a homemade sled 
consisting of two small logs held together by crosspieces. These 
logs are just far enough apart to span a pair of furrows, each log, 
when the sled is running, crushing any clods or lumps that may be 
in its furrow and leaving the surface smooth (fig. 17). Thus, when 
the water is turned into the furrow it passes rapidly from one end to 
the other and a uniform distribution is secured. Sixty-eight growers 
reported on sledding in 1914 and 1915. The fields were gone over 
twice during the season, once for the first irrigation and once later. 

‘Fic. 17.—Sledding out prior to irrigating the young sugar beets. This insures a more rapid movement 

of the water and assists in obtaining a more even distribution of water in the soil. 

The crew on many of these farms consisted of one man and one 
horse. A few growers used one man and two horses. Sledding 
required 2.2 man-hours and 3.5 horse-hours per acre, and cost 75 
cents per acre. These growers averaged 9.3 acres per day sledding. 
In the other districts small logs sometimes were attached to the 
shovels on the cultivator and the sledding was done simultaneously 
with the furrowing out. 

IRRIGATION. 

It has been pointed out that there is a slight difference in climatic 
conditions between the Arkansas Valley and the northern and eastern 
areas of the State. It is customary to irrigate early in the season in 
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the Arkansas Valley (fig. 18). This means turning the water into the 

field immediately after planting. On some farms, however, it is the 
practice to irrigate the land in the autumn (fig. 19). 

Fic. 18.—Showing irrigation water in rows that were made smooth and even with the aid of a sled. 

Fia. 19.—Irrigating sugar-beet land in the autumn. The moistened soilresponds more readily to the 

action of frost than dry soil. 

The available supply of water in this region depends largely upon 
the water stored in reservoirs for irrigating sugar beets. Ordi- 
narily the rivers do not carry much water that can be utilized for 
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irrigation after July 1. From 12 to 20 inches of water is used upon 
the beet crop. 

Taste XX.—Irrigation data for three Colorado districts. 

Acres_ | Number Man 
> District. Year. ppnbey irrigated | times ber hours Cost 

arms. | per farm. |irrigated.| © ™*"- | per acre. | Pet acre 

I OekayeHOLG ase = Sk 2 t15- ~<a -)- - 225 1914-15 110 22.9 3.58 if 8.7 $1.57 
ORG MOG SAM 2. si enn wee = - 1915 66 35.7 2.49 1 7.79 1.48 
Greelevermnree jas eh i ois. ste 1914-15 192 25.79 2.96 1 8.5 1.62 

Practice records on irrigation were obtained from 368 growers 
(Table XX). In the Arkansas Valley the time for irrigation varied 
from April 15 to September 10, while in northern Colorado the initial 

Fic. 20.—lrrigating sugar beets in the Greeley area. The method of distributing water is shown in this 

: illustration. 3 

irrigation was given July 1 and the finalwork was completed September 
30. Greeley growers averaged three irrigations for the season, Fort 
Morgan operators two and one-half, and the Rocky Ford area three 
and one-half. There was little variation in the labor requirements or 
the final costs for this operation in 1914 and 1915. A day’s work of 
eight hours amounted to 3.5 acres in the Greeley area and 4.1 acres 
in the Rocky Ford district. This would mean irrigating from 10 
to 12 acres in 24 hours. Water is usually run continuously day and 
night and is given more or less attention throughout the run (fig. 20). 

LIFTING, OR PLOWING OUT. 

Lifting, topping, and, hauling are three operations which go hand 
in hand. Lifting involves loosening the beets in the soil so that they 
can be taken out readily by hand, and thrown into piles. Two types 
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of pullers or lifters were used in these districts. One, known as the 
“‘erotch”’ or ‘‘straddle puller,’ has two shafts, with special points 
which pass on either side of the row. The other type is known as the 
‘side puller’ and has only one shaft with a single pomt. In both 
cases only one row is pulled at a time (fig. 21). Lifting or pulling 
coincides with the harvesting dates (Table XXI). During the two 

years of this investigation (1914 and 1915) harvesting in the Rocky 
Ford district ran from September 1 to December 15, at Fort Morgan 
from September 20 to November 20, and at Greeley from August 25 
to November 26. Occasionally unfavorable weather occurs during 
the harvest period and this has a tendency to delay or prevent 
harvesting. 

Fig. 21.—Plowing out sugar beets in the Fort Morgan district. On 46 farms the crew for this operation 

consisted of one man and four horses. 

TABLE XXI.—Lifting data for three Colorado districts. 

Crew. Hours per acre. 
Num- Acres ‘ P Total 

District. Year. | ber of litted | =$<$<$ a | ee COSC: 

farms. | perfarm./ yan | Horse. | Man. | Horse. | 2¢T¢ 

42 5.54 18. 43 $2. 84 Biockeyel Old easeea nee eee 1914-15 106 22.95 1 3 
Hort Morgan: ae. 2-—- =e 1915 66 36.7 1 3. 00 4.09 12 10 2.11 
GreBley sae cases eee ee eee 1914-15 195 25. 76 1 3.05 5.12 15.54 2. 68 

There was considerable difference in each area in the number of 

horses used to do the lifting. In the Rocky Ford area on 52 farms 

a crew of one man and three horses did the plowing out; on 46 farms 
one man and four horses; and on 6 farms one man and two horses. 

In the Fort Morgan district the farms reporting were about equally 
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divided among these three crew sizes. Greeley growers favored the 
1-3 crew, 129 farmers reporting this size; 38, the 1-4 crew; and 28 
the 1-2 crew. A few crews of odd sizes were used. 

The number of horses used in plowing out beets is determined 
largely by the type of soil, and by the climatic conditions at the time 
of harvest. A day’s work with the lifter varied from 1.8 to 2.2 acres. 

TOPPING. ' 

Fifteen per cent of the farmers reporting did a part of the topping 
themselves and gave estimates on this operation. The work was 
done from the latter part of August to the middle or latter part of 
December (fig. 22). The estimated labor costs for topping in 1914 
and 1915 were much lower for all districts than the rates charged 
under the contract method. In the Rocky Ford district 25.8 man 

Fic. 22.—Topping sugar beets. It is stipulated that the tops shall be cut off squarely just below the 

, crown at the base of the bottom leaf. 

hours ‘were expended in topping an average yield of 11.2 tons per 
acre, in the Fort Morgan area 30.4 hours for a 13.4-ton yield, and 
at Greeley 25.1 hours for a yield of 14.2 tons per acre. The cost for 
these few farms varied from $4.64 to $5.78 per acre. The contract 
price for pulling and topping in the Greeley and Fort Morgan dis- 
tricts was $9 per acre. The prevailing price for man labor is much 
higher during the harvest season than at other seasons of the year. 

Taking all items into consideration, the hand labor received $18 
per acre plus an additional 25 cents per ton for each ton in excess of 
an average yield of 12 tons per acre. 
‘Following are the rules and regulations governing pulling and top- 

- ping in the areas covered in this study: 

The work must be done just as soon as the grower receives orders from the com- 

pany to dig his beets. The plowing out shall be done by the grower. The beets 
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must be pulled by the contractor, and cleaned of adhering dirt by knocking the beets 

together or otherwise as pulled, and throwing them into piles. The ground on which 
the beets are to be piled must be cleaned off and leveled down by the contractor, 
so that the grower may fork the beets into the wagon free from dirt, rocks, leaves, 

or other trash. ; 

The beets shall be topped by the contractor in the following manner, to wit, by 
cutting off the tops squarely just below the crown at the base of the bottom leaf. 

Knives shall not be used for lifting beets, but hooks may be used, provided they are 
properly driven into the top of the crown of the beet only. 

All tools for hand work shall be furnished by the grower. 
All cultivating, irrigating, plowing out, and loading shall be done by the grower, 

unless otherwise agreed upon. 

All beets left in the field over night must be protected properly from frost by the 
contractor by covering the piles with beet tops, the tops to be removed by the grower 
before beets are loaded. 

Fic. 23.—Sugar beets piled at a loading station. Surplus beets are sometimes thrown into large piles‘at 

the receiving stations, and these are then reloaded when the supply from the field is curtailed by bad 

weather or otherwise. 

The grower reserves the right, in the event the hand work is not done properly or 
with sufficient rapidity by the contractor that the crop would thereby suffer, to 

engage additional help for doing the work as cheaply as practicable under existing 

conditions, and to deduct the expense of the same from this contract, it béing agreed 
and understood, however, that in the event of any dispute arising between the grower 

and contractor as to the interpretation of the above rules, as to the manner in which 

the work is being done, or as to the necessity of additional help, the agricultural 
superintendent or field man of the company shall act as referee, and his decision shall 
be final and binding on both the contractor and grower. 

PITTING SUGAR BEETS. 

During the harvest season beets are sometimes taken out much 
more rapidly than they can be received by the sugar company. It- 
is therefore the custom to put a portion of the crop in pits during 
this period. Pitting was found to be much more common in the 
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Arkansas Valley than in northern Colorado. In the latter district 
surplus beets were thrown in large piles at the receiving stations and 
loaded at times when the delivery from the growers was slack (fig. 23). 
In the Arkansas Valley when beets are held in the field they are 
placed in a cone-shaped pile and are covered with a small quantity 
of earth to prevent freezing. As soon as the beets have all been 
harvested and available supplies have been sliced, the growers are 
called upon to deliver their pitted beets. Inasmuch as this opera- 
tion required extra labor, the sugar company paid an additional 
premium of 75 cents per ton over and above the regular market price. 

Twenty-eight growers reported on pitting beets in the Rocky Ford 
district. ‘These men cared for 6.6 acres per farm in this way. The 
average yield for this area was 13.2 tons per acre. Man labor only 

Fic. 24.—Leveling a strip of land upon which topped beets are to be piled. The contract requires the 

man who is engaged to do the hand labor to clean off and level the ground so that the beets may be 

thrown into the wagon free from dirt or trash. In this case the operator did a large part of the hand labor. 

was involved, the cost per acre approximating $1.30 in 1914 and 
1915. On some farms it is necessary to use horses to haul beets to 
the pit. There were three records reported from the Greeley area 
and alike number from the Fort Morgan district. Both man and 
horse labor entered into this work. The cost varied from $1.83 per 
acre at Greeley to $2.80 per acre at Fort Morgan. 

LEVELING FOR BEET PILES. 

Within recent years a large number of farmers have adopted the 
practice of using a V leveler for the purpose of making a smooth 
strip of soil upon which to throw the beets. Where no leveling is 
done, small clods and beet tops will be taken up when the sugar 
beets are loaded on the wagon. Leveling removes a part of this 
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trash. Only a few growers, however, reported on this operation. 
This work in a number of cases was included with the lifting of the 
crop, and on other farms the contract laborer was required to do 
this work with a garden rake as a part of his contract labor. The 
number of records obtained was not large enough to warrant any 
definite conclusions with reference to the time consumed or the cost 
per acre. A span of horses with a V-shaped leveler can prepare 
sufficient space for several rows of beets in a short time (fig. 24). 

HAULING. 

Tt has been pointed out that hauling is done ‘at the same time as 
the lifting and topping. Ninety-six per cent of the growers included 
in this investigation gave information on hauling; the remainder of 

Fic. 25.—Loading sugar beets with fork from small piles in field. 

these growers hired hauling done by contract. Heavy wagons were 
used, equipped with strong, well-built beet boxes of special type 
(figs. 25 and 26). The loading was done with forks or by hand. 
Rain. occasionally leaves the ground heavy and-makes it necessary 
to use an extra team. In cases in which the crop was delivered 
directly to the cars at the loading station, no hand labor was required. 
The unloading at the beet dump was done mechanically (figs. 27 and 
28). 

In the Rocky Ford district 22 growers marketed the beets with a 
crew of one man and two horses, while 67 growers utilized a 1-4 
crew. In the Fort Morgan area 43 operators used a crew consisting 
of one man and two horses, while 13 growers hauled with a crew 
of one man and four horses. The Greeley area, which furnished 
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the largest number of records, had 126 growers who reported a crew 
of one man and two horses, 46 reporting one man and four horses, 

and 8 reporting one man and three horses. A few odd crews were 

Fic. 26.—Hauling sugar beets from the field. When the soilis soft an extra team is used to assist in getting 

; the load to a solid road. 

Fic. 27.—Unloading beets mechanically. This type of machine is known as the rocker dump. 

reported. ‘There was a variation in cost from $5.64 per acre, which 
was the average for the Fort Morgan list of growers in 1915, to $6.86 
per acre for the Rocky Ford group in 1914 and 1915 (Table XXII). 
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TaBLe XXII.—Hauling data for three Colorado districts. 

Num- | Acres | Tons Dis- Average crew. | Hours per acre.| Total 

District. Year. ee es Ae) | == Sek 

farms. | farm. acre. hauled. Man. | Horse.}| Man. | Horse.| acre. 

Miles. 
Rocky Ford..-..---- 1914-15 107 | 22.84] 13.07 1.81 1.1 3.56] 13.61] 44.11 $6. 86 
Fort Morgan. ...... 1915 66 | 35.58] 13.94 1.8 1.07 2.59 | 12.34] 30.01 5.64 
Greeley... scssse 1914-15 184 | 25.56] 15.35 1.54 1.00 2.53 | 13.03} 32.44 6. 05 

Distance of hauling and its relation to cost.—It is generally conceded 
that the distance from the loading station is an important factor in 
determining cost. The records for all districts were sorted upon the 
basis of decane. and the average cost per ton for the several groups 
was computed. - 

Tic. 28.—Showing device at loading station for removing the soil that sifts through the sieve as the beets 

pass from the wagon to the car. 

Taste XXIII.—Relation of distance from loading station to cost of delivering the 
sugar beet (1914 and 1915). 

Average crew. 
Number Average 

Distance (miles). aden 0 cost 
records. rane Horse. | Per ton 

Miles 
Moplesss =. Seite: S228). 1 some ne Soe ce 0.80 93 1 3.19 $0. 40 
DLO De sae ery 2 aie «0.5.20)o aioe b:a\d,a.n oe Soe a aoe eaten 2 aslo 1.63 151 1 2.81 44 
PO HAIR naa Le ap oh t/a haces se eae ee ea sae 2.64 72 1 2.90 55 
BHA Does cnle wa oS /ap’s)= siteisin & Soe eats = eee Tee eae aii 3.70 14 1 2.90 63 
ON (it CRS Cee eer er ee ee Sk eee ae 4.87 2 1 4.00 68 

The significance of this study may be seen by comparing group 1 
with group 3. Hauling an average distance of 2.6 miles in comparison 
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with an average distance of 0.8 mile increased the cost 15 cents per 
ton. If the grower obtained an average return of 12 tons per acre, 
this difference would make a total increase of $1.80 per acre. As 
the distance increased, the cost per acre increased throughout all of 

the groups. Only two records were obtained in group No. 5, hence 
it would scarcely be fair to compare this group with No. 1, in which 
93 men reported on hauling a distance of approximately 1 mile. It 
may be observed, however, that the average cost for group 5, with a 
12-ton yield, would be $3.36 per acre more than the cost involved in 
hauling beets under the conditions stated for group No. 1. 

COST OF PRODUCING SUGAR BEETS. 

The total cost figures were classified and compiled under three 
distinct divisions, viz, (1) labor, (2) materials, and (3) other costs. 

In computing the various costs a weighted average was used. The 
cost per acre was found by dividing the total costs by the number 
of acres grown, and the cost per ton by dividing by the total num- 
ber of tons produced. 

LABOR COSTS. 

The operators’ labor, horse labor, and contract labor, when added 
together, gave the total labor costs for the respective districts in 
1914 and 1915. This also includes man labor hired by the day or by 
the month. The rate per hour, or the contract rate used in obtain- 
ing the final results, has been explaimed fully in connection with the 
practice of growing beets. 

TaBLE X X1V.—Labor costs for three Colorado districts. 

| 
Number Total z 

District. Year. | offarm | acres in Rashes cote 
records. beets. ey 5 

(GHAEENT ss oA Ie ee Ie aa ke toe 1914-15 195 | 5, 028. 40 $39.17 $2.53 
HOT ANOUG Aiwa re Perk epee ne IPO) oS ee 1915 66 2,455. 50 37.00 2.71 
UOC Kaya On Giese ine ees eye ee eet i. ee 1914-15 106 | 2,428.95 38.34 2.95 

The highest labor cost per acre ($39.17) was reported for the Greeley 

area (Table XXIV). Fort Morgan growers were $2.17 per acre below 
this average, but it will be seen that the average cost per ton was 
greater for Fort Morgan than for Greeley. Yield per acre was the 
factor that controlled the cost per ton in these districts. 

In discussing these labor costs, it should be borne in mind that the 
hand work or the contract labor constituted a considerable propor- 
tion of the total labor costs.. The standard contract rate for districts 
in northern Colorado was $18 per acre, plus a bonus of 25 cents per 
ton for each ton over an average yield of 12 tons per acre. For a 
15-ton average this would necessitate the payment of $18.75 per acre. 

_ If all the growers represented in the Greeley district had paid for the 
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hand labor on this basis, this item would have approximated 47 per 
cent of the total labor charge. It will be remembered that several 

growers did their own hand labor at a lower cost for this work than 
the contract, price, hence the total charge for the latter in the district 
was reduced slightly for this reason. 

MATERIALS. 

The materials that were bought or used in the production, of beets 
within these districts included seed, manure, poison for control of 
insects, and water. These items were therefore treated separately as 
a part of the expense incident to raising this crop (Table XXV). 

TasLte XXV.—Cost of materials for three Colorado districts. 

District. 

Greeley 
Fort Morgan.........- 
Rocky Ford 

Year. 

1914-15 
915 

1914-15 

Number 
of farm 
records. 

195 
66 

106 

Co: acre. Total st per acre 

acres in Cost per 
beets teu: : Seed. | Manure.| Water. Total. 

5, 028. 40 $1.80 $5. 50 $0. 51 $7. 83 $0. 50 
2,455. 50 Pralit 3.46 .57 6.16 ~ 45 
2,428.95 — 2216 2.93 . 50 5. 60 | - 43 

Bect seed—The sugar company usually arranges to maintain a 
supply of seed sufficient for one or two seasons in advance. War con- 

ditions have interfered seriously with the importation of seed from 
abroad, consequently the ordinary stocks have been depleted and it 
has been necessary to urge the use of less seed per acre in starting the 
crop. 

Seed was planted at the rate of 21 pounds per acre at Rocky Ford, 
- 18.9 pounds per acre at Fort Morgan, and 18 pounds per acre at 

A charge of 10 cents per pound was made for the beet Greeley. 
seed. This would seem to indicate that the actual cost for seed in 

the Fort Morgan area should be $1.89 per acre in place of $2.11, as 
shown in the foregoing table. However, there was some replanting 
in each district and the cost of the seed used for this purpose, when 
charged to the entire acreage for each region, made the acre cost in 
1914 and 1915 slightly more than the standard cost. There was a 

difference of 36 cents between the acre charge for seed as reported 
by the Greeley operators and that given for the Rocky Ford group. 

Manure.—The value of the farm manure applied was estimated by 
each grower and served as a basis in computing the amount that 
should be charged against the 1914 and 1915 sugar beet crop. The 
Greeley and Fort Morgan growers manured essentially 50 per cent of 
the land in beets, whereas:in the Rocky Ford section only 41 per 
cent of the beet land was treated. 

in the rate of application. 
rate, 11.8 tons per acre, while the Greeley growers had the highest, 

There was considerable variation 
The Rocky Ford group had the lowest 
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18.6. The Fort Morgan operators applied manure at the rate of 14.3 
tons per acre. 

Spray material—Relatively few farms expended any money for 
the purchase of materials to use in destroying insects or to apply for 
the purpose of controlling plant diseases. Grasshopper poison was 
put out by 10 operators in Otero County, by 4 in Weld County, and 
by 5in Morgan County. This item of cost, though exceedingly small, 
must not be ignored entirely, as each grower may at some time in 
his experience be called upon to do this kind of work. It frequently 
happens that a little money expended for poison insures a much 
better yield. 

Irrigation water —The annual charge for water did not differ greatly 
in the three districts under observation. The average for all districts 
was slightly more than 50 cents per-acre. Several irrigation com- 
panies operate in each area, and some growers obtain water from two 
or more sources. This feature was given careful consideration, and 
an attempt was made to compute a fair charge for the annual use of 
water. Some of the original ditches have comparatively low water 
rates on account of early priorities. While there may be wide varia- 
tion in the annual water assessment paid by individual growers who 
are receiving their supplies from different sources there is uniformity 
‘in the farms served by a given cana! and the average charges for each 
district are also quite uniform. 

OTHER COSTS. 

There are certain expenses that must be carried by the farm as a 
whole, of which each enterprise must bear a just proportion. The 
solution of this problem in connection with a single enterprise in- 
volves a careful study of the entire business of the farm. Having 
obtained a true perspective of the relationships that exist between 
the various branches of the business, it was possible to distribute such 
costs as insurance and taxes, interest on land and land rental, ma- 
chinery charges, and overhead expense on an equitable basis (Table 
XXXVI). 

TABLE XX VI.—Other costs for three Colorado districts. 

Cost per acre. a 
Num- Total Cost 

District. Year. Darel acres in |rysyrance| Interest E : per 

records,| beets. and and Medes Hiscella, Total. | %2- 
. taxes. rent. LiNje Te Ons: 

Greeley. :-.-...-.-- 1914-15 195 | 5,028. 40 $0. 85 $21. 21 $2. 06 $1. 41 | $25. 53 SL. 63 
Fort Morgan... -. 1915 66 | 2, 455. 50 1.05 16. 65 2. 85 1.29} 21.84 1.60 
Rocky Ford....-- 1914-15 106 | 2,428.95 - 74 16. 87 2.00 1.32} 20.93 1.61 
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Insurance and.taxes.—Each operator gave a report on the insurance 
and taxes paid during the year. These expenses were apportioned to 
the different enterprises of the farm and the amount to be assigned 
to sugar beets was determined. The insurance and taxes paid by 
tenant farmers in 1914 and 1915 were only personal taxes and were 
relatively small in comparison with the amount paid by owners or 
owners renting additional land, who had a land tax to pay in addition 
to personal property tax. A group of farms including a large number 
of tenants would show therefore a comparatively small charge under 
the heading ‘‘Insurance and taxes,’”’ but the proportion included 
with rent would balance up this apparent deficiency. The Greeley 
and Rocky Ford groups were almost equally divided between owner 
and tenant farms, while the Fort Morgan district gave only 42 per 
cent of straight tenant operators. This explains the slight difference 
in the amounts given for insurance and taxes in the three districts. 

Interest and rent.—The investment of a given amount of capital in 
land should bring a definite return each year. When money is 
borrowed and farm land secures this loan, interest must be paid. If 
money is worth 7 per cent and land is valued at $200 per acre, then 
the crop which is grown upon that soil should be charged with $14 
as interest. 

In each of these districts estimates showing the value of farm 
land were secured and used in figuring the interest charge. Land 
rental was computed from the amounts received by the landlord in 
1914 and 1915 as a direct cash payment or indirectly through the 
sale of sugar-beets. The Greeley group had the highest interest and 
rental cost per acre ($21.21). The Fort Morgan and Rocky Ford 
operators had an average interest and rental cost approximating 
$17 per acre. 

Some cash is required to meet the operating expenses of the farm 
during the growing season. A part of the total cost of the contract 
labor must be paid when the bunching ‘and hoeing are completed. 
Money for this purpose is frequently provided by the sugar company, 
but principal and interest must be met when the crop is harvested. 
The interest on this loan was included along with interest and rent. 

Machinery.—These costs not only involve interest on the origi- 
nal investment in machinery, but also embrace depreciation and 
annual repairs. There are a few implements, such as the beet drill, 
topping knives, and the lifter, that are used exclusively on sugar beets. 
Other equipment, like the plow, harrow, disk, leveler, cultivator, 
wagons, etc., may be used for several crops, hence the costs that are in- 
volved must be apportioned according to the relative importance of 
the enterprises. This expense stands second in this group of costs. 
In the Greeley and Rocky Ford sections the machinery costs per acre 
were practically identical. The sugar beet is by far the most impor- 
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‘tant crop at Fort Morgan, hence the machinery charge is somewhat 
greater than in the other two districts, where more enterprises shared 

this cost. 
Miscellaneous expense.—Some of the expenses of the farm, such as 

telephone charges, office supplies, etc., are general in nature and are 
not applicable to any special enterprise. They must therefore be 
carried by the farm as a whole. To make provision for these items, 
a 3 per cent charge was made on the basis of labor and material costs 
combined. If the labor and materials amounted to $60 per acre, 
3 per cent of this sum would be $1.80. This would be taken as a part 
of the total cost of producing the crop. It will be seen that the over- 
head expense for the three Colorado districts did not vary greatly. 

SUMMARY OF COSTS. 

In Table XXVII is shown a summary of costs in 1914 and 1915 for 
the three districts. The highest cost per acre was found in the Greeley 
district, but as this region was credited with the highest average 
yield, these growers had the lowest cost per ton. The cost per acre 
was $7.66 greater in the Greeley district than in the Rocky Ford 

section, but, the Greeley farmers produced sugar beets at a cost of 
$4.66 per ton, which was 33 cents per ton less than the cost at Rocky 
Ford. 

TaBLeE XXVII.—Summary and distribution of costs for three Colorado districts. 

| Distribution of costs. 

ae ee Yield Cost Cost 
District. Year. | peracre. | per acre. | per ton. Mateo Gen 

Labor. ere cE 
rials. costs. 

Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. 
Grecleyaaaacer es soa te ssl eee 1914-15 15. 57 $72. 53 $4. 66 54.3 10.7 35.0 | 
HontnMorgame = ee. e 2-2 ee 1915 13.65 65. 00 4.76 56. 9 9.5 33.6 
RioGbsyHOLGE sere sate 2m S25 1914-15 12. 99 64. 87 4.99 59. 1 8.6 32.3 

Labor costs constituted the most important part of the expense in 
producing sugar beets. In the Rocky Ford district this amounted 
to 59.1 per cent. Greeley growers had the lowest percentage under 
this heading. Materials constituted from 8.6 to 10.7 per cent of 
_total cost, and other costs approximately one-third. 

LABOR REQUIREMENT. 

As already stated the labor requirement in the production of sugar 
beets includes man, horse and contract labor. Since it is the general 
practice to hire a part of the work done at a stipulated price per acre, 
this contract labor is usually treated as a direct cash outlay against 
the beet crop. This item was converted to man hours by dividing 
the cash outlay per acre by 25, the cost per hour in cents. Table 
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XXVIII contains the total labor requirement per acre for the three 
districts represented in this study. 

Taste XXVIII.—Labor requirement in producing an acre of sugar beets. 

Hours per acre. 

District. Year. Acres Yield per 
grown. acre. 

Man. Horse. 

Tons. 
@recleye. 3 22k... 2 Bohs tec ese eee eee eee = 1914-15 5, 028. 4 15.57 123.9 104.5 
Hort Morgan... 26 Bacenmaeeseseseacae Gees 4 1915 2,455.5 13.65 118.1 103.0 
Rocky: Words. a. eee esate cess eae es. 1914-15 2,429.0 12.99 117.3 132.7 

It will be seen that there is little variation in the number of man 
hours. There is a difference of about 6 hours of man labor between 
Greeley and Fort Morgan. A greater variation is apparent in the 
horse labor expended. At Rocky Ford about 30 hours more horse 
labor were necessary than at Greeley or Fort Morgan. A study of 
the farm practice tables shows that the tillage operations were per- 
formed a greater number of times at Rocky Ford than at Greeley or 
Fort Morgan. This was true, especially with such work as crowning, 
disking, leveling, cultivating, and furrowing out. Ordinarily the 
hours of man labor will exceed the hours of horse labor-in the pro- 
duction of sugar beets. However, one of these regions furnishes an 

exception to this rule. 
PROFIT. 

In the last analysis the success of a given farm depends not so much 
upon the profit that may be derived from a single enterprise as it 
does upon the balance and stability of the entire organization. A 
certain enterprise on the farm may bring an exceedingly small profit 
at the end of the year, and in comparing the returns with the income 
from other crop or live-stock enterprises, the operator might con- 
clude that the one showing a narrow margin would have to be dis- 
carded, but in reaching this decision he may overlook the fact that 
the industry in question enables him to utilize hands and teams to 
advantage when otherwise they might be idle and merely entailing 
expense. Large direct profits from a single crop should not be the 
determining factor in leading the operator to increase his acreage 
greatly, since the seemingly less profitable enterprises may be con- 
tributing much to his success; indeed, failure might follow if they 
were dropped. This is merely another way of saying that farming 
is a complex business, and that in order to attain the highest success 
each enterprise should be considered not only in its relationship to 
others but also in its bearing upon the farm policy as a whole. Cost 
figures should be discussed in the same manner. However, it may 
be pointed out that estimates can be obtained more readily with a 
single crop than with all enterprises combined (Table XXIX). 
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TABLE X XIX.—Average returns and margin above cost in producing sugar beets, 1914-15. 

Heceipts) Margin per acre. 
denee Yield per | beets an Cost per 

District. acre. tops per acre. 
acre. Beets. Tops. Total. 

AUCOLO Yn eee amis = cin as eince 15. 57 $92. 44 $72. 53 $16. 93 $2. 98 $19. 91 
HonbeMOrgan™ 2... 4-55... cee 13.65 81. 66 65. 00 12. 70 3. 96 16. 66 
RYOCkeyeMOrdl:522250.55.--.0 5. 12. 99 67.36 64. 87 —.12 2.61 2.49 

During the years 1914-15 the 195 Greeley farmers represented in 
this study received an average price of $5.74 per ton for sugar beets. 
The 66 Fort Morgan growers were paid $5.69 per ton as an average 
for the year 1915. The 106 Rocky Ford growers realized $4.87 per 
ton as an average for the crop years 1914-15. In the latter district 
the beet crop was grown at a loss, provided no credit is given for 
beet tops. This by-product had an estimated value of $2.61 per 
acre, and when this was considered there was a margin of $2.49 per 
acre. Greeley growers secured a margin of almost $17 per acre on 
‘sugar beets alone. The sugar beets were sold largely on the basis of 
sugar content. Selling beets on a percentage basis involved the use 
of a sliding scale.' 

SUMMARY OF COSTS BY TENURE. 

The records for the three Colorado districts were classified by 
tenure, and cost figures were compiled for three groups, namely, 
owners, renters, and owners renting additional land. In the three 
districts there were 155 owners, 182 renters and 30 owners renting 
additional land, the latter mostly in the Greeley district. The dis- 
tribution of these farms with the costs for each group is given in 
Table XXX. 

1This method is illustrated in the following scale, adopted by one of the sugar companies for the 1915 
crop (northern Colorado): 

Scale of prices adopted by a Colorado sugar company in 1915. 

Sugar content. 

Price paid for beets per 
ton. 

Minimum. 

Per cent. 

Maximum. | 

Per cent. 

Price paid for beets per 
ton. 

Sugar content. 

Minimum. | Maximum. 

Per cent. Per cent. 
16.5 17 
17 17.5 
7/5) 18 
18 18.5 
18.5 19 
19 19.5 

12% cents per ton additional is paid for each one-half per cent above 194 per cent. 
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TABLE XXX.—Summary of costs by tenure (1914-1915). 

Owners. Renters. Owners additional. 

District. | Total of ali costs. Total of all costs. Total of all costs. 

Num- | Num- Num- 
ber. | | ber. ber. | 

Per acre. Poo | Per acre. | Per ton. Per acre. | Per ton. 

| } 

| y | 43 

Gredlayee csc. secrete 78 $70.23 | $4.36 96 | 74.40 | $4.95 21 $71.15 $4.37 
Fort Morgan.....-...-. 33 | 62.48 4.52 28 | 67.54 4.95 5 62.42 4.99 
Rocky Word .--.-----.--| 44 69.76 5.20 58 | 62.54 4.88 4 63.28 5.52 

In the Greeley district the farm owners had a higher cost per acre 
for labor and manure, and they paid more for insurance and taxes 
than the tenant farmers. The interest charge in the owner group 
averaged $14.18 per acre, whereas rent on the tenant farms averaged 
*$25.82. It has been pomted out that this latter item not only 
includes enough to cover interest on capital but also to meet.taxes 
on land and provide for a certain amount of upkeep. Sugar-beet 
land is rented quite generally in the Greeley area on a share basis, 
the landlord receiving one-quarter of the crop. This system does 
not carry the same degree of risk for the tenant as a cash rental; 
however, when the crop produces a good yield a greater benefit 
accrues to the landlord. 

The cost per acre and per ton in the Greeley and the Fort Morgan 
districts was much greater on the tenant farms than the costs reported 
for the owner farms, and the owners obtained a better average yield 
than the tenants. Owners renting additional land in the Greeley 
district had about the same costs as owners. It will be observed 
that in the Rocky Ford area the position of owners and tenants as to 
total costs was reversed, the owners having a higher acre cost and a 
higher cost per ton than the tenants. The owners, however, had a 
better average yield than the tenants. : 

COST IN RELATION TO ACREAGE AND YIELD. 

The question is sometimes asked whether the grower who is pro- 
ducing a comparatively small acreage of sugar beets has a better 
chance to secure higher yields than the operator who plants a rela- 
tively large acreage to this crop. What effect does the production 
of a large acreage have upon yield and cost? Three hundred and 
sixty-seven farms in this survey were classified according to the acre- 
age grown, and also with reference to yield per acre; and the average 
cost per acre and cost per ton were determined. The results are 
shown in Table XXXI. 
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TaBLeE XXXIJ.—Relation of acreage and yield per acre to cost per acre and per ton 
(1914-15). 

10 tons or less. 11 to 15 tons. 16 tons and over. 

te Cost. Cost. 
Num- es Num- Num- : 
[Sei? © | === EL Meio...” ber of 

farms. Per acre. |Per ton. farms. Per acre. ae ton. farms. Per acre. ‘Per ton. 

10 acres or less..-----.. 12 $72.31 | $7.72 23 $71.90 | $5.64 24 $83.22 | $4.87 
UEto 20iacres.-....----- 10 62.38 7.92 46 66.77 4.99 40 78.25 | 4.42 
21 to 40 acres.........-. 21 G/omt) 6.30 80 65.78 4.99 56 75.09 | 4,21 
41 acres arid over....-. 1 49.85 4.92 | 33 63. 86 4. 68 | 21 75. 82 | 4.43 

| ! | eal 

There were 59 farmers who planted 10 acres or less to sugar beets. 
Twenty-one per cent of these operators had an average yield of 
10 tons or under per acre, and these beets were grown at a cost of 
$7.72 per ton. Approximately 38 per cent of these farms made 
average yields that varied from 11 to 15 tons per acre. The cost per 
acre was essentially the same as in the first group but the higher 
yield enabled them to reduce the cost per ton. Hven with this 
advantage the margin of profit was comparatively small. Forty-one 
per cent of the farms raising 10 acres or less secured average yields 
of 16 tons and over. The cost advanced about $11 per acre over the 
preceding groups, but the higher yields brought the cost per ton 
down to $4.87. 

There were 96 farmers who planted from 11 to 20 acres to beets. 
Ten per cent of these men produced the crop at a loss. Increasing 
the yield per acre within this group produced the same effect as in 
the preceding list of farms. Where the average yield was 16 tons or 
over, the maximum cost per acre for these farms was attaimed, but 
the cost per ton was only $4.42. 

There were 157 farms with beet fields that varied from 21 to 40 
acres. Thirteen: per cent of these operators produced the crop at a 
loss. The lowest cost per ton was reached by 56 farms with an 
average yield of 16 tons and over. 

The last group contained 55 farms with 41 acres and over of beets. 
There were no failures in this class. One man had a yield of 10 tons 
or under, but the cost per ton was only $4.92. It would seem that 
the man with the small acreage per farm can not afford to have a low 
yield, whereas the man who is cultivating 41 acres of beets or over 
has a chance to break even with a crop of only 10 tons per acre. 
Good yields aid in securing a low cost per ton. This is essential if 
the grower expects a substantial profit. This point is illustrated 
even more effectively in figure 29. This diagram shows that the 
lowest cost—$3 per ton—was reached by six operators who produced 
an average yield of 18.66 tons per acre. The highest cost per ton 
shown in this investigation was $12.50, which was on a farm with a 
yield of only 5 tons per acre. 
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There were 297 farmers who produced beets at a cost of $5.50 per 
ton or less. The average price received was slightly greater than 
this amount. It will be seen, therefore, that 70 growers in these 

ae || Be eee 
BSMUk Gee: oe 

SERRE 
dof also. \eelien de aa 
Up aa | Sa 
| 
ia <i 
Ce a 

COST PER TON $3.00 3.50 00 4.50 5.00 5.50" 6.00 6.50 7.00 
AVERAGE YIELD 18.66 1B.23 a 31 15.07 13.76 13.42 12.92 10.53 9.67 

so 

40 

NUMBER OF FARMS 

* The cost perton was #/2.00 on 2 farms ana 

Fic. 29.—Frequency curve showing the distribution of farms in relation to the cost per ton and yield per 
acre, 1914-1 

three districts produced sugar beets at a loss. An average price of 
$6.50 per’ ton would have added 42 farmers to the profit group. 

Fia. 30.—A portion of the crop has been lost on account of improper use of irrigation water. 

There will always be a small group of inefficient operators or growers 
who for one reason or another will fail to make a profit on this crop 
(fig. 30). 
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Good yields are invariably associated with thorough tillage methods 
and a well-regulated cropping system. If the returns on a given 
farm are below the average for the district, it is highly probable that 
some improvement can be made by giving attention to the following 
points: (1) Better utilization of the manure which accumulates on 

the farm; (2) increasing the supply of organic matter in the soil 
through green-manuring crops; (3) more thorough tillage, not only 
in plowing, but also in the subsequent preparation of the seed bed; 
(4) exercising greater care in doing the handwork, expecially the 
bunching and thinning; (5) better cultivation; (6) the proper use 
of water. A good rotation should be adopted and adhered to 
systematically. 

VALUE OF BEET TOPS. 

Beet tops may be considered as a by-product of the beet-sugar 
industry. After the beets are pulled the tops are cut off squarely 
just below the crown at the base of the bottom leaf. The crown 

part of the beet, together with the leaves, is left upon the field. 
Sometimes the topping is done in such a manner as to leave the tops 
in small piles. By following this plan they are not tramped into the 
soil when the beets are loaded and hauled from the field. Beet tops 
make excellent feed for all classes of stock and can be used to advan- 
tage by most growers in the fall of the year. In this investigation 
an attempt was made to get the growers’ estimate with reference 
to the value of beet tops in 1914 and 1915. The figures obtained 
were based upon actual value when sold or upon the value of hay and 
roughage saved through the use of tops. Seventy-four per cent of 
the operators fed the tops to their own stock. A few men fed a part 
of the tops and sold the remainder, while a few other men sold all 

_ the tops (Table XXXII). 

Taste XX XII.—Disposition and estimated acre value of sugar-beet tops. 

peas Num- Per Value | Percent | Valuea | Per | Value 
District. ber of | Year. | cent ainea fail fed and | whenfed| cent when 

farms. fed. “| sold. |andsold.| sold. sold. 

Grecleyme ee te ness ees sees 195 | 1914-15 73 $3. 07 12 $2. 70 15 $2. 97 
oni Moream 5-222 522222222. 66 | 1915 65 A Bil 21 4.25 14 3.77 
Rocky Ford SCRE ee Emenee 106 | 1914-15 79 2. 82 8 2.65 13 2.54 

Toe soe eee eee BG Meco. = 74 3.35 12 3.30 14 3.07 

a Part of crop was fed onfarm and remainder was sold. In the latter instance the tops were invariably 

fed in the field where the beets were grown. 

The average values for the Fort Morgan area were uniformly 
higher than the values for the Greeley and Rocky Ford districts. 
Sugar beets are relatively more important in the management of 
the farm at Fort Morgan than in the other two districts, and for this 

reason greater value is placed upon the tops. Furthermore, the 
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district in question has a winter with less snow than the others, and 
the relative loss is undoubtedly smaller on this account. Moreover, 
many cattle are brought in from the ranges for feeding or wintering. 
These facts taken together may explein the higher average value 
reported for this district, 

The estimated farm value of beet tops was greater than the selling 
value in each of the districts. The man who feeds tops to his own 
stock evidently believes that they are worth more to the farm than 
the customary selling price. 

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF BEET RECEIPTS. 

A comparison of the crop, live stock, and miscellaneous receipts of 
the farms studied, for the crop year 1915, will convey to the reader 
some idea of the relative importance of the sugar beet (Table 

XXXII). In the Greeley area, sugar beets contributed 32 per cent of 
the total farm receipts and almost one-half of the crop receipts. 
The importance of the sugar beet in the Fort Morgan district 
is shown by the fact that this crop afforded 61.7 per cent, or almost 
two-thirds, of the total farm receipts. On the Rocky Ford farms 
the sugar beet was also the most important cash crop. 

TABLE XXXIII.—Average beet receipts per farm in comparison with other farm receipts 
m 1915. 

Strate |. ucsenbes Per cent of total receipts from— Per cent ; 

a ae ber of | total re- Ny 
District. A Hi receipts 

esti- | ceipts per Miscella- from mates. farm, Crops. | Live stock. meats! Beets. ERIES 

Grecleyes: = sac nsksosemecee 90 | $7,436. 62 71.4 27.4 1.2 32.1 45.0 
MorteMorean 2222). 55-eeee ee 66 4,763. 49 69. 4 29.6 1.0 61.7 88.9 
Rocky Bord). < ia5-2 seen 37 2,754. 95 74.4 22.2 3.4 52.8 70.8 

VARIATION IN FARM PRACTICE. 

Although certain field methods in preparing the seed bed for 
sugar beets and in tending and harvesting the crop are common to 
all growers, the desired results are often accomplished in a number 
of different ways. The condition of the soil at the time the land is 
worked sometimes determines the character of the operations neces- 
sary to put the ground in shape for planting. Some land may have 
to be disked and harrowed with a spring-tooth and a spike-tooth 
harrow, while other land may require only spike-tooth harrowing. 
The same is true for rolling the land. The climatic conditions 
usually govern the method of handling the growing crop, while 
certain economic factors, together with climate, have much to do in 

shaping the field operation and practice in harvesting and hauling 
the crop. 
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The blocking and thinning are usually contracted, but some farmers 
do their own work in hoeing the crop. Occasionally all of the hand- 
work will be done by the farmer, his family, and hired hands. 

The number of times the crop is cultivated varies considerably, as 
well as the number of irrigations. Then, too, the practice of harvest- 
ing depends on the available supply of labor. A portion or all of this 
work may be done by the day or may be contracted by the ton. 

Some of these features are illustrated in Tables XXXIV, XXXV, 
and XXXVI, which show variations in farm practice for 10 repre- 
sentative farms in each district. 

TaBLeE XXXIV.— Variations in farm practice on 10 farms at Rocky Ford. 

Operations. Farm 
No. 1. 

Times 

Farm 
No. 2. 

Farm | Farm 
No. 3. | No. 4. 

Times | Times 
over. 

Farm 
No. 5. 

Farm | Farm 
No. 6. | No. 7. 

Times | Times 
over. 

.6 
over. 

a The letter C indicates that this operation was performed on a contract basis. y 
6 Under the operation manuring, the fractional numbers indicate the portion of the beet acreage which 

Farm | Farm | Farm 
No. 8.| No. 9.|No.10. - 

Times | Times | Time 
over. | over. | over. 

IAT ROWANPIDECtS Hse 5.2) scisace ans Soe cele 1 Pay || rote er py eek ene | eae ee JN | a ea eee 
Rolling) beetss.--+-22- 222-520-220 P| enue 1 2 HLA | Es ace 1 -3 A Ufa ee 
Spraying G. H. poison .........|......- a) rm ed cc) oe || pea Wa Nee Pilos ee| PeeSi 2 
Cultivating so -6 eo ee 5 2.1 6 4 5 4 6 4 4 4 
TENUITETRO yy AUaTe es See ee re 1 ail 2 4 1 1 3 3 4 1 
SHAS CONG Hera a a 1 Ler ere ree ATED eel ep eT SS a Lee ees 
TANT ery Epa eos 2 4 Daa 3 2 1.4 3 3 5 3 
Block/and thins... 22! 36.22). - a€ C C Cc Cc Cc C C C Cc 

oeing: 
JOIST EA cede BO SEE Dae aaa ae es cee C 1 1 1 C Cc 1 1 il 
SECO GE tye or res meee Ls C ifh:-) | Pee 113 Eas) | ee i Cc il 1 1 1 
INORG! . oon Sema pele t a ses heel Satie cote (Sees iserme| Penne 11 2 2 8 Sel [aan ets aie ine sear (See gis el eee 

Topping and loading.........-- (@) C C Cc C C C C C iL 
ILO See Bee ee eae aoe 1 IL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TE ra es Oe es eee (Oho sear eee #2 2 le se a el A aaa pees ttl sao (A ae ee 
Heulingeee (othe 128 1 C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Manunimes iy le i. 6.3 “7 4 .5 58 3D 2, 4 4 1 
Hauling manure from town. ...|......-|...---- ee oer etal eee TO DEA eee ge 21D eet eared all Sg 
Crowning alfalfa............... ail te Vi ls te] Sia ea SO a et eA VR Oe 

Man-hours per acre...........-- 42 57 52 57 64 36 55 Si 49 97 
Horse-hours per acre........-.- 124 99 125 129 143 102 123 150 110 89 
Yield per acre (tons)..........- 15 ia |eeeld atom pps Oe om mens 10.6} 12 11.9] 12 14 
Total cost per acre..............-|$65.78 |$58. 62 |$62.00 |$68.84 |$62.20 |$58. 02 |$62.48 ($63.27 |$61.52 |$58. 71 

received an application of barnyard manure. For instance, Farm No. 1 in the Rocky Ford district, put 
farm manure on three-tenths of the beetland. Onthesame farm one-tenth of the beet acreage was located 
on a field that was previously in alfalfa. The initial operation on this tract wascrowning. After the beets 
had been planted the operator used the roller on two-tenths of the acreage. 
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TasLe XXXV.— Variations in farm practice on-10 farms at Fort Morgan. 

Farm Farm | Farm an Farm Hane Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm 
Sparamons: No.1, | No.2.) No.3. | No.4. | No.5. | No.6. | No.7. No.8. |'No.9.|'No.10. 

Times | Times | Times| Times| Times | Times | Times| Times| Times| Times 
over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. 

1 ice 1 1 1 1 -0.6 1 1 é 
REE SIEM alos: sce | aces 1a emer oil0)| SEeeOra eR DMR eter Es LCP 

1 3 2 2 1 3 5 2 2 1 

3 2 4 2 4 3.5 5 4 4 6 

Se SERA cee Becpe ea Beene Pn PPG eso ose pecoraa necsaaa|Sesoced|oosnes:||-2oa-eollamesere 

7a RE es Meee \ssose Se ip 1 De vale ceue 2 1 
SHOVEL Ss 3 eee ees tees |seeecs: 1 2 2 1 a Penh Sr IE Ae i Ob ah ee 1 1 

JAN Gin os ee eee anes eet lal 1 1 1.8 1 1 1 1.9 1 1 
Rolling POS Ae ge eee ee Cs Se I (ee a AP 4 ee See pnpecae esoceccllocsoncellootaccc||occeeea v2 
Cultivating Ny SE Sa 8 AS 1 4 3 6 4 6 4 5 7 5 5 
HITT OWI ORE ee oe a eee ts 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 
Irrigating. eS es oe ee ae pan) 3 3 4 2 2.5 4 3 2 2 
Blocking thinasssess cae eee aC Cc 1 1 Cc Cie 8 1 Cc Cc 
Hoeing: 

iTS hee See eS C Cc 1 1 C Cc 1 1 Cc Cc 
SUSoo va be 2 caper ae ae Cc Cc 1 1 Cc Cc 1 1 C Cc 

Topping and loading........-- C Cc 1 1 Cc Cc 1 1 Cc Cc 
iti cyeeee eee srt oar ut 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 il 
onan psf eh ie 1 1 iH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
IES saY Serra US ae eS ee 0.7 53 4 a 25 4 4 374 | a0) 5 
Hauling manureifrom town! -2)-2--2--|2-2-=2-|- ---a-|S’ esas eee eee else eee bee Bees eae ees eee | See 
Crowningialialfia,.;: 362-6. 2 lB- dees Ge-- 2: |b so 3c eee ees .2 sill wtapiareeee eA Brees os oeers 

Man-hours per acre...........- 46 | 48 113 140 36 42 111 132 46 50 
Horse-hours per acre....------ 106 115 82° 99 110 106 131 112 119 79 
Yield per acre (tons)-...--.-.-- 12.5 | 13.0} 12.2} 16.5] 12.0] 140) 140) 17.5] 12.5 13.9 
Total cost per acre........-.-- $64. 47 |$67. 48 |$54. 80 |$67. 59 |$59. 49 |$61. 08 )$66. 14 |$67. 00 |$63.57 | $70. 82 

a See footnote, p. 57. 6 See footnote, p. 57. 

TaBLeE XX XVI.— Variations in farm practice on 10 farms at Greeley. 

Gaerations Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm 
P so No. 1. | No. 2. | No.3. | No. 4. | No. 5.| No.6. | No.7. | No.8. | No.9. | No. 10. 

Times | Times| Times| Times| Times| Times| Times| Times| Times| Times 
over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. 

LO WIN Oe een oc ee ee eee 1 1 0. 2 1 1 O85)/2 58-22 0.6 0.6 1 
Disking = Se Se ea eae alleen © lee THEE Sees lb secbed| cos sacloameees 

ea a Ee aR ET al enn ees da be 1 35 eee ae ee 1 1 1 
TOTO citys oe SR Gre eae em eae ne 1 1 1 1 Cay Sesoeee 1 1 ae Fe eee 
DHOV EMME. 22 5. see Sen e 2D Aaa ae li || eee 1 1 Re (Atel Scones 1 
la Peas oe asd sot eB es 1 11 1.4 1 1 1 1 1.6 1 1 
Harrow Deets 12 ie oc ocee bse cele e ec Pe 2 Sek, [a eerie | epee | tener ann | pent | 
[efejd iia (2 oe] pes eee eee Reed Oe bee el a . 2) | eee fl Bs) ale eae Ga Sassheslseae US 
SSPFAV EE ie 20 rion a eniciew ob all lSicre weerche cig cic icjove ceo 3 | Ca ene eae | | jaa este ee 
Applying Gee mistress Lo. | a ee | eee 1 Oa ase cen foe cent 
Ouliieaninoe sos). hee 3 3 3 4 6 4 3 5 3 5 
DUIELOWLIS meee Soo) ee oe 2 2 2 2 ee 1 ul 1 2. 1 
=) (20 (ahh ae ee] ee es en ONO ee esos mcllboomascre| |S aoe Coclotseese 
AITIPop eee ae ene 4 4 4 3 5 3 3 3 4 2 
Blockand thine<s2.2 2252 I8.2! ac C C Cc 1 Cc Cc C Cc C 
Hoeing: 

Posy yjea Be. 2) meee een C C C Cc 1 Cc Cc Cc Cc C 
RECOM sett een see y Cc Cc C 1 Cc Cc C C Cc 

Topping and loading.......... C C C 1 Cc C C C Cc 
Debit ee wee ee oe ook ed 1 
ERED Oe ae ioe Gale tevin 5 oSne's ='o Cc 1 
Mra es od ls ae 5 
Hauling manure from town... 
Crowning alfalfa.............. 

Man-hours per acre...........- 41 36 51 48 155 dd 57 44 50 51 
Horse-hours per acre.......... 74 76 98 109 124 124 102 111 88 144 
Yield per acre (toms).......... 19.0 16.0 16. 7 19.0 14.0 14.0 13.5 15.0 17.0 19.5 
RASIMDGE ACLO so oa aan'e as oinva\nle $72. 25 $76. 99 |$76. 27 |$74.39 |$73. 40 |$65. 90 |$68. 78 |$77. 61 |$80. 83 | $66. 14 

a See footnote , Dp. 57. b See footnote, p. 57. 
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A review of these tables will show that some of the operations were 
not common to allfarms. This was particularly true of such work as 
disking, harrowing with a spring tooth, rolling the land prior to plant- 
ing, sledding out, and pitting sugar beets. Such major field opera- 
tions as plowing, harrowing with a spike tooth, leveling, planting, 
cultivating, furrowing out, the handwork, lifting and hauling, are 
common to practically all farms. There may be a slight variation in 
the number of times each operation is performed. 

Referring to the Rocky Ford summary table, it will be seen that a 
few farmers harrowed twice with the spike tooth, that others went 
over their fields three or four times with this implement, and that in 
one case the ground was harrowed seven times. When extra work 
is done, and this applies to several operations on the same farm, it 
will have a tendency to give a man and horse labor requirement 
somewhat above the average. : 

On a few farms it was necessary to do some namleniine. If two- 
tenths of the field had to be reseeded, then the number of times over - 
is indicated by 1.2. It will be node” that a small amount of work 
in addition to the hand labor, such as lifting and hauling, was done 
on a contract basis. 
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SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION. 

Anthracnose of cucurbits is a common and widely distributed dis- 
ease of the cucumber, muskmelon, watermelon, certain gourds, and. 

a few other cucurbits. It is apparently limited to this family of 
host plants. 
The disease is caused by the fungus Colletotrichum lagenarium 

(Pass.) Ell. and Hals., and is characterized by sunken or discolored 

lesions on the leaves, stems, and fruits of its host plants. These 

lesions are not limited in size, and under certain conditions the 

-17The data here presented were obtained as the result of a cooperative arrangement between the Bureau 

of Plant Industry, the University of Wisconsin, and certain cucumber growers during the seasons of 1915, 

1916, and 1917. The writer, as a graduate student, was designated by the University of Wisconsin to 

carry out its part in the cooperation, which also extended to Indiana and Michigan under the leadership 

ot W. W. Gilbert, of the Bureau of Plant Industry. Most of the laboratory studies herein reported were 

conducted in the laboratory of plant pathology of the University of Wisconsin, and the article itself was 

presented to the faculty of that university in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor 

of philosophy. 

The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Prof. L. R. Jones, of the University of Wisconsin, 

for supervision and helpful suggestions throughout the progress of this work, and to Dr. W. A. Orton, 

Mr W. W. Gilbert, and Dr. E. Carsner for their assistance and cooperation. 
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production of new lesions is very rapid. Therefore, upon its hosts 
under cultivation this disease often becomes epiphytotic and may 
cause serious loss. While primarily a field-crop disease it also 
occurs as.a greenhouse trouble in cucumber culture. 

Anthracnose was noted as early as 1867, and it now occurs quite 
commonly throughout Europe and the eastern United States. The 
disease has received considerable attention from mycologists and 
plant pathologists, and while diverse names were given to the causal 
organism agreement seems to have been reached that the several 
descriptions apply to the same fungus. 
Among the outstanding disputed questions are that of the correct 

generic name of the fungus and that of the relation of this fungus to 
the causal organism of bean anthracnose. The latter question is 
about settled. | 

As in the case of other anthracnoses, the increased prevalence of 
this disease following wet weather has been recognized. It seems to 
be rather generally held that this anthracnose may be controlled by 
spraying. _ 

In the present bulletin it has been the purpose to bring together 
and summarize the work of others upon this disease and to add 
something from observation and experiment. While a little is 
added to the record in the way of a description of the disease, the 
main purpose has been to learn more details regarding the life history 
of the causal fungus with relation to the disease and to devise a 
method of control with special reference to the disease as it occurs 
in the cucumber-pickle crop. The phases studied in particular are 
the overwintering of the parasite, manner of introduction into fields, 
mode of dissemination, method of host infection, and means of 
control. 

THE DISEASE. 

HOSTS. 

The economically important hosts of anthracnose are the cucum- 
ber (Cucumis sativus), the muskmelon (Cucumis melo), and the 

watermelon (Citrullus vulgaris). Among the noneconomic hosts are 

gourds of the genus Lagenaria, two species of Cucumis, Benincasa 
cerifera, and Trichosanthes colubrina. Saccardo (42, v. 3, p. 719-720)! 

lists Cucumis colocynthis as a host. 
While Farlow (17, p. 202) in his host index includes squash and 

pumpkin as hosts, subsequent observations indicate that anthrac- 
nose does not occur as a vine disease in the genus Cucurbita, although 
it is reported on squash fruits (45, p. 15). More details regarding 
the host range of the fungus are presented later, in the considera- 
tion of pathogenicity. 

1 The serial numbers in parentheses refer to ‘‘ Literature cited,’ at the end of this bulletin. 
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HISTORY. 

The first authentic report of anthracnose is that of Passerini 
(16), who in 1867 found the disease on Lagenaria fruits at Padua, 
Italy. Eight years later, he (16) reported its extensive occurrence 
on watermelons and cantaloupes in the Province of Parma, Italy. 

In 1871 and in 1876 Berkeley (3, 4) reported in the Gardener’s 
Chronicle a Gloeosporium on cucumber fruits in England, the identity 
of which is doubtful. He (4) noted that Gloeosporia occurred on 

many hosts and thought them all cross inoculable. During the latter 
year D. T. Fish (18), a cucumber grower, reported in the same journal 
a new disease in his greenhouses which he recognized as distinct from 
the well-known downy mildew. From his rather careful description 
of the symptoms and behavior of this disease on cucumbers and musk- 
melons it seems quite likely that it was anthracnose. 
Roumeguére (41), in France, published in 1880 a rather detailed 

account of this disease, occasioned by its occurrence in epidemic form 
on melons at Chalons the year previous. In a letter to Roumeguére 
in 1880 Saccardo reports the disease as causing serious damage in 
Italy since 1877. 

In Germany Frank (19, p. 518) reported in 1883 that a Gloeo- 
sporium had been destructive on cucumbers and melons. Acting 
upon Berkeley’s suggestion he tried cross inoculations of cucumber 
fruits with bean anthracnose. Negative results led him to conclude 
that the two species of fungi were distinct. 

In America the chief interest seems to have centered about the 
relation of the bean and the cucumber anthracnoses. The disease 
was noted as early as 1885 on gourds in Philadelphia by Dr. Eck- 
feldt and on watermelons in Wisconsin by Prof. A. B. Seymour, 
according to specimens listed by Ellis and Everhart (15, p. 112; 23). 

Cavara (8, p. 179), at Pavia, Italy, in 1889 found the fungus para- 
sitic upon the stems and first leaves of Lagenaria vulgaris in the botani- 
cal garden. He noted that the plants were killed by the disease and 
that its spread was very rapid. Later, in 1892, he (39) reported the 
disease on the cotyledons, foliage, stems, and fruits of different cucur- 
bits in the gardens of Pavia. 

Galloway (20) in 1889 reported anthracnose on melons in New 
Jersey, Virginia, and North Carolina. Halsted (23), in New Jersey, 

reported a serious blight of cucumbers in 1890 and of muskmelons in 
1892 due to this disease. Basing his belief upon successful cross 
inoculation from a watermelon fruit to bean pods and from both of 
these to a citron fruit, he concluded that the fungus was identical with 
that of bean anthracnose. 

Although not recognized as the same disease previously studied by 
Roumeguére, anthracnose of melons was described by Prillieux and 
Delacroix (39) in France in 1894. They noted that young plants 
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were killed and that fruits of older plants did not mature. Studies 
were made upon the pathological anatomy. Attempts at control 
with flowers of sulphur and Bordeaux mixture were unsuccessful. 

Between 1894 and 1902 spraying experiments were conducted in 
New Jersey by Halsted. Success was obtained with Bordeaux 
and soda Bordeaux mixtures (37, p. 11). Stewart (47, p. 159) in 
1897 records much damage to cucumbers in New Jersey by anthrac- 
nose. During the years 1896, 1897, and 1898 Selby (43, 44) studied 
the disease in Ohio, where great damage was done to muskmelons 
and to cucumbers grown for pickles. He noted that showers and 
heavy dews favored the disease and found that a Bordeaux spray 
checked its spread among muskmelons. In 1894 Garman, of Ken- 
tucky (22, p. 51), noted anthracnose on melons shipped sip the 
Gulf States and in 1901 gave a brief description of the disease, in the 
course of which he warns against seed infection. 
Tubeuf in his textbook (53, p. 486-487) states that this fungus is 

very injurious to seedlings of watermelon, muskmelon, and gourd. 
He lays emphasis upon the injury to cotyledons and stems. In 
1904 Eckardt (11) in Germany recommended soaking cucumber 
seed for one hour in ammoniacal copper carbonate in order to prevent 
the spread of anthracnose. 

During the years 1901 and 1903 cucumber diseases seem to have 
become increasingly prevalent in this country. Although downy 
mildew was probably the main source of loss, anthracnose received 
added attention, and the more or less purely mycological work of the 
past began to be supplemented by work of a pathological nature. 

Stone and Smith (49, p. 64) in 1902 reported that anthracnose 
had been prevalent on muskmelons and watermelons in Massachu- 
setts in 1899 and that it was also common among greenhouse cucum- 
bers in 1901. In 1903 Stone (48, p. 35) again briefly described the 

disease and noted that it occurred early in the season in greenhouses. 
Clinton, in Connecticut (10, p. 246), reported in 1904 that anthrac- 
nose was a common and widespread trouble among cucumbers and 
muskmelons, which recurred annually. The same year, Chester and 
Smith (9, p. 28) published the results of unsuccessful cross inocula- 
tions from bean to cucurbits made at Cornell University. These led 
them to conclude that bean anthracnose is due to a separate and 
distinct fungus. 

In the same year Sheldon (46, p. 127-137), of West Virginia, pub- 
lished the results of the most complete study of, this disease that 
had been made up to that time. Anthracnose was the cause of seri- 
ous damage to watermelons and muskmelons in that State. He de- 
scribed the symptoms of the disease, and the morphology of the fungus 
and made numerous cross inoculations. Among his interesting ob- 
servations was the fact that anthracnose was more severe on land 
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previously cropped to melons. He recognized the danger of dissem- 
ination by the transportation of diseased fruit and by means of con- 
taminated seed. As a result of spray tests with watermelons he 
found soda Bordeaux to be a successful control, while normal 
Bordeaux mixture and ammoniacal copper carbonate were ineffective. 

Between 1903 and 1908 this disease received considerable atten- 
tion from Orton, of the United States Department of Agriculture. 
He (31, p. 553) noted that in 1903 anthracnose was more prevalent 
in cucumbers from New Jersey to Connecticut than in 1902, and his 
annual observations during subsequent years reveal its prevalence, 
as follows: 

In 1904 (32, p. 584) anthracnose was relatively unimportant except upon water- 

melons in South Carolina, West Virginia, and elsewhere. In 1905 (33, p. 607) it was 
common on cantaloupes and caused losses of 50 to 100 per cent of the crop in Nebraska. 

On cucumbers it was more prevalent than in the previous year. It caused losses in 
North Carolina, West Virginia, Ohio, and Massachusetts, and together with wilt caused 

a loss of $100,000 in Nebraska. A severe epidemic occurred on watermelons in West 
_ Virginia. 

In 1906 (34, p. 503) the disease was prevalent on cantaloupes in Indiana, Nebraska, 

New Jersey, and West Virginia and on cucumbers in New Jersey, North Carolina, 

West Virginia, Nebraska, Wisconsin, and Ohio. In Ohio a loss of 25 to 60 per cent of 

the crop was estimated. Anthracnose of watermelon was reported from Nebraska, 

Ohio, Indiana, Rhode Island, and South Carolina, and an epidemic occurred in the 
Ohio Valley, especially in West Virginia. 

In 1907 (35, p. 582) anthracnose of cantaloupes caused injury in Massachusetts and 

Vermont and was reported from New Jersey on -cucumbers. Anthracnose was preva- 
lent in the region around Norfolk, Va., and was also reported from Massachusetts, New 

Hampshire, Nebraska, New Jersey, North Carolina, and Vermont. * Anthracnose of 

watermelons was recorded from New Jersey, South Carolina, and Ohio, and another 

epidemic occurred in the Ohio Valley. 
In the 1908 report (36, p. 534), anthracnose is recorded as the cause of foliage injury 

to watermelons in the South and the statement is made that the disease had been gain- 
ing headway during the few years previous. 

This increasing importance of anthracnose as well as the recurrent 
downy mildew led to rather extensive attempts at control by spray- 
ing. Besides the trials made by Selby and by Sheldon, Orton and 
Garrison published in 1905 (37) the results of spraying tests with 
cucumbers and melons in South Carolina. The results of these tests 
seem rather inconclusive. . 

Potebnia (88, p. 82), of Russia, published in 1910 the result of 

rather extensive studies upon the causal fungus of this disease, in- 
cluding inoculation experiments. Kriiger, in a general considera- 
tion of Gloeosporia in 1913, reported an unsuccessful attempt to 
infect cucumber fruits with the fungus of bean anthracnose (28, p. 
294) and concluded that there is no reason for considering the fungi 
identical (28, p. 311). Matouschek (29) in 1914 recorded a heavy 
attack on cucumbers at Vienna, and since no bean anthracnose oc- 
curred near by as a source of infection he held that the two fungi were 
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not identical. Traverso (52) reported a severe attack of anthracnose 
near Chioggia, Italy, in 1913, which lowered the value of a large part 
of the crop. 

Working at the University of Wisconsin in 1913 and 1914, Carsner1 
found that anthracnose caused damping-off of cucumber and musk- 
melon seedlings when the seed was immersed in a spore suspension 
before planting. He secured damping-off due to anthracnose in cases 
where seed was planted in soil collected from diseased fields four 
months previously, and likewise in sterilized soil with which were 
incorporated dry, chopped, diseased vines collected five months before. 
In the case of seeds dipped in a spore suspension, he found that for- 
maldehyde treatment prevented subsequent seedling infection. 

In 1915 Eriksson (16, p. 121-125) reported at length on certain 
difficulties with anthracnose on cucumbers and melons in Sweden. 
The occurrence of the disease from 1910 to 1913 among garden and 
greenhouse cucumbers is recorded. In one locality it seems to have 

caused a total loss of the greenhouse crops in 1912 and 1913 and to 
have discouraged cucumber and melon culture. Very convincing 
evidence is presented to show that the disease was introduced with 
seed of a much-prized Rockford variety from England, and Eriks- 
son makes the very important suggestion that clean seed be used. 

Taubenhaus (51) in 1916 reported the serious prevalence of the 
disease in Delaware on watermelons, cucumbers, cantaloupes, citrons, 

and cultivated gourds, and he reports cross inoculations proving the 
identity of the fungus on all of these hosts. 

From this review of the history of the disease it is seen that much 
of the earlier work is naturally of a purely mycological nature, 
although some of the early writers appreciated fully the serious 
nature of anthracnose. Later, with the adoption of the phyto- 
pathological point of view, interest centered about the pathogenic 
characteristics of the fungus and the control of the disease. 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION. 

Anthracnose of cucurbits apparently occurs wherever the hosts 
are grown in a humid climate. This includes Europe and the United 
States east of the Rocky Mountains. Except for a report from 
Arizona in 1912 and another from Colorado in 1917 anthracnose 
has not been reported from the arid regions of the West. 

The following data relative to the occurrence and distribution 
of the disease in this country since 1908 were obtained from the 
records of the Office of the Plant Disease Survey of the United States 
Department of Agriculture. The blanks in the earlier records are no 
doubt due in part to incomplete reports. (Table I.) 

1Carsner, E. Studies upon cucumber diseases. MS. thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1914. (Not 
published. ) 
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TaBLE I1.—The distribution of anthracnose of cucurbits in the United States during the 
years 1908 to 1915, inclusive. 

[Abbreviations: C = on cucumbers, M—=on muskmelons, W = on watermelons.] 

State. 1908 1909 1910 1911 | 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 
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Certain observations relative to the incidence of this disease 
are of interest here. In survey trips made by the writer in 1915 
anthracnose was found in only 1 among 23 cucumber fields visited 
near Wautoma, Wild Rose, and Almond, Wis., in none of the 10 
fields visited near Portage, and in only 1 of the 13 fields visited at 
Baraboo. On the other hand the disease was found in 3 among 
the 10 fields visited at Neshkoro, 2 out of 6 at Princeton, and 17 out 
of 21 near Sparta. Thus the disease seemed to prevail in certain 
localities and not in others. 

In rather extensive surveys made in the region around Ripon, 

Wis., in 1914 and again in 1916, Mr. Carsner was unable to find this 
disease although it was abundant around Princeton, 16 miles dis- 
tant. 

’ In 1916 the writer was unable to find this disease in 12 cucumber 
fields visited near Baraboo, but found it in 9 out of 11 fields near 
Princeton. With regard to these two localities, the situation re- 
mained much as in 1915. 

In the neighborhood of Madison, anthracnose was found in 1916 
in only 1 out of 39 garden patches of cucumbers and in none of the 
8 private fields of muskmelons. In 7 gardens visited at Burnett, 
Wis., no anthracnose was found on cucumbers. 

In the southern melon region in 1917 the disease was found quite 
prevalent among watermelons, but in 16 fields of muskmelons visited 
near Blackville, 8. C., anthracnose was found in only one field, and 

in that case it had very evidently come from a row of badly dis- 
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eased cucumber plants adjacent to the melons. No anthracnose 
was found in about 80 acres of pickling cucumbers inspected in 
Alabama. 

Therefore, much remains to be explained concerning the distribu- 
tion of this disease. Whether or not soil differences have anything 
to do with the occurrence of anthracnose is at present unknown. 
However, it is worth while to point out that the Princeton-Neshkoro 
and the Sparta regions of Wisconsin are characterized by very light 
sand, while the Portage and Baraboo regions have heavier soils. 
Evidence which proves that the fungus overwinters in the field will 
be presented later. 

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE. 

As has been previously recorded, anthracnose has caused very 
serious losses from time to time among its host crops in almost every 
part of its range. In Europe the epidemics in Italy, France, and 
Sweden and in this country the repeated outbreaks of the disease 
throughout the Atlantic Coast States, the Ohio Valley, and Nebraska 
have been mentioned. 

Orton (83, p. 607) reports that in 1905 from 50 to 100 per cent 
of the cantaloupe crop was lost in Nebraska, while in 1906 (34, p. 
503) a loss of between 25 and 60 per cent of the cucumber crop in 
Ohio occurred. It will be recalled that Eriksson (16, p. 121) reports 
the disease so serious on cucumbers under glass as to discourage 
that industry in one locality in Sweden. 
Among the estimates of loss recorded in the Office of the Plant- 

Disease Survey are the following: 

Anthracnose of muskmelon caused a 35 per cent lossin Indiana in 1908; considerable 

fruit rot in Connecticut in 1909; 5 per cent crop injury in two counties in Minnesota 

in 1912; and a large percentage of the crop injured in Arkansas and a 25 per cent 

crop injury in southeastern Virginia in 1915. Anthracnose of cucumbers caused a 

50 per cent crop injury, with a loss of $1,000,000, in southern Michigan in 1912 and 

a 25 per cent crop injury in Norfolk County, Va., in 1915. Anthracnose of water- 

melon caused a 50 per cent crop injury in two counties in Virginia in 1910; 75 

per cent loss in places in West Virginia in 1913; 15 per cent injury in Delaware, 5 per 
cent in North Carolina, and 25 per centin Norfolk County, Va.,in 1915; 10 per cent 

injury in Georgia and 30 per cent injury in South Carolina in 1916. 

High temperature and humidity are favorable to the disease; 
hence its ravages are worse where these conditions prevail. This 
may explain its destructiveness on cucumbers grown under glass. 
In this respect the disease has been very important in Massachusetts. 
Among field cucumbers grown for slicing purposes the disease may 
cause loss either by vine injury or by fruit disfiguration. Among 
coldframe cucumbers, where the individual plants represent a 
greater value, anthracnose may cause great loss by its attack on 
the foliage, especially where overhead watering is practiced. One 
grower near Norfolk claimed a loss of at least $1,000 in 1917 on 14 
acres, due to vine injury by anthracnose alone. 
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In the cucumber crop grown for pickling purposes, anthracnose 
may becon.e epiphytotic, especially in warm wet seasons, and may 

result in scrious loss due to foliage injury and consequent reduction 
in yield, as well as to occasional direct loss from fruit infection. 

The latter development is rather uncommon and is noted as a rule 
only on the larger dill stock and on pickles that have remained too 
long in transit. 

To illustrate the severity and importance of the anthracnose of 
cucumbers, the results of disease surveys made in Wisconsin. Michi- 
gan, and Indiana in 1915 and 1916 are herewith presented. 

In Wisconsin, the disease usually assumes the proportions of an epiphytotic only 

late in the season and is not therefore as serious as some of the other diseases. In 1915 

out of 84 fields anthracnose was found in 24 and was causing serious loss in 5. In 

1916, anthracnose was found in 1 field out of 12 visited near Baraboo and in 10 out of 

11 examined near Princeton. As previously noted, the disease seems to be much 
worse in certain localities than in others. 

In Michigan in 1915, anthracnose was reported from 6 fields out of over 35 inspected 

and was'very serious in 2 fields. In 1916 the disease was not at all prevalent and was 
noted in only 4 fields out of about 30 visited. 

In Indiana in 1915, anthracnose was considered second only to mosaic in impor- 

tance and was reported from 18 fields in 9 localities. It was the cause of serious injury 
in 9 fields. In 1916 the disease was found in 64 fields in 18 localities and was causing 

serious damage in 20 fields. Anthracnose was considered the most serious foliage 
disease of cucumbers in northern Indiana during 1915 and 1916. 

Among muskmelons, the attack of this disease on the vines seems 
to be more severe than in the case of cucumbers, and the factor of 
fruit injury may assume great importance. Outbreaks of the 
disease on this crop in 1906 and 1907 have been noted. In 1917 the 

disease did not seem to be at all prevalent in the commercial 
muskmelon fields of the South. 

Probably the attack on the watermelon crop is more severe and 
more universal than is the case with the other economic hosts. 
The annually recurrent epiphytotics in the Ohio Valley have been 
noted. The spotting of the fruits is a familar sight in our northern 
markets. The potential importance of the disease is, of course, 
very great in a crop in which the individual fruits represent so much 
value and are so long exposed to infection in the field. Besides 
the disfiguration of mature fruits, which may be followed by rotting, 
there is a large loss in the field, due to reduction in yield by vine 
injury and by-attack on the immature fruit. Since a vine does not 
usually mature more than two melons, any injury to young fruits 
is a very important factor. 

In the southern melon districts in 1917 anthracnose was in gen- 
eral so retarded by drought that in most fields the attack came too 
late to cause serious loss. Exceptional fields were found, such as 
one 120-acre field near Quitman, Ga., in which it was evident that 
the yield would be reduced by several carloads, a loss of, perhaps, 

69806°—18—Bull. 727——2 
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$500. At Live Oak, Fla., there was a report of a total loss of the 
crop on one 15-acre field in 1916 due to this disease. 

To summarize, it is evident that this disease under certain con- 
ditions becomes epiphytotic and causes serious losses, especially 
among watermelons and coldframe cucumbers. On the pickle crop 
it is of less importance. Anthracnose seems to be primarily a dis- 
ease of large fields rather than small gardens, a disease which, as a 
rule, becomes a serious factor only where its hosts are grown in exten- 
sive ‘‘pure culture.’ | 

DESCRIPTION. 

The symptoms of this disease vary somewhat with the different 
hosts. All parts of the host plant are subject to attack. Lesions 
tend to increase continuously in size. Acervuli are formed in 
abundance. 
On cucumber leaves the lesions usually first appear on a vein and 

become angular or amceboid in shape, owing to the more rapid 
development and consequent rhizoid extension along the veins. The 
lesion consists of reddish brown, dry, dead tissue, often surrounded in 

its earlier stages by a narrow, yellowish, translucent or water-soaked 
border (Pl. I, A). Inconspicuous acervuli are produced along the 
veins on the upper epidermis of the brown center. Larger lesions 
become more circular and blotchlike (Pl. II, B). The dead centers 
crack transversely and may be beaten out by rain. Leaves being 
killed by the coalescence of a few large lesions become ragged in 
appearance (Pl. II, 6). Very numerous incipient lesions may cause 
the sudden blighting of leaves. On young rapidly growing leaves 
small lesions may cause crinkling and extreme distortion. 

Cucumber petiole and stem lesions are linear to narrowly oval, 
first slightly sunken and water-soaked or yellowish. Numerous 
acervuli are formed. The surface of such lesions later becomes quite 
dry and chalky in appearance (Pl. I, B). Cucumber stem lesions 
tend to remain shallow and superficial, and the collapse of mature 
stems at diseased points is uncommon. 

Cucumber fruit lesions appear first as more or less circular, sunken, 
water-soaked areas. Sporulation is abundant. The surface of such 
lesions becomes buff or pinkish in color, later turning to black. On 
mature fruits the black lesions may show white central areas bear- 
ing the old acervuli as conspicuous black dots. A dry rot is usually 
produced in the underlying tissue and the sunken epidermis may 
crack, exposing a cavity underneath. 

In the field, anthracnose of cucumbers is characterized by the 
parched or scorched appearance and spotting of the leaves. The 
chief damage is due to the destruction of the leaf laminz. Stem 
and petiole attack is not very evident and fruit injury is conspicu- 
ous only in the seed crop. 
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ANTHRACNOSE LESIONS ON A LEAF AND STEMS OF CUCUMBER. 

A, Young lesions on a leaf, Madison, Wis., August 19, 1916; B, conspicuous whitened stem 
lesions, Madison, Wis., August 19, 1916. 
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ANTHRACNOSE LESIONS ON A FRUIT AND LEAF OF CUCUMBER. 

carly stages of infection, Madison, 
adison, Wis., August 19, 1916. A, Small, sunken, water-soaked lesions on a green fruit, 

Wis., September 19, 1916; L, advanced stage of leafattack, M 
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ANTHRACNOSE ON MUSKMELONS. 

A, Lesions on winter pineapple muskmelon, Madison, Wis., September 12, 1916; B, lesions on 
Orange Christiana muskmelon, Madison, Wis., September 17, 1916. 
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ANTHRACNOSE LESIONS ON A WATERMELON LEAF. 

Madison, Wis., September 12, 1916. 
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ANTHRACNOSE ON CUCURBIT FRUITS. 

A, Trichosanthes colubrina, Madison, Wis., September 6, 1916; B, mango melon, Madison, 
Wis., September 12,1916; C, Catrullus vulgaris, Princeton, Wis., September 15, 1916. 
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PLATE VI. 

ANTHRACNOSE LESIONS ON A FRUIT AND LEAF OF GOURD (LAGENARIA VULGARIS). 
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On muskmelon the leaf lesions are quite similar to those on cucum- 
ber. The attack on petiole, stem, and fruit is more severe. Petiole 
and stem lesions are sunken and dark colored, penetrating deeply 
and finally girdling. A red gummy exudate is often present. Fruit 
lesions vary with the host variety (Pl. III, A and B) and are less 
conspicuous on the netted varieties. In general, fruit lesions are 
oval or circular and sharply depressed (Pl. III, B). On some varie- 

- ties the depressed epidermis may form a white background for the 
pink spore cushions. The latter are represented by black dots after 
sporulation ceases and may be arranged in concentric lines if the 
lesion is on the upper exposed surface of the fruit. Rotting ofthe 
fruit in the field may result from anthracnose lesions on its lower 
surface. 

In the field, anthracnose of muskmelons is characterized by rather 
‘complete defoliation, due to the severity of petiole attack, and by 
the death of whole runners. Fruit lesions are also very conspicuous. 

The symptoms on watermelon have been well described by Sheldon 
(46). On watermelon leaves the lesions are black rather than brown 

(Pl. IV). Petiole and stem lesions resemble those on muskmelon in 

appearance and severity, and as a rule such lesions cause the death 
of the distal portions. Infection of young fruits results in their 
abortion or malformation. Small lesions on such fruits are black 
depressed spots, soon bearing pink acervuli (Pl. V, C). On older 
fruits the lesions first appear as elevated pimples with a yellow trans- 
lucent center. More common on mature fruits is the nailhead type, 
consisting of a rather flat-topped, circular, water-soaked elevation. 
Such lesions soon become sunken and bear the familiar pink spore 
masses on a black or cream-colored background. Lesions on the 
under side of the melon where it is in contact with the soil may become 
black and corky. It is from lesions thus situated that rotting in the 
field may result. 

In the field, watermelon anthracnose is characterized by the 
scorched appearance of the foliage and by the bare, leafless areas at 
the centers of the hills, the stem lesions, and the disfiguration of the 
fruit. 7 

On Lagenaria vulgaris, or gourd, the leaf lesions are Also black 
and the petiole and stem lesions resemble those on muskmelon and 
watermelon. Lesions on young fruits are black, while on older white 
fruits the lesions are brown at first, with conspicuous yellow and 
water-soaked borders, and crack transversely while rather small 
(el V1): 
Thesymptoms on Cucumis melo var. dudaim, C. melo var. flecuosus, 

and the mango melon are much like those on muskmelon. On the 
leaves of Cucumis dipsaceus the spots are very light tan colored. 
Fruit lesions on Trichosanthes colubrina are illustrated in Plate V, A, 
and on the mango melon in Plate V, B. 
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THE CAUSAL ORGANISM. 

TAXONOMY. 

The fungus causing anthracnose as it occurred on Lagenaria fruits 
at Padua, Italy, was described by Passerini (16) in 1868 under the 
name of Fusarium lagenarium Pass. 

Berkeley (3) in 1871 reported Gloeosporium laeticolor on a ripe 
cucumber and in 1876 (4) reported Gloeosporia on various hosts, 
including cucumbers and melons. He suggested that all were trans- 
ferable from one host to another and that all these fungi might be 
identical with a fungus on gourd fruits ‘“‘known to mycologists as 
Gloeosporium orbiculare Berk.’’ Owing to imperfect description the 
identity of this fungus is a matter of question. In kis 1910 index, 
Saccardo (42, v. 19) still retains this species. 

In 1880 2 pegieecane (41) described this disease as a occurred on 

muskmelons at Chalons, France. He recognized the fungus as a 
Gloeosporium, but at first believed it identical with a Fusarium 
reticulatum Mont. observed on watermelons in 1843, and hence 
named it Gloeosporium (Fusarvum) reticulatum (Mont.) Roum. 

Later in the year 1880, upon the advice’ of Saccardo, Roumeguére 
(40) recognized that Passerini was the first to describe the fungus 
under consideration and changed the name to Gloeosporium lagena- 
rium (Pass.) Sacc. and Roum. He takes no notice of Berkeley’s 
work. . 

In 1882 Berkeley and Broome (5) reported a Gloeosporium cucur- 
bitarum B. and Br. on Cucurbita fruits in Australia. This, Saccardo 
suggests, may be identical with Gloeosporium lagenariun, and he 
fe not list it in his 1910 index. ; 

In America in 1885 Ellis and Everhart (15, p. 118) list as Gloeo- 

sporium lagenarium Pass. a fungus found on gourds, and later 
Gloeosporitum lindemuthianum S. and M. on watermelon rinds. Still 
later, specimens of Gloeosporium lagenarvim (Pass.) var. foliicolum 

E. and E. upon cucumber, watermelon, and muskmelon leaves were 
distributed (23). 

Cavara (8, p. 179) at Pavia, Italy, where Passerini first found this 
fungus, described in 1889 a Colletotrichum oligochaetum Cav., parasitic 
upon Lagenaria plants. He noted that this fungus differed from the 
earlier descriptions in that sete were present in the acervuli and the 
spores were slightly smaller. Saccardo (42, v. 10, p. 469) in 1892 
gave this form specific rank, but as a result of Halsted’s critical 
examination of exsiccati it now seems certain, however, that Cavara 
had the same fungus previously described by Passerini and Roume- 
guére. 

Basing his assumption upon morphological similarity and very 
meager cross inoculations, Halsted (23) in 1893 concluded that the 

fungi of bean and watermelon anthracnoses were identical. He 
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noted that the watermelon fungus possessed setz and decided that 
it was a Colletotrichum rather than a Gloeosporium. Since, how- 
ever, the specific name of the watermelon anthracnose antedated 
that of the bean anthracnose by seven years or more, he followed a 
suggestion made by Ellis in 1890 and applied the name Colletotrichum 
lagenarium (Pass.) Ell. and Hals. to the causal organisms of 
both melon and bean anthracnoses. While all later work indicates 
that Halsted was in error in assuming the identity of the anthracnose 
fungi of bean and melon, it appears that his change of generic name 
was well warranted. Saccardo, however, does not recognize this 
name. 

Following Saccardo’s opinion regarding Colletotrichum  oligo- 
chae‘um, Prillieux and Delacroix (39), publishing in 1894 on the 
disease as it occurred on melons, considered the above and Gloeo- 
sporvum lagenarium as separate and distinct species and used the 
former name because their specimens possessed setose acervuli. 
Their description of the disease leaves no doubt as to its being 

identical with the one under consideration. 
In his index of 1910, Saccardo (42, v. 19) lists both of the above 

species and thus recognizes two distinct fungi causing anthracnose 
of cucurbitaceous hosts in addition to Berkeley’s Gloeosporium 
orbiculare. 

In a comparative study of anthracnose fungi in 1898, Miss Stone- 
man (50, p. 88) cultured forms from watermelon and cucumber 
and concluded them to be identical. By similar tests, she found 
bean anthracnose to be quite distinct. She went further, how- 
ever, and described (50, p. 94) as a new species Volutella citrulli 
Stoneman, a form found on a citron fruit in the Ithaca market. 
According to her description, this fungus differed from Colletot- 
richum lagenarium in that dense raised stromata were formed on 
lesions and in certain cultural features. This is recognized as a 

species by Saccardo (42, v. 19) in his 1910 index. Since Colletot- 
richum lagenarium is known to occur on citrons, it seems quite possi- 
ble that the above may be identical with it. On the other hand, no 
inoculations were reported and this Volutella may have been a 
saprophyte. 

Evidence that Halsted was mistaken in assuming the identity of 
bean and cucurbit anthracnoses was secured by C. O. Smith (9, p. 28) 
and Sheldon (46) in 1904, by Edgerton (13) in 1909, and by Kriiger 
(28, pp. 246, 294) and Shear and Wood (45) in 1913 as a result of 
unsuccessful cross inoculations. 

In 1910 Potebnia (38, p. 82), in Russia, published his opinion that 
Colletotrichum oligochaetum Cav. and Gloeosporium lagenarium (Pass.) 
Sacc. and Roum. were the same species, the latter being the non- 
setose form. : 
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The presence or absence of setz in the acervuli has played a major 
role in the generic nomenclature of this fungus, since the presence 
of sete forms the basis for the distinction between Colletotrichum 
and Gloeosporium. Kriger, in the publication above quoted 
(28, p. 299), faces this question as a general theme for the two genera 
of fungi. Miss Stoneman (50) had previously noted the sudden 
appearance -of sete in cultures of Gloeosporium fructigenum, and 
Kriiger had also observed this phenomenon in his cultures of the 
above and other Gloeosporia. 

Frank (19) had noted occasional lack of setz in Colletotrichum 
lindemuthianum and Miss Stoneman had noted the same in cultures 
of three species, including Colletotrichum lagenarium. Potebnia 
(38) later noted the occasional lack of sete in some acervuli of the 
latter fungus. Kriiger (28, p. 299), working with the fungus of bean 
anthracnose, confirmed Frank’s observation and claimed to have 
developed at will setose and nonsetose strains. He found that the 
age of the culture and the nature and moisture content of the sub- 
stratum acted as controlling factors and concluded that the presence 
or absence of setz can not be depended upon as a decisive generic 
distinction in this group of fungi. Kriiger urges the necessity of 
some other basis of differentiation, such as cultural characters. 

Shear and Wood (45) in 1913 divided the anthracnoses of 45 hosts 
into five species, of which three are Glomerellae and two are Gloeo- 
sporia. Of the latter, one is G. lagenarium (Pass.) Sacc. and Roum. 
on watermelon, cucumber, and squash. In the whole group of 
fungi studied they noticed (45, p. 64) that there was great variation 
as to the presence, absence, and abundance of setz in cultures from 
the same host and evenfrom the same spore. They also noticed that 
there was variation in size, length, and septation of sete. In the 
form from cucumber they noted sete sometimes present in culture, 
and in the form from watermelon setz were abundant in lesions and 
in culture. Sets were sometimes present in squash lesiciis. 

Carsner! in 1914, using a strain isolated from a muskmelon fruit, 
found no sete present and was inclined to retain the name Gloeo- 
sporium. 

Eriksson (16, p. 125) studied the fungus causing the disease on 

greenhouse cucumbers in Sweden, found sete present, and as a result 
of a rather careful review of the literature retained Halsted’s name, 
Colletotrichum. 

To sum up the situation relative to the nomenclature of this fun- 
gus, we have difficulties arising from several sources: (1) Synonyms, 
of which Colletotrichum oligochaetum Cav. is an example. (2) Fungi of 
uncertain identity, such as Gloeosporium orbiculove Berk. and Volu- 
tella eitrulli Stoneman. (3) Halsted’s theory that the bean and cucur- 

1Carsner, E. Op. cit. 
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bit anthracnoses are caused by the same fungus. (4) The difficulty 
in. distinguishing the genera Colletotrichum and Gloeosporium on the 
basis of the presence or absence of setz. (5) The morphological 
similarity of conidial stages of all anthracnose fungi and the necessity 
of knowing the perfect stages in order to make specific distinctions. 
(6) The question as to the validity of species erected upon the basis 
of host relationships. 

The evidence that the bean and cucumber anthracnoses are not 
identical has been augmented by numerous observations and cross 
inoculations made in. the course of the present work, and there seems 
to be no further question as to the specific distinctness of the two. 
Several unsuccessful attempts have been made to cross inoculate 
with the causal organisms, and exposure of beans to natural infection 
has yielded only negative results. 

The fungus of cucurbit anthracnose shows quite constant and dis- 
tinctive cultural characters. The host relationships seem quite 
definite and check up with cultural and morphological characters. 
Upon the basis of host relationships as laid down by Edgerton (13), 
there seems to be no reason to doubt that there is one well-defined 
species of fungus causing the disease on the hosts listed. Since sete 
are present in all of the strains studied during the course of this work, 
it seems quite logical to retain until a perfect stage is discovered 
Halsted’s name Colletotrichum lagenarvum, with the understanding 
that it holds for only one of the two fungi to which Halsted applied 
it. If, however, not much importance is attached to the presence 
or absence of setz, the earlier name Gloeosporium lagenarvum (Pass.) 

Sacc. and Roum. may be retained. It appears to be purely a 
matter of arbitrary choice between the two names. 

SYNONOMY. 

Colletotrichum lagenarium (Pass.) Ell. and Hals., 1893,in Bul. Torrey Bot. Club, v. 20, 

p. 246-250; or 

Gloeosporium lagenartum (Pass.) Sacc. and Roum., 1880, in Rey. Mycol., année 2, 
p. 200-202. 
Fusarwum lagenarium Passerini, 1868, in Erbario Crittigamico Italiano, s. 2, no. 148. 

Gloeosporium reticulatum Roumeguére, 1880, in Rev. Mycol., année 2, p.169-172. 

Colletotrichum oligochaetum Cavara, 1889, in Rey. Mycol., année 11, p. 191. 

RELATIONSHIP UNCERTAIN. 

Gloeosporium orbiculare Berkeley, 1876. 

'Gloeosporium cucurbitarum Berkeley and Broome, 1882. 

Votutella citrulli Stoneman, 1898. 

MORPHOLOGY AND CULTURAL CHARACTERS. 

MORPHOLOGY. 

The morphology of this fungus has been described rather com- 
pletely by various workers, such as Roumeguére (41), Cavara :(8), 
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Halsted (23), Prillieux and Delacroix (39), Stoneman (50), Sheldon 

(46), Potebnia (88), Shear and Wood (45), and Eriksson (16).. 

Potebnia gives an especially good description. 
Mycelium.—The mycelial characters vary greatly with age and 

substratum. At first the mycelium is colorless, thin walled, septate, 
and quite uniformly cylindrical. Many of the cells later increase in 
diameter about threefold and tend to become thick walled and dark © 
brown in color, resembling intercalary chlamydospores. Oil drops 
are commonly present in old mycelium. In culture, the mycelium is 
first colorless, then pink, and finally black. In host tissue the pink 
coloration is sometimes seen, and the blackening is quite commonly 
produced in fruit lesions. The brown, thick-walled, large-celled 
mycelium occurs commonly in host tissue. 

Acervuli.—The mycelial filaments tend to aggregate at certain 
points, branch, intertwine, and send out a palisade layer of short 
colorless conidiophores. The extent of stromatal development pre- 
vious to sporulation varies greatly and is apparently greater in cul- 
ture than in host tissue. The color of this stromatic tissue 1s brown 
or black. . 

Setee.—Scattered about among the conidiophores are the long 2-3 
septate, brown, thick-walled bristles, or sete, varying in length 
from 90 to 120 w and tapering toward a blunt point. The sete may 
be much longer under certain conditions. The number in each 
acervulus varies greatly and is given as high as 24 to 36 by Potebnia. 
Spores.—From the tips of the conidiophores the spores are budded 

off apically, one at a time, and pile up in a pink slimy heap on top 
of the acervulus. The spores are embedded in a sticky water- | 
soluble matrix, and the heaps are often as high as the setz, the 
latter apparently serving as supports to hold the spore mass in 
place. The spores are one celled, hyaline, oblong or ovate-oblong, 
and slightly pointed at one end. Spores vary considerably in shape. 
Their size is about 13 to 19 by 4 to 6y. Usually two or three 

vacuoles are present. The spores are pink in mass. 
Sclerotial bodies.—These are usually the result of the further de- 

velopment of the stromata or bases of the acervuli, in which the 
whole mass becomes considerably enlarged and black in color. The 
size of these sclerotial masses varies greatly, as does also the degree 
of their development. Sclerotial masses are formed abundantly in 
culture and in fruit lesions. Sheldon (46) describes these in detail. 

In culture the spore mass may dry down and remain as part of the 
protruding sclerotium. In fruit lesions the spores are washed away 
and only the black stroma remains, forming the black spots in the 
fruit lesions previously described. 

Appressoria.—Normally, a germinating spore on a firm or hard 
substratum forms an appressorium at the tip of each germ tube or 
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branch thereof. The appressoria are brown, thick-walled, ovoid to 
spherical cells, in general appearance not unlike the intercalary 
chlamydospores of the mycelium. The analogy between these 
appressoria and chlamydospores is strikingly shown in cases where 
appressoria are formed in series, one apparently budding out to 
form another. The appressorium may taper slightly toward the 
point of attachment of the germ tube and may be flattened on the 
side in contact with the substratum. 
. A definite round germ pore is found in the center of the lower side of 
an appressorium from which leaf penetration has occurred. For all 
of the strains studied, the size and shape of the appressoria seem to 
be quite uniform. In a few cases appressoria have been observed 
to increase considerably in size and become two celled. 

CULTURAL CHARACTERS, 

Carsner! has described the cultural characters somewhat at 
length. No effort has been made in this work to compare the growth 
on different media. For general purposes a 24 per cent water agar 
containing 2 per cent of dextrose has proved very useful. Besides 
this, potato, bean, and apple-twig agar have been used. The fungus 
erows rapidly and is easily cultured. 

Isolation from diseased specimens was usually accomplished by 
first transferring spores from the acervuli to a drop of sterile water 
on a flamed slide. From this drop loop inoculations were made 
into tubes of melted agar. Plates were poured and transfers made 

from single colonies developing therein. Many of the strains were 
grown from a single spore. 
There is great variation among different strains in the amount of 

aerial growth, the extent of the blackening, and the abundance of 
sporulation. Cultural characteristics tend to change during pro- 
longed propagation, as has been noted in other anthracnose fungi by 
Edgerton (12, p. 393). The strains longest in culture seem to spor- 
ulate most abundantly. Sporulation can be readily secured by the 
use of sterilized segments of cucumber stems. 

In test-tube culture the mycelium is first white or colorless, later 
pink, and finally black. The aerial growth usually becomes pros- 
trate quite promptly. Acervuli appear first as black points and 
sporulation occurs within a week. The pink spore masses may be 
formed for several weeks. In old cultures the black sclerotial 

bodies are prominent on the surface and also scattered through the 
medium to some depth. General blackening of the mycelium may 
extend to some depth also. 
_— eee 

1Carsner, HE. Op. cit, 
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PHYSIOLOGY. 

Only preliminary work was done on the physiological phases of the 
problem, and since, as a rule, the tests were not made in duplicate, 
only a brief summary of the results will be presented. 

NUTRITION. xe 

In studying the nutrition of the fungus, use was made of a standard | 
nutrient solution containing molecular+8 ammonium nitrate, mo- 
lecular+20 potassium acid phosphate, molecular+50 magnesium 
sulphate, molecular~1,000,000 iron chlorid, and about 5 per cent 
sucrose. By substitutions within this formula, the effect of the 
omission of an element was determined. The fungus was grown in 
parallel series with Aspergillus niger in flasks containing about 50 
c. c. of the medium. Dry-weight yields were used as criteria. 

Using the full nutrient solution, it was found that in 24 days 
Colletotrichum produced only about one-twentieth as much dry- 
weight yield as did Aspergillus in 15 days, but after a much longer 
interval the yield of Colletotrichum was almost as great. No sporu- 
lation of the latter was secured and it was evident that a liquid 
medium was not well adapted to the development of Colletotrichum. 

As a result of substitutions in the formula it was found that car- 
bon, nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus were essential to the 
growth of Colletotrichum, while magnesium was needed in only very 
minute quantities. Sulphur and iron were not needed in excess of 
the amounts present as possible impurities. Colletotrichum seems 
to be less sensitive to a lack of magnesium and sulphur than Asper- 
gillus and more sensitive to a deficiency of potassium and phos- 
phorus. 

Substituting other annbokianates for sucrose, so that an equal 
amount of Cavan was present, it was found that Colletotrichum, 
unlike Aspergillus, uses cornstarch to exceptional advantage. The 
other carbon sources, listed in descending order of suitability, are 
inulin, maltose, dextrose and galactose, salicin, glycerol, and lactose. 
Sucrose should probably be ranked with the dextrose and galactose. 
For Aspergillus the order would be sucrose, inulin and maltose, dex- 
trose, cornstarch, galactose, tannin, glycerol, lactose, and salicin. 
Colletotrichum was unable to utilize tannin. 

Further proof of the preference of Colletotrichum for the more 
complex carbon compounds was afforded by its abundant develop- 
ment on xylan as a carbon source. Using xylan prepared from straw 
in place of sucrose in an amount such that only one-fourth as much 
carbon was available as in the full nutrient solution, a similar dry- 
weight yield of fungus mycelium was obtained. Xylan appears to 
be i ully as suitable a carbon source as cornstarch. 

| The tests relative to nutrition and the effect of copper sulphate were made vader, the direction, of. Prof. 

J. B. Overton and Dr, J, P, Bennett, of the University of Wisconsin. 
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Cellulose may also be utilized as a sole source of carbon. Pure 
cellulose jelly prepared from absorbent cotton and substituted for 
sucrose supported a growth of mycelium which yielded in several 
months a dry weight greater than that of the cellulose added. Fur- 
ther proof of the ability of Colletotrichum to dissolve cellulose was 
furnished by the clearing of the turbidity in an unslanted test tube 
of cellulose agar to a depth of 1 cm. beneath the colony. This sug- 
gests that a cellulose-dissolving enzym was secreted, which acted in 
advance of the mycelium. In a similar tube containing sucrose in 
addition to the cellulose, growth was more vigorous, but little or no 
visible disappearance of the cellulose was noted. This indicates that 
the presence of sucrose may have inhibited the utilization of cellu- 
lose. 

EFFECT OF COPPER SULPHATE. 

Using the full nutrient solution, the influence of very low concen- 
trations of copper sulphate upon the growth of Colletotrichum and 
Aspergillus was studied. Colletotrichum proved to be much more 
sensitive to copper sulphate. Whereas Aspergillus showed marked 
increase of yield in a concentration of molecular + 16,000, toxic effects 
in molecular + 1,000 and ability to grow in the presence of molecular - 
+250, Colletotrichum was only stimulated slightly, if at all, by con- 
centrations: of copper sulphate as low as molecular+128,000 and 
showed toxic effects in molecular+64,000 and total inhibition of 

growth in molecular +2,000. 

SPORE GERMINATION, 

In poured plates of agar at room temperature, spores germinate 
within five hours. In drops of distilled water on slides at room tem- 
perature, germination usually occurs within 24 hours, although this 
time varies greatly. In some cases abundant germination occurred 
within 10 hours and appressorium formation within 20 hours. In 
pipette-dropper inoculations of leaves in the greenhouse, it has been 
found that abundant appressorium formation occurred within 24 
hours. 

In general, germination is favored by the presence of some nutrient 
material and a 2 per cent dextrose solution or a prune decoction made 
by steaming 10 grams of prune flesh in 1,000 c. c. of distilled water 
has proved very useful. An abundant oxygen supply seems quite 
essential. Germination is more prompt about the edge of drops con- 
taining spores and is more vigorous in exposed drops than in Var 
Tieghem cells. 

To determine the effect of such factors as temperature, food supply, 
and aeration upon germination, a series of tests was run. ‘This con- 

sisted of a quadruplicate series of hanging drops in Van Tieghem: cells 
and exposed drops on flamed slides in prune decoction and-im dis- 

q 
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tilled water inoculated with spores and incubated at thirteen different 
temperatures between 3° and 31°C. secured in an Altmann compart- 
ment incubator and in other constant-temperature incubators. 
results are presented in Table IT. 

The 

Tas LE I1.—Relation of temperature, oxygen supply, and food supply to spore germination 
and appressorium formation of Colletotrichum lagenarium., 

{Abbreviations: ab = abundant, ap = appressoria, d = day or days, g = germination, gt = germ tubes, 
hr = hours, mar= marginal, num = numerous, pe = per cent, spo = sporulation, sw = swelling, tg = 
trace of germination.] 

) 

Distilled water. 

Tempera- 
ture (C.). 

Hanging drop. Exposed drop. 

DAM a ess0) UDG. foscssess LOG NONE se eee eee 
St eo) So ob essere oc scenceaee LO ds nOje == eee eee 

TKO fetes 10 d, no g; 19d, sw..| 5 d,no g; 7d,sw; 10 
d, a few budlike 
gt. 

Geitoul Ons sec sae rea ncc nies eee 3d,nog; 19d, bud- 
ding gt. 

11° to 12°...| 2d,sw; 10 d,nog...- 

12.5° to 14°. 

Te le 1d,no g; 2d,5 pcg; 
5 d, ap formed. 

Ee a es ie ye esc reremecae 

GP Tigi sel Aleta ede aeoae 

18° to 20°..-| 10 hr, 2 pe g; 1d, 10 
pe g; 3d, noap; 4 
d, ap num, 

DD Be 83 hr, 5 pe g; 1d.20 
pe g, gt slender, 
afew ap (mar); 2 
d, ap num. 

264° to 274°.| 10 hr, 20 pe g; 1d, 
30 pe g; 3d, a few 
long-stalked ap. 

30° to31°...| 9} hr, lateral bud- 
like gt; 20 hr, 40 
pe g; 3 d ex- 
tremely swollen 
budded spores or 
“involution 
forms’’; no ap. 

fy 8 5) 3 OS AR a SRY, <5 

2d, 10 pe g; 3d, ap 
ab;5d,80peg. . 

1d, 1 pe short slen- 
der gt; 2d, 10 pe 
g, ap present. 

1d, tg; 2d, 90 pe g, 
ap num (mar). 

9 hr, 1 spore germi- 
nating; 1d,5pceg, 
afew ap. 

1d, 20 pe g, ap pres- 
ent; 2 d, ap num 
(mar). 

10 hr, 1 spore germi- 
nating; 1 d, 5 to 
10 pe g, ap num 
(mar); 2 d, 10 
pe g. 

1d, ab g, ap pres- 
ent; 2d, ap num 
(mar). 

8 hr, 10 pe g,1d, 25 
pe g, ap (mar); 
2d,apnum, 

8 hr, tg; 1d, 5 pe g; 
4 d,50 peg; 5d,no 
ap. 

Prune decoction. 

Hanging drop. 

2 d, sw; 10 d, sw, 
no gt. 

1d, no g; 2d, swollen 
(septate); 7 d,.95 
pe same, 5 pe nor- 
mal g. 

2d, no g (cell found air 
tight); 5d, no g. 

1d,1peg; 2d, 5peg, 
long gt; 3 d, no ap; 
7 d, acervuli; 10 d, 
spo. 

11 hr, 2 spores germi- 
nating; 1 d, 1 pe g; 
2d, 3 pe g, ap pres- 
ent; 4 d, acervuli 
forming; 5 d, no 
spo. 

1d, 90 peg; 2d, noap; 
3d, ap num. 

1d, 90 pe g; 4 d, spo, 
no ap. 

10 hr, sw; 14d, 95 pe g; 
5d,noap; 7d, spo. 

9hr, sw; 20hr, 95 pe g; 
2d, extreme sw of 
spores and myce- 
lium; 3 d, no ap. 

Exposed drop. 

19 d, some swollen. 
7 d, sw; 19 d, a few 

short gt. 
1d, no g; 2d, tg; 5d, 
num short gt; 7 d, 
ap pe short budlike 
gt. 

1 d,no g;2d,3 peg; 
7 d, 90 pe g, short ee 

10 bh ae It Gly i Tr, tg; » i pe g, 
short gt; 2 d, 90 ae 
g; 3d, ap general. 

10 hr, tg; 1 d, 5 pe g; 
2d, a few ap; 10 d, 
acervuli spo. 

1 d, 20 pe g, gt robust; 
2d, 90 pe g, a few 
ap; 5 d, ap num, 
acervuli forming. 

9 hr, tg; 1 d,5 pe g,ap 
present (mar); 2 d, 
ap. num; 7 d, spo. 

9 hr, 1 pe gs) 1 d, 40 
pe g, ap present; 3 
d, ap num; 7 d, spo. 

9 hr, 3 pe g; 1d, 10 pe 
g, ap present (mar); 
3d, acervuli forming; - 
4 d, spo. 

8 hr, 10 pe g; 1d, 20 pe 
g; 2d, ap; 4d,spo. 

8hr, 10 to 20 pe g; 1d, 
75 pe g; 2d, ap pres- 
ent; 4d, spo. 

8 hr, 10 to 20 pe g; 1d, 
95 pe g, colonies visi- 
ble to unaided eye, 
no ap; 5d, no ap, no 
darkening. 

Nog. 

eee 

More vigorous germination was obtained in prune decoction than 
in water, and in either medium the exposed drops furnished better con- 
ditions for germination than the hanging drops. 
attributed to lack of aeration in the Van Tieghem cells, although, in 
preparing these, care was exercised not to have the vaseline seal con- 

At the rather high tempera- tinuous around the edge of the ring. 

The latter is 
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ture of 30° C. swollen “involution forms’? were produced in the 
Van Tieghem cells. 

The minimum temperature permitting germination was 4° C. in 
exposed drops of prune decoction, 7° in exposed drops of water, and 
14° in hanging drops in either medium. The optimum temperature 
for germination apparently lies between 22° and 27° C. Edgerton 
(14) found that the optimum temperature for mycelial growth was 
24° ©. It is of interest to note here that at temperatures of 20°, 
22°, and 27° C. the fungus in the exposed, drop of prune juice com- 
pleted its life cycle in four days with the production of sporulating 
acervuli. In the hanging drop of the same medium at 27° and in 
exposed drops at 16° C., seven days were required to complete the 
cycle. 

Germination is favored, therefore, by the presence of nutrient 
material, by a good oxygen supply or at least good aeration, and 
by temperatures of 22° to 27° C. 

APPRESSORIUM FORMATION. 

As to the factors influencing the formation of appressoria in general, 
De Bary (2) held that, in Sclerotinia, appressoria were the result of 
a contact stimulus, and his opinion was corroborated by Bisgen (7), 
who worked with several parasitic fungi. Halsted (24) found that 
appressoria were generally produced by Gloeosporium and Colletot- 
richum. American writers in general have called them secondary 

spores or chlamydospores (26). Hasselbring (26), working with the 
fungus of apple bitter-rot, found that appressoria were formed only 
as a result of a contact stimulus in a medium poor in food supply. 
Appressoria were never formed until the germ tube came into con- 
tact with the glass, and not even then when in a nutrient medium. 
He found also that the appressoria tended to adhere to the glass. 

In the course of this work some effort was made to throw further 

light on the factors controlling appressorium formation. In the 
germination tests mentioned above it was noted that the appres- 
soria were usually but not always formed in contact with the glass. 
They occurred in the hanging drops usually up against the glass 
and were not as abundant as in the exposed drops. Appressoria 
were formed just as commonly in the nutrient prune decoction as in 
the distilled water. 

It was noted that the formation of appressoria in exposed drops, as 
well as in hanging drops, occurred most readily about the margin 
of the drop. Furthermore, their formation in hanging drops of 
water was more general than in the hanging drops of prune decoction. 
In exposed drops of prune juice appressoria were formed at tempera- 
tures from 9° to 27° C.; in hanging drops, only between 17° and 20°. 
In exposed drops of water appressoria were formed between 12° and 
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27° C. and in hanging drops between 14° and 27°. In no case were 
any formed at the high temperature of 31°. The point to be noted 
here is limited appressorium formation in the hanging drops of the 
nutrient medium. 

To account for certain of these phenomena it seems quite reason- 
able to assume that a rather abundant oxygen supply is one of the 
essentials for appressorium formation. It is likely that the spores 
about the extreme edge of a drop would be better supplied with oxy- 
gen than those in the interior. Exposed drops have an abundant 
oxygen supply. In Van Tieghem cells, where the oxygen supply is 
limited, it is quite likely that the demand for oxygen would be greater 
and hence the supply more quickly used up in the nutrient medium | 
than in pure water, since more rapid growth occurs in the former. 

With this fungus, then, the presence of food material does not 
seem to inhibit appressorium formation. The contact stimulus is 
apparently necessary as a rule, and a hberal oxygen supply seems to 
be favorable to appressorium formation. The function of appressoria 
will be considered later in connection with the relation of the fungus 
to the host tissue. 

PATHOGENICITY. 

Whether or not we accept Edgerton’s (13) basis of species distinc- 
tion by host range, it is essential from the phytopathological stand- 
point to know the exact host range of this fungus. 

Under general field conditions the disease has been observed com- 
“monly on cucumbers, watermelons, muskmelons, and Lagenaria’ 
gourds. Experimental evidence of the identity of the fungus in 
these cases is furnished by the cross inoculations made by Sheldon 
(46), who secured infection of cucumber, watermelon, muskmelon, 
and gourd plants with a strain isolated from watermelon, and by 
Carsner,' who secured infection of cucumber plants with a strain 
from muskmelon. 

During the course of this work, successful cross inoculations have 
been made from watermelon to cucumber, from cucumber to water- 
melon and muskmelon, and from muskmelon to cucumber. Leaf 
infection of vigorous plants was secured in all cases. Using the fun- 
gus from cucumber, successful cross inoculations have been made in’ 
the field upon eight varieties of muskmelon, upon Oucumis anguria, 
C. melo var. flecuosus, C. melo var. dudaim and C. dipsaceus, and upon 
Trichosanthes colubrina and Benincasa cerifera. In these inoculations 
a spore suspension was applied with an atomizer. Out of three series 
made upon about 40 varieties on August 4, 10, and 13, 1916, suc- 
cess was obtained only in the inoculations of August 13. 

Out of a large variety of cucurbits exposed to natural infection by 
drainage water under conditions which practically precluded the pos- 

1Carsner, E. Op. cit. 
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sibility of confusion with infection from any source other than badly 
diseased cucumbers, the list of hosts is increased by the addition of 
several varieties of cucumber, two varieties of muskmelon, citron, 
seven Lagenaria gourds, and Cucumis anguria var. grossulariae. HKx- 
posure to natural infection in an experimental field at Plymouth, ~ 
Ind., in 1916 adds to this list of hosts Momordica balsamina and M. 

Ric. 
Repeated attempts to inoculate 6 varieties of squash, 2 varieties 

of pumpkin, and 12 varieties of Cucurbita gourds yielded only nega- 
tive results, as did also attempts to inoculate Hchinocystis lobata, 
Bryonopsis laciniosa, 3 Momordica species, and a species of Luffa. 

To determine just how the fungus might react toward squash, 
drops of a spore suspension were placed on the leaves of a squash 
plant in the greenhouse. Except for a slightly yellowed area on one 
old leaf no lesions developed. Microscopic examination of material 
from this yellowed area, fixed according to methods to be described 
later, showed that the fungus had penetrated the epidermal cells but 
had gone no farther. 

Exposure to the same epidemic of natural infection above noted 
gave negative results in the following: Early Russian cucumber, 
Giant Pera cucumber, pumpkins (2 varieties), squash (6 varieties), 
Bryonopsis lacimosa, Luffa sp., and 16 varieties of Cucurbita gourds. 
Using cultures from watermelon, Sheldon (46) was unable to infect 
squash, pumpkin, and wax-bean plants. Edgerton (12) and Tauben- 
haus (51) were unable to infect apple fruits. The latter also secured 
no infection of sweet-pea plants. In the present investigation no 
success was obtained in an attempt to infect apple fruits. Inocula- 
tions on five varieties of beans in the field gave negative results, as 
did also exposure of these varieties to natural infection dione an 
entire season. 

Following is a list of susceptible host varieties as noted during 
the course of this investigation: 

Cucumbers.—Heinz Chicago Pickling, Nichols’ Medium Green, Thorburn’s Klon- 
dike White Spine, Japanese Climbing, Lemon, Boston, Jersey, Arlington, Milwau- 
kee, Livingston, Emerald, Davis Perfect, Improved Long Green, Early Fortune, 
Telegraph, Vaughan’s Prolific, Carter Model. 

Muskmelons.—Banquet, Long Yellow, Shumway Giant, Orange Christiana, Hy- 
brid Casaba, Hackensack, Rocky Ford, Winter Pineapple; Banana, Mango. 

Watermelons.—Watson, Pierson, Red-Seed Citron. 
Lagenaria gourds.—Bottle, Dishcloth, Knob Kerrie, Dipper, Hercules Club, Sugar 

Trough, Calabash. 

Other cucurbits.—Cucumis anguria, C. anguria var. grossulariae (fruit only), C. 
dipsaceus, C. melo var. flecuosus, C. melo var. dudaim, Trichosanthes colubrina, 

Benincasa cerifera. Reported on Momordica balsamina and M. charantia. 
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RELATION TO OTHER ANTHRACNOSE FUNGI. 

Upon the basis of Edgerton’s theory of species determination by 
host range, it is of interest to note the reaction of anthracnose fungj 
from other than cucurbitaceous hosts to the latter. Using the fungus 
‘from bean Frank (19) failed to infect a cucumber fruit and C. O. 

Smith (9) secured no infection of plants in the cases of cucumber, 
pumpkin, squash, muskmelon, and watermelon. Likewise, Edger- 
ton (13) was unable to obtain infection with the bean fungus upon 
cucumber plants and fruit, and Kriger (28, p. 246, 294) was unable 
to infect cucumbers with the fungus from bean. Shear and Wood (45) 
were also unsuccessful in their inoculations of watermelon, squash, 
and pumpkin fruits with the bean fungus, but were successful in 
their inoculations of the fruits of watermelon, squash, and pumpkin 
with the anthracnose fungus from grapes and also in their inocula- 
tions of watermelon and pumpkin fruits with the fungus from guava. 
Halsted (23) secured infection of a citron fruit with the fungus from 

bean. 
It will be noted that in no case did the anthracnose fungus from 

another host infect cucurbitaceous plants. In cases of fruit infection 
it must be borne in mind that the fruit to some extent resembles a 
nonliving substratum and that successful fruit infection is not oe of 
active parasitism. 

In the course of the present work, aionniner inoculations of cucum- © 
ber plants in the field with spore suspensions from cultures of bean, 
cotton, banana, and fig anthracnoses yielded only negative results. 

There seems to be no positive evidence that fungi causing anthrac- 
nose of hosts other than cucurbits are physiologically identical with 
the form under consideration, and, as was noted in.the consideration 

of the pathogenicity of Colletotrichum lagenarvum, this fungus causes 
anthracnose of cucurbits only. 

RELATION OF THE FUNGUS TO THE HOST TISSUE. 

Concerning the relation of the fungus to the host tissue, attention 
has been chiefly focused upon the mode of penetration of the host 
epidermis and the effect of the advancmg mycelium upon the host 
cells. 

PENETRATION. 

-To determine the method of host penetration, drops of spore sus- 
pensions were placed in ink circles on leaves of cucumber plants in 
the greenhouse, and at intervals thereafter these inoculated leaf areas 
were cut out with scissors, fixed in 10 per cent HCl, and cleared by 
storing in a saturated solution of chloral hydrate. This was followed 
by clearing in 3 per cent KOH, and in some cases staining in Dela- 
field’s hematoxylin. Glycerin mounts were made and the surface of 
the epidermis was carefully examined under the microscope. 
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As a result of the examination of a considerable number of these 
preparations, it was found that within 24 hours after inoculation 
appressoria had been formed in abundance, usually one to each spore, 
sessile, or on short germ tubes. These were particularly numerous 

Fie. 1.—Surface view of a portion of a cucumber-leaf epidermal cell, showing appressoria and penetration 
tubes, six days after inoculation. In five instances the empty spore case is shown lying near the 
appressorium. The circular germ pores can be seen in the appressoria. Two appressoria (upper right) 

have formed short penetration tubes. Another has produced considerable mycelial growth within the 
host cell. (Camera-lucida drawing; magnified about 395 times. ) 

in the vein depressions and in the depressions bounding the epidermal 
cells. No signs of host penetration were found in this material or in 
material fixed 44 hours after moculation. 

In leaf areas fixed 65 hours after moculation, penetration tubes 
were commonly visible within the epidermal cells underneath the 

appressoria and a 
small round pore 
was visible in the 
wall of the appres- 
sorium next to the 
host cuticle (fig. 1). 
Hasselbring noted 
similar pores in the 
appressoria of the 
apple bitter-rot 
fungus. In mate- 
rial fixed 121 hours 

Fig. 2.—Surface view of epidermal cells of a cucumber leaf, showing intra- after inoculation, 
cellular mycelium from three appressoria, six days after inoculation. when macroscopic 
(Camera-lucida drawing.) symp toms were 

already apparent, the penetration tubes were found under a large 
percentage of the appressoria, and in many cases considerable 
mycelium was found in the epidermal cells underneath (fig. 2). 

69806°—18—Bull. 7274 
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Incipient and advanced stages of penetration, as seen in surface 
view, are illustrated in figure 1. The appressoria are seen to be 
quite uniform in size, shape, and size and shape of germ pore. AI- 

though this material was subjected to several hours’ washing in 
running water, the appressoria remained adherent to the cuticle. 
From a study of these preparations it appears that penetration 
never occurs except from an appressorium and that penetration 
occurs directly through the cuticle. From this, it seems safe to con- 
clude that the appressoria have a definite function in connection 
with host penetration. No cases of stomatal entrance were found. 
A case was found in which a spore lying directly over a stomatal 
opening formed an appressorium at one side. 

To better understand the mode of penetration, material similar to 
that above described was fixed in 10 per cent HCl, acetic alcohol, or 
Gilson’s fixative, embedded, sectioned, and stained in the triple 
stain or Haidenhain’s iron alum hematoxylin. Numerous penetra- 
tions were found in sections from fixations made 65 and 121 hours 

Fic. 3.—Cross section of leaf epidermis, showing Fic. 4.—Cross section of the outer wall of a 
penetration of epidermal cell from an appres- leaf epidermal cell, showing an incipient 
sorium, 65 hours after inoculation. The tip of stage of penetration from an appressorium, 

the penetration tubeisswollen. (Camera-lucida 65hours after inoculation. (Camera-lucida 
drawing; magnified about 575 times.) drawing; magnified about 1,300 times.) 

after inoculation, and types are illustrated in figures 3 and 4. The 
latter represents an incipient stage. Here, again, it is seen that 
direct penetration of the cuticle and outer wall takes place. Stomatal 
entry does not occur. In one case (fig. 5) an appressorium has been 
formed in the stomatal pore and penetration of a guard cell has fol- 
lowed, rather than a direct invasion of the substomatal chamber. 
In figure 6, showing an apparent stomatal penetration, close exam- 
ination reveals that the lower guard cell was pierced by the penetra- 
tion tube, which then emerged into the substomatal chamber. 

Appressoria may be distinctly flattened on the side next to the 
cuticle (fig. 6), and all are in very close contact with the latter. The 
penetration tube varies in shape, but is usually more or less club 
shaped, owing to the fact that it becomes swollen after gaining 
access to the lumen of the cell (fig. 3). In figure 7 it is quite evident 
that the contents of the appressorium have entered the penetration 
tube. In no case has it been possible to trace the course of the 
penetration tube through the cuticle and underlying wall layers. 
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In some cases of delayed or, perhaps, inhibited penetration, there is 
a swelling and: change of staining reaction of the cell wall under the 
appressorium, characterized 
by retention of the safranin 
in the triple stain (fig. 8). 

The mode of fruit penetra- 
tion appears to be somewhat 
similar. Sections from fixa- 
tions made two weeks after 
inoculation show numerous 

Fic. 6.—Cross section of leaf epidermis and pan- 
sade tissue, showing penetration of a stomatal 

guard cell from an appressorium, emergence of 

Fic. 5.—Cross section through astoma, show- penetration tube into substomatal chamber, and 

ing an appressorium formed directly with- indentation of palisade cell by the swollen tip of 

in the stomatal pore. Penetration of a the tube. The wallof the palisade cell is swollen 
guard cell has occurred, 65 hours after in- and retains safranin in the area in contact with 

oculation. (Camera-lucida drawing; mag- the fungus; 65 hours after inoculation. (Cameras 

nified about 1,300 times.) lucida drawing; magnified about 570 times.) 

examples of direct penetration of the cuticle and thick outer 
wall, but no cases of subsequent mycelial development. In view 
of this fact, it seems likely that these are abortive or inhibited 
penetrations. Fruit penetration is illustrated in figure 9. Here 

the penetration tube is not 
as clearly distinguishable as 
in the leaf sections, and onty 
the swollen tip is to be seen. 
There is indication of a 
splitting apart of the wall 
layers in some cases, and all 
cases are characterized by 
a marked retention of the 
safranin in the inner wall 

Fic. 7.—Cross section of leaf epidermis, showing penetration 

of an epidermal cell, 121 hours after inoculation. The con- layer under the appresso- 
tents of the appressorium have apparently passed into the yjym (fig. 9) f 

penetration tube. Mycelial growth has begun from the - 

swollen tip of the latter. Division of the host nucleus has The exact method of 
occurred as a result of the fungous invasion. (Camera- cuticle penetration is not 

lucida drawing; magnified about 615 times.) : 
yet understood. It is not 

known whether the penetration of the cuticle proper is due to 
mechanical pressure alone, as Blackman and Welsford (6) find in 
Botrytis, or whether there is some softening in advance of actual 
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entry, or, at least, in conjunction with it, as De Bary (2), Biisgen 
(7), and Miyoshi (30) have concluded for certain parasitic fungi. 
There is no evidence of a cavity in the cell wall, indicating dis- 
tinct solvent action, such as Hasselbring 
found in the barberry (26). Nor was 
any indentation and rupture of the cu- 
ticle discovered, such as Blackman and 
Welsford describe. However, the germ 
pore is very small, and swelling of the 
contents of the appressorium could ex- 
ert considerable pressure on the cuti- 
cle at that 

point lying 

neath the ~ 
germ pore. 

directly be- 

Fic. 9.—Cross section of the up- 

per end of a cucumber-fruit 

This is sugo- Fic. 8.—Cross section of the outer wall epidermal cell, showing pene- 

= of a leaf epidermal cell, showing trationfrom an appressorium, 

ges ted in swelling under an appressorium ac- two weeks after inoculation. 
fi gure 1 0, companied by retention of safranin Retention of the safranin stain 

; stain, 65 hours after inoculation. No is shown in the inner wall 
acase 1n penetration tubeis visible. (Camera- layer under the appressorium. 
whic hi h e lucida drawing; magnified about 1,300 (Camera-lucida drawing; mag- 

times.) nified about 540 times.) 
appresso- 

rium has apparently forced itself loose. In figure 6 the palisade 
cell wall is clearly seen to be indented by the pressure of the 
hyphal tip. On the other hand, the swelling of the wall under an 
apparently unbroken cuticle has been noted (fig. 8), and swelling of 

an area of the palisade cell wall about the point 
in contact with the fungus is also evident in 
ficure 6. 

To summarize, penetration takes place di- 
rectly through the cuticle from appressoria in 
close contact with the latter and provided with 

Fic, 10.—Cross section of the g small round germ pore. The exact method 
outer wall of a leaf epidermal ; 3 : 
cell, showing an appressorium Of cuticle penetration has not been determined. 
apparently forced off by pres- 

sure exerted by the penetration EFFECT ON INVADED CELLS. 

tube, 121 hours after inocula- 

tion. (Camera-lucidadrawing; = [Tn the leaf sections from material fixed 121 
magnified about 1,300 times. ) 5 é ie Be : 

hours after inoculation incipient lesions are 
found to be characterized by marked shrinkage and collapse of the 
epidermal and palisade cells. These cells stain deeply with the hema- 
toxylin. The mycelium is almost entirely intracellular (fig. 11). In 
some cases the appressorium from which infection occurred is still to 
be seen (fig. 11). In sections of a stem lesion collapse of the collen- 
chyma cells is plainly visible. In razor sections of diseased stems and 
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petioles the intracellular mycelium about ‘the advancing edges of the 
lesion is easily seen without staining. 

As to the effect on host cells besides the shrinkage and the staining 
reaction above noted, there appears to be an enlargement of the host 
nucleus, often followed by its division (figs. 6 and 7) and in some 
cases by cell division (fig. 11). In cucumber-stem lesions there seems 
to be a tendency toward callus formation. 

To sum up, it may be said that the mycelium is intracellular and 
that shrinkage and collapse of the invaded host cells occur. There 
are indications of a stimulus to cell division. 

LIFE HISTORY OF THE CAUSAL ORGANISM IN RELATION TO THE DISEASE. 

SEASONAL DEVELOPMENT. 

Previous observations indicate that anthracnose is a disease 
which becomes serious only rather late in the growing season of its 
host. Observations made 
during the course of this 
work lead to the same con- 
clusion. This appears to be 
due to the mode of origin 
of the disease in rather iso- 
lated and restricted cen- 
ters in each field, from 
which subsequent spread, 
dependent upon heavy 
rains, is rather slow until 
a considerable reservoir of 
infection has developed. 

The strict relation of €Pl- Fig. 11.—Cross section of a leaf lesion 121 hours after inocula- 
demics of this disease to tion. Appressoriumshown. Mycelium intracellular. The 

5 division of invaded palisade cells and collapse of epidermal 

wet weather is well r €COZ- and palisade cells are visible. (Camera-lucida drawing; 

nized in-the literature (41, ™2guified about 570 times.) 

43, 44), and the importance of climatic conditions can not be over- 

estimated. 
DEVELOPMENT IN 1915. 

Observations upon the disease as it occurs among cucumbers were 
made during the summers of 1915, 1916, and 1917. The summer 
of 1915 was cool with frequent and abundant rainfall. At Prince- 
ton, Wis., the disease was first noted in a 2-acre experimental field 
on July 14. This infection was confined to lesions on the first and 

_ second leaves of two adjacent plants planted seven weeks previously. 
The next day the disease was found in a neighboring private field. 
By July 20 several centers of anthracnose were noted in the latter 
field. On July 21 anthracnose was found in another private field 
in town. 
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On July 26 a second center was found in the experimental field 
with secondary infection present. The rains of July 17, 19, and 21 
probably account for this secondary infection, as well as that noted 
about the centers in the neighboring private field. An imspection 
of all of the 217 plats in the experimental field on July 28 resulted 
in the discovery of the disease in only two other plats. One week 
later scattered anthracnose lesions were noted in five more plats. 
It is of interest to note that up to this time all the anthracnose infec- 
tion in this field was confined to one area consisting of 15 adjacent 
plats. 
A careful inspection of all the plats on August 9 and 10 revealed 

anthracnose in five more plats in the area mentioned above and 
tertiary infection was noted about the old centers. Due probably 
to the rains of August 1 to 5, there followed a very rapid spread of the 
disease. An inspection of the field on August 17 and 18 revealed 
anthracnose in 45 plats outside of the diseased areas already alluded 
to. In two of these cases the infection was in apparent original 
centers. ‘Thus, the most rapid spread in 1915 seems to have occurred 
prior to the middle of August, and it will be remembered that wet 
weather prevailed the first five days of that month. A frost killed 
the vines on August 28. 

DEVELOPMENT IN 1916. 

In the summer of 1916 the cucumber experimental work was lo- 
cated at Madison. With five rather scattered experimental fields, 
numerous small garden patches, and twa private fields under con- 
stant observation during the early part of the summer, anthracnose 
was found only in the five experimental fields. | 
A diagram showing the weather conditions during this season is 

presented (fig. 12), to which reference may be made in connection with 
the discussion of the progress of the disease. 

The disease was first noted on July 19, in field 1, planted five 
weeks previously. This center consisted of infection on two adjacent 
plants. As in 1915 the first infection was not found until after the 
rows had been thinned. All of the lesions were less than 1 cm. in 
diameter. On July 20 another center of two infected plants was 
found in field 1, and three centers of infection were found in field 2. 
On July 21 a third center was found in field 1 and a center was found 
in field 3. On July 22 anthracnose was found on one plant in 
field 4 and a center of two infected plants was found in field 5. 

Rather thorough inspection of fields 1 and 2 made on July 26 and 
27 revealed 12 additional centers in field 1 and two in field 2. On 
August 1 eight more centers were found in field 2 and the following - 
day five more were found in field 1. The relation of this rather. sud- 
den increase in the number of new centers of infection to weather 
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conditions is not clear, unless the rains of July 12, 16, and 19 served 
to render conspicuous the incipient centers already existent. 
We have then, on August 1, 20 centers in field 1 and 13 in field 2, 

none of which were showing much secondary infection. The further 
observation of anthracnose occurrence in fields 3, 4, and 5 was inter- 
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Fic. 12.—Diagram showing the weather conditions at Madison, Wis., during the summer of 1916. The 
curverepresents the daily mean temperatures; the dotted line, the approximate optimum for the fungus; 

the black columns, the rainfall. 

fered with by the removal of plants in connection with a mosaic con- 
trol experiment. The data presented above, as well as results that 
were obtained later on these fields, are summarized in Table III. 

Tasie IIl.—Anthracnose in fields at Madison, Wis., in 1916. 

Progress of disease. 

: Date 

Field. eee Number Number Number 
c Date. of Date. of Date. of 

centers. centers. centers. 

INOs ess speek sesendos sae ueaeaaas July 19 | July 27 15 | Aug. 3 20 | Aug. 15 46 
INO eRe act ae <A SER Rate July 20 |...do..... 5 | Aug. 1 13 | Aug. 14 30 
IN@s Bosca ae SSE OGR A tee eee aaa aee July 21 | July 21 1| July 26 5 | Aug. 11 12 
ING ees AS oe ge Bs July 22 | July 22 Te Re ef ener tae ea Aug. 18 |- - 6 
ING: Do sasecdbee seca eaeeeeeneeae Oss PAO ness aa escalates eee OO s5¢ 10 
IN@s [O30 S 3) See eee eee ae Aug. 24 | Aug. 24 I eee Er a a Aug. 30 2 

The slowness of spread of the disease up to the first week in August 
may be in part explained by the extremely hot, dry weather of Jiri 
with no heavy rains after July 20. Reference to the weather chart 
will show that the daily mean temperatures during the latter part of 
July were well above the optimum (75° F.) for this fungus. Edger- 

_— 
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ton (14) finds the summer heat of Louisiana inhibiting bean anthrac- 
nose, and a similar situation may have existed in the case under 
consideration. i 

Very heavy rainfall on August 3, 4, and 5 was followed by a marked 

spread of the disease in fields 1 and 2. A rather careful inspection 
of field 1 on August 15 disclosed about 26 more or less distinct addi- 
tional centers of infection, accompanied by rather widely scattered 
secondary infection in many cases. A similar situation obtained in 
field 2, and careful inspections on August 11 and 14 yielded a total 
of about 30 centers of infection, around most of which there was 
extensive secondary infection. This tended to extend farthest in 
the direction of the slope of the land and will be referred to later 
in connection with the consideration of water dissemination. On 
August 17 the disease was generally distributed in field 3 among the 
plants which had not been removed, especially at the lower corner 
of the field. A small private patch adjacent to this corner and hith- 
erto undiseased, which received much of the drainage from field 3, 
also showed much infection of uniform age about this time. In field 
4, occupying a very gentle slope, the disease did not become preva- 
lent. By August 18 there were 10 centers in field 5 from which con- 
siderable spread had occurred, notably in the direction of the slope. 
Since an incubation period of a week or more is quite normal in the 
field, this first general spread of the disease seems to be closely asso- 
ciated with the period of abundant rainfall above mentioned. 

During the week after August 18 the destructive effect of the 
disease became very apparent; the centers of infection were character- 
ized by the death of the older diseased leaves and the rapid blighting of 
those near by. New centers of infection were found among the plant- 
ings of cucurbit varieties. Somenew infection, due perhaps to the light 
rain of August 10, also appeared, but nowhere in such abundance as 
the infection which followed the heavy showers of the first of the 
month. Here it should be noted that, following this rain, the daily 
mean temperatures were quite low for five days. Occasional incipient 
lesions appearing within the infected areas previous to the rain of 
August 26 indicate that rain is not essential to infection. An hypoth- 
esis to account for the latter phenomenon is that, while rain is essen- 
tial to the actual dissemination of the spores, germination and infec- 
tion may occur later in the heavy dew which is formed during clear 
nights in August. 

No anthracnose appeared in field 19, occupying level muck soil, 
until August 24, and it then remained confined to two small centers. 
In fields 9 and 10, belonging to private growers, no anthracnose 
appeared during this season. 

Observations of August 21 to 31 made upon fields 1 and 2 showed 
that, as a rule, no marked extension of the areas of infection had 
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occurred since that resulting from the heavy rains of the first week 
in the month. The light showers of August 26 seemed to result in 
very little new infection, due possibly to the low temperatures follow- 
ing this rain. 

Infection was sufficiently distributed and abundant, however, to 

serve as ample source for a general spread of the disease in fields 1 and 
2 following the heavy rains of September 4 to 7. A general epiphy- 
totic became evident on September 12 and 13, the lesions being more or 
less of a uniform age. In field 1 the disease was not only prevalent in 
practically all of the plats, but the cucurbit varieties and a series of 
interplanted cucumber seedlings, all at the foot of the general slope of 
the field, became generally diseased, quite evidently as a result of 
surface-drainage infection. . While the frost of September 15 killed 
the vines, anthracnose was prevalent on the remaining cucumber fruits 
of all sizes, as well as upon the fruits of the susceptible cucurbit 
varieties, and on these fruits the disease persisted and even spread 
consistently during the remainder of the month. 

It is to be noted that the disease first appeared, as in 1915, near the 
middle of July and that there were two periods of extensive spread 
following the two periods of heavy rainfall. There also seems to bea 
rather noticeable temperature correlation, since marked spread of the 
disease did not result from the rains followed by excessively high or 
rather low temperatures. Owing to the lateness of a killing frost, 
the latter of the two periods of spread above mentioned developed 
into a genuine epiphytotic, thus demonstrating the potential de- 
structiveness of this disease. 

DEVELOPMENT IN 1917. 

Observations made during June, 1917, in the watermelon regions of 
the South indicate that here again the weather plays an important 
role and that in general anthracnose becomes widespread only late in 
the growing season of the crop. Original centers were found in the 
fields where fruits were only one-third grown, and in some fields infec- 
tion was still limited to original centers when the fruits were mature. 
In Georgia, where drought had prevailed, anthracnose was not yet 
prevalent in the fields, but later, in Florida, after the rainy season 
had begun, anthracnose was found quite prevalent in the commercial 
fields, from which shipping had almost ceased, and especially in the 
immature seed crop. 

At Norfolk, Va., the first week in July, the disease was found in the 
‘‘original-center” stage in field cucumbers, while it had become 
widespread and destructive in some of the coldframe beds. 

In 1917 at Madison, Wis., six cucumber fields were under constant 
observation. ‘This summer was characterized by frequent rains and, 
except for the last half of July, rather low temperatures. Light rains 

69806°—18—Bull. 727. 3) 
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during the early part of July and a heavy rain on July 22, followed 
by temperatures favorable to this fungus, should have induced an 
early development of anthracnose. Although there were frequent 
rains during the remainder of the season, all daily mean temperatures 
remained well below 75° F., the optimum for the anthracnose fungus. 
The mean monthly temperature for August was 67° F., and for the 
first week of September, 63° F. 

Anthracnose was first found on July 27 in field 1 and consisted at 
that time of eight infected plants scattered through four rows. On 
August 1 there was considerable anthracnose in 12 rows in the north- 
west corner of the field, in 3 rows in the southeast corner, and in a 
detached block at the southwest corner. This infection did not 
appear in typical original centers, but rather as scattered and com- 
paratively recently infected plants. On August 13 anthracnose was 
found in a total of 28 rows scattered through the field, but was in no 
case serious. Inspections made August 25 and September 8 showed 
that no extensive spread had occurred. This can not be attributed 
to lack of rain and is probably due to the low daily mean tempera- 
tures prevailing after the end of July, as noted above. 

In the other fields no anthracnose was found except in the Isom 
field, and there not until August 13, when old lesions were noted on. 
the old leaves of two adjacent plants. On September 8 an additional 
original center from which very little spread had occurred was found. 
Why these were so late in developing is not understood. 

LOCAL DISSEMINATION BY WATER AND OTHER AGENCIES. 

Consideration of the subject of dissemination falls very naturally 
into two general categories: One, the mode of spread of the disease 
in the field durimg the growing season; the other, the manner in 
which the disease is first introduced into new fields (21). The former 

may conveniently be considered as local dissemination. 

SPATTERING ACTION OF RAIN. 

That water is essential to the separation and dispersal of the spores 
of this type of fungus is generally recognized. Since the spores tend 
to remain in masses adherent to the acervuli until their matrix is 
dissolved by water, the importance of the latter as a prerequisite for 
spore dispersal is quite evident. But the mechanical action of rain 
is more important. 

The appearance of so-called centers in fields has been mentioned. 
The gradual enlargement of these foci of infection and the spread 
therefrom is the phase with which we are now concerned. Some of 
the experimental work on water dissemination has been previously 
reported (21). 

Observations made in the Madison fields in 1916 showed that an 
enlargement of old centers of infection in all directions was to be 
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noted within five to seven days after each rain. A new “crop” of 
young lesions of uniform age, many within the old infected area in 
the row, many out around its periphery, appeared after each period 
of rainy weather. As these centers thus increased in size they ex- 
tended not only along the row on either side but also across into 
neighboring rows and up hill as well as down. On the other hand, 
after a period of dry weather very little new infection was to be 
found. While this type of gradual spread of the disease may occur 
during light rains, it is, of course, more marked after heavy rains. 

Considerable observational evidence relative to this question has 
been accumulated. In Princeton in 1915 abundant incipient infec- 
tion was noted about old centers on July 26, probably as a result of 
the rains of July 17, 19, and 21. By August 9 and 10 a second crop 
of incipient lesions appeared, quite evidently as a result of the rains 
of August 1 to 5. 

In 1916 an examination of the anthracnose centers in field 2 after 
a period of 10 days of dry weather revealed little or no incipient 
infection on new growth and only a few incipient lesions on old leaves. 
The latter may well be attributed to delayed germination or the 
penetration of spores actually disseminated during the earlier rains. 
Observations made in this field on-August 8, 11, and 14 revealed 
abundant new infection as a result of the rains of August 3, 4, and 5. 

It is commonly held that this type of spatter infection takes place 
by the actual spattering of the spores from diseased to healthy leaves. 
The agency of the soil as an intervening depository has not been 
emphasized. It seems quite likely that much of this spatter infec- 
tion is accomplished by spores first washed to the soil in great num- 
bers and thence splashed on to neighboring leaves. 

To determine the validity of this hypothesis, a test was made of 
the soil under diseased leaves in field 2 five days after a light rain 
of August 10, 1916. Two grams of the soil was shaken up in 99 
c.c. of sterile water and 1 c.c. of this suspension was transferred to a 
second 99 c. c. of sterile water. From the latter dilution 1 c. c. and 
fractions thereof were taken as inoculum for poured plates in water 
agar plus 2 per cent dextrose. Two soil samples were thus tested 
with five plates each. No colonies of the anthracnose fungus ap- 
peared. ; 

On August 26, while the soil was still wet from a rain of 0.31 inch, 
two more soil samples were collected under diseased foliage and in 
a small drainage channel in field 2. Dilution plates were poured as 
above, four from each sample. In each set of plates six colonies 
of this fungus were identified. This indicated, according to the 
dilutions used, a spore content of 15,937 per gram of wet soil in 
one sample and of 60,000 per gram in the other. 
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To further test the possibility of leaf infection from soil, a large 
sample of soil was collected from anthracnose centers in field 2 on 
August 14, 1916, four days after a rain. Under healthy runners 
in each of eight locations in four plats in field 1, 4 tablespoonfuls of 
this soil were sprinkled. In an examination of these runners on 
August 31 infection was found in one ¢ase consisting of lesions on six 
leaves, abundant on three. In this instance the soil inoculum had 

been sprinkled upon the leaves and then shaken off, while in all 
the other tests an effort was made not to sprinkle the So on the 
leaves. 

These tests prove that the spores of this fungus are abundant 
in the soil under diseased plants immediately after a rain and are 
viable even four days later. The common occurrence of anthracnose 
lesions on the lower side of a watermelon fruit in the field indicates 
infection from spores in the soil or in drainage water. 
With regard to the spattering of spores upon healthy leaves, two 

tests were Se Within two hours after a heavy rain, September 5, 
1916, an undiseased leaf was taken from field 2 near istadh leaves 
and the blade washed in 200 c. c. of sterile water. From the five 
dilution plates poured from this wash water, one colony of anthrac- 
nose was isolated. This indicated, according to the quantity of 
wash water represented, that there were 96 spores on the leaf lamina. 
A similar test made with an undiseased seedling within 1 foot of 
diseased leaves yielded negative results. The isolation of the fungus 
from an undiseased leaf proves that the even were present on the 
leaf surface after a rain. 

During both seasons of 1915 and 1916 anthracnose. occurred 
on plants under cheesecloth cages which eliminated both insects 
and pickers as agents of diegerna on Since these plants were 
very evidently not original centers of infection, the entrance of the 
fungus can be attributed only to water splashing through the cloth 
or, more likely, washing under the cages. 
Among watermelons in the field, cases have been noted in which 

the fruit lesions were arranged in vertical rows in such a way as to 
indicate beyond a doubt drip infection from overhanging diseased 
leaves. 

ARTIFICIAL WATERING. 

Another line of evidence relative to the local spread of the disease 
by the spattering of water is furnished by the severity of anthrac- 
nose as noted among certain of the fields of cucumbers in coldframes 
at Norfolk, Va.,in 1917. Here, daily watering by an overhead sys- 
tem was practiced, and this may explain in part the advanced 
development of the disease in these fields as compared with its 
relative obscurity in other fields of the region. 
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SURFACE DRAINAGE WATER. 

But the mere spattering of rain and blowing of the droplets by 
wind can not account for the extensive epiphytotics of this disease 
which suddenly appear in certain fields. A considerable mass of 
observational evidence has been accumulated relative to this point. 
It has been generally noted that extensive spread of this disease 
does not follow every rain, but only the very heavy rains during 
which considerable surface run-off takes place. The general trend 
of the evidence seems to indicate that epiphytotics tend to occur 
more commonly where the topography of the field is sloping or 

rolling. : 
As to the effect of heavy rains, it will be recalled that the first 

general spread of the disease in the Princeton fields in 1915 followed 
the rains of the first week in August. In the Madison fields in 1916, 
two periods of extensive spread of the disease were clearly recog- | 
-nized, one after the heavy rains of August 3 to 5 and the other, which 
resulted in a serious epiphytotic, after the heavy rains of September 
4to 7. Intervening lighter rains of 0.28 inch on August 10 and 0.31 
inch on August 26 were not followed by an extensive spread of the 
disease. It is realized that here there is a difference in duration as 
well as in amount, and the longer rainy periods no doubt afforded 
conditions more conducive to infection. Furthermore, reference has 

been made to the significance of the lower temperatures of the periods 
following the light rains. 

Additional observational evidence relative to the agency of surface 
drainage during heavy rains in spreading this disease is furnished 
by the direction of this spread from the old centers. This is revealed 
by the location of even-aged new infection following such rains. 

‘Field 2 at Madison in 1916 afforded a good opportunity to observe 
this phenomenon. ‘This field occupied a decided south slope and 
the rows extended across the slope. The new infection resulting 
from the rains of the first week in August was very evident by 
August 12 and a careful inspection of the field showed the manner 
of spread from the old centers of infection to be somewhat as illus- 
trated in figure 13. There was a decided tendency for the greatest 
spread from the old centers to be across the rows and distinctly in 
the direction of the slope. At least nine of the areas of infection 
show elongations extending downhill; in fact, in four of these cases 
the new infection in the row below the old center was along small 
gullies or drainage channels leading directly from the old center in 
the row above. 

- Field 3 occupied a gentle southeast slope, and here again the rows 
crossed the slope. One original center occurred in a row along the 
upper edge, and from this center a drainage channel led down across 
the entire field to the southeast corner, where it formed a delta 
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extending into a private cucumber patch. On August 17 the course 
of this drainage channel was found to be marked by new infection 
in at least three rows and by a second old center. There was also 
much scattered new infection in the region of the delta, both in field 
3 and in the private patch as well. 

In field 4 the rows were parallel to the very slight western slope. 
On August 18 a spread of even-aged secondary infection to the 
westward from four of the six centers was noted. Examination of 
the anthracnose centers in field 5 on August 18 showed a downhill 
spread of infection across the rows in three instances. In two cases 

QWKRECTION OF 

GLEE 

Fic. 13.—Diagram of field 2, Madison, Wis., August, 1916, showing the relation of surface drainage to the 

distribution of anthracnose. The cucumber rows are indicated by broken lines and the slope by the 

4-foot contour intervals. The four trapezoids represent water traps 1 to 4; the black circles and ellipses, 

original centers of anthracnose; and the shaded areas, new infection noted on August 12, 

this infection extended across two rows downhill (14 feet), and at the 

same time into the adjacent row above. 
Among the Madison fields that season, anthracnose became prev- 

alent only where there were slopes. In field 19 on level muck soil, 
there was very little spread from the old centers. In a large water- 
melon field near Quitman, Ga., infection was found to be wide- 
spread on certain slopes, but still restricted to small areas in the 
more level parts. 
Late in the season of 1916 an excellent opportunity was afforded 

in field 1 to observe the results of the heavy rainfall of the first week 
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in September. As may be noted in the accompanying diagram 
(fig. 14), this field occupied a decided westward slope, and the rows 
were parallel to the direction of theslope. Along the west side at 
the foot of the slope were grown the various cucurbits mentioned in 
the discussion of pathogenicity. While some anthracnose appeared 
among these earlier in the season, 1t was confined to a few well- 
defined centers. After the rains mentioned above, new even-aged 
infection of anthracnose was found on September 12 on all of the rows 

VARIOUS 
CUCYREITS 

Fig. 14.—Diagram of field 1, Madison, Wis., 1916. The direction of the rows is indicated by broken lines, 

the slope by the 4-foot contour intervals. Where not otherwise indicated the crop wascucumbers. The 
original centers of anthracnose noted on July 27 are shown by the circles. The location of the seedlings 

planted late in the summer is shown in the lower left corner. Water traps 5 to 8 areshown by trapezoids. 

of susceptible cucurbits, very evidently as a result of surface drainage 
from the diseased field above. 

Still more convincing evidence was furnished by rows of cucumber 
seedlings planted late in the season between the rows in field 2 and 
on the west edge of field 1 (fig. 14). On September 11 these seedlings 
in field 1 appeared healthy, while the next day practically all of them 
were thickly spotted with incipient anthracnose lesions, so numerous 
as to cause many leaves to curl. By the next day many seedlings 
were dying. Drainage channels from the field above led directly 
through these rows of seedlings. Very evidently these seedlings 
were so abundantly infected during the preceding rains that they 
were practically blighted outright by the numerous lesions that 
developed simultaneously. An added point of interest is that this 
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drainage water also passed through the rows of Cucurbita gourds, 
none of which became diseased (fig. 14). 

In field 2 all of the rows of interplanted seedlings showed recent 
and even-aged infection on September 13. Besides leaf and coty- 
ledon lesions numerous enough to cause these organs to curl up, 
some seedlings bore girdling stem lesions as well. This infection 
is likewise attributed to surface drainage during the rains of the 
week previous. 

That the spores are washed from the leaves to the soil was proved 
by the tests previously cited. That the spores are carried consider- 
able distances by the surface run-off during rains and spattered from - 
this drainage water upon all plants along the drainage channel is to 
be inferred from the observations presented above. 

To test experimentally the latter hypothesis, steps were taken to 
prove that the spores were present in surface drainage water. On 
August 14 four glass tumblers were sunk flush with the soil at the 
points indicated in figure 13, so as to imtercept surface drainage 
water during the next rain. No tests were made until the rains of ° 
the first week in September. On the morning of September 5 the 
traps were emptied. A heavy shower occurred in the afternoon, 
after which the contents of the four traps were collected in sterile 
flasks. At the same time samples of the soil near two of the traps 
were collected. 

Each sample of drainage water was tested by poured plates as 
follows: Of the drainage water 1 c. c. was transferred to a flask con- 
taining 99 c. c. of sterile water, and from this 1 ¢. c. was transferred 
to a second 99 c. c. flask. Using recorded amounts of inoculum 
from these dilutions, three plates were poured from the first flask 
and two from the second in water agar plus 2 per cent dextrose. 
No colonies of the anthracnose fungus appeared in any of these 
plates. The soil samples were also tested by the method outlined 
earlier, and only negative results were secured. 
That spores of ae anthracnose fungus were present in the samples 

of drainage water was proved in arene way, however. The con- 
tents of each trap, after the removal of the sample for plating, were 
sprayed upon healthy potted cucumber plants. The results of 
these tests are presented in Table IV. 

Spores of the anthracnose fungus were present, therefore, in three 
of the four traps. Trap 1, in which no spores were found, was located 
near the upper edge of the field, and hence there was a smaller reser- 
voir of disease contributory to it. 

After the additional rains of September 6 and 7 a series of five 
plates each was poured from traps 1 and 2 in field 2, and, as in the 

1 These inoculations, as ni as those eeibed later, were made by Dr. E. Carsner in connection with 

his investigation of the angular leaf-spot of cucumber. 
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previous test, only negative results were obtained. Owing to the © 
ravages of mosaic, field 2 was becoming unsuitable for work on 
anthracnose and field 1 offered better possibilities. 

TasLe I1V.—Anthracnose dissemination test by spraying potted cucumber plants with 
drainage water from water traps. 

ae Bg ee of | Serialnum-| Number of 
ers of pots | anthracnose}| bers of pots |janthracnose 

Trap. sprayed on| lesions on Trap. sprayed on| lesions on 
Sept. 5. Sept. 14. Sept. 5. Sept. 14. 

139 None. 136 5 
Wot -------------------- { 1s None. || NOs oo-os--=-- = { 137 None. 

3) 2 140 7 
No. 2... ----2-- 42+ 2--2--- { 146 1} NORE onret ioa ot ooo oa { -138 6 

On September 12 four water traps (5, 6, 7, and 8), similar to those - 

in field 2, were placed in field 1 along the extreme western edge and 
at the foot of the slope. The location of these is shown in figure 14. 
The same day a rain of 0.66 inch occurred and the contents of these 
traps were collected immediately afterwards... Using the method 
outlined above, dilutions were made from three of the samples and 
a series of seven plates poured in each case. No anthracnose colonies 
appeared in the plates from traps 5 and 7, but in the series from 
trap 6 two colonies of the anthracnose fungus appeared. According 
to the dilution used, this result indicates a spore content of 916 per 

¢. ¢. in the water in trap 6. 
The liquid collected from these traps was also sprinkled on healthy 

potted plants in the greenhouse. Seven pots were thus inoculated, 
and on September 19 the plants in each pot were diseased. Each 
sample produced anthracnose infection, and it is quite evident that 
spores were present in the drainage water caught in each trap. It 
is also apparent that this method is superior to the poured-plate 
method for detecting the presence of the spores in such an inoculum. 

These experimental tests prove conclusively that which the. ob- . 
servational evidence indicated, namely, that the spores are carried 
through the fields by surface drainage water during rains. As to 
the distance carried, recovery of the fungus from these traps along 
the edge of the field indicates that the spores were transported at 
least as far as the extremities of the field in question, and there is 
no reason to suppose that they might not be carried much farther. 
However, the main importance attached to this agency is that 1% 
serves to disperse the fungus far and wide through the particular 
field already containing original centers of infection. 

Water, then, is not only necessary for the germination of the spores, 
but is also essential to the separation of the spores from the lesion. 
In the shape of rain, it washes the spores to the soil and spatters 
them on to the host plants. In the shape of surface run-off, it dis- 

1 These traps were placed and the contents collected by Dr. E. Carsner, 
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perses the spores widely through the field and causes a marked 
downhill spread of infection. 

MOISTURE CONDITIONS FAVORING INFECTION. 

Judging from the evidence already presented under the considera- 
tion of water dissemination, it seems quite evident that the very 
agency of dissemination in that case furnishes the proper condition 
for spore germination and subsequent host infection. In view of 
the even-aged “‘crops’’ of new lesions following each rain, it appears 
that infection with anthracnose generally occurs while the plants 
are still wet from a rain. 

However, it was pointed out that some incipient infections are often 
to be found after periods of prolonged drought, and this was attrib- 
uted to delayed penetration by spores already present. Whether 
these spores were present as such or as appressoria is not known, 
although it seems quite probable that the latter may represent a 
resistant resting stage. 

Now, as to the conditions favor ing such cases of delayed infection, 
it is - importance to recognize that durmg August in ‘Wisauvan 
heavy dews occur at night and cucumber foliage is heavily coated 
with moisture. Observation has shown that this water of condensa- 
tion remains in drops on the lower epidermis of cucumber leaves, 
while it spreads over and thoroughly wets the upper epidermis. This 
daily wetting of the leaves no doubt affords favorable conditions for 
germination of the spores or penetration from the appressoria. 

Furthermore, there is a possibility that infection may be facilitated 
by guttation water. Large drops of guttation water often collect 
about the margins of cucumber leaves when evaporation is retarded, 
as, for example, in the case of plants under cloth cages. ‘This water 
is sometimes exuded in such quantities as to run down over the epi- 
dermis of the leaf. Marginal anthracnose lesions are common. Two 
samples of guttation water were collected from caged plants, Septem- 
ber 6, 1916, and tested as a medium for spore germination. While 
only a very low percentage of germination was obtained, proof was 
afforded that the liquid was not toxic. 

Examination of watermelon fruits in the South showed the fre- 
quent occurrence of dense masses of incipient anthracnose lesions, 
r ‘‘pimples,’’ about the periphery of the bleached area where the 

melon was in contact with the soil in the field. Subsequent exami- 
nation of fruits as they lay in the field revealed that this region of 
their surface was coated with a layer of minute droplets of condensa- 
tion water, while the part in actual contact with the soil was thor- 
oughly wetted. This condition obtained even during the heat of the 
day. It seems quite probable that the exposed band of condensation 
moisture on the under side of the fruit would afford conditions of 

moisture and oxygen supply very favorable to spore germination, 
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While rain water may be the usual requisite for infection, it is 
evident that other conditions may also permit its occurrence. 

-. DISSEMINATION BY INSECTS. 

While insects may possibly act as agents of dissemination, there 
is no indication that they are at all important im this capacity. It 
has been previously noted that the striped cucumber beetles often 
feed on the tissue about the margins of leaf lesions, and it is evident 
that mfectious material might be subsequently transported by these 
beetles. 
A few tests were made to determine what part insects might play 

as agents of disease transport. On August 11, 12 striped and 12 
spotted beetles were collected from anthracnose centers in field 2 
and about 10 of each species were introduced under two cheesecloth 
cages covering plants in field-1. Drainage-water infection of the 
plants under the cages in this field ruined this test. On September 
6 three spotted beetles were collected in sterile test tubes from dis- 
eased plants and each beetle was placed in 50 c. c. of sterile water. 
Plates poured from this wash water yielded no colonies of the anthrac- 
nose fungus. ie 

No proof was obtained, therefore, that isects spread the disease, 
and observational evidence has not tended to implicate them. 

DISSEMINATION BY CULTURAL PRACTICES. 

Since the spores may occur abundantly in the soil, it seems quite 
possible that the disease might be spread during the processes of cul- 
tivation. For this disease, unlike bean anthracnose, observation has 
not yielded indications of this type of dispersal. 

The process of picking the cucumber crop grown for pickles would 
- seem to afford a very fruitful means of disease dispersal. Since this 
‘process is repeated at least four times a week and involves consider- 
able handling of the vines, it may contribute much to the spread of 
the anthracnose along the row from an old center. This is especially 
true if picking is done when the vines are wet with dew or rain. At 
one of the coldframe farms near Norfolk where the disease was very 
serious, it was found that picking was done early each morning, when, 
no doubt, dew was on the vines. 

The occurrence of more or less isolated leaf lesions here and there 
among the leaves is taken as evidence of this type of dissemination. 
From these lesions as a source, new centers of infection may develop. 
Such infection differs from the type produced by drainage trans- 
port in that, in the latter, the infection is continuous along the row 
trom the old center. * 
Among watermelons, quite conclusive observational evidence was 

secured relative to the agency of man in spreading anthracnose. Ina 
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large field near Quitman, Ga., considerable new infection in the shape of 
rather isolated infected leaves or groups of leaves was found out along 
the rows just outside of extensive heavily infected areas. These new 
infections were not downhill from the old centers nor was infection 
continuous along the row, so water dissemination was precluded. As 
a rule, these infections consisted of only a few older lesions, not scat- 
tered over the whole leaf blade, but commonly along one edge or along 
a vein. From these older lesions some secondary infection had oc- 
curred. The most striking feature of these incipient centers of infec- 
tion was, however, that about two out of three were located on the 
leaves immediately surrounding or overhanging a fruit. About the 
edge of one area of old infection, 68 of these scattered new infections 
were found on foliage around fruits. This represented probably 5 
to 10 per cent of all fruits lying within the area examined. 

Upon inquiry of the plantation manager, it was learned that 
about two weeks previously the field had been gone over for the pur- 
pose of removing the malformed and rotting fruits. This period of 
time coincided well with the apparent age of the older leaf lesions 
above noted. This ‘‘culling”’ operation, it appears, is usually per- 
formed early in the morning when the vines are wet with dew. At any 
rate, in the case under consideration, all the evidence pointed to hand 
dissemination during the process of culling the vines. A likely hypothe- 
sis is that, in going up one row and down the next, the workman had 
repeatedly passed through the badly diseased area, had removed dis- 
eased fruits, and carrying spores on his hands had unconsciously in- 
oculated the foliage farther along as he pushed the leaves aside to gain 
an unobstructed view of a fruit or to see if a fruit was concealed under 
the heavy foliage. 
From these leaf lesions, spores are readily washed to the fruit un- 

derneath, and the insidiousness of these ‘‘hand” infections becomes 
obvious when it is realized that the new centers are so located that’ 
the worst possible damage is an immediate result. 

The chief activity of man in local dissemination is, then, in inocu- 
lating leaves here and there along the row, which act as new centers 
of infection. Among watermelons, rather conclusive evidence of this 
type of disease dispersal has been obtained. 

DISSEMINATION WITH THE SEED. 

It is in the introduction of the disease into new fields that human 
agencies assume prime importance. Here will be considered some 
of the possible sources of infection. The overwintering of the fungus 
in the field is treated in a later chapter. The disease has not been 
found on wild cucurbits in the North. The occurrence of Lagenaria 
gourds and volunteer melon vines in the South is recognized as a pos- 
sible source of infection. Country-wide transport of diseased water- 
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melons unquestionably is another means of long-distance spread of 
the disease provided infectious material reaches the fields. 

It seems fairly safe, however, to eliminate all of the above factors 
except overwintering as rather remote possibilities. As an explana- 
tion of the appearance of the disease in new localities, all evidence 
points toward introduction with the seed. Previous workers have 
suggested this possibility, notably Sheldon (46; p. 127-137), Garman 
22, p. 51), Eckardt (11), and Eriksson (16, p. 126-127). Eriksson 
presents observational evidence which strongly indicates the intro- 
duction of anthracnose into greenhouses in Sweden with cucumber 
seed from England. 

FIELD OBSERVATIONS. 

The experimental field at Princeton in 1915 had previously been 
in sod for seven years. Anthracnose appeared in this field as soon 
as in any other fields of the region. So far as could be learned none 
of the five experimental fields at Madison in 1916 had previously 
grown host crops, yet the disease appeared simultaneously in all 
of these fields and in practically no other fields or gardens of the 
surrounding territory. In the watermelon industry of the South 
crop rotation is necessitated by the ravages of the wilt, yet anthrac- 
nose recurs annually. 

Instances could be multiplied, but sufficient evidence has been 
adduced to show that the disease appears quite commonly in new 
fields. In a case such as that presented by the 1916 Madison fields 
there seems to be but one plausible explanation, namely, disease 
introduction with the seed. 

The very manner in which the disease éripinded in these fields 
suggests this hypothesis. The disease first appeared in the Prince- 
ton field and in the Madison fields in what we have termed “original 
centers.’”” These were scattered here and there through a field and 
were usually limited to a comparatively small number per acre 
(figs. 13 and 14). With a disease as infectious as this it is not 
always easy to differentiate between original and secondary centers, 
but in fields under constant observation those centers appearing 
first and about simultaneously may safely be termed “original.” 

The nature of these initial infections furnishes another argument 
in favor of their origin in situ. The first original center found in the 
Princeton field consisted of two adjacent plants not yet large enough 
to “run.” These plants bore lesions on the first and second foliage 
leaves. Since the rows had already been thinned, several plants had 
been removed between and adjacent to the two above noted, and 
the hypothetical originally diseased plant might already have been 
removed. 

In 1916 the first center of anthracnose found in field 1 consisted 
of two adjacent plants, one bearing one lesion on the fourth leaf, the 
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other bearing one lesion near the tip of a cotyledon, one lesion on the 
first leaf, two on the second, and four on the third leaf. Unfor- 
tunately, thinning had again been completed. The next day 
in another part of the field an infected plant was found which had 
three lesions on the first leaf but none on the cotyledons. The 
same day two other centers of two infected plants each were found 
and the next day two more similar centers were found. In all of 
these cases the lesions were fairly large, indicating that infection 
had occurred perhaps two weeks previously. 

In the other four fields, similar original centers of apparently the 
same age were found at about the same time. In field 2, the first 
one found consisted of two adjacent plants, one with numerous 
lesions on the first leaf. The first original center found in field 3 also 
consisted of two diseased plants, of which one bore lesions on the 
first leaf and on a cotyledon. In field 4 the first anthracnose center 

was one very badly spotted plant, and in field 5 the first center noted 
consisted of two diseased plants. Whether or not the originally 
diseased plant was present in any of these cases is rendered question- 
able because of the previous thinning operation. Just how the 
fungus had passed the five weeks elapsing since the time of planting 
the seed can not be answered at present. 

Near Albany, Ga., in a large watermelon field not previously 
planted with this ane. careful Gente of about 1,000 hills revealed 
only two single-hill centers of anthracnose. In pact of three melon 
fields near Monticello, Fla., one single plant center of anthracnose 
was found. Single plant centers of anthracnose were found in one 
field of cucumbers near Norfolk, Va. 

Under the fairly well controlled conditions among the Madison 
fields in 1916, the simultaneous appearance of a few scattered centers 
in each of the five experimental fields on land not previously sown 
to this crop furnishes quite convincing evidence of disease intro- 
duction with seed. But still more striking is the fact that anthrac- 
nose appeared only. in the five fields planted with seed from the same 
source and not in the two private fields and numerous gardens also 
under close observation (21). This correlates the occurrence of dis- 

ease with seed from:a particular source. 

ANTHRACNOSE IN SEED FIELDS. 

In view of the probability of seed carriage of the disease, as indi- 
cated above, the next step was to ascertain what opportunity there 
was for the seed to become contaminated. First, was the disease 
present in the seed fields ? 

A visit was made the first week in October, 1916, to a seed farm in 
Ohio. The vines were dead at this time, but anthracnose was found 
very prevalent on the fruits in certain fields. Since the seed fruits 
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are allowed to lie in the field until thoroughly ripe, there is abundant 
chance for their infection. The disease was also found on cucumbers 
in several of the fields on a seed farm in Michigan, but it was not 
present in the melon fields. In August, 1917, the disease was found 

to be rather serious in several fields of cucumbers on another seed 
farm in Michigan, and in October, during the seed-harvesting season, 
anthracnose was found very prevalent on the seed fruits in one field. 
The badly diseased condition of the fruits in one hill is shown in 
Plate VII and the lesions on a seed fruit in Plate VIII. 

On June 29, 1917, 12 seed fields were visited in Florida in the chief 
watermelon seed-producing region. Anthracnose was found in six 
of these fields; in one it was very serious and widespread and occurred 
on the young fruits as well as on the vines. The melon seed crop is 
later than the commercial crop of that region and runs along well 
into the rainy season of July, so that anthracnose development is 
favored. Melon seed is also secured in other districts from the unsal- 
able fruits remaining in commercial fields after the better ones are 
shipped. This almost insures the use of diseased fruits. In any 
case, the melons are allowed to remain in the field until dead ripe, 
and on account of the higher temperatures of that region they are 
more subject to severe anthracnose infection than seed cucumbers. 

Although the disease has been found in the State, no anthracnose 
has been reported in the cucurbit-seed fields in Colorado, and since 
practically all cantaloupe seed is produced in the West, this may 
explain the absence of anthracnose from the cantaloupe fields as 
observed at Blackville, S. C. 

It is quite evident, then, that the disease is present in both cucum- 
ber and melon seed fields and that seed fruits become abundantly 
infected. It remains to be shown whether or not seed infection or 
contamination may occur. Theoretically, the fungus might be 
present within the seed, upon the surface of the seed, or in diseased 
fruit fragments mixed with the seed. First, what is the likelihood 
of the two latter contingencies ? 

PROCESSES OF SEED EXTRACTION. 

In the North, cucumber and melon seed is extracted by passing 
the fruits through a machine known as a ‘‘grinder.”’ The fruits are 
thrown into a hopper and pass down between revolving cylinders, 
the surface of which is spiked, ridged, or fluted. These rollers crush 
the fruits sufficiently to free the seed and pulp. The wet mass of 
seed, pulp, and rind fragments then passes through inclined revolving 
screens, which separate the seed and juice from the larger fragments 
of rind and pulp. The fluid mass of seed and juice is usually allowed 
to ferment two to four days in open barrels or pits, to remove from 
the seed the adhering pulp and the capsule or gelatinous epidermal 
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layer of the seed. After this, the seed is thoroughly washed in a 
screen and dried in flats in the open or in a drying room. In the case 
of fermentation in pits, the seed may be dried without washing. By 
some growers, the fermentation process is now omitted. 

During the process of crushing and separating, the exterior of the 
rind becomes thoroughly drenched with the abundant juice from the 
crushed fruits, and it is inevitable that the spores should be washed 
from the fruit lesions into the juice which goes through with the seed. 
Conditions at the Ohio farm were very interesting in this respect. A 
considerable percentage of the fruits being ground bore anthracnose 
lesions, and, although the latter were not sporulating to any great 
extent, there appeared to be plenty of opportunity for wholesale con- 
tamination of the seed by the spores of the fungus. Similar condi- 
tions prevailed in the Michigan seed field visited in 1917, where a much 
larger percentage of the seed fruits was diseased. | 

In an attempt to prove that anthracnose spores were present in the 
seed and juice as it issued from the grinder and in the liquid in fer- 
menting barrels filled the same morning, cultural tests were made at 
the Ohio farm. Test-tube water blanks were used in place of dilu- 
tion flasks and sterile cauibrated pipette droppers*were used in place 
of pipettes. Two series of six plates each were poured, using water 
agar plus 2 per cent dextrose. No anthracnose colonies appeared. 
The heavy seeding of bacterial and fungous colonies in these plates 
showed, however, that the liquid tested contaimed an abundant and 
varied flora. 

On October 6, 1917, a number of diseased seed cucumbers, one of 
which is shown in Plate VIII, were collected at a seed farm and 
brought to the laboratory, where the seeds were removed by hand 
the next day. To simulate as closely as possible the conditions in 
the commercial operation, the seeds, juice, and rinds were mixed 
together in a jar and then the larger rind fragments were removed. 
The material in the jar was allowed to ferment for two days in the 
laboratory. The gas produced yielded a froth which buoyed up 
numerous rind fragments. In such diseased fragments thus caught 
and held at the surface the fungus was found to be producing new 
acervuli and sporulating in abundance, thus greatly increasing the 
amount of infective material in the liquid. 

The period of fermentation might allow the spores to germinate, 
but it is probable that the anaerobic conditions would prevent this. 
In case germination did occur on the wet seed, adherent appressoria 
would quite likely result. It is not considered at all likely that the 
biological action during this short period of fermentation would kill 
the spores. The washing process would remove by no means all of 
the spores from the seed, since the surface of the latter is not smooth 
but is covered: with cellulose hairs. During the process of drying in 
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the open, exposure to sunlight might kill a negligible percentage of 
the spores. There remains only the factor of actual desiccation, 
which must be endured by every spore. The spores are, however, 
quite resistant to desiccation, and as to their longevity while in this 
state more will be said presently. The subsequent processes of re- 
washing, floating out the light seed, redrying, and fanning to remove 
skin fragments are not such as to eliminate contamination. 

Furthermore, not all of the fragments of fruit epidermis and pulp 
are removed. A considerable percentage of the Ohio seed bore such 
adhering fragments, and it is quite possible that infectious matter 
may remain on the seed in the shape of mycelrum within these frag- 
ments. In a small sample of unfanned seed from the seed field 
observed in October, 1917, numerous fragments of fruit epidermis 
dotted with blackened acervuli of this fungus were found both free and 
adherent to seed. In an attempt to prove the viability of the spores 
on these acervuli and of the mycelium within the tissue by plate tests 
on December 20 success was not obtained. 

In the watermelon-seed regions some of the growers operate ma- 
chines, but by the majority the work of seed extraction is done by 
hand. ‘The fruits are cut in two and the seed and pulp scooped out 
by hand into tubs, where the mass is allowed to ferment. ‘Then the 
seed is washed and dried. During this operation infectious material 
from surface lesions may readily gain access to the seed. 

The process of seed extraction among cucumbers and melons 
therefore affords ample opportunity for seed contamination with 
infectious material, and no step in the whole process precludes the 
possibility of the latter remaining viable and going into storage 
with the seed. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING EXTERNAL SEED CARRIAGE OF THE FUNGUS. 

There still remains the long period of desiccation upon the seed 
surface to be reckoned with. Much of the melon seed used is 2 
or more years old, and this fact offers a real difficulty. But much 
of the cucumber seed, for pickles at least, is used the next season 
and is in storage only seven to eight months. In this regard it 
should be recorded that spores on leaf lesions in dried specimens 
have commonly been found viable seven months after the collection 
of the material. Many spores should therefore remain viable on 
the seed until the next season, and were appressoria present the 
resistance to desiccation might be still greater. 

It is also important in this connection to understand the nature of 
the seed surface. The familiar gelatinous capsule of freshly ex- 
tracted cucumber seeds is the epidermis of the seed and consists of 
a single palisade layer of extremely elongated columnar cells pris- 
matic in cross section and 160 to 260 uw or more in height (1, p. 283- 
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286). Thelateral walls are thin except for a rodlike thickening extend- 
ing from base to apex of each cell. The processes of fermentation 
and washing remove all of this cell layer except these rodlike thick- 
enings, most of which remain as cellulose hairs. (fig. 15). These 
hairs become closely appressed to the seed when the latter is dry 
and may protect adhering spores or appressoria from extreme 
desiccation. Furthermore, since the fungus may be present in the 
adhering fragments of fruit tissue it is evident that in this form 
desiccation could be more readily endured. : 

It is scarcely believed at present that the fungus will survive an 
additional year’s storage, and hence it is only reasonable to main- 
tain that the disease is introduced only with seed planted the year 
after it is harvested. This is an important consideration, since in 
practice much of the cucumber and melon seed is more than a year 

old when used. Cucum- 
y ber seed is known to re- 

main viable from two 
to six years, and many 
growers prefer old seed. \\ sl JUN POSSIBILITY OF INTERNAL CAR- 

RIAGE OF MYCELIUM. 

There is also the pos- 
sibility of internal car- 
riage of dormant myce- 
lium within the seed. 
Eriksson (16, p. 127), 

after failing to find my- 
Fig. 15,—Cross section through the seed coat of acucumber seed, celiym in supposedly 

showing Cellulose rods, or ‘‘hairs.’’ 
infected seed, advances 

his mycoplasm theory to account for anthracnose carriage in cucum- 
ber seed. The depth of fruit lesions as observed on seed cucumbers 
and watermelons suggests that seed infection may occur previous to 
seed extraction. From observations made upon seed cucumbers col- 
lected in October, 1917, it appears that there may be considerable 
opportunity for the internal infection of seed. Coalescent lesions 
were found penetrating the placente as far as the seed, and in some 
instances the gelatinous capsules were decomposed and the funiculi 
rotted off at the points of attachment to the seeds. 

Samples of seed removed from beneath such lesions were tested 
in two ways for the presence of the anthracnose fungus. The seeds 
were sterilized in mercuric chlorid, 1 to 1,000, for five minutes, washed 
in sterile water, and some were planted intact in poured plates of 2 
per cent dextrose agar. From others the embryos were aseptically 
removed and planted in similar plates. Tests were made on Novem- 
ber 4 and December 14. In 87 seeds tested by the former method 
and 90 by the latter no trace of the anthracnose fungus was obtained. 
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ATTEMPTS TO PROVE THE PRESENCE OF THE FUNGUS ON THE SEED. 

With all of the observational evidence pointing so strongly toward 
seed carriage of the fungus, repeated efforts were made during the 
spring of 1917 to isolate the organism from commercial seed or in 
other ways to prove its presence. 

Besides numerous samples of seed collected at the Ohio farm 
at different stages in the cleaning process, a generous supply of 1916 
seed was later secured from that farm. This seed, as well as some 

of that used in 1916, was tested in a variety of ways in an-attempt 
to detect the presence of the anthracnose fungus. The following 
methods were employed: 

(1) Seeds were placed in agar plates. 
(2) Seeds were planted in Petri dishes on sterile filter paper moistened with water 

or a nutrient solution. 
(3) Seeds were planted in large damp chambers on moistened filter paper. 
(4) Seeds were planted in sterile sand in damp chambers. 

(5) Seeds were planted in sterile soil in flats in the greenhouse. 

In the first three methods the fungus might be detected by its 
saprophytic growth on the substratum or by its parasitic develop- 
ment on the seedling. In the last two methods the latter possibility 
was relied upon. The results of these tests are summarized in 
Table V. 

TaBLeE V.—Summary of laboratory tests of cucumber and muskmelon seeds to prove the 
presence of the anthracnose fungus. 

Seed used. Time 

Date. : Method. in 
Source. Number. days. 

1916. ‘ 
PATIO Su lMlOw a. LON. sees ane casa esos re (1) 11 dilution plates in 2 per cent dextrose 8 

agar from wash water. 
1917 

Heya oy A OMIO Ss sete eit S-t- 5 aoa: sale oee 15 | 5ineach of3 plates, 2per cent dextrose agar . 8 
5 | Muskmelon seed, 1915......--- LSh|ee aes (Olle e BEARS EBC e RL er Cae ie matings 8 
5 | Ohio (fruit tissue adhering). - - 24 | 6 in each of 3 plates, 2 per cent dextrose 17 

h solution in filter paper. 
ONMO MIO ee oeeak fuera else seed 2 Sil; Same plates sees poe Sete cease ae 17 
5 | Ohio (fruit tissue adhering). - - 30 | 6 seeds in each plate; filter paper plus water. 17 

AGE OMIO eee es) Spo sono k | 200 | Wash water on cucumber Danis aes 14 
26 | Ohio (fruit tissue adhering). - .| 33 | In drops of water on cucumber foliage; 2 (2) 

lants. 
(Miimemoa (bOI Ones: sade: 24 cera ed ek. 1, 200 io etenilved sand flats, in greenhouse....-.- 14 

1 eee COE eo cagees Bee eee 150 | Damp chamber, wet filter 1024 OE) ees Cee 18 
12 | Ohio, collected in October 150) Paces C55: dbeseeaopaueeeeasdozees deoterdeae 18 

118) waa CO passa ccleaner ae se seo oe 200 | Sterile sand, in damp chamber. ‘ 23 
Way cese% GIO) ee Be ie occ e re mete 48 | 2 per cent dextrose solution, in filter] paper. 16 
2331 OMS seeaepeapoe tenes eee aaee 6)) Wettilterpaper-----.--22--2------------_-- 16 
23} see COMA Mecca. saeaele te cane ie 12 | Prune decoction, in filter paper... --....--- 16 
onmhow ee Glove aes ew sas eee el | 6 | 2 percent dextrose solution, in filter paper. - 15 
23) cee COS cee pcan Gui Weinnlienpapertites sa aseaemeeras een oe 15 
78) |p dalle da dodscudsoecsons-cenee 12 | Prune decoction, in filter paper-.---.------ 15 
23a RONIOM a sect ee es sete oes ak 100 | Wet filter paper, in damp chamber....----- 17 
DAM lOw a lOl on -pae sesh os sya se sa. o TOON eee COGS atts CACORE SSE eee ee eae ae a 16 
PA \oeaee Oa es seijan ee seecass LOOWMStenilessands wail ate ee ee eo eee 16 
27 | Ohio, collected in “October LOO} eee Ome ee ae aes a taeree neat ecae cae 16 

27 or eo pS aie ee aS os Re ao AON eee COME eener saninecisincs Semee eistoc nace sels. 16 
PA a eee MO) S Ried eek Ie GR 4008 |B Scercilejloam yin laity sss 2 --- ese pio. - See 16 

May 1) Ohio (Gat fragments adher- 60 | Sterile sand, in danfp chamber...-.-.-..--- 14 
ing). 

Motalles cowie se ble jet 4, 069 

1 Two pounds. ; 3 - 2 Failure. 
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In a total of more than 4,000 seeds tested no anthracnose was 

found. From the 3,100 seeds tested in sterile soil no diseased seed- 
lings developed. Where culture media were used the profuse devel- 
opment of bacteria and fungi upon and around each seed proved 

. that the latter bore an abundant and varied surface flora. On 
old seed the flora was less varied. The rapid development of these 
forms rendered anthracnose isolation by cultural methods a matter 
of great difficulty. 

To determine whether or not the methods employed above were 
reliable, tests were made with seed previously dipped in a spore 
suspension. The results of these tests warrant a more detailed 
account. On March 13 about 500 seeds were immersed for 50 minutes 
in a heavy suspension of spores of the anthracnose fungus and then 
dried on filter paper. The next day 50 of these seeds were planted 
in sterile moist sandin a damp chamber. The seedlings were sprayed 
from time to time with sterile water. Sixteen days after planting, 
one seedling, which had carried its seed coat up with the cotyledons, 
showed an anthracnose lesion on the stem near the ground line and 
another on a cotyledon. Owing to the stem lesion the seedling had 
already fallen over, asin damping-off. On the stem lesion were numer- 
ous sporulating acervuli. In 22 days after planting, three more 
seedlings had damped-off with anthracnose and four others bore 
lesions at the ground line. In 29 days after planting, 16 out of the 
45 seedlings had succumbed to anthracnose. 

These results corroborate those secured by Carsner,! who obtained 
damping-off of cucumber and muskmelon seedlings when seeds pre- 
viously dipped in a spore suspension were planted im sterile soil. 
Such results suggest that perhaps in the field the originally diseased 
plant may damp-off and disappear, so that the first lesions dis- 
covered are the result of spores splashed from this plant upon those 
adjacent to it. . 

To test the filter-paper culture method, 28 of these inoculated 
seeds were planted in four sterile Petri dishes on filter paper mois- 
tened with 2 per cent dextrose solution. Six days later, acervuli of 
anthracnose were found on two seed coats, and by nine days one 
more seed bore acervuli and its seedling was diseased. Two weeks 
after planting, two more seedlings were diseased. Mold and bacte- 
rial growth was as usual abundant on these seeds. The results of 
these and further tests with these seeds are presented in Table VI. 

While it is evident that diseased seedlings may result from inocu- 
lated seed, it is noteworthy that not all moculated seeds yield diseased 
seedlings in soil. Owing largely to the profusion of other organisms 
on the seeds, the methods of anthracnose detection used with the 
commercial seed, as summarized in Table V, show a low efficiency 
when applied to seed known to be heavily inoculated with the fungus. 

eae | 

1Carsner, E. Op. cit. 
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Taste VI.—Laboratory tests of seed inoculated with spores of the anthracnose fungus. 

Date of Number 

fee aneaed: Medium used. Days. Result. 

Mar. 14 50 Sterile sand, in damp chamber......- 29 | 16 out of 45 seedlings diseased. 
14 28 2 per cent dextrose solution, in filter 14 | Anthracnose detected on five. 

aper. 
15 6 2 per cent dextrose agar.........--.-- 15 | No anthracnose. 
23 6 Wetmilteripaper:<-nvi-c ss-ien ste= ae = 13 | 1 seedling diseased at heel. 
23 6 2 per cent dextrose solution, in filter 17 | No anthracnose. 

aper. : 

23 12 Prune decoction, in filter paper... .-.. 17 Do. 
23 100+- | Wet filter paper, in damp chamber. - 18 Do. 

As a result of the difficulties encountered and negative results 
secured in the endeavor to prove by laboratory methods the presence 
of the anthracnose fungus on commercial seed, the problem was ap- 
proached in another way. 

FIELD TESTS WITH DISINFECTED SEED. 

Certain theoretical considerations form the basis of this method 
of attack. Since observation indicated that the number of original 
centers per acre was usually rather low, ranging perhaps from 1 to 10, 
and since about 2 pounds, or approximately 70,000 seeds, are used 
per acre, it was to be assumed on the basis of seed carriage of disease 
that not more than 1 to 10 seeds out of 70,000 were acting as suc- 
cessful bearers of the disease. In view of this possibility, the failure 
of the laboratory tests might be attributed in part to the relatively 
small numbers of seeds tested. 

To obtain a test with larger numbers of seeds, recourse to field con- 
ditions was necessary. It was obvious that if the fungus could be 
eliminated by surface sterilization of the seed, the appearance of the 
disease in a new field planted with such seed should be prevented, 
while in a field planted with untreated seed the disease would nor- 
mally be expected were the fungus present on the seed. 

As to the character and effect of various seed treatments, more 
will be presented later. Suffice it to state here that the surfaces of 
seeds immersed in mercuric chlorid of a strength of 1 to 1,000 for 5 
minutes were found by agar-plate tests to be sterile. With the other 
disinfectants employed, the effectiveness against the anthracnose 
fungus was assumed. ‘Two classes of tests were made in the season 
of 1917, one limited to a few Hetcls at Madison, the other being more 
extensive. 

At Madison a mixture of 1916 Ohio seed previously tested with a 
new consignment from the same source was tested in four well- 
separated one-half acre fields on soil not previously in cucumbers or 
melons. In one field untreated seed was planted, while in the others 
seed treated as shown in Table VIL was used. By planting double 
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the usual number of rows, twice the ordinary quantity, or about 2 
pounds of seed, was planted in each field. This allowed a test of 
about 70,000 seeds per field. 

Taste VII.—2 fect of seed disinfection upon the occurrence of anthracnose in oueumber 
fields at Madison, Wis., in 1917. 

Results. 

Hae of Area. Subdivision. Seed treatment. 

On Aug. 13. On Sept. 8. 

One-quarter | West half...| 2 per cent formalde- | No anthracnose.) Noanthracnose. 
McKenna....|{ acre. hyde,! 10 minutes. 

i eee dot. Fe East half....| 4 per cent formalde- |.-.-- Ga SBS 3 Do. 
hyde,!5 minutes. - 

f- OR eee West half...) 0.5 per cent CuSOg, 10 |---... GOs Peers. Leis Do. 
Brittenbach -| minutes. 

‘| eee dose ete East half....| 1 per cent CuSO,, 5 |-.... dos Ae aes Do. 
minutes. 

eae do...-..-.| North half. .| Hot water, 52° C., 10 |..--.do.--._.....}. Do. 
Tobacco..... minutes. 

eaten Goes Poe South half...| 1915seed, untreated... .|...-- domes Do. 
sont e35524 One-halfacre sso 2 cease 1916 seed, untreated. ..| 1 plant diseased..| 2 centers of an- 

thracnose. 

1 40 per cent solution. 

Until August 1 careful inspection of all of these fields was made 
twice each week. A special effort was made to detect an original 
diseased plant in the Isom field before the thinning and the elimina- 
tion of the interplanted rows, but no success was attained. Unfortu- 
nately, the first anthracnose did not appear until a month after its 
normal date of appearance, and a complication is afforded by the 
earlier appearance of anthracnose in field 1 as a result of overwinter- 
ing in the soil. While the Isom field was a considerable distance from 
field 1, there is a possibility, even though very slight, of the introduc- 
tion of the disease by insects, pickers, or cultural operations. Since, 
however, the other fields were equally exposed to this type of infec- 
tion, 1t is significant that anthracnose appeared only in the field 
planted with 1916 untreated seed. This is taken as a rather convinc- 
ing indication but not conclusive proof of disease introduction with 
the seed. 
Assuming that anthracnose was present in the 1915 seed, its failure 

to appear in the south half of the tobacco field has some eee ice. 
It suggests that possibly the fungus does not survive the eighteen 
months’ desiccation. 

For the more extensive field tests arrangements were made with a 
pickling company whereby all of the seed distributed to its growers 
in one district was to be previously treated, while in a neighboring dis- 
trict similar seed, untreated, was to be used. This trial was made 
in triplicate, one trial in each of the three States of Indiana, Wiscon- 
sin, and Michigan. Both Ohio seed and Iowa seed were thus tested; 

fas former in ‘Indiana and Wisconsin, the latter in Michigan. For 
the disinfection of all of this seed the treatment of proved effec- 
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tiveness and safety was used. ‘This consisted of immersion in mercuric 
chlorid, 1 to 1,000, for 5 minutes, followed by 15 minutes’ washing in 
running water. This bulk seed treatment, involving the handling of 
400 pounds of seed, was done at Madison. By this cooperative 
method very large amounts of seed were tested in separate districts 
under a variety of conditions. As in the tests at Madison, these tests 
aimed not only at a proof of the theory of the seed carriage of disease 
but at the same time aimed at disease control, as will be noted later. 

In Michigan anthracnose occurred in neither the 34 fields planted 
with untreated seed nor the 42 planted with treated seed, so it is ob- 
vious that there was no anthracnose in the Iowa seed. The results 
obtained in Indiana and Wisconsin are briefly summarized in Table 
VIII. It is to be noted that due allowance has been made for the 
complicating factor of possible overwintering in the soil. 

Taste VIII.—Lffect of seed treatment wpon the occurrence of cucumber anthracnose, as 
shown by cooperative field tests in Indiana and Wisconsin, season of 1917. 

Effect of seed treatment. Overwintering. 

‘Diseased | Antusenoss | 1016 crop, same| Ani Mracngse plants. crop. soil. crop.2 

State. Ntuene 

Seed. ber of er Per- 
fields. cent- cent- 

Num- are Num- aoe Num- | ageof | Num-| age 
ber. ayue ber. aera ber. dis- ber. of dis- 

Be. ge. eased eased 
fields. fields. 

F Untreated... 30 15 50 4 118}, 33 9 60 11 73.3 
Indiana... .- Treated...... 42 A RG oo GN 54 Too 

A < Untreated... . 43 2 4.7 1 2.3 0 0 1 50 
Wisconsin...) Treated ...... 33 All 3G, il 1 3.3 2] 60 3 75 

Total Untreated... 73 17 P2335 (33 5 6.8 9 §2.9 12 70.6 
a Treated sed ae 505) 11 14.6 1 3 6 54.5 10 90.9 

GE aah Oe yee oe re eee |b mercies! rg See ea Taal (See ae 5.5 
due to 
treat- 
ment. 

1 1916 crop not on same or neighboring field. 2 1916 crop on same or neighboring field. 

The results show that there was apparently very little anthracnose 
in the Ohio seed, since most of the cases of anthracnose occurrence 
may be attributed to overwintering. Among the very few cases in . 
which anthracnose could not be due to the previous crop, the Wisconsin 
trials are inconclusive, while the Indiana tests indicate that anthrac- 
nose may have been introduced with the seed. 
From the standpoint of the introduction of the disease with the 

seed, all of these seed-disinfection, tests, while inconclusive, indicate 
that anthracnose may be carried with the seed, and they show the 
need of further tests of this nature. | 
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OVERWINTERING. 

Previous references have been made to the subject of overwintering, 
and it now remains to present the evidence relative to this phase of 
the problem. Sheldon (46, pp. 127-137) noted that anthracnose of 

watermelons was. more severe where the crop was grown on the same 
ground or near the same ground used the previous year. Taubenhaus 
(51) made similar observations in Delaware and states that a 6-year 
rotation is thus necessitated. 

In the course of the present work, much observational evidence has 
been accumulated during disease-survey trips, in which, however, 
only the statements of growers were available regarding the previous 
history of the fields. Concerning the 17 fields in which anthracnose 
was found near Sparta, Wis., in 1915, it was learned that in the case 
of 5 of these, cucumbers were grown. on the same soil in 1914 and that 
in the case of 3 others the 1914 crop was adjacent to the 1915 field. 
The coldframe field near Norfolk, Va., previously mentioned, where 
anthracnose was epidemic in 1917, was in cucumbers in 1916 sal the 
disease was present that year as well. 

At Madison, W1s., anthracnose was prevalent in fields 1 and 2 
1916. In fcld 1 a late epidemic left numerous diseased ae as 
well as vines, which were plowed under late in the fall. In 1917, 
cucumbers were again planted in these fields, as well as the four men- 
tioned in connection with the seed treatments. Field 2 was planted 
in part with seed treated with mercuric chlorid and in part with 
hand-thrashed seed from cucumbers free from anthracnose. Seed 
treated with mercuric chlorid was employed for all of field 1 except 
for one set of plats used to test out a variety of seed treatments. 
Among the latter were untreated control rows, but these were planted 
with Iowa seed which was proved to be free from anthracnose by 
the Michigan field trials previously described. The introduction of 
anthracnose into either of these fields with the seed is therefore 
unlikely. 

In field 2 no anthracnose developed in 1917. In field 1, where 
much more diseased material was plowed under in 1916, anthracnose 
appeared, not in ‘‘original centers,” but as rather scattered infected 
plants in at least three areas where diseased material was known to 
have been abundant the year before. No anthracnose developed in 
the three fields where treated seed was planted in soil not previously in 
cucumbers. The recurrence of anthracnose in field 1 under these con- 
ditions is taken as rather convincing evidence of overwintering in the 
soul. 

In the course of inspection of the fields in the cooperative seed- 
treatment tests it became further. apparent that the disease over- 
winters in the soil. It has been indicated in Table VIII that all of 
the outbreaks of anthracnose among the Indiana fields planted with 
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treated seed and in three out of the four Wisconsin fields in which the 
disease occurred might be attributed to overwintering. By this it 
was meant that the previous crop was grown on the same or a neigh- 
boring field. Disease conditions in the 1916 crop were in most cases 
unknown, so it can only be assumed that anthracnose was or at least 
might have been present. Since treated seed was used, introduction 
by that means was not at all probable. Of the seven diseased fields 
in Indiana, four were in cucumbers in 1916 and the other three were 
adjacent or near the field used in 1916. Of the four diseased fields in 
Wisconsin, two were in cucumbers in 1916, and in one of these anthrac- 
nose had occurred that year. Of the remaining two fields, one was 
not far from the 1916 field in which anthracnose had been very preyv- 
alent. By chance, the owner planted in 1917 one row of treated 
seed across this field used the previous year. Anthracnose was 
abundant in this row, while in the 1917 field but one diseased plant 
was noted. 

The evidence, as summed up in Table VIII for the 75 fields 
where treated seed was used, shows that 6, or 54.5 per cent, of the 
11 diseased fields were on the same soil used in 1916 and 4 more were 
adjacent to the 1916 field, making a total of 10 out of 11, or 90.9 per 
cent, of the cases of anthracnose possibly attributable to a previous 
crop. 

Where untreated seed was used the evidence is not quite so con- 
vineing, but it is rather striking that in Indiana cucumbers had been 
erown in 1916 in 9 of the 15 infested fields and that two others 
were adjacent to the field’ used in 1916. Thus 73.3 per cent of 
these cases may have been due to a previous crop. 

Another type of evidence is also afforded by the above tests. Of the 
42 fields in Indiana planted with treated seed, 4 were in cucumbers in 
1916, and anthracnose occurred in all of these in 1917; 4 more were 
adjacent to the 1916 field, and anthracnose occurred in 3 of these. 
Sumilarly, of the 33 fields in Wisconsin planted with treated seed, 3 
were in cucumbers in 1916, and in 2 of these anthracnose was found in 

1917. Out of a total of 75 fields planted with treated seed, 7 were 
on the same soil used in 1916, and anthracnose occurred in 6 of these, 
or in 85 per cent of the cases where rotation was not practiced. In 10 
fields adjacent to the 1916 sites 4 showed the disease. Likewise, out 
of 73 fields planted with untreated seed, 14 were on the same sites used 
in 1916, and in 9 of these, or 64 per cent,.anthracnose was found in 
1917. These results are briefly summarized in Table IX. 
Such observational evidence, especially where the treated seed 

was used on fields in which the disease was present the year before, 
practically proves that anthracnose overwinters in the soil. 
Two rather anomalous cases are worthy of note. One is the fail- 

ure of anthracnose to recur in field 2 at Madison in 1917, The 
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other is the fact that in one of the Wisconsin fields, where the disease 

occurred in 1914, 1915, and 1916, no anthracnose could be found in 

1917 when fated seed was used. 

TaBLE IX.—Relation between lack of crop rotation and the occurrence of cucumber 
anthracnose, season of 1917. 

Fields used for cucumbers in 1916. 

Number of Anthracnose in 1917. 
Seed used. fields 

Number. 5 : 
ercent- 

Number. age. 

Wintrea ted soe easy see rere aac Seen ofa ee ae 73 14 9 64 
USTs (01d) oe BE Tae gE IGE ROE EER SEC REHCE ae ne BEA aEOeS yaald 75 7 6 85 

Dota ysis tle Ris eS ae es SEE ES 148 21 15 71 

As to the mode of overwintering and the possibility of a perfect 
stage nothing definite is known. Using soil collected from a dis- 
eased field in October, Carsner * secured seedling infection in Febru- 
ary. He also secured seedling infection in sterile soil with which 
were mixed chopped-up diseased vines previously kept in storage’ 
for five months. Potebnia (38, p. 82) left diseased host parts out of 
doors over winter but failed to find an ascus stage. 

In the fall of 1916 diseased vines and fruits of various hosts were 
placed in wire cages and left on the ground in the garden over winter. 
On April 11, 1917, 14 samples of soil were taken in sterile pots from 
under these cages. Treated seed was planted in these pots, but no 
anthracnose appeared on the seedlings. Examination of some of the 
overwintered material in the cages on March 29 failed to show the 
presence of spores, and no development of the anthracnose fungus 
occurred under damp chamber conditions. More work should be 
donealong this line.? 

The present status of the problem is, then, that field observations 
and tests prove that the fungus overwinters in the field, although the 
exact mode of this overwintering is unknown. 

CONTROL. 

Consideration of the control of anthracnose may be conveniently 
divided, so far as this work is concerned, into two categories, spraying 
and seed treatment combined with crop rotation. 

1Carsner, E. Op. cit. 

2In the fall of 1917 diseased cucumber vines were buried in a small flower garden in Lansing, Mich., 

where anthracnose had never been present. In the summer of 1918 treated cucumber seed was planted 

in this spot. On August 4, 37 out of 58 plants were diseased with anthracnose, many damping-off with the 

disease. This proves that the fungus overwinters in the old diseased vines in the soil. Furthermore, 

treated 1916 seed was planted in 1918 in a 2-acre portion of the Michigan seed field which had borne a badly 
diseased crop in 1917. Anthracnose made its appearance at numerous and scattered points in this fleld 

in 1918, thus further proving that the fungus overwinters in the soil, 
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As to resistant varieties, it should be mentioned that among water- 
melons the citron is somewhat resistant, while practically all varieties 
of cucumber and muskmelon tested are susceptible. 

SPRAYING. 

As was pointed out in the historical account, many workers have 
held Bordeaux mixture to be an effective control for this disease, 
and the same opinion seems to be rather widely held at the present 
time. 

At Princeton in 1915 plat tests were made of a variety of commer- 
cial sprays and of various Bordeaux formule. None of the applica- 
tions seemed to control anthracnose, since it spread consistently 
through the sprayed rows. 

In 1916 at Madison block tests were made with Bordeaux mixture 
(3-6-50 formula plus soap) and row tests with Pyrox and other 
strengths of Bordeaux mixture. Anthracnose spread through the 
sprayed rows as well as the controls, and neither observational nor 
yield-record evidence indicated that any of the spray applications 
controlled the disease. Its severity was, however, somewhat checked 
by the sprays, since it was very serious in only 5 out of 17 sprayed 
rows, as compared with 7 out of 11 unsprayed controls. 

To gain some insight into the effect of the presence of the spray 
upon leaf infection, a series of atomizer inoculations were made on 
August 13 upon the upper surfaces of certain leaves and the lower 
surfaces of other leaves among the sprayed rows. Well-sprayed 
leaves were chosen. The results of these inoculations are presented 
in Table X. 

TaBLe X.—Results of atomizer inoculation of sprayed cucumber leaves at Madison, Wis., 
an 1916. 

Spray treatment. pie of acura d Results, Aug. 24. 

INO RP eee sas sah (oe a ee tr 5 bee! J 16 | SBothse ses. ? 
IDO sede Sao CEO GEESE D ee See ase eee 10 | Upper.........| —(8 located. Noinfection). 
DOG 3408 eee eo SAR aE OE ee eee a mee ee 10 | Lower.....--- he 

_ Bordeaux mixture, 3-6-50formula........... 10 | Upper---....-- —(9 located). 
TOO 6 SG AO ee AU ee a ia ae Bees A ee 10 | Lower......... +09 located; all infected). 
TD) OMe ee eer aoc SNS ste OS SEI Sa) |) Oli cons soe 
IDO ss ono) SO SAN ee SN Mee Rae 25 | Lower......-.. 47 typically infected). 

Bordeaux mixture, 2-4-50 formula..-....... 25 | Upper......-.- — 5 
TDG SAS GR Bre a ee ee 25) Lower...22 115! +(6 typically infected). 

Bordeaux mixture, 4-6-50 formula....-...-. 25 | Upper.........| — 
WOuEMe es een iis PRL PAST 25 | Lower........- +(4 typically infected). 

Hay RO eee ie oe anne oe oe NRO LTA 255 || WOW sce asses — ae 
IDO Se ciate ie et eae DO Ge ee ee 25 | Wower......._- +(9 typically infected). 

While natural infection interfered to some extent with these tests, 
no unquestionable atomizer infection occurred in any case where the 
upper epidermis of sprayed leaves was inoculated, while in all cases 
some typical atomizer infection was secured where the lower epidermis | 
of sprayed leaves was inoculated. Of these leaves, only the upper epi- 
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dermis was covered with the spray. These results indicate that an 
actual coating of spray material prevents infection through the upper 
epidermis, but that infection may readily occur through the unpro- 
tected lower epidermis. 

In practice, it is impossible to coat the lower surfaces of the leaves, 
and a spray is therefore only one-half efficient as a protection. Fur- 
thermore, the rapid growth of runners constantly exposes unpro- 
tected tissue. . 

For the partial protection afforded, growers of melons, field cucum- 
bers, and seed crops can probably spray with profit. The fruits in 
these cases are longer exposed to infection and the economic diffi- 
culties are negligible. But in the cucumber-pickle industry, where 
the crop is grown in widely scattered small patches, usually among 
the less prosperous farmers, the practical difficulties in any spraying 
program become insurmountable. 

SEED DISINFECTION AND CROP ROTATION. 

Since it has been shown that the disease overwinters in the soil, it 
goes without saying that a rotation of crops should be practiced and 
that clean soil should be considered a prime requisite. The site chosen 
should be well removed from any field in which the disease was pres- 
ent the preceding year. 

Given a clean soil, the problem of disease prevention depends 
largely upon the validity of the seéed-carriage hypothesis previously 
presented. If this hypothesis is correct, prevention depends upon 
the development of a harmless, effective, and practicable seed treat- 
ment or upon the availability of disease-free seed. Regarding the 
availability of disease-free seed, anthracnose seems to be prevalent 
in eastern seed farms, but not in Colorado. Although the disease was 
reported from that State in 1917, Colorado-grown seed should be ~ 
comparatively free from anthracnose. 

Concerning the effect of seed treatment upon germination, much 
remains to be done. Injury has resulted from hot water and formal- 
dehyde. Carsner found that hot water, 52° C. for 10 mmutes, was 
harmless. Field tests in 1917 indicate the safety of all of the treat- 
ments except that of formaldehyde in Table VII. The 4 per cent 
formaldehye' for 5 minutes caused great damage and the 2 per cent 
solution for 10 minutes caused rolling of the cotyledons. Mercuric 
chlorid, 1 to 1,000, for 5 minutes appears to be harmless except that 
in some cases a very slight retardation after germination can be 
detected. Copper sulphate is somewhat objectionable because of 
the bluish stain left on the seed. 

While the 1917 experimental field tests at Madison were inconclu- 
sive because of the late appearance of disease in the control field, it 

1 40 per cent. solution. 
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is of interest to note that the 1915 seed was apparently as free from 
disease as treated seed. All of the treatments appear to have been 
effective in these field tests. 

The effectiveness of formaldehyde, 1 per cent for 20 minutes, and of 
mercuric chlorid, 1 to 1,000, for 5 minutes, was tested in the laboratory 
by avoiding contamination after sterilization and planting the seed 
in culture media. One test was made on seed previously inoculated. 
‘In all cases, however, the effect upon the normal surface flora of the 
seed was used as a criterion. The results of these tests are presented 
ingTable L. 

TaBLe XI.—Laboratory tests of the treatment of cucumber seeds with mercuric chlorid and | 
formaldehyde for the control of anthracnose. 

Mercurie chlorid. Formaldehyde. 

Date 
vel seal, 1917. Method. Num- e Num- 

ber Results. ber Results. 
tested. tested. 

Ohionyese =e ASRS (QP AWae Cait GEES eee Bee eae ce Sages 20 | 10 sterile; 1 with fun- 
trose agar, in gus; 9 with bacteria. 
plate. 

Inoculated |...do.....|..... Gloneene teas Y JON AUisteri] epee me 20 | 4 sterile; 4 with fngi; 
on Mar. 12 with bacteria; no 
13,1917. ' anthracnose. 

IDloe sce May 13 |....- Clone 30 | All sterile except one; 40 | None sterile; 7 with 
anthracnose on coty- fungi; no anthrac- 
ledon. nose. 

IDO se SeH| Ce aeeueee Bouillon tubes. . 10 | 9 sterile, 1 developed a |..-.-.-. 
ungus. 

IDO, Ae 2e Sake Sma Nutrient agar - -- 16_| Allsterile-......-......|.- See E 

These results show that the mercuric-chlorid treatment is more 
reliable than the formaldehyde in absolute effectiveness. The very 
interesting case in which 1 out of the 136 inoculated seeds yielded 
a diseased seedling deserves some comment. The age and location 
of the lesion indicated that it had resulted from a recent spore infec- 
tion rather than an earlier micropylar invasion. This would mean 
that the spore had not only escaped the germicide but had also 
survived two months of desiccation. It was probably lodged in 
the micropyle and protected from the .germicide by an air bubble. 
Owing in part, no doubt, to organic matter on the seed, there is a 

marked decrease in the strength of mercuric-chlorid solutions after 
seed is immersed therein. Six liters of seed decreased the concen- 
tration of mercuric chlorid in eight liters of the germicide by almost 
one-half. This means that the solution can be safely used only 
once or twice. 

The effectiveness of a 5-minute immersion in weaker solutions has 
been tested by the agar-plate method. Using about 100 seeds for 
each series, the following percentages of sterile seeds were obtained: 

Mercume, chiortdeyl stop SOQ lp. 6 si sees see 99 per cent sterile. 
Wercumicuchlortds stor V00s ses. secs se se 94 per cent sterile. 

Mercurie chlovid, Wto/3:0002 S22 ae skate tue) 97 per cent sterile. 
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These results indicate that lower concentrations are fairly effective. 
For practical use, however, the standard strength of 1 to 1,000 is 
preferable. 

In the large-scale field tests summarized in Table VIII, the deter- 
mination of the value of seed disinfection as a control measure is 
complicated by the relatively few cases of anthracnose occurrence 
in which there was no possibility of soil infestation. Disregarding 
this contingency, if is rather strikmg that the disease was present 
in only 14.6 per cent of the fields planted with treated seed as com~ 
pared with 23.3 per cent of the controls. This indicates a prevention 
of disease in 8.7 per cent of the fields, or, on a comparative basis, 
prevention of 37 per cent of the cases that would normally have 
occurred. Eliminating all cases possibly attributable to overwinter- 
ing, we find the disease present in 1.3 per cent of the fields planted 
with treated seed as compared with 6.8 per cent of the controls, indi- 
cating a net gain of disease prevention in 5.5 per cent of the fields, or, 
on the comparative basis, a prevention of 80 per cent of the out- 
breaks. 

In conclusion, it may be said that a successful control of anthrac- 
nose may quite possibly be secured by the use of disease-free seed 
in clean soil. 

SUMMARY. 

Anthracnose of cucurbits is caused by the fungus Colletotrichum 
lagenarium (Pass.) Ell. and Hals. 

The hosts are limited to the family Cucurbitacez. Those of eco- 
nomic importance are the cucumber, muskmelon, and watermelon. 
The disease is common among Lagenaria gourds. The following 
cucurbits are added to the list of hosts: Benincasa cerifera, Tricho- 
santhes colubrina, Cucumis dupsaceus, C. melo var. dudaim, and C. melo 
var. fleruosus. Fruit infection occurred in Cucumis anguria and C. 
anguria var. grossulariae. Anthracnose was not found as a vine dis- 
ease in the genus Cucurbita, which includes squash, pumpkin, and 
certain gourds. Beans are not susceptible. 

This disease was first noticed in 1867 in Italy among Lagenaria 
gourds. Later, it appeared on melons in France, and it now occurs 
throughout none and the eastern United States wherever the 
hosts are grown. 

Serious losses are caused in the waitermelan anya industry of 
this country and among cucumbers grown for slicing purposes. 
Since the disease is more serious on. crops in which the fruits are long 
exposed to infection, the losses in the cucumber-pickle crop are not 
as great. 

Leaves, stems, and fruits are attacked. Leaves and even whole 
runners and plants may be killed, and fruits may be blemished or 
become malformed. The lesions increase rather indefinitely in size. 
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Fruiting bodies, or acervuli, are conspicuous on. fruit lesions, occur 
in abundance on stem and petiole lesions, and are less abundant on 
leaf lesions. 

_ The fungus grows and sporulates readily in culture and is not 
exacting as to nutrients. Under optimum conditions the life cycle 
may be completed in four days. 

As to essential elements, iron and sulphur are not needed in de- 
tectable concentrations, and only very minute amounts of magne- 
sium are necessary. As sources of carbon the more complex carbo- 
hydrates seem to be more suitable. Corn starch and xylan were used 

to good advantage, and fair growth occurred on cellulose. 
The fungus is quite sensitive to copper sulphate. Growth was 

prevented by a concentration of molecular+ 2,000 and was retarded 
in molecular + 64,000. 

Spore germination is favored by the presence of a nutrient and by 
a plentiful supply of oxygen. The optimum temperature for spore 
germination lies between 22° and 27° C.; the minimum is about 
4° C. Guttation water from cucumber leaves is apparently not 
toxic to spores. There is evidence that spores may germinate in 
moisture condensed on the lower sides of watermelon fruits in the 
field. 

Thick-walled ego-shaped appressoria are normally formed by 
germinating spores. These appressoria are usually in contact with 
a solid substratum. An abundant oxygen supply favors their 
formation. Appressoria were not formed at 7° C. and below. 

Spores germinating upon a host normally form appressoria closely 
adherent to the cuticle. Host penetration occurs directly through 
the leaf cuticle, not through a stoma. The penetration tube issues 
from a small pore in the under side of the appressorium. 

The mycelium is intracellular. Invaded host cells become col- 
lapsed and stain deeply. There seems to be a previous stimulation 
of nuclear and cell division. 

In a field the disease usually appears first in isolated ‘‘original 
centers”’ of one or two infected plants each. Marked spread of the 
disease from these centers follows raimy periods, particularly, it 
would seem, when the temperatures are not too far above or below 
75° F., the optimum for this fungus. The disease ordinarily becomes 
epiphytotic only late in the life of the host crop. 

The principal agencies of dissemination in the field are rain and 
surface drainage water. The spore masses disperse readily in water. 
During rains the spores are washed to the soil and thence splashed 
upon the leaves. Centers of infection are thus enlarged. Extensive 
spread from such centers is usually in the direction of the slope and 
is accomplished by surface drainage during heavy rains. The fungus 
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has been isolated from soil under diseased plants and from surface 
drainage water after rains. 

The disease is especially destructive in certain fields where arti- 
ficial overhead watering is practiced. Convincing evidence of hand 
dissemination by workmen during the process of culling watermelon 
fields has been secured. 

The mode of origin of the disease in new fields in original centers 
and its appearance in only the fields planted with seed from certain 
sources suggest that the fungus is introduced with the seed. 

Anthracnose has been found prevalent in seed fields on the fruits. 
The process of seed extraction affords ample opportunity for whole- 
sale surface contamination of seed. The cellulose ‘‘hairs”’ on the 
seed coat would afford lodgment and protection to spores. Frag- 
ments of tissue from fruit lesions have been found among and ad- 
herent to seeds. No evidence of the presence of dormant mycelium 
within seeds removed from beneath deep fruit lesions has been 
secured. 

Numerous laboratory and greenhouse tests have failed to prove 
the presence of infectious material on commercial seed. With 
inoculated seed, diseased seedlings result. | 

Extensive field tests with treated and untreated seed, while incon- 
clusive, indicate that the fungus is carried with the seed. 

Convincing evidence that the fungus overwinters in the field has 
been accumulated. The disease recurs annually in certain localities 
and not in others. In experimental fields planted with treated seed, 
the disease reappeared in those which bore a diseased crop the 
previous year. In extensive field tests with treated seed, 90 per 
cent of the cases of anthracnose may possibly be thus explained. It 
has been proved that the fungus overwinters in diseased-vine débris 
buried in soil. 

Bordeaux sprays check but do not prevent the spread of the 
fungus. The lower epidermis of a sprayed leaf is unprotected. 
Spraying may be advisable in the melon, slicing-cucumber, and 
seed-cucumber crops, but is not pre enee in the sugmp per pickle 
growing industry. 

It is Bee that surface disinfection of the seed will eliminate 
the infectious material. For this purpose, immersion in mercuric 
chlorid, 1 to 1,000, for 5 minutes has been found effective and prac- 
tically noninjurious. Disease-free seed may also be secured from 
disease-free seed fields, and possibly by the use of old seed. 

The use of disease-free seed and a proper crop rotation to insure 
clean soil are recommended as control measures. 
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THE NECESSITY FOR EMERGENCY FEEDS. 

It has been the practice for a long time in certain parts of the arid 
Southwest, mostly in what is known as the Big Bend region of 
southern Texas, to feed sotol! to range stock in seasons of scarcity 
of the usual range feed. The custom is probably one that originated 
i Mexico, where this plant is used more or less extensively for human 
food, as well as for the production of an alcoholic beverage where, 
soneiaeee its qualities are well known. 

Hitherto, the usual method of preparing sotol for stock feed has 
been to cut the stem off at the ground and with a machete or an ax 
split open the head, which is formed of the enlarged leaf bases and 
the thickened top of the stem. This process exposes the soft tissue 
of the head to the animals, and either cattle or sheep may be expected 
to “‘do the rest.” 

The past two seasons, 1916 and 1917, have been unusually Set in 
the whole of the arid Southwest 4 from coral Texas to the Pacific 
coast, and in consequence the normal crop of range feed did not 
grow. Farsighted stockmen in many cases sold off some of their 

1 Sotol is a Mexican or Indian name for a species of Dasylirion. The species found in western Texas 

is Dasylirion teranum, while the plant of southern New Mexico and Arizona is D, wheeleri, See descrip- 

tions of species farther on in this bulletin. 
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animals or moved them to other places, in order to reduce the number 
to be kept on their ranges to something like a proper adjustment of 
the numbers to the feed available. Many have fed prickly pear ! 
with success when any of this kind of feed was present on their lands. 

Notwithstanding the recognized necessity for a reduction in the 
numbers of animals upon the range, there were many men who for 
one reason or another were unable to sell or move their animals. 
Under such circumstances the only possible alternatives were to 
feed the animals or let them die. 

The idea of feeding range stock is not new to most of the stockmen 
in western Texas and in southern California, but for the men in 
southern New Mexico and southern Arizona, who are almost without 
exception cattlemen, the practice is largely a new one, though many 
of them have heard of the use of sotol as forage, and some who have 
lived in Texas have practiced feeding it. Sotol occurs in only a very 
small part of the country where feed was scarce this past year, but 
in much of this area there is a greater or less amount of other species 
of plants that are usable. 

Stimulated by the patriotic desire to avoid all possible losses of 
meat animals as well as probable serious financial loss, the more 
enterprising men began casting about for feed of one kind or another. 
Many of the men in Texas had already laid in a supply of cottonseed 
cake or meal. Some were able to buy milo maize, or kafir corn, or 
hay of some kind. But the supply of many of these feeds was below 
normal for the region because of the drought, and all were abnormally 
expensive, while transportation systems were much overworked. 
Hence the need of using all kinds of feed available on the ranges. 

It is difficult to determine just who should be credited with the 
idea of using certain of the plants other than sotol that grow abun- 
dantly in some places in the region. The practice seems to have 
arisen independently in several places at about the same time, both 
in Arizona and in New Mexico. 

1 Griffiths, David. Behavior, under cultural conditions, of species of cacti known as Opuntia. U.S, 

Dept. Agr. Bul. 31, 24 p..,8 pl. 1913. 

Feeding prickly pear to stock in Texas. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Animal Indus. Bul. 91, 23 p., 
3pl. 1906. 

The prickly pear and other cacti as food for stock. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Indus. Bul. 74, 

46p.,5pl. 1905. 

—— The prickly pearasafarmcrop. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Indus. Bul. 124,37p.,2pl. 1908. 

The “‘spineless”’ prickly pears. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Indus. Bul. 140, 24 p., 1 fig., 1 pl. 

1909. 

The thornless prickly pears. U.S. Dept. Agr., Farmers’ Bul. 483, 20 p., 4 fig. 1912. 

—— Yields of native prickly pear in southern Texas. U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 208,11 p.,2pl. 1915. 
and Hare, R.F. Prickly pear and other cacti as foods for stock. N. Mex. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 60, 

134 p. 1906. Literature, p. 124-125. 

Summary of recent investigations of the value of cacti as stock food. In U.S.Dept. Agr., 

Bur. Plant Indus. Bul. 102, p. 7-18, 1 pl. 1907. 

Hare, R. ¥. Experiments on the digestibility of prickly pear by cattle. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Animal 

Indus. Bul. 106, 38 p., 1 fig.,1 pl. 1908. 

Thornber, J. J. Native cacti as emergency forage plants. Jn Ariz. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 67, p. 457-508, 

Spl. 1911. 
Wooton, E,O, Cactiin New Mexico. N. Mex. Agr, Exp. Sta. Bul. 78, 70 p., 18 pl. 1911. 
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The first suggestion of usmg any of these plants for feed, of which 
the present writer knows, was made to him in 1914 by Mr. C. T, 
Turney, of Mesilla Park, N. Mex. Mr. Turney’s idea was to use the 
tops of a species of Yucca (Yucca elata) locally known as soap weed, 

for silage.1 Mr. Turney was cooperating with the United States De- 
partment of Agriculture on the Jornada Range Reserve near Las 
Cruces, N. Mex., in handlmg more than 5,000 cattle under the 
range conditions of that region. It was here, in 1915, that the 
first controlled experiments in the feeding of chopped soap weed 
to range cattle were begun. Cutting up the tops with an ordinary 
silage cutter was found to be difficult, and the chopped material was 
not altogether satisfactory, because the machine used was too light for 
the work. Mr. Turney asked a firm of manufacturers at El Paso, 
Tex., for a heavier machine, which they proceeded to design and 
make. ‘This machine” has been in use for some time in southern 
New Mexico and is the first of a number since made and now in 
use. It is heavy enough to cut up the stalks of the soap weed, 
and thus the discovery was made that the stalks are better feed 
than the tops. 

In 1916 Messrs. Cook and Johnson, of Willcox, Ariz., fed this 

same plant, the material being chopped into pieces of suitable size by 
hand, the men using axes and hatchets. A number of animals were 
fed in this way, but the work entailed is very hard and the feed pro- 
duced is not in a very good condition, though the results obtained 
were fairly satisfactory. Several of their near neighbors tried the 
plan. Most of these men have recently bought machines to do the 
work and are getting better results. 

In May, 1917, a man at Thatcher, Ariz. , devised and built a machine 
for slicing soap weed which was in use oe a short time. Since then 
some modifications of this type of machine have been introduced 
which have materially improved its usefulness. 

In January, 1918, a machinist at Deming, N. Mex., designed and 
constructed a machine which shreds the stalks of this same plant. 

Besides these machines, the ordinary wood-pulping “hog,” such as 
is used for cutting up wood for Doe pulp, has been tried with some 
success. 

It will thus be seen that many people appreciated the need of such 
machines and that stockmen have been eager to buy them and use 
them. Machines of various makes are now in use on ranches all the 
way from Willcox, Ariz., to Marathon, Tex., and north from the 
Mexican boundary to Carlsbad, Engle, and Silver City, N. Mex. 
Considerable extension of this area to the northward in eastern 

1Jardine, J. T., and Hurtt, L. C. Increased cattle production on southwestern ranges. U.S, Dept, 

Agr. Bul. 588, p. 26. 1917. 

2 See the El Paso Morning Times of Jan, 7, 1918, for the story of this machine. 
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New Mexico may be expected as stockmen learn that a number of 
the desert plants may be used in this way and they equip their 
ranches with the machines. 

THE MACHINES. 

From what has been said, it is easy to see that the essential factor 
in the development of this use of an emergency feed was the produc- 
tion of apparatus that would reduce the feed to a satisfactory mechan- 
ical condition. While hand chopping will prepare the feed for use, 
it is a very unsatisfactory method, because the process is slow and 
laborious and consequently expensive and also because the feed as 
prepared in this way consists of chopped-up chunks of various \sizes 
which a greedy animal may swallow whole without chewing and 
which may cause choking or impaction. A number of animals 
have died from these causes when fed on the hand-chopped material. 
Among the stockmen who fed the hand-chopped material, one or 

two rigged up a power pumping jack with a knife attached in such a 
way as to cut the stalks into sections of proper size, which were then 
chopped into smaller pieces with hand axes. On one ranch, a large 
knife, like a tobacco-cutting knife, with a long lever operated by two 

- men, was used to cut the stalks into sections ready for the hand axes. 
A few silage cutters have been used successfully, though it is 

necessary to chop the stems open lengthwise (they have no longi- 
tudinal grain and therefore can not be split) before they will go 
through the machine. 

Snocial power-driven machines, however, were necessary to pre- 
pare these plants in sufficient quantity to meet the requirements of 
the situation. 

Four such machines are now offered for sale by three different 
manufacturing companies. These machines are all modifications of 
a single plan. They consist essentially of a heavy cast cylinder 
that revolves on a horizontal shaft and carries some kind of knives 
or cutting teeth that pass close to a chopping block to which the 
material is carried by some feeding mechanism or by gravity from a 
hopper. 

In the largest machine the knives are like those on_a silage cutter 
or a lawn mower. Lach knife is slightly longer than the cylinder 
and is placed diagonally across and bent around the face of it, thus 
giving it a shearing cut as it passes the chopping block which is 
parallel to the shaft on which the cylinder revolves. The plants are 
fed in horizontally by a mechanism driven by gears from the cylinder 
shaft. (Pl. I, fig. 2.) A 12 to 14 horsepower gasoline engine can 

drive this machine without any trouble and, if properly managed, 
a crew of three men may be expected to chop from 15 to 20 tons 
of soap weed in a 10-hour day if the plants are brought to them. 
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Fic. 1.—AN EMERGENCY-FEED CUTTING MACHINE IN OPERATION ON THE Z BaR L 

RANCH. 

Fia. 2.—AN EMERGENCY-FEED CUTTER IN OPERATION ON THE HIGH-LONESOME RANCH, 
NORTHWEST OF LORDSBuURG, N. MEX. 

— 
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Fia. 1.—THE CATTLE THAT WERE BEING FED CHOPPED SOAP WEED ON THE HIGH- 
LONESOME RANCH, NORTHWEST OF LoRDSBuURG, N. MEX. 

Fic. 2.—A YUCCA AND SOTOL CHOPPER IN OPERATION ON Mr. J. D. PREWITT’S RANCH 

AT BOWIE, ARIZ. 
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Fic. 1.—A CHARACTERISTIC STAND OF SOAP WEED (YUCCA ELATA) IN SOUTHERN NEW 
MExXIco. 

‘The yield from such an area will average 2 to 2% tons of fresh feed per acre, but a growth of 10 
or 12 years will be necessary to produce another such crop. 

Fia. 2.—A TYPICAL LARGE SOAP WEED (YUCCA ELATA) GROWING IN A DEEP SANDY 

SoiL SUCH AS IT PREFERS. 
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Fia. 1.—OLD SOAP WEED (YUCCA ELATA) NEAR THE ARIZONA LINE, NORTHWEST OF 
LORDSBURG, N. Mex. 

These plants are 12 to 15 feet high exclusive of the flower stalks. They are at least 50 years old. 
Compare this figure with figure 2 of this plate. 

Fic. 2.—MATURE BEAR-GRASS (YUCCA GLAUCA) NEAR ELIDA, N. MEx. 

This figure and figure 1 bring out the similarities and differences between these two nearly related 
Species so far as they can be seen in plants that are not in bloom. 
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Fia. 1.—SPANISH BAYONET PLANTS GROWING NEAR VAIL, ARIZ. 

To the left is a plant of sotol. 

Fia. 2.—THE SPANISH BAYONET, OR PALMA (YUCCA MACROCARPA), NEAR STATE 
COLLEGE, N. Mex. 
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Fia. 1.—LECHUQUILLA (AGAVE LECHUGUILLA) GROWING ON LIMESTONE HILLS AT 
EL Paso, TEX. 

Fi@. 2.—THE SPANISH BAYONET, OR AMOLE (YUCCA BACCATA), IN FLOWER, 

SAN ANDREAS MOUNTAINS, N. MEX. 
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Fic. 1.—SACAHUISTA (NOLINA ERUMPENS) NEAR SONORA, TEX. 

ea ht 
SES 

ete 

Fic. 2.—BEAR-GRASS (NOLINA MICROCARPA) IN THE SAN ANDREAS MOUNTAINS, 35 
MILES NORTHEAST OF Las Cruces, N. MEx. : 
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There are two machines in which the cutting is done by a set of 
small teeth screwed into the face of the cylinder and so arranged that 
each tooth strikes at a different time, all taken together cutting across 
the full width of the cylinder. Both these are modifications of the 
ordinary wood-pulping ‘‘hog,”’ the essential differences being merely 
those of the size and shape of the teeth. These machines are smaller 
than the first one mentioned and require an engine of 6 to 8 horse- 
power to operate them satisfactorily, though both are actually being 
used with engines that furnish less power than this. They both shred 
the stalks of the soap weed into small pieces that cattle may eat freely 

- without any danger of impaction. (PI. II, fig. 2.) Each machine is 
fed by hand from a vertical hopper, the weight of the stalks helping 
to keep them against the teeth. The output from either of these 
machines running at about the rate which might be expected in 
practice is approximately 1 ton of chopped feed per hour. 

The fourth machine has a set of triangular knives, something like 
the knives on the cutter bar of a mowing machine, bolted to the face 
of the cylinder, each knife being raised above the surface of the 
cylinder by a narrow triangular steel block about three-fourths of an 
inch thick, through which the bolts pass. These knives slice the stalk 
into sections one-half to three-fourths of an inch thick, cutting the 
fibers into short pieces. In its latest form the knives are diamond 
shaped and reversible, while the machine is fed from a troughlike 
hopper inclined at about 45°. In its earlier form this machine had a 
horizontal mechanical feed, but the makers have ceased to furnish 
this heavier and more expensive cutter. Machines of this kind may 
be expected to cut from 10 to 12 tons per day. This cutter has never 
received a distinctive name, but it is manufactured at Deming, 
N. Mex. (PL. I, fig. 1.) 

The earlier machines were constructed so they could be mounted 
with a gas engine on wheels and moved from place to place. Experi- 
ence has shown that in most cases it is easier to set up the cutter at 
the corral and run it by the engine that pumps the water for the live 
stock. All the very poor cattle have to be fed at the watering place, 
because they are usually too weak to walk very far for water. The 
newer and smaller machines may be had with or without a frame for 
use on a wagon. | 

The Office of Forage-Crop Investigations of the Bureau of Plant 
Industry, United States Department of Agriculture, will be glad to 
answer any inquiries regarding machines and their manufacturers and 
to furnish any additional information in its possession regarding the 
use of desert plants as emergency stock feed. 
The important conclusions to be drawn from the available data 

relative to each of these machines are (1) that they will do the work 
required of them; (2) that they are so constructed as to be operated 
easily by the kind of labor available; (3) that they may be had at 
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such prices as steckmen can well afford to pay for the work to be 
done; (4) that the power required for the work is such as is supplied 
by the kind and size of engine frequently found on the average stock 
ranch or which may be purchased at a reasonable price; and (5) that 
the use of these machines renders available a supply of low-grade 
feed which will save the lives of animals that would otherwise starve. 
(See Pl. II, fig. 1.) 

KINDS OF FEED. 

As has already been stated, the feeding of sotol is not new nor is the 
idea of using certain other plants that have either stems or leaves (or 
both) that are more or less thickened. All the development of the 

use of prickly-pear has come about from carrying out this idea with 
respect to certain cacti. It is one of the purposes of this bulletin to . 
summarize as definitely as possible the available data as to possible 
sources of stock feed of this kind. 

One difficulty to be overcome, which is a cause of considerable 
misunderstanding and frequent differences of opinion, arises from the 

- confusion of the various common names in use for the different plants 
and the similarities in their appearance. 

The plants which may be chopped up and used as emergency feed 
belong to two families, embracing 4 or 5 different genera and as 
many as 12 to 20 different species. Almost any one of them may be 
very easily confused with one or more of the others that are similar 
in appearance. Differences which are very easily seen to exist among 
the flowers and fruits, the basis of most botanical classifications (Pl. V, 

fig. 1), are not to be seen except in the flowering season, and most 
people have not examined them at that time. The differences in the 
leaves and habits of the plants by which they can be distinguished 
when the plants are not in bloom or in fruit are here described. 

SOAP WEED. 

Tn the region between Pecos, Tex., and Tucson, Ariz., and south of 
Safford or Clifton, Ariz., and Silver City and Socorro in New Mexico, 
on the sandy plains, occurs in greater or less abundance a narrow- 
leaved yucca that is usually referred to by the English-speaking popu- 
lation of the region as soap weed. It is one of the commoner, and 
frequently the commonest and most conspicuous, of the desert shrubs. 
It is often called amole or by its proper Mexican name of palmilla (the 
little palm), and in the region about Thatcher, Ariz., it is called ooce, 
which is probably an Indian name for it. This is one of the two com- 
monest yuccas of a region where there are several, and is known 
botanically as Yucca elata (the tall yucca). (Pl. III, figs.1 and 2; 
Pl. IV, fig. 1.) It is called soap weed and amole because its roots 
(and stems) are frequently used as a soap substitute. This name 
soap weed is not distinctive of any species, though most commonly 
applied to the one mentioned, but is often applied to other plants that 
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are used for this purpose. This confusion of usage explains how two 
people may disagree about certain peculiarities of soap weed; they 
-are probably thinking and talking of two different plants. 

OTHER THICK-LEAVED PLANTS. 

The yuccas may be recognized when not in flower by characters 
which apply to all the species of the region except three. The leaves 
of all species are each tipped with a sharp spine, and the margin of 
the leaf bears one or more threadlike fibers which frequently strip 
buck and form a loose mat of threads among the bases of the leaves. 
The margins of the leaves never bear any hooklike spines. In one 
group of three species that grow in the region of Del Rio, Sanderson, 
and northward in Texas the leaf margins do not have a threadlike 
appendage, but are thickened and horny, with very fine teeth, 
scarcely large enough to be seen by the naked eye, but sharp enough 
and hard enough to cut the hands badly. 

Of the other thick-leaved plants of the region the century plants 
(Agave) all have sharp spines on the ends of the leaves, but the 
margins bear large recurved spines. Sotol (Dasylirion) has flat, 
strap-shaped leaves with curved, yellow, horny spines on the margin, 
but they are frayed at the tips. (PL. V, fig. 2.) There are two or 
three species of Nolina in the region that have long, slim, nearly 
smooth, but tough leaves, frayed at the tips, without threads or 
spines, though sometimes a few very small teeth are scattered along 
the marein. The leaves of these plants are often as thick as they are 
wide, which is usually not much over one-fourth of an inch, being 
nearly always triangular, but sometimes nearly circular in cross sec- 
tion. In the region about Marathon and Sanderson, Tex., where one 
species (Nolina erumpens)* is tolerably abundant, the common 
name in use is sacahuista.”? (Pl. VIII, fig. 1.) 

BEAR-GRASS. 

Bear-grass is a name that is used for two very different plants in 
different localities. On the Plains of eastern New Mexico and western 
Texas from Carlsbad northward to western Kansas and eastern Colo- 
rado, found practically always on the sandy land, the plant called 
bear-grass is a species of Yucca (Y. glauca; Pl. IV, fig. 2) that has 
many narrow, thin, thread-bearing leaves that are borne on a very 
short stem growing from a rather large root from which new heads of 
leaves arise whenever the old ones are cut off. The leaves are three- 
cighths of an inch wide or less, hardly more than one-sixteenth of an 
inch thick, and 18 to 30 inches long. The stem is usually not over 6 
or 8 inches high. By using the same name for the two plants and 
failmg to recognize their differences (which are not marked in plants 

1 The variety called compacta by Dr. Trelease is associated with the species throughout this region. 

2 This name is also applied to a species of Spartina, a coarse grass, in the coastal-plains region of Texas. 
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that are not in bloom) a few people are confusing this plant with the 

soap weed (Yucca elata) already described, and differences of opinion 
as to the length of time it will take these plants to grow a second crop 
are already arising in discussions of the future prospects of this kind 
of feed. 2 

In southwestern New Mexico and adjacent parts of Arizona from 
Silver City and Clifton southward is an entirely different plant that is 
known as “bear-grass.”’ (Pl. VIII, fig. 2.) It is a species of Nolina 
(N. microcarpa) and closely resembles the sacahuista of the Marathon, 
Tex., region. This plant nearly always occurs on the gravelly or 
rocky foothills, though it sometimes spreads out over the land that 
is more nearly level. It is common on the hills south of Silver City, 
N. Mex., abundant on both sides of the railroad at Dragoon, Ariz.,! and 
a large area covered with it is found in the south end of the Animas 
Valley in southwestern New Mexico. <A scattering growth may be 
expected on the foothills of the mountains associated with sotol from 
the region of El Paso westward. 

SPANISH BAYONET, OR DAGGER. 

The name Spanish bayonet (or dagger) is applied pretty generally 
to several broad-leaved species of Yucca and some near allies. The - 
Spanish word palma (palm) is also occasionally used for these plants. 
There are several species that are hard to distinguish without flowers 
and fruit. Some of them are illustrated in this bulletin (Pl. VI, 
figs. 1 and 2; Pl. VIL, fig. 2). 

LECHUGUILLA. 

Lechuguilla is a Mexican name for a species of Agave? that is quite 
common in the Big Bend region of Texas, especially in Brewster and 
Presidio Counties, south of the Southern Pacific Railway (Pl. VII, 

fig. 1). This plant is used as a fiber plant in northern Mexico. 
Animals sometimes eat it during periods of drought, but stockmen of 
the region are afraid of impaction from the abundant and strong 
fibers it contains. The plant is said to be increasing in the region 
mentioned, and stockmen would be glad to see it driven out, since 
it kills out the grass and thus reduces the available feed. Its rigid 
brown and black spines terminating the stiff leaves and its habit of 
erowing thickly all over the ground make land occupied by it almost 
impassible for cattle or horses. However, it is easily cut with a 
mattock, and the large cutter shown in Plate I, figure 2, chops it 
into pieces that stock can easily masticate. With the fiber cut in 
small pieces and most of the spines chopped off, this plant will furnish 
considerable emergency feed, and its removal from the range will 
favor the grasses. It is probable that it can be cut up by a lighter 

1 Trelease refers the plants about Dragoon and other places in eastern Arizona to Nolina caudata Treal. 

2A gave lechuguilla Torr. Other species of this genus occur in the region under consideration, but never 

in sufficient quantity to beimportant asfeed. They are generally known by the name of mescal or maguey, 
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machine, like a silage cutter, if the knives are kept sharp. The 
chemical analysis indicates that this material is of about the same 
feeding value as the other plants here discussed. 

SOTOL. 

Sotol! is the name applied to all species of Dasylirion in the 
Mexican border region, as well as in northern Mexico. In south- 
central Arizona it is sometimes called sotoli. These plants grow 
only on the rocky foothills of the mountains and part way up the 
mountain sides. They are easily recognized by their numerous long, 
flexible, strap-shaped leaves, bearing a curved spines on their 
margins. Over small areas they are sometimes very abundant, but 
such thick patches are not common. 

KEYS TO PLANTS DESCRIBED. 

For convenience in identifying the above-mentioned plants when 
not in bloom the following artificial keys may be used.? 

Key to the genera. 

I. Leaves tipped with a more or less rigid spine. 

A. Margins of the leaves bearing a threadlike fiber or sometimes 
without the fiber but having a minutely toothed, horny 

par USEC rae ere Net neo ee ent Pome epoca, or Re ae Sooke WGK 

This genus contains the soap weed, one of the plants 
called bear-grass, the Spanish bayonet, etc. 

B. Margins of the leaves bearing conspicuous recurved gray, 

repent oriblack Spimes: —\ 528.) 4.2 eee ee ea AGAVE. 
This genus includes the century plants, lechuguilla, 

4 mescal, and maguey. 

II. Leaves usually frayed at tip, never having a terminal spine. 

C. Leaves thin and strap shaped, margins bearing small yellow 

CUaVeCes ples: Gtk Ii) Var ee Ra eR RAL e MEN Sek, Leeks 3. DASYLIRION 
The species of this genus are all called sotol. 

D. Leaves narrow, usually nearly as thick as they are wide, mar- 

gins smooth or very minutely and sparsely toothed, sometimes 

tapering into a long, slender, curved or bent tip..-........-. 4. NOLINA. 

This includes the sacahuista and another jp eaath called 

; bear-grass. 

1 The spelling is Spanish though the word may be Indian, and the accent is on the second syllable. The 

Americans are beginning to drop the “‘1,”’ put the accent on the first syllable, and apply the word to the 

soap weed in the Deming to Bowie district where they are not very well acquainted with the real sotol. 

2 To determine the name of a plant by the use of the key, look first at the tips of the leaves.- If the leaf 

ends in a sharp hard spine, the plant will be found in group I; ifnot, then lookin group II. Ifthe plant 

belongs to group I, then !ook at the leaf margins and see whether they bear hooked spines. If they do, 

the plant is an Agave and is one of the group of plants to which the century plant belongs. It is necessary 

to take the steps in determination in the order indicated or incorrect conclusions will be reached. Thus, 

Dasylirion has hooked spines along the margins of the leaves, but the leaves are not spiny pointed. Al- 

ways settle the question under the major subdivision first before passing to questions of the next order 

ofrank, At the end of the series of questions will be found the botanical and common names of the plant 

under examination or some very near relative ofit. The attempt here is not so much to be technically 

accurate as a botanist asit is to answer the natural questions of stockmen with a degree of accuracy sufficient 

for their purposes. 

69803°—18—Bull. 728——2 
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Key to the species of yucca. 

I. Leaves quite numerous in the head, narrow, one-half inch wide or generally 

less, with a thin, white, threadlike filament on the margin; fruit a 
dry pod that bursts. 

1. Mature plant with a trunk from a few inches to several feet in length; 
flower stalk 5 to 10 feet high and much branched................-- 

1. Yucca elata. Soap weed, palmilla, ooce. 

2. Mature plant usually without any perceptible trunk; stem, if any, 

at most only 6 or 8 inches high; leaves usually less than 2 feet long; 

flower stalk never over 3 or 4-feet high, usually sparingly branched. 

2. Yucca glauca. Bear-grass (in eastern New Mexico). 

II. Leaves less numerous, quite stiff, broad, 14 to 2 inches wide, one-eighth 

to one fourth of an inch thick, with coarse woody threads on the 

margin; fruit more or less fleshy, at least when young. All species 
called Spanish bayonet, or dagger. 

1. Mature plant with short trunk (a few inches high) or none, fruit large, 
5 or 6 inches long, and fleshy.....-. 3. Yucca baccata. Amole, datil, dagger. 

2. Mature plant with trunk several feet in height; fruit smaller, 3 to.4 

inches long, fleshy at first, but drying up without bursting.......-.- 
4. Yucca macrocarpa.1 Palma, dagger. 

III. Leaves intermediate in width and rigidity between the other two 

groups, margin not bearing a thread, but, being horny and with very 

minute teeth, is barely visible to the naked eye; fruit a dry pod that 

DurSts. OPEN 2.2 bea. kes 2 ee ee 5. Yucca rupicola.? 

OTHER PLANTS AVAILABLE. 

Besides the above-named plants there are several others that could 
doubtless be used in the same manner with equally good results. The 
Joshua tree (Clistoyucca arborescens) of the Nevada-California desert 
region (also called quiote by Spanish-speaking people), Hesperoyucca 
whipplei of the California coast region, and Hesperaloe parviflora of 
Texas east of Del Rio could be used wherever they occur in sufficient. 
abundance. Samuela faxoniana of the Sierra Blanca region in Texas 
will probably be used along with the other plants that are available 
there, and they are already beginning to be used. These all look like 
yuccas and at one time or another have been considered to be yuccas. 

DISTRIBUTION AND DENSITY. 

The diagrammatic map (fig. 1) shows the regions in which the more 
important species occur. Each has its own soil, altitude, and expo- 

1 This is the commonest species of this type in the region from Douglas, Ariz., to Marfa, Tex. Yucca 

mohavensis is another very similar species that grows in the Mojave Desert region of northwestern Arizona, 

southern Nevada, and southeastern California. Yucca brevifolia and Yucca schottii occur in the foothills 

of southern Arizona. Yucca treculeana occurs in the lower Rio Grande region from: Laredo southward. 

None of these are ever very abundant, but all of them could doubtless be used for the purpose under dis- 

cussion, 

2 Two other species, Yucca thompsoniana and Yucca reverchoni, occur associated with this species in 

the region from Haywood, Tex., north to San Angelo and eastward on rough hillsides along with sotol and 

sacahuista, ; 
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sure requirements, and the distribution of none of the species is uniform 
at any place. The map is as accurate as could be made from the data 
available and does not pretend to do more than indicate the general 
region where certain species may be expected to occur. 
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Fig. 1.—Diagrammatic outline map of the region where the emergency feeds considered in this bulletin 

are to be found: 1, Area where bear-grass ( Yucca glauga) formerly was more or less abundant, but where 

the supply has been reduced by farming operations or where the growth is scattering; 2, area where 

bear-grass is now sufficiently abundant to render it important as feed; 3, distribution area throughout 

which soap weed ( Yucca elata) occurs on sandy land but is not uniformly abundant; 4, distribution area 

of Yucca rupicola and its allies (other species of yucca, sotol, and sacahuista are also found); 5, area where 

lechuguilla (A gave lechuguilla) is most abundant (Spanish bayonet, sacahuista, and sotol are also found); 

6, distribution area of sotol (Dasylirion spp.) and various daggers ( Yucca baccata and Y. macrocarpa), 

as well as species of Nolina. 

Soap weed (Yucca elata) and the bear-grass (Yucca glauca) of 
extreme eastern New Mexico and the Panhandle of Texas are prac- 
tically always found on nearly level, sandy land. Occasionally they © 
may occur sparingly upon tight soils or in a gravelly arroyo, but this 
is the exception. Sacahuista and the bear-grass (species of Nolina) 
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of southwestern New Mexico and adjacent Arizona usually grow on 
soil that is moderately fine, sometimes gravelly, but generally not 
rocky nor very sandy. In places there are large patches of it, suffi- 
cient to feed several thousand head of cattle for several months, but 
the total amount of this feed both in Texas and New Mexico is quite 
limited. 

All the other species of these curious desert plants grow on rocky 
hillsides and slopes where the soil is coarse talus or merely piles of 
stones with a littlesoilmixed in. Lechuguilla grows only on limestone 
soils, but will cover hillsides, ridges, atl table-lands where tite lime- 
stone is but scantily opal. with soil. 

Only a relatively small part (at a rough estimate not over 25 per 
- cent) of the land in the regions indicated on the map carries a crop of 
the species ascribed to it. Over much of the sandy land the principal 
plants are grasses; on the tight soils few or none of these shrubs grow; 
while much of the gravelly mesa area is occupied by creosote bush or 
black brush with only an occasional yucca. The heaviest growth of 
soap weed ( Yucca elata) is to be found in the region between El Paso 
and Lordsburg and in the open plain between El Paso and Alamogordo. 

Exact data as to the amount of feed found on an acre or a section 
are not available, and estimates by different men who have been 
cutting it vary from 3 tons per acre down. Cuttings made over 35 to 
40 sections near Newman, N. Mex., yielded from 175 to 300 tons of 
dry leaf heads, with an average of 250 tons persection. The man who 
was managing this cutting estimated the dry stalks at approximately 
as much more in weight per section. These plants are usually shred- 
ded and fed while fresh, and the green weight is doubtless at least 
twice that of the dry leaves and stalks. From these figures we reach 
the conclusion that in regions where these plants are tolerably abun- 
dant the yield of fresh feed averaged 14 to 2 tons per acre. Actual 
weights of two loads, each consisting of 38 stalks, averaged 1,340 
pounds. An acre with an average stand of the growth found on the 
plains northeast of Las Cruces, N. Mex., in 1914 produced 85 stalks 
by actual count, which would weigh about 14 tons. These figures 
are obtained from land where the plants of this species were of medium 
to large size and fairly abundant. 

Yucca glauca, the bear-grass of the Staked Plain region and north- 
ward, produces from one-fourth to 1 ton per acre of dried material, 
according to Mr. J. E. Wallis, of Elida, N. Mex., who had cut and 
baled between 3,000 and 3,500 tons (dry) of iton contract. Allowing 
for the loss of moisture, which would be at least 50 per cent, this 

species in eastern New Mexico produces from 2 tons per acre on lands 
carrying a heavy stand down to nothing on the tight lands. 

With the exception of occasional small patches of old sotol, none of 
the other species produce as much feed per acre as the soap weed, and 
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certainly none of the other species are to be found on as much land 
as this one. 

; RENEWAL AFTER CUTTING. 

The soap weed (Yucca elata) and the bear-grass (Yucca glauca) 

both sprout readily when cut off at the ground. The best information 
as to the latter indicates that a new crop about as good as the original 
may be expected from cut-over land in about three or four years. 
There can be no doubt that the tall stalks of the soap weed ( Yucca 
elata) are much older, however. Plants from 6 to 10 or 12 feet high 
are certainly 15 or 20 years old or older. Stockmen who have ridden 
the ranges in southern New Mexico and Arizona for many years are 
unanimous in estimates of this order. New heads of leaves appear 
at the ground, generally the next season after the old stalk is injured 
or killed, but it takes years to grow new tall trunks. Where they 
occur, these plants really constitute the desert forests, and many of 
them are at least 50 to 75 years old. Since the stems furnish by far 
the better part of the feed, it will be seen that the present method of 
using the plants is really but callmg upon a supply of reserve feed that. 
was not before appreciated and that its renewal is a slow process. 

_ Experience in Texas indicates that the sotol and sacahuista do not 
recover when they are cut off at the root. Reports from Marathon 
and Sonora agree that areas which were cut over 15 years ago have 
not produced a new crop since and show no prospect of doing so. 
While actual experience is lacking with respect to the various other 
Species mentioned here, it is highly probable that, with the exception 
of lechuguilla, none of them will sprout from the root when cut off. 
Lechuguilla sprouts readily from old stems, but the plant has a 
very shallow root system and it would be dug out bodily if fed, 
hence there would be nothing left to sprout. Yucca baccata has 
underground parts that might sprout, but it is an unimportant 
Species, never very abundant. 

Data as to the ease with which seeds will germinate are also lack- 
ing, but young seedlings are very rare in the regions where they 

might be expected to occur. The writer has noticed this condition 
many times. All the plants here considered produce abundance of 
seeds when they fruit, but a large proportion of the seeds are eaten 
in the pod by the larve of insects. This is especially true of the 
yuccas. 

Under conditions that can be supplied in a greenhouse or a garden 
the seeds of several of the species germinate tolerably well, but such 
conditions do not often occur in the situations where the seeds 
naturally fall; hence, reproduction from seed, while possible, is but 
remotely probable in the open country. Moreover, if stock learn 
to eat the plants they will pull up the young seedlings long before 
they get large enough to protect themselves. 
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It thus appears that most of the species here listed, if used up, 
are not likely to return. Fortunately, the most valuable species 
(Yucca elata and Yucca glauca) may be expected to recover after 
cutting, the former slowly and the latter more rapidly, especially 
if the plants are not cut too close and are given an opportunity to 
erow. 

It should be clearly understood that the supply of this emergency 
feed is not by any means inexhaustible; in fact, on many ranches it 
is scarce or very limited in amount; also that natural renewal is slow 
with the best species and improbable with others, while it is reason- 
ably rapid with but one species (Yucca glauca). Present knowledge 
of the plants indicates that they should be used for emergency feed 
only. They should be allowed to store a supply of feed, in what 
might be called a riatural or living silo during the favorable growing 
seasons, that may be used when the years of low rainfall and poor 
grass come—years that are sure to come when the dry part of the 
precipitation cycle arrives, as it does every 10 or 12 years. 

QUALITY OF THE FEED. 

In 1896 an analysis of sotol was published by the New Mexico 
Agricultural Experiment Station in Bulletin No. 17, but none of the 
other plants here treated were then thought of or used as feed, ex- 
cept as cattle occasionally chewed a few of the dry leaves.t In 1903 
some ash analyses of three of the species listed here were published 
by the same station in Bulletin No. 44. In October, 1917, a press 
bulletin with analyses of sotol and soap weed was sent out by the 
same station, with comparative data for other more common feeds. 
On February 1, 1918, the Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station 
published two analyses of Yucca elata.? — , 

The Bureau of Chemistry, United States Department of Agricul- 
ture, has been called upon to make analyses of a number of these 
plants at different times. The details of all are presented in Table 
I, all records being computed on a water-free basis. Along with 
these are some analyses of a few of the better known feeds, with 
which they may be compared. None of the ordinary feeds are 
exactly like these desert shrubs. They contain less water than 
most fresh feeds and considerably more than most dry hays. The 
average water content of four samples of soap weed when first pre- 
pared was 65.86, while for five samples of sotol the average water 
content was 60.23 per cent. at 

1Jn 1898 the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station published in Bulletin No, 44 an analysis of 

satol from Dull’s ranch, no further data being given. This is possibly a misprint for sotol. ‘ 

2 Thornber, J. J. Soap weed or palmilla ( Yucca elata) as emergency forage. Ariz. Agr. Exp. Sta., 

Timely Hints for Farmers 135, 7 p., 1 fig. 1918. 

A preliminary report on some feeding experiments with soap weed and sotolis made in Press Bulletin , 

308 of the New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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TasLE I.—Chemical analyses of different emergency feeds, with corn stover and hay com- 
parisons. 

Identifica- 
tion. 

Ariz. No. 1-- 
Ariz. No. 2-- 

N. Mex. exp. 
sta. 

E.O. W. 7137 
D. G. 10090... 
Ranchman. . 
E. O. W. 7236 
E.O. W. 7237 

\p. O. W. 7243 

E.O. W. 7249 

E. O. W. 7238 

\p. O. W. 7242 

E. O. W. 7245 

jp. O. W. 7248 

jp. O. W. 7247 

N. Mex. exp. 
sta. 

E. O. W. 7239 

E. O. W. 7246 

N. Mex. exp. 
sta. 

E. O. W. 7244 

Name of plant, place of Date of : ° 
collection, etc. collection, | Kind of material. 

Yucca elata: 
Willcox, Ariz.1........ IO eee ecGnéoe Young stems. ...-- 
Tucson, Ariz.1......-- NOUS ire ss peters Fe Old'stemss5e32-—-- 

Oct., 1917....| Heads and leaves. . 

Las Cruces, N. Mex2..)i6)7°°°777777) Silage 00 
; Oct., 1917...-| Dry leaves.......- 

Jornada Reserve ®....- May 19, 1913..| Flower stalk....-- 
Deming, N. Mex.3.....{ Aug. 24, 1910.) Leaves.....-.-.--- 
Willeox, Ariz.3:......- May 24, 1917..|..._- COs abe eee 

Deming, N. Mex.3.....| Feb., 1918...- Se REE etre 

ACV ERAP elon alliSWeCI=Al- no seos-ecocin clas ceicie suecnceeieeeene 
mens. 

rucea glauca: eae 
Elida, N. Mex.3......- Mar. 30, 1918.. ee akaooteee 

Yucca macrocarpa: 
State College, N. Mex.3.} Mar. 27, 1918..| Leaves and stems. 

Yucea baccata: : 
Florida Mountains, N. | Mar.10,1918..|..... (0 oes Se ate 
Mex.3 

Yucca brevifolia (?): 

Near Vail, Ariz.3.....- Mar. 14, 1918.- Stems: e378 see 
Yucca rupicola: 

Sonora, Tex.3......--- Apr. 1, 1918..| Leaves and stems. 
Samuela faxoniana: 

MGaviesso see asc sers 
Sierra Blanca, Tex.3...| Apr. 5,1918..|4Stem, old part-.-- 

a. Stem, young part.. 
Dasylirion texanum: 

WCAVIES: ea aeecieeci: 
Sonora, Tex.35 2.0: -2- PAD Taileel OL aes SECs deere ea ee 

nt , DLCIMS eye yeisierss ee 
Dasylirion wheeleri: 

USOGIS eee Head sos eee 

State College, N. M De eae ate College, N. Mex.. ; Ty leaves......-- 
: Ss ON ee Unblossomed head 

E : Green leaves.....- 
Florida Mountains, N. | Mar.10,1918..] Head..........--- 
Mex.3 

PV CLA CHOM ana an sncsce ee cele alas tec sooce cece tool tianecesencaes 
yses. 

Nolina erumpens: 
SOMOLARMECK:S pasteee aoe Apr. 1, 1918...]| Whole plant.....- 

Nolina microcarpa: 
Jornada Reserve 2..-..- Oct Obes. | eaves te oseeee 

Agave lechuguilla: : 
PME aso lexs: 2/52 Mar. 26, 1918..| Whole plant...... 

Averages for comparison: 5 
Corn stover (ears re- 
moved, 183 analyses). 

Prairie hay (western, 
42 analyses). 

Alfalfa hay (250 anal- 
yses). 

Constitutents, water-free 
basis (per cent). 

| ; 2 
3 | 3 & 5 |8 ig 
| k AS 

>) oe 

- dl eid bale Medel latent 
gi eiei2 |? 
4/o/a/& 12 

5.6] 7.5 | 1.51161 | 69.3 
9.2]3.1] .9| 19.6 | 67.2 
6.0 | 6.3} 1.6 | 30.9 | 55.2 
6.9 | 4.3] 1.1 | 24.0] 63.7 
Wee 6.3 | 2.9 | 37.4] 47.2 
6.8 | 2.9] 2.7] 38.9 | 48.7 
7.5 |18.4 | 2.1 | 26.8] 45.2 

12.1] 6.5] 1.5 | 24.9 | 55.0 
HO B.S \) Qa ELS) | 0,2 
9.8.| 6.3 | 2.1 | 25.9 | 55.9 
4.6|3.1| .7| 39.4 | 52.2 

71|7.5|1.6| 28.4 | 55.4 

8.8] 6.4] 2.8 | 32.7] 49.3 
7.315.7] .8| 25.2] 61.0 

4.6| 2.9] .6]| 43.1 | 48:8 

7.6 | 3.6] 1.2 | 34.1 | 53.5 

9.4] 5.7 | 1.5 | 20.0 | 63.4 
12.7] 5.8 | 2.7 | 39.1 | 39.7 

7.3 | 7.2 | 2.3 | 37.3 | 45.9 

8.5] 5.51 1.7 | 24.5| 59.8 
5.61 2.8] .7 | 33.6| 57.3 
7.2 13.4] 1.9] 11.4] 66.1 

3.5 | 5.111.6] 41.7] 48.1 
3.5 | 6.6 | 1.2 | 20.1 | 68.6 
7.3 |17.6 | 2.3 | 26.5 | 46.3 

4.6] 4.6] 2.3 | 24.3] 64.2 
4.2| 5.4] 1.9 | 30.7 | 57.8 
3.1|2.3| 4.4] 44.4] 45.8 
5.8 {11.5 | 2.2 | 28.8 | 51.7 
4.5] 4.6] 2.4] 39.6] 48.9 
4.4] 4.2] 1.0 | 29.2} 61.2 

4315.5) 2.4 | 32.9) 54.9 

5.6] 8.6| 2.8] 41.8 | 41.2 

2.9|3.7|1.5| 46.6 | 45.3 

8.9 | 4.4] 1.7] 32.5] 52.5 

6.4 | 6.5) 1.8 | 33.9 | 51.4 

8.2] 8.6 | 2.8| 32.6 | 47.8 

31.0 | 40.8 

1 Thornber, J.J. Soap weed or palmilla( Yucca elata) asemergency forage. Ariz. Agr. Exp. Sta., Timely 
Hints for Farmers 135, 7 p. palate. 1918. 

2 New Mexico Experiment Station, Press Bulletin 301. 
_ 3 Analysis made in the Cattle Feeds and Grain Investigations Laboratory of the U. S. Bureau of Chem- 
istry, under the direction of Mr. G. L. Bidwell. 

4Goss, Arthur. Principles of stock feeding and some New Mexico feeding stufis. 

ed. 16, p. 633-646. Madison, Wis., 1916. 
Sta. Bul. 17, p. 21-54. 

5 Henry, Ww 
1895. 

.A.,and Morrison, F.B. Feeds and Feeding.... 

N. Mex. Agr. Exp. 
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The analyses of soap weed and sotol show that the food value of the 
different parts of the plant varies and that the food content of the 
same parts of different plants also varies. This is as was to be 
expected. The growing parts of the plant would naturally have less 
fiber and more protein because they are growing, and the leaf bases 
and young stems would also show relatively higher food content 
because of their use by the plant for storage of such material against 
the flowering time. A change in the percentage of one constituent 
of necessity affects the figures for all the rest. 

The average values for the 13 analyses of soap weed and 6 analyses 
of sotol are more nearly like those of western prairie hay (average of | 
42 analyses) than any other kind of feed usually fed, though they also 
approximate those of corn stover. 

There was considerable discussion among those interested about 
the relative values of this feed and alfalfa hay. Assuming that they 
are equally digestible and that there is nothing deleterious in the 
soap weed, the figures given in Table I show something of the relative 
merits of the two feeds. From these figures alone we see that for 
perfectly dry material the amount of protein in 100 pounds of alfalfa 
is about twice as much as that in the soap weed and that the fat- 
carbohydrate percentages are higher in the soap weed. Both these 
conditions indicate higher feed value in the alfalfa. In addition to 
these is the condition in which the material is fed. Alfalfa is fed when 
air dry, and 100 pounds of hay furnishes about 93 pounds of dry 
matter of which between 8 and 9 pounds is crude protem. Soap weed | 
is fed fresh cut and 100 pounds of the feed contains only about 35 
pounds of dry matter, of which about 24 pounds is protem. Thus, for 
every 100 pounds of alfalfa fed, an animal gets nearly three times as 
much feed which'is at the same time twice as good feed as when he is 
fed 100 pounds of chopped yucca. This should answer the question 
very emphatically in favor of alfalfa, but at the same time it should 
in no way detract from the value of the soap weed as an emergency 
feed. 

It must be clearly recognized that the soap weed and all such feeds 
are of low feed value and, taken alone, are feeds of very wide nutritive 
ratios. In other words, the amount of tissue-building food material 
(protein) found in these feeds constitutes only a small proportion of 
the total amount of the material fed, and is also small in amount when 
compared with the other food materials (fats and carbohydrates) 
present in such feeds. The fresh, moist condition of the feed when 
fed is advantageous, and under certain conditions it would no doubt 
be worth while to feed a certain amount of such material to stock 
on dry feed. However, under most conditions the expense of pre- 
paring the feed is such that it is not warranted unless no other feed 
is available at a less cost. 
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The distances which feeds produced on cultivated land must be 
transported compel the stockmen who use such feeds to seek those 
that are highly concentrated. The cottonseed products, meal and 
cake, are such feeds, and they have high protein content. They are 
to be had in the region and with a shorter haul than any feeds of 
equal value, with the exception of alfalfa. Hay and forage crops 
are not concentrated, and they are correspondingly hard to transport. 
But while the cottonseed products may be safely fed in small quan- 
tities, it is necessary that they be accompanied by sufficient roughage 
to give the requisite bulk and balance to the ration. They can not 
be fed alone for a long time or in very large quantities without serious 
detriment to the stock. If the dry range feed is practically all gone, 
the needed roughage may be supplied by soap weed or some other 
of the plants listed here if the plants grow on the ranch in sufficient 
quantity to make it possible to shred them. ~ 

But it is argued that without knowing the digestion coefficient it is 
not possible to tell a great deal about the value of feed from the ordi- 
nary chemical analysis! From the practical standpoint, however, 
the answers obtained by feeders are conclusive as far as they go, — 
though the optimistic stockman may easily overstate the results 
he has obtained. There is no doubt that the use of this feed saved 
thousands of cattle in the region in 1917. One man who was feeding 
2,800 head of all kinds of cattle, from coming yearlings to cows with 
young calves, assured the writer that his losses had been kept down 
to approximately 7 per cent,” and that they would doubtless have been 
as high as 30 per cent without this feed, though he was feeding cotton- 
seed cake besides. 

One man who was feeding 400 head of cows and calves said that 13 
of the cows were so weak when feeding was begun that they had to 
be helped up every time they lay down. They had been fed nothing 
else but chopped soap weed for six weeks and are now strong enough 
to take care of themselves. 

One other extreme was that of a young cow found down and unable 
to get up. She would have died of thirst in a few days. The men 
hauled her to the watering place on the float with which they were 
hauling the soap weed and commenced to feed her. By using the 
chopped feed and a little cottonseed meal she was saved and has since 
dropped a calf which is alive and well. 

There is no question that the chopped soap weed, sotol, bear-grass, 
or sacahuista will keep cattle and sheep from starving if fed in suffi- 

1 The need of this digestion coefficient is thoroughly appreciated, and steps have already been taken to 
Obtain this factor for both soap weed and sotol at the New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, which 

isespecially equipped for this work. 
2It is customary to figure on an average loss of about 10 per cent on open ranges. 
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clent quantity, because it has been done; and under certain cireum- 
stances like the present, when the saving and producing of meat is so 
vitally important to the whole world, the mere possibility of keeping 
stock from dying during the short period of feed scarcity assumes an 
importance out of all proportion to the possible financial loss involved. 
It was the appreciation of the necessity of saving not only all the meat 
animals that would have died but especially the breeding stock which 
are to furnish the next beef crop that made not only the stockmen 
but the makers of the chopping machines so persistent in their effective 
efforts. Stockmen of long experience in the arid Southwest know that 
it is the series of dry years that puts them out of business. They 
know that the dry years will be followed by wet ones and that the 
calf crops when there is good feed will more than pay the expense of 
saving the breeding herd in the dry years, if it can be done. They 
also know that if the breeding herd is lost there will be no calf crop, 
no matter how good the feed may be later; hence, the very great 
importance of feed on their own ranges, which may be made available 
to the stock at small expense and with a little work. 

QUANTITY FED. 

This bulletin contains no records of weights except in the case of 
the two wagonloads already mentioned. The other figures given rest 
upon the judgment of the men doing the hauling, whose estimates, 
however, are reasonably accurate. There was of course no uniformity 
of practice among the users of the feed, and the opinions as to the 
necessary amounts to feed ranged from '10 to 40 pounds of fresh- 
chopped feed per day for a mature animal. In practice, however, 
no one whose record was obtained fed more than 30 pounds per head 
per day, and over half of them fed less than 18 pounds per head per 
day. The feed for weaned calves and coming yearlings was 6 or 7 
pounds per head and for mature animals about 18 to 20 pounds per 
head per day. The average feed for 11,373 head of all classes was 
14 pounds per head of chopped soap weed per day. 
A feed of 15 pounds of freshly chopped soap weed (Yucca elata) 

contains a little more than 5 pounds of dry matter, of which about 
0.4 of a pound is crude protein, less than 0.1 of a pound is ether extract 
(usually called fat), 1.4 pounds is crude fiber, and 2.8 pounds is 
nitrogen-free extract (usually called carbohydrates). A feed of 
15 pounds of average alfalfa hay would contain nearly 14 pounds of 
dry matter, containing 2.23 pounds of crude protein, 0.34 pound of 
ether extract, 4.23 pounds of fiber, and 5.60 pounds of nitrogen-free 
extract. 

It will be seen from these figures that there is in alfalfa hay over 
24 times as much total dry matter, over five times as much crude: 
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protein, more than four times as much ether extract, and twice as 
much nitrogen-free extract as is to be found in an equal weight of 
freshly chopped soap weed. In other words, 15 to 20 pounds of 
freshly chopped soap weed is a daily ration that will barely sustain 
life in the animal, and it needs some concentrate that has a large 
percentage of protein to go with it in order to make the animal grow 
or improve in condition. 

MECHANICAL CONDITION OF THE FEED. 

The soap weed when prepared by any of the machines is cut into 
slices one-half to three-fourths of an inch thick and 2 or 3 inches each 
way or is torn into small shreddy pieces an inch or two long. The 
fibers, which are very numerous in both leaves and stems, are cut 

in pieces never more than 1 or 2 inches long, except that the leaves 
are frequently torn off the head and but partly chopped into pieces. 
It is the usual practice to cut down the stalks, haul them to the 
choppers, shred, and feed all during thesameday. It isnot necessary 
that this practice should be followed, as the stems retain their moisture 
a long time. It was impossible by any ordinary inspection to tell 
much difference in the moisture content of shredded material from 
fresh stalks and from those that had been cut a month before shred- 
ding. 

The material is quite wet when freshly shredded, is noticeably 
sweet to the taste (with a distinct bitter aftertaste), and is in such 
shape that cattle or sheep can eat it readily. Cattle learn to eat it 
in a very short time and seem to liké it. They will go ahead of the 
wagons to the feeding grounds, and calves soon learn to slip through 
gates to get to the machine when it is at work.1' Very little of the 
soap weed has been fed to sheep so far, though it is a common practice 
to feed sotol to them in Texas. Certain advantages that have not 
yet been well tried are doubtless to be gained by the use of these 
yuccas for sheep, upon which definite data are wanting. 

Most of the men who are using this feed burn off the dead leaves 
before cutting the stalks, leaving only the tuft of green leaves at the 
top. In one instance, where it was necessary to haul the stalks more 
than 2 miles to the feeding place, the herd had been divided into two 
parts. One part, composed of the stronger animals that could easily 
walk to and from the water, was held on the ground where the soap 
weed was growing. The green tops (leaves) of the plants were cut 
off with the axes and left scattered upon the ground for these animals 
to eat. The stems, which look like so many sticks of wood, were 
hauled to the corral and shredded for the other part of the herd. 

1 The chopped or shredded feed sours and heats very quickly if left in a pile. Small piles left lying for 

some days ultimately mildew and spoil. Cattle eat the soured material freely. 
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This method avoids the necessity of handling and hauling a large 
part of the feed and makes the work of handling and shredding the 
remainder easier. It has given satisfactory results, It is probably 
not altogether wise to burn off the dry leaves, as they contain some 
feed value that should not be wasted, but they make the shredding 
operation much more difficult, and the feed value in the dry leaves 
may not be worth the additional labor! necessary to pass them 
through the machine. 
In most cases additional feed, usually cottonseed cake, was being 
fed to the animals. This is as it should be, since the shredded feed 
is nothing but a low grade of roughness comparable to corn stover 
(ears removed) or range-grass hay. 

STOCK LOSSES FROM USING THIS FEED. 

A particular effort was made to learn whether or not the chopped 
feed was in any way responsible for losses of any kind among the stock 
fed. Scouring was reported from afew herds, but it was never of any 
importance and was overcome by adding dry feed to the ration. In 
a few cases this result was obtamed by grinding up the old dead leaves 
of the plants with the rest of the feed, instead of burning them off. 
A few cases of bloating were reported when animals had been fed 

quite heavily with the chopped soap weed. No cases of abortion 
were found, though all the feeders were asked about it. Some cases 
of impaction were found and some choking, but in all cases of loss from 
either of these causes the feed was hand chopped, and the trouble arose 
from the mechanical condition of the feed rather than from any other 
cause. One source of loss was the chilling which occurred, at night 
when the temperature fell. Cattle weak and poor from starvation 
would le down and get chilled and never get up. With one herd 
the men stayed with the animals on one cold night and kept them 
moving about to prevent losses of this kind. Such losses arose from 
lack of feed instead of the use of this kind. 

The total losses directly attributable to properly shredded soap 
weed were negligible. 

COST OF FEEDING SOAP WEED. 

In getting together the material for this bulletin the writer inter- 
viewed many different men who had fed or were feeding sotol, saca- 
huista, bear-grass, or soap weed. He saw all of the various kinds of 
machines at work on ranches. He obtained 13 complete reports from 
men who were chopping soap weed to feed to cattle in Arizona, New 

1 Some of the men who were chopping the soap weed by hand cut the stalks and piled them before 

burning off the dead leaves. They found that the heat tended to cook and soften the stems, thereby 

making the work of chopping easier. 
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Mexico, and Texas. The number of cattle that these 13 outfits were 
feeding aggregated almost 10,000 head, The details of investment 
and expense connected with these outfits are shown in Table IT. 

TABLE II.—xpenses of maintenance of outfits for shredding soap weed and cost of feeding 
the prepared product. 

Investment. : Expenses per month. = ey 

a 4 a 

d See 
f a ie dios 

State and Kind of Engine s _l[eivd a |a¢g 
record. machine.@ ; 2 Sl ele Fal Sine 

Bs ® | | esi i= 

. Sl gle la lo [ele Bera) 2 |e 
2, d q 3 50 a n oa |S] g £5 

S|PlS/S 12/28 |S |S \s"12| 5 |e 
Slalele lela lalate |siz24 is 

New Mexico: 
Op ee a aes eAC aA att Ms 10 H. P ...| $280} $275) $750)$1, 305) $210} $105] $60) $40) $26) $11)1, 040)$0. 44 

Texas: 
OLE eee AAG ad & 14H. P.. 618] 600)1, 600) 2,818) 405) 250} 60} 75) 44! 24/2,000| .43 
INOS3 35.08% [Bie Rane 1) Wel 12 600) 545) 400] 1,545] 205) 75) 25) 6) 13) 13] 400) .84 
INOF 432523 é.. 10s ee 104} 300} 500) 904) 135} 90) 30) 9) 8 8 600' .47 
IN@sbsseeeecc Bice nie 14H. P.. 615} 433} 260/ 1,308) 30; 10) 10) 3] 11) 11) 800) 4.10 

New Mexico: 
IN OMG 32 = 2c ENEMIES ooo a amis 14H.P.. 600} 600/1, 000! 2, 200 40 14 6 9| 18) 15} 200) .51 

Arizona: ok 
sue 560! 300) 640! 1,500) 240) 175) 60! 30) 13! 13) 450) 1.18 
eee 150) 350} 250) 750) 200) 66) 20] 26) 6] 6] 383) .85 

75| 250) 400) 725} 50) 20) 30) 5) 6) 6) 200) .59 

375| 500|1, 200] 2,075] 295] 105| 165) 75) 15] 15]1,200| .56 
530} 267) 925) 1,722) 160 60} 105} 62) 14) 14)1,600) .26 
360) 385) 450) 1,195) 120 75) 90 7| 10) 10} 600) .52 
155) 150} 450) 755; 60) 30) 76| 101 8| 6) 200)¢1. 40 

5e5 I LOMB EES SBBE Bee eae Aes 5, 0074, 970|8, 825]18, 802|2, 150|1,075| 337) 448] 192] 154/9,673|_.._. 
Sere Ue. aie coralllciseidie ice coe 385| 382] 679) 1,447) 165) 83) 57) 34) 15) 12/..-..) .49 

a The Office of Forage-Crop Investigations of the Bureau of Plant Industry will be glad to answer any 
inquiries regarding machines and their manufacturers. 

6 This figure is quite small because the animals were young and were being fed only 5 or 6 pounds of 
chopped feed per day. 

¢ This figure is very large on account of the character of fuel it was necessary to use in the engine, which 
was bought at a very high price. Most of the other gas engines used distillate. This engine had to have 
gasoline. These figures correct each other in the average. 

It will be seen that depreciation and interest charges have been 
made against the entire value of the investment that is in any way 
used for the preparation or feeding of the soap weed. Included in 
this investment is the value of teams, wagons, and harness, as well 
as saddle horses, and sometimes gas engines, that are normal equip- 
ment of the ranch and which are used for other purposes. To the 
extent that they are used for other purposes during the period when 
feeding is being done, the charge becomes an overcharge to the 
feeding cost and the results obtained are to that extent in excess of 
the truth. It is safe to say that the average cost of 50 cents per 
head per month for feeding the soap weed is a fair average upon 
which to estimate where the haul is not too great. And no stockman 
-will hesitate to incur such an expense to save his stock. As will be 
seen, all the various kinds of machines in use are represented. There 
was no attempt to select any special kind. Every user of any kind 
of machine from whom the writer could get definite information was 
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asked for the results of his experience. Thirty more or less complete 
records were obtained in this way, and those which gave conclusive 
evidence with respect to machine-chopped soap weed are included in 
Table II. A number of them recounted the experience of men who 
were cutting sotol or bear-grass by hand. 

There is absolute unanimity of opinion that soap weed, sotol, 
bear-grass of either kind, or sacahuista if fed in sufficient quantity 
and given to the stock before they get very weak from starvation 
will save them in every instance. 

Stockmen of the region all recognize the advantage of the machines. 
One man who had used one of them for some time, in conversation 
with a neighbor, asked if his friend had a machine. The latter 
replied that he had not yet bought one, and the experienced man 
said, ‘‘ Well, buy two.” 

Records of the sale of 80 machines up to March 31, 1918, were 
obtained from the makers, and orders for several more had already 
been received. 

The total number of stock being fed one or another of these feeds 
in 1918 whose owners were interviewed by the writer was 16,298 
besides 885 that had been fed hand-chopped material in 1917. It 
was the general opinion of the men who were feeding that from 
75 to 90 per cent of these weaker animals would have died if they 
had not been fed. The animals that were being fed constituted from 
30 to 100 per cent of the different herds to which they belonged. 
Almost all of these men were feeding some cottonseed cake or meal 
(they expressed various differences of opinion as to which is better) 
if they could get it. But several said their stock were already 
beginning to go down on cake alone when they commenced feeding 
soap weed, and the animals at once showed improvement. 

The additional expense of feeding cake or meal may be easily 
calculated from the amount fed per day and the price of the feed 
at the ranch. This price varied this year from 24 to 3? cents per 
pound, and the amount fed varies from one-half pound for young 
stock to 2 pounds for mature breeding animals, with an average of 
about 1 pound per head per day. 

IMPORTANCE OF EMERGENCY FEEDS. 

The best measure of the importance of this subject is shown by 
the numbers of animals involved. These numbers give some con- 
ception of the possible losses that may be avoided by the feeding. 
The only figures available for Arizona and New Mexico are the 
United States Department of Agriculture reports of range cattle and 
sheep for the various counties where these feeds occur. (See Table | 

III.) These figures are furnished by the field agents of the Bureau 
of Crop Estimates.t 

1 Mr. L, M. Harrison for Arizona and Dr. R. F. Hare for New Mexico. 
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The figures for Texas given in Table III are taken from the Report 
of the State Comptroller for 1916, the latest published. It is not 
intended to suggest that these emergency feeds are of equal impor- 
tance to all of these stock, and in the present state of our knowledge 

it is impossible to give even an estimate of what percentage of the 
total number of animals here listed have been or are likely to be in 
any way affected. It is safe to say that a large percentage of cattle 
that otherwise would have died were saved by this means in the 
following counties: Arizona—Cochise and Greenlee; New Mexico— 
Grant, Luna, Dona Ana, Otero, and Eddy; Texas—El Paso, Culber- 
son, Jeff Davis, Presidio, Reeves, Pecos, Brewster, and Terrell. It 
is certainly true that the actual total number of animals saved is 
large, even though the percentage of the total number of animals in 
the region isnot large. In the past it has been not uncommon for 
cattlemen in this region to suffer losses amounting to 30 per cent or 

even 40 per cent of their cattle in years of extreme drought, such as. 
the present period is. If the use of these emergency feeds results in 
reducing the losses to nothing more than normal. thousands of head 
of stock will have been saved. 

Tape II1.—Estimated number of cattle and sheep in certain counties of Arizona, New 
Mexico, and Texas. 

Counties. Cattle. Sheep. Counties. Cattle. | Sheep. 

Arizona, 1917: Texas—Continued. 
WOCHISC Heater e nam nas a. i14, 000 9,000 IELOSIGIO Mesum sth: 41,934 2,510 
Greenleels...2.2..20412.4. ate (00) I aeeetece 63, 809 7,600 
Grahame. See secs = sch pH WOO oe scanecce 29, 369 715 
Santa@nugeces 2222 2: Pe |e 20 0005 Sees ANO230 pene 
RUIN es eines O00 eee eee HLL 959) |e eee 
Terhava es to0 © im Se eee a ees 56, 000 8, 000 71,366 66,525 

18,826 67, 406 
PIO ea ae Ae dale Ee 391, 000 17, 000 33, 232 227,695 

————— (PBR Noob aacsos 
New Mexico, Jan. 1, 1918: 6,349 1,975 

CPO Ee Sea eee ee 140, 000 6, 000 R223) | ee eee 
ee 40, 000 20, COO 16,322 5 

50, 000 2, 600 18,879 209 
30, 000 8, 600 20,000 1,000 

150, 000 440, 000 tay MEE ACP MS SN IS ER a 
40, 000 25, 000 Aiea una 95 BO ge 3 Sia A 55, 493 PX 
50, 000 180, 000 ICCOLE Ae ep ahem G 19,061 62 
70, 000 70, 000 Midlandeey eye eee! | 29,938 51 
90, 000 200, 000 range heey i supe tas 10) .C23 | Laehascsee 
60, 000 5,000 Wiptone lee ie ECR cy we 235706 4,758 
30, 000 1,000 IRGORAT = coscassobnos chee 17,940 15,630 
50, 000 50, 000 Crockett sae ule pana 52,871 90, 825 

ake ee ee Schleicher sees ee 40, 907 50,478 
UNG tea Seer as ES 89 Ek 800,000 | 1,007,000 Supine wees aS 42,510 142,012 

IDG B56 doaotesequnedes 39, 860 90, 711 
Texas, 1917: GINO Vays eet paesisoee ee 26,799 34,311 

GRASSO eae see. ok ee 45,312 1,335 =] —_______. 
Cilbersonm eae ee! 34,917 4,700 UDO Ga Eas So Res sae hie 896, 812 810, 540 
Jet DaAviStaees ve scares eee Sl OG Nee secon eae 

ARGUMENT FOR FEEDING RANGE STOCK. 

There are no more loyal citizens in our Nation than the western 
stockmen. Nothing is needed to stimulate their patriotic endeavors 
except to point out clearly to them the relation of their business to 
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the war, and most of them already understand it perfectly. The 
United States Food Administration has blazoned its slogan “Food 
will win the war’’ from one ocean to the other and from Canada to 
Mexico; but most people think only of the crop farmer as the pro- 
ducer of food, although meat is one of the most important of the 
foods. No higher kind of loyalty and service can be rendered by 
stockmen than the use of their experience, equipment, and effort in 
the production of the maximum quantity of this necessary kind of 
food. Soldiers can not fight without an abundance of strong food, 
and food can not be purchased for them, no matter how much money 
we have, if it is not produced in sufficient quantities. Every cow 
that dies is herself just so much meat lost, and with her death there 
ends a continuing stream of meat-producing animals which can not 
be started flowing again. Hence, it is vitally important to save all 
animals, but eae the breeding stock, 

But while reasons of this higher type will appeal to anele in 
general, they are by no means the only arguments in favor of saving 
cows. Experience has shown that it is ordinarily good management 
to feed range stock a small amount of concentrated feed during ordi- 
nary years, and especially in seasons of drought and consequent poor 
range feeds. 

Suppose that in any given year, without additional feed, the loss 
of breeding cows on the range is 10 per cent, or that out of every 100 . 
cows, 10 will die. Suppose the rate of increase is 70 per cent of the 
breeding cows.!. If no feeding is done, at the end of the year, out of 
each 100 cows there will be left 90, and they will have 63 calves. If 
they are fed well enough to reduce the losses to 2 per cent, there will 
be 98 cows left, and they will produce 68 calves. If the cost of the 
feeding has been the value of 8 cows, the stockman has 5 more calves 
per 100 cows by the one method than by the other. If the cost has 
been less than that amount, the difference in his favor is greater. 
Besides this, his animals are all in better condition. If the calves 
have been weaned at six months and fed a small amount of concen- 

- trates and the breeding cows and bulls have also been fed, all of the 
stock are in better condition, the calves bring a better price as year- 
lings, and the next year’s crop is larger and of better quality, because 
of the physical condition of the breeding stock and also because there 
will be eight more cows per hundred left in the herd. Stockmen all 
agree that animals that have once been fed are much tamer and more 
easily handled than before, and that this is an important factor in 
all work done with them thereafter. 

All of the above applies to the ordinary or usual conditions. In 
proportion as the rainfall of any season is below the average, the feed 
for the next year is bound to be reduced, and after two seasons of 

1 This is the average for one well-man: nena wneh for a period of 12 years, and it is certainly above the 

average for the ordinary range. 
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diminished production the feed left on the range is not only scanty, 
but is of the very poorest quality. If the range is fully stocked 
when the dry years come (as is usually the case, since the previous 
years have generally been years of more than average production), 
it is absolutely necessary to do one of three things—reduce the num- 
ber of animals on the area, feed them some kind of material they can 
not get for themselves, or let some of them die of starvation. The 
amount of reduction necessary is very difficult to determine, and the 
necessity for doing it usually is recognized only after the stock com- 
mence to go off in quality and therefore in selling value. Feeding the 
stock maintains or improves their quality and numbers, and prevents 
forced selling, but cuts into the net receipts. However, it is much 
the least of the three evils, and while the expense involved is nearly 
always greater the longer and more widely distributed the drought 
may be, the increased selling prices which usually accompany such 
conditions compensate more or less for the increase in expense 

Range stockmen who can obtain at a reasonable price a concen- 
trated feed like cottonseed cake that contains a high percentage of 
protein, and who have their ranges fenced, have been feeding for a 
number of years. The principal factor which has prevented New 
Mexico and Arizona cattlemen from following in the way others have 
led is their lack of legal control of their range lands. It is a common 
custom in the open-range country to water all the animals that come 
to the watering places. But it would be very difficult to feed one’s 
own stock and keep stock of other brands away from the feed as long 
as they run together on the range. In particular cases stock of differ- 
ent owners have been and are now being fed together just as they are 
now watered, but adjustments are hard to make and are apt to lead 
to misunderstandings, especially where tempers and confidence are 
already strained. 
No one advance step could be taken which would benefit this . 

business so much as some legislation that would give the south- 
western stockman legalized control of the land he uses and thereby 
allow him to fence his range. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 

It has been demonstrated by trial on a large scale that several 
desert shrubs, some of which have not been used until recently, are 
valuable emergency feed for range cattle and sheep in times of ex- 
treme drought, if properly prepared. 

The preparation consists of chopping or shredding the stems and 
leaves of these plants by machines that have recently been designed 
and produced. Hand chopping of the material is possible, but it is 
slow and laborious and the product is not very satisfactory. The 
machine-chopped material is satisfactory in every way. 
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Several different kinds of machines are now being manufactured, 
any one of which will do the work required and can be handled readily 
by the kind of labor available on the average stock ranch. 

The cost of the necessary equipment, from $1,000 to $2,500 (de- 
pending on the number of animals to be fed), is such that it is within 
the reach of the average stockman who needs it. A much smaller 
initial expense is usually sufficient, since most of the ranches are 
already supplied with one or more gas engines and - the horses 
and wagons necessary for the work. 

The phemical analyses of these feeds and the experience of the men 
who are feeding them agree in showing that the feed is of low nutri- 
tive value and is to be considered as roughage, comparable to range- 
grass hay. If fed alone it may be expected to keep stock from 
starving; if fed with concentrates a properly balanced ration may 
be worked out. 

The customary practice’ among users of the feed is to give young 
stock 6 to 12 pounds of chopped soap weed a day with one-half to 
three-fourths of a pound of cottonseed cake or meal. Mature stock 
are given 20 to 40 pounds of soap weed and 1 to 2. pounds of cotton- 
seed cake per day. Of the chopped feed alone, 20 to 25 pounds per 
day will save stock from-dying. With a pound of cottonseed cake 
in addition, a fairly well-balanced living ration is produced. 

Only two of the species of the plants here discussed may be ex- 
pected to renew themselves if cut off. The bear-grass of the New 
Mexico—Texas Plains region (Yucca glauca) will produce a new crop 
in three or four years. Soap weed (Yucca elata) will doubtless need 

10 to 15 years to produce another crop equal to that now being 
removed. All the other species will probably be destroyed if cut off 
at the ground for feeding purposes, unless steps are taken to insure 
a new crop. 

The average cost of feeding about 20 pounds of chopped soap weed 
per animal is about 50 cents a month, or 12 cents a day. With the 
addition of cottonseed cake, when worth $67 per ton at the ranch, 
stock can be kept in good condition and. sometimes improved for 
about 5 cents per day per animal at the present prevailing prices of 
labor, fuel, oil, etc. 

The argument for the emergency feeding of range stock rests pri- 
marily upon a basis of war-time need of meat, but it can easily be 
shown that it is a perfectly good economic policy. Stockmen in the 
region under consideration would doubtless have acted much as they 
have, with respect to this method of saving their stock, even if the 
war-time incentive had not existed; but they would probably have 
adopted this method much more slowly. Such delay would have 
resulted in much greater losses of animals and income than will now 
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be sustained, and war-time selling prices will tend to compensate for 
such expenses as may result from the policy adopted. 

These emergency feed plants are all well adapted to the climatic 
and soil conditions of the region in which they grow and are capable 
of withstanding the most prolonged droughts which occur in that 
region. They grow vigorously during favorable seasons and less so 
during unfavorable ones, but as long as they grow they are storing 
up food in what is in reality a living, self-filling silo. There is reason 
to believe that the feed is in its best condition at the very time that 
it is most needed, 1. e., in the period of excessive drought. The feed | 
is fresh and may be used at any time. ‘The “‘silo”’ will refill itself in 
many cases if given time. Careful consideration of the subject leads 
to the judgment that these plants should be used only for emergency 
conditions, and that they should be allowed to grow during favorable 

- seasons. 
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OU WILL REALIZE, as I think statesmen on both sides 
of the water realize, that the culminating crisis of the 

struggle has come and that the achievements of this year on the 
one side or the other must determine the issue. It has turned 
out that the forces that fight for freedom, the freedom of man, 
all over the world as well as our own, depend upon us in an 
extraordinary and unexpected degree for sustenance, for the 
supply of the materials by which men are to live and to fight, 
and it wil be our glory when the war is over that we have 
supplied those materials and supplied them abundantly, and it 
will be all the more glory because in supplying them we have 
made our supreme effort and_ sacrifice—Frem President 
Wilson’s Message to the Farmers’ Conference at Urbana, IIl., 
January 31, 1918. 
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N THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE we have agencies and 
| instrumentalities, fortunately, such as no other Government 

in the world can show. The Department of Agriculture is 
undoubtedly the greatest practical and scientific agricultural 
organization in the world. Its total annual budget of $46,000,000 
has been increased during the last four years more than 72 per 
cent. It has a staff of 18,000, including a large number of 
highly trained experts, and alongside of it stand the unique 
land-grant colleges, which are without example elsewhere, and 
the 69 State and Federal experiment stations. These colleges — 
and experiment stations have a total endowment of plant and 
equipment of $172,000,000 and an income of more than 

$35,000,000, with 10,271 teachers, a resident student body of 
125,000, and a vast additional number receiving instruction at 

their homes. County agents, joint officers of the Department 
of Agriculture and of the colleges, are everywhere cooperating 
with the farmers and assisting them. The number of extension 
workers under the Smith-Lever act and under the recent 
emergency legislation has grown to 5,500 men and women 
working regularly in the various communities and taking to the 
farmer the latest scientific and practical information. Along- 
side these great public agencies stand the very effective voluntary 
organizations among the farmers themselves, which are more 
and more learning the best methods of cooperation and the best 
methods of putting to practical use the assistance derived from 
governmental sources. The banking legislation of the last two 
or three years has given the farmers access to the great lendable 
capital of the country, and it has become the duty both of the 
men in charge of the Federal reserve banking system and of the 
farm-loan banking system to see to it that the farmers obtain 
the credit, both short and long term, to which they are entitled | 
not only, but which it is imperatively necessary should be extended | 
to them, if the present tasks of the country are to be adequately 
performed. Both by direct purchase of nitrates and by the 
establishment of plants to produce nitrates, the Government is 
doing its utmost to assist in the problem of fertilization. The 
Department of Agriculture and other agencies are actively 
assisting the farmers to locate, safeguard, and secure at cost an 
adequate supply of sound seed.—From President Wilson's Mes- 
sage to the Farmers’ Conference at Urbana, Ill., January 31, 1918. 
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HE FARMERS OF THIS COUNTRY are as efficient as 
any other farmers in the world. They do not produce 

more per acre than the farmers in Europe. It is not necessary 
that they should do so. It would perhaps be bad economy for 
them to attempt it. But they do produce by two to three or 
four times more per man, per unit of labor and capital, than 
the farmers of any European country. They are more alert 
and use more labor-saving devices than any other farmers in 
the world. And their response to the demands of the present 
emergency has been in every way remarkable. Last spring 
their planting exceeded by 12,000,000 acres the largest plant- 
ing of any previous year, and the yields from the crops were 
record-breaking yields. In the fall of 1917 a wheat acreage of 
42,170,000 was planted, which was 1,000,000 larger than for 
any preceding year, 3,000,000 greater than the next largest, 
and 7,000,000 greater than the preceding five-year average. 

But I ought to say to you that it is not only necessary that 
these achievements should be repeated, but that they should be 
exceeded. I know what this advice involves. It involves not 
only labor but sacrifice, the painstaking application of every bit 
of scientific knowledge and every tested practice that is ayail- 
able. It means the utmost economy, even to the point where 
the pinch comes. It means the kind of concentration and 
self-sacrifice which is involved in the field of battle itself, where 
the object always looms greater than the individual. And yet 
the Government will help, and help in every way init is pos- 
sible.—From President Wilson’s Message to the Fusrmers’ Con- 
ference at Urbana, Ill., January 31, 1978.” : 
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T WAS FARMERS from whom came the first shots at Lex- 
ington, that set aflame the Revolution that made America 

free. I hope and believe that the farmers of America will 

willmgly and conspicuously stand by to win this war also. 
The toil, the intelligence, the energy, the foresight, the self- 
sacrifice, and devotion of the farmers of America will, I believe, 
bring to a triumphant conclusion this great last war for the 
emancipation of men from the control of arbitrary government 
and the selfishness of class legislation and control, and then, 
when the end has come, we may look each other in the face and 
be glad that we are Americans dnd have had the privilege to 
play such a part.—From President Wilson's Message to the 
Farmers’ Conference at Urbana, Ill., January 31, 1918. 
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SUITABLE STORAGE CONDITIONS FOR CERTAIN 

PERISHABLE FOOD PRODUCTS. 

APPLES, POTATOES, SWEET POTATOES, ONIONS, CABBAGE, EGGS, 

FROZEN EGGS, POULTRY, BUTTER, AND FISH. 

INTRODUCTION. 

OR a number of years the Department of Agriculture has been ac- 

cumulating information concerning the factors which influence the 

keeping of various perishable farm products in storage. Some of this 

information has been published in various bulletins of the department, 

but much of it has not been made available in convenient form for the 

use of those operating storage warehouses. Recently the Federal Re- 

serve Board requested the Department of Agriculture to furnish it 

with information as to “proper storage conditions,” “length of storage” 

and “percentage of shrinkage in storage” for each several perish- 

able commodities which might be considered sufficiently staple to re- 

ceive the benefit of the preferential rate of rediscount in connection 

with loans made by member banks against warehouse receipts for such 

products “properly graded, packed and stored in weather-proof and 

responsible warehouses.” This information has been prepared on ap- 

ples, potatoes, sweet potatoes, onions, cabbage, eggs, frozen eggs, poul- 

try, butter and fish and for convenience it has been tabulated in the 

form of a folding chart or table. (See envelope in back cover of this 

bulletin. ) 

The data contained in this chart represent the results of investiga- 

tions and observations made by various workers in the Department 

of Agriculture. While the information given is not complete and may 

not, in all cases, represent ideal conditions of storage, it gives methods 

and conditions which thus far have been found to produce the most 

satisfactory results. : 
1 
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

The function of the storage warehouse is to preserve the product, 

so as to extend its season of distribution to the consumer. This is 

accomplished by providing certain conditions of temperature, moisture 

and ventilation which arrest the deteriorating processes and retard 

the development of decay-producing organisms. The warehouseman 

is responsible for the quick cooling of the product after it is placed 

in storage as well as for the maintenance of proper temperature and 

humidity conditions. Too much emphasis cannot be given to the 

matter of holding even temperatures in storage rooms. Fluctuations 

in the temperature shorten the storage life of fruits and vegetables, 

and cause deterioration of such products as fish and poultry. As a 

guide in maintaining uniform temperatures an accurate thermograph 

record should be kept. The thermograph, or recording thermometer, 

should be corrected when necessary with an accurate mercury ther- 

mometer. 

The relative humidity of the air in storage rooms has an important 

relation to the keeping quality of the product. When the humidity 

or moisture content of the air is too low there is deterioration through 

the increased loss of moisture by the product, causing shrinkage or 

wilting; when it is too high moisture may be deposited on the product, 

inaking conditions favorable for the growth of molds and bacteria. 

Most of the common fruits and vegetables require a high humidity 

and low temperature in storage, although a drier atmosphere is desir- 

able for certain products, as in the case of sweet potatoes and onions. 

In common storage houses, special methods for producing and main- 

taining a high relative humidity are necessary. 

The period during which perishable products will keep in good con- 

dition usually depends as much on the treatment they receive before 

being placed e storage as on the conditions under which they are held 

in storage. In many cases the responsibility rests as much with the 

producer or handling organization as with the storage warehouseman. 

Varieties, stage of maturity and soundness are among the considera- 

tions which are discussed more fully elsewhere. Containers used in 

storing food products should be clean and strongly made. In storing 

they should be so arranged as to permit of free and unobstructed air 

circulation through and around all containers. 

It is often difficult to determine the probable storage life or possible 

storage period of a perishable food product. The best methods for 

handling and the most suitable storage conditions vary with the dif- 

ferent products. The storage life of the product is governed primarily 

by the extent to which carefully established methods of handling 

and storage have been followed. Frequent and thorough inspection 
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of the product in storage is essential to avoid losses from deteriora- 

tion and decay resulting from improper methods of handling to which 

commercial stocks often are subjected. 

Under the column headed “Storage period” in the table, it is not 

intended to fix absolute storage limits, or the time at which stored 

perishable food products must be placed on the market. It is intended 

rather to indicate the storage period which experience has shown to 

be generally safe for the various products, and after which, in some 

cases, decline in market value is likely to begin. The storage period 

refers to the length of time the product, when properly handled, may 

be safely held if placed in storage in its normal season. 

ESSENTIALS OF SUCCESSFUL STORAGE. 

A brief consideration of the fundamental factors governing the suc- 

cessful handling and storage of the food product involved will help to 

make clear the data presented in the table. The following discussion 

of the proper methods of handling and the warehouse conditions 

adapted to the successful storage of these products is intended merely 

to supplement and explain the information contained in the table. 

APPLES. 

There is a wide variation in the storage quality of the different va-. 

rieties of apples and of the same variety grown in different regions. 

The results of commercial experience usually indicate the relative 

storage season of different varieties in a given region.’ 

The inherent keeping qualities of apples in storage are definitely 

related to the cultural and orchard sanitation practices of the grower, 

who is responsible for the production of sound, properly matured fruit. 

Po have good keeping qualities, apples should be fully grown and well 

colored. When properly matured and colored they are less likely to 

scald and are in better condition generally to be held in storage for the 

inaximum period. Apples that from a storage standpoint are overripe, 

whether they have ripened on the trees or while awaiting delayed 

storage, have passed their prime condition and may be expected to 

- deteriorate quickly in storage. 

Apples should be handled in all the operations of picking, grading, 

packing and hauling with that degree of care necessary to prevent 

serious bruising, skin punctures or other mechanical injuries. To 

insure soundness and good keeping quality, apples must be properly 

grown, carefully handled in harvesting and packing and stored as 

quickly as possible after they are picked. 

1 Ramsey, H. J., and others. The handling and storage of apples in the Pacific 

Northwest, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 587. 1917. 
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A uniform temperature of 31° to 32° F. and a relative humidity of 

from 85 to 90 per cent are acceptedsas standard for the storage of 

apples. The usual humidity of refrigérated storage rooms is, about 85 

per cent. 

Apples in cold storage should be inspected frequently in order that 

they may be removed and sold while they are still in good condition. 

POTATOES. 

Potatoes for storage should be “practically free from frost injury 

and decay and free from serious damage caused by dirt or other foreign 

matter, sunburn, second-growth, cuts, scab, blight, dry rot and other 

diseases, insects or mechanical means” as described in Markets Docu- 

ment No. 7: Potato Grades Recommended by the United States De- 

partment of Agriculture and the United States Food Administration. 

In order to reduce the danger of deterioration from disease and from 

exposure to atmospheric changes, potatoes should be placed in storage 

as soon as practicable after being harvested. ‘When stowed in bulk 

in either common or cold storage, potatoes should be piled not deeper 

than six feet, and the bins or compartments should be constructed 

with slat sides and bottoms to provide ample ventilation. They should | 

not be stowed on earth floors. Each bin should contain not to exceed 

60,000 pounds of potatoes. When stowed in crates or bags, the con- 

tainers should be so piled as to permit unobstructed circulation of 

air on all sides. 

The temperature of storage rooms should not be lower than 35° nor 

higher than 40°. In cellars or common storage houses the ventilators 

should be of ample size to permit of quick cooling in the autumn to 

a temperature of 40° or lower. The relative humidity of the storage 

rooms should be from 80 to 90 per cent to prevent shriveling or soften- 

ing of the potatoes, but it should not be high enough to cause a deposit 

of moisture on the potatoes. Daylight should be entirely excluded 

from the storage room unless the potatoes are to be used for seed. 

In properly constructed and well managed common storages, pota- 

toes which are sound and mature when stored in the autumn should 

keep in a good merchantable condition from four to six months. Under 

less favorable conditions earlier deterioration may be expected which . 
may require the removal and marketing of the product within three 

or four months. In sections where a sufficiently low temperature cannot 

be maintained, potatoes can be held in common storages for only short 

periods without danger of serious deterioration. When common storage 

is used, frequent inspection is necessary to avoid holding them beyond 

their prime market condition.’ In cold storage, potatoes may be held 

1Stuart, William. Potato storage and storage houses. U. S. Department of 

Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin 847. 1917. 
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in prime condition for six months or longer. However, it is important 

to avoid temperatures below 35° because of the pronounced sweetening 

effect of such low temperatures upon the flavor of the potatoes. 

SWEET POTATOES. 

To keep well in storage, sweet potatoes should be free from serious 

damage caused by frost, heat, bruises, cuts, scars, cracks, decay, dry rot, 

or other disease, insects, or mechanicai means. They should be dug 

during periods of dry weather and left exposed to the air a sufficient 

length of time to remove the surface moisture. Then they should be 

quickly placed in storage and subjected to the curing process. Sweet 

potatoes may be stored in bins, crates or hampers. When stowed in 

crates or hampers they should be so stacked as to allow ample venti- 

lation. When bins are used they should be so constructed as to pro- 

vide adequate ventilation on all sides and under the floor. 

The temperature of the house at the time of filling and during the 

curing period should be maintained at about 85° with ventilation so 

managed as to drive off the moisture-laden air. The curing process 

will require from seven to twenty-one days, depending upon weather 

conditions. When thoroughly cured the sweet potato will present a 

bright, clear, dry surface, smooth and velvety to the touch.’ 

After the curing period, the ventilation should be so handled that 

the temperature is gradually lowered to 50° to 55° F. The temperature 

should be maintained uniformly at this point throughout the storage 

season by ventilation and occasional heating if necessary. A dry con- 

dition of the air in the storage house is absolutely essential to the 

sticcessful storage of sweet potatoes. If properly cured and of sound 

stock, carefully-handled sweet potatoes can be kept in good marketable 

condition for three to six months. 

ONIONS. 

Onions should be well ripened and thoroughly cured in the field, in 

drying sheds or‘on slat trays before they are placed in storage. Decay 

and deterioration result from the storage of immature, soft, or ‘“thick- 

necked” onions and from imperfect curing, bruising or other injuries 

caused by improper methods of handling in harvesting or drying. 

When in good condition for storage, onions are well cured, hard, free 

from loose skins or mechanical injuries caused by rough or careless 

handling. They should be stored in slatted onion crates or in shallow 

slatted bins and should be cooled to a temperature of 32° to 36° as 

1Thompson, H. C. Storing and marketing sweet potatoes. U. S: Department 

of Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin 970. 1918. 
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quickly as possible after they are placed in storage. They should be 

stored in frost-proof ventilated cellars, in well-insulated, above-ground 

storage houses, or in cold storage houses. In common storage ade- 

quate means of ventilation should be provided for the quick cooling 

of the product and for maintaining a uniform temperature during 

the storing season. 

CABBAGE. 

Cabbage should be stored at a temperature of 32° to 35° in a well- 

ventilated, frost-proof cellar, a common storage house, or in cold stor- 

age. The heads should be solid, practically free from injuries caused 

by insects and diseases and the loose leaves should be removed from 
them. 

Cabbage should be handled carefully in harvesting, sorting and 

storing in order to avoid early deterioration and decay of the product 

in storage. The heads should be placed one layer deep on slatted 

shelves, so arranged as to provide ample ventilation at the sides, floor 

and ceiling of the storage room. To prevent excessive wilting and 

consequent shrinkage, a relative humidity of 80 to 90 per cent should 

be maintained, but moisture should not be deposited on the leaves. The 

storage cellar or house should be provided with ventilators of ample size 

for the quick cooling of the product after it is placed in storage. 

EGGS IN THE SHELL. 

Only large eggs that are fresh and have clean, whole shells should be 

used for long holding in cold storage. The net weight of a case (30 

dozens) of “storage-packed” eggs should be at least 42 pounds. The 

quantity of eggs on the market in March, April and May is greater and 

the quality better than those for sale in the summer months. The 

former are preferable for storage purposes. Commercially they con- 

stitute the majority of eggs stored. 

The eggs should be packed in new, odorless cases with medium or 

heavier fillers (3 pounds, 3 ounces to the case). In making the cases 

3-penny cement-coated nails should be used. The package should have 

odorless cushions at both the top and bottom and the lid should be 

securely fastened with six nails at each end to protect the eggs from 

damage. 

The egg storage rooms should be dry, scrupulously clean and free 

from all odors. They should be maintained at temperatures of 29° to 

32° F. The lowest limit of safety at which eggs may be held for short 

periods is 28° F. and the highest 33° F. To facilitate the circulation 

of air about the eggs, it is advisable to place strips of wood about two 

inches thick under the cases on the floor and half-inch or thicker strips 

between the cases in the stacks. 
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If eggs are fresh and have clean, whole shells they may be success- 

fully preserved in cold storage for nine or ten months. In trade prac- 

tice the deliveries of eggs out of cold storage begin in the late summer 

and continue through the winter. In only exceptional seasons are eggs 

left in storage after the first of March. 

In commercial stocks withdrawn from storage between November 

and March those prepared from spring eggs lose by candling an average 

of 12 to 18 bad eggs per case, and those put up from summer eggs 18 

to 42 bad eggs per case. The presence of cracked and leaking eggs 

in the package because of oversight or carelessness in the original 

grading or because of breakage before delivery to cold storage rooms, 

furnishes a considerable number of the bad eggs. In the summer stocks, 

heated eggs are an additional cause of bad eggs. 

The net shrinkage in weight of eggs in case lots varies from ap- 

proximately 3 to 4 ounces per month or about 30 to 40 ounces after a 

storage period of ten months. The shrinkage is due to the evaporation 

of moisture from the eggs. 

FROZEN EGGS. 

Frozen eggs are used in large quantities by bakers, noodle manu- 

facturers and manufacturers of salad dressing and ice cream. This 

product is prepared from small, dirty, cracked, shrunken and heated 

eggs and also from current receipts. These eggs are not suited 

for storage in the shell, except for short periods. If removed properly 

from the shell and frozen promptly, they will retain their initial con- 

dition for a year or longer. No attempt should be made to use eggs 

of questionable quality, for a low grade produet is bound to result 

and shipment into interstate commerce would be in violation of the 

Food and Drugs Act. 

The preparation of frozen eggs is an economic industry. It with- 

draws from the market surplus quantities of edible eggs of a grade 

below firsts and makes them available the year around. The firms 

which use them can obtain eggs at a lower price than if they depended 

upon those in storage in the shell, and as frozen eggs are ready for use 

as soon as thawed, they are more convenient: to use in large quantities 

than are shell eggs. Frozen eggs are put on the market in the form of 

whites, yolks, whole eggs or a mixture of white and yolks. A thirty- 

pound tin can is the ordinary package. 

Plants preparing frozen eggs should have facilities on the premises 

for prompt freezing at a temperature of 10° F. or lower. When ship- 

ments are made over long distances to warehouses for long storage, 

good.refrigerator cars properly iced and salted must be used. The 

packages should be so stowed in the car that they arrive at their desti- 
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nation in a frozen condition. They should be unloaded promptly and 

delivered to the cold storage holding rooms hard frozen. When with- 

drawn from storage they should be received by the baker or other 

customer still in a hard frozen state. 

The standardized rooms, equipment and methods of operation, essen- 

tial for the preparation of a product of uniform, good quality have been 

fully described in publications of the Bureau of Chemistry.* 

DRESSED POULTRY. 

Poultry going into cold storage must be fresh. It must be abso- 

lutely free from any visible or olfactory evidences of decomposition. 

Poultry for storage should be good for its grade. Well-fleshed birds 

keep better than thin birds. 

The poultry should be “dry picked” and “dry packed.” While “ice 

packed” poultry is sometimes held in cold storage and “scalded” poul- 

try is frequently so handled, the type of dressing in each case is con- 

ducive to more rapid aging. Poultry which has been in contact with 

ice should never be cold stored. 

Poultry should be packed in clean, well-made wooden boxes, usually 

12 birds to the box, in either a single or a double layer. The box 

should be lined with a parchment or other suitable paper or each 

bird should be wrapped in paper. The box should be tight, not slatted, 

and not stripped. The habit of freezing barrel-packed chickens and 

fowls should be discouraged. 

Dressed poultry is held in cold storage in a hard frozen condition. 

If poultry is accepted by the warehouse to be frozen as well as held, 

it should be placed in a “sharp” freezer, that is a freezer carrying a 

temperature below 5° F. for at least 48 hours. The boxes must be 

staggered or slatted and the stacks must be low and small enough to 

permit air circulation. If shelves constructed from brine-filling piping, 

such as used for fish, are available, the boxes of poultry should be — 

placed on them. Through this method the period required for freezing 

is cut about one-half. 

1 Pennington, M. E. Practical suggestions for the preparation of frozen and 

dried eggs. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry, Circular 

98. 1912. 

Pennington, M. E. A bacteriological and chemical study of commercial eggs 

in the producing districts of the Central West. U.S. Department of Agriculture, 

Bureau of Chemistry, Bulletin 51. 1914, 

Pennington, M. E. A study of the preparation of frozen and dried eggs in the 

producing section. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 224. 1916. 

Jenkins, M. K., and Hendrickson, Norman. Accuracy in commercial grading 

of opened eggs. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 391. 1918. 

Jenkins, M. K. The installation and equipment of an egg-breaking ‘plant. 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 663. 1918. 



CONDITIONS FOR STORAGE OF FOOD PRODUCTS. 9) 

Hard frozen poultry should be held at temperatures below 15° F. 

in rooms which are clean, dry and fairly constant in temperature. 

Dressed poultry, properly prepared for storage, fresh, properly 

frozen and held, will maintain its quality for twelve months. While 

longer periods have not shown a loss in “wholesomeness,” the loss in 

palatability is pronounced. 

BUTTER. 

Butter that is to be held in cold storage for several months should 

be made from cream of limited acidity. The cream should be pasteur- 

ized, cooled at once, and churned without further ripening. The kind 

of flavor that develops is determined almost entirely before the butter 

goes in storage. Butter containing a low percentage of salt keeps 

better than butter containing a higher percentage of salt. 

The butter containers should conform to those styles regularly used 

in commerce. They include the 63 pound tub, the 63 to 78 pound cubes, 

and standard boxes for one pound prints. 

To prevent the development of mold during the period prior to stor- 

age when the wooden tubs and cubes are used, the interior of the 

packages should be properly paraffined. A sprinkling of salt should 

be placed over the contents before adjusting the cover. When standard 

boxes for prints are used, the butter should be placed in the storage as 

quickly as possible. Storage rooms should be clean and free from 

all odors. 

Deterioration and consequent change of flavor takes place much 

more rapidly when fresh-made butter is exposed to relatively high 

temperatures. Therefore this product, when intended for a long stor- 

age period, should be placed in the regular storage temperatures as 

quickly as possible, both to assure the keeping quality while in storage, 

and after it has left storage for the movement to the consumer. 

Butter should be stored at 2 degrees Fahrenheit and below, to secure 

the best results. While butter stored at higher temperatures may not 

become unwholesome, changes which reduce its commercial value take 

place more quickly. 

_ Care should be exercised in the stowing of the packages in the stor- 

age rooms so that a free circulation of air beneath and through the 

pile is permitted. This is particularly true of cube and box -packages, 

which should be separated by one inch dunnage. It is also necessary 

that the stowing be done in such a way that separate lots may be 

available for easy inspection. 

FISH. 

Only fish in prime condition should be frozen. As the time between 

catching and freezing should be reduced to a minimum, it is well to 
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locate fish freezers at or near the fishing grounds. Fish which have 

been shipped long distances from the landing point by express or 

freight packed in ice should not be selected for freezing. 

Fish should be washed clean before freezing. Whether they should 
be frozen “gutted” or “in the round” depends upon the variety of the 

fish, the size of the fish, and the character of the feed. 

Small and medium sized fish are placed in pans to be frozen. Large 

fish are frozen separately. Very small fish and fish for bait may be 

“stacked” for the initial freezing. 

Freezing should be done at the lowest obtainable temperatures. 

Generally the temperature of the sharp freezer is between —5° to 

—15° F. The pans of fish are set on shelves made of refrigerator pipes 

carrying brine or ammonia. Pan fish should be solidly frozen in 24 

hours or less. The holding temperature for fish should be between 0° 

and 10° F. 

Frozen fish should be “glazed,” that is, coated with a thin layer of 

ice formed by passing them a few times through a tank of cold water. 

Frozen, glazed fish are preferably stored in wooden boxes containing 

120 to 160 pounds. When fish are stacked in the holding freezer, or 

placed in bins and covered, they are glazed by spraying with water. 

Fish stored more than three months should be reglazed every three 

or four months during the entire storage period. 

Fish can be held without loss of quality for at least twelve months. 

Some species have been held in good condition for two years. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SUITABLE STORAGE CONDITIONS FOR CERTAIN PERISHABLE FOOD PRODUCTS 

(This table should be used in connection with the text of Bulletin No. 729). 

WAREHOUSE REQUIREMENTS. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS. 
=| HANDLING FACTORS. 

PRE-STORAGE HANDLING AND CONDITION VARIETIES A—CONSTRUCTION. B—TEMPERATURE. C—HUMIDITY. D—STOWING. F—INSPECTION. STORAGE PERIOD. SHRINKAGE. REMARKS. 

PRODUCT. WHEN PLACED IN STORAGE. AND GRADES. ; 
=e Sian 5 aa way 5 % storage te: rature range Humidity range, 80 pples should be Containers shall be clean, All lots of apples should be The usual cold storage period for The shrinkage in cold | Attention is directed to the fact that a delay of one 

Apples should be picked when well matured but | Only v Aaa Cok ae aS CoE ee ere C aon iMtanticiates ean GS cient spacing to permit of free air cit- | strongly built barrels, boxes or | inspected when received for | winter varieties of apples is from three | storage is from 2% to | or more weeks between the picking and storing of 
not over-ripe, In all the operations of picking, pack. | have a recogmZec & ain/practically uniform temperature’ |!age of/apples culation, and to render each lot | crates, and when packed for mar- ze by a qualified inspector. | to months, depending upon the | 5%. apples greatly reduces the storage period of the prod- 
ing and hauling they should be so handled as to avoid | age pe iod of Hs a ee iuityaconditions aan ghout ee seaman ~ storage temperature readily ble for inspection and | ket shall be plainly marked with | Subsequent inspections of repre | variety and condition of the fruit when | In common storage the | uct and results in early det The successful 

bruising, skin punctures and other mechanical in- | wonths or ee ston ane sae eason. é should be maintained at from 31° F, withdrawal. the grade, variety and the grower’s | sentative packages of all lots | stored. shrinkage is variable. storage of apples is as much dependent upon the 
juries; and they should be so graded as to Ve prac | be consideret Sans Zo nore elton ihal| (AAR Ka ca GHOST So os orindekerapmames should be made at intervals of Geass ula? 1 petirehneiietnlatediintedld 

JAB alSb re War from eet ee ea ae cote el thi sufliciently insulated to preyent freez- | the fruit. 15)to 30 cay scepending a tue Storage as the conditions under which they are held 
diseases or met ss ~ * ; vide vi ce tf) he in storage. 

| they be handled promptly from the orehard to the ing, and should be provided with the celicnted a Dyaorevioue seeitodnetment imiteetn Ba 

orage room and cooled quickly. necessary inlet and outlet vents to inenectiongl : 
Eieso permit adequate yentilation and I 

temperature regulation. 

> atur fi arie! aryeste: e ildi s so con- uy ature range from 35° I. to Humidity range, 80 When stowed in bags, boxes or Potatoes may be stored in clean Potato hould be inspected ‘The usual storage period is from three When pe Potatoes are usually stored in cellars and common 

Potitoes|shonld)belwellfmatured jand hem IER) | Anya ae Misc aatean prevent Homies 2 S to 85 per cent. | crates, potatoes should be so piled as | burlap bags, barrels, boxes or | by a qualitied inspector when | to six months, depending upon the sec- | stored, in contai storages, but are sometimes hield in cold storages. 

conform to the specifications’ o| ar ms a fi a K aanae fluctuati in temperature. Means to permit free air circulation. Bulk | crates; or when in bulk they received for storage, and again | tion of the country in which the storage | in bulk, as spec See Parniers! Bulletin No. $47. 
standard grades, Seed stock should) be certified by | storage. for ample ventilation should be pro- potatoes should not be stored to a | should be stored in ventilated bins. | within 30 da, Tle frequency | is located, the type of the storage house | Column 6, the shrinkage 
nkeompebenuaneTrec Lore wided Mande falllMunnecessary Might greater depth than 6 feet nor more of the inspections thereafter | aud the condition of the stock. Allow- | may amount to about 

Hmtlinainb, © than 60,000 pounds in a single com- will depend upon the condition | ing for a high percentage of deteriora- | 7%, although it varies 
partment. They should be carefully of the potatoes as determined | tion, potatocs may be held in storage tly. 
handled to ayoid unnecessary injuries. by previous inspections. for a much longer period. | 

potatoes shonld be well developed, carefully | All varieties grownon || ‘The building should be so con-| While the potatoes are being stored, | ‘The percentage of | When stored in bins, tlie potatoes || Sweet potatoes are usually |The potatoes should be thor] ‘The safe storage period is about four | The shrinkage from | It is recommended that sweet potatoes be not con- 

handled to avoid bruising, and shonld be practically | a commercial scale. structed that all light is excluded, | and for a period of ten days to two | humidity should not | should be carefully poured from | stored in bins, but may be stored | oughly inspected by a qualified | months. Under the most favorable con- | loss of moisture is from | sidered properly stored until they have passed 

free from dam: caused by ¢ e, insect or mechan and moderate cha in outside tem- | weeks thereafter, or until “the pota- | be so |] igh that mois- | basket or crate into the bin. To actorily in sub: ntial crates, inspector at the time they re ditions and good management sweet | 8% to 10% in bi nd | throngh the curing period. 

ical injury. They should not be allowed to become perature will not quickly affect in re cured, a temperature of from | ture is deposited on | allow free circulation of air, the bins | baskets or hampers which permit | put in the storage house, within } potatoes may be kept six months. Boman: ut higher in See Parmers’ Bulletin No. 970 

chilled or frosted, and when placed in storage the side temperatures, Wood construc to 90° I. should be maintained. | the walls of the stor- } should have slatted sides and floor, | of a free air circulation. 15 days after the beginning of An additional 
surface should be dry and practically clean. tion is preferable, and ample means | Thereafter, a uniform temperature of | age house. and at least 4 inehes of air space on the storage period and from 15 RERInIAES of 5% should 

POTATOES > for yentilation control should be} as nearly 55° EF. as is practicable s. The bin floor should be thereafter. be allowed for decay. 

(SWEET) provided. should be maintained. Ventilation es or more above the 
ee and artificial heat are necessary to house floor. When stowed in crates, 

control temperature and moistu baskets or hampers, the containe! 
should be stacked so as to allow cir- 
culation of air, and to avoid the 
crushing or breaking of the packages 
and the bruising of their contents. 

Phe onions should be well ripened, dry and thor-| All common v The building should be so con-| In cold storage the temperature | Low humidity is | Onions should be stowed in suitable | The best containe Thorough inspection should | ‘The usual storage period of onions | The shrinkage should | See Parmers’ Bulletin No. 35 
oughly nir-cured when stored. Onions intended for | of onions, except those | structed and insulated as to prevent | range should be from 32° I’. to 36° desirable. r , as indicated under “Con- | crates, although Db: e be made when the onions are | witl proper ventilation is six months. not exceed 10% or 12%. 

storage should be practically free from damage | of tle Bermuda type. | fluctuations in temperature, and | Tn common storage the same ra and. should be stacked in | and bags are used successfully. ed in storage, and at inter- 
ONIONS. caused by di insects or m injury, and means for ample yentilation should | of temperature should be maintaine \ way as to permit of free air note ling 30 days. ‘The 
MOSS: | from other stock commercially known as culls. be provided, as nearly as possible, but with the circulation throughout the lot. frequency of the inspections 

proper yentilation, onions will keep thereafter will depend upon the 
well in common storage at higher condition at the previous inspee- 
temperatures. tion. 

Cabbage must be of solid heads, practically free | Danish Ball Head, or] Well ventilated, frost proof root | Temperature range, 32° F. to 36°F. | The humidityshould | Cabbage should be stored on slat | Containers are not generally ould be inspected | The storage period for cabbage ex-| The shrinkage in cab- | Stoves should be provided in common storages to 
from in. ised by insects and diseases, Heads | sorts with similar form | cellar or warehouse type of construc be maintained as high | shelyes in single layers. The height | used. of from 15 to 30] tends from November to April—five or h prevent freezing in cold peric 
should be cut with but few, if any, loose leaves adher- | and texture, tion, with ample intake and ontlet as po: hout | of the staging and the number of six months See Farmers’ Bulletin No. 

ing, and carefully handled from field to storage its for quick cooling and yentila- actual deposition of | shelyes will be determined by con- 
house. Special care should be used to avoid bruising tion, and equipped with slatted moisture on the e and dimensions of the 

CABBAGR, | and other mechanical injuries. shelves supported on staging, so that product. building. 
the head y be stored one layer 
deep, with at least 15 to 18 inches 
cle. ace around the walls of the 
building. The ceiling should be so 
constructed as to prevent drip on the 
product, 

————_———_F} 

ail Hggs should be moved quickly from the producer | The grades should con- | Cold storage houses should be so | Temperature range, 29° FP. to 32° Pr. nge, 82] gg cases should be stowed so that s should be pei in clean, | Inspection of eggs should be | The storage period for eggs should | Theshrinkage depends | Rooms must be clean and odorless 
to the warehouse. They shonld be carefully sorted | form to those generally | constructed and equipped as to main- to $5 per cent. — separate lots may be e spected, wood Fillers | at intervals of from 15 to 30 | not exceed 12 months, upon the humidity, and See Bureau of Chemistry Cireul 
and candled, so that none showing mechanical de | adopted by the whole- | tain practically uniform temperature and with 14 inch to 1 inch dunnage nuld be of new No. 1 or medium | days, and the sto house hould not be more than 
fects or noticeable deterioration is included in the » trade, until United | and humidity conditions required for between the cases to insure space for | straw or wood pulp board with | should have daily %. Shrinkage should 

A storage stocks. No washed eggs should be stored. | Sta standards are | successful storage throughout the free air circulation. flats over top and under bottom. | from a competent wareho be calculated from net 
EGGS promulgated. storage season. Padding must be kiln wan skilled in the handling weight of products. 

cork sha such structures and commodi- 
straw or wood pulp beaeal on top | ties. 
and bottom of each case. No pine 

jor should be used. The 
§ should be plainly marked 

with the grade. 
=" —— SS 

r Bailly Tees mouldiig removed from shell in CUNET E a grade for food. Temperature range, 0° I. or below | ‘The usual humidity rotect eggs from heat leakage at Thirty-pound tin buckets are Inspections of froz No change in composition up to 24] Theshrinkage is notof | Sce Department Bulletin No. 
FROZEN | tary surroundings, and frozen immediately on fish: | One grade for manufac: | Same as for eggs. to 10" F. above, at the temperature of | doors and elevator shafts, NSE Gara, OUTS CUETS racine | catonala ity stent GSE months, After 12 months egg thickens | commercial importance. Department Bulletin No. 

harp freezers, uring purposes: storage. increasing, due to | days. slightly. Whites near top of can may Bureau of Chemistry Cireular 98. 
wider use of this product. become pink, due to iron under tin. Hgg 

not injured as food ther 

Poe aoa WoL ye) from a0" 1 pany ea Ses and grades | Same as for exes. Preferred temperature, 0° F. to | Sameas fr Pouliry should be so stowed that | All poultry should be packedin | Allllots of poultr The storage period for poultry should | ‘The shrinkage varies | —Water-cooled or ice-packed poultry should not be 
k 7 cing 035° DP. puld confo: aC ate ASTON fs F R 0 e ‘ ¢ 3c store : long peri 3 ir 

for from 18 to 24 liours, then frozen at 6° I) onbelow. | generally adopter napa 10j irate lots may be inspected easily, | clean, strongly built, odorless | inspected by a q not exceed 12 months. from 1% to 3%: tored for long period ulded birds deteriorate 
more rapidly than dry-pi 
neyer be stored. 

ve Bureau of Chemistry Cireulars Nos. 64 and 70- 

oona Admissible temperature, 12° ¥. to ail jouieeitail tevoin Sania The Te 
POULTRY. wholesale {rade, until Wy Teakawelat donralandlelara era arie United States standards 

are promulgated, 

. Drawn poultry should boxes, lined with chment or | spector when re 
yator shafts. | other suitable paper, and should | age, and inter 

be plainly marked to indicate the | or longer, depending upon the 
Barrel: conditions found at the previous 
uly for turkeys, | inspections. 

San Fanaa a = able than boxe: 
utter shonld be place e withiv The grades sho 5 T conn i 

ten ¢ ter it ih erecta When ike nes Ee BG Same as for eggs. Temperature, 2° IP or below. P. of butter should be so Packages should conform to the All lots of butter should be The storage period for butter should In general, the shrink- See Bureau of Animal Industry Bulletins 

amin facilities are not available during this period, the | adopted by the whole stowed regular commercial styles, includ- | inspected by a qualified in- | not exceed 12 months. age will run from 44% | and 148, 
BUTTER, | product should be held ina temperature below 40° B. | sale trade, until United Hon beneath the pile, a ing penne wal h gs Teeenount spector when re 1 for stor to 1%. 

Stites standards are hat se] cubes and standa voxes of 1- | age, and at inter 0 days 
spaoutaleai, ES EN Cube and | pound prints. or more, depending upon the 

—— and condition of the lots ——— eS ¢ g 
ish should he placed in storage in a fresh condi- as | jous inspection. - - 

tion, as indicated by their phy meedifonifood: Same as for eggs. ; ind frozen and glazed at tempera- | Same as frozen eggs, Fish should be stowed as compactly Fish are stored in boxes and in Inspection of fish should be The storage period for‘ish should not | The shrinkage is not of Boxed fish should be reglazed in three to 
ISH, href Sout or below, and stored i as possible, bulk. amgrite of 20\days or | exceed 12months. commercial importance. | montlis, Stacked fish should be spray-glazed ey 

P. or helow to 10° ., depending on more by a qualified inspector. three months or more frequent) 
the kind. Tor holding less than 

: 

See Department Bulletin No. 
nths it is admissible to store 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In many localities in the eastern part of the United States the 
grape curculio, Craponwus imaequalis Say (Pl. I, A—D), may be 
classed as the most destructive msect attacking the grape. From 
some cause or causes which are not entirely clear, the insect is 
markedly local in its occurrence and within the bounds of its general 
range appears annually in destructive numbers in some localities 
whereas it remains practically unknown to grape growers in other 
districts nearby. In places where it is abundant it may be expected 
to destroy each year from 35 to 100 per cent of fruit on all grapevines 
that do not receive protection of some kind. 

The adult curculio is small and inconspicuous and a grape grower 
will frequently lose within a short time an entire crop of fruit, that 
had promised, well, without being able to determine the nature of the 
enemy that caused the loss. He will know only that the grapes while 

Norr.—Acknowledgment is due Mr. ©. R. Cutright, who was employed temporarily 

by the Bureau of Entomology to assist with the present investigation. 

1 Craponius inaequalis Say; suborder Rhynchophora, family Curculionidae, tribe Ceutorhynchini, 

subtribe Coeliodes. 
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growing became suddenly wormy and were ruined. Fortunately 
losses from this pest are easily preventable when an intelligent use is 
made of available means of control. The present bulletin gives an 
account of an investigation of this species that was carried out 
principally in a badly infested locality in Central West Virginia 
during the years 1916 and 1917. 

ECONOMIC HISTORY. 

This curculio seems first to have been noted as an enemy of the 
grape in the vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio, in the year 1853 (2). 
Walsh (5) states that it ruimed fruit at Cobden, Ill., m the period 
1863 to 1865 and at Hudson and Marietta, Ohio, from 1863 to 1867, 
and that in 1867 16 acres of grapes at Big Hill, Ky., were destroyed. 
He states also (4) that it was destructive at Carbondale, IIl., from 
1864 to 1867. In 1890 Riley (15) quotes a correspondent from 
London, Ky., who said that the grape curculio was doing more 
damage than all else combined. In 1891 Webster (16) found the 

insect in Franklin County, Ark., and learned that it had been increas- 
ing there for at least 10 years and that it had become alniost impos- 
sible to obtain crops of fruit without bagging the clusters. Brooks (30) 
quotes correspondents who showed that in West Virginia it was gen- 
erally distributed and very destructive to grapes during the years 
1899 to 1905. 

SYNONYMY. 

The grape curculio was first described in 1831 by Say (1) under 
the name Ceutorhynchus wnaequalis, from specimens collected im 
Indiana, where, he states, many beetles were collected in the spring, 
resting upon a newly constructed fence. Le Conte (8), in his revision 
of Say’s work, placed the species in the genus Coeliodes, but later (11) 
erected for it the genus Craponius. The synonymy, therefore, is as 
follows: 

Ceutorhynchus inaequalis Say, 1831 (1). 
Coeliodes inaequalis (Say) Le Conte, 1869 (8). 
Craponius inaequalis (Say) Le Conte, 1876 (11). 

COMMON NAMES. 

On account of the larva’s habit of attacking the seed as well as the 
pulp of the fruit, the common name “ grape-seed weevil”’ was applied 
ee the species by early writers. At present the common name 
“Brae curculio”’ is in general use. 

1 Meabens relied 1 in laine: refer to “Bibliography,” p. 16. 
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DISTRIBUTION. 

The grape curculio has been recorded from the New England 
States (33) to Minnesota (25) and south to Missouri (7) and Florida 

(33). Within this range there are records of its occurrence in the 
following States: Arkansas, Florida, Ulinois, Indiana, Kentucky, 
Minnesota, Missouri, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
Tennessee, and West Virginia. 

FOOD PLANTS. 

The adult curculios may be found upon the foliage and the larve 
within the fruit of probably all kinds of wild and cultivated grapes 
that grow in the localities where the insect is found. There are no 
records of either the adults or larve attacking under natural condi- 
tions the leaves or fruit of plants other than the grape. During 
the present investigation frequent search was made for the feed- 
ing marks of the beetles on the foliage of various kinds of plants, 
but they were not found elsewhere than on grape, nor were the 
beetles or the larve found about any other fruit. Brooks (30) 
states that beetles in confinement, when deprived of other food, fed 
on apple and cherry leaves and that one such female deposited an 
ege in the fruit of Virginia creeper (Ampelopsis quinquefolia). This 
egg hatched but the larva died at the end of two days. 

RECENT INJURIES. 

During the present investigation the following records were made 
showing the destructiveness of the curculio at French Creek, W. Va.: 
On August 14, 1916, several clusters of fruit were picked from an 
unsprayed Concord grapevine. The clusters bore 163 berries and 
of these 161 contained curculio stings. At least one-half of the 
berries had already dropped from the clusters on account of being 
infested with curculio larve. On August 18 of the same year the 
entire crop of fruit from another unsprayed Concord grapevine was 
gathered. The vine produced 2,382 fruits and of these 2,274, or 

95.47 per cent, showed curculio injury and 108, or 4.53 per cent, 
were sound. Probably half the grapes originally on the clusters had 
dropped as a result of infestation, and were not counted. 
On August 23, 1917, about 50 grapevines of different varieties 

srowing about farmers’ homes in the locality were examined. Counts 
showed that from 40 to 95 per cent of all unprotected fruit had been 
ruined by the curculio, the average loss being about 70 per cent. 

RESISTANCE OF CERTAIN GRAPES TO CURCULIO ATTACK. 

Opportunity was taken to note the extent of curculio injury to 
about 25 different varieties of cultivated grapes and to three species 
of wild grapes. The wild species were the fox grape (Votes lubrusca), 
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the ‘‘pigeon”’ grape (V. aestivalis), and the ‘‘frost”’ grape (V. cordi- 
folia). Under similar conditions one variety of cultivated grape will 
suffer about equally with another. Frequently a discrimination will 
seem to be shown by the curculio between varieties, since the fruit 
of one vine may be attacked more extensively than that of another 
in the same locality. Such discrimination, however, is usually due 
to the particular locations of the vines rather than to any varietal 
peculiarities. The fruit of vines trained on the side of a house or 
of those growing in isolated positions in a field will escape injury 
to a far greater extent than will that of groups of vines trained on 
wire, fence, or trellis. Of the wild species the fox grape suffers 
about equally with the cultivated varieties, the ‘‘pigeon” grape to a 
less extent, and the ‘‘frost” grape is very rarely attacked. The 
immunity from attack of this last species is probably due to its 
smail size and to the fact that it develops much later in the season 
than do the other species. 

THE LIFE CYCLE IN BRIEF. 

The beetles appear upon grape foliage in the spring and feed for 
ten days or two weeks on the upper epidermis and parenchyma of 
the leaf before beginning to deposit eggs within the young fruit. 
The larve (Pl. I, H) from the eggs feed upon the pulp and seeds 
of the fruit until full grown when they leave their feeding place and 
pupate within pellet-like earthen cocoons (Pl. I, J) located at or 
just beneath the surface of the ground. In about three weeks the 
beetles issue from the cocoons and go to the grape foliage, where 
they feed rather freely on the upper surface of the grape leaves until 
cool weather in the fall drives them into hibernation. 
A few relatively unimportant departures from the foregoing rule 

are recounted later in this paper. 

DESCRIPTION. 

THE EGG. 

The eggs (Pl. I, HE, F’) are rather uniformly oblong elliptical in 
shape. The surface is smooth and opaque, white when first depos- 
ited, but turning to yellowish on the second and third days. The 
average measurement of 10 specimens was 0.46 by 0.71 mm. The 
egg is attached to the wall of a roomy cavity which the female beetle 
with her snout excavates from the pulp of the grape through a small 
hole made in the skin. 

THE LARVA. 

The legless, fusiform, curved larva (Pl. I, H; Pl. Il, F)is white with 
light brown head, the body usually being clouded with the dark-colored 
contents of the alimentary canal. The average length is 7 mm. and 

rr 



Bul. 730, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE I. 

A, Grape curculio excavating egg chamber; 

THE GRAPE CURCULIO. 

beetle resting by puncture in grape; C, beetle B 
ovipositing; D, beetle sealing egg chamber; EK and F, curculio eggs in natural position in grape; 

"i 
egg punctures in grapes after being sealed; H, larvee; I, pupa in cocoon insoil; J cocoons. 
lenlarged. (Original.) 



Bul. 730, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE II. 

THE GRAPE CURCULIO AND ITS PARASITES. 

A, Feeding marks of curculios in grape leaf, natural size; B, feeding marks, greatly enlarged; C 
Anaphoiden conotracheli in act of ovipositing; D, Microbracon mellitor ovipositing in infested 
grape; E, Stiboscopus brooksi ovipositing in curculio cocoon; F, grape cut open to show injury 
by curculiolarva. Allenlarged except A. (Original.) 
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the width, at the widest point, 2mm. The body is sparsely covered 
with short, fine hairs. 

THE PUPA. 

The pupa (Pl. I, 7) is short, stout, and yellowish white, with the 
eyes and tip of rostrum reddish and with other dark markings 
developing as the adult stage is approached. The length is 3 mm. 
and the width 2 mm. The head and body are sparsely covered 
with long, stiff hairs. The pupa occupies a small, spherical cocoon 
formed of grains of earth, the cell having a delicate membranous 
lining. 

THE, ADULT. 

The beetle (Pl. I, A—D) is short, robust, 83 mm. in length by 2.5 mm. 
in width, the snout being half as long as the body. The color, when 
fresh from the cocoon, is almost black, fading with age to chocolate 
brown. The surface is coarsely sculptured with prominent, acute 
tubercles on the thorax and elytra and the entire body is clothed 
with minute, whitish, scale-like hairs. 

HABITS AND ACTIVITIES CF THE BEETLES. 

At about the time Concord grapevines are blooming the grape 
curculio beetles emerge from hibernation and appear upon the grape 
leaves. Within the geographical range of the species the date of 
the first appearance of the beetles on the vines will vary considerably, 
according to season and locality. In West Virginia the dates of 
their first observed appearance on the vines are as follows: 

Year. Date. 

WOO 6 RS ae SELL es HS ETRE, Bree a8 sn oh ok Been CRUE NOS hs Pe SEM coer June | 

BIL () pa eee Fy dec he ayn usa Mem Case a cayenne rig fac UNS May 25 

WIGS. 6.0 260s SLB eee ete ee aa ele eee ee a June 14 

IWGUY 5, SSSI SE Se a I eae ag Rae June 2 

Blatchley and Leng (83) record the beetles from central Florida 

from February 11 to April 13. At first the beetles are somewhat in- 
active and an individual may remain on a single leaf for a week or 
more at a time, feeding at intervals on the upper surface and shelter- 
ing during unfavorable weather on the underside. Feeding on the 
exposed part of the foliage is engaged in rather freely from the first 
appearance of the beetles in the spring until the fruit is ripe, thus 
rendering the beetles susceptible to arsenical sprays at any time 
while the fruit is on the vines. Food is also taken in a limited way 
from the bark of the fruit stems and the females devour the tissues 
removed in making their egg punctures (PI. I, @) in the fruit. The 
immature grapes probably never are attacked by the beetles primarily 
for food, but the ripe fruit is sometimes punctured for this purpose. 

The beetles frequently rest on the leaves for long intervals without 
motion and, even when eating or crawling about, their movements 
are so slight or so slow as not to attract attention. -In appearance 
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a beetle on the vines resembles more closely a small lump of brown 
earth than any form of animate life. While collecting, the writer 
has frequently mistaken them for the pellets of excrement dropped 
by sphinx caterpillars on the grape leaves. When disturbed they do 
not run or fly directly but leap to a considerable distance and either 
take wing while in the air or fall to the ground, simulating death. 
When caught and held closely in the hand they give forth a squeaking 
note pitched on an exceedingly high key. This note is heard also 
during sexual attempts of the male. 

FEEDING MARKS. 

The feeding marks on the leaves (Pl. II, A) are situated on the 
upper surface and extend only through the epidermis and paren- | 
chyma. Usually they are in the form of a slightly curved line, aver- 
aging about 2 mm. long by 0.5 mm. wide, or of from 2 to 10 such lines, 
joined at the ends to form acute angles. Under magnification the 
lines show distinct cross figurations. (Pl. II, B) These marks on 

the leaves usually may serve as the best means of determining the 
presence of the curculio in any locality, since in badly infested dis- 
tricts, especially in the autumn, the foliage is thickly specked with 
them. The health of the vime is not impaired to any appreciable 
extent by even great numbers of the marks, but this feeding habit 
is otherwise important as furnishing an easy means of control. 

Careful measurement of 50 feeding marks showed that the average 
area covered by each was 3 square millimeters. In order that some 
idea of the individual feeding capacity of the beetles might be gained, 
24 pairs were confined in jars and supplied daily with fresh grape 
leaves and fruit. Every morning counts were made of the marks on 
the leaves eaten by each pair. This was continued from July 9 to 
September 30, a period of 84 days. On the last-named date feed- 
ing was discontinued, all the beetles having died or entered hiberna- 
tion. Table I shows the results of these counts. 

TaBLe I.—Number of feeding marks made in grape leaves by 24 pairs of the grape curculio 
during the period from July 9 to Sept. 30, 1917. 

] 
Number of Number of 

Pair No. feeding Pair No. feeding 
marks. marks. 

| rere e | 1,128 i eee ee 1,333 
ie £ 1,404 Thee bees ee 1, 225 
3.5.55. ae 431 15h ed ele eee 1, 180 
: a a. 1,076 1G ceo ee 2. 1,127 
Bache cae 1,084 ice te eae 1, 139 
ee ae 1, 292 1S pOTEME Sate 688 
| (Sie - 704 ) CS epee hikes oo eer 1,189 
iia. siethna ee 1, 233 y. | Pee eres apes 1, 222 
eee ae 1,311 Dees. see 1, 297 

10°70 S.A 874 DD vrata See ee 1, 201 
ih eee ae se 1, 164 2 ines Fae 1,549 
| Des > ee 1,413 72: ease i See eS 972 

Totes ees 27, 227 
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The records in Table I cover only a portion of the active life of the 
beetles, and it is certain that the specimens under observation had 
been feeding on the grape foliage for at least four weeks just prior to 
July 9, the day of the first record. It is also reasonably certain that 
at least a part of the beetles had fed for a time during the previous 
autumn before going into hibernation. On the day of the first record 
280 feeding marks were made and the period of greatest feeding 
activity extended from that date to August 10. This was likewise 
the period of greatest egg production. On July 30 the beetles made 
1,085 feeding marks, which was the maximum number, and on July 
31 they deposited 244 eggs, which was also the maximum number. 
As is shown by Table I, the total number of feeding marks was 27,227, 
an average of slightly over 567 for each individual. The aggregate 

_ leaf surface eaten over by each beetle averaged slightly more than 24 
square inches and the total surface eaten by all the beetles would 
cover an area nearly four times the size of the printed portion of this 
page. 

RELATIVE FEEDING CAPACITY OF THE SEXES. 

During the egg-laying season the food consumed by a female in 
excavating her egg chambers is considerable, often surpassing daily 
in weight that of the insect itself. It was thought possible that the 
amount of fruit pulp eaten in this operation would result, for the 
time at least, in a decreased amount of leaf feeding by the females 
and render them less susceptible to arsenical sprays than are the 
males. Experiments, however, showed that the females do not 
decrease their leaf feeding during the oviposition period, and that, 
on the contrary, during days when egg production is heaviest leaf 
feeding may increase rather than diminish. 

For a period of 14 days, from August 8 to August 21, 3 male and 
3 female beetles were confined in cages separately and supplied daily 
with fresh grape leaves and fruit. During the period the males 

-made 251 feeding marks, an average of 83.66 each, while the females 
made 313 marks, an average of 104.33 each. In addition, the 3 
females excavated 125 egg chambers. The individual female which 
laid the greatest number of eggs made, also, the greatest number of 
feeding marks, the numbers being 54 eggs and 172 feeding marks. 
In another experiment, while 5 males were making 1,875 feeding 
marks an equal number of females under the same conditions made 
2,185 feeding marks and excavated 717 egg chambers. It is thus 
seen that the opportunity for killmg the females by poison sprays 
applied to the foliage during the egg-laying season is at least as good 
as for killing the males. 
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EGGS AND OVIPOSITION. 

The eggs are placed singly in cavities eaten out of the fruit, the 
cavities averaging slightly more than 1 mm. deep by 2 mm. wide. 
(Pl. I, #, F) The wound is relatively large, and, even in cases 
where the eggs do not hatch, the hardening of the tissues about the 
cavity, which take place during the healing process, ruins the fruit 
for all purposes except that of juice extraction. 

In ovipositing the female selects with some care a point, which 
may be at any place on the surface of the grape, and makes a small 
opening through the skin with her snout. Without changing her 
position on the grape she then excavates through the small opening 
all the pulp within convenient reach of the snout, the completed — 
cavity extending back beneath the body of the beetle. (PI. I, A) 
All the pulp removed is swallowed, and excrement is voided in small 
quantities during the operation. When the cavity is finished the 
beetle turns around, as though on a pivot, and places the tip of the 
abdomen over the opening in the skin. (Pl. I, C) On several 

occasions as the beetle was in the act of turning, a section of the 
grape was cut away by the observer so as to expose the lower end of 
the egg chamber, thus permitting oviposition to be watched from 
within through a hand lens. This showed, immediately following 
the appearance of the tip of the abdomen at the opening, a slender 
ovipositor extended and moved about touching the sides of the 
chamber. ‘The ovipositor was then withdrawn into the body, but a 
few seconds later it was suddenly extruded to its full length and 
pointed rigidly forward, and at this time the movement of the egg 
could be seen passing down the duct. ‘The tip of the abdomen at 
the moment was in contact with the wall of the chamber at the point 
farthest from the opening in the skin, and the egg was ejected and 
attached at this point (Pl. I, £), after which the ovipositor was 

slowly withdrawn into the body. . 
After the egg is deposited the beetle ejects a mass of excrement 

over the opening in the skin (Pl. I, D), presses some of the more 
solid matter of the excrement into the opening with the tip of the 
abdomen, and then moves away. ‘This excrement soon dries and 
seals the cavity (Pl. I, @). Frequently the female is attended by a 
male during the preparation of the egg chamber and the work is 
interrupted by copulation. Table II shows how the time was 
observed to be divided in six instances where the duration of ae 
different steps was recorded. 
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TaBLe II.—Time spent in oviposition by the grape curculio. 

Minutes Minutes Minutes Total 
Beetle No. excavating.| copulating. |ovipositing.| minutes. 

ioe a eth 7 22 3 32 
Dee ete tee 16 0 7 23 
Sis nee. BRAN 17 17 3 37 
US thas eee ee 18 18 3 39 
Oh gee cae sot 12 13 2 27 
Gree aes ols 24 16 2 42 

Average... - - 15.6 14.3 Sa 33. 3 

There are occasional but rare departures from the method of pro- 
cedure in ege¢ laying as just described. For example, two or three 
ege chambers were found containing two eggs each, and on one occa- 
sion a female was observed to complete her egg chamber and then 
deposit an egg on the grape near the puncture. She then pushed 
the egg into the opening with her snout and sealed the chamber in 
the usual manner. A few eggs were found in excavations in the 
fruit stems, but the larve which hatched from them were not able 

to subsist on the food at hand. : 

OBTAINING EGG RECORDS. 

For obtaining egg records a large number of beetles were collected 
from grape foliage early in the season and confined with food in 
cages. As fast as they could be found mating in the cages they were 
removed and confined by pairs in glass tumblers. The tumblers 
were covered with cheesecloth and the beetles provided daily with 
fresh leaves and fruit. Twenty-four pairs were thus obtained and 
kept in an open insectary throughout the season. So far as could 
be determined, by comparing the activities of the beetles in the glasses 
with those of beetles in the field, egg laying proceeded in the insectary 
in a normal manner. . 

Every morning counts were made of the eggs deposited during 
the preceding 24 hours. Table III shows the result of these counts 
and is believed to represent with fair accuracy the individual egg- 
laying capacity of the beetles. 

69807°—18—Bull. 730—2 
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TaBLE III.—Zgg-laying record of 24 female grape curculios. 
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As indicated in Table III, the total number of eggs laid by the 24 
females was 6,280. The minimum number laid by an individual was 
141 and the maximum number 386, the average for the 24 beetles 
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being 261.66.1 The first eggs were deposited on July 3 and the last 
on September 5, oviposition by all the beetles covering a period of 
65 days. The greatest number of eggs laid by a female in a single 
day was 16, and this record was made in only one instance. Another 
beetle laid 15 eggs in a day and there were six cases in which 14 eggs 
were laid in a day. The period of greatest egg production was from 
July 13 to August 12, 81.9 per cent of the eggs being deposited between . 
these dates. The maximum number of eggs for one day was 244; 
these were produced on July 31. 

ACTIVITY OF THE BEETLES AT NIGHT. 

During the progress of the investigation it became apparent that 
the beetles were ovipositing and feeding on the leaves to some extent 
during the night, and, to obtain data on this point, 5 pairs of beetles 
were confined in cages in the insectary on July 19 and kept under 
observation until ioe 3, a period of 14 days. The beetles were 
provided with fresh grapes sad leaves three times daily, at 5 a. m., 
12 m., and 7 p. m., the duration of the forenoon period being 7 Lets, 
that e the eppean period 7 hours, and that of the night seed 
10 hours. Each time the grapes and leaves were changed in the 
cages counts were made of the eggs and leaf-feeding marks pro- 
aed during the period just ended. The counts showed a total of 
455 eggs produced by the 5 females for the entire period. Of this 
number 85 were deposited during the forenoon period, 148 during 
the afternoon period, and 222 during the night period. The average 
was 16.6 eggs for each of the 14 hours of daylight and 22.2 eggs for © 
each of the 10 hours of darkness. Feeding on the leaves was more 
active by day than by night. The 10 beetles during the daylight 
periods made 1,072 feeding marks, or an average of 78 for each of 
the 14 hours of daylight, and 376 during the night period, or an 
average of 37.6 for each of the 10 hours of darkness. 

TIME eRe ED FOR EGGS TO HATCH. 

ont 50 eggs denoaited on July 17 hatched on July 23 and an 
equal number deposited on July 21 hatched on July 27, the period 
of incubation in both cases being 6 days. Differences in temperature 
probably would produce a variation of a day or two in the length of 
this period. 

All the eggs of a female that had been separated from males for 33 
days were found to be fertile, although in nature copulation continues 
at frequent intervals until the end of the egg-laying season. 

‘It is interesting to note that the average number of eggs laid by 30 females from which a record was 

obtained in 1905 (30) was 257.46, a difference per individual for the two lots of beetles ofonly 4.2 eggs, 

2 All references to clock time refer to ‘‘Standard time,” 
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ACTIVITIES OF THE LARVA. 

The young larve begin to feed on the grape berry before they are 
free from the eggshell and within a few minutes after emergence from 
the shell burrow out of sight within the pulp. On the second or third 
day they attack the seed and on the fourth day practically all the 
larve are located within the seed cavity of the grape berry. Later 
they leave the seed cavity and contimue to feed on the pulp, soon 
converting the interior of the grape into a discolored mixture of pulp 
and excrement. (PI. II, £) 

Larve reached full aowalt and issued from the grapes in from 13 
to 25 days after the dsseeiten of the eggs. Table IV shows the num- 
ber that appeared on each day. 

TaBLe 1V.—Number of days elapsing from deposition of eggs by the grape curculio to 
issuance of larve from the grapes. 

According to Table IV, allowing 6 days for the eggs to hatch, the 
larvee remain in the grapes from 7 to 19 days, the average time being 
from 10 to 12 days. 

The larvee squeeze through small holes which they make in the skin 
of the grape berry and seek at once for places in which to pupate. 
Most of the larvee leave the grapes during the morning hours, although 
a few continue to appear during the afternoon. On August 4, 1917, 
57 larve dropped from a basket of infested grapes suspended in the 
vineyard over a container. At the end of every hour the larve in 
the container were collected and counted. The results are shown in 
Table V. 

TaBLE V.—Time of day in which larvx of the grape curculio leave grape berries. 

[Standard time.] 

| A.M. P.M. |P.M.to A.M. 

ss al a 9- 110- a 
bs 

6-7 
7 

i é 2-4 
0 

Hours of day..- 11-12} 12-1 
Number of larve. 5 5 

45| 5-6 
| 2 z 

i 

Table V indicates that more than one-half of the larve leave the 

grapes to pupate between the hours of 7 and 9in the morning. Most 
of the cocoons are constructed on the surface of the ground except 
in cases Where the larve follow cracks or other openings into the soil. 
They are frequently placed under fallen leaves or other small objects 
and are sometimes attached to straws or stones lying on the surface 
of the ground. 
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THE PUPA PERIOD. 

Small lots of larvee which had just issued from grapes were placed in 
jars containing earth on August 1 and 2,1917. From these larvee 46 
beetles developed, of which 37 emerged on the eighteenth day and 
9 on the nineteenth day. This and other observations indicate that 
in the warmer part of the summer the beetles issue, on an average, 
about 18 days after the construction of the cocoon. The larve that 
leave the grapes late in August and in September pupate and remain 
within the cocoon until the spring following, when they issue as beetles 
at about the time the wintering beetles are emerging from hiber- 
nation. 

THE BEETLES IN THE FALL. 

The young beetles that appear late in summer spend all the re- 
maining warm days of the season on the grape foliage. They feed 
rather freely and can be distinguished very readily from the old 
beetles which are still on the vines by their fresher appearance and 
darker color. Many of the beetles that appear from hibernation 
or from wintering pup in the spring live through the entire season 
and enter hibernation again in the fall. Of the lot of 48 beetles kept 
in glass tumblers for the purpose of obtaining egg records throughout 
the summer of 1917, 36 were still alive on October 4. At that time 
the 36 beetles were placed in a large jar contaiming dry, decayed wood 
and soon thereafter they hid away in the wood fragments and became 
dormant. There is considerable mortality among the beetles soon 
after they appear upon the vines in the spring, and the probabil- 
ity is that most of the beetles that die at that time are the individuals 
that have survived two winters. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

PREDACIOUS FORMS. 

At the time the grape curculio larve leave the grapes and crawl 
over the ground in search of suitable places to pupate, they fall an 
easy prey to ants and other enemies. In the summer of 1917 a small 
red ant, determined by Wheeler as Solendpsis molesta Say, was 
observed in great numbers feeding on larvee beneath infested grape- 
vines. Another ant, determined by Wheeler as Aphaenogaster fulva 
Roger, subspecies aqguia Buckley, variety picea Emery, was pres- 

- ent im less numbers and was observed attacking the larve. A small 
ground-dwelling spider, as yet undetermined, was seen to pounce 
upon a curculio larva and was caught as it hurried with its load 
beneath a stone. The larva of a rove beetle, Philonthus brunneus 
Gravenhorst, and the following species of ants are recorded as 
attacking the curculio larva: Camponotus pennsylvanicus De 
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Geer, Myrmica punctiventris Roger, Lasius americanus Emery, 
Cremastogaster lineolata Say, and ER MEOE debilis Mayr. 

PARASITES. 

In August, 1916, it was found that many of the curculio eggs were 
being destroyed by a minute hymenopterous parasite, determined. 
by Girault as Anaphoidea conotracheli Girault Pl. (II, C), a well- 
known egg parasite of the plum curculio, Conotrachelus nenuphar 
Herbst. This parasite is about half a millimeter in length and is 
barely visible to the naked eye. The legs and bases of antenne are 
light brown and the rest of the body is black. In 1917 this parasite 
was again abundant and was observed frequently ovipositing in the 
curculio egg punctures in grapes. When a fresh puncture was made 
by the grape curculio several of these egg parasites would collect 
about it and could be seen through a lens, thrusting their ovipositors 
through the skin of the grape into the curculio eggs in the egg chamber. 
Males usually were present and copulation would take place while 
the females were struggling with one another for a desired position over 
the egg chamber. Adult parasites issued in from 10 to 13 days after 
their eggs had been deposited within the eggs of the grape curculio. 
When the mature parasites leave the host eggs they sometimes enter 

the pulp of the grape and mine through it to the surface, making a 
threadlike burrow half an inch or more in length. The exit hole of 
the parasite in the skin of the grape is usually near to the original 
puncture of the curculio. 

In determining the extent of panei ae by this species, about 
50 curculio beetles were confined on July 24, 1917, in a wire-screen 
cage gver a live branch of grapevine bearing 8 Chas of sound fruit. 
Two days later the cage and curculios were removed and the punc- 
tured grapes left exposed for six days to the attacks of the ege para- 
sites. A later examination showed that 134 curculio eggs had been 
deposited in the grapes and of these 53, or 39.5 per cent, had been 
parasitized. The oviposition period of the curculio is sufficiently 
long for the development of four or five successive generations of the 
parasite. This may account for an apparently constant increase in 
the percentage of parasitized curculio eggs as the season advances. 

Another parasite, Microbracon mellitor Say (Pl. Il, D) was ob- 
served frequently ovipositing in infested grapes on the vine and on 
the ground. The larva of this species attacks the larva of the curculio - 
externally and devours it, after which it constructs within the grape a 
small, dirty-white cocoon from which the adult parasite escapes within 
a few days. <A third hymenopterous parasite, Stiboscopus brooksi 
Ashm. (Pl. II, /), attacks the curculio while within the cocoon. 
This parasite is about 4 mm. in length, the ovipositor being one-third 
as long as the body. The head and thorax are shining black, the 
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abdomen brown, the tips of antenne dark brown, and the bases of 
antenne and the legs ight brown. It runs rapidly over the ground 
under infested grapevines, frequently crawling beneath fallen leaves 
and into openings in the ground in search of curculio cocoons. When 
one is found the parasite manifests much excitement and runs about 
over the cocoon, with both antenne and ovipositor applied to the 
surface, in search of a vulnerable point of attack. When such a point 
is located the ovipositor is thrust viciously to its full length within 
the cocoon, after which the insect remains quiet for a few seconds 
while the egg is being deposited. ‘The parasitic larva destroys the 
curculio within the cocoon and issues as an adult within a short time. 
Both this species and Microbracon mellitor were abundant in the 
locality where the present investigation was carried out. A single 
specimen of still another parasite, which has been determined by 
Mr. R. A. Cushman as Triaspis curculionis Fitch, was reared from 
the grape curculio in 1917. 

METHODS OF CONTROL. 

SPRAYING. 

The long period during which the curculio beetles feed freely on the 
upper surface of the grape leaves renders them peculiarly susceptible 
to arsenical sprays. In several cases practically complete freedom 
from attack was obtained by applying two sprays of lead arsenate 
at a strength of 3 pounds of the paste to 50 gallons of water, the first just 
after the blossoms had dropped and the second three or four weeks 

later. In August, 1917, a count of several thousand fruits of different 
varieties of grape from sprayed vines showed that only a little more 
than 1 per cent of the fruit was infested, while on unsprayed vines 
in the same locality from 75 to 90 per cent of the fruit was punctured. 

On July 26 a Concord grapevine was sprayed with lead arsenate 
at a strength of 3-50. As soon as the spray was dry a branch of the 
vine bearing leaves and several bunches of sound fruit was inclosed in 

_ & Wire-screen cage in which 50 male and female curculio beetles had 
been placed. Four days later, when the cage was removed, all the 
beetles were dead. The grapes which had been in the cage contained 
8 eggs and there were about 50 feeding marks on the leaves, indicating 
that the death of the beetles resulted from a small amount of feeding. 
At about the same time another grapevine was sprayed with a tobacco 
extract containing 40 per cent of nicotine as sulphate at the rate of 1 
pint to 800 gallons of water, and a fruiting branch inclosed with 40 
beetles. At the end of 4 days 38 of the beetles were still alive in the 
cage, 119 eggs had been deposited in the fruit, and 1,136 feeding - 
marks had been made on the leaves. . 

It is possible to destroy the beetles by spraying with arsenicals at 
any time during the growing season of the fruit, or in the fall after the 
fruit has been gathered. Preferably, however, a spray shuold be 
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applied in the spring soon after the blossoms have dropped and 
another three or four weeks later, This is the season when other 
grape insect pests and fungous diseases are to be dealt with and the 
sprays can be prepared and applied for combined results. As has 
been pointed out, the beetles are feeding on the foliage for 10 days or 
more before oviposition begins and practically all may be killed by 
spraying before any injury is done to the fruit. 

BAGGING. 

Inclosing the clusters of fruit when about one-fourth grown in 
1-pound or 2-pound paper bags affords complete protection against 
the cureulio. The ordmary paper bags kept by grocers are sufficient 
for this purpose. The bags should be slipped over the clusters and 
the mouth pinned or otherwise fastened securely around the stem. 
The bags usually remain intact until the fruit is ready for gathering, 
and the grapes within ripen perfectly. This method of protecting 
the fruit, however, is much slower and more expensive than is spray- 
ing, and for protecting the fruit from the curculio the results are very 
little, if any, better than would be obtained by spraying. 

OTHER METHODS OF CONTROL. 

Cultivation of the soil under infested grapevines destroys the 
curculios to some extent by breaking up the cocoons and exposing 
the pup, or by burying the cocoons so deeply in the soil that the 
beetles on emerging from the cocoons are unable to work their way 
to the surface. 

A measure of benefit also may be obtained by gathering and 
destroying the punctured fruit and by collecting the beetles by 
jarring them from the vines in the early morning or on cloudy days 
upon sheets spread on the ground beneath the vines. 
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Il. THE GRAPE ROOT-BORER.' 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The studies of the grape root-borer (Memythrus polistiformis 
Harris) described herein were conducted principally at French Creek, 
W. Va., during the summers of 1916 and 1917. Conditions there 
were favorable for the investigation, since the insect occurred abund- 
antly and over a hundred badly infested grapevines were at the 
entire disposal of the investigator. Wild grapes of the species Vitis 
labrusca, V. cordifolia, and V. aestwalis abounded also in the locality, 
affording an opportunity for observations as to native host plants. 

The grape root-borer in all its stages is peculiarly inconspicuous, 
and there is a possibility that the species is a more widespread, and 
serious enemy of grapes than has been commonly supposed. The 
eggs (Pl. III, £) are small and dark-colored and are so placed by the 
female moth that they escape notice, the larve (Pl. III, A, B) feed 
exclusively on the roots and throw no castings to the surface of the 
ground, pupation takes place within the soil, and the adults (PI. 
III, G, D) so closely resemble wasps of the genus Polistes that the 
casual observer does not distinguish between them and true wasps. 
Grapevines are rarely killed outright by the borers, but, on becoming 
infested, usually linger for years, making meager annual growth and 
bearing reduced crops of fruit (Pl. V). There is a probability that 
many vineyards suffer seriously from this insect while persons in 
charge of the vines remain’ unaware of the true cause of the trouble. 

Notre.—The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Mr. C. R. Cutright,. 
field assistant in the Bureau of Entomology, in conducting the investigation described 

herein. 

1 Memythrus polistiformis Harris; order Lepidoptera, family Aegeriidae. 
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ECONOMIC HISTORY. 

The grape root-borer is a native of the eastern part of the United 
States, and doubtless bred originally in the several species of wild 
grapes indigenous to that region. It was first described in 1854 by 
Harris (1, 2),1 who recorded injury by the species in North Caro- 
lina. In 1867 Walsh (3) wrote of the species at some length and 
reported injury in Kentucky, Missouri, North Carolina, and Ohio. 
He quotes a correspondent who said he had noted injury by the 
root-borer in Missouri for 20 years. Riley (4), in 1871, mentioned 
the destructiveness of the species in Kentucky and recorded capturing 
the moths in Missouri. In 1873 Glover (5) reported, on the authority 
of a correspondent, that 5,000 vines, representing 107 varieties 
imported from Paris and planted at Albemarle, N.C., were lost as a 
result of attacks by this borer. Lugger (6) states that a smgle moth 
of this species was seen flying about a wild grapevine in Minnesota 
in 1898. Holland (7), in 1903, mentioned the range of the moth as 
extending as far north as Vermont. Brooks (8), in 1907, wrote of 

serious injury by the species in central West Virginia. 

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. 

The grape root-borer has been recorded as occurring in the States 
of Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, West 
Virginia, and Vermont. It very probably will be found in other 
States, where the inconspicuousness of the insect and its work have 
resulted so far in its being overlooked. 

FOOD PLANTS. 

Grapevines, so far as known, are the only plants attacked by this 
insect. Apparently all the common cultivated varieties of the 
eastern part of the country suffer about equally in this respect. 
Vines of the fox grape, Vitis labrusca, growing in a vineyard, were 
found to be attacked almost as extensively as Concord and other 
cultivated sorts, although vines of the same species growing in woods 
were not injured seriously. Vines of V. cordifolia and V. aestivalis 
were not observed to be attacked. The Scuppernong, a variety of 
the Southern fox grape, Vitis rotundifolia, is said by a correspondent 
of Glover (5) to have withstood attacks. 

RECENT INJURIES. 

During the past 10 years the writer frequently has observed serious 
injury by the grape root-borer in a few sections of West Virginia. 
Vines have been seen in other localities which had every appearance 
of being infested, but, since the borers can be found only by digging 

Numbers in parentheses refer to ‘‘Literature cited,” p. 28. 
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to the vine roots, no examination was made and positive evidence of 
their presence is lacking. A number of old vines are known that 
have been infested constantly for at least 10 years. In cases where 
these vines have been pruned, cultivated, and fertilized a strong 
annual growth of wood is still made and the crops of fruit are satis- 
factory. Infested vines when neglected, however, in all cases ob- 
served have practically ceased growing and died by degrees over a 
period of several years. 

NATURE OF INJURY. 

Injury to grapevines by the root-borer is due exclusively to the 
burrows made by the larve in the roots (PI. III, A, B), and is usually 
in the nature of severe root-pruning. The newly hatched larve 
enter the ground in the vicinity of grapevines and penetrate the soil 
in search of roots, attacking them wherever found. Usually roots 
smaller in diameter than an ordinary lead pencil are not made a 
place of permanent attack. Those half an inch in thickness, and 
often those that are larger, are girdled or eaten entirely off, only a 
stump of live root being left to help sustain the vine. Frequently 
all the main roots of a vine will be severed at varying distances from 
the root center. In such cases the remaining root stumps hasten to 
send out branch roots, the vigor and extent of growth of the branches 
depending largely upon the cultural care the vine is receiving at the 
time. 

DESCRIPTION. 

THE EGG. 

(Pl. III, £.) 

The egg is 1.1 mm. long by 0.7 mm. wide, chocolate brown, oblong 
ovate, and flattened; one end is slightly truncate, and a broad furrow 
extends longitudinally on one side. The surface, except in the fur- 
row, is finely and distinctly reticulate. 

Eggs hatch in from 18 to 23 days. 

THE LARVA. 

(Pl. III, A, B.) 

When first hatched the larva is dingy brown and about 2 mm. 
in length. After the first or second molt the color changes to white. 
The head is brown and the body is distinctly segmented and covered 
sparsely with short, stiff hairs. Full-grown specimens are from 35 
to 40 mm. in length. The larva stage covers a period of nearly two 
years. 
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THE PUPA AND COCOON. 

(Pl. IV, A, B.) 

The pupa is dark brown, with bands of a lighter shade encir- 
cling the abdomen. Its average length is 20 mm. It occupies 
a cocoon at the surface of the ground, usually directly over the 
point in the root where the full-grown larva ceased feeding. The 
pupa is characteristic of its family, being spindle shaped, the males 
having 14 and the females 13 rows of strong reflexed dorsal spines, 
the cremaster consisting in each of 8 stout spines surrounding the 
anal end. The cocoon is from: 20 to 30 mm. in length and stands 
perpendicularly in the soil with the anterior end just at the surface 
of the ground. It is composed of frass and grains of earth held 
together with a parchment-like lining of brown silk. Usually, 
although not always, more grains of earth than of frass enter into 
the composition of the outer part of the cocoon. The pupe and 
cocoons of the females average longer and stouter than those of the 
males. When the moth is ready to issue it works half the length of 
the pupa out of the cocoon and escapes from the pupa case through 
a slit in the back, leaving the empty case projecting above the ground. 
(Pl. IV, B.) The insect occupies the cocoon for a period of about 
four weeks. 

; THE ADULT. 

(Pl. III, C, D.) 

The mature insect is a handsome, wasplike moth, the males of 
which are from 12 to 18 mm. in length, and the females from 18 to 
20mm. The general color of both sexes is dark lustrous brown. The 
fore wings are brown and the hind wings transparent bordered 
and veined with brown. The abdomen is encircled at the posterior 
margins of the second and fourth segments with conspicuous bands 
of orange and lemon colored scales, the lemon scales predominating 
in the front band and the orange in the other. There are spots of 
metallic yellow scales at the base of the wings. The legs are reddish 
brown. The antennz of the males are brown, marked with metallic 
colors and are delicately pectinate; those of the female are brown 
for a third of the length at the base, the rest metallic purple and 
bronze. The female has a small orange-colored tuft on each side of 
the tail and the male has two such tufts on each side, the middle pair 
being more than twice as long as the others. The scales with which 
the moths are covered rub off easily and old specimens rarely show 
all the markings described above. 
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THE GRAPE ROOT-BORER. 

A, B, Larve feeding in grape roots (A, natural size; B, enlarged); C, male moth, slightly enlarged; 
D, female moth, slightly enlarged; E, eggs, greatly enlarged. (Original.) 
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THE GRAPE ROoT-BORER. 

A, Pupa, cocoons, and empty pupa cases; B, empty pupa cases projecting from ground under 
grapevine. Slightly enlarged. (Original.) 
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THE GRAPE ROOT-BORER. 

Old grapevine showing small growth and light crop of fruit due toinjury. (Original.) 
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ACTIVITIES OF THE MOTHS. 

It has been stated that in North Carolina the moths are on the wing 
from the middle of June until the middle of September (3) but ob- 
servations indicate that in West Virginia the period of flight is not 
so long. Table I shows the dates on which moths were first and last 
seen in three different years in West Virginia. 

TaBLE I.—Period moths of the grape root-borer are on the wing, West Virginia. 

F Number of| Average 
Year. me Last ays on number of 

; as wing. days. 

1907 | July 24 | Aug. 10 18 
1916 July 20 | Aug. 17 29 |-23.3 
1917 | July 25 | Aug. 17 24 

The records set forth in Table I show that in the locality where the 
present investigation was made the moths ‘are probably on the wing 
a little less than 30 days, instead of 90 days, as reported from North 
Carolina. a 

The moths issue from the cocoons on bright, warm days, usually 
about the middle of the forenoon. Of 11 females observed, all left 
the cocoons between 9 a.m.' and 11 a.m. The males after issuing 
rest for a while on some object near the discarded cocoon and then 
take flight, but the females are less active and usually remain quietly 
near the place of emergence several hours to await the coming of the 
males. Several females that were kept under observation were seen 
to elevate their genitalia, evidently sending forth a scent to attract 
males. Almost instantly after this act was begun by the female a 
swarm of males would appear and copulation would soon take 
-place. Usually the pair would remain connected for 2 or 3 hours, 
and on the morning following egg layig would begin. In one case 
observed copulation lasted 2 hours and 45 minutes and in two cases 
3 hours and 40 minutes each. Two or three of the females did not 

_ attract and receive the males until the morning followig their 
emergence from the cocoons. One group of excited males that gath- 
ered around a female contained a single male of the squash-vine 
borer, Melittia satyriniformis. This moth grasped the female and 
attempted to pair with her after she had united with a male of her 
own kind. 

In ovipositing the females make short flights, alighting on the 
canes or leaves of grapevines, or, more frequently, on grass, weeds, or 
straws under or near the vines, and deposit in each place one or more 
eges. Sometimes four or five eggs will be placed together and at 
other times the female will crawl over the surface of a leaf or along a 

1 Referenc2s to clock time refer to standard time. 
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grape cane or weed stem, pausing every few inches to deposit an egg. 
No attempt is made to conceal the eggs, except that themoth occasion- 
ally will move along the margin of a leaf and bend her abdomen 
over the edge, placing eggs on the underside. The eggs are attached 
very feebly, and the rain or wind soon dislodges them and they fall 
to the ground before hatching. One female kept in a cage produced 
555 eggs and several others more than 400 each. About a week is 
required by the female in which to deposit her quota of eggs. Fe- 
males caught in the vineyard while ovipositing and placed in bottles 
continued to drop eggs with scarcely any intermission resulting from 
the changed conditions. 

As has Shee been mentioned, there is a close ieee in the 

moths to the comb-building wasps of the genus Polistes. The gravid 
females are somewhat more deliberate in flight than are the wasps, 
but the males dart about on the wing in a manner that is very wasp- 
like. The males have a habit of resting for long periods in exposed 
positions about the vines, and when approached or disturbed fre- 
quently flutter their wings rapidly, giving off a buzzing sound that 
still further increases their resemblance to wasps. Jarely the 
female also will engage in this buzzing performance. 

Bottles in which females had been kept in the insectary, and in 
which they had been seen to elevate their genitalia, were several 
times taken to the vineyard after the females had been removed. 
When uncorked, males would appear almost immediately, evidently 
attracted by the scent, and would even enter the bottles in search of 
the females. 

LARVAL ACTIVITIES. 

The larve hatch from eggs that at the time are almost invariably 
scattered over the ground in the vicinity: of grapevimes. After . 
hatching they at once burrow into the soil and attack the larger 
grape roots whenever found. It is possible that they subsist on 
small roots and root fibers while searching for their permanent places 
of attack, but undoubtedly many of them perish before finding roots 
to their liking. They enter the roots wherever they come in contact 
with them, either close to the vine or far out toward the extremities. 
In one case a larva was found that had penetrated a foot of stiff clay 
soil and attacked a root at a point 19 feet from the vine. 

The ability of the larve to penetrate the ground to a considerable 
distance was shown by placing a large number of hatching eggs on the 
surface of soil that had been placed to a depth of 9 inches over 
some sections of grape root in the bottom of a wooden box. Twenty 
days later the grape roots were removed and the bark found to be 
filled with young borers. The borers had mined an inch or more in 
the bark, some of the burrows encircling the roots and others ex- 
tending parallel with the grain of the wood. 5 
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As the larve increase in size the burrows become large and irregu- 
lar in outline, and roots that are half an inch or less in diameter 
usually are eaten off or injured so severely that the outlying section 
dies. Very large roots may withstand the combined attacks of 
several borers without being killed. Such large roots are usually 
eaten most extensively along the underside. 

The larva passes the winter in a roomy chamber at the end of its 
burrow, the chamber being sometimes, although apparently not 
always, lined with a very thin web of silk. Feeding is not continued 
through the winter, but is resumed as soon as the soil becomes warm 
in the spring. 

_ When full grown the larva makes an open passage from its feeding 
place upward through the soil to the surface of the ground, where the 
cocoon is rons anete. The larva in some way transports from the 
root considerable frass for use in making the cocoon. Evidently 
after the cocoon is begun the larva passes back and forth frequently 
from the cocoon to the root, probably feeding on the root at intervals 
and voiding the frass while working at the cocoon. Pupation takes 
place in June and early July. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

No parasites of this species are known. During the present in- 
vestigation ants were seen carrying the moth eggs, but what disposi- 
tion they made of them was not observed. In a previous study of 
this species (8) the writer found the larva of a firefly beetle (Photuris 

pennsylvanica De Geer) which had broken into a root-borer cocoon 
and was devourmng the pupa. The crested flycatcher (Myiarchus 
crinitus) was observed to catch several moths on the wing. 

METHODS OF CONTROL. 

This species does not lend itself readily to any of the common 
insecticidal methods of control; neither is the worming process, so 
often used against various borers attacking fruit trees, of practical 
application against this species. The borers feed in the roots over 
so wide an area that digging for them as a practicable method of 
destruction is out of the question and even soil fumigants are, for 
the same reason, of doubtful value. 

Thorough cultivation of the soil around the vines during June 
and July is of some benefit in destroying the larve and pupe in the 
cocoons. By far the most valuable practice, however, is the applica- 
tion of such cultural methods as would induce in a healthy vine a 
vigorous and rapid growth. It was found that even badly infested 
vines, when carefully pruned, sprayed, fertilized, and cultivated, 
made a normal wood growth and bore satisfactory crops of fruit. 
The borers, by killing the terminals of so many of the roots, greatly 
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restrict the feeding area of the root system, and it becomes necessary 
to use fertilizers rather freely within a few feet of the vine, where 
most of the roots are located. The use of fertilizers and the applica- 
tion of the other cultural methods mentioned become increasingly 
important as the root injury increases. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

During the seasons of 1914 and 1915 a series of experiments on the 
control of the root form of the woolly apple aphis (Hrisoma lanigerum 
Hausmann) was conducted in Virginia, the work being based on the 
results obtained by French investigators in the employment of carbon 
disulphid and sodium cyanid in solution against the grape phylloxera. 
The opportunity also was afforded of obtaming data on the use of 
kerosene emulsion and on the effect of deep planting as preventives of 
woolly apple aphis injury. 

Little work appears to have been done by American entomolo- 
gists in the employment of carbon disulphid and sodium cyanid in 
solution as a control for soil-inhabiting insects. The data obtained 
as a result of the experiments herein reported are presented in the 
hope that other experimenters will have opportunity to carry out 
further tests along these lines. Much additional information con- 
cerning these treatments is desirable, especially that which may be 
acquired through experiments carried on under a variety of climatic, 
crop, and soil conditions. 

THE USE OF CARBON DISULPHID IN WATER. 

EARLY RECORDS. 

The use of carbon disulphid in water was first proposed by Cauvy,? 
of France, in 1875. 

It was found that a solution containing from 0.5 to 1.2 per cent 
of carbon disulphid will kill the grape phylloxera in 24 hours. The 

1 Hriosoma lanigcrum Hausmann; order Hemiptera, suborder Homoptera, family Aphididae. 

2 Boureart, E. Insecticides, Fungicides and Weedkillers. p.74. London, 1913. 
2 29 
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advantages claimed for the method are that it is harmless to the vine, 

even in full vegetation, and that by its use a uniform distribution of 
the carbon disulphid in the soil is effected. It is stated, however, 
that the disadvantages of this treatment are the enormous amount of 
water required and the high labor cost. 

No record has been found of the use of this method in the United 
States. 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK WITH THIS METHOD. 

Realizing the possible merits of this method of applying carbon 
disulphid, a series of determinative experiments was carried out 
during the-seasons of 1914 and 1915. The resulting data, herewith 
presented, include an account of the preliminary work to determine 
the factors influencing this water treatment and a report of the large- 
scale operations in the field in which this method was utilized, based 
on the knowledge acquired in the preliminary experiments. In 
conclusion, a ecesien of the advantages and disadvantages of He 
treatment is given. 

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS. 

PREPARATION OF THE BASIN. 

In applying quantities of liquid for the control of soi-inhabiting 
insects, such as the root form of the woolly apple aphis, it is necessary, 
in Hie that the material may be effective, to prepare a basin around 
the base of the tree for the reception of ‘his liquid in order that it may 
be spread evenly over the soil surface, and to insure permeation and 
absorption by the soil. 

In preparation for the reception of the carbon-disulphid solution 
the basin should be made as shallow as possible, to prevent exposure 
of the roots. If the roots are exposed, the gas in solution is prevented 
from acting upon the aphids thereon, and. the treatment is thereby 
rendered incomplete. The bottom of the basin should be absolutely 
level, with the soil heaped up around the edges to confine the liquid 
to the area undergoing treatment. 

In order to simplify the placing of the liquid, strips of galvanized 
iron, shown in Plates VI and VII, were utilized. These strips were 12 
feet in length and 5 inches in width, providing for a circular basin 4 
feet in diameter. After leveling the ground about the base of the 
tree one of the strips of galvanized iron was placed with the ends > 
overlapping 3 or 4 inches (Pl. VI) and the dirt heaped up around the 
outer edges. This gave a level basin for the reception of the liquid 
and confined it to the area to be treated. 
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AMOUNT OF LIQUID REQUIRED IN THE TREATMENT AND THE INFLUENCE OF SOIL TYPE 

AND SOIL MOISTURE. i 

The success of this treatment depends on the one essential, that 
sufficient liquid be used. Experiments carried out for the purpose 
of obtaining data on this point demonstrated the general efficiency 
of three-fourths of a gallon of liquid per square foot of soil area treated. 
This is equivalent to about one and two-tenths inches of water. 

This quantity of liquid, in the majority of cases in moist soils, and 
regardless of the soil type, will penetrate to reach the aphids infesting 
the roots at the lower levels. This condition is due to the difference 
in the depth of infestation in the various soil types by the woolly 
aphis. In general it may be said that the root infestation by this 
insect occurs at greater depths in light soils—for instance, the shale 
loams—than is the case in heavy soils, such as the clayloams. On the 
other hand, a given quantity of liquid will be absorbed to a greater 
depth by a light soil than by a heavy soil. It may be said, therefore, 
that a given quantity of liquid will penetrate a given soil in propor- 
tion to the depth of the aphis infestation in that soil. For this reason 
a standard recommendation can be made as to the quantity of liquid 
required for all soil types. 

The treatment may be used in either dry or moist soil, but is less 
laborious in the latter. Jf the ground is well drained, the best 
results are obtained after a heavy rain, when the soil is saturated, 
since a given quantity of liquid will penetrate deeper in moist soil 
than in dry soil, thereby resulting in a more thorough control. _ 
When the liquid is applied to dry soil, most of the liquid (when used 

at the rate of three-fourths gallon per square foot) is taken up and | 
retained by the first few inches of dry top soil. In order to insure 
the death of the aphids in the lower levels of the soil under these 
conditions it is necessary to use a much larger amount of liquid per 
square foot of area treated, with a consequent increase in labor 
and cost. 

THE PREPARATION OF THE LIQUID AND DETERMINATION OF MOST EFFICIENT DOSAGE. 

When carbon disulphid is added to water, and the mixture is 
allowed to settle, the carbon disulphid drops to the bottom of the 
container and collects in a single large globule. By agitation with 
a broad paddle the carbon disulphid may be broken up into globules 
which diffuse to every portion of the liquid. Some of the carbon 
disulphid goes into solution while the remainder forms a mechanical 
mixture with the water. 

The small amount of carbon disulphid dissolved in water necessary 
for the success of this method is remarkable. The following experi- 
ment will illustrate this point: A one-fourth inch stream of water 

at 60° F. was led to the bottom of a column of carbon disulphid 18 
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7 

inches in depth, contained in a glass cylinder, and allowed to diffuse’ 
upward through the carbon disulphid, thereby taking up the carbon* 
disulphid in solution. This solution was immediately collected and 
placed in sealed bottles until used at the rate of three-fourths gallon 
per square foot for the control of the root form of the woolly apple 
aphis. This extremely dilute solution, although less than 1 to 1,000, 
gave perfect control. 

In consideration of the foregoing data, a dosage at the rate of one- 
half ounce of carbon disulphid to 4 gallons of water was rated as 
the most efficient, and this was verified subsequently in practice. 
One-half ounce of carbon disulphid is more than can be dissolved in 
4 gallons of water at ordinary temperatures. When the liquid is 
agitated, the portion of the material not entering into solution forms 
a mechanical mixture with the water. A margin of safety is thereby 
secured which insures the success of the treatment. Under no 
circumstances is it necessary to employ a stronger dosage than the fore- 
going. In fact, when larger doses are used the excess carbon disul- 
phid drops to the bottom of the contaimer, despite agitation, thereby 
resulting in an uneven strength and consequent danger of injury 
to the roots. 

THE DIFFUSION OF THE LIQUID AND CONTAINED GAS IN THE SOIL. 

During the course of the work the question arose as to whether 
the carbon-disulphid gas given off from the water diffused laterally 
beyond the point in the soil attained by the water itself, and a series 
of experiments was carried out to determine this pomt. Figure 1 
shows the method employed. The soil treated with the liquid was 
confined to the circular area 4 feet in diameter within the galvanized- 
iron strip D. The galvanized-iron strip may therefore be taken to 
represent the line of demarcation between the soil within the strip, 
directly subjected to the action of the liquid, and the soil outside 
the strip which remains in its natural state of dryness, except for 
any possible lateral diffusion at this immediate line of demarcation 
between the two. At points A, B, and C;, respectively, 2, 4, and 6 
inches from the strip, screen-wire cylinders containing apple roots 
infested with the woolly apple aphis were placed in the ground pre- 
vious to the application of the liquid. When examined 5 days later, 
the aphids at A, B, and C were alive and breeding. This experi- 
ment was carried out in (1) light and (2) heavy soils, both in dry and 

in moist condition, with the same results. On several occasions the 
examination of treated trees showed that aphids on the roots located 
just outside the treated area had escaped, thus corroborating the 
results of the specific experiments previously outlined. Itis apparent, 
therefore, that the carbon-disulphid gas in the solution does not 
diffuse laterally through the soil beyond the point reached by the 
liquid. 
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CONTROL OF THE ROOT FORM OF THE WOOLLY APPLE APHIS. 

A basin for the reception of carbon-disulphid solution, using a strip of galvanized iron. (Original.) 
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CONTROL OF THE ROOT FORM OF THE WOOLLY APPLE APHIS. 

A, The employment of a power-spraying outfit and auxiliary tanks for the application of carbon- 
disulphid solution in orchard practice; B, the auxiliary tanks. (Original.) 
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- INJURY TO THE TREE. 

Apple trees in the first year of growth were treated at the height 
of the growing season with varying dosages of carbon disulphid in 
water. One ounce of carbon disulphid to 4 gallons of water caused 
considerable injury, as evidenced by the drying of the foliage, but 
did not kill the tree, while 2 ounces to 4 gallons of water killed the 
tree in three days.’ Since one-half ounce of carbon disulphid to 4 
gallons of water is ample soe control there is no necessity for increas- 
ing the strength. 

In the same way apple trees in their second year of growth were 
treated with varying dosages of carbon disulphid in water.t| One 
ounce carbon disulphid to 4 gallons of water caused no injury, 14 
ounces caused con- 
siderable injury, and 
2 ounces killed the 
tree outright in 10 
days.* 

The increased re- 
sistance of the 
older trees is ex- 
plained by the 
greater area in- 
volved by the root 
mass, a large part 
of which was not 
subjected at all to 
the fumes of the 

carbon disulphid. Fic. 1.—Diagram illustrating method of determining the lateral 

During the ex- diffusion through the soil of carbon disulphid in water. For 

tended field tests explanation see p. 32. (Original.) 

about 500 apple trees of varying ages were treated at the rate of 
one-half ounce of carbon disulphid to 4 gallons of water and no 
apparent injury resulted. 

Injury to the tree by carbon disulphid in large doses is first in- 
dicated by a drying of the foliage. This, however, is merely direct 
evidence that the small roots and rootlets have been injured, thus 
cutting off the normal supply of water to the leaves and causing 
them to turn brown. With medium doses rootlets killed by carbon 
disulphid are rapidly replaced by the otherwise unimpaired root 
system. With the dosages of one-half ounce to 4 gallons of water 
the rootlet injury is negligible, and no killing of the foliage or check 
in growth will result. 

1 Liquid employed at rate of three-fourths gallon per square foot of soil area treated (p. 31). 
2 Diameter of treated areas in these tests 30 inches. 
Diameter of treated areas in these tests 48 inches. 

a 
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THE BEST TIME OF APPLICATION. 

Trees were treated at intervals throughout the season to deter- 
mine the effect of carbon-disulphid solution when applied at the 
varying stages of seasonal development. With the possible exception 
of early spring, when the trees are producing their initial foliage, 
no noticeable injury was observed. ‘Treatment at this time appeared 
to delay the process of leafing out. With this treatment it is a 
question of securing ideal conditions of soil moisture, and not essen- 
tially a question of season. 

LarGE-ScaLeE TREATMENTS, Usine THE Liquip METHop. 

As a result of the foregoing work experiments involving large num- 
bers of trees were undertaken. , These large-scale operations required 
the employment of a 200-gallon power-spraying outfit and the special 
galvanized-iron tanks shown in Plate VII. The method of preparing 
and disposing the solution was as follows: 

Having half filled the spray tank with water, the required amount 
of carbon disulphid, at the rate of one-half fluid ounce to 4 gallons 
of water, was poured into the tank and the agitation started and 
continued while the remainder of the water was being run into the _ 

‘tank. The agitation was continued while the outfit was being driven 
from the source of water supply to the location of the trees to be 
treated, and by this time the water in the tank was evenly charged 
with carbon disulphid in solution and in suspension as a mechanical 
mixture. ; 

The tree basins for the reception of the liquid having been pre- 
viously prepared, the material was run out through the tanks placed 
on the top of the engine hood (PI. VII, A) to the basins about the 

trees. In order to secure accuracy in measuring the liquid, the 
heights in these tanks representing 4 and 8 gallons were indicated 
by black circles painted on the inside. 

These two auxiliary galvanized-iron tanks (Pl. VII, B), having a 
capacity of 12 gallons each, were connected by a 2-inch Y-pipe to 
the discharge hose, each of the two arms of the Y-pipe being furnished 
with a globe valve. The liquid was pumped through a 1-inch hose 
directly from the 200-gallon tank, and could be directed into either 
of these two auxiliary tanks at the will of the operator. While one 
tank was being filled the liquid in the other was being run into a 
tree basin simply by opening the globe valve belonging to that tank. 
When empty, the valve was closed and the tank again filled, and 
during this process the contents of the other tank in turn were 
emptied into a prepared basin. The process was so regulated that 
no interruptions were necessary, and 200 gallons of liquid could be 
disposed of in from 15 to 20 minutes. 
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A crew of three men was required—a driver, a man to operate the 
filling and emptying of the tanks, and a man to distribute the water 
evenly over the surface of the basin. 
One tank of 200 gallons was sufficient for the treatment of from 

20 to 25 trees, and with a crew of three men it was possible to dispose 
of one tank an hour, depending on the distance from the water supply. 

ADVANTAGES OF THIS METHOD. 

The advantages of this method are as follows: When properly agi- 
tated every portion of the combination solution and the mechanical 

“mixture contains the same amount of carbon disulphid. When it is 
poured onto the soil it sinks through the earth, carrying the carbon 
disulphid to every part of the soil penetrated by the liquid. This 
results in an even distribution and none of the aphids escape. With 
this method no portion of the soil receives too much or too little of 
the fumigant, but just enough to do the work. 

DISADVANTAGES OF THIS METHOD. 

The greatest disadvantage of this method is the amount of labor 
in handling the large quantity of water required, the employment of 
several horses and men being necessary for this purpose. 

The difficulty, when ordinary labor is employed, of preparing the 
basins properly for the reception of the liquid, so as to insure an even 
distribution of the liquid over the soil area to be treated, is a second 
disadvantage. On hillsides it is almost impossible to insure the even 
distribution of the liquid over the surface of the basin. 

On some trees, in some soils, the area of infested roots is so ex- 
tended that treatment of a basin 4 or 5 feet in diameter will not reach 
all the aphids, and since three-fourths gallon per square foot is re- 
quired for success, the amount of water necessary for the treatment 
of an area greater than the foregoing practically limits its use to small 
trees with restricted root area. 

USE OF SODIUM CYANID IN SOLUTION. 

EXPERIMENTS ON VINES IN FRENCH VINEYARDS. 

Among the substances tried against the phylloxera in France was 
sodium cyanid in solution. Bourcart‘! records the experiments of 
Mouillefert as follows: 

The stocks were stripped to a depth of about 15 centimeters, with 
a radius of 30 to 35 centimeters (12 to 14 inches), the soil being rather 

dry. After pouring on the cyanid solution the soil was replaced at 
the foot of the stocks and thoroughly packed. The dose varied from 
20 to 25 grams per stock, dissolved in 10 liters (2.2 gallons) of water, 
Wherever the solution had penetrated, the phylloxera and their eggs 

1 Bourcart, E. Insecticides, fungicides, and weedkillers. p. 135. London, 1913. 
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were dead, but at a depth of 40 to 50 centimeters (16 to 18 inches), 
as well as between the stocks in a radial direction, even by using five 
times more water, the result was incomplete. 

EXPERIMENTS AT WINCHESTER, VA. 

Having prepared the basins as described for the use of carbon 
disulphid in solution, using 8 gallons of liquid to a 4-foot basin, one 
tree was treated with the solution at the rate of one-half ounce to 4 
gallons of water, and the second tree at the rate of 1 ounce to 4 gal- 
lons. The aphids within the treated area were killed. 

PREPARATION OF THE SOLUTION. 

Sodium cyanid is very soluble in water, and it is therefore not 
necessary to exercise the same degree of care in preparing the solu- 
tion as is the case when using carbon disulphid. In the initial experi- 
ments outlined above the correct amount of sodium cyanid was 
weighed out and stirred into the water contained in 2-gallon pails. 
In the more extended field experiments the material was dissolved in 
a 200-gallon spray tank and run into the basins through the auxiliary 
tanks described under the ‘‘Use of carbon disulphid in solution.” 

DOSAGE EMPLOYED. 

Experiments were carried out in which from one-fourth to 2 ounces 
of sodium cyanid to 4 gallons of water were used, and as in the case 
of carbon disulphid it was found that one-half ounce of sodium 
cyanid to 4 gallons of water was the most satisfactory. 

THE EXTENT OF THE LATERAL AND VERTICAL DIFFUSION OF THE GAS BEYOND THE 

RANGE ATTAINED BY THE LIQUID. 

The particular experiment (p. 32, fig. 1) made to determine whether 
the fumes of carbon disulphid diffused laterally beyond the range of 
the liquid was repeated with sodium cyanid. The results were the 
same in both instances, namely, the fumes of sodium cyanid do not 
diffuse laterally beyond the point attained by the liquid in its diffusion. 

Experiments and observations made during the course of the work ~ 
confirmed the opinion of Mouillefert, recorded above, that the gas 
from the dissolved cyanid did not diffuse evenly or produce aphid 
mortality to the lowest depths attained by the liquid in the case of — 
carbon disulphid. 

No difficulty was encountered in killing the aphids at shallow 
depths when the liquid was used at the rate of three-fourths gallon 
per square foot of soil area, but the aphids forming the deeper in- 
festation invariably escaped. This was the case even in moist, light 
soils, where the foregoing quantity of water will penetrate to a con- 
siderable depth. 

1 The aphid infestation on these trees was shallow, 
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CONTROL OF THE ROOT FORM OF THE WOOLLY APPLE APHIS. 

A deeply planted tree with root system exposed; top almost dead. Note the partial success of 
the roo: system in attaining the upper soillevels. (Original.) 
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INJURY TO THE TREE. 

The trees used in the following experiments were of 1-year growth 
in the nursery and were planted in the spring, three months prior 
to the experiments outlined below, which were carried out durimg 
the height of the growing season. 

4 ounces of sodium cyanid to 4 gallons of water killed the tree in 48 hours. 

The foliage turned brown and dried. 

2 ounces of sodium cyanid to 4 gallons of water killed the tree in 7 days. 

1 ounce of sodium cyanid to 4 gallons of water injured the tree, as indicated 

by the browning of the foliage to some extent, but it did not kill the 
tree, which resumed growth later in the season. 

One-half ounce of sodium cyanid to 4 gallons of water produced no Banoent 
injury nor did it check the growth. Trees treated with this dosage 

_ remained normal during the following two years and made a satisfactory 

- growth.! 

During the following summer, when this block of trees was in its 
second year of growth, trees other than the ones used in the dosage 
tests outlined above were treated, with the following results: 

4 ounces of sodium cyanid to 4 gallons of water killed the tree in 8 days. 

2 ounces of sodium cyanid to 4 gallons of water injured the foliage to some 
extent but did not kill the tree. 

1 ounce of sodium cyanid to 4 gallons of water produced no apparent injury 
nor was there any check in growth. 

One-half ounce of sodium cyanid to 4 gallons of water produced no apparent 
injury.” 

It will be observed that the resistance of the apple to sodium 
cyanid in solution, as in the case of carbon disulphid, depends on 
the age of the tree. During the extended field tests about 500 apple 
trees of various ages were treated at the rate of one-half ounce to 
4 gallons of water with no apparent injury. In excessive doses the 
same type of injury occurs as results from the employment of large 
doses of carbon disulphid. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD. 

The only advantage possessed by sodium cyanid as compared with 
carbon disulphid is its ready solubility in water. On the other hand, 
its uncertainty in producing aphid mortality in the lower soil levels, 
together with the extremely poisonous nature of the material, pre- 
cludes its use in practice. 

USE OF KEROSENE EMULSION. 

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS. 

Kerosene emulsion has been recommended repeatedly as a remedy 
for the root form of the woolly aphis. Experiments were therefore 
carried out to determine its efficiency and also to determine what 
takes place when the kerosene emulsion is introduced into the soil. 

1See footnotes 1 and 2, page 33. 

2See footnotes 1 and 3, page 33. 
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For this latter purpose the following apparatus was devised: A series 
of pinholes was made in the bottom of a pail and the latter then 
filled with earth, well tamped down, and the soil scooped out slightly 
and heaped up against the inside of the pail so as to furnish a minia- 
ture basin for the reception of the liquid. The soil column thus 
prepared was approximately 7 inches in depth. Into the basin on 
the surface of this column was poured 10 per cent kerosene emulsion. 
at the rate of three-fourths gallon to the square foot of soil surface, 
and a drip pan placed immediately beneath the pail in order to catch 
the drippings from the soil column. The following conclusions were 
arrived at as a result of this and several other similar experiments: 

A. The first inch of surface soil separates out and retains all the soap in the 

emulsion, together with some of the kerosene content. 

B. The first 4 inches of the soil retains almost all the remainder of the kerosene. 
C. The drippings from the soil column 4 inches in depth consist of clear 

water with a slight trace of kerosene. 

FIELD EXPERIMENTS. 

Experiments carried out in the field, in which 3-year-old apple 
trees infested with the woolly aphis were used, corroborated the 
results obtained in the laboratory. ‘The basins for the reception of 
the kerosene emulsion were prepared as outlned for the application 
of carbon disulphid in water, and the material was used at the rate 
of three-fourths gallon per square foot of soil treated. The majority 
of the aphids within 8 inches of the surface were killed as a result of 
the treatment, but those at lower levels escaped. Furthermore, the 
trees were very severely injured as a result of the application of the 
emulsion. The following spring, seven months after the treatment, 
the foliage presented a weak, yellowish appearance, and practically 
no new growth. The rootlets were badly injured and were not 
replaced that season by new growth. 

The mechanical and unstable character of kerosene emulsion, 
together with the cost and labor required in preparing the quantity 
necessary for soil treatment, renders this method of little value. 

DEEP PLANTING, 

Theories have been advanced from time to time in the literature to 
the effect that by planting the apple tree deeper in the soil than is 
normally done the aphis infestation will be prevented. Evidently it 
is presumed that the aphids will be unable to live at the lower depths 
in the soil occupied by the root systems of these deeply planted trees. 
Furthermore, it is taken for granted that the root systems will grow 
normally at these depths. 

The writer fortunately was enabled to make observations and photo- 
graphs of the effects of deep planting, as carried out by a grower at 
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Winchester, Va., his object being to prevent the ravages of the woolly 
aphis. Following this idea he planted 200 trees, the first tier of main 
roots being 18 to 24 inches below the surface of the ground in a stiff 
clay soil. The second year after planting some of the trees began to 
show signs of distress, while others were growing normally. The — 
third year some were dead, others nearly dead, and others growing 
normally. 

An examination of the root systems showed the following con- 
ditions: 

1. The root growth on the dead trees was poor. The roots had made an 

unsuccessful attempt to reach the upper layers of the soil. No new tiers 
of roots had been pushed out at a higher level in the soil. 

2. The trees in a subnormal condition had succeded in pushing a few roots 

up to the top layers of the soil (PI. VIII). 
3. The deeply planted trees which were growing normally had succeeded 

in pushing the majority of their roots up to the surface layers of 
the soil. 

When trees are planted deeply only a portion of them will succeed 
in pushing their roots up to the surface layers of the soil. The trees 
which do not succeed in accomplishing this eventually die. Deep 
planting is unnatural, injures the tree, and does not prevent aphis 
infestation. 

SUMMARY. 

Carbon disulphid, in solution at the rate of one-half ounce to 4 
gallons of water and applied at the rate of three-fourths gallon per 
square foot of soil, will control the root form of the woolly aphis un- 
der suitable soil conditions. The liquid is best applied by preparing 
shallow basins about the tree and should be applied only when the 
soilis in a moist condition. The solution is best prepared by pouring 
the carbon disulphid into the water and agitating vigorously. The 
carbon disulphid thereby breaks up into small globules, some going 
into solution and the remainder forming a mechanical mixture with 
the solution. The gas diffuses laterally and vertically only as far as 
the liquid penetrates.and therefore every square foot of infested soil 
must be subjected to the action of the solution in order to insure 
complete control. When used at the foregoing rate the carbon disul- 
phid produced no injury to the roots of apple. The treatment may 
be made at any time during the growing season except during the 
period of two or three weeks in the spring when the trees are budding 
out. 

Jn orchard practice ie solution is best applied by using a power - 
spraying outfit and two auxiliary tanks. 

The advantages of this method are, first, the even diffusion of the 
liquid and complete aphid mortality in the soil area treated and, 
second, the safety with which the disulphid can be used. The dis- 
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advantages of the method are, first, the huge amounts of water 
required, with consequent high cost of labor; second, the difficulty, 
on any but level ground, of preparing basins with level floors, thus 
insuring the proper distribution of the liquid over the area to be 
treated; and, third, the wide area of infested roots on older trees, 
every square foot of which must be treated with the liquid. This 
last condition precludes the use of carbon disulphid except on small 
trees with restricted root areas. 

Sodium cyanid at the rate of one-half ounce to 4 gallons of water did 
not kill the woolly aphis in the lower soil depths even when a super- 
abundance of solution per square foot was employed. No injury to 
apple roots resulted when the material was employed at this strength. 
The only advantage this material possesses, as compared with carbon 
disulphid, is its ready solubility in water. On the other hand, its 
uncertainty in producing aphid mortality in the lower soil levels, 
together with the extremely poner nature of the material, pre- 
roles its use in practice. 
When kerosene emulsion is applied to the soil it disintegrates into 

its component parts; the first inch of surface soil retains the soap 
and some of the kerosene content; the first 4 inches of the soil retains 
almost all the remainder of the kerosene. Kerosene emulsion, there- 
fore, does not kill the aphids in the lower soil levels and the cost of 
preparing the quantity necessary for soil treatment renders it of little 
value. The application of this material to apple roots, in the writer’s 
experience, results in severe injury to the tree. 

Deep planting will not prevent woolly aphis infestation and results 
in the death of many trees so planted, due apparently to the inability 
of the root systems to function properly under these conditions: 
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EARLY ATTEMPTS AT POISONING THE WEEVIL. 

Practically smce the advent of the Mexican cotton-boll weevil 
innumerable attempts have been made to control this pest by the 
use of poisons. The results, however, were always discouraging. 
The best that could be secured apparently was a very slight degree 
of control which would seldom pay for the expense of treatment. 
As a result it was generally conceded-that the weevil could not be 
poisoned profitably under cotton-field conditions. This was attrib- 
uted to the fact that the weevil derived its food from deep punc- 
tures which it made into the cotton squares and bolls, thus 
ingesting very little of the external plant tissues upon which the 
poison would be found. On account of this feeding habit of the 
weevil the idea prevailed that the only possible method of poisoning 
would be one which would. so distribute the poison on the plant that 
small amounts would be eaten during the process of starting the punc- 
tures through the external tissues. For this reason all experiments 
were aimed toward getting a poison which could be driven inside the 

i1Jn the development of power machinery for applying the poison Mr. Elmer Johnson, of the Bureau of 

Public Roads, has been of inestimable assistance. 

70524°—18—Bull. 731—1 
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bracts surrounding the cotton square and on to the bud itself. In addi- 
tion, a considerable portion of the experiments included principally 
treatments very early in the season before the squares had appeared. 
At this stage of growth the prime objective was to drive the poison into 
the terminal bud which forms the tip of the young cotton plant and 
which is the favorite weevil food before squares are formed. As has 
been mentioned, however, the results secured from all these attempts 
to poison the weevil were, generally speaking, very dubious and gave 
no apparent reason for hope for the successful poisoning of the weevil. 

THE WATER-DRINKING HABIT OF THE WEEVIL AND ITS BEARING ON 
POISONING. 

During the seasons of 1913 and 1914 the writer conducted a numper 
of biological investigations on the boll weevil from which an intima- 
tion was obtained of the possibility of utilizing certain newly dis- 
covered features in an attempt to poison the weevil. It seemed 
quite obvious that there was no hope of successfully poisoning 
weevils if full dependence were placed on the amount of poison they 
would secure in the course of their feeding. These studies, however, 
demonstrated very clearly the importance of water to the continued 
existence of the weevil. It was found that under cage conditions 
they drank water very regularly and it seemed reasonable to assume 
that under field conditions they would secure this apparently essen- 
tial moisture by drinking from the rain or dew collected in droplets 
on the leaves of the cotton plants. With this idea in view, the 
writer decided to conduct experiments in which the attempt would 
be made to poison the water which the weevils would drink. 

THE POISONING TESTS OF 1915. 

The first tests of this nature were instituted in 1915 and have been 
continued to date by the various agents of the Delta Laboratory of 
the United States Bureau of Entomology under the direction of the . 
writer. The majority of these tests were located in the vicinity of 
Tallulah, La., which is in typical delta territory and normally subject 
to an exceedingly heavy degree of weevil injury due to the great 
humidity and excessive rains which prevail. For the purpose of these 
experiments of 1915, triplicate series of plats were surveyed on three 
different plantations near Tallulah. Each of these series consisted 
of five plats of about one acre each, as nearly uniform as possible in 
all conditions affecting their production of cotton. In each case the 
two end plats were given four, five, and six applications of poison, 
respectively. It was soon evident that this poisoning was exerting 
a very decided control on the weevils, as the weevil infestation was 
considerably reduced in the poisoned plats and these plats continued 
blooming much later in the season than did the adjoining unpoisoned 
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ones. When the cotton was picked from these plats rather surprising 
results were secured. Every poisoned plat yielded more than the 
untreated checks, but the most pronounced feature was the much 
greater increase in yield with the larger number of poisonings. With 
four applications a gain of about 15 per cent was secured; with five 
applications this gain was increased to about 35 per cent, while with 
six applications it was increased about 70 per cent. In other words, 
a single extra application over four more than doubled the gain, 
while two extra applications over four increased the gain between 
four and five fold. As all applications were started at the same time 
and the extra treatments consisted simply of a continuation that 
much later in the season, this seemed to point out very significantly 
the importance of late-season applications. 

POISONING EXPERIMENTS IN 1916. 

The results of these experiments were certainly definite and sig- 
nificant, but it was considered possible that they might have been 
due to some peculiar conditions prevailing during that season and that 
they could not be duplicated during another year. Consequently 
the experiments during the season of 1916 were planned largely to 
check the results secured during 1915, with the important change 
that provision was made for a wider range in the periods of applica- 
tion. In 1916 the applications in the different experiments extended 
from the first appearance of the weevils in June until about the 1st 
of September. On the whole the results in 1916 were just as definite 
as were those of 1915, and the greater importance of the late-season 
applications was very plainly demonstrated. In this connection a 
detailed description of a few of the tests is of interest. 

Probably the most spectacular test of the season and the one 
which aroused the most interest was conducted in a cut of abandoned 
cotton. Poor dramage and excessive rains during May and June 
had prevented cultivation of this cut, and on the 25th of July there 
were no prospects whatever of a crop. The plants were only about 
10 inches high and had been so heavily infested by the weevils that 
there had been no blooms since June. Thus an opportunity was 
afforded to determine what could be accomplished by poisoning under 
the most extreme conditions imaginable. An attempt was made to 
work the cotton out about the 1st of August and a small plat in the 
center of the cut, only six-tenths of an acre in size, was poisoned. 
This poisoning was continued during the month of August and 
surprising results were secured. The weevil infestation decreased 
rapidly in the poisoned plat and the plants soon started blooming and 
continued to bloom practically until frost in spite of the fact that all 
surrounding cotton was very heavily infested with weevils and 
undoubtedly hundreds, if not thousands, were moving into the 
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poisoned cotton daily. When the cotton matured a remarkable | 
sight was presented. The unpoisoned cotton showed practically no 
open bolls, while the poisoned plat to the very last row was practi- 
cally white with open cotton. This is illustrated in figures 1 and 2, 
which show different views of the dividing line between the poisoned 
and unpoisoned cotton shortly after the first killing frost. When the- 
cotton was picked it was found that the unpoisoned plats yielded 45 
and 65 pounds of seed cotton per acre, respectively, while the poisoned 
plat yielded about 500 pounds per acre. ‘This, of course, did not 
constitute a good yield of cotton but was very remarkable in view 
of the opportunity which this cotton had had to produce a crop. 

Fic. 1.—View showing dividing line between poisoned and unpoisoned cotton on Algodon Cut No. 1 

October 30, 1916, Tallulah, La. Beginning of additional unpoisoned cotton can he distinguished at 
upper right-hand corner of view. 

This test was particularly interesting because of the severe conditions 
which prevented the unpoisoned cotton from making any production, 
because the plants were so small, and because it was possible to poison 
the last row of the treated plat effectively without allowing the 
poison to drift on to the adjoming check row. For this reason the 
line of demarcation between the plats was much more pronounced 
than usually was possible. 

Additional tests during the same season located in better cotton 
frequently gave larger gains in production per acre, but of course the 
percentage of gain was not so large. In one case of poisoning during 
the month of July a gain of about 600 pounds of seed cotton per acre 
was secured. Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison of the typical 

“esse 
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picking in the poisoned and check plats, respectively, in this test. 
In this case the cotton was so luxuriant that the dividing line could 
not be shown in a single picture, but the two views given in these 
illustrations were selected by a disinterested planter as being typical of 
the two plats. Probably the most interesting feature of this test was 
the fact that there were 22 days of rain during the month when the 
applications were made. This seemed to indicate that successful 
results could be secured from poisoning in spite of excessively rainy 
weather and tended to allay the fear that dry weather would be 
essential to successful results. 

Fic. 2.—Another view showing dividing line between poisoned and unpoisoned cotton on Algodon Cut 

No. 1, October 30, 1916, Tallulah, La. View looking in opposite direction from that shown in figure 1. 

In another case a portion of a cut of new ground practically sur- 
rounded by heavy timber was poisoned. This was very heavily 
infested with weevils, but the poisoned plat yielded about 1,700 
pounds of seed cotton per acre as compared with about 900 for the 
check. The treatments in this case were practically confined to late 
rallye 

In all about 15 experiments were conducted during 1916, and the 
total results showed definitely that it was possible to poison the 
weevils profitably under certain conditions. Again, the increased 
value of late-season applications was obvious, for, as a general rule, 
the early-season applications gave only slight gains with a very 
doubtful profit whereas the late-season applications all showed pro- 
nounced profits. 
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EXPERIMENTS IN 1917. 

EXPERIMENTS AT TALLULAH, LA. 

At the beginning of the season of 1917 it was recognized that the 
experiments to date had merely demonstrated the possibility of 
poisoning weevils successfully, and that all phases of the economic 
use of the poison remained still to be worked out. Consequently a 
very elaborate series of experiments was inaugurated in that season, | 
and about seventy-five tests were started in the neighborhood of 
Tallulah, each one intended to determine some particular point of 
importance. These consisted of studies of the comparative efficacy of 
different poisons, the time of day of application giving the best results, 

Fic. 3.—Typical view of opened cotton in poisoned plat on Algodon Cut No. 2, second picking, October 12, 

1916, Tallulah, La. For comparison with figure 4. 

the most profitable season of application, the proper interval between 
applications, the requisite amount of poison per acre, and many 
other similar questions, all of which would have to be answered before 
definite general advice as to the use of the poison could be given. 
The early studies had shown that under certain conditions poisoning 
was profitable, but it was apparent that any change in these con- 
ditions might easily result in a much lower gain, if not in an actual 
loss, and it was essential to determine thoroughly the possibilities 
and limitations of boli-weevil poisoning before releasing any informa- 
tion for public use. Unfortunately for the experimental work, the 
season of 1917 in the vicinity of Tallulah was most remarkable for 
the light degree of weevil damage. This was due to a peculiar com- 
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bination of seasonal conditions and resulted in an almost complete 
absence of weevil damage in all of the cotton in which tests had been 
planned. In other words, the yield of cotton in these cuts was just 
the same asif no weevils had been present. Of course weeyil- 
control experiments could not be conducted under such conditions 
and the majority of the Tallulah experiments had to be given up for 
the season. Nevertheless, a dozen or more cuts were located imme- 
diately adjoining timber where a somewhat heavier degree of infesta- 
tion was experienced, and in these cases the rule prevailed that the 
heavier the infestation, the greater the gain due to poisoning. These 
results, of course, fully confirmed those of the preceding two years, 
but the necessary postponement of many experiments still left many 

Fic. 4.—Typical view of opened cotton in check plat on Algodon Cut No. 2, second picking, October 12, 
1916, Tallulah, La, For comparison with figure 3. 

gaps in the information essential to outlining a general procedure for 
weevil poisoning. 

Figure 5 illustrates something of the results secured in one of the 
more heavily infested cuts near Tallulah. This photograph was taken 
to show the difference in the amount of top cotton produced by the 
poisoned and unpoisoned plats, and shows only the second picking. 
A considerable gain had already been secured at the first picking, 
and in the total a gain of something over 50 per cent was secured. 

EXPERIMENTS IN ARKANSAS AND MISSISSIPPI. 

In addition to the experiments just detailed, a number were con- 
ducted in the North Delta, in Chicot County, near Lake Village, Ark., 
and in Washington County, near Scott, Miss. At both of these 
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points a heavier infestation was produced by different seasonal con- 
ditions, and pronounced results were secured from the poison. In 
every case the experiments were conducted on comparatively small 
areas, subject to a continual influx of weevils from surrounding un- 
treated cotton, but in spite of this a very definite weevil control 
resulted from poisoning. The open cotton in every case showed a 
definite gain to the last row of treatment. The gains per acre ranged 
from 250 pounds to 1,007 pounds of seed cotton. Views of two of 
these tests are shown in figures 6, 7, and 8. . 

It is, of course, impossible to estimate how much larger these 
gains would have been if entire cuts or entire plantations had been 

Fic. 5.—View looking across rear end of poisoned cotton on Mound Plantation Cut No. 2, with poisoned 

cotton on right of view and unpoisoned on left; second picking only, October 23, 1917, Tallulah, La. 

treated, and thus the inflow of weevils from unpoisoned cotton pre- 
vented, but it is clear that these gains secured on small plats were 
very conservative. In fact, this was brought out well by one large- 
scale treatment described below. 

A LARGE-SCALE TREATMENT. 

About the middle of August the writer was requested to attempt 
the control of the weevil on a large section of an Arkansas plantation. 
This cotton was on very fair land, but had not been planted until well 
along in May. Weather conditions then retarded it greatly and it did 
not start setting a crop until about the latter part of July. About the 
middle of August a fair crop of bolls was present, but the plants were 
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large and leafy and the weevils had multiplied so rapidly that one of 
the heaviest infestations ever witnessed by the writer prevailed. I 
Blooming had practically ceased and the weevils had cleaned up the | 
squares so thoroughly that they were attacking the bolls in enormous 
numbers and all bolls, even to the largest present, were being riddled 
with punctures. It seemed probable that on one section no bolls 
would be left to open. It was, of course, too late to attempt to set 
a new crop by poisoning, but an effort was made to save the bolls 
then present on the plants. For this purpose large-scale treatments | 
were continued from August 23.to about September 1, several hun- — | 
dred acres in all being treated. At the beginning of the work a series j 

Fic. 6.—View along dividing line between poisoned and unpoisoned cotton in Lake Vista Cut No. 2, with 

poisoned cotton to left of view; second picking only, October 26, 1917, Scott, Miss. 

of counts showed that 86 per cent of the squares in the cotton 
which was to be poisoned had been weevil-punctured. This cotton 
was given a single poisoning and, about 10 days later, it was found 
that the weevil infestation in these same cuts had been reduced so 
that only 36 per cent of the squares were punctured. During the 
same period the infestation in the adjoming unpoisoned cotton had 
been increasing steadily. Practically all of the poisoned cuts started 
blooming again at this time and a number of them reached what 
is ordinarily termed the ‘‘flower-garden”’ stage of blooming, five 
to seven blooms per plant on a single day being not at all rare. 
In starting this treatment it had been anticipated that several 
applications would be necessary to produce the desired result, but 
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the effect of the single application was so pronounced that it seemed 
unnecessary to repeat it. The weevils had been so reduced that only 
36 per cent of the squares were punctured, and although thousands of 
weevils were being bred out from the squares on the ground or were 
coming in from other plantations every day, it was still obvious that 
the weevils would greatly reduce their attack on the bolls until they 
had caught up with the squares then present, and that this period 
would be long enough to allow the bolls to become sufficiently hard- 
ened to avoid weevil damage. Owing to the necessity of poisoning 
considerable areas in this case and to the inability to leave unpoisoned 
plats as checks, it was of course impossible to determine the exact 

Fic. 7.—View down center of check plat, Isola Cut No. 1, on October 26, 1917, showing cotton available 

for second picking; Scott, Miss. For comparison with figure 8. 

benefit derived from the treatment. Rough comparisons, however, 
based on yields of surrounding cuts, made it obvious that a consider- 
able gain had been secured and it was evident that the poisoning was 
a very profitable operation. 

LABORATORY AND OTHER EXPERIMENTS. 

Numerous other field experiments might be detailed to add weight 
to the results secured, but the ones described have been selected as 
illustrating the different methods followed and the different condi- 
tions experienced, and are surely sufficient to illustrate the effective- 
ness of the poison. In addition to these field tests a number of 
laboratory studies were conducted at the same time to check the 
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results in the field. These were conducted under cage conditions and 
were for the purpose of comparing the effectiveness of different 
poisons and different methods of poisoning. 

IMPORTANCE OF MOISTURE IN POISONING. 

One interesting feature of the foregoing tests was the apparent 
necessity of the presence of moisture if any considerable degree of 
weevil mortality were to be caused by the poison. It was found that 
only a very light mortality would result from tests where the plants 
were kept absolutely dry after poisoning; but as soon as moisture 
was introduced the mortality increased tremendously. This evi- 

Fig. 8.—View down center of poisoned plat, Isola Cut N 0. 1, on October 26, 1917, showing cotton availal le 

for second picking; Scott, Miss. For comparison with figure 7. 

dently validated the conclusion that at least a major portion of the 
success in poisoning was due to ingestion by the weevil while drinking. 

RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF DIFFERENT ARSENICALS. 

In the course of these experiments quite a number of different 
poisons were utilized and it was found that nearly all arsenicals 
were effective to a certain degree but that most of them were not 
sufficiently effective to be satisfactory. At the outset the ordinary 
triplumbic form of lead arsenate was utilized. It was found, how- 
ever, that this was not sufficiently toxic to the weevils to warrant 
its use and the newer dihydrogen form of lead arsenate proved to be 
vastly more toxic. This was utilized in practically all of the experi- 
ments of 1916, but additional tests demonstrated that a high grade 
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of calcium arsenate was still more effective. This contains a much 
higher percentage of arsenic pentoxid than any other arsenical 
utilized and has the great advantage of being much cheaper than lead 
arsenate. In addition, a number of tests of various mixtures of 
these arsenicals and dilutions of them with different carriers were 
conducted. This work is still in the experimental stage and it is 
difficult to prophesy just what the results will be. It is obvious, 
however, that either a dihydrogen lead arsenate containing not less 
than 32 per cent of arsenic pentoxid or a calcium arsenate containing 
at least 42 per cent of arsenic pentoxid will produce an effective 
control if utilized properly. It also seems probable that it will 

Fic. 9.—Hand dust guns in operation, showing method of use; Tallulah, La., July 15, 1916. 

be possible to dilute these considerably with some cheap carrier 
such as lime, though this has not been definitely determined as yet. 

DENSITY OF THE POISON. 

Fully as important as the actual composition of the chemical is 
its physical condition. When the experiments were first started, 
practically all of these chemicals were prepared anly in a density of 
about 40 cubic inches per pound. It was evident, however, that 
a much finer powder would afford a greater distribution per pound, 
and also that a finer powder was apparently more readily taken 
up by the dew and held in suspension for the weevils. Consequently 
these poisons were prepared in density ranging from 80 to: 160 cubic 
inches per pound and proved much more effective in that form. 
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TIME OF APPLICATIONS. 

WHEN TO BEGIN POISONING. 

The technique of application is obviously much more important 
than the actual poison utilized, if a poison of satisfactory degree of 
toxicity be selected. As has been mentioned, very doubtful profits 
were shown by early-season, applications, and the most definite gains 
resulted from treatments made while the infestation was at its height. 
This is evidently due to a combination of conditions which need 
not be discussed in detail here, but which caused an application 
made at the time the weevils were doing their maximum injury to 
the crop to be far more effective in their control. This time, of course, 

Fic. 10.—Power dusting machine in operation at Tallulah, La., April 26, 1917, showing type of dust fog 

developed. 

varies considerably under different conditions and in different seasons, 
but, is usually the time when the cotton manifestly slackens in bloom- 
ing, and, while the experiments are not yet completed-to the point 
of outlining definitely just when the most effective season of appli- 
cation will be, it will probably be found to be at about this time. 

INTERVAL BETWEEN APPLICATIONS. 

The time interval between applications is another important point 
which must be determined but concerning which comparatively little 
is known as yet. In most of the tests conducted so far the applica- 
tions have been repeated at weekly mtervals more as a matter of 
convenience than for any particular reason, but it seems prob- 
able that about once a week will constitute an effective application. 
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TIME OF DAY. 

Another question of importance is the time of day for application. 
It is, of course, well known that much more effective poisoning with 
dry dust can be conducted while the dew is on the plant, as the poison 
not only clings to the plant better but has much less tendency to 
drift away from the cotton. A number of tests have been conducted 
in an attempt to secure some information on this score but were so 
hampered by the light infestation of 1917 that definite conclusions 
are not warranted. It is evident that more effective poisoning 
usually can be done from about 4 p. m. until about 9 a. m. than at 
other times, although fairly successful results have been secured from ~ 
applications made throughout the day. It will probably be found 
that it is advisable to poison as much as possible during the evening, 
night, and early morning, and to plan to poison during the day only 
in case of emergency. 

MACHINERY FOR APPLYING THE POISON. 

The machinery for the application must, of course, vary according 
to the requirements of different conditions. A very satisfactory hand 
gun of the type shown in operation in figure 9 was already on the 
market and was largely utilized in the experiments described. This 
gun, however, will cover only about 4 or 5 acres a day, and it was, of 
course, necessary to develop machinery adapted to larger areas. For. 
this purpose a power machine has been developed somewhat of the 
type shown in figure 10. These have been increased in efficiency 
until now nearly 200 acres per day can be covered by a single machine. 
In addition, efforts are being made to develop an intermediate type 
of machine which can be sold comparatively cheaply and which will 
be adapted to the man planting 50 to 100 acres of cotton, and cover 
20 to 30 acres per day. 

AMOUNT OF POISON PER APPLICATION. 

The amount of poison required per application has depended so far 
more on the requirements of the machinery utilized than on the 
amount necessary for thoroughly dusting the cotton. As a general 
rule experimental applications have averaged about 5 pounds per 
acre, but it is apparent that this amount is excessive, and with 
further improvement in the machinery it will be possible to accomplish 
an effective poisoning with a much smaller amount. 

NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS. 

The number of applications necessary undoubtedly will vary. 
This must depend entirely on the conditions prevailing within the 
particular cut under consideration. In most of the experiments 
conducted so far from three to five applications were made but, as 
has heen shown, the effectiveness of these was considerably reduced 
by the fact that they were on such small plats, In the only case in 
which experiments on a very large scale were conducted, the effect 
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of a single application was as pronounced as is ordinarily secured 

from about three applications on a small plat, due, of course, to the 

constant migration of weevils into the small plat 

COST OF TREATMENT. 

The cost of treatment will, of course, vary widely. In the strictly 
experimental tests conducted so far it has averaged usually about $1 
an acre for each application. It must be recognized, however, that 
it will be possible to reduce this considerably when applications are 
made on a larger scale, and, with improved machinery, a further 
reduction will result from the lessened poison requirements. In 
addition, the probability that it will be possible to utilize carriers and 
thus further reduce the amount of poison required per acre renders the 
cost subject to a still greater reduction. It should be remembered, 
also, that very rarely will it be necessary to poison an entire planta- 
tion to control the weevil infestation. The weevils on emerging in 
the spring will always concentrate near the hibernation quarters in 
which they spent the preceding winter. They remain rather closely 
at these points until they have multiplied sufficiently to threaten a 
shortage in the localfoodsupply. For this reason a great part of the 
cotton is not seriously infested with weevils until some time after 
midseason and often not until well along in August. Of course the 
control measures adopted must depend on conditions on each plan- 
tation, but by concentrating on the more heavily infested cuts just 
before the weevils become sufficiently abundant to start movement 
to the remainder of the cotton it will be possible not only directly to 
benefit the cotton treated, but to protect the remainder of the plan- 
tation by preventing the weevil migration. In this way the cost of 
the treatment for a comparatively few acres will be borne by the 
benefit derived by the entire plantation. In this connection it prob- 
ably will often prove advisable to give several applications to the 
more heavily infested cuts and perhaps only a single application to 
the remainder. 

NECESSITY FOR FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 

In conclusion it should be emphasized that the present bulletin is 
merely a ‘progress report” and the writer does not wish to be con- 
strued as in any way advising the general use of these poisons for 
boll-weevil control. There are now too many doubtful points, 
especially as regards the technique of application; and, as has been 
shown, the technique of application largely determines the benefits 
derived. At the present stage of the investigation it is impossible to 
outline a definite plan of procedure for the poisoning of weevils under 
all conditions, and much more experimental work will be required 
before such a plan can be proposed. With the present lack of infor- 
mation on so many important points, any attempt to poison the 
weevil by the inexperienced may very easily result in actual loss. 
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THE SMYRNA FIG INDUSTRY. 

The United States is annually importing from Asia Minor and the 
countries of southern Europe from 19 to 20 million pounds of dried 
figs of a value of nearly a million dollars. About two-thirds of the 
tonnage and nine-tenths of the value consist of figs of the Smyrna 
type. The area in the Southwestern States and California is equally 
as well adapted to the fig industry as is the Meander Valley of Asia 
Minor and is more than extensive enough to produce many times the 
quantity imported into this country. At the present time the annual 
production of Smyrna figs in California, which is almost. the total 
yield in this country, is not far from 2,000 tons. The imported figs 
can not be bought for less than 17 or 18 cents a pound wholesale, 
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whereas there is a good profit in growing such figs for one-half that 
price. When American-grown Smyrna figs can be put on the mar- 
ket at 15 cents a pound retail, the consumption will be greatly 
increased. The field will therefore be a promising one for many © 
years to come. 

The pollination of Smyrna fig flowers by the Ap insect Blastophaga 
psenes is one of the most obscure and complicated processes known to 
botanists. Caprification was little understood and even considered 
unnecessary by most of the leading botanists and horticulturists 
of Europe almost up to the beginning of the present century. They 
believed it to be the result of ignorant superstition on the part of 
the inhabitants of Asia Mmor. They did not believe that the fig 
and caprifig were the female and male forms of a single dicecious 
species, but persisted in classifying them as two separate species. 
This belief was generally adhered to until the indispensable neces- 
sity of caprification was demonstrated in 1885 by Dr. Gustav Eisen, 
of Fresno, Cal. (8).1. Therefore, it is not strange that the operation 

was little known and appreciated even we people familiar with the 
growth of common figs. 

ORIGIN OF SMYRNA FIG CULTURE. 

The fig family (Moracez) is one of the largest in the vegetable 
world. Botanists have identified and cescribed more than 600 

species, mostly tropical evergreens, frequently of gigantic size, often 
climbers or epiphytic. Very few of the species produce edible fruits, 
but many yield other useful products. One of them, Ficus elastica, is 
an important rubber producer. 

All of the leading cultivated figs belong to the species Ficus carica. 
Two or three other species producing edible fruits may be mentioned 
here, but they are of little importance. Among them is the Ficus 
sycomorus of Egypt, the fruit of which is consumed by the natives 
of that country. Another, Ficus rorburghi, native to the lower 
slopes of the Himalaya Mountains in northern India, produces a fruit 

_ of very large size, in massive clusters, but of not very high quality. 
Ficus pseudocarica of northeastern Africa (the Italian colony of 

Eritrea and Abyssinia) produces a small, dark-colored, sweet, quite 
palatable fruit, the capri form of which is receiving considerable atten- 
tion in California. 

The original home of the cultivated fig (Ficus carica) conforms 
closely to that of the olive. Alphonse de Candolle (2) sums up the 

subject in a few words, as follows: “The result of our inquiry shows, 
then, that the prehistoric area of the fig covered the middle and 
southern parts of the Mediterranean Basin, from Syria to the Ca- 
naries.”’ The fig has been cultivated in these regions from the earliest 

1The serial numbers in parentheses refer to the “ Bibliography,’’ pp. 41-43. 
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historical times. The extreme ease with which it can be propagated 
from cuttings, its resistance to heat and drought, its early bearing, 
its value as human food, and the ease of its culture had in the early 
ages much to do with its wide dissemination. 

INTRODUCTION OF SMYRNA FIGS INTO THE UNITED STATES. 

Regarding the first introduction of the Smyrna fig into the United 
States, it may be mentioned that a detailed account by the writer of 
this bulletin was reprinted by Dr. Gustav Eisen (11, pp. 67-69) in 
1901. For present purposes a synopsis will be sufficient. 

Believing that the soil and climate of California were perfectly 
adapted to the growth of Smyrna figs, the writer, who was at that time 
business manager of the Evening Bulletin of San Francisco, Cal., in- 
duced the proprietors of that journal to make an appropriation of funds 
to undertake the introduction from Asia Minor of the genuine Smyrna 
fig of commerce. In January, 1880, the assistance of E. J. Smithers, 
then United States consul at Smyrna, was enlisted in aid of the enter- 
prise. A remittance was made to cover the expense of forwarding 
a small shipment of 500 cuttings, including a few caprifig cuttings. 
This shipment reached San Francisco on June 8, 1880, but owing to 
defective packing, a considerable portion of the wood had rotted and 
the season was so far advanced that the cuttings made but a feeble 
growth, although the greatest care was taken with them. However, 
200 of them were saved and showed promise of becoming thrifty trees. 

About this time Mr. Smithers arrived in San Francisco en route to 
Chinkiang, China, to which consulship he had just been assigned. 
He stated that at the time the shipment was made he and the drago- 
man of the consulate at Smyrna had caused to be planted 4,000 cut- 
tings, which had meantime become rooted trees and could be pur- 
chased at from 8 to 10 cents each, the usual price of trees in Asia 
Minor. Rather than disappoint the county subscribers of the paper 
who were expecting the promised trees that season, it was then deter- 
mined to import the whole lot. Funds were therefore forwarded to 
an American merchant in Smyrna with instructions to purchase the 
trees referred to and ship them at once. About the first of April, 
1881, instead of the trees, a letter dated February 16 came to hand, 
from which the following paragraph is taken: 

T have had Mr. at my office, who says that the 4,000 cuttings he had planted 
and to which your order refers (on E. J. Smithers’ suggestion) have by this time grown 
up into strong young trees from 4 to 6 feet high, and he is offered $1 per tree at the 
nursery at Aidin. Hesayshe can not afford now to part with them at anything under 
$1.25 each, from this port (first cost). 

The prices mentioned in the letter discouraged further negotiations 
for this lot. However, correspondence was kept up with the agent 
during the summer, and in September, 1881, orders were sent to make 

ee 
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a large shipment of cuttings which it was found could be had at a 
reasonable price from one of the best orchards in the Meander Valley, 
the most important fig district of Asia Minor. Every precaution had 
been taken to assure the safe arrival of this consignment, even by 
shipping moss from New York in which to pack the cuttings. The 
cases on arrival in New York were repacked before being shipped 
across the continent by the southern route, as the season was mid- 
winter. 

The shipment consisted of 14,000 cuttings, including several varie- 
ties of the best Smyrna figs. It weighed several tons and arrived in 
excellent condition. W. B. West, of Stockton, James Shinn, of Niles, 
Gov. Leland Stanford, of San Francisco, and Dr. J. D. B. Stillman, of 
Lagona, Cal., had shares in the importation, but the San Francisco 
Bulletin Company had the larger portion and paid the greater part of 
the expense. A large number of cuttings were distributed to 3,000 _ 
county subscribers of the Bulletin, while the individual shares went. 
to the different partners in the enterprise. Gov. Stanford planted 
most of his cuttings on his ranch near Vina, Cal., now the property of 
Stanford University. The trees resulting from this importation are 
now growing in all parts of California and other Southwestern States. 
Some have attained gigantic size, a number recently measured by the 
writer having trunks 3 feet in diameter. 

CLASSIFICATION OF CULTIVATED FIGS. 

_ The cultivated varieties of Ficus carica include more than 100, 
most of which have been successfully established in the Southern and 
Southwestern States and California. The Lob Ingir variety, the 
Turkish name of the common Smyrna fig (fig. 1), is unique in requiring 
pollination in order to bring its fruit to perfection. Linnzus and 
other botanists as early as 1744 reached the conclusion that the 
capri fig is the male form and all the common varieties, including 
the Smyrna, the female forms of a diccious species. The caprifigs 
are male, because they contain male or staminate flowers; the com- 
mon varieties and Smyrnas are female, because they contain only 
female or pistillate flowers. These fertile or female figs may be 
again divided into two classes, namely, the Smyrna figs, the flowers 
of which must be pollinated in order to mature fruit, and the other — 
large class, frequently called the Adriatic class, the fruits of which 
reach maturity without pollination. The latter race includes most 
of the varieties cultivated in all fig-growing countries. Some of the 
best and most extensively grown in this country are the Adriatic, 
Brunswick, Barnissotte Black, Barnissotte White, Dottato or Kodato, 
White Genoa, Gentile, Large Black Douro (one of the largest in culti- 

vation), Mission or California Black, Pastelliére (Kisen says if he 
could plant only one blue variety it would certainly be this fig), Black 
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San Pedro, and Versailles. In the Gulf and Atlantic Coast States 
the kinds most generally grown are the Celeste, Magnolia, Lemon, 
Brunswick, Ischia, and Brown Turkey. 

The common cultivated figs are of two kinds, the caprified or 
Smyrna figs and the common cultivated figs which do not require 

P36915CP 

Fic. 1.—Lob Ingir (Smyrna) figs. The large fig is fully mature, the others partly so. (Nearly natural 

size.) 

caprification. Until recent years only varieties of the latter kind 
were known in America. The figs of the Smyrna type do not set 
any fruit at all unless the flowers are pollinated, that is, unless the 
fig trees are caprified. Ordinary fig trees of the noncaprifying varie- 
ties produce fruit perfectly well by themselves wherever the climate 
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permits. The culture of Smyrna figs on the contrary necessitates the 
simultaneous culture of caprifigs which harbor the fig msect and 
bear the pollen necessary to fertilize figs of the Smyrna type. 

The fig is not a fruit in the sense in which we regard the apple, 
peach, etc., but is what is known to botanists as a receptacle, upon 
the inner surface of which are arranged hundreds of unisexual flow- 
ers. At the apex of the receptacle is an opening called the eye, 
which in the young fruit is closed by a number of scales or imbricated 

bracts. The blossoms are 
therefore effectually cut 
off from the outer world, 
and as the female flowers 
can not be supplied with 
pollen by the wind and 
can not pollinate them- 
selves, dependence must 
be had on the fig insect 
(Blastophaga psenes). 

CROPS OF THE FIG TREE. 

All of the female fig 
trees, both of the Smyrna 
class, the fruit of which 

never matures without 
pollination, and most of 
the other large class, 
which does not require 
pollination, have two 
well-defined crops. The 
first pushes from the old 
wood and appears in 
spring, ripening in July 
and August. In Spain 

Fic. 2.—Mature mamme (winter) and young profichi (spring) these fruits are called 

caprifigs. Themamme figsare the larger ones. (Nearly one- brebags and in France 

half natural size.) 

jigues fleurs or figues d’ été. 
The next, which is the main crop, called in Spain higos and in France 
figues d’ automne, springs from the axils of the leaves of the new wood 
and ripens in summer and fall. 

The male or caprifig tree has two well-defined crops and a third 
which is in doubt by some authorities (figs. 2 and 3). To these for 
convenience the Neapolitan names proficht (spring crop), mammoni 
(summer crop), and mamme (winter crop) have been applied. The 

mamme crop forms in autumn on the wood of the current season 
and the Blastophaga from the preceding mammoni oviposits in 
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them when they have reached the size of filberts. By December these 
mamme fruits are the size of small walnuts and change but little 
during the winter. The insect hibernates m them in the larval con- 
dition and, will endure a temperature of 14° or 15° F. without injury. 
As the weather becomes warm in spring, the insects develop rapidly 
and, are ready to issue in April (fig. 4), when the spring (profichi) 
crop on thesame or other capri trees isin a receptive condition. This 
crop grows in clusters on the old wood at the extreme ends of the 
branches and, unlike the mamme, which is nearly spherical, is much 

Fig. 3.—Mammoni (fall) caprifigs. (About one-halfnatural size.) 

larger and usually has a pronounced neck. It is produced in enor- 
mous numbers, many times greater than any other crop, a wise pro- 
vision of nature, as it is the one which is most abundantly supplied, 
with pollen and also the one which is exclusively used to pollinate 
the main Smyrna fig crop. The late summer crop of the capri tree, 
known as mammoni, unlike the others, pushes from the axils of the 
leaves on the new wood and matures from August to the middle of 
November. This crop serves to carry the Blastophaga through the 
late summer and fall months. The Blastophaga from these mammoni 
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S Oviposit in the winter crop and’ thus the cycle of the yearly life 
the insect is completed. 
Doubts have been expressed as to the existence of three distinct 

crops of caprifigs, and with good reason, for at times and in some 
climates belated mammoni hibernate with the mamme. H. G. Solms- 
Laubach says that in Europe there is no sharp distinction between 

12° 
D 
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Fic. 4.—Mature profichi caprifigs with Blastophaga about ready to issue. (About two-thirdsnatural size.) 

the mammoni and the mamme crops and that fruits of the former 
crop which do not mature in the fall remain as mamme over winter. 
They both occupy the same position on the branch, both developing 
on the new wood. The chief difference between the two is that the 
former contains a well-defined cluster of staminate flowers, while in 
the mamme with rare exceptions no male flowers have been observed 
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except in Ficus pseudocarica, which regularly bears pollen in the 
winter-generation caprifigs. These hibernating mammoni figs are 
so similar in form and general appearance to the mamme figs that 
without cutting them open it is difficult to tell them apart. 

To summarize, the necessity of sheltering the fig insect the whole 
year round leads to the curious result that the caprifig trees bear 
through the winter on their bare branches the so-called winter 
generation or mamme caprifigs, from which issue in spring the fig 
insects, which thereupon lay their eggs in the enormously abundant 
spring generation of caprifigs or profichi. These profichi, which 
mature in June, are used to caprify the Smyrna figs, which at this 
season have myriads of young fruits just ready for the Blastophaga 
to enter. The caprifig trees also bear a somewhat scanty crop of 
summer-generation fruit called mammoni, which furnishes a breeding 
place for the fig insect and carries it over from season to season. 

After late summer the fruits on the caprifig tree become irregular, 
and, all sizes of fruits can be found on the tree at the same time; and 
generally the fig insects can be found issuing at any time from Sep- 
tember to November. As winter comes on and the growth of the 
caprifie tree becomes slower, a few tardy fruits set, which hang on 
through the winter, constituting the winter generation or mamme 
crop noted already. 

ABILITY OF THE CAPRIFIG TO CARRY THE WINTER CROP. 

Probably more caprifig varieties are now established in California 
than are to be found in any other country in the world, owing in 
part to the enterprise of the late W. B. West, of Stockton; Mr. Van 
Lennep, of Auburn; George C. Roeding.and G. N. Milco, of Fresno; 
Felix Gillett, of Nevada City; and largely to the United States 
Department.of Agriculture, Here may be found most of the best 
varieties from the Smyrna district of Asia Minor, many from Greece, 
Italy, and, the islands of the Mediterranean, and especially from the 
States of northern Africa, besides a host of seedlings of American — 
origin. | 

Probably every Smyrna fig grower has observed the difference 
that exists in the ability of different varieties of caprifigs to carry 
through the winter crop. Many kinds never produce a winter crop, 
though they generally yield the sprmg or profichi crop in great 
abundance. Still others produce so few winter figs that they are of 
little use in perpetuating the Blastophaga. Some fail to bear a 
mammoni (summer) crop, or the figs push at a time that leaves a 
hiatus in the successive generations of the insects. Such trees can 
not produce a mamme crop unless they have the assistance of better 
trees, for it is well known that the mamme figs dry up and fall unless 
Oviposited in by insects of the mammonigeneration. It is a curious 

71807°—18—Bull. 732——2 
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fact that the egg of the Blastophaga is just as essential to make the 
caprifig hold on and mature as is the pollen to do the same for the 
Smyrna fig. This fact was observed in California by E. A. Schwarz, 
of the Bureau of Entomology, United States Department of Agri- 
culture, as mentioned in the proceedings of the meeting of the 
Entomological Society of Washington, D. C., December 6, 1900 
(45, p. 503). 

. Careful vestigations extending over a period of several years 
indicate that the ability of a tree to support successfully the mamme 
crop through the winter is more.a question of variety than of climate. 
Several. instances are known where in the frosty portions of the San 

Fig. 5.—The Samuel Gates Milco caprifig tree, 10 miles west of Modesto, Cal., which has carried the 

Blastophaga since 1868, unaided by any other tree. 

Joaquin Valley, Cal., single isolated trees near Modesto and Lathrop, 
unassisted by others in the neighborhood, have carried the different 
crops uninterruptedly for more than 40 years (fig. 5). The pos- 
session of such trees by the grower is of supreme importance. 

THE FIG FLOWERS. 

Count H. G. Solms-Laubach and Dr. Paul Mayer, the German 
botanists; Olivier, the Frenchman; Gasparrini, Gallesio, and Ponte- 
dera, the Italians; and later Dr. Gustav Eisen are all agreed that there 
are four kinds of flowers in the fig. It may seem presumptuous to 
take exception to these authorities, but it is nevertheless a fact, 
easily demonstrable with the abundant material now accessible in 
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California, that there are really but two kinds of fig flowers, namely, 
pistillate and staminate, although it may be advisable to separate the 
pistillate flowers into two kinds—those of the caprifig, called gall 
flowers, and the ordinary flowers of all the female figs. These 
authors enumerate the four kinds as the male and female of the 
caprifig, the regular female flower of the Smyrna, and lastly the female 
flowers of the Adriatic class, which some of them contend have imper- 

fect stigmas and can not be pollinated, and therefore call them mule 
flowers. Careful investigations by the writer have failed to disclose 
such flowers. Pontedera and Gallesio call them fico mula and fico ~ 

semimula, a few of the latter being susceptible of pollination and the 
‘former not at all. This idea has become so fixed in the minds of some 
horticulturists that they are calling this class of figs ‘‘mule figs,” a 
positive misnomer and entirely unwarranted by the facts. 

The staminate flowers of the caprifig are arranged in a zone or 
cluster at the upper part of the fig, just within the eye. The re- 
mainder of the receptacle is filled with gall flowers which are perfect 
female flowers, the pistils of which are modified for the purposes of 
the female Blastophaga. The styles of these flowers are short and 
thick compared to those of the Smyrna and other female figs and are 
provided with a duct, down which the fig insect pushes her ovi- 
positor into the ovary, where she deposits the egg. As evidence that 
these are female flowers, careful examination discloses the fact that 
these styles are surmounted usually by forked stigmas, the surfaces 
of which are provided with the usual cells or glands and the viscous 
coating to which the pollen grains adhere. With sufficient magnify- 
ing power the pollen tubes can be seen pushing their way from the 
surface of the stigma down through the cellular tissue into the ovary. 
The gall flowers of all caprifigs are alike except for slight variations 
in the shape of the stigmas. 
‘As further evidence that all the gall flowers in the caprifig are per- 

fect female flowers, some of the persistent stigmas from ovaries con- 
taining fertile seeds in a mammoni fig and others from galls containing 
fully developed Blastophaga in the same fig were placed side by side 
under the microscope and were found to be identical in cellular structure 
and in every other respect. The writer is therefore satisfied that the 
stigmas of the flowers of the mammoni caprifigs are equally as sus- 
ceptible to pollination as are those of the female figs, and in fact are 
so pollinated, but fail to produce more than a few seeds, for the reason 
given in this bulletin under the heading ‘‘Caprifig seeds.” (See p. 15.) 

FIG POLLINATION. 

When the Blastophaga enters the spring crop of the caprifig, the 
Stamens are in an undeveloped condition and the anthers will not 
be ready to discharge their pollen until about two months later— 
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that is, at the time when the next generation of insects is ready to 
issue. It is, therefore, impossible for a fig to pollinate itself. Here, 
then, is a strikmg instance of one of nature’s methods of preventing 
self-fecundation. 

In the regular female flower of the Smyrna fig the style is long 
and slim, two or three times longer than the style of the flower of the 
caprifig, and this is the reason that it is unsuited for the purpose 
of the insect. It is divided at the summit usually into two stigmas, 
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Fig. 6.—Blastophaga psenes: a, Adult female with wings extended, seen from above; b, female not yet 

entirely issued from pupal skin and still contained in gall; c, antenna of female; d, head of female fom 

below; ¢and/,adult males. (AI greatly enlarged.) ; 

and they appear to be identical with those of the flowers of the 
Adriatic class, to which belong all those figs which reach an edible 
condition without pollination. The stigmas ot the latter, some 
authors say, are mostly malformed and can not be fertilized. 

LIFE OF THE BLASTOPHAGA. 

. The beneficent insect upon which depends absolutely the whole 
Smyrna fig industry is a small species of very staange structure 
(figs. 6 and 7). The female, a little less than an eighth of an inch 

in length, is black in color, is provided with wings, and in a favorable 
wind has been known to fly several miles. The male is wingless, is 
amber or brownish yellow in color, and somewhat resembles a small 
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erub. After many unsuccessful attempts, the insect was sent over to 
the United States from northern Africa in 1899 by Walter T. Swingle, 
of the United States Department cf Agriculture. Success was due 
to avoiding methods which had -previously. often failed by confining 
the efforts to the winter generation and, by the ingenious device of 

' wrapping each caprifig in tin foil to prevent evaporation. It was 
discovered later, however, that the Blastophaga was already here, 
having been accidentally introduced with fig trees from southern 
Hurope about 1865, but this did not become known to orchardists 
until 1908, having been, so far as known, confined to an isolated tree 
10 miles west of Modesto and one or two others in the vicinity of 
Lathrop, Cal. (50, 54). 

In California the insect, which hibernates in pte larval form — 
during the previous 
few months, reaches 
maturity in April. 
The male leaves the 
gall first. He moves — 
about the interior of 
the fig, and, finding a 
gall containing a fe- 
male, gnaws a _ hole 
through the cortex of 
the ovary at the base 
of the style and fer- 
tilizes the female while 
she is still in the gall. 
The gravid female en- 
larges the opening and Fic. 7.—Blastophaga psencs: a, Egg; b, young larva; c, outline of 
sometimes makes an- young larva in gall; d, full-grown larva; e, mouth of full-grown 

larva. (All enlarged.) 

other, usually at the 
base of the style, probably because it is the point of least resistance. 
In from 22 to 48 hours she leaves the gali, reaching the open air 
through the cluster of male flowers, the anthers of which at this 
time have burst and are shedding large quantities of pollen. Her 
body is moist and sticky and she is frequently so loaded with pollen 
that she is unable to fly until she divests herself of much of it in 
the same way that the common house fly strokes its body with its legs. 

After being relieved of part of the load, she flies to the nearest fig, 
and if it be in the right condition she immediately seeks the opening 
at the apex. At this time the figs are hard and from a quarter to 
three-quarters of an inch in diameter and the eye is closed by the 
overlapping scales. Some authors assert that with her powerful 
mandibles she is obliged to cut away a portion of one of these scales 

- to effect an entrance; but this is unnecessary, as she is able to push 
her head under the thin edges and after a struggle of sometimes five 
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minutes or more pushes down the zigzag way to the interior of the 
fig, generally leaving her wings behind. 

While one insect is probably sufficient to fertilize a fig, it is not 
unusual where they are very abundant, as at the Maslin orchard 
at Loomis, to find a dozen or fifteen in one small fig and as many 
more in astruggling mass trying to effect an entrance; often the cluster 
of wings can be seen radiating from the eye like.the plumes of a 
miniature feather duster. If the caprifig from which the insect has 
issued has been hung in a Smyrna tree, she enters a Smyrna fig and 
then finds she has made a mistake, as the flowers are of such shape 
that she can not oviposit in them, and after wandering about in a 
vain effort to dispose of her eggs, in this way doing her useful work 
of fertilizing the female flowers, in most cases she crawls out. When 
the weather is warm, say 90° to 100° F., the insects are very active 
and come out of the caprifig with a rush. The writer has seen 40 
issue in one minute.. The issue takes place almost entirely in the fore- 
noon, unless a cold wmdy morning is succeeded by a hot sun in the 
early afternoon, when a considerable number appear. Themovement 
depends much upon the weather. Durmg cool windy mornings 
very few issue, but if the next morning is warm, calm, and sunny a 
great rush occurs. The insects continue to issue from a single fig 
for a week or ten days if the weather is favorable, and from the figs 
of various capri trees for two to three weeks. After the females 
have left the fig most of the males soon follow, and, being wingless, 
-drop to the ground like the females which have lost their ae 
in entermg the Smyrna figs. 

Every Smyrna fig not entered by the Blastophaga dries up and 
falls from the trees. In a few days the caprified fig undergoes a 
remarkable change. It begins to increase rapidly in size, becomes 
smooth by a lessened prominence of the ribs, and loses its pea-green 
color, assuming a decidedly pruinose tinge, this being true also of 
the caprifig. 

PROPORTION OF MALE AND FEMALE INSECTS IN CAPRIFIGS. 

The writer has taken some pains to determine the ‘proportions of 
the sexes of the Blastophaga in caprifigs, and has found from actual 
count of the insects of several varieties that the proportion runs from 
two-thirds to three-quarters females. The number of galls in good 
sound caprifigs, according to size, runs from 500 to 1,600. A 
medium-sized mamme caprifig has been found to contain 1,015 
healthy galls; good Milco profichi caprifigs have been found to con- 
tain 1,200 to 1,600. After the female insects leave the caprifig most 
of them live only 24 hours, though a very few will be found alive at 
the end of 48 hours. It is doubtful whether they eat at all. After 
the female has fulfilled the object of her existence, namely, providing - 
for the future generations of her species, she dies. 
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OVIPOSITION BY BLASTOPHAGA. 

If the Blastophaga has entered a caprifig, a crop of hich should 
at the time be in receptive condition, she finds no difficulty in depos- 
iting her eggs. Authors differ as to the technique of the operation. 
The German botanist Count H. G. Solms-Laubach says she pushes 
her ovipositor down through the duct in the style and thus places 
the egg in the ovary. Dr. Cunningham, the English botanist, in his 
memoir on the fertilization of Ficus roxburyghi (5), says, ‘“The depo- 
sition must apparently take place, not in the style, but by means of 
penetration of the upper surface of the ovary.”’ Another author 
says, ‘‘Should the fig entered prove to be a caprifig, she lays as many 
egos at the base of as many male flowers as she can find and then 
dies.” 

Careful investigations by the writer confirm the view of Solms- 
Laubach. This view must be correct; otherwise the insect would be 
able to oviposit in the Smyrna and other edible figs (which she never 
does), and thus give us a collection of msects instead of seeds. 

After the insect reaches the interior of the caprifig she moves about 
over the mass of stigmas; curving the posterior portion of the abdo- 
men under and forward, she thrusts the ovipositor repeatedly down 
between the flowers, seeming to be guided entirely by the sense of 
feelmg rather than sight. Finally, after eight or ten attempts, she 
succeeds in pushing it down through the central duct of the style 
and rests for a minute or two while the egg is being ejected. 
When the insect is wandering over the flowers the ovipositor does 

not appear longer than the sheath. This apparently misled Dr. 
Cunningham, who states that the ovipositor is too short to reach the 
ovary through the style. When an entrance to the style is effected, 
the ovipositor is extended, telescopelike, to three times the usual 
length, which enables the insect to deposit her egg well down in the 
ovary. The style is white and translucent, and as the egg-laying 
instrument is yellow or amber colored it is plainly visible with a 
microscope of moderate power when pushed down into the ovary. 
Within two or three hours after oviposition in a flower the stigma 
and style turn brown, rendering it easy by opening a fig to determine 
that the work has been well done. 

CAPRIFIG SEEDS. 

The mammoni crop of the capri tree is the only one which has been 
observed to produce seeds, and then only in small numbers. The 
obvious reason for the presence of seeds is that this crop is pollinated 
by the Blastophaga of the preceding profichi crop. The profichi 
crop itself yields no seed, because the mamme figs preceding it have 
no viable pollen, although the pistils are provided with receptive 
stigmas. 
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Gasparrini (17) found 20 seeds in 40 mammoni figs and reached 
the conclusion that not more than one flower in 2,000 is a perfect 
female flower, all the others being gall flowers, incapable of fertili- 
gation. The writer has found as many as 75 fomile seeds in one fig, 
and from a large number of mammoni seeds plants have grown at 
the United States Plant Introduction Garden, Chico, Cal. From 

careful observations he has been forced to the conclusion that all 
gall flowers are perfect female flowers and susceptible of pollination 
and that most of them are pollinated, butif the Blastophaga deposits 
an egg in the ovary the resulting larva prevents the development 
of the ovule and no seed is formed. The seeds therefore found in 
the mammoni figs are from those flowers in which the insect failed 
to oviposit. 

SEEDS ACCOMPANIED BY SECRETION OF SUGAR. 

There seems to be some connection, not yet well understood, be- 
tween the seed and the secretion of sugar and coloring matter. The 
pedicels and floral envelopes of the seeds in mammoni figs are succu- 
lent, sweet, and generally of a pink color, while all parts of the gall 
flowers containing Blastophaga are white and quite dry, the difference 
in appearance being so marked that the seeds can readily be picked 
out with a pair of forceps from the mass of galls by their succulence 
and pinkish color. 

CAPRIFICATION. 

The term caprification is derived from the word capri, the name 
by which the male or pollen-bearing fig is known, and is applied to 
the process of hanging the caprifigs in the Smyrna trees. The details 
of the process are somewhat obscure and complicated, and it is not 
strange that it is little understood by the public in general, though 
known to the inhabitants of Asia Minor more than two thousand 
years ago. Theophrastus, who wrote about 350 years before Christ, 
describes the process as practiced at that time exactly as it is used 
at the present day in this country. 
‘Undoubtedly the cultivated fig was originally a dicecious species 

having about equal numbers of male and female trees. Through cen- 
turies of culture, varieties of the female figs have been developed which 
will produce fruit without caprification, but such figs never produce 
fertile seeds. Figs of the Smyrna type absolutely require fertiliza- 
tion to set fruit at all, and such fruits produce an abundance of fertile 
seeds, which undoubtedly add to the flavor and quality of the dried 
Smyrna figs. In orchard practice it is not necessary to have, as in 
the state of nature, approximately one half of the trees male and 
the other half female. One or two caprifig trees per acre of fig orch- 
ard is sufficient to supply an.abundance of caprifigs to fertilize the 
whole orchard. 
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It is well known that the flowers of the fig are inside the receptacle 
which becomes the fruit. Caprifig trees look exactly like ordinary 
fig trees and bear fruits which look like figs, the only difference being 
that instead of producing seeds the caprifigs are fitted with small 
galls just about the size of seeds, in which the fig insect develops. 
The caprifig differs from the Smyrna and other female figs in having 
a cluster of male or staminate flowers just within the eye. As the 
Smyrna, unlike common fig varieties, can not reach maturity unless 
the flowers are supplied with pollen and the fig can not pollinate 
itself, dependence must be had on some outside agency. This agency 
is the fig insect (Blastophaga psenes). ‘The spring (profichi) crop of the © 
capri or male tree is used for this purpose. In California and other 
Southwestern States the insects begin to issue in the warm valley 
from the 10th to the 20th of June and continue often until well into July. 

In leaving the fig the female insect passes through the zone of male 
flowers, thereby dusting herself all over with the fertilizing pollen, . 
which she then carries to the young fruits of the Smyrna fig. The 
fig insect can live only a few hours outside of the caprifig. In fact, 
only a portion of the male insects as a rule leave the caprifig at all, 
and the females leave only to deposit eggs for the next generation. 
In other words, the fig insect is restricted absolutely to the caprifig 
and can breed nowhere else. This means that the caprifig tree must 
furnish a succession of generations of fig fruits in which the fig insect 
can multiply; that is, as one crop of caprifigs ripens the next crop 
must be ready to receive the insect. This proper adjustment of 
crops does occur in some few caprifig varieties, but in many others the 
adjustment is not so close, as explained elsewhere. 

It only remains to state that the fig insect is unable to breed in the 
Smyrna fig itself. The fig insect merely carries pollen from the 
caprifig fruit and is not able to lay her eggs in the minute flowers 
which line the Smyrna fig fruit, because the styles of these flowers 
are too long to permit the egg to be placed properly. 

Briefly, then, caprification consists in suspending in the Smyrna 
fic tree in June a few chaplets or baskets of caprifig fruits of the 
spring generation or profichi fruits of the caprifig tree which contain 
myriads of minute fig insects (Blastophaga psenes). The minute 
winged female insect in issuing from these caprifig fruits becomes 
dusted with pollen, which she carries into the young and receptive 
fruits of the Smyrna fie. Once inside the Smyrna fig fruit, the female 
insect wanders around trying to find asuitable flower for oviposition. 
All she accomplishes is to dust thoroughly the stigmas of the fig 
flowers with pollen, thereby insuring the setting and ripening of the 
fruit, but she does not succeed in ovipositing in the Smyrna fruit. 

No other horticultural industry is so intimately tied up with a 
specific insect as is Smyrna fig culture, which is, indeed, absolutely 
impossible without the beneficent help of this minute creature, 
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APPLICATION OF CAPRIFIGS TO SMYRNA TREES. 

Various methods are employed in suspending caprifigs in the 
Smyrna trees. The figs may be strung on strings or raffia by means 
of a coarse needle into which the string is threaded. These chaplets 
of four or five figs each are then suspended in the Smyrna branches, 
preferably in the shady parts of the tree. Another method is to put 
the caprifigs into cornucopia-shaped baskets made of coarse galvan- 
ized-wire cloth. These baskets may be used year after seme or may 
even be left suspended in the trees. 

Some experienced growers find that it pays to suspend small pans 
filled with moist sand in the trees, into which the caprifigs are pushed, 
stem down, two-thirds of their length. This prevents the fig from 
drying out and permits all the Blastophaga to escape. 

WHEN SMYRNA FIGS ARE RECEPTIVE. 

Smyrna figs are in a receptive condition from the time they are the 
size of filberts to that of small walnuts, say from five-eighths of an 
inch to about an inch in diameter. At ie time the fig is glossy, with 
prominent ribs. Soon after caprification it becomes smooth and loses 
its gloss: (See fig. 8.) On cutting open such a fig a few hours after 
it has been entered by the insect the styles and stigmas of the flowers 
will be observed to have turned brown from injury caused by the 
Blastophaga. The best evidence, however, to indicate that the fig 
has been entered by the insect is the presence at the eye of the wings 
which have been left behind in effecting the entrance. These will be 
visible for a day or more it the weather is not windy. 

SEVERAL APPLICATIONS OF CAPRIFIGS ADVANTAGEOUS. 

Dr. Eisen has shown that a number of applications of caprifigs to 
each tree greatly increases the crop, for the reason that when the 
caprifigs are first hung in a Smyrna tree only a part of the figs are in a 
receptive condition. In warm weather these caprifigs are exhausted 
of most of the insects in four or five days. Meantime, otherSmyrna 
figs have pushed and have reached a receptive condition, and another 
supply of caprifigs at this time will be required for their pollination. 
Three or four such applications four or five days apart will be found 
to increase greatly the setting of fruit. As the Smyrna crop depends 
absolutely upon the supply of insects it is found that a liberal applica- 
tion of caprifigs is desirable. For trees 4 to 6 years of age, 10 or 12 
figs for each will be found sufficient, while for trees from 8 to 12 years 
old the number should be doubled. One experienced grower in the 
San Joaquin Valley, whose trees are about 12 years of age, informs 
the writer that he greatly increases his crop by applying as many as . 
50 to 150 caprifigs to each tree. 
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CAPRIFICATION NOT AN EXPENSIVE OPERATION. 

Occasionally fig growers raise objection to thecultivation of Smyrna 
figs on account of the trouble of caprification, but as there is no other 
way of raising them the grower must submit to the slight handicap 
if he wishes to produce dried figs of high quality. It has been found 
from experience that one man can caprify about 40 acres. His time 
will be consumed for a period of about three weeks. Mr. George C. 
Roeding, of Fresno, Cal., says that the cost of the work in his large 
orchard does not exceed 2 cents per tree, or from $1 to $1.50 per acre. 

Fig. 8.—Change in appearance of figs due to caprification. Two caprified figs are 

shown on the left, three uncaprified ones on the right. 

WHEN TO GATHER PROFICHI CAPRIFIGS. 

The proper condition for gathering profichi caprifigs is easily ascer- 
tained by opening a few figs and looking for the appearance of the 

_male, as previously mentioned, but is readily indicated by a slight 
softening of the fig. 

Experience has developed some methods of handling profichi figs 
that are worth mentioning. The spring generation oP Blastophaga 
commences to issue from about the tenth of June to the first week in 
July, the time depending upon the locality and the weather, warm 
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weather hastening development and cool weather retarding it. At 
this time the weather is very warm in the great valley of California. 
If large quantities of figs are to be gathered, a considerable saving is 
effected with no harm to the insect by letting them fall to the ground 
when detached from the branches, but the figs must not be allowed 
to remain on the hot ground in the sun longer than a few minutes. 
With a temperature of 90° F. many insects will be killed in half an 
hour, and most of them in an hour. In an hour and a half every one 
of them will have succumbed. The figs in the shade of the tree or 
those attached to the branches are not affected except at very much 
higher temperatures. It is therefore necessary to pick up the figs 
fon the ground about as fast as they are thrown down by, the men in 
the trees. 

CAPRIFICATION OF COMMON FIGS. 

To show how erroneous is the conclusion of some authors that the 
pistillate flowers of the Adriatic class of figs are malformed and can 
not be pollinated, it may be mentioned that the writer by applying 
the Blastophaga to the so-called “‘mule” figs of more than 50 varieties 
found that in every instance heavy fertile seeds were produced and 
in as large proportion as in the Smyrna fig. From these seeds, thou- 
sands of plants have been grown at the United States Plant Intro- 
duction Garden, Chico, Cal. From such cross-pollinated seeds some 
interesting and valuable varieties are being secured. The breeder 
does not have long to wait for results, since most of the seedlings bear 
fruit at the age of 2 and 3 years. 
A striking instance of the fertilization of common figs occurred at 

Loomis, Cal., where Mr. Andrew Ryder, a prominent fruit grower, had 
grafted a portion of an Adriatic tree with Smyrna scions. The 
Smyrna set quantities of fruit, and wishing to secure a crop the owner 
hung in the tree caprifigs contaming Blastophaga ready to issue. 
Some of the insects entered the Adriatic figs on the ungrafted part of 
the tree. The writer secured three mature Adriatic figs which showed 
by their abnormally large size that they had been entered by the 
insects. These three figs contained by actual count 4,800 heavy fertile 
seeds, or an average of 1,600 for each fig—certainly a good crop for a 
“mule” fig which, according to some writers, will not breed. 

Experience is showing that the time may come when it will be 
worth while to caprify all of the common figs, that is, those varieties 
which otherwise reach an edible condition without pollination. A 
caprified fig is a more nearly perfect fruit than an uncaprified one. 
The fruit is considerably increased in size, and the seeds contain 
plump kernels which give a delicious nutty flavor, not apparent in 
uncaprified figs. Dr. Eisen was the first investigator to make the 
suggestion. 
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CAPRIFIG PLANTATIONS. 

As the caprifig crop occasionally suffers from frost in the flat 
regions of the great valley, it is suggested that the fig growers of a 
locality combine and plant a caprifig orchard of a few acres in some 
frost-free foothill region. In this way the cooperators would insure 
themselves a steady supply of caprifigs at little cost. 

All Smyrna fig growers appreciate the fact that there would be con- 
siderable advantage if caprifigs contaiming the insect could be had 
for a period of a month or six weeks, thereby insuring the pollinizing 
of more figs and an increase in the crops. With our present varieties 
of caprifig trees the caprifying season covers a period of only about 
three weeks. The only way by which this period can be extended with 
capri varieties now cultivated seems to be by planting the capri trees 
in cool localities where the proximity of the sea or other influences 
retard the ripening of the figs and the development of the Blastophaga. 
In such localities as Loomis, Fresno, Indio, and Mecca, Cal., and 
Phoenix, Ariz., the insects from the profichi crop begin to issue from 
about the 10th to the 20th of June, while in localities within the influ- 

ence of the ocean breezes, such as the cooler portions of Sacramento and 
San Joaquin Counties, the period of issue is a week or ten days later, 
and at Niles, Alameda County, Cal., on the eastern shore of San 
Francisco Bay, the time of issue is as late as July 25 or the begin- 
ning of August. A cooperative caprifig orchard could be so located 
as to supply the Smyrna fig growers with pollinizing material for the 
latest figs that could ripen before the advent of the fall rains. 

THE SEEDLING FIG ORCHARD AT LOOMIS, CAL. 

Back in 1886, while a spirited discussion regarding the necessities of 
caprification was going on in California, EK. W. Maslin, then of Loomis, 
Cal., sent to H. K. Thurber, a leading importing merchant of New 
York City, for a box of the finest imported Smyrna figs. The seeds 
of these figs were planted by the gardener at the State Capitol, Sac- 
ramento. ‘The resulting seedlings were planted by Mr. Maslin on his 
ranch at Loomis in 1887. These trees grew thriftily and in the 
course of three or four years began to set fruit, nearly all of which 
failed to mature for lack of pollination, the fertilizing insect, Blas- 
tophaga, not then having been introduced into that part of the State. 

The Blastophaga were first colonized on George C. Roeding’s trees 
at Fresno, and in the following year, 1901, they were established in 
the Maslin orchard, at Loomis, where the trees matured fruit for the 
first trme. The fruiting of the trees demonstrated that about half of 
them were caprifigs and the other half of the female or edible type. 
This result was naturally to be expected, as the Smyrna fig is the 
female form of a diccious species. 

1 This would be a desirable undertaking for an association of fig growers, such as wasformed at the Fig 

Institute at Fresno, Cal., January 4 and 5, 1918. 
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From this time a careful study of the trees and product was made, 
with the result that a number of new varieties of decided promise were 
found. Two of anew Smyrna class were discovered in 1908 by A. H. 
Brydges. These attracted attention from the fact that the fruit 
withstood uninjured two soaking rains which spoiled that on adjoin- 
ing trees. The preservation of the fruit under these trying circum- 
stances was due to the fact that the eye of the majority of the fruits 
is stopped by a drop of hardened, pellucid juice which effectually 
excludes rain, filth, beetles, and flies which might carry into the fig 
the germs of fermentation. This prevents souring, and it also pre- 
vents the entrance of insects which deposit eggs resulting in wormy 
figs. (See “Descriptions of varieties,’ pp. 36-37, Rixford variety.) 

The Maslin fig orchard has played an important part in the develop- 
ment of the fig industry in California. At the fruit-growers’ con- 
vention, at Stockton, in December; 1910, reports were current that a 

number of fig growers in the San Joaquin Valley were digging up 
their bearmg Smyrna trees, owing to the difficulty of obtaiming 
caprifigs containing Blastophaga to pollinate their fruit. Walter T. 
Swingle and the writer proceeded to Ceres, where most of the 
destruction of trees had occurred, and called a meeting of growers 
who could be quickly reached by telephone. There were 12 or 
13 growers present, who were admonished not to destroy any more 
trees, as the United States Department of Agriculture had taken 
a lease on the Maslin orchard, containing 72 capri trees, and would 
furnish the entire crop to the growers at the bare cost of gathering 
and shipping the fruit, namely, 50 cents per box containing 160 to 
175 figs. The growers next season availed themselves of the oppor- 
tunity to the extent of over 600 boxes, 96,000 figs, with the result 
that no more fig trees were destroyed. In addition to devoting the 
entire crop of caprifigs of the orchard to the growers, cuttings from 
the best trees were offered gratis to anyone who desired to avail 
himself of the privilege. Besides several fine Smyrna varieties, the 
orchard contains several of the finest capri varieties in cultivation. Of 
the capri varieties, several bear the largest caprifigs ever seen in this 
country, with correspondingly large numbers of Blastophaga from 
the ample gall zones and having large staminate clusters with 
abundance of pollen. They possess, besides, a vigor and hardi- 
ness that has never failed to carry the mamme crop safely through 
the hardest frosts of California winters. Detailed descriptions of 
these will be found in another part of this bulletin. 

HARVESTING AND CURING. 

The fig ripens and dries on the tree and when it falls all of the small 
and medium-sized fruits are sufficiently cured to keep, while those 
of large size require further exposure to the sun for a day or two, 
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either on the ground or on wooden platforms. In some respects the 
normal climate of the great interior valley of California is superior 
to that of Asia Minor, where summer dews are prevalent and fall 
rains sometimes injure the crop. 

It is a good practice to gather the figs very often, say two or three 
times a week. One successful grower who puts up an exceedingly 
fine product gathers the figs every day. One reason for this is that 
the eye of a caprified fig is usually quite open and the longer it remains 
on the ground the more likely it is to be visited by beetles that leave 
eggs inside the fig, causing a wormy product. 

Sulphuring is not necessary to improve the appearance of Smyrna 
figs, as it is for the Adriatics and some other varieties. Some 

P30025A—CP. 

Fig. 9.—Drying grounds at Fresno, Cal. In the foreground figs are being dried on platforms, while to 

the left are stacks of trays already dried. 

erowers think that spreading the figs out on trays and stacking 
them so as to keep them out of the direct rays of the sun to finish up 
the dryimg makes them lighter colored. 

The first operation after the figs are gathered from the ground is 
to rinse them in clear water and spread them out on wooden plat- 
forms, such as are used, for drying raisins, until the surplus moisture 
has evaporated (fig. 9). They are then dumped into boxes. In the 
raisin region sweat boxes are used for the purpose. They should be 
pressed down into a solid mass and should remain in that condition 
until ready to be packed or sold to the packer. The product is thereby 
greatly improved, as the overdried fig absorbs moisture from the 
underdried, thus equalizing the whole mass. This process also 
causes the skin of the fig to absorb moisture and sugar from the 
interior pulp and this renders it pliable and tender. 
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PACKING FIGS. 

Most growers pack the figs in clean cotton bags, in which con- 
dition they are sold to the packers, but others find they can add 
several cents per pound to the value of the product by doing their 
own packing. Many figs are packed in 5-pound and 10-pound 
boxes and many more'in fancy cartons holding from one-half to 1 
pound each. The expense of fitting up a packing house is inconsider- 
able, the appliances required being a kettle set in a furnace for heat- 
ing boiling water or brine, forms for packing the figs in half-pound 
or 1-pound bricks, and a press to apply pressure to the packed 
product. The bricks which go into the cartons are wrapped in waxed 
paper, which tends to retard drying out. 

P80025B—CP. 

Fic. 10.—Processing house. The dipping vat is shown in the center. 

The packing operations begin by exposing the figs to boiling brine | 
for a minute or two in wire baskets or by means of a prune dipper 
where it is done on a very large scale (fig. 10). The brine is made 

with from 3 to 4 ounces of salt to the gallon of water. Care should 
be taken not to make the brine so salt as to be apparent to the taste - 
in eating the fig. The object of the process is to destroy by heat the 
eggs of any insect that may have entered the fig while it was lying 
on the ground and also to help retain the moisture and prevent dry- 
ing out, as it is well known that salt absorbs moisture to some extent. 
Some growers put their figs through a sizing machine at a certain. 
stage of the work, separating the fruit into about three grades. The 
smaller and also any defective fruit, including split figs, finds a 
ready market ordinarily at 2 to 4 cents a pound, and is used by 
manufacturers of pastry products. 

a 
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The medium and large fruits are packed by themselves, making 
two to three grades with names to suit the fancy of the packers. 
Those intended for ornamental cartons are flattened out between 
the fingers of the operator, the eye end is turned under and then the 
fig is split from apex to stem and spread out to the width of the 
form in which the brick is packed, being arranged in layers until the 
form is filled. The bricks are put under the press and thus compacted 
into a solid block. These blocks or bricks are wrapped in wax paper 
and placed in fancy cartons upon which the producer’s*name or 
brand is embossed or are packed in layers in 5-pound and 10-pound 
wooden boxes. . 

Another style of packing, called “lacoum” in Smyrna, in which 
each fig is pressed by hand into a square shape and then packed into 
rows in the cartons, is described and illustrated in Dr. Hisen’s bulle- 
tin (11). | 

| SHIPPING FRESH FIGS. 

The consumption of fresh or undried figs in the city markets is 
building up a trade of considerableimportance. The large populations, 
especially, of peoples from southern Europe, who count the fruit in 
this condition as an almost indispensable luxury, have all brought 
to this country their liking for fresh figs, which demands that fruit 
growers cater to this trade. The Smyrna fig is so superior to the 
common varieties that when the supply is sufficient at reasonable 
prices, the markets can take large quantities of the fruit in this form. 

Only the choicest fully mature specimens of uniform size should 
be shipped. Such fruit appeals toeverybody. The usual method of: 
packing now in use is in wooden boxes about 12 by 16 inches in size 
and corresponding in depth to the size of the largest figs, holding about 
8 pounds, The fruit carries best when packed in a single layer, the 
boxes being lined with white paper and the rows of figs separated 
by strips of the same. No doubt egg boxes, in which each fruit 
would be out of contact with its neighbor, would be ideal carriers. 

If a plan not too expensive could be devised by which ripe figs 
could be laid down in eastern cities, a large trade in Smyrna figs 
could be built up. Experiments have been made which have met 
with some success. A shipment of 50 boxes sent from Ceres, Cal., in 
an iced fruit car was sold readily in Chicago at 20 cents a pound. A 
smaller lot, shipped in a pony refrigerator from Indio, Cal., reached 
New York City in perfect condition and brought $4.62 per 1-layer 
box of 7 or 8 pounds. In each case the consignee asked for more. 
The best results were had with the pony. refrigerators, but the cost 
of express charges on the pony and the necessary weight of ice are 
almost prohibitory. Fresh Smyrna figs are so much superior to 
any ever seen in eastern cities that they would meet with an active 
demand at reasonable or even high prices. Here, then, is a field 
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that ought to engage the attention of experimenters, not only in the 
Southwest, but also in the South Atlantic and Gulf Coast States. 

SMYRNA FIG CULTURE IN THE SOUTHERN STATES. 

Many varieties of Adriatic figs are already successfully cultivated 
throughout the great coastal plain from Texas to the Carolinas, chiefly 
for home consumption, canning, and preserving. The home fruit gar- 
den usually contains a few thrifty trees, which provide for the owner 
liberal supplies of fresh figs from the middle of July to well into Septem- 
ber. The varieties now in most general cultivation are Celeste, Magno- 
lia, Ischia, Brunswick, and Brown Turkey. The first mentioned is the 
favorite in Louisiana, especially in the neighborhood of New Orleans. 

The Smyrna fig on the Pacific coast is equally as frost resistant as 
any of the varieties mentioned. In fact, some of the oldest and 
largest fig trees seen by the writer in the Southern States are of the 
Smyrna type. These trees, it is surmised, are accidental seedlings 
from imported Smyrna figs and include the capri, or staminate, as 
well as the Smyrna, or pistillate, trees, located at various widely 
separated points. Through the lack of fig insects to pollinate their 
fruits no crop is ever secured from such scattered Smyrna trees, the 
figs dropping when about half grown. On this account, Prof. Reimer 
(39), of the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, advised 
that all such seedlings in North Carolina be cut down and replaced 
by varieties that do not require caprification. A caprifig tree was 
discovered and identified in the business section of San Antonio, 
Tex., through the assistance of E. B. Pauly. Other old Smyrna fig 
trees were located with the assistance of George E. Murrell, the 
horticulturist of a railway company. Prof. Boudousquie, of Spring 
Hill College, Mobile, Ala., has half a dozen capri trees, 6 years old, at 
Battles Wharf, on the east shore of Mobile Bay. Capt. Lawrence, 
at Fairhope, in the same neighborhood, has grown Smyrna figs with 
varying success for several years by using caprifigs containing ferti- 
lizing insects, these caprifigs being sent to him from California, but 
has not succeeded in establishing a colony of Blastophaga on his 
capri tree, perhaps because it is not of a good variety. 

On Dauphin Island several old fig trees 8 to 10 inches in diameter 
had suffered severely from a hurricane at the time the writer exam- 
ined them, but showed no injury from frost. To the warm waters of 
the Gulf of Mexico is due the immunity of the locality from frost. 

At Brunswick, Ga., a large capri tree was found at the home of 
Mrs. L. M. Russell. The tree is supposed to be 18 years old. It is 
5 feet in circumference 6 feet from the ground and has a spread of 
35 to 40 feet. At Savannah a large Smyrna fig tree was discovered 
on the premises of Mrs. S. D. Richards. This tree has a trunk 10 
inches in diameter. Capt. S. G. Stoney, president of the Charleston 
County Agricultural Society, C. F. Nevins, and M. L. Bissell rendered 
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valuable assistance in locating these trees. At Augusta, Ga., R. C. 
Berckmans is growing many varieties of figs and was able to give the 
writer much valuable information on the subject. From these in-~/ 

vestigations it is apparent that there exists no climatic obstacle to 
the growing of Smyrna figs in the Southern States. 

Besides ascertaining the climatic fitness for the successful growth 
of Smyrna trees, a further important step looking to successful Smyrna 
fig culture has been taken. Colonies of the fig insect have been 
established at two points in the South. A colony was established in 
the old capri tree at San Antonio, Tex., in 1917, and in two trees at. 
Brunswick, Ga. The insects sent in caprifigs from the Department 
of Agriculture’s orchard at Loomis, Cal., were placed in the San 
Antonio tree by E. B. Pauly, where they established themselves and 
seemed to thrive in spite of a fall in temperature to 25° F.; but later 
a drop to 13° F. extermimated the whole colony. The capri trees at 
Brunswick, Ga., belonging to Mrs. L. M. Russell and George H. Cook 
carried their crop through the winter of 1917-18 without injury, and 
the fig insects entered the spring crop of caprifigs, causing a full set- 
ting of fruit. Mrs. Russell sent a few of her figs to San Antonio and 
reestablished the colony on the old tree at that point.! 
A serious obstacle to the fig industry in the South is the prevalence 

of wet weather during the ripening period, causing most varieties to 
sour and also preventing the fruit from drying on the trees, as it 
does everywhere in California. 

Sufficient evidence has been accumulated as to the possibility of 
Smyrna fig culture in the Southern States to justify experimenting 
with this type of fig. Even if the crop can not be dried without 
artificial heat, it is probable that owing to its greater sugar content 
the Smyrna fig will resist the tendency to sour and for this reason 
will prove to be suitable for shipping in a fresh state to the northern 
and other city markets. a 

It should be borne in mind, however, that success in growing 
Smyrna figs is absolutely dependent upon the presence of caprifig 
trees colonized with the fig insect. Until it has been demonstrated 
that the insect can be carried successfully through several seasons it 
will not be advisable to undertake commercial plantings of figs of the 
Smyrna type. There are, however, many scattered chance seedlings 

of the Smyrna type already in existence the fruit of which now goes 
to waste. Experiments should be conducted in caprifying their crops 
if female trees or in establishing the fig insect in them if they hap- 
pen to be caprifigs. The summer or main crop of edible figs of the 
Smyrna type should be setting in late May or early June, when they 
are ready for caprification; the profichi or main crop of the caprifig tree 
should besetting in March, when the fig insects may best be introduced. 

1 Caprifigs from the Russell tree at Brunswick p.aced in the Richards tree at Savannah (Smyrna type) on 

June 1, 1918, caused a large crop of excellent figs to mature, the first fruits ever secured from this old tree. 
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STARTING A SMYRNA FIG ORCHARD. 

In starting a fig orchard the selection of the best varieties adapted 
to the locality is a matter of supreme importance. It can not he too 
strongly impressed upon the beginner that his main dependence in 
planting the orchard should be upon the Lob Ingir, the standard 
Smyrna fig of the world and the variety universally grown commercially 
in the Meander Valley of Asia Minor. (See fig. 1.) Sometimes 

planters are advised to put out the Adriatic, under the mistaken idea 
that it is a heavier bearer than the former. Experience has demon- 
strated that if the Smyrna is liberally supplied with caprifigs the 

Fig. 11.—A fig tree of the Stanford variety. The fruit does not split in ripening, asin the case of 

other figs, and it ripens about two weeks earlier than that of the Lob Ingir. 

reverse is the case. The eastern cities are flooded with the inferior 
Adriatic figs, the repulsive acid taste of which, derived from the 
sulphur used in bleaching, is giving California dried figs a bad repu- 
tation. Shippers should realize that they are doing wreparable injury 
to the fig trade by putting this inferior fruit upon the market. It 
must be apparent to anyone who has sampled the Adriatic fruit now 
found in quantities in the eastern cities that a great fig trade which 
will successfully compete with the imported Smyrna fruit can not be 
built up with this inferior Adriatic fruit. 

If the planter desires to experiment in a small way, some of the 
varieties described in another part of this bulletin may be tried. 
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Perhaps among these the Stanford variety (fig. 11), on account of its 
earliness and nonsplitting character when ripening, is one of the most 
promising. 

Almost any grower of Lob Ingir figs in California can supply cuttings 
at a nominal rate when pruning his trees. This enables a fig orchard 
to be started at a very small cost; though, if preferred, trees can now 
be obtained from most nurserymen. 

One of the indispensable requirements of successful Smyrna fig 
growing is a carefully selected assortment of capri trees. Since the 
undertaking is absolutely dependent on the Blastophaga, it is evident 
that varieties must be selected that experience has shown are capable 

Fig. 12.—The original Milco caprifig tree, Niles, Cal. 

of sustaining all three caprifig crops and all three generations of the 
fertilizing insects. 

The first consideration is to secure capri varieties which never fail 
to carry a good winter (mamme) crop in spite of frosts and adverse 
conditions. This insures insects for an abundant spring (profichi) 
crop and must be followed by a good summer (mammoni) crop. As 
an abundant supply of good caprifigs at the proper season is the 
ultimate object of the capri plantation, four or five of the best kinds 
should be planted at the rate of two good trees to each acre of 
Smyrnas. In this list the grower can not be too earnestly urged to 
include the Milco caprifig, which has proved itself to be one of the 
best to carry all the crops of the caprifig to perfection (fig. 12). 
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Sometimes it is thought advisable to plant capri varieties first, for 
the reason that they usually fail to carry the mamme crop through the 
winter until they have reached the age of 4 or 5 years. As the capri 
trees produce the other two crops as early as the Smyrna, the diffi- 
culty may be avoided by securing from older orchards mamme capri- 
figs early in April to caprify the spring crop of the capri trees, thus 
providing a supply of profichi for caprifying the Smyrna crop of the 
young trees. 

MAKING AND ROOTING CUTTINGS. 

A fig orchard may be started by planting cuttings directly where 
the future trees are to stand, as is done in Asia Minor, but the almost 
universal practice in California is to plant the cuttings in nursery rows 
where they can be supplied with the necessary moisture until rooted. 
Cuttings taken from terminal branches and about 10 to 12 inches in 
length are preferable. In taking the cutting it should be cut through 
a node rather than between nodes, for the reason that between the 
nodes the pith is quite large and when planted leaves a hole in the 
bottom of the tree, while at the node the stem is solid. 

In putting out the cuttings in the dry climate of California and 
other Southwestern States it is important that they be planted deeply, 
leaving not more than half an inch above the surface. If any large 
proportion of the cutting projects above the ground, the evaporation 
from the bark is such that the absorption below, there being no roots, . 
will be insufficient to supply the loss of moisture and many of the 
cuttings will die. 

The: trees should be platted not less than 30 feet apart, and at the 
time of planting should be cut down to within about 2 feet of the 
surface. The ground should be plowed deeply and well: pulverized, 
and if any hardpan exists it should be loosened by exploding a half 
stick of dynamite where each tree is to stand. The trees should be 
liberally irrigated until they are well established, but irrigation should 
not be continued later than the beginning of August. Anything that 
tends to keep up the circulation of the sap, preventing the wood from 
thoroughly ripening, renders the young trees liable to injury by frost. 

Smyrna fig trees will give a few figs the third year. The fourth 
year, if they do well, should furnish a crop that will pay ali the ex- 
penses of cultivation. From that time on, the crop and profits will 
increase for a generation. 

ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE. 

The fig endures about the same degree of cold as the olive. If not 
long continued, a minimum of 12° to 14° F. above zero is not injur- 
ious to mature trees, but this appears to be about the limit. Young 
trees if in a succulent condition would be badly set back if not killed 
at such temperatures. The cultivated fig (Ficus carica) delights in a 
dry, warm climate, but thrives also in a moist one, but not in the 
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moist Tropics. The Smyrna fig, by far the best type in cultivation, 
is more exacting than the Adriatic class in the relation between cli- 
mate and fruit production, as its crop of fruit is absolutely dependent 
on the fertilizing insect (Blastophaga psenes) and its culture on a com- 
mercial scale is therefore confined at present to regions where the 
winters are sufficiently mild to permit the mamme or winter insect- 
bearing crop to live through without injury. 

While figs for fresh consumption can be grown successfully in 
moist and cool coastal regions, fig drying can be successfully carried 
on only in regions where the weather from the end of August and con- 
tinuing through September and October is sufficiently warm to ripen 
the crop. This season of the year should be free from rains. A 
ereat commercial industry will always be confined to the production 
of dried figs; therefore, at this season of the year dry, sunny weather 
is indispensable. 

PRESERVING MAMME CAPRIFIGS. 

The discovery was made a few years ago by: Henry Markarian, of 
Fresno, Cal., that mamme caprifigs gathered in December before the 
advent of severe frosts and packed in layers in damp sand or damp 
sphagnum moss and placed in outhouses or cellars where they may be 
protected from excessive cold can in this way be carried through the 
season of cold weather. It appears that the figs contain sufficient latex 
and the ovaries sufficient protoplasmic matter to feed and develop 
the insect to maturity, and all that is required is moisture enough 
in the packing material to prevent drying out. It is found that the 
insects reach maturity about the same time as those left on the tree. 

Repeated experiments by the writer have shown that the period 
of issue can be regulated to a considerable extent by adjusting the 
temperature of the room or building where the figs are kept. A 
slight increase in the temperature hastens the development, and a 
corresponding lowering of the temperature retards it. In one instance 
figs were gathered on December 19, and the insects began to issue 
early in April. Some of these figs were sent from San Francisco to a 
location in southern Texas. The receiver reported the arrival of the 
figs in good condition and the insects began to issue on April 13 and 
entered. the figs of his profichi crop. From these experiments it is 
evident that detached caprifigs can be successfully carried through 
winters in storage where the temperature is so low that, the figs on the 
trees might be destroyed, thus making it possible to grow Smyrna 
figs in regions where frosts would otherwise interfere with success. 

SOIL REQUIREMENTS. 

The soil requirements of the fig are less exacting than those of 
climate. The size and quality of the fruit, however, are affected to a 
considerable extent by the character of the land on which it is grown. 
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Some varieties, like the Mission, seem to thrive on almost any kind of 
soil from light sand to heavy adobe. It is pretty well settled, how- 
ever, that the best Smyrna figs are grown on quite heavy soil rather 
than light sand. The water requirements of the fig are less than 
those of most other fruit trees. Still, it demands above all well- 
drained land and some irrigation. It does not succeed, for instance, 
on land where the Bartlett pear thrives. Next to a well-drained, 
compact loam, a rich sandy loam is best, and a good dressing of stable 
manure will always repay the cost of application in the increased size 
of the fruit. A good percentage of lime in the soil is important. 
Some growers contend that lime reduces nematode infestation to a 
considerable degree. 

CULTIVATION AND IRRIGATION. 

The fig tree responds to good care and culture as readily as any 
other fruit tree. ‘The orchard should be cultivated after every irri- 
gation, and toward the end of the season it is well to have the ground 
under the trees mellow in order to avoid a hard surface upon which 
the ripe figs fall. Many orchards in California, especially on deep 
bottom land, produce good crops entirely without irrigation, while on 
shallower soil a good supply of water is necessary. A prominent 
grower at Fresno says that he raises large crops by a heavy irrigation 
in May or the beginning of June and another when caprifying at the 
end of June. 

PRUNING. 

The fig requires less pruning than any other fruit tree. After setting 
and cutting back to about 2 feet from the ground the aim should be to 
produce an open, symmetrical top, so as to admit plenty of sunshine 
and at the same time shade the trunk to prevent sunburn; still the 
branches are to be kept up out of the way of the cultivators. Many 
planters use tree protectors to shade the trunk until the tree top 
offers the necessary shade. In the beginning the top should be 
started with three or four branches, which are to be the framework 
of the future tree. The after treatment will require little more than 
the removal of chafing branches and the suckers which start from the 
ground at the base of the trunk. The main idea to be kept in mind 
is that the ripening crop requires plenty of air and sunshine. 

GRAFTING. 

Occasionally it will be found convenient or advisable to change 
inferior varieties to Smyrnas by grafting. Any of the ordinary 
methods employed on other fruit trees can be used. The only point 
of importance is always to use for scions 2-year-old wood. It may 
be from one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch in diameter. If 1-year- 
old wood is used, not more than one-fourth to one-third of the grafts 
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will grow, while if 2-year-old wood is used and the work carefully 
done 95 per cent of them will grow. This is the experience of A. H. 

’ Brydges, a skillful horticulturist and caretaker of the demonstration 
fig orchard of the Department of Agriculture at Loomis, Cal. 

Experienced fig growers are now thoroughly convinced of the supe- 
riority of Smyrna figs over any other kind as a profitable crop, and in 
many places they are grafting over their Adriatic trees to Smyrnas, 
thus about doubling the value of the product. If the tree to be 
changed is large, it is best to take two years for the work, as to 
remove the whole top in one season often proves too much of a shock 
to the parent tree. If the grafts do well, they will produce some 
figs the second year. 

FREEDOM FROM DISEASES AND INSECT PESTS. 

The fig possesses several advantages over other deciduous fruit 
trees. One is that little thinning is required to produce large-sized 
fruit, as is necessary with peaches, apricots, etc., since the size of the 
crop can be regulated by the number of caprifigs applied. The crop 
is never cut off by late spring frosts, for the reason that it pushes 
long after the last frosts occur. Up to the present time the fig tree 
in California has also been virtually free from insect pests and dis- 
eases, so that spraying has never been necessary. 
A few cases of fungus on Adriatic and Mission trees have been 

reported, but they are not regarded as serious. A blackish smut or 
fungus sometimes is found in dried figs. Its appearance is not unlike 
the smut in cereals, and it can usually be detected by a discoloration 
of the skin. It may also be detected when no outward discoloration 
occurs by squeezing the figs, which ruptures the inclosmg membrane 
and forces out the spores in a dark dustlike powder. As the spores ° 
are blown about by the wind, it is important that all affected figs be ~ 
immediately destroyed by burning or depositing them in a receptacle 
containing a weak solution of formalin or corrosive sublimate, or 
even hot water. All refuse figs and trash from the orchard should be 
cleaned up and burned. 

Large fig-eating beetles, known as June bugs, are troublesome in 
parts of Arizona, but have not been observed in California: Nema- 
todes, minute worms infesting the roots, are found in many localities, 
but as yet they have not become a serious pest. 
A small spotted beetle (Carpophilus hemiplerus) works in souring 

and fermenting figs, prunes, etc., and is really a packing-house insect. 
The little fly which frequents souring figs is the well-known vinegar 
fly. These insects can be abated to a considerable extent by cleaning 
up and burning the refuse leaves and decaying fruit from the orchard. 
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THE SPLITTING OF FIGS. 

In certain seasons a few of the ripening figs split upon the tree. 
While this is an injury to some extent, it is not a very serious one. 
There seems to be a difference of opinion as to the cause. Some 
growers are firmly of the opinion that it is caused by too many 
Blastophagas, or, in other words, by overpollination; others think 
that it is due to too much irrigation. The writer, however, is con- 

-vinced that these are not the principal causes, but that the cause is 
principally climatic. If damp weather, not necessarily rain, occurs 
during the ripening period, it seems to stimulate the circulation of 
the sap and gorges the fruit with juice until the pressure is such that 
the tender skin fails to resist and the fig splits open. If, however, 
this period of dampness is followed by warm, sunny weather, such 

- figs dry without souring, the split closes up, and they are readily dis- 
posed of at 2 to 4 cents per pound, which pays for gathering and caring 
for them. The proportion of figs that split rarely exceeds 25 per 
cent; nearly always the proportion is much less. | 

Trees have been observed standing on the banks of irrigating 
ditches where the supply of moisture was continuous and showing 
less split figs than trees in the same orchard that received only 
occasional irrigation. It appears that when the ground has become 
too dry and water is then applied a stimulation in the circulation of 
the sap is caused and'is almost invariably followed by more or less 
splitting, while if the supply of moisture has been continuous few, if 
any, splits occur. The splitting of oranges and prunes is attributed 
by many to the same cause. 

FIG BREEDING. 

Fertile seeds can be secured from all kinds of our cultivated figs 
by caprification and the breeder can readily perpetuate by vegetative 
propagation desirable hereditary characteristics in his seedling trees. 
It has been found from experience, however, that about one-half of 
such seedlings are capri or staminate trees. The process is exceed- 
ingly simple. A twig is selected with a number of figs from three- 
eighths to three-quarters of an inch in diameter (the receptive size 
in most varieties) which have not been entered by the insects. Drop 
into a paper bag a caprifig with Blastophaga ready to issue and tie 
it tightly over the twig, and the insects will do the rest. At the end 
of two or three weeks remove the paper bag and replace it with one 
of mosquito netting for protection against birds and to prevent the 
ripe dried fig from falling to the ground. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF VARIETIES. 

For the purposes of this bulletin it is deemed sufficient to describe 
those Smyrna fig varieties that are promising or have already 
assumed importance in the fig industry. Of the hundred or more 
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caprifig varieties, either imported or originated from seed in this 
country, it is deemed sufficient to describe only those which from 
their desirable qualities are of permanent interest to Smyrna fig 
erowers. Dr. Hisen (11) describes briefly 20 of the Smyrna fig and 

caprifig varieties. These descriptions, as well as those by George C. 
Roeding, have been drawn upon to a considerable extent, while those 
of seedling varieties which have originated in California are from the 
studies of the writer at the Loomis orchard and other localities where 
these varieties are in cultivation. The attempt is made in the descrip- 
tions, when practicable, to give sufficient details to enable the reader 
to identify the variety. 
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SMYRNA VARIETIES. 

Lob Ingir.—The Lob Ingir (fig. 1) known also as Erbeyli, Calimyrna, etc., is the 

great commercial fig of the Meander Valley, Asia Minor, commonly called Smyrna, 

after the port from which it is exported to all parts of the world. The tree isa vigorous 
grower; leaves very large, up to 8 by 10 inches, with generally five lobes, a few with 

three, and occasionally entire; lobes separated by broad, deep sinuses, optuse toward 

apex, finely to coarsely serrate, dark glossy green and rough above, lighter and smooth 

beneath; petioles and veins greenish white; the former about half the length of the 

blade; stipules pointed, brown when falling; fruit medium to very large, flat or onion 
shaped, up to 3 inches in diameter, flat.at apex; skin very thin, color light pea green 

when immature, delicately pubescent, fading to delicate light lemon yellow at 
maturity, with scattered whitish dots, some of which are elongated; thin, medium to 

short neck; stem very short; eye large, open, bordered by whitish protruding scales 

a little ighter than the skin, surrounded by a dark ring or iris, ribs conspicuous from 
apex to stem, branched, smoothing out as the fruit ripens; seeds large but not very 

abundant; pulp pink when unripe, deepening to dark amber at maturity; flesh thin, 

white or greenish white. The sweetest and most luscious fig for consumption fresh 
and unequaled as a dried fruit. Introduced into this country from Asia Minor by the 
writer, a small shipment arriving in 1880 and 14,000 cuttings during the winter of 
1881-82. 
Kassaba.—Introduced from Asia Minor in 1882; tree vigorous, an upright grower, 

outer branches drooping under a heavy load of fruit; leaves very large, up to 8 by 10 

inches, nearly all three lobed; lobes broad toward apex, blunt, making a right angle; 

sinuses shallow, one-fourth depth of blade, lobes occasionally overlapping; upper 

surface light glossy green, slightly rough to the touch, smooth and lighter beneath; 

edges fine to coarsely serrate; petioles and veins greenish white, tomentose, the 
former one-fourth. to one-third the length of the blade; stipules pointed, light green; 

fruit pyriform, lopsided, truncate; color pea green, fading to lemon yellow at maturity, 
lighter toward apex; ribs prominent, branched, wider apart toward neck, extending 
almost from apex to stem; skin with delicate whitish bloom and faint whitish dots; 

neck short, stout, stem very short; eye medium, open, bracts pinkish and not pro- 

truding; pulp pinkish red, darkening to brown at maturity, flesh rather thick before 
' maturity, tinged with green which penetrates a sixteenth of an inch from the skin; 

seeds medium to large, but not numerous. 

Blowers.—Tree thrifty and vigorous, of upright growth; leaves very large, mostly 

three lobed, a few with five lobes, dark glossy green, rough above, lighter below, veins 

and petioles yellowish green, edges of lobes dentate; petioles about one-third the length 
of blade? fruit medium, globose, flattened at apex; ribs irregular, prominent, and 

darker than skin between;skin lemon yellow, covered with scattered whitish dots; neck 

small, bent to one side, longer than in the Lob Ingir; stem medium length; pulp 
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pink before and dark amber after maturity, intensely sweet, good flavor; eye medium, 

open. 
This variety was derived from cuttings of the writer’s importation from Smyrna in 

1882, planted on the ranch of the late R. B. Blowers, Woodland; Cal. Turkish name 

unknown; named “‘ Blowers” by Dr. Gustav Eisen. b 

Bisen.—A seedling of the Maslin orchard at Loomis, Cal., from the best type of 
imported Smyrna figs. The tree is unfortunately located near a swampy spot in the 

orchard and is not in normal condition’. Grafts have been inserted in better localities 
where the fruit is showing high quality. 

The following description is from vigorous, thrifty grafts. Leaves medium to large, . 
mostly five lobed; lobes bluntly pointed, edges coarsely serrate; upper surface dark, 

glossy green, rough, smooth beneath, sinuses variable from shallow to deep, with no 

overlapping of lobes; petioles greenish white, one-third the length of blade, veins a 
shade lighter, covered with soft tomentum; stipules light green; fruit large to very 
large, 2 to 23 inches in diameter, onion shaped like the Lob Ingir; neck thin, short; 

stem very short; ribs prominent from apex to neck, often branched; skin very thin 

and delicate, covered with white dots which remain till maturity; color greenish 
yellow, changing to translucent amber when dry; occasionally the delicate skin cracks, 

showing the white flesh within; pulp juicy, light amber, more transparent than the 
Lob Ingir and extending to very near the skin, leaving the flesh very thin; flavor 

sweet and rich. A large portion of the crop at Loomis is self-sealed like the Rixford. 

Cuttings in small numbers have been distributed to the best fig localities, and if its 
high quality at Loomis is sustained at other places it will prove to be a valuable addi- 

tion to the list of desirable figs. Named in honor of Dr. Gustav Eisen. 

Hilgard.—Large, thrifty tree, spreading top, trunk knobby, 24 feetin diameter. At 3 

feet from the ground it divides into four large branches. Leaves three to five lobed, 
many entire, glossy green above, rough, light green below; sinuses shallow, lobes 

acute, edges finely to coarsely serrate; petioles one-fourth to one-third the length of 

the blade, covered with very short tomentum or glabrous; veins a lighter shade; fruit 
medium in size, lemon yellow, skin covered with minute whitish dots and very deli- 

cate bloom, flat or onion shaped; ribs irregular, branched, extending from apex to 

stem, smoothing out at maturity; eye open, bracts pink, with a dark circle surround- 
ing; neck very short or none; stem very short; pulp rosy red, deepening to dark amber 

at maturity; seeds medium sized, not very numerous. This seedling tree of the 

Maslin orchard at Loomis is almost immune from splitting, while fruit on adjoining trees 
splits badly. This is a very sweet and excellent flavored fig. Named in honor of the. 
late Prof. E. W. Hilgard. 

Rixford.—A seedling raised from the best imported Smyrna brand, planted by E. W. 
Maslin in 1886 on his ranch at Loomis, Cal. The tree is vigorous, thrifty, and the 

largest in the Maslin orchard of 172 trees; drooping habit with a spread of branches 
over 50 feet and diameter of trunk 2 feet; leaves large, up to 8 by 8 inches, light green 

above without gloss, three to five lobed, a few entire, finely to coarsely serrate, sinuses 
shallow, not more than one-third the length of blade; petioles one-third to one-half the 
length of blade, and with veins whitish green, smooth, covered with short, soft tomen- 

tum; stipules pointed, whitish green. Fruit medium sized, up to 14 to 24 inches, - 

round-obtuse, somewhat flattened at the apex, neck small, short, bent to one side; 

stem very short; ribs prominent from apex to neck, smoothing out at maturity; skin 

thin, color lemon yellow, greenish toward the apex, with scattered white dots from 

center to neck, some elongated; eye small; bracts short, white, surrounded by dark 
ring at maturity; pulp deep red, changing to brown amber when mature and dry. In 
a large portion of the figs the eye is sealed as they ripen by the gradual hardening of a 

drop of pellucid gum, effectually excluding filth and beetles and other insects. They 

do not sour, as germs of fermentation are also excluded. Very sweet and fine flavor, 

but with the fault at Loomis in some seasons of splitting badly. One of the earliest 

~ 
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varieties in the Maslin orchard, frequently maturing as early as the first week in 

August. Described and named by Walter T. Swingle, of the United States Depart- 

ment of Agriculture. 
Stanford.—A large, thrifty tree with dense top (fig. 12). Leaves medium to large, 

three to five lobed or entire, sinuses shallow and broad, lobes bluntly pointed, edges 

finely to coarsely serrate or wavy; dark green, rough, without gloss on upper surface, 

smooth beneath, with soft tomentum, petioles one-half to one-third the length of 

blade and with veins greenish white and tomentose; fruit medium, a little smaller than 
the ordinary Lob Ingir, turbinate or globular; neck small, very short; stem medium 

to short; ribs not very prominent, irregular, extending from eye to neck, color lemon 

yellow, with greenish tinge at maturity; eye very small, surrounded by dark ring, 
scales whitish; pulp bright rosy red, dark amber at maturity; flesh white, tinged 

with green. 

This variety consists of four giant trees growing on rich bottom land of the Stanford 
University ranch at Vina, Cal., in a row with ordinary Lob Ingir trees. These trees 

were grown from cuttings imported from Asia Minor by the writer in 1882. The fruit 
ripens a week or ten days earlier than that of other Lob Ingir trees and seems to be 
immune from splitting. During the four years that the variety has been under obser- 

vation not asingle split fig has been found on either tree, although the usual percentage 

of split fruit was found on the ordinary Lob Ingir trees in thesamerow. The manager 
of the ranch permitted the United States Department of Agriculture to take 500 cut- 
tings each year for four years for free distribution. The value of the variety will soon 
be demonstrated from these widely distributed cuttings. The writer proposes to name 
the variety “‘Stanford,’’ in honor of the late Gov. Leland Stanford, founder of 
Leland Stanford Junior University. 

West.—Another of the seedling trees of the Malin orchard, raised from the best 

imported Smyrna figs, has been named in honor of the late W. B. West, of Stockton, 
Cal., who imported a great many varieties of figs from southern Europe and did much 

for the fig industry in California. It is a large, thrifty, open-top tree, with long- 

jointed wood and drooping branches, and with a clean, smooth trunk 16 inches in 

diameter a foot from the ground. Leaves very large, deeply three to five lobed, with 

coarsely serrated edges, glossy green above, under surface smooth, covered with 

soit, short tomentum; petioles one-third to one-half the length of blade; fruit medium 

to large, pyriform; color greenish yellow, retaining the green tint toward the neck 
up to full maturity; pulp pinkish just before maturity, changing to dark amber when 
fully ripe. One of the sweetest and best all-round figs in the Maslin orchard. Skin 
very thin and almost immune from splitting. It bears a fair first crop. It is now 
being tested in many localities from extensive distributions made by the United 
States Department of Agriculture. 

Wilson.—A clean, thrifty tree of spreading habit. Leaves sae shining, dark 

ereen above, lighter and tomentose beneath, mostly three lobed, afew entire; lobes 

obtuse, sinuses broad, shallow; lobes coarsely to finely serrate, or with wavy edges; 

petioles large, greenish white, half as long as the blade, slightly tomentose or glabrous; 

veins same color as petioles; stipules light green, tipped with brown; fruit medium 

to large, ribs conspicuous; skin thin, delicate, light green, inclined to crack in ripen- 

ing, covered with scattered whitish dots, pruinose toward the stem; neck very short 

and thick; stem medium to short; eye medium, open; scales reddish brown, dis- 

closing rosy red pulp within, which darkens to chocolate brown when dry; seeds 

small, amber color; flesh thin, white. It makes a very good dried fig, rich, but not 

equal in quality to the Lob Ingir. The variety was imported by the United States 
Department of Agriculture in 1891 and named by Dr. Gustav Eisen in honor of James 

Wilson, at that time Secretary of Agriculture. 
Bardakjik.—Tree a compact, low-spreading grower, with thick, closely jointed 

branches, leaves very large, five lobed, sinuses shallow. Fruit handsome, medium to 
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large, pyriform, with short neck and long stem. Color light grayish green, covered 
with small gray dots, especially toward the neck, ribs distinct; eye small, scales not 

protruding, apex flat; skin very thin and delicate, cracking at full maturity, showing 

the white flesh beneath; pulp a rich brilliant red, seeds small and numerous. A 

first-class table fig, grown exclusively for that purpose in the Smyrna district of Asia 

Minor. Roeding says that scattering trees are to be found in gardens near Smyrna 

and in the foothills a few miles from the city. They are always caprified, but not so 
systematically as in the fig district proper. 

CAPRI VARIETIES. 

Milco.—Tree vigorous, symmetrical, spreading, dense top, clean, smooth trunk and 

branches (fig. 5); leaves medium to large, three to five lobed, dark glossy green above, 

lighter below, lobes bluntly pointed, finely to coarsely dentate, sinuses shallow; 

petioles half the length of the blade and with the veins hairy; stipules pointed, green, 

turning brown when falling; profichi fruit medium to large, turbinate, lopsided; 

neck short and stout; stem short, but increasing in length on those figs growing toward 

the end of the old wood; ribs prominent when young, smoothing out as the size in- 

creases; quite firm when the insects are ready to issue; color dark green, lighter 

toward the stem, assuming a reddish brown at maturity; eye small, with pinkish 

scales. This caprifig is unique in having a few male flowers scattered among the gall 

flowers; cluster of stamens not large; gall zone well developed and. generally filling 

‘ the cavity of the receptacle; flesh greenish white, with band of dark violet stain. 

The profichi.crop, with its generation of Blastophaga, matures later than most varieties. 

There is little doubt that the variety was imported from Italy by the late W. B. West, 

of Stockton, under the name Verdoni, but was exploited by G. N. Milco, whose name 

became attached to it. 

The Milco is an early bearer and one of the most valuable figs in cultivation. It car- 

ried its annual crop of fruit and fig wasps for 40 years on the old Gates tree, 10 miles 

west of Modesto, Cal., and on others in the vicinity of Lathrop, Cal., unaided by other 

trees in the ier ipornood: 

Loomis.—A very thrifty, open-topped tree; leaves dite to five lobed, a few entire; 
lobes broad toward the apex and obtuse, sinuses shallow, edges finely to coarsely ser- 

late; petioles half the length of the blade and with veins greenish white, slightly 
tomentose; upper surface glossy green and. very rough, under surface lighter and 
smooth. Foliage holds later than most trees. Stipules purplish brown when falling. 

Mamme crop good, up to half an inch to 14 inchesin diameter. The figs of the profichi 

crop are very large, up to 24 inches in diameter, and have a distinct neck and promi- 
nent ribs. This tree never fails to carry a good mamme crop, and it produces one of 

the earliest profichi crops in the orchard. 

Newcastle—Knobby trunk with spreading top, thrifty; leaves rough glossy: green 

with three to five lobes, mostly five, sinuses broad, half the depth of tle blade, no over- 

lapping of the lobes, margins coarsely serrate and lobes acute, petioles short, one-half 
the length of the blade, creamy white; leaves slightly glossy, green and rough above, 

lighter green beneath; petioles and veins slightly tomentose; carrying a fair mamme 

crop from three-quarters of an inch to 1} inches in diameter. Mammoni crop fair, 
containing many seeds. Produces an early profichi crop. Tree vigorgus and holding 
foliage late. 

Mason.—A thrifty, spreading tree, dense top, clean, smooth trunk; leaves with 

three to five lobes, smooth surfaces, upper side dark green, under side a little lighter, 

sinuses deep, one-half to two-thirds the length of the blade, edges finely serrate to wavy, 
points of the lobes obtuse; petioles one-third to one-half the length of the blade, veins 
slightly tomentose. A splendid and very early caprifig, never failing to carry a 
mamme crop through the winter. Profichi figs large, with enormous staminate cluster 
and a long season. 
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Ficus pseudocarica.—Introduced into California by Dr. Franceschi, of Santa Bar- 

bara. Thrifty tree, spreading habit, young wood pink, covered with short dense 
tomentum; leaves medium sized, with three and five lobes, sinuses broad and shal- 

low, one-quarter to one-third the depth of blade, lobes acute pointed, glossy green 

above, lighter below; petioles and veins pinkish, covered with soft tomentum; peti- 

oles half the length of the blade; stipules greenish pink. Figs of the mamme crop 

three-eighths to one-half an inch in diameter, long, slim neck, stemvery long, greenish 

red; profichi figs small, one-half to five-eighths of an inch in diameter, coppery red, 

long stem and neck, ribs prominent, color reddish toward sun; eye small, raised above 

surface, scales red. This caprifig, a native of northeastern Africa, is peculiar in that 

figs of the mamme crop always contain stamens and can be used to caprify first-crop 

Smyrnas, a fact noted first by Walter T. Swingle, of the United States Department of 

Agriculture. 

Bleasdale.—Large spreading tree, dense top, clean trunk about 14 feet in diameter; 

leaves dark glossy green, rough, mostly three, a few five lobed, many entire, large, up 

to 8 by 8 inches, lobes obtuse, sinuses broad and shallow, half the depth of the blade, 

edges finely to coarsely serrate or wavy; carries a good mamme crop from three-fourths 

of an inch to 14 inches in diameter; petioles medium to long, up to one-half to two-: 

thirds the length of the blade, petioles and veins greenish white and slightly tomentose. 

Figs of the profichi crop green and firm when the insects issue; rather late; abundant 

staminate cluster and large gall zone. One of the most valuable seedling capri trees 
of the Maslin orchard, never failing to carry a good mamme crop through the winter, 

with a very large profichi crop in the spring. Named for the late Dr. John Bleasdale, 
a prolific writer on the fig. 

Roeding No. 1.—A thrifty tree of low, spreading habit, long-jointed wood, leaves 

dark green without gloss, lighter shade below, three and five lobed, some entire, sin- 

uses broad, shallow, edges coarsely serrate or wavy, petioles one-third to one-half the 

length of the blade and with the veins covered with soft tomentum. Profichi figs 
pyriform, small, neck long, few and not pronounced ribs, skin dark dull green, with 

whitish dots, orifice large, flesh stained purple, gall flowers numerous, staminate 
flowers producing abundance of pollen. Profichi figs a week earlier than Roeding 
No. 2. The first Blastophaga were established in this country in the profichi crop of 

this variety from the importations of Mr. Walter T. Swingle in April, 1899. [Chiefly 
Mr. Roeding’s description. ] 

Roeding No. 2.—Thrifty, erect growth, with slender limbs and long-jointed wood; 

leaves medium to large, three and five lobes, dark green, smooth, sinuses medium 

depth, one-half that of the blade, lobes cften overlap, edges of lobes wavy; petioles 

long, one-half to two-thirds the length of blade and the veins greenish white, covered 

with soft tomentum; lobes bluntly pointed. Profichi fruit medium, almost globular; 

short stem and neck; ribs distinct, but not prominent; skin smooth, waxy, greenish 

yellow; apex flat, eye medium, shghtly raised; gall flowers numerous. Mamme crop 

usually wanting or very small; profichi crop abundant. Valuable, Mr. Roeding says, 

as lengthening the season for caprifying the Smyrna fig, but not reliable by itself, as 

it does not carry a mamme crop through the winter. 
Roeding No. 3.—Tree thrifty, straggling growth, of dwarfish habit; leaves medium, 

three and five lobes, glossy green, rough above, lighter beneath, lobes broad toward 

the apex, bluntly pointed, sinuses broad and half the length of the blade, no overlap- 

ping of lobes, edges coarsely serrate or wavy; petioles and veins greenish white, cov- 

ered with shorttomentum. Profichifruit medium sized up to 3 inches long, turbinate, 

neck and stem short; ribs conspicuous from apex to neck; skin light shining green, 

thickly covered with whitish dots; eye large, protruding from a sunken apex; good 

gall zone and staminate cluster; meat thick, stained with purple. The earliest of 
the Roeding varieties and perhaps the most valuable, asit usually carries the mamme 

crop through the winter. 
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OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INDUSTRY. 

At the present time the annual production of dried figs in Califor- 
nia amounts to about 6,000 tons, one-third of which are of the 
Smyrna type and the remainder chiefly Adriatic and Mission, the 
Adriatic including by far the largest quantity. The reason for this 
is that the Adriatic was extensively planted many years before the 
Smyrna was introduced. In a few instances Adriatic figs are still 
being planted under the mistaken idea that they are more prolific 
bearers than the Smyrna variety. One prominent grower in the San 
Joaquin Valley who has orchards of both Smyrna and Adriatic finds 
that by a liberal supply of caprifigs he gets a ton to the acre more 
from the Smyrna than from the Adriatic variety, while the former 
sells for about double the price .of the latter. At the present time he 
is engaged in grafting his Adriatic trees to the Smyrna variety. The 
fig plantings at present are confined almost entirely to the Smyrna 
type and it is only a question of a few years before the markets of 
this country will be supplied with home-grown Smyrna figs. 

The cutting off of the supplies of figs from Asia Minor and the 
countries of southern Europe by the war has so raised the prices as 
greatly to stimulate the planting of figs in this country. It is a rea- 
sonable estimate that 10,000 acres of Smyrna fig trees have been 
planted in the central San Joaquin Valley alone during the last two 
years. When these large plantings come into bearing, this country 
will be independent of importations from Smyrna, and dried figs by 
the carload will be as evident in commercial movements as raisins 

are at the present time. 
To show the increasing demand for the best figs, the purchasing 

agent for the eating houses and the newsboy trade on one of the large 
railroad systems of the country in 1913 contracted with a leading 
packer for 80,000 half-pcund cartons of California-grown Smyrna 
figs, and the supply proved insufficient. In 1914 he contracted for 
100,000 packages, and the supply was still insufficient. In 1915 he 
contracted for 120,000 packages. This buyer never handles any other 
figs as long as the California-grown Smyrna supply holds out. 

A 4-year-old Smyrna fig orchard ought to produce sufficient fruit 
to pay all the expenses of cultivation, and from that age will yield 
increasing crops indefinitely. The owner of one 20-acre orchard 9 
years of age in 1914 reported a net yield of the value of $115 per 
acre. The owner of a 40-acre orchard in the same locality, 13 years 
old, reported an income of $250 per acre. However, it should be 
mentioned that part of the last-mentioned crop was shipped to city 
markets undried. Appearances at the present time indicate that 
it will be but a few years before the 15 or 16 million pounds of figs 
annually imported from Smyrna will be supplied by the home-grown 
product. 
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N THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE we have agen- 
cies and instrumentalities, fortunately, such as no 

other Government in the world can show. The De- 
partment of Agriculture is undoubtedly the greatest 
practical and scientific agricultural organization in 
the world. Its total annual budget of $46,000,000 has 
been increased during the last four years more than 
72 per cent. It has a staff of 18,000, including a large 
number of highly trained experts, and alongside of 
it stand the unique land-grant colleges, which are 
without example elsewhere, and the 69 State and Fed- 
eral experiment stations. These colleges and experi- 
ment stations have a total endowment of plant and 
equipment of $172,000,000 and an income of mare 
than $35,000,000, with 10,271 teachers, a resident stu- 
dent body of 125,000, and a vast additional number 
receiving instruction at their homes. County agents, 
joint officers of the Department of Agriculture and 
of the colleges, are everywhere cooperating with the 
farmers and assisting them. The number of exten- 
sion workers under the Smith-Lever Act and under 
the recent emergency legislation has grown to 5,500 
men and women working regularly in the various 
communities and taking to the farmer the latest sci- 
entific and practical information. Alongside these 
great public agencies stand the very effective volun- 
tary organizations among the farmers themselves, 
which are more and more learning the best methods 
of cooperation and the best methods of putting to 
practical use the assistance derived from govern- 
mental sources. The banking legislation of the last 
two or three years has given the farmers access to ~ 
the great lendable capital of the country, and it has 
become the duty both of the men in charge of the 
Federal-reserve banking system and of the farm-loan 
banking system to see to it that the farmers obtain 
the credit, both short and long term, to which they 
are entitled not only, but which it is imperatively 
necessary should be extended to them if the present 
tasks of the country are to be adequately perfornied. 
Both by direct purchase of nitrates and by the estab- 
lishment of plants to produce nitrates, the Govern- 
ment is doing its utmost to assist in the problem of 
fertilization. The Department of Agriculture and 
other agencies are actively assisting the farmers to 
locate, safeguard, and secure at cost an adequate 
supply of sound seed.—From President Wilson’s 
Message to the Farmers’ Conference at Urbana, IIL, 
January 31, 1918. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF VARIETIES PRODUCED. 

The data from which figures relating to long-staple cotton and 
the comments which follow are the result of an inquiry made in 
December, 1917. Reports were obtained from the regular crop 
reporters of the Bureau of Crop Estimates, including the aids of 
the field agents and of the cotton-crop specialist of the bureau in the 
following States: Mississippi, Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, South 
Carolina, Louisiana, Arizona, and California. This information was 
supplemented by special reports from buyers, exporters, and dealers, 
from seed breeders and from special investigations of several field 
agents and the cotton-crop specialist of the Bureau of Crop Esti- 
mates. In many sections of several States reporters were unable to 

‘ obtain definite data, for only in districts where the growth of staple 
cotton has been recognized for several years is attention paid to the ~ 
length of lint. In recognized staple-producing sections, cotton is 
ordinarily bought and sold on types showing quality of staple, 
color, and trash content. Elsewhere many buyers make no effort to 
determine length and character of the staple. Where the latter 
custom obtains, it is not to be wondered at that the farmer knows but 
little of the length of lint grown on his plantation. Neither is it 
strange, where the price for all cotton, regardless of the length of 
fiber, is approximately the same, that farmers grow varieties which 
produce the most lint. It is for this reason that the notorious “ half- 
and-half” cotton and other short-lnt varieties are being largely 
planted in many sections. West of the Mississippi River this very 
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short-lint cotton has gained favor among some farmers in the. past 
few years, and until buyers refuse to purchase except at a consider- 
able reduction in price as compared to the longer-lint varieties, it 
probably will continue to be planted. 

The Department of Agriculture has repeatedly warned farmers 
against planting cotton of the “ half-and-half” and other extremely 
short-stapled varieties. Among the reasons given are the following: 

The lint of the “ half-and-half ”’ variety is of poor character, irregular, wasty, 

and very short, a large portion of the samples examined being less than seven- 

eighths of an inch in length of staple. Cotton less than seven-eighths of an 

inch is untenderable on future contracts made under the provisions of the United 

States cotton futures act, and therefore buyers will penalize it whenever dis- 

covered. 

Cotton of less than seven-eighths inch staple is of approximately the same 

spinning value as the bulk of the cotton of India. On economic principles, the 

American product should be maintained on a higher level of intrinsic worth 

than that of India in order that the American crop may not be forced to com- 

pete in the markets of the world with the cotton of India. 

Cotton of less than severl-eighths inch staple is inferior to the average Ameri- 

can quality, and localities that produce such cotton in appreciable quantities 

soon establish reputations for an inferior product. The price of all cotton in 

such markets will suffer on account of the poor reputation of the market. 

Competent cotton buyers discriminate against extremely short staple when- 

ever such cotton is discovered. They should be equally careful to discriminate 

in favor of cotton of good staple. The farmer who produces inferior cotton is 

likely to find that his product brings a price materially lower than quotations 

would indicate as its true value. The seller commonly looks upon such dis- 

crimination as a penalty, while the buyer considers that he is paying the full 

value for an inferior commodity. 

As the variety of seed planted is the primary factor in determining length of 

staple, and as there are early maturing prolific varieties which produce a staple 

of at least an inch in length, no farmer or community is justified in planting an 

inferior variety or in expecting the full market price for a debased article of 

commerce. 

The States above named produced a total of 7,909,000 bales (500 
pounds gross weight) of cotton, of which 1,264,000 bales, or 16 per 
cent, is reported as 14 inches or longer in length of staple. In all 
probability: these figures, if applied to actual measured length of lint, 
are too high. It is likely that much cotton sold as 14-inch lint, but ° 
really shorter, is included in the report. This is true also of the 
figures shown for the previous years in comparison. It is estimated 
that the remaining cotton States, with a total production of 3,377,000 
bales in 1917, and in which no close investigation was made, produced 
about 90,000 bales of long staple, not including 85,000 bales of Sea 
Island and Egyptian cotton grown in the States of Georgia, Florida, 
South Carolina, Arizona, and California. Of the total crop of 
staple cotton, 2 per cent, or 226,000 bales, including Sea Island and 
Egyptian, stapled better than 1} inches in length. 

DAMAGE TO CROP FROM WEATHER AND INSECTS. 

The cotton season of 1917 was not considered a very favorable one. 
The crop got a late start, the early part of the spring not being pro- 
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pitious for early seed germination. In much of the cotton-producing 
area of Texas and Oklahoma a severe and damaging drought ex- 
tended throughout almost the entire season. Smaller areas in other 
States also suffered from drought. Boll worms did severe damage in 
portions of north Texas and Oklahoma, and boll-weevil damage cov- 
ered a larger territory than in former years. However, in the older 
weevil-infested areas of Louisiana and Mississippi the damage was 
not so great as for the past several years. While the acreage in these 
States as compared to former years was considerably reduced, the 
crop planted showed the heaviest yield since the first weevil infesta- 
tion. A killing frost, extending over more than half of the cotton 
belt early in October, caught many immature bolls and caused great 
loss in quality, though the weather during the winter was very favor- 
able for gathering “ bollies,” or frostbitten, immature bolls. Owing 
to the high price prevailing for cotton in the fall and winter of 1917, 
“bollies ” were gathered more carefully than in former years. Here- 
tofore the bolly crop has come almost entirely from the States of 
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Missouri, but during 
the past season considerable quantities of “ bollies” were gathered in 
the States farther east. Asa result, the bolly crop this year amounts 
to several hundred thousand bales more than in any recent year. The 
first ot this cotton to move brought from 5 to 10 cents per pound 
under prices prevailing for middling cotton, but this margin subse- 
quently increased. Even at that, it paid the farmer well to harvest 
the frostbitten cotton. The large proportion of bolly cotton in sev- 
eral of the States materially lowered the average price received for 
the crop. 

SEA ISLAND COTTON. 

The sea-island cotton crop of 1917 was 71,000 bales, against a crop 
of 93,000 bales in 1916, a reduction of 23.7 per cent. This was largely 
because of weevil infestation, the pest having reached approximately 
all the sea-island producing sections of Georgia and Florida. In the 
latter State in 1917 sea-island and other cotton was planted far down 
the peninsula and splendid yields secured. In South Carolina the 
yield was reduced somewhat by the early frost in October. 

Sea-island cotton is bringing phenomenally high prices, and every 
effort is being made by farmers to produce it wherever it will grow 
and maintain its length and strength of fiber. Only a comparatively 
small portion of the cotton-producing area of the United States is 
adapted to the growth of this variety, which, requiring a longer 
maturing season, is especially susceptible to boll-weevil damage. Ex- 
periments were conducted in southern Louisiana the past two seasons 
with both sea-island and Egyptian cotton; the quantity produced 
was small, and it is still in the experimental stage, with a slightly 
increasing acreage. 
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QUALITIES REQUIRED FOR SPINNING. 

The heavier-producing and well-recognized staple-producing sec- 
tions of the country show an increase in production. This was be- 
cause of the premiums previously paid for extra-length cotton and for 
the reason that early maturing strains have been propagated in re- 
cent years which have been found to be about as early and prolific as 
the shorter varieties of lint. Length of staple does not always deter- 
mine spinning quality. Buyers pay a considerable premium for cot- 
ton combining both length and strength of fiber over cotton of con- 
siderable length but of poor strength. For this reason certain local- 
ities in which years of experience have demonstrated the power to 
produce this extra-quality staple receive a considerable premium over 
new staple districts or over sections where weather conditions tend to 
unfavorably affect the length or strength of fiber from year to year. 
Spinners, being satisfied with results from a certain section, offer 
premiums for cotton from the same point of origin year after year. 
Mills are willing to pay an extra price for “hard cotton” or “ extra- 
hard cotton.” Ordinarily there is less waste in spinning this cotton, 
and it is sometimes used to mix with soft lint to lessen’spinning waste 
and to improve the strength of the fabric. After a mill finds by 
actual experience that cotton from a certain section invariably meets 
its requirements, that from other sections apparently just as good is 
view with suspicion until it is thoroughly tested. In some sections 
1,;-inch cotton brings a premium over 14-inch cotton grown in other 
sections of the same States. 

The style and hardness of staple of equal length is very im- 
portant to the Manchester and American mills, and the man who 
passes on staple should be a good judge of staple cotton, taking into 
consideration that even, smooth staple cotton is worth considerably 
more than uneven cotton. 

/ 

DIFFERENCES IN CLASSIFICATION OF COTTON ACCORDING TO 
LENGTH OF STAPLE. 

There is a considerable difference between the American and 
Liverpool ideas as to length of staple. Much of the Texas crop, 
which averages around 1+; inches, is sold in Liverpool on types vari- 
ously described as “ good 14,” “ full 14,” “hard 14,” etc., when most of 
this cotton would probably not staple over 144; inches, American 
standard, or measured by rule. Because of this great confusion in 
stapling, the millimeter standard is gaining ground, as there is a 
general understanding of what is meant, for instance, by 32-milli- 
meter cotton, whereas a reference to 14-inch cotton brings forth the 
query, “ What kind of inch-and-one-eighth?” Tt is for this reason 
that the millimeter standard is gaining friends, especially by the 
exporters of staple and many of the cotton manufacturers. 
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Every market has a different classification and understanding of 
staples. Staple cotton is generally bought on the basis of samples, 
really, the staple being judged from types supplied by the seller 
or from the seller’s own “ marks,” it being understood that the seller 
may call the staple whatever he chooses. One trade name for extra- 
length cotton is “ Benders.” This is supposed to be heavy-bodied, 
strong, staple cotton, running from 17% to 1,3; inches or better in 
staple. This cotton is called Benders from the fact that it was 
originally grown in the river bends of the Mississippi. Of recent 
years factors have sold much cotton for Benders that never grew 
near a river. The test for this cotton is body and strength of fiber, 
with a staple running not less than 14 inches in length. 

EGYPTIAN AND DURANGO COTTON. 

The States producing the largest amount of extra-staple cotton 
in the order named are Mississippi, Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, 
South Carolina, and Louisiana. These six States produced in 1917 
92.4 per cent of the total staple crop, not including Egyptian and 
Sea Island cotton. Georgia, Tennessee, Missouri, and in fact all 
of the cotton States produce small quantities of staple cotton. Ari- 
zona and California together produced 27,000 bales of the Egyptian 
and Durango varieties in 1917. 

In California, Durango cotton was damaged by a shortage of water 
in the Imperial Valley during August, and the production was 
only 23.2 per cent of the total crop as against 30 per cent last year. 
Egyptian cotton is growing in favor in California, the crop in 1917 
being upward of 1,000 bales. This crop was grown mostly in the 

_ Palo Verde Valley and near Yuma. Considerable Egyptian cotton, 
because of the great premium offered for it, will be grown in the 
Imperial Valley of California in 1918. 

In Arizona, Egyptian cotton is now being grown exclusively in the 
Salt River Valley, the high premium being received for this crop 
forcing out the shorter varieties. In addition, Egyptian cotton is 
being grown to a considerable extent in the Yuma Valley. The total 
production of Egyptian cotton in Arizona in 1917 was 13,000 bales. 
Owing to the high premium received by the grower of the Egyptian 
variety, which enters into competition with Sea Island cotton grown 
in the Atlantic States, where the crop is seriously menaced by the 
progress of the boll weevil, great interest is being taken in Arizona 
and California lands which will produce this type of cotton. The 
effort is being made to increase the production of Egyptian cotton 
to make up for the probable reduction in the Sea Island crop, which 
it is feared will result from the continued advance of the boll weevil 
into Sea Island territory. It is very probable that the 1918 crop of 
Egyptian cotton in Arizona and California will be much larger than 
any grown heretofore. There is at last a sufficient quantity of plant- 
ing seed of the Yuma and Pima varieties developed in Arizona to 
plant a large acreage of Egyptian cotton. The acreage planted in 
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short cotton heretofore in Arizona will be largely planted to Egyp- 
tian in 1918. 

LOCATION OF AREAS OF THE PRINCIPAL PRODUCTION OF EXTRA- 
LENGTH COTTON. 

The areas ot the principal production of extra-length cotton—that 
is, where year after year the lint retains its uniform length and 
strength of fiber, texture, etc.—are well known to the trade. Cotton 
from these long-established staple sections always brings a premium 
over that grown in areas not so well known or where the season has a 
marked influence on the quality of the staples. The most important 
of these areas are the alluvial sections of Mississippi, between the 
Mississippi and Yazoo Rivers, known as the Delta; and similar 
soils in Arkansas along the Arkansas, Mississippi, and other large 
streams; in eastern and northwestern Louisiana; in northeastern 
Texas and eastern Oklahoma. In South Carolina there is much 
extra staple grown in the northeastern portion of the State in the 
counties of Darlington, Marlboro, Florence, Chesterfield, and a num- 
ber of others. Mississippi and Arkansas showed a heavy increase of 
production of staples in 1917. In fact, all of the staple-producing 
areas showed an increase except Louisiana, where there was a slight 
falling off. 

AVERAGE PRICE RECEIVED BY GROWERS. 

The average price received by growers for upland long-staple cot- 
ton in 1917 varied considerably. In the sections where much of the 
extra-length staple was above 14 inches, the average price received 
was considerably higher than in those sections where the bulk of the 
crop was scant 14. Prices for cotton above 1} inches in length are 
more uniform than for cotton from 14 to 14 inches. In Mississippi, 
Arkansas, and South Carolina the average is much higher than in 
Texas and Oklahoma, where not so much attention is paid to length 
and where the bulk of the crop will run from 1 inch to 14 inches in 
length. These prices are those prevailing about December 1, and, 
while they represent the price differences for long and short staple 
prevailing at that time, they do not represent the averages for the 
entire crop. Prices for staples around December 1 were consider- 
ably higher than later in the season. The planter realized a good 
price for his extra-length cotton, but much of it is now being held at 
a loss by factors at concentration points. 

YIELD PER ACRE. 

Extra-length cotton shows a heavier yield per acre than short cot- 
ton. This cotton is planted on the most fertile lands and is raised 
largely by the best class of farmers. Planted on the same class of 
soil and cultivated alike, short cotton will yield more lint per acre 
than long. Extra-length cotton usually requires from 100 to 300 
pounds more of seed cotton to make a 500-pound bale than short 
cotton. 
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COTTON VARIETIES COMMONLY GROWN. 

The following are the principal varieties reported as most generally 
grown in the different important staple-producing States: 

Producing length of over 14 inches——Sea Island in South Carolina, 
Georgia, and Florida; Egyptian of the Pima and Yuma, varieties in 
Arizona and California; Webber 49, Adair, Pemiscott, Mississippi 
Silk, Hartsville, Florodora, Foster, Keenan, and Coulette. 

Producing length of 14 to 14 inches—Columbia, Columbia Big 
Boll, Black Rattler, Foster, Webber and Webber 49, Express, Floro- 
dora, Allen Silk, Mississippi, White Seed, and Durango. 

Producing length under 14 inches——Triumph, Mebane, Kings, Lone 
Star, Simpkins, Rowden, Cleveland, Big ‘Boll, Trice, Moneymaker, 
Mortgage Lifter, Peterkin, Half and Half. 

Estimated length of cotton lint, crops of 1917 and 1916, in the principal staple- 
cotton producing States showing proportions, yield, and selling price of dif- 
ferent lengths. 

[In percentages and in equivalent 500-pound, gross weight, bales. Bales in thousands, i. e., 000 omitted.] 

Proportion of total crop composed of long staple, 
short staple, Sea Island, and Egyptian. 

State. Cotton ginned. | Long staple, 14 inches or over. 

1917 1916 1917 1916 1917 1916 

Bales. | Bales. | P.ct. | P.ct. | Bales. | Bales. 
SOULE © ALO Ae see cis sin taiaw ste lassi oaieie sineie Gisele si='= 1, 236 930 11.5 9.0 142 84 
MUBSIREMOOI 6550 i642 soon de se eseanSoesocabes -socesepeEee 903 811 49.7 38.0 449 308 
MONTISLATI Me eye oe ane oo) anya ini eye cine nil oe ate cierere, = 3 f= 638 443 4.0 7.0 26 31 
BRE KAS en ernie her toe Spear a ee Rinate cia aieicic 3,124] 3,725 7.6 5.0 PBY/ 186 
ANT RETIRER 3 BSCS CS4 CSE DANO Oe ESOT INS Satis?) Gel ae giereaet 973 | 1,134 24.0 17.0 234 193 
ORT O MT tee els role ae en sles atayapelnwiciaieelce No a.a oe el 958 §23 17.0 11.0 163 91 
MO UNTO yee tle ela rains ol seielotaleleliaeinrevicle Ste haldeg 56 44 23.2 30.0 13 13 
AMEVCEN iad ceo EB CEOS BA BAC SSE D RRO e IESE Se ae ne 21 8 1.0 AS" Ohi |etesysieya ee 4 
PAUIGUHOMIS ALCS eee eee ma prised ree inescsecin silences 3,377 | 3,519 2.7. 2.8 90 99 

RWitediStatesmees wcee cies seek esac sik sine 11, 286 | 11, 437 12.0 8.8 | 1,354 1,009 

Proportion of total crop composed of long staples, short staples, Sea Island, and 
Egyptian. 

Short staples under 1% inches. Sea Island or Egyptian. 

State. 

1917 1916 1917 1916 1917 1916 1917 1916 

P.ct. | P.ct. | Bales. | Bales.| P.ct. | P.ct. | Bales. | Bales. 
South) @arolinat=--—-2--4- 5222-6 2. ee 88.1 90.1} 1,089 843 0.4 0.3 5 3 
IMASSISSIP Mes sales 22 Lei Jase tee eit Salas 51.3 62 454 DOS ese hack eee Eee ee eelee ose ee 
NO UMSTOAT Beers oe easels 2 be Sess sacar 96 93 612 Atak oa bal sto etisio| eeatstorsro cate ers eats 
NES SoS ane Geo DOE ee eee 92.4 95 Cael Abe lec aoe Be BOseSHoH Mee ea sca taasusae 
INA BITC SSSI Bes See Eo ee Oe ee 76 83 739 EO YEG A RA es Se ey Rh 2 
Oldahomam iyi. ashe jones ela. as 83 89 795 (RPGs se as eae oer ae ere bree eee 
(Calliioyast ey Se eC okeh Gaeta ea aauE seaoe 75.4 70 42 31 DAM oe eee CAN EVER Ses 
PATEIZ OMA a) Mae aliea see's wai 2 ee 35 57 7 4 Ce el ha a 3 |e asoeee 
GOA 5 Seok N SARE SAU ROI a) UIT AS ATEN ARDS SRC aap arene Rese 2 aE 2.0 38 64 
HEMI G Te Ch pee ver ene OANA RA SN IN Sa ey 7 ARC eH) SN 74 63 28 26 
PAU Other Staves... 3.2. ee ea 95.3 RARE Sho CAD) | age | NI a ee nie Ne 

LWMbe CS LALeS apis 4a epee se 87.3 90.4 | 9,832 | 10, 336 8 a 85 93 
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Proportion of crop over 1} inches in length and that 1% to 14 inches, seasons of 
1917 and 1916. 

[Not including Sea Island and Egyptian. Bales in thousands, i. e., 000 omitted.] 

Over 1} inches. 1} to 1} inches, inclusive. 

State. aA Ion TSS 

1917 1916 1917 1916 1917 1916 1917 1916 

P.ct..\ Pct. | Bates. | Bales. | P.ct. | P. ct. | Bales. | Bales. 
South Caroling -.:3..0 225 54tbee ee. 2.9 1.5 36 14 8.6 7.8 10 73 
IMISSISSIP DI coo a. wane Ue - =. S-e eeeee 5 3 45 24 44.7 35 404 284 
THOWISIATIA Ses eS ee ke eee SE 0.5 1.0 3 4 3.6 6 23 27 
MAAS. fo oe oo eps Soeeee See 0:5) [te 3588. Db il eases ed 5 222 186 
IAT KAIISAS |S Sn ioink chien “mete cee ee 2.5 1.3 25 15 21.5 15.7 209 178 
Oklahoma =~ coe st. oe tees aaa no O28} noe seee Sy aaiea seers 16.2 11 155 90 
Californias5 2 {sos8ee os ee eee ee otc eee ee aca] =a CPE eee se coe lee eee 23.2 30 13 13 
Allother: Statesot5 -2 seer Bl se eb O33) |/-- 55a 9 | 3. cua 2.4 10 81 95 

UTitea Stales*...- sssenccee ae 1.2 1.3 TAY || a Bees 10.8 8.3 | 1,213 946 

Yield of lint per acre, long staple above 14 inches, 1% to i} inches, inclusive ; 
under 1% inches, Sea Island and Egyptian. 

Long 
staple Lan e| Short staple 

g staple Sea Island and 
ane 1% to 14 inches. mers Egyptian. 

State. inches. 

1917 1917 1916 1917 1916 1917 1916 

Pounds.| Pounds. pou eons Pounds.|Pounds.| Pounds. 
1 9 1 South Caroling sos~ss ss secs ese eee ess aS 240 259 55 136 125 

IMISSISSED Dl eae = ace aa eee eee eee cee 160 190 133 132 2D Res SES Se eee 
NGOMISIATIA cee Sa asece te ae ee ee ence eee 170 236 166 
MPOXAS SS Me 4. 2 ROR go ae Ee Eek os omer 191 168 160 

168 200 
174 163 
182 275 
200 232 

Bete ee ce ae 160 
Pe |e eee 80 

AO} eee 

174.8 160 

Average price per pound received by growers about Dec. 1. 

Long 

staple, Long staple Short staple, Sea Island and 
. it 1 to 1} inches under 13 Egyptian 
inches | “* = 5 inches. ¥ 

State. or over. 

1917 1917 1916 1917 1916 1917 1916 

Cents. | Cents. | Cents. | Cents. | Cents. | Cents. | Cents. 
Sonth Carolina se o< a. 25 shins. see ee ae ee 41.2 36.8 25.3 28.2 19.3 72.8 49 
MISSISSIPPI 2 aa) 22/o 5 Seok ec eee mae watt 44 35.5 25 28. 4 JOE ee ot ete sso 
Ein (ails 01 ts ee ee Seen. Be eed Sy 43.1 33. 2 24 26.7 AG iy ilenrs terse tl eed 2 
ST SSS as a a ee te ee aoe Le see 49 29.8 20.5 26.9 a AY eal SRS Me a TATE ate 
DAO Co Ce Ee eee eee See Sa 43.5 34.9 23 28.1 fs Bis BN SE Spee ors (On 
ORTOM a eres ooo pts eee Be akeckotes = 38.1 28.9 19.6 26.6 AOE Noes amelniseete can 
Californid s\7-2' 32227. 5/5. 55 Se .8. eS See 36 26 28.8 20 TEES eae 
(ASIZONS Sea e's eee Boost eb ee pee Bos wae wos, yaar re 34.) Wewabueee 29 19 72 49 
GOOLBIA Shh nc be aces so seis oe kn alle eel a law ciara Clare Eee vn eo 72.1 46 
WIOTIOS -5 2 mre eee oo ow cities cece ed o Gre Nn | EEA oo oe) eye t | 2, | Sere 71.9 46 
All other States 22-5 ccs cts. esesen: ee eeeee eee 44.5 Ae Ry eye ses mc 28.1 TONG H Sere ata. etd 

PmitediStates 2. ce tyere nesses aes. wees 43.4 OSHO Hees 27.6 19.1 (2s 46.1 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Wheat, as grown and harvested, contains numerous impurities, 
and much of it on reaching the merchant or miller contains for- 
‘eign materials. As the buyer can not be expected to pay wheat 
prices for such material, a dockage or deduction is made commen- 
surate with the amount and kind of foreign material present. Some 
of the impurities are readily: removed from wheat, whereas others, 
which can be removed only with difficulty, such as cockle, wild peas, 
vetch, onions, rye, and ragweed seed, remain in the wheat and become 
serious factors in milling and baking operations. At many local 
points only one penalty is placed on the load of wheat, the dockage 
embodying all the factors likely to influence the future sale and 
milling of the wheat. 
When wheat is to be purchased on grades as established by the 

Secretary of Agriculture under the United States Grain Standards 
Act, this dockage determination is first made by an appropriate set 
of sieves in order to determine the quantity of wheat present. A 
grade is then given the sample on this dockage-free basis, taking into 
consideration such factors as moisture, weight per bushel, damaged 
kernels, foreign material other than dockage, as well as presence of 

1U. S. Dept. of Agriculture Service and Regulatory Announcement (Markets), No. 33: 

Official grain standards of the United States for wheat, and official grain standards of 

the United States for shelled corn. 1918. 

72016°—18 
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smut, live insects, and odors. The list of foreign material other than 
dockage now is quite large, and any further addition must be viewed 
with some concern on the part of the merchant or miller. 

A comparatively new source of foreign material not previously en- 
countered in marketed wheat has lately come to the attention of the 
Department of Agriculture; this, if not controlled, will figure con- 
spicuously both as dockage and foreign material other than dockage 
in grain. This isa black, misshapen gall resulting from the infection 
of wheat heads by the nematode 7 ylenchus tritici (Steinbuch) Bastian. 
This foreign material, as far as known, has not been recognized by 
grain inspectors in the commercial grading of wheat. Investiga- 
tions up to the present time indicate that the disease has a rather 
limited distribution and there is as yet little evidence to indicate 
whether it will prove to be a serious factor in wheat growing in other 
parts of the country. : 

On account of the number of places where this disease seems to be 
established, it was thought necessary to bring the disease to the atten- 
tion of merchants, millers, and wheat growers in order that they 
might easily recognize it, have some knowledge of its present dis- 
tribution, its importance as a factor in affecting market grades and 
milling quality; also to give some information concerning its control 
in order that it may be eliminated efficiently and quickly as a serious 
pest in wheat. 

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCE OF THE DISEASE. 

This disease has been known as a serious pest in Europe since 
1745. Has been found in Australia, Austria-Hungary, Ger- 
many, Holland, Sweden, Switzerland, and very recently in China. 
Previous citations as to its occurrence in this country are few. 
Bessey * has noted related forms in various grasses, but did not ob- 
serve any form attacking wheat. Johnson? seems to have first noted 
its distribution in this country, having found it near Modesto, Cal., 
in May, 1909. He also reported finding it established in the States 
of West Virginia, New York, and Georgia. Byars* and Fromme + 

have reported it from China and Virginia, respectively. 

PRESENT DISTRIBUTION. 

The importance of this disease as a factor in the marketing and 
milling of wheat first came to the attention of the Bureau of Mar- 
kets by a request for identification as a troublesome foreign material 

1 Bessey, Ernst, A. A nematode disease of grasses. Science N. 8. 21, 391, 1905. 

2 Johnson, Hdward C. Notes on a nematode disease in wheat. Science N. 8. 30, 576, 

1909. 4 

2Byars, L. P. Tylenchus tritici on wheat. Phytopathology, vol. VII, 56—57, Feb., 1917. 

‘Fromme, F. D. Tylenchus tritici on wheat in Virginia. Phytopathology, vol. VII, 

452-453, Dec., 1917. 
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in some Virginia wheat. Observations showed the exhibits to be 
nematode galls resulting from plants infected with the nematode 
disease of wheat. These findings were confirmed by the Bureau of 
Plant Industry.* 

Further inquiry throughout the State of Virginia revealed the 
fact that this single occurrence was not an isolated one, but that 
the disease was established in various sections of the State in such 
magnitude as to affect seriously not only yields per acre but also 
the market grades and milling quality of wheat containing such 
material. At the present time these galls have been found in wheat 

VIRGINIA 
“STATUTE MILES 

Fic. 1.—Showing places in the State where the diseased kernels have been found 

either in wheat or in screenings. 

or wheat screenings from merchants or millers in the vicinity of 
Bridgewater, Crofton, Charlottesville, Culpeper, Dayton, Doves- 
ville, Edinburg, Grottoes, Harriston, Harrisonburg, Leesburg, Lacey 
Springs, Lexington, Linville, Lynwood, Lynchburg, Marshall, Mount 
Solon, Mount Crawford, New Market, Purcellville, Port Republic, 
Powhatan, Rural Retreat, Timberville, Union Mills, Weyers Cave, 

and Woodstock, in the State of Virginia. 
Through the courtesy of the Food Administration Grain Corpora- 

tion approximately 3,500 samples of wheat have been analyzed from 
all the important wheat-growing sections in the United States. 
The results of these observations are given in Table 1. 

1Jn this connection acknowledgment is made of the work of Mr. L. P. Byars of the 

Bureau of Plant Industry. 
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TABLE I.—Results of the analyses of commercial wheat samples for the presence 
of nematode galls. 

Per cent Per cent 
Number |} ofsam- Number | ofsam- 

State where grown. of ples State where grown. of ples 
samples. | showing samples. | showing 

gall. gall. 

JAGEANSAS! oe oc. wos ea aoe i Oli@Nebraska.. -6,.oe-2-- eee 23 0 
California = 23 52-taseee ee: ae 266 TracesGieNew Jersey. 2-252 sseeee 1 0 
Des WAlC. coos eae eee ae 8 Onli New York... .2222e5 2-5-4266 44 0 
Goeortia.- cost hee ante 3 OUMONIO- -2552 sSecacser 2s eeeeeee 204 0 
KentueKy == «2 neeon ss sence OO kiahoma,... Sct ass Boece eae 0 
PEinGiS 43525 Seas eee 172 OWlPOregon.. 2222... ane eee eee 4 0 
IMmdiana soe see eee 91 Dui Pennsylvania. =... =: gener 127 0 
TOW eae ee ae ecto 0 || North Dakota-. 193 0 
Maryland) -sc2 J252e-= 201 0 || South Dakota. - 83 0 
Michigan 2. s=5— 2 =.= 0 || Virginia...... 108 11 
Minnesota::-2- 0s. 8 es 163 0 || West Virginia 52 0 
Mississippi 2 1 - 0 || Wisconsin... - 1 0 
NESS ONT IME epee me eee 223 0 || Not known ...- e000 0 
Montanstea-pe ee ee eee 163 0 

No samples were found outside of the States of California and 
Virginia having wheat infected with these nematode galls, and it 
would seem at the present writing that the disease is confined mostly 

Fic. 2.—A, Nematode galls; B, wheat containing an admixture of galls; OC, wheat 

for comparison with A. Lower, galls and wheat enlarged 3X. 

to the State of Virginia. Eleven per cent of the samples of the 
Food Administration from Virginia showed the galls to be present 
to a greater or less degree. One of the California samples had galls 
present in the dockage determination separation. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE GALLS AND DISEASED PLANTS. 

The‘galls which have been photographed and are shown in figure 2 
in comparison ‘with sound wheat are irregular in shape, shriveled, 
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and wrinkled. Usually they are shorter and broader than sound 
wheat kernels, but sometimes are equal in size, or again may be very 
narrow and needlelike. Very small galls, the size of wild buckwheat, 
are also found frequently. It is not uncommon to find several of 
them tightly cemented together. 

In color the galls vary from a light gray to a jet black. Usually 
they are dark brown but may also be mottled to some extent. 

The covering of the gall is very thick, making up some 95 per cent 
by weight of the entire gall. It incloses a yellowish-white powdery 

Fie. 3:—A transverse section of the nematode gall, showing worms and 
outer thick husk. 385 

substance, which, when moistened with water and placed under a 
magnifying glass, is seen to disintegrate into small thread-shaped 
worms about two-tenths of an inch in length and two-thousandths 
of an inch in width and slightly decreasing in size at each end. 
Figure 3 is a transverse section of one of the galls magnified to show 
the thick covering and the inner powdery substance composed mostly 
of small worms. Figure 4 is a photograph of one of the nematodes 
or eel worms highly magnified to show its structure. 

The galls, upon falling to the ground, decay under favorable mois- 
ture and temperature conditions. The nematodes then escape, and, 

1The Bureau of Markets wishes to express its gratitude to Miss B. H. Silberberg, 

Bureau of Chemistry, for the photomicrographs of figures 3 and 5. 
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migrating through the soil, attack the wheat seedlings, penetrating 
between the leaf sheaths, causing them to become wrinkled, distorted, 
and swollen. The larvee so adjust their zone of infection that almost 
all remain near the young growing portion of the plant. In this 
way, as the plant grows they are elevated toward the flowering parts. 

When the plant blossoms, the larve, which up to 
this time appear not to have taken nourishment, 

enter the flowering parts, from which they ob- 
tain food. Here they develop sexuality, pair, lay 
eggs, and die. These eggs hatch and produce 
larve. When the wheat plant matures these 
larvee become coiled and dried up, forming the 
inner yellowish-white portion of the black gall 
as is shown in figure 5. The nematodes have great 
tenacity of life, and in many respects are analo- 
gous to the well-known Trichinae of pork. They 
bear a temperature of 125° F. and are also very 
resistant to frost and low temperature. 

Heads infected with the nematode disease re- 
semble heads infected with the stinking smut of 
wheat. They are usually thicker and shorter than 
normal heads, the glumes of the spikelet are 
spread somewhat, and in place of the normal seed, 
dark galls, incapable of germination and full of 
larvee, are to be found. 

Information gathered from those whose crops. 
of grain have been infected with this disease is to 
the effect that it is easily recognized in the field 
on account of the darker green appearance of the 
heads and their somewhat longer maturing period. 
The plants are smaller, having a blighted and 
blackened appearance. Sometimes only one side 
of the spike is affected, while the other side is 
normal. There may also be some sound grains in 
the infected spikelet, and in some instances the 
head may not be infected at all, the only apparent 
infection being the formation of tumor-like or 
abcess-like elevations on the leaves of the plant. 
Figure 6 shows the similarity between wheat 

heads infected with the nematode disease and with the stinking-smut 
disease of wheat in comparison with an unaffected wheat head. 

Soil conditions seem to have an important bearing on the disease. 
Spots in fields which become water-logged, or parts of the field where 
trash has accumulated, show the greatest percentage of infected 
plants. 

< 150 

W1q. 4.—The nematode Tylenchus tritici. 
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Farmers and mill operators who were questioned about this disease 
stated that it had been known to them for varying periods of from 
5 to 20 years. They had known it under such names as hard smut, 
cockle, bin-burned wheat, frosted kernels, and immature wheat. As 
a matter of fact these galls are quite different. In figure 7, where 
they are pictured in contrast, they can be easily distinguished from 
bin-burned wheat, frosted wheat, smut, and corn cockle. 
Smut can be distinguished readily from these galls by crushing under 

the thumb. Smut balls can be crushed in the hand and leave the hand 
covered with a mass of black, evil-smelling material. It is almost im- 
possible to crush nematode galls on account of their hardness. Some 

Fig. 5.—A portion of the inside of the gall magnified to show the coiled 
nematodes. 

conditions of smut, i. e., hard smut, may be mistaken for these galls, 
but if cut open will at once show the absence of the inner yellowish- 
white portion, which is a distinguishing feature of the nematode galls. 

Cockle is easy to distinguish because of the spiny appearance of 
its seed coat. Bin-burned wheat frequently has been confused with 
these galls. It may be distinguished from nematode galls, however, 
because the shape of the bin-burned wheat kernel remains intact in 
spite of the decoloration. This is not true of nematode galls, which 
are very irregular in shape. The powdery substance present within 
the gall is not found in bin-burned wheat. 
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A FACTOR INFLUENCING MARKET GRADE AND MILLING 
QUALITY. 

Tn samples of grain obtained from millers and farmers throughout 
the State of Virginia these galls were found in amounts varying 

Fic. 6. 

and the stinking-smut disease of wheat. A, head infected with nematodes; B, 

sound head; (, head infected with stinking smut. 

Showing the comparison between heads infected with the nematode disease 

from 0.1 per cent to 25 per cent. As a grading factor this is ex- 
tremely important, as the galls must be classed as foreign material 
and calculated as dockage if they can be removed readily from the 

ee 
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wheat, or as foreign material other than dockage if they can not be 
removed in the determination of dockage. 

L 

Fic. 7.—A, Smut balls; B, nematode galls; OC, wheat containing smut, corn 

cockle, bin-burned wheat, and nematode galls; D, bin-burned wheat; #, corn 

cockle. 

The estimation of the foreign material in wheat is generally made 
in ene of two ways.t It may be made by means of sieves such as 

1U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin 919. The application of dockage in 
the marketing of wheat. 1917. 
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are described as in use by the Department of Agriculture under the 
United States Grain Standards Act, or it may be estimated by means 
of the so-called wild-oat kicker. 

Experiments were made to remove nematcde galls as separable 
foreign material (dockage) in the grain-standardization laboratory 
of the Bureau of Markets by both methods. Using the oat-kicking 
machine, only about one-eighth cf the total percentage of the galls 
were removed as easily separable foreign material, the others re- 
maining behind in the sound wheat. By means of the standard 
sieves, i. e., the fine-seed sieve, the buckwheat sieve, and the small 
chess sieve, a somewhat greater percentage was removed. Even 
with these three sieves, however, from 65 to 70 per cent of the galls 
remained in the wheat as foreign material other than dockage. 

Experiments were also made to remove the galls by vigorous 
fanning. By this method, with a fan revolving 850 times per 
minute, a still larger percentage was removed. Nevertheless 40 to- 
45 per cent of the total galls remained. With still harder fanning 
a greater quantity no doubt could be removed, but this would result 
in the removal also of a greater quantity of sound wheat. 

Mills equipped with wheat washers and driers which are specially 
devised te clean smutty wheat can eliminate these galls almost 
entirely by floating them out, as they are lighter than sound wheat, 
with a specific gravity of 0.8125. 
From a grading standpoint the presence of these galls in the 

grain also reduces the weight per bushel, an important item in deter- 
mining the grade of grain. It is readily seen that a farmer with 
such galls in his load of wheat wiil be subjected to heavy penalties. 
First, the separable foreign material is assessed as dockage, and later 
the grade may be reduced because of the remaining foreign material 
other than dockage. 

Knowing the pathological significance of these kernels, the ques- 
tion might also be raised whether such wheat should not be regarded 
as similar to wheat infested with garlic, onions, weevil, or smut, 
and placed in a class by itself. 

The amount of flour which can be obtained from a bushel of 
wheat is of prime importance to a miller, since flour is the most 
valuable mill product. Any impurity which reduces the yield of 
flour obtained in milling wheat or lowers the quality of the flour has 
a direct bearing on the milling value and should receive considera- 
tion in the grading of the wheat. Any factor which appreciably 
injures the color of flour will result in a product of low grade or in a 
reduction of the purchase price. 

Chemical analysis of the nematode galls by the Bureau of Chem- 
istry is given below in comparison with an analysis of sound wheat 
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berries. For comparative purposes both have been reduced to the 
water-free basis. 

TABLE 2.—Chenvical analysis of nematode galls in comparison with sound wheat 

berries. 

at Gia SOR) = Nematode Sound 
Chemical constituents. galls. aa 

Per cent. Per cent. 
IBYHIGTT GERTENG 6 Bee BS cscs GoM SHEE OO Cat RIMES Oe ore = Pee ee ri ean RAC 6.9 2.06 
ROTATE HIG Dee eee ie te ae So ae. wo A ate Rise Aa SS ls oS 22. 2 2.68 
EROL CUM Eaettyet(eon yee reel cca ose fed bee. t sce aeeoe Sree BORO Soe HES 21.3 13.70 
JW Lc utaos peo SMOeii aoe deat ise ob 2 seciarnecsguA a Jude <> = -saut a sdegboneeeoseoee 3.4 2. 06 
ITE ROS OO Mne ClO NiRAC iar eee ere ee Se aS, Adis 5 Mena a et olen She Sn eee 46.2 79.00 
RO TLOS A Sears rte os we cee ey Oe SI See NS 2. oe Ra a So doa: DO Aras, spaeamyers aes 
USAT See gg SRS Cos SSRN 2 aR 225 ae te eee (aye 

A GITTIN Go op BUNUN 2 2 oe eee ee = 96 = 32252322 seenne 33 sso 110 c.c. 12¢.¢. 

IDEN? SINGING NOS SS GSS GS as Se erm an 2 aa py None. 11.8 
IMOISTC Ibe een. 20. aces eos 5) 55 SR ORS Oe leit das 2 A he None. 28.8 

An examination of the chemical analysis of the nematode galls 
shows that the nitrogen-free extract, which in the normal wheat 
berry consists mostly of starch grains, has been greatly reduced. On 
the other hand, the crude fiber, crude protein, ash, and fat have been 
largely increased. The normal acidity of the whole wheat berry has 
likewise been raised ten times above that present in sound wheat. It 
would seem that the percentages of these other components of the 
wheat berry had increased at the expense of the lesser amount of 
nitrogen-free extract, or carbohydrate. Microscopic tests for starch 
grains showed them to be almost completely absent. Whether the 
nematodes consumed the starch or whether their presence in the plant 
resulted in physiological disturbances precluding starch formation 
is difficult to say. . 

The fact that the nematode galls contain no starch is very impor- 
tant. The lack of starch grains will necessarily result in a lower flour 
yield from any given quantity of wheat, with the nematode galls 
present. The presence of the galls in wheat will increase the per- 
centage of the lower-grade flours, because black specks, which are 
portions of the gall coat, remain in the flour and discolor it. 

Comparative milling and baking tests on a sample of wheat con- 
taining galls as obtained on the market with the same sample from 
which the galls were removed by hand picking is given in Table 3. 
This work was done at the grain-standardization milling and baking 
laboratory at Fargo, N. Dak. 
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TABLE 3.—Jilling and baking test of nematode gall infected wheat. 

Wheat 
Operation. Wheat galls 

| and galls. | removed. 

Milting test: 
Weight per bushel— 

UncleaneG) 238362 soc gas So concn. soo Ss ca eee eta ose eee pounds. | 56 56 
DOOQUICO -. Saee es ee wee neces Sacie e osc cn- | oe ee Gos-4 61 61.5 
Screenings «hes Pt See sec es oko ee Se per cent... es Dis) 

Mill products— 
Straiznt Hout <Us-a~ 5 ee eee ANS | es - eee per cent... 72.7 73.9 
shorts and low rade. ee 4:22 eS. eee eee OKC ap 14.0 12.3 
Bran: see oms oc oon eee one eS ons oi eee ee Gore. 14.5 14.0 
Gaines = ce 5 as tee aetecne (cata eee one 3c ae so eee 2 ee ees do-.- ila 284 

Moisture ‘at-fem pering. 2: 222.55. shot <a een n oe eat See eee dos. 9.8 9.8 
BGIOre sae se ee he SSeS ae eee Ste ane le SC eee dbs ae 9.8 9.8 
i) ee aes 2 RE er ea | Sena = Bk doze 14.6 14.1 

Baking test: 
RIOUPIUSEGN > - seer eee ends eee sce oe oe ee ee ee grams... 340 340 
Water Used 22.2 5 Soecge oo: ewe eee eee ae eh: eee cubic centimeters. - 180 180 
Weight of loaf: ...24: Feec cient cata eee grams... 483 434 
Nolume ofloaiie.°2222 5-225 soe chis teense eee cubic centimeters. . 2,080 2,010 
Color 2c. aap pe sete tectiake Lb a see ae 2 ee ee, a ee 79 93 
PeRturOsy 2 26e oss s eke eee eae ee tials © REI ORE Es. SRE 94.5 93 
Cromb 223222... 32 s4se0+2 Seca eo es; ee ee | Dark gray. Gray. 
Remarks si. .:- 252 5nsfeleeceas dbs lae cess Geet. See eee ee (1) None. 

1 Noticeably unpleasant odor present throughout process. 

Mr. L. M. Thomas, who conducted the tests at Fargo, writes: 

With ordinary cleaning machinery, where the separation of foreign material 

is accomplished by means of sieves and air currents, only a very small per: 

centage of the nematode masses can be removed from the wheat. In the case 

of the sample milled, the original contained 2.7 per cent of infected kernels. 

After cleaning the sample by the process used in preparing all our samples for 

milling, the sample still contained 2.5 per cent of infected kernels, or 92.6 per 

cent of those in the original sample. The most satisfactory method perhaps 

of removing these nematode masses would be by floating them away from the 

wheat. In mills equipped for washing wheat, this could easily be done, but 

where there is no washing and drying system it is doubtful if any appreciable 

number of these infected kernels could be removed. 

The results of the milling test also show slight variations. - Less 
flour was obtained from the sample containing galls than from the 
hand-picked samples. The flour from this sample contained black 
specks resulting from the breaking up of the galls. There was like- 
wise a correspondingly increased amount of shorts and low-grade 
flours. The baking test also brought out slight differences. The loaf 
made from the flour containing the ground-up galls was quite in- 
ferior in color and had a dark-gray crumb. Throughout the baking 
process a noticeably unpleasant odor was present with this sample. 
The texture and volume of both loaves, however, were not affected 

to any extent. 

The temperature of the water used in tempering these samples was 
62° F. In the tempering of samples for milling on the small ex- 
perimental mill there is no application of heat or steam. In com- 
mercial mills there would often be a slight application of steam to 
the wheat just before it enters the rolls, the object being to toughen 
the bran. 
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Tt was thought that this temperature would be sufficient to kill all 
the larve, but Mr. Thomas states that it is quite unlikely that the 
small amount of steam used would penetrate any deeper than the 
outside coats of the berry. Of course, during the baking process, all 
larve would be killed, which were not killed in the milling operation. 
They are still present in a macerated condition, and it would seem for 
sanitary reasons that they should be removed. 

Notice has also come to the attention of the Department of Agri- 
culture that some farmers mill their own flour from this infected 
wheat. Knowing the content of these galls, this practice is repulsive, 
and it is recommended that in the future, wheat for home milling be 
carefully inspected for the presence of these nematode galls, and 
that they either be removed by floating or that such wheat be re- 
jected or diluted with sound wheat until a negligible amount of galls 
is present. 

METHODS OF CONTROL AND DISTRIBUTION. 

It is apparent that if this disease is allowed to increase it will be- 
come a serious factor in the marketing and milling of wheat, and, 
therefore, known methods for its control should be made public at 
the present time. 

Apparently, no previous extensive experiments have been carried 
out for the purpose of controlling this disease in this country. No 
doubt the prime essentials for effective control are clean seed and 
crop rotation. Past experiments indicate that the nematodes must 
have either the gall or the host plant present as a protection, other- 
wise they do not live long in the soil in the active state. Also, it 
seems to have been shown that, of the common field crops, this 
nematode seriously attacks wheat only. It would seem, then, that 

a crop rotation of two or more years would be effective in practically 
ridding a field of this pest. 

The use of clean seed, either by the buying of new seed from out- 

side sources or by the planting of seed which has been properly 
cleaned, has been shown to reduce the infection in a number of 
instances throughout the infected area. 

A number of ways for cleaning the infected grain have been tried 
and suggested. Bessey suggests that grain containing these galls 
be given the hot-water treatment, as carried out for the stinking 
smut of wheat, in order to kill the nematodes. Cobb* mentions 
winnowing. Steeping in a.2 to 5 per cent solution of sulphuric 
acid for one-half to two hours as a means of ridding, seed of these 
organisms has also been suggested. 

It has been the experience of several farmers, as well as that of the 
Grain Standardization Laboratory, that the bluestone treatment for 

1Cobb, N. A. Cited by Johnson. 
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smut, i. e., seed immersed in a solution of copper sulphate (1 pound 
of copper sulphate to 4 gallons of water) for three minutes is not 
an effective method for killing the nematodes, because in this length 
of time the solution does not pass through the hard covering of the 
gall. 

The modified copper-sulphate treatment of soaking the seed for 12 
hours in a solution of the strength 1 pound of bluestone to 25 gallons 
of water has not proved successful in killing these worms. 
Experiments show that soaking seed in 0.6 per cent sulphuric acid 

for 24 hours is an efficient method of killing the contents of the gall. 
This sulphuric-acid treatment is so subject to variations in the hands 
of an inexperienced operator that it can not be recommended for 
treatment of seed infected with these galls, however, as the germina- 
tion of the seed is greatly decreased. 

The hot-water treatment for smut, which is described in Farmers’ 

Bulletin 507,1 and which consists essentially of immersing seed 
for 10 to 15 minutes in water at a temperature of 135° F., has like- - 
wise proved successful in killing the nematodes. This test, however, 
unless properly carried out, is also lable to injure the sound seeds 
and for this reason can not be recommended without reservation. 

The most feasible method of removing the source of infection from 
sound wheat seems to be by floating the galls out in cold water. The 
nematode galls are hghter than sound wheat kernels, and this differ- 
ence in weight is made use of in their separation. A suggested 
method follows: 

Have two tubs or half barrels, one set above the other so that the 

overflow containing the galls will fall into the lower tub. Cover 
the lower tub with cheese cloth to catch the galls but let the water 
run through. Fill the upper tub with water to overflowing. Next 
pour the infected wheat into the top barrel slowly at the same time 
stirring vigorously. The galls and light chaff will rise to the top 
and float off when assisted by hand or skimmer, and will be caught 

on the cheesecloth over the lower tub. When vigorous stirring brings 
up no more galls pour or drain off the water. Air drying is accom- 
plished quickly and easily if the wet grain be spread out to dry on a 
canvas or on a clean barn floor. The dampened grain should not be 
allowed to lie in a heap as the kernels will not dry out regularly ; some 
will sprout and danger of heating is present. 

The seed may be planted as soon as it will run freely in a drill or 
may be dried thoroughly and stored for future use. Experiments 
carried out by this method have resulted in the removal of over 99 
per cent of the galls. It is recommended that the grain be allowed 

‘1 Johnson, Edward C. ‘The smuts of wheat, oats, barley, and corn. U. S. Dept. of 

Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin 507. 1912. 
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to remain in the water for only as long as absolutely necessary for a 
thorough removal of the galls or the germination will be affected. 

To summarize, clean seed obtained from outside sources, or seed 
cleaned by means of floating the galls out of the infected wheat with 
water, combined with crop rotation, seem to be the most effective 
methods of controlling this disease at the present time. Experiments 
in which the Bureau of Markets is cooperating are now being con- 
ducted by the Bureau of Plant Industry on additional methods for 
controlling this SUES, the results of which will be reported in the 
future.’ 

The disease propagates easily. This has been brought atti several 
times from the investigations carried on throughout the infected 
area. One method of propagation is the planting of infected seed 
wheat. For example, one particular crop which contained these 
galls was sold for seeding purposes. Without exception the next 
season every farmer who purchased this seed had an infected crop 
regardless of the fertile condition of the soil. Farmers who 
planted their own infected seed harvested each year a greater pro- 
portion of galls. The highest proportion of galls to sound wheat 
coming to the attention of the Department of Agriculture was 25 
per cent. 

Some of the mills which do a seed-cleaning business as a side line 
return the screenings to the owners to be used for feed. If these 
screenings contain nematode galls and are given to fowls and stock 
for feeding purposes they constitute an important means of spread- 
ing the disease. Feeding experiments? indicate that the gall is not 
digested in all cases, but finds its way into the manure intact. When 
this manure is spread over the land the land is thus inoculated with 
these nematode galls, and if wheat is again planted two sources of 
infection, the seed and manure, are acting to supply infectious ma- 
terial for the young seedling. It is apparent that such screenings 
should be burned even at chance of losing some feed. The material 
removed from infected wheat by floating should also be burned as a 
precaution against further distribution of this disease. 

Further experiments on this disease from a milling, grading, 
and distribution standpoint are now being carried forward by the 
Bureau of Markets in order that a better knowledge of the commer- 
cial. importance of this material as a foreign material in wheat may 
be obtained. 

1U. 8S. Dept. of Agriculture, Office of the Secretary, Circular 114. A Serious eelworm 

or nematode disease of wheat. 1918. 

2 Marcinowski, K. Parasitich und semiparasitsch an Pflanzen lebende Nematoden. K. 

Biol. anst. F. land un forstw. Arb. bd., 7 hft. 1, p. 1-192, pl. 1, Berlin, 1909. 
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SUMMARY. 

The results of this preliminary investigation show that a disease of 
wheat comparatively new to this country and to the grain trade is 
established in certain areas of the United States, particularly in cer- 
tain sections of Virginia. This disease not only reduces yields per 
acre but also seriously affects market grades and milling qualities of 
marketed wheat, on account of the presence in the grain of a pecul- 
iarlv misshapen black gall, which can be removed only with diffi- 
culty and which is the resting place of the invading organisms. 

The presence of the galls in a parcel of wheat reduces the market 
grade in several ways. Its presence reduces the test weight per 
bushel because of its lighter weight. It also increases the amount of 
dockage and particularly the amount of foreign material other than 
dockage in any given lot of infected grain. 

Flour yield from such infected wheat is reduced, and the per- 
centage of low-grade flour and shorts is increased. Ordinary wheat- 
cleaning machinery will not remove these galls successfully, although 
machinery for washing and drying wheat will no doubt be successful. 

The best known methods of control are crop rotation and clean 
seed. To kill the nematode larvee, infected seed may be treated by 
the hot-water treatment used for the control of smut to kill the nema- 
tode larve. The easiest method and the least dangerous practice to 
obtain clean seed is to float the galls away from the sound wheat by 
means of water. 
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BASIS OF THE STUDY. 

To obtain data on methods of management, labor. requirements, 
and cost of growing sugar-beets, studies were conducted on a large 
number of farms during the summer of 1916 in the area which grows 

beets for the beet-sugar factory at Billings, Mont., including farms 

17This bulletin was prepared jointly by the Montana Agricultural Experiment Station 

and the Bureau of Plant Industry and with the approval of the Office of Farm Manage- 

ment. The blanks used in collecting these data were prepared in the Office of Farm 

Management, thence the material incorporated in this bulletin is identical in form with 

that in the other bulletins of this series prepared jointly by the Office of Farm Manage- 

ment and the Bureau of Plant Industry. The members of the staff of the Office of Farm 

Management were engaged in taking records in other localities at the time this work was 

done, and for that reason they are not represented in connection with the preparation of 

this bulletin. S 
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in the irrigated areas of Yellowstone, Stillwater, and Carbon 

Counties. Usable data were taken on 305 farms representing 
a sugar-beet crop of 8,849 acres, being about 36 per cent of the 
entire acreage grown for this factory during the year 1915, This 
acreage is generally distributed throughout the entire area and is 
believed to be typical of the region at the time the survey was made. 
The costs here given may not be accurate for present conditions. 
There have been, however, no changes in the methods of handling 
the crop tending to reduce the labor necessary to produce it; there- 

fore, by readjustment to allow for prevailing labor prices these data 
can be applied to the present cost of production. 

Records were taken on all types of farms of the area except such 
as seemed not typical of the region. ‘A labor-income farm survey 
had been made of this region in 1915 by the same men who had 
charge of this survey. As the leases are for only one year and the 
owners often do not live in the region, data on many of the tenanted 
farms are hard to get,:but records were obtained on 133 tenant farms, 
of which 77 were farms upon which the tenant had farmed but one 

vear. After eliminating records of doubtful value, 305 records re- 
main, on which: the statements of this bulletin are based. 

PROCEDURE. 

The data presented in this bulletin, though not taken from sys- 
tematic records kept on the farms, are based upon a large number 
of estimates given by beet growers. The results represent the best 
judgment and experience of men who have been actively engaged in 
the production of this crop. The schedules were filled out by well- 
trained enumerators and not only afforded complete information per- 
taining to farm practice and farm costs in the production of sugar 

beets but also furnished: data showing the outcome of the entire 
business of the farm for the particular crop year to which they ap- 
pled. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REGION STUDIED. 

The portion of the Yellowstone Valley covered by this survey 
(fig. 1) consists of two parts, viz, the Huntley Irrigation Project 
and the irrigated area extending from Billings as far west as the 
town of Park City. 

HUNTLEY IRRIGATION PROJECT. 

The Huntley Irrigation Project occupies a strip of land along the 
south side of the Yellowstone River, from Huntley, Mont., eastward 
to Pompeys Pillar, a distance of about 22 miles. This strip of land 
has an average width of 34 to 4 miles and comprises an area of 32,405 

acres. This land was originally divided by the Government into 
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tracts containing 40 to 80 acres, but at present many of the units have 
been combined so as to form larger farm areas. The soils of this 
area contain a rather high percentage of clay and are inclined to be 
heavy and somewhat difficult to till. 

For several years the lower portion of the project has suffered 
rather badly from the effects of seepage water and a consequent accu- 

mulation of alkali salts on the surface of the soil. An extensive 
drainage system is being installed, which will probably do a great 
deal toward relieving this condition. 

The growing of sugar beets forms the basis for the agriculture of 
this region. Other important crops are alfalfa, wheat, oats, and 
barley. 

AREA FROM BILLINGS WESTWARD. 

The area in the Yellowstone Valley west of Billings comprises a 
strip of land extending from about 1 mile east of Billings to 1 mile 
west of Park City, 
a distance of nearly 
25 miles. At Billings 
this area is about 4 
miles wide, and it 

gradually widens to- 
ward the west until 
at a distance of about 
8 miles west of Bill- 
ings a maximum 
width of 7 miles is 

reached. It then Fic. 1— Outline map of the State of Montana, showing 
narrows abruptly to (in black) the approximate location of the sugar-beet 

abou i alae region studied. The white dot in the black area indi- 

be t3 mules, which eates the location of the sugar-beet factory at Billings. 

width it approxi- 
mately maintains to Park City. The area comprises 68,416 acres, 
or about 107 square miles. The soils of this area for the most 
part are inclined to be a little heavy, although they seem well 
adapted to the growth of sugar beets and other crops that are found 
in this region. 

The considerable.area of stock range adjoining the area has been 
an important factor in promoting the agriculture of this valley. On 
the whole, a well-balanced system of farming has developed, using 
beets as a cash crop and building around the beet crop a rotation of 
small grain and alfalfa. 

This area as well as the Huntley project is irrigated by waters 
diverted from the Yellowstone Valley, the supply of which is more 
than ample for all purposes. 

Clarks Fork Valley—The Clarks Fork Valley occupies a strip of 
country along the Clarks Fork River about 50 miles long and varying 



from 4 to 10 miles in width. The greater part of this area is irrigated 
from waters diverted from the Clarks Fork River and numerous 
smaller streams that have their origin in the mountains near by. 

Soil conditions in this valley are very similar to those in the adja- 
cent Yellowstone Valley, with the exception that the soils are per- 
haps a little less heavy and more easy to till. 

The altitude of this valley 1s somewhat higher than that of the 
Yellowstone, making a shorter growing season and increasing a little 
the liabilty to frosts. Sugar beets are grown toward the lower end 
of the valley. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUGAR-BEET INDUSTRY IN THE 
BILLINGS REGION. 

The sugar-beet industry has developed rather rapidly in the Bil- 
lings region of Montana. The factory at Billings has been in opera- 

tion since 1906. Before that time sugar beets were grown in the 
region only experimentally, to determine the advisability of estab- 
lishing a sugar factory. Previous to the introduction of the sugar- 
beet industry the region was mainly devoted to cattle raising and 
grain growing. The acreage of irrigated land and consequently the 
acreage of tillable crops has been increasing in this region for a 
number of years. Table I illustrates the increase in the acreage of 
sugar beets grown in this region and gives the average yields per - 
acre for a period of 10 years. 

Taste I.—Acreage and yields of sugar beets in the Billings region for the 
10-year period from 1906 to 1915, inclusive. 

rate Total | Yield | Year Total | Yield 
a area. | per acre. area. | per acre. 

Acres. Tons. Acres. Tons. 
MOOBE sess SAE 6, 184 9547)" MOU2 2 2.3 Sven uh pee eee ee 19,017 10.11 
TOD pee eee es eat eae 8, 898 0 ae Cae | ite ts See en ee Setar a 22, 887 10. 21 
LOSE ES Sia Basin He: | 9, 457 19:29) OTA2: 2): Wake ees eee 18, 707 10. 91 
TM a Saeed Sb eee ene. se ee 10, 365 10: 71) (GUS ao. ci ecen cco eee eee 22, 233 9.76 
ISIOE, oobk bowie. oF SEs, 2358 10, 251 11.76 
AOU oot are poe ee ae aes 15, 694 11.56 AVOCYOS@... os. aes eee 14, 369 10. 75 

IRRIGATED AREA IN BEETS IN 1915. 

Many farms have tillable land that is not irrigated and therefore 
not suitable for the growing of sugar beets. The computations in 
Table IT are based on the irrigated lands per farm, exclusive of irri- 
gated permanent pastures, as such pastures are often seeped lands or 
otherwise not suitable for growing sugar beets. Irrigated pasture 
lands which are in the rotation are included in the tabulation. 

The fact that the acreage of beets grown by owners is less than that 
grown by tenants is not due so much to the size of the farms or to the 
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character of the lands as to the feeling of responsibility on the part 
of the owners for the future production from the farms. Landlords 
and tenants in this territory as a rule are not considering results be- 
yond a 1-year period. Beets being a cash crop, the tenant can pay 
higher rents where the land is put to beets. Continuous cropping to 
sugar beets is practiced on tenant farms, and the fact that nearly 4 
acres out of each 10 irrigated acres are in beets means that in some 

cases poor methods of rotation are in use and that ideal conditions ex- 
ist for the introduction of beet diseases and beet insects. Thesolution 
of such problems is in the hands of the landlords and not the tenants, 
as the leases can be made so that the tenant will grow less beets and 
be able to practice a rotation of crops. Just what percentage of the 
irrigated tillable land should be planted to sugar beets is a matter to 
be decided for the individual farm. 

Every farm should have a proper rotation of crops, but the type of 
soil and the other crops that can be grown have a great deal to do 
with the percentage of the total area that should be planted in beets. 
Previous to the introduction of sugar beets into this region there was 
no common cultivated crop that required summer tillage, the rota- 
tions being limited to alfalfa and small grains. Under these con- 
ditions many weeds that thrived with such a rotation became estab- 
lished in this region, and much land has been planted in beets in order 

_to kill out these weeds. If continued growing of beets on the same 
lands is practiced no doubt insects and diseases of the beet will become 
established, which will necessitate rotation to do away with these 
pests. 

The data collected would indicate that not over 25 per cent of the 
irrigated tillable area in this region should be planted to beets. This 
would permit the keeping of some live stock and provide a more 
substantial and well-balanced system of farming. 

Grain and hay farming is not adapted to the needs of the man with 
a small farm who is trying to get sufficient returns from the farm to 
make a living for an ordinary-sized family. He must have crops 
that make a larger gross return per acre and give him a chance to 
use more labor. Many farms in this region have less than 40 acres 
of tillable land, and some of these farms have a large percentage of 
their tillable area planted to beets. 

‘Table II also shows that a smaller percentage of the irrigated land 
on the larger farms is planted to beets than on the smaller farms. 
The acreage of beets per farm increases with the size of the irri- 

gated area per farm, but not in proportion. This may be due to the 
desire on the part of each man to operate his farm with as little 
hired labor as possible; that is, there is a tendency toward the 1-man 

farm. On some of the smaller farms the operator has to grow inten- 
Sive crops in order to occupy his entire time. 
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TasLe [1.—Classification of the 305 farms studied in the Billings region, accord- 
ing to ownership and size, showing the percentage relation between the total 
irrigated area and the area planted in sugar beets in 1915. 

Irrigated crops (acres). 

: 2 Number Percent- 
Classification of farms. ot farms: Total planted. Average per farm. age ra 

Area. |In beets.| Area. | In beets. 

As to ownership: 
OWNOESs 5032 sSeoa eee Me cseiencheceed 117 10,276 2,573 |° 87.83 21.99 25.03 
Owners renting additional acres....... 55 5, 953 1, 622 108. 24 29. 49 27. 24 
TPonan tes. .- 2 aca ees eae 133] 12,132 4, 654 91. 21 34. 98 38. 36 

All arms 2. (soci Sek ok esos cae eee 305 28, 363 8,849 92.99 29.01 31. 20 

As to size: 
25 acresiand leSs!=se-scen.c ee ee neces 9 139 107 15.44] 11.88 76:97 
26 toia0iaereseena st tease sete cee ee sseioe 77 2,844 1,273 36. 94 16. 53 44.76 
Ol CO FOlACrES tees aoe a eee 67 4,277 1,562 63. 83 23.31 36. 52 
76:to 100;acréssso3e 0c oes oe cee acess 45 3,845 1,357 85. 44 30. 15 35. 29 
LOU ToMoraeresee ae eee eee en eee 43 4,893 1,758 113. 79 40. 88 35. 92 
T26itomoOacres ce ome eee eee ee aoe 28 3,919 1,121 139. 96 40. 04 28. 60 
151 toO Do acres see Les. 22 sabe Peres 13 2,083 546 160. 23 42.00 26. 21 
176: COO ACTESS eee mene eee ene aoe 14 3,001 653 214. 35 46. 64 21. 75 
Zool acres and Warger eae oe eee eee eo 9 | 3, 362 472 373.55 52.44 14. 04 

All farmsseoks Soe REL RRR SE eee 305 ; 28,363 8, 849 92.99 29.01 31.20 | | 

PREVIOUS CROP. 

Of the 8,849 acres of beets included in this survey, it was found 
that 6,129 acres were planted on land that had been in beets the 
previous year, 1,640 acres were on land that had been in alfalfa the 
previous year, 717 acres had been in grain the previous year, 86 
acres had been in miscellaneous other crops, and data in regard to 
the previous crop, covering 277 acres, were wanting. This large 
acreage of beets planted on land that was-in beets the previous year 
is an indication of a cropping system that should be modified by 
the growers as soon as possible if they do not wish to have decreas- 
ing yields of beets. Beets should not be planted on the same land 

continuously, even if the farmer has manure to put on the land 
each year. The figures given would indicate that nearly 70 per 
cent of the land was planted in beets at least two years in succes- 
sion. Data for a longer period of time were not obtained, and it is 
not possible to state how long the average grower devotes land to 
beets without rotation. 

On some farms certain fields are so located with respect to water 
supply and proximity to the loading dump, and have soil of so 
favorable a type that they are the most desirable parts of the farm 
for the growing of sugar beets. Naturally there is a tendency to 
plant beets on such fields for a number of years. This region hav- 
ing many tenants, no doubt much laxity exists in the planning of 
the crop rotation. 
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VALUE OF LABOR. 

Throughout this bulletin the value of man labor is computed at 
20 cents per hour, or $2 for a 10-hour day. Horse labor is valued 
at 10 cents per-hour, or $1 per 10-hour day, whether the animal is 

worked single or in a 2-horse, 3-horse, or 4-horse team. 
At certain times of the year labor may be rated higher than at 

other times, but the farmers were not able to give exact figures for 
different dates. Men were often hired by paying a definite sum per 
month for the entire year. Consideration was given to the varia- 
tion in wages, and each grower was asked the highest and the 
lowest rate ‘he paid for labor by the day or the month during the 
year. Data were also obtained as to the total time labor was hired 
and the total wages paid for each farm. Consideration was also 
given to-the value of board furnished the laborers. Taking an aver- 
age of all replies, it was found that the average wage was as stated 
above. The value of horse labor was ascertained by similar 
methods. ; 

The cost of labor varied on different ranches, but in estimating the 
cost of production of beets for each farm-the labor was rated at the 
average for the region. Family labor or labor done by the grower 
was figured at the same rate as hired labor. 

MANURING PRACTICE. 

As has been rather common in most western semiarid regions where 
the land was broken and planted to grain crops for several years, 
the farmers of this region have not placed a very high value upon 
barnyard manure. Manure has had a tendency to stimulate too 
heavy a growth of straw of the grain: crops on these fertile lands. 
This attitude toward the use of manure soon disappears when the 
farmers begin to grow sugar beets. The feeding of stock has grad- 
ually increased on account of the manure produced. until now many 
of the sugar-beet growers state that without this by-product little 
profit would be found in the growing of sugar beets. The beet crop 

produces a great deal of stock feed in the form of tops, pulp, and 
waste molasses. Alfalfa hay grows well in this region, and this, 
with the grazing on range lands and the feed from the beets, fur- 
nishes the basis of an increasing feeding industry. It was reported 
that 36.7 per cent of the land planted to beets in the surveyed area 
had been manured at some time during the past three years. It was 
assumed that the manure would give beneficial results to crops for 
that length of time at least. The value of manures and the length 
of time over which the cost of application should be distributed were 
reported upon by all farmers, leaving little doubt as to the general 
sentiment in regard to the value of barnyard manures in the produc- 
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tion of acrop. The rainfall in this region is not heavy, and manures 

do not rot and become available plant food as rapidly as they do in 
more humid regions. In averaging the result of the numerous 
answers upon this point it was decided that the nearest. correct 
method of distributing the cost of manuring was to charge 40 per 
cent to the first crop, 40 per cent to the second crop, and 20 per cent 

to the crop grown the third year after the manure was applied. Some 
men favored a longer period of distribution. That the manure on 
land was worth as much to the second crop as it was to the first was 
the almost unanimous opinion. As many farmers stated that the sec- 
ond year was better than the first as the reverse, the usual answer being 
that the two crops were equally helped. Considering this, the dis- 
tribution stated above as to cost of manure and manuring seems to be 
justified. That is, on the land where beets were grown but one year 
after manuring, the charge would be 40 per cent of the value of the 
manure in the yard and 40 per cent of the cost of the labor of spread- 
ing the same. If the land had been manured for two years in succes- 
sion before planting the beets, the charge would be 80 per cent of 
the yard value plus 80 per cent of the cost of application. If land 
had been manured for the three years previous to the growing of the 
1915 crop of beets the charge would be 100 per cent of the cost of 
the manure and all the labor charges. The cost of manure and 
manuring was charged to every farm in this manner. Commercial 
fertilizers were not used, and the growing of special green-manure 
crops is almost unknown; however, a form of green-crop manuring 
exists. It is common to plow under alfalfa that has some green 
growth when being plowed. Most men who practiced this considered 
a green crop of alfalfa as beneficial as a 15-ton per acre coat of barn- 
yard manure. Of the 1,640 acres of alfalfa broken and planted to 
sugar beets in 1915, a large part of it had some gies growth at the 
time of plowing. 

The value placed upon manures and the fact that commercial fer- 
tilizers are not used is easily explained when the character of the 
soil is taken into consideration. This is a soil that runs rather low 
in humus but relatively high in mineral nutrients. 

Sugar-beet growers almost without exception used their total avail- 
able manure upon the land to be planted immediately to beets. 
This might in part be due to the fact that no other cultivated crop 
is grown to any great extent by most of these men, but their opinion 
was that the manure was most readily available and most beneficial 
when applied to beets. 

The methods of applying the manure varied, but most of the 
growers used wagons and forks. Only 98 growers used manure 
spreaders, while 207 used farm wagons. The manure is mostly 
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spread in the winter and early spring, and most men prefer to get 
‘manuring done when they have spare time. If the manure can be 
plowed under soon after it is spread, the spreader is the most suc- 
cessful method, but where manure is hauled to the field a long time 
before it is to be plowed under it is best to place it in small piles and 
spread it with a fork just before plowing. Spreading and disking 
under is often a better method than to pile the manure. 

Either piling or disking the manure may cause a little more labor, 
but this method permits the work to be done at a time when teams 
are not busy, thus conserving the value of the manure by prevent- 
ing its drying out and blowing away. To spread manure on 
the fields, leaving it exposed in this dry climate, entails a loss 
from the heavy winds that sometimes come in the early spring. 
That most farmers do their own work of spreading manure is indi- 

cated by the fact that on 62 per cent of the farms where manure 
was applied the spreading crew was one man and two horses and 69 
per cent of the farmers used a 1-man crew. 

It cost 27 cents per ton to distribute manure with one man to a 
wagon or spreader and a team of two or more horses; with two men 
to an outfit it cost 23 cents per ton, and with three men 20 cents. 
This variation in cost is due to at least two factors: (1) The larger 
crews were spreading a greater acreage, and (2) in most cases they 
used manure spreaders and did their work at a more rushed season. 
The man with little manure to spread does not usually use a spreader, 
and the man who uses a spreader prefers to spread the manure at a 
time when it can be plowed or disked under immediately. 

One man with a 2-horse team did double the work per horse that 
was done by one man with a 4-horse team, the same being true of 
three men with 8-horse teams as compared with three men using 
6-horse teams. This is perhaps due to the number of horses that 
stand idle while the manure is being loaded. A crew consisting 
of three men and six horses used two spreaders with a 3-horse team 

on each spreader. While two men and one 3-horse team were en- 

gaged in loading, the other man with his 3-horse team was spreading 
the manure. With three men, a 3-horse team, and two spreaders, two 
men loaded the spreaders and one man with the three horses spread 
the manure, switching the team from one spreader to the other. This 
appeared to be a very quick and efficient method, as one spreader was 
being loaded while the other was being unloaded. 
A total of 49,570 tons of manure was spread on sugar-beet land in 

this region for the 1915 sugar-beet crop. At the estimated yard 
‘value of 85 cents per ton this would be worth $42,298, but according 
to the method of distributing the charge to the immediate crop after 
manure has been applied it was found that 79 per cent of this sum, 

82031°—18—Bull. 735-——2 
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or $33,510, should be charged to the 1915 crop of sugar beets. It thus 
appears that the total charge against future crops is greater than 

the amount that is accumulated in the soil from previous years. If 
the entire amount of manure used had been spread upon all the 
sugar-beet land devoted to the 1915 crop, the average per acre 
would have been 5.6 tons; but some growers spread as high as 25 

tons per acre, and the average of 15.3 tons was spread on each acre 

manured, thus leaving 4,599 acres of land with no manure to benefit 
the 1915 crop of beets. 

The grower’ on 72 farms did not manure any of the land they put 
in beets, 62 growers manured less than 25 per cent of their beet area, 
116 used manure for approximately 50 per cent of their beet area, 
and 55 manured 75 per cent or more of all the land they put in 
beets. The lands that were manured as a whole produced a good in- 
crease in the yield, and, after deducting the value of the manure at 85 
cents per ton and the cost of the labor of spreading it, a net profit of 
$1.41 per acre, due to manuring, is shown for the entire area. (Table 
Ids) 

TasLte IlI].—Use of manure as affecting yields of sugar beets in the Billings 
region. 

[The valuation of beets is that given by the growers. ] 

Percentage of area devoted to 
beets upon which manure 
was used. 

Classification. aa All farms. 

1 to 243. | 25 to 744. | 75 to 100. 

Area devoted to beetse. 022 cee cee neon acres. . 1,908 2,055 3,443 1, 443 8,849 
Beets produced.ctec25 > 42s ses. ae Eee tons..| 18,835 20,328 38, 183 17, 855 95, 201 
IPLOGuUchion PelVacle -as-2-- ee eer eee oe Ose 9.87 9.89 11.09 12.37 10. 76 

Valne of beets sold........- Serle tr ese ais ane te $110, 742 | $124, 006 | $228, 022 | $107,211 | $569,981 
Value of beetsper‘acre:. “sist fees e ee eee eee eee 58. 04 60. 37 66. 24 74. 29 64. 45 
Walueorinerease of Crop PelAcles.. ser = este ee nina el ae ees 2.33 8. 20 16. 25 6.41 

In considering the value of the increased yield per acre, the quality 
of the beets as well as the added tonnage should be considered. 

In the comparison of those farms using no manure with those 
spreading manure on 75 per cent or more of their sugar-beet land, 
it was found that the estimate of 85 cents per ton for the value of 
manure in the yard was less than the actual value of the manure, 

for on this one crop the farmer received an average of $1 per ton 

for manure by increased crop production after deducting for all labor 
costs of spreading manure at the usual rates. (Table ITV.) This 
shows that manure has a value, and the beet grower can not afford 
to let it waste. 
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TABLE LV.—Returns to growers using no manure compared with returns to those 

manuring 75 per cent or more of their sugar-beet area wm the Billings region. 

Beet crop. 

Returns 
iSeheraT [ | Per acre. for 

Crop treatment. ze Der O manure 
uaa less the 

Area. Value of | labor cost. 
Yield. the net 

increase. 

Acres. Tons. 
Manitine deere its. 2220p teeta Coie) 55 _ 1,444 12.38 $16.10 $12.79 
IN OVER MUN Open eon seca oe se oSoce owe cis cae 74 1,908 CERT Soee eo: eeaeulbee ceneaaad 

Manure worth $3.79 was put on each acre manured. The cost of its 
application was $3.31, as it required 8.9 hours of man labor and 15.3 
hours of horse labor. 

Growers to the number of 233, or 75.7 per cent of the total, manured 
part of their beet land. They manured 3,250 acres, or 36.7 per cent 
of the total beet acreage, at some time in the 3-year period prior to 
the time of planting the 1915 beet crop. As already stated, the 
writers have assumed that manure is beneficial to the crop for at 
least three years succeeding its application. 

The data showed that in this region the average established owner 
manured more land than the average tenant, because the tenants were 

unable to get long leases on the land. The difference in this respect 
was 17.2 per cent of the area planted to sugar beets. The data also 

showed that the owners made slightly heavier applications of manure 

to the land manured. In fact, most of the land manured on ten- 
ant holdings was on those farms where the landlord had encour- 
aged the feeding of stock on the land by feeding all the hay which 
he received for rental. Some landlords were taking an interest in 
their farms and feeding their hay on the land, and some of the ten- 
ants were feeding with the landlord under agreements whereby the 
landlord advanced the money to finance the buying of feeding stock, 
and the tenant performed the labor of feeding, thus effecting an ex- 
change of labor for the use of capital. 

PLOWING PRACTICE. 

The entire area planted to sugar beets was plowed during the 
preparation of the seed bed. This work was done at an average cost 

of $2.54 per acre, or an expenditure of 4.59 hours of man labor and 
16.18 hours of horse labor. This does not include any labor of crown- 
ing alfalfa sod where such lands were crowned before they were 
plowed. 

Almost all the plowing done in this region is done in the spring, 

as growers do not have time to harvest their beets and do much fall 
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plowing other than that required for winter wheat. Some crowning 
of alfalfa is done in the fall and early winter, but little other than 
alfalfa land is plowed before early spring. Only 23 growers out of a 
total of 305 did any fall plowing, and only 3 plowed all of their beet 
land in the fall. Most growers were of the opinion that fall plowing 
of land for beets was advisable, but generally there was no time for 
this work because the beet harvest and work on other crops demanded 
all the available man and horse labor. 

The data presented show that the average team of three or four 
horses and a man will plow a little less than 2 acres of land per 10- 
hour day. 

All the growers plow rather deep in preparing land for sugar beets, 

and they so plan the operation that the land can be leveled off well 
for irrigation. The usual depth of plowing is from 8 to 10 inches, 
some plowing a little shallower or a little deeper, according to the 
type of soil they have. Two-way plows are used by some, and it was 
found that they leave the land in better shape for irrigation than 
plows of other types, as no dead furrows are left in the field. They 
are not difficult to operate. Definite data as to the number of 2-way 
plows were not obtained, because in many instances the enumerators 
did not differentiate between sulky plows and 2-way plows. 

The variation in cost for different crews in plowing seems to be 
more in the cost for man labor than for horse labor. This is due to 
the fact that with more horses to handle less time is required by the 
man per horse, while the horse can do about the same amount of 
labor regardless of the method of hitching. As has been explained 
in regard to the kind of plows used, the classification of crews might 
be limited to 2-horse teams, 3 or 4 horse teams, and 5 or 6 horse teams. 
The 3-horse team seems to have an advantage over the 4-horse team. 
Part of this may be due to the method of hitching and the facility of 
turning. A 3-horse team is hitched abreast, while four horses are 
hitched in two teams tandem in most instances. Most of the advan- 

tage is due to the type of soils. In the sections where the soil is more 
sandy and loose the plowing is almost all done by three horses, and in 
sections where the soil is heavier all the growers plow with 4-horse 
teams. The depth of plowing also influences the number of horses 
required for plowing. 

Of the 15 growers who plowed with a crew of one man and two 
horses, 13 used walking plows, 1 used a sulky, and 1 did not state 
the kind of plow used. Of the 87 growers who employed 3-horse 
teams, 8 used walking plows, 77 sulky plows, and 2 gang plows. Of 
the 110 teams of four horses, 99 were with sulky plows and 11 with 
gang plows. Of the 17 teams of five horses, 3 were with sulky plows 
and 14 were with gang plows. Five growers hitched 6-horse teams 
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to gang plows. The remaining growers did not report the kind of 
plows used. 

In considering the size of plows used, it was found that of the 310 
plows reported 122 were 16-inch plows, 170 were 14-inch plows, and 

18 were 12-inch plows. (Table V.) 

Taste V.—Cost of plowing land for sugar beets with different plows in the 
Billings region in 1915. 

Labor per acre. 

Kind of plow. 

Cost. Man. Horse. 

Acres. Hours. | “Hours. 
Vigna a a. 5, Re ae opener ee a 272 $3.33 7.57 18.12 ' 
PSHUU SF 4 cin yin eae AeA te RRC ESR oe ea 6,396 3.10. 5.61 19.74 
(CETE ae cc dae SRR 88 BS I eis Soe eg eer eae, 6 iy LAS 1,319 1.94 2.85 13.67 
(Usrmitba avons 2p.) 1 2 DIG a ee ee a ee HR 764 Pil 5 105) 16.81 
ELinc Ubrsrmmmeenremans: Sues selves! Vo Pie Rah. 4. Jabs Tee SL ck 98 Soa S ahi eee ee aye 

PAN SLETEITIG epee sR LENE RS Ve ares tbe ents. 5.5 Re ee 8, 849 2.90 5.15 18.32 

CROWNING ALFALFA SOD IN PREPARING LAND FOR BEETS. 

Alfalfa crowning is done in the fall or spring when there is some 
green growth on the alfalfa plants, which when plowed under adds 
to the humus content of the soil. 
A total area of 1,394 acres of alfalfa land was crowned for beet 

growing by 69 farmers. This labor takes about as much time as to 

plow the land. It requires 4.35 hours of man labor and 16.14 hours 
of horse labor to crown 1 acre, and the cost is figured at $2.48 per 
acre. If the work can not be done in the fall it is done as soon as 
possible in the spring, if the land is for beets that year. The plowing 
is to a depth of 3 or 4 inches, which is sufficient to cut off and turn 
over most of the alfalfa plants. The ground is then harrowed. The 
exposed alfalfa roots and crowns soon dry out and die, while if 
plowed to a greater depth many of them would sprout up again. 
After allowing the roots to dry out for a few weeks the land is plowed 
again to a greater depth, with the result that few of the crowns then 
turned under grow again. This method of handling alfalfa sod is 
much better than plowing only once, as it makes a better seed bed 
and does away with much volunteer alfalfa, which would make beet 
cultivation very difficult; also not so many roots are left on top of 
the ground to clog the cultivating machinery. The cost of the extra 
work of crowning is easily saved in the later work of thinning and 
cultivating the beet crop. Most of the growers prefer to crown in the 
fall if other work permits, so as to let the crowns dry out over winter 
before turning them under; in actual practice, however, few of them 
were able to do much alfalfa crowning in the fall. Of the total of 
1,640 acres of alfalfa broken and planted in beets, 1,394 acres were 
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double plowed (or crowned and plowed) and 246 acres were plowed 
but once. Of the 1,394 acres crowned and plowed, 309 acres were 
erowned in the fall and 1,085 acres crowned in the spring. More of 
this crowning would have been done in the fall if the farmer could 
have found time to do it at that season of the year. 

The crowning of the alfalfa sod is done with the same plows that 
are used to plow the land, and the time per acre for various crews 
runs similar to that required for plowing. The explanation of the 
variation in costs of plowing under varying conditions applies also 
to crowning alfalfa, the reasons being identical. 

DISKING PRACTICE. 

Disking was not a general practice in this region in 1915, as is 
shown by the fact that only 26.9 per cent of the farmers disked any 
land, and only about 21 per cent of the total area was disked. The 
plowing table shows that most of the land was plowed. Where disk- 
ing was done, it was mostly by men who were preparing alfalfa land 
for beets. Some growers disked manured land before plowing. 

Of the 82 growers who used the disk in preparing beet land, it 
was found that 7 used 12-disk implements, 40 used the 14-disk size, 

and 28 used 16-disk machines. The remaining 7 made no report as 
to the size of disk used. 

Averaging all the farms, it is found that one man with the average 
number of horses (about four) can double disk 5.4 acres in a 10- 

hour day. A small number of farms use other than 4-horse teams 

for disking, so that a comparison of the cost by crews does not 
indicate much of practical value. The average acre disked required 
1.84 hours of man labor and 7.19 hours of horse labor. This was ap- 
plied at an average cost of $1.09 per acre for the 1,874 acres disked on © 
82 farms. 

FLOATING PRACTICE. 

The implement used in the operation of floating land is usually a 
homemade piece of machinery made from sawed timbers 2 or 3 
inches thick and 12 inches wide; the length varies from 12 to 24 

feet and the width from 6 to 14 feet. (Fig. 2.) Of the total number 
reporting, 50 per cent reported 16 feet as the length of the float, and 
most of those remaining were more than 16 feet in length. As to 
width, 20 used 6-foot floats, 12 used 7-foot widths, 89 used 8-foot 
widths, 33 used 10-foot widths, and 14 used floats wider than 10 feet. 

The pieces are bolted together so that the planks have only one edge 
touching the ground when in use. The three crosspieces usually 
provided serve to drag down the higher places in the field and deposit 
dirt in the depressions. This is an excellent implement for getting 
ground in level condition, so as to irrigate well. The longer floats 
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do good work in leveling where depressions are wide. A narrow 
implement will have a tendency to scoop out these places. Four or 
more horses are needed to handle a large float properly, the average 
number for the region being a little more than four. The number of 
horses needed and the efficiency of operation depend upon the size 

and weight of the float. Some lighter material is commonly used on 
top of the implement in order that the driver may ride standing or 
move about, so as to make the leveling more nearly perfect. 

Practically all the growers in the region used some such machine, 
a total of 8,580 acres (nearly 97 per cent of the area planted to 
beets) being thus prepared. 

_ The growers who did not use a box level of this sort used a drag 
made of overlapping planks. These drags are usually from 3 to 5 

Fic. 2.—Floating sugar-beet land. The homemade implement here shown-is used after 

disking to level the ground and put it into good condition for irrigation. 

feet wide and 8 or 10 feet long. The drag is not considered so effi- 
cient an implement for leveling land as a level; the work it does is 

not so thorough. The drag is a somewhat less expensive implement 

to make and to operate and it requires less horsepower. The average 
cost for the 325 acres dragged was 66 cents per acre. 

The average acre of land included under the survey was floated 
1.82 times at an average cost of 89 cents per acre. This is the equiva- 
lent of 1.51 hours of man labor and 5.96 hours of horse labor. One 
man with a 4-horse team can float about 12 acres per day. The 
average cost is 49 cents per acre, or 0.83 hour of man labor and 3.27 
hours of horse labor, to go over an acre once with a float. 

Of the farmers who floated their land, 70 per cent went over it 
twice, 22 per cent floated only once, and the other 8 per cent floated 
more than twice. In floating twice it is the common custom to float 
both ways of the field. 
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Of the 302 growers who floated their land, 205 used 4-horse teams. 
The cost of floating with crews of different sizes can not be used for 
any practical application, for the men using the greater number of 
horses invariably have the heavier floats. These heavier floats usu- 
ally accomplish more in the way of smoothing and firming: the seed 
bed than the lighter floats for an equal number of operations. 

HARROWING PRACTICE. 

It required an average of 1.75 hours of man labor and 5.75 hours 
of horse labor to harrow an acre. All of the farmers harrowed their 
land in preparing the seed bed for beets; 246 growers used 2-section 
harrows, and 49 used 3-section harrows, while 13 used harrows of 
unclassified types. (Fig. 3.) 

Fic. 3.—A 4-horse team harrowing a field of sugar beets. This crew economizes man 

labor. j 

Of the total number of growers, 31 harrowed their land but once, 
158 harrowed twice, 70 harrowed 3 times, 34 harrowed 4 times, 4 
harrowed 5 times, 4 harrowed 6 times, 2 harrowed 7 times, and 1 
harrowed 10 times. The average field was harrowed 2.44 times, at 
an average cost of 38 cents per acre, or a total cost of 93 cents per 
acre. 
Harrowing varied a great deal on the various farms, owing to 

two causes. The type of soil has a great deal to do with the number 
of harrowings that are necessary, and in this region the growers 
who use disks, drags, and levels do not use the harrow so much as 
those who have less machinery of this sort and who use the harrow 
as a sort of float or level by turning the teeth horizontal to the sur- 
face of the ground. The first harrowing of the land is usually done 
immediately after plowing. A man will harrow once what is plowed 
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each day, so as to prevent rapid drying out and the formation of 
hard clods. As a rule, this is done by the same man who does the 
plowing by switching from the plow and using the harrow for a 
time each day. A few men attach small narrow harrows to their 
plows. The practice of harrowing the land: as soon as it is plowed 
is an efficient one, as much good can be accomplished with the harrow 
at that time. 

. Spring-tooth harrows are not used to any great extent in this 

region, as is shown by the fact that only 103 acres of land were har- 
rowed with these implements. Most men who use a spring-tooth 
harrow use it in place of a disk. One man with a 4-horse team was 
the crew mostly used in spring-tooth harrowing, and the cost per 
acre to do this work averages $1.05 per acre harrowed, or 5.7 acres 
per 10-hour day for a crew of one man and four horses. 

ROLLING PRACTICE. 

The practice of rolling land before planting the beet seed is not 
general in this region, as is shown by the fact that only 27.8 per cent 
of the 305 farmers visited reported rolling land before planting, and 
less than 21 per cent of the total area planted to beets was rolled. 
before planting. This might vary somewhat with different seasons, 
as rolling to firm the land for a good seed bed would be necessary in 

some years and not in others; however, in this region there is seldom 
much trouble with lack of firmness in seed beds for beets. Rolling 
is usually done to break clods. 

The average 10-hour day’s work at rolling by one man with a 
9-horse team covers almost 14 acres of land; hence to roll 1 acre of 

land requires an average of 0.71 hour of man labor and 1.49 hours of 
horse labor. 

Of the 84 men reporting the use of rollers, 50 used 10-foot rollers, 

25 used 8-foot rollers, 6 used 12-foot rollers, and 3 used rollers less 
than 8 feet long. Data were not obtained as to the number of smooth 
and of corrugated rollers. 

Of the 84 men using rollers, 80 hitched two horses to the roller; 

and the average man rolled his land 1.13 times, at a cost of 29 cents 
per acre. 

DITCHING PRACTICE. 

The cost of maintaining the small laterals, including the work of 
cleaning them out and the making of such new small ditches as may 
be necessary for the distribution of the water in the field so that it. 
can be run into the furrows between the rows of beets, is only 13 cents 
per acre. This required 0.32 hour of man labor and 0.61 hour of 

82031°—Bull. 735—18——3 
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horse labor. The factors that affect the cost are the distance from 
the main lateral or ditch, the size of the fields, and the lay of the 
land. Some teamwork is used in plowing out ditches, but they must 
be cleaned out with shovels. A total of 8,666 acres was considered in 

the above as having a separate cost for ditch cleaning, six farms 
being so located that no extra work was required to get water to 
the beet field. This is a part of the cost of irrigation. Very few 
growers had any special tools for ditching, and they used common 

walking plows for plowing out ditches. A few had listers; others 
used homemade V drags. 

In taking the records no separate accounting of the man labor al 
the horse labor was made, so no estimate can be given as to the hand 
labor done with shovels in cleaning out the ditches. 

As already stated, the ditch cleaning is very variable, according 
to the type of ditches necessary to get water to each farm, and no 
comparison can be made as to the efficiency of the methods used by 
the individual farmers. Some seem to use more efficient tools than 

others, but as a general rule this work is governed by the lay of the 
land. More work is necessary in scme years than in others, and a 
part of this work is sometimes more in the nature of a permanent 
improvement. 

PLANTING BEET SEED. 

Of the total of 305 growers in this region all but 3 used drills drawn 
by two horses each that planted four rows at a time. The other drills 
planted only two rows at a time. With a 4-row drill, the average 
area planted per 10-hour day was a little over 10 acres. Planting in 
this region begins as early as possible in the spring, sometimes the 
early part of April, and lasts until about the first of June. Early- 
planted beets seem to do better than those planted later, but the time 

necessary to prepare the land does not always permit early planting. 
Where the field is very large it is the custom to plant at different 
times, so that the thinning will be distributed over a longer period. 
It is not advisable to let the beets stand too long before thinning. 

The most of the acreage in this area is planted in rows 20 inches 
apart. A few men planted rows 18 and 22 inches apart, so that it was 
possible to make a deeper irrigation ditch between the wide rows and 
irrigate only between alternate pairs of rows. This custom is not 
very common in this region, as the soil is heavy and water does not 
quickly soak across the rows where the furrows are very far apart. 
Also the land in most instances has a good slope for irrigation, and 
there is no need of a deep furrow or large head of water for irrigat- 

ing between the rows of sugar beets. 
It cost 40 cents per acre to plant beet seed, or one hour of man Jabor 

and two hours of horse labor. 
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ROLLING LAND AFTER BEETS ARE PLANTED. 

After being planted, 4,935 acres, or 56 per cent of the total area in 
beets, was rolled. This rolling is usually done after the beets have 
come through the ground and before they have grown very much. It 
cost. 31 cents to roll an acre of beets, or 0.77 of an hour of man 
labor and 1.55 hours of horse labor. Rolling is done for two pur- 
poses: (1) To break any crust that may have formed on the ground 
and enable many beets to come up that would not otherwise be able 
to get through, and (2) to break and crush clods that would be likely 
to be thrown on the beet row at the first cultivation. Most growers 
use corrugated rollers run crosswise of the beet rows. (Fig. 4.) 
Very few use smooth rollers, as they are not as efficient for breaking 

Fig. 4.—A corrugated roller used on beet land. A good type of roller for firming the 

seed bed. 

a crust on the land. Some growers rolled the beets after they were 
blocked and thinned, so as to firm down and level the soil and aid in 
cultivating. 
By far the greater number of growers use only two horses in roll- 

ing beets. One man with two horses can roll an average of 13 acres 

of land per 10-hour day. ; 
After the seed was planted, 178 of the men rolled a part of their 

- beet land, and only 27 of these rolled the land more than once. 
More rolling is done in some years than in others, because there 

is much variation in the seasons; for example, should a heavy rain 
occur between the time of planting the beet seeds and their germina- 
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tion, a heavy crust is likely to form on the ground and the small 
plants are unable to break through, which necessitates rolling to 
break the crust. If the ground is cloddy, the rolling should be done 
before the seed is planted, as beets never give the best results where 
there is lack of care in the preparation of the seed bed. Getting the 
young plants’ well started early in the spring is one of the essentials 
of a good tonnage of sugar beets. Rolling does not seem to damage 
the plants to any great extent, as they do not break off easily and 
the small leaves are not often crushed. 

Fic. 5.—Cultivating sugar beets with a 4-row cultivator, which will do twice as much 

work as a 2-row machine, with practically the same amount of man labor and 

horse labor, 

CULTIVATION OF BEETS. 

Cultivation starts as soon as the beets are well through the ground 
and continues during the season at short intervals until the beets are 
so large that they shade most of the ground and one can not get 

through the rows without breaking the leaves. In early cultivations 
the work must be done slowly and carefully, as the beets are very 
small and there is danger of covering them with dirt. Knives or 
duck feet are used for the first cultivation, or both are used by attach- 
ing the duck feet behind the knives. (Fig. 5.) In later cultivations 
larger shovels are used, and the work can be done more rapidly than 
in the earlier cultivations. In the first cultivations the ground should 
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be loosened to a good depth. If possible, shovels should be run in 
the middle between the rows, for if this strip of ground is allowed 

to get hard satisfactory cultivation will be difficult. Early deep 
cultivations, if not too close, do not disturb any of the beet roots, 
while late, deep cultivations are apt to injure the beet roots. As 
much care should be taken to avoid injury to the roots of the beet. 

as to the tops, for both roots and tops are essential to the growth of 
the plants. The first root of a beet strikes down deep into the soil 
and the side roots spread out later. 

The cultivation of beets is in most instances done by 2-horse cul- 
tivators, which till four rows at a time; 37 growers used 1-horse cul- 
tivators that worked only two rows at a time. These 2-row culti- 
vators are not as efficient as the 4-row implements, as they take about 
twice the man labor per acre, and the horse labor is about the same 
as for the 4-row machine. It takes two hours for a man to culti- 
vate 1 acre with a 2-row cultivator and only one hour with a 4-row 
implement. Cultivators of the 2-row type are not used on large 
areas, as is shown by the average acreage of beets of those using 
1-horse cultivators being only 14.5 acres per farm, while the average 
for those using 2-horse cultivators is 31 acres per farm. (Table VI.) 

TABLE VI.—Relation of the number of cultivations of the sugar-beet crop to the 
cost of labor in the Billings region in 1915. 

Percent- | Average Percent- | Average 
Culti- | Number] Acresof| age of labor Culti- Number] Acres of | age of labcr 
vated. |offarms.| beets. total. cost per vated. | offarms.| beets. total cost per 

area. acre.1 area. acre.! 

2 times... 12 372 4.2 $0. 79 || 6 times... 13 614 6.9 | $2. 23 
3 times. .. 86 1,964 PAP.) 1.28 || 7 times... 9 288 3.3 2.81 
4 times... 125 4,183 47.3 1.68 |] | | 
5 times... 60 1, 422 16.1 2.20 || Allfarms. 305 8,843 100.0 1.74 

1 The cost of the labor for furrowing, which is usually done once each season and by some is considered a 
_ cultivation, is not here included. 

There is no clear indication that the number of cultivations had 
any great effect on the yield of beets per acre, there being many fac- 
tors that might tend to cause a variation in yield; for example, the 
ground in certain fields may be in poor condition or the beets may 
not be doing well, and such a field will receive extra cultivations, 
while a good field may not be-cultivated so often. Weedy land will 
be cultivated more often than fields that are comparatively free 

from weeds. Beets that are growing rapidly and are healthy and 
vigorous have a shorter season for cultivation before they become 
too large, but such beets usually yield best. 

It required 4.46 hours of man labor and 8.46 hours of horse labor 

to cultivate an acre of beets an average of 4.09 times. (Table VII.) 
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TABLE VII.—Relation of crew labor to the cost of cultivating the sugar-beet crop 
in the Billings region in 1915. 

Cost of cultivating 
Average per acre. 

raw Number | Acres of | times 
i offarms.| beets. cal z 

vated. nee : 
over Total. 

Liman: JORG ss eens Saree eR eee se cone ees 37 537 3. 63 $0. 60 $2.19 
1 man, 2 horses. ....-.-- 265 8, 206 CORN a Gell evel 
Tes 06 La a a eS ee ae en re 3 98 3. 41 -50 1.70 

SA Wiad Si 8s CEE eis SOR Oo see Me ot Shee 305 | 8, 841 4.41 42 1. 74 
| 

FURROWING FOR IRRIGATION. 

To furrow the average acre requires one hour of man labor, and the 
team or horse labor is nearly two hours, being a little less than double 
the amount of man labor because some men use only one horse for 
furrowing. The average cost of labor for furrowing is 39 cents per 
acre. Only seven growers furrowed twice, and only one did not fur- 
row, the others furrowing once. 

The ordinary beet cultivator is used for furrowing, shovels that 
make small ditches about 3 or 4 inches deep being attached. 
Implements covering two rows were used by 85 growers; 12 fur- 

rowed five rows at a time, one man did not furrow, and the remainder 

four rows at a time. The furrower makes one extra ditch each time 
across, but doubles back in it in cases where two or four rows are . 
furrowed at a time. Those growers who used 2-row furrowers did 
not have very large acreages of beets, averaging only 6 acres per man. 
Their acreage being small, it probably would not pay them to buy 
more expensive machinery. They furrowed on an average 5.77 acres 
per 10-hour day at a cost of 52 cents per acre, this being 13 cents per 
acre more than the average cost for the entire area. 

In furrowing four rows at a time the average day’s work of a man 

and 2-horse team for a 10-hour day was 10.72 acres, at a cost of 37 

cents per acre. 

In furrowing five rows at a time the man and 2-horse team aver- 
aged 12.71 acres per 10-hour day, at a cost of 31 cents per acre. Al- 
though this is the least in cost per acre for furrowing, it is very 
doubtful whether it is the most economical method. It is necessary 

that more care be taken to cover all the rows in the same order, as 
they are planted by a 4-row drill. If the rows are a little wide or 
close between drill rounds, this method will plow up some beets; 
and 6 cents per acre is a small saving, as a few beets will more than 
amount to this sum. A dozen beets plowed out or covered per acre 
would eliminate any saving, regardless of other losses. 
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IRRIGATING THE SUGAR-BEET CROP. 

Trrigation in the Billings region is by water supplied directly 

from the river to the farms and not stored in reservoirs, such as are 
found in many sections elsewhere. The supply is from the Yellow- 
stone River and its tributaries, and much of the water is available 
in- June and early July, as this is the time when the water in the 

river from the melting snows of the mountains at the headwaters 
of the Yellowstone River reaches its highest point. Large ditches 
are constructed to take the water from the river, and these ditches 
run at an altitude higher than the lands to be irrigated. By a 
gradual branching into smaller ditches the water is distributed to 
the beet fields, where it is run in small furrows between the beet rows. 

In running the water through the furrows between the rows of 
beets it is necessary to have only a small head, as it is advisable that, 
the water in the furrow should not overflow and submerge the crown 
of the beets. The furrows are usually about 3 or 4 inches deep. 
Different types of soil require different lengths of time for the appli- 
eation of the water in order to give the beets a thorough irrigation. 
Sandy lands require a quick run in order to be most efficient in the 
use of the water, while heavy soils which the water does not pene- 
trate quickly require a long run of water. The farmer usually judges 
that the beets have sufficient water when the land is thoroughly satu- 
rated to the depth of an irrigating shovel in the middle of the strip 
between two water furrows. The length of time the water is run in 
the furrow depends greatly on the length of the row of beets. Many 
growers shut off the water as soon as it reaches the lower end of the 
furrow so as to avoid waste of the water from the ends of the rows. 

Irrigating usually begins in the month of July, depending on the 
season, the amount of rains, and the size of the beets. The first irri- 
gation water was applied to beets by 41 farmers of this group from 

July 5 to 15, 136 began irrigating from July 16 to July 25, 66 began 
irrigating an July 26 to August 5, ane 5 did not spray the first 
irrigation until after August 6. 

Six farmers applied the last irrigation to beets from August i to 
August 5, 14 finished irrigating from August 6 to 15, 83 finished 
from Amman! 16 to 25, 75 applied the ewe irrigation Suan August 
26 to September 5, 65 finished irrigating from September 5 to 15, 
and 5 irrigated beets as late as September 16. 

The average length of time between the first and last irrigation | 
of sugar béets was 37 days, while the extreme dates shown for indi- 
vidual irrigations range from July 5 to September 20, which gives 
a season of 77 days for irrigating. 

Beets should not be irrigated until they are too large to cultivate 
‘and the leaves have spread out so that they will cover the ground 
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and shade it (fig. 6), so that the heavy crusts will not form in the 
furrows where the water has run. The beets are usually ready for 
irrigation about July 15 to 25. There is a popular belief that early 
irrigation tends to shorten the root of the beet, but this is not true 
where the beet is suffering for want of water. If the season is dry 
the farmer should not wait too long to irrigate. A beet should be. 
kept in the best growing condition possible at all times and should 
not be allowed to lie dormant or have its growth checked when an 
application of irrigation water would make it grow rapidly. The 

Fig. 6.—A flourishing field of sugar beets. When the beets cover the ground as shown 

in this picture, cultivation ceases. 

season in this region is not long enough to permit part of it to be 
wasted by allowing the bets to stand still for lack of water. If beets: 
are suffering from want of water and a rain comes, none of the 
farmers would think of its doing any harm to the bets, yet some were 
of the opinion that an irrigation would harm the beets. 

After irrigation is begun, it is usually necessary to continue to 
irrigate every 10 to 20 days from the time of the -first irrigation 
until about the first of September. To know how to irrigate, the 
grower must know his soil well, and he must study the condition of 
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his crop each year. The limit to the supply of available water must 
also be known, and the water must be so used that it will be properly 
distributed. The fact remains that the water must be used when it 
is delivered in the ditch. It may not always seem best for any given 
farm, but. as there are many farms under the ditch each must take 
the water when it is available. 

Irrigation usually. proceeds day and night when the water is 
available, the average man putting in long hours in the operation. 
Some men turn the water on alfalfa fields at night, but most men set 
the water on long rows of beets and let it run all night. This sort 
of work demands that the water be set to running just before dark 
at night and changed as soon as day breaks in the morning. Many 
of the men stay in the field 14 or 15 hours a day when irrigating. 

As already stated, irrigation is very distinctly an operation that is 
different for each farm. Some men can irrigate 5 or 10 acres per 
day and do it better, more efficiently, and easier than they could irri- 
gate 2 acres on another farm. The head of water and the lay of the 
land cause part of this variation. It pays to irrigate carefully and 
not hastily. One should prepare his land so that there will be no 
low places where water will collect and stand. 

The average labor cost of irrigation in the area studied is 61 cents 
per acre per irrigation; this means that the average man can irrigate 
about 4 acres in 12 hours. Four or five acres per day of about 12 to 
15 hours can be covered when the water is running about all the 
time, day and night. The average man irrigated his beets 2.4 times; 
26 men irrigated once, 168 irrigated twice, 89 irrigated three times, 
and 14 irrigated four times. The available data comparing the crop 
yields and the number of irrigations failed to show any manifest 
correlation. In order to form definite conclusions upon this subject, 
more detailed information as to time and number of water applica- 
tions would: be necessary, and types of soil and other considerations 
would have to be studied much more closely than was possible for 
the men gathering the data of this survey. Very little is known by 
the average farmer as to the quantity of water applied to each field 
cr the quantity wasted, as he has no measuring devices for individ- 
ual fields. The water is measured out of the main canal, but after 
that the farmer makes no accurate measurements. 

These studies, made in 1915, show that detailed information was 
gathered from 301 farms upon which 8,745 acres of sugar beets were 
irrigated, the man labor expended upon each acre being 7.43 hours, 
at a cost of $1.49. 

Four men did not irrigate their beets. These in all cases were 
beets on seeped or subirrigated lands. About 99 per cent of the total 
area planted to beets was irrigated. The nonirrigated lands of the 
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region are not adapted to the production of profitable crops of sugar 
beets. 

LIFTING PRACTICE. 

Nearly 91 per cent of the growers used 3-horse teams to lift beets, 
as they all used crotch 1-row lifters. None used 2-row or side-row. 

lifters. Lifting is an arduous operation when the season is such 
that the fields become very dry; and it would seem that the different 
types of soil would make corresponding differences in the amount 
of labor necessary to lift the beets, but in this region it seems that 
the same number of horses is used in most cases. There is, however, 

a variation in the acres pulled per day by the crews of different 
farms. 

It is not customary to keep the lifter going the entire day, as a 
man lifting with three horses can lift during the average 10-hour day 
2.29 acres of beets. The average man has not enough horses to haul 
so many beets per day in addition to the lifting work, so the custom 
is to lift and pile and top only as many beets per day as can be 
hauled in a day. If beets lie in the field after being lifted or 
topped there is considerable loss in weight unless they are excep-. 
tionally well covered. Covering them over with leaves when they 
are in small piles will stop the evaporation to some extent, but the 
leaves soon wilt and are of little protection. Farmers try to avoid 
having to cover beets in the field. 

On account of the danger of freezing, the farmers are always 
anxious to get all the beets out of the ground as soon as possible 
after harvesting begins, and this season is perhaps the busiest of the 
year. Beet pulling usually begins about the first of October and 
lasts until November. Asa rule, November 5 is considered the latest 

safe date to have beets still in the ground. The men who get 
through early are usually hired by those with larger acreages. Very 
little other work is done after beet harvesting begins until the 
harvest is finished. 

It required 4.41 hours of man labor and 13.09 hours of horse labor 
to lift the average acre of beets harvested, the average cost of the 
same being $2.18 per acre. 

HAULING BEETS. 

The hauling of the beets is one of the hardest operations in the 
production of the sugar-beet crop. The beets are always hauled 
when there is a rush to get work done, as there is danger of loss of 
beets if they are not harvested before the ground freezes. Harvest 
begins about October 1 and should be completed by November 5 to 
be safe from loss by freezing. In some seasons it is possible to 
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harvest after this date, but in other years the ground will be frozen 
so that it is very laborious or impossible to harvest the beets. Allow- 
ing for some wet or bad weather, it will be seen that beet harvesting 

is the rush season of the year. 
Although labor at hauling beets is always paid a higher rate than 

other farm labor in this region, in estimating the cost of hauling 
the usual rate of 20 cents per hour for man labor and 10 cents per 
hour for horse labor is used as the basis in this bulletin. For haul- 
ing beets men get from $50 to $75 a month and board, according to 
the need the farmers have for labor. 

Beets are hauled in special wagon boxes, which permié the beets to 
be dumped from the wagon directly into the cars that are to trans- 
port them to the factory. (Fig. 7.) The men do not have to shovel 
the beets when cars are available, but in many cases the number of 

Fig. 7.—Loading and hauling sugar beets. Wagons are specially constructed to dump 

the load directly into a freight car or storage sheds. 

beets harvested exceeds the quantity that can be stored at the factory, 
so the beets are piled at the dumps in large piles on the ground. 
Sometimes 5,000 tons are put into one pile. These piles are made 
about 8 feet high and of various widths and lengths. No extra com- 
pensation is provided for this piling of beets at the dumps. 

Usually one man loads and unloads his beets at the dump, but in 
some cases the farmer has a man in the field who helps load the 
wagons, doing other work while the wagon goes to the dump. 

These studies, made in 1915, show that detailed information with 
regard to hauling sugar beets was gathered from 305 farms, from 
which the product of 8,817 acres of beets was hauled, requiring an 
average of 10.36 hours of man labor and 29.66 hours of horse labor 
per acre. The cost of hauling was therefore $5.02 per acre, or 47 
cents per ton. 
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The fact that hauling is done for less per ton with two horses than 
with other sorts of teams is perhaps not entirely due to the efficiency 
of this method of hauling, but is more likely to be due to the fact that 
the men with the uphill haul or harder haul used more horses to a 

wagon than the men with easier hauls. The cost of hauling varies 
with the season and the condition of the fields and roads. For 1915 
the load hauled averaged 3.18 tons. Two horses hauled on an average 
2.82 tons, three horses 2.92 tons, and four horses 3.37 tons, the aver- 
age cost of hauling being 26 cents per ton per mile hauled, when man 
labor is figured at 20 cents per hour and horse labor at 10 cents per 
hour. If better methods of loading and unloading were devised, 
and especially if improvement could be made in loading beets on the 
wagons, this cost could be greatly lessened. 

The hired hauling on an average cost 28.3 cents more per ton 
than hauling done by the farmer, where his labor was figured at $2 
per day per man and $1 per horse for a 10-hour day, and the average 
distance for the hired hauling was 1.3 miles less. This gives some 
indication of the scarcity of labor which usually prevails during 
the harvest season. The man who has not the horses for hauling 
beets must hire the necessary men with teams and must have the 
labor done during a short period of time, so he has to pay for this 
work at a rate that is higher than is common for other seasons of 

the year. Usually he does not furnish wagons or any harness, which 
would mean some expense for wear and breakage. The average 
cost was $4.81 per acre for hauling the beets where the farmer did 

the work, counting labor only, and $7.85 for hired hauling, a differ- 
ence of $3.04. In computing the cost of hauling 1 ton of beets 1 
mile it was found that for farmers doing their own work in the 
first group, those averaging 0.76 of a mile, the average cost was 49 
cents per ton-mile. For the second group, those averaging a 1.67-mile 
haul, the cost was 28 cents per ton-mile; in the third group, those 
averaging a 2.91-mile haul, the cost was 19 cents per ton-mile; in the 
fourth group, those averaging a 3.96-mile haul, the cost was 17 
cents per ton-mile. The hired hauling cost 69 cents per ton-mile 
on an average haul of 0.88 mile, 51 cents per ton-mile for 
an average haul of 1.46 miles, and 86 cents per ton-mile for an 
average haul of 2.83 miles. The difference of 21 cents between 
groups 1 and 2 and 9 cents between groups 2 and 3 for farmers 
doing their own hauling might be taken as an indication that the 
average cost of loading beets was about 12 cents per ton; but this 
is not an accurate method of figuring, as the actual aan taken to 
load the beets was not recorded. Table VIII, showing the cost of 
hauling according to distance, indicates that it costs the farmers 
in the group farthest from the dump an average of $3.11 more per 
acre to deliver their beets than those in the group closest to the dump. 
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In other words, the additional cost is about $1 per acre for each 
mile of distance from the dump. Im the case of hired hauling this 
additional difference is more nearly $2 per acre for each mile from 
the dump. 

Taste VII1.—Cost of hauling sugar beets in the Billings region of Montana 
in 1915. 

AV ELAER cost ol 
auling. 

: f Number | Beets e 
Classification. of farms. | hauled. 

Per ton. | Per acre. 

Hauled by grower: Tons. 
Less than 14 miles (average 0,76 mile)... -..-....- ------ see 112 39, 220 $0. 37 $3. 98 
14 to 24 miles (average 1.67 miles).................-.---.--- 100 29, 544 - 463 4.98 
2% to 34 miles (average 2.91 miles)....-...--------- De ees 65 18, 337 ~ 544 5. 85 
34 miles and farther (average 3.96 miles)............-.------ 12 3, 788 - 659 7.09 

All farms 1 (average 2.86 miles)..............-..-.-.------ 289 90, 899 447 4,81 

According to the size of the crew: 
MT arieponl OLSES Saree mete iaece seem oe ates oe <ise ele ae earn eee 120 34, 897 FAO2D eeeecise& 
HOTTA UMOUSCS ciyec eis SH h eee el So). 2 Joe Wan eA eet ay 30 8,521 S498 HE ee eed 
TTI ATIRPAPONSES@arc sawn ee Be a Ne ee a ee ec 118 37, 859 TA Gib, | Rese eked 
3 magi, Si OOREIS Hess Ses Uodee se MoT es Ree eeeees. Seeuetaseae ill 5, 021 ODM eS eeervcerse 
Mixed....... RRP is Ged Mil 8s, OUR ME es Ca 10 4,591 DOM ase.’ 

Daye th a Be ae LO sisi te Be pt a a RE foe A tem r 289 90, 889 AAT Waa Se ae 

Hired hauling: 
Less Hane u miles (average 0.88 mile)...................--. 4 847 61 6.56 
13 to 27, immles (@ivenaey i203 inl) 50 = 22 boo. -eocen Slee ol 12 3, 888 a Ala 8. 07 
24 to 3. males\(averace:2:83:milles).2--.:..... 0.21288) 3 137 1.00 10. 76 

PAT hireds(average les5miles):-.- 2-2) 00-22. eee ee ge 19 4,872 2a 7. 85 

1 Excluding 19 farms from which the hauling was done under contract, as shown in the last part of the 
table under “Hired hauling.” 7 

HAND OR CONTRACT LABOR. 

The labor on the sugar-beet crop that is done by hand without the 
use of machinery consists of blocking, thinning, two hoeings, and 
pulling, piling, and topping the beets. About three-fourths of this 

labor in the Billings region is done by contract. The labor con- 
tractors make an agreement with the farmer to do all the handwork 

on the crops, receiving therefor a definite sum under a system which 
makes it to the interest of the contractor to cover as large an acreage 
as possible per day. Some growers try to counteract the tendency 

toward careless work by paying a bonus to the workers if the beets 
yield more than a certain tonnage per acre. This bonus system is not 
in general use, not having reached any definite or s satisfactory basis, 
but. it has features which recommend it. The basis now varies accord- 
ing to the different ideas as to what it should be. 

In cases where there is any disagreement, the factory agricultural 
force supervises and looks after the fulfillment of the contracts be- 
tween the farmers and the laborers. Most of the contract laborers 

in this region are Russians or Belgians. 
A great deal of this work is done by the children of the families 

of the men doing the hand labor. Women also are employed in the 
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fields at this work. The work of thinning, which requires the worker 
to stoop or crawl along the beet row, is performed by boys or girls 
about 15 years of age, in many cases more efficiently than by men. 
In figuring the costs for this labor, children who are able to do full 
work have been allowed the same rate per hour for labor as men. 

All the labor is estimated on the basis of what a man can do per day. 
There is no indication that men who do their own beet thinning get 
better crops than those who have the thinning done under contract. 

Of the 305 farms in the entire study, on 227 farms a whole or part 

of the hand labor was contracted for at a definite rate per acre for the 
work. The area worked in this manner was 6,399 acres, at a cost to 

the farmer of $18.53 per acre for all hand labor, which includes thin- 
ning, hoeing, topping, etc. On 91 acres the contract was for block- 
ing and thinning only, at an average price of $6.89 per acre. On 1234 
acres the contract was for piling and topping only, at an average 

cost of $9.14 per acre. There were no farms where hoeing was con- 
tracted for as a separate operation. (Table IX.) 
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TaBLE 1X.—Average requirements and cost per acre of hand labor on the 
sugar-beet crop in the Billings region in 19168. 

[Hand labor is figured at 20 cents per hour.] 

Labor done by Average for each 
erower. Labor contracted. acre planted. 

Kind of work. yal Exe ad 

Hours. Cost. Hours. Cost. Hours. Cost. 

Blockineand thinninveee-ee- pease eee 36.9 87. 38 30.9 $6.18 32. 25 $6. 45 
Kirst NOC one ee Seer eee meee 15.5 3.09 10.3 2.06 sats) 2.30 
Second hoding:ss fae 2 a okt ee ee ee 7.9 1.59 5.15 1.03 5.8 1.16 
Palineanditopping eee ae eee 36.5 7.30 46. 30 9.26 43. 65 8.73 

GLA Seen oek Se eee Co eee ee 96.8 | 19. 36 96. 65 19.53 93.2 18. 64 

The general impression in the Billings region is that the contract 

laborers get a good price for the work of thinning, topping, etc., but 
the good daily wage is due largely to the fact that they work rapidly 
so as to complete the thinning before the beets are very large, and 
that they work very long days. The thinner averages from 12 to 14 
hours per day; this is especially true of the contract laborers. Some 
of these workers become very expert, being able to block and thin an 
acre of beets in two days; some even exceed this rate. 

Growers who do their own hand labor are in most cases men who 
have large families and who have had experience as contract beet 
workers. They are usually of foreign birth. It is very common for 
a man to come into the region and work a few years as a contract 
laborer and then rent or buy a farm and begin to work for himself. 
These men who are successful in saving enough money to begin farm- 
ing for themselves are usually the most industrious of the contract 
laborers. Having had experience in handling the crop, they usually 
grow rather large acreages of beets. 
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COST OF SEED FOR SUGAR BEETS. 

The seed for the sugar-beet crop is furnished to the farmer by the 
sugar company contracting for the beets. This seed has been sold to 
the farmers at 10 cents per pound for a number of years, and the 
quantity of seed per acre is often specified. Most farmers plant the 
amount per acre that the company specifies; therefore the cost per 
acre for seed runs very nearly the same for each farm. The cost of 
seed per ton of beets produced is very variable, as there is variation 
in the tonnage per acre. For individual farms the cost of seed per 
ton of beets produced varied from 10 cents to more than 60 cents. 
Detailed information gathered from 305 farms growing 8,849 acres 
of beets is as follows: Pounds of seed per acre, 17.2; cost of seed per 
pound, 10 cents; cost of seed per acre, $1.72; cost of seed per ton of 
beets produced, 16 cents. 

COST OF MACHINERY. | 

The cost of machinery varies greatly in accordance with the 
amount of machinery the man owns and the area of beets that he 

cultivates. Some growers had high-priced machinery and a small 
area in beets, so the cost of machinery per acre ran very high; in some 
instances it was more than $15 per acre. To grow a crop of beets, a 
farmer should own the machinery or be able to rent certain machines 
when needed. To own all machinery is not always advisable where 
the area in beets is less than 10 acres. 

The depreciation of machinery on various farms varied from 10 
to 25 per cent of the original value, depending on the acreage of 

beets to be tended by one machine and the type of machinery owned. 
The grower should either own or have the use of the following ma- 
chinery: Plow, harrow, level, beet drill, beet cultivator, beet wagon 
(with box of a special type for the automatic dumping of the beets), 
beet puller, hoes, shovels, topping knives, and beet forks. In some 
cases a roller and a manure spreader should be added to this 

equipment. 
It is rather hard to get an exact figure for the cost of machinery for 

beets, as farmers use the same wagons, harrows, plows, etc., on other 

crops, and allowance for this has to be made; but it is possible to 
get a reasonably accurate estimate of the depreciation and repair 

cost of machinery that is chargeable to beets by comparing the 
acreage in other crops. These charges were figured separately for 

each farm, and Table X shows the results of the data furnished 
by 305 farmers as to the costs chargeable to the sugar-beet crop for 
the use of machinery. 

Table X is necessarily more or less of an approximation, and there 

may be some items of cost not enumerated; however, the costs were 
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obtained in a manner which should inelude the correct total cost of 

machinery for beets during the season of 1915. 

TABLE X.—Cost of machinery for growing sugar beets in the Billings region 
im 1915. 

Perton | Perceut- 
Items of cost. Total. | Perfarm.| Peracre.| of beets. age 

charge. 

Repairs... 2s 2 3.4 See ae seh oe w- SaR Sowa see Pee $5, 671 $18. 59 $0. 64 $0. 06 24.2 
ID) ORIEN RO Ee ee Ses sso eo soe ecb eno ss omtesnasuses!) (583) 34.08 Ls? «ll 44.3 
Interest on investment at 8 PCr Cent .ce essences 2225 6, 678 21.89 - 76 .07 28.8 
Miredimachinery? G78. ee steee 52 eres eee ieee wn EK 2.09 07 01 rAd 

Motalicostz: 3380s eee ieee boa ce eee | 23,379 76.65 2. 64 a2) 100.0 
| 

PRORATING INTEREST ON THE INVESTMENT. 

Detailed information covering the cash investment in 305 farms 
on which 8,849 acres of sugar beets were grown showed an average 
of $3,656 per farm, and the prorated interest cost chargeable to 
the beet crop was $11.99, being an average of 41 cents per acre 
planted to beets and 4 cents for each ton of beets produced. 

The average man pays about 41 cents per acre for interest on 

money invested in the beet crop. This is only for money spent. 
for labor and miscellaneous items of cost, the greater part being 
for money paid to contract laborers or hired labor. Contract la- 
borers receive about half of their contract price at a time soon after 
the blocking and thinning is done. For this region this averages 
about $9 per acre, and in most instances it is paid some time in 

June or July, although in some cases it is advanced to the laborer 
earlier in the season. No money is received from the beet crop until 
October or November, so the interest on money paid for hand labor 
runs for four to six months. 

Interest on contract-labor money for four to six months at 8 per 
cent for $9 is 24 cents to 36 cents per acre, depending on the time 
the contractor receives the money. Interest on money paid to the 
farm laborers for one to eight months, depending on the number 
of laborers hired, varies on different farms from nothing to 60 cents 
per acre of beets grown 

COST OF LAND FOR SUGAR BEETS. 

The owner’s cost for land is divided between interest, irrigation 
water, and other items that are furnished by landlords on rented 
farms. These items aggregate $11.99 per acre, divided as follows: 
Interest on real estate, $9.86; land taxes, $1.15; cost of water for 

irrigation, 86 cents; miscellaneous charges, 12 cents. (Table XI.) 
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TABLE XI.—Apportionment of interest, taxes, and charges for irrigation water 
for growing sugar beets on rented lands amd owned farms in the Billings 
region. 

Cost for land. 

Number | Acres of 
Classification of farms. mamaria Gata! 

Total. | Peracre.| Per ton. 

AIG a0 ee eee ane cetraee Saou emcee tes te ee 305 8, 849 | $104,931 $11.85 $1.10 
Beetlands: | 

WASH ROMLCU een een en sera com ee ee SA Le) a eee ee 1,620 15, 226 9.25 -85 
Snemreaireia Heol. See Sey Cece le CT ke ORG _ 3,801 49,071 12.91 1.28 
Onwneds 22... DE MEIER AE AF SIE E27, E Pe ORR 3,428 | 41,098| 11.99 1.04 

The charges pertaining to owned lands are figured on the estimated 
value of the land planted to beets, with interest at the rate of 8 per 
cent. Lands under cash rentals are figured on a similar basis as to 
the value of the land in beets and the value of other lands on the 
farm, so as to charge the proper amount for beet lands. Lands 
under share rentals are figured on the basis of the value of the share 
of beets and beet tops that the landlord receives. This may be a 
little high when considered from the basis of the landlord’s expecta- 
tion that the beet-land rental will bring up the average rental of the 
farm which has a considerable acreage in grains and hay, on which 
a less rental per acre is paid to the landlord. The usual share of the 
beets paid for rental is one-fifth of the crop, and in many cases the 
landlord requires that a certain acreage of land be planted to beets. 
The tops are divided in various ways, there being no prevailing 
method as to the division. 

Share renters on a few farms gave the landlord as much as one- 
half of the crop for rental; but in all of these cases the extra rental 
was for some special expense borne by the landlord, such as furnish- 

ing seed, part of the contract labor, a supply of manure, or the equip- 

ment and work stock. Under such conditions allowances were made 
for these extra items furnished, and this amount is properly deducted 

from the landlord’s total charge, as the tenant in such cases is giving 
part of the crop for something else than the land on which to grow 
it, and the landlord is paying other expenses than those properly 
called land charges. These special rentals are not common, and in 
most cases the landlord, being responsible for the success of the crop, 
usually demands a good return for his investment. The tenants on 
such farms are often men who have very little capital, and they 
would be unable to handle farms of any size unless provided with 
some outside capital. 

Cash rentals are much lower than the share rentals, owing to the 
small risk taken by the landlord, who is certain of a definite income 
from the farm; but the landlord who rents land for a share of the 
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crop does not get much if the farm is badly handled or if the crops 
are poor from any cause. Most of the cash-rented farms are owned 
by absentee landlords, while many of the share-rented farms are 
owned by farmers who live in the region and can supervise their 
farms to some extent. 

The average value of the owned beet lands is $123.60 per acre, and 
with interest at 8 per cent this item is by far the heaviest in the list 
of costs of land for beets. The valuation given for share-rented lands 
was $126.91 per acre and for lands that were rented for cash the value 
was given as $134.19. These values are based upon the sale value as 

estimated by the man operating the farm. The average value of all 
sugar-beet land studied in the Billings region was $126.95. Assuming 
that the cost of water for irrigation and the cost of taxes and miscel- 

laneous items are the same for landlords as was found for owners of 
beet lands (a total of $2.13 for these items), the landlords of the 
region have an average of $7.36 per acre for interest on cash-rented 

- lands and $11.98 for interest on share-rented lands. This amounts 

to interest at 5.5 per cent on the value as given per acre for cash- 
rented lands and interest at 9.4 per cent on the value of share-rented 
lands. 

RELATION OF YIELDS TO COST AND PROFIT. 

Seemingly there is the most profit in a crop of beets of about 14 
tons or over per acre in the Billings region. The average profit per 
acre, as shown by this study, is the same for yields of more than 14 
tons, but this should not be taken to indicate that to increase 

the yields on this land so as to produce more than 14 tons 
is to incur an expense that may not return a profit over and 
above the cost of the extra labor. High yields per acre seem to be 
associated with higher profits per acre. Most growers getting large 
yields are men who use much manure on their beet lands, and it is 
not correct to state that they do not get a profit on increasing the 

vields, as they find employment during a time they might otherwise 
be idle and have idle teams. In figuring the cost, allowance has been 

made for the yard value of the manure and regular prices paid for 
labor. The labor which is done in the winter and early spring is 
profitable, as no profit would otherwise be shown. Horse labor espe- 
cially will show a profit, as the teams would cost about the same for 
keeping whether they were worked or not, and usually the work is 
not hard. To disregard these facts and figure on the actual cost 
might warrant the conclusion that increased yields are not profitable. 
It would be difficult to give any definite yield as the limit of profitable 
attainment, but it is reasonable to assume that it is higher than any 
of the yields produced, and perhaps many tons higher. The growers 
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who showed a loss on beets yielding over 12 tons per acre were only 

three in number and grew only small areas, averaging less than 6 
acres each. Each had used heavy applications of manure and had 

given it a value of $1 per ton in the yard; the investment in ma- 
chinery was also high in each case. The average cost for their 
machinery was nearly $12 per acre, while the average for the region 

was $2.64 per acre. Unless land is capable of yielding better than an 
8-ton crop of beets it is advisable not to plant beets on it, but to plant 
some crop that will not require so much labor for production. Cheap 
and poor lands are not adapted to beets or any crop that requires 
much labor per acre. The only case where a man can afford to grow 

beets on land that does not produce well is where he owns the land 
and is trying to eradicate weeds by careful cultivation. He must 
have some return other than that received from the beet crop. If 
the grower is willing to work for less than the price figured in this 
bulletin as the cost of growing beets or is an exceptional manager of 

labor he can make a return from a beet crop that is less than 8 tons 
an acre, but it is an uncertain speculation. It is admitted, however, 
that there are many exceptions and that some men can show a profit 

from a small yield, as they are growing the beets at a time when 
they would otherwise be unemployed. Beets afford a means whereby 
the farmers of this region are able almost to double the length of the 
season that they have field work to do, for there is no other common 
row-tilled crop, and hay and grain farming does not afford labor 
early in the summer at beet-cultivation time or late in the autumn 
when beets are to be harvested. A farmer’s profits often depend on 
the length of the season of crop labor. There is no doubt that on a 

larger area the cost per acre for machinery would average less, as the 
investment total would need to be no larger. If these men were 

able to pay for labor and get a return for the manure used, there is 
no doubt that their loss is only a figurative one. If they had allowed 
only 50 cents per ton for the yard value of manure they would have 
shown a profit on their beets, as the average loss per acre was very 
small. 
A few growers made a small profit per acre on beets that yielded 

about 8 tons per acre, and one that had a yield of 7 tons made a 
small profit. None of these men had any charge for manuring, and 
most of them were share renters. All reported rather rapid work 
and did not go over the ground a very great number of times. More 
than half of them did their own hand labor and reported doing it at 
a rapid rate, and the charge for hand labor in some of these cases 
was not over $12.50 per acre. These men show that in rare instances 

where the land is not hard to handle and the man works very rapidly 
it is possible to show a profit on beets that yield 8 tons per acre, but 
this is not possible in most cases and not possible on small areas 
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where the fields are small and there is much turning to do. Few 
of these men had small areas, their average acreage being above 30. 

The average yield per acre on the 305 farms covered by this study 
was 10.76 tons, and the information gathered indicates that a yield 
of 8.87 tons per acre is required in order to pay expenses. There was 
a loss on 2,019 acres (22.8 per cent of the total acreage) and a profit 

on 6,830 acres (77.2 per cent of the total acreage). (Table XII.) 

T ABLE XNII.—The cost and profit from sugar beets as related to yields per acre 
and to acreage per farm in the Billings region in 1915. 

pe sere Per acre. Per ton. i ote 

Classification. pee ot acreage 
: showing 

acreage. Cost. Profit. Cost. Profit. 2 profit. 

Yields per acre: Ns 

Atons andiless\ eee eee. eee es 1.71 £43.13 | —$19.66 12.59) |e — soa 14 None. 
ANIip DLO DSS r= eee eats aoe 3.14 45.18 | — 12.66 9°20) ee 6 Do. 
Fel to GO LODS=) eee eae ete eee 3.76 46.91 | — 7.20 TIS ewe Do. 
ye IG 1 6 100) Se Se oe er pe get ree 3.54 51.36 | — 5.90 7.46 =e RE 1 

Bi to SitonSe sete te ee eee Sates 8.53 51.52 | —  . 56 6.50] — .07 57.7 
10: OOUSs ate ee aac see eee eee 8.59 55. 85 1.45 6. 26 -16 66.1 
91 to NO tonst)) Tay5s5st sees. 13.39 55. 87 6.58 5. 64 - 66 Tee 
1OAlto D1 tous: See 2 sooo 8 see ee 11.90 56. 07 12. 84 5.14 1.18 96.8 
1141 ton? tons=2 8 te eee Se 17.30 59.93 16.34 5.00 1.36 99 
191 TOS TODS ec. eee ee ee eee 11. 63 58. 61 23.48 4.58 1.83 100 
43°V to 1A Cons fy 3 sa- eee a ee tt 6.35 60. 47 28.15 4.32 2.02 97.7 
1 Atod> LOUSess- een Me eigen oe ote 7.13 65. 40 28. 55 4.36 1.91 100 
152 to 16 tOBSees == ese eee eee 2.40 64. 64 33.95 4.06 2.13 100 
1620 TOnS OMMOrel} ae ee ea - 63 77.10 30.91 4.55 1.83 92.6 

Mota 272 Sox Pec sees ae Pee eee eee | 100 56. 79 11.70 5. 28 1.08 77.2 

Per acre. 

‘ 3 Average | Number 
Classification. soon. aia ; 

Yield. | Value. Cost. Profit. 

Area in beets per farm: Acres. Tons. 
5 /ACreS GF lOSSit et a.be eho tea 4.6 10 11.7 $74. 80 $74. 46 $0. 34 
60 LOSCreSS = -- = b. 2 ee seo eeeee 8.7 37 10.3 66. 83 60. 95 5.78 
It to lb acres 22.22%) a. ss ee 13.2 26 10.8 69. 08 62. 21 6. 87 
AG GOW ACTOS. 3° S250 eee ee epee 18.1 41 10.4 66.17 58.12 8.05 
ST TOAD ACTES 22 it. see tees ee eee ae 26.0 79 10.7 68. 82 55. 63 13.19 
S110: 40-3CTES - = 2252 - Sop eee aoe eel 36.6 59 10.8 68. 7 56. 48 12. 28 
AT TO SOACTES 244 Sh PF ee eae 46.2 aa 11.0 70.10 56.18 13.92 
51 TO GOACTES 2.2 22 ete uces ope eee ai 4) 11 10.8 67.33" 53.94 13.39 
Over 60'deres-=..: J:b'.2' eAeeee ee ee 88.6 15 10.5 47.19 55. 82 11.37 

Mota AEC AT Mee 3S eee ENED 29.1 305 | 10. 76 68. 49 56. 79 11.70 

Table XII indicates that the acreage of beets per farm had little 
to do with the yield per acre but had much influence as to the profits 
per acre within certain limits. It appears that each farmer should 
plant at least 20 acres of beets in order to have them grown most 
economically. Above 20 acres there seems to be but slight variation 
in the cost of production or profits per acre. 

SUMMARY. 

(1) The data gathered from 305 farms in the Billings region of 
Montatra give the total hours of labor required to produce beets and 

the other costs of production for the season of 1915. (Table XITI.) 
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Taste XIII.—Summary of labor requirements for the production of sugar beets.’ 

‘[Man labor is rated at 20 cents per hour and horse labor at 10 centsperhour.] 

Average per acre worked. aN OLaeB ECE ache or ae pees 

Kind of labor. are 

Cost. Man. Horse. Cost. Man. Horse. 

Farm labor: Hours. Hours. Hours. Hours. 
BURST ER UNGAIT Smeets ee eee) a \ciapcie vintela win nicie'sias $3.31 8.90 15.30 $1.21 3-20 5.59 
AGC 3 oS AS See Se BORO BaSoe eee eEenore 2.54 4.59 16.18 \ rE ee 
@rowning alfalia..............-......- 2.48 4.35| 16.14 2.90 5.23 18-55 
IBISKATI Cpe one acess cee see ees sls 2 1.09 1.84 7.19 -20 .39 iL Gy 
EMO Pat AIT Cte eels neta (sosele <1 =a '\=n (0 29 Atti 1.49 -08 20 41 
SHOR bIM Cte este soe Ss aiceie sais cesses . 89 1.31 5.96 .87 1.47 5.80 
PIARTONIM Seco esisem = eeiiocte else seine aS -93 1.75 5.75 -93 i576) 5.75 
Cleanmeiditches): 2s... 4.262 ss 26S 2s -13 -o2 AGL -12 BBY - 60 
AMG SOCMats 22 en aerincccact tees ce - 40 1.00 2.00 -40 1.00 2.00 
ECO nd oe ela ee chas iaiamicls ain pw nieinicinic aol arith 1255 ailf/ -43 - 86 
OUMDIVAGIN Pen a eecya cc eee le noes Reece 1.74 4.46 8.46 1.74 4.46 8.46 
SHINETOWIMG oss - - as ete acess ceed a | -39 1.00 1.89 .39 1.00 1.89 
ITER ae So eck Saeco sea bRReEoueEeEee 1.49 Cpe Sil Bepeeconce 1.47 (eos Pease a saoe 
LLIN AHaE = Doc ers Oeate ese eoeeeaeaeeeee 2.18 4,41 13.09 2.18 4.41 13.09 
Te 1G. he ooo a 5.12 10.361 29.66 5.02 10.36! 29.66 

AS fet et eis es ret 2a 23.19 53.40 | 125.27) 17.71 41.76 | 94. 18 

Hand labor: ‘ | d 
iE WGicie® GinGl Hoan. Ao GeAe eases SOCeeeeeE ec sana sosa leer pemaee 6.45 SoA eee 

SHE OIaG! lava eihay oak 2 oe eR ee ae | eee || oe eo [eas See 2.30 DSO) ees eee 
BRIRCpH OeITT OMe tee eee a aN lc lascoscssee| coosescess 1.16 S280) See se 
erin pra GKCOP MING eae eeepc dos 5 Sameer eee eee 8.73 43° O5iaaeemee ae 

Total....... sy Mole ae aetna ieee aa (eetee Bape ieee) |e os! 20) eae 
Jes 

i1Jn the columns headed “‘Average per acre worked” are given the average cost and 
labor expended on each acre for each operation, computed on the number of acres 
covered by each operation. In the columns under ‘‘ Average per acre of all sugar beets 
studied ’’ the total surveyed acreage (8,849) is the basis of computation. 

The aggregate of overhead charges for the entire area was $20.44 
per acre, divided as follows: Land charges, $11.85; manure, $3.79; 

machinery, $2.64; seed, $1.72; cash to run farm, 41 cents; miscel- 
laneous, 3 cents. 

The total cost of sugar-beet production as herein shown is $56.79 

per acre, divided as follows: Farm labor, $17.71; hand labor, $18.64; 
overhead costs, $20.44. 

The grower can apply these data to the present requirements by 
adjusting them to the present prices of labor, real estate, equipment, 
and the value of beets produced. There have been no changes of 
note in the labor requirements of production. 

(2) The information obtained indicates that the growing of sugar 
beets can not be profitable in this region unless a yield of more than 
8 tons of beets per acre is produced. It is also shown that each 
farmer should grow at least 20 acres for most economical production. 

(3) Of the total area in sugar beets, 77.2 per cent of the acreage 
was grown at a profit. 

(4) The average acre of the region devoted to sugar beets returned 
a profit of $11.70 after paying the cost of production. 
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4 THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE we have agencies 
and instrumentalities, fortunately, such as no other 

government in the world can show. The Department: 
of Agriculture is undoubtedly the greatest practical and sci- 
entific agricultural organization in the world. Its total an- 
nual budget of $46,000,000 has been increased during the 
last four years more than 72 per cent. It has a staff of 
18,000, including a large number of highly trained experts, 
and alongside of it stand the unique land-grant colleges, 
which are without example elsewhere, and the 69 State and 
Federal experiment stations. ‘These colleges and experiment 
stations have a total endowment of plant and equipment of 
$172,000,000 and an income of more than $35,000,000, with 
10,271 teachers, a resident student body of 125,000, and a 
vast additional number receiving instruction at their homes. 
County agents, joint officers of the Department of Agricul- 
ture and of the colleges, are everywhere cooperating with 
the farmers and assisting them. The number of extension 
workers under the Smith-Lever Act and under the recent 
emergency legislation has grown to 5,500 men and women 

working regularly in the various communities and taking to 
the farmer the latest scientific and practical information. 
Alongside these great public agencies stand the very effec- 
tive voluntary organizations among the farmers themselves, 
which are more and more learning the best methods of co- 
operation and the best methods of putting to practical use 
the assistance derived from governmental sources. The 
banking legislation of the last two or three years has given 
the farmers access to the great lendable capital of the coun- 
try, and it has become the duty both of the men in charge of 
the Federal reserve banking system and of the farm-loan 
banking system to see to it that the farmers obtain the credit, 
both short and long term, to which they are entitled not 
only, but which it is imperatively necessary should be ex- 
tended to them if the present tasks of the country are to be 
adequately performed. Both by direct purchase of nitrates 
and by the establishment of plants to produce nitrates, the 
Government is doing its utmost to assist in the problem of 
fertilization. The Department of Agriculture and other 
agencies are actively assisting the farmers to locate, safe- 
guard, and secure at cost an adequate supply of sound seed. 
The department has $2,500,000 available for this purpose 
now and has asked the Congress for $6,000,000 more.”—From 
President Wilsows Message to Farmers in Conference at Urbana, 

Til., January 31, 1918. 
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PRESENT DAIRY PRACTICE REGARDING OPEN AND CLOSED BARNS. 

In order that milk and butterfat may be produced economically, 
it is necessary to provide shelter of some kind for dairy cattle during 
the cold, stormy seasons of the year. While the length of the stabling 
period varies in different sections of the United States, most dairy 

cows are now housed for at least five months, from November to 
March, inclusive. 

An open-shed barn is usually partly or entirely closed on three 
sides, leaving one side, usually the south or east, open. The shed is 
large enough to allow each animal sufficient room for comfort and 
exercise, the space allowed varying from 35 to 150 square feet for 
each cow. ‘The animals are allowed the freedom of the shed except 
at milking time. Usually there is a separate room into which the 
cows are driven for milking. This room may accommodate all or 
only a part of them. In the latter case they are milked in groups. 
In the milking room the cows are groomed, milked, and fed grain, 
after which they are driven out and another group takes their place. 
Roughage is fed in racks and troughs provided for that purpose in 
the open shed. 

74848°—18—Bull. 736 
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The closed barn consists of a barn entirely inclosed with stall 
room enough to accommodate the entire herd. The animals are 
kept in the orn during most of the late fall and winter, and in some 
dairies the entire year. j 
It is almost the universal practice of dairymen to keep their cows 

in a closed barn of some type, although in recent years some have 
used the open shed. Advocates of ine latter have maintained that 
the manure is handled more easily and is better preserved and that 
the cows yield more milk and butterfat and are healthier, cleaner 
and more comfortable than when confined in a closed barn. Dairy- 

men who have had experience in stabling cows both in closed barns 
and in open sheds disagree as to the merits of the two. In order to 
obtain definite and reliable information on the problem the experi- 
mental work hereinafter described was carried on at the Dairy Di- 
vision Experiment Farm, Beltsville, Md., near Washington, D. C. 

The results should be applicable to other parts of the country in a sim- 
iar latitude. 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK. 

Fraser! of the University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Sta- 
tion, investigated the open-shed system of housing dairy cattle by 
sending outa list of 21 questions to dairymen in Illinois who used 
the open shed. The answers of the 18 dairymen who replied indi- - 
cated that the milking barn was kept cleaner when the open shed 
was used, and that the cows and the milk were cleaner. In almost 
every case more bedding was required, and the cows showed no 
tendency to injure one another. In the latter connection it must be 
remembered that in the opinion of the Illinois dairymen mentioned 
above dehorning was believed to be necessary to the success of the 
open shed. All who replied to Prof. Fraser’s inquiry had either 
dehorned or polled cattle. In answer to the question “What do you 
consider the chief advantage of keeping cows in this way over ordi- 

nary stabling?” no one fact was so generally emphasized as the labor- 

saving feature of the open shed. 
In an investigation at the Maryland Agricultural Experiment 

Station conducted by Buckley and Lamsen? the open stable was 

compared with the closed stable. The following is a brief secant 

of the conclusions drawn from the experiment: 

The cost of construction for the open shed is smaller than for the closed barn. The 

cost of labor and the cost of milk, based on quality of feed consumed, is slightly less 

in the open shed than in the closed barn. In the open shed, manure is better pre- 

served and cows are kept cleaner. The supply of fresh air Ane light is also better. 

1 Fraser, W.J. ‘Should Dairy Cows be Confined to Stalls?’’ Illinois Circular 93, 1904. 

2 Buckley, 8. S., and Lamson, R. W. Open Shed Versus Closed Stable for Dairy Cows. Maryland 

Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 177. 
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The effects of extremely low temperatures are practically negative in reducing the 

flow of milk. No bad results were experienced from cows horning or butting one 
another when allowed the freedom of the open shed. 

Davis,! at the Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, 
conducted an experiment in which the effect of open-shed housing 
for dairy cows was compared with the closed stable. He concludes 
as follows: 

It appears that the cows kept under the open shed have keener appetites and con- 

sume more roughage than those kept in stables. Sufficient protein was consumed 

under both systems to meet the requirements of milk and maintenance. The milk 

yield of the outside group decreased more rapidly each winter than that of the inside 

group. Sudden drops in atmospheric temperature caused decreases in milk yield 
for both groups, the outside group having slightly greater decrease. More bedding 

was required outside, but less labor was necessary to keep the cows clean. Both 
groups finished each winter trial in good health. 

THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 

The following details of three years’ experiments carried on at 
the Dairy Division Experiment Farm at Beltsville, Md., show the 
conditions under which the work was done. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE OPEN SHED. 

The shed used was of frame construction, 58 feet in length and 
35 feet in width, inside measurements. On the north end a space 
of 18 feet was partitioned off and inclosed for a milking room with 
stalls for 8 cows. It had a concrete platform, gutter, and alleyway. 
The cows were allowed the freedom of the shed except at milking 
time. The north end of the shed and the east and west sides up 
to within 18 inches of the plate were kept closed, while the south 
end, except for a fence to keep the cows inside when desired, was 
entirely open. On the south was a small dry paddock where the 
cows were permitted to exercise. The space available for the cows 
within the open shed, excluding the space of the feeding troughs, 
was a little more than 1,200 square feet, which allowed each of the 
16 cows housed in the shed approximately 75 square feet of floor 
space. Two doors opened into the milking room from the shed, 
one through which the cows were driven in to be milked and the 
other through which they were driven out after milking. 

This was the type of shed used during the first year of the experi- 
ment. For the last two years a new shed, entirely open on the 
south side, replaced the old one. The north side and both ends had 
large doors which swung from the top. In summer the doors were 
raised to permit a better circulation of air, but in the winter months, 

1 Davis, H. P. The Effect of Open-Shed Housing as Compared with Closed Stable for Milch Cows,” 

Separate No. 14 (pp. 183-226), Annual Report, 1913-14, Pennsylvania State College. 1916. 
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whilé the experiment was in progress, the doors were lowered. For 
the purpose of the experiment there was no difference in the two 
structures. ‘The new shed was built only a short distance from the 
main milking barn, so it was convenient to drive the cows from the 
open shed into the main barn to be milked; consequently both 
groups of cows were milked in the same structure during the last 
two years of the experiment. 

THE CLOSED BARN. 

The closed barn was of concrete construction, 36 feet by 594 feet, 
with stall room for 26 cows, and was equipped with concrete floors, 
mangers, and gutters. The cows faced the outside walls, and the 
alleyway behind them was 8 feet wide. The feed alleys in front 
of the cows were 4 feet wide, and there was a 5-foot alleyway at each 
end of the barn. The 17 windows, 7 on each side, 1 on the north end, 
and 2 on the south end, provided 176 square feet of lighting space. 
A modification of the King system of ventilation was used. 

The concrete floors on one side of the barn were covered with 
various kinds of insulators, such as cork brick, creosoted blocks, and 
planks. One-half of the cows used in the experiment stood on the 
floors and the other half on the concrete. 

THE COWS. 

The herd throughout the entire investigation consisted of 1 pure- 
bred Guernsey, 2 pure-bred Holsteins, 10 grade Jerseys, and 8 cows 
of miscellaneous breeding. The records of all the animals stabled 
under the two systems could not be used, on account of the irregu- 
larity of calving, etc. . 

PRODUCTION RECORDS. 

The herd was divided into two groups. During the first year 
one group was kept in the open shed and the other in the closed 
barn. ‘The second year the groups were reversed. The third year 
the groups were again réversed, which gave three years’ records for 
comparison. Owing to the irregularity in calving, all the cows have 
not three years’ records which are comparable. Four cows had two 
years’ records in the open shed, an average of which was taken and 
compared with their one year in the closed barn. Seven cows had 
two years’ records in the closed barn, an average of which was © 
compared with their one year’s record in the open shed. 

Since the results of the housing are determined quite largely, if 
not entirely, upon the stabling period—November to March, in- 
clusive—only the records obtained for the five months were studied. 
These records do not in any case cover the entire period of five 
months, owing to the irregularity of some of the cows in calving, 
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though all records come within the five months mentioned. Only 
comparable records have been included. By way of illustration: 
‘Cow 201 calved October 26, 1914, while in the open shed. In 1915 
she calved September 26, while in the closed barn. Therefore, in 
order that there should be no difference in the records due to time 
of freshening, records for December, 1914, and January, February, 
and March, 1915, in the open shed, were compared with the records 
for November and December, 1915, and January and February, 1916, 
in the closed barn. In a similar way other production records 
covering the same length of time in the two barns and taken the 
same time after calving have been compared. 

The weight of each milking was recorded, and composite samples 
for two days were taken in the middle of the month and tested for 
butterfat. The butterfat test of the composite samples taken during 
the two days was used to calculate the total butterfat production for 
the month. 

FEED RECORDS. 

The grain mixture used throughout the experiment was the same 
for both groups of cows, and usually consisted of 2 parts corn meal, 
2 parts wheat bran, and 1 part cottonseed meal. In some instances 
the mixture was varied slightly in the case of individual cows. The 
roughage consisted of silage and of such hay as was available on the 
farm—cowpea, crimson clover, and red clover. 

All grain fed was accurately weighed out for each animal, and 
records were kept during the periods covered by the production 
record. The hay, silage, and other roughage fed to the cows in the 
open shed the first year were weighed out in quantities sufficient for 
the entire lot, and it was assumed that equal quantities were con- 
sumed by the various individuals. During the last two years of the 
experiment the roughage was weighed out to each animal. The 
quantity of grain fed was determined largely by the production of 
the individual cow, but consideration was given also to her physical 
condition. It was desired to keep all cows in good condition and to 
maintain each individual at a uniform weight. They were fed all the 
silage and hay they would consume without waste. 

The cows in the open shed were bedded often enough to keep the 

inclosure clean, which was almost every day. In the closed barn the 
cows were bedded daily, and bedding enough was used to make them 
comfortable and to absorb the liquid manure. For the five months 
of the year during which data were taken wheat straw was used with 
both groups. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 

The milk and butterfat production records made under both the 
open-shed and closed-barn conditions are shown in Table 1 
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TaBLe 2.—/eed consumed. 

OPEN SHED. 

Cotton-| Red- | Crim- | Cow- 
Cow No. Corn | Wheat| seed | clover | son- pea Corn Miscellaneous. 

meal. | bran. | meal. | hay. | clover | hay. | silage. 
hay. ° 

Pounds.| Pounds.| Pounds.| Pounds.| Pounds,| Pounds, 
158 79 72iil reas 2. 2 405 | 2,970 | Corn stover, 155. 
296 148 14a ee eee 445 | 3,210 
308 153 14ers eh oe 445 | 3,210 

| 306 153 144 ieee i 445 | 3,210 
200 99 144B et ye 208 | 2,032 
297 148 14a ees sive.c 445 | 3,210 
121 60 D4 4 eaten 208 | 2,032 
166 SQN ES: 2 ie eee 363 | 2,114 | Corn stover, 81. 
276 138 134 ET eriee & 3, 150 
265 132 OP.) || Spas 423 | 3,198 | Corn stover, 115. 
196 99 144 glee aan 208 | 1,770 
263 132 72S Soe 405 |! 2,948 | Corn stover, 155. 
361 148 112 225 75 | 3,090 | Fish meal, 63. 
300 149 L44 ee ne ee 445 | 3,210 
280 112 112 225 75 | 3,045 | Fish meal, 56. 
126 126 DAG): | 11 erent ear Ee 1, 870 
188 O4 Nets: se ZOTAR ISI 1,910 
118 118 2368 Rese e cece kes 1, 870 
276 138 134 29 51 [Missin ns 2,995 
654 326 144 424 96 | 6,050 
432 215 144 OO4s | Sees se ise 4,325 

5, 587 | 2, 849 | 2,620] 2,085 | 4,691 | 61,419 

CLOSED BARN. 

LY os AP cee 164 164 82 134 Aga aan ee 2, 700 
Baa he ie eae 360 360 USO; eee. .L8 337 75 | 3,010 
Ave Aes ets Cai hee 362 362 232 15 Pasi eee 2, 805 couse” hulls, 138. 

~ |fCottonseed hulls, 138. ee ecb tes iaee e's 297 297 190 15 PO Nac eoares 2,805 }\ Bone meal, 31. 

ee SEC EOS 206 206 LONE 2:8 IEG. | Seaabeac 1,770 
Ore snateabictias ata iate/cie:eyers 276 276 138 124 ZAG 32 = kids 2, 540 
10. Saab aS Daa 213 |. 218 TOGR|eos-- =e QGTAE ee 1,770 
TL. ee ae ee aie 236 236 1 eee PBI |linanenac 1,770 

Cottonseed hulls, 45. 
7 a Bea 343 267 145 72 1212 259 | 2,013 |4Stover, 115. 

Bone meal, 9. 
Teh ae ee 264 264 132 134 DADS Ne Bs 1,715 | Dried-beet pulp, 410. 
EO eo sec aes Eel Si 214 214 ORE. 2 3S 295m oe Gees 2,065 
OX) Ree a ey ae es 252 252 126 124 PANT ae aeoeey 3, 150 ae a 
‘ ottonseed hulls, 276. De ereocir esis ae 276 223 171 (3a ee 197 | 3,108 |) Bone meal, 26. ? 

DDiostorerararars spucarasiaeveie's 263 263 132 124 DOD I eke er 1,470 | Beet pulp, 410. 
Cottonseed hulls, 276. 

De Ase e te dee de 317 262] . 205 26 257 417 | 1,455 |; Bone meal, 15. 
Turnips, 2,655. 

Dh retta aaa tne eared 265 177 88-|2-20 2. -sleseeetes MD sieeererets Turnips, 2,700. 
PAE SESE: BOCAS 174 137 Gy a ee 1228 192 885 Stoel, 102. 

urnips, 1,325. 
Qe ees os eaas ainiciniae 204 163 BQ) | soso steers a 478 900 Stover, i13. 

OOM Ja8 O20 358 297 149 73 182 240 | 2,917 
POTUNCS INR 86 ie Se 533 533 QGT leh. 69 1361 349.) 2,475 | Stover, 474. 
LOD eyo k 319 253 128 SOG ee. 432 | 3,708 | Stover, 115, 

Motals sess) 5,896 | 5,419 | 2,950 964 | 3,520] 3,351 | 45,031 

1 Alfalfa hay. 2 Timothy hay. 

In the data of Table 1 it will be noted that of the 21 cows kept 
under the two systems 15 produced more milk and butterfat when 
kept in the open shed, while 6 showed a higher production when 
kept in the closed barn. The total production while in the open 
shed was 34,630.9 pounds of milk, containing 1,535.15 pounds of 

butterfat, and that in the closed barn was 31,898.7 pounds of milk, 
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containing 1,437.41 pounds of butterfat. Accordingly, under the 
open-shed system there was a total increase for the period considered, 
about 2.71 months, of 2,732.2 pounds of milk and 97.74 pounds of 
butterfat, or an average for each cow of 130.1 pounds of milk and 
4.6 pounds of butterfat. The total number of months compared 
under each system was 57. Calculations from these figures indicate 
that there was an average monthly increase of 48 pounds of milk . 
and 1.7 pounds of butterfat for each cow while stabled in the open 
shed. 

Tables 2 and 3 show, respectively, the feed and digestible nutrients 
in the feed consumed by the two groups covering the same period of 
time as the production shown in Table 1. Where the figures in 
Table 1 are an average of two years the feeds in Tables 2 and 3 are 
also an average of two years. 

TaBLE 3.—Digestible nutrients in fecd consumed. 

Open-shed group. Closed-barn group. 

Feeds. oes ; Gaeeae 
Q arbohy- . arpony- 

Protein. | Grates: Fat. Protein. drates: Fat. 

Concentrates: Pounds.) Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. 
Comuanesl ano eee eee eee ee 515.98 | 5,159. 82 261. 73 406. 82 | 4,068. 24 206. 36 
Wheat brans--225"- pees. 2 698.37 | 2,324.19 167. 61 677.37 | 2,254. 30 162. 57 
Cottonseed meal............-.- ae ea SG, 692. 31 225. 07 985. 30 716. 85 233. 05 
BishmesaliaqieyIs.? Se Sse seuss 24 44,984 Re koe ASPS0: ash Sat ae bere] sse'os des st 
Dried-beetipulpyse2t. ae. 2--- 55. eaes. seed ee = =e oe ee eee 37. 72 534. 64 6. 56 

Totaleis ovis 22 22 eee eee 2,210.90) 8, 176. 32 668.21 | 2,107.21 | 7,574.03 608. 54 

Roughage: 
Alfalfa hay.-.-.=--2--§ Masso toe aks cl ee eee ees see ee 84. 91 312. 39 7.21 
Cowpea aye uiiies) 2.3 air ee 614. 52 | 1,580. 87 46. 91 438.98 | 1,129. 29 33. 51 
Crimson-clover/hay-:s) 22.2.8. < 202. 24 767. 28 20. 85 345.61 | 1,295.36 35. 20 
Red-clover hay. see 5 28-4 ee 199.12 | 1,029. 66 47.16 73. 26 378. 85 17.35 
Thnothy; hayt-letst. 2 ob. eat sseediceee cas eee spon ae Eee sy Al 24. 40 - 68 
COL StOVer:- =. una) eee ise aoe 10. 63 214. 54 3. 54 19. 34 390. 50 6.45 
Cottonseed hulls: .-.-) Se ae Sse se oe] ee Paes. eee noe 56 oes 2. 62 290. 71 13. 09 

TOvalee Aptis BME pee sees aerate te 1,026. 51 | 3,592.35 118. 46 966. 43 | 3,821.50 113. 49 

Silage and roots: 
(COnN SIME G sane pela ase Eee ataai 675. 61 | 9,212. 85 429. 93 495.34 | 6,754. 65 315. 22 
Turnipsts © pbs. 5. acid teins 2c |Siatty aa SIs See | oe eee 6. 68 400. 80 13. 36 

Total. 08). 42823: See 5. Fewer ee 675.61 | 9,212.85 429. 93 502.02 | 7,155. 45 328. 58 

Grand totgl peated hoe o> dene eon 3,913. 02 |20, 981. 52 | 1,216.60 | 3,575.66 |18,550.98 | 1,050. 61 
Pounds digestible nutrients required to { 
produce 1 pound offat........-.--....-.- 2.55 13.67 .79 2. 49 12. 91 .73 

It may be noted in Table 3 that when the cows were kept in the 
open shed they required more digestible nutrients. However, the 
quantities of digestible nutrients required to produce one pound of 
fat in each of the two stables did not vary appreciably. 
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TABLE 4.—Analyses used in calculating digestible nutrients.’ 

Crude | Carbo- Crude | Carbo- 
Feed rotcin {hydrates Bat (oer Feed rotein |hydrates Hat (per 
wees (ek 100} (per 100 ounds) % Gs 100| (per 100 ounds) 

pounds).|pounds). P ‘ pounds).|pounds). Pp ff 

ornmeal.......--...: 6.9 69. 0 3.5 || Crimson clover..-..-.- 9.7 36.8 1.0 
Wheat bran (all anal- Red clover (all anal- 

\SV52)) 9 35 aa 12.5 41.6 3.0 R¥SOS) sis sas gee ne icin 7.6 39.3 1.8 
‘Cottonseed me a l Corn stover (medium 

G@orinie) ee sas. . See 33.4 24.3 7.9 TMA ENG) ane see ecoe oe 2.1 42. 4 etl 
Beet pulp (dried)..... 4.6 65. 2 -8 |} Cottonseed hulls....._. 3 33.3 1.5 
Fish mea] (high in fat). SUAiss | SHOE saoee 11.6 || Corn silage (well ma- 
Alfalfa (all eT SES) aa 10.6 39.0 9 tuned); 235-2292." iba 15.0 Sd. 
‘Cowpea (allanalyses).. 13.1 33.7 ale) |] Me oberabh oS SEO ene ees ke 1.0 6.0 “2 

1 From ‘‘Feeds and Feeding,’ by Henry and Morrison. 

TaBLE 5.—Feed cost of milk and butterfat. 

Open-shed group. Closed-barn group. 

Conn No Feed | Feed Feed | Feed 
, Cost of Cost of| Total | cost of \cost of 1] Goct of Cost of | Total | cost of | cost of 1 

eal rough- | cost 6f| 100 | pound ied rough-}| cost of} 100 | pound 
8 age. feed. | pounds) butter- 8 “|, vage. feed. | pounds| butter- 

i fat. milk. fat. 

be SECS So aeSe Sean $6.58 | $13.42 | $20.00 | $2.47 | $0.58] $6.19 | $11.67 | $17.86 | $2.40 $0. 52 
Peet Led BOO EE eee 13.60 | 14.49] 28.09 1. 28 oP || IBLE | be eB) EE ey 1.39 . 26 
eke Sa SAR Eee 14.14 | 14.49] 28.63 1. 28 29} 14.51] 11.39] 25.90 1.30 29 
paper tere Bm ereeratee de 14.09! 14.49 | 28.58 1.21 30 | 11.89] 11.23 | 23.12 1.14 .27 

omc AEE eee 9. 16 9.06 | 18.22 1.17 28 7. 78 7.20 | 14.98 1.08 50455 
asses Sele rane 13.66 | 14.49] 28.15 1.39 32 | 10.42} 10.88} 21.30 1.36 7o2 
Mh see aol ele aE 5. 55 9.06 | 14.61 2. 25 55 8. 03 7.45 | 15.48 1.55 - 36 
TLC ae eee 6. 91 9.56 | 16.47 1.47 32 8.91 7.20 | 16.11 1.20 24 
Dee omy eisies bias se 10.42 | 13.02 | 23.44 1.41 27} 11.52.| 11.94] 23.46 1. 62 - 30 
USE? CA See ere 11.26} 14.08] 25.34 1,89 35 | 16.12 8.69 | 24.81 1. 81 -32 
OR eee see ee ee: 9. 05 8.27 | 17.32 1. 46 27 8. 08 8.55 | 16.63 1. 66 «32 
DAV 2 Bone te tae eee 9.94 | 13.351 23.29 2.05 47 9:52} 12.71 ) 22.23 1.48 33 
PA ueyet at iG melee 16. 27 12.68 | 28.95 1.07 20 | 10.27 12.66 | 22.93 1.44 25 
De EE. eso. Se 13.75 | 14.49 | 28.24 2. 91 58 | 16.09 7.87 | 23.96 1.75 34 
Dane Sete oe 12.94 | 12.54] 25.48 1.35 32} 12.02 | 17.56] 29.58 1.72 - 40 
Pil ea ee ae oe 9.96 | -7.73 | 17.69 1. 20 27 8.12} 13.80] 21.92 1.57 -38 
20 eee) 7.09 7.87 | 14.96 1.70 28 5. 79 7.34 | 13.13 2. 02 “8 
Dip ae seaisice = 4 9.32 7.73 | 17.05 1. 20 29 6.84 | 10.95 | 17.79 1. 48 35 
INE Geos oes eee 10.42 | 12.55 | 22.97 2.36 56 | 12.23} 12.79 | 25.02 1.76 37 
AAA AS SNe ae Dee 24.67 | 23.61] 48.28 1. 27 36 | 20.13 16.44 | 36.57 -99 32 
BODES Cah rds os 2. 16.30} 17.10] 33.40 1.49 42] 10.66} 15.49] 26.15 1. 63 50 

1. 46 32 Totaleean ee... 245. 08 | 264. 08 | 509. 16 | 1.47 .33 | 228.71 | 236.14 | 464. 85 

By comparing the data in Table 5 it may be noted that when the 
cows were kept in the open shed they consumed more feed and pro- 
duced slightly more milk. The slight increase in production did 
not, however, entirely offset the extra cost of the larger quantity 
of feed consumed. On the average the cows when in the closed 
barn produced milk at a feed cost of 1 cent less per 100 pounds than 
‘when kept in the open shed; fat likewise was produced 1 cent per 
pound more cheaply. 

It was observed, however, that one or two cows in each group 
‘were ‘‘boss cows” when kept in the open shed, and were inclined to 
intimidate the weaker and less aggressive animals, especially at 
feeding time. Cows Nos. 14 and 20 were timid individuals, and, 
unlike the large majority, produced decidedly less when in the open 
shed than when in the closed barn. No doubt this tendency of the 
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stronger to boss and torment the weaker cows can be remedied, to a 
certain degree at least, by using some sort of tie on the cows when 
they are feeding. All cows used in the experiment were without 
horns; it is not practicable to attempt to keep horned cattle in an 
open shed. 

The elimination of cows Nos. 14 and 20 from the data in Table 5 
would change the results so that the feed cost of producing 100 
pounds of milk in the open barn is reduced to $1.45 while that in the 
closed barn is increased to $1.47. As regards the butterfat, the cost, 
of producing 1 pound becomes the same in both cases—32.73 cents. 

The following prices of feeds have been used in calculating the 
foregoing tables. They represent a fair average of the market prices 
for this section during the time the investigation was in progress. 

Prices of feeds. 
Per ton. 

Corn*mieal .. 3. ye eae i So LO OME: (008 PERE Py ee 2 pee $33 

Wheat brdm Jess sus c 2b beet). iS | AS e does beep tee nn ane ee 26 

Cottonseed meal. - 722)... .-L ae. t > eee eee oe Bede 33 

Bushell. giao: eck 6 Re 35 

Alfalfa; haye s2¢-\. ce.11¢4 ore -¢ bo ogc) ee ee eee Be cee ee 24 

Cowpea hayic bce. je pk LF Ea ee ee 2 ee nese 16 
Red-eloveri hay: ui) ./ 98,0 10h. | 2 SER | Be ap: Pe eh ee ee eee 18 

Crimson-clover have: | 2) 3¢- -|- 64 -\- ae - 4 eee: Dae ee eee eee 16 

Corn stovers—. | So tor) Sa ee le | ee eae ee oe ee eee 8. 

Corn silage: Js. ds. Lab A. | BR. ec... ee | epee 6 
Beet pulps a.-L 22% - | aaa --) Seed qa} ee ee ee 30° 
Turnips boop et of es beds Cle | | Cee ee ee 6. 
Cottonseed! Hulls 2.2.2! POAL <. Rios | 1S) be re pe pare eee 8 

LABOR REQUIRED. 

The labor required, aside from milking and feeding, is shown in 
Table 6. The figures in this table were compiled from accurate time 
records kept for each operation. 

Tasie 6.—Labor required (aside from milking and feeding). 

Average pes cow per 
ay- 

Labor operations (based on a herd of 16 cows). 

Closed Open 
barn. shed. 

Min. Sec Min. Sec. 
6 45 Preparing. cows forimilkkings2s+): | eee. ccs sh Set es os ee 3 36 

Removing manure and cleaning milking barn........-.....--------e-----e------ 4 25 bah 
Bedding se. ssis. 455.2 LADLE eR ei eh is, Sp ee a eee dey pl 1 18 

Motali (aside fromumilking andifeeding)).<ccs - .). AWE. . Sees pie eine (oe ll 14 

PREPARING COWS FOR MILKING. 

In the open shed preparing the cows for milking included driving 
them into the milking room, putting them into the stanchions, brush- 
ing them, washing udders, flanks, and bellies, milking out the first few 

' 
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streams of milk to lower the bacterial count, and driving the cows out 
again. The time of milking was not taken into consideration, as the 
operation consumed practically the same time under each system. In 
the closed barn the time required to perform the same sanitary duties 
described above was considerably less because the cows were already 
stabled and the time of driving in and out was saved. 

REMOVING MANURE AND FLUSHING OUT MILKING ROOM. 

The second operation shown in Table 6 in the case of the open barn 
consisted in removing the small quantity of manure dropped by the 
cows while in the milking room and washing the floors, platform, and 
gutter of the milking room once daily. While the manure from the 
open shed was not removed daily, an allowance of time required to 
remove it has been included under this operation. It was assumed 
that the same quantity of manure was produced daily by the cows in 
the open shed as by the same number of cows in the closed barn. 
The time required to remove the manure from the open shed has been 
added to the time required to clean and flush out the milking room. 

The operation in the closed barn included the time required to 
load the manure on a wagon and to remove it from the barn; also the 
time to wash up the floors, platforms, and gutters and to put the 
barn in the same sanitary condition as the milking room in the open 
shed. 

With reference to the time required to keep both milking rooms 
clean, it may be noted (Table 6) that considerably less was needed 
for the small barn used in connection with the open-shed group. 
Doubtiess the saving of time would have been even more marked had 
more cows been used. The figures were compiled for a herd of 16, 
handled in two shifts of 8 cows each. With a very little extra time 
for cleaning out, a much larger herd could have been milked in the 
small barn. It should be noted also that the figures are based on the 
assumption that the manure from the closed barn is to be hauled 
directly to the field. If it is necessary either on account of the small 
quantity or because of bad weather or soft fields to store the manure 
and haul it out later, about 14 minutes should be added to the figures 
for the closed-barn cows, which would make the labor required, aside 
from milking and feeding, 10 minutes and 32 seconds, as against 11 
minutes and 14 seconds for the open-shed cows. 

BEDDING—TIME REQUIRED, POUNDS NEEDED, ETC. 

By referring to Table 6 it may be noted that the time required to 
bed the cows did not vary widely in the two stables. A few seconds 
more for each cow were required in the open shed. It was observed 
throughout the trial, however, that the cows in the open shed kept. 
themselves cleaner than those in the stalls. 
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The weights of the bedding used in each stable were recorded daily 
for 3 months during the trial, and the average was taken as the basis 
of comparison. The data thus obtained showed that the cows in the 
open shed required a daily average of 8.3 pounds, as compared with 
4.94 pounds for the cows kept in the closed barn, or an increase of 
68 per cent. Cornstalks, which at times were used for bedding the 
stock in the open shed, were so nearly decomposed when the manure 
was hauled to the field that they gave no trouble in loading on the 
spreader or in being evenly distributed on the land. No doubt other 
kinds of coarse bedding can be used with better results in open sheds 
than in closed barns, which is one advantage that tends to offset the 
extra cost of bedding in the open shed when only straw is used. On 
damp, rainy days more bedding was needed than in dry weather. 
Regardless of climatic conditions, however, the more space allowed 
each cow the less bedding will be required. 

Good drainage is necessary for success with any open shed. With- 
out it the quantity of bedding required is certain to be increased and 
the comfort of the cows seriously lessened. Water from the sur- 
rounding ground must flow away from, not toward, the shed. Eave 
spouts to carry the water from the roof of the shed to a place where 
it will readily flow away are provided for most sheds. 

HEALTH AND CONTENTMENT OF THE COWS. 

There seemed to be little, if any, difference in the amount of actual 
sickness observed under either open-shed or closed-barn conditions. 
In the closed barn the animals sometimes would get ‘‘big knees’”’ from. 
kneeling or falling on the concrete platform. This trouble was not 
observed when the open shed was used. Of the 21 cows used during 
the 3 years of the investigation two had their hips ‘‘knocked down’”’ 
while in the open shed. Very probably the injuries were the result 
of being knocked against the side of the shed or the feed rack by 
stronger, more greedy, and aggressive cows. 

In general, little difference could be noted in the contentment of the 
cows under either open-shed or closed-barn conditions. Some of the 
animals appeared to be more contented in the barn stalls; others 
appeared to be more at ease in the open shed, while still others seemed 
to have no preference. Under open-shed conditions the cows had 
more freedom. They could le down and get up with ease, and could 
pick a clean place on which to lie whenever they chose. For them 
fresh air was abundant. Inasmuch as the closed barn used in the 
investigation was a modern, well-ventilated structure, no observa- 
tions were needed on the subject of ventilation. In many of our 
poorly ventilated dairy barns, however, the impure air would doubt- 
less be an important factor in determining the comparative merits of 
the two systems. 
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MANURE—PRESERVATION, HANDLING, ETC. 

Under the open-shed system the manure was kept in an excellent 
state of preservation until it was hauled to the land, and it also was 
handled more economically. ‘These are important considerations to 
‘the farmer who hauls manure direct from the barn to the field. Fre- 
quently the fields are too soft to be driven over and at certain seasons 
the growing of the crops prevents hauling the manure to the land. 
On this particular farm it was altogether impracticable, during most 
of the winter, to attempt to haul manure to the fields. Manure can 
be preserved until it is convenient to haul it to the fields by storing it 
in a manure pit. The walls and bottom of the pit are usually made 
of concrete and it is covered with a roof, so that it has the appearance 
of a small shed. When compared with the open-shed system of 
handling manure the manure pit has two disadvantages: First, it calls 
for an increased expenditure of money, and second, it necessitates 
handling the manure twice. 

SUMMARY. 

The cows consumed somewhat more feed and produced slightly 
more milk when kept in the open shed than when kept in the closed 
barn. The increase in production was not quite large enough to 
offset the extra feed cost. ; 
When kept in the open shed there was a tendency for ‘‘boss cows” 

to deprive weaker individuals of their feed and of the normal ad- 
vantages of the shed, which resulted in lower milk yields from the 
weaker and more timid cows. 

All operations considered, milking and. feeding excluded, slightly 
more labor was required to care for the cows when kept in the open 
shed. 

The manure was apparently well preserved, until it could be hauled 
to the land, under the open-shed system. It was also handled more 
economically than in the closed barn. Cornstalks in the manure were 
sufficiently decomposed to be handled successfully with the manure 
spreader. 

Under the open-shed system 68 per cent more bedding was required 
for each cow, but the cows were cleaner and more comfortable. 

There was little difference in the time required to bed them under the 
two systems. It is possible to use cornstalks or other coarse material 
for bedding in the open shed. 

There appeared to be little if any difference in the frequency of 
injuries to cows under either open-shed or closed-barn conditions. 
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A PEST IN CURED AND MANUFACTURED TOBACCO; ITS COMMON 
NAMES. ; 

The tobacco beetle or “cigarette beetle,” Lasioderma serricorne 
Fabricius, which feeds and lives mainly in dried vegetable products, 
is by far the most destructive pest with which manufacturers of or 
dealers in tobacco or tobacco products have to contend. It is present 
at times in practically all warehouses, cigar and tobacco factories, 
and retail or wholesale establishments where cured leaf tobacco or 
manufactured tobacco is handled or stored. 

This beetle is now known under several names. ‘ Tobacco beetle,” 

“ cigarette beetle,” “tobacco bug,” “tobacco flea,” and “ tobacco flea- 
beetle” are the terms most commonly used in referring to it. The 

Notre.—The author, Mr. G. A. Runner, was transferred from Southern Field Crop Insect 

Investigations to Deciduous Fruit Insect Investigations on May 21, 1917, 
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last two names may have originated from confusion of the species 
with a field insect, the tobacco flea-beetle, Epitriz parvula, which 
attacks growing tobacco, the holes eaten in the leaf showing in the 
cured leaf tobacco and somewhat resembling holes made by the true 
tobacco beetle, Lasioderma serricorne. The name “ cigarette beetle ” 
has been quite generally used in entomological literature but is not 

suitable as it conveys the impression 
that the insect confines its work to 
cigarettes whereas it is a general 
feeder upon all cured tobacco prod- 
ucts. Throughout this bulletin the 
name “ pie eg beetle,” which was 
used by Mr. E. A. Schwarz in earlier 
accounts of ee insect, 1s adopted, 

as the present consideration of the 
insect refers to its depredations 
upon all forms of cured and manu- 
factured tobacco. 

THE CHARACTER OF ITS INJURY. 

The injury caused by the tobacco 
beetle is very great, owing to its 
habit of occupying its food sub- 
stance during all stages of its life. 
The principal damage is done by the 
larva or “worm” stage, and with 
tobacco, as with other food sub- 
stances, the actual amount consumed 

usually is of far less importance 
than is the presence of refuse, ex- 
crement, dust, and the dead beetles, 
which render the manufactured 
product unsalable. 

The insect damages cigars (ie. 
1) and pressed tobacco by burrow- 

apres anes? ing small cylindrical tunnels which 
ing burrows of larve and exit holes Jater become filled with dust and ex- 

stack A crement. In cigars the holes may 
extend from one side to the other, and in some instances the holes 
or galleries may wind through the filler of the cigar, a large part 

of the interior being thus destroyed without external evidence of 
injury to the wrapper. The larve often will work between two 
closely packed cigars, slitting both wrappers lengthwise for some 
distance, and the pupal cells frequently are constructed between 
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two closely pressed cigars or beneath the band. Injured cigars 
do not draw well, burn unevenly, and dust is drawn into the 

Fig. 2.—Pressed cut smoking tobacco showing burrows of larve and exit holes of 
adults of the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma serricorne). 

mouth of the smoker. High-grade cigars, in which the more ex- 
pensive leaf tobacco is used as wrapper or filler, are far more sus- 
ceptible to injury than are cigars made from heavier, stronger, 

Fig. 3.—Chewing tobacco injured by the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma serricorne). 

and inferior grades. In cigarettes, also, injury is more apt to 
occur in those made from the sweeter, milder types of leaf, such 
as is used in the more expensive grades. Fine Turkish tobaccos 
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are especially lable to infestation, holes being bored through the 
wrappers and frequently through the cork tips. The interior of the 
cigarette is filled with refuse, and the wrapper becomes soiled and 

discolored. Smoking (fig. 
2) or chewing tobacco be- 
comes badly worm eaten. 
In pressed kinds, such as 
plug tobacco and pressed 
and sliced smoking tobacco, 
galleries are formed. In 
pressed plug tobacco (fig. 
3) the wrapper is cut and 
the edges furrowed. Gran- 
ulated and fine-cut types 
become mixed with the 

_ dust and refuse from feed- 
ing and with the dead 
bodies of adult beetles. 

Pupal cells occur on the 

sides of the containers or 
in the tobacco. Leaf to- 
bacco (fig. 4) is infested in 
much the same manner as 
cigars. The larve bore 
holes in every direction 
through the leaves. Fine 
wrapper tobacco is often 
so badly injured that it is 
worthless. In leaf tobacco 

Fic. 4.—Damage to cigar tobacco by the tobacco. used as filler, or in manu- 

beetle (Lasioderma serricorne). factured tobacco or snuff, 

the damage is confined more to the tobacco actually consumed by 
the larve than is the case with attacks of the insect on the manu- 

factured product. 

CLASSIFICATION AND SYNONYMY. 

The family Ptinidae, to which the tobacco beetle belongs, is com- 
posed of small insects which rarely exceed one-fourth of an inch: in 
length. The head is usually retracted, the body more or less cylin- 
drical and firm, and the wing covers firm. -The species vary greatly 
in form, and several species belonging to the family have been widely 
distributed by commerce. Although the family is quite large, com- 
paratively few species are economically important and injurious; 

ye 
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: namely, those living in stored products and timber. Among these, 
besides the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma. serricorne), may be men- 
tioned the larger tobacco beetle (Catorama tabaci) and the drug- 
-store beetle (Sitodrepa panicea). The genus Lasioderma of Stephens 
contains only five known species. The tobacco beetle was first de- 
scribed from America in 1792 by Fabricius (1)+ under the name 
Ptinus serricornis. 

SYNONYMY. 

The following synonymy is given by Gemminger and Harold (16) : 

Lasioderma serricorne Fabricius, Ent. Syst. (1792), v. 1, p. 241; Muisant, Ann. 

Soc. Linn. Lyon (1864), v. 12, p. 1, pl. 1, fig. 10; Le Conte, Proc. Acad. Nat. 

Sci. Phila. (1865), p. 236. 

Lasioderma flavescens Dahlbom, Dej. Cat. 3 ed. (1837), p. 129. 

Lasioderma testaceum Duftschmidt, Fauna Austr. (1859), Deutchl. Fauna In- 

secten (1837), v. 11, p. 89, pl. 237, fig. P. 

FOOD SUBSTANCES OF THE TOBACCO BEETLE. 

The tobacco beetle feeds upon a variety of dried vegetable sub- 
stances as well as upon a few dried animal substances. Early records 

describe the insect as feeding upon or living in “ dried plants.” Its 
more common food is cured or manufactured tobacco. In drug and 
grocery stores it is often found infesting such substances as dried 
roots of various kinds, pressed yeast cakes, and seeds. The writer 
on one occasion found a collection of dried botanical specimens in a 
State museum badly injured by the pest. In the course of investiga- 
tions of the insect it has been reared from and found infesting or 
feeding upon the following substances: Cured leaf tobacco, manu- 
factured tobacco of various kinds, such as smoking and chewing 

_ tobacco, snuff, cigarettes, and cigars; tobacco seed, dried figs, cayenne 
pepper, ginger, dried dates, powdered orris root, curry powder, starch, 
pressed yeast cakes, and dried plants of different kinds in botanical 
collections: When large numbers of the beetles were required at 
times for experimental work it was found that they could be bred 
most conveniently in dried yeast cake (fig. 5). 

In addition to the food substances already mentioned, the insect 
has been reported in entomological literature as injuring or infesting 
opium, red pepper, rice, paprika, stock foods, turmeric, spices, saffron, 
licorice, bran, belladonna, and pyrethrum powder. Dr. J. B. Smith 
(59) also mentions injury to cane and rattan work of all kinds, books, 
and gun wads. Jones (77) reported the insect breeding in raisins 

' in the Philippines. Van Dine (55) states that in the Hawaiian 
Islands the tobacco beetle is the most common and destructive pest 

1 Numbers in parenthesis refer to ‘‘ Bibliography,’ p. 69. 
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in stored products, and that it infests groceries, drugs, and dried 
products indiscriminately, but possibly favors manufactured tobacco. 
He also reports having found the insect very injurious to wall paper 
and books in Honolulu. 

Dried animal substances occasionally are attacked. Dried fish is 
mentioned as a food substance by Mackie (74), and Van Dine (55) . 
reports the beetle as having been reared from fish guano used as 
fertilizer. There are also reports of leather goods having been in- 
jured. The late F. C. Pratt (53) noted injury by this species to an 
insect collection in western Texas, about 10 per cent of the specimens 
in a box of Orthoptera having been damaged. 

There are numerous records of the tobacco beetle feeding upon and 
injuring upholstered furniture. Cook (25) has described injury to 

Fic. 5.—Work of the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma serricorne) in pressed yeast 
cake. 

furniture, and stated that the work of the insect “made the plush 
covering look like a sieve.” Chittenden (53, 58) has reported the 
insect as damaging upholstered furniture, rugs, and tapestry in 
dwelling houses in the District of Columbia, West Virginia, and 

New Jersey. Osborn (46, 49) has reported infestation of plush up- 
holstered furniture at Columbus, Ohio. Silk as food is mentioned by 
Osborn (46). Injury to silk and plush hangings in France has been 
mentioned by Bordage (38). 

The occurrence of the beetle in some of the substances given is 
undoubtedly more or less accidental. Attempts made by the writer 

to rear the beetle from the egg stage in many of these substances 
resulted in failure. In many instances the larve fed for a time but 
did not complete their transformation to the adult stage. In con- 
trols on these experiments adults were reared from eggs placed in 
yeast cakes, tobacco seed, or cured tobacco, at the same time and kept 
under the same conditions. 
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FOOD HABITS OF BEETLES RELATED TO THE TOBACCO BEETLE. 

Beetles belonging to the same family as the tobacco beetle, the 
Piinidae, in general usually feed on vegetable matter in an incipient 

stage of decay or in dried vegetable or animal substances. A few 
bore into solid wood and others attack living plants. 

The larger tobacco beetle (Catorama tabaci,Guérin) feeds on to- 

bacco and tobacco seed (fig. 6). 
The drug-store beetle (Sitodrepa panicea Linnaeus) feeds on drug-. 

store supplies such as dried roots and seeds, and sometimes attacks 
tobacco. Its food habits are very 
similar to those of the tobacco 
beetle. — 
Mezium americanum Laporte 

occurs in dwellings and breeds in 
dried animal substances. It is 
known to infest tobacco seed. 
A species of European origin, 

Ptinus fur Linnaeus, now widely 
distributed by commerce, is said 
to be often injurious to museum 
specimens, and has been reported ye. 6—Cigar tobacco injured by the 
as injuring tobacco. ae tobacco beetle (Catorama ta- 

1). 

The following records of food 
habits of several other species belonging to the same family have 

been given by Blatchley (71): 

Trypopitys sericeus Say. Occurs beneath bark and on old branches of wild 

cherry and oak. 

Caenocara oculata Say. On low vegetation and in puff balls (Lycoperdon 

spp. ). 

Ptilinus ruficornis Say. Larve bore into dead branches of oak and maple. 

Some species of Ptinidae bore into decaying timbers of houses. 
The ticking sound made has given these insects the name of “ death- 
watch ” beetle. 

LOSSES DUE TO THE TOBACCO BEETLE. 

Losses occasioned by the tobacco beetle, either directly or indirectly, 
occur to some extent in every place where cured or manufactured 
tobacco is handled. Various statements have been received from 
manufacturers which show that loss at the factories is very large, but 
this probably represents only a small part of the loss due to damaged 
cigars, cigarettes, and manufactured tobacco in the hands of job- 
bers and retailers. In many factories the loss is estimated to be more 
than $5,000 a year. An agent of this bureau, on one occasion, in 
a single factory, was shown 14 barrels of damaged and worm-eaten 
cigars, part of these having been made from the finer and more ex- 
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pensive grades of Cuban tobacco. The loss from the beetle in this 
instance was estimated at not less than $7,000, and the damage oc- 
curred within a period of only 12 months. At the storerooms of a 
large jobbing concern in one of the Northern States the writer was 
shown a lot of smoking and chewing tobacco of various brands said 
to weigh over one-half ton which was infested and worthless. Part 
of this tobacco showed injury from mold, but a large part of the 
damage had been caused by the tobacco beetle. In 1913 a large 
tobacco firm reported to the Bureau of Entomology that its loss 
from the beetle amounted to fully $25,000 per annum. The average 
annual loss in the Philippines per factory for cigars actually de- 
stroyed in the factory is said to vary from 6,000 to 13,000 pesos 
($3,000 to $6,500) (77). The total money loss in the Philippines from 
returned cigars which are infested with the beetle has been reported 
by “Mackie (74) to exceed 500,000 pesos ($250,000 U. S. currency) 
per annum. The actual money loss to the manufacturers from to- 
bacco products returned to the factory represents only a small part: 
of the entire loss caused by the beetle. An enormous loss occurs 
through damage to hogshead tobacco of certain types, and, as in the 
case of manufactured or baled tobacco, it is impossible to make even 
“an approximate estimate of the loss. In 1911 Mr. J. Matsumura, in- 
spector of the bureau of monopolies for the Imperial Japanese Gor- 
ernment, reported that in a shipment of 60 hogsheads of American 
tobacco to Japan 50 hogsheads had been so badly damaged by the 
beetle that the tobacco was almost worthless. In exported hogshead 
tobacco the lighter types, such as are used in the manufacture of 
cigarettes, are most susceptible to injury, and a comparatively slight 
infestation at first may result in a heavy infestation after a long 
sea voyage through warm or tropical waters. The specially favorable 
breeding conditions brought about by high temperatures and hu- 
midity incidental to long oversea shipments make the beetle unusu- 
ally destructive to cigars shipped to the United States from the 
Philippines. A number of dealers have reported serious loss from 
this source, the infestation spreading to cigars and other classes of 
manufactured tobacco kept in stock. 

Although the tobacco beetle is present and causes more or less loss 
in all parts of the United States, investigations of the Bureau of En- 
tomology show that damage is greatest in the States bordering on the 
Gulf of Mexico. One large manufacturer reported that his loss due 
to infestation of goods, chiefly smoking and chewing tobacco, shipped 
to the Gulf States had been so great, fully 50 per cent of the manufac- 
tured tobacco becoming wormy, that his company had been forced to 
restrict its activities in that section. To replace this damaged stock 
made their business in that section unprofitable. The factory was 
said to be practically uninfested, and few complaints of damage 
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came from other sections of the country where the same class of 
goods was shipped. In another instance a firm manufacturing high- 
gerade cigars some years ago organized a separate department in 
which scrap tobacco was worked up into cheaper cigars. At first 
this department showed an annual profit of about $7,000. The 
beetle, however, finally became so destructive to this class of goods, 
and so many shipments were returned to. the factory, that this 
branch of the business was discontinued. 

The extent of injury to baled domestic tobacco can not be accu- 
rately determined until the tobacco is finally used, and, as with other 

classes of tobacco, it is difficult or impossible to obtain even an 

approximate estimate of the total loss. 
In wholesale and retail drug stores the insect freqmtently becomes 

a serious pest and causes heavy loss by consuming or by making 
unsalable more expensive products. 

DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION. 

Commerce has served to distribute the tobacco beetle widely and 
it probably now occurs in all countries having a temperate, subtrop1- 
cal, or tropical climate. In warm tobacco-growing countries such as 
Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philippines, where the beetles are numerous 
and breed continuously throughout the year, they are being constantly 
exported in shipments of cigars or bales of cigar tobacco. Examina- 
tions of warehouses in which bales of infested cigar tobacco are 
stored, at ports of entry in this country, have shown them at times to 
be heavily infested with the beetle. 

There has been a very noticeable increase and spread of the tobacco 
beetle in tobacco factories in the United States within comparatively 
recent years. Experienced tobacco dealers and tobacco manufac- 
turers attribute this to the general use of steam in heating factories. 
The higher and uniform temperatures which are thus maintained 
make breeding conditions more favorable. 

In tobacco factories and buildings in which tobacco products or 
suitable food substances are stored the insect spreads by crawling or 
by flight. The adult beetle is capable of flying for a considerable 
distance. Beetles escaping from cars or ships in which bales or hogs- 
heads of leaf tobacco are shipped find their way to suitable food 
substances which then in turn become new centers of infestation and 
dispersion. As the life cycle of the beetle is comparatively short in 
warm weather, hogsheads of export leaf tobacco, slightly infested 
when sent out, may become heavily infested en route and almost 
worthless after a long sea voyage, the high temperature and moisture 
in the hold of a vessel creating ideal conditions for reproduction. 

The insect is now so generally disseminated throughout the country 
that it is a common occurrence to find it in show cases, storage rooms, 
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or humidors in cigar stores. Records of returned shipments at cigar 
and tobacco factories show that the majority come from retailers in 
the Southern States and from localities where climatic conditions are 
especially favorable for the rapid increase of the beetle. In view of 
this fact it will be seen that the return of damaged goods to the manu- 
facturers does not necessarily mean that the tobacco or cigars were 
infested when shipped from the factory, the actual source of infesta- 
tion often being the retail store or distributing point. Even in sum- 
mer few complaints come from dealers in certain of the Northern 
States and in Canada. Tobacco infested when shipped from the fac- 
tory would certainly show damage in such localities if kept even for 
a short time in warm weather, as experiments made by the writer 
have shown repeatedly. 

Tobacco may become infested also in the hands of the retailer, 
the beetles coming from other food substances such as yeast cakes in 
grocery stores, or from vegetable substances used as drugs. 

In cigar or tobacco factories the beetles are being constantly intro- 
duced in bales or hogsheads of imported leaf tobacco. Cigar manu- 
facturers frequently keep bulk tobacco in bonded warehouses at the 
port of entry until needed for fabrication. In many instances the 
bales of tobacco remain in bond for a considerable length of time. 
A large part of this tobacco comes from Cuba, where the beetle repro- 
duces continuously throughout the year, and infested bales are 
brought into the warehouses with every shipment. 

ORIGIN AND HISTORY. 

The original habitat of the tobacco beetle is not definitely known, 
but probably the insect is native to warm or tropical parts of America. 
When it was first described from America by Fabricius (1) in 1792 
tobacco was not mentioned specifically as food, but the insect was re- 
ported as infesting “American dried plants.” 

The earliest account of injury to tobacco seems to have been that 

by M. Planche (38), an inspector of tobacco factories, who reported 
in 1848 that the insect had been found at Paris for the first time in 
tobacco. It was thought to have been introduced from America. 
Since 1848 there have been many references to the species in ento- 
mological literature as destructive to tobacco and to various dried 
vegetable substances. 

Chevrolat (13), in 1861, stated that the insect attacks cured to- 
bacco, that it is acclimated in all parts of the world, and that in his 
collection were specimens from both Americas, Algeria, Syria, Ger- 
many, and Denmark. Le Conte (15), in 1865, mentioned the beetle 
as having been carried by commerce over the entire globe, and stated 
that it lives chiefly, although not exclusively, upon tobacco. Mr. E. 
A. Schwarz (20), of the Bureau of Entomology, in 1883 stated that 

ion 

a ae a 
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it is a well-known pest in many cigar factories in the United States. 

It seems to have been only within comparatively recent years, how- 

ever, that the insect has attracted attention as a serious pest in fab- 

_ricated tobacco. Since the earliest days of the colonies tobacco has 

been an important crop and one of the main exports of several 

States. In Colonial times laws regulating the tobacco industry were 
very exacting and rigidly enforced, and for a long series of years to- 
baeco for export which failed to come up to the legal requirements 

as to quality and soundness was destroyed. In view of these cir- 
cumstances it seems strange, if damage to stored tobacco from insects 
had occurred to any great extent, that the fact was not recorded. 

ECONOMIC HISTORY. 

From an economic standpoint the history of the species begins 
with the paper by G. F. Atkinson (21), published in 1885-86. 
An account of the occurrence, habits, and life history of the insect 
is given and emergency remedies and means of control are discussed. 
In 1889 the same investigator published an account of the insect, 
its life history, remedies, etc., in a report (22) of the South Caro- 
lina Agricultural Experiment Station. 

Prof. C. V. Riley (81), in 1892, reported the insect as injuring 
chewing tobacco in Baltimore. He discussed its habit of flight and 
recommended that windows be closed at night to prevent its en- 
trance. Steaming is given as the best means of killing the larvee 
and eggs. 

In 1898, in a report upon insect enemies of tobacco, Dr. A. L. 
Quaintance (40), then State entomologist of Florida, described in- 
jury to stored tobacco caused by the beetle, giving an account of 
habits, food substances, and method of treatment of infested tobacco 
with carbon disulphid. 

Dr. L. O. Howard (42), in 1899, in an article on tobacco insects, 
gave a general account of the tobacco beetle and other insects injur- 

ing stored tobacco, and suggested many practical means of control. 
Fumigation with carbon disulphid, steam sterilization, and other 
repressive measures applicable to factory and warehouse conditions 
were described. 

In 1904 Prof. T. B. Symons (51) gave results of experiments in 
fumigation with hydrocyanic-acid gas and carbon disulphid. Dr. 
F. H. Chittenden (53), of the Bureau of Entomology, conducted 
experiments with hydrocyanic-acid gas against the beetle in furni- 
ture in 1905. 

In 1909 Mr. J. S. Houser (65) reported the beetle extremely de- 
structive in Cuba, and stated that infested tobacco may be fumigated 
with carbon disulphid or hydrocyanic-acid gas without injury. 

The results of experiments with dry cold storage in treating 
infested tobacco in Brazil were given by Gustav Pook (69) in 1910. 
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It is stated that the method was in use throughout Brazil and that 
unusually good results had been obtained. 

During the same year (1910) Mr. A. C. Morgan, of the Bureau of 
Entomology, in an article on insect enemies of tobacco in the United 
States (70), briefly described methods of treatment with fumigants. 
It was stated that no method entirely satisfactory had been found 
for the treatment of baled tobacco. The results of experiments with 
Rontgen or X rays in the treatment of infested tobacco, conducted 
by Mr. A. C. Morgan and the writer, were published in 1913 (76). 
From Manila, P. I., in 1913, Mr. Charles R. Jones (77) published 

the most comprehensive article on the tobacco beetle which had yet 
appeared. The life history and seasonal history of the insect in the 

Philippines were determined and many practical methods of control 
tested under cigar-factory conditions. An exhaustive series of tests 
with hydroevanic-acid gas showed this fumigant to be effective in 
treating infested cigars without affecting their quality. — 

Storage of infested tobacco at low temperatures is recommended. 
by Mr. D. T. Fullaway (79) in a publication of the Hawaii Agri- 
cultural Experiment Station in 1914. In 1916 the results of experi- 
ments with Réntgen or X rays on different stages of the beetle were 
published by the writer (86). In 1917 the writer (89) published a 
general account of the species, its life and habits, and methods of 
control. 

In the historical sketch given only the more important publica- 
tions relating to the life history of the insect or to the measures em- 
ployed in its control have been cited. In the bibliography (p. 69-77) 
reference will be found to most of the papers, relating to the insect, 
which have been published in permanent form. A synopsis is given 
of the contents of the more important publications. 

DESCRIPTION OF STAGES. 

THE EGG. 

(Pl. I, fig. 8.) 

Egg about 0.45 mm. (0.44-0.46 mm.) long and 0.2 (0.19-0.21 mm.) in diameter: 

ovoid elliptical, pearly white, becoming more opaque and dull in color just before 

hatching. Surface smooth, without reticulation or sculpture except a portion at 

the end from which the larva emerges, which is covered with numerous papillx. 

THE LARVA! 

(P1. I, figs. 1-7.)? 

GENERAL CHARACTERS. 

Ventral side of epicranium not continued behind the posterior end of hypos- 

toma and its tentorial pits; gula transverse, laterally attached to the posterior 

1TIn order that the identification in the field may be as accurate as possible it is neces- 

sary from time to time to incorporate in an economic bulletin technical descriptions. 

These descriptions are drawn* up after extremely careful study of the anatomy of the 

larva by a specialist on the group. The following descriptions, kindly prepared by Dr. 

Adam G. Béving, will be of great assistance in future studies of ptinid larve. First is 

presented a description of the characters common to many ptinid larve, then the charac- 

teristics of the genus, and finally the specific characters of Lasioderma serricorne. 

? Description of larva (with Pl. I, figs. 2-7) made by Dr. Adam G. Béving. 
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EGG AND LARVA OF THE TOBACCO BEETLE (LASIODERMA SERRICORNE). 

Fig. 1.—Front view of face. Fia. 2.—Side view of larva. Fic. 3.—Thoracic and abdominal areas: i 
aa, Parasternum; a, labial palp; ae,alar area; 6, stipes labialis; c, mentum; d,submentum; di, dorso- 
lateral suture; ¢€, gula; f, presternite; g, antenna; h, ocellus; 7, stipes maxillaris; k, cardo; 7, epistoma; 
m, clypeus; n,labrum; o, preepipleurum; oe, basisternum; p, epipleural lobe; g, postépipleurum: r, 
prehypopleurum; s, posthypopleurum; ¢, prescutum; uw, scutum; v, scutellum; vl, ventro-lateral 
suture; z, postscutellum. Fic. 4.—Anterior portions of face (labrum, clypeus, epistoma, and frons): 
Ant, antenna; c, clypeus; el, epistoma, lateral part; em, epistoma, median part; f, frons. Fic. 5.— 
Prothoracic leg. FiG. 6.—Mandible, ventral side. Fic. 7.—Underside of head: a, Maxillary articu- 
lating skin; c, cardo; ep, epicranium; g, gula; h, hypostoma; Ic, lacinia; m, mentum; 0, ocellus; ps, 
presternum sm, submentum; stl, stipes labialis; 2, process between lacinia and_hypopharynx. 

IG. 8.—Egg. (Figs. land 8 drawn by Joseph D. Smith; figs. 2-7 drawn by Adam G. Boving.) 
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margin of the hypostomal triangles, anteriorly adjoining submentum, poste- 

riorly adjoining the presternites; occiput directed obliquely downwards and 

forwards. Mouthparts hypognathous; labrum and clypeus present; antenna 

- small, situated at the anterior corner of frons, separated from basal skin of 

mandible by a narrow chitinous bridge; maxillary palp three-jointed, no definite 

palpiger ; submentum and mentum the conspicuous parts of the ventral side of 

head ; maxillary articulating area simple, neither chitinized nor subdivided into 

two or more separate lobes; stipes labialis with well developed ligula, labial 

palpigers, and palpi; hypopharyngeal chitinizations not developed. Tentorial 

bridge broad; hypopharyngeal bracon present. Body curved, wrinkled, fleshy, 

whitish. Legs developed; with several joints; last joint clawlike; no real 

claws; prehypopleurum and posthypopleurum indicated but not chitinized. 

Prothorax with small presternites fused into a narrow, transverse band; no 

Separate prebasisternum; no sternellum; poststernellum well developed; meso- 

thorax and metathorax with well developed epipleural median lobe closely 

connected with the alar area; spiracle-bearing preepipleurum not reaching the 

presternum; no definite sternellum; mesothorax with and metathorax without 

poststernellum. Abdominal segments ten; prescutal ‘area large, protuberant ; 

dorsal parts of scutum and scutellum not developed into ampullatory lobes; 

epipleurum bulged; parasternum anteriorly limited by a straight line; ninth 

abdominal segment without cerci or any chitinizations. Spiracles annuliform; 

mesothoracic spiracle apparently prothoracic, the preepipleurum of mesothorax 

being pushed forwards; metathoracic spiracle rudimentary; eight abdominal 

spiracles. 

GENERIC CHARACTERS. 

In the family Anobiidae (Ptinidae), the genus Lasioderma, belonging to the 

group Ptinini, is characterized as follows: Head rounded, not deeply sunk into 

prothorax ; epistoma strong, rigid, with median region only slightly concave, 

and lateral regions subrectangular, projecting, not divided by any depressions; 

labrum subrectangular, with straight anterior margin and rounded corners; 

elypeus somewhat broader, subrectangular; one ocellus; antenna two-jointed, 

with large terminal sensory papilla; mandible with bidentate apex and convex, 

irregularly serrated cutting edge; no molar part or prostheca; maxillary 

lacinia single, broad, flat, semiovate, spinose, extending from distal end of 

stipes; at its base arising from the boundary region between hypopharynx and 

stipes maxillaris a freely projecting, somewhat shorter, four times narrower, 

lanceolate, spinose structure; stipes labialis: broad and short; mentum some- 

what large, transversely subrectangular, Separated from the still broader, 

trapezoidal submentum by a Straight, rather faint line; maxillary articulating 

lobe small; gula very narrow. Legs five-jointed; tarsal joint distinct, falci- 

form, clawlike. Prothorax with tergum outlined like a dumbell, the alar areas 

being lobate, much larger than the upper tergal part; no chitinous linear im- 

pression between alar area and the upper tergal part. Mesothorax and meta- 

thorax both with sharply defined prescutum; scuto-scutellar parts fused. The 

first seven abdominal segments with a large prescutum, a narrow scutal fold, 

and a large scutellum; the tergal parts of the last three abdominal segments 

not divided; tergal folds dorsally and laterally granulated, but without trans- 

verse series of stout, backwardly curved spinules; tenth abdominal segment 

well developed, with two large, cushion-like pads on each side of a linear, 

vertical, anal fissure. Last spiracle no larger than the preceding abdominal 

spiracles, , 
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SPECIFIC CHARACTERS. 

Median region of epistoma with a row of five setz on each side, lateral 

regions naked; labrum with about seven straight setz on the upper surface at 

each anterior corner, several long, medianly curved sete along the anterior 

margin and an oblique row of three, shorter, stouter, hook-shaped setz on the 

under surface on either side of and posteriorly approaching the median line; 

clypeus naked; stipes labialis, mentum, and submentum with long soft set; 

maxillary articulating area not setiferous. 

LARVAL INSTARS. 

First-instar larva 0.55 to 1.4 mm. long; yellowish white; the digestive tract 

showing darker; body set sparsely with very long, pale hairs; head 0.12 to 0.16 

mm. long. Second-instar larva about 3 min. long; yellowish white; head 0.22 

to 0.24 mm. long. Last-instar larva about 4 mm. long; yellowish white; set 

entirely with long, silky, yellowish brown hairs; chitinous parts brown; 

spiracles concolorous with body; head 0.5 to 0.7 mm. long. 

THE PUPA. 

Pupa (PI. II, fig. 2) uniformly white when first transformed. Length (aver- 

age) 3.5 mm. (2.5-3.75 .mm.); width about 1.7 mm. (1.1—-2 mm.); tips of 

elytra attaining fourth visible ventral segment of abdomen. Metathoracic legs 

beneath the elytra not attaining tips of inner wings. Head bent upon thorax 

and beneath pronotum. Ultimate and penultimate abdominal segments ven- 

trally each with a pair of fleshy lateral protuberances. 

THE ADULT." . 

(PI. Wil, fee Ws text fies 7%) 

Elongate-oval, moderately convex. Uniform dull reddish yellow or brown- 

ish red. Head broad, eyes small. An- 

tenn rather narrow, second and third 

joints smaller than first, the third dis- 

tinctly triangular; fourth to tenth 

about as wide as long; eleventh oval. 

Thorax strongly convex, front angles 

acute, hind angles wanting. Punctua- 

tion of entire upper surface fine, uni- 

form, not dense. Length 2.2 to 3 mm. 

lic. 7.—The tobacco beetle (Lasioderma 

serricorne) : Antenna of adult. Greatly 

enlarged. : 

LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS. 

SUMMARY OF LIFE HISTORY. 

The life history of the tobacco beetle may be briefly summarized as 
follows: 

In material kept constantly warm, breeding is continuous and 
there may be as many as five or six generations in a year. Under 
usual conditions in warehouses in the latitude of Virginia there are 
ordinarily three or four generations a year. The beetle lives in its 
food substances during all stages of its existence, and the time re- 
quired to complete its life cycle depends mainly upon temperature 

and may be as short as 45 days. Normally, in summer, the time 

1 Deseription of adult by W. S. Blatechley (71). 



- varies from 45 to 70 days. Eggs are deposited in the food substance, 
and under usual conditions the incubation period is from 6 to 10 days, 
the larval period from 30 to 50 days, and the pupal period from 6 
to 10 days. Adults live ordinarily from 3 to 6 weeks after emergence. 
In cold climates the species passes the winter mainly in the larva 
stage. It thrives best in localities where the temperature and hu- 
midity are high, and in substances in which the larve are protected 
from rapid evaporation. 
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THE EGG. 

PERIOD OF INCUBATION. 

The time required for hatching depends upon the prevailing tem- 
perature and probably upon moisture conditions, although consider- 
able variation in the incubation period has been observed, even with 
eggs from the same female which were kept under identically the 
same conditions. The variation in the time required for hatching is 
least when the eggs are not subjected to extreme changes of tempera- 
ture and humidity, and when the temperature is relatively high. At 
Key West, Fla., where the temperature is remarkably even, the incu- 

bation period varied from 5 to 10 days in numerous experiments con- 
ducted in April and May. During the experiments the maximum 
temperature ranged from 91° to 93° F., and the minimum from 81° 
to 83° F. The average period of incubation was found to be approxi- 
mately 7 days. 

The length of the egg stage at room temperature at Clarksville, 
Tenn., in May, ranged from 7 to 14 days. In 22 records obtained 
during July and August the average period of 7.6 days was recorded. 

At Appomattox, Va., at room temperature in July, the average 
period of incubation was found to be 8.2 days. The shortest period 
observed was 6 days and the longest period 14 days. 

Records obtained at Tampa, Fla., in July and August, show an 
average incubation period of approximately 8 days. The longest 
period observed was 10 days and the shortest period 6 days. 

In determining the incubation period at a fixed temperature at 
Richmond, Va., eggs were kept in an electrically heated and auto- 
matically regulated incubator. The temperature was fairly constant 
at 30° C. (86° F.) and the relative humidity at about 80 per cent. 

During the period of incubation the variation in temperature was 
less than 1° C. AI] eggs used in the experiments were obtained from 
beetles kept in the incubator, the incubation period ranging from 
6 to 8 days. In all of 20 different experiments hatching commenced 
during the sixth day. : 

j THE LARVA. 

Injury to tobacco by feeding is caused mainly by the larva or worm 
stage of the insect. It is this stage of the tobacco beetle that is often 
referred to by tobacconists as the “grub.” Within the egg the embry- 

ee 
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onic larva hes with the head at the rough end, and when development 
is complete it eats its way through the shell in this position. Larve 
hatching in glass vials at the laboratory were observed to consume 
the eggshells almost completely when food was not provided. In 
rearing the insects for experimental work the young larve were often 
observed to live without food for periods of from 5 to 10 days. On 
emerging from the egg they are much more active than at other stages 
of growth and are capable of crawling a considerable distance in 
search of suitable food. Their activity at this stage accounts for the 
rather strange infestation of tobacco products, as the extremely 
minute worms readily enter very small openings in the boxes or con- 
tainers. On hatching the larvee are semitransparent, gradually as- 
suming a whitish or creamy color as they become more fully grown. 
The food within the alimentary canal, seen through the skin, gives 
them a dark or dirty color, which varies with the amount of food 
present. When feeding on tobacco the fine particles of dust adhering 
to the minute hairs of the larve give them a brownish appearance, 
which is more noticeable in the last instar. The larve appear more 

robust, deeply wrinkled, and grublike as they become more fully 
grown. The young larva lies and crawls extended to full length; 
the older larvee usually assume a curved position and are not so active 
as those newly hatched. At all stages of growth they are negatively 
phototropic, and when exposed to light disappear within the food 

substances as quickly as possible. 
Larve of all ages are capable of crawling for a short distance and 

often migrate from infested to uninfested material. This habit often 
accounts for the quick appearance of injury in freshly made cigars. 
Partly grown larve have been found on the cigarmakers’ tables and 
on the pickers’ tables. They easily enter the open ends of the cigars — 
that are being handled, and in a very short time their work can be 
noticed in the bundle or box of cigars. In a box of injured cigars 
examined, the work of a single larva was traced through four cigars. 
In another instance, in a box of sliced plug smoking tobacco, a single 
larva had cut a furrow in the tobacco for almost the entire distance 
across the top of the slices between the oiled paper covering and the — 

tobacco. | 
It has been observed by leaf-tobacco dealers that a crop of Cuban | 

tobacco which remains raw and does not cure quickly is apt to be 
damaged more by the beetle than the same type of tobacco which 

matures and cures properly. Under laboratory conditions a test was 
made at Richmond, Va., in 1914, with several types of leaf tobacco | 

which confirms observations made in warehouses and, factories. | 

Similar quantities of different kinds of tobacco were closely packed 
in a tight container and several thousand eggs of the beetle scattered | 
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over the top, about the same number being placed on each “ hand.” 
The box, thickly wrapped with cloth and paper to avoid sudden 
changes in temperature, was kept in a warm place where proper 
breeding conditions could be maintained. At the end of three months 

the tobacco was examined. The degree of infestation found is given . 
in Table I. 

TABLE I.—Pr eference shown by larve of the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma ser- 
ricorne) for different types of leaf tobacco. 

: Egg Tobacco Degree of infes- 
Type of leaf tobacco. distributed. | examined. tation. 

Virginia heavy dark export, smoke-cured.........--.----- July 10,1914 | Oct. 10,1914 pnts 
Tennessee heavy dark export, smoke-cured ...........-.-.|...-- COs costeallesose Golseeree 
Bimleysmediuml grade. ieee snes cte 9 «2252 seeee| ace COKE AE Selene don en. ae Modeinte: 
Ohio cigar leaf, medium-grade filler................-.-.---|.---- Goeeassen ee doe sas Do. 
Cuban cigar leaf, Santa Clara, medium light----..........|....- OO ata SEAMS GOs 65555 Heavy. 
Florida shade-grown, light cigar wrapper.--........---..-|.---- C@scsssececane doseeacee 1 Do. 
Carolina bright yellow, flue-cured (thin and poorly cured)-|_.... dom aeeeanoees do....... Do. 

Strong, heavy types of leaf tobacco ordinarily are not injured to’ 
any great extent unless stored for a long time. Leaf tobacco which 
s “fire” or smoke cured, such as that grown in the “ dark-tobacco ” 
sections of Virginia or the “ black-patch ” sections of Kentucky and 
Tennessee, is seldom seriously injured. This, perhaps, is due in 

part to the flavor or quality given the leaf by the smoke, which acts 
as a repellent, whereas the same type of leaf flue cured is readily 
attacked, although not to so great an extent as are lighter-bodied 
types of tobacco. These types, as well as all others, however, are 
more apt, to suffer injury after the leaf has aged. The changes 
brought about by long storage of any tobacco seem to make it more 

| 

suitable as food for the beetles. 

LENGTH OF LARVA STAGE. 

At ordinary room temperatures in summer the larva or’ feeding 
stage extends over a period of from 30 to 70 days; the length of the 
period depends mainly on temperature and on the character and 
condition of the food substance. There is always considerable 
variation in the length of the larval period, even with larve from 
the same egg lot, kept in the same food substance, and under the 
same conditions. In cold weather the larve become dormant and 
may remain in this condition for several months. The insect passes 
the winter mainly in this stage in cool climates. When the larve 

have finished feeding and are encased within the pupal cells, they are 
able to stand considerable cold and are more resistant to the action 
of fumigants. Activity in the larva stage ceases at temperatures 
ranging from 60° to 67° F. At os Tenn.,:larvee which 

75257 °—19—Bull. 7372 
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hatched about November 10, 1915, and when partly grown were 
placed in granulated smoking tobacco and kept in a cool room 
did not transform until April, 1916. The material was protected 
from severe freezing, but only a small proportion of the larve sur- 
vived the winter. The most favorable conditions for the rapid 
development of larve are created by (1) suitable food substances in 
compact or concentrated form, (2) high and uniform temperature, 
(3) high humidity, (4) protection from strong light, and (5) protec- 
tion from rapid evaporation. At Richmond, Va., during the period 
between August 1 and November 19, 1914, the shortest larval period 
observed in six lots of about 20 larve each was 39 days, and the 
longest period was 61 days. Pressed chewing tobacco was used as 
food. The maximum temperature during the period was 91° F. 

and the minimum temperature was 51° F. At Key West, Fla., 
during the period between April 16 and June 24, 1912, in cigars 
kept at room temperature, the shortest larval period observed was 
42 days and the longest period 66 days. The temperature of the 
room varied from 80° to 94° F. 

Numerous experiments have shown that with concentrated foods 
the larval period is shortened somewhat. In several experiments 
with different foods kept under the same conditions in an automati- 
cally regulated incubator at a constant temperature of 86° F. the 
larval periods were as follows: In tobacco seed, 2 experiments, 29 
and 30 days; in pressed yeast cake, 2 experiments, 27 and 30 days; 
in pressed plug chewing tobacco, 2$ days; in sliced plug smoking 
tobacco, 30 days; in loose granulated tobacco, 2 experiments, 35 and 
38 days; in cigars, 2 experiments, 34 and 36 days; in cigarettes, 
42 days. 

At Clarksville, Tenn., the following records for the larva stage 
were obtained at room temperatures during summer: 

Tas_eE I1.—Length of larva stage of the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma serricorne), 
Clarksville, Tenn., 1914. 

Larva 
7 r Egg Larva | Daysas 

Record No. hatched— jmned pupated—| larva. Food. 

June 7.-| July 18....| July 22. . 45 | Pressed plug tobacco. 
OS ade AOS ITUAL Le. . “OE Se do-)- | Aiste. Se Ce Agee 3 71 Do. 
pais cnn reise Beawoe eta el oes OES do... 5) Alig. 7. --.\) Aue ails 65 Do. 

Si iii yee! do....} Aug. 11-..] Aug. 16 - 7 Do. 
June 19..| July 16....| Aug. 20. 31 | Tobacco seed. 
June 25..| July 30....) Aug. 2. . 38 Do. 
June 30..| Norecord .| J uly 25... Bh Do. 

THE PUPAL CELLS. 

After the larva has become fully grown and is ready to transform 
into the pupa stage it forms, in any convenient place, the cell or 
cocoon in which transformation takes place. Apparently no special 
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effort is made by the larve to reach the surface of the food substance 
although many of the cells are constructed on the outside. In leaf 
tobacco the cells usually are formed along the midrib or in the folds 
of the leaf. In boxes of cigars, cigarettes, and smoking tobacco cells 
may be found on the sides of the boxes, often within the paper lin- 
ing; others may be found between closely packed cigars or cigarettes. 
The larva frequently cuts through the wrapper or binder of a cigar 
from the outside, forming a cell just within the wrapper, the cell 
filling the opening made in the cigar. The pupal cells usually are 

ovoid, but vary considerably in shape and completeness, this depend- 
ing largely on the location of the larva and the character of the food 
substance. They average (inside measurement) about 4.5 millimeters 
long and 3 millimeters wide. They are often without definite shape, 
flimsy, and fragile, being constructed of small particles of the food 
substance and refuse cemented together by a secretion of the larve. 
On several occasions larve were observed to leave partly formed 
cells, crawl a short distance, and form other cells in which trans- 
formation to the pupa stage finally took place. In leaf tobacco the 
cells frequently are incomplete, the larvee utilizing folds of the leaf 
for part of the cell, and on flat surfaces they simply form coverings 
over themselves. Within dense substances the surrounding material 
forms the necessary protection, the walls of the cell being thinly 
lined. 

THE PREPUPA. 

Before transformation there is ordinarily a period of from 4 to 12_ 
days during which the larva within the cell undergoes structural 
changes preparatory to pupation. If exposed to low temperatures, 
as has been stated, the larva may remain in the cell for a consider- 
able time before marked change in structure or appearance takes 
place. Before changing to the pupa stage the larva lies in a curved 
position within the cell, which is large enough to permit free move- 
ment. The body contracts and becomes somewhat more deeply 
wrinkled. 

THE PUPA. 

When newly formed the pupa is white (PI. II, fig. 2), but grad- 
ually it assumes a brownish tinge before transformation to the adult 
stage, the eyes becoming reddish or reddish brown. It lies on its 
back within the pupal cell. Should the cell be broken open and the 
pupa removed, transformation takes place in an apparently normal 
manner if protected from rapid evaporation. In handling infested 

_ leaf tobacco many bare pupe can be seen which have been dislodged 
from the fragile cells or cocoons between the leaves of the tobacco. 

After transformation has taken place a portion of the pupal skin 
frequently adheres for a short time to the tip of the abdomen, 
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The duration of the pupa stage of the tobacco beetle at room tem- 
. peratures during the warmer months of the year in several localities 
was as follows: At Key West, Fla., between May 13 and June 4, the 
average time as shown by 10 records was 6 days and the shortest 
period 5 days. At Richmond, Va., the average of 11 records at room 
temperatures was 7.8 days, the shortest period 6 days, and the longest 
period 12 days. At Appomattox, Va., the average of 12 records ob- 
tained during July and August was 8.1 days. During September 
three records show pupal periods of 7, 8, and 9 days, respectively. 
At Clarksville, Tenn., 3 records secured during April and May show 
an average of 13.6 days, and 10 records during the period Setween 
July 29 and October 1 an average of 7.8 days. At Tampa, Fla., 21 
records during July show an average of approximately 7 days, and 
6 records during October show an average of 8.1 days. 

THE ADULT. 

When transformation to the adult stage has taken place the beetle 
lies inactive within the pupal cell for a period of three to seven 
days—usually about five days. After emergence it remains at rest 
for a day or more on the outside of the cell; the color of the beetle 
gradually becomes darker, and the normal shade of brown is reached 
about the time it has completed the resting period. The beetles are 
comparatively soft immediately after transforming and do not attain 
their final degree of hardness until they are ready to move away - 
from the pupal cell. 

_ The adults vary greatly in size. This undoubtedly is due to breed- 
ing conditions, the quality or abundance of food obtained by the 
insect while in the larva or feeding stage being the most important 
factor. The females will average larger in size than the males and 
they are also less active. In the vicinity of infested warehouses or 
factories beetles frequently are found in surrounding dwellings, and 
on several occasions were observed by the writer to fly from one 
tobacco warehouse to another located on the opposite side of the 
street. They avoid intense light, moving about most actively in sub- 
dued light or in darkness. When in the dark they are attracted 
toward subdued or artificial lights, and in tobacco warehouses often 
may be found in great numbers at the windows in late afternoon, 
the flight toward the windows being heaviest at sunset. Observa- 
tions made at regular intervals throughout. the night in a cigar fac- 
tory showed that they were taken at a trap light at all hours of the 
night. During the day the greater number will be found in secluded 
places, such as crevices in the walls, or along the casings of windows, 
and within the leaf tobacco. When at rest the head and thorax are 
drawn downward (PI. ITI, fig. 1). They have a habit of feigning 
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death when disturbed, the head and thorax being bent downward 
and the legs drawn closely together. 

MATING. 

The adults generally begin to mate the second or third day after 
leaving the vicinity of the pupal cell. Mating in some cases occurred 
the first day, and was observed to take place several times during 
the egg-laying period. 

PROPORTION OF SEXES. 

The proportion of females seems to be somewhat greater than that 
of the males. Four lots which had emerged at different times from 
material kept at the laboratory gave a total of 36 males and 41 
females. One hundred beetles collected at lights at a tobacco ware- 
house at Danville, Va., were dissected by Mr. S. E. Crumb, of the 
Bureau of Entomology, and of these 36 were males and 64 females. 

LENGTH OF THE ADULT STAGE, 

The length of life of the adults depends largely upon the tem- 
perature after emergence. In summer, or in rooms kept constantly 
warm, the beetles die much sooner than do those which emerge dur- 
ing cool weather. Normally the adults die in from 3 to 6 weeks after 
emergence. Although the mouth parts and digestive tract of the 
adult beetle apparently are complete and they are capable of gnaw- 
ing through tobacco or other food substances to escape from the 
locality of the pupal cell, little if any evidence of feeding has been 
observed. Large numbers of adults, directly after emergence, were 
put in sealed tubes containing cigars, the open ends of the cigars 
being sealed to prevent entrance of the beetles. Several cigars pre- 
pared in this manner were kept until all adults had died, but no signs 
of feeding or injury to the cigars could be seen. Other beetles were 
kept in test tubes with small bits of leaf tobacco. In a few tubes the 
edges of the leaf had been slightly gnawed and fine particles of the 
leaf were found. ' Beetles confined in tubes closed with cork stoppers 
frequently gnaw into the cork for a short distance. No evidence has 
been secured to show that cigars or tobacco are directly injured by the 
adult or beetle except when burrowing out after transforming from 
the pupa stage. Eggs are deposited and the adults apparently live 
the normal length of time whether food is present or not. At Clarks- 
ville, Tenn., a number of experiments were made by Mr. K. B. Mc- 
Kinney and the writer to determine whether the presence of food has 
any bearing on egg deposition or length of life of the adults. A brief 
‘summary of the results obtained in one series of experiments 
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follows: Number of pairs of beetles under observation, 44; average — 
length of life of males kept without food, 23.4 days; average length 
of life of males kept with food, 21 days; average length of life of 
females kept without food, 31.2 days; average length of life of 
females kept with food, 30.5 days. 

Another series of experiments was made to determine the length 
of life without food at ordinary room temperatures in summer. 
Twenty-three pairs of beetles were placed in separate tubes directly 
after emergence. The average length of life was 21 days for the 
males and 40.4 days for the females. Records from 24 pairs of 
beetles kept under observation at Clarksville, Tenn., during August 
and September, 1916, by Messrs. J. E. McMurtrey and E. H. Vance 
show an average length of life of 17.7 days for males and 21.4 days 
for females. An average of 30 eggs per female was obtained. The 
greater number of eggs was deposited between the third and the 
eighth day after egg-laying began. The period of oviposition 
ranged from the first until the seventeenth day after mating was 
observed. A similar experiment during the same period with 18 
pairs of beetles kept without food gave the following: Average num- 
ber of eggs deposited per female, 24; average number of days males 
lived, 21.2; average number of days females lived, 26.3. 

OVIPOSITION. 

Egg-laying usually begins in from 2 to 6 days after emergence. 
A large proportion of the females kept under observation commenced 
laying eggs the second and third day after mating. Indoors, where 
infested material is kept warm and is not subjected to much varia- 
tion in temperature, the eggs may be found at any time. Humidors 
for storing cigars and tobacco usually are in steam-heated buildings, ~ 
and the warmth and moisture conditions foster continuous reproduc- 
tion throughout the year. Eggs usually are not deposited at tem- 
peratures below 70° F. The adults are more active at high tempera- 
tures, and eggs are most abundant in tobacco during the warmer 
period in summer. In the Middle and Northern States, when to- 
bacco is subjected to approximately out-of-door conditions of tem- 
perature in unheated buildings, the eggs are laid only during the 
warmer months of the year. At Richmond, Va., the last eggs were 

obtained on October 28, 1914, from beetles kept in unheated build- 
ings and the first eggs were obtained on May 2 of the following 
spring. Under ordinary conditions the eggs are deposited singly, 
usually in depressions or folds of the food substance. Owing to their 
small size and secluded location they do not ordinarily attract atten- 
tion. Even to many who are thoroughly familiar with other stages 
of the beetle in tobacco the egg is an unfamiliar object. 
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There is a belief quite common that the eggs of the tobacco beetle are 
laid on the leaf tobacco in the fields or during the process of curing, 
and that these eggs do not develop until the tobacco is handled or. 
made up into cigars or other products. This is not the case, as the 
egos hatch within a few days after they are deposited and the beetles 
do not infest tobacco until it is cured. The eggs are laid during both 
day and night. In cigars, the greater number of eggs is deposited in 
the open end, the beetles frequently burrowing in the filler to a 
considerable distance. 

At Key West, Fla., large numbers of adults were placed in test 
tubes containing fresh cigars of the panatela and perfecto shapes. 
After a few days the cigars were cut in sections, unwrapped, and 
the location of the eggs noted. Results from 10 cigars containing, 
in all, 372 eggs were as follows: Panatelas, 220 eggs; on outside, 6 
eggs; inside, at end, first inch of cigars, 184 eggs; rest of cigars, 30 
eggs. Perfectos, 152 eggs; on outside, 11 eggs; inside first inch of 

cigars, 129 eggs; rest of cigars, 12 eggs. In this experiment the num- 
ber of eggs deposited on the outside of the cigars was probably 
more than normal owing to the large number of beetles in the tubes. 
In a similar experiment at Richmond, Va., with cigars of various 

shapes, only 5 per cent of a total of 320 eggs were found on the out- 
side. This experiment was made with boxed cigars. All of the eggs 

recorded as deposited on the outside of the cigars were between two 
cigars closely packed, or on the edge of the filler exposed at the 
open end. In no instance were eggs laid on the wrapper where the 
surface was smooth. With cigarettes the eggs are deposited within 
the wrappers, the greater number being found near the end. In plug 
tobacco eggs were found mostly along the roughened edges of the 
slices, and between the slices when closely packed. The eggs do not 
adhere readily to leaf tobacco and are easily dislodged by handling. 

NUMBER OF EGGS LAID, AND PERIOD OF OVIPOSITION. 

The number of eggs laid by individual females varies greatly, de- 
pending on the vitality of the beetle, on the food obtained while in 
the larva stage, and on the temperature and moisture conditions 
during the egg-laying period. The largest number shown by any 
record obtained thus far is 103. This record, which also shows the 
rate of ege deposition, is as follows: On April 16, 1915, a pair in 
copula was placed with leaf tobacco in a tube and kept in an incu- 
bator at a constant temperature of 86° F. and a relative humidity of 
80 per cent. The first eggs were laid April 17. The daily egg 
deposition from April 17 to April 25 is as follows: 24, 17, 18, 14, 11, 
10, 2, 4, 3; total, 103. The male died April 21 and the female 
April 28. 
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In experiments made by the writer at Tampa, Fla., a total of 567 
eggs was obtained from 21 females, or an average of 27 eggs each. 
‘The longest period of oviposition was 11 days. The largest num- 
ber of eggs found in any one of 64 females dissected by Mr. S. E. 
Crumb on August 3, 1911, was 22. 

At Clarksville, Tenn., the average number of eggs laid per female 
during July, August, and September was 382, as shown by 63 separate 
records. The longest period of oviposition was 21 days. Approxi- 
mately 66 per cent of the eggs were laid during the first six days 
after mating was observed. Each pair of beetles was kept in a 
shell vial containing leaf tobacco. 

INFERTILE EGGS. 

Occasionally a female was found to lay infertile eggs, even after 
mating. No eggs were obtained from unmated females. In one 
series of experiments, of a total of 182 eggs obtained from 24 different 
females found in copula, 25 eggs, or 13.7 per cent, were infertile. 
The eggs were deposited on leaf tobacco and kept at a temperature 
of about 84° F., the daily variation being about 5°. This infer- 
tility probably is much above the average, as hatching in many 
other lots was almost perfect. The number of infertile eggs in 11 
different lots, containing in all 773 eggs, was 30, or approximately 
3.8 per cent. 

LENGTH OF DIFFERENT STAGES IN DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUAL BEETLES. 

The following records from life-history studies made at Rich- 
mond, Va., show the time required for each period of development 
of different beetles from the egg to the adult. 

TasLeE III.—Length of different stages in development of individual tobacco 
beetles (Lasioderma serricorne). Richmond, Va., 1914. 

Larva Larva Adult 
Record No. ee Hatched—| formed pu- Seal left 

cell— | pated— P cell— 

eee ae a ERLE De Bas JOORREe ne ae July 1] July 8] Aug. 17] Aug. 22 | Aug. 29] Sept. 6 
7 oe en PEE DON ETNR BE OB os Bn toe Ree do do Aug. 19] Aug. 23] Sept. 1] Sept. 5 
ee eet eT LES ai Lo Khe Se NS July 5] July 12] Aug. 22] Aug. 28] Sept. 4] Sept. 9 
VW EERO eee ee gee phen Sates 9) Te ee _June 1] June 7] July 18] July 22] July 29] Aug. 2 
1 Ba li ee, WOR i a IPL oe Pham a A ge de | June 18 | June 25| July 30] Aug. 3] Aug. 9] Aug. 16 

| 

, E is Eggs Eggto | Eggto Record No. Mated Taide Food. beatle. ege. 

Days. Days 
Wea ee ie Er os Se a. 5 Sept. 9] Sept. 11} Tobacco........... 5 
MEE SASS, 28 Bs eC Coe ead 8 een Sept. 7] Sept. 10]..... Gor side dass 62 71 
Diimcte ts bbd decides <heretia c dew Sake cape aes kids Sept. 10 | Sept. 17|}....-. coe fears, eng a 61 74 
PPLE cae ts oA oe date « ee See. aed Aug. 6] Aug. 9 co eae ee Pe 58 69 
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PHOTOTROPISM. 

Adults of the tobacco beetle are accustomed to darkness or semi- 
darkness. Up to a certain degree of intensity they respond positively 
toward light, but they are negatively phototropic if the light is too 
intense. Observations made in tobacco warehouses and on beetles in 
specially constructed cages at the laboratory showed that they avoid 
intense sunlight, but toward sunset, or when the light intensity is 
lowered, they move toward the source of light. 

REACTION TOWARD COLORED LIGHT. 

Laboratory experiments made with apparatus which transmitted 
light through color screens or ray filters which made it practically 
monochromatic showed conclusively that the tobacco beetle, in com- 
‘mon with other insects, reacts most strongly to colors of shortest 
wave length. The movement toward blue or blue-violet is most pro- 

nounced, and the movement toward red least of all. When a series 
of traps was operated with the hght transmitted through color screens 
placed in regular order from red to violet the number of beetles at- 
tracted, in the majority of instances, increased in fairly regular order 
from red to violet. Experiments made with electric lights showed 
that the beetles were attracted toward a bulb of clear glass transmit- 

ting light rich in rays of short wave length, and scarcely at all toward 
a bulb of red glass, which transmitted rays of long wave length giving 
light at the lower or red end of the spectrum. 

The adults, in common with other insects reacting negatively 
_ toward intense sunlight, are only shghtly sensitive to light at the 

lower end of the spectrum, and rays of longer wave length, limited 
to red and orange, seem to act on them in much the same manner as 
darkness. Adults exposed to bright sunlight under color screens of 

red and blue were observed to collect under the red screen almost as 

‘readily as they did when an opaque screen was used in place of the 
red, although the apparent intensity of light under the two screens 
“was the same. This shows a reaction directly opposite to that ob- 

_ served when the beetles, in. darkness, are exposed to lights of low 
intensity. 

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON ACTIVITY OF ADULTS. 

A series of laboratory experiments was conducted to ascertain the 
effect of ascending and descending temperatures on the activity of 
adults. Beetles were confined in the lower part of a long glass tube 
20 millimeters in diameter. A thermometer was passed through an 
opening in the cork and the tube lowered into an inverted bell jar filled 
with water. A support was arranged in such a manner that the bell 
jar could be lowered into melting ice, or into a basin of water which 
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could be heated gradually by an alcohol lamp underneath. By this 
means the temperature of the tube containing the beetles could be 
gradually raised or lowered as desired. In experiments with descend- , 
ing temperatures the beetles were taken from a lot reared in con- 
finement and were kept at a constant temperature of 81° F. Those 
used in tests of rising temperatures were kept for a short time at 
32° and were inactive when the experiment was commenced. Ten 
beetles were used in each test, a different lot being.used each time. 
With increasing temperatures the beetles begin activity at tempera- 
tures between 48° and 75° F., one-half being active at 60° and 75 
per cent at 64° F. With decreasing temperatures the beetles become 
inactive between 62° and 48° F., one-half being inactive at 56° and 
75 per cent inactive at 55° F. In infested tobacco warehouses the 
adults are seldom found active at temperatures below 65° F. 
Activity increases as the temperature becomes higher. At tempera- 
tures between 117° and 120° F. all activity ceases, and temperatures 
above 117° F., if continued, result in death. 

SEASONAL HISTORY. 

SEASONAL ABUNDANCE AND NUMBER OF GENERATIONS. 

Since the tobacco beetle is an indoor or stored-product insect, the 
terms “brood” and “generation” can hardly be applied in. the 
sense that they are used in dealing with field insects, as the seasonal 

appearance and number of generations of such insects depend largely 
upon the variations in climatic conditions. In food substances main- 

tained at constant warm temperatures adults may be found at any 
season of the year, and the wide variations in the time required for 
development under the same breeding conditions produce an over- 
lapping of generations. Under ordinary conditions in warehouses 
there are, however, well-marked periods during which the adults 
are most abundant. At Key West and Tampa, Fla., most cigar man- 
ufacturers state that the adults are most abundant, during ‘the 
months of February and March, and again in August and Septem- 
ber. At these places, however, the abundance of adults at any time 
may depend more upon the time the heaviest shipments of cigar 
tobacco from Cuba are received than upon local climatic conditions. 

In the latitudes of Virginia and Tennessee there seems to be a 
period of greater abundance with the advent of the first warm 
weather in June, and again a marked increase occurs during Sep- 

tember. 
In tobacco warehouses at Clarksville, Tenn., adults usually begin 

to appear about May 1, and after November 1 comparatively few 
adults can be found. In unheated buildings three generations are 
possible between May 1 and November 1. 
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In the laboratory at Clarksville, Tenn., beetles were kept under 
observation continuously by Mr. S. E. Crumb during 1910-11. 
The rearing material was kept in a room heated only during the 
day during winter. Larve which constructed pupal cells in No- 

vember, 1910, became adults May 18, 1911. These beetles deposited 
eggs about May 31, from which adults were obtained about July 29. 
These beetles deposited eggs August 18, from which adults were 
obtained on September 28. Eggs were obtained from these adults 
October 5. Larve from this lot of eggs constructed cells in which 
they passed the winter of 1911-12. This gives for the locality three 
distinct generations, emerging in the adult stage in May, July, and 
September. In localities farther south from three to six generations 
may occur, since under laboratory conditions at normal summer tem- 
peratures the entire life cycle was found to average 60 days. 

At Richmond, Va., it was determined that three generations may 
occur under warehouse conditions. On October 14, 1913, eggs were 

placed in tobacco, and larve were found in cells in a dormant con- 
dition during December, which transformed the following spring. 
Adults collected from the lot May 5, 1914, deposited eggs on May 
6-7. Adults reared from these eggs were obtained July 22, and 
eggs were laid about July 25. From these eggs adults were again 
obtained about October 2. Eggs deposited by beetles from this 

lot hatched October 18, the larve becoming dormant during the 
latter part of November. This shows that for this locality there 
are three complete life cycles, the adults appearing in May, July, 
and October, and that from the adults which emerge earliest there 

is a possibility of a fourth generation reaching the adult stage 
before winter. 

In the Middle and Northern States, in warehouses and tobacco 

factories, a sudden appearance of large numbers of adults in spring 
or early summer is frequently observed. The greater number of 
larvee which survive the winter complete their transformation and 
emerge in the adult stage with the advent of warm weather. 

_ INSECTS LIKELY TO BE MISTAKEN FOR THE TOBACCO BEETLE. 

Belief still prevails in many sections that the tobacco beetle is found 
on growing tobacco and that it continues to feed upon the tobacco 
after it has been cured. This impression is due perhaps to its slight 
resemblance to a smaller and very common insect, the tobacco flea- 
beetle (E'pitria parvula Fabricius) (fig. 8), which is abundant on 
growing tobacco in the field and in tobacco plant beds. Contrary to 
this belief the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma serricorne) does not attack 
growing tobacco and is not present in tobacco fields. It is not a field 
insect, but feeds and lives in dried substances, its more common food 
being cured tobacco. The habit of the tobacco fiea-beetle of hopping 
when disturbed, its occurrence on growing tobacco, its smaller size, 
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and its general appearance will serve readily to distinguish it from 
the tobacco beetle. Several species of insects which occasionally are 
found living or feeding in dried tobacco are likely to be mistaken.for 
the tobacco beetle. These are enumerated below. 

A reddish-brown beetle (Thaneroclerus 
girodi Chevrolat), considerably larger than 
the tobacco beetle, often may be found in 
tobacco or in boxes of cigars. This species 
feeds on the different stages of the tobacco 
beetle. The adult, larva, and pupa stages 
are shown in Plate II, figure 3; Plate ITT, 
figure 5; and Plate IV. This insect is more 
fully discussed in the section dealing with 
the parasitic and predacious enemies of the 
tobacco beetle. 

The larger tobacco beetle (Catorama 
tabaci Guérin) (PI. II, fig. 1; Pl. II, figs. 
2,4; text figs. 9 and 10) attacks cured to- 

(bpitrie parvula) : a, Adult; bacco and tobacco seed in much the same 
b, larva, side view; c, pupa, manner as does the common tobacco or 
Peano Hite (cn “ cigarette ” beetle (Lasioderma serricorne) 

and its larger size makes it still more 
destructive than is the common species. Cigar tobacco injured by 
Catorama tabaci is shown in figure 6. So far as known this species 
has been reported only from three localities in the United States. 
It was found in tobacco in this country for the first time in 1912. 

One of the leading cigar companies at Key West, Fla., reported the 
insect to the Bureau of Entomology and sent specimens collected in 
a shipment of cigar tobacco from 
Habana, Cuba. At about the same 
time a similar report accompanied 
by specimens was received from a 
cigar company located in Philadel- 
phia, the beetles having been found 
also in a shipment of Habana to- 
bacco. In the following year speci- Fic. 9.—The larger tobacco beetle 

Y : (Catorama tabaci): Antenna of 
mens of the Catorama were taken  gauit. Greatly enlarged. 
by Mr. A. C. Morgan of the Bureau 
of Entomology in bales of Habana tobacco which were being re- 

moved from a bonded warehouse at Key West, Fla., and also by 

the writer, in a bonded warehouse in Tampa, Fla. The records ob- 

tained indicate that the insect is native to Cuba. It was introduced 

into Paris, France, from Cuba and was first, described by Guérin- 

Ménéville (11) from the Paris importations in 1850, having been 

found in Habana cigars. 

Fic. 8.—The tobacco flea-beetle 
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PUP OF BEETLES THAT FREQUENT CURED TOBACCO. 

Fic. 1.—The larger tobacco beetle ( Catorama tabaci). F1G. 2.—The tobacco beetle (Lasioderma serri- 
corne). HiG. 3.—Thaneroclerus girodi, a predatory enemy of the tobacco beetle. Fic. 4.—Saw- 
toothed grain beetle (Silvanus surinamensis). (Drawings by Joseph D. Smith.) 
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BEETLES THAT FREQUENT CURED TOBACCO. 

Fic. 1.—The tobacco beetle (Lasioderma serricorne). Fic. 2.—The larger tobacco beetle ( Catorama 
tabaci}. FiG.3.— Mezium americanum. FiG. 4.—Catorama tabaci: Left mandible of larva, dorsal 
view. Fic. 5.—Thaneroclerus girodi, a eels enemy of the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma serri- 
corne). (Drawings by Joseph D. Smith.) 
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Fic. 10.—Hggs (enlarged) of the larger tobacco beetle (Catorama tabaci) on leaf tobacco. 

Silvanus surinamensis Linnaeus and Cathartus advena Waltl are 

occasionally extremely abundant in tobacco warehouses, and the 
first-named species has been found to feed to a slight extent on to- 

bacco and tobacco seed. The pupa of S. surinamensis is shown in 

Plate IT, figure 4. 

Jones (77) states that in the Philippines a species of Bostrychidae 
and the shot-hole- borer of bamboo (Dinoderus brevis Horn) are 
abundant and often are mistaken for the tobacco beetle. Like other 

insects often found in tobacco, their 
occurrence, however, is purely ac- 
cidental. Three other species of 
beetles have been recorded (43) as 
injuring cured and manufactured to- 

Fic. 11.—The drug-store beetle (Sito. bacco. These are the drugstore 

Greatly cnlacea beetle (Sitodrepa panicea Linnaeus), 
the rice weevil (Calandra oryza Lin- 

naeus), and the leather beetle (Vermestes vulpinus Fabricius). The 
first of these insects is similar in general appearance to the tobacco 
beetle and might be mistaken for it, but the form of antenna (fig. 11) 
serves to distinguish it from the tobacco beetle (fig. 7). 
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In addition to the insects already mentioned the following species 
have been found frequenting cured tobacco: Trogoderma. tarsale 
Melsheimer, Attagenus piceus Olivier, Tenebrioides mauritanica 
Linnaeus, J/eziwnm americanum Laporte. Catorama impressifrons 
Fall and Attagenus piceus Olivier have been recorded by Morgan 

(70) as infesting tobacco seed. Mezium americanum Laporte (PI. 
III, fig. 3) has been found breeding in tobacco seed by Mr. S. E. 
Crumb of the Bureau of Entomology. 

NATURAL CONTROL. 

Numerous natural agencies are concerned in the control of the 
tobacco beetle. These forces, singly or combined, serve to keep the 
insect in check. 

CLIMATIC CONTROL. 

In the temperate zones, at least, the most important factor in 
holding the beetle in check is the cold of winter. Under ordinary ~ 
conditions in cool climates their activities are confined to about one- 
half of the year. A comparatively small proportion of the insects 
survive the winter when exposed to even moderate cold if it is long 
continued, or to sudden abnormal changes of temperature. Severe 
freezing at temperatures lower than 10° F., if continued even for a 
short time, will result in extermination. At different times in order 
to determine the effect of exposure to variations of temperature in 
unheated buildings, heavily infested cans of smoking tobacco were 
wrapped in paper and-kept over winter in various localities. The 
records obtained are as follows: 

AT APPOMATOX, VA., WINTER OF 1910-11. 

About 10 pounds of pressed plug and granulated smoking to- 
bacco heavily infested were placed in original packages, in a large 
pasteboard box, wrapped with paper, and kept in an unheated 
room. <A self-registering thermometer in the package showed that 
the lowest temperature reached was 11° F. Practically out-of-door 
conditions were experienced from December, 1910, until April, 1911. 
The beetles were exterminated. The tobacco was kept for several 
months but did not show signs of reinfestation. 

AT RICHMOND, VA., WINTER OF 1913-14. 

Two 5-pound packages of infested smoking tobacco were wrapped 
in paper. One package-was placed in an unheated cellar, the other 
ina partly open building giving approximately out-of-door tempera- 
ture variations. Both lots of tobacco were heavily infested. The 
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exposure extended from November, 1918, until March, 1914. <A self- 
registering thermometer in the open building showed the lowest tem- 
perature to be 12° F., and this temperature was reached several times 
during the winter. The lowest point reached in the cellar was not 
determined, but the protection afforded gave somewhat higher tem- 
peratures than obtained in the open building. On examination in 
March a very few live larvee were found in the tobacco kept in the 
cellar. The tobacco in the open building was completely sterilized. 
The package was sealed and kept under observation until June, 1914, 

but no live stages of the beetles were found. 

AT OAK HARBOR, OHIO, WINTER OF 1914-15. 

A package prepared at Richmond, Va., contained about 5 pounds 
of heavily infested smoking tobacco, part pressed or sliced plug and 
the rest granulated, and a package of infested cigars and cigarettes. 
About 1,000 eggs of the tobacco beetle had been placed in the smoking 
tobacco November 1, 1914. This was mailed on November 14 to Oak 
Harbor, Ohio, where it was placed in an unheated building on No- 
vember 17. It was examined June 10, 1915. No live stages of the 
beetle were found. The lowest temperature registered in the building 
was 10° F. 

AT CLARKSVILLE, TENN., WINTER OF 1915-16. 

About 10 pounds of smoking tobacco wrapped in paper were kept 
over winter in an unheated room in the laboratory. The tobacco con- 
tained all stages of the beetle. On November 1, 1915, about 1,000 

egos of the beetle were placed in the tobacco. These eggs hatched 
about November 10. No record was secured of the lowest tempera- 
ture in the room. The lowest record out of doors was 5° F. The 
tobacco was examined during April, 1916. No live stages of the 
beetle were found. Although the tobacco was kept under observa- 
tion for several months no signs of infestation were observed. 

Evidence of the effect of freezing on the tobacco beetle has been 

observed on numerous occasions and it is not uncommon to find leaf 
tobacco or other food substances which have been exposed to low 
temperatures completely free from the beetle although its condition 
showed that it had been heavily infested previously. It has been the 
experience of those familiar with the tobacco industry that beetles 
always become more abundant and destructive after a mild winter. 

DRYING OUT OF FOOD SUBSTANCES. 

The tobacco beetle thrives best in tobacco that is protected from 
rapid evaporation and when the humidity is high. If the tobacco 
vemains very dry for a considcrable length of time the rate of multi- 
, 
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plication is largely checked. In all cases observed in rearing experi- 
ments, the insects failed to develop properly if the food substance 
became too dry or if the larve or pup were not protected from 
excessive evaporation. | 

MOLD IN FOOD SUBSTANCES. 

The growth of mold in the food substance usually results in the 

complete extermination of the beetle. This has been obst . in 
many instances. It is often owing to this fact that infestation from 

damaged or worthless products does not extend to uninfested prod- 
ucts near by. 

INSECT ENEMIES. 

Several species of insects have been found to destroy the tobacco 
beetle and some of these appear to be widely distributed. -While both 
predatory and parasitic. insects are important factors in the repres- 
sion of the tobacco beetle, the msect still is able to maintain itself 

successfully in all localities where it has become established. 

PREDACIOUS INSECTS. 

THANEROCLERUS GIRODI Chevyrolat. 

Among predatory enemies of the tobacco beetle the most important, 

so far as is known, is the clerid beetle Thaneroclerus girodi Chevrolat 
(Pl. I, fig. 3; Pl. II, fig. 5; Pl. IV). This beetle was found in un- 
usually large numbers at Key West, Fla., and is a very important 

factor at that cigar-manufacturing center in keeping the tobacco 
beetle in check. It was first found in the United States by Dr. W. 
D. Hunter and Mr. A. C. Morgan, of the Bureau of Entomology, at — 
Key West, Fla., in April, 1912 (78). Specimens of the beetle were 
determined by Mr. E. A. Schwarz, of the Bureau of Entomology. The 
insect has since been found by the writer to be more or less common, 
but much less abundant, at Tampa, St. Petersburg, Jacksonville, and 
Quincy, Fla., and was found in tobacco stored in a tobacco barn at 
Tallahassee, Fla., in 1914 by Mr. J. R. Watson, State entomologist of 
Florida. Specimens were also located at Richmond, Va., in a pack- 
age of smoking tobacco infested with the tobacco beetle, which had 
been returned to the manufacturers from Galveston, Tex. Mr. John 

Wardlow, of Key West, Fla., stated that he had observed the beetle 

frequently in the bales of cigar tobacco imported from Habana, Cuba. 

Among Cuban cigar makers the insect seems to be well known. They 
state that it is common in cigar factories in Habana, where it is called 
the “bicho grande” or “big bug” to distinguish it from he smaller 
species, the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma serricorne), upc ‘hich it 

TUB IS~* 
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LARVA OF THANEROCLERUS GIRODI. 

Fie. 1.—Dorsal view of body. Fic. 2.—Dorsal view of head. Fic. 3.—Ventral view of head. Fie 
4.—Views of mandible. Fic. 5—Side view of head. Fic. 6.—Lateral view of ninth and tenth 
abdominal segments. Frc. 7.—Dorsal view of ninth abdominal segment. Fic. 8.—Leg. (Draw- 
ings by Adam G. Boving.) 
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feeds. Jones (77) has described the habits of an undetermined 
clerid beetle which, he states, feeds in both the larva and adult 
stages upon the tobacco beetle in the Philippines. The drawings of 
the different stages of the clerid, given by Jones, show it to be either 

Thaneroclerus girodi or a very closely related species. Wolcott (72) 
records its presence in the United States. 

The insect is new to the fauna of the United States and there is, 

in addition to the foregoing records, only a single reference to it in 
entomological literature, this being the original description by Chev- 
rolate (18). 

THE ADULT. 

The adult (PI. III, fig. 5) is a reddish-brown beetle about 6 mm. in length. 

The wing covers and thorax are pitted and somewhat pubescent. The indenta- 

tions are smaller and somewhat more regular on the thorax than on the elytra. 

The original description by Chevrolat (18) is as follows: 

THANEROCLERUS Girop1.—Long. 6 mill. ; lat. 2-1/3 mill. Elongatus, sanguineus, 
pilosus creberrime punctulatus; capite magno convexo, antice semicircuiter 
emarginato et crassiusculo; mandibulis nigris; antennis elongatis, art. 2 
primis funiculi a equalibus modice elongatis. clava 3 articulata; prothorace 
minute et crebre punctulato, medio depresso et anguste sulcato; scutello rotunde 
transverso, longitudine sulcato; elytris in medio depressis; pedibus pallidiori- 
bus. 

The following descriptions of the egg and pupa stages were 
prepared by Mr. S. E. Crumb from specimens collected at Quincy, 
Fla., in 1913. Dr. Adam G. Béving has drawn up the technical de- 
song an of the larva. 

THE Hee. - 

Egg elliptical oval, faintly yellowish, 1.2 mm. long and 0.58 mm. broad at 

middle, membranous, without apparent sculpture, bearing on one side about 

one-third from the larger end two small, short, distant bristles. 

THE LARVA.? 

(TE Ibe UW) 

GENERAL CHARACTERS. 

Ventral side of epicranium continued horizontally behind posterior end of 

hypostoma and its tentorial pits; gula a rectangular plate between ventral 

margins of epicranium; occiput vertical. Mouthparts prognathous; labrum 

and clypeus present; antenna three-jointed ; mandible without molar part, with 

simple apex and deep groove along cutting edge; ventral mouthparts not re- 

tracted; maxillary cardo as large as stipes, only posterior half chitinized; 

maxillary palpiger present, carrying a three-jointed palp; lacinia bilobed, ex- 

tending from distal end of stipes; submentum well defined, in front of gular 

plate; no maxillary articulating area; mentum freely projecting; stipes labi- 

alis with well developed palpiger, two-jointed palp, and ligula; buccal cavity 

with a pair of small, widely separated, bidentate, hypopharyngeal chitiniza- 

tions and a pair of flat, rounded, pharyngeal plates. Tentorium represented by a 

1 The descriptions of the larva, with figures (Pl. IV), are by Dr. Adam G. Boving. 

75257 °—19—Bull. 7373 
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pair of thin membranous rods, attached near antennal ring; no hypopharyngeat 

bracon. Body orthosomatic, elongate, fleshy. Legs five-jointed, with clawlike 

tarsal joints, no claws; thoracic prehypopleural and posthypopleural parts 

present and chitinized. Prothorax with large subsellate tergal shield; prester- 

nites rounded, paired ; prebasisternum and basisternum covered by an unpaired, 

median, longitudinal, lanceolate chitinization; no sternellum; poststernellum 

well developed. Mesothorax and metathorax with large, poorly defined pres- 

cutum; on each side of scuto-scutellar region a small, rounded chitinization, 

larger on mesothorax than on metathorax; no median epipleural lobe; large 

triangular postepipleural arm; preepipleural arm united with the presternite 

into a fleshy, subtriangular spiracle-bearing region reaching ventrally the spina 

of the prothoracic poststernellum; no definite sternellum; poststernellum pres- 

ent on mesothorax, absent on metathorax. Abdomen with ten segments; pres. 

eutal area faintly indicated; dorsal parts of scutum and scutellum on sevei'ai 

segments developed as feeble ampullatory lobes; postscutellum narrow, band- 

like; epipleurum well developed with preepipleural and postepipleural arms 

and a median epipleural lobe; ventral side with parasternum anteriorly limited 

by a straight line, in front of which there is no longitudinal muscle impression ; 

ninth abdominal segment with a dorsal chitinous plate; tenth abdominal seg- 

rent fleshy, wart-shaped, with five small lobes encircling the anus. Spiracles 

annuliform-bifore; the developed thoracic spiracles plainly mesothoracic; 

the rudimentary thoracic spiracle metathoracic; eighth abdominal spiracles 

present. 

GENERIC AND SPECIFIC CHARACTHRS. 

Head elongate, with parallel sides, frons not reaching the occipital foramen ; 

epicranial suture present; ocelli five, three in anterior, two in a posterior verti- 

cal line; gular plate with a large median, unpaired projection; cutting edge of 

mandible slightly sinuate; prothoracic shield as wide as head. Cerci rudi- 

mentary. 

“LARVAL INSTARS. 

lod 
Last-instar larva 7 mm. long; body enlarging slightly posteriorly, pink, set 

with long, weak, pale yellowish-brown hairs; chitinous parts dark fuscous; 

head approximately 0.7 mm. broad and about twice as long; shield of ninth seg- 

ment transversely oval. 

THE PUPA. 

(PI. II, fig. 3.) 

Pupa pink to reddish, about 5 mm. long and 1.5 mm. broad; head beneath pro- 

thorax, prothorax broadly oval dorsally, eight tubercles on margin of anterior 

half, the most anterior pair forming a trapezoidal figure with two bristles poste- 

rior to them. Behind these two bristles and forming an are with the adjacent 

marginal bristles are three equidistant transverse rows of bristles and on the 

posterior margin is a median group of four. Tubercles subconical and set with 

long, weak, yellowish-brown bristles. Antennal joints apically bearing large 

angular tubercles. Tip of abdomen bearing dorso-laterally a pair of curved 

divergent horns and apically a pair of conical fleshy appendages each apparently 

composed of three segments. 

NotTrs ON HABITS AND Large HIsToRY. 

To the description given by Chevrolat a brief note is added, of 
which the following is a translation: 
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This insect, peculiar to Cuba, has been found by Girod in cases of injured 

tobacco (injured presumably by the cigarette beetle) and was given tc me by 

M. Ant. Grouvelle. It is likely to be predacious upon the larvze and perfect 

insects of the genus Catorama. . 

As the tobacco beetle, Lasioderma serricorne, was formerly in- 
cluded in the genus Catorama, the surmise made by Chevrolat con- 
cerning the food habits of the clerid has been found correct. Studies 
of the life history of the insect were made by the writer at Key West, 
Fla., in 1912. At temperatures varying from 80° to 90° F. the 
period of incubation was found to average about nine days. The 
eggs were laid singly as a rule, but sometimes were found in groups 
of two and three. Eggs usually were found in the burrows in cigars 
formed by the tobacco beetle. The largest number secured from a 
single female was 18 eggs. Pupation required from five to eight 
days, the average pupal period being about seven days. Pupation 
may take place in any secluded locality. The greater number of 
pupz were found in holes in infested cigars. The larval periods as 
observed from three specimens were 42, 51, and 62 days respectively. 
From the development of a number of partly grown larve kept for 
-about 30 days the larval period is thought to correspond closely to 
that of larve of its host, the tobacco beetle, the exact length of the 
period varying with temperature conditions and the abundance of 
food. Adults kept in tubes with cigars did not bore into the wrapper, 
but holes already made by the tobacco beetle were considerably en- 
larged. Adults of Thaneroclerus girodi feed on the larva, pupa, and 
adult stages and on dead adults of Lasioderma serricorne, as well as 
on dead adults of their own species. The larve of the predacious 

beetle feed on eggs, larvee, and pups of Lasioderma. Both larve 
and adults are cannibalistic when deprived of other food, this habit 

enabling the species to survive for a considerable length of time after 
all the Lasioderma obtainable have been devoured. When other food 
can not be obtained, these predacious larve feed upon the eggs, larve, 

and pupz, and the predacious adults on the eggs, larvee, and pup 
of their own species. The abundance of these beetles at times doubt- 

less accounts for the complete disappearance of the tobacco beetle in 
boxes of damaged cigars, so often noticed in certain cigar factories. 

PARASITIC INSECTS. 

Several species of hymenopterous parasites of the tobacco beetle 
have been recorded. Some of these are extremely abundant in in- 
fested leaf tobacco in warehouses and are without doubt important in 
natural control. 

Aplestomorpha pratti Crawford is one of the more common species 

and has been found in various localities from Richmond, Va., south- 
ward to Key West, Fla. 
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Aplestomorpha vandinet Tucker was found abundant in a tobacco 
warehouse at Clarksville, Tenn. Specimens of this parasite were 
collected by Mr. J. U. Gilmore, of the Bureau of Entomology, and 
placed with larvee of the tobacco beetle, from which specimens of the 
parasite were reared later.’ The egg and also the larval period was 
found to be six days, and the pupal period about 7 days. The larvee 
were observed to feed externally on both larva and pupa stages of the 
tobacco beetle. Specimens were determined by Mr. A. A. Girault, of 
the Bureau of Entomology. Fullaway (79) records an undetermined 
species of Pteromalus reared from the tobacco beetle in Hawaii. 
Jones (77), in the Philippines, describes and figures Vorbanus sp., 
which attacks larvee and pupe of the tobacco beetle while in the pupal 
cells. 

Catolaccus anthonomi Ashmead has been recorded as a parasite of 
Lasioderma serricorne (43), but Mr. J. C. Crawford considers this 
an error. The original specimen can not be found. 

OTHER ENEMIES. 

Various species of mites are found frequently in tobacco, and some 
of these have been found to feed on eggs of the tobacco beetle. At 

Fic. 12. Cigars showing work of a jointed spider (Order Solpugida). Moles torn by 
the solpugid in order to reach larvye or pups of the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma 

serricorne) within the cigar. 

Tampa, Fla., considerable difficulty was experienced in keeping eggs 
used in experimental work from being destroyed by the mites. 
Specimens of these were examined by Mr. Nathan Banks, then of 
the Bureau of Entomology, and found to be a species of Cheyletus. 
The larva form of a mite belonging to this genus was observed to 
insert its beak into the eggs of the tobacco beetle, remaining in this 
position for some time, and leaving the eggs more or less collapsed. 
The adult females of this species were observed to stand guard over 
their own eggs, which were deposited in clusters and kept under- 
neath the female. The clusters contained from 20 to 30 eggs. A 
mite belonging to the family Eupodidae, genus Rhagidia, has been 
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recorded as attacking the tobacco beetle in all stages except the adult, 
in the Philippines (77). It is not uncommon to find mites of the 
genus Tyroglyphus feeding on dead larvee and pupe of the tobacco 
beetle. It is probable that live stages of the tobacco beetle are not 
attacked and that the mites present in these instances are merely 
acting as scavengers. | 

At Key West, Fla., a species of jointed spider of the order Sol- 
pugida and a small arachnid belonging to the order Pseudoscor- 
piones were found by the writer to destroy larvee of the tobacco beetle. 
While these arachnids may destroy a considerable number of beetles 
and do no particular damage to the leaf tobacco, the work of the sol- 
pugid in cigars would hardly be considered beneficial, as the cigars 
are badly torn by. the spider in its efforts to dig out the larve. The 
nature of this injury is shown in figure 12. 

REMEDIAL MEASURES. 

COLD STORAGE. 

A readily available and effective means of treating infested to- 
bacco is found in the modern cold-storage plant. This treatment 
has been used to a considerable extent, but usually the temperatures 
in operation have the effect of suspending insect activity rather than 

_ of. causing death. The beetles become inactive at temperatures be- 
low 65° F., and the storage of infested materials at temperatures 
between 32° and 65° F. prevents further damage as long as the ma- 
terial is held in storage. When lower temperatures are available a 
more satisfactory and effective method, although somewhat more 
expensive, is. to subject the tobacco for a week or more to the lowest 
temperature that can be obtained. Cigars or manufactured tobacco 
should either be removed from cold storage when the air is dry, to 
prevent “sweating,” or the temperature should be raised gradually 
before removal. Air-tight receptacles for holding the cigars or to- 
bacco and an atmosphere as dry as can possibly be secured are desir- 
able when the cold-storage method is used. If the material is re- 
moved when the air is damp the condensation of moisture may cause 
the boxes to be discolored or develop mold in the tobacco or cigars. 
A large number of cigars in boxes, placed in cold storage, were 

kept under observation by the writer. These cigars were not put in 
sealed containers but were merely placed in piles on the floor of the 
cold-storage room. They were removed when the air outside was 
dry and cool, put under presses in a dry room, and left for a 
time to prevent warping of the boxes. The treatment. proved thor- 
oughly effective in sterilizing the cigars, and the manufacturer re- 
ported that no injury was apparent. Different lots were kept at a 
temperature of about 12° F. for from one to four weeks. 
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Although there are certain objections to the method, such as loos- 
ening the wrappers of fine cigars by sudden changes in temperature, 
danger of injury from “sweating” on removal from cold storage, 
and injury to quality from too rapid aging, it has certain advan- 

tages and in some cases may be found more desirable than other 
methods of treatment. When care is taken to prevent “sweating,” 
it is evident that the exposure of manufactured or leaf tobacco in 
cold storage is not more apt to produce injury than would be the ex- 
posure of the same material to low temperatures during the winter. 

In determining the effect of cold-storage temperatures upon differ- 
ent stages of the tobacco beetle, experiments were conducted during 
1913 and 1914 at Richmond, Va. The temperatures available for 
most of the experiments ranged from 12° to 16° F. At the laboratory 
an automatically regulated incubator heated by an electric current 
was used in rearing the beetles for experimental work and for hold- 
ing the material used in the tests after it had been removed from 
the cold-storage room. By this means the proper temperature and 
degree of moisture favorable for the development of different stages 
of the beetle could be kept constant. A large quantity of infested 
manufactured tobacco of different kinds was secured from dealers 

and manufacturers. In many of the experiments the exposure to 
cold was made with the tobacco in original packages. Tobacco found 
slightly infested was kept in the incubator and eggs or other stages 
of the beetle placed in it until the degree of infestation desired 
for the experiments was obtained. Experiments were made with 
eggs on the tobacco or cigars on which they had been deposited, and 
also, for convenience in making examinations, with the eggs in 
glass-covered cells on microscope slides. 

The results of some of the experiments made by the writer dur- 
ing 1913, and by Mr. S. E. Crumb and the writer during 1914, are 

given in Table IV. 
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Most of the tests recorded in Table IV were made with the different 
stages of the beetle in smoking tobacco. In this series the time of 
exposure to cold varied from 14 hours to 5 days. The treatment did 
not prove completely effective on all stages of the beetle at tempera- 
tures between 14° and 16° F. with exposures under 5 days. In all 
experiments under the same conditions exposures of over 5 days 

gave satisfactory results, all stages of the beetle in various classes of 
manufactured tobacco being killed. At temperatures below 20° F. 
the time of exposure in a long series of tests varied from 1} hours 
to 56 days. Experiments with infested tobacco exposed for 56 days 
at temperatures between 33° and 40° F. were not entirely satisfactory, 
a few larvee remaining alive. For short exposures it was found that 

results depended largely upon the insulation afforded by wrapping 
and upon the quantity of material used. Larve within the cells were 
found to be more resistant to cold than other stages of the insect. 
After treatment the material used in the experiments was placed in 
an incubator and kept for some time under observation at a constant 
temperature of 86° F. 

Six additional experiments were made with cigars that were heavily 
infested. The boxes were wrapped with paper and kept in cold stor- 
age in sealed metal containers. The temperature varied from 12° to 
20° F., but was fairly constant at 14° F. The time of exposure was 7 
days for three experiments, 21 days for one experiment, and 31 days 
for two experiments. All stages of the beetle, including large numbers 
of eggs, were present in five lotsof cigars. In the experiment in which 
the time for exposure was 21 days two boxes of 25 cigars each, in 
which large numbers of newly hatched larve had been placed, were 
used. In all the experiments the treatment proved completely effec- 
tive. The boxes were kept under suitable rearing conditions at 
the Richmond laboratory for several months and no reinfestation 
developed. 

At a temperature of approximately 14° F., three separate tests 
were made with cigarettes. Three boxes containing 100 cigarettes 
each, heavily infested with adults, larve, and pupz, were utilized, 
the duration of the experiments being 14, 15, and 42 days respec- 
tively. In each lot all stages of the beetle were killed. In another 
series of experiments 30 separate tests were made with various quan- 
tities and classes of manufactured tobacco. The temperature of the 
cold-storage room was fairly constant, approximating 14°F., the 
variations during the entire period being from 12° to 18° F., and the 
relative humidity ranging from 84 to 90 per cent. In these as well 
as other experiments temperature and humidity records were obtained 
by means of a self-recording thermograph and hygrograph. Part 
of the material was exposed in air-tight containers and part exposed 

in the original containers, not sealed, or in paper-wrapped packages. 
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The amount of material varied from a few ounces of tobacco up to 
20 pounds of loose tobacco or tobacco refuse, and the time of treat- 
ment varied from 1} hours to 30 days. Exposures of over 5 days, 
in all experiments, gave satisfactory results, the tobacco being com- 
pletely sterilized. A bale of infested cigar tobacco kept in cold stor- 
age for 28 days under the conditions mentioned above at a tempera- 
ture of approximately 14° F. was found to have been completely 
freed from all stages of the beetle. 

EFFECT OF COLD.STORAGE ON EGGS OF THE TOBACCO BEETLE. 

A large number of separate experiments were made with eggs of 
the tobacco beetle to determine the effect of low temperatures in cold 

storage. In these experiments eggs were placed in cigars and exposed 
at temperatures ranging from 12° to 20° F., the length of exposure 
varying from 24 hours to 16 days. All boxes of cigars were wrapped 
with paper. After removal from cold storage the material was placed 
in an incubator and kept at a constant temperature of 86° F. with 
humidity from 80 to 90 per cent. The checks were kept in the same 
incubator until the period of incubation had passed. In these experi- 
ments none of the eggs exposed to cold ae while hatching of 
the check lots was normal. 

In another series eggs on leaf tobacco or in cells on microscope 
shdes were exposed. Exposures to cold were made without special 
protection such as ordinarily is afforded by the food substance of the 
insect. Other conditions of the experiments were practically the 
same as described in the preceding series. The time of treatment 
ranged from 5 hours to 7 days, with temperatures varying from 14° 
to 18° F. In most experiments in which the time of exposures was 
shorter than 24 hours, the temperature was constant at 14° F. Ex- 
posures of less than 24 hours did not give satisfactory results, as all 
or part of the eggs hatched in most of the experiments. In experi- 
ments in which the duration of treatment was more than 24 hours 

all eggs were killed. : 

EFFECT OF REFRIGERATION ON QUALITY OF MANUFACTURED TOBACCO. 

In order to determine whether or not cold storage seriously in- 
jures manufactured tobacco, cigars, cigarettes, and smoking and 
chewing tobacco were placed in cold storage for periods ranging 
from 30 to 50 days. The stock used for the experiment was fresh 
and in good condition. An exact duplicate of each brand was kept 
for the same period, in perfect condition, in the humidor or storage 
room at a cigar store. Part of the material put in cold storage was 
in sealed metal containers and part merely wrapped with paper in 
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order to avoid sweating which ordinarily would occur upon re- 
moval from cold storage. When removed from cold storage it 
was placed in a dry room for several hours, then placed in the 
humidor or storage room at the cigar store with the control or check 
packages. At frequent intervals the treated tobacco was compared 
with check tobacco by Mr. J. M. Holt, a tobacco expert of Richmond, 
Va., and the writer. The tobacco put in cold storage seemed in per- 
fect condition in every respect, and could not be distinguished from 
that which had been kept at the cigar store. 

ALTERNATIONS OF HEAT AND COLD. 

The alternation of a low temperature with a comparatively high 
temperature is apparently more effective on the tobacco beetle than 
is a single exposure to cold. During the course of cold-storage 1n- 
vestigations at Richmond, Va., in 1914, two lots of badly infested 
smoking tobacco were put in cold storage for 2 days at temperatures 
ranging from 14° to 16° F. Lot A was not removed from the stor- 
age room, whereas at the end of 24 hours lot B was removed and 

kept in a warm room for 24 hours, then put back in cold storage for 
a further period of 24 hours. On March 22, 2 days after treatment, 
both lots were examined and no live stages of the beetle were found 
in lot B. In lot A about 90 per cent of the different stages were 
dead. The tobacco used in the experiments was kept until August 
28, 1914, and upon examination lot A was found heavily infested 
whereas lot B was uninfested. 

HIGH TEMPERATURES. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH DRY HEAT AS A MEANS OF STERILIZING TOBACCO—TESTS IN 

TOBACCO FACTORIES. 

Two series of tests were made, one at Richmond, Va., in a factory 
where smoking tobacco is manufactured, and the other at New 
Providence, Tenn., in a factory in which special processes are used 
in the preparation of leaf tobacco for export to Africa. 

Excellent facilities were secured for determining the effect of high 
temperatures on different stages of the beetle, and for determining 
to what extent the tobacco is sterilized by the various processes of 
manufacture. It was found that in these factories the temperatures 
reached were sufficiently high to kill all stages of the beetle, rein- 
festation depending on methods of handling, packing, or storing the 
manufactured product. | 

At Richmond, Va. (May, 1915), large numbers of eggs of the 
tobacco beetle on leaf tobacco and in cells on microscope slides, pups, 
adults, and newly hatched and mature larve were placed in boxes 
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of granulated smoking tobacco and passed during the regular course 
of manufacture through the drying processses in use in a large fac- 
tory where smoking tobacco is manufactured.- All stages of the beetle 
were destroyed. In one of the driers a temperature of 180°F. was 
reached, which is sufficiently high to sterilize the tobacco quickly 
ana effectively. 

In the New Providence factory the leaf tobacco, after treatment 
with vaseline, is compressed into packing cases, placed in drying 
rooms, and subjected to heat for some time. The maximum tem- 
perature reached was found to be about 150°F. This process is used 
for a certain grade of tobacco shipped to Africa and it is said that 

little or no damage has ever been reported from mold or insect in- 

jury. In the experiments made (Oct. 20-24, 1915) by Mr. A. C. 
Morgan and the writer to determine the effect of the heating process 
in destroying the different stages of the tobacco beetle, infested 
tobacco was placed in the heating room and a continuous record of 
the temperature obtained by means of a self-recording thermograph. 

Humidity records were taken at the beginning and close of each 
experiment. Part of the eggs used were on leaf tobacco on which 

they had been deposited, and part in cells on microscope slides, and 
control lots were kept for each of the different stages. In all of the 
controls development was normal, but it was found that the tempera- 

ture reached in the heating room resulted in killing all stages of the 
beetle. The details of several of the experiments are given in 
Table V. | 

Taste V.—EHffect of heat on different stages of the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma 
serricorne). Haperiments at New Providence, Tenn., 1915. 

| Tempera- | 
Stage of insect. Rela- aoe ; 

2 ies Time 
lagen of ex- Results. Remarks. 

ity. |" posure. 

Eggs. |Larve. | Pupe. | Adults. Min. | Max. 

Percent.| °F. | °F. | Hours. : 
105 41 8 51 | 38-40 97 | 140 24 | All stages | Eggs 4 and 5 days old. 

killed. 
114 10 10 75 | 38-49] 101 | 138 1p (ae do......| Eggs 1 day old. 
32 42 10 28 | 38-49 93 | 140 2 eee do......| Eggs 1 to 5 days old. 

EFFECT OF HIGH TEMPERATURES ON DIFFERENT STAGES OF THE TOBACCO BEETLE— 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS. 

At Clarksville, Tenn. (1916-), numerous laboratory experiments 
were conducted to determine the effect of high temperatures. The 

incubators or ovens used in making the tests were fitted with water 
jackets which permitted exposures to be made without much varia- 
tion in temperature. The different lots were kept with suitable food 
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in sealed glass tubes for a considerable time after exposure. The 
eggs used were on leaf tobacco or in cells on microscope slides. Con- 
trols were kept corresponding to the different stages. It was found 
that adults and larve become inactive after a few minutes exposure 
to heat above 117° F., but recover if the temperature is not kept 
higher than 120° F. for a considerable length of time. An exposure 
of 1 hour at 140° F. killed all stages of the beetle in small quantities 
of tobacco but it was found that both larve and pupe are more 
resistant to heat while in the cells formed before pupation, the cells 
serving as a protection. The results of several of the experiments 
are given in Table VI. 

TaBLe VI.—Hffect of high temperatures on the tobacco beetle-—Laboratory ex- 
periments at Clarksville, Tenn., 1916. 

Temperature. | 

- Ex- 
Stage of insect. posure. Results. Remarks. 

Min. | Max. 

Hours.| °F. eel 3 
Waryee Sue a eee 1 110 115 | Not effective -.-..| In leaf tobacco. 
Adults and larve...... 1 110 Sa eee GOn eee In cigar. 
Adults sass Ha: 1 117 120 Eee doe? aaitie Became inactive, but recovered after 

treatment. . 
1 128 THO) |e soe do 48h Part of each stage killed; remainder 

recovered. 
1 128 131 None of eggs hatched. Check eggs 

hatched normally. Eggs1 day old. 
2 130 140 .--| Eggs on leaf tobacco. 
4 ~ 138 140 -| In cigars. 
4 138 140 2 Do. 

Larve and pupe...--. 1 138 140 -| In yeast cake and tobacco. 
ALlStages- eee nese 1 144 145 |... -| In leaf tobacco. 

DOR Soe aL eee ee a 146 150 Do. 
D Oe ate secre oe: 3 158 164 .| Eggs on leaf tobacco. 
1D) eee eee 1 158 165 Do. 
d DY aie Soe oe Mey 10 ae 4 180 181 Do. 

In these tests only a small quantity of the food substance was used. 
The time required for treatment will therefore depend on the amount 
and character of the food substance and the insulation furnished by 
the container or wrapping material. The results of the numerous 

tests made show that comparatively mild heat, if long continued, 
is sufficient to kill all stages of the beetle. The temperatures found 
effective are in no way injurious to certain classes of tobacco, which 
in many cases are subjected to a much higher degree of heat in the 
process of manufacture. 

STERILIZING TOBACCO WAREHOUSES BY MEANS OF STEAM. 

At Quincy, Fla., in July, 1913, an experiment was conducted by 
Mr. D.C. Parman, of this bureau, and the writer in a large warehouse. 
It is the custom of the managers to clean up and sterilize the ware- 
houses as far as possible, usually by fumigation, before the new crop is 
brought in. The warehouse used for the experiment was empty and the 
owners wished to ascertain to what extent steam could be employed. 
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Two tests were made, one in which the room was heated by turning 
the steam into radiators, and one in which the entire basement of the 
building was heated by admitting the live steam direct from the 
boiler. Evaporation during the experiment was about 75 gallons per 

hour. 
The experiment in the room fitted with radiators was commenced 

on July 7, the temperature of the room being 85° F. Steam was 
turned on at 2 p. m.1 All stages of the tobacco beetle were used in 
the experiment and were placed in cans of smoking and chewing 
tobacco in the middle of the room. Controls were kept for each lot. 
At 3.30 p. m. the temperature reached 100° -F., and at 4.30 p. m. 
117° F. This temperature was held until 6 p. m. and then gradually 
lessened until 7 a. m., July 8, when it registered 89° F. The steam 
was again turned on and the temperature gradually increased until, 
at 10 a. m., it registered 138° F. This temperature was held until 
noon, when the experiment was ended. At different times some of 

- the material was taken out and the boxes labeled and kept for later 
examination. Tobacco exposed for 24 hours at temperatures between 
100° and 117° F. when examined on July 8 was found to contain 
live adults, pupe, and larve. In all material kept in the room 
during the entire time, and which had been subjected to a tem- 
perature of 138° F. for 2 hours, all stages of the beetle were killed. 
In this experiment the air was dry. A hygrometer at 6 p. m. 
registered about 35° F. 

In the second experiment the entire basement of the building was 
heated by live steam which was admitted directly through four 
half-inch nozzles. Three nozzles were fitted to the main steam pipe 
extending through the basement from end to end, and one nozzle 
fitted to the return pipe. Records of temperature were secured 
by means of self-recording thermometers placed in or near the 
packages of infested tobacco, which were divided into several lots 

and placed in different parts of the basement. The tobacco used 
in the experiment was badly infested with all stages of the beetle. 
The experiment was commenced at noon. The outside temperature 
in the shade was 92° F. A boiler pressure of 40 pounds was kept 
‘until noon of the following day, July 9, when the fire under the 
boiler was allowed to die out gradually to avoid too sudden cooling 
of the walls of the building. The tobacco used in the experiment 
was taken to Tampa, Fla., and kept under observation until July 
15. The results were as follows: At temperatures under 114° F., with 
exposures of 6,12, and 18 hours, results were practically negative. Ex- 
posure at temperatures between 118° and 130° F. for 24 hours killed 
part of the different stages, but was not entirely effective. Mate- 

1 All references to clock time refer to standard time. 
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rial was effectively sterilized when exposed for 24 hours in a part 
of the building where a temperature of 187° F. was reached, and 
all stages of the beetle were killed. 

The tests made show that under certain conditions steam may be 
used to advantage in sterilizing empty warehouses, as much higher 
temperatures could easily be obtained than were reached in the ex- 
periments. Dry heat, secured by fitting the building or storage 
room with sufficient radiating surface, would, of course, be the most 
practical means of heating, as steam turned directly into a room 
for some time might cause injury to the building by expansion of 
beams from moisture and heat combined. 

Other experiments have shown that temperatures of from 130° to 
150° F. result in the death of all stages of the tobacco beetle, and it 

is probable that very little if any damage to most grades of tobacco 
would follow. In cleaning storage rooms, etc., live steam or hot 
water applied through a flexible pipe fitted with a nozzle can often 
be used to advantage in destroying the insects in refuse or dust 
in crevices in the floor or walls. 

The expense of steaming in the foregoing experiment for 24 hours 

amounted to $15.20, as follows: 

Pneineers 2rdays @)eh4 ere) cl ely. eee eee $8. 00 

(nihgesoaeha A CORhusy (@istsil ogi Cehyo 2. 00 

dU D2) Mirrors ei cle aan SP oa at Pe 3 a aol hs Rene EE LE) 

Wher aS Sees ee ol, Ve ui Wolk tl ee eee . 70 

The expense of fumigating the same space (108,000 cubic feet) 
with hydrocyanic-acid gas would have amounted to about $75, or 
with carbon disulphid $60, these estimates being based on prices of 
chemicals used for fumigation at the time of the experiment. 

USE OF STEAM AS A MEANS OF STERILIZING INFESTED TOBACCO. 

Although steam furnishes, under some circumstances, an effective 
and convenient method of sterilizing storerooms or warehouses there 
are numerous difficulties which prevent its use in sterilizing infested 
tobacco. Leaf tobacco becomes more brittle if exposed to steam at 
high temperatures for any length of time, the texture and aroma 
are changed, and the color becomes darker. In spite of the general 
objection against steaming, however, there seems to be considerable 
evidence that mild steaming may be used to advantage in treating 
certain classes of cigar tobacco. In the application of steam the 
principal requisite is that the tobacco does not become too wet, and 
that unnecessarily high temperatures are avoided: 
A method of treating cigar tobacco in revolving steam drums 

has been tested in the Philippines (77). Steam was applied for 20 
minutes at a pressure of about 4 atmospheres, the temperature rang- 
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ing from 140° to 194° F. The treatment was said to be thoroughly 
effective in killing all stages of the beetle, and cigars made from 
the steamed tobacco were pronounced indistinguishable from those 
made from unsteamed tobacco, the only apparent damage in any 
instance being that steaming the wrapper tobacco made it darker 
and somewhat more brittle. 

EFFECT OF STEAM ON DIFFERENT STAGES OF THE BEETLE—LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS. 

At Richmond, Va. (January, 1915), tests were made to ascertain 

the effect of steaming various classes of tobacco infested with the 
beetle. Steam under pressure was admitted directly into a tightly 
closed fumigating drum. Temperature records were obtained by in- 
serting a chemical thermometer through a cork in the lid of the 
drum. The eggs used were on bits of leaf tobacco. Examinations 
of the treated eggs were made after the controls had hatched. All 
tobacco containing other stages of the beetle was put in seperate jars 
and sealed after treatment. Each lot was kept under observation 

for several months. The results of the experiments may be briefly 
summarized. Thirty-minute exposures at 115°F. gave practically 
negative results. All stages of the beetle were killed by the follow- 
ing exposures: 20 minutes at 160° and 165°F.; 30 minutes at 163°F.; 
1 hour at 138° and 150°F.; 40 minutes at 140°F. 

ULTRA-VIOLET RAYS. 

At the request of a firm manufacturing apparatus for ultra-violet 
sterilization of water, a series of experiments were made to ascertain 
the effect of ultra-violet rays on different stages of the tobacco beetle 
and to determine whether or not the process could be successfully 
used in sterilizing tobacco. Apparatus for the work was installed 
at the laboratory at Clarksville, Tenn., the equipment consisting 
of a mercury arc rectifier for transformation of 110-volt, 60-cycle 
alternating current to 110-volt direct current, and 2 quartz mercury 
are burners operated on direct current at 110 volts and consuming 3.5 
amperes. The quartz mercury vapor burners, or lamps, were of differ- 
ent types: One was operated at a voltage of 66-67, consuming 3.3 
amperes of current, and the other at a voltage of 70-75, consuming 38 
amperes of current. To avoid any effect of heat, all exposures were 
made with the material in a quartz glass container under distilled 
water kept at normal room temperatures (quartz glass and chemically 
pure water are transparent to the ultra-violet rays). In experiments 
with eggs of the tobacco beetle 3 lots were used in each test, arranged 
as follows: (a) Eggs on upper side of leaf tobacco, (b) eggs on under- 

+The burners were operated under a hood to protect the eyes of the operator from 

injury, and glasses were worn as an additional] precaution. 
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side of leaf tobacco, (¢) eggs under glass cover. A check was kept for 
each experiment. It was found that with eggs exposed directly to the 
rays, without covering as under arrangement (a), at a distance of 
about 8 inches from the quartz mercury arc, an exposure even as short 
as 30 seconds was effective in sterilizing eggs under two days old. As 
has been found with Réntgen-ray radiation, the further embryonic 
development has advanced, the more resistant the eggs become, and 
longer exposures are required for their successful sterilization. Eggs 
exposed on the underside of the leaf, arrangement (0), and those 
under a cover of ordinary glass, arrangement (c), hatched normally. 
Ordinary glass has the property of transmitting ultra-violet rays only 
to a slight degree, its transmission being approximately only one one- 
thousandth that of quartz glass. It was found that a screen over the 
eggs, even of the thinnest glass such as is used for cover glasses on 
microscope slides, was sufficient to protect them completely from the — 
effect of ultra-violet rays. These exposures served as an additional 

check on the results obtained from direct exposures to the rays. The 
experiments with the eggs on the underside of the leaf showed that 
the ultra-violet rays would not penetrate even the thinnest leaf of 

cured tobacco. This fact makes it impracticable to apply the method 
in treating infested tobacco. 7 

Although eggs of the tobacco beetle when exposed directly to the 
ultra-violet rays can be quickly and effectively sterilized, experiments 
made so far do not indicate that other stages of the beetle are de- 
stroyed by the same exposure. Treated larve and pupz completed 
transformations to the adult stage, and treated adults laid fertile 
eggs and died off at a normal rate. The effect of more intense radia- 
tion or of prolonged exposure of adults, pupz, and larve has not 

been determined. 
In order successfully to treat leaf tobacco containing eggs, it has 

been suggested that in preparing the leaf for use it might be pos- 
sible to devise means for smoothing out the leaves and thus make 
more powerful exposures of ultra-violet rays from all sides while 
the tobacco passes through an exposure chamber containing the 
lamps. As it would be extremely difficult, or perhaps impossible, by 

any mechanical means, to smooth out completely all the creases or 
wrinkles in the leaf tobacco, and as the rays do not penetrate opaque 

substances like tobacco, the method, in the opinion of the writer, 

is not likely to prove entirely effective or practicable, as the eggs of 
the tobacco beetle ordinarily are deposited in. wrinkles of the leaf. 
The results obtained from several of the experiments with ultra- 
violet rays are briefly summarized in Table VII. 

ee 
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TABLE VII.—/ffect of exposure of stages of the tobacco beetle (Lasioderma ser- 
-ricorne) to ultra-violet rays. Experiments at Clarksville, Tenn., 1916. 

Exposure. Results. 

7 Btcseot \ageat| Gur | Vott- | tant . tage o geof| Cur- olt- | tance Date. : Eggs on upper 
insect. | eggs.|rent.| age. from Time.| Side ofleaf; | Eggsonunder-| Eggs under 

i exposure side of leaf. glass cover. 
CuLy, direct. ~ vapor 
are. 

1916. Days.|Amp. Inches.| Min. 
July. 20 | Eggs....-- 1} 3.3] 66-67 8 4 | None hatched| All hatches All hatched. 
JN befor la eae Goseee- 1-2} 3.3] 66-67 Get) PO as 2 COE Ae calsseeoOOrac eee se Do. 

PDOs selsst ee dotaea- 4-5| 3.3] 66-67 8 4| Nearly all iiaiening nor-| Hatching 
; hatched. mal. normal. 

July 20 |..... dopecet 33 70-75 7.5 5 | None hatched|..... male Sem saes Do. 
Ahelliyé Pal j\oaeee Goeem=- 2) 3.3] 66-67 8 WO Wosese ore e2|Seeedd Ose se eee Do. 
July 24 |..... (Slo pee 4] 3 70-75 8 Abs || ees GOs Sse ac secs G0. ssecas Do. 
July 20} Allstages..| 1-3] 3.3] 66-67 Us 8 | Exposed directly to rays. Eggs sterilized. 

o effect apparent on other stages. 
July 24) Adultsand) 23] 3 70-75 8 Exposed directly to the rays. Eggs steril- 

eggs. ized. No apparent effect on adults. Fer- 
: tile eggs deposited aiterexposure. ~ 

TRAPPING. 

ATTRACTION TO LEAF TOBACCO. 

In cigar factories it has often been noticed that the adult beetles 
collect on hands of leaf tobacco suspended for the purpose of ascer- 
taining the humidity. Eggs in large numbers frequently can be 
found on the leaves, and in the rooms where cigars are made or 
handled young larve from these eggs may easily find their way to 
‘the cigars. Numerous experiments were made by liberating large 
numbers of the beetles in a closed room in which hands of leaf to- 
bacco had been suspended about the walls. It was found that a large 
proportion of the beetles collected on the tobacco. This habit of the 
insect suggests the possibility, where conditions permit, of trapping 
the adults in this manner. The tobacco could be collected at frequent 
intervals and the eggs and beetles killed by heating or fumigating 
the leaves, and then replaced; thus, instead of being a source of in- 
festation, this tobacco would to a large extent protect the cigars or 

other material in the room. The method is said to have been tested 
in a cigar factory in the Philippines and to have shown excellent 
results (78). 

TRAP LIGHTS. 

The movement of adults toward light has been discussed under 
“ Phototropism ” (p.25). Specially constructed trap lights may often 
be used to advantage in factories or warehouses, and a large number of 
the beetles destroyed. A very efficient trap can be made quickly and 
easily by pinning together sheets of sticky fly paper in the form of 
a cylinder and suspending it around an electric light. The trap is 

75257°—__19—Bull. 737-4 
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more effective if the sheets of fly paper are pinned so that the surface 
on both the inside and outside of the cylinder is sticky. Traps of 
this type operated in a large tobacco warehouse were under observa- 
tion for some time and were found to destroy large numbers of 
beetles (fig. 13). Another form of trap consists of a large globe, 
such as is used for street lights, placed over a funnel, the lower part 
of the spout of the funnel opening into a cyanid jar in which the 
beetles are killed. An electric-light bulb can be used in the globe, 
or a trap light of the same type can be operated with acetylene or 
other light. Another method of destroying the beetles consists of 

placing shallow pans of 
oil underneath the lights. 
A heavy odorless oil is 
best for this purpose in 
case leaf tobacco, which 
may take up odors of kero- 
sene or other oils, is stored 

near by. The traps fitted 
with cylinders of fly paper 
will perhaps be found best 
adapted to most condi- 
tions. While adults fly 
more readily toward blue 
or blue-violet light than | 
toward red or orange, col- 

Fig. 13.—Arrangement for using sticky fly paper in ored light bulbs or colored 

ca ah ee adults of the tobacco beetle in ware- screens cut down the in- 

tensity of a source of light. 
Ordinary electric-light bulbs of clear glass of the nitrogen-filled and 
cther types which transmit lights rich in rays of short wave length 
have been found well adapted to trapping. 

Sex of beetles collected at light.—A sheet of sticky fly paper which 
had been suspended around an electric light in a tobacco warehouse 

at Danville, Va., in July, 1911, was examined by Mr. S. E.Crumb. Of 

100 beetles that were removed and dissected, 36 were males and 64 fe- 

males. Four females contained, respectively, 2, 2, 17, and 22 mature 

eggs. Seventeen fom contained immature eggs, half developed or 

more, as follows: 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, ve 6, 7, 7, 8, 10, 10, 11, 12, and 36. 

Forty-three females were w cine eggs kepreenaen 32 per cent of 

the females contained eggs and 68 per sii of the females did not. 

COLLECTING AT WINDOWS. 

As the light becomes dim in late afternoon in infested warehouses 

or factories the adult tobacco beetles fly to the windows, often col- 

lecting in large numbers dn the glass and casings. The beetles may 
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be easily destroyed at such times by brushing them down into pans 
of water or oil, or onto sheets of sticky fly paper. In a tobacco ware- 
house visited by the writer the owners make it part of the regular 
duties of the watchman to visit each window in the building where 
the beetles collect and sweep them down on sheets of fly paper spread 
out on the window sills. Immense numbers of the beetles are de- 
stroyed in this way at very little cost. 

COLLECTING BEETLES BY SUCTION. 

The use of suction fans operated at lights for collecting the beetles 
in warehouses has been reported. There has been no opportunity to 

Fic. 14.—Suction fan used for collecting adults of the tobacco beetle in a tobacco ware- 
house. : 

test this method. The use of vacuum cleaners operated by electric 
current might possibly prove to be an effective method of collect- 
ing beetles at the windows of warehouses. At Lancaster, Pa., a suc- 

tion fan was used in one of the large tobacco warehouses. Beetles 
could be readily drawn from cracks in the building and from about 
windows, and large numbers were said to have been collected in a 
short time on several occasions. A photograph of the apparatus 
used is shown in figure 14. 

OTHER REMEDIES. 

EXPOSURE TO VACUUM. 

In 1912, a series of experiments were made at Clarksville, Tenn., 
by Mr. A. C. Morgan and the writer to ascertain the effect of treating 
infested tobacco in vacuum. With the apparatus used, a vacuum of 
about 28.5 inches could be readily obtained. When the air in the 

- vacuum chamber was exhausted the beetles became inactive, but after 
exposures varying from 1 to 24 hours they again became active when 
normal air pressure was restored. In some of the experiments a few 
adults were killed. The eggs hatched normally after exposure. 
While the experiments with vacuum apparatus alone from a practical 
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standpoint gave negative results it has been found that the process 
may be employed in connection with the fumigation of infested 

tokacco (fig. 15). 

SEALED CONTAINERS FOR MANUFACTURED TOBACCO. 

Investigations of factory conditions show that during the process 
of manufacture tobacco is, in many cases, thoroughly sterilized by 
heat. In one factory, in which experiments with different stages of 
the beetle were conducted, the tobacco was subjected to a temperature 
of 180° F. as it passed through the driers. This degree of heat has 
been found to destroy all stages of the beetle quickly, and is suffi- 
ciently high to sterilize tobacco thoroughly under any ordinary con- 
ditions. Tobacco may become infested before it leaves the factory, 
but it is evident from the usual condition of the tobacco which: is 
returned with complaints of infestation, and from the time required 
for development of the beetle, that much of this tobacco becomes . 
infested after it leaves the factory. 

It is not unusual to find badly infested material in wholesale and 
retail establishments in the same room used for storing fresh stock. 
The grubs or larve of the tobacco beetle are very minute when 
hatched, and at this stage are most active and readily find their way 
through small openings in the boxes or containers. In containers 
sealed perfectly tight at the factory it is very unusual to find the 
tobacco injured. 

In order to determine whether or not newly hatched larve could 
find their way into uninfested boxes used by different firms for pack- 
ing smoking tobacco, experiments were made at Richmond, Va., and 
at Tampa, Fla. The boxes of tobacco were thoroughly sterilized 
by heat and then put in sealed jars in which eggs of the tobacco 
beetle were placed at frequent intervals. The boxes were sufficiently 
tight to exclude partly grown larve and the adult beetles, but all 
showed openings along the edge of the cover and at the hinge of the 
lid large enough to admit newly hatched larvee. In the experiments 
16 boxes were used and of these 12 boxes became infested after a 
time whereas none of the control boxes showed the least sign of 
infestation. In other experiments it was found that some of the 
larve hatching from eggs placed in empty boxes of the same kind 
escaped through even the smallest openings along the edges of the 
cover or at the hinges of the boxes. 

CASING CIGAR TOBACCO IN A DECOCTION OF TOBACCO STEMS. 

Soaking tobacco stems in water from 12 to 24 hours gives a solu- 
tion which is said to hasten fermentation of leaf tobacco. Several 
cigar manufacturers, both in this country and in Cuba, have re- 
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ported that when this solution was used in casing stripped tobacco 
there was in some cases a noticeable decrease in the number of in- 
fested cigars. It was suggested that the quicker and higher fer- 
mentation destroys some of the eggs or other stages of the beetle 
and that the solution may have a toxic effect when applied externally. 
No exact data have been secured as to the efficiency of the remedy. 

USE OF COLD WATER IN CASING CIGAR TOBACCO. 

Several cigar manufacturers have reported some success in pre- 
venting infestation of finished cigars by casing the leaf in cold 
water and thoroughly shaking out the tobacco before it is used. 

BORIC ACID. 

Boric acid has been used as a remedy for the tobacco beetle, but to 
what extent and with what success is not known. In a letter re- 
ceived by the Bureau of Entomology in 1909 from an importer of 
leaf tobacco in Boston, Mass., reference is made to the use of this 
remedy in Cuba, it being stated that a 5 per cent solution of boric 
acid [B(OH,)] used in the water in which tobacco is cased before 
packing will prevent the tobacco from becoming wormy. The effect 
of boric acid on the quality of the tobacco has not been determined, 
but it is probable that no serious injury would occur if used in as 
dilute a solution as described. Both boric acid and borax are known 
to have some insecticidal value, and the treatment of manure piles 
with borax has proved effective against the larve of the house fly.? 
While preliminary tests made with boric acid indicate that it has 

a toxic effect on larve of the tobacco beetle, there has been no oppor- 
tunity to make tests of the substance on cigar tobacco in the manner 

mentioned above, nor to determine whether or not the remedy has 
any practical value in preventing or controlling infestation. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES. 

In cigar stores and comparatively small establishments it is not a 
difficult matter to eradicate the tobacco beetle. By means of different 
remedies, infested stock may be treated and the building thoroughly 
cleaned. The humidors, or storage closets, should be perfectly tight 
and infested stocks promptly destroyed or treated as soon as signs 
of infestation are noticed. 

In large factories and tobacco warehouses, however, complete 
eradication in many instances is extremely difficult, or perhaps im- 
possible. The factories are in some cases old wooden buildings, 
roughly built, and containing innumerable cracks and crevices in — 

1U. S. Dept. Agr. Buls. 118, 245, and 408. 
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which tobacco dust and refuse have accumulated. These places make 
ideal hiding and breeding places for the beetles. Even in modern 
factories of brick or concrete construction it is difficult to eradicate 
the insect completely after it has once become established, but it is 
very much easier to keep such buildings clean and free from accu- 
mulations of refuse in which the beetles may breed. The measures to 
be employed in eradication work in sterilizing buildings will depend 
largely on local conditions. 

For destroying the different stages of the beetle in crevices of floors 
or walls, live steam applied through a nozzle from movable pipes or 
hose, hot water, gasoline, carbon disulphid, dilute ammonia, para- 
dichlorobenzene, or other suitable substances may be used. Suction 
cleaners may also be employed to advantage for such work. In cigar 
factories the stock of leaf tobacco should be kept in a tight or 
screened room, located as far as possible from the rooms in which 
the cigars are made or handled. Trays of unsorted cigars should be 
covered or preferably kept overnight in a screened compartment, as 
eggs deposited on the cigars at this time may be the cause of heavy 
loss afterwards. 

In sections of the country where severe freezing occurs in winter 
the doors and windows of warehouses or other buildings in which 
tobacco is stored may be thrown open and the tobacco subjected to 
low temperatures. This control measure has been employed by to- 
bacco men in different localities, and when severe freezing weather 
occurred excellent results were reported. 

OPEN STORAGE OF LEAF TOBACCO. 

The modern method of storing leaf tobacco in hogsheads in spe- 
cially constructed buildings or sheds, giving practically out-of-door 
conditions and variations of temperature, furnishes an effective 
means in cool climates of reducing or preventing injury from the 
beetle to the classes of leaf tobacco which may be stored in this 
manner. 

SOURCES OF INFESTATION IN FACTORIES. 

In cigar and tobacco factories the greater number of beetles are 
brought in with the leaf tobacco. Factories are in some instances in 
close proximity to tobacco warehouses where beetles are present in 
large numbers. A comparatively small number of beetles in a room 
in which cigars are made, however, or in rooms where the cigars or 
other classes of manufactured tobacco are packed, are sufficient to 
infest the stock seriously. The protection of the finished product 
before it is packed is generally of.more importance than the condi- 
tion of the raw material, as the process of manufacture wholly or 
partly frees it from different stages of the beetle which were present 
in raw material. 
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FUMIGATION. 

Fumigation is now generally employed as a means of destroying 
certain classes of insects, and is a standard remedy against insects 
which damage stored products and those infesting mills and fac- 
tories. 

The tobacco beetle has been found to be exceedingly resistant to 
fumigants. Numerous experiments have shown that it is necessary 
to use much stronger dosages of fumigants in treatment of this 
beetle than are employed usually against other insects. The insula- 

_ tion afforded by the pupal cells and by the compactness of food sub- 
stances seems to protect the contained larve or pupz from the action 
of the fumigant. In many instances only a small percentage of the 
tobacco-beetle larve survives treatment, but adults transforming 
from these small numbers serve to reinfest tobacco if it is kept for 
any length of time. 

The properties and characteristics of the various chemicals used 
for fumigation should be thoroughly understood in every particular 
by the operator in order that necessary precautions may be taken 
and the work properly done. The treatment is simple, however, 
easily applied, and fairly effective. 

FUMIGATION WITH HYDROCYANIC-ACID GAS. 

In generating hydrocyanic-acid gas in fumigation sodium cyanid 
(NaCN), or potassium cyanid (KCN), sulphuric acid (H,SO,), 
and water are necessary. The hydrocyanic-acid gas, which is the 
killing agent, is produced by the action of the sulphuric acid (diluted 
with water) on the sodium or potassium cyanid. The cyanid is 
usually employed in the crystal form. It is now sold in molds 
weighing 1 ounce each. When small quantities are used, this form 
is best, as it avoids the trouble and danger of weighing. A high 
grade of cyanid should be used for fumigation, as the presence of 
adulterants greatly reduces the amount of hydrocyanic-acid gas 
evolved. Potassium cyanid should be guaranteed to be 98 or 99 
per cent pure. A high grade of sodium cyanid should be used 
which is guaranteed to contain not less than 51 per cent cyanogen. 
Commercial sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1.84 or 66° Baumé, which is 
approximately 93 per cent pure, is commonly used for fumigation. 

DANGER ATTENDING USE. 

Hydrocyanic-acid gas and the chemicals employed to produce it are 
extremely dangerous, and as hydrocyanic-acid gas is fatal to human 
beings af breathed in any quantity considerable care is necessary in 
its use. Sodium cyanid and potassium cyanid are violent and fatal 
poisons if taken internally, and sulphuric acid produces burns when 
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coming in contact with the skin. When the chemicals are handled 
with care and all details of the method understood, however, there is 
no special danger and the method has been used in insect control for 
many years with few records of serious accidents. 

EFFECT OF HYDROCYANIC-ACID GAS ON THE QUALITY OF TOBACCO. 

Hydrocyanic-acid gas is slightly lighter than air and all traces 
of the gas are quickly removed from the tobacco by thorough airing. 

In order to determine whether or not any deposition of cyanogen 
in the cigars occurs as a result of the cyanid treatment different lots 
of freshly made cigars were fumigated at Key West, Fla., in 1912, 
and sent to the Bureau of Chemistry, United States Department of 
Agriculture, for examination. A list of the different lots of cigars 
sent is shown in Table VIII. 

TABLE VIII.—E£ffect of hydrocyanic-acid gas on quality of cigars. Fumigation 
tests at Key West, Ila, 

Cyanid of pot- 

Date fumigated. soho Exposure. 

space. 

1912. Ounces. Hours. 
Apr 20 isi. 250222 ek WES occ ee See ol nee 8 24 
WEES aap orocnere aa Sst ammo as meee an se eausls a 525552 8 24 
(LE Bip ais eed een te aldoraha Re ee eer g cass s Saas = <)> 2 5 4 48 
May: 202 treo Oba en ee PR ee ee 4 24 
JUNC 8 oe= bare taste eke soe tie ee Oe cee eee 8 36 
DUM TAS oo ree aot eek wee eter Te er SE ten 8 24 
Jume 1Siy 2 tise Pans else le eel hae eee, eye ae eee 8 24 
Not fumigated. (Used as check on treated lots.) 

All lots of cigars were exposed to the air for a short time after 
fumigation, and then sealed. As the amount of potassium cyanid 
used was greater than is ordinarily employed in fumigation, the test 
was a severe one. The cigars were received by the Bureau of Chem- 
istry on July 8. The following report was received on November 12, 
1912, from Mr. R. E. Doolittle, acting chief of the Bureau of Chem- 
istry: “We have made a careful examination of the eight samples 
of cigars submitted by you on July 8 last, and we are unable to detect 
the slightest trace of hydrocyanic acid in any of the samples.” 

Samples of cigars fumigated by the cyanid process and untreated 
cigars of the same brand were submitted to a number of expert 
cigar men at Key West, Fla., in order to ascertain if fumigation in 
any way affected the flavor or quality of the cigars. All reported 
that no difference between the treated and untreated cigars was ap- 
parent, the uniformity of burn, capacity for retaining a light, and 
color of ash appearing normal. 
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PREPARATIONS FOR FUMIGATION. 

The fumigating closet or box should be perfectly tight to prevent 
escape of gas. In fumigating storage rooms or warehouses all open- 
ings should be closed and the windows and doors arranged so that 
they may be opened from the outside when the building is aired. 
Do not enter the room until it is thoroughly aired. The cubic con- 
tents of the closet, room, or box to be fumigated should be deter- 

mined, so that the exact quantity of the different chemicals needed 
may be known. Food supplies that may be stored in the building 
should be removed, as moist foods, such as-meats and vegetables or 
fruit, may absorb or retain the gas. 

Care must be taken in fumigating large warehouses in close prox- 
imity to dwellings, as the liberation of a vast quantity of hydro- 
eyanic-acid gas may endanger the persons within. . 

For generators use stoneware or crockery jars. They should be 
sufficiently deep that the liquid will not boil over when the gas is 
generated. 

_ Hydrocyanic-acid gas is lighter than air. For this reason place 

the generator underneath the material to be fumigated or on the floor 
of the room. Whenever the room or building is of large size it is 
advisable to use two or more generators, limiting the amount of cya- 
nid to 2 or 3 pounds in any one generating jar. The jars should be 
of smal] diameter in order that the cyanid may be completely cov- 
ered by the acid and water. | 

PROCESS OF FUMIGATION. 

The chemicals used in generating hydrocyanic-acid gas are placed 
in the generating jar in the following order: First, water; then sul- 
phurie acid, last, just before closing the funugating closet or build- 
img, the cyanid. Measure into the generating jar the proper amount 
of water, then add the acid slowly in the proper amount. Consider- 
able heat will be developed by the addition of the acid, and for this 
reason it is best not to mix the water and acid until just before the 
eyanid is put in, as the heated liquid will act more quickly on the 
eyanid. The water and acid should be mixed as directed above. Do not 
pour water into acid. Severe burns may result from the ebullition 
or sputtering of the liquids if the order of mixing the water and acid 
is reversed. The acid should be kept in glass-stoppered bottles. 
Cyanid should be kept tightly sealed, as it deteriorates rapidly when 
exposed to the air. For convenience the cyanid may be put into 
thin paper sacks and these dropped into the generating jar. This 

method is applicable if large dosages are used; if only a small quan- 
tity of the cyanid is required, however, it is not best to use a paper 
wrapper, as the generation of the gas is somewhat retarded. An 
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enameled dipper has been found convenient in placing the cyanid 
in the generators. The reaction of the chemicals is extremely rapid, 
and the generation of the deadly gas begins at once. In fumigating 
large buildings, where a considerable number of generators are re- 
quired, the operator should have several assistants. In such cases 
it is best to have the proper amount of cyanid in paper sacks placed 
beside the jars holding the acid and water. Begin dropping the 
cyanid in the jars farthest from the door first, going from one jar 
to the next as rapidly as possible. 

TEMPERATURES FAVORABLE FOR EFFECTIVE FUMIGATION. 

In using fumigants for the control of the tobacco beetle, best re-- 
sults have been secured in warm weather and at temperatures above 
70° F. Under 60° or 65° F. the beetles are more or less dormant > 
and while in this condition are considerably more resistant to the 
action of the gas. 

DOSAGES TO USE. 

Sodium cyanid (NaCn)—This substance when pure liberates 
nearly one-third more hydrocyanic-acid gas per pound than does 
potassium cyanid and at present it is more generally used for fumi- 
gation. 

Sodium cyanid should be combined with acid and water to gen- 
erate the hydrocyanic-acid gas according to the following formula: 

Sodium cyanid (grade guaranteed to contain not less than 

51 per cent cyanogen) ——_____-_____ avoirdupois ounce__ 1 

Sulphurie acid. (commercial) 222 == fluid ounces__ 1% 

Water 2222s: ee ee fluid ounces__ 3 

Use multiples of the formula given above to secure the dosage 
desired. Fumigate for 24 hours. The dosage to use will depend upon 
the penetration required. For general use 4 ounces of the cyanid 

to 100 cubic feet will be found satisfactory. (This dosage requires 
4 ounces of the cyanid, 6 fluid ounces of acid, and 12 fluid ounces of 
water.) For baled or closely packed tobaccos a somewhat heavier 
dosage may be used, or the time of exposure increased. An increase 
of the amount of cyanid above 4 ounces per 100 cubic feet, however, 
has not greatly increased the effectiveness of the treatment in many 
instances. 

Potassium cyanid.—Should potassium cyanid be used in place of 
the sodium cyanid, it should be combined with the sulphuric acid 
and water according to the following formula: 

Potassium cyanid (98-99 per cent)_--_avoirdupois ounce__ 1 

Sulphuric acid (commercial) —-=-_~_----—--— fluid ounce__ 1 

Water fe) ee ey eae oo ae Le fluid ounces__ 3 
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For every 100 cubic feet of space use multiples of this formula to 
secure the dosage desired. The dosage used may be the same as with 
sodium cyanid. It will be noted that the amount of acid required 
with potassium cyanid is less than with sodium cyanid. 

In using either potassium cyanid or sodium cyanid for fumigat- 
ing, a greater amount of water than that given in the formulas should 
not be used, as any quantity of water above 3 fluid ounces for each 
ounce of cyanid results in a smaller yield of hydrocyanic-acid gas. 

In preparing chemicals for fumigation the cyanid is weighed, and 
the acid and water are measured. 'The time of exposure has been 
found to be an important factor in fumigation and it is not advis- 
able to make the time less than 24 hours, unless the vacuum process 
of fumigating is employed. A comparatively small dosage with a 
long exposure appears to be as effective as is a ene. ler dosage with a 

shorter exposure. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF FUMIGATION EXPERIMENTS. 

A brief summary of the average results obtained in a series of 34 
fumigating experiments with material infested by the tobacco beetle 
follows. Different dosages of sodium cyanid varying from 1 to 8 

ounces per 100 cubic feet of space were used. The time of treatment 
was 24 hours. The tests were made during July, August, and Sep- 
tember, the maximum temperatures varying from 82° to 92° F. and 
the minimum temperatures from 42° to 72° F. All stages of the 
beetle in leaf tobacco, in different classes of manufactured tobacco, 
and in pressed yeast eae were utilized. Part of the eggs, for con- 

venience in making examinations, were placed in cells on microscope 
slides, and part were located on the original leaf tobacco on which 
they had been deposited. The eggs used were from 1 to 6 days old. 
Multiples of the 1-14-38 formula were used with the sodium cyanid. 
The results obtained with different dosages were as follows: 
Dosage 1 ounce per 100 cubie feet of space.—In three experiments 

only a few eggs hatched. In these embryonic development was nearly 
complete at the time of treatment. Newly hatched larve were nearly 

-all killed, about 4 per cent in dense tobacco survived, and of the 
other stages, including adults, pupe, and fully developed larve, 
about 22.3 per cent survived treatment. 

Dosage 1.5 ounces per 100 cubic feet of space-—In four experiments 
eggs and newly hatched larvee were killed. Approximately 21 per 
cent of other stages survived treatment. The adults remaining alive 
were mainly those which had not emerged from the pupal cells. 
Dosage 2 ounces per 100 cubic feet.—This treatment destroyed eggs 

and newly hatched larve. In four experiments 18.6 per cent of the 
other stages survived. 
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Dosage 2.5 ounces per 100 cubic feet—This gave somewhat better 
results. In one experiment all stages were killed. In three experi- 
ments all unprotected adults and newly hatched larve were killed. 
Of the other stages approximately 11.8 per cent survived. 

Dosage 3 ounces per 100 cubic feet—In four experiments this gave 
practically the same results as the 24-ounce dosage. 

Dosage 4 ounces per 100 cubic feet—In six experiments this dosage 
killed eggs, newly hatched larvee, and practically all unprotected 
stages. Approximately 9 per cent of the larve, pup, and adult 
stages within the pupal cells survived treatment. In one of the six 
experiments all stages were killed. 

Dosage 6 ounces per 100 cubic feet—Practically the same results 
were shown in five experiments with the 6-ounce dosage. Eggs, newly 
hatched larvee, and unprotected adults were killed. About 9.4 per cent 
of the other stages, mainly mature larve protected by dense substances - 
or by the pupal cells, survived. In two or the five experiments all 
stages were killed. 

Dosage 8 ounces per 100 cubic feet—kIn four experiments with an 
8-ounce dosage about 10 per cent of the protected stages survived. 
All adults which had emerged from the pupal cells and all eggs, 
newly hatched larve, and unprotected larve and pupe were killed. 
In one experiment all stages were killed. 

The results obtained in other experiments made by Mr. Joseph 
Smith and the writer at Clarksville, Tenn., with both sodium cyanid 
and potassium cyanid in amounts from 1 ounce up to 8 ounces per 100 
cubic feet did not differ materially from those obtained with sodium 
cyanid in the series described. With both substances, in many in- 
stances, an increased dosage above 4 ounces per 100 cubic feet did not 
show a very decided increase in effectiveness, possibly due to the in- 
ability of the gas to penetrate dense food substances or pupal cells. 

DOUBLE FUMIGATION. 

Fumigation under most circumstances has not been found entirely 
effective in sterilizing tobacco, as a few of the insects in either the 
larva, pupa, or adult stage, protected by the pupal cells or by dense 
food substances, are apt to survive. In comparatively few of the 
experiments were the beetles completely exterminated. While a 
single treatment may be fairly satisfactory, since the few live stages 
left will require considerable time to increase to sufficient numbers 
to reinfest the tobacco badly, it is desirable under some circumstances 
to give a second treatment later in order to destroy the beetles remain- 
ing after the first treatment. This can be accomplished easily after 
the beetles have emerged from the pupal cell. With tobacco kept at 
ordinary room or summer temperatures the second fumigation should 
be given about two or three weeks after the first treatment, as by this 
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time most of the beetles will have emerged from the cells, and the 
adults, eggs, or newly hatched larve then present can be easily de- 
stroyed by fumigation. In two of the experiments already referred 
to, a second treatment was given 12 days later, resulting in the com- 
plete extermination of the beetles. Similar results were secured in 

several experiments not included in the series of tests described. 

FUMIGATING IN A VACUUM. 

In cooperation with the Federal Horticultural Board, a series of 
experiments was conducted at Washington, D. C., to determine the 

Fig. 15.—Apparatus used for fumigating in partial vacuum. 

effects on the tobacco beetle of hydrocyanic-acid gas in the presence 
of a partial vacuum. The apparatus used for the work was designed 
by Mr. E. H. Sasscer, Chief Inspector of the Federal Horticultural 
Board.t (Fig. 15.) 

By means of vacuum apparatus a very much greater penetration 
of the gas can be secured than is possible in fumigating at normal 
air pressure. It has been found in the tests made by the Federal 
Horticuitural Board that hydrocyanic-acid gas when applied in 

vacuum readily penetrates to the interior of closely compressed bales 

been given by the designer, Mr. E. R. Sasscer, in Service and Regulatory Announcements, 

Federal Horticultural Board, for October, 1915, ; 
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of imported cotton. This shows a degree of penetration beyond any- 
thing likely to be found in the fumigation of hogsheads or bales 
of leaf tobacco, or of cigars, or other classes of manufactured to- 

bacco. The exposures found effective with vacuum apparatus in de- 
stroying several other species of insects have not proved effective, 
however, in destroying all stages of the tobacco beetle. A series of 
19 experiments with different amounts of sodium cyanid varying 
from 1 ounce to 6 ounces per 100 cubic feet of space, with an expo- 
sure of 1 hour and 45 minutes at a vacuum of about 25 inches; and a 
series of 14 experiments with 1, 3, and 6 ounces of sodium cyanid to 
100 cubic feet of space, with an exposure of 2 hours and 30 minutes at 

a vacuum of approximately 25 inches, did not show the process, 
under the conditions specified above, to be more effective than fumi- 
gation with the same dosages for 24 hours at normal air pressure.t 
All stages of the tobacco beetle were used in the experiments. These 
were in baled cigar tobacco, in various classes of manufactured to- 
bacco, and in pressed yeast cakes and tobacco refuse. The principal 
advantage shown was the gain in time, as large quantities of manu- 
factured tobacco can be quickly treated by the vacuum process. It 
is thought that changes in the present method of vacuum fumiga- 

_tion will make the process better adapted to the treatment of to- 
bacco. A repetition of treatment in the majority of instances will 
be found necessary for complete sterilization. 

-FUMIGATION WITH CARBON DISULPHID. 

Carbon disulphid (CS,) is quite generally used for the destruction 
of the insect pests which infest grain, food products, etc., and has 
been used extensively in control of the tobacco beetle. It is a color- 
less liquid about one-fourth heavier than water, extremely volatile, 

evaporating with great rapidity when exposed to the air. If the 
temperature of the air is high and the evaporating surface large the 
rate of evaporation is increased. In the liquid state it is inflammable, 
but not explosive, and can be safely handled if the cans are kept per- 
fectly tight and away from the fire. The vapor takes fire in the air 
at about 200° F. under certain conditions. It is a violent and dan- 
gerous explosive when mixed with air in the proportion of 1 volume 
of vapor to approximately 14.3 volumes of air, in the presence of 
fire of any kind, or at a temperature without flame of about 300° F. 
The vapor is considerably heavier than atmospheric air. For this rea- 
son carbon disulphid when used for fumigating should be placed at the 
top of the fumigating compartment, if possible above the material to 
be treated. Care must be taken not to inhale the fumes, as the gas is 

1%n the above experiments the writer was assisted by Mr. H. L. Sanford, of the Federal 

Horticultural Board, and by Mr. J. L. Webb, of the Bureau of Entomology. 
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poisonous. All traces of the fumigant quickly disappear from the 
substance treated when exposed to the air, and even foodstuffs have» 
been treated without affecting their edibility in any way. Tobacco or 
cigars when properly aired do not retain the odor of the gas, and 
the quality and flavor are not perceptibly changed. 

While carbon disulphid is not as effective as hydrocyanic-acid 
gas, the ease with which it may be employed makes it the more desir- 
-able fumigant, particu- 

larly when the mate- 
rial to be fumigated 
occupies a small space. 
The liquid carbon di- 
sulphid has merely to 
be poured into a shal- 

low dish, placed near 
the ceiling of the com- 
partment to be fumi- 
gated, and allowed to 
evaporate. The method 
is a favorite one with 
many cigar dealers, the 
main objection being 
the danger of fire. A 
dealer known to the 
writer, in fumigating 
small lots of infested 
stock, makes use of an 
old refrigerator so 
fitted that the door 
closes perfectly tight. 
This is placed in a 
building outside the 
cigar store, to avoid 
danger of fire and for Fic. 16.—A closet for fumigating cigars or manufac- 

‘ 5 ee tured tobacco. A, Removable tray for holding 

convenience in alring cigars; B, generating jar. 

after treatment. As 
soon as infested stock is detected it is fumigated promptly, and in 
this case there has been small loss from the tobacco beetle. 

The fumigating closet, shown in figure 16, was found to be a con- 
venient size for cigar fumigation. Its dimensions are 2.5 by 2.5 by 
6.5 feet. The sides are of matched boards. The inside is lined with 
sheet zinc. The door and fastenings are similar to those commonly 
used on refrigerators. Strips of heavy felt were attached where the 
edges of the door fitted. Boat clamps were used at top and bottom 

hsm insane ities 
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to insure perfect fitting of the door. The closet was fitted with 
removable trays to insure easy and rapid handling of the cigars. 
The trays have bottoms of oné-half-inch wire screen. 

Fumigation is more effective when the temperature is high, and 

it is not advisable to use carbon disulphid when the air temperature 
is much below 70° F. To be fairly effective against all stages of 
the beetle in tobacco, carbon disulphid should be used at a rate of 

not less than 4 pounds to 1,000 cubic feet of space. When only 
a small space is to be fumigated and the cost of the treatment is 
consequently slight, the exact amount of the carbon disulphid used is 
of no particular importance, even if the amount is very much in excess 
of the dosage advised above. The period of exposure should be from 
24:to 48 hours. The results obtained in a number of experiments 
with carbon disulphid are given in Table [X. The time of exposure 
was 24 hours, except in experiments 5 and 11, in which the time 
of exposure was 48 hours. 

TaBLeE IX.—2#axrperiments with carbon disulphid in contro! of the tobacco beetle 
(Lasioderma serricorne). Haperiments at Clarksvitte, Tenn., 1915. 

Dosage 

a Date. rae Has Stage of insect. Placement. _ Results. 
ft.). 

1915. Pounds. : 
1| Aug. 3 1 | Larvee and adults. . -| In smoking tobacco - - -.- Earley eclave: 
2| Aug. 4 1 | Adults, larve, and pups eee done ec st 
3 | Sept. 16 2 | Larvee (87) fel. 8 Vo eee In pressed yeast cake. --- Beet after treatment, 16 

: alive, 71 dead. 
4] Sept. 4 2) | eamvesi (is)! eee In wire cage, no protec- | All killed. 

tion. 
5 | Sept. 3 3: | Wbaryeesseeoe os eee In plug tobacco. .-...... 2 days after treatment, 4 

alive, 26 dead. 
6 | Aug. 20 3 | Adults, larvee, and pup] In glass tubes with cloth All killed. 

cover. 
7| Aug. 9 3 | All Stages aan Ss cP (0 COS 32) 5), aga a ee Do. 
8 | Sept. 18 4.) arveei(22)..-cese scares ANI GIPATSrRe ~ 2/0 fe Maaeae 2 days after treatment, 

f all dead. 
9 | Sept. 22 40 All stagesne! os. ce. se ecee In smoking tobacco-.--..| No live stages found 2 

days after treatment. 
Eggs did not hatch. 
es eggs hatched 

10| Aug. 9 MANLY Stages rset ees In cigars and_ refuse |} All fl otaeaeYtted. 
tobacco. 

11 | Aug. 17 Fal Wl 0) of =e ate ogee are rth About 50 on leaftobacco.| Eggs did not hatch. 
Check eggs hatched 

3 normally. 
12 | Sept. 26 10 | Eggs and larve.-.-...... In cigars...: -S2_ saseeseee Cigars kept for 6 months. 

No signs of infestation. 

FUMIGATING WITH CARBON TETRACHLORID. 

Carbon tetrachlorid (CCl,) has been used to a considerable extent 
as a substitute for carbon disulphid in fumigation. It is not as efli- 
cient an insecticide as carbon disulphid, heavier dosages are required, 

and the cost of treatment is greater. The substance is noninflamma- 
ble, however, and owing to this property is convenient for use when 
only a small space is to be fumigated where there might be danger 
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of fire or explosion if carbon disulphid were used. When pure, 
carbon tetrachlorid is a thin, oily fluid, and in the open air quickly 
evaporates. It is heavy (sp. gr. 1.599), transparent, colorless, and 
has a pungent odor—not, however, as disagreeable as in the case of 
earbon disulphid. 

For fumigating it is used in the same manner as carbon disulphid, 
being evaporated from shallow pans placed over the substance 
treated. The evaporating area of the pans holding the liquid should 
be large. As with carbon disulphid, an exposure of from 24 to 48 
hours should be given. Tests made with carbon tetrachlorid in quan- 
tities up to 5 pounds per 100 cubic feet did not give satisfactory re- 
sults in sterilizing tobacco. As carbon tetrachlorid is more likely to 
be employed in small compartments it is well to use very heavy 
dosages, as the increase in cost will be slight. The killing effect is 
‘greater when the air temperature is high. 

FORMALDEHYDE AS A FUMIGANT. 

Tests were made of 40 per cent formaldehyde at the rate of 24 
ounces to 100’ cubic feet of space. All stages of the tobacco beetle 
were used and the formaldehyde was vaporized by means of heat. The 

substance at this strength was found to be only partially effective. 

THE EFFECT OF RONTGEN OR X RAYS ON THE TOBACCO BEETLE. 

The effect of the X rays on the higher animals, including human 
beings, is well known. Sensitiveness to the rays has been found by 
different investigators to vary with the species of animal. Newly ~° 
formed, especially embryonic tissues, have been found to be more 
easily affected by exposure to the rays than are those more mature. 
Certain bodies of cells are remarkably susceptible, their functions 
being retarded, modified, or completely inhibited, although mor- 

phologically they are apparently normal. The rays are known to 
have a marked effect on the reproductive organs, prolonged ex- 
posure causing an animal to become temporarily or permanently 
sterile. In general it may be said that when living tissues of an 
animal are exposed to the action of the rays, the functions of the 
cells are retarded or depressed, and permanent injury, or even the 
eventual death of the animal, may result. The exact effect of the © 
rays depends upon the intensity of the radiation, the duration of 
the exposure, and the distance of the organism exposed from the 
source of radiation. When the energy input through a Ro6ntgen 
tube is great, the intense radiation resulting is correspondingly more 
active, and more injurious to living tissue, producing more marked 
physiological results. Exposure to rays of great intensity has been 
shown to retard or stop growth, differentiation, and regeneration, 

75257 °—_19— Bull. 737-_5 
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and to interfere with the processes of cell division or multiplication, 
causing, in some cases, degenerative changes to take place or a de- 
crease in the rate of cell division. On the other hand, an exposure 
of slight intensity or short duration may be without perceptible ef- 
fect, or may even be accelerative, and perhaps increase the rate of 
cell division. It seems to be well established that the effects of re- 
peated exposures to the rays are to a certain extent cumulative, an 
exposure of say 5 milliampere minutes having identically the same 
effect, whether the exposure is given in one treatment or in several 
treatments applied at different times so that the total exposure 
amounts to 5 milliampere minutes. The effect of the rays on the sim- 
pler forms of animal and plant life has been studied by numerous 
investigators and in general their action seems to be the same as on 
the higher animals. 

The X-ray process of treating tobacco has been exploited commer- 
cially for sterilizing cigars infested with the tobacco beetle, and 
satisfactory results have been reported. Improvements in the method 
of treatment and in the apparatus have been made from time to 
time, and the modern forms of Réntgen tubes used make possible 
continuous and unchanging Ro6ntgen-ray radiation of great power 
and intensity. Effects can now be obtained which were not possible 
or practicable in commercial work with the earlier forms of ap- 
paratus. 

During 1912 experiments were made by Mr. A. C. Morgan and 
the writer (76) with apparatus designed to sterilize cigars on a 
commercial scale. The experiments, from a practical standpoint, 
gave negative results. Later experiments made with apparatus 

capable of producing and maintaining a much more powerful radia- 
tion have shown that the earlier tests failed to give satisfactory re- 
sults owing to the comparatively hight exposures obtainable with the 

apparatus then used. 

A brief statement of the results obtained by the writer (86) in a 
series of experiments conducted under laboratory conditions at. 
Schenectady, N. Y., in 1915, is presented.t. These experiments were 
a continuation of investigations of a similar nature commenced at 
Tampa, Fla. In previous experimental work it had been found in 
sterilizing cigars or tobacco that light dosages are ineffective from a 
practical standpoint. To be effective the radiation must be intense, 
and it is evident that if the process can be applied successfully to 
commercial work the apparatus used must be capable of producing 
and maintaining such radiation during the entire period of exposure. 

The results obtained in the experiments have been briefly sum- 

marized as follows: 

1A detailed report of these experiments has been published (86). 

ee 
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Under laboratory conditions tests made with a Rontgen-ray tube 
permitting a high-energy input and giving an intense and powerful 
radiation produced results which promise that the X-ray process may 
be used successfully in treatment of cigars or tobacco infested with 
the tobacco or cigarette beetle. 
Heavy dosages must be given, as is indicated by the results of 

exposures given in several series of experiments. 
In treatment of the egg stage, heavier exposures are required to 

sterilize eggs which are near the hatching: point than are required to 
sterilize eggs newly laid. 

In experiments performed by the writer a dosage equivalent to 
150 milliampere minutes exposure with a spark gap of 5.5 inches 
gave satisfactory results with eggs in tobacco placed 7.5 inches from 
the focal spot of the tube. With this exposure the eggs in which. 
embryonic development was well advanced hatched, but in all cases 
where these larvee were kept under observation hes failed to reach 
the adult stage. 

The minimum lethal dosage at a given distance from the focal spot 
of the Réntgen tube used was not determined. 

In two separate experiments adults were given an exposure of 

600 milhampere minutes (amperage X time), with a spark gap of 
5.5 inches, giving an approximate voltage of 65,000. The distance 

from the focal spot of the Réntgen tube was a 5 inches. The results 
were as follows: 

(1) No effect on length of life was apparent, as the beetles died 
at about the same rate as the same number of beetles kept as check. 

(2) Large numbers of eggs were deposited after exposure. These 
eggs were infertile. Eggs laid by the check beetles hatched normally. 

Larve were given an exposure of 600 milliampere minutes, other 
conditions of the experiment being the same as in the experiments 
with adults given above. While no immediate effect was apparent 
the treatment had the effect of stopping activity and development, 
the larvee remaining in a dormant condition for a prolonged period. 
All treated larve died before reaching the pupa stage. 
Two methods of treating cigars in factories with the X-ray proc- 

ess are employed at the present time. In one method the finished 
‘cigars in closed boxes are conveyed by a belt very slowly through 
an exposure chamber containing the Réntgen tubes. The walls of the 
exposure chamber are constructed of thick sheets of lead (lead is not 

_ penetrated by the Réntgen rays) in order to protect the operator 
of the machine from injury. 

In the other method of treatment a large room used as a humidor 
at the factory was completely lined with sheet lead. In a narrow 
compartment within the humidor, extending along one side, a 
series of 16 powerful Réntgen-ray tubes are arranged in two lines 
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extending from end to end, and placed so that the rays penetrate 
the humidor from various angles. A rotary fan forces cold air 
through the tube compartment and over the tubes, keeping the tem- 
perature of the humidor normal. The finished cigars in closed 
boxes are placed on a long shelf extending along the partition of 
fibrous material (permeable to the rays) separating the tube com- 
partment from the rest of the humidor. An exposure of 42 minutes 
is given by an automatic control of current. Cigars are left on the 
shelf until all space is taken up, then placed in other parts of the 
humidor, where they are kept until shipped out. This arrange- 
ment gives a minimum exposure, close to the Réntgen tubes, of 42 
minutes. Ordinarily the method of handling gives many repeated 
exposures, on the shelf close to the tubes or at distances farther out 
in the humidor. A test of this process was made by the writer on 
November 7, 1916, to determine the effect on the egg stage of the 
tobacco beetle. About 200 eggs deposited on leaf tobacco were 

placed in a sealed cigar box and treated. An equal number of 
eggs were kept as a check. The eggs treated were placed in the 
humidor 74 feet from the wall of the tube compartment and given 
three periods of 42 minutes’ exposure; then placed on the shelf di- 
rectly in front of the tubes and given one period of 42 minutes’ ex- 
posure. This gave a total of three accumulative periods of 42 
minutes each 74 feet from the nearest tube and one period of 42 
minutes on the shelf close to the tube compartment. By Novem- 
ber 18 most of the check eggs had hatched, but all of the treated eggs 
were more or less shrunken and none had hatched. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

The tobacco beetle, a stored-product insect, is practically cosmo- 
politan and occurs wherever large quantities of leaf or manufactured 
tobacco are handled or stored. It attacks a variety of dried sub- 
stances, its most common food being tobacco. 

In tobacco factories, the principal sources of infestation of the 
finished products are: 

(1) Infested leaf tobacco brought into the factory. 

(2) Tobacco warehouses, where beetles are present in large numbers, close 

to the factory. ; 

(3) Infested tobacco, refuse material, cigars, or manufactured tobacco which 

has accumulated. (Beetles breeding from this material quickly spread to all 

parts of the factory.) 

A very few beetles present in storage or packing rooms in factories 
may be the cause of serious loss, by depositing their eggs on the 
finished product. The protection of the product at this time is 
usually of more importance than the condition of the raw material, 
since the leaf tobacco in most cases is partly or completely freed from 
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different stages of the beetle by handling or by the process of manu- 
facture. Whenever possible manufactured tobacco should be packed 
in insect-proof containers. 7 

The more important means of controlling the tobacco beetle may 
be summarized briefly as follows: 

(1) Serupulous cleanliness in the factory, wholesale or retail es- 
tablishment, including the prompt destruction or treatment of all 
refuse material, damaged stock, etc., in which the beetles may breed. 

(2) In factories, screening or otherwise protecting the finished 
product from infestation. 

(3) Constructing or refitting packing or storage rooms, especially 
in warm localities, so that they can be quickly and easily cleaned, 
and with a view to the exclusion of beetles which may be present in 
other parts of the factory. 
Among destructive agencies which may be employed in control cf 

the insect are: 

(1) Freezing. (Treatment by cold storage or exposure to low temperatures 

in cold climates. ) 

(2) High temperatures or steam. (A temperature of from 125° to 140° F. 

continued for several hours, or 150° F. for a short time, kills all stages of the 

beetle. ) 

(3) Trapping or destruction by mechanical means. 

(4) Fumigation with carbon disulphid, hydrocyanic-acid gas, or other fumi- 

gants. 

(5) Sterilization of infested tobacco by means of exposure to R6ntgen or 

X rays. 

The modern method of storing leaf tobacco in hogsheads in 
specially constructed buildings or sheds, giving practically out-of- 
door conditions and variations of temperature, furnishes an effective 
means, in cool climates, of reducing or preventing injury from the 
beetle to the classes of leaf tobacco which may be stored in this 
manner. 
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TIMBER AND LIVE STOCK. 

The western yellow pine forest is the most important source of 
timber in the area drained by the Columbia River and its tributaries 
east of the Cascades and north of the Snake River Valley. There 
are estimated to be approximately 7 million acres of western yellow 
pine (Pinus ponderosa) in the National Forests of this region, and 
there is probably an equal area outside the Forests. A conservative 
estimate of the National Forest stand is 50 billion board feet. Ata 
growth rate of 100 board feet per acre per year’ the western yellow 
pine land within the National Forests alone is capable of producing 
a sustained yield of 700 million board feet of lumber every year. 
A considerable portion of the timberland now in private ownership 

'1See U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 418, ‘Western Yellow Pine in Oregon,” by T. T. Munger. 
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will probably be devoted eventually to other use, but much of it is 
more valuable for the continued production of timber than for any 
other purpose, so that it is reasonable to expect a total annual incre- 
ment of at least a billion board feet on National Forest and privately 
owned land now occupied by western yellow pine. In this region 
growth is rapid, the quality of lumber produced is excellent, abun- 
dant natural reproduction follows logging, and the greater part of 
the area is accessible and fairly easy to he The perpetuation of 
the western yellow pine stand therefore insures the continuation of 
an important part of the lumber industry in the Northwest. 

Because of the small rainfall over mosf of the untimbered part of 
the region and the consequent dependence of the rapidly developing 
agricultural industry upon irrigation, the maintenance of a forest 
cover in the mountains is as desirable for regulation of stream flow 
as for the production of timber. 

The live-stock industry is important throughout this region, and 
the greater part of the forest area is utilized as spring or summer 
range for sheep and cattle. Although the quality of forage in 
western yellow pine stands varies widely, there are no areas which 
do not contain at least a small amount of palatable feed. Allowing 
even the very liberal average of 7 acres per sheep or 35 acres per 
cow—a large part of it has at least double this capacity—the western 
yellow pine type in the region described will supply summer range 
for a million sheep or 200,000 cattle. 

The utilization of this Paine, particularly on areas Sri to ep 
rather than to cattle, has presented a somewhat difficult problem, 
owing to the serious damage done by sheep to forest reproduction 
under the methods of handling hitherto prevalent and to the resulting 
idea common among silviculturists that sheep grazing and forest 
production can not be carried on together. To determine just how 
much harm is done to forest reproduction by sheep and how far 
this damage can be reduced by more careful use of the range, an 
intensive study was made on the Payette National Forest in central 
Idaho during the years 1912 to 1914, inclusive. It is believed that 
the results of this study, which are presented in the following pages, 
are fairly applicable to the entire region described: 

STUDIES MADE ON THREE GRAZING ALLOTMENTS. 

The effect of sheep grazing upon conifer reproduction was studied 
on a number of small sample plots well distributed over three sepa- 
rate grazing allotments. The study was carried on for three years 
on two allotments, one on Deadwood River and the other on Silver 

Creek, a tributary of the Middle Fork of the Payette River. In 
the third year, 1914, a third allotment, on the South Fork of: the 
Payette, was also studied. 
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These areas, which are near the western edge of the deeply dis- 
sected central Idaho plateau, are characterized by a very broken 
surface, steep slopes, and numerous streams with deeply cut canyons. 
The soft granite, which underlies most of this part of the Forest, in- 
terspersed with numerous veins of quartzite, outcrops frequently on 
the steeper slopes and along the ridges, and the soil which is derived 
from it is very porous and dries out quickly. Narrow flats along the 
streams and occasional broader basins—probably once the beds of 
small lakes—are covered with alluvial soil of considerable depth. 

Annual precipitation in the areas occupied by western yellow pine 
averages between 20 and 25 inches, of which a large part falls as snow. 
Snow usually goes off between mid-April at the lower altitudes and 
early June at the upper limits of yellow pine, and growth starts im- 
mediately thereafter. Considerable rain falls in June; but after the 

first week of July there is generally very little rain, except occa- 
sional thunder showers, until the first part of September. In early 
September a fall rainy period, with snow at the higher altitudes, is 
usual. During the summer, days are usually hot and nights cool. 
Altitudes above 5,000 feet are apt to be visited by killing frosts at 
any time, while the lower altitudes are, as a rule, free from frost 
from June 10 to September 1. 

The grazing season for sheep commences some time in May in the 
lower western yellow pine country and about the middle or end of 
June in the higher and more remote areas, such as the Deadwood 

allotment, and lasts until the feed dries and becomes comparatively 
unpalatable, about the middle of August. The sheep are then held 
on the higher ranges until driven down by snow or cold weather, 
after which they sometimes spend a short time on the western yellow 
pine range on their way out to the open country. 

Western yellow pine and Douglas fir seeds germinate for the most 
part during May and the first half of June at the lower, and during 
June and early July at the higher elevations, and occasional seed- 
lings appear all through the summer. Lodgepole pine germination 
continues in considerable quantity during most of the season. West- 
ern yellow pine seedlings to a very large extent, and lodgepole pine 
to a less extent, occur in small compact renenes the result of eae 
seeds ane buried by chipmunks. 

THE DEADWOOD ALLOTMENT. 

On the Deadwood allotment, which represents the upper exten- 
sion of the range of the western yellow pine type, and all of which is 
above 5,000 feet altitude, the timber is largely a mixture of varying 
proportions of western yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa), Douglas fir 
_(Pseudotsuga taxifolia), and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), with 

some alpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa), Engelmann spruce (Picea engel- 
manni), whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis), and a very few specimens 
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of western larch (Larix occidentalis). Most of the western yellow 
pine stands are on ridges or southern exposures between 5,000 and 
6,000 feet elevation; where western yellow pine occurs on other sites 
it is usually scattered as individuals or groups in stands of other 
species. Practically none is found above 6,500 feet. By volume, 
approximately 40 per cent of the timber on this area is western 
yellow pine, 30 per cent Douglas fir, 25 per cent ee pine, and — 
5 per cent other species. 

The virgin stand is more or less broken by old burns and insect- 
killed areas, on most of which reproduction, especially of Douglas 
fir and lodgepole pine, has become well established. Other openings 
which have been occupied by dense brush contain only scattered 
tree reproduction. Advance reproduction of all species is common 
over most of the timbered area, though it is very unevenly dis-. 
tributed and of slow growth. Except on rather limited areas, 
western yellow pine reproduction is unsatisfactory in amount. At 
the time the study was started (1912) there were very few seedlings 
of this species under 10 years old, which indicates that years of 
abundant reproduction are very infrequent at this altitude. There 
were practically no saplings over 30 years old, probably on account 
of extensive fires in the early 80’s. On the sample plots (see p. 5), 
which were located for the most part only where some western 
yellow pine reproduction was present, only 38 per cent of the seed- 
lings were western yellow pine, while 32 per cent were Douglas fir 
and 30 per cent lodgepole pine. 

The undergrowth on the western yellow pine part of the allotment, 
a varying mixture of grasses, weeds, and browse, is unevenly dis- 
tributed and averages rather low in forage value. 

THE SILVER CREEK ALLOTMENT. 

The Silver Creek area, from 4,600 to 5,500 feet in elevation, is 
fairly representative of the middle range of the western yellow pine 
type. The timber is of much better quality than that on the Dead- 
wood allotment, and a much larger proportion is western yellow pine. 
Except on the moist flats along the creek, there is no lodgepole pine 
in the stand. By volume, approximately 75 per cent is western 
yellow pine, 20 per cent Douglas fir, and 5 per cent lowland white fir 
(Abies grandis). + 

1 Pine grass ( Calamagrostis rubescens), arnica (A. cordifolia), geranium (G. incisum), lupine (Lupinus 

spp.), huckleberry ( Vaccinium membranaceum and V. scoparium), spiraea (S. lucida), currant (Ribes 

cereum), willow (Saliz spp.), and ceanothus ( C. velutinus) are among the most widely distributed and char- 
acteristic plants. Other very common species include elk grass ( Carex geyeri), blue grass (Poa spp.) 

blue bunch grass ( Festuca idahoensis), silver dock (Balsamorrhiza sagittata), fireweed ( Chamaenerion angus- 

tifolium), yarrow (Achillea lanulosa), hawkweed ( Hieracium scouleri), paeony (Paeonia brownii), valerian 

( Valeriana sitchensis), bluebell ( Mertensia sp.), meadow rue ( Thalictrwm occidentalis), Indian paintbrush 
( Castilleja spp.), foxglove (P entstemon spp.), Indian tobacco ( Lriogonum spp.), choke cherry(Padus demissa), 

fire cherry (Prunus emarginata) rose, (Rosa spp.), mountain ash (Sorbus sambucifolia), snowberry (Sym- 

phoricarpos rotundifolius), buck brush ( Kunzia tridentata), and service berry (A melanchier alnifolia). 

—— se 
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_ Reproduction is abundant and well distributed and on account of 
the longer growing season growth is more rapid here than on the 
Deadwood area. On the sample plots 58 per cent of the seedlings 
were western yellow pine, 34 per cent Douglas fir, and 8 per cent 
lowland white fir. 

The undergrowth on this allotment is dense and fairly evenly dis- 
tributed; browse predominates. Its forage value is much higher 
than that on the Deadwood area because of its greater density and 
the larger proportion of palatable species.' 

THE SOUTH FORK ALLOTMENT. 

The South Fork allotment represents the best western yellow pine 
land in this region. Except for the main ridges, which reach 6,000 
feet, most of the area is between 3,800 and 5,000 feet in elevation. 
Western yellow pine trees here occasionally reach a height of 190 
feet. Western yellow pine makes up from 70 to 100 per cent of the 
volume of the stand, which probably averages for the entire area 85 
per cent pine and 15 per cent Douglas fir. 

The forage cover is denser ants more palatable than that on either 

of the other two areas. Even on the south slopes there are few of 
the bare spots such as are common on the Deadwood allotment, but 
there are more brush areas so dense that they can not be utilized. 
Browse is the predominant type of forage, except on south slopes, on 
which grasses and weeds predominate. ? 

METHOD OF STUDY. 

Small sample plots were chosen in such a way that they were well 
distributed over the three grazing allotments and were so located as 
to cover the greatest possible variety of conditions of topography, 
stand, forage cover, and use of the range. They are believed, there- 
fore, to represent fairly the western yellow pine type of forest in the 
region described. , ; 

Thirty-nine plots were studied for the last year only, 40 more for 
two seasons, and 72 more for three years, -a total of 151 plots with an 
ageregate area of approximately 75,000 square feet. 

1 Characteristic plants are: Ceanothus ( C. velutinus and C. sanguineus), ninebark (Opulaster malvaceus), 

huckleberry ( Vaccinium membranaceum), choke cherry (Padus demissa), willows (Salix spp.), spiraea 

(S. lucida), snowhberry (Symphoricarpos rotundifolius), rose (Rosa spp.), pine grass ( Calamagrostis rubescens), 

silver dock (Balsamorrhiza sagittata), fireweed ( Chamaenerion angustifolium), geranium (G. incisum), brome 

grass (Bromus marginatus), and meadow rue ( Thalictrum occidentale). 

2 Characteristic plants are wheat-grass (A gropyron spicatum ), June grass ( Koeleria cristata), blue bunch- 

grass (Festuca idahoensis), brome (Bromus marginatus), blue grass ( Melica sp. and Poa sp.), ceanothus 

(C. sanguineus and C. velutinus), ninebark (Opulaster malvaceus), snowberry (Symphoricarpos rotundi- 

olius), spiraea (S. lucida), rose (Rosa spp.), willows (Salix spp.), service berry (Amelanchier alnifolia), 

mountain ash (Sorbus sambucifolia), maple (Acer glabrum), buck brush ( Kwnzia tridentata), syringa (Phila- 

delphus lewisii), silver dock (Balsamorrhiza sagittata), asters (Aster spp.), geranium (G. incisum), sun- 

flower ( Helianthella sp.), pea-vine (Lathyrus spp.), lupine (Lupinus spp.), wild carrot (Leptotaenia sp.), 

fireweed ( Chamaenerion angustifolium), hellebore ( Veratrum sp.), brake (Pteridium aquilinum pubescens), 

nad meadow rue ( Thalictrum occidentale). 
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The species and height of all seedlings on the plots were recorded 
at the beginning and end of each season, and in many instances at one 
or more other times during the summer. Injuries due to grazing or to 
other causes were noted at the same time. Record was also made of 
the approximate date when each plot was grazed, and of the intensity 
of grazing. 

INJURIES TO REPRODUCTION CAUSED BY SHEEP GRAZING. 

NATURE OF INJURIES. 

Sheep injure forest reproduction directly both by browsing and by 
trampling. In the case of browsing the injury may be confined to a 
few needles or to the tips of side branches, the leader may be bitten 
off, or the bark may be gnawed. With conifers such injuries, except 
in extreme cases or when repeated, seldom result in permanent deform- 
ity or death. A careful study of comparative heights of uninjured 
seedlings and of those whose leaders had been removed several years 
before showed no perceptible difference in the rate of growth, except 
for the loss of the one year’s increment. An uninjured side branch or 
a new bud takes the place of the leader, and the slight crook in the 
stem, which is evened out as its diameter increases, usually disappears 
within 10 years. : 

If the injury is repeated every. year or two, of course the seedling 
will be permanently stunted and will never become a tree. This has 
happened along driveways which have been used for many years, and 
also on bed grounds which have been used several nights at a time 
year after year. It seldom happens except in such places. If an 
average of 1 per cent of the seedlings on an area are injured by grazing 
in one year, only 1 per cent of this 1 per cent will be likely to suffer 
a second injury the next year. In 20 years only 1.7 per cent of the 
seedlings will be likely to have been injured twice, and only 0.1 per 
cent three times. 

Very severe browsing, such as frequently occurs on bed grounds 
which have been used too much, often kills the seedlings outright. 
In order to test the recovery from such injury, a number of seedlings 
between 6 inches and 34 feet high were entirely defoliated in 1913. 
One year later 20 out of the 42 were dead, and the others, although 
they had put out new needles, appeared to be unhealthy and likely to 
die later. To-test the effect of light browsing, only the foliage put 
out during the current year was removed from a number of other seed- 
lings. -This had no apparent lasting effect, since all were fully recov- 
ered within a year. 
By trampling, sheep may bruise the seedling, bury it under loose 

soil or litter, uproot it, or break it. Such injuries, especially in case 
of the snvaller sepdiinos: often cause death. 
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AMOUNT OF DAMAGE, 

Table 1 shows the kind and amount of damage done by sheep on 
the different allotments during the course of the study. 

The damage to seedlings more than a year old was negligible in 
quantity; a yearly average of 1.9 per cent of the number on grazed 
plots was killed on the Deadwood area, and 3.7 per cent on the 
Silver Creek area. The one year’s record for the South Fork (4.7) 

indicates, when compared with the same year’s record on the other 
allotments, that the yearly average for a three-year period would 
probably have been between the Deadwood and Silver Creek averages. 
Of seedlings less than one year old, on Deadwood an average of 15.4 
per cent were killed, and on Silver Creek 24.9 per cent. The greater 
mortality of both classes of seedlings on the Silver Creek area was 
due partly to the greater intensity of grazing on that allotment and 
partly to differences in the relative distribution of ages; the Silver 
Creek area had a much larger proportion of reproduction less than 
10 years old. These figures show the proportion of damage on 
grazed plots alone; that is, they indicate the maximum loss which 
would result if the sheep grazed over every square yard of their 
allotment. As a matter of fact an area is seldom grazed so closely 
unless it is very much overstocked; a great many spots are missed, 
and many of them are likely to be patches of reproduction, since 
there is usually little palatable forage in such places. 

The last columns in Table 1 show the proportion of injury to the 
total number of seedlings on all of the plots on each allotment. On 
the Deadwood area, which was grazed rather lightly, averages of 1.1 
per cent of the older seedlings and 8.8 per cent of those less than a 
year old were killed each year, while on the closely grazed Silver 
Creek area 2.5 per cent and 14.8 per cent, respectively, were killed. 

Of the older seedlings on grazed plots on Deadwood but 0.7 per 
cent were browsed, and of those on Silver Creek 1.5 per cent. Con- 
sidering all plots whether grazed or not, 0.4 per cent of the seedlings 
on Deadwood and 1.1 per cent of those on Silver Creek were browsed 

~ each year; and fully one-third of these ‘‘injuries”’ consisted of slight 
browsing of needles or tips of lateral branches only. The smaller 
proportion of one-year seedlings classed as ‘‘injured”’ is due to the 
fact that they are usually killed if injured at all. 

Of the three important species present, western yellow pine appears 
to be most liable to browsing injury, lodgepole pine somewhat less 
so, and Douglas fir least. White fir is practically never browsed. 
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BROWSE RANGE UNDER YELLOW PINE TIMBER. 
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Fia. 1.—PINE-GRASS RANGE TYPICAL OF MUCH OF THE YELLOW PINE 

TIMBER RANGE. 

F-12068-A 

Fia. 2.—BROWSE, WEED, AND GRASS RANGE TYPICAL OF OPENINGS IN YELLOW PINE 

AND DOUGLAS FIR STANDS. 
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1d EFFECT OF GRAZING ON WESTERN YELLOW PINE. 
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12 BULLETIN 738, U. St! DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

SIZES INJURED. 

Table 2 shows the total amount of injury done by sheep on all the 
sample plots during the period of the study, classified according to 
the size of seedlings injured. Of the 1,782 seedlings killed, 1,294, or - 
73 per cent, were less than a year old, while only 11, or about one- 
half of 1 per cent, were over 6 inches in height. Only one seedling 
over 18 inches high was killed by sheep during the three years. 
Only one sapling over 3.5 feet high was browsed or trampled; most 
of the injuries from browsing or trampling were confined to seedlings 
less than 1.5 feet in height. 

The relative omen of seedlings of different sizes is shown in 
Table 3. During the first few years seedlings succumb very easily 
to slight injuries, because of their small size, shallow root system, 
and the lack of woody matter in their stems. The loss due to grazing 
decreased from about 20 per cent for seedlings in their first year to 
11 per cent for those in their second and third years. By the end of 
the third year they are from 2 to 4 inches high (depending on species 
and site), their stems have become woody and fairly tough, and their 
roots penetrate the soil for a foot or more, so that they are not easily 
uprooted by trampling nor exposed to drying by the loosening of the 
soil. Injury from grazing is so slight after this that there is no need 
for closing reproduction areas to sheep after the third year, though it 
may be desirable to graze such areas lightly for a few years more, 
until the seedlings reach a height of 6 inches. 

TaBLE 2.—Relation between size of seedlings and injury by grazing. 

(Total injuries for three years on sample plots on all allotments.) 

Injured. 

Species and height class. aioe - = 
é eed- Side ‘ram- c lestelll pratighices Leader.| Bark. pled. All. | Killed. 

Western yellow pine: 
Und erlyeatiee eens eee eee neeeeeeae 3: neces eae PBK Meee soe 6 32 1,010 
1 year old to 6 inches high..--.......... ANCOR ata a ee AGh las seen 13 69 216 
Ginchesttol teat eeaseeeeee eee ae eee 31 1 38 5 36 111 7 
LPO 2RIOCts is fe ces totes caer -o eee 7 10 8 1 2 28 1 
2k Cost feetaic o-oo eee oe cee ree ee Eee 1 1 2 | ea trerte Ae etenaiate si 

Douglas fir: 
Wniderdl yeaniec <2). 2. ease oe ee ee el See ee eee 1 eee 2 3 150 
1 year old to 6 inches high.....---2--2.-|o0c000.sJosccl gece PO ge 10 18 124 
Ginches'toil4 feet 32 oe eee eee lee ee 1 Tel eeeaioce 12 22 1 
Uieetto ws foots armcrs eer ee ae ree 2 Dale cieoete 1 OM ereners.= cle 
2h t0.3k feeb. i. Seecc tenes 2 ee ace (Seosanee 2 1 Mei Saks Pome 2 See ee 

Lodgepole pine: 
Wind erilivean ce te eer eC re crs ess S| USPS a Pe Llores 1 2 126 
1 year old to 6 inches high-.-........... iO eee aj Sheree 6 8 128 
Ganchesiio le teet secs eee sae one 1 1 Onl Sse Eee 6 13 2 
14 to 24 feet Te aa 3 4 
2k to 33 feet 2 3 
34 to 44 feet 1 

W hite fir: 
WTGerLivGan.s = sce oe oe oo Pe) eres Csr ay le as eee 8 
1) year old to'6 inches high. ..2 70.22.22 .c)e 252/02. o ees a | 9 
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TABLE 3.—Seedlings killed by sheep, by sizes. 

(Percentages of total numbers on grazed plots.) 

Western 
Year and size class. yellow we Bae ee All. 

pine 

1912: 
OES aU a VC AT a oie ae eae eae mia ieee ae 13.7 18.5 5.6 13.4 
1 year old to 6 inches high. -...........-.---..-------------- 3.1 2.7 al 3.0 
PRES iO TESA Ss Ca beciino 460 Cee eR RE er Bee aE tEee: ake re ES oes Sree Sear cerc.e ie Smaeemas | Semen ae ms 

1913: 
ILGSS IGT TEE Poe Oo cee ecees sepee see o pee ease eaeeenseenasoce 25.9 17.9 11.1 21.8 
i iO 2 WSUS co ges eon eee eeedesses ese nce peer Perel easeesescacse 4.4 ieee 7.2 a 
PAVCAUSOLO hOOMMCHES MIS aye en nol ain Saye oi eee -8 2.2 1.6 1.6 
Hy HAG ROS HG Us Teioesses She stesecereaas goss ose sassecaes see ME leone meenic 9 383 

LUGS (eT TU WER PL sosbed hos beicoee st odesdoenesecccmobeccsaace 39. 4 6.7 15.7 22:2 
IL hG) 2B WADiGe cs cos tce nese Sees ees ceaan cael eesecrarese -eraecc= 15.5 - 20.3 10.9 14.4 
S10 35 GEES. Capee cles saencap yess ecueaseer > senoeSeeaae ee opneic ShoJl 9.9 23.6 11.4 
SpyeaLs oldsLo Ginchesbigh= = 2f 2 - ee a Se of 1.6 1.4 1.1 
ETO IOS WO Ls Wie cocendeteteecaeseeapeneesesseee scbcesceas 3 67 eee ae, 

Average: 
WAS VERT L WGP oc os scenes eee oc eos ence seseoecemetsscesconae 22.4 17.8 10.8 19.8 
TID 2 WEDS Ss 6 535 aceon Geen SER tnS ae aoe sea Se eee sesser5 aaee 10.8 13.9 9.9 11.0 
Dike & WBS. cossccondedasseesessacce suse sr esseseosscusssseq geil 9.9 23.6 11.4 
SnyeaEsoldsrojounches) high = 22s see. ce ant =e 1.5 2.1 222, 1.9 
GHACHESHOM ee liemeciee see on seo mae eres are aeeenn SHO SE oe ote -6 59) 

1 Number killed by sheep in 1912 partly estimated. 

Tables 4 and 5 show the rate of growth in height of the important 
species on the Deadwood allotment, which corresponds to sites of 
poorer quality than the average, and on the South Fork allotment, 
which corresponds to average or better western yellow pine sites. 
The figures given represent growth of advance reproduction, mostly 
under timber rather than in openings. For comparison, the growth 
of dominant western. yellow pine seedlings in eastern Oregon ' is also 
shown. 

TABLE 4.— Juvenile height growth on experimental area. 

Western yellow pine. Douglas fir. Hodgenole 

Age in years. 
Deadwood. Soni M apne ttl Deadwood. coum Deadwood. 

Height in feet. 

Ie omc hoes PER ee 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 
TH Soe aS ae ee ee 8 Oe Bee -6 -9 1.7 -4 -6 -6 
UGS es Ane ees ae ae 12 2.1 PT 8 153 1.3 
PAV i 5 AA ele See ell ae a 2.0 indy | See eres. mee 2.4 2an 2.4 
ie ates Jane Dea ae ee 3.0 HOG Serre erase ee 2A. 3.6 4.0 
Seay aes LESS esse AS 4.2 OL Gs Sets se ee 2.8 OAD 6.2 
DO ran. Cason le Oa USES) eee meeee bee 3.7 9.5 10.0 
Ghia) A: 0 US ead ae eS ae ees (ola al has hee ee SMT oe os Be CAT ot Bey Saeed 15.7 
Number seedlings basis......_. 586 738 1,182 914 521 206 

TABLE 5.— Years required to reach a given height. 

Deadwood. South Fork. 

Height im feet. Western Douglas | Lodgepole Western Douglas 
yellow fir ane yellow fir 
pine. 3 pine: pine. ; 

Years. Years. Years. Years. Years. 
Ub ocik GBS 32 Se Sees ae oN SO te eG 8 12 9 5 10 
LB cet ae bits ee ae 2 aie Seiee ee ate ea hoa 17 20 16 13 16 
PDs Bed bo eRe). Sa SE eee: Beet Pee ae 23 28 20 17 20 
Aa sos 3 RE oe ae ee een ee 27 34 24 20 25 
eee eS SE ey ee tee yt ee: 31 39 27 23 28 
es pice a ae ee Bice emiee Ui es ca ieie eae Alea 35 43 29 25 30 

“= From United States Department of Agriculture Bulletin 418, Western Yellow Pine in Oregon, by T. T. 
unger. 
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After seedlings are 6 inches high the damage caused by moderately 
close grazing is negligible. According to Table 5, western yellow 
pine reaches this height in 5 years on the better sites or in 8 years on 
the poorer sites, Douglas fir in from 10 to 12 years, and lodgepole 
pine in 9 years. There is practically no damage at all after seedlings 
reach 1.5 feet in height, or after from 13 to 17 years for western yellow 
pine, from 16 to 20 years for Douglas fir, and 16 years for lodgepole 
ine. 

p From Table 3 and the height growth it is computed that on the 
Deadwood allotment 46.5 per cent of the western yellow pine which 
germinates will be killed if the area is grazed every year, or 8.7 per 
cent if grazing is eliminated until seedlings have passed their third 
year. On the South Fork the figures will be 43.4 per cent and 5.7 
per cent. Of Douglas fir in Deadwood, 48.8 per cent will be killed 
by grazing every year, or 14.3 per cent if it is suspended for three 
years; on the South Fork 44.2 per cent, or 9.9 per cent after three 
years, will be iost. In Deadwood 39.7 per cent of the lodgepole pine 
seedlings will be killed, or 15.1 per cent if the area is grazed after the 
third year only. 
- According to Table 3 a much larger proportion of western yellow 
pine seedlings less than a year old are killed than of Douglas fir, 
while only half as many of lodgepole pine are killed. This is probably 
due partly to the taller and more succulent and brittle stems of western 
yellow pine seedlings and partly to the fact that lodgepole pine repro- 
duction is more abundant where there is comparatively little palatable 
forage cover, so that grazing is apt to be lighter on spots where 
lodgepole pine seedlings predominate than where western yellow 
pine is the prevailing species. The characteristic distribution of 
western yellow pine seedlings in clumps planted by chipmunks and 
mice (Douglas fir and lodgepole pine usually occurring singly) may also 
result in a somewhat larger mortality, since the disturbance which 
affects one seedling in a clump affects the whole group. 

Table 8 indicates that as a general thing western yellow pine is 
iess likely to be killed after its third year than is Douglas fir or lodge- 
pole pine. This may be due to the larger size of three-year old yellow . 
pine seedlings. 

SEASON OF INJURY. 

To determine the relation between the amount of damage and the 
time of year when the grazing was done, the plots grazed on the Dead- 
wood allotment in 1913 were grouped into three classes: (a) those 
grazed early in the season, or up to the latter part of July, which in 
1913 was a fairly moist period; (b) those grazed in midseason, from 
late in July to the middle of August; and (c) those grazed late, or 
after the middle of August, the driest part of the season. Table 6 
shows the relative amount of damage done during each period. 
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TABLE 6.—Grazing injuries, by time of year, in percentages of number of seedlings on the 
plots at the time they were grazed. 

(Deadwood allotment, 1913.) 

Injured i 1 year Killed. 

Time of grazing and species. a Ov er 1 year 

nder 1 old and Browsed. | Trampled. year old. | under 13 

feet high. 

Early summer: 
Western pelow. PING eee sehen cae aes ae CG) Meaete ese: 24.2 0. 
Molasses ha cetaa aeicwt esha nosis aces ooecemiee (CO) ea pceatecseece 20. 6 8 
MOCO Ole PINCscs= = 2c cuscocesssess eee sec ewweceics ) arial |b See aress 18.5 4 

BUI Ae et ee Lae i | iho eee 23. 4 1.4 

Middle summer: 
Western yellow INCH se ebs ascetic neeouease sete (CO He ae eer 14.3 -E 
Wo welaseite meses ecicee ooeie es sete bees crete (1) (4) 24,7 1.4 
Wodgepoleypines 255... --=ssen- sess seeeeae= eee () () 6.8 1:5 

PAM eeI er ne cee Sere ioe Wate oe eae aia cacao -6 2 11.6 eat 

Late summer: 
Wresterm yellow: pines 2. e. cos atch eceecieekecee (Oe), Petes Se eee Geer 
TD yay ised esha Ves Se ee i ie te gar a a te L (1) (4) Re ese cy eee 
HCGAEC Ole PINCsc ence Hee aces ce Oba ee see eee | (2) (2) 9.3 2.0 

ET se HES See SS Ee eg Te eee me se A) 1 8.0 5 

1 Very small. 

Injuries which did not result in death, particularly those due to 
browsing, though insignificant at any season, were greater late in the 
season than during the earlier period. This is probably due to the 
drying of the succulent forage of the early part of the season and to 
the greater liking of sheep for browse types of forage as the season 
advances. 

The proportion of seedlings killed by grazing, particularly of those 
less than a year old, was very much greater early in the season than 
it was later. The reasons for this are that early in summer the seed- 
lings are rather brittle, with little wood in their stems; their roots do 
not go down very deep; the soil is moist and easily shoved out of 
place by the sheep; and seedlings injured early are either killed out- 
right or have small chance to recover because of the dry period which 
follows the injury. By the middle of August the season’s growth is 
nearly completed, the stems are tougher, the roots deeper and more 
widely spread, the soil is more firmly packed, and an injury is soon 
followed by the fall rainy period and the long winter period of rest, 
so that there is a fair chance for recovery from slight disturbance. 

RELATION BETWEEN AMOUNT OF DAMAGE AND INTENSITY OF GRAZING. 

The relation between intensity of grazing and amount of damage is 
shown in Table 7. Where the surface of the ground was not appre- 
ciably disturbed by trampling and very little of the forage cover was 
eaten the plot was classed as ‘‘lightly grazed’”’; where most of the 
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palatable forage was eaten, but the ground was not seriously tram- 
pled, the plot was classed as ‘‘moderately grazed”; and where prac- 
tically all forage was eaten and the surface considerably worn by 
trampling, it was called ‘‘closely grazed.’’ Bed grounds, where the 
sheep bunched up for the night or during the middle of the day and 
where grazing was most intense, were grouped separately. 

TABLE 7.—Grazing injuries according to intensity of grazing. 

(All years and allotments.) 

(A) SEEDLINGS MORE THAN ONE YEAR OLD (1912 TO 1914). 

Numbers. 

Seedlings on plots. 

Killed. Browsed. Trampled. 

Intensity of grazing. | + = 4 2 4 ta 1D 
5 = ° Pars ears aie Pas illus 110 Pg | 3 |-° 
= Ss as s We a Bs] 5 = = as Fs a As 
Fa) 3 | $8)9 8]! 3 |S8| S Be) 3 |Sa|be) g ica 
Se) > | o@| 3 |SE| & | o@| & [SE] wm | GaiSE| mi oe 
Se S ro! a 2 5 ro) ss 62 = fo) ok 5 ° 

= Qa EE 1a ta E ) ala ge Saas 
——— I = SSS eS Oe OO ee ee 

TAPHT A250 Le Se 2,503 | 2,446 | 1,392 | 168 | 35] 37] 25 gE We 8 Cm ee 6 5 1 
Moperate: 52-2533 2,174 | 1,761 714 | 193 | 59] 33] 52 8| 25 By es 9 1 2 
Close +22 See | 2,388 | 1,351 398} 76} 80) 23) 11 }..... 40 6 2| 18 4 5 
Bedss22. i es | 1,188 993 685 }.2-25 1 SO" 32°] 42 ar eee 8} 13} 10] 18] 18 9 

j | 

(B) SEEDLINGS LESS THAN ONE YEAR OLD (1913 AND 1914). 

| 85] 496] 1] 16] 12 
138] 385] 11] 230] 29 

| 240] 106] 2] 344) 35 
| - 213 ey Lee 244 | 45 

(A) SEEDLINGS MORE THAN ONE YEAR OLD (1912 TO 1914)—Continued. 

Per cent. 

Killed Browsed. Trampled 

Intensity of grazing. = 2 = 2 - 2 
As o o md o So ms o o 

& Ss as = 5 S as & =| Bs 

Se,| 2 og | & AA] 2 | og fe | 2 | oP 5 & |we| o 5 S| ae 5 S | wx 

22) 2 te ae Sas <a alee te = 
~ So ° = — as So ° — S ° ° — 

= Aa 5 =a |- Aah Me! bc A |xA < 

1 OTs) ea eek Beit | L425) £8] 06/905] o5) wee 0:3: O84 ROY 24 oh -0b2 
Moderate..........-- 207 1 A50 | STAN AD | Sno aed rT RSP 2 BP rage eT. | 93 
ORG 6 ae | Aq) deal Ss lose Pn fel bic Ee .5 Pig bear oc .8 Sou te 27 

Boeds*: 335 .' es Berita ak) eee [452 47, 1334]. .455) S574 55h GIES eats ees. 
a 

(B) SEEDLINGS LESS THAN ONE YEAR OLD (1913 AND 1914)—Continued. 

ao | | Taghits se 6.3: ).444)| ee: -- ee 6.5 Fd Diego eer” i Pee 2 ee tee ae Leas 
Moderate...........- | 24.3 | 21.0 | 15.1 | 54.5 [ee ee ee ce eeence! Wie aes OES oe Ree: a eee 
Closet es: #3 Se | 28.7 | 14.6] 19 | |-...-- oo 7 let | eas ee I Beate, 5 Eeteetie Inj ere 1 
Boule ces shee bes | 29.6 | 21.1 | 99.6 [222277 29 pAb eae \"il9 3 | ri iy HON, C4 



Bul. 738, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE Ill. 

Fia. 1.—AREA USED FoR BED GROUND FOR ONE NIGHT. 

Injury to reproduction and to forage cover is not serious. 

pases * 

ST nspect a 

% 

F-17354-A 

Fic. 2.—BED GROUND USED SEVERAL NIGHTS IN SUCCESSION. 

Note entire absence of vegetation and thick layer of mulch. 



PLATE IV. Bul. 738, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 

F-17356-A 

INJURY TO LODGEPOLE PINE REPRODUCTION ON BED GROUND USED FOR SEVERAL NIGHTS. 

Few of these saplings recovered from the injury 
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As would be expected, the amount of injury and death increased 
fairly constantly with increased intensity of grazing. Except on 
bed grounds and areas grazed with similar intensity, the damage was 
not very serious for seedlings more than a year old, and even in 
such places only 4 per cent of the seedlings were killed. A con- 
siderable proportion, from 20 to 30 per cent, of those less than a 
year old were killed on all except the lightly grazed plots, where 
only 6.5 per cent were lost. 

Table 8 shows that after their third year a very small proportion 
of seedlings, less than 1 per cent per year, is killed by grazing of 
moderate intensity; that is, by grazing close enough to utilize prac- 
tically all of the palatable forage. 

TasLe 8.—Seedlings from 3 years old to 14 feet high killed by sheep on moderately 
grazed plots. 

Per cent of seedlings on grazed plots 
killed. 

Allotment and species. 
Average 

1912 1913 1914 for 
period. 

Deadwood: 
Mellow plnicmn ee min: - Sestak hte Soi te eae ees easel sieselsctewelne parted cmt 0.7 0. 26 
IDOUEIOS II eoa do Shos de See aeeen tae Senne eer aae ss aaa enie ae ee ee ad -8 -47 
Modeppoleypine ber ee race tale foe ete cietel= elie ss sine srayaee ers arc ie|| Saye lote asin -5 | 2.5 ‘1.08 - 

EAN nee ee ees ace rele ofa Sema Me ae seals ea tis| aca de ce sige 3 iil - 51 

Silver Creek: | 
NCHOWaDINe sAeenceer etal eocijacc sete ou eee ane atadeck Sates ze2 GNOE Shs wee [AAs eee 1.11 

* TO OEE ES TPS SS OCC et EL SC et ee ern ae 4.6 USGr | Sosa cee 1.07 
EEL GG pliner ater ee tee tele sya als Stes ers pennies seins Siaial|io sie: Aun Sweial| ciace' SOs |ciaistaroie Cael tein Se 

PAV Boerne EN ys) ee SSC ew ane ae we mee be cee cames ceed 5.5 allaeaaacenes 95 

South Fork: 
PCH OWA DING hese Sees aS sia see's wsciteeieics sase -octeeeeanser [Eeeseesee le Been JS0 see eeeees 
ID Ot ASR TA eee ae mga sibs oni oie eine aee satis sem pisietns ta eater cgiee «dace saan er GEhO)seoneaoace 

PAS Eee ert stsers toe he Se ee are a ae See Se So genital Meee em asst alah |Secacss oc Si lesa eene 

All areas: 
BYiC log IMG Mery= Sami sae ciats me tain ticles civ nis Ginic joie cieiaie as ae eae ae Deen see senaarerce 702 
Pee ae Bee ese sel en ae tow anan oneness dee eee semen. Se wees sci eacscenacla|s Hee kones < ae 
(NOK OND (OAR) .3 Sees OSES IRE OC SSAe EOE She raeeoe ORE SE scae) OSes a See eree ail oe ae crore 1.0 

“VLU SER Sica on ae ip om i a Sree ce Peace Se ae leer ieeeacoavel eaescecent 

PANT Reta te ee ake ey Dee onde teat nM A esas oltos se sll Ss See ees 76 

Although the plots did not happen to be located so as to show the 
effect of repeated use of the same bed ground, it was established by 
observation that the damage on the second and succeeding nights 
was very much greater in proportion than that on the first night. 
The first time a bed ground is used the sheep spend the time just 
before dark and in the morning before they are driven off the area 
in browsing, first, such forage plants as are present, and then, if 
they are left too long or forage is scanty, the conifer reproduction. 
Very few seedlings were browsed on the experimental areas on bed 



grounds used for one night only. On one plot which was part of a_ 
bed ground in 1913, only 37 out of 160 seedlings less than a year old 
were killed by the sheep. If sheep are driven back to the same bed 
the next night, or at any time before a full new crop of foliage has 
sprung up, the damage by browsing is almost always very serious, 
as there remain only the least palatable forage plants and the conifers. 
On bed grounds used for several times in succession every green leaf 
is removed, and even the bark of saplings up to several inches in 
diameter is gnawed off. For like reason similar conditions prevail 
along driveways used for several bands of sheep. 
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CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF GRAZING. 

The cumulative effect of three years’ grazing is indicated in Table 
9, which shows in percentages of the numbers originally on the plots 
in the spring of 1912, the numbers gained by germination, those lost 
by death, and the net result. The figures, which are grouped accord- 
ing to the average intensity of grazing during the three years, show 
plainly that in spite of greater germination on the more closely 
grazed plots the net loss increased rapidly with increased intensity 
of grazing. While there was an increase in the number of seedlings 
on plots grazed lightly or not at all, there was a shght decrease on 
moderately grazed plots, and a considerable loss on closely grazed 
areas. 

TaBLe 9.—Changes in numbers of seedlings from spring 1912 to fall, 1914, on 71 plots on 
Deadwood and Silver Creek, in percentages of the numbers originally on the plots in the 
spring of 1912. 

Western yellow pine. Douglas fir. Lodgepole pine. 

Average intensity of grazing. Per Per Per Per Per Per 
cent | cent a cent | cent eee cent | cent et 
alive | germi- ed alive | germi- aead alive | germi- aed 

at end. | nated. * {at end. | nated. * |at end.} nated. 4 

INoierazedacns: ater e ee eee 96.3 61.5 65.2} 104.6 54.4 49.8] 143.8 59.7 15.9 
Grazedtlightlys=-e- seers 94. 4 42.7 48.3 100. 6 30. 2 29.6 172.3 184. 7 112.4 
Grazed moderately ....-...-. 78. 4 76.0 97.6 | 102.4 25. 2 22.8 | 133.1 87.3 54. 2 
Grazed Closely-pseeeeee ae (E57) 101.7 128.5 96.1 61. 2 65. 1 99. 4 38. 2 38.8 
B6dsaccovccaseore cee one 65.3 133.7 168. 4 100. 0 316.7 SL GHIA eevee ie aaa Se eelefere ove 

JAN es 52. dae ee ee 83.4 71.8 88. 4 101.3 36.7 35.4 146.1 108.9 62.8 

White fir. All species. 

Average intensity of grazing. | Per cent | Per cent Per cent | Per cent 
alive | germ- | / seeney alive’ | germi- ee ee 

at end. nated. : at end. nated. ‘ 

INOWPrazed: AU SAE Ase) Me EES 100.0 12.9 12.9 110.3 54.3 44.0 
(Sra ZOqlgHely ome ene seca ite cee eto 105.3 Pai 15.8 110.6 64.3 53.7 
Grazed moderately........-.. ~ hope ards 100.0 28.5 28.5 93. 6 56. 6 63.0 
Grazed' Clos6lyee ac. ep ssa emeeee aac | osicve slaw c's | ee ore eee | Beene 81.2 86.5 105.3 
IBGds2 254 SEA C SECA AIP 2 Se tes cote page seetace ketenes a3 100.0 67.9 150.9 183.0 

A EE. LBA tet 20.2 98.5| 64.9 66.4 yd | 400.5 | 20.7 | 
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RELATION BETWEEN AMOUNT OF DAMAGE AND AMOUNT AND CHARACTER OF THE 
FORAGE. 

The quantity of palatable forage on a given area may affect the 
amount of damage done in two ways. If the total quantity of feed 
is too small for the number of stock allotted to the area, there will 

probably be considerable browsing injury and more injury from 
trampling than if there is abundant feed so that the sheep need not 
wander around looking for it. On the other hand, whether the 
allotment as a whole has ample forage for the allotted stock or not, 
the injury due to trampling, which causes most of the deaths of small 
seedlings, is likely to be greatest on those parts of the allotment 
where the amount of palatable forage is greatest. The reason for 
this is that the sheep will spend more time where forage is abundant 
than where it is scanty. 
Trampling is more serious on steep slopes than on more level 

places, except around beds, watering places, or along driveways, 
because of the tendency of sheep on hillsides to follow each other’s 
footsteps and thus wear trails, and because of the greater likelihood 
that seedlings will be uprooted or buried by trampling in such places. 

Where the forage is composed largely of tender herbaceous vege- 
tation reproduction is more subject to damage than where there 
are Shrubs or dense tufts et perennial grasses or weeds to protect the 
seedlings. 

COMPARISON OF THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY SHEEP AND BY OTHER AGENCIES. 

To account for deaths due directly or indirectly to grazing, but 
whose cause could not be definitely traced, a comparison was made 
between the total deaths during the summer on grazed and ungrazed 
plots. 

With very few exceptions, the mortality on grazed plots was the 
greater for all species and size classes. Excepting the 2 to 3 year 
old white fir, for which there were too few figures for a good average, 
this difference in favor of ungrazed plots was very marked for all 
seedlings less than 6 inches high. 

Table 10 indicates that a SEE number of the smaller seedlings 
- died even where no grazing was done.. The total amount of injury 
_ and death during the period of the study due to causes other than 
grazing is summarized in Table 11. Tables 12 and 13 compare graz- 
ing injuries with those due to other causes for the different species 
and allotments. 

The increase in the number of deaths in 1913 and 1914 was due to 
the greater number of plots and the larger number of seedlings 
examined, and to the greater proportion of seedlings less than 1 
year old which resulted from the abundant germination, .especially 
in 1913. 
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TaBLeE 10.—Deaths during summer, from all causes, on grazed and ungrazed plots. 

(All years and allotments.) 

. Lia o, | Douglas fir. re White fir. All. 

Height class. Not |a Not Not Not Not 
grazed. razed grazed Grazed crazed Grazed. grazed. Grazed. crazed. Grazed. 

Deaths in per cent of the numbers of seedlings on the plots. 

Under J. yeans.2 £42.55 .- 
WTO A°VOSIS sos =n ae cemete 
2 GO Syears-..5-. eeee es ae 
3 years old to 6 inches high 
6 inches to 13 feet.......-- 

RRO 

Pee Sat ane 

Reboot 

Ohi Soa NIN Dar wb bo 

WH OMOM 

ra 

_ Pons 

NRWRwWOOm EU Hae (27 eM ged hy! it 
4054 feet . 5 2222 25.682] aaa ee hed | Poe e al be a | es | ee ee | ee eee ce 

Taking the combined areas as a whole, more than three times as 
many seedlings were killed by other causes as were killed by sheep 
grazing, and five times as many were injured. The injury to leaders 
and side branches of Douglas fir and lowland white fir was princi- 
pally due to late frosts, which in 1913 and 1914 killed back much of 
the new growth on these species. This injury was less serious on the 
Deadwood than on the other areas, probably because growth com- 
mences several weeks later at the higher altitudes. The pines, espe- 
cially western yellow pine, are attacked by a tip moth whose larva 
develops in the leader and finally cuts it off. Other injuries were 
due to rodents (rabbits and porcupines especially), birds (particularly 
grouse), and fungous diseases of needles and bark. 

TaBLeE 11.—Deaths and injuries on all plots, due to causes other than sheep grazing. 

Deadwood. Silver Creek. 

Year and species. B riers Le : B ey iss 
lo | oe) ok) Eee al aes elf an eee gees 
oO a 8B Hw acm Oo 3 a3 H = 

ov mie C) 3 By S| o BST I <3) bs) 4 
FA Wess || y= Oo |e ie 4 |me2 | 4 (ea i 

1912: 
Western yellow pine..-.. - 
Douplas fire see se aes eee 
Lodgepole pine........._- 
Whiter A232. se: bse 

Ae oars Sere ee 

1913: 
Western yellow pine 
Doeuglasitin®: (see ee 
Lodgepole pine........... 
Wihiteminge hse: xed 

ATeccnt 2 wages Er ae J 

1914: 
Western yellow pine..... 3 2 Bat Beets eae So 518 1 4 23 2 487 
Douglastiree. Jet ee 263 \k 20251) rere | aoe 220) See ee 46 | 468 ]...... 269 
Lodgepole pine...........!.....- 1 IGM (ogee fl (Ea 620: - 2. S20 AAUIPe Se eee pases 
WIS esfin > = Pr SR oe Sly tee |e essed Paces see oed bes seals 5. 2- 2h \¢ S16) eee | 19 

BEN a bei bint ate Bap: Sosa eee 1,358 >it || vac aig ee 715 
——=—|—== =~ == = = 

All'years total........-.-....+ 5 2 B77 nl | 4 3, 022 | 1 7| 715 5 |- 2,797 
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Tasie 11.—Deaths andin juries on all plots, due to causes other than sheep grazing—Con. 

South Fork. Allareas. 

Year and species. Z eo gs . A é £ 
3) So) a Lo uo} oO 6) . i co} 

S\se}2|/2/82/4/3 |s8| 2 | 2 |Ezl 2 
a eaves eh Meena eel cao oe) a ie i 

1912: 
Western yellow 
MICS coca 2's. = « 130 la caer lope atte) Reacts SSeEe eka eeeeee DINE ys 76 5 1 544 

Douglas FIAT 3 ae ete eee (Mo |S ne | sear een | ia Sil 1 PA es Se 2 76 
Logpepols FED REL ese | renee RN ta a Oe PE halle eke Ue eee ee | a 11 ye al 13 
\WWLIIG ir eescce Se Sceaae eae ae sl ener eee mre peeeiaed| eaeae |e eee peotae|paeoosed skeetalesagar 1 

JM pe Sea cer Ge El FSEEEIS eel eee temas a weer Do Pain peop es 1 1 110 7 4 634 

1913: 
Western yellow 
LLC Beery eee ee eis aaa ese Mepcteypaflan ee ceili eters 1 2 141 So be penta 1,931 

IDOMGIDS ini? soo saeco eens |e mel Gee Se eee eetarel Reiiee oa| |S See See eee SUG Sse | Meee 517 
Lodgepole pine.....|......]...-.- IE Be clebl es eeeel ae ier) ese l| ne ene Rome ne ISH Meer tery ba er Se 593 
VALU S EC Se excel Se ec ee mele Hl Rea | eam PAN eet HN as 11 

PN eee ners aloes Pole cf ee ee 1 2 243 Si da oe 3, 052 

1914: 
Western yellow 
INC eee as. Acs 2 il 43 5 2 142 6 7 121 7 2 1,147 

Mowelasitin ys Ae. Sales ae TOS era SE se es lou ee G2r eee 91 QS) |e rere a8 551 
vodsepole FOTO eel ees coe levee ests lS reese [espe esesnncete |e | ea 1 Ls ore ele me reeee 620 
White fir eSB EE BEI See ote toes | oe eee emer Weidceal eee ce|eees = 21 DG eae alte 19 

JNU yeeeregeenae 2 20) 261 5 2) 204 6 120 1, 200 7 2 2,337 

All years total.......... 2 20| 261 5 2) 204 8} 123] 1,553 23 6 6, 023 

TABLE 12.—Comparative damage from sheep grazing and from other causes. 

(Allallotments and years.) 

Nature of injury. 

Species and cause of injury. 
Side Tram- All not p 

Needles. nen. Leader. Bark. pled. feted Killed. 

Western yellow pine: 

Table 14 shows the causes of death in 1913 and 1914, as far as 
could be ascertained with a fair degree of certainty. Of the several 
hundred deaths whose cause could not be determined, most were 
probably due to drought or a combination of drought and excessive 
heating of the surface soil. This is the most serious obstacle to suc- 
cessful reproduction in the western yellow pine type. “ Winter- 
killed”’ in the first column of the table really embraces a number of 
causes, including drought, frost, fungus, and others. 
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TABLE 13.—Comparative damage from sheep grazing and from other causes. 

(All years and species.) 

Nature of injury. 

Allotment and cause cf injury. | a 
ide f 2s Tram- All not 317, | Needles. branch, | Leader. | Bark. pled. killed. Killed. 

Deadwood: | 
Sheep as. 2422. cs ecseer eee ee 34 ‘ 65 7 84 194 753 
Other y-25= sesso ares | 5 32 | 577 13 4 631 3, 022 

Silver Creek: | | 
espe Sse ee eek 18 | 7 68 1 11 105 970 
OV ease ae Sees ae Ce ih) 71 715 Bit) ce me 792 2,797 

South Fork: | 
NEO asian Pano eee eee 2 9 12 1 4 28 59 
OUMere eee eee eee 20 261 5 2 290 204 

TABLE 14.—Gauses of deaths of seedlings between the end of the summer of 1912 and the 
end of the swmmer of 1914. 

Less than 1 year old. - More than 1 year old. 

Cause of death. e 
Western aq | Lodge- | Western Lodge- 
yellow Donel: pole yellow | onelas pole 
pine. ; pine. pine. . : pine. 

Sheep: : 
STOMA 3 Soe oes oe aia Beda Mec OR RE 520 12 118 201 91 114 
Probablocsat alee see se eee 838 119 118 201 99 116 

IDIRob la yee oa eee tee ae Mee eel ae 917 264 523 615 298 267 
Wanter-ldlledin ne piek no eeae ae a ees 523 215 282 216 161 195 

BOSte sts Societe aoe tees eee ee eee aN Ree aes total iS Be Baloo, A) A a Se 2 1 
HTOSION..< o's Se ie) RIS eae Se se SE eT cle |e ee | ee 1 Se ee eee 
Dampediom-- es. . sks tosses cee eee 166 7 PO ae alee ee fee eet cisel Py tee neg se 
MUN PUSS see ley see ears beeen ee eas 2 Pay Paice acs 110 18 2 
Bitten off by rodents or birds. ..-.-:-.---- 240 Te BEE RRR E Merete lola come ce mellem 
Due wpb ytod elite sees =e eee eee eo cae i ee CD oh ae a areas ae Sis 
Chipmim 32 see cue os eee eeh ceaen ae eeees beac eee | Bataan | eee Su| See ensece|eascens ore 
Mole ne sshsreatidt «basin pate. Baa rere names eee sgyarse betas lGre sees ID Ni| oe Serer avs Rye Si 
Rabbits. 25-5 there de nae ni ere ee See Tl akraete aa ee pea ler dt far | (oe 
Deer dee bao eicece Sahn see ree ae il ee ls ee Bi eee ye eictaciesa ea 
IB Gare: Pe eee tee ae ee ete 6 LS eS acta SS er ee ease eae teres 2 
Cattle cece riine Gorewt ieee beeen DR Pn ne | eee rece ja kee Sines 1 
EL OLSOSS 4 -8:2 A) iad Soe eee ROE Dili sein eal a eae ie eases ae 1 
Ment oe a chee aos meiaiiea ee Cee es 12 2 3 20) SEES RE Sst ait 
MISC CTS ae tsen ee ee Poe Be See eee sponte pa Se ko eit, yer eee Sel Breve pe ges ene Ba 
IPOTCUPIBG 65-2 ee tate ee a eee a el oe boss dee amee eal eet eee ZU (eee are el Oc oe 
Shadeo eet sak oe Pt Se eto e abe sn eee Bi s2- caer ee 2 ANE Rens ores lee See re 8 
Rolling log? 22... .22.2.- SsSe55) 55 Pe Se A Re ee a ae ero | ae | at 1 
Crowded 2% [oF So325 eee se ee eee Mee Bsrcnse be cece sen fers soe case) issocgyaealfesseeisade 

Mobales co. Leen eer etee een 2,719 | 614 935 1,191 579 514 

VALUATION OF DAMAGE. 

Using the table of height growth and the average proportions of 
seedlings of different sizes killed by all agencies on the grazed plots 
on all areas, curves were constructed to show the per cent of mor- 
tality at different ages. Table 15 was read off from these curves, 
and from it was computed Table 16, which shows the number of 
seedlings of any age up to 20 years necessary to insure a stand of 
100 trees per acre of any of the three species at an assumed maturity 
of 150 years. These figures allow for deaths from all ordinary 
causes, including grazing every year, but, of course, do not allow for 
extraordinary deaths due to such causes as fires or epidemics of 
insects or of fungous diseases, 
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TaBLE 15.—Average mortality from all causes on grazed areas of seedlings of different ages. 

Year of age. 

Deadwood. South Fork. 

Western Lodge pole| Western 
yellow pine. Douglas fir. pine. yellow pine. Douglas fir. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
look Gocco Seb ee eepe ses ASE eS eae 82 80 50 82 80 
Down UBER DOS SCOR BORE eee ae | 42 47 35 41 47 
eer rset ne OAC EAL ables s 27 28 24 22 28 
4) yb Roc See EO OOS ee ee ee 20 20 16 14 18 
Dooce ge tosses Ges O Se Ae Se eee 15 16 11 9 13 

(Oe woven: cen as ee ie ee ee eee 11 12 at 7 10 
Ve te: lee Ged eee POR ee Bee ee ee 8 10 5 5 8 
Bele cede Hee Rese eee rs eee ee eee eee a 6 8 4 4 6 
Qo ede ee SOUS CERO S ee Bee 4 aaa rae ieee 5 6 3 3 4 
10). 23.58 bade SES see ke eee ee eee 4 5) 2.5 bis 3 

Te ok cede HAS Se ee re 3 4 eZ PLB) BH, 15) 
WHE ae Eo ee OO eae ee 2.5 3 11.5) 2 2 
1B. oo e.de seb Ree eee 2 2.5 1,5} 2 i155 
TL a5 5 See e ats ake Se ae ee ae ee eee ee ee 2 7) 1G} 2 1 
TERME e) J oenrs Ss Fel ye to ue 2 1.5 1 16 1 

UG. - 2p O.2e net PS SASS Cee ee pee ee 15 1.5 1 i166) 5) 
Wh. ceso8 5 ooS AR Oe es emer i) il 25) 1 1 1.5) “®) 
TRS: een ero kU ks SS es ie ea oe 1,5} 1 1 1.5 59) 
I. pecs Ske Goer a eeeteemenreees are ener amie one i & 1 1 1 a5 
AD. a ene chee Cate eee aoe ee eee 126) 1 1 il! 453 

PG OR 2M aie sy Day seton es aie 1 50) ot) 1 ABS 
AG VOB: <= ie 1 = 4) a) a6) 50) 
ORIGE Soc once ce Tose See eae eee a) oa) 35 20) ay 

TABLE 16.—Average number of seedlings per acre at different ages necessary to insure a 
stand of 100 trees per acre of any of the three species at 150 years, if ordinary grazing 
every year 1s permitted. 

At beginning of year. 

Deadwood. South Fork. 

Western | Douglas | Lodgepole Western | Douglas yellow fir ae yellow fir 
pine. g one pine. 

6,700 6, 850 1,475 4,350 5,170 
1) 200 1,370 735 790 1,085 

700 725 480 470 575 
510 525 365 365 415 
410 420 305 315 340 

345 350 270 290 295 
310 310 255 270 265 
285 280 240 255 245 
265 255 230 245 230 
255 240 225 240 220 

245 230 220 230 215 
235 220 215 225 210 
230 215 210 220, 205 
225 210 205 215 200 
220 205 205 210 195 

215 205 200 205 195 
210 200. 200 | 200 195 

- 210 200 195 200 190 
205 195 195 195 190 
205 195 195 195 190 
200 190 190 190 190 

On the basis of the material in United States Department of Agri- 
culture Bulletin 418, ‘‘Western Yellow Pine in Oregon,” a full stand 
of western yellow pine of 16 inches diameter, approximately 150 years 
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old, should have about 40 trees per acre. This would mean a volume 
of about 10,000 board feet. A small, even-aged stand on the Payette 
Forest, approximately 150 years old, had 230 trees per acre, prac- 
tically all western yellow pine, between 10 and 22 inches diameter, 
besides 160 trees below 10 inches; and its volume (trees 10 inches 
and over) was approximately 23,000 board feet per acre. This is 
very exceptional for a stand in virgin forest, but may be possible with 
managed forests. 

If 40 trees per acre are assumed to constitute a full stand, but 0.4 
as many seedlings as are indicated in Table 16 will be needed; but if 
200 trees per acre are assumed, the figures in the table should be 
doubled. Ifafullstand of Douglas firis taken as 167 trees,1 the figures 
should be increased by two-thirds for Douglas fir stands. Assuming 
250 trees per acre ? as normal for lodgepole pine at maturity (140 years) 
the figures in Table 16 should be multiplied by 2.5—that is, there 
should be approximately 3,700 seedlings the first year. 

TaBLE 17.—Amount of reproduction on all plots, spring of 1914, reduced to a per acre 
basis. 

(All sizes up to 5} feet high.) 

| 
Number per acre. Per cent of total. 

Allotment. West- West- | 
ern | Doug- ade White | potaj.|_ em  Doug- rong White 

yellow j las fir. a fir. ~ | yellow las fir. os é 
pine. Pp pine. Bene 

Deadwood. 222. 25 5-aaseneeeee 3,450 | 2,87 | 25490) cs eene 9,070 38 32 ot)a ees * 
Silveri Creek! sore Sve eee 65580)|) 2359403 wee eee 910 | 11,430 58 BEN Reese 8 
Sort ork: (4 eae 5.050 | 2,070 | fe Res Pao 7,120 71 8) } oe ee ee 

Table 17, which shows the number of seedlings per acre actually 
present on the plots on all three allotments in the spring of 1914, 
indicates plainly that there was sufficient reproduction present to 
make a full stand in spite of grazing injuries. On areas as well 
stocked with reproduction as those covered by the study the com- 
paratively small amount of scattered injury which results when the 
stock is carefully managed can hardly be said to represent a tangible 
loss of value. Where the number of seedlings present is already 
insufficient to make a full stand at maturity, or where injuries are 
concentrated, as on trails, bed grounds, or very seriously overgrazed 
areas, so as practically to eliminate all reproduction over a continuous 
area of any considerable size, there is a loss. 

If seed trees are present in sufficient quantity to reseed the area, 
the loss will equal the value of the growth already made by the seed- 

1 See Bulletin 418. 

2 See United States Department of Agriculture Bulletin 154, ‘‘ Life History of Lodgepole Pine in the 

Rocky Mountains,’ by D. T. Mason, p. 31. 
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lings, which at 10 years of age will be approximately 30 cents per 
acre or $0.001 per tree if there are less than 300 seedlings per acre, 
and at 20 years 75 cents per acre or one-third of a cent per seedling 
where there are less than 250 per acre. These values, which are based 
on an average annual increment (for a $50-year rotation) of 100 board 
feet per acre and a stumpage price of $5 per 1,000 feet, are liberal.’ 
With an average annual increment of 200 board feet, which may be 
possible on the best sites, the loss would be 60 cents and $1.50 per acre 
at 10 and 20 years. 

In case of restocking open burns, clear-cut areas, or plantations, 
where the reproduction must be replaced artificially, the loss will be 
the above cost plus the cost of restoration, which has been estimated 
at $9 per acre for eastern Oregon; $10 per acre, or 4 to 5 cents per tree, 
will cover the whole loss. Such areas of total destruction need not 
occur with regulated grazing, except possibly in the case of a few 
driveways which for topographic or other reasons can not be so 
located as to avoid injury; and unless the range is overstocked these 
can in any case be kept very small. 

BENEFITS OF SHEEP GRAZING TO THE FOREST. 

Benefits to the forest resulting from the use of the range may often 
offset the shght damage done by regulated grazing. These benefits 
may consist in direct aid to forest reproduction or in lessening the 
danger of serious fires. 

AID TO REPRODUCTION. 

The value of sheep grazing in helping tree reproduction to start is _ 
frequently overestimated. It does result in more abundant ger- 
mination under certain conditions, viz, in case of heavy grazing on 
poor sites. A pair of plots on a very poor lodgepole pine site, similar 
in all respects except in the intensity of grazing on them, showed this 
result: 

Bed ground, Lightly 
1912. grazed, 1912. 

PATON (SQUARE NEE I) ees eta scl: Mise norat sala erect ole ais vie ini cies Re SaaS cre = Se esis 800 800 
Seedlings over 1 year old...._......-.- Ps Ley tis ROR Dn kU See er None. None. 

BCCLIMIMALCC LOLS L eens sous Sa ee eT ek BO ee. cece abe 75 17 

In this case the soil was so dry and lacking in organic matter as to 
be very unfavorable to reproduction, but the sheep, bedding in the 
same place for several successive nights, left a thick layer of mulch, 
so that seedlings not only germinated in greater numbers, but grew 

~ much more vigorously than those on the lightly grazed plot. As is 
usually the case where an area is excessively overgrazed, all of the 

1 See Bulletin 418. 
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reproduction already on this bed ground was severely browsed and 
much of it killed. | 

Table 9 also shows an increase in germination on the most closely 
erazed areas, but indicates that light or moderate grazing did not 
have this result; while a series of plots on sites naturally favorable 
to reproduction showed that on such sites even close grazing may not 
result in greater germination. These plots showed this result: 

Bed ground, Lightly 
1912. grazed, 1912. 

sArea (Squiareiféet) 3 252. 2.2 Spd 25 8S pans Eee 5 a =e eee 1,380 1,380 
Seedlings over-1 year old: = =o. 2 <- 2. 2.225222 one a ee eee eee 41 ~ 40 
Germinated, 1913.2... ..---.-.-, 5. Moser Stree 52582 eee SSH te 128 235 

The theory is often advanced that sheep grazing aids the seeds to 
germinate by ‘‘harrowing” them into the soul. This might be an 
important factor if the grazing were done after the seeds fall; but 
since the cones usually do not begin to open to any great extent 
until September, near the end of the grazing season, and since most 
of the germination takes place before the sheep go on the timbered 
range in the spring, the benefit is slight. As lodgepole pine seed 
begins to fall somewhat earlier than the other species and germinates 
‘during most of the summer and fall, its germination may be con- 
siderably helped by the ‘‘harrowing-in”’ process. 
It it probably not true that sheep by loosening the soil and eating 
competing foliage help seedlings to survive. Table 18, in which the 
total deaths between the fall count in 1913 and the first count in 
1914 are grouped according to the intensity of grazing during 1913, 
shows that the proportion of survival through the winter was slightly 
greater on grazed areas than on those which were not grazed. Table 
10, however, shows plainly that the sheep did not help seedlings to 
live through the summer season and Table 9 shows that the greater 
mortality on grazed areas during the summer more than balanced 
the slight gain in survival over winter plus the increased germination 
on grazed areas. 

TaBLeE 18.—Deaths from all causes between last count, 1913, and first count, 1914, accord- 
ing to intensity of grazing in 1913. Per cent of number on plots, fall 1913. 

(Deadwood and Silver Creek.) 

Western Douglas | Lodgepole a 
yellow pine. fir. pine. White fir. aM 

Number of'seedlings.° . (23-22. yes 5,392 |“ 4,083 12, 604 

Per cent died on: 
All ungrazed plots s..4 2. 4p-iy 442-2 120 8.5 11.4 
LL BLAZER OLS Sere 2 aoe ae eee sao 10.7 6.6 9.0 

Per cent in favor of grazed plots. -.-. 1.3 1.9 194” 

Died on ‘‘moderately”’ grazed plots... 9.7 by 8.6 
Per cent in favor of ‘‘ moderate” grazing | 2.3 3.3 2.8 

SS Olle 
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PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE. 

. The most important benefit to the forest which can be attributed 
to grazing is the reduction in quantity of inflammable ground. cover 
and the consequent decrease in fire hazard. Its not probable that 
the number of fires can be reduced in this way, but their intensity 
and consequently their size and the amount of damage done, is bound - 

to decrease with a decrease in the quantity of fuel on the ground. 
This is particularly apt to be true in a forest of the western yellow 

. pine type, where fire seldom runs in the crowns. but.nearly always on 
. the ground. If the ground cover is scanty, the older timber is to a 

certain extent immune from serious damage by surface fires and there 
is more likelihood that occasional patches of reproduction will escape 
destruction. Entire denudation of thé soil, such as o¢curs on much- 
cused bed grounds and along driveways, absolutely prevents fires from 
spreading in such places, but of course destroys any reproduction 
which may be present. Light or moderate grazing does not remove 
enough of the cover to stop fires, but may considerably. reduce their 
heat and rapidity of spread and make them easier to combat. 

MANAGEMENT OF GRAZING. 

The points brought out in the study suggest a number of principles 
for the management of grazing in western yellow pine and, with slight 
modifications, in the other timber types of the region. . These prin- 
ciples are based on (1) the utilization of the forage in the way most 
advantageous to the stockman, (2) the welfare of the forest repro- 
duction, (8) the reduction of the fire hazard. 

TIME TO GRAZE. 

In general, the range should be grazed before the forage becomes 
dry and unpalatable. Grazing should start in the lower parts of the 
western yellow pine country (3,000 to 4,000 feet altitude) early in 
May and practically close by the middle or end of July. The higher 
altitudes can be grazed from about June 1 to the end of July, or, in 
wet seasons, to the middle of August. Areas consisting largely of 
erass or weed range should be used first, since they contribute largely 
to the inflammable ground cover of August. Besides, if they are 
fed off early, they will often produce another crop of foliage or seeds 
before the end of the season. Areas where there is great likelihood 
of fires starting should be grazed before the dry season begins. Areas 
“upon which most of the reproduction is under 3 years old should be 
grazed as late in the season as is possible with proper utilization of 
the feed, since they are the least liable to injury. Such areas should 
not be grazed when the ground is saturated, especially early in the 
season. | 
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INTENSITY OF GRAZING. 

As a general rule the range should be grazed just enough to remove 
the greater part of the palatable forage. Extensive browsing of the 
less palatable species or of conifer reproduction is the best evidence 
that an area is being grazed too closely not only for the good of the 
range but also for the best interest of the stock. 

Steep slopes with loose soil, particularly where the seedlings are less | 
than a foot and a half high, and reproducing burns, clear-cut areas, 
or plantations with seedlings up to 5 or 10 years old, depending on the ~ 
site, should be grazed rather lightly, especially in the first part of the 
season or during a wet period. In many instances it will be desirable 
to eliminate grazing entirely from plantations or other areas of seed- 
lings less than three years old. During a dry season spots where 
danger of fire is greatest may be grazed as closely as possible. Very 
close grazing is also permissible on areas poorly stocked with repro- 
duction where a heavy crop of seed is expected in the fall, or where 
artificial reseeding is planned. If a good catch of seedlings takes place 
such areas should be grazed very lightly or not at all for at least - 
three years succeeding the seed year. 

The carrying capacity of western yellow pine range varies so 
widely with the locality and the season that no definite figures can be 
laid down which will have a general application. Much of the poorer 
range, such as that on the Deadwood allotment, will require up to 10 
acres per grown sheep for a 60-day season; while the best range will 
sometimes, with favorable weather conditions, average two acres 
per sheep over limited areas. An average for most.of the better 
class western yellow pine areas is approximately from three to four 
acres per sheep. 

METHODS OF HANDLING. 

HERDING. 

The sheep should be allowed to scatter out and graze with as little 
disturbance as possible. No attempt should be made to keep them 
in a compact bunch, except for convenience and safety when they 
bed down at night, and at such times they should be gathered to- 
gether with a minimum of driving or excitement. The use of dogs 
should be avoided as far as possible. 

Driving the sheep to and from water, bed grounds, or different 
parts of the allotment is seldom necessary and should be avoided. 
When it is necessary to drive them, they should be taken where damage 
from trampling is least apt to occur, such as areas with no reproduc- 
tion or with plenty of seedlings over 1.5 feet high, or places where 
complete removal of foliage and denudation of the soil is desirable to 
reduce the fire hazard. 
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DRIVEWAYS. 

The driving of the sheep in fairly compact bands to and from their 
allotments in spring and fall can hardly be avoided, but in many 
cases great damage to the forest can be prevented by careful location 
of driveways in places least subject to damage. Areas without small 
reproduction, untimbered areas where danger of erosion is not serious, 
sites which are too poor to produce merchantable timber in a reason- 
able rotation, such as dry, rocky ridges with little soil, are examples 

of such places. Although usually impracticable from the adminis- 
trative standpoint, it may sometimes be possible to reduce consider- 
ably the amount of injury by changing the location of such drive- 
ways from year to year, by limiting the number of bands of sheep 
which may use the same one, by limiting the time each band may 
spend on the trail, and by making the trail wide enough to supply 
feed for all the stock which use it. 

It will very often be possible to locate the driveways so that they will 
be an advantage to the forest. Such areas make excellent fire breaks 
for stopping light surface fires and for use in back-firing and fighting 
severer fires. When it is possible, they should be located near places 

_ of great fire danger. For instance, closely grazed strips along roads, 
trails, railroads, or around camping places, sawmills, and the like, 
will be of considerable value in preventing the spread of incipient 
fires from such places. In such cases due regard should of course be 
had for the rights of other users; for instance, sheep should not be 
allowed to graze on camp grounds or so close to them as to make 
conditions unpleasant for campers, nor should feed necessary for 
pack and saddle animals be eaten off near camping places, nor should 
areas much frequented by travelers and tourists be grazed in such a 
way as to impair their scenic beauty. Similar trails along the edges 
of burns, reproduction areas, or slashings will be of much value in 
fire control. Such strips should, of course, be fed clean every year, 
and the more closely they are grazed the better. 

SALTING. 

Sheep should be supplied with all the salt they want, at least every 
five or six days, so that they will not trail around hunting for it. 
They should be salted in a different place each time, and the salt 
should be so well distributed that they will not bunch up closely and 
cause serious injury to the forage cover and forest reproduction by 
trampling. Bed grounds are good places to supply the salt; for if 
the stock spend part of their time there eating salt, they will have 
less time to graze or browse conifers. 
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WATERING. 

In the particular locality studied water is so well distributed that 
driving to water was not necessary. In places less plentifully sup- 
plied much of such driving can be eliminated by the development 
of watering places. It is also important to remember that sheep do 
not ordinarily require water every day, but, especially during rainy 
periods, can do without it for several days. 

BEDDING. 

The most serious damage to reproduction under the old unre- 
stricted methods of herding was due to repeated use of the same 
camp and bed ground, which not only resulted in the entire denudation 
of the area so used, but necessitated much driving back and forth at 
morning and night. ‘This damage can be very largely eliminated by 
the so-called ‘‘bedding-out’’ method of herding in which the herder 
moves around with the sheep and camps near wherever they stop at 
night. As they bed in a different place each night no driving is 
necessary. 

By locating bed grounds where lability to Aarne is least—either 
because of lack of small reproduction, presence of plenty of palatable 
forage not previously eaten off, or of sod cover—the injury which is 
inevitable in such places can be reduced to a negligible amount. 
It is also advisable in places which are liable to considerable damage, © 
such as areas with only a limited stock of seedlings, areas of repro- 
duction mostly less than 1.5 feet high, and areas with loose and 
easily disturbed soil, not to use the same bed ground in. two successive 
years. 

If the sheep are not ssid on the bedding area until nearly dark 
and are herded off soon after daylight, the injury from browsing will 
be much less than if they are allowed to feed on the one spot for 
several hours. 

On bare dry ridges where natural soil conditions meee not allowed 
reproduction to become established, severe and repeated use of bed 
grounds may often be desirable to fertilize the soil so that seedlings 
can grow on it. As with driveways, bed grounds may often be so 
located and used as to be of considerable assistance in reducing fire | 
hazard. In places where danger is great repeated use of the same. 
area will be desirable. ; 

None of the foregoing suggestions is impracticable or es to 
the best interests of the stock owner. To carry them out will require 
in many cases a somewhat. higher grade of camp tenders and herders 
and better supervision, consequently the cost of the business may be 
slightly greater than with the old unrestricted and usually rather 
careless methods of herding. This additional cost will be much more 
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than repaid by the increased returns from meat and wool, for it is a 
well-known fact that sheep .do best when they are disturbed as little 
as possible and bunched or driven around no more than is absolutely 
necessary. It is obvious that they will keep in better condition if 
held on palatable feed than if kept on an area after the feed is gone 
so that they have to eat unpalatable species such as conifers. With 
careful application of these principles injury to forest interests will 
be reduced to practically nothing, the forest will in many cases benefit 
largely by reduction of the fire hazard, and, whether or not there is an 
actual increase in the number of head grazed on a given area, there 
will be considerable increase in the quantity and improvement in the 
quality of the meat and wool produced, 
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COLON COUNT IN RAW MILK. 

By S. Henry Ayers and Paut W. CremmeEr, Bacteriologists, Dairy Division. 

Present status of the question............--- 
Do organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in- 
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PRESENT STATUS OF THE QUESTION. 

For many years the organisms of the colon-acrogenes group have 
occupied a position of very great importance in the eyes of sanitarians. 
From the public-health standpoint the quality of water supplies has 
been determined by means of the number of these organisms present; 
not because they are considered pathogenic but rather because they 
are present in fecal material in large numbers, and therefore their 
presence’ in any considerable number in water may indicate the 
presence of pathogenic organisms of fecal origin. 

Investigations have shown, however, that the colon bacillus is by 
no means confined to the human intestines, but is often the pre- 
vailing form in the intestines of many animals, including cows. It 
would seem at first thought, therefore, that the presence of colon 
organisms in milk might afford a valuable means for determining 
pollution by cow feces. In fact, the determination of colon bacilli 
in milk as a means of indicating manurial pollution has become quite 
general on account of the value of the colon test as an index of the 
purity of water and the apparent analogy between the contamination 
of water by fecal material and the contamination of milk by cow 
feces. 

75649°—18—Bull. 732—1 
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In this connection Savage (18) ' states: 

Lactose fermenters of the colon type are absent from pure milk drawn without 

contamination, and as far as it is known at present, all such organisms indicate out- 
side pollution of the milk and in general (directly or indirectly) manurial pollution. 

Kinyoun and Dieter (10) stated that their experience led them to 
conclude that the colon and streptococcus content of milk could 
be taken with reasonable certainty to indicate the amount of, filth and 
dirt in milk. These authors also realized that temperature had an 
effect upon the colon content of milk, and in this connection they state: 

It is evident from this fact alone that it will account for a considerable proportion 
of the number, but it must be understood that we do not believe that this factor alone 

is responsible for the enormous numbers found. 

Again, Kinyoun (9) writes as follows: 

What is the significance of the colon group in milk? The colon group comes from 
the intestinal canal of man and animals, indirectly may be found in soil, water, and 

food. This is such a well-established fact that it does not need discussion. When — 
it gains access to food and drink it must be from one of these sources. Water fre- 
quently contains colon bacilli, and sanitarians agree that in determining the whole- 
someness of water for drinking purposes the colon bacillus is the best index for purity. 

Kinyoun while admitting that temperature played a part in the 
colon count believed that most of them gained entrance to the milk 
during milking, for in the same article he states: ‘ 

When milk is contaminated by the colon group it indicates that it owes its presence 

there to uncleanly methods at the time of milking, or to the collection of the milk 
in dirty utensils, or to the contamination from air. The greater proportion of the 

colon bacilli gains entrance to the milk at the time of milking, and they owe their 
presence directly to fecal matter which has gained access to the pail by dirty, filthy 
cows, equally so the hands of the milker. 

Other investigators are inclined to credit more importance to the 
growth of colon organisms in milk which has been held at high tem- 
peratures. Thus Harrison, Savage, and Sadler (4) made colon counts 
on a large number of samples in a study of the milk supply of Mon- 
treal, and, in speaking of the colon and aerogenes groups, state: 
We regard any member of these groups as indicating manurial impurities in milk. 

A large number of this group present in the sample shows either carelessness and un- 

cleanliness in milking, subsequent keeping at a high temperature, or, as most fre- 
quently happens, a combination of both. 

In view of the fact that milk is an ideal medium for the growth of 
bacteria it seems that a determination of the colon bacilli as a means 
of indicating original contamination must be greatly complicated by 
the ability of these organisms to grow in the milk unless it is kept 
cold. Kendall, Day, and Walker (8) realized this difficulty and state: 

The numbers of colon bacilli which may be present in a sample of milk do not 
necessarily furnish any evidence of the nature or extent of fecal contamination, for 
there is no way of distinguishing between the initial number of these organisms in a 
given sample of milk and their descendants. 

1 Figures in parentheses refer to ‘‘ Literature cited’”’ at end of paper. 
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If the colon count were a direct measure of original contamination 
during milking, it would be a most valuable aid in determining the 
purity of a milk supply. Can the colon count, however, be consid- 
ered a direct measure of such contamination? This is a question 
which seems to be unsettled. As has been shown there are opinions 
on both sides of the question. While the test was formerly considered 
of considerable importance, more recently it has lost some of its sig- 
nificance because of the recognized ability of organisms of the colon 
and aerogenes group to grow rapidly in milk when not properly cooled 
and kept cold. 
A test which gives promise of indicating original contamination, 

particularly fecal contamination, is worthy of attention, and it has 
seemed desirable to study this subject under controlled conditions 
with a view of determining the true value of the colon count in milk. 

Throughout this paper the expressions “colon-aerogenes group”’ 
and “colon count’ are used. The “colon count’’ means the number 
of organisms belonging to the colon-aerogenes group, and the term 
“colon-aerogenes group” as used includes both the Bacillus coli and 
B. aerogenes types of organisms. When any differentiation is made 
between the B. colt and B. aerogenes types it will be indicated in the 
text. 

DO ORGANISMS OF THE COLON-AEROGENES GROUP INDICATE THE 
PRESENCE OF MANURE IN FRESH MILK? 

If the organisms of the colon-aerogenes group are to be considered 
evidence of external contamination it must first be known whether 
or not they are present in the udders of cows. Both Savage (17) and 
Race (13) believe that organisms of this group are derived from 
sources outside the udder. Our results confirm this opinion, for in 
an examination of four cows no organisms of the colon-aerogenes 
group were ever found in milk drawn directly from the teats into 
sterile tubes. While only a few cows were examined, the results 
obtained, together with those of other investigators, seem to indicate 
that in general organisms of the colon-aerogenes group are not de- 
rived from the udder of the cow and Baeble represent external 
contamination. 

Raw market milk contains both the Bacillus coli and B. aerogenes 
types of organisms, as has been shown by the work of Rogers, Clark, 
and Evans (14), who found the colon-aerogenes group in such milk 
to be made up of nearly equal proportions of B. coli and B. aerogenes 
types. This being the case, it becomes necessary to know the source 
or sources of the B. coli and B. aerogenes types before they can be 
accepted as an indication of manurial contamination. It has been 
known for a long time that cow manure contains large numbers of 
organisms of the colon-aerogenes group, and the authors last men 
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tioned have shown that practically all the organisms found in this 
group are of the B. coli type. Among 150 cultures isolated from 
16 samples of bovine feces they found only one culture of B. 
aerogenes. Even special methods used to demonstrate the pres- 
ence of the B. aerogenes type in bovine feces failed to reveal their 
presence. 

Our results in a general way confirm those of Rogers and his asso- 
ciates, for among 1,160 cultures isolated from- 20 samples of fresh 
cow feces only 4 cultures of the B. aerogenes type were found. By 
means of special enrichment methods, however, it was often possible 
to isolate B. aerogenes types from 1/100 gram of fresh feces. The 
most satisfactory method of enrichment was to moculate varying 
small amounts of cow feces into sterile skim milk. It seems evident, 

therefore, that the colon-aerogenes group found in cow feces consists 
mainly of the B. coli type. The B. aerogenes type is probably always 
present, but in very small numbers. 

In view of the facts just presented, the contamination of milk by 
the colon-aerogenes group through cow feces would introduce prin- 
cipally organisms of the B. coli type. Occasionally the examination 
of fresh milk produced under clean conditions with sterilized utensils 
shows the presence of the colon-aerogenes group in small numbers 
which are mostly of the B. aerogenes type. Milk produced under these 
conditions would probably have an exceedingly small amount of fecal 
contamination, and taking into account the very small number of the 
B. aerogenes type in fresh cow feces compared to the number of the 
B. coli type, it is evident that the B. aerogenes found in the milk did 
not represent fecal contamination. 

The B. aerogenes type being found at times in small numbers in 
jow-count fresh milk led to the suspicion that the proportion of the 
B. coli and B. aerogenes types in cow feces might change as the feces 
aged and dried. Should this change occur it might explain the pre- 
ponderance of the B. aerogenes type sometimes found in such milk. 
This seemed a very logical possibility because fecal material entering 
milk is probably not fresh but more or less dry, and gains entrance to 
the milk largely by dropping from the body of the cow. In order to 
determine whether the proportion of B. coli to B. aerogenes types 
changed in feces as it dried, a composite sample consisting of equal 
amounts of fresh feces from 4 cows was placed in a sterilized dish and 
allowed to dry at 86° F. (30° C.) to a practically constant moisture 
content, which after 14 days was 5 per cent. At regular intervals 
1/100 of a gram of the material was inoculated into sterilemilk. Two 
flasks of milk were inoculated with equal amounts of feces, one was 
incubated for 24 hours at 70° F. (21.1° C.) and the other for the same 

length of time at 86° F. (30° C.). After incubation, samples of milk 
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" swere plated on litmus-lactose-asparagin agar of the following com- 
position: 

Per cent. 

PAGER CS a 21s SES far 1 a a Re PB CS a 1.5 
Agee R RERSRTOT LS 50 oR AE TI SEARS MONS es RIS ee TERRE RS 0.3 
JUG ICO EO hes Bis ie REND ET eta a Ga OR MMR eB 1.0 

Sequins dilacic phosphate so! 20h. eee a a ND 0.1 
Saturated neutral solution of litmus.................--.---.------ 2.0 

From these plates typical colonies of the colon-aerogenes group 
were then picked and inoculated into the dextrose-peptone broth 
of Clark and Lubs*, and the methyl-red test made after five days as | 
proposed by the same authors. By means of this test organisms 
are divided into B. colt and B. aerogenes types. If the proportion of 
the types changed as the feces dried, then enrichment in milk should 
show the presence of the B. aerogenes type. It is evident from Table 

‘1, where the percentage of the two types after enrichment is shown, 
that the general proportion of B. coli to B. aerogenes which exists in’ 
fresh feces is not changed to any great extent as the feces dries. It 
is interesting to note, however, that when the feces was seven days 
old the enrichment method showed the presence of as high as 11 per 
cent of the B. aerogenes type. They werestill present on the tenth day 
but not on the fourteenth, in milk held both at 70° F. (21.1° C.) and 

at 86° F. (30° C.). This indicates that as feces dries the proportion 
of B. aerogenes to B. coli in it may increase slightly, but, generally 
speaking, it is not believed that this is the main source of the B. 
aerogenes type. 

TaBLE 1.—E fect of drying cow feces on the proportion of Bacillus coli and B. aerogenes 

types. 

Held 24 hours at 70° F. (21.1°C.).| Held 24 hours at 86° F. (30° C.). 
Number of 
Gays dried 
at 70° F. Colon F B. aero- ; B. aero- 
(21.1° C.). pour B. coli. genes. Colon count. | B. coli. genes. 

Perc.c. | Percent. | Per cent. Perc. c. Per cent.| Per cent. 
0 (fresh)..| 320,000 100 0 26, 000, 000 100 0 
He oes ee 2, 500, 000 100 0 23, 000, 000 100 0 
QUA STEELS 420, 000 100 0 | 103,000, 000 100 0 
eet 769, 000 100 0 | 210,000, 000 100 0 
Chie Te 490, 000 100 0 | 280, 000, 000 100 0 
(Rooueeee oe 680, 000 89 11 | 132,000,000 99 1 
OME Sth): 6, 500, 000 99 1 | 270,000, 000 96 4 
TE een 6, 500, 000 100 0 37, 000, 000 100 0 

The colon-aerogenes group of organisms is introduced into milk 
not only through feces but also from unsterilized utensils. In fact 
this is a very important source of contamination. Both B. colt and 
B. aerogenes types can be introduced into milk from unsterilized 
milk utensils, as may be seen in Table 2. The results given in 
the table represent a very extreme condition of production, such as 
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would rarely be met with under commercial conditions. The milk 
was produced in a dirty barn and placed in utensils handled in the 
following manner: The milk was poured out of the utensils promptly 
after milking, but the drippings were not removed till 24 hours later, 
when the utensils were washed in lukewarm water without the use of 
either brush or washing powder. During the time that the utensils 
were allowed to remain unwashed they were exposed to an atmos- 
pheric temperature averaging 85° F. (29.5° C.) Reference to Table 2 
shows that in the six samples examined both the total and colon 
counts were very high in the fresh milk, and that most of the organ- 
isms of the colon-aerogenes group were of the B. aerogenes type, al- 
though a considerable percentage consisted of the B. coli type. 
These figures merely show that both types of organisms may be in- 
troduced through unsterilized utensils, but it must be clearly under- - 
stood that the high total and the high colon counts obtained under , 

this abnormal condition are very extreme, as will be subsequently 
seen. Milk may become heavily contaminated in this manner with 
both the B. colt and B. aerogenes types. 

TaBLe 2.—Bacillus coli and B. aerogenes contamination due to filthy utensils. 

Sample Total Colon . | B. aero- 
No. count. count, | B- Colt. | “genes. 

a 

Perc.c. Perc.c. | Percent. | Per cent. 
thes ote 18,900,000 | 5,200,000 31 69 
OPE eager 25, 300,000 | 3,600,000 35 65 
Bia elie 35 16,500,000 | 1,190,000 38 62 
ia ty Ra 28, 200,000 | 6,700,000 8 92 
ate So Hi 33,000,000 | 1,620,000 98 
PR Spee 17, 200, 000 340, 000 14 86 

Organisms of the colon-aerogenes group may also be introduced 
into milk through the air. In this connection it is necessary to make 
some distinction between contamination by relatively large particles 
of feces which drop directly into milk from the body of the cow and 
very fine particles of dry feces and feed carried by the air in the form 
of dust. Under average conditions it is practically impossible to 
eliminate this kind of dust. An examination made of the air at 
various places as shown in Table 3 shows the nature of such dust 
infection. Twenty liters of air from each location was drawn through 
20 cubic centimeters of sterile milk. A determination of the colon- 
aerogenes group was then made immediately by plating the milk on 
litmus-lactose-asparagin agar, 1/100 of a cubic centimeter being the 
lowest dilution made. It may be seen that in the fresh milk only two 
samples showed the presence of the colon-aerogenes group, and both 
were of the B. aerogenes type. The milk was examined again after 
24 hours at 70° F. (21.1° C.), when all but 5 out of 22 samples showed 
the presence of organisms of the colon-aerogenes group. 
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TaBLE 3.—Nature of colon-aerogenes contamination from the atmosphere (20 liters of air 
drawn through 20 cubic centimeters of sterile milk). 

Examination of milk. 

Location of air. Fresh. After 24 hours at 70° F. (21.1° C.). 

Colon - | B. aero- Colon - | B.aero- 
count. | B-°%. | “genes. count.1 B. coli. | “cones. 

Per cent. | Per cent. Per cent. | Per cent. 
Barn air during feeding. .-............ 0 0 0 36, 000 91 9 

IDO ce ee 0 0 0 140, 000 93 7 
Barn air during currying.............. 0 0 0 18, 000, 000 98 2 
Barn air during feeding. ...........-.. ‘ SS eS |e a Oa Bees aaa | ea aaron 

Doe 3123.4. Pe ce Sonera crte LAP Ae ek OSI SIO PRR Sey OP CE CeO RS oe oie Ee eae T 
Barn air during currying...........-.- Oe a eee Ee a ae 5, 000 0 100 
Barn air during milking............--- 0 0 0 4, 000, 000 92 8 
‘Barn air during currying.......-.-..-- (OED SAIN Oe a 1, 700, 000 100 0 
ek air during milking.............-- e ee 2 il ee Oe Ce 27, ee 0 100 

On 6 GOBSLO SPE BOARS O ee OB Seema se [tnt ae neamm Ud bac Ter par urycd Pans SENrnG te oo (eles Saranac 16) PRPS ei be ot Ua pe 
UD YOY) 3 SEB De a Bs SE CON Resale pal i ee BR 230.000, 000 0 100 
1D Os gts Boeke SE ee a ee ae r Qs | Rea eR Nha Sh cee ee 205, 900, 000 0 100 
DO. cco seen Re eee eee Oy | RE NT aA eT Ue 000 0 100 

Barn air during currying.........-.-.- Os] BEA UE BES ae tat ss 230, 000 83 17 
a a RHE nN: Pee win ODER Rae are 12, 800, 000 0 100 

Heed=roonmiair: os ees) ee te Oe Bee eee emai Sel) TRA 7p Bu 8 92 
Ore eae sy rE EEE EEL DP PROS eae ees Cea ek RL SOSH Sot a eee A a 

IDO: a het ese ee 2, 100 0 100 14, 000, 000 0 100 
Outside air near barn. - .- fh ee Oe SR eM Ee: EN OA JaCaNe TS3 | eRe CUTE 

ite oo Ge Pe a sabe CU RE eR ROC RE 6, 700, 000 0 100 
TD eno cE ne Re sen pe er ey Wee see 200 o 100 7, 500, 000 0 100 
(DD cicroeselaee ae SE ae Mam OA RE (OH RE I De RY 60, 000 0 100 

10 means none in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter of milk. 

It is of further interest to note that after enrichment in sterile milk 
the majority of samples contained organisms mostly of the B. aero- 
genes type, although in a few there was a large proportion of the 
B. coli type. It is not surprising that organisms of the B. colt type 
can be found in barn air, for they are present in large numbers in 
fresh cow feces, and probably actually multiply as the feces become 
dry. Evidence of this is furnished in Table 4, in which a composite 
sample of feces from 4 cows was examined when fresh, and again 
after 2,10, and 14 days. The colon count is given per gram on both 
the dry and the wet basis. The calculations of the count on a dry basis 
show that there was an increase of from approximately 600,000 per 
gram when fresh to approximately 93,000,000 per gram when air- 
dried for 14 days. At the end of that time the organisms were still 
sufficiently active to grow readily on litmus-lactose-asparagin agar. 
It is easy to understand, therefore, how milk produced under clean 
conditions may become contaminated with organisms of the B. coli 
type. Contamination by this means, however, is not serious from 
the standpoint of numbers introduced, because the small numbers that 
enter from the air are greatly diluted in the milk. 

Tas Le 4.—Direct increase of colon count in dried cow feces. 

Number of 
days dried Obes at 70° F. Moisture. 

Colon Colon 
count, wet.| count, dry. 

Pergram. | Pergram. 
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It is not difficult to explain the presence of bacteria of the aerogenes 
type in air either inside or outside the barn, for they appear to be 
widely distributed on grains and other feeds, and in the soul. Rogers, 
Clark, and Evans (15) in their study of 166 organisms of the colon- 
aerogenes group occurring on grains, found that 151 were of the B. 
aerogenes type, while 8 resembled but were not identical with the B. 
coli type. An examination of many samples of alfalfa, cane, corn, 
and kafir-corn forage by Hunter (5) at the time of filling the silo 
showed coli-like cultures ranging in number from 1,000 to 1,000,000 
per gram. A study of 95 of the organisms isolated from different 
kinds of silage, and of 15 strains obtained from growing fields of alfalfa 
and kafir corn showed about 21 per cent to be of the B. cola type and 
79 per cent of the B. aerogenes type, as differentiated by the methyl- 
red test. 

That coli-like organisms are present in soil has been shown by 
Johnson and Levine (7), who found them more prevalent in soils upon 
which crops were growing than in absolutely fallow areas receiving 
soil treatment. Aerogenes-cloace types were found to be the pre- 
dominant coli-like forms in the soil. 

It is apparent that the B. aerogenes type found in air may be 
derived from various sources, and it is not inconceivable that the 
organisms of this type found in market milk produced under clean 
conditions are the descendants of those introduced into the fresh milk 
in extremely small numbers by means of air contamination. Itis also 
possible to contaminate milk with organisms of the B. aerogenes type 
by using unsterilized utensils. 

Having surveyed the various means by which fresh milk is infected 
with organisms of the colon-aerogenes group it is now possible to 
answer the question ‘‘Do organisms of the colon-aerogenes group 
indicate the presence of manure in fresh milk?”’ The presence of the 
B. coli type indicates manurial contamination either directly from 
fecal material which drops into the milk principally from the body 
of the cow or indirectly through unsterilized utensils. It must be 
pointed out that the contamination by cow feces represents a much 
more serious form than that from unsterilized utensils. This state- 
ment may be explained by the fact that the introduction of cow feces 
into milk may carry organisms of bovine tuberculosis. Schroeder (19) 
has shown that cattle having tuberculosis swallow their sputum, and 
the tubercle bacilli in it pass through their bodies and out into the 
feces. The contamination of milk through unsterilized utensils 
represents a condition of careless handling in which there has been 
growth of the B. coli type in the utensils. While this kind of con- 
tamination may add as large a number of the B. coli type to milk as 
the fecal, it would not represent the same possibilities for infection 
with the bovine tubercle bacillus as does the latter. So far as the 
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B. coli type is concerned except for infection from manure and uten- 
sils, all other avenues of infection are probably of a negligible nature. 

The B. aerogenes type does not indicate direct fecal contamination, 
because it is found only occasionally in manure and then only in an 
extremely small proportion in comparison with the B. coli type. On. 
the other hand, the presence of the B. aerogenes type may indicate 
indirect fecal contamination through unsterilized utensils. As has 
been previously shown, this type of organism may be introduced 
through unsterilized utensils which have been held for 24 hours 
before washing in lukewarm water without a brush. Under this 
condition large numbers of the colon-aerogenes group were intro- 
duced which were principally of the B. aerogenes type. This can be 
explained only by the growth of organisms of the colon-aerogenes 
group in the utensils during storage following the original infection 
with the B. aerogenes type, which in all probability was due to either 
fecal or air contamination. If due to air contamination, the B. 
aerogenes type was very likely of nonfecal origin. The abnormality of 
this condition of production and the lack of sufficient results under 
normal conditions prevent a statement as to the probability of the 
contamination of milk by the B. aerogenes type through unsterile 
utensils. Air-borne infection probably plays a very important part 
in the introduction of this type in small numbers into milk, such con- 
tamination originating mainly in various feeds and in the soil. It 
seems evident, therefore, that the B. cola type in fresh milk indicates 
fecal contamination either directly or indirectly, while the B. aerogenes 
type occasionally may indicate indirect fecal contamination, but is 
usually an index of nonfecal contamination. 

Although the B. cols type of organism may be considered an index 
of fecal contamination in fresh milk, it must be remembered that the 
colon count as usually made and as considered in this paper includes 
both types and does not differentiate between them. .Our results 
confirm the opinion of Rogers, Clark, and Evans (16), who state: 

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that while the presence of fecal bacteria in 
milk may be determined with great certainty, the ordinary presumptive tests and 
even the usual confirmatory tests do not necessarily prove the contamination of the 

milk with fecal matter. In order, therefore, to prove definitely the presence of the 
fecal colon type special confirmatory tests must be used to determine their presence. 

CAN MILK BE PRODUCED COMMERCIALLY WITHOUT CONTAMINA- 
TION BY ORGANISMS OF THE COLON-AEROGENES GROUP? 

This is a very important question, for if milk can be produced and 
handled under clean conditions without contamination by organisms 
of the colon-aerogenes group the presence of these organisms at any 
time in the milk would prove that it had not been so produced and. 
handled. 

75649°—18—Bull. 739-2 
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Investigators who have studied the question do not believe that 
milk can be produced even under the best conditions without con- 
tamination by organisms of the colon-aerogenes group. Prescott 
(12) states: 

We may take certified milk to be a milk product which is as free from filth as it can 
be obtained under practical conditions, and when I say practical conditions I mean 
by using extreme care. Even milk which is obtained with ultra refinement and 
which may have a very low bacterial count is almost certain to contain some colon 
bacilli. 

According to the author two-thirds of 200 samples of certified milk 
examined showed colon bacilli in 1 cubic centimeter, and of the re- 
maining one-third fully one-half showed them to be present in 5 cubic 
centimeters or less. Race (13) has the same opinion on the subject, 

for he says: 
Milk even when produced under the best conditions is never quite free from B. colt, 

but if reasonable precautions are taken this group should not be present in 25 cubic 
centimeter quantities of byre milk. 

The results obtamed in our work lead us to the same opinion, 
namely, that milk can not be produced commercially, even under 
the best of conditions, without contamination by erganisms of the 
colon-aerogenes group. Throughout the work, unless otherwise 
stated, the colon count has been determined by plating methods, using 
either litmus-lactose-asparagin agar, the composition of which has 
been previously given, or Endo’s medium prepared according to the 
method of Kinyoun and Dieter (11). The value of ltmus-lactose- 

asparagin agar as a selective medium for use in the determination of 
organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in milk can not be too highly 
emphasized. Sometimes the count on this medium is higher than 
on Endo’s and sometimes lower, but it is believed that in general 
it gives a more accurate colon count than the Endo medium. Ayers 
and Johnson (2) called attention to the value of the asparagin medium, 

and the results obtained from its use in the present investigations | 
again confirm its value. As mentioned, however, both media have 
been used and the highest counts recorded so as to give the highest 
colon count. 

In order to determine whether milk could be produced without 
contamination by organisms of the colon-aerogenes group, 16 samples 
of milk were examined which was produced in a clean barn, from 
clean cows, and handled in sterilized utensils. The milk had a low 
total count, ranging from 1,130 to 8,900 per cubic centimeter. As 
may be seen in Table 5, none of the samples contained any organ- 
isms of the colon-aerogenes group in 1/10 cubic centimeter amounts. 
However, when these samples were held for 24 hours at 70° F. 
(21.1° C.) the colon count ranged from 900 to 303,000 per cubic 

centimeter. Since these organisms were present after 24 hours’ 
incubation, some must have been in the fresh milk. 
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TaBLeE 5.—Colon count from milk produced under clean conditions. 

Colon count. 

Total 
Sample No.) gount. After 24 hours 

Fresh. at 70° F. 
Cries): 

Reneney Per tjlOcne:| ey Perec 
, 200 0 12,000 

6, 200 0 5,000 
8,900 0 16,000 
5,100 0 9,000 
3,900 0 125,000 
5,400 0) 51,000 
3,600 0 24,000 
2,200 0 900 
6,500 0 3,300 
4,600 0 88,000 
6,300 0 6,000 
3,300 0 54,000 
4,700 0 35,000 
1,130 0 303,000 
2,270 0 291,000 
5,300 0 83,000 

Further examination was made of 14 samples of certified milk as 
shown in Table 6. According to this table only 7 of the 14 samples 
showed the presence of colon organisms in 1 cubic centimeter: of 
fresh milk, as determined in lactose-broth tubes; but after 24 hours 
they were found in every sample. These results, together with those 
of other investigators, clearly indicate that milk as commercially 
produced under the most careful conditions is never entirely free 
from organisms of the colon-aerogenes group. 

TaBLE 6.—Colon count from certified milk. 

Colon count. 

ae Held 24h t Held 48 h t— count in e ours at— e 8 hoursa Sample No. aiilliz 26 

delivered. | fresh. 

60° F. 70° F. 60° F. 70° F. 
GiGe- C5) Ss CLIC) Gs:62Cs)= en (2161s C5)s 

JEEP Ge SHARE, (4 || JEEP Gs Perc. c. Per c.c. IEG G. @, 
es 7, 400 10 10 4,600 23, 700 4, 400, 000 
Pate 10, 400 1] 110 38,000 49,000 15, 000.000 
See 5, 200 1] 10 2,900 46.000 2, 890,000 
4. 10, 100 20 280 79, 000 55,000 | 16,400,000 
oe 8, 200 0 100 400 1 900 1, 130, 000 
6. 4,200 11 170 16, 600 120,000 6, 100. 000 
Ue 12,600 10 320 13,500 169, 000 12, 500, 000 
i. 5, 900 1] 20 1, 800 21, 600 560, 000 
9. 14, 800 0 0 3,100 2,700 610, 000 
10 11, 400 0 0 400 4,600 5,300, 000 
11 10, 100 0 460 38, 000 186.000 | 13,100,000 
12 22, 800 0 10 1,100 6, 400 3,700,000 
13 7, 800 0 20 6, 500 10. 800 8,700, 000 
14 15, 700 0 150 5, 800 36, 000 1,510, 000 

Average. OEATT #) Fae Sek 119 15,121 52,336 6, 564, 286 

11 means at least 1 per cubic centimeter. 
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HOW MANY ORGANISMS OF THE COLON-AEROGENES GROUP CAN BE’ 
INTRODUCED INTO MILK DURING MILKING? 

In order to interpret the significance of the colon count it is neces- 
sary to know not only that organisms of the colon-aerogenes group 
are always introduced into milk, but also in what numbers under 
both normal and abnormal conditions. In determining the numbers, 
the colon count has been made on a great many samples produced 
under different conditions. The results of these examinations have 
been summarized and are presented in Table 7. They are discussed 
briefly at this point in order to emphasize the fact that under normal 
conditions small numbers of organisms of the colon-aerogenes group 
are found in fresh milk. The averages given for the colon-aerogenes 
group are based on those samples showing the presence of colon 
bacilliin 1/100 of a cubic centimeter. Included in the table are the 

results of the examination of 14 samples of certified milk, which were 
examined at the time of delivery to the consumer. Except for the 
certified milk all the data presented in the table are based on the 
examination of milk produced under controlled conditions from 4 
cows kept in a small experimental barn. The condition of the barn 
and the cows was changed at times from clean to extremely dirty 
in order to suit the purpose of the experiments. The handling of 
the utensils was also varied for similar reasons. : 

TaBLE 7.—Summary of colon-aerogenes contamination under different conditions of 
milk production. 

Samples} Colon-aerogenes Range of | Average | Average 
Conditions of milk production. exam- organisms in colon colon total 

ined. 1/100 c. c. counts. count. | bacteria. 

Number. | Number. | Per cent.| Perc. c. JAD OST ap Pa on 
1 Certified milk as delivered.............-. 14 0 0 1-20 0 10, 471 

Clean barn, clean cows, sterilized uten- 
SHE GY -sarneaecsc saecenchese onaoosoaer 86 6 6.9 100-200 116 6, 091 

Dirty barn, dirty cows, utensils ster- 
ilized) (1B) 52 see ae w sie ee eeeincs Eel <a 56 6 10.7 100-400 183 36, 541 

Dirty barn, dirty cows, utensils washed 
at once after milking, but not sterilized 
Cc (C) Pa ee eens Jeane meesicesetecines 84 24 28.6 (2) (3) 465, 086 

Dirty barn, dirty cows, utensils held 
for 8 hours before washing, and not 
Sterilized CD yore ye eee eer setae 28 20 71.4 | 100-1, 800 750 | 1, 299, 000 

17+ in 1 cubic centimeter. 
223 samples, 100-2,000. 1 sample, 28,400. 
8 Average of 23 samples, 557. Average of 24 samples, 1,717. 

The examination of 86 samples of milk produced in a clean barn, 
from clean. cows, and with sterilized utensils, is shown in Table 7. 
The term ‘‘sterilized”’ signifies steamed for 20 to 30 minutes. That 
the milk produced under these conditions was of high quality from a 
bacterial standpoint is shown by the average total count of 6,091 per 
cubic centimeter. Only 6 samples of the 86, or 6.9 per cent, con- 
tained organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in 1/100 of a cubic cen- 
timeter. The number of these organisms in the 6 samples ranged 
from 100 to 200 and averaged 116 per cubic centimeter. 
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A study was also made of 56 samples produced under conditions in 
which the cows were very dirty and the barn was cleaned only once 
or twice a week. ‘The utensils were sterilized so that they would play 
no part in the contamination, thus demonstrating the extent of con- 
tamination by the colon-aerogenes group which might take place in a 
filthy barn. Of the 56 samples of milk produced under these condi- 

_ tions only 6, or 10.7 per cent, showed organisms of the colon-aerogenes 
group in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter. The range of these organisms 
was from 100 to 400 and averaged 183 per cubic centimeter. The 
average total count of the 56 samples was 36,541 per cubic centi- 
meter. This at first thought might seem low in view of the filthy 
conditions of production described. The work of Ayers, Cook, and 
Clemmer (1), however, has shown that large numbers of bacteria are 
not generally introduced through manurial filth even under extreme 
conditions, but come largely from unsterilized utensils. 
An analysis of 84 samples of milk produced under the same dirty 

conditions as previously described but with utensils which were not 
sterilized showed that 24 samples, or 28.6 per cent, contained organ- 
isms of the colon-aerogenes group in 1/100 cubic centimeter. The 
utensils in this case were washed in hot water containing washing 
powder within one hour after milking, rinsed in clean, cold water, and 
allowed to stand inverted until the next milking. The colon count 

_ of the 24 samples which showed positive results in 1/100 of a cubic centi- 

——— 

meter ranged from 100 to 28,400 per cubic centimeter. Only one 
sample ran over 2,000, that one being 28,400. Including this high 
count the average would be 1,717, while leaving out this one high 
count the average for the remaining 23 samples would be 557 per 
cubic centimeter. These figures indicate clearly that unsterilized 
utensils play a prominent part in contamination of milk by the colon- 
aerogenes group. It will be noted in Table 7 that in the milk pro- 
duced in unsterilized utensils the colon count was almost three times 
higher and the total count also higher than in the milk produced in 
sterilized utensils. In both cases the barn was equally dirty. 

The manner in which the utensils are cleaned plays a very im- 
portant part in the contamination of milk by organisms of the colon- 
aerogenes group, which is clearly shown in the last line of Table 7. 
The milk was produced in the same dirty barn as just mentioned, but 
the drainings were allowed to remain in the utensus for 8 hours, after 
which they were washed in hot water containing washing powder. 
Of the 28 samples produced under this condition 20, or 71.4 per cent, 
showed colon bacilliin 1/100 of acubic centimeter. They ranged from 
100 to 1,800, averaging 750 per cubic centimeter, and were no higher 
than in the milk produced in the previous experiment, in which 
the utensils were washed immediately, but a much greater percentage 
showed organisms of the colon-aerogenes group than in the previous 
case. 
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It is believed that the results shown in Table 7 cover the analyses 
of fresh milk produced under the widest range of conditions generally 
met with in the commercial production of milk. The conditions of 
production ranged from clean barn and cows and sterilized utensils 
to extremely dirty conditions and unsterilized utensils not washed 
till 8 hours after milking. The colon counts produced under such 
circumstances should represent the maximum number of these 
organisms usually introduced into milk. 

The results on this point are considered so important that they 
have been plotted in figure 1. The graph shows the percentage of 
samples in which the colon count was 100 per cubic centimeter or 
more, as well as the percentage with lower counts. The letters cor- 
respond to those in Table 7; therefore the conditions of production 
are not repeated. Within each column is shown the colon count of 
every sample having 100 or more per cubic centimeter. Column A 
represents milk of high quality from a bacterial standpoint, only a 
small percentage of the samples showing the presence of organisms 
of the colon-aerogenes group in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter. A number 
of these samples were examined for the presence of the colon-aerogenes 
group in 35 of a cubic centimeter, but none were found. Much larger 
amounts of milk of this quality would probably have to be examined 
in order to obtain positive tests. 

Column B represents milk produced under extremely dirty barn 
conditions with sterilized utensils. This is a condition which would 
rarely be encountered because a dairyman who kept his barn and 
cattle in as dirty a condition as they were in this experiment probably 
would not be the kind who would take the trouble to sterilize utensils. 
This condition is, nevertheless, one of interest because only about 10 
per cent of the samples produced under it showed the presence of the 
colon-aerogenes group in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter. 

Column C represents results obtained from milk produced under the 
same dirty conditions as previously described, but the utensils were 
not sterilized. Milk produced under this condition represents, in a 
bacterial sense, more nearly the average milk of poor quality, but 
even then the condition of the barn and cattle was worse than is 
usually found. The term ‘‘dirty conditions” merely presents to the 
reader a degree of filth, and therefore depends upon his own opinion. 
It is believed, however, that the reader will be convinced of the degree 
of filth under which the milk was produced by referring to Plates I 
and II, where sediment disks from 1 pint of milk handled in un- 
sterilized small-top and open pails under the filthy conditions men- 
tioned are shown. One must admit that the quantity of manure 
shown on most of the sediment disks is greater than that usually 
found in milk. The illustrations show, besides the total bacterial 
count, the colon count per cubic centimeter in samples where they 
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Fic. 1.—Colon-aerogenes group in fresh milk under different conditions of production (See Table 7 for 

Conditions A, B, C,and D). 
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were present in’;4, of a cubic centimeter. Only 9 samples showed 
organisms of the colon-aerogenes group, and 8 of these ranged from 
100 to 2,000, while the other had a count of 28,000 per cubic centi- 
meter. Further study of the disks shows that there is no correlation 
between the quantity of manure and the colon count; some samples 
having a considerable amount of sediment showed no organism of the 
colon-aerogenes group, while others with a considerably less amount 
showed several hundred per cubic centimeter. 

Reference to column C of figure 1 shows that about 72 per cent of 
the samples of milk produced under the conditions described did not 
contain any organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in +4, of a cubic 
centimeter. Table 8 gives the results of a series of samples in which 
larger quantities of milk were examined. It is evident that milk, 
when fresh, even though produced under extremely dirty conditions 
and handled in unsterilized utensils, contains only a few organisms of 
the colon group. Of the 38 samples, 11 showed no colon organisms in 
iy of a cubic centimeter of milk, while in the remaining 27 samples 
the minimum colon count ranged from 3 to 75 per cubic centimeter. 

TaBLE 8.—Small colon-aerogenes infection in fresh milk produced under dirty conditions. 

Sample Total Colon 
No. count. count.t 

Perc.c Perc.c. 
1 179, 000 
2 180, 000 0 
3 182, 000 10 
4 190, 000 5 
5 225, 000 10 
6 260, 000 10 
a 270, 000 10 
8 295, 000 8 
9 304, 000 10 

10 318, 000 10 
11 320, 000 0 
12 340, 000 0 
13 366, 000 0 
14 450, 000 5 
15 460, 000 0 
16 490, 000 3) 
17 490, 000 10 
18 497, 000 8 
19 560, 000 75 

1 Cipher indicates no organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in ;4, cubic centimeter of milk. 

Additional sediment disks are shown in Plate III, the correspond- 
ing samples of which are also included in column Dof figure 1. In this 
case the utensils were not washed till 8 hours after milking, but 
otherwise the conditions were the same as in the previous experi- 
ment. Here, again, even with very large quantities of manure found 
in the milk, together with the increased possibilities of colon con- 
tamination from the unsterilized utensils, the colon count never 
ran over 2,000 per cubic centimeter when the milk was fresh. Plates 
I, If, and III show that under these conditions there is no ‘definite 
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relation between the quantity of manure and the colon count. This 
is undoubtedly due to the variable number of such organisms found 
in cow feces, and to the different degrees of such contamination 
introduced through unsterilized utensils. . 

The results thus far presented show very clearly that unsterilized ' 
utensils play a prominent part in the contamination of milk with 
organisms of the colon-aerogenes group. To emphasize this point 
an experiment was conducted in which the milk from three cows went 
into sterile utensils while that from three others went into unsterilized 
utensils which had been allowed to stand for 24 hours before washing. 
All six cows were clean and were kept in a clean barn, and the only 
chance for difference in the contamination of the milk was due to the 
unsterilized utensils. The results in Table 9 show that in the milk 
handled in sterilized utensils there were no organisms of the colon- 
aerogenes group present in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter, while all the 
samples of milk handled in unsterilized utensils showed the pres- 
ence of these organisms, ranging from 1,100 to 350,000, and averag- 
ing 80,650 per cubic centimeter in the fresh milk. This, of course, 
represents contamination from unsterilized utensils which were 
handled in an unusual manner, but it serves to emphasize the impor- 
tance of sterilized utensils in connection with the colon count. 

TaBLE 9.—E fect of sterilized utensils on colon count. 

Utensils not steriiized 
Sterilized utensils. and not washed for 24 

ours. 

Sample No. 

Total Colon Colon 
count. count.t Total count. count. 

1 17,100 0 2, 050, 000 91, 000 
2 4,600 0 2, 800, 000 72, 000 
3 7,300 0 2,320, 000 120, 000 
4 5, 700 0 10, 000 350, 000 
5 3, 900 0 254, 000 1, 100 
6 4,300 0 680, 000 1, 400 
7 10, 200 0 450, 000 5, 200 
8 6, 300 0 365, 000 4,500 

Average... USD IS eeaes 2h 1,391, 125 80, 650 | 

1 0 indicates none in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter. 

At this point it is possible to answer the question ‘How many 
organisms of the colon-aerogenes group can be introduced during 
milking?”” The answer is, not over 2,000 per cubic centimeter, and 
is based on the examination of 254 samples produced under both 
clean and unusually filthy conditions, only one sample of which 
showed a colon count of over 2,000 per cubic centimeter in fresh 
milk. A summary of these counts is shown in Table 7 and also 
in figure 1. If this is the maximum number of organisms of the 
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colon-aerogenes group which can be introduced into milk under 
normal conditions of production, it will be of great importance in 
connection with the significance of the colon count. If correct, it 
means that any colon count over 2,000 per cubic centimeter could at 
once be attributed to growth. 

The results obtained in our experiments indicate that, generally 
speaking, 2,000 per cubic centimeter is the maximum number of organ- 
isms of the colon-aerogenes group introduced into fresh milk. It iss 
realized, however, that occasionally abnormal conditions may be en- 
countered where the colon count in fresh milk runs higher than the 
maximum limit mentioned. The only time such a condition was met 
in the experiments occurred during the period from August 21 to Sep- 
tember 12,1917,when milk was produced under the dirty conditions as 
previously described. The utensils were held for 24 hours before 
washing, and then simply washed in lukewarm water without brush 
or washing powder. During this 24-hour period the air temperature 
ranged from 70° F. (21.1° C.) to 98° F. (86.7° C.), a very favorable 

condition for growth of organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in the 
unwashed utensils. Table 10 shows that the colon count of 12 samples 
of fresh milk produced under these conditions ranged from 80,000 
to 6,700,000 per cubic centimeter. The experiment was stopped 
on September 12 and was repeated about October 1 under the same 
conditions with the exception that the air temperature averaged 
much lower, ranging between 40° F. (4.4° C.) and 70° F. (21.1° C.). 
It was found that at this time the colon counts were all within the 
maximum of 2,000 per cubic centimeter. This led to the belief 
that the holding of utensils containing milk drainings at the high 
temperatures which prevailed during the period from August 21 to 
September 12 was responsible for the extremely heavy contamina- 
tion by organisms of the colon-aerogenes group. 

In order to confirm this opinion further experiments were con- 
ducted during October under the same dirty-barn conditions except 
that the utensils, which were not washed for 24 hours, were held in © 
artificially heated rooms. From the results in the lower part of Table 
10 it is evident that even under these conditions it was impossible to 
obtain the high colon counts that had previously been obtained. 
While it was impossible to maintain as high temperatures artificially 
as occurred normally in our earlier experiment, temperatures as high 
as 86° F. (30° C.) were obtained, and it is believed that in many cases 
the utensils were held at as high temperature as in the previous 
experiment. In the last experiment where the utensils were held 
in artificially heated rooms the colon count ranged from 100 to 
350,000 per cubic centimeter. Only 9 of the 25 samples showed 
more than 2,000 organisms of the colon-aerogenes group per cubie 
centimeter. 
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Tasre 10. —Number of organisms of colon-aerogenes group introduced into fresh milk 
under abnormal conditions. 

ash Sample Total Colon 
Conditions. - No. count. count. 

Per exe Perc.cs 
1 | 18,900,000} 5,200,000 
2 | 25,300,000 | 3,600, 000 
3 | 16,500,000 | 1,190,000 
4 | 22,700,000 | 5, 100,000 

Utensils held 24 hours before washing; not sterilized. pi Ae 21 to 30, ; 28; Fajen a conn 
and September 8 to 17; air temperature 70° F. to 98° F. (21.1° C. to Dein? SP ris 7 | 17,200, 000 340, 000 

819° C.) eee serene ne ee ee ee en eee eee n eect cee serececesccesenes sosedc 8 | 33, 500, 000 690, 000 
9 | 54,009,000 | 1,780,000 

10 | 65,000,000 | 2, 350, 000 
il | 25,000,000 | 1,190,000 
12 | 2,040, 000 80, 000 
1| 2,050,000 91, 

120, 000 October 3 to 12, ” O10 , 
75° F. (23.9° C.). Fal lhge 680 pro B50, 000 

6| 450,000 5, 200 

1] sti | 2 2 1 

October 22 to 25, 2 340, 000 me 200 
60°F. (21.1°C.). 3 690, 000 100 

i 970; 000 1 400 400 

Utensils held 24hours before washing; not sterilized .4 October 22 to 25, Bip Be aah "500 ensis he OSS Oye BCS 9) YES Ts CREP GD: 3 370, 000 300 
4 50,0 400 
1 163, 000 1, 200 

October 29 to No- 2| 490,000 2; 200 
vember 5, 60° 3 410, 000 800 
F, (21.1° G.)...- 4 288, 000 700 

i 1 #00. i 7 a0 37, 000 
October 29 to No- 2| 7295; 000 13,000 
vember 5, 86° 3 98, 000 0 
F. (30° C.)..... 4 161, 000 300 

5 , 000 200 

1Qin 1/100 c. e. 

These results indicate that under abnormal conditions the colon 
count may be over 2,000 per cubic centimeter in fresh milk, but it is 
believed, in view of our experiments, that such exceptional condi- 
tions are seldom encountered. These high counts therefore do not 
detract from the value of the 2,000 maximum colon count per cubic 
centimeter, which has been set as the maximum contamination by 
organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in fresh milk. 

WHY ARE HIGH COLON COUNTS OFTEN FOUND IN RAW MILK? 

Assuming the correctness of the fact just established that fresh 
milk produced under normal conditions very rarely contains over 
2,000 organisms of the colon-aerogenes group per cubic centimeter, 
the question “‘ Why are high colon counts often found in raw milk?’ 
can be answered by the statement that high colon counts in raw milk 
are due to growth which takes place between the time of production 
and that of consumption. 

If organisms of the colon-aerogenes group were not able to grow in 
milk the colon count would be of far greater value as an index of con- 
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tamination during production. Jackson (6) evidently believed that 

these organisms did not grow in milk, for he states: _ 

Contrary to expectation it has been found that under ordinary conditions, consider- 
able numbers of other bacteria being present, B. coli does not increase in milk, or if so 

only to a very slight extent, then gradually dies out. On this account the amount of 
original contamination may be determined. 

Most investigators, however, have recognized the fact that organ- 
isms of the colon-aerogenes group were able to multiply in milk 
and that this fact complicated the significance of the colon count. 
Kinyoun (9), while recognizing that the age of the milk and the 

temperature at which it has been held are important, believed that. 
original contamination was responsible for the most part in causing 
high colon counts. According to Prescott (12), organisms of the 
colon group will grow in milk which is held at 50° F. (10° C.), and 
he found that even when milk was packed in ice for several days 
the rate of increase was much greater than had been expected. 
This author believes that the question of growth must be taken 
into consideration in interpreting the colon count, for he says: 

The mere question of the numbers of colon bacilli found in milk or cream may be 
settled or explained in two ways. It may have been due to initial infection or due 
to growth. Here discrimination must be employed as to the relative number of 
organisms and the types which are present in order to determine which of these 
explanations is the satisfactory one. 

The opinion of Race (13) on this subject is expressed in the following 

statement: 

When milk is kept at a temperature not exceeding 45° F. (7.2° C.) the B. coli do 

not increase and this temperature may therefore be regarded as the critical anabolic 
temperature. Above this point they rapidly multiply and in summer the B. coli 

content of milk must be regarded as due more to reproduction than original con- 
tamination. 

In the several pages following are shown the results of a large 
number of samples of milk produced under different barn con- 
ditions and the growth of organisms of the colon-aerogenes group 
at various temperatures. Of these, 20 samples were produced 
under clean conditions and handled in sterilized utensils, 34 samples 
were produced under dirty conditions with sterilized utensils, and 
23 samples were produced under similar dirty conditions but handled 
in unsterilized utensils, and in each case the samples were held at 
50° F. (10° C.) and duplicate samples were held at 60° F. (15.6° C.), 

and the colon count determined in the milk when fresh and after each 
succeeding 24 hours up to 96 hours. The results obtained when the 
milk was held at 50° F. (10° C.) are shown in Table 11. The results 

have been summarized and the per cent of samples showing the 
presence of organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in 1/100 of a 
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cubic centimeter of milk and their average counts are given, together 
with the per cent of samples which did not show the colon-aerogenes 
group in this quantity of milk. Where more*than one sample of a 
group showed colon organisms the range is also given. The colon 
counts represent the highest number determined on either litmus- 
lactose-asparagin agar or on. Endo medium. 

TABLE 11.—Growth and frequency of organisms of colon-aerogenes group at 50° F. (10° C.) 

Num- Average v Colon count. 

ber of ae total eairas Conditions. Counts 

ples. Fresh. 24 hours. 

Per c.¢. Per c.c. Perc. c¢. 
20 | Barn clean, cows clean, 4,245 | 100 per cent— in 1/100 ¢. ¢. 94.4 per cent—. 

utensils _ sterilized 5.6 per cent-+. 
A). Average colon count, 300.1 

34 | Barn dirty, cleaned 38, 262 | 94.1 per cent—. 100 per cent—. 
once a week; cows 5.9 per cent+. 
dirty; utensils steril- Range, 100 to 300. 
ized (B). Average colon count, 200. 

23 | Same as B, but uten- | 161,083 | 95.6 per cent—. 100 per cent—. 
sils not sterilized. 4.4 per cent-+. 

Average colon count, 400. 

: Colon count. 
Num Average 
See Conditions. total 
ples count 48 hours. 72 hours. 96 hours. 

Per c. c. Perc. c. Per c.c. Per c. c. 
20 | Barn clean, cows 4,245 | 94.4 per cent—. 83.3 per cent—. 83.3 per cent—. 

clean, _ utensils 5.6 per cent-+-. 16.7 per cent-+. 16.7 per cent-+-. 
sterilized (A). Average colon count,} Range,1,600t028,000.) Range, 1,600t0 79,000. 

3,200. Average colon count,| Average colon count, 
10,533. 27,533. 

34 | Barn dirty,cleaned 38, 262 | 95.6 per cent—. 95.6 per cent—. 54.2 per cent—. 
once a week; cows 4.4 per cent+. 4.4 per cent-+. 45.8 per cent-+. 
dirty; utensils Average colon count,} Average colon count,|; Range, 2,000 to 
sterilized (B). 1,900. 3,200. 186,000. 

Average colon count, 
24,172. 

23 | SameasB,bututen-| 161,083 } 94.7 per cent—. 83.3 per cent—. 55.5 per cent—. 
sils not sterilized. 5.3 per cent+. 16.7 per cent-+. 44.5 per cent+. 

Average colon count, 
11,600. 

Range,4,500 to 12,500. 
Average colon count, 

8,100 

Range,3,300 to 22,000. 
Average colon count, 

13,300. 

1 Average colon count per cubic centimeter in samples showing them in ;4, of a cubic centimeter and over. 

The average total count of 20 samples of milk produced under 
clean conditions was 4,245, indicating a high quality of milk, from a 
bacterial standpoint. No organisms of the colon-aerogenes group 
were found in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter in any of these samples 
when fresh. After 24 hours 94.4 per cent of the samples were still 
negative, while 5.6 per cent were positive. The same results were 
obtained at the end of 48 hours, only one sample showing organisms of 
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colon-aerogenes group, and this one contained 3,200. After the 
milk had been held’ 72 hours, 83.3 per cent were still negative in 
1/100 cubic centimeters while 16.7 per cent were positive. The 
colon count ranged from 1,600 to 28,000, the average being 10,533 
per cubic centimeter. After 96 hours at 50° F. (10° C.) the same 

percentage of the samples showed growth as after 72 hours, but the 
average colon count was higher. 
Among the 34 samples of milk produced under dirty conditions 

and handled in sterilized utensils 5.9 per cent showed organisms 
of the colon-aerogenes group in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter of milk. 
The range in colon count was from 100 to 300 and the average 200 
per cubic centimeter. After 24 hours at 50° F. (10° C.) none of 

the samples showed the organisms in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter. 
This is explained by the fact that the colon count in the samples 
which showed positive results in the fresh milk ranged from 100 to 
300. Since 1/100 of a cubic centimeter of milk was plated this 
meant from one to three colonies per plate, and as there was prob- 
ably no growth during the 24-hour holding period at 50° F. (10° C.), 
these organisms were missed in a hundredth dilution on the second 
day’s plating. At the end of 72 hours only 4.4 per cent of the 
samples showed colon-aerogenes organisms, which averaged 3,200 
per cubic centimeter. There was a slight growth among these 
samples between 72 and 96 hours, for, as may be noted in the 
table, 45.8 per cent showed positive results at the end of 96 hours. 
The colon counts ranged from 2,000 to 186,000 and averaged 24,172 

per cubic centimeter. The results obtained in the examination of 
23 samples produced under dirty conditions and handled in un- 
sterilized utensils agreed very closely with those just discussed. 

From these results it seems evident that there is practically no 
growth of organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in milk produced 
under normal conditions when it is held for a period of 48 hours at 
50° F. (10° C.). After 72 hours at this temperature there was 

evidence of multiplication, which was still further increased by 
holding for 96 hours. 

Duplicate samples of the milk produced under the conditions pre- 
sented in Table 11 were held at 60° F. (15.6° C.) and the summarized 

results are given in Table 12. It will be noted that there is a marked 
difference in the growth of the organisms of the colon-aerogenes 
group in milk held at the higher temperature. Quite high colon 
counts were obtained in the majority of samples held at 60° F. (15.6° 
C.) even in 24 hours. No further discussion of the results is neces- 
sary, as the effect of temperature on the colon count is plainly shown 
by the results presented. 
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TABLE 12.—Growth and frequency of organisms of colon-aerogenes group at 60° F. 
(15.6°. C:). 

: Average colon count. 
Bs Average 6 
ekere Conditions. total 

ples. count. Fresh. 24 hours. 

Perc. c. Perc.c. Penencs 
20 | Barnclean, cows clean, 100 per cent — in 1/100 c. c. 4,245 

pieusls sterilized 
66.6 per cent — 
33.4 per cent +. 
Range, 400 to 76,000. 
Average colon count, 14,083.1 

34 | Barn dirty, cleaned 38, 262 
once a week, cows 
dirty, utensils ster- 

94.1 per cent — 
5.9 per cent +. 
Range, 100 to 300. 

31 per cent — 
69 per cent +. 
Range, 1,000 to 510.000. 

ilized (B Average colon count, 200. Average colon ccunt, 79,175. 

23 | Same as B, but uten- | 161,083 | 95.6 per cent — 33.3 per cent — 
Sils not sterilized. 4.4 per cent +. 66.7 per cent i 

Average colon count, 400. Range, 6,100 to 710, 000. 
Average colon count, 156,450. 

a Average colon count. 
ue Average 2 
Savi Conditions. total 

count. ples. 48 hours. 72 hours. 96 hours. 

Perc.c. Per c.c. Perc.c. Perc.c. 
20 | Barn clean, cows 4,245 | 50 per cent —. 35.3 per cent — 37.5 per cent —. 

clean, _ utensils 50 per cent +. 64.7 per cent +. 62.5 per cent +. 
sterilized (A). Range, 1,000 to} Range, 1,700 to{ Range, 4,000 to 

840,000. 25,500,000 152,000,000. 
Average colon count, | Average colon count, | Average colon count, 

318,333. 5,506,518. 27,288,900. 

34 | Barn dirty, cleaned 38,262 | 4.0 per cent —. 8.3 per cent — 100 per cen#®+. 
once a week, cows 96.0 per cent +. 91.7 per cent +. Range, 1,000,000, to 
dirty, utensils Range, 98,000 to} Range, 900,000 to 66,000, 000. 
sterilized (B). 21,600,000. 68,000,000. Average colon count, 

Average colon count, | Average colon count, 23,008,333. 
3,285,750 18,786,364. 

23} Same as B, but | 161,083 | 26.3 per cent — 5.5 per cent —. 100 per cent +. 
utensils not ster- 73.7 per cent +. 94.5 per cent +. Range, 115,000 to 
ilized. Range, 84,000 to} Range, 64,000 to 168,000,000. 

4,300,000. 42,000,000. Average colon count, 
Average colon count, | Average colon count, 15,600,611. 

882,929 4,579,117 

1 Average colon count per cubic centimeter in samples showing them in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter and 
Over. 

When milk is held at higher temperatures the growth of organisms 
of the colon-aerogenes group increases in rapidity, which is shown by 
the results given in Table 13. Twenty samples of milk produced 
under dirty conditions with unsterilized utensils were held at 50° F. 
(10° C.) and 70° F. (21° C.) and the colon count determined in the 

fresh milk and after holding for 24 hours. Although this milk was 
produced under extremely filthy conditions, only 3 of the samples 
when fresh showed organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in 1/100 
of a cubic centimeter. This series contained the only sample of 
fresh milk produced under normal conditions which showed a colon 
count of over 2,000 per cubic centimeter. The results in this table 
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show the remarkable difference in growth of organisms of the colon- 
aerogenes group in milk held at 50° F. (10° C.), compared with 70° F. 
(21° C.). While there is some indication of slight growth in a few of 
the samples held at 50° F. (10° C.), there was the rapid multiplication 
of the organisms in milk held at 70° F. (21° C.), the average colon 
count in 20 samples held for 24 hours at this temperature being 
7,385,500 per cubic centimeter. 

TABLE 13.—Growth of organisms of colon-aerogenes group at 50° F. (10° C.) and 70° F. 
(ital? Gh). 

Total count. Colon count.1! 

SaMiple Held for | Held for 24 
: ours ours a 

Fresh. Fresh. at 50° F ° 4 70° F. 
(10° C.). | (21.1° C.). 

a 

1 225, 000 0 100 180, 000 
2 1,140,000 | 28,400) 83,000] 55,500,000 
3 270, 000 0 200 | — 2, 600, 000 
4 , 000 0 0| 2,350,000 
5 1, 080, 000 0 0| 3,400,000 
6 490, 000 0 00 | 5, 100,000 
7 850, 000 900 1,300 | 8,300,000 
8 840, 000 0 200 | 2,700,000 
9 1, 450, 000 0 600 | 2,520,000 

10 2, 400, 000 0 0| 12,800,000 
ll 1, 950, 000 0 0 | 22,000, 000 
12 260, 000 0 0| 1,250,000 
13 610, 000 2, 000 600 | 15,300, 000 
14 340, 000 0 0 830, 000 
15 630, 000 0 0| 1,170,000 
16 179, 000 0 0| 1,180,000 
17 366, 000 0 0| 6,400,000 
18 304, 000 0 0 120, 000 
19 460, 000 0 0| 1,810,000 
20 620, 000 0 400 | 2,200, 000 

1 0 indicates none in ;4, of a cubic centimeter. 

Further studies on the growth of organisms of the colon-aerogenes 
group at different temperatures are shown in Table 14. Three dif- 
ferent sets of conditions were used so as to determine the subsequent 
growth in three distinct grades of fresh milk. Special attention is 
called to the colon counts after the milk had been held for 6 hours at 
86° F. (30° C.). Among the 22 samples of milk produced in the 
dirty barn and handled in sterilized utensils there was practically 
no increase in the colon count after 6 hours at 86° F. (30° C.), but 

after 24 hours at the same temperature the colon count had reached 
the high figure of 63,279,545 per cubic centimeter. Twenty-six 
samples produced in the dirty barn and handled in unsterilized 
utensils showed after 6 hours a distinct increase in the colon count 
in most of the samples, and after 24 hours the colon count averaged 
about 24,000,000 per cubic centimeter. 

Similar increases occurred among the 20 samples produced in a 
dirty barn and handled in unsterilized utensils which had not been 
washed until 8 hours after milking. The average colon count of the 
fresh milk was 595 per cubic centimeter. After 6 hours, at 86° F. 
(30° C.) the average count had increased to 37,525, while after 24 
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hours at the same temperature the average count was about 205,- 
000,000. The difference in the rate of growth of organisms of the 
colon-aerogenes group at this temperature seems to vary somewhat 
with the amount of initial contamination, as is shown by the colon 
counts of the fresh milk and after 6 and 24 hours. Further obser- 
vation of Table 14 shows that when the milk was held at 50° F. 
(10° C.) there was little or no increase over the count in the fresh 

milk. There are, however, a few samples which show a distinct 
erowth. 

TaBLE 14.—Influence of conditions of production on the subsequent increase of organisms 
of the colon-aerogenes group. 

Colon count.1 

Total 
naa j Held 24h — Sample Conditions, reunt an Held 6 eld ours at: 

milk. rest hours at 

Ga 6) 50°F. | 86°F. 
J+! (10° C.). | (30° C.). 

1 27, 000 0 200 0 | 290, 000, 000 
2 58,000] * 100 400 0 294, 000; 000 
3 54, 000 100 0 100 126, 000; 000 
4 83, 000 0 100 0 11; 900, 000 
5 28, 000 0 0 0 ”550, 000 
6 96, 000 0 0 0| 14,200,000 
7 11, 800 0 0 0| 38,000,000 
8 39, 000 0 100 0| 2,400, 000 

10 12” 400 0 0 0| 523002000 1] 5, 300, 0 
11 |\Barn dirty, cleaned twice a week; 10, 200 0 100 0 139, 000; 000 
2 utensils sterilized. 28 oe 4 8 rs A 500, 08 

12, 50 1,100, 
14 42; 000 100 0 0 250, 000, 000 
15 16, 400 0 (2) 0 6, 300, 000 
16 ‘ 22, 800 0 (2) 0| 42° 000; 000 
17 24, 000 0 (2) 0 128 400; 000 
18 37, 000 0 (2) 0 17, 600, 000 
19 13, 500 0 (2) 300 3, 600, 000 
20 57, 000 0 (7) 0 BA, 000, 000 
21 14, 200 400 (2) 100 374 000, 000 
22 15, 500 0 (2) 0 28° 600, 000 

PAV CLAP OM aise an aca a viene ceccincecauuasace B2 Adasen sec cate eete oats lee eee as 63, 279, 545 

1 1,320, 000 0 0 0} 60,000, 000 
2 790, 000 0 400 100 | 450, 000, 000 
3 t, 600, 000 0 0 0 ile 900; 000 
f L 295, 000 0 500 0 330, 000, 000 

940, 000 0 200 0 a 800, 000 

iu 8e] 3) aa] 8] hams "650, 000 

ses] 1) SG) 3) esaaiy 11, 400, 000 
10 0 mn we ie , 510, 000; 000 

0! 2 9, 400, 000 
12 440; 000 400 (2) 800 260, 000, 000 
B Barn dirty, cleaned twice a week; 180, 000 0 0 0 46, 000, 000 
14 utensils washed immediately but 490, 000 0 900 1,100 | 2 

not sterilized. J 85, 000, aut 
15 318, 000 0 1,000 0 210, 000, 000 

: soe] 3] | 3) BEES ge 
18 440, 000 200 (2) 100 216, 000, 000 
19 i 730, 000 100 2,400 100 420, 000, 000 
20 710, 000 800 46, 000 600 525, 000; 000 
21 590, 000 100 8, 600 (2) 580, 000; 000 
22 310, 000 900 41,000 (2) 430) 000; 000 
23 190, 000 0 800 100 55, 000; 000 
24 230, 000 300} 74,000} 15,100 | 400; 000, 000 
25 182, 000 0 1,100} « 100 152, 000, 000 
26 340, 000 900 48,000 900 244° 000, 000 

INS STEER ONS VANES CE AOINS BN UNI GE NU a Vea G25N 846) ease un 1OXO TTA eee 234, 948, 077 

10 indicates no organisms of the colon-aerogenes group in 1/100 of a cubic centimeter of milk, 
2 No determinations made. 
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TaBLE 14.—IJnjfluence of conditions of production on the subsequent increase of organisms 
of the colon-aerogenes group—Continued. 

Colon count. 

Total 
ae Conditions. coustin | Fela 6 Held 24 hours at— 

milk. Fresh. hours at 

aoc asl ae He |e (Se 
-)-| (10°C.). | (30° C.). 

1 670, 000 100 200 0 | 260, 000, 000 
2 820, 000 0} 2,100 100 | 117;000; 000 
3 3,300, 000 1,200] 35,200} — 1,400 | 34270007 000 
4 1, 800, 000 1 3,100 200 ; 240; 000; 000 
5 1,170, 000 0 400 181,000, 000 
6 1, 440, 000 wi ; sop 200 159,000; 000 

1 

8 860, 000 300} (2) 500 | 194; 000,000 
9 |! Barn dirty, cleaned twice a week; 570, 000 ‘ 800 1,500 120, 000, 000 
10 utensils washed after 8 hours but not 1 530008 an Aes c 800 779" O00’ 000 sterilized. Fon’ ? De) 12 2) 720, 000 1,800 | 510,000! 3,300 | 285,000; 000 

id 1 8407 ODD 900 14 200 1 200 330,000" 000 1 : 0 
15 1, 080, 000 1,100} 4,500 1,500 | 460; 000; 000 

: eect ic Laan 1 i 1 1 
18 3,820,000, 1,100} 12,400] 21,000 | 196,000,000 
19 , 200, 000 600} (2) (*) — | 115;000? 000 
20 ‘ 4) 300, 000 1,500} (1) (4) — | 220; 0007 000 

AETA EO. fcc ie fe sachats the toe aes see ee 1, 667, 000 595) 37,525| 2,156 | 204,875,000 

1 No determinations made. 

The results of these experiments in general confirm the opinion of 
Race (13) that organisms of the colon-aerogenes group do not grow 
at 45° F. (7.2° C.), for as a rule little or no growth was found to take 

place when milk was held at 50° F. (10° C.) for lengths of time com- 
parable with commercial practice. 

In studying the growth of organisms of the colon-aerogenes group 
in milk held at different temperatures, ~4, of a cubic centimeter 
was the largest quantity of milk examined, so that any growth 
occurring in quantities less than 100 per cubic centimeter would not 
have been detected. The results obtained therefore do not conflict 
with those of Prescott (12), who found that milk which showed no 

colon bacilli in a single cubic centimeter when fresh, after 24 hours 
at 50° F. (10° C.) contained from 10 to 50 per cubic centimeter. 

When milk is kept at temperatures above 50° F. (10° C.) there 
is a rapid growth of organisms in the colon-aerogenes group in direct 
proportion to the temperature and time to which milk might be sub- 
jected under commercial conditions. 
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ARE BOTH THE B. COLI AND B. AEROGENES TYPES PRESENT IN MILK; 
AND IF SO, IS THEIR RELATIVE PROPORTION OF ANY VALUE? 

Since Rogers and his associates (14, 15) have shown that organisms 
of the colon-aerogenes group found in bovine feces are principally 
of the Bacillus coli type while those occurring on grains correspond 
to the B. aerogenes type, it seems as if a differentiation of these types 
in milk might be of value in determining the source of contamina- 
tion. Raw milk ordinarily contains both the B. coli and the B. 
aerogenes type. Rogers and his associates found that nearly 50 per 
cent of the cultures isolated from milk were of the B. aerogenes type. 

In our experiments an effort has been made to determine the 
presence of the two types and their proportion to each other in milk 
produced under different conditions of cleanliness and held for 24 
and 48 hours at 60° F. (15.6° C.), 70° F. (21.1° C.), and 86° F. (80° C). 

The B. coli and B. aerogenes types were divided on the basis of the 
methyl-red test proposed by Clark and Lubs (3). The results of the 
work as shown in Table 15 give the total and colon counts, the 
number of B. colt and B. aerogenes types in fresh milk, and the colon 
count and the percentage of the two types in the same milk held at 
different temperatures. 

Table 15 shows that, as a rule, the colon count of fresh milk com- 
prised only organisms of the B. coli type. This statement is based 
on the results obtained when 1/10 and 1/100 of a cubic centimeter 

of milk were plated. In a few cases the colonies from the fresh milk 
were of the B. aerogenes type. After the milk was held for a time and 
further examined both types of organisms were found in most cases. 
It must be remembered that even when the figures indicate that all 
the organisms of the colon-aerogenes group were of one type it 
does not mean that none of the other type were present. This is 
true because the method of differentiation was the picking off as 
near as possible of all the colonies of the group which appeared on the 
plates, inoculating them in a dextrose-peptone broth as described by 
Clark and Lubs (3), and determining their reaction by methyl red. 
It is evident, therefore, that the dilution in plating might have been 
so high as to exclude entirely the type that was in the minority. 

From the results obtaimed it seems safe to conclude that both 
types are usually present in raw milk. Since milk usually contains 
both types, it might be assumed that the proportion of B. coli to 
B. aerogenes would be of value in tracing the conditions under which 
the milk was produced. 
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The results of the first experiments carried on in connection with 
this point are shown in sections 2 and 3 of Table 15, where it will be 
noted that the average percentage of the B. aerogenes type was con- 
siderably higher in milk produced under clean conditions and han- 
dled in sterilized utensils than the percentage found in milk pro- 
duced under dirty conditions and handled in unsterilized utensils, 
for any given temperature and time. The average percentage of the 
B. aerogenes type was consistently higher in milk produced under 
clean conditions when stored at 60° F. (15.6° C.) and 70° F. (21.1° C.) 

up to a period of 48 hours. Further experiments with milk produced 
under the same two sets of conditions, but held at 86° F. (30° C.) 
showed a similar high proportion of B. aerogenes in the milk produced 
under clean conditions, although the actual percentage of the 
B. aerogenes in the milk produced under dirty conditions was also 
somewhat higher than when held at the lower temperatures. These 
results are shown in sections 4 and 5 of Table 15. 

Further analysis of the results shows that among the samples pro- 
duced under a given condition there was a wide variation in the pro- 
portion of the B. colt to the B. aerogenes types. Further than this, 
the proportion of the two types after 24 hours’ incubation was often 
entirely reversed after 48 hours at the same temperature. Consid- 
ering the higher average percentage for the B. aerogenes type in milk 
produced under clean conditions than under dirty conditions, it 
seemed that this might be a significant fact in tracing the conditions 
of production. 

The results obtained, however, from a few samples of certified milk 
as shown in section 1 of Table 15, seemed to indicate that no hard 
and fast rule can be attached to the proportion of the two types. In 
view of the earlier findings with milk produced under clean condi- 
tions it was thought that certified milk would, upon holding at tem- 
peratures above 50° F. (10° C.), show a high percentage of the 
B. aerogenes type, but the result shows that this was not the case. 

Based on these results it seems evident that both types of organ- 
isms of the colon-aerogenes group are always present in raw milk, 
but the differentiation into the B. coli and the B. aerogenes types is 
of little or no value in indicating the conditions under which the milk 
was produced or the age and temperature at which it has been held. 

The conclusions reached in regard to the value. of differentiating 
the B. coli and the B. aerogenes types are based on a study of rela- 
tively few samples. While the results obtained indicate that the 
proportion of B. coli to B. aerogenes types is of little value in deter- 
mining the history of the milk, it is believed that this poimt deserves 
much further study before any more definite conclusion can be 
reached. 
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HAS THE COLON COUNT ANY SIGNIFICANCE IN RAW MILK? 

Before discussing the question of whether the colon count in raw 
milk has any significance it must be pointed out that the colon count 
as made at present includes both B. colt and B. aerogenes types, of 
which the B. colt type is principally of fecal origin and the B. aero- 
genes type mainly of nonfecal origin. If, therefore, it could be 
assumed that the number of organisms of the B. coli type was a direct 
measure of the amount of manure in milk (an impossible assumption), 
the colon count would not even then be a direct measure of such 
contamination, since it may include the B. aerogenes type. Since, 
however, it is impossible at present to differentiate between the two 
types by plating methods alone, the significance of the colon count 
must be considered as it stands, irrespective of the fact that it 
measures the number of both types of organisms. 

The significance of the colon count must be considered in two 
distinct relations; first, in its connection with fresh milk and, second, 
in its connection with milk which has been held. 

SIGNIFICANCE IN FRESH MILK. 

The colon count is, generally speaking, a measure of contamination 
during production only when fresh milk (less than two hours old) is 
examined. In fresh milk the colon count measures the degree of 
contamination from several sources. The organisms gain entrance 
directly from manure, from unsterilized utensils, and in small num- 
bers from the air and from other minor sources. 

Milk produced under clean conditions and handled in sterilized 
utensils usually does not show the presence of organisms of the 
colon-aerogenes group in 5 of a cubic centimeter, and probably they 
are not present in even larger quantities. In milk produced under 
dirty-barn conditions and handled in unsterilized utensils these 
organisms can usually be found in {5 of a cubic centimeter and may 
run as high as 2,000 per cubic centimeter. The colon count of fresh 
milk therefore bears a somewhat direct relation to the conditions 
under which the milk was produced. A similar relation, however, 
does not exist between the colon count and the amount of manurial 
contamination, first, because different samples of feces vary widely 
in their colon content, and, secondiy, because these organisms may 
be introduced into milk through other channels, particularly from 
unsterilized utensils. 

SIGNIFICANCE IN MILK THAT HAS BEEN HELD. 

When milk is not fresh, no significance can be attached to the colon 
count in relation to contamination during milking unless it is known 
that the milk is comparatively fresh and that it has been kept at 
temperatures not exceeding 50° F. (10° C.). Perhaps a safer limit 
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would be 45° F. (7.2°C.). In other words, if the history of the milk 
is not known it is impossible to interpret the colon count in terms of 
the condition under which it was produced. This situation arises 
because of the fact that organisms of the colon-aerogenes group grow 
rapidly in milk when it is held above 50° F. (10° C.). 
When the history of the milk is not known, it is believed that colon 

counts above 2,000 per cubic centimeter indicate growth. This 
belief is based on the fact that only one sample of fresh milk out of 
the 254 samples which were produced under conditions ranging from 
clean to extremely filthy contained more than 2,000 colon per cubic 
centimeter. If, therefore, a sample of milk of unknown history is 
examined and found to have a colon count between 100 and 2,000 
per cubic centimeter, it is impossible to decide whether the colon 
count indicates original contamination or whether this small number 
of organisms was due to the growth of the few originally introduced 
into a very clean milk. Colon counts above 2,000, however, under 
normal conditions can be attributed to growth. In this connection 
the colon count is significant so far as it indicates that the milk has at 
some period in its history been held above 50° F. (10° C.). 

There is one abnormal condition of production under which 
fresh milk may have a high colon count. As previously pointed 
out, in one series of experiments where utensils were allowed to 
contain milk drainings for 24 hours during extremely hot weather, 
and then washed carelessly in lukewarm water without the use of 
brush or washing powder, the colon count of the fresh milk averaged 
about 1,000,000 per cubic centimeter. An attempt was made to 
duplicate these counts under similar conditions, but without success. 
It is believed that this extreme condition of production would rarely 
be encountered in the commercial production of milk. High colon 
counts due to this condition can probably be readily distinguished 
from similarly high colon counts which are due to growth, because 
the ratio of total count to colon count would probably be less than 
1 to 50 in the fresh milk, while in that due to growth the ratio would 
be much higher. 

SUMMARY. 

1. The colon count as determined at the present time includes both 
the B. coli and B. aerogenes types of organisms. Since the B. coli 
type is principally of fecal and the B. aerogenes type of nonfecal 
origin, the colon count at best can not be a direct measure of ma- 
nurial contamination. 

2. Fresh milk produced under the best conditions always contains 
some organisms of the colon-aerogenes group, but rarely contains 
over 2,000 per cubic centimeter even when produced under the worst 
conditions normally encountered. 
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3. High colon counts can nearly always be attributed to the growth 
of organisms originally introduced into milk. Little or no growth 
of the organisms of the colon-aerogenes group occurs below 50° F. 
(10° C.), but rapid growth takes place at higher temperatures. 

4, The differentiation of the B. colt and B. aerogenes types does not 
assist materially in tracing the conditions under which milk is pro- 
duced, but future results from a greater number of samples may 
show that it is of some value. 

5. In fresh milk the colon count does not indicate the extent of 
direct manurial contamination, but does indicate the general condi- 
tions of cleanliness under which the milk was produced. 

6. In milk of unknown history no significance can be attached to 
the colon count other than that high counts usually indicate that 
it has been held above 50° F. (10° C.), or rarely, that it was produced 
under very abnormal conditions, as previously described. 

7. A careful study of the limitations of the colon count as an index 
of cleanliness in milk production, taking into account especially the 
effect of temperature on the growth of the organisms, will materially 
assist the laboratory man in makin the colon count serve to the 
best advantage. 
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SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION. 

This bulletin gives the results of an investigation to determine the 
amounts of ammoniacal nitrogen, amino-acid nitrogen, moisture, 
total solids, ash, and sodium chlorid present in oysters under the 
various conditions through which they pass in ordinary commercial 
practice in the oysterhouse, and to ascertain the effect of washing 
and soaking on both the chemical composition and physical condition 
of the oysters. The investigation was conducted during the fall and 
winter of 1914-15, in certain oysterhouses in Connecticut, selected 
as being representative of the oyster industry throughout the North 
Atlantic States. The oysters used were grown in various beds, rang- 
ing from New Haven, Conn., on the east, to Raritan Bay, N. J., on 
the west. As work was done in several houses, each using a different, 

method of treatment of the stock, the methods given represent 
commercial practice at that time and in that locality, but may not 
be representative of later practice or other localities. The experi- 
ments which were made to show the results of various special treat- 
ments do not represent commercial practice. 
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COMMERCIAL TREATMENT OF OYSTERS. 

As a slight knowledge of the methods of handling oysters is neces- 
sary for a clear understanding of the various subjects touched upon 
in this bulletin, a brief outline of the essential features involved in 
the preparation of oysters for the market, beginning with the dredging 
of the mature oysters, that is, those which are three or four years of 
age, will be given first. 

Oysters are grown in water of a salinity ranging from 1.5 to 3.5 - 
per cent, calculated as sodium chlorid, the average being about 2.5 
per cent, and are covered to a depth of from 5 to 50 feet at mean low 
tide. In many cases the beds are so far from the oysterhouse that 
upon arrival the oysters may have been out of water for several days. 
For the beds near the house the period is shortened to a few hours. 
‘““Shucking”’ oysters, the process of opening the shells and removing 
the meats therefrom, is always done by hand, and those engaged in 
the work are called ‘‘shuckers.’’ The shucker puts the oyster meats 
into a perforated dipper holding 1 gallon. From the shuckers’ dippers 
the oysters are emptied upon the “‘riffles,” inclined, corrugated metal 
boards, down which a thin stream of waterruns. The slight bumping 
caused by the corrugations tends to remove the bits of shell which 
may cling to the body of the oyster, and the water both hastens its 
progress and washes off most of the dirt which it has acquired during 
the process of opening. From the riffles the oysters slide through 
metal chutes to the sorting table, where they are graded and those 
not fit for food are culled out. In Connecticut the following grades 
of oysters are recognized: (1) ‘‘Straights,’ the name given to the 
entire output of the plant, not graded, with only those unfit for food 
removed; (2) ‘‘counts,’’ very large oysters, not mutilated in opening, 
perfect in shape and color; (3) ‘‘selects,’”’ smaller than ‘‘counts,’”’ but 
larger than the ordinary run of stock, unmutilated and perfect in 
shape and color; (4) ‘‘standards,”’ the ordinary run of stock from 
which the ‘‘counts,” ‘‘selects,’”’ and ‘‘culls” have been removed. 
From the sorting table the oysters slide down metal chutes to the 

washing and chilling tanks, where they are thoroughly washed in 
running water, and chilled by means of ice, if the weather is warm 
enough to require it. The method of washing and chilling oysters 
had changed materially in the years immediately preceding the time 
of this investigation, and, instead of only one method, several methods 
were in use. The old method of preparing shucked oysters for the 
market consisted in washing the stock as received from the shucker 
upon a perforated ‘‘skimmer board,’ by means of running water 
from a hose, the oysters being moved about with a paddle during 
the process. The oysters were then placed in tanks of ice water with 
chunks of ice, and chilled for a period of time not exceeding 20 
or 30 minutes. Mechanical devices, however, had been invented 
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for the washing and chilling of the shucked oysters, and in 1914-15 
the air-agitation system of washing was in general use in the larger 
plants. In this system, from 20 to 30 gallons of oysters are placed 
in a tank of water, ice is added if necessary, and the whole is agitated 
by means of a blast of air blown in through the perforated bottoms . 
of the tanks. A constant flow of fresh water is maintained. In this 
way a very thorough washing is secured. With the change in the 
method of handling, however, the oysterman did not modify the 
length of time for washing and chilling, which resulted in a great 
gain in the bulk of the’oysters, due to osmotic action. For in the 
old method of washing, the oysters remained stationary in the 
bottom of the tank, their mass was slowly pervious to water, and 
osmosis could not take place to any extent, whereas in the latter 
method each individual oyster was constantly exposed to the action 
of fresh water for a period of from 20 to 30 minutes. As a result, 
the oysters lost a marked proportion of their soluble constituents, 
and due to the process of osmosis became greatly distended. 

From the washing and chilling tanks, the oysters were run out 
upon. ‘‘skimmers,’’ which are perforated metal tables, to drain. 
They were stirred about upon the skimmers with metal paddles until 
they were thoroughly drained, then were run off into cans, which 
were immediately sealed and stored in a refrigeration room at a 
temperature of about 33° F. Stock was not usually kept in the 
refrigerator more than one or two days; in fact, it was usually 
shipped the morning after packing. 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS. 

1. Preparation of sample.—The sample of oysters is drained in a 
colander for two minutes, with gentle shaking or stirring to facilitate 
drainage, the liquor being discarded. After draining, one pint of 
the drained meats is ground in a meat chopper, No. 2, using the 
next-to-finest blade, and thoroughly mixed. The required amount 
of sample is weighed out immediately, as evaporation causes serious 
errors in a short time. 

2. Amino-acid nitrogen.—Weigh out 100 grams of the finely- 
sround oyster meat upon the rough balance, wash into a 500 cc 

_ vyolumetric flask, make up to the mark with distilled water, and 
_ shake thoroughly every 10 minutes for 1 hour. Allow to settle, and 
pour off the supernatant liquid. Upon this liquid the determination 
for amino-acid nitrogen is run according to Sérensen’s method.! 

3. Ammoniacal nitrogen.—This determination was made by Folin’s 
method,? aerating for exactly 2 hours, and using 20 grams of the 

1 Allen’s Commercial Organic Analysis, 4th ed., 7 : 262. 2 Am. J. Physiol., 1903, 8 : 343. 
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finely-ground oyster meats, weighed to within 0.1 gram. Tenth 
normal solutions of acid and alkali were used. 

4. Total solids.—Place a thin layer of dried shredded asbestos on 
the bottom of a thin lead dish, add a short glass rod, and weigh the 
whole. Add about 5 grams of the ground sample, and weigh as 
quickly as possible. Evaporate to dryness on the steam bath, and 
dry for exactly 4 hours im a water-jacketed oven at the temperature 
of boiling water. Weigh, and calculate the percentage of total 
solids. During evaporation, the meat is stirred occasionally with 
the glass rod. This stirring with the asbestos prevents the formation 
of a crust which would hinder evaporation. 

5. Moisture——Determined by difference from the total solids 
results. 

6. Ash.—Weigh about 5 grams of the finely-ground sample as 
quickly as possible into a previously ignited and weighed platinum 
dish or crucible, drive off moisture at a moderate heat, and ignite at 
the dullest red heat until the ash is gray in color. Extraction with 
water, followed by a second evaporation and ignition, may be neces- 
sary to secure a clean gray ash. Weigh, and report as percentage of 
original sample. 

7. Salinity—Extract the ash obtained in the preceding dete 
mination with hot water, cool, and titrate against silver nitrate 
solution containing 29.0575 grams of silver nitrate per liter of solu- 
tion at room temperature. As indicator, use one or two drops of a 
10 per cent solution of potassium chromate. One cc of this silver 
nitrate solution is equivalent to 10 mg of:sodium chlorid. Calculate 
all chlorin as sodium chlorid, and report as percentage present in 
original sample. 

ar SERIES I. 

In this series, determinations for amino-acid nitrogen and ammo- 
niacal nitrogen only were run. A summary of results is given in 
Table 1. 

The column headed ‘‘Shucker’’ represents oysters as taken from 
the shuckers’ dippers; ‘‘Riffle,’’ oysters taken from the chute below 
the riffle-boards; ‘‘Commercial package,’ oysters after washing 
and chilling, packed into cans ready to go into the refrigerator; 
“Refrigerator,” oysters from the same day’s run as those upon the 
same line in the preceding columns, but sampled from the cans 
remaining in the refrigerator one or two days later. 

1 These results are not exactly accurate, due to the fact that all the chlorin is not in the form of sodium 

chlorid. As no analysis for oyster ash could be found in the literature, and there was no time to make such 

analyses, the plan of calculating all the chlorin as sodium chlorid and reporting it as salinity was adopted. 

Since all the data have been prepared on this basis, the results are comparable, and the error probably is 

negligible, as the amount presentis smallin any case, and it is certain that a large proportion of the chlorin 

is present in the form of sodium chlorid. 
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TABLE 1.—Percentages of nitrogen obtained at various stages of handling. 

Amino-acid nitrogen, Ammoniacal nitrogen, 

Date. Commer- . Commer- 4 
Shucker.| Rifle. | cial | Petiger-|shucker.| Rifle. | cial | Reftiger- 

package. 5 package. ? 

1914. Per cent.| Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
(Oxean) be ae ee ea 0. 183 0. 166 0. 128 0. 120 0.00200 } 0.0018 0. 0012 0. 0025 

Gee beset 173 . 159 . 1267 . 085 00189 - 0015 0015 0004 
CO AUN a eae 171 1495 5 146 00042 0004 0000 0010 
LO he 148 149 106 116 - 00074 0011 0000 0022 
[GA o3 GS ey 155 152 106 089 - 00154 0011 0004 0000 
1 Cas eee ae 1658 1534 1183 1237 - 0007 0006 0007 00077 
Ae ok 1439 1433 IO | ee ae . 0007 0007 00042 |........-- 
IER S AED ie eens 1551 1512 1232 1378 . 00077 0003 00024 00087 
1G (SRR Bea See ae . 1580 - 1542 S198: (aes - 00038 . 0005 0000 le Syseeease 

Nilo ey ee? Po . 1522 . 1582 - 1249 . 1272 - 0000 . 0000 0000 |......-.-. 
LQ Nee yee ctcia/sais 1484 1400 1215 2.0946 - 00032 0002 00115 2.00024 

5S peek FE SP ee TDUOW ER EAE OER ee RE Sad - 00017 
A eee sero wide ee - 1703 1670 1064 1232 - 00021 00007 10 - 00073 
Dae PU aa J 1813 1692 13055|seee ee . 00098 00021 00078 |......---- 

Panties tarp areal es Nay ep ED Ua Se IA ba eS PERMA 
Ho SSSA SASS ABBE GE Senet Stes Se nm pees Fe rhe Ma a ORME TYCO) PAL EST es Naas age EPO ne ea . 00035 

AIA ASLO TAS A PO Pa TAF MO) HI Ge a aN UE Ce - 00035 
(3 CR 1932 1727 1318 2.1084 . 00084 0002 - 00098 2.00031 

bvstate Spe 3 She siiiopereieresel wich HA29) epee spa ah ah coe eR hey coca os - 00056 |........-- 
1S ASh Res eeeeeas 1635 1585 1204 |p ss ye - 00049 - 00011 AOCLD Ioeeoebs6ce 
Oa Sie ae ad eee 1652 1630 14 23a eer - 00014 . 0000 00024 }......-.-- 

1, 1658 LTA DG | Ege 2 ee UN THOOOSS! | 2A OCO2H ee anes Rees 
rd ets en aie SOLO pense iy ere cial eis al ere bee eee eee Se OOOZ Sse ges eee ea ae ee 

Weert Oe Seer a 1739 1558 1188 1177 00014 . 0000 00032 0000 
Le es atsias Sis 1456 1479 1367 1177 00035 00007 00007 00011 
OG BB Bene ee 1702 1685 1317 1250 - 00014 0000 00008 00011 

1 Selects. ‘ 2 Counts. 

From this table it is apparent that a considerable amount of 
amino-acid nitrogen is present in the oyster as it comes from the shell. 
It is probable that a certain percentage of amino-acid nitrogen exists 
in. the tissues of the oyster body, being either absorbed or formed in 
the process of metabolism. Some of this may be due to bacterial 
activity within the oyster itself. 

The comparatively slight washing of the oyster upon the riffle 
board removes approximately 10 per cent of the amino acids present, 
which shows that a certain proportion of them are present in the mucus 
surrounding the oyster. An additional amount of approximately 
25 per cent is removed in the washing and chilling process proper, 
which may be explained partly by solution in the wash water, partly 
by the fact that most of the remaining mucus.is washed from the 
outside of the oyster, and partly by the increase in volume of the 
oyster due to osmosis. 
From the figures in the “‘ Refrigerator’’ column it is seen that the 

relative figures vary widely. In some cases the percentage of amino- 
acid nitrogen apparently increased, in others remained constant, and 
in Still others decreased. This variation is due largely to difference 
in stock used, as it was found impossible, in a large plant, to be sure 
that the oysters stored were from exactly the same stock as those 
analyzed in the preceding columns. However, if the amino-acid 
content be taken as indicative of decomposition, it is evident that 
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no appreciable amount takes place while the oysters are stored in 
the refrigerating room of the oysterhouse for a short time. It is 
interesting to note that the figure for the larger oysters, selects and 
counts, is uniformly smaller than that for the standards of the same 
stock. 3 

From the results obtained in this series, there appears to be no 
relation between the amino-acid nitrogen and the ammoniacal 
nitrogen present. In general, the figures for ammoniacal nitrogen 
change in the same way as do those for amino-acid nitrogen; but the 
former are so inconsistent, even in duplicates run on the same sample, 
that the whole table is practically meaningless in this connection. 
Similar determinations were run in all the following series of experi- 
ments, but as they are in all cases as conflicting as those in Tables 1 
and 2, they Have been omitted from all subsequent tables. 

SERIES II. 

In order to prove that the amount of amino-acid nitrogen and 
ammonia present would not indicate decomposition in oysters if the 
water over them was changed occasionally, the following series of 
experiments was run. 
A 5-gallon can of oysters was divided into two lots, and the oysters 

in each were covered with water. One lot was stored at room temper- 
ature, the other in a small ice box at a temperature of about 45° F., 
and the water over each lot was changed every day. Determina- 
tions were run upon each lot every day for one week. A summary 
of results obtained is given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2.—Amuino-acid and ammoniacal nitrogen as index of decomposition. 

Amino-acid nitrogen Ammoniacal nitrogen 
in portion stored at— | in portion stored at— 

Date of analysis. 

Room temp.| 45°F. | Roomtemp.| 45° F, 

1914. -| Percent. | Percent.| Percent. | Per cent. 
Ob rT: oes oe ace de ee ee a a ee 0.1290 0. 1290 6.00123 } 0.00123 

. 1280 . 1280 - 00116 00116 
OCR Gis sas8 ck eee ee Oe Se oe an oa 1244 . 1272 - 00329 00259 
Oct? Sigs SEE, BSE Bee ee a a 1075 - 1120 -00165 }........-- 
OCEs 19 ses eee eee Se ee ee ae ae eee 1250 - 0687 - 00392 000105 

1250 0676 . 00185 000098 
Oot Oo e5 sees hee cities eden oe oe eae Re oe ee 1215 0638 . 00473 000840 

At the end of this time the oysters soaking at room temperature 
were badly decomposed. In spite of this condition, the amino-acid 
nitrogen content decreased, and the figure for ammoniacal nitrogen, 
though larger than in the same oysters at the beginning of the experi- 
ment, was smaller than. that found in several samples of fresh oysters. 
The oysters stored in the refrigerator kept much better than those 
stored at room temperature, though they also were slightly decom- 
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posed at the endof the week. In this lot, the values for both amino- 
acid and ammoniacal nitrogen were smaller at the end than they were 
at the beginning of the experiment. 

Of the two determinations intended to show the amount of de- 
composition which has occurred in oysters, it appears that deter- 
mination of ammoniacal nitrogen by the Folin method is worthless 
im commercial oyster work for the following reasons: 
(a) The free ammonia and ammonium salts are washed out of the 

oysters nearly as fast as they form. 
(b) The very small amount of standard acid neutralized by the am- 

monia makes the probable error relatively large. 
(c) With alizarin red as an indicator, the color change obtained is 

not sharp, under such conditions. 
For the last two reasons, duplicate determinations often varied 

widely, and no great reliance is to be placed upon the accuracy of 
the determinations; hence, very little weight should be attached to 
the meaning of the results obtamed. Often higher ammoniacal 
nitrogen figures were obtained from fresh oysters than from others 
which had undergone decomposition. 
It is believed that the amino-acid nitrogen determination is much 

more consistent and reliable. It is more consistent in that a larger 
amount of solution is taken for titration, which lessens the probable 
error, and in that the end poimt is easier to locate. The principal 
objection to this determination is that the amino-acid nitrogen con- 
tent is not a true indication of the amount of decomposition which 
has taken place in the oysters, for the following reasons: 
(a) Amino acids, being soluble, are washed out of the oysters by 

each change of water in the same way as are the ammonia 
and its compounds. 

(6) Amino acids present a very suitable medium for bacteriological 
growth, and are, therefore, being continuously broken down 
into some of the simpler compounds already mentioned. 
Therefore, the amount of amino acids present is never a 
measure of the total amount of decomposition, and in many 
cases 1s a measure of only a very small percentage of it. 
However, the results obtained on oysters undergoing wash- 
ing treatments are comparable, and are of great value in 
indicating the amount of soluble matter removed. 

In the study of washing oysters, the greatest reliance is to be 
placed upon the determinations for amimo-acid nitrogen, total solids, 
and ash. The figures for moisture aré very useful in showing the 
amount of water added to the oysters in the washing processes. 
The determinations for salinity were of little assistance, as the salt 
was removed quite completely in a comparatively brief period of 
washing. 
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SERIES III. 

Since the amino acids present in oysters had been regarded as 
decomposition products, it was assumed that their amounts would be 
at a minimum in oysters fresh from the beds, and would increase with 
the length of time the oysters were out of the water. As some of the 
experiments indicated that this was not the case, the following series 
of experiments was carried out. 
By means of a portable apparatus carried aboard an oyster boat, 

amino-acid determinations were run upon liquors and meats of oysters 
as they came from the water at Princess Bay, New York. Two 
bushels of the same stock were transported to the laboratory at: 
South Norwalk the same night. Determinations were run upon 
representative samples of this lot every day for six days, the oysters 
being shucked in the laboratory immediately before analysis. On the 
last day, analyses were also run upon a lot of shell oysters from the 
same locality, which had been stored in the laboratory in baskets for 
four weeks. The results of this series are given in Table 3. 

TABLE 3.—Percentage of amino-acid nitrogen present in meats and liquors of shell 
oysters, and its variation with age. 

Date. Meats. | Liquors. Remarks. 

1914. Per cent. | Per cent. ; 
NOV: 305.22 see ase eet ie 0.1938 0.0588 | Perfectly fresh. 

1970 . .0625 | Oysters immediately after dredging. 
1976 - 059 

Dees ye 20st errr ee 1640 - 0336 
1626 - 0353 

Dees sek ence Ree 1709 . 0280 
1709 . 0263 

ie See. wee Ee 1737 - 0224 
1647 - 0258 

Bs 55 2. ares AE 1645 - 0380 
1594 - 0342 

FSO Ae a OSES 1651 - 0302 
. 1651 - 0300 

Bregipes te. pea neee 2 te ee Oysters from same locality stored in laboratory 4 weeks. 
1728 0. 

This series leaves no doubt that the percentage of amino acids in 
perfectly fresh oysters is much greater than has been supposed. 
This value decreases to a minimum in the first day or two that the 
oysters are out of water, and remains practically constant as long as 
the oysters remain in the shell but do not lose shell liquor. Shortly 
after losing the shell liquor from any ‘cause death ensues with 
attendant decomposition. 

As no further work was done on this very interesting poimt, no 
conclusions can be drawn at this time. This series seems to indicate, 
however, that some reason other than decomposition must be sought 
to explain the presence of amino acids in fresh oysters. 
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SERIES IV. 

In this and the following series, determinations for total solids, ash, 
moisture, and salinity were made, in addition to those for ammoniacal 
and amino-acid nitrogen,’as those were found to be the most satis- 
factory determinations for showing the effects of commercial washing 
processes. These determinations were run upon oysters in all the 
various stages of preparation in several oysterhouses. The results 
are shown in Table 4. 

77345°—19—Bull. 740-2 
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Tt had been assumed previously that the composition of oysters in 
the shell would be identical with that of oysters taken from the 
shuckers’ dippers. Table 4 shows that this is not the case, that 
there is a slight but well-defined difference in composition. The 
percentage of total solids and other constituents except water is . 
greater in the samples from the shuckers than in the sample of the 
same stock shucked in the laboratory immediately before analysis, 
while the percentage of water is correspondingly less. This difference 
probably is due to the fact that the oysters drain for half an hour or 
more while in the shuckers’ dippers, and tend to lose a certain amount 
of their body fluids, shell liquor, and adhering mucus. The shell 
stock, beg opened in the laboratory, had had less time in which to 
lose’ water, and, therefore, was always poorer in solids. This marked 
difference in composition between oysters which it would seem at 
first glance should be of identical composition, shows very plainly 
that the stock for each determination must be handled in exactly the 
same way every day if the results are to be comparable. 

Table 4 is of great interest in showing the composition of oysters 
during the various stages of progress through the oysterhouse, and 
it shows also in a very striking manner the difference between the 
old and the new methods of washing oysters, to the discredit of the 
new methods, if amount of total nutrients is a proper criterion. 
With the purpose of plainly showing this difference, the table has been 
arranged in two parts, the analyses of oysters washed by the modern 
method of air agitation in tanks and the analyses of stock washed by 
the old method upon a perforated skimmer. 

Of the substances determined, amino-acid nitrogen and total solids 
are taken for comparative purposes, as they are the most consistent 
determinations made and most clearly represent the condition of the 
oysters examined. The amino-acid nitrogen represents a truly 
soluble constituent which would be dissolved out of the oysters by 
the wash water. The total solids, though including most or all of the 
amino-acid nitrogen, are in the main insoluble substances whose 
apparent diminution in quantity is due largely to the distention of the 
bodies of the oysters because of osmosis and loss of particles of solid 
meat in handling or washing. A glance at the average values of 
amino-acid nitrogen and total solids for the two classes of washing 
shows that the content of both is much higher in oysters washed by 
the old method than in those washed by the modern one. A brief 

_ analysis of the results will show exactly how the two sets of figures 
compare. Taking the amount of each of these substances present in 
the shell stock as a basis upon which to calculate the losses, this 
figure may be called 100 per cent. Thus, the amounts of each of the 
constituents are expressed in percentages of the amount present in 
the same stock while in the shell. For the shucked stock and the 
commercial package, then, the figures in Table 5 are obtained. 
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- Tasue 5.—Average values of amino-acid nitrogen and total solids of oysters washed 
by both methods. 

(Shell stock, 100 per cent.) 

Ar Ol New 
Determination. method. | method. 

Shucker: Per cent. | Per cent. 
PARTI G-ACIONTNITTOP ERs hae ik kek TSE er te NS ee ac ei te .8 106. 2 
PROUAIISOM GS eoee cutee lL LTRS SE. wa PO. EO Ae ELIE ed 109. 4 107.3 

Commercial package: 5 
PATMIMO-ACLO TH ULOReD snes ath) IAS LE Ly ay Pee. Ae MER AON eae IES 3 95.0 1p? 
VEMONH ANS SOL ENG ISIE se ee 8 ae AN aS 5 A OR SL 94.0 76.0 

Considering the comparatively small number of determinations 
made, and the multiplication of error involved in expressing the 
various fractions as percentages, the figures in Table 5 are very 
satisfactory checks. They show that in the old method of washing 
the finished product contains, in a given volume, about 94 per cent 
of the food value possessed by the same oysters in the shell, whereas 
in the modern method of washing this figure falls to a percentage of 
about 74 per cent. 

This series, however, does not indicate in any way the cause of the 
loss, as the amino acids disappear at the same rate as do the total 

_solids. This loss may be due almost entirely to osmosis, or it may 
be due in part to solution in the wash water of soluble parts of the 
oyster, or to both. That there is a loss of soluble matter in the wash 
water there isno doubt. This is proved by the complete disappear- 
ance of sodium chlorid after a comparatively short period of washing. 
Sodium chlorid and other crystalloids would wash out much faster 
than the soluble protein compounds, which are colloids, but if the 

sodium chlorid disappears it is certain that other soluble constituents 
tend to disappear also. 

SERIES V. 

In order to determine, if possible, just what proportion of the 
apparent loss of the various constituents is due to osmotic distention 
and what proportion is due to solution in the wash water, and also 
the general chemical effect of all kinds of oyster washing, a series of 

experiments was run in which measured volumes of oysters were | 
subjected to various washing processes and were both measured and ~~ 
analyzed at various stages of washing. The results of this series are _ 
given in Table 6, and a mathematical analysis of the results obtained 
is given, in Table 7. 

Experiment 1.—Five gallons of standards were taken from the 
chute immediately before they entered the agitation tank, carefully 
measured, put into an equal volume of water, stirred thoroughly, 
and allowed to stand. Measurements were made of both water and 
oysters every 6 hours for the first day, and every 12 hours thereafter 
for 3 days. The water was renewed after each measurement. Chem- 
ical determinations were made once a day upon samples taken in the 
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morning. In all these tables allowance has been made for all samples 
removed. Due to the fact that the oysters settled to the bottom of 
the tank and formed a compact mass which was almost impervious 
to water, very little opportunity was offered for osmotic action to 
take place, and the volume of the oysters remained practically con- 
stant throughout the experiment. In the periods of disturbance, 
however, which occurred while the oysters were being measured and 
the water was being removed fresh water came into contact with the 
oysters, and some of it remained with them in the bottom. Thus, 
a little osmotic action other than that at the top of the mass took 
place, and solution progressed continuously, though somewhat slowly. 
Since the volume remained practically constant throughout this exper- 
iment, it is evident that all the loss observed in this case must. be due 
to solution or mechanical loss. In this case mechanical: loss was 

small. In commercial pratice oysters never are subjected to such 
long continued action of water, but this experiment proves that a 
large percentage of the substance of the oyster is soluble in fresh 
water, and that osmotic distention is negligible in oysters washed 
in a tank without agitation. As is to be expected, the purely soluble 
constituents show a much more marked decrease than do the total 
solids, which include both soluble and insoluble substances. ’ 

Experiment 2.—This experiment was carried out in the same way 
as was Experiment 1, with the same purpose in view. On the third 
day, however, the samples were taken from the bottom of the tank 
instead of from a representative sample of the whole, as was usually 
done, in order to determine whether or not the bottom oysters were 
being affected by the water. The results show very clearly that 
they were not being so affected, as the percentages of total solids, etc., 
did not change during 24 hours of soaking. The percentages show 
the same relative decrease as in Experiment 1. 

Expervment 3.—Having established the fact that a marked pro- 
portion of the solid substance of the oyster is soluble in fresh water, 
it becomes desirable to discover what proportion of the apparent 
loss of the various substances is due to actual loss in the wash water, 
and what is due to the increase in yolume of the oyster. In this 
experiment, 20 gallons of oysters were taken from the chute imme- 
diately before entering the agitation tank, carefully measured into 
one of the tanks, and washed in the regular way, except that the 
washing was continued for one hour. Samples were taken before 
the process was started and at 15-minute intervals during washing. 
Detailed discussion of this and following experiments will be taken 
up later in connection with Table 7. 

Experiment 4.—This experiment was conducted in an oysterhouse 
in which the old system of washing was used. Five gallons of 
shucked oysters were measured out and placed upon the skimmer. 
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They were then washed for about 5 minutes by means of water from 
a 14-inch hose, the oysters being constantly stirred about with a 
wooden paddle.. They were then drained and packed for shipment. 
This represents regular commercial practice in this particular oyster- 
house. 

Experiment 5.—This experiment was conducted in a plant which 
uses the old method of washing, but in which the oysters are sub- 
jected to the action of water in a tank, with occasional agitation by 
means of a paddle, for 20 or 30 minutes, then drained upon a skim- 
mer. Seven gallons of oysters were placed in the tank and treated 
as already described. 

Experiment 7.—This experiment was run in a tank, but, instead of 
air agitation, the oysters were stirred constantly by means of a large 
metal paddle. They were drained, measured, and replaced in the 
tank at such intervals that the period of washing between measure- 
ments was 10 minutes. Samples were taken before washing was 
begun, and each time the oysters were measured. Washing was con- 
tinued until the oysters began to lose markedly in volume, which 
was observed after 50 minutes of washing. 

Experiment 8.—This experiment was conducted in the same man- 
ner as Experiment 7, except that it was done in a different oyster- 
house and that the regular air-agitation method was used. 

Experiment 9.—The object of this experiment was to determine 
whether or not oysters lose appreciably in volume on account of 
repeated handling and measurement as done in the preceding experi- 
ments. Six gallons of drained oysters were placed in one tank and 
washed for 30 minutes by the regular method, with air agitation. 
Seven gallons of the same stock were washed in the adjoining tank 
with air agitation, but were drained and measured at 10-minute 
intervals, as in the foregoing experiment. 

Expervment 10. —Having shown that handling oysters during wash- 
ing has a marked effect in decreasing the osmotic distention and 
increasing the actual loss of substance, it was decided to run an 
experiment to compare the volumes ad chemical composition of 
oysters washed and handled under conditions identical except for the 
time of washing. This experiment was also designed to find out 
what the maximum of osmotic distention would be. Five gallons 
of drained oysters were placed in each of three adjoiming tanks and 
washed with the regular water current and air agitation, Tank A 
for 30 minutes, Tank B for 60 minutes, and Tank C for 90 minutes. 
A representative sample of the whole lot was taken before the wash- 
ing was begun, and from each tank at the expiration of its period of 
washing. 

Experiment 11.—This experiment was made under regular ship- 
ping conditions, and was simply a measurement and analysis of 
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oysters before and after washing with the regular water current and 
air agitation for 30 minutes. 

Experiment 12.—This experiment is of the same nature as the 
preceding one, simply measurement and analysis of a commercial 
shipment before and after washing with regular water current and 
air agitation. 

Experiment 13.—This experiment was carried out in the same 
manner as was Experiment 12, except that enough dairy salt was 
added to the wash water to make the salinity of the solution 2.53 
per cent. The water over the beds where the oysters were grown 
varied from 2.48 to 2.70 per cent salinity, so no osmosis should take 
place. The object of this experiment was to test the correctness of 
the belief commonly held that all the salt must be washed out of 
oysters to have them ‘‘keep.” It has been observed since the 
beginning of the industry that oysters tended to spoil if the salt was 
not washed out to below the point where it could be tasted in the 
water; hence the spoiling was connected with the salinity. This 
phenomenon appears to be merely a coincidence, due to the fact 
that the putrefactive bacteria are washed out at about the same rate 
as is the salt. 

Expervment 14.—The oysters in this experiment were washed upon 
a skimmer with a hose for 10 minutes, and were stirred constantly 
with a paddle. . 

Experiment 15.—In this experiment the oysters were washed in a 
regular agitation tank by the regular method, except that instead of 
being constantly agitated by a current of air they were stirred every 
5 minutes with a large metal paddle. Thus, the oysters were affected 
by a constant stream of cold water from the bottom of the tank, and 
were thoroughly agitated six times during the experiment. 
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From Table 6 it is apparent that oysters lose a marked proportion 
of their total solids, and therefore their nutritive value, during the 
process of washing. In speaking of these losses the following terms 
are used: 
(a) ““Apparent loss” denotes the entire loss shown by the analysis. 

This loss is due to both osmotic distention and solution or 
suspension in the wash water. 

(6) ‘‘Osmotic loss’’ denotes the loss due to osmotic distention of the 

tissues of the oysters. This is not an actual loss of sub- 
stance, but a replacement by an equal amount of water. 

(c) ‘Actual loss”’ denotes the loss caused by solution or suspension of 

part of the oyster substance in the wash water. This loss 
is actual, as the substance thus dissolved or suspended goes 
to waste. 

These losses have been calculated for the more important experi- 
ments, using as a basis the amount of each substance present in the 
shucked stock. The figures are tabulated in Table 7. 

TABLE 7.—Losses expressed in percentages of original amounts present. 

Amino-acid nitrogen. Total solids. Ash. 

Experi- Mieus = 

ment No. osmosis.!; Appar- Os- Nominie Appar- Os- Actualt! Appar- Os- Actual! 
ent.2 | motic.3 |*C'U3!"|  ent.2 | motic.3 “| ent.2 | motic.3 | *CtUat- 

Percent. Per cent.| Per cent.) Percent.) Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.|Per cent. | Per cent. 
5 Spa ae 78.3 27.0 PR IPY/ ee 40.9 21.7 19.2 47.7 21.7 26.0 
Ae ea 100.0 | None. | None. | None. 5.6 | None. 5.6 27.6 | None. 27.6 
CREE eee 80.0 24.6 20.0 4, 6: | fo 3cat- |S. Be abl eee a ee | eee ot ear ame ene 
(Fa CSE 81.8 36.0 18.2 17.8 30.4 18.2 12,2 41.4 18.2 23. 2 
| Saeee as 81.4 40.8 18.6 22.2 33.0 18.6 14.4 63.8 18.6 45.2 
Ey. eee 81.5 30.5 18.5 12.0 23.4 18.5 4.9 51.8 18.5 33.3 
B-B 22.5 85.0 59.4 15.0 44.4 34.7 15.0 19.7 69. 2 15.0 54.2 
1OSA We 22 79.0 35.3 21.0 14.3 23.5 21.0 2.5 52.3 21.0 31.3 
10-8 .-. 2. 70.6 47.3 29.4 17.9 30.5 29.4 11 63.8 29.4 35. 4 
10-C... 67.8 48.7 32. 2 16.5 33. 6 32.2 1.4 64.2 OL. 2 32.0 
i |) FS ey > 82.2 30.8 17.8 13.0 29.5 17.8 DI ee eae eee easives cscs oe 
i De a See 73.7 37.0 26.3 10.7 30.6 26.3 4.3 56. 4 26.3 30.1 
ib eae 100.0 7.8 | None. 7.8 4.7 | None 4.7 8.5 | None. 8.5 
MA ee 92.0 DA 574 8.0 17.2 20.0 8.0 12.0 53.0 8.0 45.0 
1 te eee 82.7 28.1 17.3 10.8 23.8 17.3 6.5 51.5 17.3 34.2 

Averages. Eee eee ey 17:60)! 14830)... es 17.46 8/505)| tee Poe 17. 46 32.77 

1 Percentage of original amount of each substance which would be present if the apparent loss were due 
to osmosis alone. 

2 The entire loss shown by analysis. This loss is due to both osmotic distension and solution or suspen- 
sion in the wash water. 

8 The loss due to osmotic distension of the tissues of the oysters. This is not an actual loss of substance, 
but a replacement by an equal amount of water. 

4 The loss caused by solution or suspension of part of the oyster substance in the wash water. This loss 
is actual, as the substance thus dissolved or suspended is washed off and goes to waste. 

Experiment 3.—Taking the amount of each substance present in 
the shucked stock as 100 per cent for a basis of calculation, it is 
seen that if the decrease in percentage of the various substances 
were due to osmotic distention alone each of these substances would 
have a value of 78.3 per cent at the end of the process, since the 
volume of the oysters increased from 90.86 liters to 116.06 liters. 
The actual figures obtained, however, are as follows: Total solids, 73 
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per cent; amino nitrogen, 59.1 per cent; ash, 52.3 per cent. Thus in 
this experiment the actual loss of total solids is only 5.3 per cent of 
the original amount present, probably soluble amino compounds and 
inorganic salts, while the actual loss of amino acids is 19.2 per cent 
and that of ash-forming substances is even greater, amounting to 26 
per cent. As the osmotic loss is in each case 21.7 per cent, it is 
clear that the actual loss of total solids is relatively slight compared 
to it, while the actual loss of amino acids and other soluble constitu- 
ents is as great as, or greater than, the osmotic loss. These figures 
do not represent commercial practice, however, for, in general, oysters 
are washed for about 30 minutes. 

Experiment 4.—In this experiment the imcrease in volume and, 
therefore, the osmotic loss are zero. The actual loss of amino acids 
is also zero, and that of total solidsis only 5.6 per cent. The actual 
loss of ash is rather high but is far lower than when the washing is 
done by the other method. 

Experiment 5.—The results of this experiment show a gain in 
volume of 25 per cent. This makes the percentage figure for each 
substance 80 per cent and the osmotic loss 20 per cent. As the 
derivation of these figures already has been given in detail (Table 
7), it will not be enumerated for this and the following experiments. 

Experiment 7.—The maximum osmosis was observed at the end of 
30 minutes of washing in this method. The maximum osmotic 
increase was 22.1 per cent, about 5 per cent less than that observed 
in the case of air agitation. As will be shown later, this lower - 
value is due solely to the excessive handling inherent in this method 
of repeated measurement and not to any difference in the methods 
of agitation. The percentage of losses will be seen to correspond 
rather closely to those observed in the air-agitation experiments. 
It is interesting to note, however, that at the end of 40 minutes the 
loss of total solids stopped, probably because of shrinkage in volume 
caused by the excessive handling already mentioned. - The per- 
centage of amino acids, however, continued to fall. The ash was 
apparently reduced to a minimum, the remainder being practically 
all insoluble. The percentages in Table 7 are calculated from the 
results at the end of 30 minutes, so that they closely represent com- 
mercial practice. 

Experiment 8.—In the calculated results of this experiment the 
30-minute results are used, as these are representative of commercial 
practice. It will be observed that these results agree very closely 
with those obtained in Experiment 7, except in the case of ash. This 
difference is probably explained by the fact that the stock came from 
widely scattered beds, and the inorganic constituents were probably 
dissimilar. 
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Experiment 9.—These results show clearly that handling has a 
great effect in reducing the amount of increase. The contents of 
Tank A increased 22.8 per cent in volume in 30 minutes of continuous 
washing, while the contents of Tank B increased only 17.71 per cent 
in 60 minutes of equally vigorous but intermittent washing. The 
difference is caused by the intervals of draining and stirring about 
upon the skimmer, in which the oysters lose water. 

Experiment 10.—¥rom the results of this experiment it is apparent 
that oysters are capable of enormous distention and that the limit 
is not reached even with 90 minutes of washing. This experiment 
also seems to indicate that the great actual losses observed in Experi- 
ments 3, 7, 8, and 9—B were due to the excessive handling inherent 
in the method of measurement during washing. Itisseen from this 
experiment that, even after 90 minutes’ washing, the actual loss of 
total solids is comparatively slight and is probably accounted for 
almost entirely by the great actual losses of amino acids, ash, and 
salt. The osmotic losses, however, are very great, as 32.3 per cent 

of the total solids originally present have been replaced by water, 
and the apparent loss is 33.6 per cent. As in the hard northern 
oysters very little of this added water is given off in shipment, it is 
clear that the consumer may be paying oyster prices for a great deal 
of added water. In one case a 5-gallon commercial package of 
oysters which had been increased in volume 35.7 per cent was shipped 
to a market four days away, and arrived and was sold in apparently 
the best of condition. The meats were sound and plump, and the 
liquor above the oysters was only the usual thick, dense mucus. 

Experiment 11.—These results are in accord with other results of 
similar experiments, showing a marked loss of solids. The ash figures 
are omitted, as the ash analysis showed a doubtful value which is not 
in accord with the other figures. It was too high, probably caused 
by the presence of a small fragment of shell. 

Experiment 13.—The results of this experiment are very interesting, 
in that they show the increase in. volume of oysters during washing to 
be due purely to osmosis, and the soluble parts of the oysters to be 
less soluble in salt water than in fresh. 

Experiment 14.—This represents commercial practice in some 
oysterhouses, and the results of this experiment are comparable with 
those of Experiment 4, except in that the washing was continued for 
10 instead of 5minutes. A comparison of the two sets of results shows 
that the losses are much greater in the second case, as is to be expected. 
As has been pointed out, in this type of washing some of the solid 
matter of the oysters is forced through the perforations of the skimmer 
during washing and is thus lost. 

Experiment 15.—By comparison of the results of this experiment 
with those of Experiment 9-A, which was run on the same kind of 
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stock but with air agitation, it is seen that they are in very close agree- 
ment throughout. This shows that the air has little or no effect as 
such, its effect being only to keep the oysters in motion, so that 
osmosis will attain a maximum value. The results of Experiments 
9—A, 10—A, 11, 12, and 15 all agree fairly well, though differences in 
stock and in methods of handling cause rather large discrepancies in 
some cases. 

* SUMMARY. 

1. The determination of ammoniacal nitrogen by the Folin method 
is of very little value in estimating the amount of decomposition which 
has occurred in oysters during preparation for the market, because of 
the repeated washings to which they are subjected. 

2. For the same reason thedetermination of amino-acid nitrogen 
also is useless in estimating decomposition in oysters undergoing 
commercial treatment, although it is a reliable index of the amount 
of washing or soaking which the oysters have received. 

_ 3. A marked loss of oyster solids and of ash constituents occurs on 
washing oysters with fresh water. 

4. Oysters covered with water, but not agitated, are not appreciably 
affected by osmosis, except in relatively long periods of time. Solu- 
tion proceeds slowly, but amounts to a large percentage of the solids 
originally present in the course of two or three days. 

5. If oysters are agitated in fresh water, either by mechanical means 
or by means of a blast of air, a large increase in volume results in a 
short space of time, amounting to as much as 35 per cent in 30 min- 
utes, and to as much as 50 per cent in 90 minutes in these experiments. 
This increase is believed to be due to osmotic action. As many 
shucked oysters prepared for the market are washed by this method 
and sold by measure, it follows that the consumer may be buying 
added water. ; 

6. When oysters were washed in unpolluted water of approximately 
the same salinity as that in which they were grown, no increase in 
volume was found to occur, the actual loss of nutrients was slight, 

and the oysters were cleaned as effectually as they were by being 
washed in fresh water. 

7. The old method of washing oysters on a skimmer with a hose 
and paddle gives much less osmotic loss, and, therefore, a much higher 
content of total solids than does the method of washing by a water 
current and air agitation. 

8. The amount of osmotic distention of which oysters are capable 
has not been determined. It is at least 50 per cent of the original 
volume in the oysters under experimentation. 

9. These experiments seem to indicate that there is no connection 
between soaking and ‘“‘bleeding”’ in the commercial package (that is, 
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giving off the water, which forms a layer in the upper part of the 
container). 

10. Interrupted washing (draining and measuring during washing) 
results in a smaller osmotic increase than does continuous washing 
for the same length of time. 

11. The relation of osmotic loss to actual loss varies with the solu- 
bility of the substance in question. Thus, in the average of all the 
experiments, in the case of total solids made up of insoluble and 
soluble constituents, the ratio of osmotic loss to actual loss is approxi- 
mately 2:1; for amino-acid nitrogen, all of which is soluble, but 
which goes into solution slowly, the ratio is approximately 1:1; and 
for ash-forming substance, which is composed largely of soluble 
inorganic compounds, the ratio is approximately 1 : 2. 
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PURPOSE. 

Tt is desirable that on lands bearing a stand of aspen (Populus 
tremuloides) 1 a proper balance be maintained between timber 

production and grazing. In many of the National Forests, particu- 
larly those in northern New Mexico and Arizona, in Colorado and 
Utah, and in portions of Idaho and Nevada, aspen is a tree of con- 
siderable commercial value. It is used chiefly for fuel, posts, corral 
poles, lumber, boxwood, excelsior, and mine props, and the demand 
for it 1s steadily increasing. As a protective cover for watersheds, 
aspen, by reason of its extensive lateral root system, is probably more 
valuable than any other tree species with which it commonly is found. 

1Some taxonomists claim that the proper title of the western aspen is Populus aurea Tidestrom 

being distinguished from the more eastern Populus tremuloides Michaux by certain technical differences 

in the flowers and fruit, as well as by the fact that after frost the leaves of the former take on a golden- 

orange rather than a light-yellow hue. Without entering into the merits of the question, the present 

usage of the Forest Service is here adhered to. 

76783°—19—Bull. 741——1 
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Beneath the aspen, which ordinarily grows in rather open stands, is 
usually a luxuriant understory of grasses, weeds, and browse that 
is grazed with relish by all kinds of live stock. As range land, the 
aspen type is much more valuable than either the spruce-fir type 
just above it or the oak-brush type just below it. Unfortunately, ’ 
however, the stock, especially sheep, do not confine themselves to 
the forage, no matter how abundant and palatable it may be; they 
also eat the foliage and tender twigs of the young aspen. This, of 
course, means that the aspen reproduction is often badly injured or 
even killed, which makes it very difficult in many cases to secure a 
second stand of timber. 
A study, the results of which are presented in this bulletin, has been 

made to determine the extent of injury to aspen reproduction by sheep 
and cattle, the effects of such damage on the development of the. 
young trees, and the best method of protecting the reproduction from 
injury without unnecessarily restricting the grazing of live stock. 
Though the results are meant to apply especially to conditions in 
the National Forests, they may also be of value, possibly with slight 
modifications, in the case of farm woodlands in the Hast where the 
forage under aspen is converted into meat or butter fat. 

METHOD. 

The study, which covered a period of five years (1902 to 1916 inclu- 
Sive), was conducted on the Manti National Forest, in central Utah, 
where the timber and forage are typical of the commercial aspen 
type in National Forests. 
A general study was made on 122 sample plots in virgin and 

lightly thinned aspen, at elevations between 7,500 and 10,000 feet, 
in both sheep and cattle ranges and covering all variations in timber 
and forage. 
A detailed study of the extent and growth of aspen reproduction 

and the extent of its injury by stock and other agencies was made 
on selected clear-cut areas, four of which were located on sheep range 
and two on cattle range. Two of the plots on the sheep range and 
one on the cattle range were securely fenced against stock (Plate I); 
the others were left open to grazing. The reason for selecting clear- 
cut areas for the intensive study of reproduction is that aspen repro- 
duces mainly by sprouts from the roots of older trees and the best 
method of harvesting mature aspen is to cut the timber clear. 

On each clear-cut area transect and quadrat sample plots were 
established so that the sprouts originally observed could be definitely 
located in future examinations. 

In 1913 and 1914 all plots were examined twice—once in June 
and again in September. In subsequent seasons only the transects 
and quadrats on the clear-cut areas were examined twice during a 
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season, the plots in the standing timber being examined only in the 
autumn. 

The reproduction injured or killed was classified according to 
height, sprouts of from about 6 inches to 14 feet constituting the 
youngest class, those from 14 to 24 feet the second class, and so on 
up to sprouts 44 feet high. Record was also made of the intensity 
of grazing; that is, whether it was light, medium, or heavy. Plots 
were classed as “‘lightly grazed’’ where 50 per cent or less of the 
palatable vegetation had been cropped, “moderately grazed’’ where 
from 50 to 70 per cent of the forage had been consumed, and “heay- 
ily grazed’’ where more than 75 per cent of the palatable vegetation 
had been eaten. 

INJURY TO ASPEN REPRODUCTION BY LIVE STOCK IN STANDING 
TIMBER. 

EFFECT OF SHEEP BROWSING. 

Injurious browsing of aspen reproduction means the removal by 
stock of terminal or lateral shoots, or both, to a sufficient extent to 
interfere more or less seriously with the subsequent growth and 
development of the sprouts. The removal of a single lateral twig 
or the mere nipping of the terminal bud are disregarded, since the 
study has shown that to interfere seriously with the food manu- 
facturing power or with the form development of the young trees 
at least one-fourth of the total number of branches must be destroyed. 
If browsing is confined to the upper half of the sprout, including the 
terminal shoot, the damage is more serious, sspectalliy so far as 
concerns the ultimate form of the tree. 

Table 1 summarizes the effects of sheep browsing on plots i in Simdine 
timber, according to seasons and to the intensity of grazing. There 
is also given the number of sprouts injured by other things than 
livestock. Of a total of 16,631 sprouts observed during the five years 
of study, 17.1 per cent were killed and 27.3 per cent were more or 
less injured by browsing, while 37.5 per cent were uninjured. It is 
noteworthy that 11.7 per cent of the total number of sprouts were 
killed and 6.3 per cent injured by causes other than grazing. Un- 
favorable climatic conditions and the activities of bark-eating 
rodents were chiefly responsible for these results. It is evident that 
very few vigorous sprouts remain to perpetuate the stand where 
sheep grazing is continued. 

Considerable variation in extent of injury to the reproduction 
occurs in different seasons. In the case of the lightly grazed plots, 
for example, only 3.7 per cent of the aspen reproduction was injured 
in 1912, but the percentage was 30.8 in 1913. Similar variations 
occur in the case of moderately grazed and heavily grazed plots. 
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They are probably due more or less to chance. No appreciable 
difference was observed in the extent and degree of injury by browsing 
during different portions of the season so long as the foliage remained 
intact. When the wood of the stems hardens the stems are browsed 
practically not at all by cattle and only to a limited extent by sheep. 

The effect of the intensity of grazing on the Vigor and growth of 
the reproduction is better shown by figures covering a number of 
years. These are given in Table 2, which summarizes the data on 
intensity of grazing presented in Table 1. 

The lighter the grazing the greater is the percentage of uninjured 
sprouts. Thus, on the lightly grazed plots more than half (58.2 
per cent) of the total number observed were uninjured; on the 

moderately grazed plots a little less than half (43.8 per cent); and 
on the heavily grazed areas only about a fifth of the stand (22.2 per 
cent) escaped injury. 

TABLE 1.—Jnjury fo aspen sprouts on plots in standing timber. 

Total Sprouts | Sprouts in- 

Grazing mnienstiaue year of ene Der Uniniured Killed by | Injured by eee Dy sdnret Dyg 

cat 1a sprouts. rier ae erecine than graz- | than graz- 
ing. ing. 

Num-| Per |Num-| Per |Num-| Per |Nuwm-| Per |Num-| Per 
eee grazed: ber. | cent.| ber. | cent.| ber. Cent ber. | cent.| ber. | cent. 

TasiE 2.—Injured, killed, and uninjured aspen sprouts on plots in standing timber 
subject to sheep grazing during a five-year period. 

Total 
number hs 

Period of examinations and of Uninjured Sprouts killed | Sproutsinjured 
grazing intensity. sprouts sprouts. Y grazing. by grazing. 

ex- 
amined 

Num-| Per | Num-| Per | Num-} Per 
1912-1916: ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent. 

ARDELL AZOU sh Ue hics 6 cess se'enb ciree eed 3,093 | 1,798 58. 2 241 7.8 598 19.4 
Moderately erazed 2.20 3.2 ap bate a ....| 6,696 | 2,927 43.8 776 11.6} 1,352 20. 2 
TIOSVilyiPTAZOd on oe banc Pelicidevecidadece cece 6,842 | 1,517 22.2 | 1,821 26. 6 2) 621 38. 4 
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RELATION BETWEEN INTENSITY OF GRAZING AND INJURY TO SPROUTS. 

The character of injury to sprouts will, of course, largely determine 
(1) the subsequent density of the aspen stand, (2) the ultimate form 

of the trees, (3) the subsequent rate of growth, and (4), to a con- 
siderable extent at least, the size of the trees and the commercial 
value of the timber. The removal of the leader or terminal shoots 
of aspen reproduction, for instance, may’ destroy the symmetry of 
the tree, especially if the leader is removed more than once. The 
injury caused by the destruction of lateral branches is chiefly physio- 
logical, the nutriment on which the specimen may build being 
roughly proportionate to the number of laterals; i. e., to the leaf 
area. 

The extent of browsing of leaders and laterals, or both, the mor- 
tality due to excessive browsing, and the number of sprouts unin- 
jured on the plots in standing timber during 1915 and 1916 are sum- 
marized in Table 3. The greatest number of specimens were under 
observation during these two years. 

Tape 3.—Character and extent of injury to sprouts according to intensity of grazing, 
seasons 1915 and 1916. Plots in standing timber. 

total merazed|veaierallt Gatley Bats 3 ngrazed| Leaders| an 
Season and grazing intensity. ae sprouts. | browsed.} laterals 

browsed. 

915: Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. 
LAL at Ry ee A616 LE Sa eh Pa Bre NE Rd a Ee : lb -5 2.3 
Modenatelysenazeds 0 oo eee yo. ie ee 17.5 30. 6 4.3 7.7 
idee alhy GeO GUase baa ce ten b her ocede sameorrEcesrdocdadese 26.1 14.0 21.5 15.1 

Mashtlyporazediieey. sete ke sk ee ae Ne eae 13.5 65.9 7.8 7.1 
Modenaitelyjonazed tance see paias see siecieis ins sie sis asistencia. 12.9 54, 2 14.6 12.8 
ielgmiialihy GaRWAQO ls oo jeouebosenebeorsecoceeatbeedecaoEosdcsce 63. 2 12.9 4.4 16.7 

Both in 1915 and 1916 the mortality was practically the same on 
lightly grazed and on moderately grazed plots, the average percentage 
being 14.9 (fig.1). On the heavily grazed plots, however, the mortality 
of sprouts was appreciably greater, being 26.1 per cent of the total in 
1915 and 63.2 per cent in 1916. The percentage of ungrazed sprouts 
in 1916 was more than five times as much on the lightly grazed areas 
and four times as much on the moderately grazed areas as on the 
heavily grazed plots. The general tendency is the same in the 1916 
figures. The averages for 1915 and 1916 on lightly grazed plots was 
52.5 per cent, on the moderately grazed areas 42.4 per cent, and on 
the heavily grazed plots only 13.4 per cent. 

The number of terminal shoots or ‘“‘leaders’”’ removed was prac- 
tically the same (averaging 4.4 per cent) on lightly and on moderately 
grazed plots in 1915; but on the heavily grazed areas it was consid- 
erably larger, amounting to 21.5 per cent. In 1916 the terminal 
shoots of 7.8 per cent of the specimens were consumed on lightly 
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grazed plots, of 14.6 per cent on moderately grazed areas, and of 4.4 
per cent on heavily grazed plots. The small percentage on the 
heavily grazed plots is due to the high mortality of specimens on 
these plots in previous seasons, which left for observation relatively 
few specimens having terminal shoots. Table 5 shows that for the 
whole period from 1912 to 1916, inclusive, the greatest number of 

grazed sprouts, especially those up 
to a foot or so in height, were in 
general found on heavily cropped 
plots, and that the least injuries 
occurred on the lightly grazed plots. 
When, the total number of sprouts 
occurring on the plots and the 
number injured are considered col- 
lectively for the five years, regard- 
less of grazing intensity, a little less 
than half (40 per cent) is found to 
be injured by browsing. This is 
considerably lower than on the 
heavily grazed plots. On most 
plots the stature of the specimens 
was appreciably more reduced on 
the heavily grazed lands than on 
those where grazing was light or 
moderate, the portion of the speci- 
mens remaining often bemg mere 
snags, as is shown in figure 2 of 
Plate I and figures 1 and 2 of 
Plate Il. In the most extreme 
cases all the leaves, much of the 
tender woody growth, some of the 
buds, and portions of the bark were 
eaten. 

The proportion of specimens with 
both leaders and laterals browsed SST = Ungrazed : : f 

__.. __ Total Mortolity is least serious on, the lightly grazed 

Fig. 1.—Relation ofinjury of sprouts to intensity plots. On moderately grazed areas 

Serine eosons Ampere tie) the percentage is considerably more, 

and on heavily grazed areas it is the highest of all. This holds true 

both for 1915 and 1916. For the five-year period 1912-1916, Table 4 

shows that, regardless of height classes, the average percentage of 

injured sprouts is least on the lightly grazed plots, intermediate on, the 

moderately grazed areas, and Jargest on the heavily grazed plots, the 

figures being 14.1, 24.9, and 53.1, respectively. The results are similar 
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in the case of the number of killed sprouts, the percentages being 12.3, 
14.5, and 16.9 on the corresponding plots... On the lightly grazed areas 
the average per cent of uninjured sprouts was 46.2, while on the 
moderately and heavily grazed plots it was 27.1 and 9.1, respectively. 

RELATION BETWEEN INTENSITY OF GRAZING AND INJURY TO SPROUTS OF DIFFERENT 

HEIGHT CLASSES. 

The extent of injury to reproduction of different height classes 
varies considerably. There appears to be no constant relation, how- 
ever, between the different height classes of reproduction and the 
percentage of injured or killed sprouts. In Table 4 the sprouts under 
observation during the 5-year period have been grouped into height 
classes and assembled according to intensity of grazing. 

Taste 4.—Extent of injury to sprouts in standing timber, according to height classes 
and grazing intensities. 

Height Total 3 : 
prouts Sprouts 

Grazing intensity. class of pumber Uninjured. | killed by | injured by 
Ee sprouts. grazing. grazing. 

Feet. ber. | cent. | ber. | cent. | ber. | cent. 

The number of specimens remaining on the plots decreases with 
the increase in height class. Thus in the 3} to 43 foot class is found 
the sparsest stand of reproduction examined, all intensities of grazing 
considered. This is accounted for by the number of sprouts killed 
by adverse climatic conditions and by rodents, as well as by the 
number killed by browsing. 

The shoots of the first year’s sprouts (6-inch to 14-foot class) are 
more succulent than those of sprouts of greater age, but the new 
twigs and branches produced each season by the older specimens 
are quite as palatable as are the shoots of younger sprouts. Hence, 
while the terminal shoot is less liable to injury in the case of the 
taller and older sprouts than sprouts 14 feet or less in height, the 
taller specimens are nevertheless subject to injury of varying serious- 
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ness so long as the branches are within reach of the sheep. Further- 
more, the sprouts listed in Table 5 which have the least height growth, 
viz, those ‘‘less than one season old”’ and those ‘‘below 6 inches, one 
season old,’ are undoubtedly protected from grazing by the rather 
luxuriant cover of herbaceous vegetation which characteristically 
occurs in the aspen type after about August 1 and hides much of the 
reproduction from view. ‘The sprouts in these classes show a con- 
siderably smaller percentage of grazing than those of greater height. 
However, the loss chargeable to grazing is considerable, and owing 
to the succulence of the entire aerial parts during the first season 
of growth there were numerous individual sample plots representing 
large areas where on account both of the climatic conditions and af 
browsing the greatest injury to sprouts was inflicted during the initial 
season of growth. 

In view of the mortality of 1-year-old sprouts due to browsing 
and causes other than browsing, it may be concluded that even light 
cropping of the lands is sure to have a determining effect on the ulti- 
mate timber stand. The extent to which the land should be grazed 
when the sprouts are just beginning to appear, therefore, should be 
determined by the timber stand ultimately desired. 

TaBLE 5.—Jnjuries to sprouts 14 feet or less in height according to varying intensities - 
of grazing; data grouped by seasons and height classes and according to intensity of 
grazing. Plots in standing timber. 

Lightly grazed. Moderately grazed. Heavily grazed. 

Season and height | total] Num-] Per | Total|Num-| Per | Total | Num- 
GEES): num-} ber | cent | num-}| ber | cent | num-| ber 

ber. |grazed.|grazed.| ber. |grazed.|grazed.| ber. |grazed. 

SS ee ON | ee —————EEE EE EEE ———E—EEEE 

URI 4 Aegan Rbbsisa cee 899 287 | 31.92 871 262 | 30.08 458 224 
IGYE IS RS ee Sees oee 783 299 | 38.18 | 1,826 737 | 40.36 | 2,150 | 1,462 
TM 8 Ae seeasdhsasceae 386 54 | 13.98 | 1,405 261 | 18.56 | 2,192 | 1,363 
iM e a einccacaonesese 216 30 | £3.90 924 248 | 26.80 8 

otal erences ee PED || HO Ns 2eo5- 5,148 } 1,513 |..... --] 5,802 | 3,153 
LA-VOTAG et Mt 222 Caan, Sears, Oe Be peescl a aimacoo P28 fhe acct ol Wiser ai 

Height class: 
Sprouts less than 1 

season old.....-- 551 107 | 19.4 | 1,711 365 | 21.3 | 1,861 983 
1-year-old sprouts 

itol1.5ieet...... 315 66 | 20.9 | 1,103 202 | 18.3 | 1,592 820 
Sprouts below 6 in- 

inches (1 season 
Olde 625 146 | 23.4 991 328 | 33.0 854 323 

6 inches to 1.5 feet 
(1 season old)....| 891 355 | 39.9 | 1,343 486 | 36.2 | 1,395 | 1,026 

SUMMARY. 

The effect of sheep browsing in standing aspen timber may be 
summarized as follows: 

(1) Of the total number of sprouts examined during 1912 and 1913, 
inclusive, the percentage of seriously injured and killed sprouts was 
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AFTER FENCING IN THE SPRING, 1913. 

dt > = Sag SN es i : 3 2 

: Fia. 2.—TyYPiCAL RESULTS FROM BROWSING BY SHEEP OF 
LEADERS OF ASPEN SPROUTS OF THE FIRST SEASON’S 

GROWTH ON HEAVILY GRAZED PLOT 

Following such browsing the specimens usually die, as was the case 
in this instance. 
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EFFECT OF GRAZING UPON ASPEN REPRODUCTION. g 

considerably larger than the percentage of the remaining uninjured 
sprouts. In addition to the mortality and injury due to browsing, 
11.7 per cent of the sprouts were killed and 6.3 per cent injured in 
varying degrees of seriousness by causes other than browsing. 

(2) The extent of injury to and mortality of sprouts in standing 
timber was in direct proportion to the intensity of grazing; also the 
character of injury, such as the removal of the leader, for example, 

- was notably greater on heavily grazed plots than on moderately and 
lightly grazed areas. In 1915, for example, an ayerage of 4.4 per 
cent of the leaders were removed on lightly and moderately grazed 
plots, while on the heavily grazed areas 21.5 per cent of the leaders 
were removed. 

(3) Considerable variation in the extent of injury and mortality 
to the reproduction occurred in different seasons, the variation in 
injured sprouts being over 25 per cent and in killed sprouts over 10 
per cent during the five years of study. Within a single season, 
however, no appreciable variation in degree and number of injured 
sprouts was observed so long as the leafage remained intact. 

EFFECT OF CATTLE BROWSING. 

Plots in standing aspen timber grazed exclusively by cattle were 
selected early in the spring of 1915. In addition to the detailed data 
on character and extent of injury to aspen reproduction by cattle in 
1915 and 1916, data on the extent of injury by browsing prior to the 
establishment of the sample plots were afforded by the older speci- 
mens under observation. Accordingly, injuries covering a great 
many years were recorded. 

The general grazing injuries to the reproduction are summarized 
in Table 6. The data are grouped according to intensity of grazing, 
both as to total injury regardless of the height classes of the sprouts 
and as to injury to the different height classes. Table 6 shows that 
the extent of injury in 1915 and 1916 varies directly with the close- 
ness to which the range was grazed, being least, indeed practically 
nominal, on lightly and moderately cropped plots and relatively 
heavy (17.5 per cent in 1915 and 36.1 per cent in 1916) on heavily 
grazed areas. While the number of browsed sprouts was fairly 
large on the closely grazed plots, the injuries were in no instance 
especially serious, nor was the extent of damage anywhere near as 
great as that caused by sheep. The damage done by cattle to repro- 
duction of a given height was in no case severe. The average per 
cent of injury to sprouts above 14 feet in height was approximately 
the same as that of sprouts of the 6-inch to 14-foot class. Thrifty 
aspen reproduction of varying age and size is found throughout the 
aspen type in localities where cattle only have been permitted to 
graze moderately for a number of years. This would indicate that 

76783°—19—Bull. 741 2 
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controlled cattle grazing, such as has been carried out in the vicinity 
of these plots, and the perpetuation of the aspen stand are not neces- 
sarily antagonistic. 

The young, tender aspen shoots are browsed more or less by cattle, 
however, and the damage inflicted may increase in proportion to the 
density of the reproduction. Hence, where sprouts are produced in 
sufficient numbers to attract stock and accustom the animals to 
browse upon aspen, a greater per cent of damage may occur than 
where the stand of sprouts is sparse, as in standing timber. A 
maximum number of sprouts invariably follows clear-cutting, and 
accordingly the extent of injury by grazing to dense stands of repro- 
duction can best be determined on clear-cut plots. 

TasBLe 6.—Total number of sprouts the laterals and terminals of which were removed by 
cattle browsing on plots in standing timber; data grouped according to intensity of 
grazing and height classes. 

Lightly grazed. Moderately grazed. 

Season and height class. 
A obaly Number | Per cent aioe Number | Per cent 
sprouts. browsed. | browsed. sprouts. browsed. | browsed. 

1915 eae coh bg oe nto bet ee eet ae 150. | as.o8 soot aS cteete sete 379 3 0. 78 
OIG Ss cia eo aa nice fb Pace Setesiecbee ese smanion 166 5 3.2 311 13 4.20 
Height class: 

BMCHES TO Vo1eCb-a2>-s-senceteo see ee ll paereeeer a RS eas bo 41 2 4. 87 
lfieet to 2b feet.2 ih 22 54 -seis hoa sae F 99} | cwwsceh set] beck oosee 83 2 2.41 
PDICELE UO, oc D1COl-cacsee: se teeces sears ; AQ) Soe Ba es | eee 78 2 2. 56 
3.5feet-£0 4:5 feets. -s<cesecck- se =5- 22s 31 |b ects sede beet see 52 1 1.92 

: All intensities of Heavily grazed. erasing. 

Season and height class. Hed Be 
ota. ota. Number Per cent Per cent 

ated browsed. | browsed. ah browsed. 

i) Fi) ots ee ea RE ities 3 Se ae ie at et 40 7 17.50 10 1. 75 
WONG Se seven Sse He = adel sec ss on een 36 13 36. 10 31 6. 20 
Height class: 

Sinches to t5idet-< =. 0! kote be ce oeeee (ie eee 4 34 rn 2 2. 60 
Tell LO 2-O1eOb. ae oke see ote ethene 15 py! 26. 60 6 3. 20 
2 DIPCL C0 ib Pl Chase cme sa copees corse Ui crarom ahGreraverle else Ee ee id saree eiaieette wie 
ST IGOL LOA DIOOb sec ceee t tenon se eee Ayes oe noel eee Dec aaeee 1 1.60 

INJURY TO ASPEN REPRODUCTION BY GRAZING ON CLEAR-CUT LANDS. 

EFFECT OF SHEEP BROWSING. 

Because of the high mortality due to natural causes the most 
authentic data showing the effect of grazing on the stand and the 
condition of the sprouts can probably be obtaimed by comparing the 
stands on similar fenced and unfenced clear-cut plots. Four plots 
were selected on typical aspen range and, clear-cut in the fall of 1912; 
two of these were fenced against stock and the other two left unfenced. 

The data recorded on the two sets of plots are summarized in 
figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows for each season during which the 
observations were made (1) the rate of sprout production on normal 
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erazed, clear-cut aspen plots, (2) the number of sprouts (a) injured 
and (b) killed by browsing, (3) the number uninjured, and (4) the 
number injured, by causes other than grazing. Figure 3 shows 
seasonally (1) the sprouting ability of clear-cut aspen protected from 
grazing, (2) the number of sprouts injured (a) by barking by rodents 
and (b) by frost, and (3) the number killed by (a) barking by rodents 
and (b) by frost. 

In 1913 practically the same number of sprouts per acre were pro- 
duced on the protected and on the unprotected plots—namely, 
about 80,000 per acre. In the summer of 1914, when the sprouts 
were retallied, the number had increased to 105,589 per acre on the 
unprotected plots and, to 90,480 on the protected plots. In the fall 
of 1914, 103,241 specimens were recorded on the unfenced plots—a 
slight decline over that of the previous count—while on the fenced 
areas the number had decreased to 58,324. From that time on 
there was a sharp but uniform decline on both sets of plots until in 
the fall of 1916 not one living sprout remained on the grazed plots 
(Plate III), though 2,646 vigorous sprouts per acre were recorded 
on the protected plots, most of which had attained, a height beyond 
that at which sheep browse (Plate IV, fig. 1). While this number 

is ample for the establishment of a full aspen stand, a great many 
- more sprouts have been found on plots established elsewhere. 

The number of uninjured sprouts was notably greater on the 
ungrazed than on the grazed plots (Wigs. 2 and 3). On the grazed 
plots there was a drop in the number of uninjured sprouts in the 
summer of 1914, due probably to slightly more intensive grazing at 
that time. This was followed by an’ increase and then from the 
fall of 1914 to the summer of 1916 the number of sprouts declined 
rather uniformly to zero. On the protected plots the number of 
uninjured sprouts decreased at approximately the same ratio as the 
total number produced. On the grazed plots there were no unin- 
jured sprouts in the summer of 1916, but on the plots protected from 
erazing there remained, 2,646 sprouts per acre. 

The rate of mortality even on the ungrazed plots is surprisingly 
high. Usually a large proportion of the sprouts are killed, often 
within a season, by the, injuries caused by bark-eating rodents, 
chiefly field mice, gophers, and rabbits (Plate IV, fig. 2). Besides, a 
very large proportion of the specimens recorded as merely injured 
by rodents and by frost died later from such injuries. The repro- 
duction is often completely girdled, and not uncommonly several 
belts of bark an inch or more in width are removed. While the 
adverse factors of inclement weather and bark-eating rodents are 
active in the elimination of reproduction on the fenced and unfenced 
plots alike, such injury is insignificant compared with the injury 
chargeable to sheep grazing on the unfenced plots. 
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Fic. 2,—Number of sprouts per acre on clear-cut plots and their injury and mortality. (Area unfenced.) 
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Fic. 1.—CLEAR-CuT ASPEN PLOT No. 1, UPON WHICH NORMAL SHEEP GRAZING HAS 
BEEN UNRESTRICTED. 

In 1914 there were 103,241 specimens of aspen sprouts per acre; in 1916 not a specimen remained. 
he shrubby vegetation is mountain elder (Sambucus microbotrys). 

rh, EN fa 4 ( . 
ae Bie LASTS Ad weg i Fad vk eS¥ie ES ‘ ae | 

Fia. 2.—CLEAR-CuT ASPEN PLOT No. 2, UPON WHICH, LIKE PLOT 1, THE TIMBER WAS 
REMOVED IN THE FALL OF 1912 AND THE AREA SUBSEQUENTLY GRAZED NORMALLY 
BY SHEEP. 

The density of the reproduction on this plot was practically the same as on plot 1 the first two 
Seasons after the timber was removed, but in the fall of 1916 not a living specimen was to be 
found. A luxuriant stand of the palatable mountain brome grass (Bromus marginatus seminudus), 
has occupied the soil since clear cutting. The luxuriance of the brome-grass cover is evidence of 
the fact that the aspen reproduction was not destroyed as a result of overgrazing. 
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ae 

Fic. 1.—FENCED PLOT, COMPLEMENT TO UNFENCED PLOT SHOWN IN PLATE III, Fic. 1. 

At the end of the third season following cutting there remained 3,800 vigorous sprouts per acre of 
This number three years after cutting is more than an average height of approximately 4 feet. 

ample for the establishment of a full aspen stand. 

4 

I 
if 

a 
q 

; 
a 

FENCED PLOT KILLED BY BARK-EATING RODENTS. 

Note extent of removal of bark at various places along main stem and at 
base of large lateral branch. 
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r Acre 
& 
2 
8 q 
ce 

fall Summer fall Summer Fall Summer fall 

19/3 19/4 19/4 1915 IWS IW6 IDE 

Total Number Of Sprouts. Fer Acre 

Uninjured Sprauts” 

Behe eG RAEN. Injured By Barking 

MDE Ben 2 AN) — Killed By Barking 

RUGS EA AGEL LN Injured By Frost 

AMIS TN Aiea) By Frost 

Fic. 3.—Nurmber of sprouts per acre on clear-cut plots and their injury and mortality due to causes other 

than grazing. (Area fenced.) 
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On the clear-cut lands protected from grazing and where the mor- 
tality of the reproduction was not abnormally heavy, no new sprouts 
appeared after two years following clear-cutting (fig 4). On the 
clear-cut unprotected plots, on the other hand, where a large pro- 
portion of the sprouts were destroyed by browsing, considerable 
reproduction was produced not only in the first two seasons but in 
the third season following cutting, though not subsequently. The 

removal of practically the entire aerial portion of’ the sprouts by 
browsing prevents the transfer and utilization of the large stores of 

plant food deposited 
in the elaborate root 
system of: the parent 
plant, and this nutri- 
tive material appar- 
ently tends to stimu- 
late the production of 
sprouts in the third 
season following the 
removal of the tim- 
ber. The majority of 
these third-year 
sproutswereproduced 
between 2 and 5 weeks 
later than those sent 
up during the first two 
seasons after cutting, 
and instead of indi- 
vidual specimens ap- 

Fall Summer Falt Summer fall Summer Falf 
1913 1914 «1914 «1915 «1915 ‘1916. 1916, pearing more or less 

uniformly over the 
area, as in the case of 
sprouts produced dur- 
ing thefirst two years, 
they appeared in 

Fia. 4.—Number of sprouts produced on clear-cut aspen plots bunches offrom about 

computed on acreage basis, 1913 to 1916 inclusive. 2to 158 pecim ens. 

The sprouts produced during the third season distinctly lacked 

vigor and were, for the most part, killed by frost or other unfavorable 

climatic factors. Only avery small percentage, even when not injured 

by inclement weather, possessed sufficient vitality to become perma- 

nently established. Thus only a sparse, uneven, and weak aspen 

stand may be expected from sprouts originating on grazed lands dur- 

ing the third season after cutting, even though grazing is discon- 

tinued the second year after the timber has been removed. 
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Number Of Sprouts Froduced Fer Season (Frotected Area) 
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—-—— /ofal Number Of Sprouts Remaining (. Protected Area} 

_..._. /ofa/ Number OF Sprouts Remaining (Unprotected Area) 
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EFFECT OF CATTLE BROWSING. 

Injury to reproduction on clear-cut aspen plots chargeable to 
browsing, trampling, and rubbing by cattle was observed during the 
seasons of 1915 and 1916 in the same detail as in the case of the 
plots located on the sheep allotments. Early in the spring of 1915 
two representative areas located at an elevation of approximately 
8,800 feet were cleared of timber, and sample plots and quadrats were 
established, by means of which the rate of sprouting and the exact 
character of damage caused exclusively by cattle were noted. The 
clear-cut areas were 
comparable in every 
way, except that one 
was subject to normal 
grazing while the 
other was fenced 
against stock. 

In recording the 
damage to the repro- 
duction, account was 

taken of the injury 
and mortality due 
both to the presence 
of cattle and to 
causes Other than Loo =: 
era zing’. The data Lightly Grazed Moderately Grazed Heavily Grazed 

Percentage 

were grouped accord- 
ing to grazing inten- 
sity. Theresults are ---~--- 

summarized in Table —--—— Sprouts Killed By Gr. azing 
7,and for purposes of Fie. 5.—Relation of cattle grazing to number of uninjured and 
rea dy comp arison the killed sprouts, season 1915. 

data recorded in 1915, which are practically the same as for 1916, 
are shown graphically in figure 5. 

In 1915 the number of uninjured sprouts was highest on the lightly 
and moderately grazed plots (72.7 and 74.4 per cent, respectively) 
and notably lower on the heavily grazed areas (40 per cent). In 1916 
the relation was similar. There was practically no difference in the 
per cent of injured and killed sprouts on the lightly grazed and on 
the moderately grazed plots, while on those heavily grazed there 
was an appreciable increase in the percentage of both injured and 
Iulled sprouts. 
A considerable proportion of the sprouts on these plots, as in the 

case of sprouts on plots previously reported on sheep range, were 
injured or killed by causes other than grazing. Eight per cent of 
the sprouts died and 5.9 per cent were injured by causes other than 

Sprovis Uninjured By Grazing 

Sprouts Injured By Grazing 
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grazing, while only 2.6 per cent were killed and 5.7 per cent injured 
by grazing. 

TABLE 7.—Summary of aspen sprouts killed and injured by cattle grazing on clear-cut 
plots. 

Total TBondenn | 44 Grazing intensity and d. year of |number| Uniniured | Killed by | Injured by | oo Gc4 nyury Hot : : sprouts not due to examinatio sprouts. sprouts. grazing. grazing. killed by grazing. 

grazing. 

Num-| Per |Num-| Per |Num-| Per |Num-| Per |Num-| Per 
ay grazed: ber. | cent. | ber. | cent.| ber. | cent.| ber. | cent.| ber. | cent. 

oo MT Sv erecta ees 150 09 | 72.7 T | CALC See sees OOS RES 14 9.4 
Sneus ethecuesereeessae 166 | 140 | 84 eee Monee 6] 3.6 2.4 16 9.6 

Moderately grazed: 
Sia amelie Sacer eS 379 | 282 | 74.4 12| 3.2 15] 3.9 46 | 12.2 24 6.3 

1916 Ly 5 asl See ars RRR cs, 311} 274 LP eehesclaccod? 14] 4.5 13 | 4.2 10 3.2 
Heavily grazed 

OLS oe Soca catee eke ee en 40 16 | 40.0 8 | 20.0 15 | 37.5 Ue eS Gy | eae ae 
AQIG Soh a serge eral 36 21 | 58.3 1; 2.8 12 | 33.3 PB ATER G| | seg, Sel Rate 

Totalens 4 eee ee Sa ears 1,082 | 842 |...... PAT aS c 62) Roeeee SGNleatees Gane ee 2 
Mean of ah grazing intensities...)........]...-.- iso mepeset 256i Seca BST | steer Fe}a{) fe 5.9 

COMPARATIVE INJURY TO ASPEN SPROUTS BY SHEEP AND CATTLE. 

The damage to reproduction on sheep range, on the plots estab- 
lished both in standing timber and on clear-cut ‘lands, was consider- 
ably different in character and extent from that on cattle range. 
This difference in the degree of damage was evident in all localities 
where the study was conducted, and especially where plots had been 
grazed to practically the same degree of intensity. 

On plots in standing timber the comparative damage by sheep and 
by cattle may be summarized as follows (data given in Tables 1, 2, 
and 6): 

(1) The average per cent of reproduction injured by sheep grazing 
from 1912 to 1916, inclusive, was 27.3, and from 1915 to 1916, in- 

clusive, 19.9. During the latter period the average per cent of injury 
on cattle range, where the forage had been cropped to practically 
the same extent, was but 3.97. 

(2.) The average per cent of reproduction killed on the plots scat- 
tered over the sheep allotments from 1912 to 1916, inclusive, was 17.1, 
and during 1915 and 1916, 24.8. Durimg 1915 and 1916 less than 0.5 
per cent of the reproduction on the plots grazed by cattle was killed 
by browsing. 

On the clear-cut plots the damage to reproduction by sheep as 
compared with that by cattle is proportionately much more serious 
than on plots in standing timber. The seriousness of normal sheep 
grazing on clear-cut aspen lands may be summarized in the statement 
that in the third year following the removal of the standing timber 
it may be expected that no sprouts whatsoever will be found on the 
lands. If any sprouts remain, they are usually so mutilated as either 
to die after a season or two or so deformed as to produce timber of 
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questionable value. Reproduction on clear-cut lands located on 
cattle range, on the other hand, while damaged more or less by 
browsing, appears to occur in sufficient density over the plots under 
observation, to insure a Maximum stand of first quality mature timber, 

Practically without exception there are no young aspen sprouts 
on range grazed annually by sheep during the period that the sprouts 
are being produced. The few sprouts found are almost invariably 
lacking in vigor and are often more or less seriously diseased. On the 
range used exclusively by cattle it is the exception not to find at least 
a partial stand of sprouts varying in age, most of which are vigorous 
and healthy. Cattle naturally prefer the leafage of herbs, especially 
erasses, to shrubs and other woody plants, and while they browse 
aspen, reproduction, the damage they do seldom endangers the per- 
manent establishment of the stand unless the range is stocked with 
cattle beyond its natural carrying capacity. 
An analysis of the character of the injuries showed that the pro- 

portion of terminal and lateral shoots browsed was practically the 
same on cattle and on sheep allotments. It was quite evident, 
however, that the cattle browsed the foliage more and the woody 
tissue less than sheep; consequently the complete removal of ter- 
minal and lateral shoots was less commonly observed on the cattle 
ranges than on the sheep ranges. The difference would appear to 
account for the more rapid and complete recovery of injured sprouts 
on cattle allotments. 

Practically no damage is caused to aspen reproduction by rubbing 
and trampling by cattle. Rubbing is generally confined to young 
conifer saplings characteristically scattered through the aspen type, 
the needles and bark of which afford the friction desired, or to aspen 
‘specimens of about pole size. Young aspen sprouts are so limber that 
stock seldom break the branches or otherwise distort them by rubbing. 
Sheep, of course, not being addicted to the rubbing habit like cattle, 
cause virtually no damage in this way. Trampling by either class 
of stock causes very slight mortality or permanent injury. On sheep 
ranges the young sprouts are either killed or seriously damaged long 
before the formation of prominent trails which might otherwise 
result in trampling out the reproduction. On cattle allotments there 
is occasionally a small amount of damage to young sprouts by tram- 
pling, portions of the bark being removed along the main stem or 
the specimen being broken; but such injury is negligible on lands 
stocked according to their actual carrying capacity and on which the 
animals are properly distributed. ‘Where cattle have a tendency to 
congregate, however, near watering and salting places, for instance, 
both browsing and trampling have a telling effect on the density and 
vigor of the reproduction. 
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HEIGHT AT WHICH REPRODUCTION IS EXEMPT FROM GRAZING 
INJURIES. 

The factor which chiefly determines the time of exemption of the 
reproduction from destructive browsing is the height of the sprouts. 
Observations have shown clearly that as soon as the terminal shoots 
and some of the lateral branches have attained a growth beyond 
which stock generally browse, the reproduction is no longer in danger 
of serious damage. Since sheep are particularly destructive to 
young aspen reproduction, detailed observations as to, the height 
at which they browse were recorded both on the open range and on 
controlled plots. The height to which cattle browse was observed 
under range conditions only. 

HEIGHT TO WHICH SHEEP BROWSE. 

The height to which sheep browse depends, of course, upon the 
palatability of the plants that grow within the reach of the animals, 
as well as upon the particular breed of sheep. Sheep relish woody 
plants, and they browse the aspen reproduction at as great a height 
as other highly palatable species. The sheep under observation 

~ consisted of about equal numbers of ewes and lambs of the Ram- 
bouillet and merino breeds, chiefly the former. The animals of 
both breeds were of about average size. 

Tn observing the height of grazing on the range it was necessary to 
adhere almost entirely to reproduction in standing timber, as rela- 
tively little aspen timber on the sheep allotments has as yet been 
clear-cut or heavily thinned. For this reason the height of the 
sprouts, the stand of which was usually quite sparse and scattered, 
was uneven and often considerably below the maximum height at 
which sheep may browse. Accordingly, to determine the height of 
aspen browsed with unquestionable accuracy, and to secure a basis 
for future management of grazing in the aspen type, the observations 
on the range were supplemented by a carefully planned experiment 
on a clear-cut fenced inclosure where the sprouts varied in height 
from 20 to 70 inches, the majority having a height of about 45 inches. 

The plot was one-fourth of an acre in area. Two 5-year old ewes 
and three lambs 3 months old were grazed on the plot as long as. 
the feed, consisting of a luxuriant undergrowth of grasses, pea vines, 
a variety of weeds, and some shrubby growth, was sufficient to 
sustain the animals at their original weight. Accordingly, the plot 
was grazed much more closely than would be possible over the range 
generally where the lands are handled on the basis of a sustained \ 
annual yield. The plot in question was clear-cut late in the autumn > 
of 1913 and the sheep were placed on it in August, 1916, so that the 
major portion of the reproduction was about 3 years of age. At 
the time the sheep were turned on there was a stand of 30,056 sprouts 
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per acre (Plate V,fig.1). The condition of the sprouts before and after 
grazing was noted on a transect 23 feet wide and 40 feet long running 
across the plot. The results are given in Table 8. 

TaBLE 8.—Character and extent of sheep browsing on clear-cut aspen plot and height at 
which injuries were inflicted. 

. . Condi- 
, Height | Height c 1 a ues 
No. tion of Character of injuries. Sprout of sprout.| browsed.| oy oui.1 J 

Inches. | Inches. 
Her epost 82s ch 2k acl Reise L sale 53.0 43.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
Be ona See ee ee a ee et ee 44.5 39.0 Vv Do. 
Berl bie & Lea he Ge ee Oe eae eae 47.5 41.0 Vv Do. 
Ue a ee ee a ea Ee 38. 0 38.0 V | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
Bh i sick HA SAL ae 39.0 35. 0 V | Laterals grazed. 
Brice oO SEC ee ee ae Ae Eee arian a 36. 0 32.0 Vv Do. 
Fe ho GSE CE Se a ee Re 42.0 35.0 V Do. 
Be de hoch UES CET eee nae eee 55. 0 36.0 V Do. 
Fe eB OC OOS BBA Ge DES BES a acon Prenat 47.0 36.0 Vv Do. 

1D) a Ae ee ee eS eee es 33. 0 26.0 W Do. 
Wile es Oe iy ee eee a 29. 0 29.0 V | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
TO no Bs a a Cae en 37.0 37.0 V 0. 
1 eh ooS ha Ge CH REE e Ona e eee Bee 59.0 40.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
HG 2 Nid SO ae ee erate yes 49.5 37.0 V Do. 
TB ch) a a pea Up gt gE 31.0 31.0 V } Laterals and terminal grazed. 
STG MENA Ae Sep Bai Sie MT a ale 32.0 32.0 W Do. 
1? 35 SSB OSM SSE eee ee eee 40.0 40.0 V Do. 
TS a Ss en ee eR ne re 48.0 36. 0 V | Laterads grazed. 
IO) id) OOS SoS aS E ee Hae Be 61.0 36. 0 V Do. 
PAD a) NN A a ee Rea ea eae ae Oe 55. 5 40.0 V Do. 
ST a) 1 Slat SU i eae ae a Ol ae 43.5 43.5 V | Lateralsand terminal grazed. 
FOO oss a do ES a SE Ee Ire RE 40.5 38. 0 V | Laterals grazed. 
Bie CE SE EL ASMP Dee a ane eer Ie aes ata a 54.0 40.0 V Do. 
PAP ne lcs Rien ey CU aL a a 50.0 40.0 V Do. 
Fh ae seid dd 6 he S 8 aS RE eee ane 55.0 38.0 Vv Do. % 
HERS oj UN SIS Oe let a Pa 36.0 36.0 V | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
loc 8 batts Bice seer ae ae ee Lane eee 32.0 32.0 V 0. 
2S MER Rep OCHS ci 20 is ene a Lit ae 50. 0 38.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
PBN bt es tS 2g Mee na Ee go a 51.0 41.0 V Do. 
Oe Be ES 5 eee sa eee nae 31.0 31.0 W | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
De ee CaS BESS S UH A Eee ere aerate 39.0 33.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
CP UE GI peg ana MS A eed Me Ce 48.0 42.0 V Do. 
Ge 535 See ie a ae a ee 21.0 21.0 W | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
BY TE IES at ele a eee 32.0 32.0 Vv Do. 
Omer are subr eed re Net baa Se 49.0 38.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
SOE a) 3S OE a ea i Ree 39.0 39.0 V | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
ih 38 3 cles Se ae es I ea ae ee 69.0 40.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
Ss GO Eo REAR CE i Smee 40.0 40.0 V | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
BOPP mee tertiy | Cue eN Nt aa 29.0 29.0 Ww 0. 
AD SLOSS Lae NSS, AT mer ae yeaa 59. 5 45.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
AU ey td SUB UGS B Oelee Bee eee eae 71.0 40.0 V Do. 
COB is) SUERTE es ee a 72.0 41.0 Vv Do. 
AS MN ct A (Uk eae Aiksd 43.0 43.0 W | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
CLIN 8 Go LS Tie EAE ea ea eae Me 39.5 37.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
CU es Ne haut a 2 Ae Pa a ea ee 45.0 39.0 V Do. 
AG aanpre tes halla BIS ete tS MRT ek 62.5 39.0 V Do. 
CU ede CN EY ie RS ae ee ee 43.0 43.0 V | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
CIS) ec OU OU 1s URL, UN A ape ara 69.5 38. 0 V | Laterals grazed. 
AC er RMU MR ST a yn I BEEP elk Le 45.0 45.0 V | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
SO J SOS SERRE aes I ANGST BO RE een 51.5 40.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
Bl SRG Sc cep eet ae ME el ye Steep 58. 0 41.0 Vv Do. 
2 eee ORL AUS Ey ONT oa) Sc ala 54.0 44.0 V Do. 
Oe mneN EN De UN Se OPE Leal ob 47.0 47.0 W | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
Late Se OS OIE RE EO NR a EI A Eg 69.0 44.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
SO ere mucin ay utd ell eg SAE 58. 0 45.0 V Do. 
FO an Ge ee Cyesel A Ee Re ST Re 70.0 45.0 V Do. 
BU) ee CBB EE Ean ete ee Este: 73.0 43.0 Vv Do. 
Fe ee coc AA OI Seal Ute ee et Ne eae at ea 61.5 36.0 V Do. 
Wes cok Gc tO AO a (BR PRD ay SIR te a 70. 0 40.0 V Do. 
GO eee ee Ty sy WR Ai bee 54.5 42.0 Vv Do. 
(a ES RS a 66. 0 40.0 V Do. 
GA ie IRE Sb esl A ORNS UPSUA D le 39.0 39.0 W | Laterals and terminal grazed. 
GS Pee ye Serre tens aA c/o Me Le 61.0 40.0 V | Laterals grazed. 
A epee aya Se Si SU YT A I Nae) 55. 0 38. 0 V Do. 
HS aes cept ER eee tee autre, Si a aay ee 71.0 42.0 V Do. 
Wa) Bo IES en cata ne CN SAM Ds 71.0 45.0 V Do. 
(1 / icig Bo IY SR Mai Pt Mees Oe iT CO 57.0 32.0 Vv Do. 
(Goss ct OS ee Paral 8 A Bae Uae Weep ae eal ee | 40.5 34.0 V Do. 
(GO) SHU OSA HACER cies tsa iets 52.0 35.0 V Do. 

1V indicates that the sprout was in vigorous and normal condition after grazing. W signifies that it 
Was weak and likely subsequently to die from the injuries caused by browsing. 
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Table 8 shows that while the plot was grazed much more closely 
than would be warranted on the basis of sustained forage yield, only 
8 of the 69 sprouts on the transect (11.6 ‘per cent) were seriously 
grazed and thus likely subsequently either to die or become very 
deformed. All the other sprouts were in vigorous condition; and , 
though they were browsed slightly, the damage was not such as to 
manifest itself in the future development of the stand. In most in- 
stances the browsing was confined to the lateral branches, only 20 
of the 69 sprouts (29 per cent) having both the terminals and the 
laterals removed. Only 3,483 of the 30,056 sprouts to the acre were 

Herght OF S: routs /n Inches 

foro a ae se ee 
Class OF Sprouts 

Average Height Of Sprouts 

seriously weakened 
by browsing, leaving 
26,571 vigorous speci- 
mens for the estab- 
lishment of the stand, 
a number exceeding 
by more than 24,000 
the quantity neces- 
sary to restock the 
land fully. 

The most signifi- 
cant fact brought out 
by the experiment is 
that the maximum 
height of sheep brows- 
ing was 47 inches, 
and this occurred only 
in the case of a single 

more clearly than in 
Kai ee Of Sprouts Exempt Fromspecimen. To show 

Sersous Browsing 

Mince > aces MUAVORE ge freight Browsed 

Fic. 6.—Heights at which sprouts are browsed. 

Table 8 the average 
height at which the 
browsing occurred, the 

sprouts were grouped into 6-inch height classes and the average height 
of the browsing in the case of each height class recorded. The figures 
are given in Table 9 and the results are shown graphically in figure 6. 

TaBLE 9.—Summary of heights at which aspen sprouts are browsed by sheep. 

Number of fleight class. 
Height | specimens 

class No. in each 
height class.| Average. 

OWOWIA] AP wONe 

a °o cot ° _ NX 

10 | 661071 

Inches. 
1 

Inches. 
21.0 
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The height of browsing increases gradually with the increase in 
the height classes of the reproduction up to the fifth class; i. e., from 
21 to 41.1linches. From this point on up to the ninth class the height 
of the browsing varies slightly above or below the 40-inch mark. 
In the ninth class occurs the maximum average height of 41.8 inches. 
The average height at which the 69 grazed sprouts in the transect 
were grazed was 38.1. This is about the height of the top of the 
heads of mature Rambouillet and merino sheep. 

Sprouts the terminal shoots of which have attained a height of 
40 inches or so are apt to suffer only slight permanent injury, and 
extensive observations on the range and on the various check plots 
have shown that reproduction having an average height of 45 inches 
is practically exempt from serious injury. Hence lands supporting 
reproduction averaging 45 inches in height may be grazed with 
practically no injury to the terminal shoots. Moderate browsing of 
some of the lateral branches will occur, of course, as long as they are 
easily within the reach of sheep, but the effect of such browsing is 
insignificant so far as concerns the development and health of the 
specimen. 

HEIGHT TO WHICH CATTLE BROWSE. 

Tt has been pointed out that reproduction only a few inches or so 
in height is subject to about the same degree of browsing by cattle 
as is reproduction of greater heights. Thus, contrary to what might 
be expected, sprouts two or three feet high which by virtue of their 
greater conspicuousness might be presumed to afford more con- 
venient browsing than the shorter specimens are nevertheless dam- 
aged as little as any of their younger associates. 

Considerable variation is observed in the height of the Beane 
by cattle. Isolated instances have been recorded of the removal of 
leafage to a height of about 70 inches, but browsing at such a height 
is exceptional and of little economic significance. Damage of greater 
severity occurs between heights of 55 and 60 inches, the latter figure, 
however, being about the minimum at which twigs and stems are 
eaten. Thus in localities where cattle are apt to drift and linger 
and where it is desired to reforest the lands fully the reproduction 
should be permitted to attain a growth of not less than 5 feet prior 
to heavy stocking. Obviously, then, lands which are to be reforested 
should not be used as salting grounds until a sufficient portion of the 
reproduction has attained a height beyond which destructive brows- 
ing is likely to occur. 

RATE OF GROWTH OF ASPEN REPRODUCTION. 

In the management of grazing on cut-over lands it is necessary to 
know, in order to make the most judicious use of the knowledge of 
the height which aspen reproduction must attain to be exempt from 
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serious damage by sheep and cattle, (1) the rate of growth of the 
reproduction and the age at which the major portion of the stand is 
exempt from serious browsing, and (2) the density of the stand that 

may be expected, and accordingly the extent of thimning, if any, 

8 

Average Height In Inches 
9 

90,000 

80,000 

70,000 

60,000 

50,000 

40,000 

Number OF Living Aspen Sprouts Fer Acre 

Fal/ Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall 
192 1913 1913 19/4 19/4. IWS 1915 ABIE 1916 

DPRREE CH Perh po Spring G uiting 

te Wis. eae Soren Cutting 

3 Fall C uiting 

Fic. 7.—Number of sprouts and average height growth according to season of cutting. 

that may be permitted by browsing and that will leave enough 
reproduction to secure the number of trees which the lands will well 
support. 

To determine the sprouting capacity of aspen and the corresponding 
vigor and rate of growth of the resulting sprouts when the landsare 
clear-cut in different seasons, the timber was removed, on three plots 
of even-aged aspen, each one-half acre in size. One of the plots was 
clear-cut in the fall of 1912, another early in the spring of 1913, and 
the third in midsummer 1913. In Table 10 issummarized the number 
of living sprouts per acre on these plots and the height growth per 
season according to the time of cutting. To facilitate comparison of 
results the data are assembled graphically in figure 7. 
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TaBLE 10.—Sprouting capacity and height growth of aspen reproduction on clear-cut 
plots. 

Fall cutting, 1912. Spring cutting, 1913. | Summer cutting, 1913. 

Date of examination. Number of Number of Number of 
living Average living Average living Average 

\ sprouts height. sprouts height. sprouts height. 
per acre. per acre. per acre. 

Inches Inches Inches 
(Stain I BAe eee cree ceeececd PSrSOrmeeced POreee apart. MGM) poceccdodrec! -teecenaccn| ReSeceuscace 

All: GTB Cle aoe oeoeemere AT TOON Semele meee Rend UA ies Mae he! | eR aha eee ee 
Shoumugee 1 Ve ee eee mrs 32,670 8.6 27,590 (les Vashem maps) el eee 
cl TT) seo See coeeeseune 34, 700 23.4 85, 520 12.5 50, 960 16.9 

Shou, (OS Seas eee eee aeeee 32, 810 25.5 62,580 15.5 44,140 20.3 
Ell) Thi cee woes. eaeedsoeas 22, 210 39. 2 39, 920 31.4 43, 8 34.0 

Shotaars, IGT be aaa een eee 24,100 39.8 37, 609 32.5 42,730 34.1 
TG TEM en eee 21, 920 43.1 29,910 41.2 31, 070 46.6 

Table 10 shows that the production of sprouts is heavy on all 
areas, regardless of season of cutting, and that in general the maximum 
number of sprouts is in evidence within a season following the removal 
of the timber. Considering the number of mature, well-developed 
trees that may occupy the ground, more than enough sprouts are 
produced, on the respective plots regardless of season of timber 
removal. The most vigorous sprouting occurred on the plot the 
timber of which was removed in the spring, and the least vigorous on 
the autumn-cut plot. On the spring-cut plot, however, the death 
rate of sprouts was greatest. The rate of growth was relatively 
uniform and approximately the same on each plot, and the annual 
increment averaged, about 15 inches, the height growth being practi- 
cally the same from season to season. 
From the above facts it may be concluded that (a) regardless of 

season of cutting a sufficient number of aspen sprouts is produced 
on clear-cut lands to restock the lands fully, provided grazing is 
properly controlled; and that (6) in general the reproduction will 
have attained sufficient height by the end of the third year of growth 
to be exempt from destructive browsing by sheep, and by the end of - 
the fourth, or more certainly the fifth year, to be out of danger from 
cattle. 

SILVICULTURAL MANAGEMENT OF ASPEN. 

METHODS OF CUTTING. 

Experimental evidence gathered from variously treated plots 
points to the fact that if the lands are to be devoted permanently to 
the production of aspen, clear-cutting or repeated heavy thinnings 
are the best means by which to secure vigorous sprouting and an 
evenly distributed stand. 

As is shown. by the sparse stand of sprouts on the plots established 
in the standing timber, aspen is practically unable to reproduce 
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under its own shade, Light thmnings are of some value, but a very 
large percentage of the sprouts soon succumb because of insufficient 
sunjight. The surviving sprouts are forced into intensive competi- 
tion with various shade-enduring, aggressive, shrubby, and herba- 
ceous species. This, coupled with inadequate light, renders the 
sprouts weak and not uncommonly diseased. If the slender speci- 
mens are not killed outright by fungous attacks, sooner or later 
they fall easy victims to the wind. 

The average stand of prop timber, the diameter breast-high of which 
does not exceed 10 inches, consists of about 480 trees per acre. To 
insure a stand of this number of trees at the average rate of mortality 
of the sprouts, a stand of 2,500 specimens per acre the third year 
after cutting is sufficient, even though the lands are moderately 
grazed by cattle or sheep after the terminal shoots are no longer 
subject to browsing. In practically any type of aspen properly 
protected from stock, the stand following clear-cutting will generally 
be 2,500 specimens per acre. Thus in the case of the plot pictured 
in figure 2 of Plate V, representing the sprouting capacity following 
the clear-cutting of an 80-year old stand, there are more than 30,000 
specimens at the end of the third year. The sprouting appears to 
be quite as vigorous when younger stands are clear-cut. 

METHODS OF BRUSH DISPOSAL. 

Various methods of disposing of the brush are in practice, some 
of which tend to expose the sprouts unduly and others to protect 
them. Piling and burning the brush is the most popular; but this 
method, owing to the complete opening up of the lands, is responsible 
for highly destructive browsing, especially by sheep, the result being 
that the stand is materially thinned and correspondingly mutilated. 
The method appears to endanger the establishment of the stand 
approximately in proportion to the number of spaces burned. 

Experiments have been made in scattering the brush over the cut- 
ting without lopping the nonmerchantable parts. The method which 
has given the best results, and which at the same time londs itself to 
general field practice, is that of scattering the unlopped ones about 
the stumps, the butts of the discarded portions bemg placed next 
to the stumps in such a manner as to have the branches extend out 
in all directions from the stump. Since the major portion of the 
reproduction, originates from superficial roots near the parent plant, 
the tops are located where they will afford the greatest possible 
protection to the new sprouts. 

This light screen. of unlopped branches, arranged as described, is 
surprisingly effective against repeated visitations by sheep during 
the first three seasons after the cutting, which is the most critical 
period. While, to be sure. there is usually not a sufficient supply of 
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Fic. 1.—VIEW SHOWING STAND AND HEIGHT OF ASPEN SPROUTS ON CLEAR-CUT PLOT 
ADJACENT TO AREA FENCED OFF AND GRAZED BY SHEEP. 

Photographed three years after clear cutting and one month after the completion of the grazing 
experiment on control plot. 

Fic. 2.—LUXURIANT STAND OF ASPEN REPRODUCTION AS IT APPEARS ON FENCED PLoT 
THREE YEARS AFTER CLEAR CUTTING. 

Over 30,000 specimens, approximately 75 per cent of the terminal shoots of which are beyond the 
height of sheep browsing, are growing on the area. At this stage of growth there is very little 
danger of sheep thinning the stand beyond the maximum timber-carrying capacity of the lands. 
The removal of part of such a luxuriant stand by browsing would be a distinct benefit. The 
understory of herbaceous vegetation is luxuriant and consists of the choicest of forage Species. 
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tops to cover effectively the entire ground surface and thus prevent 
the entrance of stock, the method permits the establishment of a 
fairly good stand of vigorous, well-formed trees. 

Observations covering a five-year period have made it evident that 
the tops of aspen scattered over a clear-cutting in such a manner as 
to protect the sprouts are well along in decay in the third year after 
scattering; and usually by the end of the fifth year only the central 
axis of the top remains, this portion, often bemg pretty thoroughly 
decayed. The absence of turpentine and other volatile and highly 
inflammable oils, coupled with the relatively high precipitation in the 
aspen type and the tendency of the species to absorb and retain a 
large percentage of moisture when lying on the ground, makes the 
fire risk due to the scattering of the brush practically negligible. 

Another means of protecting the sprouts from browsing is to pile 
the tops in windrows, as it were, thereby fencing out the stock during 
the period required for partial decay of the nonmerchantable parts 
This method, however, is not particularly applicable to field opera- 
tions, and instead of fostering the sprouts by protecting them from 
frost, the sun’s excessive heat, evaporation, and other adverse factors, 

exposes the reproduction to the elements in much the same way as 
when the brush is piled and burned. 

SUMMARY. 

(1) Aspen, a tree of high commercial value on many National For- 
ests in the West and on some of the farm woodlots and lands adjacent, 
thereto in northeastern United States, is often reproduced with diffi- 
culty where the lands are made to serve the double purpose of timber 
and meat production. 

(2) The leafage, young twigs, and branches of the reproduction 
are browsed with varying degrees of relish by both cattle and sheep. 
Over 90 per cent of the damage inflicted by stock is chargeable to 
browsing, the injury due to trampling, rubbing, and similar causes 
being negligible. 

(3) Sheep are responsible for severe damage to the reproduction, 
both as it occurs in standing timber and on clear cuttings, regardless 
of the variety and supply of choice forage. Cattle cause some damage, 
but the extent of injury is usually slight, except where the lands are 
overerazed or where the animals are inclined to congregate for more 
or less lengthy periods. 

(4) The injury and mortality chargeable to the presence of live 
stock is roughly proportional to the closeness to which the lands are 
erazed. Observations covering a 5-year period in standing timber 
on sheep range showed that 27.2 per cent of the reproduction was 

either injured or killed on lightly grazed plots, 31.8 per cent on mod- 
erately grazed areas, and 65 per cent on heavily grazed plots. A 
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large proportion of the nonbrowsed sprouts are killed by causes other 
than grazing. In standing timber on cattle range also the injury 
varied according to grazing intensity, but was less than on the sheep 
range. During 1915 and 1916 the average percentage of injured and 
killed sprouts by cattle browsing was 1.6, 2.4, and 26.8 on lightly, 
moderately, and heavily grazed plots, respectively. 

(5) On clear-cut lands, where the reproduction is conspicuous and 
the stand even, the annual mortality due to sheep grazing is exceed- 
ingly heavy. As a rule three years of successive sheep grazing on 
such lands results in the destruction of the entire stand. Some injury 
is also caused by cattle on clear-cut areas, but unless the range is 
stocked with cattle beyond its normal carrying capacity there is little 
danger of the reproduction being destroyed beyond the requirements 
necessary for the establishment of a full commercial stand. 

(6) Only slight difference is recorded in extent and character of 

browsing either by sheep or by cattle on different height classes of 
reproduction, so long as the total height growth of the sprouts has 
not passed the limit at which stock find the food accessible. 

(7) A comparison of the character and intensity of browsing shows 
that a notably greater proportion of the woody stems is consumed 
by sheep than by cattle. Even in the autumn after the leaves have 
dropped sheep devour a considerable quantity of the stems of a single 
season’s growth regardless of the presence of an abundance of choice 
forage. In the case of cattle, however, the naked stems are practi- 
cally untouched. 

(8) Aspen sprouts are not necessarily permanently injured, nor 
will the mature tree be lacking in form or symmetry as a result of the 
removal once or twice of the terminal shoot. Nearly any one of the 
lateral branches which grow near the terminal shoot appears to be a 
potential terminal and may readily assume the function of the ter- 
minal itself. The destroyed leader is very commonly and promptly 
replaced by shoots originating from adventitious buds near the ter- 
minal. On the other hand, the removal of both the lateral branches 
and the terminal shoot to such an extent as to interfere appreciably 
with photosynthesis and the nutrition of the specimen readily weak- 
ens and decreases its subsequent rate of growth materially. If the 
normal leaf surface is not readily replaced and then maintained, death 
is the inevitable result. 

(9) On lands protected from grazing aspen sprouts are produced 
only during the first two seasons after cutting. On grazed lands a 
considerable number of sprouts are sent up for three successive sea- 
sons following the removal of the timber. The third year’s repro- 
duction, however, appears from two to five weeks later than that 
produced in the two previous seasons and is, for the most part, 
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eliminated shortly after its appearance by adverse climatic factors, 
chiefly frost. 

(10) A surprisingly large proportion of the reproduction produced 
even on the most favorable sites is killed during the first three years 
of its growth by causes other than grazing. Frost and bark-eating 
mammals, notably gophers, field mice, and rabbits, are mainly respon- 
sible for such mortality. Much of the damage caused by gophers 
and mice is done under the snow during winter or early spring. 

(11) The factor that chiefly determines the time of exemption of 
the reproduction from destruction by sheep and cattle is the height 
of the sprout. The average maximum height at which sheep browse 
is approximately 42 inches. Sprouts averaging 45 inches in height 
are found to be exempt from destructive browsing by sheep. In 
the case of cattle there is some damage to sprouts between 55 and 60 
inches in height, but seldom to those of any greater height. Repro- 
duction averaging 5 feet in height, therefore, is practically free from 
damage by cattle browsing. 

(12) The annual rate of height increment of the aspen reproduction 
averages about 15 inches. Hence sprouts 3 years of age are exempt 
from serious injury by sheep, and those from 4 to 5 years of age are 
free from serious injury by cattle. 

(13) Aspen is practically unable to reproduce under its own shade, 
and the best means of obtaining vigorous and dense reproduction, 
and at the same time of harvesting the timber economically, is to 
clear-cut the lands or to thin the stand heavily. 

(14) In the logging operations various methods are used in dis- 
posing of the branches and tops, the most common practice being to 
pile and burn them. This method of brush disposal is not conducive 
to the best results on typical aspen lands, as it exposes the repro- 
duction unduly both to grazing and to unfavorable climatic conditions. 
Protection from live stock and from frost, excessive insolation, 
evaporation, and other adverse factors is obtained by arranging the 
unlopped tops about the stumps so as to protect the on-coming 
sprouts. In three or four years, when the reproduction is practically 
exempt from serious browsing, the brush is for the most part decayed 
and out of the way. Furthermore, such a disposition of the brush 
does not make the danger from fire any greater. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

From the results given in the preceding pages certain recommenda- 
tions may be made for managing grazing in the aspen type so as to 
secure the highest possible economic use of the lands, both in the way 
of timber output and meat production. If properly handled, live 
stock will not prove antagonistic to the establishment of the repro- 
duction, the understory of palatable forage will not be wasted, and 
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by the consumption of the herbage the fire risk to the timber may be 
ereatly minimized. 

Being unable to reproduce in its own shade, aspen must be well 
opened up either by heavy thinnings or by clear-cutting, preferably 
the latter, if the lands are to be fully restocked. 
When the logging is done on sheep range, or on a combination 

sheep and cattle range, the forthcoming reproduction will be destroyed 
almost to the last sprout if the areas are even moderately grazed by 
sheep during the first three years following the cutting. To avoid 
destruction of the young aspen cover, then, only three courses are 
open: (1) Entire exclusion of grazing for three successive seasons 
following logging, (2) exceedingly light grazing by sheep, and (3) 
moderate grazing by cattle. 

Obviously, the first of these possibilities does not appeal either to 
the timberman or the stockman. The entire exclusion of grazing 
animals means increased fire risk and additional fire patrol, the cost 
of which must be met by the timberman. For the stockman whose 
farm operations generally, including to a large extent the marketing 
of the crops produced, are dependent upon the grazing afforded in the 
aspen type, entire exclusion of stock may spell ruin. 

The second possibility, very light grazing by sheep, would upon 
first thought appear to meet the requirements, and guarantee estab- 
lishment of the reproduction. But the sheepman who will graze 
his sheep very lightly over the chovcest of forage, such as invariably 
becomes established on clear-cut or heavily thinned aspen lands, 
has not yet been discovered. Naturally the sheepman’s interests 
lie in the production of the maximum mutton and wool consistent 
with sustained forage yield; he has little interest in the production of 
timber. Since the standards of grazing intensity vary with the 
individual, what may be declared as very-light cropping by the 
average stockman might be classed as moderately heavy by the 
grazing expert or the silviculturist. Furthermore, the intensity of 
the grazing, at least so far as the stockman is concerned, would, of 
course, be judged by the extent of cropping of the herbaceous cover 
rather than by the seriousness of the browsing of the aspen reproduc- 
tion, whereas, owing to the tendency of sheep to browse rather than 
graze, the aspen would probably be badly damaged before much 
of the herbage would be consumed. Accordingly only the very 
lightest grazing, coupled with the most expert handling of the flocks 
during the first three seasons, could be expected adequately to protect 
the reproduction, and exceedingly few herders would be qualified to 
assume such responsible management. 

This brings us to the third course open to avoid the destruction of 
the young aspen cover; viz, moderate grazing by cattle. The aspen 
type occupies lands of moderate elevation usually characterized by 
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gentle topography, and the forage is made up quite as much of 
herbaceous as of woody species, so that this type is fully as well 
suited to the grazing of cattle as of sheep. Moderate cattle grazing 
during the first three or four seasons following cutting would insure 
a satisfactory stand of timber, while at the same time the forage 
crop could be utilized to its full capacity and the profits from grazing 
left unimpaired. Furthermore, it is well known that a temporary 
change in the class of stock generally grazed on the lands materially 
increases and improves the forage, as the species relished by cattle 
may be quite different from those relished by sheep. This reverse of 
close cropping by cattle of species grazed lightly by sheep for many 
years and light cropping of the species previously weakened by 
continued close grazing would permit the species especially relished 
by sheep not only to regain their full vigor, but to reproduce abund- 
antly, and thus maintain themselves against competition with other 
species. Shifting from sheep to cattle for a three-year period, then, 
would accomplish two important things: (1) It would guarantee 
the establishment of a full aspen stand, and (2) it would improve the 
carrying capacity of the range for shasp grazing. 

Obviously on cattle range no change in grazing is required, pro- 
vided the lands are not too heavily sala Care should be taken, 
however, to have the stock properly distributed over the range at all 
times. This may best be accomplished by the proper location of 
salting grounds and watering places. Where the animals are 
inclined to drift on the lands so early in the season as to be forced to 
subsist on browse of second choice, such as aspen reproduction, in 
the absence of more choice feed, drift and division fences should be 
built fo facilitate judicious distribution of the stock. 
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COMMUNITY PRODUCTION OF COTTON. 

The purposes of this bulletin are to tell how Egyptian-cotton pro- 
duction became established in the Southwest as a result of community 
action, to describe the present status of the industry, and to give the 
reasons for encouraging the growing of this type of cotton in the 
United States. Attention is also directed to the conditions which 
appear to be indispensable to successful commercial production 
in this country. It is believed that Egyptian cotton can not be 
profitably grown except under irrigation and in the absence of the 
boll weevil. This would exclude it from consideration in any por- 
tion of what is generally known as the cotton belt. 

The principle of community action in cotton production implies 
the growing of only one variety, the variety selected being that which 

This bulletin is largely a revision of Department Bulletin No. 332, entitled “ Com- 

munity Production of Hgyptian Cotton in the United States,” by C. S. Scofield, T. H. Kear- 

ney, C. J. Brand, O. F. Cook, and W. T. Swingle, issued on January 13, 1916. 

77714°—19——_1 
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is best adapted to the physical and economic conditions of the local- 
ity.t. In no other way is it possible to maintain a supply of pure 
seed and to market*year after year a uniform high-grade product. 
These objects can be attained only by effective cooperation on the 
part of the growers. The lesson taught by this successful applica- 
tion of the community principle should make the present publication 
interesting to many who are engaged in growing, selling, or manu- 
facturing cotton, even though they may not be concerned with the 
special subject of Egyptian-cotton production. 

SOURCES OF LONG-STAPLE COTTON. 

The three most important types of long-staple cotton are (1) Sea 
Island cotton, (2) long-staple Upland cotton, and (8) Egyptian 
cotton. 

Sea Island cotton is grown on the islands along the coasts of South 
Carolina and Georgia and in certain counties on the mainland of 
Georgia and Florida, as well as to a limited extent in portions of 
the West Indies. During recent years the crop of Sea Island cot- 
ton in the United States has ranged from 60,000 to 120,000 bales * per 
annum. The staple of Sea Island cotton ranges from 14 to 12 inches 
in the Georgia and Florida product to 2 inches in the best qualities 
grown on the Sea Islands proper.® 

Long-staple Upland cotton has long been produced chiefly in the 
so-called Delta region of western Mississippi. In recent years the 
production of this type of cotton has been extended into eastern 
Arkansas and northeastern Texas, and a small quantity has also been 
grown in’ the Carolinas. Still more recently the growing of long- 
staple Upland cotton has been established on irrigated lands in the 
Imperial Valley of California, the industry in that locality being 
based on the Durango variety. The quantity of long-staple Upland 
cotton produced annually in the United States is not definitely known. 
A recent publication of the Bureau of Crop Estimates* places the 
total for 1916 at slightly more than 1,000,000 bales of cotton having 
a staple of 14 inches or longer. While a few varieties of long-staple 
Upland cotton sometimes produce fiber having a staple of 14 inches 
or longer, the bulk of the crop is less than 13 inches in length. 

1Cook, O. F. Cotton improvement. on a community basis, In U. 8S. Dept. Agr. Year- 

book, 1911, p. 397-410, 1912. See also Swingle, W. T., The fundamentals of crop improve- 

ment, in U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Indus. Oir. 116, pp. 3-10, 1918. 

2The Sea Island cotton bale averages in weight slightly less than 400 pounds. For 

further information, see Meadows, W. R., Economic conditions in the Sea Island cotton 

industry, U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 146, 18 p., 1914. 

3A gmall proportion of the island product reaches a length of 24 and rarely even 23 

inches. 

4Monthly Crop Report for June, 1917, p. 52. See also Taylor, Fred, and Sherman, 

W. A., Spinning tests of Upland long-staple cottons, U. 8. Dept. Agr. Bul, 121, 1914, p. 19. 
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Egyptian cotton until very recently has been produced commer- 
cially only in the delta and lower valley of the Nile River, in Egypt. 
During the 10-year period from 1907 to 1916 the Egyptian crop 
averaged annually the equivalent of 1,292,400 bales of 500 pounds 
(see Table I). 

CHARACTER AND SUPPLY OF EGYPTIAN COTTON. 

Egyptian cotton is a distinct type, both botanically and commer- 
cially, comprising several varieties and having staples ranging from 
14 to 1% inches. The history of cotton growing in Egypt since 
the present definite type was developed in that country about 65 
years ago has been marked by the successive appearance of numerous 
varieties. Each of these, after having been extensively grown for a 
number of years, has shown marked deterioration due to inter- 
crossing. 

The most striking characteristics of the Egyptian fiber are its 
length of staple combined with great strength and fineness. The 
older varieties, Ashmuni and Mit Afifi, are characterized by a brown 
or, more properly, pinkish buff color of the fiber, but the Sakellaridis 
variety, which is now highest in favor among spinners, is nearly 
white, or almost as light in color as Sea Island cotton. In 1916 this 
variety occupied 62 per cent of the total cotton acreage of Egypt. 

Egyptian cotton is used especially in. the manufacture of goods in 
which strength or fineness or a combination of both qualities is de- 
sired. Some of the principal articles manufactured from this cotton 
are sewing thread, hosiery, automobile-tire fabrics, and fine and 
fancy dress goods. Until a few years ago mercerized fabrics were 
made only from Egyptian cotton, but the process of mercerization 
has now been developed so that other cottons can be successfully 
treated. “Balbriggan” underwear was formerly manufactured 
exclusively from the brown Egyptian cottons, but dyed white cottons 
are now also employed for this purpose. 

The cotton crop of Egypt is grown entirely on irrigated land in a 
climate which is practically rainless throughout the period of de- 
velopment ‘of the cotton plants. The absence of rain during the 
picking season favors the production of clean cotton. During the 
10-year period from 1907 to 1916, the area in cotton in Egypt 
averaged 1,684,000 acres, and the average yield per acre was about 
380 pounds.* 

The recent annual production of cotton in Egypt is shown in 
Table I. 

About 60 per cent of the Egyptian crop is exported to Great Brit- 
ain. Imports into the United States during the period from 1908 to 

i These averages are computed from data given in Monthly Return, Ministry of Agri- 

culture (Egypt), Nov. 30, 1917, p. 5. 
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1913 averaged about 10 per cent of the total, but the proportion has 
recently increased, this country having received 19, 35, and 17 per 
cent, respectively, of the cotton produced in Egypt in the calendar 
years 1914, 1915, and 1916. 

Taste I.—Total annual production of cotton in Egypt during the 10-year period 
from 1907 tio 1916, inclusive. 

500-pound 500-pound 
Year. bales. Year. pales. 

ROOT. 8 32 lke SRE Ore EE 13.481;,000 [jf 4912 fon Pa ae Siac ee ee 1, 484, 000 
To ROAR pM A aie Ope ha) ae Sch ee 1, 385,000" || 19380 120 ce. Sate ke ee eo 1, 517,000 
NOUN TE aes ARNT Ve 990,000 || 1914.......-.c.sclss ences bz btala- aie 1, 277, 000 
191 See gs So ee ee Sate oaee 1; 484,.000:]| 191522... 22 325 eee ee ee Eee ee ee 945, 000 
LORIE STIS RG) RE Es nee 1, 481; 000-4| 1016! src! -f Le Lier eyelet oh ee 1,000, 

sf paeputedt from data given in Monthly Return, Ministry of Agriculture (Egypt), Nov. 30, 1917, and Dec. 
, 1917. 

AMERICAN CONSUMPTION OF EGYPTIAN COTTON. 

Notwithstanding the fact that nearly two-thirds of the American 
cotton crop is exported’? for manufacture in foreign countries, a 
large quantity of raw cotton is imported for manufacture in the 
United States. By far the larger part of this imported cotton is 
obtained from Egypt. Table II shows the imports of Egyptian 
cotton for the past 10 years. 

Taste Il.—Anmnual imports of Egyptian cotton into the United States for the 
crop-distribution years* during the 10-year period froim 1907-8 to 1916-17, 
inclusive. 

500-pound 500-pound 
Year bales. Year. Peles, 

1907S ie occ Sects sad dae se seen saemeee 1207187: ||1919-18. ce eon e nee eee eee 191, 075 
Lil US ie ee nae eae riceogcrice 129; 985 |S 013-14 oo seco cameos cle me's alee naa 137, 355 
OOD AGS oe Se eld «bp a editns isin oes sy AG A hile ob eeesereseecsosocce so. ¢ pe esaos 261, 220 
OLE aie we a ee ea ne oie tae 183; 786" || S1I91O 1G Joe: cece ge ne hee eee eee 339, 854 
OT os coke See ee chee eek toes 175, 835° || AOIG-—V ie oon ee eee ela te 198, 805 

iThe crop distribution year covers the period from September 1 to August 31, in- 
clusive. The figures shown in Table II are compiled from data given in publications of 
the Bureau of the Census, the imports for the years 1908 to 1912 from Bulletin 117 
(1913), p. 9; those for the years 1913 and 1914 from Bulletin 128 (1914), p. 10; and 
those for 1915 to 1917 from Bulletin 135 (1918), pp. 65-66. In order to complete the 12 
months’ total for 1917, the imports during the month of August, 1917, were taken from 
the monthly postal-card report issued by the Bureau of the Census. 

The imports markedly declined during the crop-distribution year 1917-18, having 
amounted to the equivalent of 119,126 bales of 500 pounds each, which is about 60 pez 
cent of the quantity imported during the preceding year. 

The shorter kinds of Egyptian cotton (1} to 12 inch staple), the 
so-called brown Egyptian and Upper Egypt cottons, produced by the 
Mit Afifi and Ashmuni varieties, respectively, are used by American 
manufacturers largely as a substitute for American long-staple Up- 
lands of corresponding, lengths, the substitution being profitable 

1This applies to the years preceding the outbreak of the war in Burope. Of the 

crops produced in 1914, 1915, and 1916, only about one-half was exported, 
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when the price of American long-staple cottons is relatively high. 
There is also a certain amount el substitution of the longest Egyp- 
tian, especially of the Sakellaridis variety, for the shorter lengths 
of Sea Island cotton, depending upon the relative prices of the two 
types. There remains, however, a certain proportion of the imported 
Egyptian cotton for which no other fiber appears to be a satisfactory 
substitute. 

In view of this fact, the question has been frequently asked whether 
Egyptian cotton could not be produced in the United States in suffi- 
cient quantity to supply at least a part of the home demand. Condi- 
tions which have arisen in Egypt since the first attempts were made 
to answer this question have emphasized the importance of under- 
taking the production of Egyptian cotton in this country. It has 
been found that the maintenance of a uniform quality of any of the 
Egyptian varieties is rendered precarious by the fact that in Egypt 
distinct varieties are often grown in adjacent fields. There is also a 
general contamination of the whole Egyptian crop with an inferior 
and distinct type of cotton known as Hindi. 

These conditions make it almost impossible to maintain in Egypt 
a supply of pure seed of a variety which has reached the stage of 
commercial production, because all these types of cotton cross freely 
with each other and adequate precautions are seldom taken to keep 
the seed of the different kinds separate at the gin. Furthermore, the 
cotton crop of Egypt suffers severely from insect enemies, notably 
in recent years from the ravages of the pink bollworm. This pest 
threatens a serious reduction of the crop, or at least a wide fluctua- 
tion in total production from year to year. Thus, it appears unsafe 
for the numerous American users of this type of cotton to depend 
solely upon Egypt for their supply of raw material, and the desira- 
bility of developing an independent source of supply in the United 
States has recently been emphasized by the uncertainty attending 
transportation under war conditions as well as by the need of extra- 
staple cotton for aeroplane and balloon fabrics and for other mili- 
tary purposes. 

PRODUCTION OF EGYPTIAN COTTON IN AMERICA. 

Although experiments with the production of Egyptian. cotton in 
the southwestern United States were begun in 1902, it was not until 
1912 that it was deemed advisable to recommend the commercial 
production of the crop. In the spring of that year seed was dis- 
tributed by the Department of Agriculture to a number of farmers 
in the Salt River Valley in Arizona and the Imperial Valley in Cali- 
fornia. As a result of this distribution about 480 acres of cotton 
were brought through to harvest, and the crop of 1912 amounted to 
375 bales of 500 pounds each. 
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In 1913 the production of Egyptian cotton was confined to the 
Salt River Valley, where a total of 3,800 acres was planted. Not all 
of this acreage came to harvest, but the crop for the year amounted 
to 2,135 bales of 500 pounds each. 

In 1914 the area planted in the Salt River Valley amounted to 
approximately 12,000 acres. On much of this area the conditions 
were not favorable for large yields because of deficient soil fertility, 
inadequate preparation of the land, or faulty management of the 
irrigation. The total crop for the year amounted to 6,187 bales of 
500 pounds each. While the average yield per acre shown by these 
figures is not high, a number of farmers having good land and using 
good methods obtained more than one bale per acre. 

In 1915, owing to the low prices which followed the outbreak of 
the war in 1914, the area in the Salt River Valley was reduced to 
2,330 acres, of which about 2,000 acres were brought through to 
harvest. In 1916, under the influence of rising prices, 7,433 acres 
were planted, and about 6,800 acres were harvested. 

Prior to 1917 the commercial production of Egyptian cotton in the 
United States had been practically confined to the Salt River Valley 
in Arizona. In that year, however, in addition to the 29,000 acres 
which were harvested in the Salt River Valley, some 4,000 acres were 
grown on the Yuma Reclamation Project (Arizona and California), 
and approximately 200 acres were grown in the Imperial Valley in 
California. 

In 1918 the total acreage planted to Egyptian cotton in the United 
States is estimated at 86,500, including about 78,000 acres in the 
Salt River and Gila Valleys in Arizona, about 3,000 acres on the 
Yuma Reclamation Project, about 3,000 acres in the Imperial Valley, 
approximately 2,000 acres in the San Joaquin Valley, Cal., and more 
than 500 agres in the Palo Verde Valley, Cal. The experience of 
previous years has shown, however, that a certain percentage of the 
acreage planted is sure to be abandoned before picking time, in most 
cases because of failure to get a good stand. Probably a conservative 
estimate of the acreage of Egyptian cotton in Arizona and California 
which was harvested in 1918 is 70,000 acres. 

The status of the industry during the first six years of its existence 
is summarized in Table III. 

Several ginning establishments, devoted exclusively to ginning 
Egyptian cotton, have been erected in the Salt River Valley and on 
the Yuma Reclamation Project. Each of these is equipped with from 
10 to 15 roller gins of the type used for ginning Sea Island cotton. 
A number of cottonseed-oil mills are operated in the Salt River, 
Yuma, and Imperial Valleys. 

In staple and quality of fiber the American-grown Egyptian cot- 
ton is comparable with the best varieties produced in Egypt, although 
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some spinners prefer the Sakellaridis variety for certain purposes. 
The crops so far produced have also been of very good grade, com- 
paring favorably with that of the best imported cotton. A large 
portion of the Egyptian cotton imported into the United States is of 
low grade or of relatively short staple, 1. e., 14 to 1g inches. The 
American-grown Egyptian cotton does not come into competition 
with the latter class, but only with the better and higher priced vari- 
eties. 

TasLeE I1].—Number of bales, estimated value of the lint, and estimated value 
of the seed of Hgyptian cotton produced in the United States in the years 
1912 to 1917, inclusive. 

Esti Jue— Cotton stimated value 

ee eo 

et por pomd Ofli re) d Of total 
ales, int. f seed. crop. 

TO ot Senet SSB CHE SAE RE cate ee ee ee ee 375 $39, 000 $5, 000 $44, 000 
QB). one Ceo abe BSCE ROR AEE CoE AE Se ORE alae ee 2, 135 197, 000 28, 000 225, 000 
TIONAL Se ie cic PBSC BERS eee ete CHEE een a ae ME BS ra og 2 6, 187 483, 000 50, 000 533, 000 
TTB cee E GREG Ses a See a ROT I RG eA 1,095 119, 000 10, 660 129, 660 
IONS. So ccd ee ee SE ieee saan eter Se ea 3,331 699, 500 86, 400 785, 900 
TOE esc chcheoed Sot ese DO es OTe Ne enn ea OU ROR RT ae  a28 15, 966 | 5,482,000 619, 770 6, 101, 770 

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES OF THE INDUSTRY. 

As to the ultimate possible extension of the industry, the Salt River 
Valley and the neighboring portion of the Gila Valley could probably 
grow annually from 75,000 to 100,000 acres of Egyptian cotton, tak- 
ing into account the entire area capable of irrigation both by gravity 
and by artesian water. This estimate is based upon the belief that 
in order to maintain a well-balanced agriculture in an irrigated dis- 
trict not more than one-quarter of the total acreage should be annu- 
ally in cotton. On the same basis the Yuma Valley could grow about 
90,000, the Palo Verde Valley about 15,000, and the Imperial Valley 
about 100,000 acres of Egyptian cotton annually. In the more north- 
ern valleys of California the industry is still in the experimental 
stage, and it is difficult to estimate the possible ultimate production 
in that locality. An annual area of at least 100,000 acres in the San 
Joaquin Valley would seem possible. 

Heretofore the entire acreage planted to Egyptian cotton has 
yielded annually an average of about 250 pounds of fiber per acre. 
But in view of the results which have been obtained every year by 
farmers skilled in the management of this crop on land which has 
been enriched by crops of alfalfa, the average yield should ultimately - 
approach one bale (500 pounds) per acre. With a total acreage of 
300,000 an annual production in the United States of from 150,000 
to 250,000 bales of cotton of the Egyptian type appears to be well 
within the hmit of probability, provided that the prices of the fiber 
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and seed remain somewhere near the present levels and that labor 
can be obtained for picking so large an acreage. 

COMPARISON OF AMERICAN AND EGYPTIAN CONDITIONS. 

The commercial production of Egyptian cotton in the United 
States involves the marketing of the product in direct competition 
with the crop of Egypt. This fact warrants a brief consideration 
of the status of the cotton industry in that country and a comparison 
between the conditions there and in the southwestern United States. 
The production in Egypt of cotton having a staple comparable with 
that of the Salt River Valley product is limited to what is known as 
Lower Egypt—that is to say, the Nile Delta, north of Cairo. This 
region includes about 3,250,000 acres of irrigated land, e which about 
40 per cent is annually Bereta to cotton. 

This land is heavily capitalized, and the cost of irrigation water is 
high. These features are best expressed by rental values, which 
range for the best land from $50 to $75 a year per acre. It is prob- 
able that the average rental value of land in Lower Egypt is not 
far from $40 per acre, being much higher than the average rental 
value of land in the southwestern United States having similar capa- 
bilities of crop production. 

While the cotton growers of Arizona and California have the ad- 
vantage in respect to land rental or interest on land investment, 
those of Egypt are able to get their cotton picked at much less cost, 
owing to the cheapness and abundance of labor in that country. 
Aside from these two items, the cost of production is probably not 
very different in the two countries, since the low wage paid to farm 
laborers in Egypt is offset by the fact that the American farmer works 
with large fields and uses horse-drawn implements extensively. 
Much of the Egyptian crop, on the other hand, is grown by peasant 
farmers in small fields and with the use of very primitive imple- 
ments. 

The Egyptian industry suffers two serious disadvantages which 
do not exist.in Arizona and California. One of these is the difficulty 
of maintaining pure seed, due to the widespread occurrence of 
Hindi, or “weed,” cotton, which is discussed more in detail else- 
where in this bulletin. The other is the existence of certain insect 
pests, notably the pink bollworm, which has recently caused serious 
and extensive damage and is still spreading. 

It is probable that the higher valuation of land in Egypt, together 
with the less efficient methods of tillage, nearly or quite offsets the 
higher cost of labor in the United States. The crop-producing 
capabilities of the land in the two regions are much the same. The 
commercial value of the Arizona crop compares favorably with the 
best of the Egyptian crop. Finally, the Egyptian cotton grown in 
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the United States is practically free from Hindi contamination, and 
the pink bollworm has not yet found its way into Arizona and Cali- 
fornia. | 

In the matter of transportation the Egyptian cotton crop enjoys 
certain natural advantages over the product of the new American 
industry. It also has the advantage of long-standing occupation of 
the market and of a well-organized, though rather expensive, system 
of commercial distribution. 

The entire Egyptian crop is assembled in Alexandria, where it is 
sorted, classed, compressed, and forwarded. Practically none of the 
cotton is manufactured locally. This centralization of the marketing 
business permits, though it does not insure, efficiency and economy 
in the handling of the product. The freight rates from Alexandria 
to manufacturing centers, transportation being by water, are low in 
comparison with the rates from Arizona, which include a long rail 
shipment. Freight rates, particularly ocean freight rates, are sub- 
ject to continual fluctuations, but it is probable that previous to the 
outbreak of the war the rates from Arizona and California! to 
manufacturing points in New England were about three times as 
high as those from Egypt to the same points. Under present con- 
ditions, however, the cost of shipment from Arizona is probably 
lower than from Egypt. 
The large volume of the Egyptian crop and the centralized methods 

of handling also permit a standardization of types and a system of 
future selling against these types which are very important com- 
mercial advantages. To find favor in the market-a consignment of 

- cotton must not only show good grade and staple, but must rep- 
resent a type which has had its merit established through actual 
use. A manufacturer having determined what types of cotton meet 
his particular requirements will endeavor to duplicate these types 
in his‘annual purchases. For this reason Egyptian brokers establish 
definite types and maintain them from year to year. This system of 
dealing on types is possible with the Egyptian crop in spite of the 
continued deterioration of the varieties, because each broker has a 

large volume of cotton offered to him at Alexandria from which to 
select his stocks. 
The American growers will need to recognize this feature of the 

market for Egyptian cotton if they expect to secure full value for 
their product. While the American crop remains small, it is of the 
utmost importance that the quality be kept uniform from year to 
year. 

ifThe Arizona cotton is usually shipped by rail to Galveston, Tex., and thence by 

water to New England. The freight rate on baled cotton from Salt River Valley points 

to New England is about $1.30 per 100 pounds, this rate including the charge for com- 

pressing in transit. 

77714°—19—Bull. 742 —2 
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It is possible to maintain this unrformity of type in the American 
crop if the growers exercise proper care in the selection of seed for 
planting. Unless the seed is selected carefully and consistent effort 
is made by good tillage and careful picking and ginning to maintain 
uniformly high quality in the crop, it will be difficult, if not im- 
possible, to maintain the new industry on a profitable basis. 

EARLY ATTEMPTS TO,ESTABLISH EGYPTIAN-COTTON GROWING 
IN THE UNITED STATES. 7 

The Department of Agriculture on several occasions prior to 1900 
imported seed of Egyptian cotton and distributed it in small lots to 
farmers throughout the cotton belt. This procedure did not result in 
establishing the industry in any locality, a fact that ceased to be sur- 
prising when the necessity for community action in the commercial 
production of a new type of cotton came to be appreciated. The tests 
of the imported seed in various localities gave diverse results as to 
yield and quality of the fiber produced, but serious difficulties were 

always encountered in communities where Upland cotton was already 
being grown. Some of these difficulties may be stated as follows: 

(1) Pickers disliked the small bolls, which made it appear that picking would 

be much more difficult and expensive than in the case of the big-bolled Upland 

types which are generally popular in the South. 

(2) Only saw gins were available for separating the, fiber from the seed, and 

as a result the fiber was invariably injured in ginning. 

(3) Marketing small lots of a new type of fiber, with which the local buyers 
were unfamiliar, was found to be extremely difficult. 

(4) The Egyptian cotton was grown in the neighborhood of fields of Upland 

cotton, and consequently it was found impossible to keep the seed pure. 

The seed of several of the best varieties grown in Egypt was im- 
ported in larger quantities by Mr. David Fairchild following his 
visit to that country in 1900 as an agricultural explorer for the 
Department of Agriculture.t Dr. H. J. Webber, then in charge of 
the plant-breeding work with cotton in the Department of Agricul- 
ture, undertook systematic tests of these varieties during the next two 
or three years at various localities in the cotton belt and in irrigated 
districts of the Southwest. In the main cotton belt fairly favorable 
results were obtained in certain localities, but owing to the difficulties 
mentioned the experiments did not result in the establishment of 
commercial production. 

BEGINNING OF EXPERIMENTS IN THE SOUTHWEST. 

The irrigated lands of southern Arizona and southeastern Cali- 
fornia, where the climatic conditions more nearly resemble those of 
Egypt than in the cotton belt, were found to offer the most promis- 

ihe first plantings of Egyptian cotton in Arizona appear to have been made with 
some of this seed, which was sent to the State (then the Territorial) experiment farm at 

Phoenix and to Dr. A. J. Chandler, at Mesa. This was a year or two before the beginning 

of experimental work with this crop in Arizona by the Department of Agriculture. 
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ing field for the introduction of this type of cotton. In the early 
stages of the work, however, serious difficulties were encountered in 
this region also. The most important of these were the following: 
(1) The lack of proper facilities for carrying on the plant-breeding 
work and the investigations of cultural methods; (2) lack of uni- 
formity in the imported stocks of seed and slow progress in the 
development of a productive type having fiber of sufficiently good 
quality and uniformity to warrant its recommendation for com- 
mercial production; and (8) lack of information as to the proper 
methods of irrigation and culture under the climatic and soil con- 
ditions of the region. 

It also become apparent that, even if these cultural difficulties could 

be overcome, certain economic problems would need to be solved be- 
fore commercial production could be undertaken with any hope of 
success. ‘These problems were as follows: (1) The scarcity and high 
price of labor in this thinly populated region, which threatened to 
make the picking so expensive that no profit could be anticipated; 
and (2) the difficulty of ginning and marketing the crop grown in 
a small way by farmers in localities remote from. established cotton 
markets. | 

The first-mentioned difficulty was overcome when the Department 
of Agriculture established two well-equipped experiment farms 
where the plant-breeding work and the study of cultural methods 
could be carried on from year to year on the same soils and under 
the same management. One of these farms is the Cooperative Testing 
Garden at Sacaton, Ariz., conducted by the Bureau of Plant Industry 
in cooperation with the Office of Indian Affairs, Department of the 
Interior, and under the superintendence of Mr. S. H. Hastings (for- 
merly of Mr. E. W. Hudson’). The other farm, at Bard, Cal., on the 
Yuma Reclamation Project, is conducted by the Bureau of Plant 
Industry in cooperation with the United States Reclamation Service 
and is under the superintendence of Mr. R. E. Blair (formerly of Mr. 
W. A. Peterson). 

UNSATISFACTORY CHARACTER OF THE ORIGINAL STOCKS. 

During the earlier years of the breeding work in Arizona the be- 
havior of the plants was very unpromising. They made an extremely 
rank growth, but were relatively unfruitful and late in maturing. 
The bolls were small and often opened imperfectly. There was also 

1 Mr. Hudson, while superintendent of the Cooperative Testing Garden at Sacaton, took 

a Very active part in the establishment of the industry in the Salt River Valley. 

Mr. Argyle Mclachlan, now president of the Imperial Valley Long-Staple Cotton 

Growers’ Association, served for several years as field agent of the Department of Agri- 

culture in the Southwest, and while his attention was devoted mainly to the Durango 

cotton industry in the Imperial Valley, he also aided effectively in the work with Egyptian 

cotton. 
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a pronounced lack of uniformity in the imported stocks and in the 
strains which were first selected from them. 

Mr. O. F. Cook, as a result of observations upon Egyptian varieties 
grown in Arizona from newly imported seed, reached the conclusion 
that the difficulty in obtaining uniformity was largely attributable 
to the presence among the Egyptian stocks of a very different and 
inferior type of cotton, the Hindi, the resulting cross-pollination 
having led to serious contamination of the Egyptian varieties. The 
matter seemed of sufficient importance to warrant an investigation 
in Egypt by Mr. Cook in 1910. The degree of Hindi contamination 
observed in that country was surprisingly great.? 

Nearly every cotton field inspected was found to contain Hindi 
plants, and in some fields as many as 20 per cent of the plants were 
of the Hindi type. The percentage of pure Hindi plants does not 
represent the full extent of the damage, since this type crosses readily 
with the Egyptian cotton and the final result is a series of hybrids 
possessing in varying proportions the characters of each parent. 
Commencing with a mixed population of this sort, a uniform cotton 
can be developed only by the selection of an individual plant which 
possesses the characters desired and which breeds true, thus permit- 
ting the segregation of a pure stock. 
Even if there were no Hindi cotton in Egypt, the conditions would 

be unfavorable for the maintenance of uniform varieties, since a num- 
ber of distinct types of Egyptian cotton are grown, often in adja- 
cent fields, and the pollen is readily carried from field to field by 
insects, leading to the production of intervarietal hybrids. Further- 
more, until very recently no adequate precautions were taken to avoid 
the mixing of seeds at the gins. 

DEVELOPMENT OF MORE UNIFORM VARIETIES. 

Success in the effort to obtain a variety which could safely be rec- 
ommended for commercial production was not attained until the 
variety called “ Yuma” was segregated in 1908.* Although selected 
from a stock of Mit Afifi, the Yuma cotton is very distinct from that 
variety in the characters of the plants and of the fiber. The lint 
averages 14 inches in length and has the pale pinkish buff color of 
the Jannovitch rather than the deeper buff color of the Mit Afifi. 
The lint percentage averages about 28. 

1 Cook, O. F., McLachlan, Argyle, and Meade, R. M. A study of diversity in Egyptian 

cotton. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Indus. Bul. 156, 60 p., 6 pl. 1909. 

2Cook, O. F. Hindi cotton in Egypt. U. 8. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Indus. Bul. 210, 

58 p. 6 pl. 1911. 
For a more complete description of this variety and a more detailed account of its 

history, see Kearney, T. H., Breeding new types of Egyptian cotton, U. 8. Dept. Agr., 

Bur. Plant Indus. Bul. 200, 39 p., 4 pl., 1910. The Yuma and Pima varieties are also 

described by Mr. Kearney in an article entitled ‘‘ Mutation in Hgyptian cotton,” in Jour, 

Agr. Research, v. 2, no. 4, p. 287-302, pl. 17-25, 1914, 
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- Yield tests and spinning tests of the Yuma cotton carried on 
during several years demonstrated that a stable variety, uniform in 
its characters and producing fiber of good spinning quality, had at 
last been obtained. Seed was therefore placed in the hands of 
farmers in the Salt River and Imperial Valleys in 1912, with the 
results described on preceding pages. 
From the Yuma variety there has originated another very distinct 

new type, which has received the name “ Pima” and which surpasses 
the parent variety in earliness, size of the bolls, and. length and qual- 
ity of the fiber. The staple of the Pima variety ranges from 13 to 13 
inches and the fiber is lighter colored than that of the Yuma variety. 
In cooperation with the Tempe Exchange, one of the cooperative 
growers’ associations in the Salt River Valley, Pima seed was dis- 
tributed from the Sacaton station in 1916 for planting 252: acres in 
an area isolated from all other cotton. These fields yielded at the 
rate of 1 bale per acre, 251 bales of 500 pounds having been produced. 
The Pima cotton having found immediate favor with spinners, the 

resulting seed was used in 1917 to plant 6,700 aczes in the same dis- 
trict, which produced approximately 3,000 bales. Nearly 95 per cent 
of the cotton acreage in the Salt River Valley and the entire acre- 
ages of Egyptian cotton in the Yuma and Imperial Valleys are now 
(1918) of the Pima variety. 

SOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION. 

As the work of establishing the new industry progressed it became 
apparent that the economic and agricultural problems could best be 
met by enlisting the cooperation of several men representing differ- 
ent lines of experimental work in the Department of Agriculture, 
each of whom was able to contribute special knowledge and experi- 
ence. The cooperation was at first informal, but later, as the re- 
sponsibilities increased, it was thought advisable to create a special 
committee to carry on this work. A “Committee on Southwestern 
Cotton Culture” was therefore appointed in 1910 by the Chief of the 
Bureau of Plant Industry. 

1The personnel of the committee is now as follows: 

ix. FY’. Kellerman, Associate Chief of the Bureau of Plant Industry, is chairman of the 

committee. : c 
C. J. Brand, Chief of the Bureau of Markets, has charge of the investigations in: class- 

ing, marketing, and transportation. 

O. F. Cook, Bionomist in Charge of Crop-Acclimatization and Cotton-Breeding Investi- 

gations, conducts investigations of the factors involved in the acclimatization of different 

types of cotton in the Southwest and of the relation of these factors to cultural methods. 

He has also taken the lead in developing the idea of community cotton growing as a 

means to the maintenance of uniform varieties. 

T. H. Kearney, Physiologist in Charge of Alkali and Drought Resistant Plant Investiga- 

tions, has charge of the breeding work with Egyptian cotton and of the investigations of 

the effect of alkali and other soil conditions upon the production of this crop. 

C. S. Scofield, Agriculturist in Charge of Western Irrigation Agriculture, has charge 

of those phases of the work which involve cooperation with the United States Reclama- 
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Tt has been the policy of the committee since its organization to 

avoid a sharp segregation of the different fields of investigation. 
As a result; each member has felt free to offer suggestions and even 
to assume responsibility beyond the limits of his own field, while 
the more important issues which have successively arisen in connec- 
tion with the establishment of the industry have been decided by 
the whole committee. It is believed that this committee coopera- 
tion has been of the greatest importance in the successful establish- 
ment of the industry, since it has resulted in focusing upon the 

problems the different points-of view and different mental. equipment 

and training of several independent investigators. 
Cooperative action having thus been provided, the economic prob- 

lems were attacked, as follows: 

(1) The principle of community effort in cotton production was applied in the 

organization of associations of growers. 

(2) A supply of labor sufficient for the earlier requirements of the industry 

was developed through the employment of Pima and Papago Indians as cotton 

pickers, the first experiments having been made at the Cooperative Testing 

Garden at Sacaton under Mr. Swingle’s direction. Frank M. Thackery, for- 

merly superintendent of the Pima Indian Reservation and now chief supervisor 

of farming in the Office of Indian Affairs, rendered effective cooperation in this 

work. 

(3) Methods for classing the new product were worked out, and grade and 

staple types were established, first for the Yuma, variety and later for the Pima 

variety, by J. G. Martin and George Butterworth, of the Bureau of Markets. 

(4) The American and European markets fur this type of cotton were in- 

vestigated by representatives of the associated growers and of the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture, contacts with buyers and spinners were established, and 

outlets for the product on the basis of full market value were thus obtained. 

(5) In cooperation with the associated growers, measures were taken to in- 

sure a supply of pure seed for planting each year. 

COOPERATIVE ORGANIZATION OF THE GROWERS. 

When the Yuma variety of Egyptian cotton developed by the 
Department of Agriculture had been shown to possess the qualities 
needed for successful commercial production, it was pointed out 
that the industry could be successfully established only by community 
effort and that the department stood ready to furnish a supply of 
seed for planting, provided the growers were able to form a coop- 
erative association. Farmers in the Salt River Valley had watched 
with interest the experiments with Egyptian cotton at Sacaton and 
had conferred with the superintendent of the cooperative garden 

tion Service and has also conducted certain inyestigations of market conditions in the 
United States and in [urope. 

W. T. Swingle, Physiologist in Charge of Crop Physiology and Breeding Investigations, 

has charge of those phases of the work which involve cooperation with the Office of Indian 

Affairs, including the arrangements for securing Indian labor. 

Fred: Taylor, Cotton Technologist of the Bureau of Markets, has the immediate super- 

vision of the classing, marketing, and technological problems. 
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there regarding the outlook for commercial production and the meth- 
ods of growing the crop. They were therefore ready to adopt the 
point. of view of the department, and in the spring of 1912 about 30 
farmers in the vicinity of Mesa organized an association. In the 
following year similar organizations were formed at Chandler and 
Tempe. Finally, in the spring of 1914, a central organization, 
known as the Salt River Valley Egyptian-Cotton Growers’ Asso- 
ciation was formed, with the Mesa, Chandler, and Tempe associations 
as its constituent members. The central organization was designed 
to look after the marketing of the crop and the maintenance of a 
supply of pure seed for the entire valley, while the local organiza- 
tions continued to provide for the ginning of the cotton grown by 
their members and for financing the crop during the growing period. 

The Mesa and Tempe associations now operate well-equipped gin- 
ning plants. The gin at Chandler has been leased and operated by 
a private company, and there is also a privately owned ginning plant 
at Phoenix. Additional gins have been built recently at these and 
other points in the Salt River Valley by a corporation which manu- 
factures automobile tires and which has bought or leased extensive 
tracts of land for the growing of Egyptian cotton. 
During the present year cooperative associations of Egyptian- 

cotton growers have been organized on the Yuma Reclamation Proj- 
ect, in the Imperial Valley, and in Fresno County, Cal. 

Tt is not likely, nor is it necessary to the success of the industry, 
that all of the growers in a community will become active members 
of the cooperative growing and marketing associations, but it is of 

‘the utmost importance that all should adhere to the policy of the 
organizations as regards the production of a single variety and the 
use of carefully selected seed. The commercial reputation of the 
cotton produced in the region and hence the best interests of every 
individual cotton grower can be secured only by this means. 

LABOR FOR PICKING. 

From the beginning of the experiments with Egyptian-cotton pro- 
duction in the Southwest it has been realized that the high cost of 
picking would be one of the most difficult problems to overcome. 
Hand labor is neither abundant nor cheap in these southwestern irri- 
gated districts, yet a cheap and abundant supply of hand labor has 
generally been regarded as essential to successful cotton production. 
Picking Egyptian cotton requires greater care and is more expensive 
than picking Upland cotton, owing to the smaller size of the Egyp- 
tian bolls and the necessity of avoiding an admixture of such trash as 
leaves and pieces of bolls. In picking long-staple cotton it is espe- 
cially important to keep the seed cotton clean; otherwise the grade of 
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the lint is impaired and its selling value is much reduced. The Egyp- 
tian-cotton growers of the Salt River Valley have had to pay their 
pickers at least twice as much per-pound of seed cotton as the growers 
of big-bolled Upland cottons in the Imperial Valley. 

Notwithstanding these natural disadvantages, the problem of pick- 
ing the crop of the Salt River Valley has been met successfully. 
The work has been paid at rates which allowed the pickers to make 
satisfactory wages. Although the industry has developed rapidly, 
no serious shortage of labor has yet been experienced. This has been 
due to the fact that the growers, through an active organization, have 
attacked the problem in a businesslike way. In the first place, many 
of the farmers had only small acreages and they and their families 
were able to do most of the picking. This distribution of the acre- 
age among small farmers is very desirable and should be encouraged. 
There remained, however, a large acreage for which: pickers had to 
be procured, in addition to the home supply of labor. For this pur- 
pose the floating population of the valley was drawn upon and In- 
dians were brought in from near-by reservations. 

There are two tribes of Indians in southern Arizona which include 
a large number of industrious and capable workers. The Pimas, who 
occupy a reservation adjoining the Salt River project, have taken up 
cotton growing to some extent on their own lands and have also been 
employed as cotton pickers by the white settlers. The Papagos 
occupy a large tract of land lying south of the Pima Reservation. 
There are several thousands of these Indians, and, as they lead a 
rather nomadic existence because of the uncertainty of the desert 
water supply, they find a season of cotton picking a congenial method 
of employment and have taken to it readily. In recent years several 
hundred of them have been engaged in the work throughout the pick- 
ing season, with very satisfactory results to themselves and to the 
cotton growers. The rapid expansion of the industry in the last two 
years has necessitated tapping the sources of labor supply still far- 
ther afield. In 1917 numerous white cotton pickers from Texas and 
other States in the main cotton belt came to the Salt River Valley, 
and several hundred laborers were brought in from Mexico. Even 
more strenuous efforts were réquired to procure a sufficient number 
of pickers for the greatly increased acreage of 1918. 

The present indications are that if the labor problem can be satis- 
factorily solved, the future of the industry is assured, at least so long 
as prices remain anywhere near their present level. While the cost 
of picking is high, the other costs of production are not excessive, 
and if the ytelds are good the value of the crop is sufficiently great 
to carry the picking cost and leave a satisfactory margin of profit to 
the grower. 
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COMMUNITY CREDIT FOR FINANCING THE CROP. 

The production of cotton in a new region involves some arrange- 
ment for financing the crop until it can be sold. The expenses of 
production up to the time of picking are not much greater than with 
other farm crops, but ordinarily the pickers must be paid promptly, 
and the cost of picking, together with the cost of ginning, requires 
an outlay of funds greater than farmers can ordinarily. meet without 
special credit arrangements. This is particularly true when cotton 
growing is being undertaken in a new region, because the marketing 
of the crop takes more time than when the industry is well estab- 
lished. Under such conditions the crop can rarely be sold as soon as 
itis ginned. It must be classed and assembled into uniform lots, and 
must move to market gradually if the best prices are to be obtained. 
Even in the case of the well-established cotton industry in Egypt the 
crop moves to the market very gradually, much of it not reaching the 
manufacturer until the following spring or summer. Meanwhile it 
must be financed. 
In view of the uncertainties attending the marketing of long-staple 
cotton from a new locality, brokers are not likely to risk paying what 
they believe to be the full value of the crop if asked to take it un- 
classed in round lots, as it comes from the gin. For that matter, 
even when they have the advantage of a well-established market, 
farmers would probably benefit by holding their cotton in storage 
until it can be classed into even-running lots and sold with the least 
element of risk to the cotton merchant or the spinner. 

The associated growers in the Salt River Valley have met this prob- 
lem of financing the crop by a plan of community credit. Arrange- 
ments were made with local banks to secure the necessary funds. 
Each bale of cotton, as soon as it was ginned, was placed in storage 
and a receipt was issued against it, these receipts being used as col- 
lateral for loans through the association. In this way it was possible 
for the grower to procure money to defray his expenses for picking 
and ginning without losing possession of his cotton until it was 
finally sold to the manufacturer. In the absence of such a system 
of community credit, it probably would have been necessary for the 
grower to sell his cotton as soon as it was ginned for whatever price 
he could obtain.* 

GINNING IN RELATION TO PRODUCTION. 

The roller gin which is used for Egyptian cotton can not be oper- 
ated as rapidly or as cheaply as the saw gin which is used for Upland 

+Jn 1917 many growers in the Salt River Valley executed contracts with a corporation 

manufacturing automobile tires which undertook the financing of their crops in return 
for an option on the product. 
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cotton. The charge made for ginning Egyptian cotton in the Salt 
River Valley was until recently about $10 per bale, but was increased 
to $14 in 1917. 

Instead of depending upon custom: ginning two of the associations 
of cotton growers in the Salt River Valley operate their own plants. 
The experience of these farmers, which is in accord with that of 
farmers in the eastern cotton belt, indicates that the best results are 
obtained when the ginning is under the control of the producers. 
The market value of cotton may be very greatly reduced by careless 
ginning, and when the gin operator has no other interest than to 
secure the largest possible outturn the commercial value of the 
product is likely to be impaired. 

Cotton ginning is a technical operation which requires experience 
and skill to secure the best results. The cooperative ownership and 
management of a gin by the growers does not in itself insure capable 
and efficient management, but it does afford the owners ef the crop 
an opportunity to insist upon the work being properly done. This 
opportunity is seldom afforded when the cotton is handled by custom 
gins. In eithef case it is of the utmost importance to the growers 
that the crop be classed or graded by a capable and impartial expert 
as soon as it leaves the gin. Prompt grading serves to warn the 
farmer if either the picking or ginning is being poorly done and 
gives him this warning in time to enable him to have better work 
done. 

The grower is interested in the way the ginning is done, not only 
because of its effect on the value of his lint, but also because of its 
relation to his supply of seed for planting. Where only uncontrolled 
custom ginning is available the grower has small chance of main- 
taining the purity of his seed.t 

The opinion appears to be gaining ground among students of cot- 
ton production that the improvement of the industry depends fully 
as much upon good ginning as upon good cultivation or good picking. 
The surest way to obtain good ginning is by cooperative ownership 
and operation of the gins. 

GRADING THE CROP. 

It was pointed out on a preceding page that uniform grades of 
Egyptian cotton must be established and maintained from year to 
year if the crop is to find ready sale at its full value. In recognition 
of this fact steps were taken in 1918 to establish standards of the 
different types and grades produced in the crop of Yuma cotton of 

1 Bxperiments that demonstrate in a striking manner the readiness with which seeds 

of different varieties of colton become mixed in commercial ginning establishments have 

been described recently by D. A. Saunders and P. V. Cardon. (Custom gimning as 4 

factor in cotton-seed deterioration. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 288, 8 p., 5 fig. 1915.) 
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that year. A cotton-grading expert was detailed from the Office of 
Markets and Rural Organization (now the Bureau of Markets) to 
cooperate with the growers’ association for this purpose. The work 
was continued in 1914, the standards having been perfected and 
arrangements having been made for spinning tests in order that the 
cotton might be placed on a sound basis of market value. The scope 
and preliminary results of this standardization work were described 
in a report from the Office of Markets and Rural Organization. In 
1916 and 1917 similar investigations were conducted with the new 
Pima cotton, which, because of its longer and lighter colored fiber, 
required the establishment of new standards of grade and staple. 

MARKETING THE CROP. 

In the six years of commercial production of Egyptian cotton in 
Arizona the marketing of the crop has been attended by various 
vicissitudes, and the problem has not yet been completely solved. 
Until very recently the quantity produced was too small to permit 
active competitive buying, and at times the danger of monopoly by 
a single buying firm has been acute. Moreover, the small quantity 
of the product also made it difficult for buyers to interest spinners in 
these new cottons even when their spinning value had become well 
recognized. The growers have not thus far succeeded in establish- 
ing an effective selling organization on a cooperative basis, but if 
this can be done and the transportation difficulties which have recently 
been experienced can be overcome, the rapidly increasing size of the 
crop should greatly facilitate its disposal. Although differences of 
opinion exist among spinners as to the comparative merits of Ameri- 

can Egyptian, Sakellaridis, and Sea Island cottons, there is substan- 
tial agreement that the Arizona and California product meets a real 
requirement in the long-staple cotton market. 

It should be noted that ever since the establishment of the indus- 
try the crop has been sold each year in open competition with the 
vastly larger crop produced in Egypt. The effective organization of 
the Arizona growers and the intelligent application of the best prin- 
ciples in growing, handling, and marketing the crop and in main- 
taining the seed supply are largely responsible for this satisfactory 
result. 

MAINTENANCE OF THE SEED SUPPLY. 

It was pointed out in an earlier publication ? what steps should be 
taken by the associated growers and what kind of assistance the 
—_—_-. OCW 00 — S$ $—$“$“WMM—— 9 9 9) 9999999929099 

iMartin, J. G. The handling and marketing of the Arizona-Egyptian cotton of the Salt 

River Valley. U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 311, 16 p., 3 pl. 1915. 

2Kearney, T. H. Seed selection of Egyptian cotton. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 38, 8 p. 

1913. 
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Department of Agriculture could furnish in guarding against the 
deterioration of the seed used for planting. 

The growers in the Salt River Valley having signified their desire 
to cooperate with the department along these lines, experts were de- 
tailed during the summer of 1913 to rogue? a limited acreage of well- 
grown Yuma cotton in order to obtain seed for increase during 1914 
and for general planting in 1915. In 1914 the department’s experts, 
assisted by representatives of the Salt River Valley Egyptian-Cotton 
Growers’ Association, rogued about 100 acres which had been 
planted with seed from the fields which were rogued in 1913. Every 
plant in this acreage was examined, and the unproductive and off- 
type plants, amounting to about 1 per cent of the total, were removed. 
The work was done early in July, soon after blossoming began, in 
order to take out the inferior plants before their pollen should con- 
taminate those left in the field. Of the cotton grown from seed pro- 
duced by fields which, were rogued in 1914, about 100 acres were 
rogued during the summer of 1915, semen less than 1 per cent of 
the plants Hee removed. 

In a 20-acre fala of Yuma cotton which was rogued in 1916, 2 per 
cent of the plants were removed as being “ off type.” 
A large part of the acreage planted to the Pima variety in 1916 

and 50 acres of this variety in 1917 were rogued. The much greater 
uniformity of the new type was shown by the fact that whereas from 
10 to 20 plants in every thousand of the Yuma variety had been re- 
moved, only from 2 to 4 plants per thousand of the Pima variety 
were taken out in roguing, although the latter variety was rogued 
much more rigorously than the Yuma. 

The growers’ association on its part has had the seed from the 
rogued fields ginned under such conditions as to avoid mixing with 
other seed, and also has had the seed sacked and tagged as it comes 
from the gins, in order to prevent mixture while it is held in storage. 
The rogued seed is placed by the association in the hands of careful 
farmers having good land sufficiently remote from other cotton to 
prevent crossing. The fields planted under these conditions are in- 
spected during the summer, and the, product of those which are 
properly grown and are otherwise satisfactory is ginned separately, 
in order to furnish seed for general planting the second year after 
the roguing is done. Thus, the seed used for general planting in 
1918 was derived from the fields which were rogued in 1916, and 
ihat which will be used for general planting in 1919 has been derived 
from the fields rogued in 1917. It is believed that the seed from 
ee 

iThe importance of early roguing cotton fields intended to furnish seed for planting 

and the practicability of recognizing ‘“‘ off-type”’ plants in the early stages of their growth 

have been pointed out by Mr. O. F. Cook. (Cotton selection on the farm by the characters 

of the stalks, leaves, and bolls. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Indus. Cir. 66, 23 p. 1910.) 
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inspected fields can be sold for planting at a price very little above 
current. oil-mill prices, thus removing the temptation to plant unse- 
lected seed because it is cheaper. 

The fact that this plan for handling the supply of planting seed 
of the Yuma variety was in successful operation when the time came 
to introduce the Pima variety in the same locality made it possible 
to solve what would otherwise have been the very difficult problem 
of substituting one variety for another and yet keeping the new stock 
from being mixed with the old. Through the hearty and efficient 
cooperation of this growers’ association it has been possible to supply, 
in 1918, pure seed of the Pima variety for planting approximately 
70,000 acres, all of which was derived from the 250 acres planted 
near Tempe in 1916. 

If the growers’ associations continue to follow year after year the - 
plan thus outlined, it is expected that deterioration, if it occurs, wiil 
be so gradual that there will be time for the substitution of another 
pure strain selected and multiplied at the plant-breeding station. 

Tt is to be hoped that the associated growers in other communities 
which have undertaken the production of Egyptian cotton will deal 
with the problem of pure-seed maintenance in an equally effective 
manner. 

AGRICULTURAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE CROP. 

The outstanding agricultural feature of cotton production in the 
Southwest is the value of the crop in the farm rotation. Alfalfa oc- 
cupies a large part of the irrigated land in that region and is the 
basis of its agriculture; but the alfalfa fields after a few: years 
become so badly infested with Bermuda grass and other weeds that 
their value is greatly impaired. It has been found that these old 
alfalfa fields, when thoroughly broken up and worked into good 
tilth, yield large crops of cotton. At the same time the intertillage 
of the cotton crop while the plants are young and the complete shad- 
ing of the ground later in the summer effectually rid the land of 
weeds. One or two well-tilled crops of cotton following alfalfa will 
leave the land clean and in excellent condition for reseeding with 
alfalfa or for growing other crops. Because of its renovating value 
in the farm rotation, cotton is a valuable crop for irrigated land, 
quite aside from the cash returns it brings. : 

Less water is needed for the production of cotton than for the 
production of alfalfa, particularly early in the season. In fact, 
the total seasonal quantity of water needed for irrigating cotton is 
probably not much more than half that needed for the irrigation of 
alfalfa. The significance of this point lies in the fact that there is 
more irrigable land in Arizona and southern California than can be 
supplied with irrigation water. Hence, the growing of a crop which 
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permits economy of the water supply may permit the ultimate exten- 

sion of the irrigated area. 
Another advantage of, cotton as a crop: for the irrigated Southwest 

is the fact that the product is a staple and nonperishable commodity. 
Practically all of the other crops yielding high cash returns per acre 
are perishable and involve the hazard of deterioration or total loss 
if the market is temporarily oversupplied. Cotton, on the other 
hand, is not subject to rapid deterioration if properly. protected and 
need not be sold while prices are unsatisfactory. 

TILLAGE METHODS. . ‘ 

Methods of preparing the land for Egyptian cotton and of irrigat- 
ing and cultivating the crop have been described in an earlier pub- 
lication of the Department of Agriculture The essential features 
of these methods are: Early and thorough preparation of the land; 
careful leveling, so that the entire field can be irrigated uniformly ; 
early planting, with precautions for getting the seed into moist, soil, 
so that prompt germination and good stands’ can be secured;? late 
thinning, leaving the plants close together in the row; the sparing 
use of irrigation water until the plants blossom; thorough cultivation 
as long as the size of the plants permits; and frequent light irriga- 
tion after blossoming begins until the:crop is fully matured. 

Unless the land is properly leveled satisfactory control of irriga- 
tion is out of the question. In some parts of a field ‘the cotton may 
fail to germinate or may remain stunted by drought, while elsewhere 
in the same field the crop may suffer for the opposite reason, over- 
watering of the plants, which results in too luxuriant growth, late 
opening of the bolls, greater damage from frost, and more difficult 
picking. Planting early is desirable not only to secure the advantage 
of the longer season but because the young plants are likely to show 
more normal habits of branching and fruiting if very hot weather is 
not encountered during the early stages of growth. Withholding 
irrigation from the young plants has the same object of avoiding too 
rapid growth, and the methods of thinning and spacing permit ad- 
ditional control of the behavior of the plants in the interest of early 
and abundant fruiting. Overluxuriance and late bearing are among 
the most frequent causes of low yields. 

LATE THINNING AND CLOSE SPACING. 

The Egyptian-cotton plant makes a very luxuriant growth on the 
irrigated lands of the Southwest. Because of this fact, it was 

1 Hudson, E. W. Growing Egyptian Cotton in the Salt River Valley, Arizona. U. S. 

Dept. Agr., Farmers’ Bul. 577, 8 p. 1914. 

2A method of accomplishing this has been described. See Hastings, §. H.. A lister 

attachment for a cotton planter, U. 8S. Dept. Agr., C. P. & B. I. Cir. 2, 3 p., 1 fig., 1917. 
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thought necessary at first to plant the rows wide apart (as much as 
5 feet) and to thin severely, leaving the plants finally 24 to 3 feet 
apart in the row. Under these conditions each plant attained a 
large size and produced several long vegetative branches, or “ limbs.” 
It was also customary at first to do the thinning, or “ chopping” as 
it is called, when the plants were very small and had only two or 
three leaves in addition to the seed leaves. While this system of 
planting and thinning sometimes gave good yields, it was found that 
the crop was so late in maturing as to. be in danger of frost injury in 
the autumn, and also that the large size of the plants and their nu- 
merous vegetative branches made the picking very difficult and ex- 
pensive. 

Closer investigation of the branching habits of the plant developed 
the fact that these troublesome vegetative branches could be sup- 
pressed by delaying the thinning until the plants are 8 to 10 inches 
high and have 10 to 12 normal leaves, and by leaving the plants 
closer together in the row.* 

The best spacing distance for the plants has been found to depend 
somewhat upon local and seasonal conditions. Mr. EK. .W. Hudson 
states that on rich alfalfa.land and with irrigation properly managed 
6 to 8 inches is about‘the right distance, while on new land the plants 
can safely be left 4 inches apart. This conclusion was reached, how- 
ever, as a result of experiments with the Yuma variety. Plants of 
the Pima variety, being less inclined to become limby and having 
their lower fruiting branches better developed, should probably be 
spaced not closer than 10 to 12 inches on rich land. The thinning 
should be done. in such a way as to result in suppressing practically 
all of the vegetative branches without stunting the growth of the 
central stem or shading too much the lower fruiting branches. 

If growth becomes more luxuriant than was expected at the time 
of thinning, injurious crowding may still be avoided by taking out 
every second or third plant. Another expedient is the cutting out 
of every third row, which may be justified under extreme conditions 

of luxuriance, even after the plants have reached the flowering state, 
in order to keep the vegetation from becoming too dense to permit 
a normal development of the fruiting branches. That more space 
is required for plants that have not been held in check sufficiently 
in the early stages does not mean that advantages could be gained 
by wide spacing at first, which would result in still larger numbers 
of vegetative branches. The principle to be kept in mind is that 

the suppression of the vegetative branches makes it possible to 

i These investigations were made by Mr. O. F. Cook and his assistants, and the details 

of the investigations, as well as the cultural recommendations resulting from them, have 

been published in several bulleting and circulars, for the titles of which see the last 

section of this paper on the literature of the industry. 
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secure a better development of. the lower fruiting branches, those 
that contribute to the préduction of an.early crop. 

This new method of delayed thinning and. of closer spacing of the 
plants has resulted in a much earlier development of the crop, as well 

as in making the picking much easier and cheaper. The time and 
manner of thinning are so important that they merit the closest per- 
sonal attention of the grower, the more so as.it 1s impossible to lay 
down general rules which will be equally well suited to each type of 
soil and to each season. 

UNDESIRABILITY OF RATOONING EGYPTIAN COTTON. 

The winters of southern Arizona and California are often mild 
enough to allow many ofthe old cotton stumps to remain alive in the 
ground, and it is possible to grow a.second crop from them. This 
has suggested the ratooning of Egyptian cotton, a practice which 
has recently had some advocates in the Salt River Valley. Ratoon- 
ing was formerly practiced in Egypt, but the system was discon- 
tinued in that country because of the poor quality of the fiber pro- 
duced. The practice has also ‘been thoroughly tested with Durango 
cotton in the Imperial Valley, where the results were unsatisfactory. 

While ratooning saves the labor of spring planting and results in 
the earlier maturity of the crop, it has no other advantage. A perfect 
stand can rarely be had, and the seedling plants with which the gaps 
must be filled ripen later than the ratooned plants and produce fiber 
of different length and quality, making it impossible to obtain a uni- 
form product from the field. It is questionable whether the very early 
ripening of the ratooned cotton is really a benefit, since it necessitates 
picking during the hottest season of the year. It would also be 
difficult to keep the land from becoming weedy if this method were 
followed. Finally, the practice of leaving the old stumps in the 
ground would favor the increase of such injurious insects and fungi 
as might gain a foothold in the locality. The advisability of re- 
planting the fields each year with the best seed obtainable can not 
be too strongly urged. 

ENEMIES OF THE CROP. 

Fortunately, no very serious diseases or insect enemies of the crop 
have yet appeared in the Salt River Valley. A weevil, very closely 
related to the Mexicdin cotton boll weevil and capable of feeding 
upon and depositing its eggs in the bolls of cotton, is native to the 
mountains of southern Arizona, occurring on a wild plant somewhat 
nearly related to the cotton plant.1_ Neither this weevil nor the true 
Mexican boll weevil has as yet been observed in the cotton fields 

1Cook, O. F. A wild host plant of the boll weevil in Arizona. In Science, n. s., v. 37, 

no. 946, pp. 259-261. 1913, 
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of the Salt River Valley. An aphis commonly attacks the young 
plants, and in 1914 it persisted in large numbers until late in the 
summer, but it has not been shown that this: insect causes serious 
damage to the crop. Bollworms occur in small numbers, but have 
not thus far been a source of appreciable damage. The dreaded 
pink bollworm, which has recently played havoc with the cotton 
crop of Egypt and of Mexico, was discovered in 1917 at a few 

- localities in Texas, but has not been observed in Arizona and Cali- 
fornia. It is to be hoped that measures taken by the Federal Horti- 
cultural Board will prevent its becoming, established in the United 
States. 
A sucking bug, of the group known as “cotton stainers,” has 

recently caused some damage to cotton in Arizona.* 
Certain fungous diseases, while rather common, do not appear to 

be severely injurious. The seedling cotton plants are subject to 
attack, especially when cold weather occurs after planting, by a 
species of Rhizoctonia, causing the disorder known as “sore shin.” 
When this disease is very prevalent, some replanting is lkely to be 
“necessary, but the plants which survive soon cease to show any effects 
of the trouble. Small areas, particularly in old fields which have 
previously been in alfalfa, are subject to a root rot, which toward 
the end of the summer causes the cotton to die rapidly in well-defined 
spots. The percentage of the total acreage thus affected is small, and 
the disease does not appear to spread rapidly through the soil or to be 
a serious factor in production when a suitable rotation of crops is . 
followed. 

The cotton seedlings are also subject to a.disorder known as leaf- 
cut,? which is apparently a physiological derangement not asso- 
ciated with a parasitic organism. The symptoms are mutilation of 
the leaves and sometimes the abortion of the growing point of the 
stem, resulting in the malformation of the plants most seriously 
affected. Since the plants are subject to this disorder only while 
very young, the system of late thinning eliminates its effects by 
permitting the “ chopping out ” of the malformed plants. 

CONDITIONS OF SUCCESSFUL EGYPTIAN-COTTON PRODUCTION. 

The experience gained in connection with the establishment of the 
community growing of Egyptian cotton in the Salt River Valley 

Bailey, Vernon. The wild’ cotton: plant (Thurberia thespesioidés) in Arizona. In Bul. 

Torrey Bot. Club, v. 41, no. 5, pp. 301-306, 2 fig. 1914. 

Coad, B. R. Relation of the Arizona wild cotton weevil to cotton planting in the arid 

) West. U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 233, 12 p., 4 pl. 1915. 
1 Morrill, A. W. Wighth Ann. Rpt., Arizona Comm. Agriculture -and Horticulture, 1916, : 

pp. 46-48. 

2Cook, O. F. Leaf-cut, or tomosis, a disorder of cotton seedlings. In U. S. Dept. Agr., 

Bur. Plant Indus. Cir. 120, pp. 29-84, 1 fig. 1913. 
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makes it possible to formulate the conditions which appear to be 
indispensable to the successful production of this crop in the United 
States. These are, briefly, (1) a growing season of about nine 
months, or several weeks longer than is required to mature a full 
crop of Upland cotton; (2) a reliable supply of water for irriga- 
tion; (3) labor sufficient to pick the acreage planted; (4) absence 
of other types of cotton in the locality, as otherwise pure seed and 
a uniform fiber can not be maintained; (5) an acreage sufficient to 
warrant the purchase of roller gins’ and other equipment and the 
employment of a competent classer in order to market the cotton in 
even-running lots of commercial size; and (6) the cooperative organi- 
zation of the growers for the purpose of maintaining the seed supply, 
operating the gins, and marketing the crop. 

Communities in which all of the above conditions can not be met 
are advised not to undertake the growing of Egyptian cotton. In 
any event, a new'community which contemplates the growing of this 
crop should experiment at first on a small scale and under expert 
advice, in order to make sure before investing capital in the enter- 
prise that the climatic and soil conditions are favorable to producing - 
large yields and a good quality of fiber. 

CONCLUSION. 

The history of the establishment of Egyptian-cotton production 
in the Salt River Valley is believed to have more than a special or 
local interest, since it offers a good illustration of the numerous 
biological, agronomic, social, and economic difficulties encountered 
in developing a new agricultural industry and furnishes sugges- 
tions as to how these complex and diversified problems may be suc- 
cessfully solved. That cooperation is the keynote of success has be- 
come very clear in the progress of the present enterprise. In this 
instance cooperation has been maintained along the following lines: 

(1) Cooperation among the investigators has brought to the solu- 
tion of the special problems different equipments of technical train- 
ing and knowledge and different points of view, while their collective 
judgment has been focused upon matters of general policy. The cor- 
dial and effective cooperation of the administrative officers of the 
Department of Agriculture has also been an important factor in 
this connection. . 

(2) Cooperation among the growers has made it possible to pro- 
duce and market the crop economically and to maintain the uniform- 
ity and high quality of the variety grown. 

(3) Cooperation between the growers and the investigators has 
_made it possible to put into effect without delay the most improved 
methods of production and marketing. This cooperation has been 
maintained by personal contact, since, in addition to the field agents 
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“of the department who have worked constantly in the community, 
members of the Committee on Southwestern Cotton Culture have 
made frequent visits to the Salt River Valley. The attitude of the 
officers and members of the growers’ associations in their cooperation 
with the Department of Agriculture has ‘been of the most cordial 
and helpful character and has been a very important factor in the 
establishment of the industry. 

(4) Cooperation with the cotton manufacturers on the part of 
both investigators and growers has also contributed largely to the 
development of the industry. Manufacturers have assisted most 
willingly and effectively in making spinning tests of the product 
from time to time, and in furnishing both to the Department. of 
Agriculture and to the growers’ associations useful information 

concerning, the cotton. This information has guided the growers 
to better methods of handling the product and has given the investi- 
gators helpful suggestions in connection with the breeding work. 
Some of the manufacturers interested in this type of cotton have 
visited the Salt. River Valley in order to learn at first hand the con- 
dition and prospects of the industry, while representatives of the 
growers’ associations and of the department have been welcome visit- 
ors at mills where the cotton is being utilized. 

The policy of the Department of Agriculture in encouraging the 
production of long-staple cotton on the community basis is beginning 
to be appreciated by manufacturers and buyers, many of whom 
now realize that, in order to obtain year after year ample quantities 
of cotton of unchanging character they must look to localities where 
the farmers are organized to grow only one kind of cotton, to pre- 
vent deterioration of the type by seed ‘selection, and to class and 
market their crop as a unit. 
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IMPORTANCE OF THE AVOCADO. 

Probably no other country possesses such an abundance of fine avo- 
cados as Guatemala. Not all Guatemalan avocados are exceptionally 
choice, but scattered throughout the highlands of the Republic are 
many trees of unusual merit. A wide variation in characteristics 
exists. Fruits of some varieties are no larger than hens’ eggs; others 
weigh fully 3 pounds. The shapes range from long and slender to 
oblate. The surface is sometimes rough and warty, sometimes 
smooth. The color may be green, maroon, purple, or almost black. 
Many varieties have proportionately large seeds, others small. Most 
important of all, there are numerous varieties whose deep yellow 
flesh is of the smoothest texture and has the richest, most agreeable 
flavor. 

Since the soil was cleared in the lower Motagua Valley for banana 
plantations—now thousands of acres in extent—the production of 
avocados is insignificant in comparision with that of bananas; but 
to the native Guatemalans, especially the Indians, who represent 
more than half the total population, the avocado is still in most 
regions the more important. Bananas are grown mainly for export, 
while the entire avocado crop is consumed locally. 

The abundance of avocados, their cheapness, and the long season 
during which they are available make it possible for even the poorest 

79774°—Bull. 7483—19——1 a! 
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natives in all the principal avocado regions to use them as a daily 
article of food throughout more than half the year. An avocado, 
four or five tortillas (small round cakes of coarsely ground maize), 
and a cup of coffee—by many Indians these are considered the con- 
stituents of a good meal. The cost of such a meal is seldom over 2 
cents, for outside the larger cities avocados are rarely sold for more 
than half a cent each. , 

The three races of avocados at present cultivated in the United 
States are all found in Guatemala, but the Guatemalan race is the 

only one which is very common. The West Indian race is limited 
to the iowlands up to 2,500 feet in altitude, and even in this zone 
is much less abundant than the Guatemalan in the higher zone which 
it occupies, extending from 2,500 feet (rarely lower) to 7,500 feet, 
and above this in occasional instances to 8,500 feet. The Mexican race 
is found only in the highlands, and few trees are in cultivation. A 
distinct species of Persea, closely resembling the avocado and known 
as coyo or shucte, is as extensively grown in some sections of the 
country as the avocado itself. 

EXTENT OF AVOCADO CULTURE IN GUATEMALA. 

No orchards or regular plantations of avocados are found in Guate- 
mala. Most of the trees occur singly or in small numbers around the 
houses of the natives. The avocado in Guatemala is essentially a 
dooryard tree. In certain regions, however, considerable numbers of 
trees are found in coffee plantations, owing indirectly to the use of 
shade for coffee bushes. Avocado trees often spring up in the plan- 
tations from seeds cast aside by laborers or coffee pickers after eat- 
ing the fruit. Where they do not interfere seriously with other trees 
these avocados frequently are allowed to grow (PI. I), ultimately 
becoming a part of the shade-tree system and at the same time in 
many cases furnishing fruit of commercial value. | 

Naturally the number of avocado trees in coffee plantations is com- 
paratively small. Even the largest fincas, which contain thousands 
of shade trees, contain not more than one or two hundred avocados, 
and it is unusual to find more than 50 or 75. 

No data regarding the annual production of avocados in Guate- 
mala are available. While avocados are grown in practically all 
parts of Guatemala, certain regions are especially renowned for 
their product and supply most of the fruits sold in the larger 
cities and towns. These regions all lie at elevations above 2,500 
feet and are not only the greatest producers of avocados but the 
great horticultural centers of the republic. Favored by climatic 
conditions and possessing an exceedingly fertile soil, they have long 
been cultivated intensively by the Indians. 
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Antigua, the former capital of Guatemala, which lies about 25 
miles from the present capital, is the center of one of the leading 
avocado regions, perhaps also one of the greatest in the world both 
for quality and quantity of the fruit, though in quantity it soon will 
be outclassed by the avocado districts of Florida and California. 

Antigua lies in a beautiful valley (Pl. IT), whose floor is about 
5,100 feet + above the level of the sea. It is protected on the north, 
east, and west by towering volcanos and high hills, and to the south 
there is an opening toward the ocean which permits warm breezes 
to enter from the Pacific and keep the valley at a fairly equable tem- 
perature throughout the year. The soil is of volcanic origin, deep, 
friable, moist, and very fertile. Practically every foot of ground in 
the valley is planted to some agricultural or horticultural crop. 
Coffee is the principal commercial product, but maize and black 
beans are grown extensively, and many fruits abound in the door- 
yards of the inhabitants. Besides the avocado, there are oranges, 
cherimoyas (called anonas in Guatemala), mombins or jocotes (Spon- 
dias mombin L.), guavas, injertos (Achradelpha viridis O. F. Cook), 
loquats, white sapotes or matasanos (Casimiroa edulis La Lilave), and 
peaches. During the first six months of the year large quantities of 
avocados are carried from the gardens and coffee fincas of Antigua 
to the markets of the city of Guatemala. 

Another important center of avocado culture is Panajachel, on the 
northern shore of Lake Atitlan, at an elevation of about’ 5,300 feet. 
This town lies on an alluvial plain at the mouth of a small valley, 
sheltered from cold winds off the highlands to the north by its posi- 
tion at the foot of high bluffs. It grows much coffee and immense 
quantities of onions, which are carried to all parts of the Republic 
en the backs of Indians. Many avocado trees are scattered through 
the coffee plantations and gardens of this little valley, and from 
here the fruit is carried by the Indians to Solola, Quezaltenango, and 
other towns of the highlands. 

Far to the north of the city of Guatemala, in the great Vera 
Paz coffee district, lies the town of San Cristobal, situated on the 
border of a small lake in a valley surrounded on all sides by high 
hills. The elevation is about 4,500 feet, the climate being warm 
and moist. Considerable numbers of avocado trees are found in the 
dooryards and coffee plantations of San Cristobal. From here much 
of the crop goes to Coban, which is the capital of the Department 
of Alta Vera Paz and one of the principal cities of the Republic. 
Some of the avocados of San Cristobal are among the very finest 
in all Guatemala. 

aneroid barometer of standard make. FHrequent comparisons of barometer readings with 

railway levels at some of the more important stations in Guatemala showed the former 

to be dependable within a range of 100 feet. This is a sufficient degree of accuracy 

for the practical purposes of this work. 
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Amatitlan, a small town about 25 miles from the city of Guatemala, 
at an elevation of 3,900 feet, produces a large proportion of the 
avocados marketed in the capital, Antigua being the other principal 
source of supply. Owing to the lower elevation, the avocados of 
Amatitlan ripen earlier than those of Antigua. 
Momostenango, to the north of Quezaltenango, at an elevation of 

7,400 feet, is the highest point at which avocados are abundant, and 
ihey probably would not be common here were it not for the fact that 
the town is particularly sheltered by its location and has a warmer 
climate than is usual in Guatemala at this altitude. A large part of 
the crop is marketed in Quezaltenango. Because of the elevation, 
the season of ripening is much later than at Panajachel; hence, 
avocados from the two regions do not compete in the Quezaltenango 
market. 

In addition to the places mentioned, avocados -are abundant in 
many other regions, but in some the quality of the fruit is uniformly 
poor. For example, the avocados of Senahu, in Alta Vera Paz, are 
small and have very large seeds. 

The regions mentioned produce only the Guatemalan race of avo- 
cados. The West Indian race is found along the coast and up the 
valleys of the principal rivers to elevations of about 2,500 feet. No- 
where, however, are large numbers of trees of this race grown. Here 
and there one is seen in a dooryard, and in such towns as Livingston 
there are a few, but they are never seen in such abundance as trees 
of the Guatemalan race in places like Antigua and Amatitlan. 

POPULAR USES OF THE AVOCADO. 

In Guatemala nearly all the products of the soil are used in the 
simplest manner possible; hence little ingenuity is exhibited in the 
methods of utilizing avocados. 

The Guatemalan Indians, who are among the greatest consumers 
of avocados in the world, merely break .the fruit in halves (rarely~is 
it cut with a knife) and sprinkle a little salt over it. Even the salt 
sometimes is dispensed with. The soft pulp—the Indians rarely eat 
the avocado until the flesh has lost its firmness—is then scooped out 
of the skin with the fingers or a bit of tortilla. 
Among Guatemalans of European blood the pulp of the avocado 

is very commonly added to meat soups at the time of serving. It 
is the custom in many hotels to place a ripe avocado in front of each 
guest, who opens the fruit, removes the pulp, and places it in his 
soup. The flavor imparted is exceedingly pleasant. This mode of 
serving the avocado seems worthy of adoption in the United States. 
Another common practice is to serve a salad called guacamél, This 
is composed of thoroughly mashed avocado pulp, vinegar, salt, 
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AN AVOCADO TREE IN A COFFEE PLANTATION AT ANTIGUA. 

Several kinds of quick-growing trees are used in coffee plantations to furnish shade for the delicate 
coffee bushes. Avocados spring up from seeds dropped by workmen, and where they do not 
interfere with other trees they are often allowed to grow and form part of the shade system. Some 
of the best avocados in Guatemala are found in such situations as the one here shown. In order 
to keep them from interfering with the coffee bushes the lower limbs are usually pruned off, and 
2 slender ae form of tree is encouraged. (Photographed at Antigua, Guatemala, May 3, 1917; 
1725 i 
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pepper, and finely chopped onion. It is a popular and very tasty 
dish, though not especially attractive in appearance. 
An oil to be used as a pomade and as an emollient for burns is 

said to be produced from the avocado. Many Guatemalans profess 
to be familiar with this oil, but none was found who could furnish a 
sample. By some it was said also to be used as a cooking fat, but this 
was not verified. The oil is said to be extracted as follows: Slightly 
overripe avocados are selected and the flesh scooped out and thrown 
into a large kettle, which is then placed over the fire without the 
addition of water. After boiling slowly for about two hours, to 
exhaust most of the water contained in the pulp, the kettle is re- 
moved from the fire and the pulp placed in a muslin bag between two 
heavy stones, arranged so that the oil,.as it percolates through the 
cloth, will run to one side of the lower stone and collect in a dish 
placed to receive it. The amount of oil obtained by this process 
can be only a small proportion of that contained in the fruit. 
Among the Guatemalan Indians, avocado pulp is often rubbed 

upon the hair and scalp, it being considered highly efficacious in 
stimulating the growth of the hair. This practice has given rise 
to the maufacture of avocado soap, which is recommended for wash- 
ing the hair. To prepare this soap, avocado pulp is mixed with 
some kind of fat. The product is manufactured commercially in 
Guatemala, but it seems open to question whether all the brands on 
the market really contain avocado pulp. 
Among the Kekchi Indians of northern Guatemala the avocado 

is considered an excellent diet for caged song birds. Young birds, 
recently caught and caged, are fed daily on avocados in order that 
they may learn to sing promptly and well. 

It is also considered, in certain parts of Guatemala, that avocados 
are excellent food for laying hens, greatly stimulating the produc- 
tion of eggs. 
Hogs thrive on avocados. To North Americans, accustomed to 

paying 50 cents for a single fruit, this may seem an expensive diet 
for hogs, but where inferior avocados can be purchased for 6 or 
7 cents a hundred and lard is 25 cents a pound it is a good invest- 
ment to turn avocados into pork. 

The medicinal uses of the avocado are few. For those suffering from 
acute rhinitis (cold in the head) the fruit is considered by the Kekchi 
Indians tobe an excellent food. The seed issometimes used as a remedy 
for dysentery and diarrhea. For this purpose it is pulverized and 
boiled in a small quantity of water, after which the liquid is taken 
internally. Its beneficial effect is probably due to tannin, of which 
the seed contains large quantities. 

The wood of the avocado tree has little value. It is light in color and 
does not check (crack or split) upon drying. For this reason it is used 
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by one factory in Antigua for the manufacture of potato mashers, 
rolling pins, and similar articles. It burns rapidly and gives off 
little heat; consequently it is not even esteemed as firewood, though 
it is commonly so used by the Indians. 

CLIMATIC ZONES OF GUATEMALA. 

In Guatemala, as in Mexico and some other parts of tropical 
America, three climatic zones are generally recognized. These are 
the tierra caliente (hot region), extending from sea level to an alti- 
tude of about 2,000 feet; the tierra templada (temperate region), 
comprising the territory between 2,000 and 6,500 feet; and the 
tierra fria (cold region), which extends from 6,500 feet to the upper 
limit of cultivation, about 10,000 feet. 

Tt is not to be inferred that the temperate region has a climate 
similar to that of the Temperate Zone proper, but only that it is 
cooler than the lowlands of the hot region. The cold region, in 
turn, is not necessarily visited by snowstorms in winter, but is 
merely cooler than the temperate region, owing to its greater ele- 
vation. The lower and upper limits of each zone are exceedingly 
indefinite and are variously fixed by different writers. 

For the study of a particular horticultural product, such as the 
avocado, a clearer idea of conditions can perhaps be obtained if the 
climatic zones are based upon the presence of certain fruit trees 
whose requirements with regard to temperature are fairly well 
known to residents of the warmer portions of the United States. 
Working from this angle, it seems more appropriate to term the 
three zones tropical, subtropical, and semitropical, thus indicating 
more accurately the character of their climates viewed from a hor- 
ticultural standpoint. However, it is impossible to fix definitely the 
limits of each zone, since the characteristic trees will be found 
occasionally in sheltered situations considerably above the ordinary 
limits of the zone, just as some of the tropical fruit trees which can 
not be grown in ordinary situations in California or Florida occa- 
sionally succeed in a protected spot. The limits must be fixed at 
the altitude where under ordinary conditions the characteristic 
trees commonly cease to be grown. With this understanding, the 
three zones of climate, or more properly of temperature, since rain- 

1 Pittier’s classification of the climatic zones, based upon the distribution of vegetation 

with relation to temperature, though applying primarily to Costa Rica, doubtless will 

hold good in Guatemala as well. It seems one of the most accurate of these classifica- 

tions, though, as explained by Pittier himself, it is artificial, the,transition from one 

zone to another being quite unnoticeable. It is given here for comparison with the 

classification based upon the presence of characteristic fruit trees which is followed in 

this bulletin: Lower zone, from sea level to 3,300 feet (approximately), mean tempera- 

ture 82° to 70° F.; intermediate zone, from 3,300 to 8,500 feet, mean temperature 70° 

to 57° F.; upper zone, from 8,500 feet to the highest summits, mean temperature 59° to 

41° F.—(From “ Plantas Usuales de Costa Rica.’’) 
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fall does not yet enter into the discussion, may briefly be described 
as follows: 

Tropical zone.—The tropical zone includes the seacoast, the coastal plains, 

and the valleys of the larger rivers for a considerable distance back from the 

coast. It includes practically the entire department of EH] Peten, in northern 

Guatemala, but this region is very sparsely inhabited and of little horticul- 

tural importance. The characteristic trees of this zone are those which are 

commonly found on tropical seacoasts and will not tolerate cool weather. The 

breadfruit tree (Artocarpus imcisa LL.) is one of the best known. The most 

tropical of the anonas, such as the custard-apple (Annona reticulata L.) and 

the soursop (A. muricata L.), are at home in this zone. The tamarind (Tama- 

rindus indica L.), although it can be grown in the lower edge of the subtropical 

zone, reaches its greatest development only in this. The same is true of the 

mango. The star-apple (Chrysophyllum cainito lL.) is found only in this zone. 

All the commercial banana plantations of Guatemala lie within this zone, but the 

banana is cultivated on a small scale in the subtropical zone up to altitudes of 

5,500 or 6,000 feet. The pineapple is grown commercially only in this zone. The 

only race of avocados commonly cultivated is the West Indian. The mamey 

(Mammea americana L.) and the sapote (Achradelpha mammosa (l.) O. F. 

Cook) are two other characteristic fruits. 

The upper limit of altitude of this zone may be placed between 2,500 and 

3,000 feet. The breadfruit tree is not cultivated quite as high as 2,500 feet, 

but on the other hand the mamey and the sapote are sometimes found above 

the 3,000-foot line. The highest point at which the West Indian race of 

avocados has been found is 2,500 feet. 

Subtropical zone.—It may be considered, in general, that the principal horti- 

eultural zone of the Republic is the subtropical, which begins at the upper limit 

of the tropical zone, at altitudes between 2,500 and 3,000 feet, where the cli- 

mate is decidedly warm but without the intense heat of the coast. At 4,000 to 

6,000 feet it is rarely hot enough to be uncomfortable, but on the other hand 

there never are severe frosts. Toward the upper limit of this zone, which can 

be placed at 7,000 to 7,500 feet, frosts are more common, but rarely severe. 

Only in the semitropical zone are killing frosts experienced. 

It is in this zone that the orange is most extensively grown. It is also the 

most important zone of avocado culture in Guatemala, being the one in which 

the Guatemalan race is cultivated. This race ascends occasionally into the 

semitropical zone, but most of the important centers of avocado culture lie 

at altitudes between 3,000 and 6,500 feet. The loquat is commonly seen in 

gardens throughout this zone. The cherimoya (Annona cherimola Mill.), the 

jocote (Spondias mombin 1..), and the white sapote or matasano (Casimiroa 

edulis La Liave) are other fruits which may be considered characteristic. 

The climate of certain parts of this zone will receive more detailed consider- 

ation under the discussion of the Guatemalan race of avocados. 

Semitropical zone—In the semitropical zone the principal fruits are those 

which have been introduced from farther north and are well known in the Tem- 

perate Zone. The peach, the apple, the pear, and the quince are abundant, 

replacing the avocado, the loquat, the orange, and the other fruits of lower 

elevations. The upper limit of orange culture seems to be about 7,500 feet. 

Taking this as the boundary of the subtropical zone, it is found that several 

of the characteristic fruits of that zone extend into the lower edge of the semi- 

tropical. Ascending above 7,500 feet, the cherimoya is the first to disappear, 

8,000 feet seeming to be its uppermost limit; the avocado follows next, grow- 

ing as high as 8,500 feet; and, finally, the matasano, which reaches 9,000 feet 

at the town of San Francisco el Alto, but was not found at greater elevations. 
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The fig is also grown in this zone; and the indigenous cherry (Prunus 

salicifolia H. B. K.), which is very common in gardens, descends into the 

subtropical zone, but is most frequent at elevations of 7,000 to 9,000 feet. 

The upper limit of this zone is the upper limit of cultivation. One of the 

highest towns in Guatemala is San Francisco el Alto, north of Quezaltenango, 

at an elevation of 9,000 feet, but above this there are occasional huts, around 

which a few fruit trees may be found, while the grain fields extend to 10,000 

feet or higher. 

Summing up the characteristics of the three zones, it may be said 
that the lower or tropical zone is a region of comparatively high 

temperatures throughout the year, never experiencing cold weather, 

and hence adapted to the cultivation of those fruits which horticul- 
turists term strictly tropical in their requirements. The subtropical 
zone, owing to its greater altitude, is free from the extreme heat of 
the tropical zone, but is never subjected to severe freezing. The lower 
levels of this zone are fairly warm throughout the year, but toward 
the upper limit the winters are decidedly cool, strongly resembling 
those of southern California. The uppermost zone, here called the 
semitropical, is too cold for the orange and the lemon, yet does not 
experience the type of winter weather familiar to residents of the 
eastern United States. Its minimum temperatures probably more 
closely approach those of southern Texas and central Florida. The 
principal fruits grown in this zone are the apple, peach, and pear. 

In regard to rainfall, the quantity varies greatly in different parts 
of Guatemala, but the season during which it occurs is more or less 
the same throughout a large part of the country. Figures for several 
regions are given in considering the Guatemalan race of avocados. 
In general, it may be said that the rainy season begins in May and 
continues until October, being at its maximum during August and 
September. In the Vera Paz district of northern Guatemala, how- 
ever, it rains during most of the year, the only dry months being 
March and April. On the coast the precipitation is usually much 
heavier than in the highlands, and in certain regions, such as the 
valley of the Motagua River between El Rancho and Gualan, there is 
comparatively little rainfall at any time of the year. In the high- 
lands the dry season is often severe, practically no rain falling from 
November until April or May. The roads become deep in dust. 
the herbage turns brown, and many of the woody perennials drop 
their foliage. 

CLASSIFICATION OF AVOCADOS. 

The classification of avocado varieties has been the object of much 
investigation in California and Florida during the last few years. 
As with many other cultivated fruits, it has been found that the horti- 
cultural varieties fall into several distinct groups. Three of these, 
termed generally the Guatemalan, West Indian, and Mexican, are 
now recognized by most investigators. 
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Material on which to base a classification has been somewhat in- 
adequate in the United States. Hence it has been thought that when 
the great avocado regions of tropical America came to be explored 
groups or races not yet known in the United States might be dis- 
covered. A canvass of the avocado-producing regions of Guatemala, 
however, has failed to bring to light any new groups, the investiga- 
tions tending only to confirm the classification already in use in the 
United States. Mexico, with its vastly greater area of territory, 
may perhaps yield groups as yet unknown to horticulturists, but no 
critical study of the avocados of that country has yet been undertaken. 

Perhaps the horticultural groups have been derived from distinct 
species of Persea. If not, they have at least become differentiated 
through the accumulation of variations during a long period of 
cultivation under different environmental conditions. In order to 
determine their exact status it becomes highly desirable to locate the 
wild prototype of each, if such a wild prototype still exists. This 
has not yet been done by anyone having in mind the classification of 
the cultivated avocados. The task is made difficult by the fact that 
the southern Mexican and Central American region, where the wild 
prototypes are probably to be sought, has been the scene of intense 
agricultural activity for centuries. The primitive forest has been 
leveled to the ground to make way for maize fields; the maize fields 
have been abandoned, the inhabitants of the region have emigrated 
to other parts, and the forest has again taken possession. After a 
period new peoples have arrived upon the scene, and the process has 
been repeated. This is indicated by archeological remains in many 
parts of this region. 
Under these conditions the wild species from which our cultivated 

avocados are derived may have disappeared, and, on the other hand, 
trees which are found in the forest at the present day and have every 
appearance of being indigenous may have been placed there by the 
hand of man. 

Lacking exact knowledge of the wild prototypes of these culti- 
vated races, a comparison of the most primitive forms which can 
be found at present will bring out more racial characters, or at least 
emphasize existing ones more strongly, than will a comparison of the 
highly developed varieties found in cultivation, for cultivation tends 
to conceal the racial characters by bringing the various races to a 
common level. Thus, the exceedingly thick and hard outer covering 
of the fruit which is typical of the Guatemalan race and conspicu- 
ously present in the primitive avocados of Alta Vera Paz becomes 
thinner in many of the cultivated varieties and closely approaches 
the skin of the West Indian race in character. The fruit increases 
vastly in size, assumes various shapes, and the seed becomes propor- 
tionately smaller. Since cultivation tends to work the same changes 
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in all of the races, it tends at the same time to conceal many of their 
distinguishing characteristics. . 

The term “race,” which is here applied to the groups of varieties 
known in cultivation, seems more appropriate than the term “ type,” 
which is commonly used. The word “type” in this connection means 
nothing; the word “race,” on the other hand, has a definite horticul- 
tural meaning which seems to be applicable here. A race is a group of 
seedlings which possess certain well-defined characteristics in com- 
mon and will transmit these characteristics to their seedling progeny. 
This applies to the avocados under consideration, for each race has 
certain characteristics which never fail to be inherited by its seedlings. 

The three cultivated races may be distinguished by the following 
characters: 

Guatemalan race.—The foliage of the Guatemalan race is not anise scented; 

hence, is easily distinguished from the Mexican. It is usually deep green in color, 

a somewhat deeper green than that of the West Indian. The flowers are not 

so heavily pubescent as those of the Mexican. The fruit varies greatly in form 

and size, but always has a woody outer covering one-sixteenth to one-fourth of 

an inch thick. In some of. the cultivated forms the skin or outer covering is 

scarcely thicker than in the West Indian race, but it is rarely so soft and pli- 

able. The seed is comparatively smooth, and the two thin closely united seed 

coats adhere closely to it. The seed is very rarely loose in the cavity within 

the fruit. f 

West Indian race.—In the West Indian race the foliage is slightly lighter in 

color than in the Guatemalan, but, like the latter, devoid of the anise scent. 

The flowers are sometimes less pubescent than those of the Guatemalan, never 

more so, and always less pubescent than in the Mexican race. The fruits are 

variable in form and size, but the outer covering is soft and pliable and is 

rarely more than one-sixteenth of an inch thick. The seed is often rough, and 

the two seed coats frequently are thick and separated, at least over the distal 

end of the seed, one adhering to the cotyledons and the other being loose or 

adhering to the lining of the seed cavity. 

Mexican race.—The foliage and sometimes the fruit of the Mexican race are 

distinctly anise scented, and both are usually smaller than in the Guatemalan 

and West Indian races. The flowers are more heavily pubescent than in either 

of the latter. Its fruits have a very thin, often membranous skin. The seed is 

commonly smooth; the seed coats are thin, either closely united and adhering 

to the cotyledons (occasionally three in number), as in the Guatemalan race, 

or separating, as in the West Indian. 

AVOCADO CULTURE IN THE GUATEMALAN HIGHLANDS. 

Tn reading the statements which follow it must be kept in mind that 
the Guatemalan race of avocados is being considered. None other is 
grown to any extent in the highlands, the Mexican race rarely oc- 
curring in Guatemala and the West Indian being confined to the 
lowlands. Separate paragraphs will be devoted to these two races 
farther on. 
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ORIGIN OF CHOICE VARIETIES OF THE PRESENT DAY. 

The splendid avocados of to-day are doubtless the product of 
centuries of more or less unconscious selection on the part of the 
Guatemalan Indians, just as the choice fiberless mangos of East 
India have been produced through selection by the Hindus. In 
the case of the mango, however, the Hindu has been enabled to 
perpetuate an unusually choice variety by resorting to vegetative 
propagation. This appears never to have been practiced in Guate- 
mala;~hence, when a choice avocado tree grows old and dies the 
variety is lost. 

Because of the moist climate of Alta Vera Paz, an avocado seed 
dropped by the roadside nearly always sprouts and develops into a 
tree. This has led to the avocado being found in a semiwild state 
throughout that region, often in the edge of the forest and at such 
distance from any present habitation as to suggest that the species is 
truly indigenous. The suspicion always arises, however, that a seed 
may have been dropped by some passing Indian or that a hut may 
have stood close to the spot at some past time. When going to work 
in their clearings the Indians commonly carry avocados with them 
as part of their noonday lunch. The seeds of these fruits, cast aside 
wherever the Indian chances to be at midday, give rise to many 
avocado trees in little-frequented places. 
Though a careful search was made in the most promising sections 

of Alta Vera Paz for the wild avocado, no trees were found which 
it was felt could safely be considered indigenous. The primitive, 
half-wild forms so commonly seen, however, can without doubt be 
looked upon as the nearest approach to the wild species in so far as char- 
acter of fruit is concerned, and a comparison of these forms with the 
choicest varieties in cultivation brings out some striking differences. 

These half-wild avocados of Alta Vera Paz (PI. III) are nearly 
always round, small in size, with a hard, thick outer covering and 
a very large seed, leaving little flesh. The smallest are no larger than 
walnuts. Most of them are little more than 2 inches in diameter. 
The shell—for it can be called such—is either green or purple and 
rough externally; in texture it is so hard and brittle that it breaks 
irregularly when an attempt is made to cut it. Occasionally it is as 
much as a quarter of an inch thick. The flesh is of good quality, but 
the quantity 1s very small. The seed is tight in the cavity, with the 
cotyledons smooth and the thin seed coats adhering closely. The fact 
that nearly all of these fruits are round would indicate that this can 
be considered the primitive shape, the pyriform and elongated 
avocados being found in cultivation. 
When such fruits as these are contrasted with the splendid varieties 

of the Antiguan fincas, for example, the development which has 
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been brought about in the avocado appears quite equal to that which 
has taken place in the northern fruits. The latter have been in the 
hands of horticulturists who have called to their aid not only the art 
of grafting but much skill in cultivation. The improvement of the 
avocado, on the other hand, has scarcely been a conscious process and 
has been carried on by a aacails who are preeminently agriculturists 
and not horticulturists. 

Cook and others have spoken of the Hithaaies knowledge which the 
Indians of Central America possess concerning the plants among 
which they live and of their specialized methods in the cultivation 
of staple food crops. They have a name for nearly every tree in the 
forest, are familiar with the habits of many plants, and possess well- 

_ defined beliefs concerning the medicinal uses of a large number. 
Their agricultural practices, though based upon tradition, are in 
many respects admirable. They have highly specialized varieties of 
maize to meet the various conditions of climate which are found 
throughout the region which they occupy, and they are well ac- 
quainted with the particular merits of these varieties. 

They seem, however, to have devoted all their energies to the culti- 
vation of field crops, fruits having received very little attention. With 
regard to the avocado, for example, it does not appear that the 
Indians cultivate the soil around the base of the tree, apply fertilizers 
of any sort, prune the tree, or bestow any care upon it. Ideas regard- 
ing the age at which seedling trees come into bearing are nearly always 
vague and rarely based upon accurate observation of even a single 
instance. It is rather remarkable, in fact, that the Indians should 
have so few definite ideas regarding a fruit which plays such an 
important part in their daily life as the avocado, for they are an 
intelligent and in many ways a capable people. 

It can not be doubted, however, that the avocado has been planted 
. by the Indians in their dooryards since a remote time. The native 
name for the fruit, oh, okh, or on in the principal Maya dialects 
of Guatemala,’ and many other circumstances, indicate that it has 
been known to the Guatemalan Indians since the earliest times. 
The evolutionary processes which can be observed at the present 
day have doubtless been going on for centuries, and could the 
Indians have taken advantage of vegetative propagation to per- 
petuate the best varieties obtained by selection, avocados even more 

1The aboriginal names of the avocado in the dialects of southern Mexico and Guate- 

mala, according to Dr. Karl Sapper (Das Nérdliche Mittelamerika), are as follows: 

Ju (Wuasteca, according to Stoll) ; ow (Chicomulcelteca) ; on (Maya of Yucatan, according 

to Stoll) ; on (Maya of Peten, according to Stoll) ; wm (Chol) ; wn (Chorti) ; wn (Chontal, 

according to Stoll) ; on (Tzental); wn (Tzotzil, according to Stoll); on (Tozolabal) ; 

on (Motozintleca) ; of (Mam); on (Jacalteca) ; oj (Aguacateca, according to Stoll) ; 07 

(Quiché, according to Stoll); oj (Cakchiquel, according to Stoll); oj (Tzutihil); of 

(Uspanteca) ; 0 (Quekchi) ; 0f (Pokonchi, according to Stoll) ; of (Pokomam of Jilote- 

peque) ; of (Pokomam, according to Stoll). 
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remarkable than those of to-day would certainly have been the 
result. Seed propagation has prevented the perpetuation of choice 
varieties, and it is only by raising the general level of the whole 
species that improvement has been accomplished. 
Among the several factors working in unison toward the horti- 

cultural development of the avocado, the first which must be men- 
tioned is the change brought about by removing the tree from its 
native home in the forest and planting it in dooryards and gardens, 
where the struggle for existence is eliminated and more favorable 
conditions for growth are supplied. This in itself would undoubt- 
edly tend to increase the size of the fruit... Among many trees seen 
in a half-wild state in northern Guatemala, growing among thick 
scrub along the roadside or maintaining a foothold in the edge of 
the forest, not one produced fruits of large size. It is not reason- 
able to believe that all of these trees are from seeds of inferior 
fruits, since many of them come from avocados brought from the 
villages by the Indians. Unfavorable conditions of growth must 
have an important effect in limiting the development of the fruit. 
Once removed from the forest and planted around the huts of the 

Indians, other factors come into play. The most important of these, 
as far as can be observed at present, are (1) the destruction of trees 
producing inferior fruit and the preservation of good ones, and (2) 
the carrying to market of nothing but the best fruits, thus dissemi- 
nating seeds of good parentage and restricting the dissemination of 
poor ones. Both these factors perhaps can be considered unconscious 
selection on the part of the Indians. The second is not the result of 
a desire to improve the avocado by disseminating good seeds, but is 
due to the market demand for good fruits. 

Both factors can often be seen in operation. In coffee plantations, 
when it is necessary to cut down avocado trees to make room for 
coffee or other crops, the trees known to produce inferior fruits are 
taken first and the best ones are often spared. The Indians when 
cutting out old trees around their houses will frequently save the 
avocado which bears the best fruits. 

During the ripening season the fruit from the best trees is the 
first to be picked and taken to market, many of the poorer trees going 
unpicked, in which case the fruits fall to the ground and are eaten 
by the zopilotes (buzzards). The fruits purchased in the market are 
often carried many miles, since the Indians come into the small towns 
of Guatemala from great distances. When the fruits are eaten the 
seeds are cast aside. The climatic conditions are so favorable, at least 
during a part of the year, that a seed dropped upon the ground will 
sprout, take root, and develop into a tree. Once sprouted and estab- 

1 Increase in the size of the fruit due to increased supplies of food is believed at the 

present time not to be inherited, 
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lished, the Indian is loath to destroy it; hence, many new trees are 
started each year. It appears that comparatively few avocados are 
intentionally planted by the Indians, most of the trees being volun- 
teers. 

SOILS. 

The principal avocado districts of the highlands differ consid- 
erably in their soil types. Clays, alluvial loams, and loose soils of 
volcanic origin are most common. 

Alta Vera Paz is a limestone region in which most of the soils 
are clays or clay loams of reddish, tawny, or blackish color. When 
wet many of these soils have an almost greasy consistency. They 
are usually of considerable depth. In the Valley of San Cristobal, 
the most important avocado center in northern Guatemala, blackish 
clays predominate. In many spots there is a surface deposit of rich 
loam washed off the hillsides. 

The clay soils of Vera Paz seem to produce a large and long- 
lived tree (Pl. IV). In no other part of Guatemala were larger 
avocados seen than in the vicinity of Coban and San Cristobal. If 
not well drained these soils would be objectionable, but Vera Paz 
is of such rough, rugged contour that it is rare to find an avocado 
standing on level ground. 

Typical alluvial loam occurs at Panajachel, on the border of Lake 
Atitlan. This town lies at the mouth of a small valley, scarcely 
more than half a mile broad, with the mountains rising abruptly on 
both sides. When viewed from above, it can plainly be seen that 
the sediment carried down this valley is gradually building a delta 
in the lake. Most of the gardens which contain avocado trees are 
situated about half a mile up the valley from the present shore of 
the lake. The valley floor at this point is level, the soil varying from 
a fine black alluvium to gravelly loam, most of the cultivated area 
possessing rich black loam, easily worked and well adapted to the 
growing of truck crops and coffee, for which it is used. The 
avocado succeeds excellently here. 
At Momostenango, north of the city of Quezaltenango, a curious 

mixture of red clay and volcanic tufa is encountered. Large masses 
of tufa, many feet’in depth, are frequently exposed by erosion. 

In the Antigua district the soil is more uniform in character than 
in many other sections of Guatemala. It is a loose, black, sandy loam 
of voleanic origin, mixed with alluvium and becoming a true loam on 
the valley floor, while on the slopes it is often so loose and coarse in 
texture as to suggest cinders. In most of the coffee plantations the 

soil seems to be of uniform character to a considerable depth. It is 

easily worked, fertile, and from several points of view an admirable 

avocado soil. Even at the end of the long dry season it is found to 

be moist a short distance below the surface, and it never becomes hard 
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or cracks open, as the heavy clays do. It does not seem to produce 
quite so large a tree as the clay soils of Alta Vera Paz. 

Everything considered, it seems that the clay loams or light clays 

are best adapted to avocado culture. Other soils, however, give good 
results. In the United States the avocado will succeed under a wide 
range of soil conditions; witness the excellent growth made in Flor- 
ida on very sandy soils and in California on heavy clays of the adobe 
type, heavier and more tenacious than any seen in Guatemala. 

GROWTH AND HABIT OF THE AVOCADO: TREE. 

At elevations of 4,000 to 5,000 feet in Guatemala the growth of the 
avocado tree is not so rapid as it is in California and Florida. This 
is mainly due to the mildness of the climate; there is none of the hot 
summer weather which produces such rapid growth in the United 
States. Another cause is the prevailing lack of cultural attention. 

Naturally a tree which is manured regularly and irrigated when rain- 
fall is lacking will make more rapid growth than one which is sup- 
plied with an abundance of water during part of the year, is forced 
to withstand a-long drought during the remainder, and never 
receives manures or fertilizers in appreciable quantities. In Guate- 
mala, it must be remembered, many avocados are not even planted in 
favorable situations, but spring up from seeds cast aside by the 
natives. Under these conditions the first few years are often a 
severe struggle with the surrounding vegetation. 

Under the comparatively favorable conditions of coffee planta- 
tions, the most trustworthy accounts place the bearing age of seed- 
lings at six to eight years. In a few instances it was possible to verify 
the age at which certain trees produced their first fruits; this was 
never found to be less than 5 years and sometimes as much as 10. 
Many large trees with no fruit may be seen in practically any district, 
but these are trees that have borfe in previous years. 
Many large trees in Guatemala still in profitable bearing are said 

to be 50 or 60 years old. A 50-year-old tree seems to yield just as 
good fruit as younger ones. Some avocado growers aflirm that a 
tree does not produce its best fruit until it is 20 or 25 years old. 

In habit of growth there are two types of trees, the slender, erect 

type and the broad, spreading type, though there is no lack of inter- 
mediate forms. 
Most of the trees seen in Guatemala have straight trunks which do 

not branch within 6 feet of the ground, and the crowns are broad, 
dome shaped, and fairly dense. The erect, slender type of tree with 
an open crown is less common except in Alta Vera Paz. The average 
size of mature trees, those 15 to 25 years of age, as seen in coffee 
plantations and gardens, is 30 to 40 feet in height, with a spread of 
equal distance when the trees are of the broad, spreading type, or 
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with a spread of about 20 feet when they are of the slender type 
(Pl. V). Such trees as these have trunks 12 to 18 inches thick. 
A tree 50 feet in height may be considered large, and one which is 

60 feet has probably reached its maximum development under most 
conditions. The trunk of such a tree may be 4 feet thick, and the 
crown may be 50 or 60 feet in spread. Probably these dimensions are 
not attained until a tree is at least 50 years old. 

There are differences in the character of the growth—its stiffness, 
brittleness, size, and so on—which do not appear of importance in old 
trees, but which will stand out more prominently when young budded 
trees are planted in the orchard and must be trained to a desirable form. 
In some trees the growths are long and slender, supple, and scarcely 
able to bear their own weight. Ultimately these growths tend to 
produce descending branches, keeping the crown close to the ground. 
Other trees make very short, weak growths, seeming to indicate a 
lack of vigor. In still others the wood is so brittle that the branchlets — 
snap of when bent. The best trees make strong, healthy-looking 
growths, smooth and round (angular branchlets frequently indicate 
a weak grower), with the leaves placed about.an inch apart and the 
axillary buds short, plump, and well developed. 

CULTURAL PRACTICES. 

The amount of systematic attention given the trees by Guatemalan 
avocado growers is almost negligible. It is of interest, however, to 
consider the cultural conditions under which the trees occur and the 
apparent effect of these ee eS upon growth as well as fruit 
production. 

As already stated, comparatively few avocados in @iatbinaty are 
planted imeentioceally, It speaks well for the climate and soil that 
trees which develop under such conditions can reach large size and 
produce fruit. They do not receive the least attention from any one; 
the ground is never cleared of weeds or undergrowth, and the tree 
must in some instances carry on a constant struggle for existence. 

In coffee plantations or in dooryards of the natives, however, con- 
ditions are more favorable. Especially is this true of coffee planta- 
tions, since the cultural attention given the coffee bushes necessarily 
affects the near-by avocado trees as well. Two or three times a year 
the ground is cleared of weeds with a heavy hoe. It is never culti- 
vated deeply, and, in fact, the surface beneath avocado trees in 
many instances is not even scratched, since a heavy mulch of leaves 

collects and few weeds require to be removed. 
The only pruning practiced is the removal, when the trees are 

young, of the lower branches, in order that the crown may be formed 
above the tops of the coffee bushes. This means that the trunk 
frequently does not give off any branches at less than 8 to 12 feet from 
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Bul. 743, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE IV. 

A LARGE AVOCADO TREE IN NORTHERN GUATEMALA. 

The maximum size attained by the avocado in Guatemala is illustrated by this magnificent tree, 
which is growing near the town of Santa Cruz, Alta Vera Paz. The soil here is a heavy clay loam, 
the altitude about 4,500 feet, and the climate very moist. While its age is not known, the tree 
can not be much less than a hundred years old, and it is probably more. It is still bearing fruit. 
though it does not produce such heavy crops as younger and more vigorous trees. (Photographe 
at Santa Cruz, Alta Vera Paz, Guatemala, December 11, 1916; P16986FS.) 



Bul. 743, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE V. 

AN AVOCADO TREE DURING THE FLOWERING SEASON. 

At the time of coming into flower the Guatemalan avocado commonly sheds most of its foliage, the 
new growth which appears bringing with it flowers as well as foliage to replace that which has 
been lost. The fruit is generally considered to be ripe when the tree comes into bloom, but it will 
remain on the tree for several months longer if allowed to do so, the flavor becoming richer with the 
passage of each month. The tall, slender tree here shown illustrates the common form which 
the avocado assumes in the moist climate of northern Guatemala. (Photographed at Purula, 
Baja Vera Paz, Guatemala, March 27, 1917; P17159FS.) 



Bul. 743, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE VI. 

AN AVOCADO TREE OF GOOD FORM. 

The common tendency in Guatemala is for avocado trees to become tall and slender. 
as the one here shown are of more desirable form, as they possess much more fruiting wood. 
would be advisable, however, to head the tree much lower except for the fact that the Guate- 
malans desire to have the lowest limbs far enough above the ground to permit the soil to be worked 

Trees such 
It 

close around the tree. Black beans have been planted under this tree, while maize, or Indian 
corn, can be seen in the background. (Photographed at Antigua, Guatemala, January 28, 1917; 
P17055FS.) 



Bul. 743, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. f PLATE VII. 

AVOCADO TREE AT ANTIGUA IN FULL BEARING. 

This tree, which is growing in a coffee plantation, is not carrying an unusually heavy crop for a 
variety whose fruits do not weigh more than1 pound. Rarely, however, will twosuch crops as this 
be produced consecutively, the Guatemalan avocados showing a strong tendency to irregularity 
in bearing. It will be noted that the fruit is allin the top of the tree. It is the custom in coffee 
plantations to prune off the lower branches of avocado trees to prevent their interfering with the 
growth of the coffee bushes. (Photographed at Antigua, Guatemala, February 22,1917; P17100FS.) 
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the ground (Pl. VI), and the lowest limbs in the crown are far out 

of reach. Where high winds are unknown, as in Guatemala, this 
method is not disadvantageous except that it reduces greatly the 
amount of fruiting wood and makes it somewhat difficult to pick 
the fruit. Even when not grown in coffee plantations the trees 
usually are encouraged to branch high, the crown being formed at 
least 6 or 8 feet above the ground. 

During the dry season, which is long and severe in Antigua and 
several other regions, the trees are not irrigated. Yet they do not 
often show the effects of drought. Apparently the soil in Antigua 
is retentive of moisture, though toward the end of April orange trees 
in Antigua gardens often turn yellow and wilt from lack of water, 
while avocados in the same garden appear in perfect condition. 
This is not saying, of course, that avocado trees in the United States 
(or in Guatemala, for that matter) should not be abundantly irrigated 
during the dry season, for experience indicates that they should. 

In Alta Vera Paz the climate is exceedingly moist, the rainfall 
exceeding 100 inches in some sections, distributed over 10 or 11 
months of the year. The avocado seems perfectly at home in such 
a climate. Evidently it is able to stand extremes of moisture or 
drought without suffering. 

As to the effect of unfavorable conditions upon fruit production, 
trees growing by the roadside or in waste places are often very pro- 
ductive, but their fruit is never as large as that from trees grown in 
the more favorable environment of the coffee plantations and the 
dooryards of the natives. MHalf-wild trees nearly always produce 
small fruits containing very large seeds. Often these fruits are so 
inferior that the natives do not even pick them. 

REGULARITY OF BEARING. 

Practically ali Guatemalan avocado growers admit that the trees 
do not bear regularly; that is, a good crop is not produced every 
year. It is generally considered that a heavy crop will be followed 
by a light one or even by a crop failure, but no rule can be laid 
down which will apply to all trees. Individual trees differ in regu- 
larity of bearing. Some have been seen which bore a heavy crop one 
year and nothing the next; others which bore a heavy crop one 
year and an equally heavy one the next. While it may perhaps be 
stated as a general principle that a heavy crop will usually be fol- 
lowed by a lighter one, the question must be studied from the 
standpoint of each particular variety. 

Irregularity in bearing is doubtless encouraged in Guatemala by 
the failure to practice thinning when an unusually heavy crop is 
produced and by inattention to cultural details. In the spring 
of 1917 there was a prolonged dry spell at the time when the young 

79774°—19—Bull. 748——2 
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avocados were the size of marbles, and many trees cast their fruit. 
It seems quite probable that irrigation at this time would have 
saved the crop. In another case a crop was lost through the attacks 
of some insect when the fruits were about one-third grown. In 
many instances trees are allowed to overbear one season, crop fail- 
ures the following year being the natural result. 

Doubtless much can be done in the United States to control this 
matter. The most important thing, however, is to plant a variety 
which bears fairly regularly. There is certainly a wide range of 
variation in this respect. 

YIELD. 

Very large trees of the smaller varieties, whose fruits weigh 6 to 8 
ounces, produce as many as 3,000 fruits in a single crop. Larger 
varieties, whose fruits are 18 ounces in weight, may produce as many 
as 1,000 fruits provided the tree is of mature size. A few examples 
of good production may be cited to illustrate what can be expected 
of Guatemalan varieties. A young tree in Amatitlan, not over 20 
feet high, produced in 1916 a crop of 125 fruits, each weighing 16 
to 18 ounces. In 1917 this tree produced double the number. A 
young tree in Antigua, scarcely 20 feet high, very slender, and with 
little fruiting wood, produced 300 fruits weighing 8 to 12 ounces 
each. Another young tree in Antigua, about 25 feet high, produced 
100 fruits weighing 20 ounces each. This also was a very slender 
tree with little fruiting wood. Another, 35 feet high, with a broad 
well-branched crown, produced 300 fruits, each weighing 14 to 16 
ounces. _ 

These trees are not branched close to the ground, as they would be 
grown in the United States, and hence have much less fruiting wood 
than trees of similar height in a California or Florida orchard. 
They are commonly branched about 10 feet from the ground. A 
count of numerous trees ranging from 30 to 40 feet in height, which 
is about the average size for trees 15 to 25 years old, showed that 
they were producing from 50 to 500 fruits each (Pl. VIE). The 
average was about 200 or 250 and the average size from 12 to 14 
ounces. This can be considered a very satisfactory yield, consider- 
ing the small amount of fruiting wood which these trees possess. 

Most of the Guatemalan avocados produce their fruits singly, but 
there are occasional trees which have clusters of two to five fruits. 
No very large varieties have been observed to fruit in clusters, but 
the small and medium-sized ones, whose fruits are from 6 to 15 
ounces in weight, occasionally do so. 

SEASON. 

It has been remarked by travelers that avocados are present in 
the markets of the city of Guatemala every month in the year (PI. 
VIII). This observation, accurate enough in itself, has led to the 
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assumption that the avocados of Guatemala must exhibit unusually 
wide variation in season. The fact that the capital city is supplied 
with avocados from several different regions has been overlooked, 
and this oversight has been responsible for a misconception; for 
these several regions lie at different altitudes, and in Guatemala 
elevation is the factor which determines the ripening season of 
avocados. 

In any given avocado district of Guatemala it is not possible to 
market ripe avocados more than six or seven months of the year. 
There may be an occasional tree which lengthens this period (it may 
be mentioned in passing that these occasional trees which fruit out 
of season are the very ones which are of greatest interest to avocado 
growers in the United States), but such trees are so scarce that their 
influence is not felt in the market. By picking immature fruits, a 
common practice in Guatemala, the market is often supplied during 
two months more. 

The variation in the ripening season, due to differences in elevation, 
may best be shown by the following list of important avocado dis- 

_tricts, with their main seasons of ripening; that is, the periods dur- 
ing which fully ripe fruits are available in abundance: 

Senahu, Alta Vera Paz_________ 3,200 feet, November to February. 

ANS TO\CS ETT) yaa CS A —3,900 feet, January to April. 

San Cristobal, Alta Vera Paz__-4,600 feet, February to May. 

ZANT NTEVISS PENT ERS Cas Te mH Pe 5,100 feet, March to June. 

Purula, Baja Vera Paz. _______ 5,100 feet, March to June. 

Panajachel, Solola_____________ 5,300 feet, February to May. 

Chimaltenansoe we tees 2 ae 6,000 feet, April to July. 

Momostenango, Totonicapam___.7,400 feet, May to August. 

Ascending from 3,000 to 7,000 feet, the change from a warm to a 
comparatively cool climate produces a corresponding retardation in 
the ripening season. For every thousand feet of altitude ripening 
is retarded at least one month, except in those rare cases where un- 
usual conditions come into play. Panajachel, for example, at an 
elevation of 5,300 feet, has an earlier season than Antigua, at 5,100 
feet; this can be accounted for by the peculiar situation of Pana- 
jachel, in a sheltered valley opening toward the south on a large body 
of water, whose influence upon the climate must be considerable. 
This section is doubtless much warmer than most other towns in 
Guatemala which le at similar elevations. 

In general the ripening season at various altitudes may be consid- 
ered approximately as follows: 

eB 0 0) iS) Boas 1 a ke A ee SN -November to February. 

4,000 feet___ BMI ANG ck RN ____January to April. 

5,000 feet____ be at ui March to June. 

6,000 feet_ als A ae 22 Norell iG) ilhy 

COOK) aie ey eae a ee en May to August. 
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To what elevations in Guatemala do the climates of southern Cali- 
fornia and southern Florida correspond? It appears that the cli- 
mate at 6,000 to 7,000 feet in Guatemala corresponds very closely in 
so far as its effect upon the development and ripening of avocados is 

concerned to that of the citrus-growing regions of California. The 
maximum temperature may not be as high as in California, but the 
time required for avocados to develop and ripen appears to be about 
the same. Southern Florida, on the other hand, seems more nearly 

to approximate an elevation of 3,000 to 4,000 feet in Guatemala. 
If an avocado which ripens at Senahu (3,200 feet) from November 

to February is planted in California, it would be an error to assume 
that it will ripen during the same months in that State. It would 
probably be at least three months later, making its season January to 
April. If planted in Florida, however, it would be expected to ripen 
only slightly later than at Senahu. 

In any given section of the Guatemalan highlands nearly all avo- 
cados ripen at approximately the same season. Very early or very 
late varieties are exceedingly rare. Considering Antigua as an exam- 
ple, out of the hundreds in that region only a very few trees were 
found which commenced to ripen their fruits in October and Novem- 
ber. Most of the trees do not begin to ripen any fruits until late in 
February, and the height of the season is during March, April, and 
May. 

The length of time avocados will remain on the tree after they have 
reached maturity depends mainly upon two factors: (1) The variety 
and (2) the condition of the soil as regards moisture. Some trees 
carry their fruits much longer than others in the same location. In 
very moist regions, such as Senahu, however, no trees carry fruit 

after maturity for as many months as the trees of Antigua, a much 
drier section. At Senahu rainfall is abundant from November to 
February, and avocados fall quickly after reaching maturity. At 
Antigua it is quite dry from November to May, and after that it is not 
excessively moist until August. As a result many trees carry their 
fruits until late in July. 
The earliest varieties, as a rule, are of inferior quality, not having 

the rich flavor possessed by some of the later sorts. Occasionally an 
early variety of satisfactory quality is encountered. The very best 
avocados in point of flavor are the midseason and late sorts when they 
have been allowed to hang on the tree three or four months ‘after 
reaching maturity. 

PICKING, RIPENING, AND MARKETING THE FRUIT. 

When is an avocado ripe? Because of the fact that the fruit does 
not soften while it remains on the tree, or in the case of green-fruited 
varieties change its color appreciably upon maturing, it is often diffi- 
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- eult to determine when it is ready to be picked. Among the Guate- 
malans there is a rule covering this point which, if experience proves 
it will hold good in the United States, may be useful to avocado 

growers. The earliest moment at which avocados may be picked is 
when the tree has come into full bloom. At this time they are usually 
mature enough to be of satisfactory flavor and do not wilt or shrivel 
on softening, but the flesh becomes of a deeper yellow color and much 
richer flavor if the fruit is allowed to remain on the tree two to four 
months longer. 

In the case of purple varieties, there is another indication of ma- 
turity. When immature the fruits are green in color and only assume 
a purple shade on approaching maturity. At the first appearance 
of this purple color they are considered ready for picking, but are 
not at their best until the color has become deep and pronounced over 
the entire fruit. 

In order to supply the markets of the city of Guatemala during 
October, November, and December, many fruits are picked in An- 
tigua while still immature. On softening, these fruits wilt and often 

shrivel around the stem end, while the flavor is sweetish, lacking in 
richness, and at times almost unpalatable. Thousands of these im- 
mature fruits are picked every year. This practice is one which 
must be guarded against in the United States. Unless evidences of 
wilting are present, the purchaser, even though he be familiar with 
avocados, can not distinguish with certainty an immature fruit from 
a mature one solely by examining its exterior. The only exceptions 
are those varieties known to change color on ripening. 
The methods of picking employed in Guatemala are primitive and 

can offer nothing but negative suggestions to North American or- 
chardists. Frequently the fruits are knocked from the tree with a 
club thrown by a person standing on the ground, or they may be 
broken off with a long bamboo pole and allowed to fall to the ground. 
It is fortunate that the avocado can stand such severe treatment 
without serious injury. 

When the fruit must be carried several miles to market it is usually 
shipped as soon after picking as possible, since it would be impossible 
for the Guatemalans, with only the most primitive means of trans- 
portation in many cases, to ship it without bruising if it had com- 
menced to soften. The commonest means of transportation in re- 
gions remote from the railway are oxcarts, pack animals, and Indian 
cargadores—men who carry on their backs a load of about 150 pounds. 
When picked for marketing in the immediate vicinity the fruits 

are ripened in the house and carried into the plaza on market day 
in a fully ripened condition. 

It is almost universally believed in Guatemala that avocados must 
be picked when the moon is full. If not, it is believed that they do 
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not ripen evenly, one end remaining hard after the other is soft and 
ready for eating. Many growers will refuse to' pick an avocado if 
the moon is not in the right phase. 

Ripening is commonly effected by placing the fruits among straw, 
litter, pine needles, or leaves in large wooden boxes, which are kept 

in a warm place. Even when the fruits are from the same tree, ° 
however, they do not all ripen at the same time; hence, the box is 
gone over every day'or two and the ripe ones picked out. The time 
required for ripening is 8 to 10 days, fully mature fruits commonly 
requiring 5 or 6 days. Much depends on how warm the fruits are 
kept. 

If ripened in a moist place the fruits often develop rot, fungous 
spores probably getting a foothold through bruises or injuries to the 
skin, the result of careless picking. If ripened in, the sun, the fruits 

commonly soften on one side while remaining hard on the other. 
If ripened in a very cool place, they take a long time to soften. In 
order to keep them warm. they are sometimes placed upon the rafters 
in the Indian huts, directly over the fireplace. Here the smoke and 
heat reach them very effectively. 

In the larger cities of Guatemala avocados are sold in the public 
markets by all the fruit dealers, and throughout the city in the small 
tiendas, or shops, which deal in foodstuffs. In the smaller villages 
the Indian women bring in small baskets of avocados (Pl. IX) on 
the regular market days, which are commonly Thursday and Sunday. 
In the cities, where avocados are sometimes brought from great dis- 
tances, single fruits bring from 2 to 4 reals each, or the equivalent 
of five-eighths to 14 cents; in the villages the price is rarely more than 
2 reals. When avocados are sold in Guatemala at more than 1 cent 
each they are considered very high in price. 

THE FRUIT. 

The character of the fruit is subject to nearly as much variation in 
the Guatemalan race as it is in the West Indian and Mexican. It is 
impossible, in fact, to find two seedlings whose fruits are identical 
in every respect. In order to present in detail the range of variation 
which has been found in Guatemala, it is well to consider each 
of the important fruit characters separately. 
Form.—In the primitive or semiwild state, avocados of the Guate- 

malan race seem to be nearly round in form. Under cultivation, 
a variety of shapes are seen, ranging from oblate through 
spherical, broadly oval, obovoid, elliptical, pyriform, and slender 
pyriform to slender, almost oblong. Most of the small fruits are 
round, while among the large fruits oval and pyriform are the pre- 
vailing shapes. The largest ones found were pyriform. 
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SELLING AVOCADOS IN AN INDIAN VILLAGE. 

Once or twice a week the Indians of the Guatemalan highlands take their produce to the nearest 
village, where a public market is held in the plaza, or centralsquare. During a large part of the 
year avocados are conspicuous in these markets, the choicest varieties produced in the vicinity 
being brought together here. Seeds from these fruits are scattered widely, and many of them 
giverise tonew trees. Having good parentage, thesetrees are apt to produce superior fruit. The 
rocess amounts to seed selection and probably has a marked effect in improving the general 
evel ofthe avocadoinmany regions. (Photographed at San Cristobal, Alta Vera Paz, Guatemala, 
April 2, 1917; P17188FS.) 
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Considering the fruits of medium size, which constitute the vast 
bulk of those seen in the markets, round and pyriform are the 
two predominant shapes. In Alta Vera Paz there are a good many 
more round fruits than pyriform ones, while in Antigua oval and 
pyriform avocados are more common. 
Size—The smallest variety seen in Guatemala weighed 3 ounces, 

while the largest weighed 3 pounds. Between these extremes are 
many weighing 8 to 16 ounces, and a few from 16 to 24 ounces. 
Avocados weighing less than 6 ounces are not common in cultivation, 
but trees growing in abandoned clearings or by the roadside fre- 
quently produce fruits weighing no more than 4 or 5 ounces. Most 
of the fruits seen in the markets weigh from 10 to 14 ounces. Av- 
ccados weighing more than 24 ounces are very rare. 

In some sections of the country large varieties are unknown. In 
the Senahu district of Alta Vera Paz, for example, ro fruits were 
seen which weighed more than 10 ounces. 

In Antigua, in Amatitlan, and in the vicinity of the city of Guate- 
mala, on the other hand, large varieties are comparatively common. 

To the average Guatemalan the value of an avocado depends mainly 
upon its size. The largest fruits are the most highly prized, even 
though they may have very large seeds. The quality of the flesh, 
however, justly receives much consideration. If a tree produces 
large fruits of good quality it usually gains a local reputation. 
Surface.—The rough surface, which is often considered typical of 

the Guatemalan race, occurs almost invariably in small half-wild 
fruits, but in the large varieties found in the coffee fincas of Antigua 
and in other regions the surface is often quite smooth. It must not 
be assumed, therefore, that an avocado which does not have a rough 
surface is not a Guatemalan. 

Roughness of surface is correlated with thickness of skin. The 
thickest skinned varieties, such as the small round avocados of Alta 
Vera Paz, are usually very rough and even warty externally. In 
medium-sized or large varieties the skin is often much thinner and at 
the same time smoother on the surface. No avocados were seen in 
which the skin was very thick and yet smooth on the surface, and, con- 
versely, no thin-skinned forms were observed which had very rough 
surfaces. The surface of the thinner skinned varieties is sometimes 
pebbled or very slightly roughened, especially around the base of 
pear-shaped or elongated fruits. 

In some smooth-surfaced varieties a decided tendency toward 
glossiness is notable in the ripe fruit. This adds greatly to its at- 
tractiveness, especially when the fruit is purple or maroon in color. 

Color.—The two common colors of ripe avocados are dull or deep 
green and deep purple. When immature, all Guatemalan avocados 
are green in color. As they become mature they may either remain 
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green or turn purple, according to the variety. In all parts of 
Guatemala these two colors seem to be about equally common. 

Besides the common green and purple, variations of these two 
colors are often seen. A light yellowish green is not rare, and a 
bright maroon-purple is sometimes encountered. Very rarely a va- 
riety is crimson-maroon, and very rarely also one is of such deep 
purple as to suggest pine 

Seedlings grown in California from a ed producing green-colored 
fruits have in some instances produced green, in others purple fruits. 
It appears, therefore, that. the color of a variety is not necessarily 
the same as that of its parent. 
Skin.—While its thickness may vary from a sixteenth to a quarter 

of an inch, the skin of all Guatemalan avocados is coarsely granular 
in texture, becoming hard and brittle when it is removed from the 
fruit and dried. It is always sharply differentiated from the flesh. 
If the fruit is at the proper stage of ripeness, the skin can usually 
be peeled from it as from a banana; in some varieties the skin is so 
thick, however, that it is not sufficiently pliable to peel. In most 
cases the skin peels readily if the fruit is fully ripe but still firm, 
with the flesh the consistency of soft cheese. 
Commonly the skin of Guatemalan avocados is about one-eighth 

of an inch thick. It is often thicker toward the apical end of the 
fruit than toward the base, but in some varieties the reverse is the 
case, and in others it is of about the same thickness throughout. The 
thickest skin seen was that of an avocado from Santa Cruz, Alta 
Vera Paz. This skin measured slightly more than a quarter of an 
inch in thickness. Many of the Vera Paz avocados have thick skins, 
and as these skins are very brittle and can not easily be cut with a 
knife the common practice is to open an avocado by breaking it in 
half. When an attempt is made to cut such fruits, the hard woody 
shell breaks indiscriminately, and a smooth cut can not be made. 

The thickest skins are not found at the highest altitudes, as has 
sometimes been thought. Thickness of skin seems to be in no way 
correlated with elevation. At 7,500 feet there is the same range in 
thickness as at 4,000 or 5,000 feet. The thickest skin seen in Guate- 
mala was at an elevation of 4,500 feet. 

No sharp distinction can be drawn between the thickest skinned 
and the thinnest skinned varieties of the Guatemalan race. Each is 
the extreme of variation in this particular character, and there are 
all intermediate stages between the two. There are no other char- 
acters which differentiate the thick skinned and the thin skinned; 
hence, they must both be considered nothing more than variations of 
the same race. A classification attempting to consider them as dis- 
tinct groups is purely artificial. 
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Flesh.—There is a great deal of difference in the color and texture 
of the flesh among Guatemalan avocados. Assuming that fully ripe 
specimens are being considered (immature ones are very common in 
the markets during a certain portion of the year), it will be found 
that in some the flesh is a pale cream color, in others a deep-cream 
color, while in a very few it is of a rich, bright yellow, almost identi- 
cal with that of creamery butter. In a general way, the color of the 
flesh indicates the flavor, for pale cream-colored varieties are nearly 
always lacking in richness. They may have, however, a peculiar 
nuttiness which is very agreeable. 

Tt was noted that a few varieties which possessed deep-yellow flesh 
and promised at first glance to be of rich flavor had a pronounced 
bitter taste which disqualified them for market use. These varieties 
could be distinguished, it was found, by a peculiar translucence of 
the flesh, a character which is not possessed by most avocados. 

The very best varieties seen in Guatemala have flesh of deep cream- 
yellow or yellow color, quite opaque, firm, and when fully ripe cutting 
like soft cheese. The texture is dry, fine grained, and oily. 

The remnants of the vascular system, which persist in many avo- 
cados in the form of fine, stringlike fibers running through the flesh 
from the stem of the fruit to the base of the seed, are rarely found 
in Guatemalan avocados. The position of these fibers can fre- 
quently be traced by slight discolorations in the flesh, but the presence 
of stringy fibers, which are often noticeable in the other races, espe- 
cially in the Mexican, was not noted in Guatemala among fruits of the 
Guatemalan race. Many varieties were found in which there was 
not even the slightest discoloration of the flesh. Those in which there 
is a Shght discoloration are just as good for eating, but they are not 
equal in appearance to those with perfectly clear flesh; hence, they 
are less valuable commercially. 

The percentage of Guatemalan avocados which have deep-yellow 
flesh free from all discoloration is small. Many have cream-colored 
flesh, often somewhat watery in texture. This is correlated with poor 
flavor and quality. No variety with pale, watery flesh has been found 
to be of excellent quality. 

Flavor and quality.—These two closely related characters must be 
considered the most important of all, since an avocado of poor quality 
is undesirable, no matter how attractive its appearance may be. For- 
tunately, the best of the Guatemalan avocados not only present an 
attractive exterior but are nowhere excelled in texture and flavor of 
flesh. 

The subtle differences which distinguish the flavor of many vari- 
eties are impossible of description. Inferior varieties, of which there 
are many, lack richness and may even have a rank or bitter flavor 
which is disagreeable. They may be watery and sweetish, especially 
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if picked before they are fully mature. The best varieties, on the 
other hand, are characterized by a delicate richness which is highly 
pleasing to the palate. When combined with a smooth, fine-grained 
flesh of attractive appearance, the result is a variety of excellent 
quality. Many such varieties are found in Guatemala, yet they do 
not constitute more than a small percentage of the total number of 
trees. The proportion of good fruits varies in different localities; in 
some it is difficult to find a single one of really good quality; in others, 
such as Antigua and San Cristobal, as many as 10 per cent of the 
trees examined may be quite satisfactory in this respect. 
Seed.—The size of the seed and its condition in the seed cavity are 

the two points which interest horticulturists. With regard to the 
latter, it may be said that, with a single exception, all the avocados 
of the Guatemalan race which were examined had seeds which fit 
snugly in their cavities, with both seed coats adhering closely to the 
cotyledons. The exception noted was a variety from Amatitlan in 
which the seed was loose in the cavity, as it often is in the West In- 
dian race. Possibly this was not a true Guatemalan variety. 

The size of the seed is commonly larger in proportion to the size 
of the fruit than is considered desirable by North American avocado 
growers. This defect, in fact, disqualifies more of the varieties than 
any other. Round or oblate varieties are especially likely to have 
large seeds, but in an occasional one the seed is medium sized or even 
small. Not every round avocado has a large seed, but until an ex- 
amination has been made a large seed may be expected. 

Pyriform and elongated fruits are not so likely as round fruits to 
have objectionably large seeds, yet in many instances they do have 
them. The proportion of such fruits with comparatively small seeds 
is not large. 

The best means of judging the size of the seed is by comparing its 
weight with that of the entire fruit. If it is not over 10 per cent of 
the whole fruit, it may be considered that the seed is small; if it is 
15 per cent, it is not objectionably large; but if it ig 20 per cent or 
more, it is undesirably so. 

The shape of, the seed conforms to that of the fruit; oblate vari- 
eties have round or oblate seeds, round varieties the same; pyriform 
and oval varieties have ovoid or conical seeds. The great extremes 
in seed form which are found in the Mexican race are not seen in the 
Guatemalan, the range being from oblate to conical. The cotyledons 
are always smooth or nearly so, differing in this respect from those 
of the West Indian race, which are often rough and warty toward the 
apex. 
i CLIMATIC CONDITIONS IN THE PRINCIPAL AVOCADO REGIONS. 

Climatic conditions are by no means uniform throughout that por- 
tion of the Guatemalan highlands in which avocados are grown. 
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Differences of elevation, the proximity of mountain ranges which 
interfere with the passage of moisture-bearing clouds, the presence 
of large bodies of water in the immediate vicinity, and many other 
factors are responsible for local variations in temperature and rain- 
fall. 
Antigua may be taken as one of the most interesting avocado re- 

gions of the Republic. As has already been stated, this town hes in 
a small valley, protected on the north, east, and west by towering 
voleanos and high hills, while to the south there is an opening 
through which warm breezes enter from the Pacific Ocean. This 
region is not a cold one, as is shown by the presence of coffee planta- 
tions, and even more definitely by magnificent royal palms (Roy- 
stonea regia (H. B. K.) Cook) reaching 40 feet or more in height. 
As everyone knows, the royal palm is not a species which withstands 
much frost. 

Lacking meteorological observations, the temperature and rainfall 
of the city of Guatemala may be taken as offering a very close 
approximation to those of Antigua, since the two towns are at prac- 
tically the same level and not more than 15 miles apart in a direct 
line. According to the observations of the Laboratorio Quimico Cen- 
tral in the city of Guatemala, the mean (average) maximum and 
minimum temperatures during each month of the year 1902 were as 
shown in Table I. 

TABLE I.—Mean monthly temperatures at the city of Guatemala for the year 
1902. 

Mean Mean Mean Mean 
Month. maxi- mini- Month. maxi- mini- 

mum mum. mum mum 

LEWAYBRET AAS Ce Ua 72.1 BONG) || Jims eats 0h Se 78.9 59.7 
IGLOS AOE Ge ae ee 78.9 S51 PAUSTISUE Re eee et ee 79.8 59.1 
Sern Ftv ayer OIE NI 2 haley tel 82 SO (el | SEDUCHADE Tey eae ee se elas 8 68.2 
ANTON ie tal a 82.9 Sion || POCTODeT anaes ene ae eae 76.4 59.7 
NA iiyeaee rm ete oe Sibu 0 Uk 81.3 60 November ees ee 75.7 57.5 
ATH Ss BA rae 82 60 IDAGETA NE. Wb SG oesoecosbe4oLee 72.6 54.8 

The mean temperature for the entire year (1902) was..65.3° F., as 
opposed to a mean temperature of 65.1° for the year 1901. The high- 
est temperature recorded during the year was 90.3°, on April 4; the 
lowest temperature was 42°, on January 1. 

Table I, it must be remembered, contains mean temperatures. The 
absolute maxima and minima during the 12 months of the year 1906 
are shown in Table IT. 

The lowest temperature recorded at the city of Guatemala by the 
Laboratorio Quimico Central during the past 15 years was 39° F. 
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TasLtE Il —Marimum and minimum monthly temperatures at the city of 
Guatemala for the year 1906. 

Maxi- Mini- Maxi- Mini- 
Month. mum, mum. Month. mum, | mum. 

ore oF. ay eon. 
January. cece es. ee esas 83 AM | uallyejs tte ee Ga a eee / 85 58 
HEpruaryannc cece eee ae Pee ee 88 49:1] ‘AlIeUSti ace one eo eeeer Eee ae 83 57 
Manchin t: 1p iie Arteta eke. 90 ASit|| Septombers2 225 seen ene 86 59 
Aprilo esses 89 90)] | ;Octoberesseeeeeaaas 82 53 
Maiysicisis & 92 52 || November.......-- 78 50 
SUNG sees cee 92 58) || December -=-seee ene e seen 82 41 

As will easily be deduced from the above tables, the climate of this 
region is notable for the very limited range in temperature. The 
minima are not so low as in either California or Florida or the 
maxima nearly so high as in California. 

The total amount of rain which fell annually in the city of Guate- 
mala during nine years is shown in Table III. 

Taste III.—Annual precipitation at the city of Guatemala for the 9-year 
period, 1894 to 1902, inclusive. 

Precipi- Precipi- Precipi- 
Year tation. Year. tation. Year. tation. 

Inches. Inches. 
ALAS) || PESTS cee eee Beis 51. 36 
S8h 07a | 120s ut 56. 07 
455 64;||( 18990 2 eee 41, 57 

From these figures it will be noted that the rainfall is considerably 
greater than in the avocado-growing districts of California, closely 
approaching the rainfall of southern Florida. 
The distribution of the rainfall durmg the 12 months of the 

year is also of interest. Table IV shows the number of rainy days 
and the total precipitation during each month at the city of Guate- 
mala. 

TasLte 1V.—Monthly precipitation at the city of Guatemala for the years 1915 
and 1916. 

1915 1916 ~ 1915 1916 

Month. Month. 
Rainy | Precip-| Rainy | Precip- Rainy | Precip-| Rainy | Precip- 
days. |itation.| days. | itation. days. |itation.| days. | itation. 

Inches Inches. Inches Inches. 
January . 1 0.03 || August..-....-.- 22 11.99 25 10. 56 
February 1 01 3 . 20 || September 20 7.76 24 18. 24 
March. ee 10 2.36 2 . 02 || October..... wets 15 4.02 13 5.01 
ADEM ocawsteees 1 - 25 10 2.13 || November....... 6 97 6 - 58 
MAY = ene eebeee 9 3.38 19 8.76 || December......- 3 siti! 0 0 
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Most of the precipitation in this region occurs during the months 
from May to October, inclusive. January is quite dry, there being 
nothing more than a light shower at most. February and March are 
about the same, but toward the end of March there are sometimes a 
few good showers. April is usually dry, and the heat becomes most 
intense in this month. In May the rainy season commences. Coinci- 
dent with the first good rains comes a change in temperature, the hot 
weather being dispelled, not to return until the following year. The 
rainfall during June, July, August, and September is heavy. To- 
ward the middle of October the rains cease almost suddenly. 

The following notes on the climate of this region, taken from “ La 
America Central Ante la Historia,” by Antonio Batres Jauregui, are 
of interest in connection with this study: 

The temperature of the capital of Guatemala is mild, with the well-marked 

characteristics of the intertropical regions. In 1797 there was a severe drought 

in all Central America, causing sickness and famine, and being followed in the 

south by a terrible plague of locusts. In 1802 the same disaster was repeated. 
In 1803 the rains commenced in March and ended in July, being followed by 

a terrible drought. In 1826 the extreme heat caused immense losses in Guate- 

mala. In 1861 excessive rains resulted in very injurious floods. In 1864 ex- 

traordinarily strong north winds blew during January and February. In 1869 

Quezaltenango suffered a disastrous flood. After three years of scanty rain- 

fall a plague of locusts overtook the country, until the present year (1915), 

when it seems to be disappearing, due to the heavy rainfall we have had. The 

seasons have varied somewhat, the weather occasionally being hot in November 

and December and cold in February and March, contrary to the usual sequence. 

The minimum temperature is ordinarily 46° F., the maximum 82°, and the 

mean 64°. On the 24th of December, 1856, it went down to 39°, and as low as 

87° on the 29th of January, 1863; but these are unusual cold spells, produced 

by northeast winds. 

Turning now to a consideration of the conditions in other parts 
of the republic, Alta Vera Paz is one of the most interesting and 
important regions. Here the range of temperature is even less than 
at the city of Guatemala, and the rainfall is much greater. Observa- 
tions of the temperature at San Cristobal, the most important center 
of avocado culture in Alta Vera Paz, are not available; lacking them, 
data from Coban may be taken as offering a close approximation, 
since Coban and San Cristobal are at approximately the same alti- 
tude and but a few miles distant from each other. The figures in 
Table V, covering a period of nine years (1892 to 1900), show the 
mean or average maximum and minimum during each month of the 
year.* 

1 The tables showing temperature and rainfall at Coban and rainfall at Senahu and San 

Cristobal are taken from “ Die Alta Vera Paz,” by Dr. Karl Sapper (Mittheilungen der 

Geographischen Gesellschaft in Hamburg, Bd. 17, 1902). 
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Taste V.—Monthly mazimum and minimum temperatures of Alta Vera Paz, 
Guatemala, during the 9-year period from 1892 to 1900, inclusive. 

Mean “Mean Mean | Mean Mean | Mean 
Month. maxi- | mini- Month. maxi- | mini- Month. maxi- | mini- 

mum. | mum. mum. | mum. mum. | mum. 

oT: Ou. oR. a 5 Sir, PLA: 
January......-.- 73 D2 ]|. May’. 22 ss23222- 79 58 || September...-.- 77 60 
February .- ------ 75 52i)|, Jones. 255: ese 77 60 || October.......-- 75 59 
Marchese canes 77 He Mi PDL seen cane - 76 59 || November. ..... PAA 56 
dN 551 SRE Se 78 55 || August..-.------ 77 59 || December....-.-. 75 33 

The rainfall and the number of rainy days during each month at 

Coban, averaged for a period of 10 years, are shown in Table VI. 

Taste VI.—WMonthly precipitation at Coban, Guatemala, during the 10-year 
period from 1891 to 1900, inclusive. ; 

Rainy | Precip- Rainy | Precip- Rainy | Precip- 
Month. days. | itation. Month. days. | itation. Month. days. |itation, 

Inches. Inches. Inches. 
January 13. 5, Os 18i||) SHUG Les. sense ae 22.3 | 11.03-/] November......| 20.5 9. 02 
February. ..---- 10.1 4236 | Mulys 3ss-- bee 24.9 | 11.31 || December----.-- 17.3 6.78 
March.. 9.0 4.09 || August-.-.------ 22.3 8.50 
Apmis 9.5 3.39 || September. ...-- 23.1 9. 82 Total: J...) ) 211:8 94. 60 
Maye jeeee 3 ss 16.2 3 23.1} 13.09 

The rainfall at San Cristobal is slightly less than at Coban. Few 
figures are available, but observations for the year 1900 (Table VII) 
may be compared with the figures given above for Coban. 

TasLtE VII.—Wonthly precipitation at San Cristobal, Guatemala, for the year 
1990. 

|| ua on 
Month. EreOD I Month. Prev. Month. eeDe. 

Inches Inches. Inches 
JANUALY 22 soecos~sseecee LOY" |) JUNC. 2 sta ssece aes 10. 35 || November. --.--£-_.- - 
Webruary sss 2 20=. 22236 4:48 lh Sply 2s. 2 os Ste eee 19. 34 |] December..---......-- 1.79 
Maren e522 eo eaceeees 187) AGeUStee we eeeee ooo 7.48 - 
April yee sts ees, 3.68 || September..........-- 12. 71 Total cnt: 2934 80. 34 
Mayiscssccseccsessecee0 9:04 |) ‘Octobers)-22. 5.222 5-22 7. 52 - 

San Cristobal lies in the western part of the Department of Alta 
Vera Paz. In the eastern part the rainfall is much heavier than at 
Coban or San Cristobal. Since the town of Senahu has been men- 
tioned several times in this bulletin, it may be worth while to present 
figures (Table VIII) showing the rainfall in that region. 

Taste VIII.—WVonthly precipitation at Senahu, Guatemala, for a 2-year period, 
1892 and 1893. 

Month. vreci Month. etic Month. Emenee. 

| Inches Inches. Inches 
DAMMEPY Seto ss okies Dodd ||\ DING eee Se eee 30. 61 || November. ....---.-.- 
MOUITIALY. soos eae ecuee. 230) Dilly cee noes eee 28, 62 || December........--..- 5. 88 
7 ES, eR a |.) aeDTeN) Bipasha a) Oae Eon 
JC ab be 3 Se rag ee Rn eal 4.17 || September = 17. 82 Totals sess dees 165. 24 
Wee ee een seen | 19. 85 | Octobere- ese 16. 88 
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_ It is in the Senahu region that the avocado grows almost sponta- 
neously, springing up everywhere from seeds dropped by the In- 
dians. The appearance of the trees, however, is not so healthy and 
vigorous as in San Cristobal, where the rainfall is approximately 
half as great. 

The distribution of rainfall in Alta Vera Paz seems to be less regu- 
lar than it is in the vicinity of the city of Guatemala, at least dur- 
ing the first four months of the year. The rainy season in this city is 
well defined and nearly the same every year; the inhabitants are ac- 
-customed to expect the first heavy rains about May 15 and the last 
ones about October 15. In Alta Vera Paz the “ dry season,” January 
to April, is sometimes characterized by a considérable amount of pre- 
cipitation every month; in other instances there is almost no precipi- 
tation for one or more months. 

The climate of San Cristobal, besides being drier than that of 
Senahu; is characterized by a greater range of temperature. It is 
considerably warmer during the first four months of the year (the 
dry season), and the minima are slightly lower because of the greater 
elevation of San Cristobal. In neither of these regions, however, are 
freezing temperatures ever experienced. 

Purula (5,150 feet), in the Department of Baja Vera Paz, is con- 
siderably cooler than San Cristobal; much more so, in fact, than the 
comparatively slight difference in elevation would lead one to expect. 
It is considered by natives to lie within the “tierra fria,” or cold 
zone, because it grows many peaches, quinces, and apples. It lies in 
a small mountain valley opening to the west. Judging from several 
visits to the spot during the coldest portion of the year, it experi- 
ences lower temperatures than Antigua, but the plants which are 
grown indicate that it can not ordinarily be subjected to greater cold 
than 35° to 40° F. Clouds sweep up the valley and hang over the 
town much of the time, making it a very moist spot, which receives 
much less sunshine than Antigua or the city of Guatemala. It never 
becomes very warm. 

Returning across the Sierra de las Minas, which divides the moist 
Vera Paz from the comparatively dry plateau of central Guatemala, — 
the town of Amatitlan (3,900 feet) comes up for consideration. This 
town lies only a few miles from Antigua, but is separated by the 
broad slopes of the Volcan de Agua. Its situation is such as to give 
it a warm climate, since it is in the upper end of a valley open- 
ing toward the Pacific Ocean and is in close proximity to Lake 
Amatitlan, a body of water 10 miles or more in length. The pres- 
ence of the soursop (Annona muricata) and the mamey (J/ammea 
americana) in Amatitlan shows that it must have a warmer climate 
than is usual in Guatemala at this elevation. Its rainfall closely ap- 
_proximates that of the city of Guatemala, 
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Panajachel, westward from the city of Guatamala some 60 miles, 
has already been mentioned as enjoying a particularly favorable 
situation. Its climate seems to be slightly warmer than that of 
Antigua, though its elevation is practically the same. Its rainfall 
is in general that of Antigua and the city of Guatemala. 
Momostenango (7,400 feet), the highest point at which avocados 

are extensively grown in Guatemala, has a cooler climate than any 
of the other regions which have been considered, but it is not so cold 
as most towns in Guatemala which he at this elevation, owing to its 
protected situation. Little is known regarding its temperatures, 
since it is a remote spot. A mango tree of good size was seen at 
this place; it is safe, therefore, to assume that it does not get very 

cold. 
Going to the other extreme, Mazatenango (1,150 feet), on the west 

coast of Guatemala, and Chama (1,000 feet), in Alta Vera Paz, 
are the lowest situations at which Guatemalan avocados were seen 
in bearing. Both have hot climates, typical of tropical lowlands, 
with no cold weather and a heavy rainfall. It is generally believed 
that avocados of the Guatemalan race do not succeed at low eleva- 
tions. The trees seem to grow well, but they are said to fruit very 
sparingly. Judging from the very few instances in which trees 
of this race were found at elevations lower than 2,500 feet, it seems 
that there must be some basis for this belief. 

HARDINESS OF THE GUATEMALAN AVOCADO. 

Severe frosts are not experienced in Guatemala at altitudes lower 
than 7,000 feet. In searching for avocados of the Guatemalan race 
likely to prove unusually hardy in the United States it is necessary, 
therefore, to ascend to 8,000 or 8,500 feet, at which altitude the 
winters are sufficiently cold to injure varieties not particularly frost 
resistant, thus bringing to light the hardiest. 

At 5,000 feet in Guatemala avocados are subjected to a mild, and at 

times cool, climate, but never enough frost to test their hardiness 

severely. At 7,500 feet, the upper limit of orange culture, severe 
frosts are probably occasional, but no meteorological data are avail- 
able to show the minimum temperatures experienced. It seems very 
doubtful whether the temperature goes as low at this elevation as 
it does occasionally in the orange-growing districts of California 
and Florida. 

Above 8,000 feet it is cold enough to freeze large trees of the Guate- 
malan race, and trees at this elevation which show no frost injury 
after a hard winter must either be more resistant than the average 
or must be grown in a protected situation, (PI. X.) 

There are no records of minimum temperatures at elevations of 
8,000 or 8,500 feet in Guatemala, to show how much cold avocados 
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THE UPPER LIMIT OF AVOCADO CULTIVATION IN GUATEMALA. 

The city of Totonicapan, at an altitude of 8,500 feet, in western Guatemala, is the highest point at 
which the avocado is cultivated in this Republic. Its existence here is precarious, as is shown 
by the condition of this tree. Heavy frosts occur from time to time, and unless an avocado tree 
is unusually hardy it may be injured severely. The only other subtropical fruit grown in Totoni- 
capan is the matasano, or white sapote ( Casimiroa edulis). Apples, peaches, and pears are char- 
acteristic of the region, but citrus fruits are not grown above altitudes of 7,500 feet. (Photo- 
graphed at Totonicapan, Guatemala, May 25, 1917; P17327FS.) 
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have withstood without serious injury. In general, nothing was 
found to indicate that certain strains of the Guatemalan race are 
particularly hardy or that certain individual trees appear to be char- 
acterized by greatly superior frost resistance. One tree was found 
in Totonicapam (8,500 feet) which gave evidence of being somewhat 
hardier than the average, and bud wood was obtained for introduc- 
tion into the United States. 

Tt is true that the avocado is cultivated in Guatemala a full thou- 
sand feet above the zone in which citrus fruits, even the orange, are 
grown. It must not be assumed, however, that this indicates greater 
hardiness in the avocado than in the orange. Experience in the 
United States does not lead to any such conclusion, and though the 
varieties found at high elevations in Guatemala may be slightly 
hardier than those at present grown in the United States, it may also 
be true that the Guatemalans have not pushed orange culture to its 
uppermost limit. It is the custom in California and Florida to 
grow tropical fruits right up to the frost line, so to speak; they 
are planted where protection is necessary in winter and where severe 
losses are experienced occasionally from an unusual degree of cold. 
In Guatemala conditions are different. If the orange when left to 
care for itself did not succeed at 7,000 feet, it would die off, and its 
culture would be restricted to lower levels. With attention and slight 
protection it might succeed far above 7,000 feet, but since this atten- 
tion and this protection are lacking in Guatemala, it would not be 
found far above 7,000 feet by the traveler who chanced to pass 
through the country. 

The question of hardiness in the avocado seems to depend to a much 
greater degree upon race than upon variety. No variety of the West 
Indian race has yet been found which is nearly as hardy as many of 
the Guatemalan, and no variety of the Guatemalan has been discov- 
ered which will stand as much cold as the Chappelow or other varie- 
ties of the Mexican race. For this reason the proper classification of 
varieties is essential. Within the race there doubtless is a certain 
variation in hardiness, but experience indicates that the amount of 
variation is not so great, expressed in degrees of temperature, as the 

_ difference in the average hardiness of the three races now known to 
horticulture. 

ENEMIES OF THE AVOCADO. 

Everything considered, the avocados of Guatemala are less subject 
to the attacks of insect and fungous parasites than would be expected. 
Citrus trees in all parts of the highlands are commonly infested with 
scale insects (notably the purple scale, Lepidosaphes beckii) to a 
severe degree. Avocados in the same region are comparatively free 
from serious parasites. This 1s not.saying that the avocado does not 

79774°—_19— Bull. '743——3 
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have insect enemies; it is merely stating that the tree seems to be less 
seriously affected by parasitic insects than citrus trees under the same 
environmental conditions. \ 

One insect stands out above all others observed in Guatemala, both 
for the damage which it occasions and the apparent difficulty of con- 
trolling it. This is a small brownish gray weevil (Conotrachelus 
n. sp.t), whose larve are found sometimes in mature avocados pur- 
chased in the markets. 

No external evidence of its presence is noticeable (at least to the 
unskilled observer), but on cutting the fruit in half the seed is 
found to be more or less riddled with large, round tunnels (PI. XT), 
and 1 to 10 or more fat, wriggling larve, varying from white to 
pinkish in color, greet the eye. While the larve are rarely seen 
working in the flesh itself, they often burrow along the outside of 
the seed in contact with the flesh, discoloring the latter with their 
brownish powdery castings. In some avocados examined the seed 
had been so thoroughly honeycombed that it was reduced almost to 
powder. 

Needless to state, a fruit attacked by this insect is rendered prac- 
tically unfit for use. Even though the flesh itself may not have been 
damaged, the sight of the white larve and their tunnels in the seed 
is sufficient to nauseate any housewife. The widely known Mediter- 
ranean fruit fly (Ceratitis capitata) produces no more disgusting 
results than this insect. 

The distribution of this weevil in Guatemala seems to be wide. It 
was found from El Rancho on the eastern slope to Mazatenango on 
the western, and from Antigua in central Guatemala to the Vera Paz 
district in the north. The lowest elevation at which it was found 
was about 1,000 feet, the highest 5,300. It was seen most abundantly 
at Panajachel, where most of the fruits offered in the market in early 
January, 1917, were found to be infested. Little is known of its life 
history. The larva is about one-half inch long, with a brown head 
and 12 white segments composing its body. After tunneling in the 
fruit it works out through the skin and drops to the ground, where 
it pupates, the mature weevil emerging some days later. Nothing 
has been learned with regard to the habits of the adult. 

Next to this insect, which easily outranks all others in destructive- 
ness, as far as was observed during the course of a year’s work in 
Guatemala, among the most troublesome pests are gall-making psyl- 
lids,? which are abundant in the Antigua region and fairly common 
in several others. Probably more than one species are represented. 
These insects produce elongated conical galls which stand erect on the 
upper surfaces of the leaves. They are sometimes so thickly placed 

1 This species is described by H. S. Barber (Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. ; in press). 

2Probably Trioza koebelei Kirkaldy.” 
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as scarcely to leave space for even one more. Unquestionably they 
must have an injurious effect upon the tree. 

The avocado weevil (Hetlipus law Boh.), whose presence in 
Mexico has been the chief motive for the quarantine order prohibiting 
the importation of avocado seed from that country into the. United 
States, was not observed in Guatemala, nor were any specimens 
found among more than 25,000 seeds shipped from Guatemala to 

Washington in 1916 and 1917. Another weevil, however, was found 
in these shipments. This species, the broad-nosed grain weevil 
(Caulophilus latinasus Say), is already known in the United States. 
According to Chittenden (Bull. 96, pt. 2, Bureau of Entomology), 
it appears to be permanently established in this country as an enemy 
of dried cereals and other food materials. In Guatemala it was ob- 
served to be exceedingly abundant in avocado seeds which had re- 
mained for some days upon the ground beneath the trees, and it was 
also common among seeds obtained from the markets, where they had 
been stored for two or three weeks. It bores in the seeds, leaving 
small tunnels. i 

Larve of a small brownish gray moth (Stenoma sp.) were found 
in a few avocados purchased in the markets of the city of Guatemala. 
They burrow in the seed and are similar in size and general appear- 
ance to the weevil larvee (Conotrachelus sp.), but the damage which 
they occasion is by no means so great. The presence of these larvee 
can be detected by a small round hole on the surface of the seed. 
No instances of severe infestation were observed. 
Numerous scale insects attack the avocado in Guatemala, though 

severe infestations are very rare. At Almolonga, near Quezalte- 
nango, a tree was found rather badly infested with Pulvinaria floc- 
cifera West. Other scale insects which are found on the avocado in 
various parts of the country are the following: Aspidiotus lataniae, 
A. subsimilis, Chrysomphalus dictyospermi, C. perseae, C. persona- 
tus (masked scale), C. scutiformis, Diaspis boisduvalit, Pseudopar- 
latoria ostreata, and Lepidosaphes miniosarwm. These were all de- 
termined by the officers of the Federal Horticultural Board from ma- 
terial sent to Washington. 

While none of the scale insects mentioned are very destructive in 
Guatemala, their introduction into the avocado groves of California 
and Florida must be strictly guarded’ against. Under the different 
environmental conditions which exist in those States, they might 
quickly become much more serious than they are to-day in Guate- 
mala. 

Of parasitic fungi, three species were found on material sent to 
Washington from Guatemala. One of these, Colletotrichum gloeo- 
sporioides, is already well known in California and Florida, espe- 
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cially in the latter State, where it is particularly injurious to the 
mango. The two other species are Diplodia perseana and an unde- 
termined species of Fusarium. 

THE WEST INDIAN RACE OF AVOCADOS IN GUATEMALA. 

Tt is safe to state that 95 per cent of all the avocados in Guate- 
mala belong to the Guatemalan race. From this it will readily be 
seen that the West Indian race is of little importance there. Its 
cultivation is limited to the lowlands, the highest point at which trees 
were seen being near Sanarate, Department of Guatemala, at an 
elevation of about 2,500 feet. On the Pacific slope, a few trees were 
seen at Mazatenango, Coatepeque, and Ayutla. Doubtless they are 
to be found scattered here and there all along the coastal plain which 
stretches from Mexico to Salvador. On the Atlantic slope, occasional 
trees were seen in the Motagua Valley from El Rancho down to the 
sea; in the Polochic Valley they were seen at Panzos. The best varie- 
ties encountered were at Chiquimula; while of good quality, they 
were not equal to those grown in Florida and Cuba. Guatemala 
does not appear to possess any varieties of this race worthy of intro- 
duction into other countries. 

In the Motagua Valley, trees of this race flower in February and 
mature their fruits from the latter part of June until the end of 
August. Both the flowering and the fruiting seasons correspond very 
closely, therefore, to those of the West Indian race in Florida. 

The quantity of fruit produced is by no means sufficient to supply 
the markets of lowland towns; hence, fruits of the Guatemalan race, 
brought from the highlands, are frequently seen in these towns. It 
is noteworthy, however, that the avocado is not consumed so exten- 
sively in the lowlands as it is in the highlands; as previously stated, 
it is a staple article of diet in the latter regions, while in the low- 
lands its consumption is limited. 

It is strange that the West Indian race is never seen in such towns 
as Amatitlan and Antigua. » Experience in Florida indicates that 
the trees will withstand more cold than is experienced in either of 
these regions, and both of them are only a few miles from the 
tierra caliente where the West Indian race is grown. It must be 
assumed that during the longeperiod in which both races have been 
grown in Guatemala each has become restricted to the zone in 
which it is most successful. The West Indian race might succeed 
in Antigua, but by nature it is much better adapted to the lowlands. 
The Guatemalan race, as has been noted, is occasionally seen at low 
elevations, and in some instances may be reasonably successful there; 
but only in the cooler climate of the highlands does it appear to be 
really at home. 
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THE MEXICAN RACE OF AVOCADOS IN GUATEMALA. 

Only two trees of the Mexican race were seen in Guatemala, one 
growing by the roadside near Santa Maria de Jesus (6,900 feet) in 
the Department of Zacatepequez, and the other at Chimaltenango 
(6,000 feet). In the latter place the Cakchiquel Indians have a 
name for this race, matuloh, distinguishing it from the Guatemalan 
race, which is called simply oh. Conversation with the Indians 
brought out the information that a few trees of this race were known 
in the vicinity of Tecpam (7,500 feet) and Chimaltenango, and also 
on the slopes of the Volcan de Agua, but at best the race must be 
considered exceedingly rare in Guatemala. 

The fruits of the two trees examined were primitive in character, 
broadly obovoid in form, and scarcely 2 inches long. The pro- 
nounced anise scent possessed by the foliage, the heavy pubescence 
on the flowers, and the membranous skin of the fruit left no doubt 
that they were of the true Mexican race. It is much easier to dis- 
tinguish this race from the other two than it is to distinguish 

_ between the other two, Guatemalan and West Indian, themselves. 
Among the Indians who know this race its fruits seem to be held 

in very little esteem. ‘This is not strange, in view of the fact that 
the varieties found in Guatemala are the most primitive imaginable. 
In the fruits examined the seed was so large that there was scarcely 
enough flesh to pay for the trouble of eating it. 

Choice varieties of this race, such as some of those which have 
reached the United States from central and northern Mexico, would 
be of great value for cultivation in Guatemala at high elevations, 
where the Guatemalan race is injured by the cold. 

THE COYO. 

Tt is strange that a fruit so well known in northern Guatemala 
as the coyo should have escaped the attention of horticulturists in 

’ other countries, but aside from a brief reference to the species by 
Collins in his Gatletn on the avocado’ nothing seems to have been 
written regarding it. 

While the fruit so closely resembles that of the avocado as to de- 
ceive one at first glance, the tree is distinct in foliage and flower. The 
coyo and the avocado are two distinct species of Persea.” 

The coyo is found in Guatemala both wild and cultivated. Like 
the avocado, it varies greatly in the form and character of its fruit. 
Most coyos are very inferior in quality, having large seeds and many 
coarse fibers running through the flesh, but an occasional one is found 

1 Collins, G. N.’ oe No cade, a salad fruit from the Tropics. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. 

Plant Indus. Bul. 77, Per ie ASKS, 

2 Nees’s description Be Persea schiedeana appears to cover the coyo, but his herbarium 

specimens are not available (they are supposed to be in Austria), and the fact can not 

now be definitely determined. 
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which has a small seed and flesh quite free from fiber. <A coyo of this 
character is a worthy rival of the best avocados. The fiavor is dis- 
tinct and agreeable. Indeed, it is considered by many people in 
Alta Vera Paz to be superior to that of the avocado. 

DISTRIBUTION AND COMMON NAMES. 

While adapted to a greater range of elevation than the Guatemalan 
race of avocados, the coyo is not so widely distributed in Guatemala 
as the latter. It is grown most extensively in the Department of 
Alta Vera Paz. It is frequently met with in the mountains of this 
part of Guatemala, where it grows among other trees in the forest 

and has every. appearance of being indigenous. It is also common in 
most of the villages and towns, where it is planted in gardens and 
dooryards. In San Cristobal it is particularly abundant, there being 
about as many coyo trees as avocados in the dooryards of the 
inhabitants. eae) 

Directly south of Alta Vera Paz, across the Sierra de las Minas, 
the coyo is found in the Motagua Valley from El Rancho down to ' 
Gualan. At Zacapa and Chiquimula it is well known. With the 
exception of a single tree at, Amatitlan, however, it was not seen on 
the Pacific slope of Guatemala. 

The lowest elevation at which the coyo was found is about 500 
feet, the highest 5,500. It seems to be quite successful at both these 
elevations. 

North of the Sierra de las Minas, in Alta Vera Paz, the species is 
known as coyo, coyocte, or kiyau. South of the Sierra de las Minas 
it is called shucte, chucte, or chaucte. It has been stated that the 
coyo and the coyocte are different fruits; a careful investigation in 
Alta Vera Paz, however, indicates that they are not specifically dis- 
tinct. Many Indians who were questioned on the subject were unable 
to define the difference between the two, and trees which were pointed 
out as coyo and coyocte proved to be of one and the same species. 
As far as could be determined the difference in nomenclature is as 
follows: Trees which are planted in doonyards or gardens are always 
called coyo, while those growing wild in the mountains are some- 
times called coyocte. The coyocte, or wild, trees usually produce very 
poor fruit. 

. THE COYO TREE. 

It is not difficult to distinguish the coyo tree from the avocado. 
In both habit and character of growth it is quite distinct. While the 
tree is about the same size as that of the avocado (Pl. XI), the 
branches have a tendency to extend horizontally from the trunk, and 
the young branchlets are stouter and stiffer than in the avocado, with 

_ the leaves clustered toward the ends of the growths. The tips of the 
branchlets as well as the lower surfaces of the leaves are covered with 
a heavy brown pubescence, not seen in the avocado. The leaves differ 
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somewhat in form from those of the avocado, being as a rule broader 
and less pointed at the apex. 
The coyo flowers during the same season as the avocado, which 

in Alta Vera Paz is from February to April. As pointed out by 
Collins, however, it matures its fruit in less time than the Guate- 
malan avocado; hence, coyos are all gone before avocados appear in 
the market. The flowers of the coyo are borne on shorter and 
stouter racemes than those of the avocado and are easily distin- 

~ guished from the latter by the blotch of deep orange or red at the 
base of each segment of the perianth; the perianth segments have 
the appearance of petals, but as the corolla is absent in this species 
they can not properly be called by this name. All parts of the in- 
florescence are covered with a heavy pubescence. 
When grown from seed, the coyo seems to come into bearing some- 

what later than the avocado. While it was impossible to obtain 
accurate information on this subject, it is the general opinion among - 
Guatemalans that the trees commence to bear when 8 to 10 years 
old. As with the avocado, all coyo trees in Guatemala are seedlings; 
consequently nothing is known concerning the behavior of budded 
or grafted trees. 
Unquestionably the trees live to great age. Old specimens, how- 

ever, do not seem to bear so well as younger ones, 1. e., those between 
15 and 30 years of age. 

THE COYO CROP. 

It is noticeable that the coyo, as a general thing, does not produce 
such heavy crops as the avocado. For this reason coyos, even in a 
region like that of San Cristobal, where the trees are as plentiful 
as those of the avocado, are never so abundant in the market as 
avocados and consequently are never so cheap. It was noticed, how- 
ever, that an occasional tree produced very heavily. From this it can 
be assumed that it will be possible to obtain varieties of satisfactory 
productiveness for cultivation in the United States. 

In the Motagua Valley, at elevations of 500 to 1,500 feet, the coyo 
ripens from the latter part of June until August, the season thus cor- 
responding to that of the West Indian race of avocados. In Alta 
Vera Paz, at elevations of 3,000 to 5,000 feet, the season is from July 
to October, with a few fruits available until the first of December. 
As in the avocado, there is a certain amount of variation in the 
season of ripening among different trees. 
When mature, the fruits are picked and placed in the house to 

ripen. The ripening process requires less time than it does with avo- 
cados, three or four days usually sufficing. When the fruits yield to 
pressure of the thumb they are ready for eating and are carried to 
the market for sale. In San Cristobal they bring 1 to 2 reals each ° 
(one-fifth to two-fifths of a cent), while avocados rarely sell in the 
same town for more than a real and often two for a real. 
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THE FRUIT. 

A good coyo (Pl. XIII) strongly resembles in appearance a 
medium-sized avocado of the West Indian race, such as many of those 
grown in Florida and Cuba. The color of the flesh, however, easily 
distinguishes it from all avocados. 

In form most of the coyos are slender and bottle necked, with a 
slender neck, sometimes 3 inches long. The best varieties are broadly 
pyriform, somewhat like the Pollock avocado in shape. A few obo- 
void varieties were seen, but no round ones. Irregularly shaped and 
deformed fruits are much more common than they are in the avocado. 

The size varies from about 6 ounces to more than 2 pounds. In 
the Vera Paz the commonest size is 6 to 10 ounces. The best varieties 
in this region weigh 16 to 20 ounces. At El Rancho one variety was 
seen which weighed about 2 pounds. The 16 to 20 ounce fruits seem 
to be the most ses 

Most coyos are light green in color a ripe, with numerous large 
yellowish green Ane Sometimes a bronze-colored fruit is seen, or 
a deep brown one. The deep-purple color found in the avocado has 
not been observed in the coyo. 

The skin is thick, but soft and pliable, resembling in texture the 
skin of the West Indian avocados, but approaching in thickness the 
thickest skinned varieties of the Guatemalan race. At the proper 
stage of ripeness the skin peels readily from the flesh. 
The surface, like the texture of the flesh, is similar to that of the 

West Indian avocados. It is commonly slightly undulating, but 
never warty or very rough. 

The color of the flesh, as has already been noted, is distinct from 
that of all avocados. It varies from brownish white to pale brown. 
In the best varieties it is brownish white and free from fiber, but in 
90 per cent of the coyos seen in the Vera Paz there are coarse, tough 
fibers running through the flesh from the stem end of the fruit to the 
base of the seed. When squeezed, a milky juice exudes from the flesh. 
The latter is commonly of about the same texture as the flesh of a 
good avocado. It is coarser in many of the inferior varieties. 

In flavor the coyo is quite distinct from all avocados at present 
known in the United States. It has a peculiar and very agreeable 
richness, similar to that of the avocado, but is characterized by a 
well-marked flavor of ripe coconut. Good coyos are exceedingly 
rich in flavor and for this reason are referred by many Indians, as 
well as some of the American and European coffee planters of Alta 
Vera Paz, to the best avocados. The coyo is eaten in the same way 
as the avocado. 

The quality of 90 per cent of the coyos seen in Guatemala is poor, 
owing to the unattractive color of the flesh and the presence of ob- 
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A CoyYo TREE DURING THE FLOWERING PERIOD. 

Like the Guatemalan avocado, the coyo sheds most ofits foliage during the flowering period. The 
tree here shown is in full bloom and at the same time is making new growth, which will soon 
result in an abundance of leaves. In size and general habit of growth the coyo strongly resembles 
the avocado. The branchlets, however, are stouter and stiffer than those of the avocado, and the 
leaves and new growths are covered with a heavy reddish down or pubescence. (Photographed 
near Tactic, Alta Vera Paz, Guatemala, March 30, 1917; P17168FS.) 
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THE AVOCADO IN GUATEMALA. A] 

jectionable fibers. In a few varieties, however, the quality is very 
good. Two trees were found in Alta Vera Paz whose fruits would 
stand comparison with the best avocados. 

As a rule, the seed is proportionately larger in the coyo than in.the 
Guatemalan race of avocados. In many coyos the layer of flesh be- 
tween the seed and the skin is not half an inch thick. In the best 
varieties, however, the seed is proportionately no larger than in good 
avocados. In all the coyos seen in Guatemala the seed was tight in 
its cavity. The seed coats are much thicker than in the avocado, the 

_outer one being somewhat corky in texture. 
The coyo seed is much more perishable than that of the avocado 

and can be kept or shipped only with great difficulty. It is quickly 
killed by drying in the sun. If kept too wet it rots very soon. It 
must be kept moist, but not excessively so; it was noticed that seeds 
lying on the ground beneath trees in the Vera Paz kept for several 
weeks in good condition, finally sprouting and sending up vigorous 
shoots. Such seeds were in the shade and were moistened practicaliy 
every day by rain, but the drainage furnished by the fallen leaves 
upon which they lay and the exposure to the air kept them from 
rotting. 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS. 

The coyo tree grows under a wide variety of conditions. In the 
valley of the Motagua, between El Rancho and Gualan, it is found 
near the banks of streams. There is little rainfall in this part of 
Guatemala, and the air is exceedingly hot and dry during a large 
part of the year. The hillsides are covered with typical desert vege- 
tation—cacti, euphorbiads, and thorny leguminous shrubs. Con- 
trasted with these conditions, the upper Polochic Valley, in Alta 
Vera Paz, is a very moist region, with a rainfall of approximately 
150 inches per annum. 

Like the Guatemalan race of avocados, the coyo is abundant at 
elevations of 4,000 to 5,000 feet; unlike the former, it is fairly com- 
mon in the tierra caliente, or hot zone, at elevations of 500 to 1,000 
feet. Whether it will stand as much cold as the Guatemalan avocado 
can not be stated, but everything indicates that it is reasonably hardy. 

Judging from its behavior in Guatemala, the coyo ought to be suc- 
cessful in both California and Florida. It grows on soils of various 
types, from sandy loam, at El] Rancho and Zacapa, to heavy clay in 
some parts of Alta Vera Paz. It withstands the heat of the tropical 
zone and the cool climate of the subtropical equally well. It is a | 
vigorous, robust tree, requiring no more care than the avocado and 
apparently subject to the attacks of no more enemies. The coyo can 
be recommended as a fruit worthy of attention on the part of horti- 
culturists in the warmest regions of the United States, as well as in 
the Tropics and subtropics generally. 
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SELECTED GUATEMALAN AVOCADO SEEDLINGS INTRODUCED 
INTO THE UNITED STATES. 

The 23 avocados described on the following pages have been intro- 
duced into the United States for trial in California and Florida. 
They were carefully selected from a large number of trees examined 
in the Guatemalan highlands, special consideration being given 
to characteristics of commercial value. Some of them promise to 
ripen very early in the season; others are late. Fruits of various 
shapes and sizes are represented, as well as all the common colors 
found in Guatemala. The quality of every variety was critically ' 
tested, and no variety was included in the collection which did not 
appear entirely satisfactory in this respect. 

In order to distinguish these avocados from varieties originated in 
the United States, names taken from one of the Maya dialects have 
been given them. Inasmuch as they come from the Maya territory, 
this may not be inappropriate. Following the name of each variety 
is the number under which it was collected in Guatemala, these num- 
bers running from 1 to 36, inclusive. It will be noted that several 
of the numbers are missing; the varieties originally represented by 
these were found, upon later examination, to have certain defects 
which disqualified them, and they were dropped from the collection 
before its introduction into the United States. Following the col- 
lection number is the serial number under which the introduction 

is recorded in the inventory of the Office of Foreign Seed and Plant 
Introduction. 

LAMAT. (No. 3.) S. P. I. No. 43476. 

The Lamat is a variety combining unusual productiveness with 
good size, attractive appearance, and good quality of fruit. In addi- 

tion, it seems to ripen earlier than many other avocados, which sug- 

gests it for trial as a winter-ripening variety in California. It has 
no claim to unusual hardiness, since it is grown at an altitude where 
frosts are not experienced. 

The parent tree is growing in the chacara of Angel Samayoa in 

the town of Amatitlan (elevation 3,872 feet). It stands close to the 

corner of a small field in which tomatoes and maize are planted an- 

nually. The soil is a loose sandy loam, apparently of excellent fer- 

tility and considerable depth. The age of the tree is not known, but 

judging from its size it is probably 6 to 8 years old. It stands about 
20 feet high, with an erect crown, extending almost to the ground, 
about 10 feet broad, and well branched. The trunk is 6 inches thick 
at the base. The tree shows every indication of being a strong, 
vigorous grower, as its branches are stout and shapely and not so 
brittle as in many weak-growing varieties. The bud wood furnished 
by the tree is quite satisfactory; the growths are of suitable length, 
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and the eyes are strong and well developed, showing no tendency to 
drop at an early date, as they do in some varieties. 

During the period in which this tree was under observation it 
showed a peculiarity in flowering which was not noticed. elsewhere in 
Guatemala. In November, 1916, flowers were produced and a few 
fruits set. Since a heavy crop was produced in 1916, it was thought 
that the fruits set from the November bloom were all that would be 
developed during 1917, but in January the tree flowered again and 
set a very heavy crop of fruit. 

The production in 1916 amounted to more than 100 fruits, which 
can be considered a heavy crop when the size of the fruits and the 
small size of the tree are considered. The crop for 1917 promised 
to be considerably larger. In 1916 the fruits were practically all 
picked in November, at which time they were considered by the 
owner to be mature. Doubtless they would have been much better 
if left on the tree two or three months longer. 

The fruit is broadly oval, quite uniform in shape, with a smooth 
green surface when ripe. The weigit varies from 14 to 20 ounces. 
The skin is about as thick as in the average variety of the Guatemalan 
race, which is one-sixteenth of an inch or slightly more. The fiesh 
is free from fiber, clear, of good texture, and of pleasant flavor. 
Specimens sampled in November, 1916, were not as rich as would be 
desired, but it may reasonably be assumed that they would have been 
much better if they had been left on the. tree two or three months 
longer. Perfectly ripened specimens of this variety have not been 
tested; hence, the quality of this fruit when at its best must remain 
somewhat in doubt until 1t comes into bearing in the United States. 
The seed is comparatively small and always tight in its erty: 
A formal description of this variety follows. 

Form uniformly oval; size above medium to large, weight 14 to 18 ounces, 

at times up to 20 ounces, length 43 inches, greatest breadth 34 inches; base 

rounded, with the stem inserted obliquely without depression; stem stout, about 

6 inches long; apex rounded, with the stigmatic point to one side and slightly 

elevated; surface nearly smooth, slightly undulating, and sometimes obscurely 

ribbed, deep green in color, almost glossy, with a few scattering, large, yellowish 

green dots; skin thick, slightly over one-sixteenth of an inch at base, nearly 

one-eighth of an inch at apex, coarsely granular, brittle; flesh cream color, pale 

green near the skin, of fairly rich flavor, and free from fiber or discoloration ; 

quality very good; seed rather small in comparison to the size of the fruit, 

almost spherical, about 24 ounces in weight, tight in the cavity, with both seed 

coats adhering closely to the nearly smooth cotyledons. 

KANOLA. (No. 6.) S. P. I. No. 43560. 

The Kanola variety (Pl. XIV) possesses several valuable character- 
istics. It is one of the earliest found in the Antigua region, com- 
mencing to ripen at the end of October. This makes it of particular 
interest to avocado growers in California, since early-ripening va- 
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rieties are much desired in that State. The tree is exceedingly pro- 
ductive, and the fruit, though small, is of desirable round form and 
attractive glossy purple color. The flesh is yellow, free from fiber, 
and of rich flavor, while the seed is comparatively small for a fruit of 
round or oblate form. 

The parent tree is growing in the sitio of Victor Garcia, who keeps 
a small estanco on the road from Antigua to San Antonio Aguas 
Calientes, just above the church of San Lorenzo del Cubo. The eleva- 
tion is approximately 5,600 feet. Beneath the tree, which stands on 
a rather steep hillside, coffee has recently been planted. The soil is a 
very loose black sandy loam, doubtless of volcanic origin. Judging 
from the crops grown in the vicinity it must be quite fertile. The 
age of the tree is not definitely known. Victor Garcia says that it 
was already of large size when he was a lad, so it may be considered 
at least 40 years of age; most likely 50 or more. It stands about 35 
feet high, with a spreading but rather open crown 35 feet broad. The 
trunk is 14 feet thick at the base. The first branches are about 8 feet 
above the ground. The young growths are stout, shapely, and vigor- 
ous. The indications are that the variety will be a strong grower. 
The bud wood is excellent, having strong well-developed eyes well 
placed on the round, smooth, clean young twigs. There is no ten- 
dency for the eyes to drop from the young twigs, as there is in some ~ 
varieties. The wood is not unusually brittle. 

Varieties growing at this altitude in Guatemala are not subjected 
to severe frosts, but should be as hardy as the average of the Guate- 
malan race. 

The flowering season of the parent tree is from the end of October 
to the first of December. It flowers very profusely and in good sea- 
‘sons sets heavy crops of fruit. The crop which ripened at the end of 
1916 was enormous. It was impossible to make an accurate count, 
but a conservative estimate would place the number of fruits at 1,500 
to 2,000. After such a heavy crop, it is to be expected that a light 
crop will follow. Very few fruits were carried to ripen at the end of 
1917. Victor Garcia states that at least a few fruits are always pro- 
duced; that some seasons the crop is small, while in others it is very 
heavy, as it was in 1916. This is commonly the case with Guatemalan 
avocados. 

As already stated, the fruits commence to ripen at the end of 
October. Maturity is indicated by the appearance of a purple blush 
on one side of the fruit. At this stage it4s considered ready for pick- 
ing. but its flavor is much richer if left on the tree some months 
longer until the entire fruit is deep purple in color. Apparently this 
variety has an unusually long fruiting season, for a few fruits (which 
had been overlooked in picking) were found still hanging on the tree 
at the end of April, 1917. As observed during the past harvest, the 
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ripening season appears to be as follows: First fruits maturing at the 

end of October; most of the crop maturing in November and Decem- 

ber, but better if left on the tree until January; a few fruits, at least, 

remaining on the tree until March and April. 

The fruit is uniformly oblate in form, resembling a grapefruit. 

Tn size it is small, weighing from 6 to 10 ounces. Under better cul- 

tural conditions, however, the weight will probably go up to 12 

ounces. The color when the fruit is fully ripe is deep purple. The 
surface is pebbled, not distinctly roughened. The skin is of good 

thickness, hard, and brittle. The flesh is deep yellow in color, free 
from fiber, but with slight fiber discoloration (not, however, of an 

objectionable nature), of fine texture, and rich, oily flavor. ‘The 
quality can be considered excellent. The seed is round, not large for 
a fruit of round or oblate form. It is generally found that fruits of 
this shape have seeds considerably larger in proportion to the size 
of the fruit than is common in good varieties of pyriform or oval 
shape. As in nearly all Guatemalan varieties, the seed is quite tight 
in the cavity. 
A formal description of this variety follows. 

Form roundish oblate; size small to below medium, weight 6 to 10 ounces, 

length 2? to 3 inches, greatest breadth 3 to 34 inches; base truncate, the stem 

inserted squarely without depression; stem fairly stout, 4 inches long; apex 

flattened, sometimes slightly oblique; surface pebbled, deep purple in color, 

sometimes almost glossy, with numerous small yellowish dots; skin one-sixteenth. 

of an inch thick at basal end of fruit, about one-eighth of an inch thick 

at apex, separating readily from the flesh, rather finely granular, woody, brit- 

tle; flesh deep cream yellow to yellow near the seed, changing to very pale 

_ green near the skin, quite free from fiber and with uncbjectionable fiber discol- 

oration, firm in texture, and of rich, oily flavor; quality excellent; seed small in 

comparison to size of fruit, oblate, about 14 ounces in weight, sometimes 

excentric, tight in the seed cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely. 

ISHKAL. (No. 7.) S. P. I. No. 43602. 

Few avocados are grown in the city of Guatemala which are con- 
sidered to be of excellent quality. This tree is looked upon as one 
of the very best and has a considerable reputation locally for the 
rich flavor of its deep- yellow flesh. 

The parent tree is growing in the patio of the Masonic Building, 
Callej on Manchen No. 4. The elevation here is approximately 4 900 
feet. Apparently the tree is old, at least 50 years, and probably 
nearer 75. It is about 60 feet high, with a trunk more than 2 feet 
in diameter at the base, branching about 15 feet from the ground. 
The crown is erect, dense, with abundant foliage of good color. The 
bud wood is excellent, having well-developed eyes which are not 
inclined to drop and leave a blind bud. Everything seems to indicate 
that the variety will be a reasonably strong grower, as the branch- 
lets are long, stout, well formed, and vigorous. 
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Avocados growing at this altitude in Guatemala are not subjected 
to heavy frosts, but should be as hardy as the average of the Guate- 
malan race. 

The tree did not produce any fruit in 1916, but bore a good crop 
from the 1917 bloom. The great age of the tree and the unfavorable 
conditions under which it is growing seem to have resulted in the 
fruit becoming small and inferior of late years, according to the 
story of the caretaker. Specimens examined were not large in size, 
and they had undesirably large seeds, but under better cultivation 
the size of the fruit might be increased greatly without the seed 
becoming any larger. The quality of the fruit is so good and its 
reputation so great that the variety seems worthy of trial in the 
United States, though it can not be recommended with as much con- 
fidence as many other varieties included in this series of importations. 

In productiveness the variety promises to be satisfactory. In sea- 
son of ripening it is a little earlier than the average, the fruits com- 
mencing to mature in January. They are not at their best, however, 
earlier than March. Some of them will remain on the tree until 
‘June or July. 

The fruits examined were small, but they are said to be normally 
nearly a pound in weight. In form they are spherical to broadly ob- 
ovoid. The surface is rough and deep purple in color. The flesh 
is deep yellow, clear, and free from fiber, and of very rich and pleas- 
ant flavor. 

The fruit, as produced in 1917, may be described as follows: 

Form spherical to obovoid; size small, weight 6 to 8 ounces; length 3 to 

5% inches, greatest breadth 2% to 3 inches; base rounded to pointed, the stem 

inserted obliquely without depression; apex slightly flattened obliquely; sur- 

face rough, deep purple when ripe, with very few large yellowish dots; skin 

moderately thick, one-sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch, coarsely granular and 

woody; flesh deep yellow in color, free from fiber discoloration and of very 

rich and pleasant flavor; quality excellent; seed large, nearly spherical in 

form, 1? to 2 ounces in weight, tight in the seed cavity, with both seed 

coats adhering closely to the smooth cotyledons. 

COBAN. (No. 8.) S. P. I. No. 43932. 

The Coban variety possesses something of a reputation in Coban 
as an avocado of unusually fine quality. In addition, it has a small 
seed and other good characteristics, which combine to make it a 
promising sort. . 

The parent tree stands in the sitio of Filadelfo Pineda, in Coban, 
Department of Alta Vera Paz. The elevation is 4,825 feet. The 
ground beneath the branches is given over to a vegetable garden 
with the exception of that to the east side, which is cut off by a 
tall hedge of chichicaste (Loasa speciosa). The soil is a heavy clay 
loam, probably underlain by stiff clay. According to the owner, the 
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tree is 30 or more years of age. It is about 40 feet high, with a dense, 
dome-shaped crown fully 40 feet broad. The trunk is 18 inches in 
diameter at the base, branching some 10 feet from the ground. At 
present the tree is badly attacked by several insect pests and is not 
in good condition. It appears normally to be reasonably vigorous in 
growth, the young branches being somewhat slender but not very 
brittle. The bud wood furnished by the tree is fairly good, the 
eyes being well developed and showing no tendency to drop at an 
early age. The twigs are at times slender and angular. 

The climate of Coban is mild; hence, there is nothing to indicate 
that this variety will be any hardier than the average of the Guate- 
malan race. 

The flowering season is February and March. Up to a few years 
ago the tree is said to have borne large crops of fruit, but at present 
it does not seem to be doing so well, perhaps owing to weakened con- 
dition as a result of the attacks of insects and other pests. When 
first examined in December, 1916, there were only a few fruits on 
the tree, perhaps a dozen, and after the flowers which were pro- 
duced in 1917 had fallen only a few fruits were found to be left 
on the tree for the next season, most of them having fallen before 
they attained the size of walnuts. They were malformed, as though 
from the attacks of some parasite. The ripening season is said to be 
February to March, a few fruits being picked in December and Janu- 
ary and some hanging on the tree until April or May. 

This is a fruit of medium size, weighing about 15 ounces. In form 
it is pear shaped, tending to obovoid. The surface is slightly rough, 
deep green in color, while the skin is moderately thick, hard, and 
woody. The flesh is of unusually deep yellow color, quite free from 
discoloration of any kind, smooth and oily, and of unusually rich 
flavor. The seed is rather small in comparison to the size of the fruit 
and is perfectly tight in the seed cavity. 

This variety may be formally described as follows: 

Form obovoid, obovoid-pyriform, or pyriform, slightly oblique; size above 

medium, weight 15 ounces, length 42 inches, greatest breadth 82 inches; base 

rounded, the stem inserted obliquely without depression; apex rounded ; surface 

slightly rough, deep green in color, with a few small yellowish dots; skin moder- 

ately thick, one-eighth of an inch or slightly more, coarsely granular, woody, 

and brittle; flesh deep yellow in color, changing to pale green near the skin, 

of fine, smooth texture and free from discoloration of any sort; the flavor rich 

and pleasant; quality excellent; seed rather small in comparison to the size 

_ of the fruit, rounded oblate in form, about 1? ounces in weight, with both seed 

coats adhering closely and fitting tightly in the seed cavity. 

KASHLAN. (No. 10.) S. P. I. No. 43934. 

In quality the Kashlan variety is one of the finest avocados in the 
series. It has the additional advantages of good size, convenient 
shape for handling, and a seed which is unusually small. Taken all 
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around, it seems to be an exceptionally promising variety, and it 
ripens earlier than many others, which makes it particularly worthy 
of trial in California, where early-ripening varieties of the Guate- 
malan race are greatly desired. 

The parent tree stands among coffee bushes in the sitio of Diego 
Muus in the town of San Cristobal. The elevation here is 4,550 
feet. Close to the tree, on the west, is a much larger avocado tree 
which crowds it considerably, and there is an inga tree a few 
feet away on another side. The tree must be considered, therefore, 
to be growing under unfavorable conditions. The soil is a heavy 
clay loam, blackish and very fertile. While the owner is not certain 
as to the exact age of the tree, it is thought to be 8 or 10 years old. 
It is about 25 feet high, with a slender, open crown rather sparsely 
branched. The trunk is 8 inches thick at the base, branching about 
8 feet from the ground. The tree bears every indication of being a 
strong grower; the young branchlets are stout, long, and extremely | 
healthy in appearance. The wood is no more brittle than the average. 
The bud wood furnished by the tree is excellent, having strong, 
vigorous eyes which are not inclined to drop at an early stage. The 
twigs are smooth, round, stout, with the eyes conveniently placed for 
cutting buds, 1. e., not too close together. 

No frosts occur in San Cristobal; hence, there is no means of de- 
termining whether varieties growing here are hardier than the aver- 
age. Until further evidence is obtained in the United States it must 
be assumed that varieties from elevations such as that of San Cristo- 
bal are of average hardiness. 

The flowering season is February. The tree is said to have come 
into bearing three years ago. It produced an excellent crop the past 
season, considering the size of the fruit and the unfavorable condi- 
tions under which it is growing. In 1917 it set no fruit. The crop 
which developed in 1916 was picked in January and February, 1917, 
at which time the fruit was considered to be mature. None was left 
on the tree, so it is impossible to say how late the fruits might hang 
on if they were allowed to do so. 

This fruit is broadly oval in form, slightly oblique, and weighs 20 
to 22 ounces. It is green in color when ripe, practically smooth on 
the surface, with a hard, brittle, but not unusually thick skin. The 
flesh is smooth, deep yellow in color, clean, and free from fiber. The 
flavor is very rich and pleasant. The seed is unusually small, weigh- 
ing but 2 ounces, and fits tightly in its cavity. 

Following is a formal description of this variety. 

Form broadly oval, slightly oblique; size very large, weight 20 to 22 ounces, 

length 44 inches, breadth 4 inches; base obliquely flattened, the stem in- 

serted without depression; apex obliquely flattened, slightly depressed 

around the stigmatic point; surface pebbled, deep green in color, with 
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THE KANOLA AVOCADO, AN EARLY VARIETY OF GOOD QUALITY. 

Among the many seedling avocados in Guatemala, very few are distinctly early in season. The 
variety here shown, from San Lorenzo del Cubo, near Antigua, ripens its fruits three to four 
months earlier than most of the trees in the same region. While early varieties are commonly 
lacking in flavor or otherwise undesirable, the Kanola is a fruit of good quality. It weighs 6 to 10 
ounces, is deep purple in color, with a woody outer covering and yellow flesh ofrich flavor. The 
parent tree bore a heavy crop in 1916 ‘Photographed, natural size, at the city of Guatemala, 
ovember 1, 1916; P16923FS. 
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A CROP FROM THE PARENT TREE OF THE NABAL AVOCADO. 

Fruits to the number of 315 are here shown at the base of the parent Nabal avocado tree, growing 
in the finca Santa Lucia at Antigua. As indicated by the small size of the trunk, the tree is 
quite young, and the crown, which is formed 10 feet above the ground, is slender and sparsely 
branched. ‘The crop may therefore be considered a heavy one. The fruits weigh about 12 ounces 
each, have rather small seeds, and are ofexcellent quality. (Photographed at Antigua, Guatemala, 
January 28, 1917; P17051FS.) 
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numerous rather large yellowish dots; skin one-sixteenth of an inch thick, 

slightly thicker over some portions of the fruit, coarsely granular, and _ brit- 

~ tle; flesh of an unusually rich yellow color, changing to pale green near the 

skin, free from fiber or discoloration, and of very rich flavor; quality ex- 

cellent ; seed very small in proportion to the size of the fruit, oblate, weighing 

2 ounces, tight in the cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely to the 

cotyledons, which are slightly rough for this race. 

CHISOY. (No. 11.) S. P. I. No. 43935. 

As a commercial variety the Chisoy avocado seems to be particu- 
Jarly promising. In form and size it is almost identical with the 
Trapp avocado of Florida, but it has a smaller seed. The quality is 
excellent, and the tree has borne two heavy crops ‘in succession, 
which indicates that it will probably.be as satisfactory in produc- 
tiveness as any in the series. Taken all around, the Chisoy variety 
seems to be one of the best. 

The parent tree is growing in the cafetal (coffee plantation) of 
Senor Don Eusebio de la Cruz, in the town of San Cristobal. The 
elevation is 4,550 feet. Eusebio de la Cruz is the alcalde, or mayor, 
of San Cristobal and owns coffee plantations containing many 
avocado trees, but he always reserves the fruits of this particular 
tree for his private consumption and to present to his friends. 
Beneath the broad-spreading branches of this tree are numerous 
large coffee bushes, which benefit by the shade cast by the avocado. 
The soil is a heavy blackish clay loam, of excellent fertility. .No 
one knows the exact age of the tree; it is very large and probably 
very old. Fifty years can be considered the minimum. It is fully 
50 feet high, with a broadly *spreading much-branched crown which 
is 60 feet in diameter. The trunk of the tree is 4 feet thick at the 
base. It branches about 12 feet above the ground. The growth 
seems to be vigorous, though the young branchlets are not so long 
as they would be if the tree were much younger. The wood is no 
more brittle than the average, and the branchlets are well. formed 

- and stout. The bud wood furnished by this tree is good; owing to the 
age of the tree the twigs are not so long as would be desired for most 
convenient handling, but the eyes are well formed and show no 
tendency to drop at an early stage. 

The hardiness of the variety can not be ascertained, since there 
is no frost in San Cristobal. Until subjected to cold weather in the 
United States it can only be assumed that the variety is of average 
hardiness for the Guatemalan race. 

The flowering season is slightly later than the average, the tree 
being in full bloom on April 1, 1917. The crop produced from the 
1916 bloom was very large. No count could be obtained, but it may 
be said that the bearing habits of the tree, as indicated by the 1916 
and 1917 crops, seem highly satisfactory. In spite of the heavy 

79774°—19—Bull, T43—4 ) 
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crop from the 1916 bloom, the 1917 bloom set an equally heavy one, 
which was carried to maturity. The fruits can be picked in February, 
but are probably not at their best until the first of March. The 
season, therefore, is a month or more later than the average. If 
allowed to remain on the tree many of the fruits will hang on until 
April, or perhaps even later. 

The fruit is handsome, and its quality does not belie its looks. It 
is as large as a good grapefruit (20 to 24 ounces), with a slightly 
rough skin of yellowish green color, somewhat thicker than the 
average, so that the fruit is bruised with difficulty. The flesh is of 
deep-yellow color, firm and rather dry in texture, entirely free from 
discoloration of any sort, and of the richest possible flavor. No bet- 
ter avocado in point of flavor has been found in all Guatemala. 
The seed in large specimens of the variety is comparatively small, 
while in small specimens it is a trifle large, appearing to develop to 
more or less the same size in every case, independent of the size of 
the fruit. Under good cultural conditions in North America the 
fruits should be of large size, and if the seed remains small, as it 
does in the large specimens produced by the parent tree, this will 
almost surely be one of the choicest avocados of the series. It is 
scarcely necessary to add that the seed is tight in the cavity, for this 
is the case with all of the avocados included in this list. 

This variety may be formally described as follows: 
Form spherical to oblate; size large to very large, weight 17 to 24 ounces, 

length 3¢ to 44 inches, greatest breadth 4 to 44 inches; base rounded, the stem, 

which is about 5 inches long and moderately Sfout, inserted somewhat obliquely 

without depression; apex slightly flattened ; surface uniformly pebbled, some- 

what coarsely so, deep green sto yellow-green in color, with numerous large 

pale yellow-green dots; skin moderately thick for this race, varying from one- 
sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch, hard and woody; flesh rich cream yellow 

to yellow in color, changing to pale green near the skin, free from fiber or dis- 

coloration, not watery, but very oily, smooth, and of rich, very pleasant flavor ; 

seed oblate, 2 to 3 ounces in weight, tight in the cavity, with both seed coats 

adhering closely to the cotyledons, which are slightly rough for this race. 

PANKAY. (No. 12.) S. P. I. No. 44785. 

The Pankay variety has been included in this list primarily for its 
probable hardiness. The parent tree is growing at an elevation of 
8,500 feet, which is more than a thousand feet above the zone in which 
citrus trees are seen in Guatemala. Avocados are rarely found at this 
elevation. Several other avocado trees in the same town (Totoni- 
capam) had been badly injured by a recent frost at the time Pankay 
was selected, but this variety had escaped practically untouched. 
How much may have been due to situation or other circumstances, 
however, is not known, and not too much confidence should be placed 
in the superior hardiness of this variety until it has been thoroughly 
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tested in Florida and California. Since, in addition to its probable 
hardiness, it is a fruit of very good quality, it can be strongly recom- 
mended for trial in the United States. 

The parent tree is growing in the patio of Jesusa v. de Camey, 
corner of Calle Cabanas and 10a Avenida Norte, Totonicapam. The 
elevation of this town is approximately 8,500 feet, perhaps a little 
higher. The situation is somewhat sheltered, since the tree stands 
in the patio of a house, close to the north wall. Since the top of the 
tree, however, extends 10 feet or more above the roof of the house, 
the protection can not be of great importance except from one point 
of view: The tree may have been effectively protected when young, 
being thus enabled to develop uninjured during the first few years of 
its growth, after which it was better able to withstand severe frosts. 
The age of the tree is said to be about 25 years; it stands 40 feet 
high, with a broadly oval, dense crown, the top of which has been 
cut out to avoid the danger of its breaking in high wind and fall- 
ing upon the tile roof of the house. The trunk is about 20 inches 
thick at the base, dividing 8 feet from the ground to form two main 
branches, which give off secondary branches at 20 feet from the 
ground. While the tree appears to be vigorous and hardy, it may 
be found somewhat difficult to propagate, as it does not make the best 
type of bud wood. The “eyes” are not plump, but somewhat slender, 
with the outer bud scales falling early, and the bud itself shows a 
tendency to fall at an early stage. The wood: seems to be rather 
brittle. 

The flowering season is late April and May. The tree is quite 
productive, bearing its fruits often in clusters. It produced a good 
crop from the 1915 blooms and another good one from the 1916 
blooms. Owing to the great elevation of Totonicapam and the conse- 
quent lack of heat, the fruits are very slow in reaching maturity. 
The season of ripening is from September until the end of the year, 
but the fruits which ripen at this time are those from the previous 
year’s bloom; that is, flowers which appear in May, 1918, develop 
fruits which will not be fully ripe until September or October, 1919. 

The fruit is of medium size, of attractive pyriform shape, smooth, 
and green in color. ‘The flesh is of good quality, free from fiber, 
and the seed is comparatively small. It can be considered a fruit of 
very good quality and desirable from other points of view than that 
of its probable hardiness. 

Following is a formal description of this variety. 

_Form pyriform, rather slender, and slightly necked; size medium, weight 12 

ounces, length 4% inches, greatest breadth 3 inches; base tapering, narrow, the 

stem inserted almost squarely without depression; stem 33 inches long, stout; 

apex rounded, slightly depressed around the stigmatic point; surface smooth or 

nearly so, light green and almost glossy, with numerous yellow dots; skin 

moderately thick, about one-sixteenth of an inch, woody, and brittle; flesh deep- 
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cream color, changing to pale green near the skin, free from fiber, and of very 

rich flavor; quality excellent; seed rather small, conical, weighing about 14 

ounces, tight in the cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely. 

NABAL. (No. 15.) S. P. I. No. 44439. 

For productiveness combined with desirable form and excellent 
quality of fruit, the Nabal variety (Pi. XV) seems particularly 
worthy of trial in the United States. While not a large avocado, 
it is excellent in every way, having a smooth, green surface, rich 
yellow flesh of good flavor, and a seed not unduly large in compari- 
son with the size of the fruit. In addition, it seems to be slightly 
earlier in season than the average. 

In June, 1917, the parent tree was accidentally destroyed by a 
laborer who was planting coffee. It stood among coffee bushes in 
the finea Santa Lucia, 7a Calle Poniente, near the Alameda de Santa 
Lucia, Antigua. The soil in this finca is a rich black sandy loam 
of volcanic origin, deep and apparently very fertile. The tree was 
young, probably not more than 6 or 7 years old. It stood about 25 
feet high, with a trunk 6 inches in diameter at the base, branching 
10 feet from the ground. The crown was open, scantily branched, 
with little fruiting wood. The young growths were strong, stout, 
vigorous, and the bud wood was excellent, having large vigorous 
eyes. The variety should not be difficult to propagate, and the in- 
dications are that it will be a good grower, though it is impossible 
to speak with certainty in regard to the latter point. The wood 
is rather tough for an avocado. 

The elevation of Antigua, 5,100 feet, is not great enough to insure 
unusual hardiness in a variety, but it seems reasonable to expect that 
varieties from this elevation will be as hardy as the average of the 
Guatemalan race. There is no way of determining whether they may 
be hardier than the average until they are tested in the United States. 

The parent tree did not flower in 1917. Since flowers are nearly 
always produced at the same time as the spring flush of growth, 
however, it may be suspected that the flowering season of the variety 
will be rather late, since the spring growth did not appear this sea- 
son until the end of March. The heavy crop of fruit produced last 
year probably prevented the tree from flowering this season, When 
first examined, in October, 1916, the tree was carrying more than 300 
fruits. It ripened this crop—an unusually large one for such a small 
tree when the size of the fruit is considered—in February and March, 
1917, at which time all the fruits were picked. They would probably 
have remained on the tree until June if they had been allowed to 
do so. 

The fruit of this variety is nearly spherical in form, of convenient 
size for serving a half fruit as'a portion. It weighs 10 ounces or a 
little more. The surface is smooth, bright green, very attractive in 
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appearance. The skin is sufficiently thick to make the fruit a good 
shipper and is of the characteristic Guatemalan texture. The flesh 
is rich yellow in color, quite free from fiber or discoloration, and of 

very rich flavor. The seed is tight in the cavity and slightly below 
the average in size. Considered from all points of view, this bears 
every indication of being:an excellent little fruit. 

A formal description of this variety follows. 

Form almost spherical; size below medium, weight about 10 ounces, length 

83 inches, breadth slightly over 3 inches, base scarcely extended, the stem in- 

serted almost squarely without depression; apex rounded, with a slight de- 

pression around the stigmatic point; surface undulating to finely pebbled, dull 

green in color, with numerous very minute yellowish dots; skin not very thick, . 

scarcely up to one-eighth of an inch over any portion of the fruit, separating 

readily from the flesh, woody, brittle; flesh yellow, greenish toward the skin, 

free from fiber or discoloration, of firm, smooth texture and rich flavor ; quality 

excellent; seed rather small, nearly spherical in form, weighing slightly more 

than 1 ounce, tight in the seed cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely to 

‘the cotyledons. 

NIMLIOH. (No. 17.) S. P. I. No. 44440. 

It is rare to find a large-fruited avocado which is at the same time 
very productive. In the Nimlioh variety (Pl. XVI), however, both 
these characteristics are combined to an unusual degree. In addi- 
tion, the quality of the fruit is excellent, the flesh being rich yellow in 
color, free from discoloration, and of very rich flavor. The habit of 
the tree and the character of the wood indicate that the variety may 
not be a very strong grower. 

The parent tree is growing in a sitio belonging to Trinidad Her- 
nandez, Callejon de Concepcion No. 28, Antigua. The elevation is 
approximately 5,100 feet. The soil is a very sandy loam, black, loose, 
deep, and undoubtedly very fertile. The tree stands close to a wall, 
with no other large trees close to it. It is very poorly cared for. Its 
age is not known, but is probably 15 years or more. It is about 25 
feet high, the trunk 14 inches thick at the base, and the first branches 
12 feet from the ground. The crown is broadly oval, of good form, 
and rather dense. It looks, however, as though the variety might be 
a diffuse grower when young, with long, heavy shoots inclined to 
droop. The wood is unusually brittle, and the bud wood very poor, 
the eyes being stalked or losing their bud scales and falling early. 
The tree is badly attacked by leaf-gall, and there are a good many 
scale insects on it. 
‘The elevation of Antigua, 5,100 feet, is not great enough to insure 

unusual hardiness in a variety, and pending a test in the United 
States it can only be assumed that this avocado is of about average 
hardiness for the Guatemalan race. 

The flowering season is from the latter part of February to the 
end of March. According to the owner of the tree, it always bears 
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at least a few fruits, but it is to be expected that a tree which pro- 
duces such a crop as this one did in 1917 will not bear heavily the 
following year. While an accurate count was not made, the crop 
this season was estimated at 300 to 400 fruits. The normal size of 
the fruits is between 2 and 3 pounds, but owing, doubtless, to the 
large number on the tree, many do not develop to a greater size than 
1 pound. Probably good culture and thinning would result in a 
crop of uniformly large fruits. The season of ripening is earlier 
than some, most of the fruits being fully ripe in February and March. 

In form this avocado is broadly oval, usually somewhat oblique. 
The surface is deep green and rather rough, while the skin is thick 
and woody. The fiesh is rich cream yellow in color, smooth, and en- 
tirely free from fiber or discoloration. The flavor is of the very best, 
being rich, bland, and pleasant. The seed, while large, is not large 
in comparison to the great size of the fruit, and the proportion of 
flesh to seed is quite satisfactory. 

Those who are interested in large avocados should by all means 
give this variety a trial. Its only visible defect is the tendency to 
produce weak branches, but if pruning and good culture can produce 
a reasonably shapely and vigorous growth the oy seems likely to 
prove of value in the United States. 
A formal description of the fruit follows. 

Form broadly oval, sometimes oblong-oval, and always more or less oblique; 

size extremely large, perfectly developed fruits weighing 36 to 45 ounces and 

measuring 54 to 6 inches in length by 4% to 5 inches in breadth; stem 

rather short and very stout, inserted obliquely without depression; base slightly 

flattened obliquely, not decidedly so; apex rounded to obliquely flattened; sur- 

face heavily pebbled in most instances, occasionally lightly pebbled, deep green 

in color, with numerous irregular large yellowish dots; skin moderately thick, 

one-sixteenth of an inch toward the base of the fruit and one-eighth of an inch 

toward the apex, separating readily from the flesh, coarsely granular, and 

brittle; flesh firm, oily, smooth, rich cream yellow, tinged with green toward 

the skin, free from fiber or discoloration, and of very rich, pleasant flavor ; 

quality excellent; seed medium sized, roundish conic or oblate conic, weighing 

4 ounces, tight in the cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely. 

PANCHOY. (No. 18.) S..P. I. No. 44625. 

The fruit of the Panchoy avocado is very thick skinned and of 
unusually good quality. It is rather above medium size (PI. 
XVIT), weighing 15 to 18 ounces, and is of pleasing form—broadly 
obovoid. The seed is small. Perhaps its most striking characteristic 
is its unusually thick skin; but its quality deserves even more notice, 
for in this respect it is one of the very best in the collection. 

The parent tree is growing in the finca La Polvora in Antigua. 
The elevation is approximately 5,100 feet. The ground beneath the 
tree is planted to coffee bushes, which are now about 8 feet high. The 
soil is rich sandy loam, friable, black, and fertile. The tree is about 
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45 feet high, with a straight trunk 18 inches thick at the base, giving 
~ off its first branch 18 feet from the ground. The crown is not very 
broad, but open and sparsely branclied, some of the limbs showing a 
tendency to droop. The age of the tree is not definitely known, but 
is probably 15 to 20 years. The character of the bud wood pro- 
duced by the tree is fairly satisfactory; the growths are short, but 
the buds are well formed and show no tendency to drop. 

Lacking a definite test in the United States, it must be assumed 
that the variety is about average in hardiness. The climate of Anti- 
gua is not sufficiently cold to demonstrate the hardiness of a variety. 

The flowering season is February and March. The fruits ripen 
rather early for this region, the first ones commencing to drop in 
February, while a few hang on until April or May. The season may 
be called January to April. This rather early season of ripening is 
of especial importance to California, where the variety should have a 
careful trial. Its productiveness is satisfactory. The crop ripened 
in the spring of 1917 was good, but few fruits were set from the 
blooms of 1917. This is nothing unusual, since trees of the Guate- 
malan race do not as a rule bear heavily every year. 

The fruit is broadly obovoid, 1 pound in weight, rough and yel- 
lowish green on the surface, with a skin almost as thick as a coconut 
shell, but easily cut. The flesh is almost as yellow as butter, clean 
‘and free from discoloration, and of very rich flavor, while the seed is 
comparatively small and tight in the cavity. The variety has every 
appearance of being an excellent one. 

The fruit may be formally described as follows: 

Form obovoid, slightly oblique at the apex; size above medium to large, 
weight 15 to 18 ounces, length 4% inches, greatest breadth 33% inches; base 

rounded or obscurely pointed ; stem stout, 4 inches long, inserted obliquely with- 

out depression ; apex obliquely flattened, depressed around the stigmatic point; 

surface heavily pebbled to rough, green to yellowish green in color, with 

numerous small rounded yellowish dots; skin thick, about one-eighth of an inch 

throughout, not thicker toward the apex than near the base, as in many 

avocados, woody, very brittle; flesh firm, smooth, rich yellow in color, ‘tinged 

with green near the skin, fiber or discoloration entirely lacking, the flavor very 

rich and pleasant; quality excellent; seed medium sized or rather small, 

roundish conic in form, weighing 2 ounces, tight in the cavity, with both seed 

coats adhering closely. 

TUMIN. (No. 20.) S. P. I. No. 44627.° 

The Tumin variety is remarkable for its unusual productiveness, 
the fruits often being borne in clusters of two to five, a characteristic 
which is quite rare in the Guatemalan race. The fruit is almost iden- 
tical in form with the Trapp as grown in Florida; it weighs about 
a pound, and is of handsome appearance, with a smooth, glossy skin 
of purple-black color. The flesh is of excellent appearance and 
flavor. The seed is medium sized. Taken all around, this seems a 
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very promising variety, especially for Florida, where many of the 
Guatemalan avocados do not bear heavily. 

The parent tree is growing in the finca La Polvora in Antigua. 
The elevation is approximately 5,100 feet. On all sides of the tree, 
and crowding it somewhat, are large coffee bushes. The soil is a 

rich sandy loam of volcanic origin, deep and friable. The tree is 
probably 6 or 7 years old. It is 20 feet in height, very slender in 
habit, the trunk 6 inches thick at the base, branching at 8 feet 
from the ground. The crown is slender, sparsely branched, with 

very little fruiting wood. Its growth seems to be reasonably vigor- 
ous, the young branchlets being stout, though very short. The wood 
is rather brittle. The bud wood furnished by the tree is rather poor, 
owing to the shortness of the growths and the fact that the buds are 
too closely crowded together. The eyes, however, are well formed 
and show no tendency to drop and leave a blind bud. It may be 
found that the tree will require training when young to keep it stocky 

and of good form. 
The hardiness of the variety can not be ascertained at present, since 

the climate of Antigua is not cold. It may be assumed, until a test 
is made in the United States, that it is about as hardy as the average 
of the Guatemalan race. 

The tree did not flower in 1917, owing, most likely, to the heavy 
crop which it ripened from the 1916 blooms. Probably under better 
cultural conditions and by thinning heavy crops, greater regularity 
in bearing could be induced; in Guatemala, where no cultural atten- 
tion is given to the trees, it is common for them to bear very heavily 
one season and fail to bear the next. Judging by the appearance of 
the spring flush of growth, which always accompanies the flowers, 
the variety will flower in March. The fruits ripen from March to 
May. Although the tree has very little fruiting wood, it produced 
125 fruits in 1917, which can be considered a very heavy crop. 
Several of the branches, in fact, were broken by the weight of the 

fruits they were carrying. 
The form of the fruit, as already mentioned, is practically the 

same as that of the Trapp—oblate or roundish oblate. The average 

weight is 12 to 16 ounces, but it may be expected that the weight of 

this and all other varieties in the collection will be slightly greater 

under good culture in the United States than it is in Guatemala, 
where the trees receive no attention. The skin is rather thin and smooth 

on the surface. The color is deep purple, almost black. Unlike most 

Guatemalan avocados, the surface possesses a decided glossiness. 

The flesh is rich yellow in color, free from discoloration or fiber, 

and of very rich flavor. The seed varies from small to slightly 

large. In this connection it may be noted that seeds of round or 
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THE NIMLIOH AvocabDo, A PRODUCTIVE AND LARGE VARIETY. 

Few large varieties are as productive as this one. In 1917 the parent tree, growing in a dooryard in 
Antigua, bore so many fruits that it was unable to develop them all to normal size. The largest 
specimens weighed nearly 3 pounds; many were more than 2 pounds in weight. The quality of 
the fruit is excellent, the flesh being yellow, free from all discoloration, and of very rich flavor. 
While large varieties may not be as desirable as medium-sized ones for general planting in the 
United States, a limited demand forlarge fruits seems certain, and avocades such as this are promis- 
ing. (Photographed at Antigua, Guatemala, February 21,1917; P17085FS.) 
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THE PANCHOY AVOCADO, ONE OF THE VERY BEST. 

For deep-yellow color of flesh and richness of flavor this variety is not excelled by any other in the 
entire series introduced into the United States from the Guatemalan highlands in 1916 and 1917. 
It is a medium-sized fruit from Antigua, green in color, with a very thick skin and an unusually 
small seed. The surface is rough, as is generally the case in very thick skinned varieties. (Photo- 
graphed, natural size, at Antigua, Guatemala, I*ebruary 24, 1917; P17115FS.) 
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THE BENIK AVOCADO, A HANDSOME PURPLE VARIETY. 

Upon dividing this fruit into halves the contrast between the bright maroon-purple skin and the 
yellow fleshis exceedingly pleasing. The parent tree, which is growing in the finca La Polvora at 
Antigua, has proved to be very productive, and the quality of the fruitisexcellent. (Photographed 
at Antigua, Guatemala, May 1, 1917; P17244FS.) 
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THE KEKCHI AVOCADO, A PRODUCTIVE EARLY VARIETY. 

Thisis the smallest avocadoincluded in the series introduced into the United Statesfrom the Guate- 
malan highlands in 1916 and 1917. It commonly weighs but 5 or 6 ounces. The surface is deep 
pores in color, the skin thick and woody. Thereis aslight amount of discoloration in the flesh, 
gut no fiber. The flavor is rich, and the seedis not large. Thefruits commence toripen two to 
three months earlier than those of other trees in the same section (Purula, Baja Vera Paz), and 
continue through a period of nearly six months. The fruits being so small, the treeis able to carr 
fie number. (Photographed, natural size, at Tactic, Alta Vera Paz, Guatemala, April 4, 

Fe 
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oblate avocados frequently are found to vary considerably in size, 

even among the fruits of a single tree. In this particular variety 
the average is not large, but occasional fruits were found in which the 

seed was a trifle too large. In others it is comparatively small. It 

is always tight in the cavity. 
The following is a formal description of the fruit. 

Form roundish oblate or oblate; size medium to above medium; weight 12 

to 15 ounces, length 34 inches, greatest breadth 3% to 33 inches; base rounded, 

the very short, stout stem inserted almost squarely and without depression; 

apex flattened, not depressed; fruits borne singly or in clusters of two to Six; 

surface almost smooth or very lightly pebbled, deep.purple in color, glossy, with 

very numerous, minute, yellowish dots; skin thin for this race, one-sixteenth 

of an inch at apex and slightly less toward the base of the fruit, pliable, peeling 

readily ; flesh firm, smooth, rich cream yellow, changing to pale green near the 

skin, free from fiber or discoloration, and of rich, pleasant flavor; quality ex- 

cellent; seed roundish oblate, variable in size, weighing 1? to 3, commonly 2, 

ounces; tight in the cavity, with both seed coats adhering ae to the 

eotyledons. 

BENIK. (No. 21.) S. P. I. No. 44626. 

The fruit of the Benik avocado is very handsome (Pl. XVIII) 
and of fine quality. When cut in half the contrast of its purplish 
maroon skin with its rich yellow flesh is very pleasing, the purple 
of the skin intensifying the yellow of the flesh. The tree is a good 
bearer, and the variety seems well worthy of a wal in the United 
States. 

The parent tree is growing in the finca La Polvora in Antigua. It 
has recently been girdled, with the intention of killing it to make 
room for more coffee bushes, so that it will probably not be in exist- 
ence by 1919. The elevation of this spot is about 5,100 feet. The 
tree stands among coffee bushes, some of which grow beneath its 
branches. The soil is a loose, sandy loam, deep and fertile. The tree 
is about 35 feet high, the trunk 18 inches in diameter at the base, 
and the first branches 12 feet from the ground. The age of the tree 
is not known, but it appears to be at least 20 years. The growth is 
vigorous and shapely, though the branchlets are rather short. The 
bud wood furnished by the tree is quite satisfactory, the eyes being 
well developed and not losing their outer bud scales or falling early. 

The bud sticks, however, are short. 
The hardiness of the variety must be considered about average 

until the facts can be ascertained by a test in the United States. 
The climate of Antigua is not cold enough to show the hardiness of 
an avocado of the Guatemalan race. 

The tree flowers in late February and March. It ripened a fairly 
good crop of fruit in 1917 from the 1916 blooms and set a very heavy 
crop to ripen in 1918. Its productiveness, therefore, seems to be 
above the average. The season of ripening is from February, when 
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the fruits change from green to purple and thus indicate their ma- 
turity, to May, when the last ones fall to the ground. It is a midsea- 
son sort, commencing to ripen a trifle earlier, perhaps, than the 
average. 

The fruit is broadly obovoid to pear shaped, about 20 ounces in 
weight, with a rough surface of rich purplish maroon color.: It pre- 
sents a very attractive appearance. The skin is rather thin and 
somewhat pliable, but coarsely granular in texture. The flesh is 
rich cream yellow in color, free from discoloration, and of very rich, 
pleasant flavor. The seed is medium sized and tight in the cavity. 
A formal description of the fruit is as follows: 

Form broad pyriform to obovoid; size very large, weight 20 ounces, length 5 

inches, greatest breadth 8# inches; base pointed, the stem inserted obliquely 

without depression; apex rounded, slightly depressed immediately around the 

stigmatic point; surface pebbled to rather rough, deep purplish maroon in 

color, almost glossy, with few inconspicuous light-colored dots; skin rather 

thin for this race, about one-sixteenth of an inch throughout, fairly pliable and 

peeling from the flesh when fully ripe, the purplish maroon color of the sur- 

face extending clear through the skin; flesh rich cream yellow in color, chang- 

ing to pale green close to the skin, firm, of rich flavor; quality excellent; seed 

medium sized, weighing about 3 ounces, roundish conical in form, tight in the 

cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely to the cotyledons. 

KEKCHI. (No. 22.) S. P. I. No. 44679. 

The remarkable little fruit of the Kekchi avocado (Pl. XIX) is 
valuable not only for its earliness and good quality, but the tree is also 
noted for its productiveness. The fruit commences to ripen in Decem- 
ber, at least two months before most of the other avocados of the same 
region. Though small in size, the seed is proportionately small, leav- 
ing a good proportion of flesh of rich flavor. The variety has a long 
ripening season, which suggests its use as an avocado for the home 
garden. 

The parent tree is growing in a sitio belonging to Santiago Men- 
doza in the town of Purula, Department of Baja Vera Paz. The ele- 
vation is approximately 5,150 feet. The soil is a heavy clay loam. 
The tree stands on a slope, in the midst of a small maize patch. It 
is about 35 feet in height, with a trunk 2 feet thick at the base, branch- 
ing about 10 feet from the ground. The crown is broad and spread- 
ing, but sparsely branched. Judging from the size of the tree it 
must be at least 30 or 40 years old. It seems to be a vigorous grower, 
the branchlets being stout, well formed, and of good length. The 
bud wood is quite satisfactory, having well-developed eyes which do 
not show a tendency to drop and tere a blind bud. The tree is un- 
cared for and has much dead wood in it. 

While Purula is scarcely higher than Antigua, it has a colder 
climate. It is not, however, sufficiently cold to test the hardiness of 
avocados of the Guatemalan race. 
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The tree has not been seen in bloom, but probably flowers in Febru- | 
ary. In good seasons it carries an enormous crop of fruit. This 
would be expected of a small-fruited variety. The first fruits turn 
color about the first of December and can then be picked. The height 
of the season, however, is not until February, at which time the fruits 
are fully mature. If allowed to remain on the tree, many of them 
hang until April or May. 

The fruit is pear shaped or obovoid, small, weighing not over 6 
ounces (it will probably weigh more when grown under cultivation 
in California and Florida), somewhat rough on the surface, and 
maroon in color. The skin is thick and woody. The flesh is yellow, 
sometimes slightly discolored with fiber streaks, but with no objec- 
tionable fiber. The flavor is rich and pleasant. The seed is medium 
sized in comparison with the size of the fruit. In comparison with 
the seeds of most other 6-ounce fruits it would be called small. 

The variety may be formally described as follows: 

Form broadly obovoid to pyriform; size small, weight 5 to 6 ounces, length 

34 to 34 inches, greatest breadth 23 to 2% inches; base tapering, the moderately 

stout stem, which is 54 inches long, being inserted slightly obliquely without 

depression; apex rounded or almost imperceptibly flattened; surface rough, 

deep dull purple-maroon in color, with rather few small russet dots; skin thick, 

one-sixteenth of an inch at base, nearly one-eighth of an inch toward the apex 

of the fruit, coarsely granular and woody in texture; flesh rich cream yellow, 

changing to pale green near the skin, sometimes marked with fiber traces but 

without any tough fibers, buttery in texture, of very rich and agreeable flavor ; 

‘quality very good; seed roundish oblate, small to medium in size, weighing less 

than 1 ounce, tight in the seed cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely to 

the cotyledons. 

MAYAPAN. (No. 23.) S. P. I. No. 44680. 

The Mayapan avocado (Pl. XX) possesses several excellent com- 
mercial characteristics—round form, desirable size (nearly 1 pound), 
attractive purple color, thick, firm skin, and flesh of excellent quality. 
In this latter respect it is one ef the very best varieties in the collec- 
tion. The seed is not large and the tree is very productive. It seems 
a very promising avocado. 

The parent tree is growing in a sitio owned by Arcadio Saguirre 
in the town of Purula, Department of Baja Vera Paz. The eleva- 
tion of this town is approximately 5,150 feet. The soil is a heavy clay 
loam, black, very fertile, and retentive of moisture. The tree stands 
in the rear of the property, close to a chichicaste hedge. It is 
apparently not more than 15 or 20 years old, slender, about 40 feet 
high, with a trunk 1 foot thick at the base. The crown is slender, 
but well branched, with an abundance of fruiting wood. The young 
growths are shapely and vigorous, indicating that the variety will 
probably be a good grower. The bud wood is-satisfactory, the 
branchlets being of good length, round, smooth, with the eyes well 
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placed, strong, and not inclined to fall. If the young trees show a 
tendency to grow tall and slender, they can easily be kept in hand by 
judicious pruning. 

The climate of Purula is colder than that of Antigua, though the 
elevation is about the same. It is not sufficiently cold, however, to 
test the hardiness of avocados of the Guatemalan race. It must be 
assumed that this variety is of average hardiness until it can be put 
to a test in the United States. 

The flowering season of the parent tree is in March and early 
April. It blooms profusely and sets a heavy crop of fruit. The 
crop produced in 1917 from the 1916 blooms was very heavy, and 
another equally heavy one was set from the 1917 blooms. The pro- 
ductiveness of the variety gives promise of being well above the 
average. The ripening season commences about the middle of March 
and extends to the first of July. It can probably be termed mid- 
season or slightly later than midseason. 

The fruits are of attractive round form, nearly a pound in weight, 
with a slightly rough surface of purple color. The skin is much 
thicker than the average, but not very brittle. The flesh is rich 
yellow in color, absolutely free from discoloration of any sort, dry 
and oily, cutting like soft cheese. The flavor is exceptionally rich and _ 
nutty. The seed is rather small and is tight in the cavity. The size 
of the fruit conforms admirably to hotel and restaurant requirements, 
where it is desired to serve a half fruit as a portion, and the quality 
is so unusually good that it would seem that this variety is of excep- 
tional promise. 
Following is a formal Hace euen of the fruit. 

Form spherical to roundish obovoid, sometimes slightly oblique; size medium 

to above medium, weight 13 to 16 ounces, length 3% to 4 Inches, greatest 

breadth 34 to 32 inches; base rounded or obscurely pointed, the stem rather 

slender, 7 inches long, inserted obliquely, without depression; apex rounded 

or slightly flattened obliquely; surface decidedly rough, greenish purple to 

dull purple in color, with numerous large greenish yellow dots; skin very thick, 

varying from as much as three-sixteenths of an inch near the stem, where it 
is thickest, to somewhat more than one-sixteenth of an inch near the apex, 

coarsely granular in texture, woody, but separating readily from the flesh at 

the proper stage of ripeness; flesh rich cream yellow in color, without fiber 

discoloration, firm, meaty, of rich and pleasant flavor; quality excellent; seed 

oblate-spherical to spherical in form, medium sized, weighing 14 to 2 ounces, 

tight in the cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely to the smooth 

cotyledons. 

KAYAB. (No. 25.) 8. P. I. No. 44681. 

Fruits of the Kayab avocado are of excellent quality and desir- 
able shape. This variety resembles the Trapp of Florida and the 
Chisoy variety of this collection in form and size. Some of the 
specimens examined had large seeds, but the best ones had seeds 
which could be termed medium sized or almost small in comparison 
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with the size of the fruit. In small specimens of any variety the seed 

commonly appears large. This variety was not studied as thor- 
oughly as some of the others, but it is considered well worthy of a 
trial in the United States. 

The parent tree is growing in the cafetal of Francisco Muus, 
called Chiquitop, in the edge of the town of San Cristobal, Depart- 
ment of Alta Vera Paz. The elevation is about 4,600 feet. The 
soil is heavy reddish clay, which is very tenacious when wet. The 
tree stands among coffee bushes 6 to 8 feet high. It is about 40 feet 
in height, with the trunk 18 inches thick at the base, branching 12 
feet from the ground. The crown is broad and spreading, well 
branched, and dense. The branchlets are rather short, but of good 
appearance, being well formed and stout. The bud wood is good, 
but it is difficult to get long bud sticks from the parent tree. The 
eyes are well developed and do not drop early. 

Varieties growing at this elevation in Guatemala are not subjected 
to severe frosts; hence, there is no way of telling whether they are 
hardier than the average until they are tested in the United States. 

The tree probably flowers in late February and March. It is said 
to fruit heavily, but at the time it was examined in 1917 only a few 
fruits were left on it. The ripening season is from February to 
May, which is the main season for avocados at San Cristobal. 

The fruit is round, about a pound in weight, yellowish green in 
color, with a moderately thick skin. The flesh is yellow, clear, 
dry, of very rich flavor, and free from any discoloration. The seed 
is medium sized in large specimens, being rather large in some of 
the smaller ones examined. In many instances the seed is placed 
to one side of the center of the fruit. 
A formal description of the variety follows. 

Form obliquely spherical, sometimes slightly narrowed toward the base; 

size medium to very large, weight 14 to 20 ounces, length 3% to 4 inches, 

breadth 32 to 4 inches; base slightly flattened, oblique, the stem inserted 

obliquely without depression; apex obliquely flattened; surface pebbled, most 

conspicuously so around the base of the fruit, deep green to yellowish green in 

color, almost glossy, with numerous small russet or yellowish dots; skin mod- 

erately thick, one-sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch, hard and woody; flesh 

cream yellow in color, without fiber or discoloration, firm, dry, of very rich 

flavor; quality excellent; seed medium sized, weighing about 2 ounces, some- 

times excentric, tight in the seed cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely 

to the cotyledons. 

MANIK. (No. 26.) S. P. I. No. 45560. 

The Manik avocado is a productive and rather early variety of 
excellent quality. The fruit is medium sized, of pleasing form, and 
has clear yellow flesh of unusually rich flavor. 

The parent tree is growing in the finca La Polvora in Antigua. 
The elevation is about 5,100 feet. While it is growing among coffee 
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bushes and grevilleas, the tree is not crowded and has developed to 
large size. It stands about 50 feet high, with a rather slender trunk 
and a dense crown, the trunk being 2 feet thick at the base and 
branching about 8 feet from the ground. The age of the tree is 
probably 30 years or more. It is badly attacked by leaf-gall, but in 

‘general has the appearance of a strong, vigorous variety, the branch- 
lets being well formed, long, round, and stout. The bud wood is 
good, having strongly developed eyes well placed for cutting. 
Antrgua does not experience severe frosts; hence, it is impossible 

to determine in advance of a trial in the United States whether or 
not the variety is any hardier than the average of the Guatemalan 
race. 

The flowering season is February and March. The tree blooms 
profusely and in some years sets enormous crops of fruit. In 1917 a 
very heavy crop was ripened. The 1918 crop is much smaller. In 
general, the bearing habits of the tree give promise of being unusually 
good, there being a tendency for the fruits to develop in clusters. 
The season of ripening is properly from February to June, but fruits 
picked early in December develop fairly good flavor upon being 
ripened in the house. The season may be termed early to midseason. 

The fruit is more variable in form than that of most other varie- 
ties. The range is from oval to slender pyriform, nearly all the 
fruits being of the latter shape, without, however, a well-defined 
neck. The weight varies from 8 to 12 ounces. The surface is slightly 
rough and green in color. The skin is moderately thick, the flesh 
rich yellow in color, quite free from all fiber or discoloration, and of 
very rich and pleasant flavor. The seed is a trifle large in some 
specimens, small in others, being medium sized or rather small on 
the average. It is tight in the seed cavity. 

' The variety may be formally described as follows: 

Form oval to elliptic-pyriform; size below medium to medium, weight 84 

to 12 ounces, length 32 te 4% inches, breadth 2? to 3}? inches; base rounded to 

pointed, the stem inserted slightly to one side without depression ; apex rounded 

to broadly pointed; surface sparsely pebbled, uniformly so, bright green in 

color, with comparatively few small yellowish dots; skin not very thick for 

this type, one-sixteenth of an inch near the stem and slightly more toward the 

apex of the fruit, hard and coarsely granular; flesh rich cream yellow in color, 

free from fiber and with no discoloration, firm and unusually dry, of rich and 

pleasant flavor; quality very good; seed ovoid conical, medium sized, weighing 

1 ounce more or less, tight in its cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely 

to the smooth cotyledons. 

CABNAL. (No. 27.) S. P. I. No. 44782. 

The Cabnal avocado is a very productive variety (Pl. X XI), whose 
fruits are of pleasing round form, good size, and rich flavor. It gives 
promise of being slightly later in ripening than most other Antiguan 
varieties, . 
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The parent tree is growing in a sitio occupied by Atanasio Salazar 
in the outskirts of Antigua, a short distance beyond the first kilo- 
meter post on the Guatemala road. The elevation is approximately 
5,100 feet. The tree stands beside a small stream, with several jocote 
trees (Spondias mombin L.) close around it. Its age is unknown, but 
it appears to be at least 25 years old, perhaps more. It stands about 
30 feet high, the trunk, about 15 inches thick at the base, giving off its 
first branches 10 feet above the ground. The crown is rather broad, 
dense, and well branched. The young branches are erect, stout, stiff, 
and well formed, indicating that the tree is a vigorous grower. The 
wood is not unduly brittle. The bud wood is excellent, the branches 
being of good length with the buds well placed. The eyes are large, 
well developed, and show no tendency to fall and leave a blind bud. 

The climate of Antigua is not cold enough to test the hardiness of 

Guatemalan avocados, but it may reasonably be assumed that this 
variety is of average hardiness. 

The flowering season is late February and March. The tree pro- 
duced a heavy crop of fruit from the 1916 blooms and set an equally 
heavy crop in 1917 to be ripened in 1918. The bearing habits of the 
variety give promise of being excellent. The fruit ripens in March 
and April, but can be left on the tree until June or even later. The 
ripening period may be termed midseason to late. 

The fruit is round, weighing 12 to 16 ounces, rather rough, and 
dark green or yellowish green externally, with a skin of moderate 
thickness. It is attractive in appearance and of convenient and de- 
sirable size and form. The flesh is cream yellow, very oily in texture, 
and of rich flavor. There is a peculiar nuttiness about the flavor 
which is not found in the other varieties of this collection. It may, 
perhaps, be said to suggest the coconut. The seed is/variable in size, 
but on the average is rather small for a round fruit. It is tight in 
the cavity. 
A formal description of the fruit is as follows: 

Form spherical; size below medium to above medium; weight 10 to 16 

ounces; length 8% to 3% inches; breadth 3% to 32 inches; base rounded, the 

slender stem inserted slightly to one side without depression; apex flattened 

and slightly depressed around the stigmatic point; surface pebbled, usually 

rather heavily so, dull green in color with a few small yellowish dots; skin 

thick, about one-eighth of an inch, coarsely granular toward the flesh, hard 

and woody; flesh rich cream yellow in color, with no fiber and only very 

slight discoloration, pale green near the skin, fairly dry, and of rich, nutty 

flavor; quality very good; seed round or oblate, medium sized, varying from 1 

to 2 ounces in weight, tight in the cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely 

to the cotyledons. ; 

CANTEL. (No. 28.) S. P. I. No. 44783. 

The parent tree of the Cantel avocado is just coming into bearing 
and produced but few fruits in 1917. While it is too early to know 
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definitely what its bearing habits will be, the character of the fruit 
is so unusual as to make it worth while to test the variety in the 
United States. Most round avocados have medium-sized or large 
seeds. This one, however, has an unusually small seed, and if it 
proves desirable in other respects it will be well worth cultivating. 
In quality it is good. 

The parent tree is growing in the finca La Candelaria in Antigua. 
The elevation is approximately 5,100 feet. The tree has been planted 
to shade coffee bushes and is still young, its age not being more than 
5 or 6 years. It is tall and slender in habit, about 20 feet high, with 
a trunk 6 inches thick at the base. As is customary in fincas, the 
tree has not been allowed to branch low, the first branches being 
more than 6 feet from the ground. The growth looks unusually 
strong and healthy, the young branchlets being stout, long, stiff, and 
well formed. The bud wood is excellent, having the vigorous buds . 
well placed. 

Little can be determined regarding the flowering and fruiting 
habits of the tree at this early day. When it was first seen, early 
in May, 1917, it had only three fruits on it. It may have borne 
more, as the crop had already been harvested from most of the trees 
in the finca. The ripening season is probably March to May. 

The hardiness of the tree can not be determined until it is tested 
in the United States, as it is never very cold at Antigua. 

The fruit is round, about a pound in weight, green, with a mod- 
erately thick skin. The fiesh is of good color and quality, and in 
quantity much greater than in the average round avocado, since the 
seed is quite small. 

The variety may be described as follows: 

Form oblate; size medium, weight 16 ounces, length 34 inches, breadth 32 

inches; base slightly flattened, the long slender stem inserted without depres- 

sion almost in the longitudinal center of the fruit; apex flattened, slightly de- 

pressed around the stigmatic point; surface pebbled, deep yellow green in 

color, with numerous minute yellowish dots; skin not very thick for this race, 

one-sixteenth of an inch or slightly more, hard, granular toward the flesh; | 

flesh cream colored around the seed, becoming pale green close to the skin, 

very slightly discolored, with brownish fiber tracing, but with no fiber; flavor 

rich and pleasant; quality very good; seed very small for a round fruit, oblate, 

weighing less than 1 ounce, tight in the cavity, with both seed coats adhering 

closely to the cotyledons. 

TERTOH. (No. 30.) S. P. I. No. 44856. 

The Bertoh avocado is a famous variety from Mixco, near the city 
of Guatemala, noted for its immense size and excellent quality. 
(Pl. XXII.) 
The parent tree is growing in the sitio of Leandro Castillo, just 

above the plaza of Mixco, at an elevation of approximately 5,700 feet, 
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THE MAYAPAN AVOCADO, A PRODUCTIVE MIDSEASON VARIETY OF 
EXCELLENT QUALITY. 

This avocado is characterized by flesh of fine, smooth texture, deep-yellow color, and very rich 
flavor. In quality it is the equal of any variety in the collection. ‘The surface is deep maroon- 
purple in color and the skin moderately thick. The seed is medium sized and tight in the cavity, 
as it isin nearly all avocados of the Guatemalan race. The parent tree is an excellent bearer, as 
far as can be judged from its behavior during two seasons. (Photographed, natural size, at 
Purula, Baja Vera Paz, Guatemala, April 10, 1917.) 
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THE CABNAL AVOCADO, AN EXCELLENT MIDSEASON VARIETY. 

The present ideal of avocado growers in the United States is a round fruit of about 1 pound in 
weight, with a small seed and flesh free from fiber and of rich flavor. In the variety here shown 
these characteristics are combined to an unusual degree. The surface is slightly rough and green. 
in color, the skin thick and woody. ‘The flesh is cream yellow in color and of distinctive flavor. 
The parent tree bore an excellent crop in 1917, ripening from March to June, which is about a 
month later than the average. (Photographed, natural size, at Antigua, Guatemala, May 4, 
1917; P17262FS.) 
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THE TERTOH AvocADO, ONE OF THE LARGEST GUATEMALAN VARIETIES. 

The fruits here shown are not yet fully grown. Good specimens of this variety weigh 3 pounds and 
are of excellent Cay, the flesh being rich yellow in color, free from all discoloration, and of 
nutty flavor. The seed, as will be noticed in the illustration, is comparatively small. This’ 
variety has a considerable reputation in the vicinity of the city of Guatemala, owing principally 
to its large size. Avocados weighing more than 2 pounds are rare in Guatemala. (Photographed 
at the city of Guatemala, December 2, 1917; P17466FS.) 
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The tree is said by the owner to have been planted by his grand- 
father from a seed brought from Moran, a small village about 10 
miles distant. While its age is not definitely known, it is estimated 
at about 60 years. It is about 25 feet high, broad and spreading 
in habit, with a trunk 15 inches thick at the base, branching 7 feet 
from the ground to form a dense crown fully 30 feet broad. A 
peculiarity of the tree is its very brittle wood. This may be against 
the variety in California and Florida, where strong winds occasion- 
ally do much damage. The growth seems to be vigorous, and the 
bud wood is very satisfactory, the twigs being stout, well formed, and 
supplied with vigorous buds. 

The climate of Mixco is cool, but not cold enough to test the hardi- 
ness of the variety. This can only be determined by a trial in the 
United States. 

The tree flowers in March. According to the owner, it has not 
borne as well in recent years as formerly. He attributes this to 
the fact that the tree is getting old, but it seems in addition to have 
been weakened by the attacks of insects. No fruits were produced 
from the 1916 blooms. The 1917 blooms resulted in a good crop, but 
many of the fruits dropped to the ground when nearly full grown. 
Upon examination they appeared to have been attacked by some in- 
sect, whose burrows could be seen toward the base of the fruit. The 
season of ripening is said to be from February to April, the fruits 
being at their best in March. They can, however, be picked as early 
as January. Toward the end of the season they become very rich in 
flavor. 

The fruit is long and slender, tending toward pyriform. It 
weighs as much as 3 pounds in some instances. It is deep purple in 
color when fully ripe and has a rather thin skin for this race and deep 
cream-colored flesh of very rich flavor. The seed is very small in 
comparison to the size of the fruit. 
An American relates that he once brought a fruit from this tree to 

his home in the city of Guatemala, where it sufficed to make salads 
for two meals for a household of 10 people. 

The variety may be formally described as follows: 

Form oblong to slender pyriform; size extremely large, weight 28 to 36 

ounces, and occasionally up to 48 ounces, length 7 to 84 inches, greatest breadth 

32 to 44+ inches; base broad to narrow, sometimes pointed, the slender stem 

about 5 inches long inserted slightly obliquely without depression ; apex rounded; 

surface nearly smooth, deep dull purple in color with numerous russet dots and 

patches; skin moderately thick, about one-sixteenth of an inch or slightly more, 

coarsely granular and woody; flesh cream yellow in color, free from fiber or 

discoloration, and of fine texture; flavor rich and pleasant; quality excellent; 

seed very small, slender conical in form, about 14 ounces in weight, tight in the 

seed cavity, with both seed coats adhering closely to the cotyledons. 

79774°—19—Bull. 7483—_5 
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AKBAL. (No. 32.) 5S. P. I. No. 45505. 

The Akbal avocado is a variety noteworthy for earliness, and it 
has been included in this collection primarily because of this charac- 
teristic. It is, however, of very good quality and has no visible 

defects except a somewhat undesirable shape. Judging by its be- 
havior in Guatemala, it should be the earliest variety in the collec- 
tion, but it is not safe to depend upon its retaining this character- 
istic in the United States; since slight local variations in soil or cli- 
mate sometimes affect the time of ripening very noticeably, and its 
earliness may not be altogether an inherent characteristic. 

The parent tree is growing in the grounds of Eulogio Duarte, near 
Amatitlan. The location is known as Los Rastrojos and is about 2 
miles from the plaza of Amatitlan, on the road which leads past the 
cemetery toward the hills. The altitude is approximately 4,200 feet. 
The tree is about 40 feet high, spreading but of compact growth, the 
crown being fairly dense. The trunk is about 20 inches thick at the 
base and branches 10 feet from the ground. According to the owner, 
the tree is 6 years old, but judging from its size it can not be less 
than 20. It seems to be vigorous and in good condition. The bud 
wood which it yields is fairly satisfactory, the growths being well 
formed though not very stout, while the Tee are vigorous ad do 
not drop quickly. 
This is rather a warm region; hence, there is nothing to indicate 

that the variety will be unusually hardy. 
The crop harvested in the fall of 1917 was a good one. According 

to the owner, it was 600 fruits, but 1t seems probable that it was 
considerably more. The bearing habit of the tree gives promise of 
being very satisfactory. The flowering season is in November and 
December, and the fruit ripens from the following August to No- 
vember. It is fully ripe and in perfect condition for picking by the 
middle of October, whereas the average variety of the same region 
is not mature until January at the earliest. 

In two characteristics this variety does not seem to agree with the 
Guatemalan race. It has a thin skin and the seed coats do not adhere 
closely to the cotyledons. A few other varieties showing these same 
characteristics were seen in the same locality, and it is possible that 
they may not be true Guatemalan avocados, though in most respects 
they appear to belong to this race. 

In form the fruit is long and slender, sometimes slightly curved, 
and sometimes becoming pyriform. It is medium sized, weighing 

about 12 ounces. The surface is smooth and deep green in color, 
The skin is thin and surrounds deep-yellow flesh of good quality, 
without fiber or discoloration. The seed is medium sized, and while it 
never rattles in its cavity it does not fit as snugly as it does in 
nearly all other Guatemalan varieties. 
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A formal description of this variety is as follows: 

Form elongated to slender pyriform, sometimes curved; size medium, weight 

12 ounces, length 54 to 64 inches, greatest breadth 24 to 3 inches; base narrow, 

rounded, the short, stout stem (2 to 3 inches long) inserted obliquely; apex 

rounded to broadly pointed, the stigmatic point slightly depressed; surface 

quite smooth, uniformly bright green in color, with very numerous minute 

yellowish dots; skin very thin, less than one-sixteenth of an inch, but firm 

and tough; flesh rich yellow near the seed cavity, changing to light green near 

the skin, firm, or fine texture, free from fiber, and of rich, nutty flavor; 

quality very good; seed medium sized, weighing about 13 ounces, conical to 

slender conical in form, the cotyledons smooth, with the seed coats adhering 

loosely. 

ISHIM. (No. 34.) S. P. I. No. 45562. 

While most avocados in the Antigua region do not ripen their 
fruits until February or March, the Ishim tree matures its entire 
crop by the end of November. It can be considered, therefore, a very 
early variety, and as such is worthy of a trial in California, where 
early varieties of the Guatemalan race are much desired. Its only 
visible defect is its somewhat large seed. The quality is good, and 
the fruit is attractive in appearance. 

The parent tree is growing in a small coffee plantation belonging 
to Ignacio Hernandez, situated on the hillside above San Lorenzo del 
Cubo, a village some 3 miles from Antigua. The elevation is about 
5,500 feet. The tree is about 35 feet high, broad and spreading in 
habit, with a fairly dense crown 40 or 45 feet broad, slightly in- 
clined to droop. The trunk is divided into two main branches, one 
about 1 foot thick at the base, the other 9 inches. The larger branch 
divides 8 feet above the ground into two main limbs. The growth 
seems to be reasonably vigorous and the branchlets are well formed 
and stout. The bud wood appears to be quite satisfactory. 

This location is not sufficiently high to experience very cold 
weather ; hence, the variety must be assumed to be of average hardi- 
ness for the Guatemalan race until it can be tested in the United 
States. | 

The productiveness of the variety is somewhat in doubt. The 
crop harvested in 1917 was not large. The tree bloomed heavily in 
December, 1917, and was setting a good crop when last seen. The 
season of ripening extends from October to the first of December. 
Probably the fruits would remain on the tree later than December 
if allowed to do so, but as avocados are very scarce at that season of 
the year they are picked as soon as they mature. 

The form of the fruits, pear shaped to obovoid, is attractive, as is 
the deep maroon-purple color which they assume upon ripening. 
They are of convenient size, about 12 ounces, and the flesh is yellow 
and of good quality. The seed is larger than in the best late varie- 
ties, but not unreasonably so. It is tight in the cavity. 
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Following is a formal description of the variety. 

Form most commonly pyriform, but sometimes obovate; size below medium 

to medium, weight 10 to 123 ounces, length 4 to 5 inches, greatest breadth 23 

to 3$ inches; base narrow to rounded, the stem inserted obliquely almost with- 

out depression; apex rounded or obtusely pointed, somewhat flattened around 

the stigmatic point; surface almost smooth, sometimes pitted, deep, dark 

maroon-purple in color, with numerous small light maroon dots; skin unusually 

thin for this race, slightly less than one-sixteenth of an inch, soft, tender, 

peeling fairly readily when the fruit is fully ripe; flesh fine grained, buttery, 

cream yellow in color, with slight fiber discolorations in some specimens but 

no actual fiber, the flavor moderately rich and nutty; quality good; seed large, 

broadly conical to nearly spherical in form, weighing 14 to 24+ ounces, tight in 

the seed cavity, with the seed coats adhering closely to the cotyledons. 

KANAN. (No. 35.) S. P. I. No. 45563. 

The Kanan avocado is an early variety (Pl. XXIII) from the 
Antigua region, of rather large size, desirable form, and excellent 
quality. Although a round avocado, the seed is not large in propor- 
tion to the size of the fruit, but on the contrary is rather small. On 
the whole this seems like a very promising variety. 

The parent tree is growing in a small coffee plantation belonging 
to Ignacio Gonzales, situated on the road to San Antonio Aguas 
Calientes, just beyond the village of San Lorenzo del Cubo. The 
elevation is approximately 5,300 feet. The tree is about 35 feet high, 
with a trunk 30 inches thick at the base, dividing 2 feet above the 
ground to form two main limbs each 1 foot in diameter. These give 
off their first branches about 12 feet from the ground. The bud wood 
is excellent, the branchlets being stout, well formed, with vigorous 
buds conveniently placed. 

The tree did not produce a heavy crop from the 1916-17 blooms, 
but is said to have borne more heavily in past seasons. It flowers in 
December and January and commences to mature its fruits the first 
of the following December: They are not at their best until January. 

The climate of this location is not sufficiently cold to test the hardi- 
ness of the variety; hence, it must be assumed, pending a trial in the 
United States, that it is of about average hardiness for the Guate- 
malan race. , 

In form the fruit resembles the Trapp of Florida, being round to 
oblate. It also resembles the Trapp in size and color, but the sur- 
face is somewhat rough and the skin thick and hard. The flesh is 
cream yellow in color, free from discoloration, and of a rich and 
pleasant flavor. The seed is small and tight in the cavity. 

The variety may be formally described as follows: 
Form nearly spherical, varying to slightly oblate and more rarely to broadly 

obovoid; size above medium to very large, weight 16 to 20 ounces, length 33 to 

44 inches, greatest breadth 34 to 4 inches: base rounded, the stem inserted 

very slightly to one side and almost without depression; apex flattened; sur- 
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face pebbled, bright green in color with a few large yellowish dots; skin moder- 

ately thick, nearly one-eighth of an inch, coarsely granular, woody, and brittle; 

flesh cream color, greenish close to the skin, free from. fiber or discoloration, of 

rich and pleasant flavor; quality very good; seed rather small, weighing about 

2 ounces, oblate in form, tight in the cavity, with both seed coats adhering 

closely to the smooth cotyledons. 

CHABIL. (No. 36.) S. P. I. No. 45564. 

The Chabil avocado is a small, early variety of attractive appear- 
ance, desirable form, and excellent quality. It is similar to the 
Kanola of this series and is from the same region. 

The parent tree is growing in a small coffee plantation belong- 
ing to Ignacio Hernandez, situated on the hillside above San 
Lorenzo del Cubo, about 3 miles from Antigua. The elevation is 
approximately 5,500 feet. The tree is 45 feet high, the crown round, 
ot good form, 45 feet broad, formed high above the ground. The 
trunk is 2 feet thick at the base and the branches are 15 feet above the 
ground. The age of the tree is not known. 

The elevation of this location is not sufficient to show whether the 
variety is unusually hardy or not. It may be assumed to be of aver- 
age hardiness for the Guatemalan race until it has been tested in the 
United States. 

The crop ripened at the end of 1917 was a very large one, indicat- 
ing that the productiveness of the variety is likely to prove satis- 
factory. The flowering season appears to be December and Janu- 
ary, the fruiting season November to March. 

The fruit is round, weighs about 9 ounces, and is deep purple 
when fully ripe. The skin is thick and woody. The flesh is of yel- 
low color. The seed is rather small for a round fruit and is tight in 
the cavity. 

Following is a formal description of the variety. 
Form spherical or nearly so, usually slightly oblique; size below medium, 

weight averaging 9 ounces, length 3% inches, greatest breadth 3 inches; base 

slightly flattened, the stem inserted somewhat obliquely without depression; 

apex obliquely flattened but not prominently so; surface practically smooth, 

deep dull purple in color when fully ripe, with scattering large yellowish 

dots; skin thick, sometimes more than one-eighth of an inch, very coarsely 

granular, hard and woody, rather unusually so; flesh rich cream yellow in 

eolor, with a few fine and almost unobjectionable fibers running through it, 

flavor rich and nutty; quality good; seed medium sized, averaging about 14 

ounces in weight, oblate in form, tight in the cavity, with both seed coats 

adhering closely to the smooth cotyledons. 
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SCOPE OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 

The experimental work reported in this bulletin covers (1) the 
relative efficiency of cooling tanks of different construction handled 
under varying conditions; (2) the most efficient methods of cooling 
and storing milk on the farm; and’(3) the transportation of milk 
at low temperatures to market. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF COOLING. 

If a warm body is placed in contact with a cold one, heat will flow 
from the warmer to the colder until both have reached the same 

‘temperature. The rate of this flow depends upon the difference of 
temperature between the two bodies. Heat flows most rapidly when 
there is the greatest difference in temperature, and the rate grad- 
ually decreases as the temperatures become equal. 

The temperature of a body does not give a true indication of the 
amount of heat it contains. Heat 1s commonly measured by a unit 
called the British thermal unit, usually abbreviated B. t. u., which is 
the heat necessary to raise the temperature of 1 pound of water 1° F. 
The reason that the heat required to raise 1 pound of water 1° F. is 
taken as the unit is because water is one of the most difficult of all 
substances to heat. Practically all other substances require less heat 
to raise a unit quantity 1° F. For example, the heat necessary to 
raise 10 pounds of iron 100° F. is only 10 X 0.118 & 100 = 113 B. t. u. 
In other words, while it takes 1 B. t. u. to raise 1 pound of water 

81238°—Bull. 74419 1 (1) 
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1° F., it takes only 0.113 B. t. u. to raise 1 pound of iron 1° F. The 
specific heat of a substance is its ability or capacity, compared with 
water, to absorb heat. 

All substances in nature contain more or less heat, but no way has 
been found for abstracting all the heat contained. In practice, how- 
ever, we are not concerned with the total amount of heat a body may 
contain but with the changes that occur in the quantity; that is, how 
much heat is added or subtracted in raising or lowering the body 
through a given range of temperature. This is found by multiply- 
ing the weight of the body in pounds by its specific heat and then 
multiplying the product by the number of degrees change in tempera- 
ture. For instance, if 100 pounds of warm water were cooled 100° F. 
the heat given up would be 1001 X100=10,000 B. t. u. 

The average specific heat of milk which contains 34 per cent but- 
terfat is 0.93; therefore, the amount of heat required to raise 100 

pounds of such milk 50° F. is 1000.93 50=4,650 B. t. u. Ifa like 
quantity of milk is cooled the same number of degrees, the B. t. u. 
given up are the same. In other words, the calculations are identi- 
cal whether milk is heated or cooled. 

Air and water are two natural cooling agencies. Cooling by means 
of air is not generally practicable because of its low heat-absorbing 
capacity and because its temperature is usually too high. Water, 

‘therefore, is the common cooling agency used. If it were possible 
to avoid all losses, 1 pound of milk in being cooled 1° F. would re- 
quire 0.93 of a pound of water which would be raised 1° F. in tem- 
perature. In practice, however, a certain amount of cooling effect is 
always lost through radiation; consequently more water will be re- 
quired, the exact quantity depending upon the efficiency of the cool- 
ing apparatus. This is assuming that the cooler was 100 per cent 
efficient. To determine the final temperature when milk is cooled by 
water and allowed to remain until both are practically the same tem-_ 
perature the following formula may be used: 

gee (WXSXT)+(W:S:T:) + (W28:2T2) 

WS+W5:8:+ W:28: 

t=—Final temperature of whole. 

W=Weight of water. 

S=Specific heat of water. 

T=Initial temperature of water. 

W:=Weight of milk. 

S:=Specific heat of milk. 

T:=—Initial temperature of milk. 

W.2= Weight of can. 

S.=Specific heat of can. 

2=Final temperature of can. 

For example, figure 1 shows a 10-gallon can of milk at an initial 
temperature of 85° F. being cooled in a tank containing 380 gallons 
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of water at an initial temperature of 37° F. The weight of the can 
containing the milk is taken at 21 pounds and its temperature is 
approximately that of the milk, 85° F. The weights of the water, 
milk, and can are 250, 86, and 21 pounds, respectively, and their 
specific heats are 1, 0.93, and 0.113, respectively. Substituting these 
in the formula above and solving for the final temperature of the 
whole, we have: 

(250 X 1X87) + (86 X 0.93 X85) + (21 X0.113 X85) ans 16252 

(250 X1) + (86 X 0.98) + (210.113) 302. 4 

Tn practice, however, some heat is absorbed in the surrounding air 
so that the final temperature of milk and water is higher than that 

i = 48.9° F 
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Wig. 1.—Initial and final temperature of ps and water in a concrete-insulated cool- 
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given in the formula. In other words, the final temperature as 
calculated must be divided by the per cent efficiency of the tank. The 
efficiency of a good insulated tank of the size and construction of 
that shown in figure 1 was found to be about 97 per cent. The final 
temperature of the milk and water will, consequently, be 48.9 divided 
by 0.97 or 50.4° F. 
Ice is usually necessary in order to lower the temperature of water 

to a point at which it will cool milk quickly and efficiently. One 
pound of ice has many times the cooling capacity of an equal weight 
of water at an initial temperature of 37° F. To change the tempera- 
ture of 1 pound of water 1 degree requires the addition or extraction 
of only 1 B. t.u. To freeze 1 pound of water, however, requires the 
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extraction of 144 B.t.u. In the process of freezing 1 pound of water 
144 B. t. u. are extracted without change in temperature. In the 
melting of ice the reverse is true. This phenomenon is called the 
latent heat of fusion of ice. The heat required to melt 1 pound of ice, 
therefore, is sufficient to raise 1 pound of water 144° F. or 144 pounds 
of water 1° F. 

COOLING MILK ON THE FARM. 

Milk may be cooled most efficiently on the farm by running it 
over a surface cooler in which the available water supply is used at 
its coldest temperature and the cooling completed by storing the cans 
of milk in a tank of ice water. It is possible in that way within 
a short time to lower the temperature of milk to below 50° F. Fre- 
quently the water uscd for cooling milk is not used to the best ad- 
vantage. Spring water is sometimes allowed to flow over the sur- 
face of the ground and is warmed several degrees before reaching 
the cooling apparatus. During the summer water from a storage 
tank aboveground is usually much warmer than that drawn directly 
from the well. It is best, therefore, to arrange the cooling system so 
that the water which flows through the surface cooler or cooling tank 
comes directly from the well or, if from a spring, it is conveyed in 
a pipe well below the surface of the ground. If ice is used in a cooling 
tank the quantity of water surrounding the cans should be as small as 
possible to give satisfactory results. Space enough should be pro- 
vided between the sides of the tank and the cans of milk to allow 
for a sufficient quantity of ice and water to cool the milk properly. 
If a large volume of water has to be cooled much more ice will be 
necessary. If it is desired to cool milk quickly from an initial tem- 
perature of about 85° F. to one of 50° F. by setting the cans in 
a tank of ice water, the ice water in the tank should have a tempera- 
ture of about 37° F. Under these conditions about 4 gallons of. water 
will suffice for each gallon of milk. 

EFFECT OF LOW TEMPERATURES ON BACTERIAL COUNT 

OF MILK. 

It is commonly recognized that high bacterial counts in market 
milk are due largely to multiplication of bacteria rather than to in- 
oculation. It is interesting, therefore, to note the effect of low tem- 

peratures in reducing the bacterial content of market milk. A sur- 
vey of dairies in New England where high bacterial counts in the 
milk had been obtained was followed by instructional work emphasiz- 
ing the importance of rapid and efficient cooling and demonstrating 
the best method of cooling at the least expense. A later survey 
illustrates the effect that prompt cooling and holding the milk at low 
temperatures had upon the bacterial content (fig. 2). 
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The average temperature of all samples of milk taken before the 

educational work was 62° F. and the average after the educational 

work was 54° F., or a drop of 8 degrees. The average bacterial 
count before was 27,000,000 per cubic centimeter, while after the in- 

struction was given it was only 750,000 per cubic centimeter. In 18 

of the poorest dairies the average bacterial count was 63,000,000 per 
cubic centimeter before and 2,600,000 after. The temperature be- 
fore instruction was given was 63° F. while the temperature after 
was 56° F. Fifty-one of the best dairies had an initial count of 15,- 
370,000 per cubic centimeter while after the demonstration the count 
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was reduced to 170,000 per cubic centimeter, a decrease of 15,200,000 
per cubic centimeter. This decrease was due largely to the preven- 
tion of multiplication of bacteria because the milk was kept at a 

lower temperature. These examples serve to illustrate how im- 

portant prompt cooling on the farm is in keeping down the bacterial 

count of market milk, 

COOLING EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS KINDS OF TANKS. 

In order to cool and hold milk at low temperatures on the average 

farm a properly constructed cooling tank is necessary. In fact most 
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dairy farms have some sort of tank in which water or water and ice are 
used to cool and store milk. According to a recent questionnaire ap- 
proximately 80 per cent of the dairy farms producing market milk 
use some sort of cooling tank. The total number of dairies that re- 
ported approximated 40,000, located in 32 States. Nineteen per cent 
of the tanks were reported to be of metal, 25 per cent of wood, 31 
per cent. of concrete, and the construction of the remaining 25 per 
cent was not mentioned. Very few tanks were insulated, and in 
most cases no effort was made to minimize the loss of cooling effect 
due to the surface of the tank. When an abundant supply of cold 
running water continually passes through the tank it is unnecessary 
to go to the expense of insulation, but under other conditions, es- 
pecially during hot weather, the loss of cooling effect from an unin- 
sulated tank is considerable. 

The location of the tank with reference to the wind and sun has 
an important bearing on its ability to maintain low temperatures. 
In order to determine the best construction and location for the 
cooling tank, tests were conducted to ascertain the relative milk- 
cooling efficiency of tanks made of galvanized iron, concrete, wood, 
and cork-insulated material, both indoors and outdoors, and with 
and without covers. All the tanks used had the same inside dimen- 

sions, namely, 30 inches in width, 60 inches in length, and 25 inches 
in depth, as shown in figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. The covers were made 
of two layers of £-inch tongue-and-groove boards. 

All tests were made for a period of 9 hours, beginning at 8 a. m. 
and ending at 5 p.m. The average air temperature throughout the 
series of tests was about 80° F. All the thermometers used were 
compared with a standard thermometer and variations from true 
readings corrected. The thermometer used for taking the air tem- 
perature was protected from the direct rays of the sun. Air and 
water temperatures were taken every hour and before taking the 
ninth-hour reading of the water in the tank it was thoroughly stirred. 
Each tank contained 1,100 pounds of water at an initial temperature 
of 54° F, 

The conditions of the tests were in brief as follows: In test No. 1 
the tanks were left uncovered and set side by side in the sun. The 
average air temperature for the 9 hours was 84.2° F. In test No. 2 
the tanks were covered and the air temperature averaged 83.5° F. 
In test No. 3 the tanks were sheltered from the sun by a building 
and were uncovered. The average air temperature was 85.2° F. In 
test No. 4 the tanks were sheltered by a building, were covered, and 
at an average air temperature of 83.4° F. Except as noted all con- 
ditions were similar for each test. 

Figures 7 to 10, inclusive, show the curves of the change in tem- 
perature of the air and water under the various conditions of the 
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four tests. Table 1 shows the B. t. u. absorbed under the different 

conditions: 

TABLE 1.—B. t. uw. absorbed by water and tanks under different conditions. 

Outdoors. Indoors. 

Type of tank. 

Uncovered.| Covered. | Uncovered.| Covered. 

j Bit. u. Bt. u. B.t.u. B.t.u. 
(Gailkrcialiac(e THROM aoe oe CSTE OS Oreo eee eS CSE ere ae es 24, 200 15, 950 15, 400 12, 100 
(COMING... - o beg dnescobesdapoesedce Jeee bas ooSeeeeHeeee 19, 800 12, 650 11, 550 8, 800 
WOO) saccade bebe SESE RED oe ee ete et ae eee ae 15, 400 5, 500 7, 150 4,400 
TSU 5 JRA a SEES SSE Oe ee ea 11, 550 1, 650 4, 400 1, 100 

Table 2 shows the relative loss of efficiency in cooling tanks of dif- 
ferent construction compared with the insulated tank. 

TABLE 2.—Relative loss of efficiency in cooling tanks of different construction, 

based on the insulated tank as unity. 

Outdoors. Indoors. 

Type of tank. 

Uncoyered.} Covered. | Uncovered.| Covered. 

EEN AIC INO a ears asso bro nrs tora ears cle ae sien sienna aera = Pal 9.7 3.5 11 
COMORHG)2 6 Us SES CARN Oe I ae aes el ace ae nn nn See 1.7 Us Ul 2.6 8 
BIVAGO Geeta eho ke or lit a 1.3 3.3 1.6 4 
Lia ere GGL GS SE RR Ss SS ASUS INS Sap op uUIE  ETY AOU 1 1 atl 1 

The relative loss of cooling effect in tanks of different construc- 
tion expressed in pounds of ice is shown in Table 3. This table also 
emphasizes the range of loss in cooling effect through radiation from 
cooling tanks during hot weather. 

TABLE 3.—Relative loss in cooling effect in tanks of different construction ea- 
pressed in pounds of ice. 

Outdoors. Indoors. 

Type of tank. 

Uneovered.| Covered. | Uncovered.| Covered. 

? ! Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. 
GalyanizedsinoMase ca sceacce use cue nce un oe Bk 168 111 107 84.0 
(CORIGRE BD SAS od SHE ERE AOE Ge Eee a a ao 137 88 80 61.0 
\NVQOG Le ee ea SERGE OIE He TeRNE ee I earn An Dug Ute Roa 107 38 50 30.5 
VE TSITL Ae Ceeap ests Sse ae ys RMN MNCS UN 80}. 12 30 7.6 

The galvanized-iron tank, without a cover and exposed to the 
direct rays of the sun, lost 168 pounds of ice compared with 7.6 
pounds of ice for the cork-insulated tank covered and sheltered, or a 

difference of 160.4 pounds of ice. A loss of this amount of ice each 
day for 150 days would amount to approximately 24 tons for the 
season. At that rate, in 150 days the loss of ice, estimated at 15 

81238°—Byll. 744192 
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cents a hundredweight, would be $72. Frequently ice costs more than 
the price named, which would add to the saving effected by an in- 
sulated tank. While few dairymen would waste so large a quantity 
of ice, the result indicates the economy of using a covered, insulated 
tank. 

Four other tests were conducted with the same tanks under best 
service conditions. All tanks were covered and sheltered. The gal- 
vanized-iron, concrete, and wooden tanks each contained 1,000 pounds 
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Fic. 7.—Rise in temperature of water during 9 hours in 4 types of cooling tanks. 

All tanks uncovered and exposed to direct rays of sun. 

Ss 

of water at 54° F., a 100-pound block of ice, and a 10-gallon can of 
warm milk; the cork-insulated tank contained the same quantity of 
water and ice and two 10-gallons cans of milk. In each case the block 
of ice was placed close to the can in order that the milk might receive 
its immediate cooling effect. The water in the tank was slightly 
stirred each hour, ifter which the temperature reading was taken. 
The milk was not stirred during any of the tests; the results of the 
tests are shown in figure 11, 
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During the test with the galvanized-iron tank the air temperature 
ranged from 72° to 80° F. with an average of 76° F. At the end of 
nine hours the temperature of the water was 58° F. and the tempera- 
ture of the milk was 56.5° F. It will be noted that the minimum 
temperature of the water was reached three hours after the ice was 
added, and from that time on the temperature of the water rose slightly 
for the next two hours, until all the ice was melted. From this point 
the rise in the temperature of the water wasmorerapid. The tempera- 
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Fic. 8.—Rise in temperature of water during 9 hours in 4 types of cooling tanks. All 

tanks covered and exposed to direct rays of sun. 

ture of the milk continued to fall until just before the sixth hour, 
when the curves showed that the temperature of the milk dropped 
below the water. This was due to the fact that about one hour before 
all the ice was melted the temperature of the water began to rise 
and rose faster than the temperature of the milk dropped. This is 
caused by the fact that there is a double transfer of heat, first from the 
air to the water, then from the water to the milk. 
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In the case of the concrete tank the air temperature ranged from 
72° to 85° F. with an average of 79.4° F. or 3.4 degrees higher than in 
the case of the galvanized-iron tank. Notwithstanding this fact the 
final temperatures of the water and milk were 3 degrees lower in the 
concrete tank. 

In the test of the wooden tank the air temperature ranged from 79° 
to 85° F. with an average of 81.1° F. for the 9-hour period. At the’ 
end of the test the tank-water had a temperature of 50.5° F. and the 
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Fic. 9.—Rise in temperature of water during 9 hours in 4 types of cooling tanks. All 

tanks uncovered and in milk house. 

milk was 49.5° F. Notwithstanding the fact that the average air 
temperature was 54 degrees higher than in the case of the galvanized- 
iron tank and 1.7 degrees higher than in the case of the concrete tank, 
the temperatures of the water and milk at the end of the test were 54 
degrees lower than in the concrete tank and 84 degrees lower than in 
the galvanized-iron tank. This again illustrates the superiority, from 
the milk-cooling standpoint, of a wooden tank over either concrete or 
galvanized iron, 
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The range of air temperature during the test of the cork-insulated 
tank was from 78° to 95° F. and averaged 89.3° F. Two 10-gallon 
cans of warm milk were placed in the tank instead of one, as in 
the foregoing tests. At the end of nine hours the temperatures of 
the tank-water and the milk were approximately the same, namely, 
49° F. It will be noted, however, that at no time during the test did 
the temperature of the water rise above that of the milk, and it will 
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Fig. 10.—Rise in temperature of water during 9 hours in 4 types of cooling tanks. 

ll tanks covered and in milk house. 

be further noted that all the ice was not melted until the end of the 

sixth hour. The cork-insulated tank withstood an air temperature 
13.3 degrees higher than the galvanized-iron tank, 9.9 degrees higher 
than the concrete tank, and 8.2 degrees higher than the wooden tank, 
and cooled two cans of milk instead of one to a lower temperature 
than any of the other tanks. The final temperature of the water in 
the insulated tank was 9 degrees lower than in the iron tank, 6 degrees 
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grees lower than in the and 14 de lower than in the concrete tank, 
wooden tank. 
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These tests illustrate the efficiency of the different tanks for-cooling 
milk. Expressed in.terms of ice melted the relative loss was 29 | 
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pounds for the insulated tank, 65 pounds for the wooden tank, 101 
pounds for the concrete tank, and 126 pounds for the galvanized- 
iron tank. 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF MILK TANKS. 

Milk tanks should be so constructed as to minimize the loss in cool- 
ing effect through radiation from both water and ice. They should 
also be easy to construct, durable, and easy to clean. The best insulat- 
ing materials are those that contain the greatest amount of entrapped 
air in the smallest space. Other factors, however, such as space occu- 
pied, structural strength, uniformity of insulating value, and ability 
to withstand moisture, should be considered in the selection of the 
insulating material. The materia] should not absorb moisture readily, 
because as soon as it is water-soaked its insulating value is impaired 
and it will rot. The insulation should be light, easy to work into 
place, and should occupy little space. 

The height of the cooling tank depends upon the height of the cans 
to be used. Provision should be made so that the water on the outside 
of the cans will always be as high as the milk inside. An overflow 
pipe to regulate the height of the water, and a drainage outlet in the 
bottom of the tank so that the water may be emptied when it is de- 
sired to clean the tank, should be provided. Narrow strips on which 
to set the milk cans should be placed on the bottom of the tank in 
order to permit the water to flow under as well as around the cans. A 
frame should be made of 2 by 2 inch material, laid 2 inches apart, so 
that it will fit snugly in the bottom of the tank. It may be made to fit 
tightly by means of wooden wedges. 

THE INSULATED CONCRETE TANK. 

For use on the farm an insulated concrete tank will usually be found 
to be the most efficient and satisfactory in every respect. In building 
a tank of that kind the walls should have a total thickness of from 8 
to 10 inches, divided into a 2 to 4 inch outer wall of concrete, next to 
which is placed a 2-inch layer of insulating material and an inside 
concrete wall of 4 inches. The concrete mix should consist of 1 part 
Portland cement, 2 parts clean, sharp sand, and 4 parts broken stone 
or gravel. Hydrated lime equal to 10 per cent by weight of the cement 
should be added to the mix for the purpose of making the tank water- 
proof. The outer wall should be constructed first, then the insulation 
should be set in hot asphalt or gas-house tar and its inner surface 
coated with the same material and allowed to dry thoroughly before 
the inner wall of concrete is built. The inside wall of the tank should 
be carefully troweled to force back all particles of stone or gravel, 
thus insuring a smooth inner surface. 

In constructing the tank, if built partly underground as shown in 
figure 12, an outside form extending only from the surface of the 
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ground to the top of tank is required. If built entirely above the 
ground a complete outside form is necessary. After the outside 
forms are in place pour 4 inches of concrete in the bottom. On this 
concrete set the inside form, leaving a space of from 2 to 4 inches 
between the forms, depending on the thickness of the outside wall. 
After the concrete is set remove the inside form and coat the inside 
walls and floor with hot asphalt or tar. The sheets of insulation 
should be coated also with the same material and put in place on the 
floor and against the walls, care being taken to make all joints tight. 
After the insulation is in place cut down the inside form, previously 
used, to a size that will provide a 4-inch space between the walls and 
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Fig. 12.—Arrangement of concrete-insulated cooling tank built partly below ground level. 

forms. The form should be set in place and blocked up 4 inches 
above the floor, and the concrete for the inner walls and floor should 
be poured in one operation. The wooden curb around the top of the 
tank should have 20-penny spikes driven into the underside at fre- 
quent intervals and the curb set in place and pressed down so as to 
embed the spikes in the concrete before it sets. If the inner surface 
of the walls is rough upon removal of the forms, a plaster coat of 
cement mortar should be applied. 

DIVIDING THE TANK INTO A SMALL AND A LARGE COMPARTMENT. 

The size of the tank depends upon the quantity of milk to bs 
cooled. Frequently tanks are built of such sizes as to require an ex 

ti 
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cessive quantity of ice for cooling. Since the quantity of milk pro- 
duced on a dairy farm fluctuates from season to season and from year 
to year, it is advisable to construct a tank of two parts, the larger 
being approximately twice the size of the smaller. With a tank of 
that kind the larger part should be large enough to cool the quantity 
of milk ordinarily produced. The smaller part may be used in addi- 
tion for handling an increased supply. In case production is de- 
creased the smaller part can be used alone, thus insuring more efli- 
cient cooling. Such arrangements can be made with little additional 
expense at the time of building, and they result in more efficient 
cooling. 

As an example of what may be accomplished by such an arrange- 
ment a test was conducted in which a 10-gallon can of milk at 91° 
F. was placed in a concrete tank containing 1,000 pounds of water at 
54° F. to which a 100-pound block of ice had been added. The can 
was left m the tank from 8 a. m. until 5 p. m. on a day when the air 
temperature ranged from 75° to 85° F. At 5 p.m. the milk had a 
temperature of 534° F. The same tank was afterwards divided into 
two parts, one being two-thirds and the other one-third the size of 
the original tank. Into the smaller part of the tank were placed 
350 pounds of water at 54° F., a 100-pound block of ice, and a 10-gal- 
lon can of milk at 90° F. The air temperature during the 9 hours, 
from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m., ranged from 75° to 85° F., and during that 
time the milk was cooled to 48° F., or 54 degrees lower than when 
cooled in the larger tank. 

- The test was repeated with a wooden tank, a can of milk at 90° F. 
being left for 9 hours in a tank containing 1,000 pounds of water with 
an initial temperature of 54° F. and a 100-pound block of ice. At 
the end of the 9 hours the milk had been cooled to 50° F. The tank 
was then partitioned in a manner similar to the concrete tank and 
a 10-gallon can of milk at 90° F. was placed in the smaller part, the 
quantity of water and ice used being the same as in the concrete tank. 
At the end of 9 hours the can of milk was cooled to 41° F., or 9 de- 
grees lower than for a similar can in the large wooden tank. It is 
evident that for cooling efficiency a tank holding 3 or 4 gallons of 
water for each gallon of milk makes for more efficient use of ice than 
a larger tank. 

LOCATION OF TANK. 

For best results the cooling tank should be covered and placed in 
a building where it will be sheltered from the direct rays of the sun. 
The best location, therefore, is in the milk house. When a milk- 
cooling tank is placed outdoors, exposed to the action of the weather, 
there is usually a rapid deterioration and a great loss in cooling effi- 
ciency. Besides keeping milk cold a properly constructed cooling 
tank also protects it from dust, flies, and other contaminating influ- 
ences. 
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HOW TO COOL MILK QUICKLY. 

Much of the market milk for our large cities reaches the railroad 
station in the country for shipment at a temperature of about 60° F., 
and some is as high as from 80° to 90° F. At least one of our large 
cities obtains milk from a territory 400 miles away. It is evident, 
therefore, that milk on such a journey to the city has a considerable 
time in which to deteriorate in quality. The higher the tempera- 
ture of the milk the sooner it will deteriorate. Because of the 
shortness of time between milking and the time of shipping, it is 
usually impracticable to cool all milk to below 50° F. on the farm 
by the use of a milk-cooling tank alone. Some sort of surface cooler 
must be used in addition if the milk is to be cooled to 50° F. before 
shipment. A surface cooler properly used with a supply of cold run- 
ning water greatly reduces the piven of ice needed in cooling milk 
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Fic. 13.—Time required to cool a 10-gallon can of milk to 50° EF. under various con- 

ditions. Milk not precooled. 

to a definite temperature, and also insures more rapid cooling. Un- 
fortunately much of the running water used in surface coolers be- 
comes warmer before use, either by allowing it to flow above the sur- 
face of the ground, as from a spring, or by taking it from a storage 
tank exposed to the sun. 

It is possible, by using a surface cooler to best advantage, to cool 
the milk to within 2 or®3 degrees of the temperature of the water. 
The colder the water, therefore, the more effective will be the cooling. 
A series of tests was conducted with water at different temperatures 
in order to determine the length of time necessary to cool milk to 
50° F. In each test a 10-gallon can of milk was used. The milk was 
placed in an insulated tank containing from 75 to 80 gallons of 
water. Tests were conducted with water at 70°, 60°, 55°, and 50° 

F., respectively, and in each test a 300-pound block of ice was placed 
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in the tank. The quantity of ice used was larger than is common 

for tanks of the size mentioned and consequently the time required 

to cool a 10-gallon can of milk to 50° was shorter than under most 

farm conditions. In the first test the air temperature was from 70° 

to 75° F. and the water had a temperature of 70° F. In the second 

test the air temperature was from 60° to 65° F. and the water 60° F. 

In the third test the water had a temperature of 55° F. and the air 

but 1 or 2 degrees higher. In the fourth test the air and water were 

both at about 50° F. Figure 13 shows the time required to cool milk 

to 50° F. under various tottions when the milk was not precooled 

with a surface cooler. In none of the tests was the milk stirred. The 

TEMPERATURE, DEGREES F, 
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Fig. 14.—Time required to cool a 10-gallon can of milk to 50° F. under various con- 

ditions. Milk precooled. 

time required to cool the milk to 50° F. when the tank water was 

70°, 60°, 55°, and 50° F-., respectively, was 2 hours and 25 minutes, 

1 hour and 45 minutes, 1 hour and 25 minutes, and 1 hour and 20 

minutes. 
It is evident that the time necessary to cool milk to 50° F. by these 

methods is too long for satisfactory use on dairy farms where the 

morning’s milk must be delivered to the railroad station a short time 

after milking. It must be remembered also that an exceptionally 

large quantity of ice was used. 
The effect of precooling milk with a surface cooler through which 

water circulates at temperatures of 70°, 60°, 55°, and 50° F., re- 

spectively, upon the length of time required to reduce it below 50° 

F. in a cooling tank is well illustrated in figure 14. When milk was 
precooled by water at 70°, 60°, 55°, and 50° F. the time necessary for 
cooling.to 50° F, under conditions similar to those mentioned in the 
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previous experiment was, respectively, 2 hours and 10 minutes, 1 
hour and 15 minutes, 43 minutes, and 20 minutes.. In terms of ice 
melted the precooling resulted in a saving of 11, 16, 19, and 22 pounds 
of ice, respectively. 
An efficient way of cooling milk on a dairy farm is well illustrated 

in figure 15. Warm milk that was not precooled was placed in a tank 
containing water at 37° F. and was cooled to 50° F. in about an hour. 
The same quantity of milk precooled with water at 55° and then 
placed in a tank of ice water at 37° was cooled to 50° F. in 20 
minutes. This illustrates an easy and rapid method of cooling milk 
to 50° F. or below if ice is used. 

While, from a cooling standpoint, wooden tanks give good results, 
an insulated concrete tank similar to the one shown in figure 1 is 
more satisfactory for the dairy farm. A tank of that kind is not 
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Fic. 15.—Showing quick method of cooling milk with ice water. 

hard to construct, is very durable, and can be set partly in the 
ground, which is an advantage in that cans can be lifted in and out 
with less effort. 

THE USE OF ICE. 

For best results ice should be put into the cooling tank a sufficiently 
long time ahead of the cans of milk to insure that the tank water is 
at a low temperature when the cans of milk are set in. To insure 
that milk is cooled to and is held at a sufficiently low temperature, a 
cooling tank always should contain ice during hot weather. The 
quantity of ice necessary depends upon the outside temperature, 
the quantity of milk to be cooled, and the size, construction, and loca- 
tion of the cooling tank. The quantity necessary for any given set of 
conditions can be determined readily by putting a definite quantity 
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of ice into the tank and using a thermometer to ascertain the tem- 
perature to which the milk is cooled. When milk is precooled by 
means of a surface cooler to between 52° and 62° F. and is placed 
in a cooling tank in which the temperature of the water is 45° F., 
from 14 to 2 pounds of ice for each gallon is necessary to cool milk 
to and to keep it at 50° F. for a day. When precooling is not prac- 
ticed and the tank water has a temperature of 45° F. about 4 pounds 
of ice per gallon will be necessary. 

EFFICIENCY OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF CANS FOR HOLDING 

MILK. 

In order to determine the relative value of different types of milk 
cans for maintaining low temperatures in milk held without agitation 
for a considerable period, a series of experiments was conducted. Six 
10-gallon cans were used, as follows: Nos. 1 and 2 were insulated; No. 
3 had an ice compartment; No. 4 was an ordinary can covered with 
1-inch felt jacket; No. 5 was an ordinary can covered with a 4-inch 
jacket; and No. 6 was an ordinary milk can. The cans were placed 
in a room in which the temperature was maintained at 744° F. 
The initial temperature of the milk in cans Nos. 1, 2, 38, and 4 was 
35° F.; in No. 5 it was 36° F., and in No. 6 it was 37° F.—The milk 
was not stirred in any of the cans during the test, the temperature 
reading being taken by removing the top and inserting a long- 
stemmed thermometer into the center of the can. In each case for- 
maldehyde enough was added to the milk to prevent premature 
souring. 

The results of the test are shown in figure 16. It will be noted that 
the time required for the temperature of the milk to rise to 50° F. 
was as follows: 

Hours. Hours. 
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It should be kept in mind of course that the initial temperature of 
the milk in can No. 5 was 36° F. and in can No. 6 37° F. Comparing 
the various cans with No. 6 (the bare, unprotected can) it will be 
noted that No. 1 took 2.18 times as long; No. 2 required 2.73 times as 
long; Nos. 3 and 4 required twice as long; and No. 5 required 1.63 
times as long as No. 6 for the temperature of the milk to rise to 50° 
F. The results indicate the efficiency of the various methods of pro- 
tecting cans in keeping milk at low temperatures. 

In test No. 2 the conditions were similar to those in the first test 
except that the room temperature was 99.5° F., or 25 degrees higher, 
and the initial temperature of the milk in each can was 44° F. The 
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relative time required for the milk to rise in temperature from 44° to 
50° F. for the various cans was as follows: 

Hours. Hours. 
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While the high temperature of 99.5° F. would not be encountered 
frequently in practice, it serves well to illustrate the efficiency of 
different types of cans under extreme conditions. In curve No. 3 of 
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Fic. 16.—Bfficiency of various types of cans for holding milk. Room temperature, 74.5° F. 

figure 17, showing the rise in temperature of milk in the ice-com- 
partment can, it will be noted that all the ice was not melted until 
about 8 hours after the beginning of the test. The temperature of the 
milk, however, rose to 50° F. within 3 hours. The rapid rise in 
temperature of the milk in the can, even though the ice compartment 
contained ice, is due to the large surface which was exposed to the 
warm outside air as compared to the smaller surface exposed to the 
ice. The absorption of heat by the milk from the air was much faster 
than the absorption of heat by the ice from the milk. Tt will be 
noted that after all the ice was melted the rise in temperature of 
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the milk in the can was about the same as in the ordinary milk can, 

No. 6, 
Comparing the time required for milk to rise in temperature from 

44° to 50° F. with the ordinary can (No. 6), it will be found to be 

10.7 times as long in can No. 1, 13.3 times in can No. 2, 4 times in 

can No. 3, 54 times in can No. 4, and 2.7 times in can Np: 52 “0he 

importance of some sort of insulation for milk cans is apparent when 
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Fic. 17.—Efficiency of various types of cans for holding milk. Room temperature, 

99.5° 

milk is to be shipped considerable distances and reach its destination 

at a temperature below 50° F. This last experiment ilustrates very 

well the rise in temperature which may be expected when milk is 

allowed to stand in the sun during very hot weather. Instances in 

which cans of milk are left for several hours without shelter or other 

protection either on the roadside or at the milk-receiving station, 

are too common to need comment, 
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In the northern section of the United States milk is frequently 
shipped to the city during the winter when the temperature of the 
air is below zero. Since milk freezes at a temperature between 
31° and 29° F., it is important that some provision be made to pre- 
vent freezing in transit. A test, therefore, was conducted to deter- 
mine the efficiency of the same cans used in the previous tests for 
preventing freezing. Because of the limited space in the refrigerator 
but two cans could be handled at a time. It was not possible to 
hold, therefore, all cans at exactly the same temperature during the 
test because of the difficulty in keeping the refrigerator at exactly 
the same temperature from day to day. The temperature of the re- 
frigerator ranged from 4° to 44° F., the average temperature being 
about 24 degrees above zero. The initial temperature of the milk, 
when the cans were placed in the refrigerator, was 77° F., and the cans 
were held until its temperature had reached 30° F. The drop in 
temperature is graphically shown in figure 18. Thetime required for 
the milk in the different types of cans to ap from 50° to 30° F. 
was as follows: 

Hours. Hours. 

CantNo; 125i hon ah ene nt 20 elt Ga INOW ey Se eee ae eae eee 164 

CaneNoy 2: 7>. tes bon Pee LE RS 21 Can Nos.6222 ee Se a 

ManeNoy 42202. Vhs See ee 183 

Can No. 3, the ice-compartment can, was not used as it was not 
suitable for the experiment. Comparing the time necessary for the 
temperature of the milk to drop from 50° to 80° F. with that of the 
ordinary can (No. 6) we find: 

Can No. 1 required 2.9 times as long. | Can No. 4 required 2.6 times as long. 

Can No. 2 required 3.0 times as long. | Can No. 5 required 2.3 times as long. 

The showing above indicates the efficiency of felt jackets or in- 
sulated cans for shipping milk in zero weather. 

TRANSPORTING MILK AT LOW TEMPERATURES. 

A large percentage of city milk supplies is delivered to the rail- 
road station by the producers or is brought to the station by wagons 
or trucks which collect milk from several farms. A certain quantity 
of milk is hauled directly to the city by means of teams or motor 
trucks. Unless the milk is especially protected its temperature will 
rise several degrees in the journey from the farm to the station, and 
if afterwards in the haul of from a few hours to all day to the city 
it is exposed to high temperatures its temperature when it reaches 
the market is usually not low enough to prevent the rapid multiplica- 
tion of bacteria. Much milk is transported to the city in ordinary 
baggage cars or in uniced milk cars. To insure its reaching the 
city in the best condition milk should be cooled on the farm to 50° 
F. or below and should be carefully protected during shipment to 
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the city. The same precautions which prevent milk from becom- 
ing warm during shipment in summer also prevent it from freezing 
in the winter. 

In some refrigerator cars it is possible to lesen milk at a low tem- 
_ perature during shipment, but most of the milk is shipped in cars 
that frequently are opened in transit to receive new supplies, and in 
which the ice, if any is used, is placed on the top of the milk cans. 
Much of the cooling effect is 
lost when the cars are thus 
opened. 

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL SHIP- 
MENTS. 

To determine the relative 

efficiency of ordinary milk y@ 
cans compared with jacketed i 
and insulated cans in keeping & 
milk cold during long ship- . 
ments, three experiments were q 
conducted as follows: uf 

In the first experiment 4 of y# 
the 10-gallon cans used in the re 
previous tests were employed, NS 
No. 1 being insulated, No. 4 u3¢ 
having a 1-inch felt jacket, No. 5 
5. having a $-inch felt jacket, M NO. | INSULATED CAN 

HO.2 oo and No. 6 being the ordinary 
milk can. The cans were filled 
with milk cooled to 44° F. and 
were hauled in an open truck 
a distance of 13 miles from 
the farm to the railroad sta- 
tion. The air temperature dur- ere ee a 
ing the 24 hours’ haul was TIME~ HOURS 

Gite) Fe Upon urival at, MG iecamaniey of rate We of 
the station the cans were 
shipped in an ordinary baggage car which was opened in transit to 
receive and discharge baggage from Washington, D. C., to New 
Orleans, La., a aichanice of 1,120 miles.1 

The ee ss the temperature of the milk and the temperature of the 
surrounding air during transportation was obtained by means of 
recording thermometers. Figure 19 shows the rise in temperature 
of the milk in each of the several cans, together with the air tem- 
perature during the trip. The milkin the ordinary can reached 60° F. 

Vo 4- | JACKETED ” 
So Sai" 2 

AVERAGE ROOF TEMP. 

1 The shipment of milk was supervised by C. S. McBride, of the Dairy Division. 

> 
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after it had traveled about 10 miles from the farm; the milk in the 
can covered with a 4-inch felt jacket reached 60° F. after approxi- 
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Fig. 19.—Relative efficiency of 4 types of cans in shipment of milk from Washington, 
D. C. to New Orleans. Milk cooled to 44° F. and hauled 138 miles in open truck to 
station. : 

mately 268 miles of travel; the milk in the can covered with a 1-inch 
felt jacket reached 60° F. after 332 miles, and that in the insulated 
can after 650 miles. The average air temperature during the journey 

file etal TS TTS eS 
|| meet RN Sk -ET-H 

BMA SCia 

Fic. 20.—Relative efficiency of 4 types of cans in shipment of milk from New Orleans 

to Washington, D. C. Milk cooled to 40° F. and loaded directly at railroad station. 

EO 

THIE- HOURS 

was 80° F. Compared with the ordinary can, the 4-inch jacketed 
can allowed milk to be shipped 26 times as far before it reached 60° 
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-F.; the milk in the 1-inch felt jacketed can traveled 33 times as far; 
and that in the insulated can 65 times as far. 

In the second experiment the same cans were used and the other 
conditions were the same, except that there was no country haul and 
the milk was cooled to 40° F. before being started on its journey. 
The results are shown graphically in figure 20. The milk in the 
ordinary can reached a temperature of 50° F. after traveling about 
75 miles; that held in the 34-inch jacketed can after 355 miles; that 
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Fic. 21.—Relative efficiency of four types of cans in shipment of milk from Chicago to 

Washington, D. C. 

in the can covered with the 1-inch felt jacket after 385 miles; and 
that in the insulated can after 605 miles. 

In the third experiment 4 similar cans of milk were shipped 
from Chicago, Ill., to Washington, D. C., a distance. of 787 miles, 
in an ordinary baggage car. As in the previous experiments the 
doors were opened at stations to receive and deliver baggage. The 
data obtained in this experiment are shown graphically in figure 21. 

1This shipment of milk was supervised by R. S.. Smith, of the Dairy Division. 
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The milk was 224 hours in transit and the average air temperature 
of the baggage car was about 73° F. The temperature of the milk 
in the different cans was between 44° and 45° F. when placed in the 
ear. This test demonstrates that the temperature of milk upon 
its arrival at destination is no indication of the temperatures which 
it has experienced in transit and that jacketed and insulated cans 
prevent rapid fluctuations in temperature. 
When milk is cooled to between 40° and 45° F. on the farm, it may, 

through the use of felt jackets or insulated cans, reach the market 
with but a comparatively few degrees rise in temperature even in 
very hot weather. The use of felt jackets or insulated cans adds 
somewhat to the cost of shipping milk, because of the initial cost of 
the jackets or insulated cans and the increased transportation charges 
due to the greater weight. Taking all these things into considera- 
tion, however, it is believed that in many cases it is more economical 
for the dairyman to use some form of protection in shipping his milk 
to the city. | 

SUMMARY. 

‘Milk must be kept at a low temperature (50° F. or below) from 
the time it is produced until it is consumed if its quality is to be 
maintained. 
Prompt cooling of milk on the farm necessitates the most efficient 

use of water in both surface coolers and cooling tanks. ; 
Ice is needed if milk is to be cooled quickly to low temperatures. 
Cooling tanks should be covered, protected from the sun, insulated, 

and of such size as to use ice efficiently. 
Felt jackets or insulated cans proved to be very effective in keep- 

ing milk cold during long shipments in hot weather and in prevent- 
ing freezing during cold weather. 
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THE NEED OF EMERGENCY FEED. 

Heavy losses of stock resulting from long periods of drought are 
the greatest handicap of the Mock industry on the ranges ior the 
Southwest. Such droughts have occurred ‘at intervals of from. 3 to 
10 years. When these droughts continue for more than a year the 
situation becomes critical because of lack of range forage or other 
available feed. 

Cottonseed products serve ell as supplemental feed in times eis 
enough range forage is available to provide the necessary roughage. 
During prolonged droughts like the present one, which began early 
in 1916 and continues unbroken at the present time (June 15, 1918), 
the range forage crop may be so small as to require other ouch 
as well as concentrated feeds. _ 

The problem may be solved in part in.some of the less arid regions 
by raising fodder crops by dry farming. The ranges where this is 
practicable at present, however, are not extensive. Ona few ranges, 
adjacent to irrigated districts, the necessary emergency feeds might 
be furnished by crops from such irrigated areas; but this supply at 

81176°—19—Bull. 745——1 
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best would ‘be restricted to range in the immediate vicinity of the 
irrigated areas and would not provide emergency feed for the larger 
portion of the ranges of the Southwest, where losses have been heavy, 
and where breeding herds established through years of effort have 
been sacrificed. 

In the hope of meeting the problem on such ranges, at least to an 
extent which will make it possible to maintain the breeding herd 
over critical periods, the Department of Agriculture for a number of 

years has been cooperating with a practical stockman on the Jornada 
Range Reserve* in southern New Mexico in working out a compre- 
hensive plan of range management and supplemental feeding. For 
several years this plan has included investigation of the use of native 
vegetation as emergency feed. The results of range ‘management 
with supplemental feeding, and of the initial tests to determine the 
value of soapweed as ensilage, were reported in Department of 
Agriculture Bulletin 588.2 Later investigations, including extensive 
experimental feeding, have shown conclusively that soapweed, if 
properly utilized, is of great value as an emergency stock feed. 

SOAPWEED AS RANGE FORAGE. 

Soapweed (Yucca elata) is recognized as a valuable forage plant 
in its native state on the range. The green leaves are eaten during 
winter and spring, especially when a shortage of other forage exists. 
Ordinarily, the sharp points of the leaves discourage grazing, but 
where other forage is scarce cattle learn to chew the leaves from the 
center or base toward the sharp end. It is very difficult to estimate 
the exact food value of each plant, but where from 170 to 300 plants 
per acre are'‘found no small amount of forage may be obtained from 
them. In the fall of 1917 a herd of cattle in southern New Mexico 
was maintained for at least two months on a range where the green 
soapweed leaves furnished 50 per cent or more of the forage. On 
an overgrazed pasture at a distance of 2 miles from water 47 per 
cent of the soapweed plants were grazed; and on closely grazed 
range 3 miles from water about 30 per cent were grazed. In many 
cases the entire leafage of soapweed plants was utilized. 

The soapweed blossoms are of especially great value. The panicles 
of large white flowers appear on stalks commonly from 4 to i0 feet 

1The Jornada Range Reserve is located in Dona Ana County, N. Mex., about 50 miles 

north of the Mexican boundary. It includes a range unit of approximately 200,000 acres. 

The average rainfall is less than 9 inches and varies from 3.5 inches to 15 inches. 

Mr. C. T. Turney, the cooperating stockman, originated the idea of using the soapweed 

as a supplemental feed on the Jornada Range Reserve and was principally responsible for . 

getting manufacturers to develop the machines which are now used successfully in chop- 

ping the soapweed. 

2 Jardine, J. T., and Hurtt, L: C., Increased Cattle Production on Southwestern Ranges, 

Bulletin 588, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1917. 
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tall. Both the stalks and the flowers are palatable. The stalks begin 
to make their appearance early in May, and the stalks and flowers 
are good forage until late in June. Cattle thrive on them. Besides, 
they are so succulent that cattle grazing on them can go several days 
without water. This makes possible the use, for a short period at 
least, of range which otherwise might not be utilized on account of 

its great distance from water. The value of the bloom crop is in- 
creased by the fact that it occurs during a critical season when other 
forage usually is scarce and the stock.is in poor condition. Without 
it, it would be difficult in many cases to carry the stock through until 
the summer rains. The main drawback is the uncertainty of a full 
erop. Large crops occur at intervals of several years, usually in the 
spring following a rainy autumn. However, some of the plants 
bloom each year, so that a small annual supply can be depended 
upon. 

The young leaves or growing tips of the soapweed stems also are 
valuable for forage immediately after growth has started in the 
spring. It is common to see a cow go from one plant to another 
biting out the center or growing tips. — 

The value of soapweed as stock forage in its native state on the 
range makes it desirable, other things being equal, to use range sup- 
porting the heaviest stands of soapweed during the winter and 
spring. This practice, of course, should vary so as to secure the 
maximum use of the most important forage plants on the area. 

Close observation during the winter, spring, and early summer on 
closely grazed cattle ranges where soapweed occurs in any abundance 
will convince anyone that soapweed is valuable as a range forage 
plant. Even when grazed to the best advantage, however, it does not 
adequately meet the requirements of .an emergency feed. The nour- 
ishment obtained from grazing the leaves alone is not sufficient to 

_ tide an animal over for more than a very short period, and drought 
may make it necessary to give additional feed to stock long fore 
the growth of the soapweed begins. 

CUT SOAPWEED AS EMERGENCY FEED. 

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS. 

Investigations to determine the practicability of cutting and feed- 
ing soapweed were begun at the Jornada Range Reserve in 1915. In 
December, 1915, approximately 150 tons of the heads and leaf por- 
tions were gathered and run.through an ‘ordinary ensilage cutter into 
a pit silo. In March, 1916, the silo was opened and about 10 tons 
of the soapweed ensilage was fed to poor cows over a. period of sev- 
eral weeks. The results of the feeding were encouraging, although 
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the stock had difficulty in eating the ensilage (which they relished) 
because the cutter had not chopped the material fine enough. 

The silo was opened again in January, 1918, and about 30 tons of 
the ensilage fed to poor cows, many of them suckling calves.- About 
15 pounds of a mixture of ensilage and cottonseed meal, in the ratio 
of 10 pounds to 1, was fed to each cow daily. The ensilage was in a 
good state of preservation, and the leaves had softened a good deal; 
but the fiber appeared tosbe about as tough as when the material 
was put into the silo in 1915. The feeding gave good results. The 
silo was closed again to save the remainder of the ensilage for 
emergency. | 

After the feeding of 1915-16, investigations were made to deter- 
mine the food value of the stems and leaves of the soapweed plants. 
The following results of chemical analyses show that the material 
as a whole has a comparatively high.food value. 

Chemical analyses of soapweed (Yucca elata), compared with chemical analyses 
of important native range grasses of the same locality, on moisture-free basis. 

Soapweed.! 

Stems. | Leaves. 

Either extracts - 2st . 2202. je 4se22 bee. cree seeps eee tees 2.0 3.6 
Proteme-2 2.5 oc soso. Sth spss eee octal s Soke acne eee e 4525 8.2 
Crude fiber:: 2:5. (os ahg- gaa. sees - ee Se stee: eked 35.1 38.4 
INITLOZOH-[ee OXtlACt imc lena = setae teeter ae ate lee mise = ete aie 50. 25 43.1 

DOTA s cesses cates eee cm aaecte toe see eee. eee eee Rate 100.0 100.0 

Chemical analyses of soapweed (Yucca elata), compared with chemical analyses 
of alfalfa, corn ensilage, and fresh green timothy, on moisture basis. 

Nitro- | Number Ether . Crude F 
Water. | Ash. Protein. gen-free | ofanaly-- extract. fiber. extract.| ses. 

.|Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent. |Per cent. 
if 3.6 1 i 4, Soapweed stems3..... io 24.1 2 

Soapweed leaves 3..... 3.6 3.1 4.5 22.3 24.2 2 
Fresh green alfalfa 4. -- : : 2.4 1.0 4.5 7.0 10. 4 143 
mmature corn ensilage 1......-...--..- 73.7 1.7 8 2.1 6.3 15.4 121 

Fresh green timothy 4........-......--- 62.5 2.2 1.2 3.1 11.7 19.3 83 

1 Average of four analyses made by the Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. Department of Agriculture, from 
samples submitted Sept. 10, 1917, Apr. 18, May 14, and May 31, 1918. 

2 Average of 24 analyses made by the Bureau of Chemistry, U.S. Department of Agriculture, from sam- 
ples submitted each month beginning April, 1916, and ending March, 1918. 

8 Average of two analyses by Bureau of Chemistry, U. 8. Department of Agriculture, from samples sub- 
mitted May 14 and May 31, 1918. 
4 Analyses of alfalfa, corn ensilage, and timothy taken from ‘‘Feeds and Feeding” by Henry and Mor- 

rison. 

The two native grasses, black grama grass (Bouteloua eriopoda) 
and red three-awn grass (Aristida longiseta) are the most important 
grasses on the Jornada Range Reserve, and yet the comparison is 
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slightly in favor of the soapweed. Although soapweed is consider- 
ably higher in crude fiber and ash than fresh green alfalfa, immature 
corn ensilage, and fresh green timothy, the comparison in the amount 
of ether extract (fat) protein, and nitrogen-free extract is favorable 
enough to indicate that the soapweed is a valuable feed so far as this 
is determined by chemical analysis alone. 

Steps were taken also to secure a machine which would chop the 
plants finer, and several types of machines designed to cut the entire 
soapweed plant into material more suitable for feeding were put on 
the market early in 1918. One of these was installed at the Jornada 
Range Reserve: January 13, 1918, and was there perfected to chop 
the plants satisfactorily. 

SOAPWEED FEEDING ON THE JORNADA RANGE RESERVE IN 1918. 

As a result of the prolonged drought the range forage crop on 
_ the Jornada Range Reserve in 1917 was far below normal. Conse- 

quently little range forage was left by January 1, 1918, and it was 
apparent that extensive feeding would be necessary to maintain a 
large percentage of the cows suckling calves and the cows heavy with 
calf. Accordingly, the feeding of chopped soapweed and cottonseed 
meal was begun January 20, 1918, with the object of preventing loss 
of cattle and maintaining the herd as cheaply as possible over the 
critical period until range forage became available. Riders were 
set to work gathering cows that were approaching a critical con- 

dition, and the number in. the feed lot was increased daily. Soap- 
weed feeding was still in progress June 15, 1918. 

During the first 70 days of feeding an unsystematic effort was made 
to segregate the weaker cattle and feed them separately from the 
rest. Where a large number of cattle varying in condition are fed 
in one feed lot, the weaker ones are crowded away from the feed and: 
will not improve in condition as they should. 

Segregation was found to be important, and after the first 70 days 
the work was systematized so that the poorer cows were placed in 
a feed lot by themselves in small groups where they could receive 
individual attention if necessary, and were fed a slightly heavier 
ration than the main herd. After a short period of special attention 
and of feeding on the heavier ration, many of the poorer cows im- 
proved in condition and were put with the main herd on the lighter 
feeding. 

It was found that the poorer cows when fed a daily ration of 25 
pounds of the chopped soapweed and 3 pounds of cottonseed meal 
gained sufficiently in strength and condition in from 20 to 30 days to 
go into the main lot on a lighter ration. Stock in the main feed lot 
were fed a ration of from 15 to 20 pounds of the chopped soapweed 
and from 1 to 14 pounds of cottonseed meal. After from 35 to 40 
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days on this ration about 85. per cent of the stock were put back on 
the range and fed 14 pounds per day of cottonseed cake alone to sup- 
plement the dry grass and scattered browse forage available. 

The number of cattle on feed varied from day to day. For the 
first 100 days the daily average was 340 head, varying from 500 head 
to 200 head for short periods following the return of stock from the 
feed iot to the range. More than 1,000 different individuals were in 
the feed lots between January 20 and June 1. 

During the first 100 days approximately 306 tons of the chopped 
soapweed were fed, and feeding was continued at approximately the 
same rate up to June 1. The average period that individual animals 
were fed on soapweed and cottonseed meal during the first 100 days 
of feeding was 35 days. Some animals were fed during the entire 
period and others less than two weeks. After about 35 days of feed- 
ing on the soapweed and cottonseed meal the majority of the animals 
gained in strength and flesh sufficiently to warrant their being put 
back on pasture with a daily feeding of 14 pounds of cottonseed cake. 

No weights of cattle were taken to determine accurately the gains 
made as a result of the feeding. Under practical range conditions in 
time of drought, however, the measure of success in feeding is the 
percentage of cattle carried over the critical period without excessive 
cost and without the sacrifice of the breeding herd or a great reduc- 
tion in the calf crop. It is estimated that without the soapweed 
feeding probably 50 per cent of the 1,000 head fed during approxi- 
mately 150 days from January to June would have been lost. It 
might have been possible to save the other 50 per cent by a ration of 
cottonseed cake to supplement the scant range forage. As a result of 
the feeding the losses due to starvation from approximately 2,500 
head were approximately 1 per cent for the 150-day period, and the 
breeding stock are in condition to produce a reasonably good calf 
crop provided the drought is broken by summer rains. Furthermore, 
the breeding stock on the reserve have been maintained at approxi- 
mately the number the area will carry normally, and the efforts of 
years in building up the breeding herd have not been lost. Conse- 
quently, normal production of live stock will begin at once after the 
drought is broken. 

On near-by ranges without provision for reserving pasturage or for 
extensive feeding, losses have been from 10 to 20 per cent during the 
first 150 days of 1918. In some cases where the range was over- 
stocked the breeding stock have been sacrificed and material loss has 
been suffered both in the death of animals and in low market prices 
due to the poor condition of the stock. 

The cost of feeding, as well as the success achieved in preventing 
losses, is influenced greatly by the ability of the riders who gather 
the animals. Careful riders accustomed to handling poor cattle sort 
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out only those animals which must be fed to prevent loss, so that 
unnecessary feeding of the stronger animals as well as unnecessary 
loss through failure to feed the weaker ones is avoided. Where a 
range is totally denuded of forage it is necessary, of course, to main- 
tain the entire herd on the soapweed and cottonseed meal feeding. 
This, however, is rarely the case. More often the stronger animals 
can be maintained on the range without other feed; those not exceed- 
ingly poor and weak can be maintained by feeding from 1 to 2 
pounds of cottonseed products daily to supplement the range forage; 
and only the weaker ones have to be fed the soapweed and cotton- 
seed products. 

SOAPWEED FEEDING ON OTHER RANGES IN 1918. 

Stockmen throughout the Southwest have watched with interest 
the development of soapweed feeding, and many of them using 
ranges where conditions are similar to those of the Jornada Range 
Reserve secured machines to chop the soapweed and began feeding 
operations early in 1918. It is estimated that more than 100 herds 
varying from a few head to 1,000 head were being fed soapweed by 
June 1, 1918. In a few cases at least the soapweed was tried as a 
feed without cottonseed products. So far as observations went, how- 
ever, the results were not entirely satisfactory, and cottonseed meal 
was added. This method of feeding has usually given good results, 
and there is no doubt that by it many thousands of cattle were saved 
from starvation during the first five months of 1918. 

THE COLLECTION OF SOAPWEED. 

BURNING AWAY DEAD LEAVES. 

The dry dead leaves are very low in nutritive value, as is shown 
by chemical analysis, and are exceptionally high in crude fiber con- 
tent, which makes digestion difficult. They are very dry and harsh 
and extremely unpalatable. It is desirable, therefore, to remove them 
before chopping the soapweed. This can be accomplished best by 
burning the dead portions from: the plants while they are standing 
in the field, provided the vegetation on the ground is not enough | 
to spread the fire. The dry leaves burn readily and in a short time, 
leaving uninjured the succulent stem and the green foliage at the 
top of the plant. One man with a torch working ahead of the men 
doing the cutting and hauling can burn the dead portions of from 8 
to 15 tons of soapweed plants per day. A simple and effective torch 
may be made from a dead soapweed trunk from 12 to 18 inches long 

- carried on an iron rod 5 to 6 feet long with a small hook at one end. 
Such: dry, dead trunks are plentiful, light, and easily handled. 
Burning can be done best on days when little or no wind is blow- 

ing, as high winds often extinguish the fire before the dead leaves 
are completely burned. No depreciation in the food value of the 
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plants appears to follow from standing several days after burning, 
and by burning several days ahead, of the cutting, it is possible to 
avoid days aaeH the wind is high. 

Where there is danger of fire spreading over the range, parang 
should be done after the plants have been hauled to the chopping 
machine and arranged on the ground. To avoid undue shrinkage, 
the plants should be placed in rows two plants wide with the butts 
together and the green tops to the outside. This precaution prevents 
fire from becoming hot enough to burn the green leaves or succulent 
stem, and keeps the shrinkage down to about 30 per cent of the 
original weight. Where the plants are scattered thickly over the 
ground (PI. II, fig. 2) burning results in a shrinkage of about 40 per 
cent, the increase being due to the fire’ s becoming hoe enough to burn 
the green leaves. 

SELECTING AND CUTTING THE PLANTS IN THE FIELD. 

On the Jornada Range Reserve- plants 36 inches or less in height 
were not cut, and occasionally plants tall enough for the seed stalks 
to be out of the reach of cattle were left for seeding. The plants 
under 36 inches were left on the range partly as a protection for 
the soil against wind erosion, partly because they furnish consider- 
able grazing until the growing tips, seed stalks, and flowers are 
beyond the reach of cattle, and partly because small plants can not 
be handled in the feeding operations as economically as larger ones. 

The plants were cut at the surface of the ground. Investigations 
are under way to determine whether this procedure should be modi- 
fied in order to insure the production of new growth in the minimum 
time. After cutting, the new leaves begin growth just below the 
ground surface, and it may be necessary to leave a small portion 
of the stem above ground. 

HAULING THE PLANTS TO THE CHOPPING MACHINE. 

As the plants were cut they were loaded upon a wide rack and 
arranged in orderly rows, so as to make the most effective use of 
space and facilitate unloading. Both loading and unloading are 
done most conveniently by hand. 
Where the feeding operations are on a rather extensive scale a 

erew can be kept cutting and hauling continually. A crew of four 
men with two 4-mule teams for hauling can’ work to good adyan- 
tage. One man acting as foreman directs the operations, selects 
the plants for cutting, and burns off the dead leaves, if burning is 
done before the plants are cut. Two men with axes cut the plants 
and pass them up to a third man, who arranges them on the rack 
and drives the team. <A crew of this size can select, burn, eut, and 
haul four loads, approximately 8 tons, per day where the haul is 
not over 24 miles. 
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Fic. 1.—SOAPWEED PLANTS WHICH HAVE BEEN EXTENSIVELY GRAZED BY CATTLE 
ON AN OVERGRAZED RANGE. 

Such general grazing of soapweed and stubby appearance of the plants are good indications that 
the range is overstocked. 

Fig. 2.—BREEDING CATTLE BEING FED FROM I5 To 20 POUNDS OF SOAPWEED 
WITH FROM I TO 114 POUNDS OF COTTONSEED MEAL PER DAY TO MAINTAIN 
THEM THROUGH A DROUGHT AT THE JORNADA RANGE RESERVE. 

Over 1,000 poor cows on the Reserve were fed between January 20and June 15, 1918, and thousands 
of bead were fed a similar ration on other stock ranches of the Southwest during the spring 
of 1918. 

FIG. 3.—CUTTING AND LOADING SOAPWEED. 
| Four men with two wagons and eight mules can cut and haul 8 tons per day when the haul | is not over 2} miles. 
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Fic. |1.-SOAPWEED READY TO BE CUT FOR STOCK FEED. 

The dead leaves have been burned off. One hundred and fifty plants, each averaging 35 pounds 
in weight, or more than 5,200 pounds of soapweed per acre, were cut from this area. Itis 
probable that more careful selection in cutting should have been practiced so as to leave 
enough plants for protection against wind erosion. There are fewer young plants here than 
in the average stand over the range. 

Fic. 2,—WHERE SOAPWEEDS ARE ARRANGED IN THIS MANNER AND BURNED 

TO REMOVE THE DEAD LEAVES, THE FIRE GETS TOO HOT AND BURNS PART 
OF THE GREEN LEAVES. 

The loss in weight resulting from such burning on the Jornada Range Reserve was 42 per cent. 
Where the plants were arranged in rows two plants wide with the butts to the center, the loss 
in weight from burning was ao proximately 30 per cent. Burning on the range as shown in 
fig. 1 above is the most effective method where there is no danger of fire spreading and where 
there are but few young soapweed sprouts which may be killed by the fire. 
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THE PREPARATION OF SOAPWEED. 

CHOPPING. 

At least two types of machines have been developed to convert 
the stems and leaves into feed. One works on the principle of the 
ordinary feed chopper and cuts or slices the stems; the other works 
on the principle of the ordinary “ wood hog” and shreds or tears 
the plant into particles small enough to be eaten readily by cattle. 

The chopper has a heavy drumlike wheel, from 24 to 30 inches in 
diameter and from 12 to 14 inches wide, on the circumference of 
which are several heavy knives arranged to work against a cutter 
bar of heavy steel on the frame of the machine. The wheel makes 
from 250 to 300 revolutions per minute. It is mounted on a frame 
and is covered with a hood to prevent throwing off the cut particles 
of feed. The soapweed plants, after being lifted to the machine, are 
carried automatically over the cutter bar, and the knives chop the 
stem into particles somewhat resembling thin slices of pineapple. 
A 15 or 20 horsepower engine is required to operate successfully 
the larger machines first put on the market. The plants are fibrous 
and tough, so that power enough to maintain the cutting wheel at 
high speed is essential. These, when in proper order and when op- 
erated by experienced men, will chop from 25 to 30 tons of soap- 
weed per day. , 

Three men are required to operate the chopper at full capacity. 
One man lifts the soapweed plants to the carrier of the machine, an- | 
other places them in contact with the carrier, and a third clears the 
chopped feed away from the back of the machine. 

The shredding machine consists of a heavy sheet-iron box approxi- 
mately 16 inches wide, 16 inches long, and 36 inches deep, having 
at the bottom a small drum set with numerous tooth-edged knives. 
The soapweed plant is placed on end in the boxlike arrangement 
and with slight pressure from the hand of the feeder is forced to © 

come in contact with the drum set full of teeth. This drum is ro- 
tated at a rate of 500 revolutions per minute, and the teeth coming 
in contact with the soapweed plant tear or shred it into small par- 
ticles. This machine may be operated by two or three men, and re- 
quires an 8-horsepower engine. The capacity is much lower than 
that of the chopping machine. . 

Neither machine cuts the leaves of the soapweed very much, but 
both tear them apart enough for cattle to eat them. 

MIXING SOAPWEED AND COTTONSEED MEAL. 

The best way to mix cottonseed meal with soapweed is to sprinkle 
the meal over the chopped soapweed in successive layers as it is 
loaded into wagons to be hauled to the feed lot. 

81176°—19—Bull. 745——2 
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FEEDING WITH SOAPWEED. 

HAULING TO THE FEED LOT. 

A common wagon with a bed from 14 to 24 inches deep can be used 
for hauling the feed from the chopper to the feed lot. When the 
feed is lightly trampled an ordinary wagon bed 20 inches deep will 
hold from 1,400 to 1,800 pounds, or approximately 20 pounds to the 
cubic foot. With one team and wagon two men can haul 10 loads 
per day, so that they would be able to feed 1,000 cattle per day at 
the rate of 15 pounds per head per day. The chopped feed can 
readily be handled with the ordinary hay or manure fork. 

METHODS OF FEEDING. 

The best results have been obtained by feeding the soapweed in 
troughs or racks. It is possible to feed on hard ground, but at best 
this is wasteful. The troughs are most efficient when cottonseed 
meal is fed with the soapweed. 

Substantial troughs 16 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 1. foot deep, 
which gives a large enough capacity to minimize waste, were found 
very satisfactory in the feeding operations at the Jornada Range 
Reserve. They were made of 2-inch yellow pine lumber, with. bot- 
tom “tongued and grooved” to retain cottonseed meal, and were set 
upon substantial legs placed at each end and in the middle, bolted to 
the sides and securely braced and long enough to leave a space of 18 
inches between the trough and the ground. This is high enough 
from the’ ground. to eliminate most of the danger of the stronger 
cows hooking the weaker ones into the trough: 

- To get the best results enough troughs should be provided so that 
there will not be more than from 12 to 16 cows for each trough. 

THE COST OF SOAPWEED FEED. 

The cost of operations necessary in feeding soapweed, not including 
cost of cottonseed meal, on the Jornada Range Reserve was approxi- 
mately $2.27 per ton. This figure is the cost after the men had be- 
come familiar with the work. At first it was about $2.75 per ton. 
The item of wages includes board. 

The cost of each-step is given below: 

Burning, cutting, and hauling from range to chopper: 

1 foreman and burner, at $1.66 per day_--_-------_-------_--_ $1. 66 

Silaborers; at» S50 per day. +. 22 -=- 2 eee 4. 50 

8 mules (feed) Pat auo0l per: day_O 22 22a 8 Ae eee 4.00 

10. 16 
Capacity per day, 8 tons. 

Cost per ton.—.--.-2e) _ss2 el co bee ee ee ee ees $1. 27 
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Chopping into feed: 

foreman. a tyisoy Per Ga yeee 22 Wie as ek ly ee $2. 00 

SeTMOVRES CAL RO e DCLG Aves Meee, hes eee Ties ee 4. 50 

Huelu¢eas: and oil) at. $4.50) per- day. =. ee 4. 50 

RE ANES CLC aby) CTH (Layee ys Ee ee 4. 00 

15. 00 
Capacity per day, 25 tons. 

POSTAGE UR LOT. yan Re oe Se ee OU OO 

. Hauling from cutter to feed lot: 

Pra pORCESA at) bie 50) peri day ai. sk eyes ieey le ee) Te sive $3..00 

Pymules: Gieed) at $0:50! per day2iee 1 ses Pov 1. 00 

4.00 
Capacity per day, 10 tons. 

COSTE OSI [Oa eS A Mi NN fo BSE UY 05 SLA 18 RB MS SOL ee A is ee eS . 40 

Total cost per ton delivered to the feed troughs________-_-_>_-»__ Pe Path 

THE COST OF A MAINTENANCE RATION. 

The cost of cottonseed meal used at the Jornada Range Reserve 
in 1918. was approximately $63.50 per ton at the reserve. The cost 
of the soapweed was $2.27 per ton. At this rate a daily ration of 
from 15 to 20 pounds of the soapweed with from 1 to 14 pounds of 
cottonseed meal cost approximately from $1.46 to $1.95 per head per 
month, which is a reasonable figure compared with the average cost 
of a maintenance ration of hay, even if hay were available. 

This cost does not include the cost of machinery, nor depreciation 
on machinery, wagons, and equipment, nor any charge for the serv- 
ices of mules, nor the cost of riding to gather the poor cattle put on 
feed and to keep. the poorest ones segregated from the rest in the 
feed lots. Most of these items will vary greatly and can be esti- 
mated best by the individual feeder for his intended operations. 
The riding will not be much greater than is ordinarily done to look 
after the stock.in times when. range is short, and most stock ranches 
have work horses or mules which would probably be idle if not used 
in the feeding operations. 
A chopping machine of about 25 or 30 tons daily capacity and an 

engine to run it cost approximately $1,000 early in 1918. 

THE TIME REQUIRED FOR CATTLE TO LEARN TO EAT SOAPWEED. 

Little or no trouble has been experienced in getting poor breed- 
ing cattle to eat the chopped soapweed, and after they begin they 
relish it. Not a single animal among approximately .1,000 head fed 
on the Jornada Range Reserve seemed. to dislike the feed or refuse 
to eat. it at the first feeding. Feeding cottonseed meal with this 
highly palatable feed soon accustoms range cattle to the taste of 
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cottonseed products. This is of importance because range cattle 
placed on feed for the first time often require from 7 to 10 days 
before they are eating cottonseed products to advantage if the meal 
or cake is fed alone. 

THE AMOUNT OF SOAPWEED CATTLE WILL EAT. 

In the feeding at the Jornada Range Reserve it was found that 
poor breeding cows will be maintained or will improve slightly in 
condition on from 15 to 20 pounds of the soapweed feed and from 1 
to 14 pounds of cottonseed meal per day. This is a sufficient ration 
to, Maintain breeding stock over a period of drought. A mature 
animal if given all it wants of a mixture of 15 pounds soapweed to 1 
of meal will eat about 50 pounds daily. 

ILL EFFECTS FROM EATING SOAPWEED. 

There is a slight danger from overfeeding with soapweed when 
stock are first put on feed, and some danger of choking. If cattle 
unaccustomed to eating the feed are supplied all they will eat the 
first few days, they may be affected by bloating, sometimes resulting 
in death. This bloating is not very noticeable and comes on quickly 
after a cow has overeaten. When death results it occurs very soon 
after bloating begins, and the animals seem to be in great pain for 
a short period. Loss of two cows out of more than 1,000 fed on the 
Jornada Range Reserve was attributed to this cause. Choking’ may 
result from the attempt of a cow to swallow too large a piece of the 
soapweed. Post-mortem examination of a cow that died apparently 
from starvation as a result of obstruction of the food passageway 
revealed a large piece of soapweed lodged in the eopmnens at a 
point he aeaa ee between the lungs. 

The danger of both bloating and choking can be overcome by 
proper management. Poor cattle that have been on short pasturage 
should not be allowed to overeat soapweed during the first few days. 
There is less danger after stock become accustomed to the feed. The 
danger from choking will be slight at most, and it can be avoided by 
the use of proper machinery to cut the plants into’ smaller pieces. 

No bad purging or scouring effect, such as might be expected from 
the plant’s soaplike qualities, resulted from feeding the soapweed. 
Cattle fed over 100 days, extending into the time when the sap had 
begun to rise or growth had begun in: the plants, were not affected 
at all. Rather than ill effect there is an apparent good effect. Nor- 
mally, stock on dry feed at this time of the year are badly consti- 
pated and doubtless would do better if given more purgative. It 
was found on the Jornada Range Reserve that the soapweed kept the 
digestive tract of the animals in excellent. condition. There was a 
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slight effect of scouring on an. occasional animal after the time the 
sap began to rise, but this was exceptional. 

To determine any ill effects upon the digestive tract of the animal 
from feeding with soapweed, two range steers, one 4 and the other 5 
years of age, were fed all the soapweed and cottonseed meal, in the 
proportion of 1. pound of meal to 15 of soapweed, that they would 
eat. One steer was fed for 65 days and the other for 87 days. The 
average daily consumption was slightly over 50 pounds. Both steers 
were butchered and carefully examined as to the effect of the feed 
on the digestive tract and on the meat. All the thoracic and abdomi- 
nal viscera in both steers were normal. The fluidity of the viscera 
was marked, which may have been due in part to the ration of soap- 
weed. The mucous membranes of the first, third, and fourth stom- 
achs had a marked soapy appearance and touch. The fat was of good 
color and a firm consistency. The quality of the meat was first- 
class—tender and juicy. There was no evidence whatever, either in 
the meat or in the fat, that soapweed was the principal ration, and 

. ho impaction or other irregularity was found in the digestive tract. 

FATTENING ON SOAPWEED AND COTTONSEED MEAL. 

Of the two steers mentioned above, the one fed 65 days, a grade 
Angus, weighed 1,164 pounds on foot when butchered, having gained 
approximately 200 pounds in the 65-day period. The dressed car- 
cass of this steer was 53.9 per cent of the live weight. The other, a 
native Mexico steer, weighed only 850 pounds and made no gain 
after the first 60 days of feeding. It dressed 52.9 per cent of the live 
weight. 

The greatest value of soapweed is undoubtedly as an emergency- 
maintenance ration, and the* available supply should be conserved 
for this use instead of being utilized for fattening purposes. 

GROWTH HABITS OF SOAPWEED. 

Soapweed (Yucca elata*), or “palmilla,” as it is called by the 
Spanish-speaking people of the Southwest, is one of the most com- 

1Vucca elata Engelm., according to Wooton and Standley (Contr. U. S. Nat. Herb. 

19: 135. 1915), is distinguished from the other New Mexican yuccas (of which 8 species 

in all are listed) by its treelike habit, the naked woody stems in old plants attaining a 

height of “3 to 4 meters”’ (10 to 14 feet), by its narrow leaves (2 inch wide or less), 

and by its much-branched compound flower clusters, 

Y. elata has long, slender, yellowish-green, flat, and fibrous-margined leaves, which 

readily distinguish it from the ‘‘ Joshua tree’? of southern California, southern Utah, 

and Arizona, Yucca arborescens Trelease(—Clistoyucca brevifolia (Engelm.) Rydb.). The 

leaves of Y. arborescens are short, stout, bluish green, concave above the middle, thick- 

ened, and minutely toothed; furthermore, the fruit of Y. arborescens is coated with a 

thin, dry pulp instead of being wholly devoid of flesh, the petals are much thicker, and 

the stigmas are not stalked. 

The often treelike Mohave yucca (Y. mohavensis Sargent) of southern California and 

Arizona has leaves often about 2- feet long and 3 inches wide (much longer, wider, and 
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mon species of the yucca group of drought-resistant plants in the 
Southwest. It is one of the common plants on the dry plains and 
mesas from western Texas throughout southern New Mexico to 
southern Arizona, and extends into Mexico. It occurs commonly on 
the sandy soil which is the favorite habitat of the black grama grass 
(Bouteloua eriopoda), on which it reaches its maximum size in 
southern New Mexico. The stand on such areas may vary from a 
few to 300 plants per acre. Soapweed grows to some extent also on 
the clay flats and gravelly-slopes adjacent to the sandy soil but does 
not reach its maximum stand on such areas. It is found only occa- 
sionally on the sandhill areas, probably because the unstable soil 
conditions make it difficult for the soapweed to establish itself there. 
Wherever it has become established on the sandhill areas, however, 
there is often produced a heavy stand. Further study is necessary, 
therefore, to determine the factors limiting distribution. 
As is atiented by its occurrence in different habitats, soapweed 

will grow in sandy, gravelly, or heavy clay soil. It is a exacting 
in its moisture requirements. It commonly reaches 5 or 6 feet in 

height and sometimes grows as high as 30 feet on the plains where 
the annual rainfall is less than 9 inches. On the other hand, it has 
been found growing on the embankments of storage tanks at stock- 
watering places where the soil is very moist, and the growth seemed to 
be little or no different from that on drier areas. 

Soapweed commonly reaches a height of from 4 to 6 feet, with a 
stem diameter varying from 3 to 6 inches. Occasionally, specimens 
reach a height as great as 30. feet and a diameter slightly greater than 
6 inches. Yutca elata is different from most palm or grasslike plants 
in that the stem undergoes diameter enlargement after elongation, or 
height growth, has begun. This permits additional increase in 
volume and value of the plant aside from height growth, which is 
very slow after the plant reaches from 4 to 6 feet. 

As in many other drought-resistant plants, growth in soapweed 
is very slow. At best the plant requires several years to reach the 
average height of from 4 to 6. feet. Judging from the growth of 
two-year-old plants, it will take about 10 years for new plants to 
reach a height of 36 inches or over, which now appears necessary 

stouter than those of Y. elata), and, moreover, its fruit is pulpy, the flesh often being 

nearly 4 inch thick. ; 

Another Southwestern yucca that usually has a treelike form is Schott’s yucca (Yucca 

schotti Engelm.), of southern Arizona and Sonora. Its leaves are flat except toward 

their concave tips, smooth, light yellow to bluish green, 16 inches to 3 feet long, 1 to 14 

inches wide, the thickened, untoothed margins finally breaking into short brittle threads. 

Other distinguishing characters are the hairy-woolly, inflorescence and the late (October- 
November) ripening fruit, with its thin, sweet, pulpy coating. 

Yucca macrocarpa (Torr.) Coville, ranging from western Texas to southern Cailfornia, 

is distinguished by its long (up to about 3 feet), spiny, concave, yellow-green leaves, very 

early flowers (March and April), long-stalked stigmas, and oblong, blackish, fleshy, sweet, 

and edible fruits, 3 to 4 inches long, terminating in an abrupt point or terminal appendage. 
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for profitable cutting as cattle feed. There is little information on 
this point, however, and it will be several years before reliable data 
become available from growth studies begun in 1915. 

Soapweed reproduces by sprouts from the roots of the old plants 
and from seed. The reproduction from seed is scant in comparison 
with the quantity of seed produced. Flower stalks make their first 
appearance about May, 1 to 15 in southern New Mexico, and the 
period of blossoming extends from the last week in May to the latter 
part of June. After formation of the seed, the stalk and seed begin 
to dry slowly, and the pod opens in the fall, dropping the light, flat 
seed, which may be carried a considerable distance by the wind. The 
seed dissemination period often extends through the winter into the 
following spring, since the pods do not open fully at first. 

Establishment of growth from seed is very slow, perhaps be- 
cause of low vitality of the seed produced or of soil-moisture condi- 
tions unfavorable to germination and to establishment of the plants 
after germination. Reproduction by sprouts is more rapid. The 
sprouts spring up from the roots of the old plants the first growing 
season after the old stem is cut or dies. Often also new plants 
spring up from the base of old plants that are still alive, indicating 
that when old plants mature young ones spring up to take their 
places. Usually one or more sprouts spring up from a single old 
root, and it is. common to find twice as many new plants on an area 
as there were old plants formerly. After the first or second year the 
growth of sprouts is perhaps not more rapid than the growth of 

, seedlings. 

NECESSITY FOR CONSERVATIVE, SELECTIVE CUTTING. 

_ The growth habits of the soapweed make it important to Chreve 
several precautions in cutting the plant. 

While soapweed is abundant on many ranges of the Southwest at 
present, the plant is very slow-growing and requires possibly 10 years 
to reach the size for profitable cutting. Consequently, indiscriminate _ 
und unlimited cutting would result in depletion of the supply in a 
comparatively short time. It is advisable, at least until further in- 
formation is available as to the rate of growth of soapweed, that 
the soapweed should be used only for emergency feed to carry stock 
ever a time of drought or for other emergency needs, such as feeding 
bulls during winters of average years if this is necessary to insure 
satisfactory bull service. As the droughts occur at intervals of from 
three to ten years, it should be possible to determine a rotation sys- 
tem of cutting, whereby sufficient soapweed will be available at any 
time for a drought that may last several years. 
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It has been found that areas of sandy soil which have been de- 
nuded of vegetation are often reduced to a sandy waste as a result 
of wind erosion. The heavy stand of scapweed undoubtedly is an 
important factor in bringing about and maintaining stable soil con- 
ditions favorable to the establishment and growth of grama grass 
and other important range forage plants. It is reasonable to sup- 
pose that should the cover of soapweed be removed by cutting on 
sandy areas, severe wind erosion would follow and result in range 
depletion and difficulty in reestablishing a cover of vegetation. 
Some system of selection in cutting whereby a sufficient number of 
soapweed plants will be left to serve as protection against wind ero- 
sion is advisable. This is very simple where cutting is for feed pur- 
poses. It is not profitable to cut plants below 36 inches in height for 
feed, and ordinarily more than 50 per cent or more of the plants on 
an area are under 36 inches in height. If these plants are left uncut, 
they will form a reasonably pueeeee protection. 

Ordinarily stock eat all the blooms within reach in the spring of 
the year, leaving only the tall plants to furnish seed. In order to 
permit natural seeding of areas barren of soapweed it will be neces- 
sary to leave some of thesetaller plants uncut. 

The soapweed plants in their native state on the range have a calilo 
also as a protection to stock. The tall plants furnish shade to stock 
during the hot summer days, besides furnishing protection, especially 
for young calves, during cold rains and winds, which sometimes occur 
in the Southwest. It may be found advisable to leave plants to 
furnish such protection in addition to those left for seed plants. 
Restricting the use of soapweed to periods of drought and feed 
shortage should make it possible to plan the cutting so as to leave a 
sufficiently large number of plants on noncut-over areas to furnish 
shade and shelter. 

If the plants below 36 inches on areas cut over are left uncut and if 
no more cutting is done than is necessary for emergency feed, the 
amount’ of feed obtained from grazing the blossoms, green leaves, and 
new growth of the plants will not be materially reduced. Conse- 
quently this source of forage can be relied upon as much as before 
cutting. 

The extent to which plants above 36 inches in height can be removed 
without endangering the permanent supply of emergency feed and 
without injury to the forage cover or to soil conditions must be 
determined by further investigation. Owing to the slow growth of 
the plant, it will require a. period of years to determine this with 
accuracy. In the meantime it will probably be safe to use the soap- 
weed for feed if the suggestions given above about cutting are 
observed. As new methods are developed for converting the plants 
into stock feed, and as more information becomes available as to the 
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Fig. 1.—EQUIPMENT USED FOR CHOPPING SOAPWEED INTO CATTLE FEED. 

Three men are required to operate this machine. The chopper cost from $300 to $550 and requires 
a 15 to 20 horsepower engine to operate it. Run at full capacity it will chop from 25 to 30 tons 
of soapweed per day. 

Fic. 2.—EFFECT OF WIND EROSION ON SOIL FOLLOWING THE REMOVAL OF 
SOAPWEED AND OTHER VEGETATION BY EXTENSIVE GRAZING AND TRAM- 
PLING NEAR AN IMPORTANT WATERING PLACE. 

The top of the root stumps was the former ground surface. 
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Fic. |.—A HEAVY STAND OF SOAPWEED (YUCCA ELATA) AS IT OFTEN OCCURS 
ON SANDY SOIL ASSOCIATED WITH BLACK GRAMA GRASS (BOUTELOUA 
ERIOPODA). 

Plants under 36 inches in height and occasional tallseed plants should be left when such areas 
are cut over. The young plants and a few older ones will serve as protection against 
destructive wind erosion and as protection for stock, besides insuring a Second crop for cut- 
ting in perhaps 5 years. 

Fiag. 2.-SOAPWEED SPROUT THE SECOND YEAR AFTER CUTTING OF THE OLD 
PLANT. 

Indications are that it will require about 10 years for such young plants to reach average size 
for profitable second cutting. 
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growth habits of the plants and their value as a protection in building 
up and maintaining range, more extensive cutting for feed may be 
found practicable. On the other hand, more restricted cutting than 
is here recommended may be found advisable. 

USE OF RELATED SPECIES. 

SMALL SOAPWEED’ AND SACAHUISTA. 

The possibility of making good feed from the leaf portions alone 
of plants like the soapweed suggests the use of small soapweed, or bear 
grass (Yucca glauca), which occurs north from central New Mexico, 
and sacahuista (Voling microcarpa), which is found in southwestern 
New Mexico and southern Arizona, as well as V. erwmpens, which 
occurs in western Texas. These often occur in considerable abun- 

dance. They do not, however, reach a height of more than 20 inches, 
and do not have a trunk or stem similar to that of the soapweed. 
They have been tried out as feed with fair success. ‘The plants are 
chopped off at the ground, so that the leaves are separated from the 
rest. The leaves are then fed to the cattle. It is possible that this 
feed might be improved if made into ensilage. 

SOTOL. 

Sotol (Dasylirion wheelert) occurs from western Texas to southern 
Arizona and D. Texanum in western Texas. Forage analyses and 
feeding experiments indicate that sotol is as valuable as soapweed 
when it is properly cut and prepared. It is more limited in quantity 
than the soapweed, however, since it is confined to the low mountains 
and foothills. Unlike the soapweed, it does not sprout again from 

_ the old root when cut. Furthermore, it is slower-growing than the 
soapweed, so that there will be an indefinite period after cutting 
before another stand is ready to cut. 

SUMMARY. 

Severe droughts which occur at intervals of from three to ten 
years have in the past caused severe setbacks to the range cattle 
industry in the Southwest through the greatly reduced crop of range 
forage during such periods and the lack of an economical feed as a 
substitute. A substitute, which is satisfactory to a large extent 
at any rate, has been found in soapweed (Yucca elata). 
On the range soapweed is important as forage. Stock eat the 

leaves of the plant when other more palatable vegetation is scarce. 
The blooms and the growing tip in the center of the upper circle 
of leaves form an important part of the forage for cattle in the late 
spring and early summer. 
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Forage analysis has shown chopped soapweed to be comparable 
with native forage grasses and some of the poorer hay crops. The 
entire stem as well as the leaves can be utilized, and machines have 
been developed for chopping both stem and leaves into particles 
small enough to be eaten by cattle. As ensilage it is satisfactory, but 
the ensilage process is unnecessary where the soapweed is abundant. 
The chopped trunks or stems, which furnish the bulk of the feed, are 
palatable and, when fed Pah, the chopped leaves, are aay eaten 
by stock Aisa any softening process. 

Results obtained on the Jornada Range Reserve, where more than 
1,000 head ef poor cows were fed in the spring of 1918 with very 
light losses, and results obtained on many other ranches in the South- 
west to which the feeding practice spread rapidly, have demonstrated 
very clearly that the feeding of soapweed, with a supplemental ration 
of cottonseed meal or other similar concentrate, is practicable as a 
means of maintaining range cattle in time of drought. 
The dead leaves should be removed before the plants are chopped. 

On the Jornada Range Reserve this was done by burning. If there 
is no danger of fire spreading, the burning can be done best while 
the plants are standing on the range. Otherwise, the burning should 
be done after the plants are hauled to the chopper. The reason for 
the removal of the dead leaves is that they are of low forage value 
and are unpalatable. 

Plants over 36 inches in height should be selected for cutting. 
Those selected should be chopped off at the ground surface and run 
through a specially constructed machine which cuts or tears the en- 
tire plant into particles fine enough to be readily eaten by stock. 
This chopped feed mixed with a small amount of cottonseed meal . 
or similar concentrate is fed to the stock, preferably in large troughs. 
From 15 to 20 pounds of chopped soapweed with 1 to 14 pounds of 

cottonseed meal daily will maintain the average breeding cow and 
may improve her condition slowly. 

During 1918 the total operation in handling the soapweed from 
its native condition on the Jornada Range Reserve to the feed lot cost 
from $2.27 to $2.78 per ton, not taking rains consideration the initial 

cost of machinery and equipment. With cottonseed meal at $63.50 
per ton the cost of maintaining a cow on from 15 to 20 pounds of the 
mixed feed per day was from $1.46 to $1.95 per month, besides the 

cost of providing water and salt and of handling of the stock. 
Where cows are very poor when placed on feed, it will probably 

be profitable to give them a larger ration for 20 or 30 days until they 
improve in condition sufficiently to be carried on the lighter ration 
without danger of loss. Stock that have improved on the lighter 
ration can probably be maintained at a slightly lower cost on a scant 
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grass or browse pasture and 14 pounds of cottonseed cake per day, | 
especially where securing labor is a difficult problem. 

Poor cattle should not be fed all the soapweed feed they will eat 
the first few days on feed, since there is a slight danger of loss from 
bloating until they become accustomed to the feed. 

Choking may occur as a result of a cow trying to swallow too large 
a particle of the soapweed. This is only occasional, however, and can 
be avoided by the use of a machine that cuts the feed properly. 

There is no cumulative ill effect on the digestive tract of cattle fed 
on the soapweed over a long period. Neither is there any harmful 
purgative effect from the soapweed, except occasional scouring when 
feeding is continued after the sap begins to rise in the plant. On 
the contrary, the soapweed tends to keep the digestive tract of the 
animals in good condition. It is possible that the occasional scour- 
ing effect may be overcome by delaying the chopping of the plants 
into feed until they have been allowed to dry out for several days 
after the dry leaves are burned. This, however, i is a suggestion only, 
as it has not been tried in practice.’ , 

The soapweed is found from western Texas to southern Arizona 
Té reaches its average height and heaviest stands on the sandy soils 
usually occupied also by the black grama grass of the region. It is 
one of the slow-growing drought-resistant plants, and: although it re- 
produces by sprouts from the old roots it probably requires 10 years 
for such sprouts to become tall enough for a profitable second cutting. 

The soapweed has some value as a protection for cattle against 
storms and against the heat of the sun. 

Soapweed is slow-growing, occupies a soil highly subject to wind 
erosion, and is a protection to stock, so that it is advisable to use the 
plant only as emergency feed. Only the larger plants should be 
selected for cutting, the smaller ones being left to protect the soil. 
Occasional plants tall enough for the blooms to be out of the reach 
of cattle should be left for seed plants and as a protection for stock. 

Small soapweed, or bear grass (Yucca glauca), and sacahuista 
(Nolina microcarpa and NV. erwmpens) are somewhat similar to the 
soapweed, the small soapweed being found slightly farther north. 
It is possible that the greatest use of these plants for feed will be 
as ensilage. 

Sotol (Dasylirion wheeleri and D. texanwm) furnish feed for cattle 
about equal in value to soapweed when similarly chopped and pre- 
pared, but its limited distribution and slow reproduction restrict 
its importance as an emergency stock feed. 

Methods of converting the soapweed into stock feed are not yet 
thoroughly developed, and will doubtless be improved: upon. More 
data on the rate of growth, which it will take several years to acquire, 
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wili make available information upon which to base a satisfactory 
cutting system. Further investigations may warrant modification 
in the present cutting practice either by extending or by restricting 
cutting. Meantime, however, it is believed that the soapweed may 
be cut for use as an emergency feed without any great damage to 
the range or danger of depleting the supply for emergency feeding 
if the suggestions contained in this bulletin relative to selective cut- 
ting are followed. 

O 
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INTERIOR OF STALKS OF SUGAR CANE SHOWING HOLES MADE BY 

SUGAR-CANE MOTH BORER AND A BORER IN ITS TUNNEL. 

The normal tissue is white or yellowish, and the reds and other colors, appearing 
dark in the illustration, are the results of diseases, especially “red rot,’’ which 
follow the borer in the cane Stalk, causing additional deterioration. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

For the information of those who are not familiar with sugar cane, 
especially as grown in the United States, it may be said that the 
plant is a giant grass known botanically as Saccharum officinarum 

1 Diatraea saccharalis crambidoides Grote; order Lepidoptera, family Pyralidae. 

2The writers acknowledge their indebtedness to Dr. W. D. Hunter for his interest and 

direction, and for the suggestions of Dr. W. Dwight Pierce and Mr. D. L. Van Dine, 

of the Bureau of Entomology. The tables and charts for life -history were made under 

Dr. Pierce’s supervision. The active cooperation of the Louisiana Sugar Experiment 

Station at Audubon Park, New Orleans, has been of the highest value, credit especially 

being due to Mr. W. G. Taggart, assistant director, for his suggestions concerning the 

practical application of methods of control. Mr. S. G. Chiquelin, the former assistant 

director, cooperated in the work and later made valuable suggestions concerning locali- 

ties in Cuba where parasites could be obtained. Laboratory space was furnished gratis 

by the Louisiana Hxperiment Station, and the writers thank Prof. W. R. Dodson, director, 

for his many courtesies. 

For the technical descriptions of the larva and pupa stages of the insect, the writers 

thank Mr. Carl Heinrich, of the Bureau of Entomology. 

The writers have had the assistance in field and laboratory work of Mr. Ernest R. 

Barber and others. Valuable cooperation was maintained with Mr. George N. Wolcott, 

formerly entomologist of the Insular Hxperiment Station of Porto Rico and later for a 

short time connected with this investigation. Prof. J. T. Crawley, formerly director, and 

Prof. P. P. Cardin, entomologist, ef the Cuba Experiment Station at Santiago de las Vegas, 

have been of material assistance in connection with the introduction of the parasitic flies 

from Cuba. Mr. Edward Foster, of the office of the State entomologist of Louisiana, has 

assisted with bibliographical and other information. 

The drawings were made by Mr. Harry Bradford, of the Bureau of Hntomology. 
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Linnaeus, that it is grown from cuttings which are laid lengthwise 
in the rows, that it grows from late spring through the warm months 
of the year, and that it must be cut before it is damaged seriously 
by cold weather. 

The plant does not produce seeds in Louisiana, though it does in 
tropical countries and, occasionally in southern Florida and the 
southern tip of Texas. The stalks are cut in the fall, the leafy tops 
and side leaves are trimmed off and left on the fields, and the stalks 

are ground in the mill, this being the first step in the manufacture 
of sugar. The leaves and tops left on the ground usually are called 
the “trash,” but by some “ shucks,” and by others “ flags.” 

The principal insect injurious to sugar cane in the United States 
is a moth generally known in the larva stage as “the borer,” but 
it is distinguished from other boring insects of sugar cane by the 
names “moth borer” and “lesser moth borer.” It is a member of 
the order Lepidoptera, family Pyralidae and subfamily Crambinae, 
and has the scientific name Diatraeca saccharalis Fabricius, variety 
crambidoides Grote. It is this insect which is considered in the 
following pages. 

CHARACTER OF INJURY TO SUGAR CANE. 

The work of many insects is apparent immediately, even to the 
untrained observer, but the injury due to the sugar-cane moth borer, 
familiarly known as the “borer,” is the more serious for the reason 
that it is not noticeable except on close examination. To the casual 
observer one field of sugar cane is like many others. If the leaves 
are pulled away from a stalk, however, a few holes may be observed 
in the rind and perhaps a quantity of sawdustlike material may 
be seen clinging to the stalk. This is evidence that the moth borer 
has been at work. If the stalk is split lengthwise, tunnels about an 
eighth of an inch wide may be found running for several feet, 
several tunnels sometimes joining in such a way that the plant is 
greatly weakened and is easily blown down by a high wind, 

It is evident that such injury must occasion various forms of 
loss, in tonnage of cane, pounds of manufactured sugar, ete. The 
injury is rendered even more serious by the insidious habits of the 
insect, since the full amount of damage is underestimated by the 
average planter. Only by walking through the field and examining 

* stalk after stalk can any definite idea of the full amount of injury 
be obtained. 

ESTIMATE OF LOSSES. 

Not only are the mature canes injured greatly by the moth borer, 
but many young plants, especially in the early summer, are killed. 
(See “ Effect on young cane— dead hearts,’” p. 5.) As many as 100 

E Sie 
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plants per acre may be destroyed, but so many plants remain in the 
field that this loss is not great. It should be prevented, however, 
because it is on these young plants that the borers multiply in sufli- 
cient numbers to become a serious menace to larger canes. 
Under calculable losses the injury to mature cane alone will be 

considered. The full amount of injury is shown only by chemical 
analysis. Infested and: uninfested cane from Texas, not affected by 
red rot, a disease which often follows borer damage, was analyzed, 
with the following results: 

Uninfested. Infested. 
Per cent. Per cent. 

IBRIEINS Dee eens Bap a2 tlt on a 19. 5 NBT bs SGA Ri a RR 17. 55 

Sucroces 22 ee eo Tai! 17.45 | Sucrose_____ NE ry) area Nye | 

Far IiFel tyson en ane A SSL 89. 5 2D ATI yh ee Rn Se 86. 0 

Dr. William E. Cross, at that time of the Sugar Experiment Sta- 
tion, New Orleans, La., who made the analyses, stated that the loss 
due to the moth borer was about 20 per cent of the sugar—a greater 
loss than might be expected from the figures. Mr. John Allbright, 
chief of the laboratory at Central Chaparra, Cuba, analyzed infested 
and uninfested cane from a field at that central factory. The results 
follow: 

Uninfested. Infested. 
Per cent. Per cent. 

IBY Rin 5 oes eae apie Bn rein es ea eS OO Sale lx en ea ae ER EE SS 

SOIC OSC meses Tus es TOSS SUC OSe= sae et ae _ 16. 85 

UT cm a SN Ya re Bs) BT PT ey ee a pace ns ee ate X NG) 

Hxtraction_—— = Seu e A Wt Xe tRe CL TOI aae wren ee Nae Le 36. 4 

Loss in sucrose, 3.3 per cent in cane. 

Loss in sucrose, 15.3 per cent in juice. 

Messrs. D. L. Van Dine (169)* and T. C. Barber (14) have in- 
vestigated the losses due to the moth borer in considerable detail. 

Mr. Barber sums up the effect on sugar content in Table I. 

TABLE I.—Analysis of sugar cane (D. 74) to determine effect on sugar con- 
tent of the borer injury to cane. 

AY 

due to borer. 

Nature of 
sample. 

No. of sample. Weight of cane Weight of juice. Loss of juice due 

to borer. 

Total solids in 

juice. 

Loss in total 
solids due to 

Glucosein juice. Solids not sugar 

in juice. - 

Glucose ratio. Sucrose in juice. Loss in sucrose 
due to borer. 

Loss in purit 

; : s CU MASSER, IESE 
2 | Medium infested |11, 081 | 6,735 | 60.8 | 0.3 | 16.1] 1.0] 1.7 B12 |) 22) 82:0 22!2 
3 | Heavily infested | 8,824 | 5,190 | 58.8 | 2.3 | 13.7] 3.4] 2.1 9.8 

NotEeE.—Each sample consisted of 10 canes. Each of the medium-infested canes contained from one to 
re autested joints, and each of the heavily infested canes five or more infested joints. Analysis made 

ov. 12, 1910. 

1Wigures in parentheses refer to entries in the bibliography, pages 63-74. 
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TABLE I.—Analysis of sugar cane (D.74) to determine effect on sugar content of 
the borer injury to cane—Continued. 

RESULTS OF ABOVE ANALYSIS eater A BASIS OF 1 TON OF CANE TO THE 

ue to 
Nature of 
sample. 

d 
in total 

solids due to 
per ton. 

ids not sugar due to borer. sucrose due to due to borer. borer, 
No. of sample- 

ton borer. 
Loss of juice per Total solids per 

ton 

Glucose per ton. Increase in glu- cose due to borer. Solids not sugar Increase in sol- Sucrose per ton. Loss in sucrose Actual loss in Weight of cane Weight of juice. Loss 

Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | P. ct. 
1 | Borer-free. --- - 2,000 | 1, 222) |:2-.--| 208.96 |...-._- 19.55 sence Bact ease P70 9 fal brie sone |e o- == 9 , E 

fested......- 2,000 | 1, 216 6 | 195.77 | 13.19 | 20.67 | 1.12 | 14.59 | 1.15 |160.51 | 15.46 | 8.78 
3 | Heavily in- 

tested: =: 22. 2,000 | 1,176 46 | 161.11 | 47.85 | 24.69 | 5.14 | 21.17 | 7.73 |115.25 | 60.72 | 34.51 

He summarizes his results as follows: 

The sugar-cane borer damages cane in the field by destroying a considerable 

percentage of the eyes, thus reducing the stand of plant cane; by stunting the 

growth of the cane, owing to the physical injury of the stem; by admitting 

fungous diseases through the wounds in the stem; and is the main cause of 

injury by the wind, owing to the weakening of the stalk due to the ttnnels 

and burrows. These classes of injury have been appreciated by planters. It 

now develops that there is another and very important class of injury which 

has been overlooked. This is the reduction of both the quantity and quality 

of the juice, which is dealt with specially in this circular. It becomes evident 

that both the planters and the manufacturers are vitally interested in the work 

of the sugar-cane borer. 

Mr. Van Dine states: 

“There is a direct loss in sugar and a decided reduction in the purity of the 

juice of cane infested by the moth stalkborer. This loss in Porto Rico exceeds 

670 pounds of sugar per acre of cane in which the infestation was not apparent 

except upon examination, the yield averaging 41 tons of cane per acre and the 

stalks being normal and healthy in appearance. The loss increases in direct 

proportion to the number of joints of the cane stalks infested by the borer. 

There is more fiber and less juice in borer-infested cane. The actual weight of 

borer-infested cane is less than that of sound cane, and it is considered that 

the juice deteriorates more rapidly in infested cane when cane is allowed to 

stand without being crushed for any length of time after harvest. 

In the early bulletin on the moth borer by Dr. W. C. Stubbs and 
Prof. H. A. Morgan (152) it is found that after the borer became 
established on Belle Alliance Plantation, in Louisiana, there was 
“a falling off of 4.98 tons per acre and about 25 pounds of sugar per 
ton.” From the figures given in that bulletin it is calculated that an 
average yield of 3,455 pounds of sugar per acre accrued on Belle 
Alliance Plantation before the borer made its appearance, whereas 
the average yield thereafter was only 2,393 pounds per acre. The 
loss in sugar from these figures would be 1,061 pounds per acre. 
At 4.35 cents per pound, which is given as the average price of 
(white) sugar for three years, the annual money loss per acre due to 
the moth borer would be $46.15. At the present ruling prices the 
loss would be correspondingly greater. 
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“DEAD HEART” CAUSED BY THE SUGAR-CANE MOTH BORER. 

Injury of this character results, in a few days, in the death of the young plant. 
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As calculated from the figures of Mr. T. C. Barber, a similarly 
high loss is obtained. Mr. Barber estimates a total loss of 1,078 | 
pounds of sucrose per acre where canes are all bored, as they some- 
times are. The present writers estimate the loss of 96 test sugar 
as 1,082.33 pounds per acre. The average price of this grade of sugar 
on the New Orleans market during the 14 years from 1900 to 1918, 
inclusive, was approximately 3.87 cents per pound. At this price the 
money loss where all canes are bored is $41.88 per acre. 
During the six-year period from 1912 to 1917, inclusive, in which 

observations have been made, the average infestation has been about 
58 per cent of all the canes in the infested area in Louisiana, which 
includes the whole sugar belt, except the parishes of Rapides and 
most of Avoyelles, or about 300,000 acres planted in sugar cane. 
Fifty-eight per cent of the maximum loss ($41.88) is $24.29 per acre. 
For 300,000 acres it reaches the high figure of $7,287,000. The losses 
in southern Florida and the lower Rio Grande Valley, in Texas, 
would correspond to the acreage. The infestation in Texas is. always 

high. ; j 
These figures do not take into consideration the loss due to injury 

to corn, which must be considerable but is difficult to estimate. 

EFFECT ON YOUNG CANE—“‘ DEAD HEARTS.” 

The first injury of the moth borer to the young sugar-cane plant 
produces what is known as the “dead heart.” This injury is illus- 
trated in Plate I. Among plants from 6 inches to 3 feet in height 
some usually are to be found in which the outer leaves are a healthy 
green while the young inner whorl is yellow and dry. The central 
portion, or “ heart,” of the plant is dead, and the dying of the rest of 
the plant is only a matter of days. 

This peculiar reaction to injury is rather characteristic of young 
cane. It is often due to the work of the borer, but it may result 
from various other causes. Thus some “ dead hearts” are caused by a 
twistéd growth of the inner tissues of the plant, the tissues above 
such a twist ultimately dying. Other “dead hearts” result from 
accidents of cultivation. A false step of the mule or the plowman 
may break the brittle inner tissues near the ground, while the outer 
portion of the plant, being stronger and more elastic, springs erect 
after the weight is removed. In a short time the heart dies, and an 
investigation will show that the inner tissues have been broken 
cleanly and have turned slightly brown at the point of separation. 

Insect injury other than that of the moth borer also is responsible 
for “dead hearts.” The work of the sugar-cane beetle (Ligyrus) | 
Euetheola rugiceps Le Conte, and other insects produces similar in- 
jury, the inner portion of the plant being killed before the outer 
portion. 
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The “dead hearts” due to the moth borer are caused in the fol- 
lowing manner: The adult moths emerge in the spring, when the 
cane plants are small, and deposit clusters of eggs on the leaves of 
the young plants. The eggs hatch, and the small larve feed here 
and there on the tender whorls, rolls of holes appearing on the leaves 
as they expand. Many of the larve seem to perish during this 
period, partly because of their cannibalistic habits. Not more than 
three larve, usually only one, seem to find their way to the interior 
of a young cane plant. When about half grown a larva crawls down 
the outside of the stem to a point near or even below the surface of 
the ground. Gnawing a hole through the outer layer of the stem it 
works its way to the interior of the plant, cutting the tender inner 
shoot and forming a “dead heart.” The inner shoot does not dry 
up immediately, so that the larva has some time to work before the 
injury can be noticed. Tunneling within the plant the insect reaches 
its largest size, pupates, and finally leaves the plant as an adult moth. 

During a year when few plants were killed in this way it was 
estimated that there were about 10 “ dead hearts” per acre. In other 
years as many as 100 “ dead hearts ” have been counted per acre. 

EFFECT ON MATURE CANE. 

While the work of the larve on the small plants kills the plants, 
larger stalks usually do not die. In these the larve burrow up and 
down, sometimes gnawing their way out through the hard rind and 
reentering at another point. Frequently a mature stalk will harbor 
two or three larvee which work in different parts of the cane from the 
top to the bottom. ‘Three sections of infested cane are illustrated in 
the frontispiece. 
A red coloration, showing dark in the canes illustrated in the fron- 

tispiece, usually is observed in the pith along the tunnels. This is the 
disease “red rot,” which is caused by the fungus Colletotrichum fal- 
catum. “By far the largest number of stalks become infected | with 
red rot] through the burrows made by the cane borer,” writes Dr. 
C. W. Edgerton (50), who sums up the injury due to red rot as 
follows: “ First, the loss in stand; second, the killing of the young 
plants; third, the injury to the leaves; fourth, the loss in per cent 
of sucrose with a corresponding increase of glucose.” “ Knowing 
that a large per cent of the red-rot infection in cane is by means 
of borer channels,” Dr. Edgerton continues, “a greater effort should 
be made to control the insect.” : 

The spores of other fungi, as well as bacteria,’ also gain entrance 
through the borer holes. Cane badly bored is found to be hard and 

‘dry, making it more difficult to grind. The growth is checked, and 

1Prof. Wm. L. Owen (119), formerly bacteriologist of the Sugar Experiment Station 

at Audubon Park, New Orleans, La., has studied and described a bacterium which he 

found in the tunnels made by the moth borer in sugar cane. He has giyen it the name 
of Bacillus saccharalis. 
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the bored stalks are often blown down by a strong wind. The purity 
of the juice is lowered, the tonnage decreased, and the sucrose con- 
tent materially diminished. The eyes are destroyed in many cases, 
-which lessens the value of the infested cane for seed. 

EFFECT ON CORN. 

The damage of the moth borer: to the corn plant has been well 
described by Mr. George G. Ainslie (2). 

Corn is damaged by these caterpillars in two ways. First, in the early 

part of the season, while the plants are small, they work in the throat of the 

young corn, and if the tender growing tip within the protecting leaves 

is once damaged all chances that the plant will become a normal productive 

specimen are gone. In many sections of the South this is commonly known 

as “bud-worm” injury, and though there are several other insects which 

cause a Similar mutilation of the leaf, a very large proportion of the so-called 

“bud-worm” damage may be charged to this insect. The effect of its work 

on the leaves of the young corn plants is similar to that resulting from attacks 

by the corn billbugs (Sphenophorus spp.) and is evidenced by the familiar 

rows of small circular or irregular holes across the blades of the plant. 

The other form of serious damage chargeable to this pest occurs later in 

the season. The laryee, having then left the leaves and descended to the lower 

part of the stalk, tunnel in the pith. If the larve are at all numerous in the 

stalk, their burrows so weaken the plant that any unusual strain will lay it low 

and destroy all chance of its maturing. While frequently ten or more larvz 

may live and mature in one plant, it must be remembered that any infestation, 

however light, will lessen in some degree the vitality of the plant and cause a 

corresponding loss in the quality and quantity of the harvest. 

Not only the stalks of corn, but sometimes the ears are found to 
contain borers. ; 

The cornstalks, maturing about July or August, when the cane is 
hardly half grown, become dry and the plants are no longer attrac- 
tive to the moths for the deposition of eggs. Corn and cane are 
grown in adjacent fields on sugar plantations, and moths from corn 
find cane an attractive food plant. Consequently the cane in the 
middle of the season is attacked not only by moths which have passed 
their immature stages in cane plants, but by numbers of those which 
have grown to maturity in corn. It is notable that the number of 
cane stalks infested by borers increases rapidly from the middle 
of the growing season until the cane is cut. 

HISTORY. 

Dr. L. O. Howard (77) wrote an article on the moth borer for the 
official entomological journal, Insect Life, in 1891, introducing his 
remarks with an account of the history of the species. We quote 
him as follows: 

1 Though this account was doubtless written with Diatraea zeacolella Dyar in mind, it is 

correct when applied to the closely allied species D. saccharalis crambidoides, which also 

attacks corn. 
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The attention of English-speaking people was first called, in a scientific way, 

to the ravages of a lepidopterous borer in sugar cane by the Rev. Lansdown 

Guilding in his account of the insects infesting sugar cane, in the Transactions 

of the Society of Arts, 1828, vol. xtvi, pp. 148-153. He described the insect as 

Diatraea sacchari, and for his paper, which comprehended also an account of 

the sugar-cane and palm weevils, he was awarded the gold Ceres medal of the 

society. His studies were made in the Island of St. Vincent in the West Indies, 

and from its occurrence there at this early date, and from Guilding’s statement 

that it had been long known, there is reason to suppose that the insect may be 

an indigene of South America or of the West Indies, where the cultivation of 

“sugar cane was first begun in America. 

In 1856 a select committee, appointed to investigate the damage caused by 

the cane borer in Mauritius, reported through W. Bojer, and the insect, which 

is called in the report Proceras sacchariphagus, was treated at some length, 

and an account was given of its introduction into the island. In the same year 

Westwood reviewed this report at length in the Gardeners’ Chronicle of July 5, 

gave a woodcut of the insect, and pointed out that it was probably identical 

with the species described by Guilding at St. Vincent. He also called attention 

to the fact that the species named many years previously by Fabricius as 

Phalaena saccharalis is probably the same thing. This insect was described 

by Fabricius (Entomologia systematica, vol. 1, part 2, p. 238), from South 

America, no more definite locality being given. The probabilities are, however, 

that he refers to Dutch Guiana on account of the early settlement of that 

country and from the fact that he refers to a figure of the larva by Myhlenfels. 

He makes the statement that it feeds in sugar-cane, perforating and destroying 

the stalks and becoming a pest in plantations. He describes the larva as six- 

footed, of a pale hyaline color, and with the head and eight spots brown. The 

larval description, however, is drawn from a digure by Myhlenfels, which may 

have been inaccurate. As Fabricius’s work was published in 1793, further evi- 

dence is thus afforded that the insect is indigenous to the western hemisphere. 

This insect still does similar damage in the vicinity of the original source of 

our information, as is indicated by two articles by Miss Ormerod in the Pro- 

ceedings of the Entomological Society of London, 1879, xxxi1I—xxxvi and 

XXXVI-xXL, and by reports of Mr. Im-Thurm, curator of the British Guiana 

Museum at Georgetown, published some time previously, but which we have 

not seen. 1 

In an added note to his Gardeners’ Chronicle article, Westwood states that 

according to information given him by “an intelligent Jamaica cane-grower ” 

the borer was very destructive in Jamaica some 15 years previously (1842), 

but that its ravages had been greatly checked by allowing the refuse to accumu- 

late on the ground and then firing the whole plantation, the old roots subse- 

quently throwing up more vigorous shoots. 

Mr. H. Ling Roth has studied what he believes to be the same species in 

Queensland (Parasites of the Sugar-Cane, reprinted from the Sugar Cane, 

March and April, 1885. London, 1885). And in the same year M. A. Delteil 

(La Canne 4 Sucre, Paris, 1885) treats of the Mauritius borer and considers it 

to have been imported from Java, whereas the 1856 commission had considered 

that it was derived from Ceylon. In 1890 Dr. W. Kruger published in the 

3erichte der Versuchsstation ftir Zuckerrohr in West Java, Heft 1, Dresden, 

1890, an account of the sugar-cane borers, and figures and describes a species 

determined as Diatraea striatalis Snell., which almost precisely resembles our 

species, and which he says occurs not only in Java, but also in Borneo, Sumatra, 

and Singapore. In this same report another similar borer is described by 

Snellen as Chilo infuscatellus. 
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The West Indian cane borer made its appearance in the sugar-cane planta- 

tions of Louisiana at an early date. J. B. Avequin, writing in the Journal 

de Pharmacie for 1857 (vol. xxxt1, pp. 385-837), upon the enemies of the sugar 

cane in the Antilles and Louisiana, stated that during the two or three pre- 

ceding years this insect had spread over some of the cane fields of Louisiana, 

but without having caused up to that time any great damage. He thought that 

the early frosts towards the end of October or November destroyed great num- 

bers. It appears to have been first noticed in the Parish of St. John Baptist 

in the year 1855. ; ' 
Since this time the insect must have been constantly present in the Louisiana 

cane fields, and has probably been reintroduced from time to time with fresh 

shipments vf seed cane from: the West Indies. In the fall of 1878 a few speci- 

mens were sent to Dr. Riley by a correspondent of Assumption Parish, Louisi- 

ana, and in the spring of 1879 Mr. H. A. Schwarz sent in a bit of cane containing 

larve from the Bahamas. In the spring of 1881, I was sent to Louisiana by 

Professor Comstock, then entomologist of the Department of Agriculture, to 

study the sugar-cane beetle (Ligyrus rugiceps), and had the opportunity of 

studying this borer upon the plantation of Dr. J. B. Wilkinson, some 40 miles 

south of New Orleans on the Mississippi River. Dr. Wilkinson informed me 

that in 1857 they were very abundant in the Lower Mississippi, and that the crop 

upon one plantation was utterly destroyed, the cane breaking to pieces as they 

attempted to cut it. 

Concerning the date of the introduction of the moth borer into 
Louisiana, Stubbs and Morgan (152) conclude that it was introduced 
long before 1857. ‘“ How and when the borer was introduced is not 
certain,” they decide, “but the separate corroborating testimony of 
Mr. Chamberlain and Mr. Maurin would rather fix the date at 1857, 
and as canes in large quantities from South America were that year 
introduced, it is reasonable to conclude that they came from that coun- 
try as asserted by Mr. Maurin, and not from the West Indies, as Mr. 

- Chamberlain thinks. However, if Col. Pugh and Mr. Bird are ac- 
curate in their dates, it was here in quantities before that year.” Ina 
footnote to the foregoing these investigators add: “ Subsequent in- 
vestigations have proven that the borer was here in quantities long 

- before the importations of cane described above.” 
A little-known book by Champomier (32), who issued a series of 

statistical reports on the sugar industry of Louisiana about the middle 
of the last century, mentions the “borer worm” in his report for 
1856-7. This reference was brought to the attention of the writers 
by Mr. Edward Foster, of New Orleans. 

DISTRIBUTION. 

The distribution of the sugar-cane borer (Diatraea saccharalis 
crambidoides) in the United States coincides rather closely with the 
area devoted on an intensive scale to sugar-cane growing. It is lim- 
ited to the southern part of Louisiana, the southern tip of Texas, and 
the southern part of Florida. The borer does not occur in Rapides 
Parish of Louisiana and is present in only the southeastern part of 
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Avoyelles Parish. It has not been found in the cane-growing sections 
of Wharton, Sugarland, and Victoria, Tex. 

It is noteworthy that the territory infested in the United States is 
mostly within the limits of an area known as the Gulf Strip of the 
Lower Austral Zone. This strip along the coast is indicated in the 
accompanying map (fig. 1), which shows also the infested regions. 

That the insect is found only in three such widely separated places 
as the southern parts of Texas, Louisiana, and Florida may be ex- 
plained by the fact that it is a tropical species and probably was 
brought to these three cane-growing sections independently in ship- 
ments of seed cane. Where sugar cane is only an incidental crop it 

Ve SZORPUS CHRISTI 

Tic. 1.—Map showing distribution of the sugar-cane moth borer (Diatraea saccharalis 

crambidoides) in the United States. The area below the line of dashes is the “ Gulf 

Strip.’”’ Note that the territory infested is practically well within the limits of this 

biological zone. / 

does not occur, although a nearly related species attacks corn and very 
seldom sugar cane in Georgia, northern Florida, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, and Virginia (75). 

SPECIES OF DIATRAEA. 

Dr. Harrison G. Dyar (45) records three species of Diatraea in the 
United States. These are: 

Diatraea saccharalis saccharalis Fabricius. French Guiana, Cuba, Trinidad, 

Peru. Also a female from southern Florida. Probably Santo Domingo. 

Diatraea saccharalis crambidoides Grote. Mexico, numerous localities; Gulf 
States and lower Mississippi Valley. 

Diatraea zeacolella Dyar. North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia. 

Diatraea lineolata Walker. Cuba, Trinidad, the Guianas, Venezuela, Costa 

Rica, Mexico, and southern Arizona. 

ve Merriam, C. Hart. Life Zones and Crop Zones of the United States. U. S. Dept. 

Agr. Div. Biol. Surv. Bul. 10. 79 p., 1 col. map. 1898. 
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Dr. Dyar has determined the species from Louisiana as Déatraea 
saccharalis crambidoides. 

The authors’ observations indicate that D. zeacolella occurs in 
Georgia and northern Florida, as well as in the Carolinas and Vir- 
ginia. In places in these States where both corn and sugar cane are 
grown this species has been found to be abundant in corn while rare 
er absent in adjoining cane fields. Practically, it may be regarded 
as an enemy of corn exclusively. The larval characters which distin- 
euish D. zeacolella from D. saccharalis crambidoides have been noted 
elsewhere by the senior writer (75) and have been further investi- 
gated by Mr. Carl Heinrich. (See description of larva, p. 13.) 

The southern Arizona species (2). léneolata), observed by the au- 

thors at Phoenix, Ariz., on sugar cane and Johnson grass, has the 
distinctive habit of feeding on the leaves of cane until quite large be- 
fore entering the stalk. 

D. saccharalis crambidoides occurs in both corn and sugar cane in 
the area infested by this variety. It will be noted that the observa- 
tions of the authors, limiting the variety to southern Louisiana with 
a small portion of Mississippi, southern Florida, and the lower Rio 
Grande Valley in Texas, are not at variance with Dr. Dyar’s gen- 
eral statement, “ Gulf States and lower Mississippi Valley.” 

The following species of Diatraea are recorded from various parts 
of the world: 

TABLE II.—WRecords of species of Diatraea. 

Species. Distribution. Authority. 

amnemonella D-yar...-.------ Castros Raranaybrazilesc. = ses se eee eee ee ee Dyar (45) 
angustella Dyar.-..-- tin ee CastroyParana , Brazile. (ses seseeee seer meen ose eae Dyar (45) 
bellifactella Dyar....----.--- Sao Paulo and Castro, Parana, Brazil.........-.----.. Dyar (45) 
berthellus Schaus...----.---- Castropbarana. Brazil. 2- see essere eaee eee ee nee ee Dyar (45) 
canella Hampson .......--.- Grenada; Trinidad; Guiana................-.--------- Dyar (45) 

BribisheG Ulan ashes == 27215. Mee ie rs Cea bh Bes Bodkin (17) 
continens Dyar.....--------- CastromharanaBraziles =. ates e eee sen eee asap Dyar (45) ' 
culmicolella Zeller.......---- Colornista ss eee co | URI mn RRA RE EEL aS Dyar (45) 
grandiosella Dyar..-..------- Giadalajarea,Mex1COn = eee eas ene ena eae ee Dyar (45) 
instructella Dyar..-.--------- Popocatepeti Park Mexicosseie asco. neuen ys ae Dyar (45) 
lineolata.Walker.........---- Cuba; Trinidad; Guiana; Venezuela; Costa Rica; 

Mexico; southern Arizona.-...........---.------.---- Dyar (45) 
British Guiana........ Beiene cUnbosesates- Base ---| Bodkin (17) 

magnifactella Dyar.... --| Various points in Mexico .-......--.--.-- .-| Dyar (45) 
mauriciella Walker PA IMIATARULIGH Ee ee Ge SR oe a mle eee LS -| Hampson (65) 
minimifacta Dyar.. a URTIT GAG aes ee ee Se eee -| Dyar (45) 
pallidostricta Dyar. BeSaoveauloy Brailes aya sees ee see eae -| Dyar (45) 
pedibarbata Dyar . - .| St. Laurent, Maroni River, French Guiana. -| Dyar (45) 
pedidocta Dyar...- LEE Cordoba, (MeXICOe asco isco s aecice nee usiceleoe ..-| Dyar (45) 
saccharalis Fabricius.....--.. Britishy Gulaniay tases sete eee ob eee mace asie ace Bodkin (17) 
gis BASTIS Treaty se, See cise ete ae oe ee ote cise Jarvis (83) 
saccharalis crambidoides Grote ee ey States (Gulf States and lower Missis- | Dyar (45) 

sippi Valley). 
saccharalis grenadensis Dyar.| Grenada.-.......-..------<+2--0------2---0-- Pee bsie bees Dyar (45) 
saccharalis obliteratellus Zeller | Brazil; Paraguay.-.-....---...----..---------------+----- Dyar (45) 

Arron Gina testes sce seeee et casas erinaetecna'e sec Rosenfeld and Bar- 
ber (137) 

saccharalis saccharalis Fabri- ; French Guiana; Cuba; Trinidad; Peru; Florida; prob- | Dyar (45) 
cius. Bbly Santo Domingo. ; 

saccharalis tabernella Dyar...| Canal Zone; Panama; Nicaragua.............-.---.---- Dyar (45) 
saccariphaga (mauritella | Ceylon; Mauritius....-.-..-...../.-.--------------+---- DeCharmoy (52) 

Walker). 
strigipennella Dyar......---- GuiadnasiBrazil. <= 3222:ssaeee eee estes See easG aes Dyar (45) 
venosata Walker (Sstriatalis | Java; Borneo....-...--..------------00- cence ee teen ee- Van Deventer (166) 

Snellen). Van der Goot 
ee Hampson 

: 65 
zeacolella Dyar........-..---- Southeastern United States.............-.....-.------ Dyar (45) 
Seen e eee eee ee ans IRTP LVESE aS eee Sree et een ela waa on authority of 

uir. 
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FOOD PLANTS. 

Food plants other than sugar cane and corn are broom corn, Kafir 
corn, milo maize, sorghum (Sorghum halepense), Sudan grass (An- 
dropogon sorghum var. sudanensis), Para grass, vetiver (Andropogon 
muricatus),and feather grass (Lectochloa mucronata). Bodkin (20) 
records rice as a food plant in British Guiana. . 

‘A large larva will almost fill the interior of a stalk of grass, but 
nevertheless will develop successfully. 

- The number of food plants, some of which grow wild about planta- 
tions, makes the species more difficult to control than if it were 

limited to corn and sugar cane, the 
larve being able to grow to ma- 
turity on wild grasses and the 
adults migrating to the corn and 
cane fields. 

SUMMARY OF LIFE CYCLE. 

Emerging in the spring, the 
adult females deposit their eggs on 
the young plants of sugar cane, 
corn, etc. These eggs hatch, the 
young larvee feeding here and there 
on the leaves for a short time and 
then boring into the stalks. After 
reaching their full” development 

| the “borers” pupate and in a few 
‘Mull days the moths emerge. Eggs are 

again deposited, and the life cycle 
is repeated again and again until 

iM winter, during which the larval 
|, | period is prolonged until spring. 

Fic. 2.—Cluster of sugar-cane moth-,. Lhe overwintering larvee then pu- 

borer eggs nearly ready to hatch. pate, moths emerge and mate, and 
Much enlarged. ‘ 

the cycle is repeated. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF STAGES IN LIFE CYCLE. 

' THE EGG. 

The eggs are round-oval, flattened, about 1.16 mm. long by about 
0.75 mm. wide,’ and are deposited in clusters. Beginning at the top 
of a cluster they overlap one another (see fig. 2), like scales on a fish. 
A group or cluster contains from 2 or 3 to 50 or more eggs. The clus- 
ters vary in shape as well as in size, a small one often being irregularly 
round, while the larger ones are much longer than wide—sometimes 

1Qne millimeter is about one twenty-fifth of an inch. 
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PARASITIZED EGGS OF THE SUGAR-CANE MOTH BORER. 

A.—Cluster of moth-borer eggs which have been parasitized. Mucheniarged. Note dark 
appearance and emergence holes of parasites. B.—Individual parasitized egg, showing 
dark appearance and emergence hole of parasite. Very greatly enlarged. 
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LARVAE OF THE SUGAR-CANE MOTH BORER AND THE LARGER CORN STALK- 
BORER. 

ia. 1.—The sugar-cane moth borer (Diatraca saccharalis crambidoides): Larva, summer form, 
ia. 2.—The larger corn stalk-borer (D. zeacolella): Larva, summer form, dorsal 

Fie. 4.—D. 
dorsal view. 
view. Fic. 3.—D. saccharalis crambidoides: Larva, summer form, side view. J 

Fic. 5.—D. saccharalis crambidoides: Larva, win- zeacolella; Larva, Summer form, side view. 
ter form, dorsal view. Fic. 6.—D. zeacolella: Larya, winter form, dorsal view. 
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LARVAL DETAILS OF THE SUGAR-CANE MoTH BoRER AND THE LARGER 

CORN STALK-BORER. 

Fie. 1.—The sugar-cane moth borer (Diatraea saccharalis crambidoides): Larva, setal maps 
of body. Fie.2.—D. saccharalis crambidoides: Larval head capsule, dorsal view. FIG. 3.— 
The larger corn stalk-borer (D. zeacolella): Larval head capsule, dorsal view. Fic. 4.—D. 
saccharalis crambidoides: Larval head capsule, lateral view. Fic. 5.—D. saccharalis cram- 
bidoides: Larvallabrum. Fic. 6.—D. succharalis crambidoides: Larval epipharynx. 
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more than 12 mm. long by 3 mm. wide. They are white at first, but 
later an orange hue develops. They are lightly sculptured with an 
irregular network of depressed lines which is visible with a micro- 
scope. This sculpturing resembles the “pebble grain” of leather. 
Just before hatching the black heads of the young larve are plainly 
visible through the eggshell, and the eggs assume a blackish hue. 

Eggs may be deposited on either side of a leaf. The fresh ones are 
very difficult to find, their whiteness blending with the green of the 
cane or corn leaf. They are securely glued to the leaf surface and in 
nature are never detached before hatching. Having hatched, the 
empty shells become translucent white. The appearance of a cluster 
of eggshells from which the larve have emerged nas been well likened 
to a fragment of cast snake skin. 
When parasitized the eggs gradually turn jet black and remain so 

even with the emergence of the parasites. Because of their color, 
parasitized eggs are much more easily detected in the field than are 
the normal eggs. The holes made by the parasites in emerging are 
readily discernible. (PI. I.) 

THE LARVA. 

The larva, which is the form of the insect most familiar to sugar 
planters, is about 1 inch long by one-eighth inch wide. In this form 
the insect commits its ravages. The head is brown and the body 
white with brown spots. This is the summer coloration of the larva, 
but in the winter it loses its spots and the body assumes a uniform 
dirty white. 

Technical descriptions of both the winter and summer forms (full- 
fed larve) have been published elsewhere by the senior writer (75), 
and they have now been corrected by Mr. Carl Heinrich to conform to 
the latest knowledge of lepidopterous larval characters. His descrip- 
tions are given below. 

GENERAL CHARACTERS. 

No secondary hairs. Legs and prolegs normal. Crochets triordinal and in a 

complete circle. No anal fork. Prothoracic shield broad, divided. A narrow 

pigmented shield on mesothorax, caudad of sete Ia and Ib, bearing no sete. 

Spiracles elongate oval; prothoracie spiracle twice the size of those on ab- 

dominal segments 1 to 7; that on segment 8 slightly larger than prothoracic 

and slightly dorsad of other abdominal spiracles. (PI. III, figs. 1, 3, 5.) 

Body sete (Pl. IV, fig. 1) moderately long; tubercles prominent, broadly 

chitinized; IV and V on abdominal segments 1 to 8 under the spiracle and 

approximate; prespiracular shield of prothorax narrow, horizontally elongate, 

_bearing only two sete (IV and V) situated ventro-cephalad of the spiracle, III 

of prothorax absent; group VI bisetose on prothorax, mesothorax, and meta- 

thorax;* IV and V united on abdominal segment 9 and approximate to III; 

1 This is the Pi group of Fracker which he erroneously describes as unisetose in the 

Crambinae. See Fracker, 8. B. The classification of lepidopterous larve. Illinois 

Biological Monographs, v. 2, No. 1. 169 p., 10 pl. 1915. (See p. 87, 91.) 
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III above the spiracle on abdominal segments 1 to 7, before the spiracle on 

abdominal segment 8; IJI@ rudimentary or indistinguishable, before the spiracle 

on abdominal segments 1 to 7, ventro-cephalad of the spiracle on abdominal 

segment 8; group VII trisetose on abdominal segments 3 to 7, unisetose on | 

abdominal segments 8 and 9; abdominal segment 9 bearing six prominent setz 

in a nearly vertical line, I rudimentary or absent, when distinguishable it is 

latero-cephalad of II and equidistant from IT and III; on the other abdominal 

segments ITI is slightly shorter than, and latero-caudad of I; sete and punc- 

tures on prothoracic shield as follows: Ia, 6, ¢ behind the frontal margin of the 

shield, distance separating Ib and Ie equal to that between Ila and IIb, 

Ila dorso-caudad of Ia, puncture z slightly lower than the level of IIb, punc- 

tures # and y dorso-caudad of Iq@, distance between Ic¢ and Ile slightly less than 

that between Id and Ie. ; 

Head capsule (Pl. IV, figs. 2, 4) spherical, slightly trapezoidal or broadly 

oval (nearly square) in outline viewed from above, as wide or a trifle wider 

than long; greatest width back of middle of head; incision of dorsal hind 

margin slight; distance between dorsal extremities of hind margin less than 

one-half the width of the head. Frons (FR) a trifle longer than wide, not quite 

reaching to middle of head; adfrontal ridges (ADFR) parallel from lower limit 

of epistomal area to point of juncture of tentorial arms, thence converging in 

slightly curved lines to the longitudinal ridge (LR) ; longitudinal ridge slightly 

longer than frons: adfrontal sutures (ADFS) meeting longitudinal ridge 

slightly behind middle of head. Projection of dorsal margin over ventral less 

than one-half the diameter of the head. 

Ocelli six (Pl. IV, fig. 4) ; I larger and III smaller than the others; IIT and 

IV closer together than any of-the others. 

Iipistoma (P1. IV, figs. 2, 4) with the normal setz (ESE. 

Frontal punctures (Pl. IV, figs. 2, 4) (*) well separated; distance between 

punctures considerably greater than distance from puncture (F") to seta (E") ; 

distance from frontal seta (I) to seta Adf* about equal to distance separating 

adfrontal sete (Adf and Adf*); Adf’ well behind beginning of longitudinal 

ridge; puncture Adf* equidistant from Adf and Adf* and approximate to 

beginning of longitudinal ridge. : 

Epicravium (P1. IV, figs. 2, 4) with the normal number of primary setz and 

punctures and with three ultraposterior setz and one or two ultraposterior punc- 

tures. Anterior sete (A’, A?, A®) in a right angle; A® equidistant from A‘ and A°; 

anterior puncture posterior to A*. Posterior sete (P’*, P?) and puncture (P°) 

of posterior group lying parallel with longitudinal ridge; P* nearly on a level 

with beginning of longitudinal ridge; P* on, or nearly on a level with place of 

juncture of adfrontal sutures with longitudinal ridge; P” between P* and P’; 

P* slightly nearer to L* than to any other seta, lying between L’ and P*. 

Lateral seta (L’) remote from A’, on a level with P’; lateral puncture (L°*) 

directly posterior to the seta, remote. Ocellar sets (O*, O*, O°) well separated ; 

O* equidistant from and ventrad of ocelli II and III; O? directly ventrad of and 

approximate to ocellus I; O® remote from and ventrad of O’, nearer to SO®* than 

to O07; puncture O* closely approximate to ocellus VI. Subocellar setz (SO’, 

SO’, SO*) triangularly placed; puncture SO* equidistant from setz SO? and SO*. 

Genal puncture (G") anterior to seta (G’). 

Labrum (Pl. IV, fig. 5) with median incision moderately concave; sete 

M’, M’, and M’® triangularly placed; M* and M? nearly on a line with La’; 
La’* and La’ closely approximate; M*® and La® on a line; distance separating 

M’ and La® about equal to that between M? and M®*; puncture equidistant from 

and slightly back of M* and M’. 
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Epipharyngeal shicld (Pl. IV, fig. 6) (ES) not sharply defined, merging in a 

broadly chitinized area on the central forward part of the labrum. HH pipharyn- 

geal sete (ET) triangularly grouped, well behind anterior margin of epipharynx, 

moderately long, narrow, equidistant. Hpipharyngeal rods (ER) indicated only 

by their prominent posterior projections. 

Mazillule normal. 
SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION. 

Summer form (P1. III, figs. 1, 3; Pl. IV, fig. 2) : Head slightly trapezoidal in 

outline viewed from above; widest at the level of the posterior seta P’; lateral 

and frontal margins nearly straight; posterior region broad, not constricted ; 

ultraposterior sets of epicranium forming a very obtuse angle, with the apex of 

the angle pointed to the longitudinal ridge (LR) ; color rich brown, varying to 

black at mouth parts and to orange on dorsal aspect. Prothoracie plate pale 

brown, tinged with black ventrally. Body 

white. Tubercles light brown or paler. 

Abdominal tubercles II oval and about 

twice as far apart as tubercles I. Sete 

yellow to brown. Imaginary lines con- 

necting sete I and II of abdominal seg- 

ments 3, 4, and 5 (text fig. 3, ~@) on each 

side, if prolonged, form angles averaging 

30.2 degrees. Tubercle I on ninth ab- 

dominal segment discernible. Spiracles > ae eal 

dark brown. Average length (10 speci- _— oper: 
<= Io 

mens) 25.6 mm. pee 

Winter form (PI. III, fig. 5): Differs ae 

from the summer form in the following 2S 

characters: Color yellow to rich brown, 

varying to black at mouth parts and to a 

yellow on dorsal aspect. Prothoracic : 
apateatiga. Bode tub 1 hit : Fie. 38—a, Fourth abdominal segment, 

p y . y hyetete cS ae TES OAs dorsal view, of larva of sugar-cane 
pale yellow and not easily distinguished moth boter (Diatraea saccharalis cram- 

from ground color of body. Spiracles bidoides), and diagram of angle formed 

dark brown, distinct and sharply con- PY @asinary line through bases of 
t i aah f § sete; b, same for larger corn stalk- 
rasting with rest of body. Average borer (Diatraea zeacolella). 

length (10 specimens) 22.4 mm. 

As the nearly related species Diatraea zeacolella is liable to con- 
fusion with D. saccharalis crambidoides, Mr. Heinrich has furnished 
the following descriptions: 

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION OF LARVA OF DIATRAEA ZEACOLELLA. 

Summer form (Pl. III, figs. 2, 4) : Head broadly oval, widest at the level of 

posterior puncture P”; the lateral and frontal margins slightly but evenly 

rounded; posterior region slightly constricted, narrower than middle of head; 

ultraposterior sete forming a very obtuse angle, with the apex of the angle 

pointed to the lateral margin. (PI. IV, fig. 3.) Color yellow, varying to black 

at mouth parts. Prothoracic plate yellow. Body white. Tubercles dark 

brown, contrasting sharply with ground color of body. Abdominal tubercles II 

narrowed and about four times as far apart as tubercles I. Setx yellow to 

brown. imaginary lines connecting sete I and II of abdominal segments 3, 4, 

and 5 (text fig. 3, b) on each side, if prolonged, form angles averaging 53.3 

degrees. Tubercle I of ninth segment not discernible. Spiracles black. Aver- 

age length (38 specimens) 25.2 mm. 
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Winter form (PI. III, fig. 6): Differs from summer form in the following 

characters: Body tubercles white or pale yellow and not easily distinguished 

from ground color of body. Spiracles black, very distinct, and sharply con- 

trasting with rest of body. Average length (4 specimens) 24.5 mm. 

THE PUPA. 

On molting for the last time the larva enters the pupa stage, the 
quiescent period of the insect. The pupa (fig. 4) at first is white, 

but soon changes to a dark 
brown. It is cylindrical in 
form and bears little resem- 
blance to either the larva or 
the moth. The following 
technical description has 
been written by Mr. Carl 
Heinrich: 

GENERAL CHARACTERS. 

Elongate; slender, pilifers 

well developed; maxillary palpi 

present; prothoracic and meso- 

thoracic legs not extending ceph- 

alad between sculptured eyepiece 

and antenna; sculptured and 

glazed eyes, labrum, frontocly- 

peal suture, and invaginations 

for anterior arms of tentorium 

clearly indicated; front ex- 

tended upward into two hornlike 

projections ; maxille prominent, 

only half the length of the 

wings; wings extending to mid- 

venter of fourth abdominal seg- 

ment; mesothoracic legs not ex- 

tending to end of wings; meta- 

thoracic legs extending to, or a 

trifle beyond, tips of wings; 

Tic. 4.—Pupa of sugar-cane moth borer: a, Dorsal femora of prothoracic legs 

view of anterior portions; b, lateral view of anal Clearly indicated; antennz not 
segments; c, ventral view of entire pupa. reaching tips of wings: body 

roughened but without hooks 

or prominent sete; cremaster absent; posterior end broad; tubercles of the 

eighth, ninth, and tenth segments developed into stout, sharp, thornlike projec- 

tions; dorsum of prothorax, mesothorax and metathorax and the first nine 

abdominal segments rugosely scobinate; on segments 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the abdo- 

men the scobinations form a median band encircling each segment; a deep 

furrow on dorsum separating ninth and tenth abdominal segments ; genital open- 

ing single and slitlike in both sexes; anal. opening a slit terminating in two 

short lines (}); spiracles elongate, oval, moderate, easily distinguishable. 

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION. 

Sixteen to 20 mm. long; yellow or yellowish brown, darkest at caudal and 

cephalic ends; the front, clypeus, scobinate areas, and enlarged abdominal tuber- 
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Fic. |1.—ADULT MALE. 
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Fig. 2.-—ADULT FEMALE. 

THE SUGAR-CANE MOTH BORER (DIATRAEA SACCHARALIS 
CRAMBIDOIDES). 
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MATURE STALKS OF SUGAR CANE, SHOWING EMERGENCE HOLES 
OF MOTH BORER. 

A.—Variety ‘‘ Louisiana Purple.’ B.—Variety ‘‘D 74.’’ 
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cles dark brown, in some specimens almost black; thornlike tubercles of ab- 

dominal segments 8, 9, and 10 stout and very prominent. 

THE ADULT. 

The adult (fig. 5; Pl. V) is a straw-colored moth, the forewings 
marked with darker lines. It varies in size, average specimens meas- 
uring about an inch across the wings. 
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Wig. 5—The sugar-cane moth borer: Adult with wings folded. 

Tn his article, “The American Species of Diatraea Guilding,” Dr. 

Harrison G. Dyar (45) describes the moth as follows: 

_ Diatraea saccharalis Fabricius. 
This species is divisible into a number of well-marked geographical forms. 

Two of them occur in the United States. The typical saccharalis reaches us by 

the way of the West Indies and occurs in Florida. The race crambidoides Grote 

comes from Mexico and occurs in the Gulf States.... 

Diatraea saccharalis crambidoides Grote. 

Chilo crambidoides Grote, Can. Hnt., XII, 15, 1880. 

? Crambus lineosellus Walker, Cat. Brit. Mus., X XVII, 162, 1863. 

In this form the front is roundedly prominent, slightly projecting above the 

eyes, but without cone or tubercle. The male has the hind wings dusky, those 

83363°—19—Bull. 746——2 
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of the female are white. The wings are narrow, outer margin oblique, apex 

pointed. The male is brownish ochre in color, the female straw yellow; the two 

rows of brown dots are distinct in both sexes. 

Range: Mexico, numerous localities, Gulf States, and lower Mississippi 

Valley. 

Grote’s crambidoides was described from Kansas, so there can hardly be any 

doubt of the application of the name. Walker’s lineosellus was described from 

Honduras, whence I have no material. If the names shall be found to refer 

to the same form, Walker’s name would have priority. 

INSECTARY METHODS. 

Experiments with the sugar-cane moth borer were conducted at 
New Orleans in a room open on all sides, wire screen taking the place 
of walls and allowing free access of air and moisture. 

Cylindrical cages of wire screen were used for the adults. Shortly 
after emergence the moths were transferred to these cages, which 
were made by sewing together with wire the edges of pieces of ordi- 
nary window screen, these pieces being cut of such a size as to form 
cages about 7 inches high by 6 inches wide. Some of the horizontal 
strands of wire were pulled off the top and pieces of cheesecloth were 
stretched across so that the exposed ends of the vertical wires would 
extend through the cloth, thus holding it firmly in place. These cages 
were placed over saucers of damp sand, and the adults were supplied 
with young cane or corn leaves in tubes of water for oviposition. The 
females laid eggs readily on the leaves and also on the sand and the 
sides and tops of the cages. 

The leaves with the masses of eggs were then transferred to speci- 
men jars about 34 inches wide by 12 inches high, covered with cheese- 
cloth. On hatching, fresh food was suppled as needed, and the 
young larve were allowed to remain until after the first molt, when 
they were transferred to individual tubes. These were about half an 
inch in diameter by 7 inches long, made by breaking ordinary glass 
tubing. One larva, with pieces of fresh stalks of cane or other food 
plants, was placed in each tube, the ends of which were firmly plugged 
with cotton batting. A number of tubes were placed in a cigar box, 
the dark interior of which was somewhat similar in degree of illumi- 
nation to the interior of a cane plant. The actions of the larve were 
easily observable through the glass. The tubes were very easily 
cleaned by forcing a wad of cotton through them from end to end 
with a rounded stick or plunger. 

The pupze were placed on damp sand under ordinary drinking 
glasses. 

Temperature and humidity apparatus used in the experiments were 
maximum and minimum thermometers, sling psychrometer, and re- 
cording hygrothermograph. 
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LIFE HISTORY. 

MOTH. 

EMERGENCE. 

The moth, or adult, emerges from the pupa, which is in a stalk of 
cane, corn, or other food plant, easily breaking the threads of silk 
spun by the larva in the tunnel, and forcing its way through the side 
of the stalk by breaking a thin membrane of plant tissue left by the 

larva for its ready emergence when it should reach the adult stage. 
The emergence holes are shown in Plate VI. On emerging the wings 
are still close to the body, and the moth rests on a convenient leaf or 
stalk for some time to allow them to expand. 

PROTECTIVE HABITS. 

An adult of the moth borer is very seldom seen, even in the fields of 
an infested plantation. The moths fly at night and hide among the 
corn or cane leaves in the daytime, moving only if disturbed. As 
they are small and of a light-brown color, similar to the dead leaves 
of cane or corn, they are not readily observed at any time. 

The eggs, which are deposited on the leaves of food plants, blend 
with the leaves and can be found only with difficulty. The entire 
pupal period, with most of the larval period, is spent in the burrows 
formed in the stalks, and in this protected situation the borers are 
safe from birds and most predacious insects. 

FERTILIZATION. 

The mating of the moths undoubtedly occurs at night, but it has 
not been observed by the writers. Pairs of moths were placed in 
small cages made of wire screen and cheesecloth and examined 
during the evening and at intervals through the night, but the moths 
were never found in copula. Examinations were begun as early in 
the evening as 5.40 p. m.,1 and were continued on one night at short 
intervals until 11.20 p. m., with three more observations at 2.50, 
3.05, and 5.45 a.m. On another night examinations were made at 
5.40, 6.40, and 9 p. m., at 11.45 p. m. to 12.30 a. m. (continuously), at 
1.35 to 1.50 a. m. (continuously), and at 2.15, 3.50, and 7.15 a. m. 

OVIPOSITION. 

In ovipositing the female stands on a leaf with the head upward. 
She feels about on the leaf with the extended ovipositor and then 
deposits one egg, pressing it down and flattening it against the leaf 
with the end of her ovipositor, the egg adhering to the leaf like a 
tiny fish scale. Then she moves the ovipositor down or to one side, 

1A]] references to clock time refer to Standard Time. 
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and another egg is deposited, part of it extending over a portion 
of the surface of the first egg. More eggs are deposited in the same 
way, the female gradually moving downward and backward, so that 
she stands over the slowly enlarging cluster. As the eggs overlap, 
one being deposited partly over the other, the completed cluster 
more than ever resembles a group of fish scales (see Pl. IL). 

In this action the moth is very quiet, her wings folded, antenne 
back, and legs apart. She keeps the tip of her ovipositor pressed 
against the leaf continuously, making it difficult for an observer to 
ascertain the exact time any one egg is deposited. During the action 
she raises the body “on tiptoe,” relaxing and resting against the 
leaf at intervals. One cluster of 6 eggs was formed in 16} minutes, 

and another moth laid 
34 eggs in 8 minutes. 

Oviposition is be- 
* gun at dusk and con- 
tinues throughout the 
night, the female fly- 
ing and walking occa- 
sionally. Many clus- 
ters of different num- 
bers of eggs may be 
formed in the same 
night. Individuals 
deposit eggs during 
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Fic. 6.—Diagram showing relationship of mean tempera- t tl 

ture to length of egg period of the sugar-cane moth one, wo, aree, or 

borer, and indicating line of calculated means. The four nights, never 
dots represent period means of individuals. : "ys 

longer. Oviposition 
is extended over several nights in cooler weather. Males in the same 
cage with egg-laying females are indifferent, paying no attention to 
their mates. 

EGG. 

DURATION OF THE EGG STAGE. 

The duration of the egg stage has been found to be from 4 to 9 
days, depending on the temperature, with the average for the year 
a trifle over 5 days. These results have been obtained from experi- 
ments in the insectary, but it is probable that greater variations 
between the minimum and the maximum periods occur in the field. 
The period of incubation has been lengthened to 12 days by placing 
the eggs in an ice box and it is likely that they will stand even 
greater retardation without being killed. The temperature in the 
ice box was not very low and eggs laid in the early spring or late 
fall would probably require as long to hatch. The average length 
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of the egg stage at the prevailing temperatures during the different 
months is shown in Table III and is graphically illustrated in fig- 
ure 6. 

TABLE III.—Relationship of mean temperature to the developmental period 
of the sugar-cane moth borer in the egg stage. 

Average | 4; Average 
Period. | mean tem- Bue Ber of | Period. | mean tem- oes ey 

perature. ‘ perature. , 

Days. © Ji Days. © dae 
4 82.8 10 7 19. 2 1 
5 81.7 41 8 72.1 1 
6 78.9 7 9 72.4 1 

DEVELOPMENT. 

When the eggs are first deposited they are creamy white, and in a 
field of cane are practically invisible against the light green of the 
cane leaves. They gradually darken until they are reddish brown, 
with the eyes of the embryo showing through as two small black 
spots. Later the head turns black and the eyes can not be distin- 
guished, but the segments of the larva are discernible. The head 
seems to fill the whole egg cavity and gives to the egg mass a bluish- 
black cast. Just before hatching the larva can be seen moving 
within the eggshell. 

HATCHING. 

Hatching usually occurs in the early morning during the summer, 
and later in the day in cooler weather. Observations indicate that all 
eggs in a given cluster hatch within a few hours. The larva emerges 
from the egg by rupturing the upper surface, leaving it torn and 
ragged but without altering the arrangement or position of the egg 
in the cluster. The empty eggshells are papery and almost trans- 
parent, but they show a slight marking under the microscope. The 
cluster of eggshells adheres to the leaves for some time before being 
washed away by rains, and is more conspicuous at this period than 
it is before hatching. 

While no definite record has been maintained of the percentage 
of eggs which hatch, it is only occasionally that one or two in a clus- 
ter from a fertilized female fail to produce larve. Eggs from 
unfertilized females do not hatch. 

LARVA. 

FOOD HABITS. 

The larvee are active from the time of hatching and almost imme- 
diately begin their search for food. Those from a single group of 
eggs congregate in the terminal buds of two or three plants in the 
immediate vicinity of the place where hatched and begin feeding 
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at once. They are active. and can move about and lower themselves 
with silken threads, but they do not seem to travel far from the place 
of hatching. They go well down into the “bud” or whorl of the 
plants, where they are protected from bright light and from possible 
enemies, and they suffer no harm if, as is frequently the case, the 
bud is full of water. Young larvee have often been observed to crawl 
down into a bud which was completely submerged and feed for 
several hours under water without any apparent discomfort. Some 
of them at first eat only the epidermis from one side of the leaf, caus- 
ing a yellowish blotch, but a little later they burrow through the 
leaves while these are still unrolled. As one leaf is thus pierced in 
a number of places at once a row of holes arranged horizontally will 
be seen when it expands. Very often the larve burrow into the 
midrib, following a zigzag course for several inches along its length. 
They can be seen very plainly by holding the infested leaves up to 

-the light. The larve usually leave the buds or the midribs after the 
first molt and crawl down between the leaf sheaths and the stalk, 
some of them entering the stalk immediately and others feeding for 
a day or two, or until after the second molt. It seems that the 
larvee feed longer outside the stalks on old cane than on young plants. 
The species of Diatraea which occurs at Phoenix, Ariz. (D. lineo- 
lata), has been observed to spend its entire larval and pupal periods 
in the midrib. 

The larvee feed either up or down from the place of entrance, but 
usually upward, producing a winding burrow or tunnel a foot or 
more up the stalk. The burrows may be branched or.two or more 
may unite, forming a network of tunnels in a badly infested stalk. 
The tunnels are quite small at first, but they are enlarged as the larvee 
increase in size until they are one-eighth to one-fourth inch in diam- 
eter, allowing the larvee to move about and turn round with freedom. 
The frass is packed loosely behind the larvee, seldom completely clos- 
ing the passages. The burrows usually become infested with the 
red-rot fungus within a short time, causing the surrounding tissue to 
turn red, the discoloration often extending for several inches beyond 
the burrow (see frontispiece). 

CANNIBALISM. 

When larvee are confined in cages in the insectary they are canni- 
balistic, especially in the smaller stages. If 200 or 300 newly hatched 
larvee are left together they will be reduced to 40 or 50 within two 
or three days. The smaller ones are usually eaten by the larger when 
larvee of different stages are confined together, though full-grown 
ones also are attacked. It seems that the larve usually are attacked 
when they are weak or inactive, especially just before or after molt- 
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ing. Three or four larve often are found living in the same stalk 
of cane, but in these cases they are more or less separated by their 
burrows, and it is not likely that large larve are eaten by others 
under field conditions, where they have freedom of action, whereas 
the habit of small larve of congregating in the terminal buds of the 
plants is very conducive to cannibalism, and many doubtless are 
destroyed by their companions. 

GROWTH. 

The rate of growth is dependent upon many external conditions, 
the temperature and kind of food being the most important factors, 
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Fic. 7.—Diagram showing relationship of mean temperature to larval growth of the 

sugar-cane moth borer per day in hundredths of millimeters, showing line of maxi- 

mum growth of normal individuals. The dots represent growth of individuals in 

hundredths of millimeters. 

but larve feeding under similar conditions show a great variation 
in the rate of development and in the length of the larval period, as 
is shown by figure 7. Under favorable conditions the rate of in- 
crease in body length is about 0.75 mm. per day, but it is often much 
less. Larvee are from 1.5 to 2 mm. long when hatched and from 25 
to 80 mm. long when fully grown. 

MOLTS. 

Before molting the larvee stop feeding for a few hours or some- 
times longer and appear stiff and helpless. The skin then ruptures 
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just back of the head, and by a series of contractions and contortions 
it is worked back over the body. Sometimes the head capsule is cast 
before the skin and at other times not until afterwards, but usually 
it is cast during the process of molting. The capsule is worked loose 
by the movements of the body and is deposited at one side. 

The freshly molted larve are white and almost colorless, or show 
faintly purplish markings running the length of the body. The head 
is white and soft when first molted, but it turns mahogany brown 
in a few hours and the markings deepen. Rosenfeld and Barber 
(137) say that the color of the protective fluid secreted by the larvee 
is determined by the color of the head and that the fluid is white in 
freshly molted larvee. 

The whole process of ecdysis requires about 15 minutes. The larvee 
then turn, eat the discarded skin, and recommence feeding on the 
cane. 

Ordinarily there are 5 molts, but sometimes there are only 4 in 
rapidly-developing larve. More than 5 are fairly common, as many 
as 14 having been observed in hibernating larve. When the larval 
period is prolonged by low temperature or other conditions, the larve 
continue molting, with little or no increase, or even a decrease, in size. 

INSTARS. 

The period from hatching until the first molt is called the first 
instar. Between the first and second molts the period is known as 
the second instar, and so on until the larva reaches the pupa stage. 
The last instar 1s the period between the last larval molt and the 

beginning of the pupal period. The number of instars has been 
found to be from 3 to 10, with 5 as the most common number. The 

number in relation to mean temperature is shown in Table IV. 

TABLE 1V.—Relationship of mean temperature to the number of instars of the 
larva of the sugar-cane moth borer. 

Average Average Number of Number of || Number of .-) Number of 
instars. panties | records. instars. ps records. 

oO wE. 
3 74. 8 14 7 78.9 18 
4 80.3 65 8 69. 8 11 
5 81.1 102 9 68. 8 8 
6 82.2 10 65. 5 4 

DURATION OF LARVAL PERIOD, 

The larval period is the most variable of all the stages in the life 
history of this insect, as it is this stage which is prolonged by 
hibernation or adverse conditions. The first molt takes place from 
3 to 6 days after hatching, when the larve are from 2 to 4 mm. long. 
From 4 to 8 days are spent in the second instar, and during this 
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period the larve attain a length of from 6 to 9 mm. The third 
instar is somewhat longer and requires from 6 to 9 days, the larve 
reaching 10 to 15 mm. in length, while the fourth instar lasts from 
4 to 6 days, at the end of which the larve are 15 to 20 mm. long. 
From 3 to 6 days are spent in the fifth instar, and the larve attain a 
length of from 20 to 30 mm. 

The usual time required for the larva stage under feaotable con- 
ditions is from 25 to 30 days in summer ad from 30 to 85 days in 
the cooler weather, but it may be much longer. Larve from the same 
mass of eggs and reared under exactly the same conditions vary a 
great deal, and some of them require two or three times as long as 
others to pupate. Under the most favorable conditions the larval 
period has been as short as 18 days, and has varied from this to 276 
days for hibernating larve. The larvee are very adaptable in this 
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Fig. 8—Diagram showing relationship of mean temperature to length of larval period 

of the sugar-cane moth borer. The dots represent period means of individuals. 

way and can pass over periods of cold or food shortage without 
serious inconvenience. Typical life histories at different seasons of 
the year are shown in Table V and figure 8. 

TABLE V.—Kelationship of mean temperature to developmental period in larva 
stage of the sugar-cane moth borer. 

Mean tem-| Average Number Mean tem- | Average Number 
perature. period. of records. perature. period. of records. 

°F. Days. STH, Days. 
59.4 246.5 2 78.7 25 1 
59.6 216 2 79.1 42 4 
59.8 232.5 5 79.5 24 1 
60 221 1 79.6 29 1 
60.3 225 1 79.7 26 1 
60. 4 224 1 79.8 23.5 2 
60.5 233 2 79.9 23 1 
60.7 248 1 80 28 1 
60.9 262 1 80.1 33 1 
61.4 242 1 80.3 48.5 2 
65.3 63 1 80.4 31 1 
65.6 76 1 80.5 57 3 
65.7 74 1 80.6 38 1 
67.6 65 1 80.7 49 1 
68.7 56 1 80.8 42 1 
68.8 52 1 80.9 46 1 
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Taste V.—Felationship of mean temperature to developmental period in larva 
stage of the sugar-cane moth borer—Continued. 

Mean tem-| Average Number Mean tem- | Average | Number 
perature, period. of records, perature. period, | of records, 

rie Days 0; Days. 
70 1 81 45 2 
70.6 39 1 81.5 35.1 7 
70.8 34 1 81.7 46 1 
71.4 33 1 82 50 2 
71.7 35 1 82.1 65 1 
71.9 37 1 82. 2 54.5 2 
72 38 2 82.4 52 1 
72.1 38.5 2 82.5 57.6 3 
72.2 22 1 82.6 42.5 6 
72.3 37 2 82.7 40.4 5 
72.9 24 1 82.8 36 12 
73.3 25.8 5 82.9 31.1 19 
73.5 27 1 83 24.3 6 
73.9 28 mi 83.1 31 1 
74 39 1 83.3 71 1 
74.4 49 2 83.4 34 1 
75.1 54 2 83.7 34 2 
75.4 33 1 83.8 32.8 7 
76.1 60.3 2 83.9 38.8 10 
76.2 66 2 84 24 3 
76.3 26 1 84.1 45.5 + 
76.5 27 1 84.2 29.7 8 
76.8 28 1 84.3 38.5 2 
77.1 32 2 84.4 29.6 4) 
17.2 38 2 84.5 20.5 9 
77.5 31 1 84.6 25.5 5 
78 34 l 84.8 25.5 2 
78.1 71 1 84.9 26.2 13 
78.2 28 3 85 25 8 
78.3 48 1 85.1 19 1 
78.5 22 1 85.4 54 1 

PUPAL CELLS. 

When the larve are fully grown they construct a kind of pupal 
cell before pupating. The larval tunnel is cleaned, enlarged, and 
extended to the rind of the cane, where a small circular opening 4 to 
5 mm. in diameter is made. The rind is not completely cut out, 
but it is eaten away from the inside until only a thin paperlike 
section, lightly attached at the edges, remains. This is held in place 
by threads of silk fastened to the inside so that the moth can easily 
escape, but other insects can not enter. The lower end of the cell 
is closed with frass and silk, and the whole cell is lightly lined with 
silk. In the rearing tubes in the insectary the pupal cell usually is 
formed on the side of the cane between it and the sides of the glass. 

PREPUPA. 

As the pupal cell nears completion the larva merges into the pre- 
pupa stage. No molt occurs, but the larva ceases feeding and 
becomes sluggish and helpless. The body contracts longitudinally, 
especially the thorax, while the use of the legs is lost and the insect 
thrashes about as do the pupe. From 1 to 3 days are spent in the 
prepupa stage, but it often happens that this stage is not noticed by 
an observer, as it is not very distinct from the pee stage. 

PUPATION. 

After resting for a short time as a prepupa the pupa is disclosed 
by the casting of the last larval ‘skin in the same manner as the 
others are cast. 

a 
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PUPA. 

The pupa at first is dirty white, about the same color as the 
hibernating larva, with faint purplish longitudinal stripes. It 
eradually hardens. and darkens, and in an hour or two becomes 
mahogany brown. As the time for emergence approaches the pupa 
darkens more and may become almost black. 

ACTIVITY. 

The pupa is quite active when disturbed, being able to thrash 
about with its abdomen, which gives it a rolling, squirming motion. 
A touch or a jar will cause this action, as will also the placing of the 
pupa in direct sunlight in summer. Placed in the sun, a pupa 
squirmed about till it reached a shady place. 

DURATION OF PUPAL PERIOD. 

The first pupz in the spring are formed from overwintering 
larve in April or May, and pups may be found from this date to 
December. Few larve pupate after the middle of November, those 
which have not pupated prior to this time hibernating as larve. 
Nearly 200 larve were collected in cane cut for the mill on December 
2-4, 1915, but no pupe were found in all the stalks cut open. Adults 
have emerged from pupz in the insectary as late as December 5, but 
a large percentage of those which did not pupate until late and had 
the pupal period prolonged by cold did not emerge. 

The pupal period, like that of the larva, has a wide variation, from 
6 to 22 days being required for the emergence of the adult, with an 

_ average of 84 days throughout the year. The pup which produced 
male moths required on an average 8.8 days for emergence, and those 
which produced females 8.4 days. Often there is a variation of 2 to 
3 days among pupz which transform on the same date. The data 
are presented in Table VI and figure 9. 

TABLE VI.—felationship of mean temperature to the developmental period in 

the pupal stage of the sugar-cane moth borer. 

Average Average 
Period. | mean tem- pees Period. | mean tem- eee 

perature. 3 perature. % 

Days. o Jae Days. Sey 
5 77.1 3 13 71.6 1 
6 82 27 14 79.7 7 
U 81.1 153 15 73.9 5 
8 81.3 92 16 77 5 
9 80.9 42 17 72 1 

10 76.6 19 18 69.8 1 
11 76.1 12 19 84.6 3 
12 4 4 22 63.7 1 

DURATION OF THE LIFE CYCLE. | 
The length of the life cycle varies considerably with the tempera- 

ture. Taking the minimum of each immature stage, the sum of 28 
days is obtained, while in the same way a maximum of 293 days is 
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secured. The sum of the periods required by most individuals in the 
various stages is 43.1 days, which may be regarded as an average. 
The maximum larval period is 262 days and only occurs in hiber- 
nating larvee. 

SEASONAL HISTORY. 

SEASONAL ABUNDANCE. 

NUMBER OF BROODS OR GENERATIONS. 

The variation in the time required for the development of the moth 
borer is so great that there are no distinct broods or generations. It 
is found that some larvee require three or four times as long to reach 
the adult stage as others hatching from eggs laid at the same time, 
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Fic. 9.—Diagram showing relationship of mean temperature to length of pupal period 

of the sugar-cane moth borer, showing line of. calculated means (dashes) and general 

trend of means (solid line). The dots represent period means of individuals. 
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and this causes such an overlapping that the broods can not be 
distinguished. 

The time of emergence of the moths in the spring varies from year 
to year, depending on the season. The earliest record is of a first- 
instar larva collected on cane in the field on May 5, 1914, and as the 
eges require from 6 to 7 days incubation at this season the moth 
must have emerged during the last few days of April. The first 
emergence in the insectary was not until May 8, and emergence con- 
tinued until May 25. Adults emerged from cane planted in boxes of 
soil as late as June 21. A pupa from the spring brood of borers was 
found in a “dead heart” on June 2, 1914. Thus adults from the 
hibernating larve and adults from the first spring generation are 
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emerging at the same time. This overlapping continues until by 

midsummer the broods can not be separated. 

The maximum number of generations may be computed by taking 
the first eggs laid by each generation and assuming that they would 

develop under optimum conditions, thus reaching the adult stage in 

the shortest time possible at the prevailing temperature: 

The first eggs in the spring, laid by adults from the hibernating larve, 

would hatch by May 1 and the adults appear by June 10. 

Adults of the first generation would lay eggs June 11, and these would 

produce adults on July 24, after 43 days. 

Adults of the second generation would lay eggs on July 25, and these 

would produce adults on September 1, after 38 days. 

Adults of the third generation would lay eggs September 2, and these 

would produce adults on October 8, after 36 days. 

Adults of the fourth generation would lay eggs on October 9, and these 

would produce adults on November 18, after 40 days. 

Adults of the fifth generation would lay eggs on November 18, and the 

larvze would hibernate and emerge in the spring. 

On the other hand, it is equally possible for two generations to 
span the entire year, if we take the last to emerge from hibernation 
and allow them the maximum time for completing their life cycle. ° 
The latest record of emergence is June 21, 1914, and a moth emerging 
then would not oviposit before June 22 or 23. Eggs laid in the 
insectary June 25, 1914, required 90 days to complete their cycle, the 
adults not emerging until September 23. Larvee hatching the latter 
part of August or in September frequently hibernate, so it is evi- 
dent that the whole year could easily be taken up by two generations. 

These data are based on rearing notes in the insectary and on 
observations in the field. While first-instar larvee have been found 
in the fields from May 5 to the middle of December, and adults 
have emerged in the insectary in December, it is seldom, if ever, that 
the maximum number of generations are produced in the field. Most 
of the larve reared in the insectary have required from one and a 
half to two or more times the minimum length of time necessary 
to complete their life cycle, and there are usually only four, sel- 
dom five, generations. If the spring is early and other conditions 
favorable, there may be five generations, but if the spring is late 
and cold, as it was in 1915, there will be only four. In the Rio 
Grande Valley there is no true hibernation, although the stages are 
prolonged somewhat in winter, and in Cuba they are more nearly 
the same all the year around. 

POSSIBLE ANNUAL PROGENY OF ONE PAIR. 

Tt 1s on account of its rapid rate of reproduction that the borer 
is able to inflict enormous damage. As almost all the larve are 

killed in the fall by grinding the cane, and as there is a high mor- 
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tality among those which escape and hibernate, it is evident that 
comparatively few emerge in the spring. Yet there is always a 
heavy infestation by fall. The rapidity of reproduction during the 
warm months is the only factor which can account for this high 
infestation. 

The record of oviposition for 56 moths at various times during 
the season of activity shows that each female moth deposits on an 
average 210 eggs. The sexes are produced in equal proportions. 
Allowing 200 eggs for each female and four generations a year as a 
conservative estimate, it is found that each pair surviving the winter 
is capable of producing the following numbers: 

Generation. Borers. 

WITS tie eee Fie een sae Tepe A ae SPE yd SN 200 

SSO ra hes Sassy Sa Ss Se ss es EN ahah OE ee ge 20, 000 

TTT se A 8 LA ev 2, 000, 000 

Wren es a IS ae 200, 000, 000 

Da) 71 ean we ei ie emcee Mee aS 202, 020, 200 

Of course this maximum number will never be produced, because 
of the numerous checks which control the insect, but something of 
its enormity may be realized by considering that if the offspring 
of one female were confined to 1 acre there would be over 10,000 
borers per stalk of cane, about 20,000 stalks being the average per 
acre. Under average conditions about 50 per cent of the stalks are 
infested and about 25 to 30 per cent of the infested stalks contain 
borers when cut for the mill, giving from 2,500 to 3,000 borers per 
acre. Considering the possibilities, it is only surprising that the 
infestation is not much higher. 

’ PROGRESS OF INFESTATION. 

The moth borer is late in developing in the spring. The first 
“ dead heart ” at New Orleans is usually found about the 1st of May, 
which indicates that moths have emerged from hibernation several 
weeks previously. Not much injury can be found through the sum- 
mer, but the numbers of borers gradually increase. When the corn- 
stalks become dry in July and August the emerging moths un- 
doubtedly migrate to sugar-cane fields'in large numbers. The 
infestation increases rapidly from about this time until the cane is 
cut for grinding. 

STATUS EXAMINATIONS, 

Field examinations to determine the annual status of the moth 
borer and other sugar-cane insects have received considerable atten- 
tion from the writers. The best and practically the only time to 
determine borer injury to sugar cane is during the grinding season 
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when the cane is cut, as the infestation increases up to this time and 
as the examinations necessitate the removal of the leaves from the 
stalk—a rather undesirable proceeding when the plant has still to 
make considerable growth. The plan adopted has been to examine 
at least 100 stalks in a field, sometimes many more. The uninfested 
and the infested stalks in these groups have been counted, and the 
percentage of infestation is determined from the data thus obtained. 
In actual practice this precedure has been modified. The number 
of fields examined in one vicinity seldom has been less than four, 
and often many more, depending upon the amount of time at the 
disposal of the inspector. 

The infestation by the moth borer has been rather coe 
determined year by year for the six years 1912 to 1917, inclusive, 
but the prevalence of other insect pests, which are not so important, 
has been only estimated. 

To facilitate the inspections a card form was devised, which is 
reproduced here. 

Form of card for ficld notes. 

Sugar-cane Status, 191.... State..............-.....-- Tetra tat ome eee dom ee CRS sa Ce Ya ; 

WOCaibyeereaesaee Ao chine shes IDE eyes oes Soc eouennee os Panishtor county aseas seee eee eee 

Group Per | Owner 
‘| examinations. 1) 2) 3 | 4 | 5 | Total.) cont Location of field 

: Stalks, Year of crop, 

ce Clean, | Variety, Soil, 

: Diatraea, Cultivation, 

Sugar-cane condition 

: Stalks cut? 
:| Joints, Stalks ee Trash burned? 

: Clean, ? Aphis, Weevil, 

: Diatraea, Lachnosterna, Ligyrus,! 

‘ Ants, Pseudococcus 

Remarks Sugar-cane diseases 

B Bet rere eaete tater eae ete oe tein stot jclarayaiattte area Sais ties eieretate ete Steet ear leiaes tele jeia cis tataia sates a aes tone rea 

© 
= Environment 
IG [orn cc tect ece eee eee ne eee eee ee tence eee eee e eee ee eee e eee e ees 

1 Ligyrus= Euctheola rugiceps Le Conte. 

AVERAGE ANNUAL INFESTATION IN LOUISIANA. 

Observations have been made annually from 1912 to 1917, inclu- 
sive, on the infestation of from 6 to 138 localities in the borer-infested 
area of the Louisiana sugar-cane belt, with the result that the aver- 
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age annual infestation has been determined to be 58.2 per cent, or 
over half the canes infested. In 1912 the general average was 50.4 
per cent, in 1913 it was 52.4 per cent, in 1914 it reached the high 
figure of 73.9 per cent, while in 1915 the average sank to 51.5 per 
cent. The average was again high in 1916, being 75.5 per cent, but 
in 1917 it was 48.8 per cent, the lowest during the six years. In 
some localities an infestation of 100 per cent is sometimes reached, 
or all canes infested, while in others the damage may be 380 per cent 
or lower. 

Continuous observations have not been made in Texas, but in the 
lower Rio Grande Valley, to which the borer is limited at present, 
casual inspections usually reveal an infestation of nearly 100 per 
cent. 

VARIATIONS IN INFESTATION. 

The infestation of different fields of sugar cane in the sugar-pro- 
ducing region varies from a low percentage to 100 per cent, or every 
cane infested. Conflicting opinions are held by different planters 
as to the infestation of the different varieties of cane and the in- 
festation in different years of growth. It has not been found that 
one common variety is more resistant to the moth borer than an- 
other, or that plant cane is more infested or less infested than first 
or second year stubble.t_ Another popular belief is that cane grown . 
on sandy land is likely to be more heavily infested than cane grown 
on heavy soil. Examinations do not show that this is true, but the 
belief may have some basis, because it has been found that moths can 
emerge more readily from canes planted in sandy soil than from 
those planted in clay soil. The idea is also held that land treated 
with stable manure or cottonseed meal will be more heavily infested, 
but the data on the subject are insufficient to warrant any conclusion. 

MANY LARVA CRUSHED IN THE MILL. 

The greater number of moth borers in the larva stage in the late 
fall and early winter which would otherwise hibernate remain in the 
stalks of cane after they are cut. An examination of bored stalks 
at Audubon Park just before grinding yielded the information that 
38 per cent of the stalks contained borers. When the stalks are 
ground in the mill these larve are crushed with the cane, leaving 
only such borers as may be in the stubble, seed cane, scraps of cane 
left about the plantations, cane tops, and Johnson grass and other 
grasses to start the infestation the following year. 

1JIn 1918, however, 10,000 stalks of cane were examined on a group of six plantations, 

the examinations being well distributed and evenly divided between plant and stubble cane. 

It was found that the general average for plant cane on each plantation was invariably 

higher than for stubble, though there were wide variations among certain fields and parts 

of fields, both of plant and stubble cane. Examinations on a much smaller scale, made 

in previous years, did not indicate any difference in favor of either plant or stubble, 
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Because the species is so prolific, it is easily possible for a very 
few borers which remain alive in the spring to cause a high infesta- 
tion over a whole plantation by the following grinding season. 

NATURAL DISSEMINATION. 

The moth borer has not been found to extend noticeably the limits 
of the area infested by it, as the cotton boll weevil does. The insect 
has never been found at Bunkie, La., though it has been observed at 
Melville, some 30 miles southeast, since 1914, and has probably been 
there for a much longer time. 

ARTIFICIAL DISSEMINATION. 

It is apparent that the infestation of new territory is caused princi- 
pally through shipments of sugar cane, both for grinding and plant- 
ing. The mature canes, if infested, contain larve or pupe or both, 
and if left in a freight car on a railway siding, or if planted and 
imperfectly covered, the resulting moths can easily emerge. It is 
then an easy matter for the species to become established on such food 
plants as may be-available at the time of year, and the infestation of 
adjacent cane fields may be expected within the next few years. 

Infested seed cane was planted about 1909 above Baton Rouge on 
property which had previously been devoted to cotton farming and 
undoubtedly was not infested by the moth borer. In 1914 practically 
every stalk of cane was bored. 

Introduction of new varieties of sugar cane should be left to experi- 
ment stations, and the cuttings should be subjected to special treat- 
ment and inspection (see “ Immersion and fumigation,” p. 49). 

If cane is needed for planting or grinding by persons outside the 
infested area, great care should be taken to secure uninfested cane. 
Freight cars used for hauling cane may contain infested scraps which 
should be collected and destroyed at frequent intervals. 

HIBERNATION. 

STAGE OF INSECT THAT HIBERNATES. 

The moth borer passes the winter in the larva stage. As fall ap- 
proaches some of the larve go into hibernation, while others enter 
the pupa stage and emerge shortly as moths. There is nothing to 
indicate which of these two classes will hibernate and which will 
become moths. During the summer of 1918 some of the larve from 
eggs laid as early as August 13 went into hibernation, while others 
from the same mass of eggs completed their development as usual. 
Other larve from eggs laid August 18 and September 8, 22, and 27 
died or hibernated, but larve from eggs laid September 1 and 18 
completed their development and emerged in October and November. 

83363°—19—Bull. 746-8 
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One adult emerged in December from eggs laid as late as Septem- 
ber 25, although the others from this mass of eggs hibernated. In 
general, it seems that most of the larve from eggs laid after the 
middle of September hibernate if they are not killed in the mill, but 
this depends somewhat on the season, as more will develop in a late 
fall. All instars of the larve hibernate. Small first and second 
instar larve have been seen as late as the middle of December crawl- 
ing over the cane tops, and these would hibernate if they found suit- 
able places. Hibernation is not what may be called complete, since 
the larvee remain active on warm days and continue to feed to some 
extent. When infested cane is windrowed in the fall it is often 
badly damaged by the borers continuing their feeding throughout 
the winter, destroying many eyes and tunneling the stalks until they 
become brittle and break with handling. The well-grown larve con- 
tinue molting at irregular intervals throughout the winter, but do not 
increase in size; in fact, they are even smaller and more flabby in the 
spring than they are in the fall. The small larvee increase slowly in 
size and all hibernated larve are of a very uniform size in the spring. 

PLACES OF HIBERNATION. 

The larve hibernate in scraps of cane, tops of the cane plant, 
stalks of large grass, cane stubble, and planted and windrowed cane. 
Very few are to be found in stubble and grass stalks, however. No 
larvee have been found in cornstalks during the winter, for these dry 
out and become unattractive to the moth borer long before cold 
weather begins. The usual place of hibernation of the closely re- 
lated species D. zeacolella, however, is in the taproots of corn. 

The favorite places of hibernation are scraps of cane left after 
grinding, and windrowed and planted cane. The windrow forms 
an ideal place for hibernation, the larvee being well protected by the 
earth and the quantity of leaves covering the stalks. 

EMERGENCE FROM HIBERNATION. 

The hibernating larve pupate in the spring and emerge as moths 
when the cane is from a few inches to a foot or more in height. 
Though planted cane is covered with earth, this is often washed away 
by a heavy rain, exposing or partially exposing the seed cane. Moths 
have been found to emerge from cane under one-half inch of packed 
soil so that it is often possible for them to emerge from planted cane. 
There is of course no obstacle to their emergence from grass or cane 
stubble. 

The times of emergence from planted cane under observation were 
May 7, May 21, and June 1, 1914, and the earliest emergence in the 
insectary was on May 8. A first-instar larva, however, was collected 
in the field as early as May 5, indicating that the parent moth must 
have emerged during the last few days of April. 

a 
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SURVIVAL OF HIBERNATED LARVA. 

Only a small proportion of the larvee which go into hibernation 
survive the winter and emerge as adults. They die from time to 
time during the winter and those which have been in the larva stage 
for a long time seem to have trouble in pupating and often die in 
the attempt. Then, too, the mortality is higher among the pup 
from hibernated larve than from others, and the adults that emerge 
are not so vigorous. 

Not more than 10 per cent of the larve kept under insectary condi- 
tions emerged, and as those pupating in the field often have the addi- 
tional trouble of emerging through some depth of soil, it is evident 
that only a small percentage survives. On account of their rapid 
increase in numbers it requires only a few moths in the spring to 
produce a large number of borers during the summer and fall. 

LONGEVITY OF HIBERNATED LARVAL, 

The usual larval period is greatly prolonged by cold weather or 
other adverse conditions, and the larve can survive great hardships. 
Tt is not at all uncommon for them to live for a month or two with- 
out food, and Stubbs and Morgan (152) have kept them for 75 
days without food and had them pupate afterwards. Rosenfeld and 
Barber (137) kept a larva for 200 days without food and it pupated, 
while E. R. Barber records placing a larva in the photographic 
dark room on October 19, and finding it alive June 9, a period of 231 
days, during which it did not feed on the piece of sugar cane pro- 
vided. The larva stage of overwintering individuals is generally 
about 7 or 8 months, and during this time there are 10 or 12 molts, 

_ but in the authors’ experiments some required 276 days and 14 molts 
to reach the pupa stage. 

NATURAL CONTROL. 

CLIMATIC CONTROL. 

EFFECT OF RAINFALL. 

Mr. George N. Wolcott, while entomologist of the Insular Experi- 
ment Station, Rio Piedras, Porto Rico, made a number of observa- 
tions which tend to prove that the moth borer is adversely affected 
by rainfall. The following is an abstract of Mr. Wolcott’s conclu- 
sions: 

A large number of careful observations made in Porto Rico during the past 

erinding season, confirmed by the evidence from other countries, indicates that 

there is a constant relation between the amount of rainfall and the abundance 

of Diatraea. The table, which gives the percentage of infestation of cane 

by Diatraea in conjunction with the total annual rainfall in inches for 1914, 
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shows that the abundance of Diatraea is in inverse proportion to the amount 

of rainfall. (The table mentioned shows that the infestation varies from 6 per 

cent, where there were 101 inches of rain, to 66 per cent, where there were 

only 21 inches.) ... 

It is comparatively easy to demonstrate the effect of an abundance of rain- 

fall in lessening the numbers of Diatraea, but much more difficult satisfactorily 

to account for this effect. The eggs of the borer are deposited on the leaves 

of the cane, and when the young larve hatch, a considerable interval elapses 

while they crawl about on the cane before they enter the stalk or the midrib 

of the leaf. It is quite probable that this is one of the most crucial periods 

in its life history, and that considerable numbers of borer larvze were killed 

in young cane by the more rapid growth of the central shoot of a cane plant 

than of the outer leaves. Also, larvee were found which had been drowned in 

a mixture of water and decaying cane juices which had collected in their tunnels 

after rains. To avoid danger from these causes, many larvee were found living 

outside the shoot, where they were exposed to the attacks of predators or 

parasites. 

The rainfall over the sugar belt of Louisiana does not vary to any 
great extent, and while there are annual differences both in infesta- 
tion and rainfall at various points, a careful study of the subject has 
failed to prove that these variations correspond as they do in Porto 
Rico. ; 

Below is given the infestation by the moth borer at various places 
in 1916 as compared with the annual rainfall. 

Infestation by the moth borer compared with annual rainfall at various places 
im Louisiana, cede 

Annual infested 
rainfall. in fall. 

Place. Inches. Percent. 

Donaldsonyille 2) oso te Ne ae Pe eee 61. 51 91 
Wihite: Castio=ts. =. eeu, Beichen tie Lys voh aleiat Ma eee eee ae 50 to 60 99 
cl will OY 0 6 2] Os. ane oe pain elt ph se SE eh le 50 to 60 79 
(Wathews) 2 bis) ce eae Ne PE pe See eee 50 to 60 97 
Palimetio= ssa == sehr) ed a SN 2 A ek ie ee 50 to 60 871 
ranidinwes = e Bao ae Cn Ce i 58. 89 Say 
New ‘Orleans 2: 222 ee a ee ee 5D. 37 38 
INapoleonville:_- 2. 1 ae ee 54. 96 95 
Lafayette 222+ 222.25 2 ee 54. 68 99 
MGlVille os oe ee Se i 51. 98 22 
Abbeville 2220.0 3 2 cc ee ee 50. 39 98 
Morgan City ____- pos oe OE ee i ee 47. 69 93. 5 

The period during which the growing cane is attacked by the borer 
in Louisiana is, roughly, from the month of April to the month of 
October, inclusive. A graphic comparison of the rainfalls during 
these months for the years 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, and 1916 with the 
average infestations by the borer in the fall of each year is shown 
in figure 10. In some years the line representing infestation descends 
as the line representing rainfall ascends, but there were exceptions, 
especially in 1916, which the authors can not explain. Mr. Wolcott 
suggests that the small variation in the rainfall at different points 

1 Probably flooded. 
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in Louisiana as compared with Porto Rico makes it more difficult 
to determine its effect on the moth borer. 

EFFECT OF FLOODS. 

Complete flooding of cane fields for long periods seems to have a 
great influence on the infestation of the moth borer. For four years 
observations have been made on a plantation near Morgan City, 
which was under water for some weeks in the spring of 1912. In the 
fall of 1912 the infestation on this plantation was 4 per cent. In the 
fall of 1913 it was 6 per cent, only slightly higher than in the year 
of the overflow. In the fall of 1914, however, the infestation had 
reached 68 per cent, while in 1915 it was 87 per cent. It seems that 
the moth borer was much reduced in numbers by flooding, but that 
the numbers increased rapidly the second year after the inundation. 

EFFECT OF IRRIGATION. 

Though floods seem to reduce the percentage of infestation, it has 
not been observed that irrigation has any effect. Observations have 
been made on the nonirrigated plantations of Louisiana and on the 
irrigated properties of the lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas. No 
difference in the infestation which can be traced to irrigation has - 
been noticed. 

FUNGOUS DISEASES. 

Although a fungous disease on the larve of Diatraea saccharalis 
was studied by J. R. Picard (120) at the Louisiana State University 
in 1903, its occurrence under natural conditions is very rare. Larve 
are sometimes attacked in the insectary, especially when kept in tin 
boxes, but all attempts to inoculate healthy larvee have failed and it 
is probable that the fungus is only saprophytic. One such diseased 
larva of D. zeacolella sent in by Mr. A. G. Davis from Chipley, Fla., 
was submitted to Mr. Alden T. Speare, Mycoentomologist of the 
Bureau of Entomology. He reported that “the fungus seems to be 
very close to Aspergillus parasiticus, which I found to be parasitic 
upon the sugar-cane mealybug in Hawaii. There is no doubt that 
the fungus is an Aspergillus, but I would venture no specific name 
at present. A. flavus has been found to be parasitic upon sugar-cane 
mealybugs in Louisiana and in Porto Rico, but this is the first record 
to my knowledge of an Aspergillus on Diatraea, hence I can not 
vouch for its parasitism.” 

The fungus parasite Cordyceps barberi is recorded by Van Dine 
(169) from Porto Rico, and by Bodkin (17) from British Guiana 
on both the larva and the pupa of Diatraea. The present writers 
planned to experiment with this disease but they were unable to 
obtain cultures or diseased specimens. 
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PARASITES AND PREDACIOUS ENEMIES. 

‘MOTH-BORER ENEMIES IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Four parasites of species of Diatraea have been found in the United 
States, but three of them are extremely rare. The chalcis-fly 7richo- 
gramma minutum Riley is universally distributed in the sugar-cane 
fields of Louisiana and of the lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas, 
and is a very important factor in the control of the moth borer. It 
is a minute wasplike insect, the female of which deposits her eggs 
within the eggs of the borer, in the course of a few days numbers of 
adult parasites emerging from the moth-borer eggs. 
A similar insect is the black parasite Ufens niger Ashmead, 

found near Brownsville, Tex., by the senior writer in 1912. This has 
not been found a second time, although Mr. George N. Wolcott made 
a special search for it extending over about two months in the sum- 
mer of 1917. Vickery* records it as a common parasite of eggs of 
the leafhopper Draeculacephala mollipes Say, and it may attack 
Diatraea only rarely. | 

Parasites of the larve have not been found in Louisiana, but a 
braconid, M/icrogaster sp., has been reared from larve of. Diatraea 
zeacolella Dyar, collected in corn by Mr. E. R. Barber at Bennetts- 
ville, S. C. A thorough search for larval parasites was afterwards 
made in South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida by Mr. A. G. Davis 
and the junior writer, but none was found. 

Another braconid has been reared by Dr. A. W. Morrill, State ° 
entomologist of Arizona, from the species of Diatraea (probably 
lineolata) which occurs in that State. 

_ Stubbs and Morgan (152) record a telephorid beetle, Chauliogna- 
thus marginatus Fabricius, as feeding on the larve. This is oc- 
casionally found in considerable numbers in sugar-cane fields in 
Louisiana. 

During 1916 Mr. A. G. Davis found earwigs (Dermaptera) con- 
suming larve of Diatraea in Florida, and in 1917 Mr. George N. Wol- 
cott, in Texas, observed them feeding on eggs of Diatraea saccharalis 
which had previously been parasitized by T'richogramma minutum. 
Tt is unlikely that the work of earwigs is of any importance in con- 
trol, and in feeding on parasitized eggs they would, of course, do 
more harm than good. 

The Argentine ant (Jridomyrmex humilis Mayr) has been ob- 
served feeding occasionally on eggs, larvee, and pupz of the moth 
borer, but it can not be considered a factor in repression. The ants 
seem to attack only those eggs which have been parasitized, and while 
they may sometimes attack larvee they will not ordinarily molest a 

1Gibson, Edmund H. The sharpheaded grain leafhopper. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 254, 

16 p., 1 fig. 1915. 
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larva or a pupa unless it has been injured in some manner. The 
damage produced by ants in increasing the number of mealybugs, 
and as sugar-house and household pests, more than offsets any good 
which may come from their destruction of insects. 

THD Hee PARASITE, TRICHOGRAMMA MINUTUM RILBY. 

On account of its economic importance 7'richogramma minutum 
(fig. 11) deserves more extended consideration. It is almost micro- 
scopic, and belongs to the large order of Hymenoptera, which in- 
cludes the bees and wasps. Under the microscope its wings are found 
to be fringed with delicate hairs and to have lines of these hairs run- 
ning across their surfaces. 

The adults are about one-fiftieth of an inch long, with a wing ex- 
panse of a little more than the length of the body. On account of 
their minute size they are practically invisible in a sugar-cane field, 
even though they may be present in great numbers. The best way 
to find them is to search for a cluster of moth-borer eggs which have 
turned black (indicating parasitism). During the summer, and 
especially in the fall, an experienced person can sometimes find these 
clusters in considerable numbers on the leaves both of corn and of 
sugar cane. If the eggs are put in a small tube and observed for a 
few days, many light yellow Trichogramma adults may be found to 
emerge. 

In the fields the females of these parasites search for moth-borer 
. eggs very soon after emergence. Finding a cluster, the female in- 

serts her own eggs into the borer eggs, and in the course of eight 
days or longer, depending on the season, a new generation emerges, 
the parasites having developed from egg to adult within the moth 
eggs. 

The parasites are scarce at the beginning of the season, and in fact 
egos destroyed by them were never found earlier than June 18 in 
Louisiana. As the season progresses they become more and more 
abundant, until at last they destroy almost every egg cluster of the 
moth borer. 

If the parasites could be so controlled that they would start their 
beneficial work earlier in the year, great good would result in lim- 
iting the ravages of the moth borer. Low temperatures retard the 
development of insects, and in an experiment to keep them over the 
winter parasitized eggs were placed in a refrigerator having a uni- 
form temperature of about 50° F. Some of the parasites emerged 
even at this temperature, however, and all of them died during the 
winter. 

Under natural conditions they undoubtedly hibernate in the cane 
trash left on the fields of the sugar plantations, at least until the 
trash is burned, when many of them are probably destroyed. This 
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practice is probably to blame for their scarcity during the following 
spring and early summer. To avoid the destruction of these bene- 
ficial parasites experiments have been conducted for the last five 
years in conserving the cane trash. The trash may be raked to the 
headlands or to waste land, or it may be plowed under. This sub- 
ject is thoroughly discussed under the heading “ Not burning cane 
trash,” page 55. 

MOTH-BORER ENEMIES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 

The minute egg parasite Trichogramma minutum occurs almost 
universally, having been recorded from Cuba, Porto Rico, Trinidad, 
British Guiana, Barbados, and elsewhere, as noted below. Another 

egg parasite, Telenomus sp., is recorded from British Guiana by 
Bodkin (17), who also records a 
braconid, a tachinid fiy,t and a 
large chalcidid, Heptasmicra cur- 

ants are mentioned by Bodkin as 
destroying the eggs. Predators in 
British Guiana are an elaterid and 
the histerid Lioderma quadriden- 
tatum Fabricius. From the same 
country Moore (104) lists [phiau- 
lax medianus Cameron, I[phiaulax 
sp., Cremnops parvifasciatus Cam- 
eron, and Cremnops sp. (all braco- 
nids), and the ichneumonid J/eso- 
stenoideus sp. From Trinidad Fre. 11.—Trichogramma minutum, an egg 

Wien Gl64)rrecordsia sarcophagid | . Fase macnited. (Riley) 0 | a, 
fly ? (probably parasitic) and a hy- 
menopteron, Cyanopterus sp. The tachinid Huzenilliopsis diatraeae 
Townsend was found in Cuba by the junior author, as well as a species 
of Apanteles. TYachinophyto sp. is recorded by Van Dine (170) 

from Porto Rico. Rosenfeld and Barber (137) record an intestinal 
worm, the braconid A/icrodus sp., and a dipteron? from Argentina. 
Van der Goot (58) states that in Java Diatraea is parasitized by Pha- 
nurus beneficiens Zehntner, Trichogramma minutum Riley, 7. nanum 
Zehntner, 7. australicum Girault, in the egg stage, and by a braconid 
and a tachinid ? in the larva stage.. He also records two species of ants 
attacking the pupze and the eggs, and a small carabid feeding on the 
larva. DeCharmoy (51) notes Telenomus sp., (Ophion) Stauropodoc- 
tonus mauritit Saussure, Trichogramma australicum Girault, Ophion 

1These flies are thought by Dr. C. H. T. Townsend to be probably his Huzenilliopsis 
diatraeae. 

? According to Dr. Townsend Rosenfeld and Barber’s “ dipteron,” and probably Urich’s 
“sarcophagid fly,” are Oxysarcodexia peltata Aldrich. 

3 According to Dr. Townsend this is Diatraeophaga striatalis Townsend. 
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(Henicospilus) antankarus Saussure, A panteles simplicis Viereck, and 
a tachinid fly from Mauritius. Jarvis (83) states that Diatraea sac- 
charalis “appears to be under effective natural control in Queens- 
land,” while Mr. Frederick Muir has told the writers that this is the 
case in the Philippine Islands also. 

REPRESSION. 

EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS IN ARTIFICIAL CONTROL. 

DESTRUCTION OF SCRAPS OF CANE LEFT AFTER GRINDING, 

One of the chief places of hibernation of the moth borer is in 
seraps of cane left about the plantation. The wise manager will 
therefore collect such scraps as soon as possible after the grinding 
season and destroy them. On a plantation on which many scraps 
had been left about the mill and the derricks from one season to the 
next the infestation was practically 100 per cent over the whole 
plantation. 

After the scraps are collected they may be disposed of by a very 
thorough burning with oil or some dry material. Throwing the 
scraps into a lake or other body of water is not to be recommended, as 
some of the moths may emerge from the floating stalks or from those 
which are washed ashore. Passing the scraps between the rollers of 
the mill has been recommended, but this would hardly be practicable 
on the ordinary plantation. 

CUTTING OUT “DEAD HEARTS.” — 

The dead plants, or “dead hearts,” which follow the work of the 
moth borer in the spring, contain for a few weeks the larvee which 
have killed them. A familiar recommendation has been to cut out 
these dead plants and burn them, care being taken to cut to or even 
below the surface of the ground so as to secure the larve. 

The writers had an opportunity of observing this work in prog- 
ress on a large scale at the State penitentiary farm at Angola, La., in 
the spring of 1917. The cutting of the “ dead hearts ” was being done 
very efficiently by convicts. They collected the dead plants in bags 
and burned them on the headlands. It was the opinion among the 
foremen that the “dead hearts” should be cut out of each field three 
times during the early growing season. One man was said to cover 
4 acres per day. 

The writers made a point of revisiting the penitentiary farm in 
the fall to ascertain the results of the work. It was found that the 
average infestation of the whole plantation was 31.5 per cent, which 
for 1917 was not extraordinarily low. Around Port Allen, La., for 
instance, the average infestation was 30.7 per cent, and the “ dead 
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hearts” had not been cuv out at that place. Individual fields at 
Angola ran from 6 to 85 per cent, and at Port Allen from 9 to 
94 per cent. 

Tt is possible that the different fields at Angola did not all re- 
ceive exactly the same treatment as to cutting out the “ dead hearts,” 
especially as the plantation is divided into a number of farms or sec- 
tions, each of which has its separate manager. As far as the 
authors could ascertain, however, the treatment had been uniform 
over the whole plantation. 

It was the opinion of several of the farm managers that cutting 
out the “dead hearts” would not be practicable on a plantation 
where free convict labor is not available. 

Moore (104) records the collection of 15,285,960 larve and pup 
of the moth borer on 17 estates in Demerara, British Guiana, in 1912, 
and 13,632,655 in 1911. He then remarks: 

The effect upon the pest of all this terrific slaughter has not as yet been very 

marked, but will increase more and more rapidly if the destruction be kept on 

persistently, systematically, and relentlessly. The insect propagates at such a 

very rapid pace, in spite of the counter-activity of a variety of natural enemies, 

- and in spite of whatever may be the weather conditions, when its seasons 

come round, that to overtake it and bring it under proper control must needs 

be a rather long undertaking. r 

POISONING YOUNG PLANTS. 

By covering the young plants with an arsenical in powdered form, 
which was suggested by the junior author, it was hoped to present 
a poisoned leaf surface to the first young borers of the.year. Before 
gnawing into the plants the newly emerged larve feed among the 
leaf whorls for a limited time. It was thought that if they could 
then be poisoned much damage later on could be prevented. 
A small preliminary experiment gave what seemed to be promis- 

ing results, and in 1916 a large plantation experiment was planned. 
Fields on a typical plantation were poisoned one, two, and three 

- times, powdered arsenate of lead being used, and the applications 
being made at many different dates in the spring. After nearly 
every application, however, there was a heavy rain, and the follow- 
ing fall no benefit could be observed. About 2 pounds of poison 
per acre were applied, a special horse machine being used. 

The experience gained in 1916 had proved that the machine, 
which was designed for cotton, was not well adapted to sugar-cane 
fields. In 1917 the framework was strengthened and a gasoline en- 
gine added. This gave a much more uniform distribution of the 
poison, and an application of 2 pounds per acre covered the plants 
rather thoroughly. One man and a 2-horse team with this machine 
could cover 35 acres per day at a total cost for labor and material of 
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64 eents per acre. The apparatus used in the test is illustrated in 
Plate VII. 
A 125-acre field at Belle Alliance Plantation near Donaldsonville, 

La., which was naturally divided into approximately 5-acre plats by 
drainage ditches, was selected for the experiment. One plat was 
poisoned once a week during the nine weeks from April 19 to June 14 
while other plats received from one to four applications of 2 pounds 
per acre at weekly and fortnightly intervals, beginning at different 
dates during the nine weeks’ period. The season was rather dry and 
rain did not interfere with the work any more than might be ex- 
pected under Louisiana conditions. 

Borer eggs and “dead hearts” were observed throughout the 
spring and summer in the various plats, and in October, when status 
examinations were made, considerable variation was found in the dif- 
ferent plats, but no relationship between the poisoning and borer in- 
festation could be established, the treatment evidently having no ef- 
fect whatever. This is probably due to the fact that the poison did 
not enter the central whorl or “throat” of the plants, where th > 
young larvee were feeding. 

These experiments will indicate to the reader just how difficult is 
the control of the sugar-cane borer, and how inefficient are the usual 
methods of repression when used against it. For a long time the 
application of poison to sugar cane was regarded as hardly practi- 
cable, but when tried it was found to be not prohibitive as to cost or 
labor, although of absolutely no benefit. 

REACTION OF ADULTS TO HONEY AND OTHER BAITS. 

In the control of certain pests of vineyards in Europe, baits con 
posed of fermenting molasses and other substances have been re- 
ported as successful in attracting the adults. In fact the use of these 
baits appears to be a well-established practice in some communities. 
It is also well known that collectors often make use of a mixture of 
stale beer or rum and brown sugar for attracting certain night-flying - 
moths. It was thought worth while, therefore, to test the attraction 
of various chemicals and mixtures to borer moths. 

Five modified flytraps were hung in cane and corn fields known to 
be infested. All the traps were baited with the same substance at a 
time, and were left in the fields for at least 24 hours. The following 
mixtures and chemical compounds were experimented with: (1) 
Honey; (2) honey, water, and alcohol; (3) 1 part honey dissolved im 
3 parts alcohol; (4) stale beer, low-grade sugar, and alcohol; (5) 
stale beer and sugar; (6) oil of anise; (7) imitation strawberry 
sirup; (8) orange-flower sirup; (9) cedar oil; (10) solution of citric 
acid; (11) pyridin; (12) xylene; (13) vanilla extract; (14) oil of 
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POISONING YOUNG CANE PLANTS WITH POWDERED ARSENATE OF LEAD. 

Poison was found to be unsuccessful in controlling the moth borer. 
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eitronella; (15) oil of wintergreen; (16) oil of cinnamon; (17) for- 
maldehyde solution; (18) pennyroyal; (19) fluid extract of valerian. 

No borer moths and very few other insects were captured. 

REACTION OF ADULTS TO LIGHTS. 

Attracting the adults to lights has been proposed occasionally as a 
means of controlling the moth borer. It seems evident, however, that 
lights can exercise little attraction for them. The moths avoid the 
sunlight and remain concealed during the day in dark places, such as 
between the leaves and the stalk of a sugar-cane plant. If disturbed 
they fly for a short distance, seeking another place of concealment. 
As dusk approaches, however, they become very active, but daylight 
finds them motionless again. 

Experiments have been conducted with insect light traps, which are 
so constructed that insects which fly to the light will be killed by a 
poisonous gas and fall into a jar, from which they may be removed at. 
the convenience of the collector. A commercial moth trap was used. 
Some of the traps were fitted with glasses of various colors, so that 
they would throw colored lights, and they were equipped with electric 
lights of high candlepower in addition to the kerosene lamps with 
which they were furnished by the manufacturers. 

In September, 1914, a light trap was placed about 20 feet from a 
plat of young corn which was heavily infested by the moth borer. A 
clear light of about 60 candlepower was used. The trap was run on 
16 nights between September 16 and October 18. The catch of borer 
moths was as follows: 

Sep tamiGuwi Sei EDEN a . 4males, 1 female. 

Sept. 17_ eo Ti wl Deo Sem ales. 

SYST Cs TU Ma Na el a MS I ee Ro 18 to 20 males, 4 females. 

OctiGusul ws. Nh NALS Rage aOR Rendaceuts AABN sad Lo aes 

(OE Bis Bi LE Sen OU 4 males 

OC iO EEE eRe URS ony Seay 1 male 

Total males___________ Sh Aine hs Alto A 

Total females__ 2 ea AA 5) 

Borer moths were caught on only about one-third of the nights 
during which the trap was operated, and practically no females were 
secured. The few females caught apparently had deposited their eggs 
already. 
A much more elaborate series of experiments was conducted in 

1915. From May 12 to June 18 five traps were operated with kerosene- 
oil lamps, the traps being fitted to throw lights of the following colors: 
Green, yellow, clear (uncolored), red, blue. As no borer moths were 
caught, the traps were provided with carbon-filament incandescent 
electric lights, 100 watts, 120 volts, candlepower about 80. A mottled 
brown and yellow glass was substituted for the yellow, which had 
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been broken. The traps were operated during July, August, and Sep- 
tember, with the following results: 

GATS TASS tet Se = en ey irae See ee 58 males, 2 females. 

US iG5 Fl Lot Ne eee ee ee et RE, 26 males. 

GCOS A Nar ea see ae ee 18 males. 

Ble. eb ere 8 Fe a Le 15 males. 

OCC Aare ee rere eran eee Ts SN 0 

Total males_______ AeA Boats SEs ror 117 

Total femalessr A. ti a TUS Se 2 

Neither of the females which were attracted to the clear light con- 
tained eggs. 

The lights were arranged so that they were about 6 feet from a field 
of sugar cane. Observations were made to determine whether the 
number of canes infested by the moth borer had been lowered by the 
proximity of the lights, but this was not found to be the case, the 
infestation being as high as usual. 

In 1916 more experiments were conducted, larger traps made on 
the same principle as those previously employed being fitted with 
glasses of standardized colors prepared for railroad semaphore lights. 
The colors used were purple, blue, red, green, brown, and clear. The 
electric globes were of the same type as those used in 1915. The lights 
were operated on 54 days from May 9 to September 4, the results 
being as follows: 

Purples seas Eo. Pease eile yp ins eyo 5 males, 4 females. 

1 BY See Se ORR ee RIE 5 CMe, Seng eg oe CS CUR Sap 5 males. 

Redes 22 x Se Remi ISNUas eabed eae a2 0 

Greene) ee ee eee Ome 

Brows see ee eee rn Id el aad 1 male 

@lear 2. See 2 NE oy hy al eek 44 males, 2 females. 

Total “males: 23 Vette, Sha Seana ae 261 

Total: females: 2. GUE Se Nee eee 6 

Experiments were conducted also on three nights in September 
with a 750-watt light taken into a cane field and operated by means 
of a long extension wire. This was suggested by Mr. E. R. Barber. 
It was observed that the moths would rise and then settle on the 
plants again, not continuing to fly around the ight. Two males and 
five females were caught. There was some doubt as to whether two 
of the females had deposited their eggs, but the remaining three were 
certainly gravid. 

The operation of lights was also observed on a certain Louisiana 
plantation on a much larger scale, gasoline torches being pulled 
about over the plantation. One was equipped with a gasoline engine 
and other apparatus which caused a powerful suction of air back 
of the light, the insects being sucked into an inner chamber. The 
other arrangement was a train drawn on the plantation railway, 
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consisting of a locomotive pulling a tank car filled with gasoline 
and a flat car bearing two huge gasoline burners, which produced 
flames 5 or 6 feet high. The lower parts of the flames were about 
10 feet above the ground. The plantation management makes a 
practice of operating the train on favorable nights during the sum- 
mer, and the expense in 1916 was said to be about $7 per night. On 
the night of August 25 the senior author saw both machines in opera- 
tion and caught a total of 21 borer moths, of which 5 were males 
and 17 were gravid females. The moths would fly near the flame, 
their wings would be singed, and they would drop to the ground, 
or, in the case of the suction or vacuum outfit, they would be drawn 
with great force into the inner chamber. The fact that these ma- 
chines were drawn through the midst of the cane fields may account 
for the variance of the results with those obtained with the light 
traps. As the lights were moved from one spot to another, group 
after group of insects was observed to rise. As soon as the insects 
had either settled or been captured or burned at one point the ma- 
chines were moved a few yards farther on and a new group would 
start up. 

Tt was expected that this plantation would have a low infestation 
in the fall. Fields were examined near which the lights had been 
operated and compared with other fields which had not been reached 
by them. The average infestation of canes was 96.7 per cent for 
the treated fields, while it was 97.3 per cent for the untreated fields, 
a difference of less than 1 per cent. The average infestation of all 
the fields examined as compared with the average infestation of 
other plantations in that part of the State not using the lights was 
higher rather than lower. 

Even with the high percentage of females taken at the plantation 
lights it is apparent that with regard to percentage of canes infested 
the lights have no effect on the moth borer. 

FALL PLANTING. 

Windrowing seed cane for spring planting is a practice which 
affords the borer an ideal place to spend the winter. The insects can 

crawl from one stalk of cane to another in the windrow, killing many 
eyes which otherwise would germinate. The covering of earth and 
leaves protects the borer as well as the cane from the severities of 
winter. . 

Planting the cane in the fall instead of in the spring does away 
with the necessity for a windrow altogether, and is to be preferred. 
This is one of the recommendations of Stubbs and Morgan (152). 
Fall planting is practiced as far as labor and time will permit on 
most Louisiana plantations. 
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DEEP PLANTING OF SEED CANE. 

To determine whether moths would emerge from planted seed 
cane, infested stalks were buried under various depths of soil in boxes 
which had been raised from the ground and isolated from ants. The 
soil used the first year was ordinary black soil found at the Sugar 
Experiment Station, Audubon Park, New Orleans, technically called 
“Yazoo clay.” The cane was buried at the following depths: One-half 
inch, 1 inch, 2 inches, 3 inches, 4 inches, 5 inches, 6 inches. The soil 
was packed on the cane and the depths of earth were accurately de- 
termined. By covering the boxes with wire screen the capture of any 
emerging insects was assured. One female moth emerged from the 
cane buried under one-half inch of soil, while no moths emerged from 
cane buried at other depths. 

This experiment was repeated the following year, using river sand 
as well as black soil (Yazoo clay) as before. The cane was buried at 
depths of one-half inch, 1 inch, 2 inches, and 3 inches. Three moths 
emerged from cane buried under one-half inch of river sand, while 
no moths emerged from cane buried at other depths. No moths 
emerged from any of the cane buried in the black soil. : 
The experiment indicates that the moths can emerge from cane 

under one-half inch of either clay soil or sand, more moths emerging 
from sand. Planters would, therefore, do well to keep the planted 
cane well covered with soil, especially in sandy land. 

PLANTING BORER-FREE SEED CANE, 

The old recommendation to plant borer-free seed cane is a very 
good one, providing borer-free seed cane can be obtaind. Ordinarily, 
however, it is not possible or practicable to obtain uninfested seed 
cane. The tendency among planters, too, is to grind the best cane 
and to plant the cane that is not too greatly injured, more cane being 
planted to a given area if it is somewhat inferior. 

Planting borer-free cane has been found to give a better stand as 
compared to planting infested cane, but at least on a small area the 
subsequent infestation can not be expected to be reduced. 

To determine the effect of planting selected cane, four rows were 
planted with borer-free cane and the adjoining four rows were 
planted with infested cane. The details of the experiment are shown 
in Table VII. 

TABLE VII.—Results from planting borer-free sced cane. 

Number of “Dead 
Kind of seed cane. eyes at oe hearts” on 

planting. : Sept. 1 

SOL OLIN CG cc Re acids Lai he cn cise me canis CS a ae a ee ee 2,125 ; 1, 720 8 
ADOULSS.5 per cont uifested 5 sie: Lon. bececievs secs deeeeee see 2,004 1,343 6 
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The senior writer was told by a reliable plantation manager of the 
planting of borer-free cane at Pharr, Tex., in 1916. Although there 
were no borers in the seed cane, which had Gea procured from a sec- 
tion known to have none, the cane was badly infested at the grinding 
season. 
A field of cane planted with borer-free seed somewhat resembles 

a field of corn in its relation to borers. Undoubtedly there are often 
no borers in the cornfield when the seed is planted, yet there may be 
a heavy infestation later. The borer moths evidently fly into the 
cornfield during the early spring, and they can as easily fly, into a 
field planted with borer-free seed cane. 

\ 

SHAVING CANE STUBBLE. 

Some sugar planters believe that “ shaving” the cane stubble in the 
spring reduces the subsequent infestation by the moth borer. This 
operation is done with a “ stubble shaver,” a wheeled instrument hav- 
ing a straight or disk blade set horizontally, which cuts away the 
upper inch or so of the stubble. Borers are supposed to be in the 
upper portion, and when it is removed they are believed to be killed. 

The authors’ observations show, however, that few borers can be 
found in the stubble. Many stubble shavings have been examined, 
and no borers have been found in any of them. 

_ It is apparent, therefore, that shaving the stubble can not be re- 
garded as an effective measure for the control of the moth borer. 

IMMERSION AND FUMIGATION OF INFESTED SEED CANE. 

Various entomologists who have made a special study of insects’ 
injurious to sugar cane have experimented with hydrocyanic-acid 
gas and various liquids in attempts to disinfect seed cane before 
planting. In these experiments, the seed cane has been subjected to 
the gas in various strengths, and has been soaked in different solutions 
from one minute or less to at least three hours. The consensus of 
opinion at present seems to be that treatment of infested stalks is 
neither practicable on a large scale nor efficient as a means of con- 
trolling insects on an infested plantation. 

At the Sugar Experiment Station at Audubon Park, New Queene: 
all cane cuttings sent out are subjected to a rigid inspection and wash- 
ing in fish-oil soap solution (4 pound soap to 1 gallon of water). 
Only cane not bored by the moth borer is sent out, and this is thor- 
oughly washed in fish-o1l soap solution to kill the mealybugs (Pseu- 
dococcus calceolariae Maskell), and afterwards is inspected to ascer- 
tain whethereany mealybugs have escaped. This procedure results in 
the distribution of absolutely insect-free seed cane, which is highly 
desirable, as otherwise the experiment station would become a 
center of insect distribution. 

83363°—19—Bull. 746-4 
e 
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On a plantation scale, however, such a treatment, even in a modi- 

fied form, would be impossible. Experiments have shown that treat- 
ment of cane cuttings on a plantation already infested with the moth 
borer and the mealybug has little or no effect in reducing the sub- 
sequent infestation. In the season of 1911-12, a very great effort was 
made to eliminate sugar-cane insects from a small property in Loui- 
siana. The trash on the fields was burned in the fall, the entire farm 
was given over to plant cane, no cane was windrowed, all cane was 
planted in the fall after having been dipped in a fish-oil soap solu- 
tion (to kill the mealybugs), nearly all the stubble was removed from 
the fields (according to the plans al/ the stubble was to be removed, 
but the work was so difficult and expensive that some of the stubble 
was plowed under to a depth of 4 or 5 inches), and, finally, the plant- 
ing of corn was delayed in the spring of 1912 so that any possible 
hibernated moths of the borer would not find corn as an early food 
plant. While the work may not have been done in an absolutely 
ideal way, the experiment was much more thorough than ordinarily 
would have been possible. 

Even the weather seemed to cooperate to render the experiment a 
success. The winter of 1911-12 was cold, and the cane was late in 
sprouting in the spring, so that it seemed that there was no cane dur- 
ing the winter to serve as a food plant for the borers. Small borers 
were found, however, as early as May 24, 1912, and by October 17 
the infestation ran as high as 75 per cent, with an average of 59 per 
cent. As to the mealybug, practically all the plants were infested. 
The experiment was evidently entirely negative in its results. 

More exact experiments have been conducted to indicate the actual 
effect of fumigation and immersion on both the insects and the sugar- 
cane cuttings. ‘Table VIII gives the results of dipping cuttings in 
various insecticides and fungicides and also of soaking the cuttings 
in the solutions for one hour, the borers afterwards being cut out to 
ascertain whether they were yet alive. The borers were kept and fed 
for about two weeks after the treatments. 

TasLeE VIII.—£ffect on moth-borer larve of immersion of infested cane cuttings. 

Condition Num- ore é 
y Condition of larvee im- > : F of larvee 

Solution. Expo pat mediately after treat-| = enettion of solunan two weeks 
, dee, ment. 8. after treat- 

os ment. 

Bordeaux mixture 6-4-50} Dip... 9) Adlialive=\. 254.542.3220" Penetrated, and _ was | 7 alive. 
deposited on sides of 
holes. 

Lhour. (| SEE GO: secs semaeseeees Some of the stalks were | All dead. 
; evidently full of the ; 

: solution. 
Fish-oil soap, 4 pound | Dip... 9 ews Gos. gse2 th. ee Evidently penetrated | 8 alive. 

per gallon water. the stalks. 
1 hour. 11 | Allalive, 4 had emerged |..... dos.2555- Speeeee ces 9 alive. 

from cane and were in 
the solution. | 
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TaBLe VIII.—Effect on moth-borer larve of immersion of infested cane 

cuttings—Continued. 

Must ara & ; : Condon 

. Expo- | ber of HONG ON ONG EH || Tasaineinnd Oi Solmotiten || ats ANCE 
Solution. - mediately after treat- F P two weeks sure. ar eae in cane cutting. Siisoanneie 

h ment. 

Nicotine sulphate (40 per | Dip-..- 10 | 9alive, 1 small one dead | Probably penetrated the | 4 alive. 
cent nicotine), 1 part between stalk and leaf stalks. 
to 500 parts water. sheath. 

lhour. 7G \Galive; ti deady 3.222) 2. |2s2 60 Got eae Pee kl: All dead. 
Potassium sulphid, 3] Dip... Too Al alivestesscemad seca aes Gomeene Soscnacee eee 4 alive. 
pounds per gallon 
water. 

Lhour. LOU eee GOs eee tee sa, eee Chee ep eraeie at mes 1 alive. 
Potassium sulphid 14 |...do.. 10 | Allalive, 1 emerged from |..... ORR a eee ete ene 4 alive. 
pounds per 10 gallons cane and in the solu- 
water. tion. 

Soaking the cuttings for 1 hour in either Bordeaux mixture or 
nicotine sulphate solution was found to kill all the larve within 2 
weeks. Only 1 larva was killed immediately, however, even after 
-an immersion of 1 hour. 

Eggs, larvee, and pupe were next subjected to immersions of 1 
minute and 1 hour in the various solutions, with results as shown 
in Table TX. The larve and pup had previously been removed 
from the stalks of cane. A cluster of eggs, 5 larve, or 5 pups 
were used in each exposure. 
TABLE IX.—I/mmersion of eggs, larve, and pupe of the moth borer in various 

solutions. 

Effect within 2 Effect within 10 
Exposure. days. days. Solution used and stage of insect. 

F xrdeaux mixture: 
All hatched. 
2 dead out of 5. 
None dead. 
All emerged. 

All hatched. 
1 dead out of 5. 
2 dead out of 5. 

All dead. 
NEAT Mee PAVE Mel ee te oo ee oak ae iT iminuteyosess Did not kill....... 1 dead out of 5. 

(BN PR AN at On apr eA O Ours eee |e acee (OKO eee 31 Do. 
PGR HEY Babe Sa ee Se ees ere arenes cs foes eerseleeeeis dover ies ssa All emerged. 

Potassium sulphid, 3-100: 
[UES ie ooo Ee Se SABIE Se SERRE ne ere eae do: Sees cael seer Gone terest ee All hatched. 

ILPIO TED ee cae Sue Nae AE ae ee ee ee ease Gai oo alleoeos omen eteorenee None dead. 
Oa ee an sy rBaynine Sar IRs Lo cutee SO Whours ees ae Goss eee eee 1 dead out of 5. 

TE EU DPE ite i a i a agen it SE Coste es eS GOR e sw ahenn or All emerged. 
Potassium sulphid, 13-100 Z 

ISIS of Soke CRESS Se ee lcm et estpagey Wel GOR Gas eset GOesc jaeicceaie All hatched. 
TUPTIA EDS oes Nee Re ee 1 minute.....- Gossass ss ae 1 dead out of 5. 

TD XO) ei creek apt le RCL) Sau GE 1bhO Uae Sess solace e Ol Ba Set Sea All healthy. 
IP UPD a SES kes Oe SEU aa ne one ead en Lape a Gorse se eae GOneneeeee eee All emerged. 

Of 5 untreated 
All of the 5 untreated pups were 

Untreated eggs used as a check hatched as usual. 
larvee, 1 died within 10 days. 
alive at the end of 10 days. 

It will be noted that pupx immersed for one hour in fish-oil soap 
solution were killed, while eggs immersed for one hour in nicotine- 
sulphate solution did not hatch. The other solutions were ineffective. 
It is evident that larvee and pupe are more seriously affected by these 
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two dips when in the cane stalks than when they are first taken out 
and then immersed. The reason for this is that a certain amount of 
fluid remains in the tunnels after the stalks are removed from the 
solution, and continues to affect the insects. 

To test the effect of immersion and fumigation on the germination 
of cane cuttings, a number of tops and bottoms of the varieties D74 
and Louisiana purple were treated in the fall and planted in the 
experimental fields. Table X shows the number of healthy plants 
on May 18 and at the grinding season. The “dip” was a very 
thorough immersion of the cuttings. Fish-oil soap solution appar- 
ently increased the percentage of germination, while no treatment 
can be regarded as injurious. Table XI shows the weight of cane 
in pounds of cane from the treated seed at grinding. The fish-oil 
soap solution appears to have increased the tonnage, though this 
result is doubtful. 

TABLE X.—Germination of treated seed cane. 

D74. Louisiana purple. 

Treatment. 

Tops. Bottoms. Tops. Bottoms. 

Check’ (not treated) wo0 so 2 2G eons oates een secs casas 118-73 20-79 44-89 36-71 
Bordeaux mixture, dip (64-50 formula)........-.------ 21-81 22-82 45-88 42-87 
Bordeaux mixture, 1 hour immersion (64-50 formula). - 26-94 28-88 46-86 29-81 
Fish-oil soap, dip (one-half pound per gallon of water). - 34-94 26-91 37-95 39-72 
Fish-oil soap, 1 hour immersion.-.-....-...-.-.---------- 44-119 31-89 49-94 38-91 
Check (otitrested) sae" aes ee ea Oe ee eee 14-85 21-90 45-93 51-79 
Tobacco extract (40 per cent nicotine as sulphate), dip 
2 part to500) Stee. ee ee es a ee 26-73 21-74 36-95 53-86 

Tobacco extract (40 per cent nicotine as sulphate), 1 
hour immersion (1 part to 500).......----.------------ 39-100 31-86 55-88 48-85 

Potassium sulphid, 3 pounds to 100 gallons of water, dip. d2=100 29-91 46-123 51-90 
Potassium sulphid, 3 pounds to 100 gallons of water, 1 
honr immersion) foo. 2 che sae eer ae eae nia eee 43-108 34-87 53-108 37-70 

Potassium sulphid, 14 pounds to 100 gallons of water, 
A TOUT! Serene Bee ee oe se Eee ae oe ce re eee eee 35-118 26-91 45-112 42-94 

Hydrocyanic-acid gas, 1 hour fumigation (1 ounce, 20 
cubicfeet, 1-2-£ formula) oes. ose eee oe eee 39-103 (2) 53-96 41-77 

1 Number of healthy plants on May 13 (first figure) and number of stalks at the grinding season (second 
figure), the seed cane having been subjected to various treatments before planting. 

2 Seed cane taken by unknown person. 

TABLE XI.--Weight of cane grown from treated seed cane. 

D74. Louisiana purple. 

Treatment. ama east 

Tops. Bottoms. Tops. Bottoms. 

Check (nlotitreatdd) -2.020. sncceucastle rena am aneeceeies: 1160 192 230 160 
Bordeaux mixture, dip. .o2 sos. tees nin a's soe ee 154 208 208 194 
Bordeaux mixture, 1 hour immersion. .........-...---- 188 164 214 184 
Kish-oil soap jGipS-schsc -5 seen: ona ete 224 204. 226 176 
Fish-oil soap, 1 hour immersion.............----------- 238 220 212 214 
Check Mot trested) o.csee cn eee oe ane teneeeD 158 238 214 188 
Tobacco extract (40 per cent nicotine as sulphate), dip 142 138 168 158 
Tobaccoextract (40 percent nicotineas sulphate), 1 hour 

AINTIOTSLON erg ao Sone incest Meee a0 wand che oes noes 168 158 178 138 
Potassim sulphid, 3 pounds to 100 gallons of water, dip. 158 158 228 148 
Potassium sulphid, 3 pounds to 100 gallons of water, 1 
OUT AMIMIGESION to.2. cv on 2s bo ere Shoes ume net coatrae 178 164 188 134 

Potassium sulphid, 14 pounds to 100 gallons of water, 
dip; Unour taimersyon2- = ease. 24s eee aes 5 i 

Hydrocyanic-acid gas, 1 hour fumigation............... 204 (*) 212 156 

1 Weight of cane in pounds at the grinding season is indicated by the numbers, the seed cane having 
been subjected to various treatments before planting. 

2 Seed cane taken by unknown person. 
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After the development of vacuum fumigation by Mr. E. R. Sasscer, 
of the Bureau of Entomology, a method which has proved highly 
efficient in the destruction of insects in seed and cotton bales, it was 
planned to fumigate cane by this system. It was a matter of general 
surprise that larve of the moth borer came out uninjured, even 
when subjected to a strong fumigation (6 ounces sodium cyanid, 9 
ounces sulphuric acid, and 18 ounces of water to 100 cubic feet) 
for 1 hour, a vacuum of 25 inches being applied for 15 minutes and 
a normal air pressure for the succeeding 45 minutes, the combination 
of reduced air pressure followed by normal pressure having been 
found very satisfactory for most species. 

DESTROYING OLD CORNSTALKS. 

Some sugar planters believe that if it were not for the growing 
of corn on the plantations there might be little damage from the 
moth borer in sugar cane. They reason that the borer finds an 
acceptable food plant in corn before the sugar-cane plants are large, 
and that if corn were eliminated the: emerging moths in the spring 
presumably would die. 

Careful observations, however, show that the young cane plants 
are attacked as early as corn in the spring, if not before. In fact, 
the authors have always found borers in cane before they have 
observed them in corn. It is true that the moths emerge from the 
cornstalks in summer and fly to cane fields to deposit their eggs, the 
dry corn plants no longer being attractive. But if there were no corn 
the borers could, and many of them do, reach maturity just as easily 
in sugar cane. 

Corn is not grown in Porto Rico, except in one isolated locality, 
according to Mr. George N. Wolcott, formerly entomologist of the 
Insular Experiment Station of Porto Rico. Yet a very high infesta- 
tion is often found in sugar cane. 

It is probable that the elimination of cornfields from Louisiana 
sugar plantations could have little or no effect on the numbers of 
borers, but if the cornstalks could be destroyed before the borer 
moths leave them a large number might be killed and the subsequent 
infestation reduced. Borers have not been found in the dry stalks 
at harvest, however, and the destruction of the stalks earlier than 
midsummer would be impracticable, unless a specially early-maturing 
variety of corn should be developed. The suggestion has been made 
that the cornstalks be destroyed during the winter; but the moths 
leave them many months before cold weather. 

In this connection it is worth noting that very late corn is often 
ruined by the ravages of the larvee, the moths from the earlier corn 
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and from cane depositing their eggs on the young corn plants as 
well as on the cane. 

BURNING CANE TRASH. 

In the process of harvesting sugar cane the tops of the plants 
and the lateral leaves are cut off and left in the fields, forming a 
quantity of fibrous vegetable matter almost universally called “the 
trash.” (Pl. VIII, fig. 1.) A common recommendation has been 
to burn this débris as soon as it is dry enough, which is within a 
few weeks after the cane has been cut. Apparently burning would 
tend to decrease the subsequent infestation by the moth borer, but 
this has not been found to be the case. Examinations of the trash 
indicate that comparatively few borers are usually to be found in 
it, most of them being in the stalks of the cane, which are carted 
from the field and ground in the mill, thus disposing of the greater 
number. On the other hand, the trash is a favorable hibernating 
place for numbers of dipterous and hymenopterous insects, many 
probably of beneficial species. The eggs of the moth borer are de- 
posited on the leaves of the cane plants, and these are attacked by the 
egg parasite Trichogramma minutwum. It is probable that these 
minute beneficial insects are destroyed in great numbers when the 
trash is burned. 

Louisiana sugar-cane planters have been burning over their sugar- 
cane fields for many years (PI. 1X, fig. 2), and it has not been found 
that any reduction in the number of canes infested by the moth borer 
results. Trash burning and other methods of control formerly recom- 
mended were thoroughly tried out on a plantation in Louisiana some 
years ago (see “ Immersion and fumigation of infested seed cane,” p. 
49), but without beneficial effect. It is the opinion of the authors, 
after having made many field observations, that trash burning can 
not be expected to diminish the number of canes infested, while it 
may increase the infestation by destroying beneficial insects. An 
objection to trash burning, admitted even by its advocates, is that 
ordinarily it is not thoroughly done. The dry leaves which burn 
readily are consumed, and in the fields are left short scraps of cane, 
which sometimes contain living borers, even though they have been 
considerably heated and charred by the fire. It is evident that trash 
burning, while unquestionably destroying many beneficial insects, 
frequently fails to destroy the few borers left in the field, because of 
their protected situation in scraps of cane which do not burn readily. 
When it is remembered that there are four or five generations of 

borers per year, that about half of the adults are females, and that 
each female lays an average of 200 eggs, it will be realized that a 
very few borers passing the winter successfully are sufficient to infest 
a whole plantation, especially if their parasites have been destroyed. 
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NOT BURNING CANE TRASH. 

. 

To protect the egg parasite the senior author some years ago began 
experimenting in disposing of cane trash by plowing it under and 
by raking it to the headland. 

On one plat at the Sugar Experiment Station, Audubon Park, 
New Orleans, the cane trash was burned in the fall of 1912 as usual, 
while on another plat of about the same size the trash was raked to 
the headlands in the spring before cultivation. Through the grow- 
ing season of 1913 careful examinations were made to ascertain the 
infestation in the two plats, and even in the spring and early summer 
the results were promising. For a long time no borers were found in 
the unburned plat, whereas borers and “dead hearts” were found in 
the burned-over plat, but when the cane was cut in October, the 
difference was most striking. In the burned-over plat 67.5 per cent 
of the canes were infested by the borer, while in the unburned plat 
only 15.5 per cent were infested. 

On a plantation in the lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas no cane 
trash was burned in the fall and winter of 1912-18, while on neigh- 
boring plantations under the same management the trash.was burned 
in the fall as usual. When examinations were made in the fall of 
1913 the difference in infestation was easily discernible. The aver- 
age infestation of the unburned fields was 30.6 per cent, while the 
average infestation of the burned-over fields was 76 per cent. In 
1912 the average infestation of these plantations was 50.5 per cent 
and in a field a few miles away it was 86 per cent. 

In- 1914 various experiments were conducted at Audubon Park. 
Trash was burned in the fall, burned in the spring, raked to the head- 
land in the spring, and plowed under in the spring. The results of 

these experiments are recorded in Table XII. 

TaBLe XII.—Nonburning experiments, Audubon Park, New Orleans, La., 1914. 

Number of | Number of : Per cent 
plants in- plants 
fested by | killed by |. of canes 

Kind of treatment. 5 infested by borer, May | borer, Oct. Boren 
29 to June | 28 to Nov. |of 5’ jo14_ 
2, 1914. 2, 1914. Daye wiiee 

Trash left on field in winter and plowed under in spring...........- 3 3 45. 73 
Trash left on field in winter and raked to headland in spring.-.-.---- 6 12 63. 31 
Trash burned in fall as usualin Louisiana. .........-...-..--.------ 5 38 83. 79 
Trash left on field in winter and burned as soon as possible in spring... 20 6 69. 44 

Norre.—The plants infested May 29 to June 2 (‘‘dead hearts’) were cut out and 
destroyed about June 10, so that the plants killed by October 28 to November 2 were 
different plants which had been infested later in the season. The dates refer to the times 
examinations were made. 

In each of these plats there were about 20 rows of cane. Three 
plats were in one field, not separated in any way, while the plat 

on which the trash was burned in the spring was separated from 
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the plat on which it was burned in the fall by a plantation roadway 
about 20 feet wide. Needless to state, these conditions were not of 
the best for the experiments. It would have been better if each 
plat had been comparatively isolated from other plats of cane so 
that there would have been no danger of the insects going from one 
plat to another. 

It will be noted that the infestation at the end of May was almost 
negligible in all plats, but even then the least injury was in the plat 
where trash was plowed under in the spring. By October 28 the 
most conspicuous injury (“dead hearts” and large plants killed) 
was small, but the difference between the plats subjected to different 
treatments is notable. Again, the smallest number of killed plants 
(3) was found in the plat where trash was left on the field in the 
winter and plowed under in the spring. Fall burning gave as many 
as 88 plants killed. In the plats where the trash was raked to the 
headland in the spring, and where it was burned in the spring, there 
were 12 and 6 dead plants, respectively—several times more than 
where the trash was plowed under in the spring. A few days later, 
when the cane was cut, a careful examination was made of over 600 
canes in each plat. Where the trash was burned in the fall the 
infestation was nearly 84 per cent, but where the trash was plowed 
under in the spring it was only about 46 per cent. The experiments 
in raking the trash to the headland, and in burning it in the spring, 
gave about 65 and 69 per cent, respectively. From these experi- 
ments spring burning seems to be better than fall burning, and plow- 
ing the trash under in the spring better than either. (Pl. VIII, fig. . 
2.) Raking the trash to the headland, for some unknown reason, 
did not give as good results in 1914 as it did in 1913. 
Extensive experiments on plantations in Louisiana were carried 

on in 1915, 1916, and 1917. During 1915 and 1916 the results were 
negative, the infestation being about the same on fields where trash 
was not burned as where it was burned. The fields not burned were 
usually in the midst of other fields which had been burned over. 
Yet in 1916, when the trash was not burned except on one field at 
Audubon Park, the infestation was much lower there than anywhere 
else in the State, with the exception of two places which had been 
flooded. The average infestation in Louisiana for 1916 was 75.5 per 
cent, while the infestation at Audubon Park was only 38.3 per cent. 

The reason for the difference between the results on plantations 
and those at Audubon Park was not understood until it was sug- 
gested in 1917 by Mr. W. G. Taggart that the relative isolation of 
the fields at Audubon Park had prevented the reinfestation of the 
unburned fields by moths flying from other plantations. This ex- 
planation seems to be correct, and the latest results tend to confirm 
it. The average infestation in Louisiana in 1917 was 45.8 per cent, 
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Fic. 1.—SUGAR-CANE FIELD AFTER THE CANE HAS BEEN CUT AND REMOVED, 
SHOWING HEAvyY COVERING OF LEAVES OR ““TRASH.”’ 

Fig. 2.—SUGAR-CANE FIELD SHOWING LEAVES OR ““TRASH’? PLOWED IN. THE 
STUBBLE WAS PLOWED UP IN THE SAME OPERATION. 

CONTROL OF THE SUGAR-CANE MOTH BORER. 
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Fic. |.—PARTIALLY COVERING CANE TRASH WITH TWO FURROWS TO A 
Row TO HASTEN DECOMPOSITION DURING WINTER. 

Fic. 2.-BURNING CANE TRASH. 

CONTROL OF THE SUGAR-CANE MOTH BORER. 
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as compared with 20.3 per cent at Audubon Park, where the trash 
was not burned on any of the fields but one. Comparing this burned- 
over field with an average of the other stubble fields, we have an 
infestation of 38 per cent for the burned-over field, while the average 
infestation of eight unburned stubble fields was 20.2 per cent, with 
36 per cent as the highest infestation on an unburned field. 
The plantation results in 1917 are in accord with the theory that 

isolation of fields influences the results of nonburning, using the term 
“isolation” to mean not only a situation detached from other cane 
plantings, but one 
separated from plan- 
tations where the 
trash is burned. In 
a locality in the 
midst of the sugar 
parishes, a typical 
plantation (desig- 
nated A on the dia- 
gram, fig. 12), front- 
ing on the Mississippi 
River and running 
back to swamp land 
was not burned over, 
the trash being 
plowed under in the 
fall. This plantation 
was bordered on the 
north by a burned- 
over plantation (2), 
and on the south by a 
much smaller planta- 
tion (BB), a long 
and narrow strip of 
land which had also Fig. 12.—Diagram of plantations showing percentages of 

infestation by the sugar-cane moth borer in relation 

been burned over. But to nonburning of cane trash. 

bordering these plan- 
tations was one on the north (() in which only part of the trash had 
been burned, the rest having been plowed under, and one on the 
south (CC) treated in the same way. Plantation A, where the trash 
had not been burned, while bordered on each side by burned-over 
areas, was yet the center of a district where much of the trash had 
been saved. The infestation at A was 22.5 per cent, and at C and CC 
it was 56.9 per cent and 53.6 per cent, respectively. At B—burned 
over, but between A and C’ and undoubtedly influenced by the trash 
saved at those places—it was 49.5 per cent. Plantation BB was over- 
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looked and the infestation is not known, but at two places in the 
vicinity, D and DD, both burned over, the infestation was 77 per cent 
and 75 per cent, respectively. The map will convey a more accurate 
idea of the situation than any further explanation, but the following. 
points should be noted: At the two burned-over plantations, D and 
DD, farthest away from unburned fields, the infestation was high, 
about 75 per cent. At the two partly burned plantations, C and CC, 
it was medium, about 55 per cent. At the burned-over plantation B, 
bordered on each side by unburned or partly burned fields, it was 
also medium, 49.5 per cent. At plantation A, not burned and the 

center of a nonburning region, the infestation was the lowest of all, 
only 22.5 per cent. 

It is evident that a plantation must be considered as a unit in 
determining the infestation. The former custom was to consider a 
field as a unit, to which there is the objection that the moths of the 
borer can fly readily and doubtless reinfest areas in which the para- 
sites have gained the ascendency. Although a comparison of fields 
at Audubon Park is not unsatisfactory, it is true that the fields there . 
are small, and they are not surrounded by vast stretches of cane and 
cornfields which are typical of the sugar parishes. 

The results in 1917 indicate that nonburning will be effective on 
isolated areas of any size and on nonisolated areas so large that the 
bordering burned-over fields will have little effect on the general 
infestation. An illustration of nonburning on a single narrow 
plantation surrounded by burned-over areas was obtained in 1917. 

In this case nonburning was apparently of no benefit, the infestation 
being slightly, if any, lower than at a neighboring place. Yet the 
benefit to the land of plowing under the trash is considerable, and | 
as it is only by degrees that the new practice will become established 
no planter should hesitate to practice nonburning because his neigh- 
bor refuses to do so. 
A planter who has plowed under his trash tells us that it maintains 

the tilth of the soil from year to year, and the difference between the 
condition of the soil where trash has been plowed under and where 
it has been burned is immediately perceptible. Where the trash is 
plowed under the soil is left open and porous and is enriched by the 
nitrogen and other fertilizing elements of the decaying vegetation. 
(See Pl. IX, fig. 1.) 
The work of plowing out the trash in the spring is regarded by 

some planters as so great that they refuse to leave it on the fields 
unburned. At the Sugar Experiment Station the process of caring 
for the trash, quoting Mr. W. T. Taggart, assistant director, is as 
follows: 

In plowing under cane tops, especially on land where stubble is to be held 

for the following year, the work must be done in such a manner as not to 
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injure the ratoons, and at the same time to hasten decomposition of the trash. 

The last object can be best attained by covering the tops with two furrows by 

the turning plow, before the green material has dried out. If the labor and 

teams are not available at the time, it is next best to do the plowing when the 

tops are as wet as can be handled without danger of damaging the mechanical 

condition of the soil. We find that two furrows, run as far away as possibile 

from the old ratoon, and at the same time just deep enough to cover the trash 

lightly, are satisfactory. This practice practically allows all trash to be held 

continuously in a moist condition with free access to air, thereby hastening 

oxidation and decomposition. The partially decomposed vegetable matter is 

thoroughly and deeply buried at the usual time in early spring when cane is 

off-barred. Under average conditions of tonnage and winter rainfall we have 

found that cane trash treated according to this method will decompose suffi- 

ciently to allow cultivation of the middles without undue cost or inconvenience. 

However, when a heavy crop of tops has been turned under considerable difficulty 

may be experienced in throwing out the middles, unless the job is undertaken 

in two operations. First, whatever implement is assigned to this task should 

be run in such manner as to skim over the main layer of trash; the second 

furrow can then go deep enough to undermine any trash which has not been 

decomposed, and divide it along the side of the two rows where the following 

cultivation, preferably with a dise cultivator, will completely mix all this 

organic matter, with its humus and nitrogen, into the seed bed. 

Practically the same method is used on the large plantations where 
the trash was left in 1916 and 1917. The labor of the first cultiva- 

tion was said by one plantation manager to be about doubled and 
to cost about, $1 more per acre than cultivation after burning. A 
plantation owner estimates an additional cost of $1.50 per acre. 
This is a very small amount to spend for the possible control of the 
moth borer, and is slight as compared with a maximum loss of 
nearly $50 per acre. Stubbs (151) calculates that for every ton of 
cane there are left in the trash 1.9 pounds of nitrogen, equal to the 
nitrogen in 27 pounds of cottonseed meal, while Mr. Taggart has 
told the writers that there are 556 pounds of organic matter in the 
trash per ton of cane. All this nitrogen and organic matter is lost 
in the burning of the trash, but preserved when it is buried. Con- 
sidering the chemical and mechanical benefit to the soil, the possible 
insect control really costs nothing at all. 
On the subject of nonburning, Prof. F. 8S. Earle (46), formerly 

director of the Cuba Experiment Station, writes as follows in the 
Cuba Magazine: 

To the general burning of the trash in the fields after cutting there are, how- 

ever, many valid objections under cenditions existing in Cuba and Porto Rico. 

On many soils this trash is badly needed to keep up the supply of humus, but 

more particularly it is needed as a mulch to protect the soil from excessive 

drying out during our long periods of winter drought. Aside from this, the 

universal burning of the trash would involve an amount of summer cultivation 

to keep down weeds and grass that would be entirely beyond the present equip- 

ment and labor supply of most of our plantations. In other words, it is im- 

practicable. The best we can hope in the direction of ratoon cultivation is to 

move the trash and cultivate alternate middles. Nor is there any reason to sup- 
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pose that burning the trash would give us any real protection from the borer. 

Cultural conditions in Louisiana are so different from ours that the burning 

of the trash is practically a necessity and it is universally practiced.*. We do 

not, however, find that this gives them any immunity from the borer. On the 

contrary, they suffer fully as much as we do. This very likely may be due to 

the fact that burning destroys borer parasites as well as borers. There is good 

reason to believe that here in the West Indies borer parasites of one kind or 

another are sufficiently abundant to play an important part in holding this pest 

in check. There is no point more urgently in need of careful investigation. 

Until it is fully determined it will be impossible to outline a really satisfactory 

campaign against the cane borer. * * * On certain fields it becomes advis- 

able to burn the trash in order to be able by thorough cultivation to kill out 

pernicious grasses that would otherwise ruin the fields. When and where and 

how much to burn are questions that must always tax the best judgment of the 

administrator. If judiciously done on a small scale it is often an advantage, 

but if universal burning of the trash should be adopted on the advice of our 

scientific friends it would surely result in the financial ruin of the majority of 

the plantations in Cuba and of many in Porto Rico. 

It is believed that Prof. Earle will be proved correct in concluding 
that burning or not burning trash is a matter for the mature judg- 
ment of the plantation manager, in Louisiana as well as in other 
countries. 

EXPERIMENT WITH THE HAWAIIAN BEETLE BORER PARASITE. 

The work of the entomologists of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ 
Association Experiment Station is too well known to need any ex- 
tended description. Suffice it to say that under the auspices of the 
very progressive sugar planters of Hawaii the world was searched 
for parasites of insects destructive to sugar cane; that they found 
many parasites; and that they succeeded in establishing many of 
them in the cane fields of Hawaii. The injury from insects has 
been greatly reduced and millions of dollars’ worth of sugar is being 
saved annually. 

The parasite which contributed largely to the control of the weevil 
borer (?habdocnemis [Sphenophorus| obscurus Boisduyal) was a 
tachinid fly (Ceromasia sphenophori Villeneuve) which was brought 
from New Guinea. As the habits of this beetle borer in boring 
through the cane stalks are much the same as those of the moth borer 
in Louisiana, the junior author suggested that Ceromasia be tried 
against the moth borer. The same suggestion was made later by 
Dr. L. O. Howard and Dr. W. D. Hunter, of the Bureau of Ento- 
mology. Mr. Frederick Muir, of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Ex- 
periment Station, who had discovered the parasite and introduced it 
into Hawaii, was consulted, and gave his opinion that it would not 

attack the moth borer. He stated that he had seen the moth borer 
(Diatraea sp.) and the beetle borer working together, and that Cero- 
masia confined itself to its beetle host. 

1 Prof. Earle is writing of conditions in Porto Rico and Cuba, with which he is more 

familiar, and takes it for granted that burning the trash in Louisiana, at that time 

universally recommended, is a necessity. 
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The writers were prevented from introducing parasites known to 
attack the moth borer in Cuba, however, and it seemed worth while 
to give Ceromasia a trial. A cage isolated from ants was arranged, 
and in 2 feet of soil at the bottom of this cage a number of cane plants 
were set: Later nearly 200 stalks of cane containing tunnels of the 
moth borer and probably many borers were secured and put into the 
cage, one end of each stalk being pushed into the ground. Mr. Otto 
H. Swezey, entomologist of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Experi- 
ment Station, in September, 1917, kindly gave directions for the 
preparation of this cage and caused puparia of Ceromasia collected in 
Hawaii to be sent to the writers, who placed the adults in the cage as 
soon as they emerged. Eighty-seven puparia were received, from 
which 23 flies emerged. About half of the adults were small, but 
many were of normal size. Mr. Swezey’s instructions were followed 
closely, ants were kept out of the cage, the plants were sprinkled 
daily, and honey and overripe fruit were provided as food for the 

flies. 
It was found that the infestation by the moth borer in the cage 

was far higher than that usually found in the field. The growing 
plants were so heavily infested that they did not make any appre- 
ciable growth throughout the remainder of the season. Though pro- 
vided with possible hosts in such numbers, the parasites did not 
attack the borer. Some of the cane stalks were cut open at the end 
of six weeks, the length of a generation of the parasite in Ha- 
wali, but no evidence was found that they had parasitized any borers, 
although many live borers were found. More cane was examined 
later with the same negative result. 

EXPERIMENT WITH A PARASITE FROM CUBA. 

In 1915 the junior author went to Cuba to obtain, if possible, a 
tachinid parasite of the moth borer which had been reported by 
Mr. George N. Wolcott. It was found that while the moth borer was 
present, it was by no means as injurious as in Louisiana, and that 
the tachinid parasite L'uzenilliopsis diatraeae Townsend evidently 
had much to do with its comparative control. 

Living puparia of the tachinid parasite were obtained and for- 
warded to the senior author in New Orleans from time to time dur- 
ing the summer of 1915. Cages of many kinds were utilized, al- 

' though none of the type which had been found satisfactory in Hawaii 
with tachinids was used. In every experiment the parasites died 
without attacking the host larve provided for them. Finally it was 
decided to release the adults in the fields at Audubon Park as soon 
as they emerged from the puparia. Following this action, during 
the next grinding season one puparium was recovered in a stalk of 
cane, and an adult of the species introduced from Cuba emerged 
from it. 
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No other parasites were found during the succeeding two years, 
and it would appear that they have died out, but the discovery of 
the single puparium proves that they will successfully parasitize the 
sugar-cane moth borer in Louisiana. It is believed by the writers 
that the parasite might be of much benefit in controlling the borer if 
it were introduced in larger numbers. If this had been possible, 
much might have been accomplished, but conditions in 1916 and 1917 
prevented further experimental work.’ 

If the introduction of beneficial parasites can be undertaken later, 
it would seem advisable to station two men in Cuba to collect the 

parasites and one in Louisiana to receive them and ultimately to 
release them on the plantations. In 1915 investigations were con- 
ducted from February to September, but it appears that the most 
favorable season is from April to September, inclusive. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

1. Scraps of cane left about the factories and derricks after the 
grinding season should be destroyed by burning or otherwise. Cars 
in which cane is shipped, especially if they go into noninfested terri- 
tory, should be kept free of such scraps. 

2. Seed cane should be planted in the fall, if possible, and kept 
as deeply covered as practicable. Extraordinarily deep planting is not 
advocated, but as borer moths fail to emerge from cane under more 
than one- half inch of compact soil care should be taken to keep the 
seed cane well covered to that depth as a minimum. A heavy rain 
will sometimes wash the earth from the seed cane from one end of a 
row to the other, and in this case it is important to cover the cane 
again as soon as possible, especially in the spring, when the moths are 
at ging. 

. Cane for shipment to points beyond the infested area onewia be 
he so as to obtain it sound and free of borers, or if this is im- 
possible it should be soaked, previous to shipment, for at least an hour 

in Bordeaux mixture? or a solution of nicotine sulphate.* 

1Since the manuscript for this bulletin was submitted a number of sugar planters in 

Louisiana have agreed to contribute a small amount each to enable work in Cuba to be 

done. This action made it possible for the senior author to spend some time in Cuba in 

1918. He collected and sent to New Orleans about 650 puparia of the tachinid Hwzenil- 

liopsis diatraeae, which were received and cared for by Messrs. B, R. Barber and W. G. 
Taggart. Several generations were reared during 1918, and it seems that the parasites 

will become established if they can stand the Louisiana winter. 

The junior author, who was in Cuba in 1915, is no longer connected with the investi- 

gation, having accepted a position under the Federal Horticultural Board. 

2The formula for Bordeaux mixture is as follows: 

Sulphate of copper sees nS ee ee pounds__ 6 

Qui¢klime = oo ee oe doses 4 

Wiater-2:2 522.0 ees 2 as See ee ee gallons.__ 50 

Dissolve the sulphate of copper in 1 gallon of hot water and slake the lime in another 

vessel with an equal quantity ; reduce the latter to a creamy milk of lime and add slowly 

to the copper solution, stirring constantly. Finally, add water to make up the 50 gallons. 

® One part nicotine sulphate (40 per cent nicotine) to 500 parts water, 
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4, The “ trash,” leaves, or “shucks” left on the fields after cutting 
should not be burned, but should be lightly covered with earth in the 
fall and plowed out in the spring. This practice has never been 
found to increase the borer infestation, and it has often diminished it. 
The soil is fertilized by the buried trash and its mechanical condition 
is greatly improved. 

5. Cutting out “ dead hearts” or dead plants and destroying them 
is theoretically sound, and with an abundance of cheap labor it might 
be recommended. 

6. The introduction of parasites of the moth borer from Cuba 
and other tropical countries is recommended. 
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IMPORTANCE OF REDUCING WASTE. 

The rapid increase in the cost of fuel and. the probability that the 
present high price will continue makes the efficient use of fuel in -com- 
mercial plants a question of the greatest importance. In the produc- 
ion of steam power, even in the most up-to-date plants, fuel is by 
far the largest item of expense. The boiler room, consequently, is 
the most important part of the plant so far as the cost of produc- 
tion of power is concerned and therefore should receive careful 

attention. 

Tt should be the aim of every person in charge of a power plant to 
obtain the greatest efficiency possible, which means the elimination 
of waste—waste of fuel and material, waste of energy, and waste of 
time and effort. In order to determine the source and the amount 
of loss it is necessary to keep records and make tests, and: then. one 
must devise means to eliminate the losses or reduce them to a mini- 
mum. After determining the total of the various losses the question 
is whether or not it will pay to correct them. The limit to the capi- 
tal and labor that should be expended in. making changes and re- 
pairs is the point. where the interest on the money invested in mate- 
rial, labor, repairs, and depreciation balances the saving in operation 
expense. Beyond that point it is commercially not good policy to go. 

82693°—19 ——1 
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COMPARISON OF FUEL CONSUMPTION IN DIFFERENT 
CREAMERIES. 

Although several hundred creameries were reporting regularly to 
the Dairy Division, it was considered advisable to make’ a ‘personal 
inspection ef many of them to observe the condition of the ma-. 

chinery and the method of operation and also, so far as possible, to 
verify the reports submitted. Visits were made, therefore, to 360 
creameries and special reports were made on the quantity of butter 
made, the kind and amount of fuel, the size and type of boiler and its 
condition and method of firing, the size and condition of the engine, 
the condition of. the piping as well as of all the apparatus using 
steam, and the operation of the plant in general.* 

Only 206 of the plants inspected used steam exclusively for both 
power and heating. Some used combinations of steam and elec- 
tricity or of steam aa internal-combustion, engines, while a consider-— 
able number were operating mechanical refrigerating equipment. 
Many of the creameries also carried. on various side lines which 
necessitated the use. of power and fuel, and it was found impossible 
to determine how much was used for buttermaking and how much 
for other purposes. Consequently only the 206 plants which used 
steam exclusively for both power and heating are considered. 

The creameries visited represent all sizes from the smallest to the 
largest and in order to compare the fuel consumed for the different- 
sized plants they were ‘grouped as indicated in Table 1. 

Before deciding, however, to use only those creameries covered by 
special reports in averaging the fuel consumption of different-sized 
plants, the items of the fuel consumption of a large number of other 
creameries reporting regularly were tabulated and studied. As the 
averages thus obtained were very close to those shown in the special 

reports, it was decided to use only the latter’ as representative of the 
creameries throughout the United States. 

Table 1 shows a comparison of the fuel consumed per 1,000 pounds 
of butter made for different-sized creameries. 

Tapie 1.—Comparison of fuel used per 1,000 pounds of butter made in cream- 
eries grouped according to size. 

Coal eH 
, . Average sumed per 

Quantity of butter made annually, Grogmerigg quantity of | 1,000 pounds 
pee coal used, of butter 

made. 

Number. Tons. Pownds. 39 55 x 

100,000 to 200,000 pounds 2 BL 1,120 
200,000 to 300,000 pounds a 48 100 809 
300,000 to 400,000 pounds 19 123 740 

| 
1The creameries were yisited and the data collected by O. A. Storvick and the tabnla- 

tions’ were made by T. R. Virtle, beth of the Dairy Division. 

400,000 to 1,000,000 poundS...............--+..2- FT coedaloaies 18 145). 520 

wy 
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The results shown in Table 1 have been plotted in the form of 

curves in figure 1. Curve No. 1 represents the average number of 

pounds of pol consumed per 1,000 pounds of butter made in 206 
plants whose outputs vary from 45 ,000 to 1,000,000 pounds of butter. 
Curve No. 2 represents the average of the Hite of pounds of coal 
of 72 of the best equipped and managed plants, and curve No. 3 the 
average of 37 of the 
poorest equipped and. 
managed plants. 
These curves are plot- 
ted from the average 
fuel consumption of 
the total number of 
plants. 

Attention is called 
to the fact that in 
curves 1 and 2 very 

little difference is 
shown between the 
groups of creameries 
making 250,000 
pounds and_ those 
making 350,000 
pounds of butter an- 
nually. Curve 2, rep- 

resenting the best 
practice, is practically. 
vertical between 250,- 

000 and 350,000 
pounds of butter 
made, showing that 
between those limits 
the fuel consumed in 
the better plants is 

a S 

y pees Se OF THE 
FOOTEST PLANT s. 

CAPACITY OF CREAMERY lV {000 POUNDS OF BUTTER ANINUALLY. 

wy i°) > 

practically the same 6 500 1000 1500 20606 2500 
POUNDS OF GOAL PER 1000 FOUNES OF | 

per 1,000 pounds of BUTTER MADE. 
butter made. Curve pe, 1—Curves showing the variation in coal used for 

nA which shows the 1,000 pounds of butter made in steam-driven. plants of 

different sizes—(nonpasteurizing plants). 

average full consump- 
tion of all the creameries, giv es only a slight increase in the quan- 

tity of fuel between creameries of those sizes. The poorer equipped 

and managed plants, as illustrated in curve 3, however, show a 

decided increase in fuel used per 1,000 pounds of butter made in 

the plants making between 250,000 nd 350,000 pounds, the increase 

averaging about 300 pounds of coal per 1,000 pounds of butter. in 
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other words, the average of all plants, both good and bad, between 
these limits ‘shows a variation of about 87 pounds of coal per 1,000 
pounds of butter, while the poorer plants show a variation of about 
261 pounds. The -better plants, however, show practically no varia- 
tion in the fuel used per 1,000’ pounds between plants of that size. 

The same condition appears in similar curves plotted from data 
obtained on fuel consumption in other years; hence there must be a 
definite reason for the variation in fuel cost in the creameries 
mentioned. 
A careful study of the reports was made to determine, if onasbla, 

the reasons for the differences, with the following conclusions : 
1. When the ‘annual output was between 250,000 and 350,000 

pounds of butter the size of the boiler and engine was increased, as 
well as the length of time of firing the fod compared wath a" 
creamery of ariler output. 

2. At about the annual production shown above, the size of the 
creamery building was increased and the ratio of the coal required 
to heat the building to the quantity used for making butter is greater 
than in the smaller plants. 

3. Often when the capacity of the creamery had reached an annual 
production of between 250,000 and 350,000 pounds of butter an 
additional helper was employed and te firing of the boiler was 
intrusted to him. It is probable, however, that he was not so eco- 
nomical in the use of fuel as the butternlalcer 

4, Frequently when the annual capacity reaches 250,000 pounds it 
is necessary to make two churnings daily, thus increasing the time 
of using power. 

While probably there are other reasons why the fuei consumption 
per 1,000 pounds of butter made does not decrease in proportion to 
the increase in the capacity of the plant, those mentioned are sufii- 
cient to account. for much of the discrepancy. . 

The curves of figure 2 show the average sizes of engines and boilers 
for plants of different capacity, and of figure 3 the average number 
of hours the boilers are fired. That portion of the curves between 
250,000 and 350,000 pounds of butter made annually should be noted 
especially: Between these points the average time of firing the boiler 
is increased from 7.3 to 8.5 hours, or 1.2 hours daily. There is prac- 
tically no difference in the sizé a the boiler or the engine, or in the 
length of time the boiler is fired, between plants where 150,000 and 
250,000 pounds of butter was made. In creameries below 150,000 
pounds’ capacity, however, both the size of the equipment and the 
time of firing decrease. Above 350,000 pounds’ capacity the:size of 
the equipment and the total time of firing increases, but at a less rate 
than in the smaller plants. 

~ ed 
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DEFECTS NOTED. 

Tt is impossible to operate a creamery with any degree of economy 
if the equipment is not in good order. Some of the creameries had 
new engines and boilers and were keeping them in fairly good condi- 
tion, but in by far the greater number the equipment was in very bad 
condition. For example, in one plant all the water leaked out of the 
boiler overnight, while in another the water level in the boiler was 
lowered 30 inches overnight by leakage. Most of the boiler settings 
were poorly designed and built. In most cases the side walls were 
only about 13 inches thick, and the result was that the settings were 

s 

‘AVERAGE ENGINE AND BOILER HORSE-POWER 

Fig. 2.—Curves showing variation in size of en- 

gines and boilers in creameries of different 

capacities. 
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\AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS BOILERS 
ARE FIRED, ‘i 

Fig. 3.—Curves showing average num- 

ber of hours boilers are fired in 

creameries of different capacities. 

CAPACITY OF CREAMER T (VN (OOOLBS. BUTTER PTAD: 

“full of cracks. In many cases the fire doors, ash-pit doors, and clean- 
eut doors were warped and broken, as were the boiler fronts, and the 
return-tubular boilers were practically all set too low over the grates. 
The breechings in many instances were not tight, were too small, and 
often had right-angle bends. In more than one instance the breeching 
where it entered the stack was lower than the first bend above the 
boiler. 

One of the greatest losses in fuel was caused by careless firing. 
The boiler in most cases was fired by the buttermaker or one of his 
assistants, and in order to lose as little time as possible from other 
work the fire box was filled with coal and left for from a half to 
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three-quarters of an hour, with the result that the combustible gases 
in the coal were distilled and escaped unconsumed up the chimney. 
Finally, holes were burned in the fire bed so that too much air was 
allowed to pass through, which cooled the boiler and setting and also 
carried a large part of the heat up the stack. 

The average quantity of coal per 1,000 pounds of butter made of 
all creameries studied was 1,140 pounds, though many of them pro- 
duced 1,000 pounds of butter with a fuel consumption considerably 
less than 400 pounds. 

The total quantity of factory-made butter in the United States, as 
reported by the Thirteenth Census (1910), was 627,145,865 pounds. 
If the quantity of coal were reduced to, say, 400 pounds per 1,000 
pounds of butter, the saving would approxinate 232,000 tons eres 
in the creameries throughout the country, which at $5 a ton would 
amount to $1,160,900. 

CONSTRUCTION OF BOILER SETTINGS. 

In comparing and studying the itemized expense reports of a large 
number of creameries it was noted that in most cases the fuel item 
was excessive. It was extremely variable even in creameries which 
made practically the same quantity of butter annually. Further in- 
vestigations showed that this wide ‘variation in the fuel consumed 
was due largely to one or more of the following causes: (1) Poor 
installation and maintenance of boilers and settings; (2) careless 
firing; (3) bad condition of engine and other steam-driven machin- 
ery; (4) failure to utilize the heat in the exhaust steam; and (5) lack 
of system in operating the plant. 

A common cause - fuel loss in the average creamery is faulty 
boiler setting. Most creamery boilers in use at the present time are 
of the horizontal return-tubular type and require an external setting 
which is generally constructed of brick. The settings are usually 
built by local workmen w ho have had little or no experience in boiler 
work; hence the construction is nearly always too light and flimsy to 
withstand the heat and the weight of the boiler and contained water. 
As a result the settings crack from the heat and weight and thus 
allow too much air to enter the furnace. This reduces the draft 
and also causes a direct heat loss, due to the heating of excess air. 
Warped and cracked firing doors also contribute to the heat loss 

by admitting more air into the furnace than is required for complete 
combustion. The economical burning of fuel requires not only the 
proper arrangement and proportioning of the furnace, combustion 
chamber, uptakes, breeching, and chimney, but also that they be 
practically air-tight. To burn fuel completely a definite quantity 
of air is required, which must be admitted at the proper place and 
time and be mixed thoroughly with the combustible gases. 
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LOCATION OF SETTING. 

In placing the boiler it is very important to leave ample space 
between the sides ahd ends of the setting and the walls of the room 
in order that expansion, contraction, or the possible settling of the 
foundations may not affect the building, and to allow room for 
inspection, painting, and repairs. In order to: avoid long lengths 
of pipe the boiler should be placed as near the engine as possible, 
but it is not advisable to have both in the same room, as the dust 
from the coal and ashes will get into and injure the engine bearings. 

FOUNDATIONS. 

_ The foundation of a boiler setting should receive careful consider- 
ation, for upon it depends to a great extent the structural strength 
of the setting. Should the foundation settle it is very probable that 
the setting will crack. Om account of the great variation in the 
character of the soil it is not practicable to set a standard of propor- 
tions for foundations; consequently in planning the foundation it 
becomes to a great extent a matter of judgment as to its depth and 
area. It is far better, however, to be on the safe side and have it 
too strong than too weak. ; 
In determining the proportions for foundations the weight or 

load to be sustained and the bearing value of the soil are the prin- 
cipal factors to be considered. The weight of the boiler can be 
obtained from the manufacturer, and the weight of water that the 
boiler will contain in normal working condition is about two-thirds 
of the weight of the boiler. By doubling the shipping weight of the 
boiler a safe approximation of its weight under working conditions 
will be obtained. 

The weight of the masonry will average about 145 pounds per 
cubic foot, which should be added to the weight of the boiler and 
contained water to get the total weight per square foot of surface to 
be sustained by the soil. 

The foundation should be so proportioned as. to distribute the 
weight over a surface so great that the bearing values will not exceed 
a safe load for the particular soil in question, and to provide a 
suitable table to take the load. The foundation may be of concrete, 
brick, or stone. When of concrete the mixture should be in the 
proportion of 1 part Portland cement to 3 parts clean, sharp sand 
and 5 parts broken stone or clean, coarse gravel, all to be thoroughly 
mixed and well tamped into place. When of brick, only the best 
hard brick should be used, laid in Portland-cement mortar with the 

joints entirely filled. .The bottom course should be laid in a bed of 
cement mortar. ) 
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Tf a stone foundation is used it should consist of hard, durable 
stone solidly imbedded in cement mortar. If practicable, the stones 
should be of a length equal to the width of the foundation trenches, 
but if stones of that size can not be obtained, two stones may be used, 
with the joints under the walls. 

ERECTION. 

After the foundation has been laid and allowed to set thoroughly 
the boiler should be placed in position and raised to the proper 
height by means of jackscrews and held by cribbing built up of short 
pieces of timber. The cribbing’ should be placed in the spaces that 
are afterwards to be the furnace and combustion chamber, care being 
used to clear the location of the bridge wall and blow-off pipe. If 
the boiler is to be supported by columns and overhead beams, they 
should be put into place and the slings adjusted: The rear of the 

: boiler should be 1 inch 

lower than the front 
so as to drain prop- 
erly to. the blow-off 
‘pipe. The boiler front 
should be placed in 
position and propped 
up until the walls 
have been carried to 
a height sufficient to 
enable bolts or anchor 
rods to be inserted to 
hold the front in posi- 

tion. The walls should then be built up to their proper’ height, 
allowing pockets for the supporting brackets. 

The side stays should then be put into place and drawn tight. The 
boiler and setting should rest on the cribbing (see figure 4) until 
the brickwork has thoroughly dried out, when the cribbing may be 
removed and the weight of the boiler allowed to rest on the walls. 
Care should be taken to see that the brackets rest squarely on the 
soleplates in the walls; otherwise there will be a racking’ strain on 
the boiler during expansion and contraction. Then the setting 
should be closed and finished. 

There is a general belief that because. air is a poor: conductor of 
heat, an air space built in the walls of a furnace will prevent or 
reduce the dissipation of heat through the walls. Experiments by 
the United States Bureau of Mines,: however, have shown that, so 
far as loss of heat is concerned, a solid wall of brick or any other 

Fic, 4.—Boiler blocked up ready fer setting. 

1 Bulletin of the Bureau of Mines No. 8, ‘‘ The Flow of Heat Through Furnace Walls.” 
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ordinary material is preferable to a hollow wall of the same total 
thickness, especially if the air space in the hollow wall is near the 
furnace side. 

While the solid-wall construction for boiler settings may be better 
from an insulating standpoint than a wall of the same total thickness 
containing an air space, in practice it is advisable to build the walls 
in two parts in order to assist in preventing the formation of cracks 
by the expansion and contraction of the brickwork on the furnace 
side of the wall. The space between the walls, however, should be 
filled with some solid insulating material, such as mineral wool, 
erushed brick, ash, or sand, as that kind of filling offers a higher 
resistance to the flow of heat through the walls than an air space and, 
furthermore, reduces air leakage into the furnace, which is a very 
important feature affecting its operation. The air space, however, 
should be kept so far as practicable from the furnace side. 

The construction of boiler settings differs widely in details, de- 
pending on the type of boiler used and the local conditions, but the 
principles governing it remain the same. The brickwork should be 
substantial, so that it will not crack and crumble, conditions which 
always produce air leaks and cause extensive repairs. The exterior 
walls of the setting should be built of hard-burned brick, laid in 
cement mortar, while the inside lining of the furnace and combustion 
chamber should be of fire brick laid with fire-clay mortar, care be- 
ing taken in both cases to use no more mortar than is absolutely 
necessary. The fire brick should be thoroughly bonded into the 
outer walls, but in such way as to allow replacing’ if occasion de- 
mands. The side walls of the furnace and combustion chamber may 
be either vertical or tapered. In either case from 2 to 4 inches 
should be allowed on the sides of the boiler just below the water 
line, so that the hot gases can circulate up to the point where the 
setting meets the boiler, which is usually just below the water line. 
The upper half of the boiler may be covered with a brick arch or - 
some nonconducting insulating material. When:a brick arch is used 
it is advisable to lay it over strips of wood about three-quarters of 
an inch thick. When the boiler is fired these wooden strips are 
burned out, leaving an open space between the boiler shell and the 
arch through which the hot gases may- circulate. Sand should be 
spread over the arch to close any small crack that may occur and 
also to act as an insulator. 

METHODS OF SUPPORT. 

Two principal methods of supporting horizontal return-tubular 
boilers are employed. ‘The one more commonly used, especially with 
comparatively small return-tubular boilers, is to support the weight 
on the walls of the setting by means of brackets bolted to the boiler 

82693° 19-2 
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shell. Soleplates are placed on the brick walls to receive the brack- 
ets, the endwise expansion being taken care of by rollers between 
the brackets and soleplates. It is important to have the brackets 
completely covered by the brickwork; otherwise they will be burned 
by. the hot. gases. 

The other and better method is to suspend the boiler from a 
frame made up of channel bars or angle iron supported by columns, 
the setting being built arownd the framework. By this method the 
weight of the boiler and contained water is carried on the piers-sup- 
porting the columns. With this method the walls of the setting 
have to support only their own weight; hence the expansion and con- 
traction of the boiler are more easily provided for and the walls 
of the setting are not so liable to crack. As before stated the back 
end of the boiler should always be set about 1 inch lower than the 
front in order to drain the botler toward the blow-off pipe, which 
is usually at the back of the boiler. The blow-off pipe should be 
carefully protected from direct contact with the het gases by cov- 
ering with a sleeve or by building a baffle of fire brick on the side 
next the furnace. 

CLEAN-OUT DOORS. 

With large boilers two clean-out doors should be provided for 
the combustion. chamber in order to facilitate cleaning, but with 
small boilers one is usually sufficient. It should be placed in the cen- 
ter of the back wall of the setting and the bottom of the door should 
be on a level with the bottom of the combustion chamber. Great 
care should be used in making the clean-out doors air-tight, as air 
leaking into the combustion, chamber at this point seriously affects 
the draft. 

CONSTRUCTION OF FURNACES. 

The functions of the boiler and of the furnace are diametrically 
opposed to each other, that of the furnace being to develop a maxi- 
mum of heat from the combustion of the fuel on the grates, while 
that of the boiler is to absorb as much heat as possible of that pro- 
duced in the furnace. In order that the furnace may develop the 
maximum quantity of heat from the fuel complete combustion of 
all material is necessary. The volatile gases which are driven off 
from the coal must be allowed to ignite before their temperature is 
lowered to a point at which they will not burn. Even a compara- 
tively slight reduction in temperature will prevent some of the gases 
from igniting, with the result that quantities of combustible gases are 
driven off without being consumed and fine particles of carbon are 
forced up the chimney without combining with the oxygen to pro- 
duce heat in the combustion chambers. As hot gases and vapors 
rise at a rate proportional to their temperature, there mugt be a 
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sufficient distance between the fuel bed and the boiler shell to allow 
for their complete expansion and ignition before coming into con- 
tact with the boiler shell. Soft coal usually contains a large pro- 
portion of volatile matter; consequently it needs considerably more 
space between the fuel bed and the boiler than anthracite. 

The radiation losses from’ the sides: of the furnace and combus- 
tion chamber are comparatively small in any well-set boiler and as 
the combustible gases rise a considerable distance before losing any 
appreciable heat the distance between the grate bars and the boiler 
shell should be increased over that generally used in setting boilers. 
This dimension depends on the kind of coal burned, the rate of burn- 
ing, and upon other factors, all of which should be known in order 

TABLE 2.—Dimensions of settings for 
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36 10 19.8 21 9 13 17 94 54 16 9 30 3 
36 12 23.7 21 9 13 17 94 54 16 9 30 3 
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to design a boiler setting that will meet exactly the requirements 
of a given set of conditions. With the type of setting shown in 
figure 5 and dimensions in Table 2, however, it is believed that 
satisfactory results will be obtained when using an average grade of 
soft coal. The dimensions of the distance. between grates and 
boiler are to be considered as only approximate minimum limita- 
tions. If the height of the boiler room will permit, this dimension 
should be at least the diameter of the boiler, but.in most milk plants 
and creameries to build the boiler-room ceiling higher would neces- 
sitate an increased expense in the construction; hence to a certain 
extent the height given is a compromise between the cost of building 
and the better combustion of fuel. 

horizontal return tubular boilers. 
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While the designs of furnaces may vary widely in the details of 
construction, they all require the following necessary parts: A grate 
for supporting the fuel and on which the fixed carbon is burned; 
means for supply ing and controlling the air required for combustion 
and for removing the incombustible gases; and an ash pit for catch- 
ing the refuse from the fuel. 

GRATES. 

The object of the grates is not only to support the fuel but to 
admit the proper proportion of ai to get the best combustion with 
the particular kind of fuel used. The area of openings between the 
bars is usually from 80 to 50 per cent of the total grate area. The 
individual openings between bars vary from one-eighth inch to 1 
inch, depending on the kind of fuel used. For fine sizes’ of anthra- 
cite the openings vary from one-eighth to three-eighths of an inch. 
For large sizes of anthracite and for ordinary soft coal the openings 
are often as wide as 1 inch. With coal that forms clinkers narrow 
air spaces are objectionable since they are liable to become clogged, 
causing the bars to burn, and, furthermore, it is difficult to keep the 
openings clear for the free passage of air. For ordinary conditions 
when soft coal is used the straight bar is preferable to other types. 
The bars are usually made in eae ts not exceeding 3 feet and if a 
greater length of grate is required two sections of the proper length 
are used. For fen fired furnaces. 6 feet 1s about the limit to spn 
it is practicable to fire, on account of cleaning the rear portion of the 
grate. It is very important that the surface of the grate bars be 
regular and even. An uneven and inadequate grate surface tends to 
a rapid deterioration of the bars, which is caused by the heat of the 
fire and contact with the firing tools combined. 

Grate bars are usually supported by strips made fast to the frent 
of the setting and to the bridge wall. They should have a pitch 
of about 1 inch per foot toward the bridge wall. It is obvious 
that there must be some intimate relation between the amount of 
grate surface on which the fuel is burned to produce heat and the 
amount of heating surface in the boiler required to take up the heat. 
This ratio of grate surface to heating surface, however, varies widely 
because it depends upon the type of boiler, the method of setting, the 
draft conditions, and the kind of fuel used. Under ordinary condi- 
tions, with anthracite coal, the ratio of grate surface to heating sur- 
face is from 1 to 30 or 40, with an average of from 1 to 36. If 
bituminous coal is used for fuel this ratio should be increased by 
from 25 to 40 per cent, giving a ratio of from 1 to 45 or 50 of. grate 
to heating surface. For wood burning the ratio should be about 1 
to 65 or 70. . 
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Grates that can be shaken, beeause of smaller opening of the fire 
doors, are generally more economical in the use of fuel than the 
ordinary grates, provided they are handled carefully and fuel is not 
shaken through into the ash pit. 

Grates are usually furnished by the boiler manufacturer as an 
integral part of the boiler, without reference to the kind of fuel to 
be burned. It is, of course, impossible to get the best results in all 
cases with a standard type of grate bars which may not be suited 
to the particular grade of fuel used. The purchaser, therefore, when 
buyi ing the boiler, should specify the kind of bar and the size of open- 
ings desired. 

FIRE BOX. 

The space immediately above the grates constitutes the fire box. 
The combustion of a considerable part of the gases driven off from 
the coal takes place in the fire box, the remainder being consumed in 
the combustion chamber proper. The horizontal dimensions of the 
fire box are fixed by the size of grate required for the given condi- 
tions, but with tubular boilers the height from the grate bars to the 
underside of the boiler is determined by the kind of fuel. 

Tt was formerly believed that the grate bars should be set close to 
the shell of the boiler, the idea being that there is a loss of radiant 
heat, which increases with the distance. From 12 to 18 inches, there- 
fore, was the ordinary distance in externally fired tubular boilers, and 
most of the boilers used at present in milk plants, creameries, and 
dairi ies are set with the grate bars approximately from 18 to 20 inches 
from the shell. With i y anthracite coal satisfactory results may be 
obtained with a grate setting of this kind, but with bituminous coal 
it is hard to imagine a more unsatisfactory fire box, and practically 
all the creameries burn soit coal or wood. 

It is impossible to get good results when burning soft coal in’a 
furnace designed for burning anthracite. With dry anthracite coal, 
which burps with very little flame, almost any kind of furnace will 
give good results, but with bituminous coal, which burns with a long 
flame, the distance from the grate to the underside of the boiler shell 
must be such that the flame will not strike against the comparatively 
cold boiler shell and be extinguished before the gases are completely 
consumed. In order to burn fuel.completely it is necessary to main- ~ 
tain a high temperature. With steam at a gauge pressure of 100 
Eps the temperature of the boiler shell will be approximately 
338° F., which is about the temperature of the water in the boiler. 
lise 7 aamped is allowed to strike against the comparatively cool shell, 
it will be extinguished, soot will be deposited on the heating surface, 
and the unconsumed Lue and smoke will be carried up the fonmune y. 
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The functions of the fire box are to provide means for burning the 
fixed carbon in the fuel, for the distillation of the gases, and for the. 
thorough mixing of air at a high temperature with the unburned 
gases. 

COMBUSTION CHAMBER. 

The combustion chamber is really an extension of the fire box in 
which the burning of the volatile gases takes place and where the 
heat thus produced is absorbed by the water through the heating sur- 
faces of the boiler. With horizontal return-tubular-boiler settings 
the term “combustion chamber” is applied to the space between the 
bridge wall and the ends of the boiler tubes. The horizontal dimen- 
sions of the combustion chamber are fixed to a great extent by the 
type of boiler setting. The depth seems to have little effect on the 
efficiency of the setting; consequently, the depth of the combustion 
chamber may be as great as the form of setting will permit. The 
common practice of sloping the floor of the combustion chamber 

downward from the bridge wall to the clean-out door seems to have 
little value other than facilitating the removal of ashes. 

ASH PIT. 

The ash pit beneath the grates is to catch the ashes and refuse from 
the fire above and to.provide an air reservoir for supplying air to the 
burning fuel. The depth of the ash pit should be sufficient to provide 
plenty of air for the burning of the fuel and to hold a considerable 
accumulation of ashes and clinkers without choking the air supply and 
burning the grate bars. The bottom of the ash pit should be made 
wedge-shaped, of cement, to facilitate cleaning and to allow water to 
be placed under the grates to prevent them from being burned. It 
should not be necessary to keep water in the ash pit except when the 
boiler is being forced. 3 

ASH-PIT AND FLUE DOORS. 

The ash-pit door, usually called the “ ash-pit damper,” is an open- 
ing to the ash pit for the removal of ashes, and it also serves to con- 
trol the air supply through the fuel bed. It is very important to 
have this door-tight fitting in order to control effectually the air 
supply through the grates. - 

The flue doors provide an opening to the smoke box at the front 
ends of the flues. These doors, unless they fit tightly, are a source of 
air leaks. 

CHIMNEY. 

The function of a chimney is to provide a draft to effect combus- 
tion of fuel on the grate and to carry off the resulting obnoxious 
gases. The chimney should be built carefully to prevent cracks 
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where leakage of air through the walls may occur and to give as 
smooth a surface inside as possible so as to lessen the resistance to 
the flow of escaping gases. 

The area of the chimney should be approximately 20 per cent 
greater than the combined flue area of the boiler or boilers which it 
is to serve. Table 3 gives the size of chimney for steam boilers. 

Tasrte 3.—Size of chimney for steam boilers. 

[Calculated from Kent’s formula assuming 5 pounds of coal per horsepower-hour. ] 

Height in feet. Equiv- 

alent 
Area Diam- square 

(square eter 30 | 40 | 50] 60 70 80 90 100 | 110 | 125 | 150 | 175 | 200 | chim- 
feet). |(nches. ) ney 

side of 
Commercial horsepower. square. 

1, 23 
Teh 
2.41 
3.14 
3. 98 
4.91 = 
5.94 
7.07 
8.30 
9. 62 

12. 57 
15. 90 
19. 64 

For pounds of coal burned per hour for any given size of chimney, multiply the figures in the table by 5. 

DAMPERS. 

Each boiler should be provided with a damper in the uptake or 
breeching which should have an effective opening of at least 25 per 
cent greater area than that of the combined area of the tubes. It 
should be arranged for convenient manipulation by the fireman; 
otherwise there will be a tendency to neglect its use. The control 
of the draft should be done through the manipulation of this damper 
rather than by the ash-pit doors. 

BRIDGE WALL. 

The wall just back of the grates is known as the bridge wall and 
extends across the entire width of the furnace to a height somewhat 
above the level of the bars. Jt has for its object the directing of the 
hot furnace flames and gases, forcing them to rise toward the shell 
of the boiler, and also to hold the fuel at the rear of the grates. The 
distance between the top of the bridge wali and the boiler shell de- 
pends on the kind of fuel used. With anthracite, or hard coal, the 
distance should be less than if soft coal or wood is used. As the 
bridge wall above the grate bars is in the direct path of the flames 
and hence is subjected to a very high temperature, it should be faced 
with fire brick, as ordinary brick soon fuses or crumbles. 

82693°—19——3 
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FIRE DOORS. 

The fire doors should be of substantial construction and should fit 
tight in order to prevent cold air from entering the furnace over the | 
top of the fuel bed. An adjustable opening having a clear area of 
about 4 square inches per square foot of grate area should be pro- 
vided in the door through which air may be supplied above the fuel 
bed. The admission of air through these openings also tends to 
keep the door from overheating and warping. : 

UPTAKES. 

The smoke connections between the boiler and breeching are called 
uptakes. These connections should be as straight as possible, with 
ample cross-section area in order not to hinder the draft. The cross- 
section area should be from 20 to 25 per cent greater than the com- 
bined tube area, or approximately 25 per cent of the grate area. If 
it is impossible to run the uptake connections straight to the breech- 
ing, large, easy bends should be employed. Abrupt bends materially 
reduce the draft. Uptakes are often fitted loosely to the smoke oyt- 
let of boiler and to breeching, thus allowing cold air to enter and 
cut down the draft. Care should be taken to see that these connec- 
tions as well as all others are made tight. 

BREECHINGS. 

Breechings are the connections between the uptake and the chim- 
ney. They should be run as straight as possible and bends, if un- 
avoidable, should -be large and sweeping. Breechings may be hori- 
zontal, but it is much better to have them rise from the uptake to 
the chimney. Under no consideration, however, should they drop 
below the horizontal. They should have a cross-sectional area of at 
least 25 per cent greater than the combined tube area, or one-fourth 
of the grate area. Round or square breechings are preferable to 
broad, flat ones, as the resistance offered to the flow of gases is not so 
great in the former as in the latter. In no case should a breeching 
be used in which one dimension is twice that of the other. Both 
uptakes and breeching should be tight and carefully covered with a 
good quality of heat- insulating material. 

HAND FIRING OF BOILER FURNACES. 

Boilers employed in ‘the dairy industry are generally small, al- 
though ranging from the smallest size which is used on the dairy 
farm to several hundred horsepower in the largest milk plants. The 
great majority, however, range from 10 to 50 horsepower. The con- 
ditions and methods of operation used in these small plants are 
entirely different from those plants employed solely for the genera- 
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tion of power; consequently the economical firing of the boiler pre- 

sents problems different from those in plants that operate under 

practically constant load throughout the day. In many large power 

plants instruments are used to measure the temperature and com- 
position of the flue gases, which greatly aids the fireman in main- 
taining the fire bed in the best condition. In the smaller plants, 

where the load is intermittent and the boilers are fired for only a 
few hours during the day, it is impracticable to use flue-gas instru- 
ments; consequently the fireman is forced to depend entirely on his 
judgment as to the condition of the fire. 

The chemical action that goes on in the furnace during the com- 
bustion of the fuel is an exceedingly complicated one and is not very 
well understood. While important, it. is not absolutely necessary, in 
order to get good results, for the fireman to understand in general 
the chemical changes that take place during the combustion of the 
fuel. Hand firing of a boiler furnace is a combination of science and 
skill which is generally acquired through long experience and by 
careful observation of the conditions of the fire. 

To get the best results definite proportions of fuel and air must 
be used, and the air must be evenly distributed throughout the fuel 
bed so that all parts will get the proportion of air necessary to effect 
complete combustion. Too much air absorbs heat from the fire and 
furnace walls, and, the heat is carried up the chimney, while too 
little air causes the fire to smoulder, with the result that the com- 
bustible gases from the fuel are carried off without being consumed. 
The fireman must learn from the appearance of the fire whether 
the required proportion of air is being admitted, and if it is properly 
distributed. _He must be able also to recognize any defects in the 
fuel bed, due to clinkers, ashes, holes, too thick or too thin fires, ete. 
With an even fuel bed clinkers or ashes on the grate are indicated 
by dark spots on the fuel bed or by shadows cast on the floor of the 
ash pit. In order better to observe the condition of the fuel bed 
through the casting of shadows in the ash pit the fioor of the pit 
should be kept clean. Holes or thin spots may be noted by the white 
color of the burning fuel, indicating that too much air is being ad- 
mitted at that point. The color of the fire bed indicates. whether it 
is too thin or too thick. If too thin, the fire shows a uniformly white 
color, but if too thick it is more of a red color. An uneven fire bed 

shows dark and bright spots. 
Different. kinds of coal require different treatment in firing to 

obtain the best results. For instance, with soft coal the best results 

are obtained when the fires are kept level and relatively thin, from 
6 to 8 inches, under average conditions of draft. Coal should be 
added often and in small quantities, and carefully spread evenly 
over the thin spots in the fuel bed. The fuel bed as a whole should 
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be kept level. In small milk plants and creameries where a regular 
fireman is not employed it is customary to shovel into the furnace a 
large quantity of coal, expecting it to last for a considerable length 
of time, thus giving the employee more time to attend to other work 
around the factory. Itis hard to conceive of a more wasteful method 
of firing, for when the fire box is freshly filled with coal the draft 
is throttled, the temperature of the furnace is lowered, the fire smoul- 
ders and smokes, and the volatile gases are driven off without being 
burned. In time holes burn in the fuel bed, allowing too much air 
to enter the furnace, which finally chills the furnace by absorbing 
heat from the fire and furnace walls. ‘Such a method of firing com- 
bines the two features most detrimental to the economical burning 
of fuel, namely, an insufficient supply of air for complete combustion 
when fuel is first added, and later, when the coal is partially burned, 
there is too much air, which chills the fire and furnace. 

For the complete combustion of fuel a definite quantity of air 
must be admitted to the furnace and brought into close contact 
with the fuel, and the temperature in the furnace must be kept 
above the ignition point. The exact quantity of air necessary to burn 
1 pound of coal completely depends on the kind of coal used. The 
grade or quality of coal generally used in milk plants and creameries 
requires about 12 pounds, or approximately 161 cubic feet of air, 
to burn 1 pound of coal completely, provided that it were possible 
to supply the air uniformly to all parts of the fuel bed, so that each 
particle of coal would receive enough for its complete and thorough 
combustion. This is, of course, impossible of accomplishment in 
actual practice; hence it is necessary to supply about twice the theo- 
retical quantity of air in order to burn the fuel satisfactorily. The 
rate of supplying the air must be varied according to the require- 
ments. For instance, when fresh coal is thrown into the furnace, large 
quantities of gas are immediately given off; consequently more air 
must be supplied at this time to obtain satisfactory combustion. 
After the distillation and burning of the gases from the fresh fuel 
is completed, the air necessary for burning the solid matter is only 
a fraction of that required just after charging with fresh fuel. The 
quantity of air needed at any particular time depends on the quan- 
tity of fresh fuel added and the condition of the fuel bed. It is 
impracticable to supply the theoretical quantity of air necessary to 
burn the fuel completely under service conditions, and it is neces- 
sary, therefore, to add fuel often and in small quantities. Just after 
firing, air should be admitted over the fuel bed through the openings 
in the fire door. When the fuel has burned down the supply of air 
over the fuel bed is greater than is needed for the complete combus- 
tion, and consequently it must be reduced. Thus it is seen that by 
small and frequent firing it is possible to regulate more nearly the 
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air supply to the demand of the burning fuel. The leakage of air 
through the walls of the boiler setting and through warped and 
broken furnace doors is practically constant. 

The loss of heat due to the admission of an excessive supply of 
air through or over the fuel bed is the greatest single loss in a boiler 
plant. 

In good practice there is a loss of about 23 per cent in the stack, 
due to heating air. This loss, however, is necessary in order to main- 
tain draft through the furnace, and hence can not be avoided. 

In the average creamery the heat loss due to heating an excessive 
amount of air is 40 or 45 per cent on account of air leaks in the 
setting. At least half of the loss can be eliminated by stopping the 
-eracks in the boiler setting. 

The tools necessary for firing should be provided and the floor 
from which the coal is to be shoveled should be hard and smooth. If 
the coal is shoveled directly from a wheelbarrow or specially de- 
signed coal car, the inside surfaces should be made smooth by dressing 
off all rivet heads or other obstructions against which the edge of 
the shovel may strike. The coal should be placed near the furnace 
door in such position that_it may be shoveled quickly and easily into 
the furnace, thus making it necessary to keep the furnace doors open 
only a short time. Dampers should be provided in the uptake with 
means for operating from the fireman’s position in front or at the 
side of the furnace doors. It is important that damper connections 
be conveniently placed so that the dampers can be easily and accu- 
rately adjusted; otherwise there will be a tendency to neglect their 
use and, instead, control the draft by means of the ash-pit door. 
Under no circumstances should the ash-pit. door be used to control 
the draft in a furnace; with the ash-pit door closed or partly closed 
there is little or no air admitted through the grates and combustion 
is incomplete, and valuable fuel in the form of combustible gases 
which have been driven off from the green fuel is wasted by being 
carried off unconsumed up the stack. 

Ordinarily the firing tools consist of a shovel, rake, hoe, and slice 
bar, which should be of the proper size to suit the particular furnace 
and should be kept in good condition. The front or cutting edge 
of the shovel should be kept straight and never be allowed to become 
bent or gapped. The tines of the rake and the blade of the hoe 
should not be bent or otherwise distorted. The slice bar should be 
bent to an angle suited to the particular furnace with which it is to 
be used. 

The floor surrounding the boiler from which the coal is to be 
shoveled should be of concrete, with a smooth and hard surface, or 
better still, some form of car or truck should be used and the coal 
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shoveled directly from the car into the furnace. By using a car the 
dust and dirt from the coal are kept down to a minimum and the 
inconvenience and unsightly appearance of coal scattered over the 
floor is prevented to a great extent. 
Ample room for working should be allowed the fireman, In many 

small plants the space for firing is often so limited that it is difficult 
to fire effectively. The fireman is forced to stand so close to the 
firing door and the heat from the furnace is so great that to avoid 
the heat as much as possible he stands to one side so far that he can 
not see where coal is needed, thus making it necessary to level the 
fuel bed frequently by the use of the rake. 

In firing bituminous coal the large lumps should be broken up into 
pieces about the size of a man’s fist or smaller. Adding large lumps 
of coal makes it impracticable to regulate the draft so as to get an 
even flow of air through the fuel bed; especially is this true in small 
boiler plants which are fired at a slow rate and in which a compara- 
tively thin fuel bed is maintained. 

METHODS OF FIRING. 

There are three methods of hand-firing boiler furnaces, known as 
the spreading, alternate, and coking methods. 

The. spreading system, which is the simplest and perhaps the one 
most commonly used, consists in spreading the coal in a thin and 
even layer over the entire fuel bed. With this system it is harder 
to prevent smoking than with the other systems, especially if too 
much coal is added at a time. Consequently, the firing should be 
done often and only a small quantity of coal fired at a time, thus 
providing for better combustion. When the coal is spread in a thin 
layer over the entire fuel bed the volatile gases are quickly driven off 
and burned. This system of firing is particularly applicable to small. 
boilers that have only one firing door, since the entire surface of the 
fuel bed can be easily seen. <A difficulty experienced with the spread- 
ing system is that, unless specially guarded against, holes are liable 
to be formed in the fuel bed near the bridge wall. A modification 
of the spreading system-is sometimes used which consists in keeping 
the fuel bed much thicker at the bridge wall than at the front, thus 
preventing it from burning out so quickly. Except for the fact that 
the fuel bed is kept wedge-shaped, the firing is the same as previously 
described. In firing hard coal the spreading system is used almost 
entirely, as coal of that kind contains very little volatile matter. 

In order to prevent smoke a system of firing has been devised 
known as the alternating method. It consists in alternately adding 
coal to the front and back of the furnace or to the right and left 
sides. The object is to burn the volatile gases which are driven off 
in large volumes when soft coal is heated. By placing fresh coal on 
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one side of the furnace while the other side is partly burned the 
fresh coal upon being heated discharges large quantities of volatile 
gases which require a great deal of air for combustion. The air 
needed for burning the volatile gases is supplied to a great extent 
by the excess air which comes through the fuel bed on the opposite 
side of the furnace. As soon as the combustible gases from the 
charge of fresh coal have been distilled off and burned the opposite 
side of the grate is fired, with the same result. Instead of firing the 
sides of the furnace alternately some prefer to alternate in charging 
the front and back of the furnace. The principle, however, is the 
same in each case, and it is simply a matter of personal preference. 
When firing in this manner comparatively smal] quantities of coal 
are used at frequent intervals. 

The coking method of firing soft coal has for its object the lessen- 
ing of the smoke nuisance as well as the economical burning of a 
highly volatile coal. The method consists in shoveling just inside 
the furnace door a moderate quantity of coal, which is gradually 
heated, thus distilling off slowly the volatile gases which pass over 
the fuel bed in the rear and are burned by mixing with the excess 
air coming through the fuel bed. After the coking process has been 
completed the mass is broken up and pushed back over the fuel bed, 
taking care that all holes and thin spots are covered, and a fresh 
supply of coal added as before. Coke is the solid substance which 

remains after all the volatile gases have been driven off from coal 
through the application of heat. When pure it consists almost en- 
tirely of carbon and burns without smoke and with very little flame. 
The frequency of firing by the coking method depends upon ths 
draft and rate at which steam is used, but under ordinary conditions 
it should be from 10 to 15 minutes. It is believed that this method 
of firing is the best for creameries, where the fireman has duties to 
perform in addition to firing the boiler, as the time between firings 
is somewhat longer than in either the spreading or alternate methods. 
The fireman should determine for himself how much coal should be 
fired at a time and the length of time between firings. This can be 
easily determined by noting the condition of the fuel bed as to holes, 
the thickness and color of the fuel bed, the quantity of coke required, 
and the degree of coking for different lengths of time. 

AIR LEAKS. - 

In order to burn fuel economically, all air leaks into.the boiler set- 

ting must be found and stopped. One way tofind the points at which 
air leaks into a boiler setting is to have the boiler under steam and 
the fire burning rapidly. When the fuel bed is a glowing heap of 
coals cover the fire with a layer of fuel and close the dampers 
tight. The fresh fuel will liberate large quantities of gases which 
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on account of lack of air to burn them will cause smoke. The smoke 

thus formed will issue from all cracks and openings in the setting 

and boiler doors, which should be marked for repairs. 

Another method is to go over with a lighted candle the outside 

surface of the setting around the boiler front, flue doors, clean-out 

doors, and other points where air leaks are liable to occur. Where 

leaks occur the flame of the candle will be drawn in, due to the 

inrush of air. In order to make the flame more sensitive, the candle 

may be placed in a box having both ends open, one end of the box 

being moved over the surface of the setting. 

After finding the leaks the openings should be packed with 

asbestos rope saturated with fire-clay mortar. The rope should be 

forced well into the crack and the latter pointed up with the mortar. 

After all the leaks have been stopped several coats of a good quality 

of heat-proof paint should be applied to the entire setting. The paint 

effectually seals all small cracks that may have escaped detection 

and also prevents 

the absorption of air 
through the walls, 

due to the porosity 
of the bricks. 
A large part of the 

excess air which en- 
ters through cracks 
in the walls of the set- 
ting does little or no 
good in completing 
the combustion of 
the fuel. Air enter- 

Fie. 6.—Common sources of air leaks in horizontal ing at the rear of 

~ yeturn-tubular boiler settings. the setting or into 

the uptake, breeching, or chimney not only has no effect onthe 

combustion of the fuel but cuts down the draft at those points and 

makes it difficult to get the necessary volume of air through and 

over the fuel bed. It is very important, therefore, that all parts of 

the setting, uptakes, breeching, and chimney be made tight. 

Figure 6 shows the points where air leaks are most commonly 

found in a horizontal return-tubular boiler and its setting. 

The cast-iron boiler front is a frequent source of air leaks, as it 

is frequently warped or broken, due to the heat from the furnace, 

and often it is not placed in position properly, cracks through which 

the air passes being left between the front and the brickwork. 

When installed the space between the front and_ the brickwork 

should be carefully filled with cement mortar. Should a crack 
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develop after the setting has been in operation it can be stopped 
easily with asbestos rope and fire-clay mortar, as previously described. 
When the front is broken it is difficult to repair and when badly 
broken should be replaced with a new one. Care should be taken to 
construct the masonry so as not to allow the intense heat of the 
furnace to be conducted to the cast-iron front. 

Fire and ash-pit doors are often badly fitted, warped, or broken, 
allowing too much cold air to enter the furnace. While it is neces- 
sary for air to be admitted at those points, the doors should fit - 
tightly, and the volume of air admitted should be under the control 
of the fireman. 

Flue doors seldom close tight, or if they are capable of being 
closed tight the fireman often neglects to do so. As the hot gases 
leaving the tubes impinge directly upon these doors, they are often 
warped and broken from excessive heat, thus levine the entrance 
of air at that point. 

With the horizontal return-tubular boiler it is very common to 
find that the weight of the boiler has caused the settling of the brick 
arch, thus leaving an opening between the end of the boiler and the 

top oe the brickwork, through which the hot gases from the furnace 
pass directly to the stack instead of taking the path from the. fur- 
nace through the combustion chamber and the boiler tubes , resulting - 
in a high stack temperature. This short circuiting of he. flue gases 
causes a large loss of heat in the stack with a eorrespondina decrease 
in furnace efficiency. 

Almost invariably the opening through the wall of the setting 
through which the blow-off pipe passes is made larger than necessary, 
thus allowing cold air to enter the combustion chamber and lower the 
temperature of the gases and consequently reducing the effective 
draft. The door and frame of the clean-out door are more often 
than not found to be cracked or badly fitted. The back arch is forced 
back, due to the expansion of the boiler, until there is a permanent 
opening between. the end of the boiler and the arch, through which 
large quantities of air pass directly to the boiler tubes. The back 
wall of the setting is very often cracked from the expansion of the 
boiler at the points indicated in figure 5. 

While the foregoing are the places in the setting of a horizontal 
return-tubular boiler Selene air leaks occur most frequently, there 
are other points through which outside air finds its way into the 
furnace and combustion chamber. The side walls of the setting 
frequently develop cracks, and the entire brickwork is more or less 
porous and allows air to “soak” through even though there are no 
visible openings. It is obvious that in order to obtain reasonable 
economy in a boiler plant the air leaks must be stopped. 
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* BELT-DRIVEN PUMPS. 

The ordinary steam-driven pump requires from 100 to 200 pounds 
of steam per horsepower hour; therefore it is more economical to use 
a belt-driven pump which can be driven directly from the line shaft. 
By this means the power for pumping is furnished by the engine, 
which will develop a horsepower hour on from 40 to 70 pounds of 
steam, depending on the type of engine, steam pressure, the condi- 
tions of its valves, ete. One disadvantage of the belt-driven pump 
is that it becomes necessary to run. the engine when it is desired to 
pump water into the boiler, but that is not a serious objection, as 
the engine is usually in operation. during the time steam is kept on 
the boiler and can be easily run for the purpose. The belt-driven 
pump can be easily adjusted to feed the boiler continuously at just 
about the rate required. It is usually provided with a tight and 
loose pulley or some form of clutch so that the pump can be started 
and stopped at will when the machinery is in operation. 

It may be well to state here that in order to pump hot water 
satisfactorily the pump should be placed always below the source of 
supply. If this is not done the pump will either fail entirely or 
operate very unsatisfactorily, depending on the temperature of the 
water. In pumping cold water there is an atmospheric pressure of 
14.7 pounds per square inch on the surface of the water, which will 
support a column of water approximately 30 feet high. Allowing 
for frictional resistance in the suction pipe and valves, if the pump is 
within 20 feet above the supply it will operate satisfactorily, pro- 
vided the piston speed of the pump is not too great to allow the 
water to follow the piston. The vapor pressure of water at 50° F. 
is only about one-quarter of a pound per square inch, and therefore 
is negligible as compared with atmospheric pressure. With water 
at 212° F. the vapor pressure is just 14.7 pounds per square inch, 
or just equal to the atmospheric pressure, and if we try to lift water 
at that temperature by suction the body of water will not rise at 
all, but the steam vapor will rise from the surface of the water and 
follow the piston. With water at 200° F. there will be about 3.3 
pounds’ pressure by the atmosphere in excess of the vapor pressure, 
which is sufficient to raise the water approximately’ 7.9 feet, but 
with no excess pressure to overcome the frictional resistance of the 
pipe and to lift the valves, to say nothing of giving velocity to the 
water. The pump, therefore, should be placed at least 3 feet below 
the supply when pumping hot water in order to have head enough 
to force it through the supply pipe at the required velocity and to 
lift the valves in the pump chamber. The pump should be placed 
near the water supply, and the supply pipe should be as straight and 
free from bends as possible. The springs of the pump valves should 
be made as light as practicable in order to insure proper operation. 
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If, however, the pump is at such a distance from the supply tank, 
or the supply pipe has so many abrupt bends that the head of 3 feet 
is not sufficient to force the required quantity of water through the 
supply pipe close to the pump, the standpipe may be vented to the air 
or back to the top of the supply tank. In either case the benefit of 
the full head will be obtained at the pump. To pump hot water suc- 
cessfully it is necessary to keep a solid body of water at all times 
against the pump plinger, otherwise the pump will not operate suc- 
cessfully. The packing for a pump réquired to pump hot water, of 
course, should be adapted to the temperature it will have to with- 
‘stand. 

STEAM LEAKS. 

But few realize the enormous indirect. fuel loss caused by leaks in 
the piping system. A single leak in itself does not appear to be 
serious, but a number of leaks around valve stems, blow-off cocks, 
pipe flanges and unions, safety valves, and at other points through- 
out the system will reduce the available horsepower of the boiler very 
greatly and indirectly increase the quantity of fuel burned. For in- 
stance, if the sum of the openings through which steam escapes to the 
atmosphere should equal one hundredth (0.01) of a square inch and 
the steam pressure in the piping is 75 pounds’ gauge, or 89.7 absolute, 
the amount of steam that will escape in one hour will be approxi- 

89.70.01 : 
mately: ~~~ x4 <60<60=46 pounds, or 1.3 boiler horsepower. 

Should these leaks continue to exist and the plant be operated 10 
hours a day for 310 days in a year, the annual Joss in steam would 
be 4610 310=142,600 pounds. This would require the burning of 
21,283 pounds, or 10.6 shert tons, of average coal to produce the 
amount of steam mentioned, if we assume a boiler and furnace efii- 

erency of 50 per cent, which is greater than is found in most cream- 
eries and milk plants. If the coal costs $5 a ton the money loss will 

amount to $53 annually, to say nothing of the inconvenience, un- 
sightly appearance, and deterioration of valves and fittings due te 
the escaping steam. It is obvious therefore that all leaks should be 
stopped as soon as they appear. 

HEAT LOSSES FROM BARE PIPE. 

But few creamerymen insulate their steam piping. They are either 
not aware-or are negligent of the serious loss in heat that goes on 
continuously when pipes or apparatus carrying steam are left. bare. 
A square foot of bare piping inside a building will radiate about 3 
B. t. u.t per hour for each degree difference in temperature between 

1B. t. u.—British thermal unit, the amount of heat required to raise 1 pound of pure 

water 1 degree Fahrenheit. : 
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the inside and outside of pipe. Suppose there is an equivalent of 50 
square feet of steam piping in the average creamery and the steam 
pressure carried in the piping is 70 pounds’ gauge, and the average 
room temperature is 70° F. (The temperature of the steam inside 
the pipe when at a pressure of 70 pounds’ gauge is 316° F.) ; then the 
loss per hour is 503(816—70) =36,900 B. t..u. If the plant is 
operated 8 hours a day for 300 days in a year the loss will be 36,900 
8<300=88,560,000 B. t. u. With a boiler and furnace efficiency of 
50 per cent and coal containing 12,500 B. t. u. per pound it would 

require the burning of TB 500 CBO 80 =14,009 pounds, or about 7 short 

tons, which at $5 a ton would amount to $35°annually. Good insula- 
tion will reduce this loss about 85 per cent, in which case the loss 
would be only $5.25, which would mean an annual saving of $29.75. 

The cost of the insulation put on the pipes should not.exceed 50 cents 
a square foot, making the cost of insulating the piping 50 .50=$25. 
The insulation, therefore, will more than pay for itself through the 
saving of fuel in one year. 

SELECTION OF POWER. 

The accepted boiler horsepower is thé evaporating of 34:5 pounds 
of water an hour from a feed-water temperature of 212° F. into 
steam at the same temperature, corresponding to atmospheric pres- 
sure. This is equivalent to the absorption of 34.5970.4=33,478.8 
B. t.u. There is, therefore, no direct connection between the horse- 
power rating of a boiler and that of a steam engine or other steam- 
driven machine. For instance, the latest and most improved triple- 
expansion engines condensing with high-pressure steam have pro- 
duced a horsepower hour on about 9 pounds of steam, whereas the 
ordinary small slide-valve engine commonly employed in the smaller 
dairy establishments will use anywhere from 40 to 80 pounds of steam 
per horsepower hour. One boiler horsepower when used in connec- 
tion with the most improved engines will furnish sufficient steam to 
produce nearly four horsepower hours, but if used in the smaller 
engines may produce only about one-half of a horsepower hour. 
Consequently, in estimating the size of boiler necessary the steam 
consumption of the engine and auxiliaries must be taken into consid- 
eration. For example, a 12-horsepower engine of the type generally 
used in the smaller creameries requires at full load about 60 pounds 
of steam per horsepower per hour at a gauge pressure of 70 pounds, 
or 1260=720 pounds. The horsepower capacity of the boiler to 

supply steam will be oa 7 =20.8 But this is assuming that the feed 

water is fed to the boiler at a temperature of 212° F., or at the boil- 
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ing point, and that steam is generated at atmospheric pressure. If 
the water is fed to the boiler at a temperature other than 212° F., or 
if steam is generated at a pressure other than atmospheric, it is 
obvious that a correction factor must be employed in order to reduce 
the results to an equivalent evaporation from and at 212° F. This 
factor is known as the “factor of evaporation.” The heat actually 
required to evaporate a pound of water into steam is the total heat 
at the boiler pressure less the sensible heat at feed-water temperature. 
Since 970.4 B. t. u. are required to evaporate a pound of water from 
a temperature of 212° F. into steam at atmospheric pressure the fac- 

tor of evaporation is pa in which Th is the total heat in 

steam at boiler pressure and Sh the sensible heat in the feed water. 
If the boiler feed water is at a temperature of 60° F. and steam 

is generated in the boiler at a gauge pressure of 70 pounds, the factor . 
1183.3—28.08 

970.4 

pounds of steam required per hour by the 12-horsepower engine were 
generated from a feed-water temperature of 60° F. into steam at 70 
pounds’ gauge pressure, the equivalent evaporation from and at 212° 
F. would be 7201.191=857.5 pounds and the boiler capacity would 

be =24.8 boiler horsepower. 

With a pasteurizer efficiency of 80 per cent it requires 382,500 
B. t. u. to heat 4,000 pounds of milk from 60° F. to a final tempera- 
ture of 145° F. If the heating is done in 30 minutes by using live 

steam directly from the boiler, it will requires <2=22.8 boiler 

of evaporation, F= =1.191. Therefore, if the 720 

horsepower. This added to the boiler horsepower required for fur- 
nishing steam to the engine makes the total capacity of the boiler, 
24,.8+29.8—47.6 horsepower. In practice about 25 horsepower is used 
and it is forced during pasteurization. Before beginning to pasteur- 
ize a full head of. water is fed to the boiler and the fires’ crowded. 
As pasteurization proceeds the water level in the boiler falls until at 
the end of the operation the water level has fallen perhaps to the 
bottom of the gauge. This method of operation puts.a severe strain 
on the boiler and is attended with more or less danger. 

On the other hand, if the heat in the exhaust steam is used for pas- 
teurizing, the necessity of forcing the boiler during pasteurization is 
avoided, for there are 720800=576,000 B. t. u. per hour, or 288,000 
B. t. u. per half hour available in the exhaust steam. By storing 
this heat in a specially designed tank it becomes unnecessary to draw 
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live steam from the boiler and the boiler capacity can be reduced 
practically one-half with a corresponding reduction in fuel, to say 
nothing of the lessened strain placed on the boiler ‘through forcing 
and the extra labor required in firing. By feeding the boiler with 
water heated by exhaust steam, expansion and contraction strains are 
greatly lessened, the fuel consumption is reduced as well as the work 
of firing, and the capacity of the boiler is increased in proportion to 
the temperature to which the feed water is heated. Where there is 
use for the heat in the exhaust steam from the engine, pumps, and 
other steam-driven machinery the power developed becomes a by- 
product of the heating system, and hence costs but little. In a milk 
plant or creamery in which pasteurization is practiced steam power 
is, generally speaking, ‘the cheapest, for it is necessary to provide a 
boiler to furnish steam for the pasteurizing and as there is about 85 
per cent of the heat in live steam at 70 pounds’ gauge pressure remain- 
ing in the exhaust steam from the engine, it is economy to use the 
steam first in the engine to produce the required power for oper- 
ating the machinery and then for the purpose of pasteurizing, heat- 
ing water, and heating the building. 

The size of boiler will be approximately the same whether it is 
used for pasteurizing only or for furnishing steam first to the engine 
and then employing the exhaust steam in the pasteurizer. Especially 
is this true if the engine is operated only a few hours daily, as it is 
necessary to raise steam for pasteurizing and after the boiler is once 
fired up but little additional fuel is required to furnish steam for 
power purposes for, say, three or four hours. 

There are certain conditions, however, in which it is more eco- 
nomical to install a boiler for heating and a gas engine or electric 
motor for power. For instance, in nonpasteurizing plants where 
only a comparatively small quantity of heat is required for heating 
the wash water, a small boiler may be used for generating low-pres- 
sure steam for heating, and a gas engine or electric motor for run- 
ning the machinery. The advantages in employing a gas engine or 
electric motor are that it is ready for instant use and that power 
costs cease with the stopping of the machine. With a steam-engine, 
however, time is required to raise steam in the boiler and firing must 
be continued while the engine is in use. Furthermore, it requires 
about 10 pounds of coal per horsepower capacity of the boiler for 
raising steam. That is, a 20-horsepower boiler requires about 200 
pounds of coal for heating the walls of the setting and raising steam 
to a pressure of 70 pounds’ gauge pressure. In some cases the appa- 
ratus requiring power is operated intermittently throughout. the 
day, in which case it may not be advisable to use a steam engine, as 
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a greater economy may be obtained by using a gas engine or an 
electric motor that can be put into or out of service as required. 

The relative cost of coal, gasoline, or electricity delivered at the 
factory must also be taken into account in selecting the kind of 
‘power best suited for any particular plant. In some cases the factory 
is a considerable distance from the railroad, and the inconvenience 
and expense of getting coal to the plant may be such as to prohibit 
the use of a steam engine. In other cases the cost of electricity may 
be so small as to make its use profitable. By utilizing the heat in the 
jacket water and exhaust gases of internal-combustion engines it is 
possible in some plants to produce the necessary quantity of hot 
water for heating, or the heat may be used to supplement that of a 

steam boiler, thus reducing the size of the boiler. A typical arrange- 
ment of such an equipment is illustrated in figure 9. In short, there 
is such a wide variation in the operating conditions of creameries 
throughout the country that it is impracticable to state in general 
just which form of power is the most economical, as each case re- 
quires a special study. 

UTILIZING THE EXHAUST STEAM. 

it should be the aim of any one in charge of a steam plant to 
utilize -as much of the heat energy contained in the fuel as practic- 

able, and there are few classes of steam plants that offer more varied 
oppertunities for the utilization of exhaust steam from the engine, 
pumps, and other steam-driven machinery than those used in the 
dairy industry. In plants in which steam is generated for power 
purposes only, even with the best possible apparatus. and arrange- 
ment, only a small portion of the heat in the coal is utilized. In the 
dairy industry, however, where much low-temperature heating is re- 
quired which can be accomplished through the use of exhaust steam, 
even the smallest plants with little or no extra expense can be made 
much more efficient. than the most modern steam plant when used only 
for the generation of power. There are dairy plants, however, that are 
taking advantage of their opportunities to use the heat available in 
the exhaust steam. 

In the, dairy industry large quantities of hot water are required 
for washing apparatus and utensils, pasteurizing, boiler feed water, 
and other pufposes around the plant. The heating is done at present 
for the most part by live steam from the boiler, whereas the large 
amount ef exhaust steam going to waste might be used for the pur- 
pose. 

Exhaust steam at atmospheric pressure contains between 85 and 
90 per cent of the heat of the live steam at 70 pounds’ gauge pressure. 
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Consequently, if used for heating below the temperature of 212° F. 
exhaust steam is practically as good as live steam. As the exhaust 
steam when not used for heating is entirely lost, it is obvious that 
by its use the efficiency of the plant will be greatly increased. 

Allowing for radiation from pipes, pasteurizers, hot-water tanks, 
et¢., it is safe to assume that 800 B. t. u. are available for useful 
heating in each pound of exhaust steam. 

The exhaust steam available from the engine, pumps, and other 
steam-driven equipment.in milk plants, creameries, and dairies is, in. 
general, not quite sufficient to take care of the maximum heating load 
which comes when pasteurizing is.being done. But as the engine 
and pumps are operated for some time before pasteurization com- 
mences, it is perfectly feasible to store up the heat contained in the 
exhaust steam and draw’ on it when needed. - 

Pasteurization is now done almost entirely by the use of hot water, 
the water being heated either in the jacket space included in the 
construction of the pasteurizer or in a separate tank heater designed 
for the purpose and pumped from the heater through the pasteurizer 
and back into the heater. ; 

The ordinary feed-water heater found on the market is not suited 
for use in milk plants except when it is used for heating the boiler 
feed water only, as it has little or no storage capacity and the heating 
surface is entirely inadequate. As hot water in dairy plants is used 
intermittently it becomes necessary to provide a large storage ca- 
pacity in order to have a large quantity ready without delay when 
needed. Storage heaters especially designed for creameries and milk 
plants can be obtained from a number of manufacturers. 

In designing water heating and storage tanks for use in the dairy 
industry the size should be based on the quantity and temperature 
of the water required or on the quantity of exhaust steam available 
for heating. In other words, the heat-transmitting surface should 
be proportioned so that approximately all the heat available in the 
exhaust steam will be transmitted to the water, provided, of course, 
there is use for the hot water. 

Table 4 gives the capacity of water heating and storage tanks for 
different-sized creameries, with the amount of heating surface neces- 
sary to heat the water in each instance by exhaust steam at atmos- 
pheric pressure and temperature, from an initial temperature of 50° 
F. to a final temperature of 200° F. in one hour. The heating sur- 
face is supposed to be made up of steel or brass pipe. 
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Tape 4. Capacities of storage heaters for different-sized creameries, and the 
amount of coil surface necessary with brass and iron pipe, respectively, to 
heat water from 50° to 200° F., in one hour with steam at a temperature of 
2S Ft ~ . 

BRASS PIPE. 

Size of heater. s Piping. 

é Coil Annual capacity of ¢ ry. : nnual capacity of creamery ay ieee surface.| 

ior |Length. ity. 1}-inch.|1!-inch.| 2-inch. |24-inch.| 3-inch. 

Ce | a) a a | | a i} 

Pounds of butter: Inches. | Inches. |Gallons.|Sq.feet.| Feet. Feet. | Feet. Feet. Feet. 
100,000 to 150,000..-.....- 30 72 220 24 55 48 38 32 26 
150,000 to 200,000......... 36 72 315 34 73 68 54 45 37 
200,000 to 300,000.--...-.- 36 96 420 45 104 90 72 60 50 
300,000 to 400,000......... 42 96 575 60 138 120 56 80 66 
400,000 to 600,000......... 48 S6 750 - $1 186 162 129 108 89 

IRON PIPE. 

Pounds of butter: | 
100,000 to 150,000........- | 30 72 220 40 92 80 64 53 44 
150,000 to 200,000......... 36 72 315 58 133 116 93 77 64 
200,000 to 300,000.-....... | 36 96 420 76 175 152 122 101 84 
300,000 to 400,000_.-...... 42 96 575 105 242 210 168 140 116 
400,000 to 600,0U0..-...-.. | 48 96 750 137 315 274 219 182 150 

Tt is estimated by a number of creameries which have recently 
installed a water heating and storage tank similar to those shown in 
figures 7 and 8 that a saving in fuel of from 15 to 25 per cent has 
been effected, and it is believed that in most cases an even greater 
saving in fuel can be made if sufficient care and attention are given 

WATER OUTLET 

a}——_ see os 

a 

ioe. FLAT HEADS FOR, (OPOUNES WORKING PRESSURE. 
CONS CONSTRUCTED OF PRAIN PLUG 
REGULAR AND STREET ELBOWS. 

WMTER OUTLET 

WATERS = RISE HEL OS POR 7S POUPLDS WORKUINA PRESSURE. 
CRAIN PLUG 

Fie. 7.—Horizontal exhaust-steam water heater and storage tank. 

Se aetna eS 

ee enn See eee 
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to the utilization of all the heat in the exhaust steam,*or as much 
as can be used profitably in the factory. 

The importance of effectively insulating hot-water tanks and pip-' 
ing is not appreciated by most dairymen. <A good quality of heat 
insulation properly installed will pay for itself in fuel saved in from’ 
six months to a year. Not only will the insulation prove to be a good | 
investment from the standpoint of fuel saved, but it will maintain 

| the water at higher 
paeeiaee temperature, thus 

preventing the possi- 
bility of the water 

freezing over night 
INET and bursting the 

tank. 
The water-heating 

and storage tank 
should be placed in 
the boiler or engine 
room, where the tem- 
perature of the sur- 
rounding air will as- 
sist In maintaining a 
high temperature in- 
side the tank. The 
tank should be ‘used 
for a general supply 
of hot water for all 
purposes around the 
creamery, such as 
boiler feed, wash wa- 
ter, pasteurizing, etc. 
When practicable it 
is advisable to place 

™ the tank high enough 
Wig. 8.—Vertical exhaust-steam water heater and storage +g allow the hot 

tank. 

Sass BSS ae 
SSAA SST 

FLS 

water to flow by 
gravity for washing floors, utensils, etc., but for pasteurizing it is 
necessary to install a circulating pump in the pipe line, preferably 
in the return line between the pasteurizer and the tank, so that a 
forced circulation of hot water will be maintained. It is also neces- 
sary to provide a boiler-feed pump, designed for handling hot water, 
as an injector will not handle satisfactorily water of high tempera- 
ture. 
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SAVING IN FUEL*THROUGH HEATING BOILER-FEED WATER BY EXHAUST STEAM, 

It is the common practice in creameries to feed the boiler with low- 
temperature water ; that is, water of the temperature at which it comes 

from the well or other source of supply. The temperature is gener- 
ally about 60° F., and in some instances, as when the water is drawn 
from a stream or from a storage tank, it is near the freezing point. 
The contraction strains which are set up in-the boiler plates and 
seams, due to feeding cold water, are enormous and are liable to 
weaken the plates and open up the riveted joints. In. addition to 
causing deterioration in the boiler itself, the feeding of cold water 
in large quantities reduces the temperature and consequent pressure 

inside the boiler and makes it difficult if not impossible to keep a 

Ss SSS as Ss SSS 
HOT WATER TANK- 

\ 
PASTEURIZER 

Fie. 9.—General arrangement for utilizing heat in exhaust gases and jacket 
water from internal-combustion engine. 

uniform pressure. It also reduces the output of the boiler, for it is 
obvious that the boiler must furnish the heat required to raise the 
temperature of the feed water from its initial temperature to that 
corresponding to the steam pressure carried in the boiler. 

Jt is advantageous to “ preheat” the boiler-feed water, even though 
it is necessary to take live steam direct from the boiler to accomplish 
it, for by so doing the life of the boiler is prolonged, its output is 
increased, and there is a direct fuel saving due to the more even tem- 
perature maintained in the boiler. But by utilizing the heat in the 
exhaust steam which is otherwise wasted, not only are the contraction 
and expansion strains avoided to a great extent but there is a saving in 
fuel and the boiler output is materially increased. 
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The possible saving in fuel due to the “ preheating ” of the boiler- 
feed water may be readily found by the use of the following formula: 

P (Pay) 
Per cent of saving-7H—t) 100 

where T=B. t. u. in water above 32° F. after passing through heater. 

t=B. t. u. in water above 32° F. before passing through heater. 

H=B. t. u. in steam above 32° F. at boiler pressure. 

As an illustration of the formula shown above, suppose the steam 

pressure in the boiler is 70 pounds’ gauge and the initial temperature 
of the feed water is 60° F. If the water is heated to 200° F. by ex- 
haust steam before entering the boiler, the per cent of saving in fuel 
will be 

92 / 
nese a8) ay <100=12.11 per cent. 

The maximum gain that can be realized by using exhaust steam 
for heating feed water in an open heater is, with a gauge pressure 
of 70 pounds per square inch on the boiler, approximately 15.2 per 
cent, this being the case when taking water at an initial temperature 
of 32° F. and delivering it to the boiler at 212° F., the highest tem- 
perature that it is possible to heat water at sea level in an open ves- 
sel under atmospheric pressure. 

Table 5 gives the per cent of saving in fuel by “ preheating” the 
boiler feed water from various initial temperatures to different final 
temperatures. 3 

For every 11° F. that the feed water is heated before entering the 
boiler approximately 1 per cent less fuel is required to generate the 
same amount of steam, and for each 11° F. increase in feed-water 
temperature, the boiler capacity is increased approximately 1 per 
cent. 

Besides the direct saving in fuel due to heating the feed water, 
the injurious effects of unequal expansion in the boiler, caused by 
having feed water at a low temperature, are diminished, and the 
life of the boiler is prolonged. It is easier also to keep a constant 
pressure on the boiler. There will be a further gain because of the 
smaller quantity of fuel consumed, due to the even firing, for when 
a fire is crowded to take care of a temporary overload a considerable 
amount of heat in the coal is lost by admitting an excess of air into 
the furnace and by a portion of the combustible matter being carried 
up the stack unconsumed. 

' To reduce the per cent of saving in fuel, as shown in Table 5, to 
their equivalents in dollars and cents, let us assume that the boiler 
has a capacity of 40 horsepower and that it is operated 8 hours a day 
for 310 days in the year. With a combined boiler and furnace effi- 
ciency of 50 per cent, about 64 pounds of coal per boiler horsepower 
hour will be consumed, or 2,080 pounds per day of 8 hours, when 
the feed water is admitted to the boiler at 40° F. If the feed water, 
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however, is admitted to the boiler at 200° F., there would be a sav- 
ing of 13.61 per cent—that is, the quantity of coal consumed per 
day would be reduced to 1,797 pounds. The saving in coal would be 
therefore 283. pounds a day, or 43.86 tons a year. If the coal cost 
$5 a ton delivered in the bunkers, the annual saving in fuel would be 

=e) 
BACK PRESSURE 

WALVE 

LIVE STEAM 

EXHAUST 
: aM 

a ) 

DROS SF < 

Fic. 10.—Connections for using exhaust steam in continuous pasteurizer. 

$219.30. Table 6 shows the sums annually saved under various con- 
ditions of feed-water temperature and cost of coal: 

Tarte 6.—Amounts annually saved by heating feed water to 200° F. from 
various initial temperatures with coal at stated prices per ton. (Asswming 
a 40-horsepower boiler working 310 days of 8 hours and 6.5 pounds of coal 
burned per horsepower hour.) 

Cést of. evalsper ton (2.000 Initial temperature of feed water. 

EOP MERE 40° F, | 60° F. | 80° F, | 100° F.{ 120° F.| 140° F.| 160° F.| 180° F. 

Ey SO ROT, RR ga7. #2 | $78.12 | $68.00 | $54.70 | $47.40 | $36.10 | $24.60] $12.24 
Sens ce ee 109.65 | 97.65 | 85.00] 68.37] 59.25] 45.12| 30.75] 15.30 
A ROA RIM TR 131.58 | 11.18 | 102.00 | 82.05] 71.10] 54.15] 36.90] - 18.36 
ie Aah see Se ia ia Bais. 153.51 | 136.71 | 119.00 | 95.73] 82.95] 63.17] 43.05] 21.42 
MRR TEN ED SS fos 175.44 | 156. 24 (436.00 | 109.40] 94.80] 72:20] 49.20] 24.48 
Os sie i ged ae ieee 197.37 | 175.77 | 153.00 | 123.07 | 106.65 | 81.22] 55.35] 27.54 
EE Se BRR a ea ee 219.30 | 195.30 | 170.00 | 136.75 | 118.50] 90.25] 61:50] 30.60 
hs pa wafer Bin a avate me Berwin ots eae 241.23 | 214. 83 | 187.00 | 150.42 | 130.35.) 99.27) 67.65 33. 66 
Et GT a a 263.16 | 234. 36 | 204.00 | 164. 10 | 142. 20 | 108.30] 73.80] 36.72 
CA a. ga ea is a al 285.09 | 253.89 | 221.00 | £77.77 | 154.05 | 117.72 | 79.95| 39.78 
PAE OS A MORUOLED 307.02 | 273.42 | 238.00 | 191.45 | 165.90 | 126.35} 86.10] 42.84 
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Figures 10 and 11 illustrate methods of utilizing the exhaust steam 
in a continuous and in a vat pasteurizer, respectively. Figure 12 
shows certain arrangements of machinery, not all intended for use 
at the same time, but rather to illustrate the general principles in- 
volved in utilizing the heat in the exhaust steam; they are easily 
adapted to almost any ordinary condition which is liable to occur in 
the average creamery. All pipes and devices necessary or desirable 
for utilizing the -heat in the exhaust steam are shown shaded in order 
to distinguish them more readily from the other piping and appa- 
ratus. The exhaust steam from all steam-driven machines is piped 
into a common exhaust pipe. This pipe just before entering the ex- 

DOLTAIL OF EXHAUST STEAM CONNECTIONS 
WHERE JIEATING TANK 1& ON ENP OF VAT. 

gan 
24 i iy 

PUPETENG VAT WATER TAHK ; ; ENGINE 

Fie. 11.—Connections for using exhaust steam in batch pasteurizer. 

haust receiver is provided with an oil separator for the elimination 
of any oil that may be in the exhaust steam from the various ma- 
chines. By having the exhaust from all steam-driven units exhaust 
into a common exhaust main, only one oil separator is necessary. 

The object of the exhaust receiver is to prevent fluctuation in the 
back pressure of the different machines, as would be the case if 
they were allowed to exhaust directly into the smaller pipes. From 
the exhaust receiver the steam is piped under practically a steady 
pressure to the different creamery machines requiring heat. The re- 
ceiver is fitted with a back-pressure valve so that in case the pressure 
in the system should build up above that at which the valve is set it 
will open and allow the excess steam to flow te the atmosphere. On 
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the requirements of the creamery live steam is taken from the boiler 
the other hand should the supply of exhaust steam be insufficient for 
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through a reducing valve to make up the shortage, thus 
automatically a constant pressure in the system at all times. 
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the engine and other steam-driven units be shut down the reducing 
valve will open up and supply the full amount of steam required 
and at the pressure desired. 

In figure 12 there are shown, connected to the exhaust-steam main, 
a flash pasteurizer, a milk heater, and one radiator of the heating 
system. The steam pressure on these units is maintained constant 
automatically by the use of the back pressure and reducing valves as 
previously explained. The steam is delivered under water in the 
jacketed space surrounding the pasteurizer and is all condensed. 
The steam delivered to the disk milk heater is also condensed in the 
heater. The condensation from these two units is piped direct to the 
hot well, from which it is pumped by the boiler-feed pump to the 
boiler, thus utilizing a large portion of the heat in the water. The 
condensation is returned to a low-pressure steam trap, which also 

discharges to the hot well.. The boiler-feed pump, however, should 
be placed within about 3 feet of the surface of the water in the hot 
well in order to handle the hot water satisfactorily. The temperature 
of the water in the hot well will be cooled down to a point at which 
the pump will handle it satisfactorily if placed 3 feet above its 
surface. 

The storage-water heater is connected to the exhaust receiver, as 
shown. A stop valve is placed in the pipe connecting the two so that 
the supply of exhaust steam may be entirely cut off if desired. Just 
aiter the stop valve a thermostatic valve is placed in the pipe supply- 
ing steam to the heater. The function of this valve is to maintain 
automatically a fixed temperature of the water in the heater. If the 
temperature of the water in the heater falls through supplying cold 
water the thermostatic valve will open and admit steam to the heater 
coils; if on the other hand the temperature of the water rises to the 
point at which the thermostatic valve is set it will immediately cut 
off the steam supply. The capacity of the storage heater should be 
sufficient to keep on hand a large vélume of hot water ready for in- 
stant use. A large volume of water also has the advantage of allow- 
ing the heat in the exhaust steam to be stored at a time when but 
little or no use is being made of it. The boiler-feed pump is so con- 
nected that it can draw from either the hot well or the storage heater 

as desired. 
In many creameries it is desirable to pasteurize milk and cream by 

the use of hot water instead of steam. Piping connections from the 
storage heater to a counter-current heater and pasteurizing vat are 
shown in the diagram, as well as hose connection for drawing off hot 
water for washing. purposes. A circulating pump is shown con- 
nected to the pipe line in order to force the hot water through the 
system at a high velocity. When not using hot water for pasteuriz- 
ing the circulating pump may be stopped. As the hot-water piping 
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system is a closed one a circulation: will be maintained due to the 
difference in temperature of the water in the heater and that in the 
piping, thus making it possible at any time to draw off hot water 
through the hose connections. The clearance through the pump is 
sufficient to allow the water to pass through when the pump is not in 
operation. The water supply required to make up for that used in 
feeding the boiler for washing and for leakage is to be furnished 
from a pressure system, either from the city supply lines or from an 
overhead tank. The connection should be made through a check and 
stop valve, as shown. Stop valves are shown at the different units for 
controlling the supply of steam or hot water. 

DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT ENERGY FROM COMBUSTION OF COAL. 

Table 7 shows the distribution of the heat energy obtained from 
the combustion of the coal in the boiler furnace in an average gath- 

FIANDL AAT PLANT, Lis 

5, 2%_ 
RADIATION IN BOILER ROOM, FIe 

se Se = COVBUS 9 Te 
CHIMNEY TO MANTAIN DRAFT, IC 5% 

_LOSS QUE TOEXCESS 
HEPTING PIOIS TURE IN Vv COAL 9 Pe 

LOSS DUE TO SOOT ON HEATING. SURFACES, 27, 
OSS DUE TO BOUL,ER SGALE, 3% 
(bEAKAGE OF WATER AND STEAM,O.OB 7a 
IEAM PIPE FRICTION AND RABIATION 2072 
t nai a ree Soe NN AIND RADIATION, 

\ COWERTED INTO USEFUL WORK 

ETS CREAM, /-6 fe 
HES 4 (VG BULK 5 O.7 7a 
HEATING. STARTER, 0.2% _ 

ATING WA ATER, 1-8 % / / 

TOTAL HEAT WV FUEL /00 fo 

Vic. 13.—Graphic illustration of the distribution of heat energy between the coal pile 

and machinery in an average creamery making 500,000 pounds of butter annually 

from pasteurized cream, live steam being used for all purposes. 

ered-cream plant making approximately 500,000 pounds of butter 
annually. The results are illustrated graphically in figure 13. The 
figures are based on actual tests and on careful estimates. The type 
of creamery selected is one in which all heating is done by live steam 
direct from the boiler. The distribution of heat energy covers a 
full day’s operation, starting with raising steam in the boiler and 
ending when the fire in the furnace is burned out. 
By studying the following table of the heat losses it will be noted 

that many items are excessive and can either be eliminated entirely 
or be greatly reduced. The loss of coal at the plant is one that can be 
entirely eliminated by exercising care in handling. It is often the 
case that the coal is stored some distance from the boiler room, neces- 
sitating its transfer from the bunker to the boiler by means of a 
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wheelbarrow or a specially designed coal truck. The barrow or 
truck is often overloaded and the coal falls off and is trampled into’ 
the dirt... This loss is one due entirely to slovenliness or carelessness, 

and not only results in a direct loss of coal but causes the plant to 
present an untidy and unkempt appearance. A little care and the 
use of a broom will eliminate this loss and also improve the appear- 
ance of the plant. 

a 

TABLE 7.—Distribution of heat energy between the coal pile and machinery 

im an average creamery making 500,000 pounds of butter annually from pas- 

teuriced cream, live steam being used for all purposes. 

Total B. t. u. in coal 1,000 *13,506,000=100 per cent. 

Heat distribution in boiler room: > Bitay Per cent. | 

HOS Hanger at: plant 2 ees te eee a 135, 000 HOO 

MOSHI CASI SUSCOR HE tv 3 a Se TN O78 Fe ee ee eee 4, 050, 000 30. 00 

HAP sstee OI NUL SE a TEE SP Ed EE ot es 270, 000 2.00 

MosteOvaTAd diatom rim boler LOOM = = alaieesp tee ae 540, 000 4.60 

Lost by incomplete combustion__________-=_____-__ 270, 000 2,00 

ost im chimney, to matataim dratp 222 ts es 22, G32; 500 19.50 

Lost due to excess air driven through grates and i 

WEGNER wg bd tel ALOT US) Sacco I a ns BU ey SE Sas a 2, 700, 000 20. 00 

Lost through heating moisture in coal_______________ 135, 000 1. 06 

Lost-due to soot on heating surfaces________________ 270, 000 2. 00. 

MUGS taMe  tORSCDLS cil Oil Cie eee ieee ee eee eee 405, 000 3. 00 

Lost due to leakage of water and steam_____________ 8, 100 . 03 

Heat distribution in engine room: ; { 

Lost due to friction and radiation from steam pipes__ 9, 450 . OF 

Lost due to engine friction, radiation, etc., and loss 

in transmission from engine to machinery_________ 9, 450 . OF 

Amount consumed in engine as useful work___-~______ 135, 000 1. 00 

Amount used in pasteurizing cream__.________-______ 216, 000 1. 66 

Elenite snake TOP Separating oe ee ee oa: 94, 500 . 

Neate ss StARCOR Mb es OE te ee EN ee 27, 000 , . 20 

PERC UEUD a Wt Ste WMCUEOL were ae Be Re 2s kak eee ae ae 245, 000 1.80 

SeedimMine and Eye CANS oi 7 Ce eee ee ae es 135, 009 1. 00 

osinmexh aust, Steant= fs oka: cel Ae ree ad 1, 215, 000 9. 09 

13, 500, 000 100. 00 

In the great majority of creameries the boilers are kept fired only 
a few hours a, day, the fires being allowed to burn out entirely or 
just fire enough maintained to keep the boiler warm overnight. 
It is necessary, therefore, to build a fire in the furnace each morning. 
The average boiler requires about 10 pounds of coal per horsepower 
capacity of boiler for heating up the boiler and the brickwork of the 
setting and for raising steam. A large portion of this heat. which is 
stored in the brickwork of the settmg, in the boiler shell, and in the 
water contained in the boiler is dissipated over night and must be sup- 
plied again the next morning. On account of the comparatively 
short time the boiler is operated each day this loss is one of the 
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largest and one that can be reduced only slightly by careful firing 
and by stopping all air leaks in the setting, firing doors, doorframes, 
and other places. Even in the case of a well constructed and main- 
tained boiler setting, 10 pounds of coal per horsepower capacity of 
boiler will be required for raising steam. With poorly constructed 
and maintained settings this quantity of coal will be exceeded. | 
The loss of small particles of unburned coal which fall through the 

openings in the grate bars and are removed with the ashes may be 
reduced by more careful firing. The coal is broken up and falls 
through into the ash pit on account of stirring the fuel bed with the 
firing tools. If proper attention is given to the fire it is not neces- 
sary to stir up the fuel bed, and the percentage of unburned coal in 
the ashes will thus be reduced. While it is impracticable to eliminate 
this loss entirely, careful firing will greatly reduce it. 

HEAT REQUIRED TO RAISE STEAM, $2 fo 
OST IN ASHES , /% 

LOST SY RADIATION IN BOILER ROOM, 3.2% 
OST THROUGH INGOMP, OA7SUS an L 

LOSS Ut CHIMNEY TO MAN TAIN DRAFT, 125% 
o DUE TOHEATING PIOISTURE IN COAL 1% 
LOSS OUE FO ENGINE FRICTION, RADI. 

TRANSITUSS/OM FROP. ETM 8 Macninery. a2% 
wi - LEAT _ CONSUMED SY ENGINE IN USEFUL WORK, 2/4 

PASTEURIZING CREAM, 3.0 

HEATING (71t.K FOR SEPARATION, 157, 
HEA TAATER PHL i, O. - 
HEATING WASH WATER, 3-92 

AMING AND PRYING CF 6 
HEAT REGAINING IN EXHAUST, 

VEAF RETURNED TOSO/LER IN FEED WATER 8.025 

HEAT WY PUEL 100%. 74 

Fic. 14.—Graphic illustration of the possible distribution of heat energy in a creamery 

making 500,000 pounds of butter annually from pasteurized cream. 

The quantity of heat radiated from the setting, uptakes, breeching, 
and from the exposed positions of the boiler itself depends, of course, 
on the arrangement of the particular plant, and while it is given in 
the table at 4 per cent, it is often considerably more. While some 
loss by radiation is unavoidable, the greater portion can be prevented 
through insulating the exposed surfaces. Efficient insulation not 
only conserves the heat but reduces the temperature in the boiler 
room, increases the draft, and when applied to iron surfaces prolongs 
their life. The insulation of the uptake and breeching may be effected 
by applying asbestos or magnesia blocks held in position and covered 
with a half-inch coat of asbestos or magnesia plaster. The walls of 
the boiler setting should be made amply thick to begin with, and 
should have a 2-inch space constructed in the wall. The United 
States Bureau of Mines, through exhaustive experiments, has proved 
that a wall with an air space will lose more heat than one of the same 

thickness constructed of solid masonry. The air space, however, is 
valuable in reducing the liability to crack. It should be filled with 
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' ashes or sand or some similar material, thus reducing heat losses, and 
should cracks form in the walls, this fine material will run into and 
fill them and prevent the air from leaking into the furnace or com- 
bustion,chamber. The exposed top of the boiler should also be cov- 
ered with a layer of sand or ashes, or a layer of asbestos blocks or 
insulating brick may be substituted. By properly insulating the 
boiler setting, uptakes, and breeching the heat loss can be easily 
reduced one-half or more. 

The heat loss through incomplete combustion is an extremely 
variable quantity in creameries where the firing of the boiler is done 
at irregular intervals. In most of the smaller plants no regular fire- 
man is employed, hut some one engaged in other work around the 
plant 1s depended upon to fire the boiler; consequently the firing 
is not given the proper attention. In the larger and better-managed 
plants, however, this loss is not more than about 2 per cent, which 
can be practically eliminated through careful firing. 

There is a certain amount of heat loss in the stack that is neces- 
sary to maintain the draft for burning the fuel, and hence can not be 
eliminated. In practice it is found that twice the theoretical amount 
of air is necessary for complete combustion of the fuel. Assuming 
that twice the theoretical amount of air.is supplied and that the coal 
used has a heat value of 13,500. B. t. u. per pound, then the neces- 
sary heat lost in the stack, as given in the table, is 19.15 per cent. It 
is impracticable to reduce this loss to any appreciable extent. | 

The greatest operating loss is that.due to excess air which is allowed 
to leak into the furnace and combustion chamber through cracks in 
the walls of the setting, firing doors, doorframes, and other points. 
This is a loss that can be entirely eliminated if all cracks are care- 
fully stopped and the air supply through the openings in the ash pit 
and firing doors is properly controlled. 

The loss due to. heating the moisture in the coal is one that is im-’ 
practicable to eliminate or-reduce. The loss depends, of course, upon 
the amount of moisture contained in the coal, but seldom exceeds 2 
or 3 per cent. 5 

Soot is one of the best-known insulators. Consequently if allowed 
to collect on the heating surfaces of the boiler it will reduce mate- 
rially the amount of heat passing through the heating surfaces to the 
water inside the boiler. The loss from this source may be entirely 
prevented. The remedy lies in keeping all heating surfaces clean. 
- Nearly all boiler-feed water contains scale-forming impurities. 
Rain water, while not containing scale-forming material, always 
contains carbonic and often sulphuric acid, and hence should never 
be used as boiler-feed water on account of pitting and corroding the 
boiler plates. The heat loss from scale deposit depends, of course, on 
the thickness and nature of the scale formed. While in the foregoing 
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table it is estimated as averaging only 3 per cent, it often amounts 
to several times as much. In addition to cutting down the passage 
of heat it causes the plates to become overheated and is often the 
direct cause of explosions. Creamery boilers as a rule are not cleaned 
internally at regular intervals, and the scale is allowed to ferm until 
it greatly reduces the efficiency of the boiler and in extreme cases is 
liable to cause an explosion. The remedy lies in keeping the internal 
parts of the boiler thoroughly clean, either by treating the feed water 
with chemicals before admitting it to the boiler, or by cleaning 
mechanically at regular intervals. It is possible to eliminate entirely 
the heat loss through scale formation. 

Leaky pipe joints, valve stems, blow-off valves, etc., are the rule 
instead of the exception in many small plants. This is due entirely 
to carelessness. It is an easy matter to stop leaks in pipe joints, 
pack valve stems, and regrind the blow-off valve, and thereby step 
leakage losses entirely. 

Heat losses through radiation from steam piping can easily be re- 
duced 85 per cent by covering the bare pipes with a good grade of 
pipe covering, thus reducing the loss to a negligible quantity. 

The losses due to engine friction and bearing, belt, and shaft fric- 
tion may be reduced by better lubrication, proper size and tension 
in the belts, and careful alignment of the shafting. Small pla+ts 
in particular often suffer power loss through an unnecessarily large 
amount and from poorly installed and maintained shaftmg. With 
care these losses can be reduced at least one-half in the average 
creamery. 
We now come to the heat consumed in the useful work. The heat 

actually used in the engine for pasteurizing cream, heating milk 
before separation, heating starter and wash water, and steaming and 
drying cans amounts to only 6.3 per cent of the total heat units con- 
tained in the coal consumed in a day’s operation. The heat lost in the 
exhaust steam amounts to 9 per cent of the total in the fuel. Exclusive 
of the heat energy consumed in useful work im the steam engine only 
5.3 per cent of the heat in the fuel is used for other purposes. The 9 
per cent of the total heat in the fuel lost in the exhaust steam, there- 
fore, is more than sufficient to perform all the heating required in the 
creamery, and also to heat the boiler-feed water. 

Table 8 is based on the same plant as that covered by Table 7, and 
shows the possible distribution of heat energy through improvements 
in the plant. Table 7 is based on 1,000 pounds of coal burned to 
produce a certain amount of work. Table 8 shows that after stopping 
leaks, utilizing the exhaust steam, and otherwise improving the 
operation of the plant the quantity of coal consumed in performing 
the same amount of work was only 410 pounds, or less than one-half 
the former amount. 
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Tapin 8.—Possible distribution of heat energy in same plant as in Table 7. 

Total B. t. u. in coal 470 X13,500—6,400,000=100 per cent. 

Heat distribution in boiler room; 

NFOSHe NTO ST 4 SECA 2) a a ee 

TEoVGiSHE “IG SEV CSS RSS a ces Se aU pce So 

ILOSE lox TeeIGhiznmonaahay |exeyilevei ndoyovaa es ee 

Lost by incomplete combustion_._____________________ 

Hosmuin chimney to, maintain draty. 22) 2s ss eee 

Lost through heating moisture in coal_______________ 

Heat distribution in engine room; . 

Loss due to engine fyiction, radiation, and in trans- 

mission from engine to machinery________________ 

Heat consumed by engine in the production of use- 

SEOUL SAVE al a a pT NLR TE OO a de 

ae AROMA Ste SEC INN teeta al Une eee es ene ae 

Heat returned to boiler through heating feed water______ 

Distribution of heat contained in exhaust steam: 

PReeeares ts © DM VeuTUZATYO rape OTR eat ss Nae ache al a I Dl de ae 

IRs HECS crates Nee itn TF) Scgeeds OTS) SS) eA TRANCE IT es ERD 

EVAN ITMOMES HATA BETS THN TT ee MS INC ea 

NEGA ING AWA SID PWiEIBO Teco a ae in alee ehais 8 

Steamino andvdryine: Cans tos 22 aN ee ee we 

Be teat Per cent. 

3, 334, 550 52. © 

64, 000 1.0 

266, 000 4,2 

64, 000 1.0 

1, 248, 000 19.5 

64, 000 1.0 

9, 450 5 il) 

135, 006 2a 

1, 215, 000 19.0 

6, 400,000 109. 0 

512, 000 8. G 

216, 000 3.4 
94, 500 iL 3) 

27, 000 4 

248, 000 3:8 

135, 000 2. 0 

715, 500 alot 
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This study was made in order to ascertain the field practices that 
are employed in the production of sugar beets under typical humid 
conditions and to determine the relationship of these operations to 
the cost of growing this crop. 

The data presented are based upon 320 farm records obtained 
from operators in Michigan and Ohio. The farmers who reported 
on their methods of producing sugar beets lived in the vicinity of 
Caro, Alma, and Grand Rapids, Mich., and in northwestern Ohio 
(fig. 1). The records discussed outline the work and show the 
returns for these farms during the crop seasons 1914 and 1915. The 
labor rates that prevailed throughout this period were not nearly 
so high as those for 1916 and 1917, which were greatly advanced by 
war conditions. 

Note.—This is the third of a series of bulletins published by the Department of Agri- 

culture giving the results of an investigation relative to the practice and cost of growing 

sugar beets in four of the most important areas in the United States. One of these 

bulletins gave the results obtained from a. study of this enterprise in Utah and Idaho. 

Another contained a review of records that were taken in three Colorado districts. A 

subsequent publication will discuss the practice and distribution of costs in connection 

with the production of beets in three California regions. 

83548 °—19—Bull. 748 1 
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The hours of man labor and horse labor do not vary greatly from 
ene period to another. Moreover, the quantity of seed planted per 
acre will not change perceptibly throughout a given period, and the 
applications of manure or fertilizer are not likely to increase or 

MENOMINEE 

OAKLAN, 

LIVINGST eras 

@ Location of factories operating 13/4.-/9/5 © Locarion of idle facror/es 
2 Location ofarea stvdied 

Map showing the districts in which records were obtained, also indicating 

the location of the beet-sugar factories in Michigan and Ohlo. ’ 

Bre. i: 

decrease to any marked extent. Other necessary supplies will remain 
fairly constant. In presenting accompanying tables these facts have 
been kept in view, so that if the reader wishes to figure the cost of 
production on the basis of prices other than those prevailing when 
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this study was made all that need be done is to apply any prevailing 
scale of prices to the more or less constant factors which have been 
determined in this study. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

A fairly definite rotation system was found in each district visited. 
Tn the Caro, Alma, and Grand Rapids areas sugar beets followed 
corn or beans in the rotation, while in northwestern Ohio sugar beets 

or corn were planted on clover sod. On 39 per cent of the Ohio 
farms visited the sugar beet succeeded clover in the cropping system. 

Manure was applied at an average rate of approximately 18 tons 
per acre on 201 out of a total of 320 farms. 

Commercial fertilizers were applied on 68 per cent of the farms 
visited in the Caro district, 47 per cent at Alma, 78 per cent at Grand 
Rapids, and 39 per cent in northwestern Ohio. The rate of applica- 
tion ranged from 130 to 170 pounds per acre. 

The dates of planting varied from April 5 to June 1. The seed 
was drilled in at a rate of 15 pounds per acre, and it cost 15 cents 
per pound. 

The greater part of handwork on sugar beets was performed at a 
contract rate of $18 per acre for 22-inch rows, $16 for 24-inch rows, 
and $15 for 28-inch rows. Fifteen per cent of the farmers did their 

ewn blocking and thinning, 17 per cent hoed, and 10 per cent did 
their own topping. On the remaining farms this work was done on 
a contract basis. ' 

Beets were hauled an average distance of 2.47 miles to loading 
station or sugar-factory dump. 

Beet growers in the Caro district produced an average yield of 
9.72 tons per acre, at a cost of $47.65, or $5.62 per ton; at Alma the 
average yield was 11.4 tons, and the cost amounted to $57.42 per acre, 
or $5.04 per ton. Grand Rapids growers reported an average yield of 
10.16 tons, and the cost per acre averaged $53.05, or $5.21 per ton. 
Northwestern Ohio operators had an average yield of 13.17 tons per 
acre, costing $56.04, or $4.26 per ton. 

Twenty-two men produced a yield of 8 tons or less per acre, at a 
cost of $49 per acre, or $7.05 per ton. Twenty-five men produced 
14 tons and over per acre, at a cost of $58.18 per acre, or $3.92 per ton. 
Although the cost per acre increases as the yield increases the cost per 
ton decreases. 

The labor cost was approximately 64 per cent of the. total cost of 
producing sugar beets in the area visited. Materials, including 
manure, fertilizer, and seed, constituted about 11 per cent, and other 

1Mr. James W. Jones, Agriculturist, Office of Sugar Plant Inaaatieanone. and Mr. M. R. 

Cooper, Scientific Assistant, Office of Farm Management, assisted in collecting the records 

discussed in this bulletin. ° 
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costs, such as insurance and taxes, interest and rent, machinery use 
cost, and other miscellaneous expenses, amounted to about 25 per cent 

of the total cost of production. 
Approximately 96 per cent of the farmers in Michigan fed the beet 

tops to stock. In northwestern Ohio about half the producers fed 
and half plowed under the tops. Beet tops were valued at from $1.50 
to $3.40 per acre. 

METHOD OF TAKING RECORDS. 

An investigation of this character involves an inquiry as to 
the man and horse labor required in the preparation of land for 
sugar beets as well as in regard to the subsequent care of the crop 
until the final product is delivered to the manufacturer. It also calls 
for definite information with reference to use of land, manure, fer- 

tilizer, and seed, and the apportionment or distribution of certain 
general costs to the various enterprises of the farm. 

In order to secure the desired data on the practice and cost of 
growing sugar beets a suitable blank report form was printed; with 
this schedule in hand, trained enumerators visited the beet growers 
of the regions selected for these observations. Each operator con- 
sulted gave a complete description of the methods employed in grow- 
ing sugar beets on his farm and furnished additional facts con- 
cerning the other important enterprises forming a part of his busi- 
ness. As far as possible, the acreage in beets and the yields obtained 
from each farm were checked with the sugar-factory reports. In- 
asmuch as some growers delivered sugar beets to more than one fac- 
tory, it was not possible to make comparisons for all farms. (See 
Table I.) 

TABLE I.—A comparison of growers’ estimates with factory records—Average 
acreage, yield, and return per acre, 1914-1915. 

Acres in beets rs Cash return per 
Nr per farm Yield per acre, acre. 

District. pe of 
‘arms. Dots . 

Tons. Tons 
CATON oe See aes 3 al 73 14.33 14. 22 8.82 56 $52. 89 $46. 32 
Alina SCORE eas oben aenaee oe 49 9.57 9.36 11.65 10.43 69. 91 61.90 
GANG REDS 25) aco iene uke ee co | 35 6. 40 6.32 10.16 9.67 61.32 58.45 
Northwestern Ohio.........-.-.-- 57 15.19 14. 63 13.15 12.68 72.74 69.39 

In this investigation the Office of Farm Management had the co- 
operation of the Office of Sugar Plant Investigations of the Bureau 
of Plant Industry. The latter office was not only interested in the 
farm-management data that would be made available by this survey 
but was desirous of obtaining a detailed account of the field practice 
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in typical regions. It was felt that these data would be exceedingly 
valuable in indicating some of the urgent needs of the farmer and 
would in turn assist in devising remedies or suggesting means of 
combating some of the enemies of this crop. Acknowledgement is 
due the farmers of these districts for their hearty cooperation. The 
questions that were asked were answered promptly and courteously, 
and the department is under obligation to them for this service. 

DEVELOPMENT OF SUGAR-BEET INDUSTRY IN MICHIGAN 
AND OHIO. 

The first four beet-sugar factories in Michigan were built during 
the year 1899 (fig. 2), and were located at Alma, Bay City, Caro, and 
Holland, respectively. Two additional factories were constructed in 
1900. Other factories were built at the rate of three per year up to 
and including 1903. During the five-year period of 1899 to 1903 the 

Fic. 2.—One of the first beet-sugar factories erected in Michigan. 

beet-sugar industry became well established in this State. Sixteen 
factories are now available for the manufacture of beet sugar in 
Michigan; 15 of these were in operation during the period of this 
survey. 

In Ohio the first factory was built during the year 1900. No other 
factories were constructed until the period 1910-12, at which time 
four factories were erected and put in operation, making a total of 
five for this State; three of these contracted sugar beets and con- 
ducted active campaigns during the period of this survey. One fac- 
tory was idle in 1914, but operated in 1915. 

According to census figures for 1909, sugar beets were grown exten- 
sively in Tuscola, Bay, Huron, Gratiot, and Saginaw Counties, Mich. 
Paulding was the leading sugar-beet growing county in Ohio that 
year. 
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SIZE OF FARMS. 

The size of the farm is one measure of the operator’s business. 
It is of interest to know something about the common farm sizes in 
a region that has developed one or more special enterprises. In mak- 
ing a study of the sugar beet, this feature received some attention in 
the reports prepared on the Utah-Idaho and Colorado areas. Similar 
figures, obtained by the Census Bureau in 1909, are available for the 
Michigan and Ohio region. While some changes have undoubtedly 
taken place since then, sizes that were common at that time constitute 
some of the important groups at present. (See Table II.) Side by 
side with the census figures is shown the distribution of the farms 
visited in this survey: 

Taste II.—Size and number of farms, and number of records obtained, in 
Tuscola, Gratiot and Allegan Counties, Mich., and Paulding County, Ohio. 

Tuscola Co., Gratiot Co., Ajlegan Co., Paulding Co., 
Michigan. Michigan. Michigan. Ohio. 

Acres 
Number |Number |Number |Number |Number |Number |Number |Number 

f offarms} offarm |offarms| offarm | offarms} offarm | offarms | of farm 
(census).] records. |(census).| records. |(census).| records. |(census).| records. 

Plandwind r= -2 see<c-26 25-28 Oi eeeeeead 108) |yesscosos 200) Sees. ees ae t APL 
LO OTL Oe ort ae eee 1, 486 9 1,327 10 2,233 3 681 
BOOS eases sees ee se) be 2,085 63 1,740 19 2,299 10 1,082 40 
TOE 77 ae et Se ere dee 1,290 49 841 17 1,161 16 0 35 
11765) RO OH Soe el eies oer ae ee 213 9 133 7 233 6 189 14 
DEO OOO Me ce eee fee 66 3 OA eassgaseee 78 1 58 Us 
DUOILOLG9O Meee pera e ae 10 1 (el ee ane a Bacar ems AGA eeearon 
1,000 and above. .......--.--- Belen ce Db) eecroeeae 5 5 1 a= eee 

134 53 36 97 

According to the census figures of 1909 more than one-third of 
all Michigan farms were classified in the group size 50 to 99 acres. 
Nearly one-fourth were placed in the group size 10 to 49 acres, and 
approximately one-fourth were 100 to 174 acres in size. These 
three groups include the 40, 80, and 160 acre farms and, together, 
they constitute about five-sixths of the farms of the State. It will 
be seen that there is some correspondence throughout in the number 
of farms that were classified in the group-size 50 to 99 acres. The 
records obtained from farmers in these regions are representative of 
the farms found in these areas, so far as size is concerned. 

RAINFALL. 

The normal rainfall in this region is distributed quite uniformly 
throughout the year. Table III gives the average monthly and 
annual precipitation for three districts in Michigan and one district 
in Ohio. In two of these districts the total annual rainfall for the 
years 1914 and 1915 is given for a comparison with the averages 
that are reported. The 1915 annual rainfall for the Paulding area 
is also given in this connection. 
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Taste IIl?.—Mean annual rainfall for three districts in Michigan and one in 
northwestern Ohio. 

Grand 

coma |amape| eb, | usa Month. trict, | trict, Alma] District, t, Arbela, | 4997’ i998 Grand Paulding, 
1887-1908. * | Rapids, | 1883-1908. 

1870-1908. 

Mean. Mean. Mean. Mean. 
STI Meese Scena eee ielaieicc om snc lee tise seciesaae 2.29 2.53 2.69 2.44 
rentees REE EE ey eyes Yaa naia lacistearaniiseem concer 2.03 1.95 2.33 2.07 
(VISE CI epee eye pnten tle rae arcocle eysicicts, She araig sl cieimeraeicln «eat 2.63 2.49 2.65 3.08 
PN oral ee re EET NE a loie diate ate cele Gaewidee oc ts 2.71 2.39 2.49 2.76 
WIEN snob See COA ES Sh DOO Ee SRS OE Sete EE aeiclemeia Ss Rene - 4.14 3.56 3.25 3.32 
MRED = 6 G5 Fes Se ECS eee ee ca ee 3. 20 3.07 3.92 3.18 
July..... 3.13 3.11 3.17 3.49 
August... . 2.79 2.73 2.67 2.74 
September. 2.80 3.28 3.42 PAPA 
October... 2.70 2.61 2.76 2e2e 
November. oe 2.63 2.66 2.85 2.47 
IDGSO TAD OR o2 Heeeeen eee Het ete SHC R ae See nee eee eee 2.33 2.34 2.65 94. (AA 

Average annual precipitation. .............-........2.. 33. 38 32.74 34.85 32.76 
Average annual precipitation, 1914.. By il eas a ee OE 37.63 295833 hea ae 
Average annual precipitation, 1915. . Ae Elbe Se eee 30. 26 28.93 32.78 
ile vcrlomeeen ee ce earscice sete ae sis cence eee ...| 728 feet 730 feet 707 feet 725 feet 

There is only a slight variation in normal rainfall in these four 
districts, the average annual precipitation for the entire area being 
not far from 33 inches. In the Alma district the rainfall for 1914 
was about 5 inches above the average, while in 1915 it was 2.5 inches 
below normal. In the Grand Rapids region the precipitation was 
considerably below the average for the two seasons 1914 and 1915. 
A study of the prevailing summer temperature for the sugar-beet 

regions of the United States has shown that an average of 70° 
F. during the growing period is conducive to the development of a 
satisfactory sugar content. This condition obtains in the Michigan 
and Ohio sugar-beet areas. 

SOILS. 

In Tuscola and Gratiot Counties the soil type that is best adapted 
to sugar beets, and the one that produces the major portion of this 
crop, is known as Clyde loam. It is the most extensive type in this: 
region.’ Clyde loam has been described as a soil that is easily tilled, 
if cultivated at the proper time, but if worked when too wet or too dry 
it breaks up into lumps and is apt to remain in a rough condition dur- 
ing the entire season. It is especially well suited to the production 
of sugar beets, beans, corn, oats, wheat, and hay. In the Grand 
Rapids area Allegan black clay appeared to be the type upon which 
the sugar beet was grown most extensively. Clyde clay was the 
most significant type in the Ohio survey. 

1 Bureau of Soils report, Saginaw area, 1904; Bureau of Soils report, Allegan County, 
1901; Bureau of Soils report, Paulding County, 1904. 
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CROP ROTATION. 

A fairly definite rotation of crops was found in each district 
visited, depending on local conditions and the crops best adapted to 
the region. Following is an outline of the typical rotations followed: 

Caroand Alma areas: Grand Rapids area: Northwestern Ohio area: 
Clover and timothy 1 Clover and timothy 1 Clover and timothy 1 

to 3 years. to 3 years. to 2 years. 

Corn 1 year or beans 1 Corn 1 year. Sugar beets or corn 1 

year. Sugar beets 1 year. year. 

Sugar beets 1 year. Grain 1 year. Grain 1 year. 
Grain 1 year. Reseed to clover Reseed to clover and 

Reseed to clover and timothy. timothy. 

and timothy. 

The Caro and Alma records were combined in the study of crop 
rotation, because the conditions in these two districts were very 
similar. The chief difference noted was that in the Alma district 
the general practice was to follow timothy and clover with corn, 
while in the Caro district beets or beans are often substituted for 
corn as the crop to follow timothy and clover. 

In the Caro district sugar beets and beans are the two most im- 
portant competing cash crops. For the year 1915 the sugar-beet . 
and bean acreage was about equally divided. An average of about 
15 acres per farm was devoted to each crop. Approximately 9 acres 
per farm was planted to corn. Qn 30 per cent of the farms in this 
district beans followed clover and timothy and preceded sugar beets. 
On 17 per cent, corn followed clover and timothy and preceded the 
sugar beet. On 10 per cent, beans were planted after corn and were 
followed by sugar beets. 

Beans did not occupy so prominent a place in the cropping system 
of the Alma district. However, on those farms where beans were 

grown the average acreage per farm was 13, while that of sugar beets 
was 10. An average of 13 acres per farm was devoted to corn. The 
sugar beet followed corn on 57 per cent of the farms visited; on 25 
per cent sugar beets followed beans. 

In the Grand Rapids area, where 36 farms were visited, beans 
were reported on 19 farms and corn on all farms, the average corn 
acreage being 17. Sugar beets followed corn on 24 farms and beans 
on 2 farms. The average acreage per farm of beans was 9, while 

that of sugar beets was 6. 
In northwestern Ohio beans were not included in any of the rota- 

tions mentioned. Corn appeared in the rotation on every farm and 
preceded sugar beets on 28 per cent of the farms in this district. 
(See fig. 3.) The average acreage of corn per farm was 33. The 
average acreage devoted to sugar beets was 16. On 39 per cent of 
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these farms, the sugar beet followed a crop of clover. Occasionally 
sugar beets follow a crop of alfalfa. (See fig. 4.) 

sess Se 

e 

Fic. 38.—Sugar beets followed corn in the rotation in northwestern Ohio. 

There was a striking similarity in the general arrangement of the 
cropping systems in all of these districts. It was the general practice 
to grow beets once in the rotation; this intertilled crop was then 

| 
Fig. 4..Sugar-beet growing on land that was in alfalfa during the preceding year. 

Occasionally sugar beets follow a crop of alfalfa. 

changed to another field. Clover was utilized in every district to add 
nitrogen to the soil and keep up the humus content. Timothy was 
usually grown with the clover. The major differences noted were 
the absence of beans in the rotation in Ohio, and the tendency of 

83548°—19—Bull. 748 2 
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farmers there to follow a crop of clover with sugar beets. This latter 
practice seems to be a commendable one. 

MAN AND HORSE LABOR. 

In calculating the 1915 costs reported for the various operations 
discussed here, a rate of 20 cents per hour was used for the man labor 
and 10 cents per hour for the horse labor. A few enterprise records 
secured in the Caro district for the crop year 1914 were worked out 
with a rate of 16 cents per hour for the man labor. The horse rate 
was the same as that for the year 1915. In view of the fact that a 
limited number of records entered into the 1914 determination, the 
lower man-hour rate that obtained did not appreciably influence the 
average rate. The latter was about 19 cents per hour. The prevail- 
ing rates for regular and extra labor were used in working out the 
standard rates that have been indicated. Contract labor will be 
treated under a separate paragraph. 

FARM PRACTICES IN GROWING SUGAR BEETS. 

THE USE OF MANURE. 

Sugar-beet operators in these areas appreciate the value of farm 
manure. They know that it is essential, not only to keep up the soil 
fertility, but also to add humus and thereby maintain a good physical 
condition. Three hundred and twenty farmers were interviewed in 
these districts. The sugar beets on 201 farms received a benefit from 
an application of manure. Of this number, 45 per cent applied 
manure directly to sugar-beet land, 30 per cent to corn land, 14 per 
cent to bean land, and 2 per cent to meadow land. In northwestern 
Ohio, where 97 farmers were visited, only 32 per cent applied manure. 
However, 36 per cent plowed under either a crop of clover or clover 
sod. The latter practice did not prevail in any of the other districts 
visited. In each of the three other districts approximately 75 per 
cent applied manure. Where manure was applied directly, 50 per 
cent of the estimated value was charged to the sugar beet; if applied 
to a crop immediately preceding, 30 per cent was charged, and if 
two other crops preceded the beet, 20 per cent was charged. 

Most of the manure hauling was done during the late fall and early 
spring months, at a season of the year when there was little field 
work requiring the attention of the farmer. Fifty-one per cent of 
the manure was applied with a crew consisting of one man and two 
horses. Twelve per cent of the farmers used a 1-man and 3-horse 
crew; on 16 per cent of the farms a 2-man and 2-horse crew was 

used. 
The average amount of manure applied per acre was fairly uni- 

form for all districts studied, but the amount applied per acre on 
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individual farms showed considerable variation (Table IV). The 
latter ranged from 4 tons to 30 tons. per acre. 

The average labor requirements and cost per acre of hauling were 
also quite uniform. However, the amount of labor and the cost per 
acre on individual farms showed considerable variation. This varia- 
tion may be explained largely by the amount of manure applied per — 
acre and the kind of implement used in hauling. The lowest labor 
cost per acre was found in the Caro district, where a charge of 90 
cents was made for a 4-ton application. The highest labor cost, 
$9.50 for a 30-ton application, was reported in northwestern Ohio. 

TasLE I1V.—Use of manure, average by districts. 

Per Acres in beets. Hours gidabor 1a Tawa 
: Tr 

District. cee Jane TGS Be cost per 
of all acre. ra 

records acre. 
Total. |Manured. Man. Horse. 

(CHINE. cna tteeee ne ete ee aees 7d 15.46 8.00 12. 87 9.03 16.58 $3.33 
PARENT Leet tao a eh A cide Se omiatele | 75 9.7 6. 23 14.30 11-19 19.91 4.23 
GrandeRiapidS 222 4222250822 02 6 8ase 12 6. 27 4.41 13.13 7.94 18. 30 3.42 
Northwestern Ohio... .........-..- 32 15. 24 6.55 13. 94 10. 20 20.69 4.11 

The manure spreader was used on 135 farms and the wagon on 56 
farms. On 10 farms the implement used was not indicated. The 

capacity of the manure spreader ranged from 50 to 100 bushels, with 
an average of about 75 bushels. 
An examination of the estimates reveals the fact that the farms 

using wagons to haul manure average 20 per cent smaller than 
those using spreaders. In many instances farms using wagons ex- 
clusively are too small and the amount of manure to be hauled too 
limited to warrant the purchase of a manure spreader. It has been 
demonstrated that the application of manure by means of a manure 
spreader is the best method, not only in time required to do the work, 
but also in respect to the quality of the work done. It would seem 
that two or more farmers on adjacent small farms might purchase a 
manure spreader to be used jointly to the advantage of each. 

Undoubtedly stable manure is the best fertilizer for general use 
with sugar beets, but on most farms the supply is limited, making it 
advisable to supplement the barn-yard manure with an application 
of commercial fertilizer to the beet land. Sixty-eight per cent of the 
farmers in the Caro, 47 per cent in the Alma, 78 per cent in the Grand 
Rapids district, and 39 per cent in northwestern Ohio applied com- 

mercial fertilizer. It will be noted that the use of fertilizer and 
stable manure in northwestern Ohio was not so extensive as in the 
other districts visited. The general practice in northwestern Ohio is 
to depend to a greater extent for the maintenance of soil fertility on 
sugar-beet land on the practice of systematically plowing under a 
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clover crop. ‘Twenty-nine per cent of the men in the Caro, 32 per 

cent in the Alma, and 56 per cent in the Grand Rapids district, and 
only 5 per cent in northwestern Ohio applied both manure and com- 
mercial fertilizer. With very few exceptions, the growers who ap- 
plied commercial fertilizers covered their entire beet acreage, even 

though a portion of the acreage had received an application of 
manure. 

Beet drills with fertilizer attachments were used to apply the 
fertilizer in the drill row at the time of seeding, so that the labor 
requirements for fertilizing are included under planting practice. 
A majority of the men interviewed reported a special trip to town 

after fertilizer. The labor cost for hauling amounted to about 20 
cents per acre. The rate of application ranged from 130 pounds to 
170 pounds per acre and consisted in most cases of a prepared mix- 
ture containing about 2 per cent nitrogen, 8 per cent phosphoric 
acid, and 3 per cent potash. The cost per acre for the above applica- 
tion ranged from $1.75 to $2. 

PLOWING. 

Sugar beets require a well-prepared, deep, firm seed bed. To ob- 
tain this the land should be in good condition at the time of breaking 
and the depth of plowing should be sufficient to allow the long tap- 
root of the sugar beet to penetrate some distance into the soil. The 
depth of plowing varied from 6 inches to 9 inches, with an average 
depth of about 7.5 inches for all districts studied. (Table V.) 

It is generally conceded that fall plowing of sugar-beet land is to 
be preferred, and this was found to be the practice on a considerable 
number of the farms visited. 

In the Caro district 56 per cent of the men reported fall plowing, 
20 per cent spring plowing, and 24 per cent did a portion of the work 
in the fall and the remainder in the spring. A small proportion 
practiced fall plowing in the other districts, but this was mainly 
because of lack of time to do the work before cold weather set in. 
The spring plowing was all done early in April, or as early as the 
jand was in condition to work. 

TABLE V.—Plowing. 

és Acres in beets per | Hours of labor per 
Per farm. acre, Tabor 

District. cent cost per 
of all ee 

records.) ota}, | Plowed.| Man. Herse. 

SATO RR es cate teh Sak ite tale eee hinleeege 96 14. 94 14. 54 5.77 14. 34 $2.50 
LATTES See aes aA os Sy ee eon tometer 92 9.44 9. 21 4.85 11.87 2.16 
Grand Rapids..........- Pas eee eis 100 6.40 6. 40 5.19 13.52 2.39 
IN OLEH WESLEIN OIC’ (Sica wmacesceesceancee 100 15. 64 15. 29 5. 69 14.58 2.60 
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Six men in the Caro and four in_the Alma district reported on 

the practice of planting beets after beans without plowing. In the 
cases where the plowing was omitted the disk and spring-tooth har- 
row were substituted for the plow in the preparation of the seed bed. 
Very good results, where the land was free from weeds, were re- 
ported by this method. 
Two common types of plows were observed, the common mold- 

board walking plow (fig. 5) and the one-way sulky plow. Two hun- 
dred and twenty-five walking, 76 riding, and 7 two-furrow gang 
plows were reported. The walking plows ranged in width from 12 
to 14 inches, and the sulky plows were practically all 14 inches in 
width. Three-horse teams were used almost exclusively with sulky 
plows (fig. 6), while with the walking plow not only the 2-horse, but 
also the 3-horse team was used. Forty-eight per cent of the men used 

lic. 5—A crew of one man and two horses breaking land with a walking plow. 

This was a common type in these districts. 

a 1-8 crew and were able to cover an acre of ground in an average of 
5.2 hours, while the 47 per cent who used a 1-2 crew required 6.1 
hours per acre. The width of implement ranged from an average 
of 12.7 inches for the 1-2 crew to 13.2 inches for the 1-3 crew. Five 
per cent used a 1-4 crew and plowed an acre in an average of 3.4 
hours. Mainly two-bottom 12 to 14 inch gang plows were used with 

the latter crew. 
One grower in the Alma district used a two-bottom 12-inch gang 

plow drawn by a tractor. With one man to operate this outfit, plow- 

ing was done at the rate of 1 acre in about 33 hours. 

DISKING. 

The disk harrow, or pulverizer, as it is commonly called, is often 
used in preparing a seed bed for the sugar beet. Disking destroys 
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weeds which may be present on fall-plowed land and breaks up sur- 
face clods. The seed bed should also be compact and free from hard 
lumps. The disk harrow by means of its sharp blades pulverizes and 

Fie. 6.—Plowing with a sulky. Three-horse teams were used almost exclusively with 

sulky plows. 

fines the lower portion of the seed bed, which allows free circulation 
of air and enables the delicate rootlets of the sugar beet to penetrate 
all portions of the soil in search of plant food. Disking is especially 

Fic. 7.—Disking is an important factor in breaking up clods and firming the soil. 

desirable on spring-plowed land which has not had the advantage of 
the freezing and thawing action of the preceding winter. It is an 
important factor in breaking up clods and firming the soil (fig. 7). 
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The disk harrow was not used to so great an extent in the Alma and 
Grand Rapids districts. In these two areas the work of pulverizing 
the soil was done largely by means of the spring-tooth harrow. 

Disking in all districts was done early in April. Few double-action 
disks were recorded in any ‘section except northwestern Ohio, where 
23 were found. This type has two sets of disks, one in front of the 
other, and is so adjusted that the front set throws the dirt out while 
the rear set throws it in, leaving the ground practically level. Be- 
cause of the double row of disks the land is disked twice each time 
that the ground is gone over. 
A crew of 1 man ond 4 horses was used with the double-action disk. 

A 1-man and 3-horse crew was typical for the single-action disk. 
However, a 1-man and 2-horse crew was reported on several farms. 
The width of the implement varied from 5 to 8 feet. The average 
width for all districts was about 6 feet. 

The average cost per acre was fairly uniform, with the exception 
of the Grand Rapids area, where the cost was Thoth higher than 
that of the other districts (Table AVI) 

TaBLe VI.—Disking. 

Acres in beets per Hours of labor per 

ee me: Times Labor Maraee c 
District. ofall disked. |————————- See 

records.| otal. | Disked. Man. Horse. 

CEO os cas cee OS eRe Sea en eae 56 16. 50 15. 70 2.85 3.48 8.88 $1.51 
YN STIE 5 5 Eo A et ee a 36 10. 55 10. 32 1.88 2.18 5. 64 1.00 
GrandiiRapidse ssf. 4-522 oc: 28 8. 58 8.48 2.60 3.50 12. 21 1.92 
Northwestern Ohio...........-.-- 68 15.35 14. 68 2.39 2.45 Te AL 1.26 

DRAGGING. 

The principal object to be attained in the use of a planker or drag 
is to break up surface lumps. This is a homemade implement con- 
structed from planks which are lapped one upon the other forming 
a ridged undersurface. When this surface comes in contact with the 
soil it creates a grinding, pulverizing action which smooths and 
shghtly compacts the soil and fills in depressions. The records indi- 
cate that it was used principally just ahead of the drill. The width 
varied from 6 to 10 feet, with an average width of approximately 8 
feet. It is a common practice to place a piece of railroad iron or 
other heavy weight on the float. Sometimes the operator rides to 
give it additional weight. 
A typical crew for this operation consisted of one man and two 

horses. Eighty-one per cent of the farmers used a crew of this size, 
16 per cent used a 1-man and 3-horse crew, and 3 per cent a 1-man 
and 4-horse crew. The average cost per acre for one operation was 
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fairly uniform. On individual farms for one operation the lowest 
cost was 20 cents and the highest 68 cents per acre. (See Table VIT.) 

Tasie VII.— Dragging. 

Acres in beets per Hours of labor per 
Het farm. oe acre. Wabor 

aie S 
District. ofall dragged Gest. per 

records.| otal. | Dragged. Man. | Horse. 

Carorct seri! ae ease esnceeee 45 13. 01 12. 74 1.09 0.97 2. 06 $0.39 
Alma 23 ote ade ten oe Bees 74 9. 56 9.17 1.51 1. 56 3. 42 . 65 
GrandiRapids2) eee aero 33 6. 27 6. 02 1.25 1. 22 3.18 56 
Northwestern Ohio. .....-.-.-...- 45 14. 73 13. 95 1.16 1. 06 2. 50 46 

HARROWING. 

Two types of harrow were used in each district, viz, the spike-tooth 
and the spring-tooth. The spike-tooth harrow stirs the soil to a mod- 
erate depth and is the implement commonly used to create a smooth, 
even surface. Seventy-nine per cent of the growers interviewed used 
this type of harrow. 

Fic. 8.—Uarrowing with a spike tooth. This implement stirs the soil to a moderate 

depth and is commonly used to create a smooth, even surface. 

The width of the implement varied from 8 feet to 16 feet, with an 

average of about 9 feet. Fifty-nine per cent used a 1-man and 2-horse 
crew. This crew size predominated in all sections except northwest- 
ern Ohio. In this area the width of harrow averaged about 10 feet, 
and 40 per cent of the men used a crew of one man and three horses. 
(See Table VIII.) 
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TasLe VIII.— Harrowing (spike-tooth). 

Acres in beets per Hours of labor per 
arm. acre. 

Se a ee Times _ | Labor 
District. har- cost per 

of all rowed 
records | otal Har Man Horse ies rowed : Se. 

(CEOs. Sa obs es peRGoe eee See aaa 70 15. 92 15.56 1.49 1.09 2.33 $0. 43 
PANTING Memes eee tess sere sccae lee 87 9. 80 9.31 1.76 1.23 2.77 53 
Grand wRaplds fesse ssh ---as-6e 67 7.20 6.95 1.38 1.09 2. 69 49 
Northwestern Ohio....-......---- 91 16. 40 16.3) 1.87 1.49 3.74 67 

The average labor requirements and cost per acre were fairly uni- 
form, but there was considerable variation on individual farms. 

The spring-tooth harrow stirs the soil to a greater depth than the 
spike-tooth, brings clods to the surface (see figs. 9 and 10), and was 

Fie. 9.—One man and three horses harrowing with a spring tooth. This was a 

common crew in the regions or districts visited. 

used extensively in all districts, although not to so large an extent in 
northwestern Ohio as in the other three sections. This operation was 
performed on 252 farms. (See Table IX.) 

TABLE IX.—Harrowing (spring-tooth). 

Acres in beets | © Average Hours of labor 
Per perfarm. mnnee crew. per acre. Labor 

District. CO i | ee ree cost 
ofall nocd per 

records.) Mota], ee Man. | Horse.| Man. | Horse.}] 27° 

Warman esos scose cee: 90} 14.06) 14.06 3.07 1.0 2.5 3.44 8.65 $1. 51 
UNI Mee ye helene Mebam oe o5) 96 9. 58 9. 50 3.15 1.0 2.6 3. 66 9. 05 1.63 
Grand Rapids........-.-..-. 94 5.75 5.75 3.50 1.0 2:9 3.64 | 10.34 1.76 
Northwestern Ohio.-......-. 47 | 15.98 | 14.72 1.58 1.0 2.9 1.82 5.01 -86 

The average width of implement was approximately 64 feet. For- 
ty-four per cent of the men interviewed used a crew of one man and 

83548°—BulL. 748—19——3; 
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two horses. On 48 per cent of the farms a 1-man and 3-horse crew 
was used. The crew of one man and two horses predominated in 

Fic. 10—A crew of one man and six horses operating a spring-tooth harrow. More 

horses are used here than in the average crew. (See Table IX.) 

the Caro and Alma districts, while the 1-man and 3-horse crew was | 
in the majority in the Grand Rapids and Ohio districts. 

ROLLING PRACTICE. 

Two general types of rollers were found in these districts; the 
solid smooth drum roller (fig. 11), either steel or wood, and the bar 

Fig. 11.—Rolling with a smooth drum roller. This type crushes clods and leaves a 

smooth surface. 

roller or pulverizer. (fig. 12). Two hundred and thirty-one smooth 
iron, 37 bar, and 18 wood rollers were reported. The average width 

of these implements was about 8 feet. (See Table X.) 
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TABLE X.—Molling. 

Per Acres in beets Hours of labor 
per farm. ; per acre. Labor 

Sea cent Times 
District. of all ———_ i——| rolled. —_————————- OS per 

records. on ae CSO 
Total. Rolled. Man. Horse. 

CONG. Lea 93 15.15 15. 06 2.17 1.63 3. 26 $0. 63 
Alma...... porosaseceeoesdaseascge 98 9.53 8.95 2.36 1.87 3. 74 74 
Grand Rapids... 2. 22-222. -- 78 5. 92 5. 92 1.91 1.48 2. 96 a0) 
Northwestern Ohio..............- 85 16. 69 15. 71 1.84 1. 40 2.80, 56 

Sixty-six per cent of the men in the Caro district, 87 per cent in the 
_ Alma, 78 per cent in the Grand Rapids district, and 44 per cent in 
northwestern Ohio rolled prior to or immediately after planting. 
The average number of times the land was rolled ranged from 1.4 
tol: 

Tig. 12.—Rolling with a bar roller. This implement firms and also pulverizes the soit. 

The majority of the men rolled immediately before planting, some 
after planting, and a few rolled both before and after seeding. The 
object of rolling before seeding was to create a smooth even surface 
for the drill rows. Still other men used the roller along with the har- 
row and disk in the general work of preparing a suitable seed bed. 

Fifty-four per cent of the men inthe Caro district, 64 per cent in 
the Alma, 19 per cent in the Grand Rapids district, and 63 per cent 
in northwestern Ohio rolled at about the time the beets were push- 
ing through the ground, or soon after. Rolling at this time, called 
“rolling beets,” may be done for several reasons. If the rain has 
caused a crust to form at a period when the seed is germinating, it is 
customary to employ a bar roller to break the crust, thus allowing the 
young plants to push through to the surface. This condition often 
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prevails on the heavier soil types. Again, after blocking and thin- 
ning it is often advisable to use a roller to smooth the surface and to 
firm the soil around the young and tender plants. 

The average labor requirements and cost per acre were practically 
the same, regardless of whether the work was done before or after 
planting. 

The cost per acre for one time over on individual farms ranged 
from 20 cents to 50 cents per acre. The use of a 1-man and 2-horse 
crew was universal in all districts studied. 

PLANTING. 

Planting covered a period,from April 5 to June 1. Most of the 
work, however, was done during a period extending from April 20 
to May 20. In a few instances, where the seed was planted on sandy 
soil, wind storms blew it out and it was necessary to replant a 
fractional part of the acreage. These areas were so small, however, 
that no charge has been included for seed used in replanting. (See 
Table XI.) 

: TABLE XI.—Planting. 

ae Hours of labor per 

Per cent acre. Labor 
of all pines cost per 

records. bet acre. 
5 Man Horse. 

Caro nes soe ee ae eee as Oe ic eee eee 100 15. 13 1.10 2a $0. 41 
Almasosi wees? Ov ek ae St BE ec c a eeTe Sah Ee 100 9.54 15a 1.92 -41 
Grand"Rapids).2 2 432220. 020s0l se ae 2 eee 89 . 80 1.19 1.98 44 
Northwestern Ohio........-...-.-.-. = ORE See cee 99 15.77 1.02 2.0: 40 

The seed was purchased from the sugar companies, at a cost of 15 
cents per pound. The average rate for seeding for all areas was 15 
pounds per acre. A few men used a little less, a few more. The 
lowest amount reported was 9 pounds and the highest 22 pounds 
per acre. On four farms in the Grand Rapids district the seed was 
sown with a hand drill at a cost of 73 cents per acre. One farmer 
in northwestern Ohio hired another operator to do the planting. 
These farms are not included in the table. 

The seed is planted in continuous, solid rows to insure a good stand. 
Later, when the seed has germinated and the young plants have 
pushed through the ground, they are thinned out to a suitable dis- 
tance. This operation will be discussed under a separate heading. 
Seed was planted at a depth of from one-half to 1 inch. 

Ordinary grain drills and special beet drills (fig. 13) were used to 
do the planting. Where grain drills are used all the hoes are re- 
moved except the ones distributing the seed, and they may or may 
not be equipped with press wheels. The special beet drills are of two 
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sizes; the 2-row and the 4-row drill, each of which has press- wheel 

attachments which exert a uniform pressure on the drill row. This 

firms the soil and aids in retaining sufficient moisture to insure a 

quick germination of the seed. The use of grain drills for seeding 

was common in three sections. Forty-four drills were reported at 

Caro, 5 at Alma, and 11 in the Grand Rapids area. In northwestern 

Ohio special 4-row beet drills were used exclusively. The custom in 

this area has been for the sugar companies to rent beet drills to the 
farmers at a nominal charge of 15 cents per acre. 

In northwestern Ohio 20-inch rows were found on all farms with 
the exception of four, where 24-inch rows were reported. In all other 
districts the width of row varied from 20 inches to 28 inches. 

Iie. 13.—Planting seed with a special beet drill. 

One-horse 2-row drills were used only in the Grand Rapids and 
Alma areas. Nine men in the Alma district and 7 at Grand Rapids 
used this type of drill. The labor charge for seeding on these farms 
was 55 cents per acre, while the men in the same areas who used a 
2-horse, 4-row drill performed the work at a labor cost of about 40 
cents per acre. 

i] 

CULTIVATING. 

Sugar beets in these areas were cultivated an average of about five 
times. The first cultivation occurs as soon as the rows can be seen 
plainly. The cultivator is equipped with knives or crowfeet for 
killing weeds. Blocking and thinning usually follow the first culti- 
vation. All subsequent cultivations are usually made with bull- 
tongue attachments, which stir the soil to a greater depth and create 
a dust mulch. If weather conditions permit, it is customary to run 
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the cultivator at frequent intervals until the beets are so large that 
it is impossible to follow the rows. (See Table XII.) 

In the Ohio district either.the 2-row walking or the 4-row riding 
cultivator was used. In other districts the 1-row or 2-row riding or 

Fic. 14.—Cultivating sugar beets with a 2-row walking cultivator. 

walking cultivator was used (figs. 14 and 15). It has been the 
custom of the Ohio sugar companies to rent 2-row walking culti- 
vators at a charge of 25 cents per acre for the season to sugar-beet 

farmers desiring them.! . 
TABLE XII.— Cultivating. 

Hours of labor per 

Per cent pages Times acre, Labor 
District. ofall | Pa | Culti- cost per 

records. aia vated. acre. 
Man. Horse. 

Cano een eee eee eee ea eee ene a 69 13. 20 4.58 9.05 9.05 $2. 56 
AM ae Soe a Se ae eee ose one ees 89 9.30 6. 20 11.55 11.55 3.47 
Grind Rapids soon oases seen eeiene | 83 6. 09 4.88 11. 92 11. 92 3. 57 
Northwestern Ohio...........- Sadesanouee | 81 13. 21 4.00 7.56 7.56 2. 27 

1The type of cultivator used was a factor that caused the comparatively high labor 

requirement for cultivation in these districts, as may be seen by reference to the following 

table, which gives a record of the work by a 1-1 crew with a 2-row payee in com- 

parison with work done by a 1-2 crew operating a 4-row cultivator. 

Labor requirements for cultivating in northwestern Ohio. 

Hours per acre. 
Times P Labor — 

Crew. Records. | Row. Guar cost per 

Man. Horse. Uiases 

LamMan—IiTorses. 7) eile go te ea see 79 2 4.0 7. 56 7. 56 | $2. 27 
Panan—2 WOVSeS. =.s ace. cee to Pelee oss eters 20 4 4.1 3.86 1.72 1.54 

It will be seen that there was a difference here of 3.7 hours of man labor in fayor of 

The glifference in cost amounted to 73 cents per acre. the 4-row cultivator. 
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In addition to the records indicated in Table XII, 82 men were 

visited who used a 1-man, 2-horse crew. The average beet acreage 
per farm in this group in the Caro and Ohio districts was from 29 
per cent to 49 per cent larger than in the same areas where a 1-man, 

1-horse crew was used. 

HG. 15.—Cultivating sugar beets with a 2-row riding cultivator. 

HAND WORK ON SUGAR BEETS. 

This labor consists of blocking, thinning, usually hoeing twice, 
pulling, topping, and throwing into piles. Very few farmers have 
sufficient farm labor to do the hand work, and therefore in most 
cases it is done by special beet workers at a stipulated contract rate 
per acre. In addition, the farmer agrees to furnish the beet workers 
a house to live in (fig. 16), haul fuel, and furnish transportation to 
and from the railroad station. The beet workers furnish all neces- 
sary hoes and knives. 

Common contract rates for hand labor in Michigan and Ohio. 

‘ ies 22-inch 24-inch 28-inch 
Kand of work. TOWS. OWS. TOWS. 

| 
Blocking and thinning.......-...-...-..--..--- Fao Seta MRSS oF beer S Ne $6. 00 $5. 00 $5. 00 
ETO CIT SABA LIMES Aare ne as seeps tran Mea) (se ayo mmm ect ar ae 3. 00 3. 90 3.00 
AMayoyoruats eyael you biraness o Soe ee oe eer as eeeEee bo Sa 5ceeemeee | 9. 00 8. 00 7.00 

Pi Otel eases set Ni teen ne ON yeaah SUS, SAG BAN Oya bapyemnc ls che ah (As | 18. 00 16. 00 15. 00 

In the Alma area the rates for hand labor were slightly greater 
than the above. The rate for beets planted in rows 18 inches to 22 
inches apart was $20. For beets 24 inches apart the rate was $18 

per acre, and for beets 28 inches apart, $16 per acre. 
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BLOCKING AND THINNING. 

As pointed out under planting practice, the beet seed is drilled 
in solid rows to insure a good stand. Therefore the young beets 

Fic. 16.—Temporary movable quarters provided for labor doing the handwork on the 

beet crop. 

must be thinned in order to provide sufficient space for the growth 
and development of the plants allowed to remain. The proper time 

I'ic. 17.—Sugar beets that were not thinned at the proper time. This work should 

be done as soon as the young plants are up and the rows can be seen plainly. 

to block and thin is just as soon as possible after the young plants 
are up and the rows can be plainly seen. (See fig. 17.) 
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The blocking consists of hoeing out all of the surplus plants and 
leaving a small bunch of beets at regular intervals in the row. The 
thinning should be carefully performed so that only one plant is 
left in a place and in a manner which will result in retaining 
the strongest plants evenly distributed throughout the length of the 
row. For the men who gave estimates on this operation, the spac- 
ing was from 9 to 12 inches apart in the row. 

Fifteen per cent of the farmers did the blocking and thinning with 
their own farm labor. The average labor requirements per acre 
varied from 25 to 36 hours and cost from $5 to $7.50 per acre. 

lic. 18.—Hoeing sugar beets after the crop has made considerable growth. 

HOEING. 

The agreement for contract hand labor stipulates that the beets 
shall be hoed twice and shall be kept free from weeds in the row 
and for a distance of 3 inches on each side of the row. (See fig. 18.) 

TABLE XIII.—AHoeing. 

Acres in beets per 
INTE farm. t ‘| Man Labor 

sa : Times hours cost 
Districts. ot hoed. per per 

Gk. acre acre Total. Hoed. 2 3 

(CHEE) SYS Sera) Se pan ae a ee 13 8. 82 8.59 1.48 17.17 SBS I} 
PAU Tat trae samt ne a UE eae kel. 21 7.65 7. 65 1.09 17.80 3. 56 
(Gram deal dsi sages seen Ae Maser, gas a 25 4.36 4.36 1.22 27. 67 5.53 
INontiwestern Ohio assess: ose e sons cee 16 16. 49 10. 89 1.00 9. 60 1.92 

The contract rate for two hoeings was $3 per acre. It will be 

noticed (Table XIII) that the cost per acre in three districts where 
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the hoeing was done by the farm labor was more than the contract 
rate, while in the Ohio district it was considerably less. The amount 
of work that can be accomplished in a given time is exceedingly 
variable, since so much depends on the number of weeds present. 

Again, in Ohio the farmers did a portion of the hand labor and 
contracted the remainder. Hence the number of acres hoed per farm 
was less than the acreage planted to beets. 

Seventeen per cent of the farmers did the work of hoeing with fein 
own labor. The average number of times hoed per farm varied from 
one to one and one-half times. 

LIFTING. 

The beets are ready to be lifted or to be “ plowed out” just as soon 
as they are mature. The time is determined by a sugar test made 
by the sugar-factory representative. The lifting period extends from 
about the middle of September until December 1. (See Table XIV.) 

TABLE XIV.—Lifting. 

Acres in beets per | Hours of labor per 
Pencent farm. acre. * Labor 

District. of all Ceti sok eam 0 COST 
records. per 

Total. | Lifted. | Man. | Horse. | 7° 

Caro ee ese eet TN Nias Toa eae Pee 100 15. 06 15. 03 4, 60 10. 61 $1. 91 
7 ny Pies 2 eee Ai Lah, ee seus a ee aus 100 9. 54 9. 54 4.14 8.35 1. 66 
Grand Rap dS ans geneieee hee tee eee ee 100 6.40 6. 14 4. 44 8.88 1.78 
Northwestern’ Ohio seen ee oes 100 15. 82 15.77 4.49 9. 06 1.80 

Two types of implements are used in doing the work, the crotch 
lifter (fig. 19) and the side lifter. The crotch lifter consists of two 
bowed standards, each of which is equipped with a sharp projecting 
point, while the side lifter has only one point on the end of a long, 
thin cutting-blade. The points of the crotch lifter run on either side 
of the row, while that of the side lifter runs on one side only. The 
beets are loosened and slightly raised, from which position they are 
easily pulled and thrown into piles. The side lifter has a hghter 
draft and is the type usually found in these regions. The crotch lifter 
was found on only 49 farms. 

The typical crew for all-sections except the Caro district consisted 
of 1 man and 2 horses. There were 43 men in the latter district who 
used a 1-man and 3-horse crew. Slightly less than 2 acres constituted 
a day’s work. However, it was customary to lift only enough beets 
at one time to keep the hand labor busy. 

TOPPING. 

This operation goes hand in hand with lifting and hauling. After 
being loosened with a lifter the beets are then removed by hand (fig. 
20) and the tops cut off squarely with a heavy beet knife, just under 
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the lowest leaf scar. It is essential that all green portions of the 
erown be removed in the field. The crown contains salts which in- 

Fig. 19.—Harvesting beets with a lifter. The points of the crotch lifter run on either 

side of the row. 

terfere with sugar extraction, so that if the beets are not properly 
topped a deduction for such beets is made on delivery to the factory 
or loading station. When topped they are placed in piles consisting 

Fig. 20.—Beets that have been removed by hand, and toppers at work in field. 

of the beets from 16 to 18 rows. The piles must be at least 2 rods 
apart and must be covered with tops each night. 
On 10 per cent of the farms in the Caro, Alma, and Grand Rapids 

areas, the topping was done by the farmers’ own labor. On 12 per 
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cent of the farms in Ohio the farmer did a portion of the work and 
had the remainder done by contract labor. The labor requirements 
on farms when the topping was not contracted ranged from about 23 
to 28 hours per acre and the labor cost varied from $4.65 to $5.60 per 

acre. It will be seen that the farmer performed the labor of topping 
at an appreciably lower cost per acre than the contract rate: 

HAULING. 

The sugar beets are forked into large beet boxes from piles in the 
field. From the field they are either hauled to a loading station 

(see fig. 21), where 
they are loaded into 
cars, or directly to 
the sugar-factory 
beet dump. Upon 
arrival at the loading 
station or factory, 
as the case may be, 
a representative 

sample is taken and 
weighed aSit comes 
from the load. All 
dirt is removed. The 
sample of beets is re- 
topped when neces- 
sary and the clean 
sample is weighed a 
second time. The 
difference in weight 
represents the tare. 
In all sections, with 
the exception of 
northwestern Ohio, 
the loading of beets 
into cars was done by 

Fic. 21.—A typical loading station in northwestern Ohio. hand. At one place 

Here the beets are placed in cars and are then trans- in northwestern Ohio 

ported to the factory. : 
several mechanical 

loading devices were observed. (See Table XV.) 
In northwestern Ohio five men hired the hauling done at a contract 

rate of from 65 cents to 80 cents per ton, depending on the distance 
hauled. In all other districts the hauling was done by the farmers’ 
own labor. The weight of load ranged from 13 to 23 tons. 

The size of the load is an important factor in determining the 
hauling cost per ton. By comparing the records which were obtained 
in the Alma district with the records which were secured in the 
Grand Rapids area it is found that the average load in the former 
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area was seven-tenths of a ton greater than the average load in the 
latter area. In other words, the Alma operators hauled an average 
load of 8.1 tons, whereas the Grand Rapids growers took in only 2.4 
tons per load. 

Fig. 22.—Hauling sugar beets with a crew of 1 man and 2 horses. This illustrates 

the common crew for these regions. 

The hauling season extended from about September 15 to early in 
December. A 1-man, 2-horse crew (fig. 22) was used in all districts 
except Grand Rapids, when five men used a 1-man, 3-horse crew. 

TABLE XV.—Hauling. 

Acres in beets Hours of labor 
Per per farm. ons per acre. Labor Labor 

District cent hauled | Miles cost cost 
i Gin | —$—$—$— ||" par -|/ineplkeel|———- ————|_ oie per 

records. | motal.|Hauled.| 2CF¢- Man. | Horse.| 2¢Te- | ton. 

Canoe Pees ee nee sae 100 15.06 15.00 9.73 1.59 12.09 24.18 $4. 62 $0.48 
PAUTIN A Re ea Site Says acts 100 9.54 9.47 11.63 4.21 20.50 41.46 8. 25 .70 
Grand Rapids.............. 100 | _ 6.40 6.14] 10.40 2.90 | 17.72 | 37.14 eo) 1B 
Northwestern Ohio-......._- 95} 15.29 14.46 | 13.30 2.57 | 19.10} 37.55 7.58 - 56 

The average distance to loading station or sugar-factory beet 
dump is 2.47 miles. Of 315 men reporting on hauling, 62 per cent 
hauled less than the average distance, and 38 per cent more than 
the average. Thirty-eight per cent hauled an average of 1.91 miles. 
Seven per cent hauled an average of 6.82 miles. Those men who 
hauled an average of 1.91 miles did so at a cost of 48 cents per ton 
less than the men who hauled over 53 miles, or an average of 6.82 
miles. (See Table XVI.) 
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TABLE XVI.—Relation of distance from loading station to cost of delivering 
sugar beets. 

Per cent : = Average Labor cost 
Distance (miles). F of all 

distance. aeons. per ton. 

Miles 
UTA 0) sl (>See re afi Nea ea Si fee Mg hE Re ey ae Ke oe 0. 63 25 $0.39 
ASS; cy) See Rg RS Det ie oe Cees ae AUB aR MYT Bayh Psd Bl 1.91 38 -53 
OTitigrd = oh hen Ge US TS NE tar oe a SS alae A 3.33 24 65 
ANTO ORE eo EN See ce eer ee ee oe ee a eT Oe: Soe, CIN eA 4.79 6 77 
Over bhse2 os 22 Se Se en aE ar a ee 6.82 7 1.01 

VARIATIONS IN FIELD PRACTICE. 

Certain field methods in growing and handling sugar beets are 
common to all areas. On the other hand the desired results are 
often accomplished in a number of different ways. Variations in 
field practice may be due to the condition of the soil at the time the 
work is done. Some fields may have to be disked more than once 

and the soil may require extra treatment with the spring-tooth har- 
row. Perhaps in other cases it may be possible to put the field in 
good condition for seeding merely by using the spike-tooth harrow. 
Climatic conditions usually govern the methods that must be em- 
ployed in handling the growing crop. The handwork, such as block- 
ing and thinning, hoeing, and topping, is usually done on a contract 
basis, though a part of this work may in some instances be done by 
the owner or renter. Occasionally all of the handwork may be done 
by the farmer, his family, and hired hands. <A few of these features 
are illustrated in Tables XVII to XX, which were prepared in order 
to show variations in farm practice for 10 representative farms in 
each of the 4 districts included in this survey.* 

1Under the operations “‘removing trash’ and ‘‘manuring’ the fractional numbers 

indicate the portions or parts of the total beet acreage on which it was necessary to do 

some cleaning up after the preceding crop, or they indicate the part of the total area 
that received a treatment of barnyard manure. Referring to the table for the Caro district, 

it will be observed that Farm No. 1 manured one-tenth of the beet acreage; Farm No. 2 

covered two-tenths or one-fifth of the beet land with manure, while Farm No. 5 treated 

one-half of the beet acreage with an application of manure. The manuring was done 

chiefly in the late fall and the early spring months. 
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Taste NVII.—Variations in farm practice in production of sugar bects, Caro, 
Wich. 

O ti Farm |} Farm | Farm } Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm 
RePAUIOns: No. 1. | No. 2.| No. 3.| No. 4.| No. 5. | No. 6. | No. 7.| No. 8.| No. 9. |No. 10 

Times\| Times| Times | Times| Times| Times | Times| Times| Times| Times 
over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. 

IPI on ial aga ohoreeeeeeseeecee 1 al 1 1 1 1 i | ee 1 1 
ID TSS. Ae eee ee ee ae 1 4 Aa berate: cits || eee al eee 1 2 2 ileal 
EM OA TIN Gers she es 2a see al) 1 1 LNBs eae apes 1 2 1 UE feet eke ow. 
Harrow (spike)....-!-.------- Deis Recs Aes ek SO Wl AE ees 1 1 9 1 1 
Harrow (spring)..-.---------- 1 2 2 4 4 3 D) 4 2 3 
ROM PARE eee ee ace tance alece et crla ss -mealsse=s se 2 Te even ea 1 9) 2 1 
Hauling fertilizer......-..-----|.-...-: 1 1 1 al Seecmee 1 1 Lieisits [Bears ee 1 
pelea yas 0 ee ye. SASL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Roltingybeets: =. 22-5. -.- 85. il ieeate be Dog renee 1 2 2 se ed ere ieee 8 
Ciilitinartine i ee eee 3 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 8.8 
Blocking and thinning. -.-...-. (0) (b) (b) |- (6) (0) 1 (>) (0) (b) (b) 
Elgeing airs se. eee. - (0) (b) (d) (b) (>) 1 (>) (b) (0) (5) 
Hoeing, second... -.- sats: Lal AO (CO) AW Ov (O) Ova beeee es (>) | (b) | (6) | (o) 
Foupine: wee eee renee eee eee (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 1 (2) (0) (0) (6) 
AUT G UI eee ayn eels lence yma oln 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TE teneithate. 50 AR ee RS SI 1 1 1 1 1 1 qa 1 1 
emMOvinonrasites: ss Pease le OU oe eh oo. Mayo sone sence bal Faceren aceasta imei. hones a org 
Mamiuringy S00 see See el p73 eine ae 2 35 Se Bee 3) eis rae 

Man hours per acre..-.-.------- 26 35 40 42 42 123 38 34 30 40 
Horse hours per acre. ...------ 48 72 92 94 74 65 74 71 €3 77 
Yield per acre (tons)-...--.--- 4.0 | 12.0} 10.0 9.8 Welk 9.0 9.0} 10.0 6.0 6.1 
Total cost per acre. ..--------- $45. 56 |$47. 73 |$46. 78 |$50.91 |$49. 50 |$48.33 |$47. 64 |$49.05 |$45.68 | $45.90 

a Applying fertilizer is included in the planting operation. b Contract. 

Taste XVIII.—Variations in farm practice in production of sugar beets, Alma, 
Mich. 

Oneriions Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm 
ere! ee No. 1.| No. 2. | No. 3. | No.4.| No. 5. | No. 6.| No. 7.| No. 8.| No. 9. |No. 10 

Times | Times| Times| Times| Times | Times| Times| Times| Times| Times 
over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | over. 

RIO eo yeee ie a aniek ences 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
IDS alate 2 JOE Ceci ee Rel Nene aaiens 1 Tis 95] ia ae ae ok 1 3 Ae a sen ea 
Toilaay bara, ohee eeeeia Uae eee ieee 1 The Sa Dail || ii) il 1 1 1 
Harrow) (spike)o.- 2-5-2222 clone i 3 1 2 1 4 2 2 1 

. Harrow (spring) ---.-.-------. 3. 2 1 5.1 2 Ph Rea sek 1 3 4 
ECO imap aged cy MOIS aie Pee 1s 2 il 2 10) 3 1 2 2 1 1 
Hauling fertilizer and seed - - -- 20) |Pceoces Dy eee 1 DG ees ceralise ry etre ees area eee 
lam fine ayes oe le ey eased | 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Vollimeipeetssiea ssi N els 25. ke | A ie 2 Urbs os cn A 1 Ie reds Viet pees el eae Se 
Culltijanine nh ee eee no 9.12 4) 6 6 6 6 5 Bo NG 8 
Blocking and thinning. .-.-.-- (b) 1 (5) (b) (5) (0) (>) (6) (>) (5) 
Hoeing; first... ...-.- eek Se as (6) 1 (>) (b) (b) (0) (5) (6) (b) (b) 
Hoeing, second...-------.----- (0) 1 (>) (5) (>) (5) (6) (>) (b) (5) 

O/O Oils 55 oepesce ase ooeesess (0) 1 (2) () (®) (®) (0) (0) (0) (5) 
Meittine we a Lk 1 1 1 1 1 1 il 1 1 1 
Te Kyi Ura eee Ce en eb 1 1 1 1 rl 1 1 Ht 1 1 
PEMETII yep EEDA ENS ae ayaa eters ars ate eV enacts poy esa ol sl 2 | Pepe eel ee Ee Pre Ee (eal eae eo ale ee 
IMATIUITAT PRS wee ecclesia 2 2 2 2 =i HO) || ecaese tes sil ep Zl a3 

Man hours per acre...-.-.-.---- 49 140 42 46 52 42 56 44 40 53 
Horse hours per acre....--.--- 82 77 79 82 110 83 102 95m |eenedo 98 
Yield per acre (tons).-..------ 15.1 7.0) 11.0} 11.0] 14.5] 14.0] 13.2] 10.0] 13.0 12.0 
Cost per acre..-...--.---.-----|/$52.42 |$46.37 |$53.85 |$50.28 |$60.37 |$68. 54 |$55.92 |$67.48 |$54.39 | $55.49 

a Applying fertilizer is included in the planting operation. 

y 

b Contract. 
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Taste XNIN.—Variations in farm practice in production df sugar beets, Paul- 
ding, Ohio. 

Operations. 

ean Laclseaise ace oeeaee ae 2 

Floating 
Harrow (spike) 
Harrow (spring) 
Rolin gos te Soe ee eee 
Hauling fertilizer 2 
Fertilizing 
Tiantanpe: = eet ee es 
Rolling beets 
Cultivating 
Blocking and thinningz.......: 
Hoeing, first 
Hoeing, second 

Man hours per acre 
Horse hours per acre. .-.----..- 
Yield per acre (tons) 
Cost per acre 

i 1 

Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm 
No. 1.| No. 2.| No.3. | No. 4. | No. 5. | No. 6. | No. 7. | No. 8. | No. 9. |No. 10. 

| Times | Times| Times| Times| Times| Times | Times| Times| Times| Times 
| over. | over. | over. | over. | over. | Over. | over. | over. | over. | over. 
eee Ss Beene Bases Psa scnss 34 a S84 |= ahebes oaks sil .e8 se 1 
Ryo irae sesh Se yl eee ead Sos a 0.1 0.3 Oe een. 
| 1] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 il 
| gee hee fore (ee ap foe 552 Di] Riles aeons cee ea eee. 
Wesigee se eRe hege aaee at ee a ee fi liye eee 2 
lage 3 PaWiae 1 A) OR eae 6 3 2 
| i Uy ae 2 TS. [cote SS ee eerie ere et lteter [lorie es ratct 
Sess 1 1 paces 1 2 3 2 2 tere 
aideoee|s Sees de] cas eeee reer i Bea eee 14 1 ite 1 
See ern ars 4 (ray erie Sas cla Ake 4 Sole ESA 1 

1 1 q. i 1 1 1 1 1 1 
BR 4 ose os 2 32) loon bee lee ees 2 1 2 Lees § 

2 5 8 3 4 3 As Is A Dad 4 

(>) LP) (>) (d) (b) (b) (d) (b) (d) 
(d) 1] (0) (5) (d) (0) (d) (d) (b) (b) 
(@)) lEastoae (d)., (d) (b) (b) (b) (d) (d) (d) 
(>) hh) (b) (d) (5) (0) (d) (0) (b) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

48 101 57 34 48 19 50 40 25 39 
90 82 128 72 100 55 100 73 53 74 

13.2 11.0 13.8 15.0 17.0 14.0 14.0} 13.8 11.0 11.8 
$53.87 |$44.30 |$61.21 |$51.02 |$56. 76 |$54.00 |$59. 34 |$57.37 |$51.86 | $51.25 

a Fertilizer is usually applied in the planting operation. 6 Contract. 

TABLE XX.—Variations in farm practice in production of sugar beets, Grand 

Operations. 

Manuring 

Floating 
Harrow (spike) 
Harrow (spring). - 
Rolling 
Hauling fertilizer 
Planting a 
Rolling beets 
Cultivating 
Blocking and thinning 
Hoeing, first 
Hoeing, second 

Lifti 

Man hours per acre 
Horse hours per acre 
Yield per acre (tons) 
Cost per acre 

Rapids, Mich. 

Farm |} Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm | Farm} Farm 
No. 1.| No. 2.| No.3. | No. 4. | No. 5. | No. 6. | No. 7. | No. 8. | No. 9. |No. 10. 

Times | Times | Times\| Times | Times| Times| Times| Times | Times| Times 
over. | over. | over. | Over. | Over. | Over. | Over. | Over. | Over. | over. 

PE sae oe Seen ceenoe onaoss 1 Ue steyeis [aeons] aoe Sires alae staisicrs na 
ae deiee lie ees 0.5 0.1 Onl eee stotaca | ee Oona Bean ee ee OSL 0.4 

1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
oes 71a pee lI Quem le et 2 4 5 rata Moe ene Haat 
Bes ee Dahon 8 onl ee weltee 1 iG dis ston ice Sores a | neetae 1 Bidets 

1 1 Ws) yee eet eee 4 1 2 1 1 
3 2 3 4 Ci pemerber (asa 3 4 3 
1 || oemeine Pa bree Aa A es Sea 2 1 1 

Ae Ak SRI 1 Jk 3 [ue beie 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 ] 1 naa 1 1 1.2 1 
1 QZ fo ces. thee ce Boke 5 te SI RAE eric digs etre Eee | BES ot est Sir 
5 Grito 5 5 4 4 5 5 8 

(>) 1! (6) (>) (b) (d) (d) (d) 1 1 
(4) 1 1 (b) (b) (by (d) (b) 1 1 

| Oy MNscbeeadlosatcs- (b) (b) (d) (b) (b) Alc etose 
| (®) 1 1 (>) (b) (b) (0) (b) 1 1 
| 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 Teer 1 1 1 1 al Sin 1 
——S— —=— ———_—_—_ 

45 102 75 42 28 52 29 54 153 113 
88 112 77 76 60 95 80 na 122 80 

8.0} 10:2)),* 10.59) 218.0). U2sOR ea Sea Ons 8.0 4.0 
$50.47 |$44.75 |$46.96 |$49.22 |$45.09 |$49.24 |$60. 50 $50. 86 $59.08 | $47.97 

a Applying fertilizer is included in the planting operation. b Contract. 

By consulting these tables it will be seen that there is considerable 
variation in the number of times certain operations were performed. 
Differences will also be noted: in the method of procedure on these 
farms. Taking the Caro district as an illustration, plowing was a 
common operation on all farms except one, in which case sugar beets 
were planted upon bean ground. Some of the land was disked four 
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_ times; the disking was done twice on a few farms, and in other cases 
but once; there were a few cases in which the disk was not used at 
all. Floating was practiced quite generally, but was not common to 
all farms. The spring-tooth harrow was used much more extensively 
than the spike-tooth in the preparation of the seed bed. 

Rolling was done on some farms both before and after planting. 
A few men rolled prior to planting the seed and did not repeat the 
operation after the beets were up. On other farms this work was 
confined solely to “ rolling beets.” 
The 10 Caro growers did not replant any seed, but in some of the 

other districts a fractional part of the acreage had to be reseeded. 
The number of cultivations varied from three to five in the Caro 
district. Only one operator in this group performed the handwork 
with the regular farm labor; the remaining growers contracted the 
blocking, thinning, hoeing, and topping. 

COST OF PRODUCING SUGAR BEETS. 

The cost of the various items of expense has advanced appreciably 
since 1915, and likewise the receipts have increased considerably. 
However, by substituting prevailing costs for the items of man labor, 
horse labor, pounds of seed, etc., the cost of producing sugar beets 
under present conditions can be closely approximated. 
By a study of the data presented it is hoped that the beet grower 

will be able not only to measure his own beet enterprise, but also to 
judge the relative importance of each item that enters into the cost 
of producing sugar beets. 

To find the cost of producing an acre of sugar beets in a given 
region the total cost of production was divided by the total beet acre- 
age. Similarly the cost of producing a ton of sugar beets was found 
by dividing the total cost of production by the total number of tons 
of: beets produced. All items of cost are computed on this basis. 
The final figures give the average cost of producing an acre or a ton 
of sugar beets on 2,018 acres of beets at Caro, Mich., 230 acres in the 
Grand Rapids, Mich., district, 506 acres at Alma, and 1,525 acres 
in northwestern Ohio, or a total acreage of 4,279 for all districts. 

LABOR COSTS. 

The labor required in producing sugar beets can be divided into 
three classes, man, horse, and contract. The last item consists mainly 
of man labor and is paid at a certain rate per acre or per ton. How- 
ever, in a few cases where plowing or hauling was hired by the acre 
or by the ton, this item is classified under contract labor. The sum 
of the three items of labor gave the total labor cost for the four 
areas. Table X XI shows the labor cost of producing sugar beets 
in three areas in Michigan and one in northwestern Ohio. 
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Tabie NNI.—Labor costs. 

Number Total Labor Yield Labor 
District. offarm acres in cost per apaaia cost per 

records. beets acre. P on. 

Tons. 
Caro: i849 8c 3. eset ae ER ey en ea ee Are 134 2,017. 65 $31. 40 9.73 $3. 23 
AST Tin ya ese: Serta css eee Men eet ren ee aye Sri 53 505. 79 35. 21 11.40 3.09 
Grand Rapids..... fi a nA ee ARO RRs oe a eena wee Moe 36 230. 53 34.19 10.16 3.36 
Northwestern Onioesherer ease Be oe she eee mre soe 97 1,524. 65 34. 02 13.17 2.58 

The labor cost is by far the largest item of expense, constituting 
over 60 per cent of the total cost of production. This item was prac- 
tically the same in the Grand Rapids and northwestern Ohio areas. 
It will be noticed, however, that the labor cost was about $4 less 
per acre in the Caro area than in the Alma district. This variation 

is probably due to the variation in beet acreage per farm. At Alma 
an average of 9.54 acres of beets per farm was grown; at Caro 14.51 
acres. The labor cost per acre is usually less on a large acreage than 
on a small one, on account of the more efficient employment of labor. 
In some cases the preparation for a given operation consumed as 
much time as the work itself. This is especially true on a very small 
acreage, since the time required to get the team ready and go to the 
field is as great for a small field as for a larger field of beets. 

At Caro 15.1 acres were grown per farm, and in northwestern 
Ohio 15.72 acres. The average yield in the former district was con- 
siderably smaller than in the latter, where it was necessary to handle 
more beets, and consequently more labor was required to do the work. 
Not only was the beet acreage per farm smaller at both Alma and 
Grand Rapids than at Caro, but the yields per acre were higher. 
These two factors influenced the labor cost per acre in the Alma and 
Grand Rapids areas. 

COST OF MATERIALS. 

The cost of materials includes the items of manure, fertilizer, and 
seed. The estimated value of the manure in the yard and the actual 
expenditure for seed and fertilizer are charged against the beets. 
Table X XII shows the cost per acre for each of these three items and 
the total cost of materials per acre and per ton. 

TABLE XXII.—Cost of materials. 

Num- Cost per acre. 

ber of Total = 
District. farm } acres in woot 

rec- beets. ays Ik) ak Manure. |Fertilizer.| Seed. Total. 
ords. 

PAT Ota aC no Stee ae cence ae 134 | 2,017.65 $1.90 $1.19 $2. 34 * $5. 43 $0. 56 
Jlbe te eee el eee Eee Come 53 505. 79 2.92 . 81 2.30 6. 0: .o3 
ET ATIC UC IVADIOS 2. oe cece nce cs 36 230. 53 2. 68 1, 22 2.138 6. 03 59 
Northwestern Ohio............... 97 | 1,524. 65 .74 sao 2.28 3.75 .29 
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The cost per acre for materials was the same at Alma and Grand 
Rapids, but was very much lower in northwestern Ohio. The smal! 
amounts of manure and fertilizer applied result in this low total 
charge per acre. Reduced to a ton basis the costs do not vary appre- 
ciably except in northwestern Ohio, where this item is approximately 
50 per cent of the charge in the other groups. 

MANURE. 

From 6 to 22 per cent of the beet acreage received an application 
of manure. The smallest percentage manured occurred in north- 
western Ohio and the largest at Grand Rapids. In the former area 
a number of growers turned under a clover sod, thus adding green 
manure to the land; consequently the cash charge in this district for 
farm manure is smaller. At Grand Rapids the dairy farms supply 
an adequate amount of farm manure. Comparing the acres in beets 
manured per farm, there is not a wide variation. At Grand Rapids 

1.41 acres per farm received an application, and in northwestern 

Ohio 0.89. 
The greatest cost per acre for manure was in the Alma area. Here, 

too, the application was the largest (14.3 tons), and the highest 
estimated value per ton ($1.10) was recorded. The rate of applica- 
tion and the estimated value per ton were essentially the same at 
Caro and Grand Rapids. However, since the acreage per farm was 
greater in the former than in the latter, the cost at Grand Rapids 
was 78 cents higher than in the Caro region. 

Northwestern Ohio had the largest acreage in beets and the small- 
est area receiving an application of manure. Consequently the lowest 
charge for manure occurs in this-district. 

FERTILIZER. 

In order to insure the beet plant a rapid and luxuriant growth it is 
the general practice in the areas studied to apply commercial fer- 
tilizers. The northwestern Ohio growers put on more fertilizer per 
acre than any of the other groups, averaging 171 pounds, but they 
paid about $3 less per ton than the Caro or Alma farmers, and $2 

less than the Grand Rapids growers. However, only one-third of 
the beet acreage in the former area received an application of fer- 
tilizer, while 80 per cent of the Caro, 48 per cent of the Alma, and 
73 per cent of the Grand Rapids acreage was so treated. 

SEED. 

Beet seed was purchased from the sugar factory at a cost of 15 
cents per pound. The factory advises the farmer to sow 15 pounds 
per acre, thus making the cost of the seed $2.25 per acre. The seed is 
advanced to the farmer and its value is deducted from the money 
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due the grower when the beets are delivered. No interest is charged 
the farmer for the money invested in the seed. 
Some growers seeded their fields at a higher, some at a lower rate 

than 15 pounds to the acre, while others sowed the stipulated amount. 
Caro farmers averaged 15.3 pounds, Alma growers 15.5, Grand 
Rapids 14, while the northwestern Ohio group drilled in 15.1 
pounds of seed per acre. This variation accounts for the difference 
in the acre cost of seed. The lowest rate of seeding and the lowest 
cost were found at Grand Rapids. 

OTHER COST ITEMS. 

Other cost items include insurance and taxes, use of land, machin- 
ery, and miscellaneous expenses. These are charges against the farm 
as a unit and must be prorated so that each enterprise will bear a 
just portion of the total expense. Table XXIII gives the cost per 
acre of these different items, together with the total cost per acre and 
per ton. 

There was a wide variation in the acre charge for these costs. 
Northwestern Ohio had the highest cost, $18.27, while in the Caro 
district the cost was but $10.82. A glance at the table will show that 
the charge for the use of land causes most of this difference. Reduced 
to a ton basis, this variation becomes considerably less. 

TABLE XXIII.—The use of land and other cost items. 

Cost per acre. 

Num- | Total = Total 
«tet ber of acres cost 

Dialer, farm in Tnsur- 1 Useiot Mach- | Miscel- per 
records.| beets. | ance and interest | inery laneous | Total. ton. 

taxes anicacnl expenses. 

Carne seh esata s eo eietcstecie 134 | 2,017.65 $1.00 $6.65 | $2.07 $1.10 $10. 82 $1. 11 
ANA ei ee ee Le eee 53 505. 79 . 80 11. 69 2.45 1.24 16. 18 1.42 
Grendgkiapidsses--seceecece 36 230. 53 .92 8. 25 2.45 1. 21 12. 83 1. 26 
Northwestern Ohio......... 97 | 1,524. 65 -91 13.79 2.45 1.12 18. 27 1.39 

INSURANCE AND TAXES. : 5 

Where the operator owned the land the insurance and taxes were 
greater than where the beets were grown by a tenant, since the man 

who rented had only his personal taxes to pay and usually carried 
no insurance. This charge is very small on tenant farms. 

On farms operated by the owner of the land the percentage of the 
total real-estate investment covering the beet land was used in deter- 
mining the proportion of the insurance and taxes chargeable against 
the beet crop. This item was about the same in Grand Rapids and 
northwestern Ohio and slightly greater at Caro. The lower charge 
of 80 cents at Alma is due to the high percentage of tenant farmers 
in this group. About 50 per cent of the growers in this area grew 
beets on rented land, while only about 10 per cent of the farmers at 
Caro and Grand Rapids rented the land. 
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USE OF LAND AND INTEREST ON CASH. 

The largest item in the group comes under use of land and interest 
oncash. If the owner grows beets, the money invested in land should 
pay interest to the farmer. The current rate on first-mortgage notes 
in the locality was used in figuring the interest on the investment, 
which was taken as the charge for the use of the land. 

It is the practice in all the areas to borrow money to pay the men 
who perform the hand work on the beet crop. Even if a man has 
the ready money to meet this expense, it means an investment of $7.50 

to $10 an acre from the time the beets are blocked and thinned to the 

harvesting of the crop. In either case the interest on this money is 

rightly chargeable against the beet crop. 
If the operator rents the land, he gives a share of the crop or pays 

a stipulated cash price per acre for the use of the land. In the former 
case, the value received for that portion of the crop given to the land- 
lord is charged; in the latter, the actual cash payment. Several fac- 
tors affect the rental charge, namely, the share given as rent, the yield 
per acre, and the percentage of share renters in the different groups. 

In general, the value of the share of the beet crop given as rent 
exceeds the interest on the investment. The value of the share rent 
also exceeds the cash amount paid by the cash renters of beet land. 
The amount paid as rent must be sufficient to cover both interest on 
land and land taxes. Then, too, it must be remembered that there is 

more risk to the tenant who pays cash rent than to the one who gives 
a share of the crop. If the yield is low, the share renter gives a 
smaller number of tons of beets; while the cash renter pays the same 
amount, regardless of the yield. If a tenant gives to the landlord 
one-half of the crop, the value of the rent is greater than if only one- 
third or one-fourth were given. In northwestern Ohio this expense 
is over $2 higher than at Alma. Of a total of 14 share renters in 

the former area, 12 gave one-half of the crop as rent, one gave one- 
third, and one gave two-fifths. In the latter sections, three of the four 
share renters gave one-half and one gave only one-fifth of the crop. 
When the yield is high the value of the crop share is, of course, 
greater than when a low yield is produced. Northwestern Ohio 
farmers produced the highest yield per acre, Grand Rapids the lowest, 
the yields at Caro and Alma falling, in their respective order, be- 
tween these two. 

MACHINERY. 

Certain farm implements, such as beet drill and lifter, are used 
exclusively in the production of sugar beets. The total annual ex- 
pense of these implements must, therefore, be met by the beet crop. 
Other implements such as the plow, harrow, cultivator, wagons, etc., 

are used in common on all the crops grown on the farm. In this 
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case, it is necessary to prorate the expense and charge the beets with 
a just proportion of the annual implement cost. Where machinery 
is hired, the actual cash paid out is considered. This was done in 
computing the machinery cost per acre of sugar beets. An average 
rate per acre was worked out for each district studied, and used for 
all the farms in that locality. 

Since practically all of the implements employed were similar in 
the four regions, there is little variation in this charge, which was 
the same at Alma, Grand Rapids, and in northwestern Ohio, and a 
little lower in the Caro district. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE. 

There are a number of minor farm expenses, a portion of which 
every farm enterprise must stand, such as telephone, farm papers, 
interest on cash to pay regular farm help, and other general farm 
expenses. ; 

This charge can be closely approximated, and, in this instance, is 
found by taking 3 per cent of the combined costs of materials and 
labor. There is very little difference in this charge for the four sec- 
tions studied. 

COST SUMMARY. 

It is interesting to note the relative importance of the several 
classes of expense which, taken together, give the total cost of pro- 
ducing sugar beets. Table XXIV gives the percentage distribution 
of costs for all areas. 

TABLE XXIV.—Summary and distribution of costs. 

Percentage distribution of costs. 

wie feat Cost Cost , if 
District. per acre. | per ton. Use ot 

Labor. |Materials.| land and 
other costs. 

(OE 10S a ae ene nr ER IS Dh NU eee ie i Ren oe ts $47. 65 $5. 62 65.9 11.4 DPT 
Alla 2 sey yd cP re oe ar an Eh oe ee oe | 57.42 5. 04 61.3 10.5 28. 2 
Grand Rapids §..52.2< fossa ee ee eee 53. 05 5. 21 64.4 11.4 24. 2 
NorthivestermsOhioe. seceer- see eee nie eee eee ee 56. 04 4. 26 60. 7 6.7 32.6 

| 

The total cost per acre of producing sugar beets varied from $47.65 
at Caro to $57.42 at Alma. This difference is due to three items— 

labor, manure, and rent. The cost per ton in the first three areas 
was above $5, while in the last district the cost was considerably 
below the five-dollar mark. It is interesting to note that the lowest 
cost per acre gave the highest cost per ton at Caro, and that the sec- 
tions producing beets at a higher cost per acre than at Caro showed 
a lower cost per ton than the Caro figure. Here the difference in the 
yield per acre is the determining factor. The yield was low at 
Caro, and considerably higher in the other districts. 
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In order of importance, labor comes first, comprising over 60 per 
cent of the cost of production. ‘“ Other costs” come next, from 25 
per cent to 32 per cent of the total, while materials constitute the 
remainder. It can be readily seen that any serious farm-labor prob- 
lem is going to affect materially the cost of production of the sugar 
beet, since almost two-thirds of the total cost involves labor alone. 

SUGAR BEET RETURNS VERSUS COST. 

The sugar companies did not all pay a uniform rate to the farmer 
for his sugar beets. Several companies paid a flat rate of $6 a ton 
for beets either delivered on board the cars at the local shipping 
point or hauled to the factory bins. One company gave $5 a ton 
for the beets, plus an additional price, or bonus, per ton, depending 
on the increase in the New York market wholesale price for sugar 
above $5 per hundredweight, during the months of October, Novem- 
ber, and December. Another sugar company paid for the beets 
on a sliding scale, dependent on the per cent of the sugar content 
of the beets. For beets testing 12 per cent, $5.25 a ton was paid, with 
an additional 40 cents per ton for each per cent above 12. Applying 
this scale, beets testing 13 per cent sugar were worth $5.65 a ton and 
14 per cent beets brought $6.05 per ton. 

Tt will be seen that, owing to the different methods of payment, 
the average receipts per acre will vary somewhat. In some cases in 
the same section, farmers contracted beets to different sugar com- 
panies and received different rates of payment. 

Table X XV gives a comparison of the beet costs and receipts per 
acre and the margin above the cost of production received by the 
farmer. 

TABLE XXV.—Average returns and margin above cost in producing sugar beets. 

a : Net re- | Net re- 
District Yield | Receipts} Cost per |turns per | turns in- 

5 per acre. } peracre.| acre. aere for | cluding 
beets. | beet tops. 

(CAT ORM eee aati: Dot scene se A RPE eo | 9. 72 $04. 62 $47. 65 $6. 97 $8. 67 
Ilha) poo aaa ae JAG RAOB eS PO AOD EEE Ber Hcoha Geet seascercd 11. 40 68. 40 57. 42 10. 98 13. 16 
Giramadblva dl Swe steep eeeacinss ee Se uate alee cond 5 19. 16 61. 31 53. 05 8. 26 11. 34 
INOniwestermiO@hlo se ts hy soars ace e tec es 2s 13.17 71. 83 56. 04 15. 79 17. 60 

The receipts per acre depend on the yield of beets produced and 
the amount received per ton. Northwestern Ohio growers received 
the lowest average price per ton, or $5.45; Grand Rapids growers got 
$6.03, the highest rate received; Alma, $6; and Caro, $5.62 a ton. 
The yield per acre is the greatest factor affecting beet receipts in the 
districts studied. 

The net return per acre was obtained by subtracting the cost from 
the receipts, this item varying from $6.97 at Caro to $15.79 per acre 
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in northwestern Ohio. When the estimated value of the beet. tops is 

added to this figure, a net return is obtained which ranges from $8.67 
to $17.60 per acre. The relation of the net returns from beets alone 

and the net returns including tops varies somewhat for the four 
areas, depending on the estimated value of the tops. At Caro beet 
tops were given a value of $1.70 an acre, at Alma $2.18, at Grand 
Rapids $3.08, and in northwestern Ohio $1.81. 

In no section did the average cost of production exceed the average 
returns. However, some individual growers produced beets at a loss 
and some realized only a small net return. It is possible to increase 
the yields in many localities and thereby add appreciably to the net 
returns. 

Pe ae 
PAL AL Pash col si [eS ea eS 
- PBR 
Pa 

NUMBER OF RECORDS 
Ta Bas alae hal 
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Nt tt 
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350 4.00 450 500 5.50 6.00 650 7.00 150 800 450 9.00 50 10.00 — ——— 1.50 $12.00 
1.63 107 531 5.54 623 S42 4.03 548 333 4.00 4.00 16,27 13,05 12.06 10.69 9.63 2.72 gos 

Fic. 23.—Frequency curve showing the distribution of farm operators in this study in 

relation to cost per ton and yield per acre. 

RELATION OF YIELD TO COST OF PRODUCTION. 

As has been previously stated, the yield per acre is an important 
factor in the cost of producing a ton of sugar beets. The accompany- 
ing frequency curve (fig. 23) shows the distribution of the growers 
in the four regions on the basis of cost per ton in producing sugar 
beets. 

It will be seen that sugar beets are grown at a cost of from $3 to 
$12 a ton. However, from the 320 records obtained, 229 growers, or 

about 72 per cent, produced beets at a cost ranging from $3.50 to 
$5.50 a ton. Dividing the records into two groups, 145 growers pro- 
duced beets at $4.50 a ton or less, and 175 grew the crop at $5 a ton or 

more. ‘Twenty-three per cent of the growers reported a cost of $6 
a ton or more. 
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The farmers received from $5.45 to $6.13 a ton for the crop. The 

margin of profit is very small in a number of cases, a condition which 
does not make for a greater beet acreage, a higher’ tonnage, or an in- 

crease in the sugar supply of the country. However, the farmer 
expends considerable labor on the beet crop and has been given an 
allowance for his own' work. Then, too, several benefits are derived 
from growing the crop on the land. ‘Since deep tillage and thorough 
land preparation are prerequisite, the soil is in excellent tilth for the 
following crop. This condition is shown in the high yields of grain 
after beets. Clean cultivation also eliminates noxious weeds and 

insures to the following crop comparative freedom from these pests. 
The curve also points out the importance of a good yield of sugar 

beets as a means of decreasing the cost per ton. Krom a cost of $3 
a ton there is a gradual decrease in the yield until the cost becomes 
$8 a ton. From this point a decrease does not always appear. How- 
ever, only 4 per cent of the growers exceeded this figure. 

It is possible in a number of instances to increase the yield by em- 
ploying better tillage methods, by the proper use of manures, and 
by the use of a well-planned cropping system. 

Recently the sugar companies have advanced the price paid to the 
farmer to help take care of increased costs. However, the general 
relation between the new price and the new cost of production re- 
mains practically the same. There are suggestions brought out in 
this study that might be used by the sugar company as well as by the 
beet grower. Increasing the efficiency_of the labor necessary to raise 
the crop, and the performance of certain operations when these 
become necessary, will go far toward decreasing the cost of labor, 
which constitutes such a large part of the total expense; and also in 
increasing the yield of sugar beets. Both results would tend to lower 
the cost per ton of production. 

VALUE OF BEET TOPS. 

The value of beet tops depends on the manner in which this by- 
product is utilized. There are three ways of disposing of the tops, 
namely, feeding on the farm, selling, and plowing under for manure. 
The value given the tops on farms where they were fed was the prob- 
able sale price of other feeds replaced by the tops. On farms from 
which the tops were sold the actual price received was used. The 
estimated manurial value was used where the tops were plowed 
under. 

_ The general practice was to feed the beet tops, over 96 per cent 
’ of the growers in the first three sections doing this. (See Table 
XXVI.) In northwestern Ohio about one-half of the growers fed 
and one-half plowed the tops under. Beet tops were valued at from 
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$1.50 to $3.40 an acre. The lowest figure is shown where the tops 

were plowed under for manure, while the highest value was placed 
‘on tops used as feed. Grand Rapids growers gave the highest esti- 
mated value for tops fed. In this area many farmers hauled the 
tops to the barn or feed lot and fed them to dairy cattle. In some 
sections the tops were pastured on the ground after the beets were 
harvested. In such instances many of the tops were trampled by the 
stock, while some spoiled because of unfavorable conditions and 
could not be used for feed. 

TABLE XXVI.—Disposition and estimated acre value of sugar-beet tops (1915).. 

Value 
Nrvmber Value Value | Per cent 

District. offarm per cant whe Fer cout when | plowing pben 
records. | “PPSPB |) “Med. |, S°oaSB al! ssolde si uamderse ieee va: 

Warns tbs erence aes eee 68 97 C1578 | Ace ee See eee 3 $2. 00 
JA gan eas ENS Be Se epene aren tie = ett 51 96 2.20 2 $2.00 2 1. 50 
GrandsRapids 522-2 Sa0 ee 33 97 3540 | oc iG ee eee 3 2.50 
Northwestern Ohio............. 82 48 2:00! asec see Meee eee 52 1. 

Some growers follow the practice of feeding a portion of the tops 
and turning under the remainder. In such cases, where the greater 
part of the acreage was fed, the value of the tops was higher than 
where the larger portion was turned under. The utilization of the 
tops depends largely on the amount of stock kept on the farm. Many 
farmers do not keep enough live stock to consume all of the beet: 
tops produced on the farm. In some sugar-beet sections cattle and 
sheep are fattened for market. The stock is turned in on the beet. 
field after the beets are harvested. When the beet tops are cleaned 
up, alfalfa and corn are fed until the stock is ready for the market. 
The feeding period lasts from two to five months. If the grower 
has no stock to fatten, he may sell the tops to a stock feeder, who 
turns his cattle and sheep into the farmer’s field, paying a certain 
sum per acre for the pasturing privilege. Only two farmers sold 
all of their beet tops in this manner. 

RELATION OF BEET ACREAGE TO TILLABLE AREA. 

There was a decided variation in the size of the beet acreage per 
farm. Grand Rapids farmers grew the smallest acreage and north- 
western Ohio growers the largest. There is also a difference in the: 
acreage of tillable land per farm in the four sections. However, 
when reduced to a percentage basis there is little variation for these 
regions. Approximately three-fourths of the farm land is tillable; 
at Grand Rapids, 71 per cent; at Alma, 72 per cent; at Caro, 75 per » 
cent; and in northwestern Ohio, 83 per cent. (See Table X XVII.) 
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TABLE XXVII.—Relation of beet acreage to tillable area. 

Per cent of Number Acres per | Acres per F 
District. of farm pens [gto farm farm in uilable 

records. Gel tillable. beets. eats 

(CEE es oye Sie a a 134 109.6 82.3 ley ah 18. 33 
JAUNTEG)s © | EEE GS See a een ap en eel ed 53 103. 65 74. 47 9. 54 12. 81 
GrandpRiapids ae ielel shee. Seed ee aes: : 36 126.11 89. 33 6. 40 Tle Ut 
Northwestern Ohio...........-...-.------- 97 134. 75 111.96 ESTP 14. 00 

Only 7.17 per cent of the tillable land was planted to beets in the - 
Grand Rapids area, while 18.33 per cent was given over to sugar-beet 
production at Caro. In the former area there has been a tendency 
on the part of the farmer to decrease his beet acreage. At one time 
all the sugar beets contracted by the Holland factory were produced 
in this locality. Most of the beets for that factory are now shipped 
in from points in northwestern Michigan and eastern Indiana. The 
scarcity of farm labor to perform the handwork on this crop is prob- 
ably responsible for this situation more than any other one factor. 
In many instances larger acreages could be grown, since the sugar 
beet has a place in the crop rotation of this section. 

BEET ACREAGE PER FARM AND YIELD PER ACRE IN RELATION 
TO COST. 

It seems reasonable to assume that the man who grows a large 
acreage of sugar beets can produce them at a lower cost per acre than 
the man who grows a small acreage. In general this is true, but the 
variation is small (see Table XXVIII). It is also natural to sup- 
pose that the larger the yield in tons per acre the greater the cost 
per acre, since the handling of more beets is involved. 

TABLE XXYVIII.—Acres in beets versus yield per acre as influencing cost of 

production. 

Yield, 8 tons or less per| Yield, 9t013 tons per | Yield, 14 tons and over 
acre. acre. per acre. 

Acres in sugar beets. 
Num- | Cost Cost | Num-| Cost Cost | Num-| Cost Cost 
ber of per per ber of per per ber of per per 
farms. | acre. ton. |farms.]| acre. ton. |farms.| acre. ton. 

GIOTMESS Pease oes nes 13 | $48.98 | $8.10 46 | $54.88 | $4.94 19 | $60. 59 $3. 76 
OO) WPS Co Se ae et Sie gee ee 22} 49.28 7.05 47 | 52.45 4, 83 25 | 58.18 3. 92 
ipramdroverssc.c2 ts. see ee: 24 | 47.06 7.00 51 52.37 4.75 23 | 60.38 3.80 

Comparing the farms in each group on the basis of yield per acre, 
it was found that in each of the three acreage groups the greater the 
yield of sugar beets per acre the higher the cost of production per 
acre. However, the larger the yield per acre the smaller the cost per 
ton of beets. Where 6 acres of beets or under were grown, it cost 
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$8.10 per ton to produce 8 tons or under per acre, and $3.76 per ton 
for a yield of 14 tons and over per acre. There is also an increase 
per acre and a decrease per ton in each of the other two acreage 
classifications in the table. 

COMPARISON OF BEET RECEIPTS WITH OTHER FARM RECEIPTS. 

An analysis of the receipts from the different enterprises on the 
farms in the sugar-beet areas studied shows the importance of the 
sugar beet to the farmer as a cash crop. Table X XIX gives a com- 
parison of the percentage of farm receipts derived from the total 
farm crops, from live stock and live-stock products, from miscel- 

-laneous items, and from the sugar beet alone. 

Taste XXIX.—Beet receipts in comparison with other farm receipts. 

Per cent of total receipts Per cent | Per cent 
Num- Avetaae rom— P oftotal |. of total 

ems ber of ota : farm crop 
District. farm | receipts "| receipts | receipts 

records. | per farm. Grane Live Miscel- from from 
P stock. | laneous.| beets. | beets. 

CATO san sinc staseciad Sue acre Eee 84 |$1, 750.00 69. 32 29. 54 1.14 43.54 62. 82 
JNU ae ice eee Seite 53 | 1,930.00 68.19 31.71 -10 33.83 49. 62 
GrandiRapids2: --as. essere -- ee _ 36 | 2,339.00 41.04 58.7 Baty 16. 80 40.94 
Northwestern Ohio............-- 97 | 1,128.49 73.45 26. 53 -02 35. 72 48.63 

The Caro, Alma, and northwestern Ohio farms are essentially crop 
farms, over two-thirds of all the receipts coming from crops in the 
first two areas and almost three-fourths in the last. At Grand Rapids 
almost 60 per cent of the total farm receipts was derived from live 
stock, while 40 per cent came from crops. This is not surprising, 
since farmers in the Grand Rapids region keep dairy cows and sell 
cream and milk to the creameries and cheese factory in that locality. 
Along with dairying go hogs and poultry, which provide a consid- 
erable portion of the live-stock returns. 

In the former areas over one-third of the receipts came from the 
sugar beet alone, while beets brought in 17 per cent of the receipts 
at Grand Rapids. When changed to the basis of per cent of crop 
receipts over 40 per cent of the crop receipts came from beets, while 
at Caro they constituted over 60 per cent of the total crop receipts. 

The highest total farm receipts were found at Grand Rapids. 
Live stock is probably responsible for this large amount. The lowest 
farm receipts were reported in northwestern Ohio. Over $2,000 was 
received per farm at Grand Rapids and slightly more than $1,100 in 
the northwestern Ohio region. 

In several sections beans compete with the sugar beets. At Caro 20 
per cent of the total farm receipts came from beans and at Alma 15 
per cent. About 15 per cent of the farm receipts in northwestern 
Ohio was due to the sale of corn and 11 per cent to returns from oats. 
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LABOR REQUIREMENTS. 

It is the general practice in all the areas studied to hire a part of 
the work on the sugar beets. Usually, if a man has more than 5 acres 
in beets all of the handwork is performed by hired help on an acre- 
contract basis. In some instances the hoeing was done by the farmer 
and his family, and the topping was hired; in other cases the hoeing 
was hired and the topping performed by the farmer. Where a very 
small acreage of beets was grown, usually none of the handwork was 
contracted. As stated previously, the contract labor was paid at a 
stipulated rate per acre or per ton. This contract expenditure has 
been changed to its equivalent in man hours by a computation assum- 
ing a rate of 25 cents per hour as the value of man labor. (See Table 
XXX.) 

TABLE XXX.—Labor requirements in producing an acre of sugar beets. 

| 
Pheer Acres Yield per ; Hoursof | Hoursof 

District. grown. acre. man labor. |horse labor. 

(CERRO 3 i CS ace AIO A See aH RUD ES 2,018 9.72 105.5 80. 03 
LANNY ay eh AER IPT Te) PO 506 11.40 114.8 95. 34 
Gram Ghia Pid Sey na essere see iste sereeiee te sence aia.ce aed 230 10. 16 111.3 93. 88. 
INOnimwesterm Ohios.22mes) oohss woke 8 1,525 13}, i127 113.4 79. 21 

The number of horse hours spent at Caro and in northwestern Ohio 
are approximately the same, as are the hours for Alma and Grand 
Rapids. However, more labor was required in the former than in 
the latter areas. 
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THE GOAT RANGE PROBLEM. 

On far western ranges goats are raised mainly for mohair and 
meat and secondarily for milk and hides. On farms they are val- 
uable also for clearing brush. The possibility of clearing brushy 
areas by heavy stocking with goats and the excessive overgrazing 
and injury to the range which has resulted on many goat ranges 
from lack of proper management have created the impression that 
goat grazing can not be conducted without unwarranted damage to 
range and timber reproduction. Furthermore, a lack of proper se- 
lection, care, and management of the range goats has resulted in a 
low average production of mohair and meat and small profits. There 
are individuals, however, who have improved their methods of man- 
agement for the range and the goats so that they have eliminated 
overgrazing and injury to the range and established a profitable 
business. The adoption of similar improved methods more generally 
by range goat growers would greatly decrease injury to the range 
and to tree growth and watersheds where these are factors, and 
would place the range gua) industry upon a more stable and re- 
munerative basis. 

The goat range problem to-day has three important phases: first s s Ay I ; 

determining the character of range suitable for goat grazing; second, 
developing methods of management of goat range which will insure 
profitable production of goats without detriment to cattle and sheep 
raising, timber reproduction, watershed protection, and other uses of 

84091°—19 1 
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the land; third, increasing the production of mohair and meat by 
decreasing loss and by better selection, care, and management of the 
goats. Investigations have been made of all these phases of the 
problem and the results are incorporated in this bulletin in the fol- 
lowing order: (1) the character of range required by goats; (2) 
methods of management of range which will insure profitable goat 
production without effects detrimental to the other uses of the area 
grazed; and (3) the selection, care, and management of goats so as 
to increase the production of mohair and meat. 

RANGE SUITABLE FOR GOATS. 

The suitability of range for goats depends to some extent upon 
climate and water, but chiefly upon forage. 

The ideal goat range should possess forage suitable for goats at 
all times of the year, be well drained and free from continued heavy 
rains, and be adequately supplied with watering places and suitable 
bed grounds. Since browse furnishes the bulk of range feed for goats 
throughout the year, there should be an abundance of this available. 
Grass and weeds are necessary for does and kids during the spring 
and summer, but not during the winter. They are not essential 

for wethers at any time. They are of considerable value at all times, 
however, to give variety to the forage. On extensive brush areas, 
the stand of brush should be sufficiently open to allow herding of the 
goats. On small areas the brush may be dense. Extensive areas 
where brush grows tco dense for immediate use can eventually be 
made wholly usable by allowimg the herds to graze into them grad- 
ually from adjacent more open areas. 

The value of the different kinds of range forage plants varies 
greatly with variation in the associated plant species, the stage of 
growth, the region, and the tastes of individual goats. However, 
it is the general opinion that the relative importance of browse, 

grasses, and weeds is in the order named. 

BROWSE. 

Browse furnishes most of the forage for goats on the ranges. 
During the summer browse and grass are often grazed in approxi- 
mately equal quantity, provided about equal amounts of palatable 
species of both make up the forage. In the wmter, however, browse 
is the principal goat feed, and it is absolutely necessary on any winter 
goat range which is subject to continued snow. Evergreen browse 
species are of value throughout the year, but are ordinarily grazed 
most during the winter. Deciduous species are of greatest value 
during the summer, but twigs and buds of such species often furnish 
much winter forage. 
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Browse should be available on kidding ranges, to provide buds, 
fresh leaves, tender twigs, and variety in the feed, which are funda- 
mental requirements, especially when the growth of grass is deferred 
by drought or late season. 

Nearly all species of browse are grazed to some extent by goats, 
though certain species are of much greater value than others. The 
gpecies of mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus spp.) are among the 
most important kinds of goat forage. They are very palatable, 
abundant, and widely distributed; they produce a large amount of 
forage; are not easily injured by grazing; and most of them are 
evergreen. 

The palatable oaks (Quercus spp.) also furnish a considerable pro- 
portion of the browse forage for goats. The evergreen oaks are of 
great importance throughout the entire year. Gambel oak (@. 
gambelii), New Mexican oak (QY. novomexicana), and other de- 
ciduous oaks are of value chiefly during the summer, not only be- 
cause they drop their leaves in winter but because ordinarily they 
grow at elevations too high for.satisfactory winter use. The oaks 
are generally of only moderately high palatability; they derive their 
importance as goat forage chiefly from their distribution and abun- 
dance. Several other important browse species of moderately high 
palatability are garrya' (Gorrya spp.), maple (Acer spp.), snow- 
berry (Symphoricarpos spp.), cherry (Prunus spp.), willow (Salix 
spp.), sage (Artemisia spp.), and Apache plume (Fallugia para- 

dowta). 
The blue brush ? (Ceanothus integerrimus) of the Pacific coast and 

Fendler’s ceanothus (C. fendleri) of the Rocky Mountains are of 
very high forage value. The blue brush is probably the most valu- 
able browse species on the Pacific coast. Several other species of 
ceanothus* furnish considerable forage for goats. Other important 
browse species of very high palatability are fendlera (Fendlera 
spp.), bitter brush (Kunzia tridentata), lemita or skunk bush 
(Sehmalizia spp.), New Mexican locust (Robinia neomexicana), 
service berry (Amcelanchier spp.), and rose (Rosa spp.). 

Manzanita (Arctostaphylos spp.) 1s grazed rather freely in south- 
ern New Mexico, but in California and Oregon it is eaten only when 
the range is overgrazed. In the spring it is often peeled by the goats, 

apparently for the sap. 
There are undoubtedly many other browse species of high forage 

value for goats. Additional observations are necessary to determine 
their importance. Among such species are probably simmondsia 

1 Locally called quinine bush. 

2 Also called wild lilac, sweet birch, and white birch. 

? Some of the most important are Gregg’s ceanothus (C. greggii), white thorn (C. cor- 

dulatus), red ceanothus (C. sunguineus), and wedge-leaved ceanothus (C. cuneatus), 

locally called ‘‘ chamise.” 
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(Simmondsia californica), palo verde (Parkinsonia spp.), franseria 
(Pranseria dumosa), mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa), and screw- 
bean (Strombocarpa pubescens). 

_The berries of the cedars (Juniperus spp.) and junipers (Juni- 
perus spp.) and the nuts of piion (Pinws edulis) are eaten readily 
by goats; but conifers as forage for goats are of low value and, as 
a general rule, are not seriously grazed when there is a suflicient 
amount of more palatable browse available. Frequently, however, 
on overgrazed goat ranges there is considerable injury to conifer 
reproduction. 

GRASSES. 

It is essential to have grass available for does at kidding time 
and during the summer, to provide succulent forage so that there 
may be an adequate supply of milk for the kids. Young lads also 
receive much nourishment from grass forage. 
Many grass species are of high value for goats during the summer, 

and give an excellent “finish” to the flesh of those which are to be 
sold for meat in the fall. As grass becomes coarse and tough in the 
fall it becomes less palatable to goats, and generally from this time 
on through the winter it is grazed very little. 
Where grass grows scattered in dense brush stands, it is more 

closely grazed than where it forms a considerable part of the forage. 
On southwestern ranges the gramas?‘ and eragrostes? are probably 

the most valuable grasses for goat grazing. Of medium palatability 
are some of the muhlenbergias,? small feather-grass (Andropogon 
scoparius), pion mountain-rice (Oryzopsis fimbriata), prairie-grass 
(Sphenopholis obtusata), and wolftail (Lycurus phieoides). Grasses 
of low palatability are grazed only when the range is overgrazed or 
when there is a scarcity of grass. 

WEEDS. 

The herbaceous flowering plants, “weeds” as they are generally 
called on National Forest ranges, are usually of greater palatability 
when green and tender than when dry. Accordingly, they furnish 
little feed during the winter, but are often important at other times 
of the year. Alfileria (Zrodium cicutarium) on low ranges, however, 
furnishes considerable winter feed. The chief value of most weeds 
lies in providing variety in the forage for does and kids during the 
spring and summer. 

1Side oats (Bouteloua curtipendula), blue grama (B. gracilis), and hairy grama 

(B. hirsuta). 

2 Panicled eragrostis (Hragrostis crosa) and Mexican eragrostis (2. mevricana.) 

*Wright’s muhlenbergia (Muhklenbergia wrightii) and Berlandier’s muhlenbergia (iM. 

tverlandievi). 
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Fic. |.—GOATS GRAZING ON GRASS-BRUSH RANGE. 

A mixture of grasses, browse, and weeds furnishes the most desirable range for goats. Variety 
of forage is especially important for does and kids. 

F-3—WRC 

Fic. 2.-GOATS GRAZING IN DENSE BRUSH. 

Extensive areas of dense palatable brush may be utilized by working the goats in gradually 
from adjacent open areas. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FEED. 

Tf range forage is covered with snow for more than a few days at a 
time, some other feed must be provided for the goats. On northern 
ranges and at high altitudes this condition sometimes prevails for 
long periods. On most winter ranges in the Southwest light snows 
which soon melt are the rule, so that little feeding is necessary. How- 
ever, even here a small amount of supplemental feed on wintry days 
and during kidding will pay for itself by keeping the animals in 
good condition. 

All kinds of hay from alfalfa or clover to dried brush or straw 
can be fed advantageously. Where alfalfa, clover, vetch, or cowpeas 
are fed no grain is necessary; but it is well to supplement rough fod- 
der with cottonseed cake, oats, barley, or other grains. Roots are 
sometimes fed as a substitute for green feed. Goats like good feed 
and will ordinarily not eat anything soiled by dirt or trampled. Ac- 
cordingly, they have sometimes been considered wasteful. To prevent 
waste, hay should be fed in a feeding rack and grain in troughs. The. 
amount of hay and grain fed depends largely on whether the object 
of feeding is merely to prevent loss or to keep the goats in a thrifty, 
growing condition. With most range herds, from 1 to 2 pounds of 
hay or from one-quarter to 1 pound of cottonseed cake are fed to each 
goat on days when they are unable to obtain sufficient range feed. 

CLIMATE. 

Climate limits the suitability of range for goats through the effect 
of heavy rains and snows. Dry, rugged areas are generally better 
suited for goat grazing than wet, marshy lands. Goats seek the 
shelter of timber or of sheds during heavy rains. Continued cold 
rains may keep them unduly confined to sheds and have often caused 
serious losses soon after shearing where sheds were not available. 
The heavy losses that have occurred in the fog belt near the coast 

of northern California and southwestern Queen would indicate 
that areas subject to heavy fogs and rains are not well suited for 
goat ranges. Despite these heavy losses, however, small herds of 
goats are being grown successfully in portions of the fog belt, though 
they require more care in sheltering and handling than where the 
climate is drier. Ranges subject to heavy snowfall should not be 
used for winter grazing unless warm, dry sheds, and plenty of 
supplemental fae are seeded 

WATER. 

The amount of stock water available determines the suitability of 
a given range for goats, especially at certain seasons of the year. 
Abundant water should be available on ranges used during the spring 
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and summer. Jt is not necessary to have very much water on winter 
ranges if snow is available. Pure, fresh water should be provided 
wherever possible, but in the Southwest it is often necessary to 
utilize rain water caught in large storage reservoirs. The goats 
drink this readily when once accustomed to it. 

Deep wells must sometimes be drilled on southwestern ranges if 
there is to be a supply of water throughout the year. .The cost of 
such operations is often prohibitive considering the amount of forage 
available in the locality.. When this is true such areas are some- 
times used only during the rainy seasons and when stored rain water 
can be used. 

MANAGEMENT OF THE GOAT RANGE. 

Most goat ranges are used throughout the year. This and the 
general practice of driving the goats out from a corral at the ranch 
headquarters and back every day for months or throughout the 
year have been largely responsible for such a deterioration of the 
range as to cause a widespread belief that any grazing by goats is 
extremely destructive to range. The fault is largely in the method 
of management, which with large herds is sure to concentrate graz- 
ing to the point of overstocking and to cause continued premature 
grazing. Where a similar practice has been followed in the manage- 
ment of cattle and sheep, the range has been similarly depleted. 

The remedy les in working out a plan of grazing which will give 
the vegetation a chance to grow sufficiently to maintain itself. To 
do this on an area which is grazed throughout the year necessitates 
light stocking, at least during the main growing season of the impor- 
tant forage plants. Investigation and practical tests have shown that 
a better plan is to divide the range into three areas, one for spring, 
another for summer and fall, and a third for winter. Dividing 
the range for seasonal use so as best to meet the needs of the forage 
and of the goats and distributing the grazing more evenly over the 
range make possible the maintenance of the forage under heavier 
grazing and the reservation of suitable feed for the most critical 
periods of the year. 

DIVISION OF THE RANGE. 

Spring range-—During the period of kidding and immediately 
afterwards more than during any other period of the year the does 
and kids need plenty of green, tender feed and plenty of water. For 
this reason there should be an abundance of grass and weed forage 
on the kidding range, but there should also be some browse to pro- 
vide tender, green twigs in case drought or a late season prevents 
a sufficient growth of grass. 
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Tt is important that this vegetation be kept thrifty, so that growth 
will start promptly and vigorously as soon as weather is favorable 
in the spring. Where the range is used from the kidding corral by 
large herds during the greater part of the year, much of the choice 
forage is killed out or is greatly weakened by continuous grazing, 
so that the spring growth is greatly delayed and is scanty when it 
does come. As a result the does have to travel too far, are not 
sufficiently nourished during kidding time, and fail to provide ample 
milk and also to mother their kids properly. Under such conditions 
there is considerable trouble in handling the flock during kidding, 
and it is difficult to keep down the losses. 

Tt is necessary to graze the does continuously from the kidding 
corrals during the kidding period and for two or three weeks after 
the close of kidding. Only strong, vigorous plants which have stored 
considerable food material in their roots during the growing period 
of the former year can withstand such continued, premature grazing. 
Aceordingly, the does and kids should be moved to the summer-and- 
fall range just as soon as possible, so that the plants on the kndding 
range will have an opportunity during the summer growing season 
to make sufficient growth to insure an early, vigorous growth the 
following spring. If the goats are moved shortly after ladding and 
are not grazed on this spring area until the next spring, the plants 
will recuperate during the summer from the heavy early spring graz- 
ing and there will be no deterioration in the range forage. 

The spring range should have enough forage so that the goats 
will be properly nourished during the period they are on it and no 
part of it be overgrazed. If there is surplus forage in the fall, it may 
be possible to graze it lightly, but care should be taken to see that 
the grass and weed forage is not grazed so much as to injure it, and 
that the buds of the brush are not consumed. . 

Tt is best to refrain from grazing the kidding range during the 
winter, and under no circumstances should the winter grazing on 
this range be more than very light. 

Summer-and-fall range-—When the does and lids are removed 
from the kidding range they should be taken to the range set aside for 
summoer-and-fall use. Since the kids depend largely upon their 
mothers’ milk and upon green, succulent food for nourishment dur- 
ing the summer, there should be plenty of grass and weed forage on 
the summer range. Such forage when young may be injured by 
grazing. The forage, therefore, should be as far advanced as pos- 
sible when grazing begins. 

On the summer range it is necessary to graze the plants during their 
principal growing period and while they are producing their flower 
stalks and seed. The summer is also the most successful period for 
establishing seedlings. A normal plant growth, the production of 
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fertile seed, and the establishment of seedlings are most important; 
and the goat grazing should be adjusted so as to interfere as little as 
possible with these plant functions. 

Continuous close cropping of the forage during the growing season 
removes the leaves of the palatable species as fast as they are pro- 
duced. If the roots are not killed by starvation, they are often 
trampled out of the ground by the goats’ hoofs. Hence the palatable 
species fail to reproduce and gradually disappear; and the unpala- 
table species, having a greater chance for growth and reproduction, 
gradually take the place of the palatable species. Only a very open 
stand is formed. Erosion follows, the valuable surface soil is washed 
and blown away, and reestablishment of the palatable forage cover is 
made most difficult. 

This denuded condition prevails especially where grazing has been 
excessively concentrated around bed grounds used every night 
throughout the growing season. It is important, therefore, that goats 
be bedded in any one place for only a short period. This will not 
only eliminate the concentration of grazing but will also secure a 
more uniform utilization of all the range forage. 

If the forage is given a complete rest, or is only lightly grazed 
during the growing season, the palatable vegetation has an oppor- 
tunity to make normal growth. With normal growth fertile seeds 
are produced, the seedlings are given a chance to become established, 
and an appreciable increase in the palatable vegetation may result. 

To ascertain the effect of giving the forage a rest from grazing, 
plots were established on seriously overgrazed, southwestern goat 
ranges; and for two years the areas were protected from grazing 
during part or all of the growing period, and closely grazed at other 
times, the browse, because of its scarcity, being overgrazed. The 
increase in density of palatable forage in the two years averaged ap- 
proximately 67 per cent for grasses and 4 per cent for browse. The 
greatest Increases were approximately 125 per cent for the grasses 
and 27 per cent for the browse. When overgrazed goat range is given 
a rest during the growing season and not overgrazed at other times, 
the grass recuperates readily. The brush recovers more slowly. 
When the range has been only lightly overgrazed the brush also 
recuperates readily with protection, but if the range has been badly 
overgrazed the brush requires several years before it makes normal 
growth. 
When range is fully stocked it is not always possible to allow all 

the summer range a rest from grazing during the growing season. 
If the winter range and the summer-and-fall range can be inter- 
changed advantageously each of these divisions can be given protec- 
tion in different years; but it is often impossible to interchange them 
because snow prevents winter use of the range reserved for summer 
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F—4—WRC 

Fig. |.-GOATS GRAZING ON THE BRUSH UNDERSTORY OF THE TIMBER TYPE, 
SUMMER AND FALL RANGE. 

F-50644 

FIG. 2.—GOATS GRAZING IN THE OPEN BRUSH TYPE OF THE LOWER 
ELEVATIONS, WINTER RANGE. 
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F—27045—A 

Fig. |.-RANGE GRAZED BY GOATS CONTINUOUSLY FOR OVER 30 YEARS. 

Destruction of the palatable forage cover, followed by erosion, results from continued heavy 
grazing. 

F—31968—-A 

Fic. 2.—SAME RANGE AS SHOWN ABOVE AFTER PROTECTION FROM GOAT 

GRAZING DURING PART OF THE GROWING SEASON FOR TWO YEARS. 

With protection the grass recuperates readily; the brush more slowly. 
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and fall. It is unnecessary, however, to give the entire summer-and- 
fall range a rest from grazing during the growing season. If it is 
stocked so as to prevent overgrazing, and if grazing is deferred on 
successive parts until after seed maturity and then the surplus forage 
utilized, all of the forage may be fully grazed and the vegetation 
maintained in a state capable of maximum production. 

This system is known as “the deferred and rotation system of 
grazing.”1 For example, in the Southwest the summer-and-fall 
ranges are grazed from about June 1 to November 1, or approxi- 
mately five months. The greater part of the principal forage species 
have matured seed by September 1. Grazing, then, should be de- 
ferred on certain successive parts until some time after this date. 

To apply successfully the deferred and rotation system of grazing 
three points must be observed. First, the grazing must be distributed 
so as to avoid concentration to the point of overstocking. To do 
this with herds of about 1,200 grown goats will require the use of 
about 20 bed grounds on the summer-and-fall ranges. Second, the 
goats must be grazed quietly on range adjacent to each of the bed 
grounds, and different parts of the range must be grazed at different 
times of the period. This can easily be done by using 20 bed grounds. 
To use all the summer-and-fall range throughout the entire grazing 
period should not be attempted. Third, instead of using the bed 
grounds in the same order year after year, rotation in time of use by 
groups of four bed grounds each must be practiced. 

This plan would make possible the division of the summer-and- 
fall range into five parts of equal carrying capacity, each part suit- 
able for a month’s use. Two parts, each containing four bed grounds, 
could then be protected from grazing until after September 1 each 
year. Each part grazed in any month for any given year should be 
grazed a month earlier in the succeeding year, except the part grazed 
first which would then be grazed last. For example, if the parts are 
designated by A, B, C, D, and E, in any year A, B, and C may be 
erazed during June, July, and August, respectively, leaving D and 
E to be grazed in September and October after seed maturity; then 
in the succeeding year B, C, and D would be grazed in June, July, 
and August, respectively, leaving E and A to be grazed in September 
and October, and so on. This would allow the forage around the 
four bed grounds grazed last each year a second year of protection 
until after seed maturity, and would give the seedlings from the 
first year’s crop of seed a good chance to become established. Such 
a grazing system results in a five-year rotation with each fifth of the 

1This system is described in detail by Arthur W. Sampson, “ Natural .Revegetation of 

Range Lands Based upon Growth Requirements and Life History of the Vegetation,” 

Journal of Agricultural Research, U. S. Dept. Agri., Vol. ITI, No. 2 (Noy. 16, 1914), and 

by James T. Jardine, ‘“ Improvement and Management of Native Pastures in the West,” 

U. S. Dept. Agri., Yearbook 1915, pp. 299-310. 
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range being given protection from grazing until after seed maturity 
two years in every five. 

TasLe 1.—Part of summer-and-fall range to be used during each month through 
« series of six years under the deferred and rotation system of grazing. 

{Letters indicate parts of range.] 

June. | July. | Aug. | Sept. | Oct 

YS GRY OARS) -ioe ee tee Soe eens eee he ma eae aes ae A B C D 13) 
Second iy ege es os. See se eae cee saree sic renee tcl save seats B C D E A 
Third year--....- Sen bis estas eee eae ae eae eae a eee Cc D E A B 
TH OUTEDRY CATS Sa bse abe teen ea tantse sieiee  neinet ee le aie iat enero D E A B C 
A CO Burs asec seg ae ae Moses oacbn sac as acaneaqsbenebcsnsno to E A B Cop see. 
Rye UNC 558 Seon seemenouasoucasdescaausardasaosadcaseooosacs A B Cc 1D) 3 dee 0} 

| | 

Winter range—Under the present methods of management the 
goats on many ranges often lose much in weight during the winter, 
and occasionally many of them die. Where the range is grazed by 
large herds throughout the year or even throughout the entire 
winter, from the corral and shed at tne winter ranch the browse in 
the vicinity of the camp is killed out or is weakened to such an extent 
that it provides very inadequate forage. When heavy snow comes 
the feed is still more scarce and goats must be fed if they are to 
maintain their weight. 

To reduce the extra feeding required and to decrease the lability 
of loss, the winter range should be situated low enough to be. cut 
of the range of severe storms. It is also essential that enough forage 
be protected at other times of the year so that the goats may obtain 
ample feed during the winter without excessive traveling. The 
browse areas at the lower elevations generally furnish the best win- 
ter forage. Practice has shown that it is best to reserve the feed 
close to the shed for use during heavy snows and after shearing in 
the fall or late winter. In order to preserve this feed and prevent 
overgrazing, and still have the goats close enough to the shed to be 
brought in if a storm threatens, the goats may be bedded at a number 
of places about half a mile in different directions from the shed. 

PREVENTION OF OVERGRAZING. 

The most prominent signs of overgrazing are a reduction in the 
quantity of palatable forage, an increase in the nonpalatable plants, a 
stubby appearance in the browse species, an increase in the number 
of rocks showing above the soil, and a thinness in the goats due to 
insufficient nourishment. Signs of overgrazing which are not so 
readily noticed, but which should be watched for, are the failure of 
palatable species to flower and fruit, the removal of most of the leaves 
of important palatable browse species before fruiting, and the cover- 
ing of considerable grass on slopes with shding soil brought down 
by trampling. 
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Tf any of these conditions prevail, steps should be taken imme- 
diately to stop the overgrazing. The overgrazed areas should be 
protected from grazing until after seed maturity of the main forage 
plants, excessive concentration of grazing should be stopped, and the 

goats should be handled under the methods outlined in this bulletin. 
If this fails to echminate the overgrazed condition, there are too 
many goats grazing the area allotted to them, and either the number 
ef goats should be reduced or the area increased so that sufficient 
forage will be provided. 
An average of appreximately four acres of the grass-brush type 

and from three to six acres of the true-brush type, depending upon 
the palatability of the browse species, should be allotted to each 
goat for yearlong grazing. This is for normal utilization of the 
forage by goats when they are grazed alone under good manage- 
ment and kept in good growing condition. So many varying factors, 

however, enter into the grazing capacity of every range that even 
though goats are allotted a carefully ascertained area the range 
should be watched at all times and the number of goats adjusted 
to the available forage. 

Plenty of fresh, palatable feed reduces the death rate and has a 
marked beneficial effect upon the mohair production, the growth of 
the goats, and the proportion of Ixids raised. Two goats in good con- 
dition producing 4 pounds each cf high-class mohair may yield 
a greater net revenue than three goats in poor flesh producing only 
3 pounds of mohair each. Therefore, instead of overstocking a range 
with a large numper of low-grade goats, high-grade goats should be 
grazed to the number the range can conservatively carry. The net 
revenue will be just as great, if not greater, and the probability of 
occasional heavy losses will be largely eliminated. 

MANAGEMENT OF A RANGE HERD OF GOATS. 

The management of the goats is closely associated with the man- 
agement of the range, and determines largely whether they will show 
a profit or loss. The effect on the forage is reflected in the growth 
and production of the animals using the range. In addition, methods 
of handling affect the animals directly. Bad management of goats 
on the range may offset all the good effects of careful range manage- 
ment and careful selection of the breeding herd. 

SIZE ANB COMPOSITION OF THE HERD. 

On the range, goats are grazed in herds of from a few hundred 
head to over two thousand. General range practice has shown, how- 
ever, that if is most economical to graze goats in herds of approxi- 
mately 1,200 head of grown goats. Herds of this size produce the 
most satisfactory results. With herds of less than 1,200 average 
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range costs per goat are usually greater, and with herds of more than 
1.200 grown goats more care is required in herding, and a greater 
number of bed grounds must be used to keep the goats in good 
condition and avoid damage to the range. 

The breeding does should be grazed separately from the dry does, 
wethers, vearlings, and weaned kids. This allows the does to graze 
more quietly while with their kids and insures their being in better 
condition, which is especially important at breeding and kidding 
times. Range kids should be weaned at about five months of age. 
Buck kids older than this should never be allowed to run with the 
does, as they will often breed and otherwise cause much annoyance 
to the does. Wethers also annoy does at breeding time, and just 
before kidding may worry them sufficiently to cause abortions. 

HERDING. 

Tt is sometimes stated that a herder is not needed for goats, and 
it is true that a poor herder may be much worse than none at all. 
Small herds of a few hundred head or less may be watched success- 
fully by a well-trained dog if there is an abundance of good range for 
the goats; but when the herds are large, and the range fully stocked, 
a herder is absolutely necessary to secure proper utilization of the 
forage, and to prevent trailing of the goats and loss from straying, 
accidents, and predatory. animals. 

Too often the methed of range herding has been to keep the goats 
in a compact band and trail them over the range throughout the day 
with the object of keeping the entire herd together and in sight at 
all times. The herder and his dogs fall in behind the band and con- 
tinue to push forward the rear goats, which are ordinarily the kids 
and the weak and crippled old ones. Such herding causes unneces- 
sary traveling and prevents the rear goats from obtaining sufficient 
feed. The feed they do obtain is dirty and of inferior quality. The 
majority of the herd are kept in a medium or poor condition, the 
growth of a great many kids-is stunted, and the running and bunch- 
ing of the goats by dogs causes many cripples and a loss from leaving 
goats on the range. 

Instead of being driven the goats should be grazed slowly, quietly, 
and openly, and the Jeaders should be held down to the rate the rear 
goats desire to take. As the goats leave the bed ground in the morn- 
ing the leaders should be turned in the direction the herder wishes to 
graze the goats that day. Throughout the morning they should be 
allowed to drift slowly away from the bed ground. In the warm part 
of the day most of the goats will take shade under trees and bushes, 
but a few may graze intermittently during the entire day. In the 
afternoon the leaders should be turned into the herd and started 
toward the bed ground selected for the night. By taking the goats 
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back over the same area grazed in the morning it is possible to pick 
up any goats that have remained behind through failure to herd them 
carefully enough. 

Ordinarily goats should be taken from the bed ground early in the 
morning and returned about sundown. On ranges where there is 
danger of foot rot resulting from wet grass, however, it may be best 
to hold the herd on the bed ground until about 7 a.m. Goats can not 
secure sufficient feed when driven over the range for only a few hours 
during the middle of the day. Accordingly, it is poor practice to 
hold them on the bed ground until late in the morning or bring them 
in early in the afternoon. Goats graze more quietly in the cool of 
the morning and evening, and thrive best when allowed four or five 
hours of quiet grazing at each of these periods and a rest on the 
range of from an hour to several hours during the heat of the day. 

BEDDING. 

Many herds of goats, regardless of size, are bedded in a corral at 
the main ranch throughout the entire year. Some growers, having 
observed the detrimental effects to range and goats of such a method, 
have used more bed grounds. However, this is only a step in the right 
direction. When just a few bed grounds are used with large herds 
there is considerable concentration of grazing, which may prevent 
proper growth of the goats. Range practice has shown that the more 
bed grounds used the greater the benefits to range and goats. This 
leads to the conclusion that the bedding-out system as used with 
sheep would be the most successful method for handling goats. 

Single bed ground.—Bedding the goats on the same ground every 
night in the year prevents proper management of the range. A large 
area 1s overgrazed and trampled and the forage on the range is not 
utilized evenly. As the palatable species disappear from the over- 
grazed area the goats are forced to turn to the less palatable plants, 
and excessive traveling is required to secure fresh forage. The com- 
bination of these circumstances keeps the goats in a moderate or 
poor condition at all times of the year. They fail to make normal 
gains in weight, the does fail to give sufficient milk, and the growth 
and value of the mohair is lessened. The decrease in value of the 

mohair is due partly to the dust from the overgrazed area which ad- 
heres to the mohair, and partly to the uneven staple resulting from 
changes occurring in the condition of the goats. 

Because of the lack of browse on the overgrazed area close about 
the bed ground much supplemental feed is required when snows cover 
the other range forage, and this increases materially the cost of goat 
production. The general practice, however, is to furnish very littie 
supplemental feed, the result being suffering and loss. The goats 
become thin and it is extremely difficult to bring them back to good 
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condition during the remainder of the winter. Young animals quit 
growing and may even lose weight. The hardship, however, falls 
most heavily upon the does, whose physical condition in turn often 
prevents proper development of the unborn offspring. 

Tn the spring at kidding time the weak and half-starved roots of 
the palatable grasses and weeds are unable to furnish fresh, green 
feed in sufficient quantity for the does. The amount of milk pro- 
duced is lessened, and as a result many kids are either lost or become 
stunted. Occasionally some dces die. Furthermore, weak does have 
considerable difficulty in mothering their lids properly. 

The reasons advanced im favor of a single bed ground are its low 
cost, the advantage of having the goats at the shed each night, the 
proxunity to water, the supposedly smaller less from straying, and 
the difficulty of ebtaining herders who will herd under any other 
method. Such reasons appear trivial in comparison with the detri- 
ment to the range and the goats and the possible injury to the general 
welfare of the community. The slightly increased cost of maintain- 
ing the goats as a result of changing their bed grounds is more than 
ofiset by the increased production of mohair and meat and the redue- 
tion in losses from death. 
By having the goats at a shed every night throughout the year the 

principal value of the shed is lost. Goats prefer open bed grounds 
and seldom enter a shed unless the weather is very cold or very wet. 
Warm summer rains seldom cause any trouble, but cold rams may 
result in serious losses in the herd. Accordingly, it is best to graze 
the goats near the shed for several weeks after shearing and during 
stormy periods of winter, so that, 1f necessary, they may obtain shelter 
immediately. After the choice forage has been consumed for some 
distance from the shed as a result of yearlong grazing, it becomes 
necessary at critical winter periods to graze the goats far away from 
the shed so as to get fresh feed. Asa result heavy losses often occur. 

For protection in the winter and after shearing a single shed is 
all that is usually needed, but if the winter range is some distance 
from the range used at shearing time it is best to have a shed on each 
of these ranges. The shed should not be expensive, but it should be 
substantial and of sufficient size to prevent crowding. Where it is 
used only for shelter, 3 square feet of floor space per goat will suffice, 
but 5 square feet or more per goat is better. As dryness under foot 
is essential, the shed should be built on well-drained ground and the 
roof should be waterproof. 

The loss from straying is thought to be greater when the goats 
are grazed from more than one bed ground. Small bunches of 
strays will often find their way back to a central bed ground, but 
without a central bed ground it is said that they do not know where 
to go. Experience with the use of many bed grounds has shown, 
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however, that where goats are quietly grazed for short distances 

from the bed ground each day the straying is materially reduced. 
The bad results of the use of a single bed ground throughout the 

year are uneven utilization of the entire allotment, a large over- 
grazed area about the bed ground, poor condition of the goats 
throughout the year, decrease in the value of mohair produced, slow 
growth of goats, loss and suffermg from lack of feed when snow is 
on the ground, and loss and stunting of kids at kidding time. In 
addition, there may be injury to timber reproduction, erosion, and 
even pollution of the water supply to such an extent as to necessitate 

exclusion of goats from the area. 
Scveral bed grounds.—The use of several bed grounds at different 

places on the range aids materially in securing more even utiliza- 
tion of the forage over the entire allotment, lessens the concentration 
of grazing, and makes possible the recuperation of the overgrazed 
areas and the utilization of each part of the range at the mest ad- 
vantageous time. The improvement in the quality and quantity of 
the forage and the reduction in trailing and driving of the geats 
results in better growth of goats and mohair. 

Representative kids m two herds using several bed grounds dur- 
ing the year showed 6.5 and 8.3 pounds greater increases in weight 
than was made by kids of the same grade in a herd using only a 
single bed ground for the whole year. The does im all three herds 
were practically the same size when grazing began. Those in the 
two herds using several bed grounds were kept in a superior condi- 
tion, which aided materially in the growth of the kids. Kids of 
average size and condition in the two herds using several bed grounds 
weighed in the late fall an average of 38.3 and 40.1 pounds, respec- 
tively. Representative kids in the herd using the single bed ground 
weighed an average of only 31.8 pounds at the same time. In this 
herd a few kids of does in good condition averaged 44 pounds. In 
the other two herds some kids of does that were in very good condi- 
tion throughout the summer weighed approximately 50 pounds. 

Tt is seldom possible to apply successfully the principles of im- 
proved goat range management when only a few bed grounds are 
used. The use of many bed grounds, however, makes possible appli- 
eation of these principles. When a bed ground is used for only a 
short period the goats can be quietly grazed close by throughout the 
day. The longer a bed ground is used the greater distance it is 
necessary for the goats to travel for fresh feed. When a bed ground 
has been used a week, the feed around it is dirty, and since goats are 
fastidious animals they trail over much unused, soiled feed. The in- 
creased trailing is apt to cause overgrazing, at least to some extent. 
Just as soon as overgrazing begins to take place, and the goats must 
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either graze the less palatable species or travel farther to obtain more 
palatable feed, they will lose flesh and the growth of mohair will 
be impaired. It is highly desirable, therefore, to use many bed 
grounds and each one only so long as the goats can be grazed quietly 
near it throughout the day. 

Bedding-out system.—The bedding-out system, which is followed: 
successfully with sheep on western ranges, is the ideal bedding 
method toward which growers of goats should work. Under this 
system the goats would be bedded wherever night overtakes them. 
Open, quiet herding would be practiced, and the goats would be 
allowed several hours of quiet grazing in the cool of the morning 
and the afternoon and a rest in the middle of the day. 

The bedding-out system can not be strictly adhered to during kid- 
ding, nor during periods of stormy winter weather, nor just after 
shearing, but its use at other times of the year is practicable and 
reserves the feed on the kidding range and near the shed for critical 
periods. 

Tf the bedding-out system is used and the range properly man- 
aged, the maximum of forage is produced, forage is utilized to its 
best advantage, overgrazing is eliminated, and the goats have fresh 
feed at all times. This makes possible the grazing of a greater num- 
ber of goats and secures greater production of meat and mohair. 
The mohair is cleaner and of a more even staple, which materially 
increases its value. The percentage of kids raised also is greater 
because the does are maintained in good condition, which is of espe- 
cial value at breeding and kidding time and during the winter while 
the fetus is developing. 

National Forest Regulation G-26 requires that on National For- 
ests “sheep and goats must not be bedded more than three nights in 
succession in the same place, except when bedding bands of ewes 
during the lambing season; and must not be bedded within 300 yards 
of any running stream or living spring, except in rare cases where 
this restriction is clearly impracticable.” The object of this regula- 
tion is largely to reduce damage to the range and danger of pollution 
of water supply resulting from prolonged use of the same bed ground. 
When the advantage to range and goats from the use of each bed 
ground for only three successive nights or less is realized many 
growers will adopt this method on the range. 

WATERING. 

How often goats are watered depends largely on the availability 
of stock water, the weather, and the nature of the forage. If the dew 
is heavy, the forage succulent, and the weather cool, goats can go 
without water for several days. When snow is available in winter 
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Fic. |.—GOATS HERDED IN A COMPACT BAND. 

When goats are trailed over the range inacompact band muchfeed is wasted through trampling, 
the goats are kept in medium or poor condition, normal growth is hindered, and loss from 
crippling and straying often results. 

Fic. 2.—GOATS GRAZING QUIETLY UNDER LOOSE HERDING. 

When goats are grazed quietly and are widely distributed over an area of about one-half mile in 
diameter, the forage is conserved, trailing and loss are reduced, and the goats are given a 
chance to make normal growth. 
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Fic. |.—GOATS RESTING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE DAY. 

Goats thrive best when allowed several hours of quiet grazing both in the cool of the morning 
and evening and a rest on the range during the heat of the day. 

F—33918—A 

Fic. 2.—BED GROUND USED THREE NIGHTS BY GOATS. 

The forage is closely grazed but uninjured. Besides the goats, cattle also have bedded on this 
area. The use of many bed grounds for short periods makes possible the elimination of over- 
grazing, fresh feed at all times, greater grazing capacity, and greater production of mohair 
and meat, 
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Fig. |.—TOGGLED KIDS IN THE SHADE OF THEIR INDIVIDUAL SHELTERS. 

In the toggle system the kids are left toggled for eight or ten days, their mothers going out 
each day for feed. 

F—27519-A 

Fic. 2.—KiD NUMBERED AND TOGGLED ON THE RANGE. 
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they can go without water for longer periods. When the forage 
becomes dry and the dews are light, wethers and dry does should 
be watered every other day and does with suckling kids should be 
watered every day. 

Goats should be bedded away from water and grazed quietly to 
and from it. They should never be driven hurriedly to it, nor be 
allowed to “shade up” at water, nor be held there for more than 
an hour. An hour is usually sufficient time for them to obtain all 
the water they need. Often greater use of the range is made by 
bedding the goats away from water than would be possible if the 
goats were bedded at the few watering places. The success of this 
plan depends to a great extent upon the topography of the range, 
the presence or absence of enough water for camp use away from 
the stock water, and the cost of transporting water for camp use 
when there isn’t enough. 

~ SALTING. 

Goats are more easily handled and thrive better if salted regu- 
larly at short intervals than if salted at long intervals. Rock salt 
is often placed on the bed ground, so that the goats can eat of it 
every night if they desire. Coarse granulated salt is fed either in 
small quantities every night or in larger quantities at intervals of 
approximately a week. It is ordinarily placed on rocks, in troughs, 
or in boxes to prevent waste and to keep it clean. It is believed best 
to.feed every night, giving just the amount the goats will eat. If salt 
is fed at great intervals or if rock salt is used, the goats are apt to 
crowd and injure one another. 

Medicated salt is fed by many growers with success, although some 
growers think that it may cause the goats to shed if fed too freely 
in the spring. 

The amount of salt fed varies from about one-half pound to 
six pounds for each goat per year. However, it is probable that on 
most goat ranges three and one-half or four pounds per goat per 
year will prove to be most satisfactory. A greater amount should be 
fed when the range is green and succulent than when 1¢ is dry. 

SHEARING. 

Angoras are sheared once or twice a year. In the colder climates 
they are generally sheared once, in March or April. This gives a 
longer staple and a more valuable fleece than when they are sheared 
twice during the year, but the amount of mohair from the single 
clip is usually shghtly less than from the two clips. In warm cli- 
mates, especially in the Southwest, many Angoras are sheared twice 
during the year, usually in February or March and in September or 

84091 °—19——2 
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October. At the lower elevations of the Southwest many Angoras 
will often shed a considerable amount of mohair in the fall if not 
sheared at that time. In the mountains, however, growers shear 
twice to lessen the burden of carrying so much mohair during the 
winter and to prevent the loss of a large amount of mohair as a re- 
sult of its being pulled out by the brush. One prominent New 
Mexico grower finds that it 1s most: profitable to shear the kids in 
January and then shear the yearlings in the following fall. This 
gives two clips up to about 18 months of age in place of three, but a 
larger amount of fine, long-staple kid mohair is obtained. 

Both hand and machine shears are used, but the latter are gen- 
erally considered best. Fleeces should be rolled up inside out and 
packed, without tying, in sacks, or baled. Sacks that have been used 
previously for wool should never be used for mohair, because wool 
requires different dyes and whatever wool is left in the sacks must 
therefore be separated from the mohair before the mohair is manu- 
factured. 

DIPPING. 

It is advisable to dip goats once or twice a year to rid them of lice, 
with which they are usually infested. Goats can not thrive to best 
advantage and carry lice; and in the winter especially infested goats 
will require more feed, and may become thin and produce a poor 
quality of mohair, and does may even fail to produce kids. Any of 
the common sheep-dip preparations are satisfactory.? 

KIDDING. 

To savea high percentage of kids, and thereby insure larger profits, 
special care must be given to does and kids during kidding. The sug- 
gestions in the following paragraphs may prove helpful in reducing 

_ loss and in facilitating the mothering and proper growth of the kids. 
These suggestions are for range herds of approximately 1,000 to 
1,200 does; but, with slight modifications, they can be used success- 
fully on any range and. with a herd of any size. 

THE KIDDING PERIOD. 

The time and length of the kidding period are regulated by the 
service of the bucks. On most southwestern ranges kidding may 
start any time between February 1 and May 1, and may last from 
30 to 45 days. To be certain of ample green feed and to insure 
proper growth of the kids before the June dry period comes and 
still avoid the danger of severe storms, it is generally best to have 

1 Full information regarding dipping of sheep will be found in Farmers’ Bulletin 713, 

“ Sheep Scab,’ Marion Imes, and Farmers’ Bulletin 7958, “ The Sheep Tick and Its Eradi- 

eation by Dipping,’ Marion Imes, 
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kidding start in this region not later than April 15 and last approxi- 
mately 30 days. 

On farms of the Northwest kidding usually starts in March or 
early April, just before the feed becomes plentiful. If there is an 
overabundance of fresh, green feed, the does overeat and exercise 
too little prior to kidding, and this, it is thought by growers, causes 
goitre among the kids. There is little danger of range does obtain- 
ing too much feed without exercising sufficiently in obtaining it; 
still, if the does are kidded in pasture this should be guarded against. 

THE KIDDING CAMP, 

Kids are generally very delicate when first born, and for several 
days can not stand much cold or rain. Furthermore, it is the gen- 
eral belief that they can not be grazed along with their mothers until 
several weeks old. Therefore, to facilitate the handling of the does 
during kidding, and to care for the kids until old enough for the 
range, a permanent camp should be established near water. The 
pens constructed at this camp should be kid tight; for the larger pens 
34 or 36 inch woven wire, with the lower meshes small enough to 
prevent a kid getting its head caught, is preferable, but for small 
pens boards are best. A shed should be provided to give protection 
during storms. It may be made either with a permanent roof or 
with a framework of poles over which heavy canvas is temporarily 
stretched. 

HERDING AT KIDDING TIME. 

As most kids are born during the middle of the day, the drop band 
should be taken out to graze about 7 a. m. and brought in about 11 
a. m., or before that if many kids are being dropped. By 3 p. m. 
most of the does to kid during the day have kidded or have shown 
signs of kidding, and may be separated from the herd. Then the 
drop band should be taken out again and kept out until sundown. 
Kids dropped on the range should be carried in and their mothers 
marked and brought in with the herd; or, if there are about 8 or 10 
that kid on the range, the mothers may be brought in as a separate 
bunch from the main drop band. 

The does which have kidded should be formed into a band each 
day and quietly grazed from about 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., the kids being 
left at the camp. A herder should be continually with the wet band 
(does that have kidded) to prevent its mixing with the drop band 
and to protect it from predatory animals. Grazing the wet band at 
some distance from the camp saves the feed close about camp for the 
drop band. 
A crew of at least three or four men is necessary to attend the goats 

properly puring the kidding period. One or two men should herc 
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the drop band. Another man should herd the wet band. While 
not herding, these men may work about the corrals. One other man, 
usually the foreman of the crew, is needed about the corrals at all 
times and to direct the work. 

CARE OF DOES WHILE GIVING BIRTH TO KIDS. 

If a doe while kidding is with the herd in a large corral, or even 
is with only a few other does in a medium-sized pen, there is danger 
of her disowning her kid. Among the preventable causes which may 
lead a doe to disown her kid immediately after kidding are, chiefly, 
separation of the doe and her kid, interference of other does or of 
other kids than her own, fright, and excitement. To persuade a doe 
which disowns her kid to mother it properly usually causes con- 
siderable trouble. If, however, the doe is kept quiet during kidding, 
and just afterwards is kept close to and alone with her kid, she ordi- 
narily recovers quickly from her labor and fright and properly 
mothers her kid. 

To have the mother in quietness while giving birth, and alone with 
her kid immediately afterwards, and to facilitate the giving of assist- 
ance to the doe if necessary, or to the kid should it fail to draw milk, 
individual Iidding pens about 4 feet square should be provided. 
About 60 of these pens should be provided for a herd of 1,200 does, 
though it is well to have more if possible. At morning, noon, and 
night all does that show signs of immediate kidding should be quietly 
separated from the drop band by means of the shepherd’s crook, and 
each doe placed by herself in one of the individual kidding pens. It 
is best to leave the does and their kids in the kidding pens until the 
following morning; but if there is a shortage of these pens, does 
that have kidded in the morning may be removed in the afternoon if 
they are properly mothering their kids. 

CARE OF DOES AND KIDS. 

There are two systems of handling the kids during the first few 
weeks of life, “the toggle system” and “the pen or corral system.” 
In the toggle system the young kids are staked, while in the pen 
system they are turned loose in small pens. The does in either case 
are taken out to feed each day and are returned to the kids for the 
night. 

The toggle system.—F¥ ormerly the toggle system was used in a very 
haphazard way, the kid being staked wherever it was dropped, or as 
near by as possible, under a bush or in some other place where it 
would have shade. The heavy losses and extra work incident to such 
methods caused progressive goat growers to improve the system. 
The best results are obtained by the methods outlined below, which 
are based upon the experience of these men. 
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When the doe has kidded and claimed the kid, the kid should be 
carried to the place where it is to be staked and the doe should be 
quietly brought along with it. The kid is then staked with a toggle 
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from 8 to 18 inches long, which is fitted with a swivel. Each staked 
kid should be furnished with an individual shelter to protect it from 
rain and heat. Shelters for this purpose are usually made of 12-inch 
boards in a gable or box form. 
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To facilitate care of does and kids and to lessen the chance of the 
does fighting, it is best to stake the kids in rows 8 feet apart each 
way, and separated in pens set aside for kids of old does, medium- 
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aged does, two-year-old does, and does which have received special 
care. After the kid is staked, care should be exercised to see that the 
doe does not leave the kid for an hour or more. Then the doe is taken 
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out with the wet band to graze. In order to identify the doe and its 
offspring, should the doe fail to return to its kid or the kid break 
loose, each doe and her kid should be numbered with a tag or paint 

’ before the kid is staked. 
Every day the toggles should be changed, the shelters straight- 

ened if need be, the hardened obstructions removed from the hind 
parts, and examinations made for scours, worms, and other troubles. 

The kids should be left staked for at least eight or ten days. 
When turned loose from the toggles the kids should be removed from 
the staking pens to a large pen where they should remain until 
turned out.to graze. 

The pen system.—in the pen system the following procedure is 
now accepted as the best. After removal of the does and their kids 
from the kidding pens they are placed in handling pens suitable for 
holding about 50 does and their kids. These handling pens should 
be at least 20 feet square. For a herd of 1,200 does about 6 or 8 
such pens should be provided. With small farm fiocks and ample 
pasturage it may prove advantageous to place about 10 or 15 does 
with their kids in each handling pen and leave them together for 
from one to several days before grouping them into pens holding 50 
does. Where pasturage is scarce, the range of low carrying capacity, 
and the herd large it is generally necessary to take the does out to 

graze while their kids remain in the pens. The necessity of cutting 
the does through a chute each evening upon their return from the 
range makes it impracticable to separate them for pens holding only 
10 or 15 does. Very satisfactory results are obtained when 50 does 
are placed in each handling pen. Not more than this number, how- 
ever, should be placed in a handling pen and ample room should be 
provided. 

At all times the aim should be to group kids of the same age in 
the handling pens. Ifa difference of more than five days in age is 
allowed in any one handling pen, the older kids may cause consid- 
erable trouble to the does with younger kids. 
When a doe and her kid are first placed in the handling pen care 

should be exercised to see that they are together. They should be 
left together and undisturbed for at least an hour before the doe is 
taken out to graze. Each doe should be marked with paint to show 
the pen in which her kid is left, and she and her kid should be 
marked or numbered so that they can be identified as belonging to 
each other. It is best to do this before removing them from the kid- 
ding pens. 
When all the handling pens are filled, the does with kids several 

days old may be changed from several of the handling pens to a 
mixing pen. At least 6 or 8 square feet of space should be allowed 
in the mixing pens for each doe and kid. There should be two mix- 
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ing pens, so that the does and kids may be left in them for a week or 
more. The use of the mixing pens permits the does to become accus- 

tomed to finding their kids in a medium-sized bunch. Then when | 
they are all placed together they seldom fail to find their kids. From 
the mixing pens the does and kids are moved into a pen large enough 
io hold the entire herd of does and kids. The kids remain in this 
pen until taken on the range. 

Castration.—The buck kids not reserved for breeding purposes 
should be castrated when from a few days to three weeks old. This 
should be done early on a bright, cool morning and never on a rainy 
day. The lower one-third of the scrotum should be cut off with a 
sharp knife, then each testicle should be gradually worked down with 
the fingers and caught hold of, and-either the testicle and spermatic 
cord should be pulled out, or when the spermatic cord is stretched 
it should be cut off at the base. All fatty matter attached to the 
cord should come out. Pulling of the testicles until the cord breaks 
is generally preferred. For several days the kids should be carefully 
watched. If flies are bad a disinfectant should be used. 

Bucks in which only one testicle descends should have this testicle 
removed. They should be marked to distinguish them from wethers 
end should be killed or sold for meat as soon as practicable, for 
when a few months old they will bother the does. They make good 
meat when less than a year old. 

Care of kids needing individual attention.—The kids which need 
individual attention are chiefly those which have been disowned by 
their mothers and those which have been given to does other than 
their mothers. Also, there are always a number of twin kids, kids 
of poor and weak does, and prematurely born and deformed kids 
that need special attention. 

Even with the use of the individual kidding pens.a doe may 
disown her kid because of severe pains in labor, lack of proper 
nourishment, or the doe’s being without milk or having only a 
scanty supply. While the most critical time is right after the kid 
is born, there is danger even until the kid is several weeks old of 
the mother’s disowning it for one or more of the following reasons: 
Rubbing together of kids dropped on the range in bringing them in, 
failure of a doe to find her kid, separation of a doe and her kid 
because of the fences not being kid tight, other kids than her own 
stealing the doe’s milk, a doe’s adopting some other kid than her 
own, fighting between does, or any unusual disturbance. Young 
does with their first kids and does with an insufficient amount of 
milk are the main offenders, 

To assist in persuading the doe to own her kid small pens, gen- 
erally known as “bum pens,” 4 feet by 3 feet in size and with sides 
3 feet high, should be provided. About 25 of these are needed to 
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meet any usual eventuality with a herd of 1,200 does. Any doe 
which fails to claim her kid is placed with it in a bum pen, the kid 
is suckled, and then they are left together until the doe needs feed 
and water. Each day the doe is grazed with the wet band and put 
back with the kid at night.° The pen should be examined morning 
and night to see that the kid receives sufficient milk. 

Tf the doe fights the kid it is best to hold her until the kid has 
suckled, but if other work is more pressing than this she may be 
tied to the side of the pen for a short time. It usually requires only 
one night in a bum pen for a doe properly to own her kid. Some- 
times, however, does with a small amount of milk may require much 
longer. 

- One of twin kids is usually neglected by its mother. Even if she 
mothers both well, however, there is seldom sufficient milk, and the 
weaker of the two will probably be stunted unless given special 
nourishment. Some does will drop premature, deformed, or dead 
kids, or may lose good kids. If such a doe has a good flow of milk 
she may well be given a twin kid, a motherless kid, or a kid of a 
sick or weak doe. By using a bum pen and exercising care and 
patience a doe can be given the kid of another doe without difficulty. 
Often when the doe drops a dead kid she can readily be given another 
lad if the liquids expelled along with the dead kid are well smeared 
on the strange kid, especially on its hind parts, head, and belly. 
Tt will sometimes assist in having the doe claim another kid if the 
pelt 1s removed from her own kid and fitted on the kid being given 
her. 

Kids of does giving a smail amount of milk may usually be kept in 
better condition if their mother’s milk is supplemented with milk from 
dees having a surplus. Either does giving such a surplus may be 
milked by hand or the needy kids may be allowed to draw it. Care 
should be exercised in nourishing surplus kids being held for substitu- 
tion, since the kid’s stomach is very delicate. A new-born kid will 
usually not do well on milk of a doe which has given milk for several 
days, nor will an older kid do well on milk of a very fresh doe, because 
of changes which occur in the doe’s milk from day to day. 

Tt is usually necessary to assist for about a week a lid suckling a 
doe with extra large teats. Such cases, as well as sick does and does 
with weak or sick kids, can well be placed in bum pens or ina separ ate 
handling pen to factlians the giving of extra care. 

Starting the kids to graze on the range.—After kids are from a 
month to six weeks old it is best to give them some other feed in 
addition to their mothers’ milk. If a pasture is available, the kids 
loose in the large pen may be turned into the pasture after the does 
have been separated and taken to the range. To separate the does 
from the kids it has been found best to use a platform from 16 to 18 
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inches high, over which the does pass in leaving the pen. As the 
herd approaches this the kids pass under it and the does go over. A 
substitute for the platform is a jump board, but with this there is 
danger of kids being crushed. If a pasture is not available, the 
larger kids may be allowed to go with-the does when they are able 
to jump upon the platform as the herd is leaving the corral. 

About two weeks after the close of the kidding period most of the 
kids may be taken with the herd. During the first few days that the 
kids are in the herd the entire herd is grazed only a short distance 
from the corrals. The distance is gradually lengthened as the kids 
become accustomed to going with the herd. Where the range is 
closely grazed, the does are taken out for their usual amount of graz- 
ing and when they are brought back to the corrals in the afternoon the 
kids are taken out with them for about a half hour’s grazing close by. 
It is bad practice to herd the does and kids in separate bands. The 
kids obtain milk only at night while they are being grazed separately, 
whereas it is best for them, after they are several weeks old, to be 
able to get it at any time. Also separate grazing often makes it dif- 
ficult to keep the does and kids together when placed in the same 
herd. When the kids are old enough to graze on the range with 
their mothers it has been found best to change from grazing the wet 
band during the middle of the day, as is done during the kidding 
period, to the general practice of several hours’ quiet grazing in the 
morning and evening with a rest on the range in the middle of the 
day. 

: SELECTION OF GOATS FOR THE RANGE. 

The goats on the ranges to-day are generally of two breeds—the 
Angora and the common, which is sometimes called the Mexican or 
Spanish-Maltese. In certain places near ranches a few head of the 
true milch breeds graze on the range. The Angora is by far the most 
important on the ranges both in numbers and the value of its products, 
and without doubt the principal increase in goats on the ranges will be 
in Angoras. 

In connection with the study of range practices to determine the 
best methods of management, certain points regarding the type and 
grade of goats for the ranges were noted which it is deemed worth 
while to bring to the attention of goat growers generally. Large 
range herds of common goats and of low-grade Angoras often fail 
to yield sufficient revenue to pay for running them. Range Angoras 
vary so greatly in size, conformation, and production of mohair, and 
this has so great an effect on the profits of the industry, that a few 
suggestions as to selection of the goats making up range herds may 
assist materially in increasing the production of mohair and meat 
and in placing the industry on a more stable and remunerative basis. 
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TYPE AND GRADE OF GOATS FOR THE RANGES. 

The greatest profits are made from the growing of pure-bred 
Angoras and the sale of the surplus for breeding. Very few range 
growers, however, are properly equipped to produce and dispose of 
valuable pure-bred breeding animals. The effort on most ranges, 
therefore, should be to produce high-class grade Angoras. Grade 
Angoras have been developed until the production of mohair from 
some of them equals the production from some pure-bred Angoras. 
Range herds of grade Angoras made up of young, fine-haired, heavy- 
shearing does and wethers furnish very substantial profits. 

The mohair should be of fine, strong, even, long staple, be closely 
curled, pure white, lustrous, and as free from kemp as possible. It 
should also be dense on the animal, though fleeces of equal length 
and weight are more dense on a small animal than on a large one. 
Mohair becomes coarser as the age of the goat increases. Mohair 
from kids is very fine, and that produced by yearlings,’ while coarser, 
is often sold as kid mohair. The very fine mohair not only brings a 
higher price but is much more easily marketed. Accordingly effort 
should be exerted to produce mohair of fine quality on all the goats, 

and just-as much high-quality kid mohair should be produced as 
is possible. 

The quantity of fine mohair produced by grown does and wethers 
varies from 14 to 9 pounds, the average being about 34 pounds. 
Better selection of the present range-breeding stock and better care 
and management should make possible an average annual produc- 
tion of at least 4 pounds of fine mohair per range goat. While this 
is an increase of about 15 per cent over the present range average, 
4 pounds is so far below what some Angoras produce that the aver- 
age should increase much above this by further improvement. 

Most range growers have emphasized the mohair side at the 
expense of other desirable qualities. Where mohair alone is the 
object and the production of meat has been lost sight of, it is some- 
times difficult to make a profit from goats during times when the 
market for mohair is dull. With a dual-purpose type of Angora, 
raised for the production of both meat and mohair, the double rev- 
enue not only furnishes a greater profit at all times but insures a 
profit when either the mohair or slaughtering market is dull. 

Range Angoras should be heavy producers of fine mohair, but 
they should also have a large, plump, symmetrical body and a good 
constitution. The body and chest should be relatively broad and 
deep, the shoulders broad and nearly flat, the back wide and straight, 
the thighs full, the ribs well sprung, and the legs short, strong, and 

1“ Yearling’ is used throughout this bulletin to mean a goat in the second year of its 

life, 
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set wide apart. Such dual-purpose Angoras make possible a sub- 
stantial double revenue from two sources, mohair and the sale of 
animals for meat. Heavier and earlier maturing animals are pro- 
duced, which have a more ready sale and a greater value for meat, 
because there is less waste and a greater proportion of valuable cuts 
en the animal. This makes it possible to sell at a profit poor pro- 
ducers of mohair when about 6 months of age, and all surplus can 
be sold advantageously when 18 months or 2 years old. 

In weight, grown Angoras vary from 60 to 150 pounds for both 
bucks and does, though the average is approximately from 100 to 
125 pounds for bucks and 75 pounds for does. In the fall, kids of 
fine-mohair goats weigh, in good condition, from 30 to 75 pounds, 
with an average of about 35 to 40 pounds, and yearlings from 50 
to 100 pounds or more, with an average of 60 to 65 pounds. Better 
selection of breeding animals from the present range Angoras to 
approximate the dual-purpose Angora as herein suggested, together 
with better care and management, will result in the production of 
kids averaging 50 pounds and yearlings averaging 80 pounds in the: 
fall of the year. This is an increase of from 25 to 30 per cent over 
the averages to-day. These weights can be increased still further. 

The disposal of surplus animals has always been one of the draw- 
backs of the goat industry. Though several hundred thousand are 
annually slaughtered, goats are usually placed on the market in 
small numbers of all ages and sizes and in all conditions of flesh. 
This has often made it impossible to establish a market classifica- 
tion and has generally caused slaughterers to pay only such prices as 
would insure a profit on the poorer animals. The production of the 
dual-purpose type of Angora under good management and the dis- 
posal of the surplus when 2 years old or under would make pos- 
sible the placing of large numbers of well-built, fat goats on the 
market. With a steady supply of large, fat goats of even size and 
condition a better market for goats and goat meat might be estab- 
hshed. 

The type and grade of goat, then, that should be raised on the 
ranges is a large, well-built, early maturing Angora, producing a 
Jarge quantity of fine mohair. The herd should be as uniform as 
possible. Uniformity of the mohair in the fleece and from the herd, 
reducing the work of grading, increases the value of the mohair. 
Also uniformity in size and conformation of the surplus stock sold 
for meat causes it to bring a higher price. 

Selection of does—The does making up the herd should be care- 
fully selected for uniformity, and as nearly as possible to approxi- 
mate the ideal range goat. In general, high-class does produce high- 
class offspring. Considering present prices, each doe should produce 
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Fig. |.-GENERAL ViEW OF PENS USED IN THE PEN SYSTEM OF KIDDING. 

F—27047—A 

Fig. 2.—KIDS IN THE HANDLING PEN ADJOINING INDIVIDUAL KIDDING PENS. 

In the pen system the does and kids are removed from the individual kidding pens to handling 
pens, where the kids in groups of about 50 remain for several days before being moved to mix- 
ing pens capable of holding the kids from several handling pens. 
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AN EXCELLENT TYPE OF BUCK—FIVE MONTHS’ FLEECE. 

The type of Angora that should be grazed on the range is a heavy producer of fine mohair, with 
a large, plump, symmetrical body. 
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AN EXCELLENT TYPE OF DOE—FIVE MONTHS’ FLEECE. 

The does making up the herd should be carefully selected for uniformity, and as nearly as pos- 
sible to approximate the ideal range goat. 
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Fic. |.—YOUNG KIDS SHOULD BE PROVIDED WITH SHADE. 

When turned loose from the toggles or removed from the mixing pens, the kids are removed to a 
large pen where they remain until old enouzh to graze. 

F-19-WReo 

Fic. 2.—DOoES LEAVING LARGE PEN OVER PLATFORM. 

As the does go over the kids pass under the platform and are not injured by crowding. 
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mohair of sufficient amount and value to cover approximately the 
cost of maintenance, so that the offspring is nearly clear profit. All 
does should produce sufficient milk to insure proper growth of the 
kids, and any range does that refuse to claim their kids or fail to 
give birth to kids after two years’ trial should be disposed of. 
Range does should be sold for meat at approximately 6 years of 

age at the latest, because at that age the mohair has become so light 
in weight and so coarse, and the mill supply so uncertain that they 
are apt to be unprofitable. The practice of retaining unprofitable’ 
does just as long as they are capable of producing offspring has been 
responsible for much of the low profit from goats. 

Selection of bucks—The bucks are the most important animals in 
the herd, and should be of as high breeding as is economically pos- 
sible. Every buck should more nearly approximate the ideal than 
any of the does. Bucks of superior breeding usually stamp their 
characteristics on the offspring. If the bucks are of high quality, 
the herd can be improved through the retention of the high-class 

offspring. The bucks should not only show quality and quantity of 
mohair, but also should be of good size and symmetrical build, and 
should have a good constitution and two well-developed testicles. 
INsposing of wethers—Kvery wether retained in the herd takes 

the place of a doe on the range. The greater the proportion of does 
in the herd the greater the number of kids raised, and the greater 

the proportion of kid mohair in the clip from the entire herd. As 
before stated, the kid mohair brings the highest price and is the most 
readily sold. Therefore, if the wethers are to be retained in the herd 
they should be able, other factors being equal, to produce a net 
revenue over running expenses equal to the net revenue from the 
same number of does, and in determining this the possibility of sell- 
ing the wether mohair should be carefully considered. The net reve- 
nue from does is considered as the total revenue from the does’ 

mohair, the value of the kids and of the kids’ mohair at 1 year of 
age, less the total cost of maintaining the does and kids during the 
year. 

Both wether kids and doe kids which preduce a poor quality of 
mohair should be disposed of either as fall kids or when 1 year old. 
Tt will be found most economical to sell the bulk of the other wethers 
as fall yearlings or when 2 years old. Up to this age there is the 
greatest production of fine mohair and the greatest gain in weight. 
Few wethers after 2 years of age can produce a net revenue from 
mohair and increase in value as a result of gain in weight equal to 
the does’ net revenue, and therefore should be sold. Only wethers 
producing a very large quantity of fine mohair should be retained 
after they are 2 years old. 
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BREEDING. 

The time of mating depends largely on the time when it is best for 
the kids to come. The period of gestation is from 147 to 155 days, 
and the time of mating is adjusted accordingly. 

BUCKS. 

Bucks to be used for breeding should be over 18 months of age. 
They should be kept in a thrifty, growing condition throughout the 
entire year, but particularly so during the mating season. Before 
breeding, the mohair should be clipped from the underside of the 
buck. 

he number of does a buck may serve depends largely on the 
methods used. When the bucks are turned loose on the range with 
the herd there should not be more than 40 does to each buck. When 
the bucks are kept up in the daytime and fed grain in addition 
to pasturage, and are placed with the does only for the night, a buck 
can often serve more than 50 does, especially if it is desired to have 
the kids come well distributed through about 30 or 35 days, as is 
usually the range practice. By careful handling of the bucks some 
growers have had good success using one buck for about 80 does. 
In such cases the bucks are well fed and are placed with the herd 
only at night. With the possible exception of a few nights during 
the breeding season, only half the bucks are placed with the herd 
one night and the other half the next night. They are mixed so that 
if there is an exceptionally thrifty one and one that is not thrifty. 
these are placed with the herd on the same night. No two bucks 
that fight are placed with the herd on any one night. 

DOES. 

Does come in heat about the latter part of August or the first of 
September, and, unless mated, have periods of about three days in 
heat at intervals until January. Before breeding the mohair should 
be clipped from the hind parts of the doe well under the tail. 

The does should be in good condition at the time of breeding. 
They should not be bred until they are 18 months of age. With 
small does it will often prove best to allow them still another year’s 
growth before breeding. This gives them a chance to attain full 
growth, and as dry young does they will furnish a greater amount 
of valuable mohair than if they are nursing kids. When small does 
are bred at 18 months of age and raise a kid during their third year, 
they often fail to have a kid the next year and are usually per- 
manently stunted, and their kids are generally small. 
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COSTS AND RECEIPTS. 

COSTS. 

The cost per head of running goats varies rather widely between 
herds. The items making up this expense are feed, loss, depreciation, 
labor, buck service, interest on investment, and other miscellaneous 
costs. These costs vary considerably with variation in efficiency of 
management, economic location, topography of the range, improve- 
ments and equipment necessary, labor supply, and the demand for 
range by other classes of stock. 

On southwestern ranges very little feed other than range forage 
is provided except for the bucks. The cost of such range feed.in 
Arizona and New Mexico is often small since the goats are generally 
run on public domain free of charge or on National Forests for a 
small fee. Where it is necessary to graze them on private or leased 
land, as is sometimes done in these States and nearly always in 
Texas, the interest on the investment in the land or the lease fee 
generally increases the forage cost. In the Northwest the cost for 
supplemental winter feed usually increases the total feed charges. 

The loss by death in the Southwest is generally about 10 per cent 
of the grown goats, and is due mainly to predatory animals but 
somewhat to poisonous plants, disease, straying, adverse climatic 
conditions, and in a few cases to starvation. In many herds the 
average loss is much less than 10 per cent, often being less than 
5 per cent. 

The depreciation in wethers is practically nothing if they are not 
retained too long. In does the depreciation varies from 5 to 10 per 
cent annually. Where there is a good market for goats as meat 
the depreciation may even be less than 5 per cent. 

One or two herders are provided per herd of 1,200 to 1,500 grown 
goats. Mexicans are generally employed and up to 1917 received 
wages of from $20 to $66 per month and board. During 1917 and 
1918 it was often necessary to pay higher wages than these. <A 
camp tender is sometimes provided for each herd or for several 
herds if owned by the same person. The camp tender’s wages are 
about the same as the wages of the herders. A manager is some- 
times hired for a large outfit. Two or more extra men are required 
for from one to two months at Indding time with each herd of 
1,000 to 1,200 head. 

Buck service costs vary widely in different herds, because of 
variation in the value of the bucks, the number of does allowed for 

each buck, whether they are traded with neighbors after two or 
three years’ use, and the feed and care given. The average value of 
bucks used in range herds is $35 to $50. 
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There are a number of other miscellaneous costs. Shearing, which 
is done once or twice a year, usually costs about 4 to 8 cents per 
head for each shearing. Salt is usually furnished at the rate of from. 
14 to 4 pounds per goat per year. Goats are dipped once or twice 
a year for lice at a cost of about 2 or 3 cents per goat for each dip- 
ping. Interest on the investment, taxes, depreciation of improve- 
ments and equipment, which includes maintenance and repairs, and 
minor costs of running, also add to the total. 

In a number of New Mexican range herds of Angoras grazing on 
National Forests, and made up of does and wethers, it was found 
that, exclusive of interest on investment and owner’s labor, the annual 
cost of running the yearlings and wethers during 1915 and 1916 
varied from about 95 cents to over $2 per head, and the cost of 
running the does and their kids varied from about $1.62 to $2.78 

per doe. In some herds it costs more than the highest figure given 
here; but few herds can be run for less than the lowest figure under 
such conditions as prevailed in 1915 and 1916. 

RECEIPTS. 

The receipts vary widely in different herds, mainly because of 
variation in the type and grade of goats and in the care and manage- 
ment they receive. The receipts from does are materially affected 
by the percentage of kids raised. This percentage based on the num- 
ber of does bred varies on the range from about 50 per cent to nearly 
100 per cent, though the average is about 60 per cent. The receipts 
from goats include receipts from mohair, net receipts from sales of 
goats which were on hand at the beginning of the year, the value of 
the kids raised during the year, whether sold or retained in the 
flock, and miscellaneous receipts. 

The average gross receipts during 1915 and 1916 from grown 
wethers in the herds studied were about $2 per head or slightly more. 
From yearlings the receipts were higher, because the mohair from 
goats of this age is of high quality, a large amount is produced, and 
there is a considerable increase in value of the animals as a result 
of gain in weight. The total receipts from does, which include re- 
ceipts from kids up to 12 months of age, were usually higher than 
from either grown wethers or yearlings. The total annual receipts 
during 1915 and 1916 from average does in the range herds of grade 
goats studied varied from about $3 to more than $5.50 per doe. 

SUMMARY. 

On far western ranges goats are raised mainly for mohair and 
meat and secondarily for milk and hides. There is need for im- 
provement in methods of management in order to eliminate damage 
to the range so common on goat ranges and to place the industry 
on a better financial basis. 
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Range suitable for goats should possess a mixture of browse, 
grasses, and weeds, be free from continued heavy rains and snows, 
and be well supplied with bed grounds and watering places. 

For proper management of any goat range the forage should be 
utilized in such a manner as best to meet the needs of range and 
goats. The entire range should be divided for seasonal use into three 
parts, spring range, summer and fall range, and winter range. The 
grazing on these divisions should be of such intensity and distribu- 
tion as to secure a uniform utilization and to allow the forage to 
make sufficient growth to maintain itself. 

The spring range must necessarily be grazed heavily at that time, 
but it should not be overstocked and should be protected from graz- 
ing at other times of the year. 

The summer-and-fall range, containing the forage at the higher 
elevations, must usually be grazed during the growing period of the 
vegetation. The grazing, accordingly, should be well distributed 
and should be deferred until after seed maturity on successive parts 
of the division so as to insure proper revegetation. 

The winter range, located on areas low enough to avoid severe 
storms, should be reserved for winter grazing only, in order to in- 
sure an ample supply of suitable winter forage. The grazing should 
be well distributed over the division, and the range close to the 
sheds should be reserved for use during stormy periods only. 

Overgrazing causes deterioration of the range, erosion, injury to 
timber reproduction, and impairment of the growth of goats and 
mohair. Excessive overgrazing may even cause serious loss and suf- 
fering among the goats at critical periods. The number of goats 
should be regulated so as to prevent overgrazing. 

Plenty of fresh, palatable feed has a marked beneficial effect on 
mohair production, growth of the goats, percentage of kids raised, 

and proportion of losses. Therefore, instead of overstocking a range 
with a large number of inferior-grade goats, the producer should 
eraze high-grade goats to the number the range can conservatively 
carry. The net revenue will be just as great if not greater. 
On the range it is most economical and gives the most satisfactory 

results to graze goats in herds of about 1,200 head. It also proves 
best to graze breeding does separate from dry does, wethers, year- 
lings, and weaned kids. 

Open, quiet herding, and grazing of the goats for four or five 
hours both in the cool of the morning and the cool of the evening 
with a rest on the range during the heat of the day is the most suc- 

cessful method. 
The use of the same bed ground throughout the year results in 

uneven utilization of the forage, a large overgrazed area about the 

84091 °—19——_3 
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bed ground, poor condition of the goats throughout the year, slow 
growth of goats and mohair, and much suffering and even deaths at 
eritical periods. In addition, the use of a single bed ground may 
cause injury to timber reproduction, erosion, and possibly a pollu- 
tion of the water supply. 

The use of many bed grounds makes possible a more even utiliza- 

tion of the forage, the ian of overgrazing, the recuperation of 
the overgrazed areas, the use of the eee at the most advantageous 
time, the reserving of an ample supply of suitable feed for critical 
periods of the year, and in short the successful application of proper 
"ange management. The benefits to the range of proper manage- 
ment, the elimination of driving and trailing of the goats, and the 
possibility of having the goats on fresh choice feed at all times not 
only permit the grazing of a greater number of goats but also re- 
sult in raising a greater percentage of kids and in greater growth 
of goats and mohair. The mohair is of greater value because it is 
cleaner and of a more even staple. 

The success attained by the use of many bed grounds leads to 
the conclusion that the bedding-out system, whereby the goats are 
quietly and openly grazed for short distances during the day and 
bedded where night overtakes them, would give even better results 
to range and goats and allow for the grazing of even a greater num- 
ber than where each bed ground is used for only several consecutive 
nights. 

The kidding range should be so located, and the time of kidding 
so adjusted, as to avoid severe storms and to insure ample green feed. 
The use of individual kidding pens, good management in either the 
toggle or pen system, care in seeing that each ae properly mothers 
inet kid, and that motherless kids are given to does which have lost 
their kids will result in a larger and more thrifty kid crop. 

The range goat should be the large, well-built, early-maturing 
Angora, producing a large quantity of fine mohair. The does should 
be uniform, of good size, have good constitutions, be good producers 
of mohair, and should produce sufficient milk to insure proper 
growth of kids. The bucks should more nearly approximate the 
ideal than the does; they should be large, vigorous, and producers 
of a large quantity of high-quality mohair. Only those wethers 
which produce a very large quantity of fine mohair should be re- 
tained in the herd after they are two years old. 

For breeding purposes both the bucks and does should be in a 
thrifty condition and over 18 months of age. When bucks are placed 
with the does at night and are fed grain in addition to good pas- 
turage they may serve 50 or more does with success. 
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In a number of New Mexican range herds of Angoras it cost, 
during 1915 and 1916, exclusive of interest on investment and owner’s 
labor, from about 95 cents to over $2 per head per year for running 
wethers. For the same years the average annual gross revenue per 
grown wether from these herds was approximately $2. From year- 
lings the gross revenue was somewhat greater. 

In the same herds and during the same years the annual cost of 
running the does and their kids varied from $1.62 to $2.78 per doe. 
The average annual total revenue per doe varied from about $3 to 
more than $5.50. 
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CALCIUM ARSENATE AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR LEAD ARSENATE. 

Recently attention has been directed to the use of calcium arsen- 

ate as a substitute for lead arsenate, principally because of the 

cheapness of lime as compared with lead oxid. While no one recom- 

mends the use of calcium arsenate alone on tender foliage, experi- 

ments by the United States Department of Agriculture’, the Cana- 

dian Department of Agriculture’, and others have shown that it 
gives excellent results on some of the more resistant plants, as well 

as very promising results when combined with other sprays, es- 

pecially sulphids, which cause to a greater or less extent the break- 

ing up of lead arsenate. 

1. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 278, Farmers’ Bul. 908. 

2 Crop Protection Leaflet 10. 
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PREPARATION OF CALCIUM ARSENATE. 

The Bureau of Entomology of this Department has carried out 

experiments with “homemade” calcium arsenate prepared by slaking 

burned lime with a solution of sodium arsenate. Others’ have 

recommended calcium arsenate prepared by the action of solubie 

lime salts on sodium arsenate. In all such cases soluble by- 

products are formed. Since these may influence the action of the 

spray if not removed, they should be washed and filtered out if a 

good grade of commercial calcium arsenate is desired. 

From the chemical standpoint, the simplest means of producing 

calcium arsenate is the direct union of calcium hydroxid and 

arsenic acid. As the only by-product of this reaction is water, 

filtration of the material is the only treatment that should be re- 

auired, thus eliminating the washing necessary with most products. 

The following experiments were made with the idea of determining 

the proportions and procedure necessary to obtain a product hav- 

ing the properties desired for spraying purposes’, The arsenic acid 

used was commercial 75 per cent acid. Its density was found to 

be 1.88, corresponding to 61 per cent As,O., or 75 per cent arsenic 

acid, H,AsO,. The lime was a good grade of commercial lime of 

the following composition : 

Per cent. 

Loss on ignifione 2.2. < - #abeicace\ « joi Ba. aaa aT ees 5.07 

Calcium oxid; CaO7.-. 22. PRR a ition hs Geos 93.36 

Maenesium “oxid> MeO...) cae ole eee .69 

Silicon, GLOxid, SLO se esse. ceri s eases eee ere enn ena + 

Oxids of iron and salumimiumi: 3 Opns eee erento .68 

100.54 

In the absence of other drawbacks, the most desirable method of 

aniting lime and arsenic acid is to have both ingredients in solu- 

tion before they are mixed. This necessitates the use of lime water 

which contains only about 1 gram of CaO per liter, and of a quan- 

tity of water so large that it probably would be prohibitive in com- 

mercial practice. Nevertheless, a few experiments were made to 

discover the nature of the product so formed. | 

1Qregon Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul.. 131. 

* The desirable features of 2 good arsenical spray material may be enumerated here, 

Jt should not contain an excessive amount of soluble arsenic, which would cause 

injury to foliage; it should be very finely divided in order that it may be dis- 

tributed well over the foliage; it should be light when in the dry form, to permit 

of ready application by dusting; it should suspend well in water, to permit of 

even distribution when applied in the form of a spray: and when sprayed and 

subsequently dried it should stick well to the foliage. ; 
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Tf arsenic acid of any strength is added slowly to lime water con- 

taining phenolphthalein until the latter is just about to decolorize, a 

gelatinous, slow-settling precipitate is formed. After the lapse of 

an hour or so, this crystallizes and settles to about one-eighth of 

the volume of the liquid used. The precipitate filters very readily, 

leaving a cake which on the steam bath dries fairly rapidly to very 

light lumps easily powdered between the fingers. Its extreme light- 

ness is very noticeable, and it does not require grinding, simply a 

disintegration of the lumps. One preparation, dried at about 70°C. 

on the steam bath, had the following composition : 

f Per cent. 

Calcium ord Ge Ca Oar RU ee eee Cee EE eh sare) cede OO) 

NTS CTU GO Rl Clie CA Su Orme esate ausieyoreuntel ore ee noveueawlalnverenevelen aleve. 42.96 

Water (by difference) (slight amount of CO,)...... 25.04 

ee 100.00 

The molecular ratio of CaO to As,O, is here 3.05, showing the com- 

pound to be tricalcium arsenate. It approximates most closely 

to the formula Ca,(AsO,)..8H,@. In an investigation on the chem- 

istry of the calcium arsenates, the results of which will be published 

later, it has been shown that such a compound exists. Drying at 

110°C. results in the loss of about seven of the eight molecules of 

water of crystallization. The lightness of this material may be 

judged from the fact that 2 ounces of it filled a graduated cylinder 

to the 500 cubic centimeter mark, which is equivalent to 240 cubic 

inches per pound, this, of course, without any attempt at packing. 

if jarred for a sufficient time the space occupied will be reduced to 

about 60 per cent of this figure. 

The compound thus formed yields appreciable amounts of soluble 

arsenic when treated with water. In one experiment 1.8 grams 

were treated with 1 liter of water (equivalent in arsenic content to 

1 pound of dilead arsenate in 50 gallens) for 24 hours, and 55 milli- 

grams, or 3.04 per cent, of As,O; were rendered soluble. R. H. 

Robinson’ found 79 milligrams of As,O, per liter for somewhat 

‘similar material. This, of course, is an excessive amount, and 

would render the material unfit for use alone on any but the 

hardiest foliage, such as will stand applications of paris green. 

If the manufacture of calcium arsenate by this process were at- 

tempted commercially, the liquid left from the settling of one batch 

of arsenate could be used again for the preparation of more lime 

water, and thus the consumption of water might be greatly reduced. 

However, methods requiring the handling of as little material as 

——— = oes esse: = == — = — woe 2 Sr ey 

1 Oregon Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 131, p. 7. 
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possible probably would be preferable. On first thought, such a pro- 

cess would be the direct slaking of the stone lime with the requisite 

strength arsenic acid solution. But such a procedure is not prac- 

ticable. Owing to the slow surface action, the As,O. is locally 

always in excess, resulting in the formation of dicalcium or even 

monocalcium arsenate (if the H,AsO, is strong enough), which, 

while it may be changed later by the excess of lime, renders the 

product lumpy or granular. Even the use of strong arsenic acid 

with a concentrated lime paste suffers from the same drawbacks— 

the addition of the acid causes a further thickening of the paste, 

and thorough and rapid mixing becomes impossible. 

SLAKING THE LIME. 

Only more or less dilute lime paste, made by the slaking of quick- 

lime, was used in the experiments here reported. It is self-evident 

that the ease with which such a paste will combine with acid is 

directly dependent on the smoothness of the paste. Consequently 

experiments to determine the best procedure to follow in slaking 

so that the paste would be smooth and free from lumps were made 

first. It was soon found that the use of 3 to 314 times as much 

water (by weight) as lime gave a paste which was entirely satisfac- 

tory, if the lime employed was sufficiently pure. This produces a 

paste rather thick, but not thick enough to interfere with good mix- 

ing when working with small quantities. Best results were ob- 

tained by using boiling water for slaking, although in bulk the 

natural heat of reaction would be sufficient. 

PROPER PROPORTION OF ARSENIC OXID AND LIME. 

As previously noted, it is essential that a compound for spraying 

purposes shall be free, or nearly so, from arsenic in water-soluble 

forms. As seen by reference to the description of practically pure 

crystalline tricalcium arsenate, that material is appreciably acted 

upon by water. Other work done in the Bureau of Chemistry on 

this subject has shown that all of the calcium arsenates more acid . 

than this are likewise somewhat soluble (or decomposable), the 

action increasing until the monoarsenate, which is very readily 

soluble in Water, is reached. Fividently, then, it is necessary to 

look toward the basic side. It has long been known that the addi- 

tion of an excess of lime to a spraying compound renders the arsenic 

insoluble. The object here was to find the right proportions to 

produce a material combining high arsenic oxid content with suf- 

ficiently low water-soluble As,O, to prevent burning or reduce it to 

the lowest possible limit. Two series of experiments were made 
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along this line. Each series included 8 experiments, the molecular 

ratio, CaO/As.,O. being varied from 3 to 5 by appropriate steps. The 

amount of As,O, used was kept constant, being 25 cubie centimeters 

of a solution containing 0.4 gram As,O, per cubic centimeter (in 

other words, a total of 10 grams As,O,). The weighed amounts of 

lime were slaked in beakers with 3 times their weight of boiling 

water, and the cold arsenic solution added rather slowly, from a 

pipette, with constant stirring. In one series (A) the acid was 

added to the lime while still hot from slaking; in the other series 

(B) the lime paste was permitted to cool to room temperature be- 

fore mixing. Each mixture was then divided into two portions, one 

of which was permitted to stand over night, then decanted, the other 

being filtered and sucked as dry as possible on a Biichner funnel for 

the purpose of determining the amount of water each process left 

in the paste. Water was determined in portions of each paste by 

drying in the oven at 105°C. The dried portions were tised for 

chemical analvsis. The water-soluble arsenic was determined on 

the dry material, using 1.2 grams in 500 cubic centimeters (equiva- 

dent to 1 pound in 50 gallons). The results of these experiments 

are summarized in Table 1. 
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It will be noted that in every case series B gave lower soluble 

arsenic figures than series A, and also that only when the ratio 

equals 4 or more does the soluble arsenic decrease to about 0.2 per 

eent. Consequently, all commercial calcium arsenates should be at 

least as basic as 4CaO.As.O., upon which ratio all later experiments 

were based. The content of water of constitution, and probably 

crystallization (about 14 per cent), might be reduced by heating to a 

sufficiently high temperature if this were found to be desirable from 

a commercial standpoint. Probably next in importance to the ques- 

tion of soluble arsenic comes the question of lightness of material, 

that quality which governs the suspension in water. This is con- 

trolled by two things, actual density and size of particles. All the 

calcium arsenates have densities around 3, approximately halt that 

of the corresponding lead compounds. This is a characteristic 

property of each compound, practically independent of conditions. 

The size of particles, however, is influenced by the manner of mix- 

ing, the temperature, the concentration, etc. In the experiments 

reported in Table 1, the arsenic acid was added quite slowly to the 

lime, in the belief that it was best to prevent even the slightest 

local excess of acid. It was found later, however, that rapid mix- 

ing gave a product which was much more easily powdered. Table 

J also shows that temperature has a marked effect, a more bulky 

product being formed when the solutions are mixed in the cold. 

EFFECT OF DILUTION AND TEMPERATURE UPON THE 
COMPOUND. 

A group of 16 experiments was designed to show the effect of 

dilution and temperature upon this quality of lightness. In all 

the experiments the quantity of lime and acid used was the same— 

11 grams of lime (93 per cent CaO) and 10 grams of As,O,. In 

every case the lime was slaked with 35 cubic centimeters of boiling 

water. Four temperature combinations were used:° Both ‘hot; 

lime hot, acid cold; acid hot, lime cold; both cold. Four dilutions 

were used. In every case the acid was dumped as fast as possible 

into the lime. In the more concentrated mixtures, especially when 

warm, reaction took place rapidly, phenolphthalein being reddened 

immediately. But as dilution increased and the temperature fell, 

action was delayed, the solution remaining acid for perhaps 10 

minutes. This is no doubt due to the fact that the acid does not 

penetrate instantaneously into the small particles of lime in sus- 

pension. When both solutions are hot the reaction is violent, caus- 

ing rapid boiling, while when both solutions are cold, only a mod- 
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erate rise in temperature occurs. For instance, in 4 A the tempera- 

ture rose from 32°C. to 65°C., and in 4 D from 32°C. to 40°C. 

After mixing and standing for 15 to 20 minutes the precipitates 

were filtered off, and dried over night on the steam bath. Portions 

were then sieved through a Ne. 100 mesh sieve, and their bulkiness 

compared by measuring the volume occupied by 2.77 grams in a 10 

cubie centimeter graduated cylinder. Ten times the figure read on 

the cylinder equals the number of cubic inches per pound. The 

measurements were taken just as the material was poured into the 

evlinders, no attempt being made to pack it. Entomologists have 

stated that a good calcium arsenate for dusting purposes should 

oecupy from 70 to 90 cubic inches per pound. Such determinations, 

however, are comparable only when conducted in the same way. 

The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 2. 

Tasrr 2.—Hffect of dilution and temperature on lightness of spraying com- 
pounds. 

Series number, degree of dilution, and lightness of compound. 

ee ee a ee eT Se ee 
Experi- Tk aA ese? Nar Cee ete a ae at Sc i dae A 

, 1 gm. lime— |11 gm. lime— |11 gm. lime— |11 gm. lime— 
ment | temperature. |}t & 2 a bok = st yaar “135 ec H,O 70 ec H,0 105 ce H,O 140 ce ~H,O 
hoes 10° gm. As,O0.— |10 gm. As,O-— 10 gm. A’s,O%—|10 gm. As,0—— 

25 ‘ee HO: (50 cc H,O. (75 ee H,O. |100 ce H,0. 
is = { | 4 

Cu. in. per 1b. | Cu. in. per lb. | Cr. in. per lb. | Crt. in. per lb. 
1 Lime hot, acid | 

COIs sire 69 96 104 | 128 
es ek Ate be Ee ae eee 

2 Acid hot, lime | 

(0 i eR | 6) 104 126 112 

3 Both HO bers | 69 78 | 92 98 

4 Both) coldei-.. | 86 10+ 90) } SO 

These results show that the general tendency is the production of 

the lighter material in the lower concentrations. But here a new 

feature, the hardness of the lumps and the effort necessary to reduce 

them to powder, makes its appearance. Amorphousness is usually 

associated with the production of hard, lumpy residues on drying, 

as, for example, in the case of aluminum hydroxid. So here we 

have 1D, 2C, and 2D, the lightest of the powders, producing hard 

lumps, 2D being the hardest of the lot. It was difficult to break 

them in the fingers, and for commercial use they would almost cer- 

tainly have to be ground. On the other hand, 4A and 4D were 

crumbly, and could be readily reduced to powder by simply shaking 

them. Probably, then, a compromise between a method of prepara- 

tion which produces the lightest powder and a method which pro- 

duces the most easily pulverized powder would be necessary. 
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The results show equal bulkiness for 2 B, 4 B, and 1 ©, and all of 

these, especially 1 C, were easily powdered. Based on this work, the 

authors are of the opinion that the most advantageous method to 

produce a reasonably light material, which at the same time is 

easily pulverized, is to slake the lime, add two more volumes of hot 

water, and then add the cold arsenic acid solution as rapidly as 

possible (method 1 C). Methods 4 B, 2 B, and 4 A also, however, 

give a product which is reasonably light and easily pulverizéd. 

None of these products, except the tricalcium arsenate men- 

tioned in the beginning of this article, is quite as bulky as some of 

the commercial dilead arsenates, some of which run as high as 14?) 

cubic inches per pound when measured in the manner prescribed 

here. However, this calcium arsenate, as aforesaid, yields an ex- 

cessive amount of water-soluble arsenic, and is prepared by a 

method that is hardly practicable under manufacturing conditions. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH LIMESTONE. 

Tt was at first thought that calcium arsenate might be made di- 

rectly from limestone, instead of from lime, thus saving the expense 

of burning. A few experiments along this line showed that calcium 

carbonate reacts quite readily with arsenic acid at room tempera- 

ture, and continues to do so until the solution is about neutral to 

methyl orange. At this point, the solution contains CaQ and As,O, 

in the proportions to form calcium monoarsenate, CaH,(AsO,).. If 

this solution is heated by itself, it deposits crystals of dicaleium 

arsenate, CaHAs®,.H,O, which on continued boiling change to 

CaHAsO,.. In the presence of excess CaCO.,, reaction continues 

until practically all the As,O, has been precipitated as CaHAsO,. 

This, however, takes place readily only if the carbonate is in a fine 

state of division, and hardly at all if it is in pea-sized lumps. Calcium 

carbonate is not alkaline enough to carry the conversion to the tri- 

calcium arsenate stage. This dicalcium arsenate is fairly crystal 

line and granular, and, owing to its solubility and other physicai 

properties, is not well suited for use as a spray. It could, of course, 

be mixed with excess lime, but, owing to its granular nature, re- 

action would be slow and when sprayed the lime might be com- 

pletely carbonated before some of the crystals were changed, thus 

giving a chance for injury by the soluble arsenic. All things cen- 

sidered, it appears that there is no advantage in attempting to sub- 

stitute limestone for lime. 

SUMMARY. 

The most desirable procedure for making calcium arsenate from 

lime and arsenic acid may be summarized as follows: 
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1. Use a good grade of lime, containing a high percentage of CaO. 

2. Slake the lime to as smooth a paste as possible, for upon this 

depends the smoothness of the final product, as well as the readi- 

ness with which the lime and acid react. Use from 3 to 314 

times as much water, by weight, as lime, and have it, preferably, 

warm. Let stand for a while, then thoroughly mix, after which add 

twice as much hot water as used for slaking, and mix again. 

5+. The lime and arsenic should be in such proportion that the 

weight of actual CaO used will equal that of the As,O, used. This 

gives a product with a molecular ratio slightly over 4, which is 

necessary if the soluble As,O, is to be kept down to desirable limits. 

4, Add the acid at room temperature to the lime as quickly as 

possible, and stir well until the liquid becomes alkaline to phenol- 

phthalein. 

). Filter to as dry a state as possible, do not wash, and if a dry 

product is desired dry directly in any suitable manner. 

6, Crush in a suitable disintegrator, or grind if necessary. 

To produce 100 pounds of a commercial grade of calcium arsenate 

by this process will require 45 pounds of CaO (approximately 50 

pounds of a high-grade lime) to be slaked with 18 gallons of water, 

the addition of 86 gallons more of water, and then 45 gallons of a 

solution containing 1 pound of As,O,; per gallon. Slight departure 

from the figures given for water will probably have little effect. 

LABELING THE PRODUCT. 

A product prepared in accordance with the procedure outlined 

is, of course, not pure calcium arsenate, but consists of tricalcium 

arsenate, probably with some water of crystallization, together with 

excess of other calcium compounds, such as calcium hydroxid ana 

calcium carbonate. The product, therefore, should not be designated 

simply “Calcium Arsenate,” but by some such designation as, ‘Cal- 

cium Arsenate Containing other Calcium Compounds.” In labeling 

such a product, the following is suggested by the Insecticide and 

Fungicide Board of this Department as the simplest form of state- 

ment which will fulfill the requirements of section 8 of the Insecti- 

cide Act of 1910, relative to the statement of active and inert in- 

egredients and total and water-soluble arsenic, 

Active ingredient : 

CE VAGALETIUIN ALSCIUALC acer chetetencieeteecotere ss aires — % 

PNELU INSU CHLCNUS 2)... 2 > orang a cmerneeibenih oo \l aiceuete --- Yo 

Total Arsenic > (AS MEtalliG) reser. ac ye thre cue fene onavetouennniene % 

Arsenieé in water-soluble forms (as metallic) .........4 ———— % 
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eee has been prepared. in explanation of a chart 
recently drawn up by the Department of Agriculture for the 

use of the Federal Reserve Board, in which information regard- 

ing storage conditions for certain pera farm products is 
set forth. 

The information coutaed in thie bulletin and the accom- 
panying chart has been contributed by L. C. Corbett, William 
Stuart, and H. C. Thompson of the Bureau of Plant Industry; 

M. E. Pennington of the Bureau of Chemistry, and I. C. 

Franklin, N. A. Hardin, C. W. Mann, H. J. Rematys and W. M. 

Scott of the Bureau of Markets. 

Owners and managers of storage warehouses, members of the 
Federal Reserve Banks, and producers of the farm products 
discussed will find information of value in the data included in 

this publication. 
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it bare PUBLICATION of a bulletinon the Smyrna fig has 
become necessary, because recent investigations have 

developed facts not previously noted and no literature is avail- 
able which gives all the particulars necessary to a perfect 
understanding of the intricacies of the industry in this country. 

It is thought important to encourage the more extensive 
cultivation of one of the most wholesome fruit foods known to 
agriculturists, a fruit the culture of which promises in the near 
future to become an important industry in this country, and 
also to correct errors into which authors have fallen for the lack 
of the opportunities for investigation presented in California, 
among which may be mentioned inaccuracies in relation to the 
classification of fig flowers and the reason for the paucity of seeds 
in caprifigs. 

The writer desires to express his obligation for valuable sug- 
gestions to Dr. L.O. Howard, Chief of the Bureau of Entomology, 
United States Department of Agriculture, the author of a valu- 
able article on Smyrna figs. 
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